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696.
Hardee v. United;States (8 L. D., 391; 16 L. D.,
499); overruled, 29 L. D., 698.
Hardin, James A. (10 L. D., 313); revoked, 14 L.
D., 233.
Harris, James G. (28 L. D., 90); overruled, 39 L.
D., 93.
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Harrison, Luther (4 L. D., 179); overruled, 17 L.
D., 216.
Harrison, W. R. (19 L. D., 299); overruled, 33 L.
D., 539.
Hart v. Cox (42 L. D., 592); vacated, 260 U. B., 427.
(See 49 L. D., 413.)
Hastings and Dakota Ry. Co. v. Christenson et
al. (22 L. D., 257); overruled, 28 L. D., 572.
Hayden v. Jamison (24 L. DE, 403); vacated, 26 L.
D., 373.
Heilmnan v. Syverson (15 L. D., 184); overruled,
23 L. D., 119.
Heinzman it al. v. Letroadecs Heirs et al. (28 L.
D., 497); overruled, 38 L. D., 253.
Heirs of Davis (40 L. D., 573); overruled, 46 L. D.,
110.
Heirs of Philip Mulnix (33 L. D., 331); overruled,
43 L. D., 532.:
*Heirs of Stevenson v. Cunningham (32 L. D., 650);
modified, 41 B.D., 119. (Sea 43 L. D., 196.)
Helmer, Inkerman (34 L. D., 341); modified, 42
L. D., 472.
Henderson, John W. (40 L. D., 518); vacated, 43
L. D., 106.0 (See 44 L. D., 112 and 49 L. D., 484.)
Hennig, Nellie J. (38 L. D., 443, 445); recalled and
vacated, 39 L. D., 211.
Herman v. Chase et ci. (37 L. D, 590); overruled, 43
L. D., 246.
Herrick, Wallace 31. (24 L. D., 23); overruled, 25
L. D., 113.
Hickey, M. A., etal. (3 L. D., 83); modified, 5 L. D.,
256.
Hildreth, Henry (45 L. D., 464); vacated, 46 L. D.,
17.
Hindman, Ada I. (62 L. D., 327); vacated in part,
43 L. D., 191.
Hoglund, Svan (42 L. D., 405); vacated, 43 L. D.,
538.
Holden, Thomas A. (16 L. D., 493);-overruled, 29
L. D., 166.
Holland, G. W. (6 B. D., 20); overruled, 6 B. D.,
639; 12 L. D., 416.
Hollensteiner, Walter (38 B.D., 319); overruled, 47
L. D., 260.
Holman a. Central Montana Mines Co. (34 L. D.,
568); overruled so far as in conflict, 47 L. D., 590.
Hon v. Martinas (41 L. D., 119); modified, 43 L. D.
197.
Hooper, Henry (6 L. D., 624); modified, 9 L. D.,
86, 284.
Housman, Peter A. C. (37 L. D., 352); modified, 48
L. D., 629.
Howard, Thomas (3 L. D., 409); qee 39 L. D., 162,
225.
Howard v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (23 L. D.,
6); overruled, 28 L. D., 126.
Howell, John H. (24 L. D., 35); overruled, 28 L. D.,
204.
Howell, L. C. (39 L. D., 92); see 39 L. D., 411.
Hughes v. Greathead (43 L. D., 497); vacated, 49
L. D., 413. (See 260 U. S., 427.)
Hull et al. v. Ingle (24 L. D., 214); overruled, 30
.
L. D., 258.
Huls, Clara (9 L. D., 401); modified, 21 L. D., 377.
Hyde, F. A. (27 L. D., 472); vacated, 28 L. D., 284.
Hyde, F. A., et al. (40 L. D., 284); overruled, 43
L. D., 381.
Hyde et al. v. Warren et al. (14 L. D., 576); see 19
L. D., 64.
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Ingram, John D. (37 L. D., 475); see 43 L. D., 544.
roman v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (24 L.D., 318);
overruled, 28 L, D., 95.
Iowa Railroad Land Company (23 L. D., 79; 24
L. D., 125); vacated, 29 L. D., 79.
Jacks v. Belard et al. (29 L. DB, 369); vacated, 30
L. D., 345.
0- c
Jackson Oil Co. v. Southern Pacific R. B. Co. (40
L. D., 528); overruled, 42 L. D., 317.
Johnson v. South Dakota (17 L. D., 411); overruled,
41 La. D., 22.
Jones, James A. (3 Ih D., 176); overruled, 8 L. D.,
448.
Jones v. Kennett (6 L. D., 638); overruled, 14 L. D.,
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Kackmann, Peter (1 L. D., 86); overruled, 16 L. D.,
464.
Kemper v. St. Paul and Pacific R. R. Co. (2 C. L. L.,
805); overruled, 18 I. D., 101.
King v. Eastern Oregon Land Co. (23 L. D., 579);
modified, 30 L. D., 19.
Kinsinger v. Peek (11 L. D., 202); see 39 IL. D., 162,
225.
Riser v. Keech (17 L. D., 25); overruled, 23 L. D.
119.
Knight, Albert B., et al. (30 L. D., 227); overruled,
: 31 L. D., 64.
Knight v. Heirs of Knight (39 L. D., 362, 491; 40
L. D., 461); overruled, 43 L. D., 242.
Kniskern v. Hastings and Dakota Ry. Co. (6 C. L.
O., 50); overruled, 1 L. D., 362.
Kolberg, Peter P. (37 L. D., 453); overruled, 43 L.
D., 181.
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Krigbaum, James T. (12 L. D., 617); overruled, 26
L. D., 448.
Lackawanna Placer Claim
37 L. D., 715.
Lamb v. Ullery (10 L. D.,
331.
Largent, Edward B., et a.
42 L. D., 321.
Larson, Syvert (40 L. D.,

(36 L. D., 36); overruled,
528); overruled, 32 L. D.,
(13 L. D., 397); overruled

Lockwood, Francis A. (20 L. D., 361); modified, 21
L. D., 200.
Lonergan v. Shockley (33 L. D., 288); overruled, 34
L.D., 314;36 L.D,199.
Louisiana, State of (8 L. D., 126); modified, 9 L. D.,
157.
Louisiana, State of (24 L. D., 231); vacated, 26 L.
D., 5.
Lucy B. Hussey Lode (5 L. D., 93); overruled, 25
L. D., 495.
Luton, James W. (34 L. D., 468); overruled, 353I.

B., 102.
Lyman, Mary 0. (24 L. D., 493); overruled, 43 L,
D., 221.
Lynch, Patrick (7 L. D., 33); overruled, 13 L. D.,
713.
Madigan, Thomas (8 L. D., 188); overruled, 27 L.
D., 44&
Maginmis, Charles P. (31 L. D., 222); overruled, 35
-L. D., 399.
Maginnis,4fohn S. (32 L. D., 14); modified, 42 L. P.,
472.
-Maher, John M. (34 L. D., 342); modified, 42 L. D.
472.
Mahoney, Timothy (41 L. D., 129); overruled, 42
L. D., 313.
Makela, Charles (46 L. D., 509); extended, 49 L. D.,
244.
Makemson v. Snider's Heirs (22 L. D., 511); overruled, 32 L. D., 650.
Malone Land and Water Co. (41 L. D., 138); overruled in part, 43 L. D., 110.
Maney, John J. (35 L. D., 230); modi it d, 48 L. D.,
153.
Maple, Frank (37 L. D., 107); overruled, 43 L. D.,
181.
Martin v. Patrick (41 L. D., 284); overruled, 43 L.
D., 536.
Mason v. Cromwell (24 L. D., 248); vacated, 26 L.
D., 369.
Masten, E. C. (22 L. D., 337); overruled, 25 I. D.,
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Mather et al. v. Hackley's Heirs (15 L. D., 487); vs.
cated, 19 L. D., 48.
69); overruled, 43 L. D.,
242.
X
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L. D., 94.
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C. L. 0., 10); overruled, 14 L. D., 278.
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voked, 27 L. D., 683.
McCalla v. Acker (29 L. D., 203); vacated, 30 L. D.,
277.
Laughlin, Allen (31 L. D., 256); overruled, 41 L. D.,
McCornick, William S. (41 L. D., 661, 666); vacated,
361.
Laughlin v. Martin (18 L. D., 112); modified, 21
43 L. D., 429.
*McCraney v. Heirs of Hayes (33 L. D., 21); overL. D., 40.
ruled, 41 L. D., 119. (See 43 L. D., 196.)
Law v. State of Utah (29 L. D., 623); overruled, 47
McDonald, Roy, et al. (34 L. D., 21); overruled,
L. D., 359.
Lemmons, Lawson H. (19 L. D., 37); overruled, 26
37 L. D., 285.
L. D., 389.
*McDonogh School Fund (11 L. D., 378); overruled,
Leonard, Sarah (1 L. D., 41); overruled, 16 L. D.,
30 L. B., 616. (See 35 L. D., 399.)
McFadden et ai.v. Mountain View Mining and Mill464. Lindberg, Anna C. (3 L. D., 95); modified, 4 L. D.,
ing Co. (26 L. D., 530); vacated, 27 L. D., 358.
299.
McGee, Edward D. (17 L. D., 285); overruled, 29
Linderman v. Wait (O L. D., 689); overruled, 13
L. D., 166.
L. D.,,459.
McGrasm, Owen (5 L. D., 10); overruled, 24 L. D.,
*Linhart v. Santa Fe Pacific B. R. Co. (36 L. D., 41);
502.
McGregor, Carl (37 L. D., 693); overruled, 38 L. D.,
overruled, 41 L. D., 284. - (See 43 L. D., 536.)
Little Pet Lode (4 L.. D., 17); overruled, 25 L. D.,
148.
McKernan v. Bailey (16 L. D., 368); overruled,
550.
-17 L. D., 494.
Lock Lode (6 L. D., 105); overruled, 26 L. D., 123.
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McXittrick Oil Co. v. Southern Pacific R. R. Co.

(37 L. D., 243); overruled, 40 L. D., 528. (See
42 L. D., 317.)
McNamsara et al. v. State of California (17 L. D.,
4296); overruled, 22 L. D., 666.
McPeek v. Sullivan et al. (25 L. D., 281); overruled,
36 L. D., 26.
*Mee v. Hughart et al. (23 L. D., 455); vacated, 28
L. D., 209. In effect reinstated, 44L. D., 414;,487;
46 L. D., 434; 48 L. D., 195; 346 348; 49 L. D.,
260; 662.

*Meeboer v. Heirs of Schut (35 L. D., 335); overruled,
41 L. D., 119. (See 43 L. D., 196.)
Mercer v. Buford Townsite (35- L. D., 119); overruled, 35 L. D., 649.
Meyer, Peter (6 L. D., 639); modified, 12 L. D., 436.
Meyer v. Brown (15 L. D., 307); see 39 L. D., 162,
225.
Miller, Edwin J. (35 L. D., 411); overruled, 43 L. D.,
181..
Miller v. Sebastian (19 L. D., 288); overrulbd, 26
L. D., 448.
Milner and North Side R. R. Co. (36 L. D., 488);
overruled, 40 L. D., 187.
Milton et al. v. Lamb (22 L. D., 339); overruled,
25 L. D., 550.
Milwaukee, Lake Shore and Western Ry. Co. (12
L. D., 79); overruled, 29 L. D., 112..
Miner v. Mariott t al. (2 L. D., 709); modified, 28
L. D., 224.

*Mitchell v. Brown (3 L. D., 65); overruled, 41
L. D., 396. (See 43 L. D., 520.)
Monitor Lode (18 L. D., 358); overruled, 25 L. D.,
495.

Moore, Charles H. (16 L. D., 204); overruled, 27
L. D., 482.
Morganv. Craig (100. L.O., 234); overruled, 5 L. D.,
303.

Morgan v; Rowland (37 L. D., 90); overruled, 37
L. D., 618.
Moritz v. Binz (36 L. D., 450); vacated, 37 L. D.,
382.

Morrison, Charles S. (36 L. D., 126); modified,
36 L., D., 319.
Morrow et al. v. State of Oregon et al. (32 L. D.,
54); modified, 33 L. D., 101.
Moses, Zelmer R. (36 L. D., 473); overruled, 44
L. D., 570.
Mountain Chief Nos. 8 and 9 Lode Claims (36 L. D.,
109); overruled in part, 36 L. D., 551.
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see 43 L. D., 33.
Muller, Ernest (46 L. D., 243); overruled, 48 L. D.,
163.
Muller, Esberne K. (39 L. D., 72); modified, 39
L. D., 360.
Mulyix, Philip, Heirs of (33 L. D., 331); overruled,
43 L. D., 532.
Nebraska, State of (18 L. D., 124); overruled, 28
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overruled; 26 L. D., 123.
Neilsen v. Central PacificIR. I. Co.; et aL (26 L. D.
252); modified, 30 L. D., 216. Newbanks v. Thompson (22 L. D., 490); overruled,
29 L. D., 108.
Newlon, Robert C. (41 L. D., 421); overruled, 43
L. D., 364.
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New Mexico, State of (46 L. D., 217); overruled
48 L. D., 98.
Newton, Walter (22 L. D., 322); modified, 25
L. D., 188.
New York Lode and Millsite (5 L. D., 513); overruled, 27 L. D., 373.
*Nickel, John R. (9 L. D., 388); overruled, 41 L. D.,
129. (See42L. D., 313.)
NorthernPacific R. R. Co. (20 L. b., 151); modified,
22 L D., 224; overruled, 29 L: D., 550.
Northern Pacific R. M. Co. v. Bowman (7 L. D.,
238); modified, 18 L. D., 224.
Northern Pacific t. R. Co. v. Burns (6 L. D., 21);
overruled, 20 L. D., 191.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Loomis (21 L. D.,
395);' overruled, 27 L. D., 464.
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B., 545), overruled, 28 L. D., 174.
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Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Sherwood (28 L. D.,
126); overruled, 29 L. D., 550.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Symons (22 L. D.,
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Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Walters et al. (13 L. D.,
230); overruled so far as in conflict, 49 L. D., 391.
Northern Pacific R. M. Co. v. Yantis (8 L. D. 58);
overruled, 12 L. D., 127.
Nyman v. St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Manitoba
Ry. Co. (5 L. D., 396); overruled, 6 L. D., 759.
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L. D., 411.
:
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29 L. D., 4ft 30 L. D., 382.
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(17 L. D., 480); overruled, 18 L. D., 543.
Owens e al. v. State of California (22 L. D., 369);
overruled, 38 L. D., 253.
Pacific Slope Lode (12 L. D., 686); overruled, 25 L.
D., 518.
Papini v. Alderson (1 B. L. P., 91); modified, 5 L.
D., 256.
Patterson, Charles E. (3 L. D., 260); modified, 6 L.
D., 284, 024. X I
Paul Jones Lode (28 L. D., 120); modified, 31 L. D.
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Paul v. Wiseman (21 L. D., 12); overruled, 27 L. D.,
522.Pecos Irrigation and ImprovementCeo.'(15 L. D.,
470); overruled, 18 L. D., 168, 268.
Pennock, Bell L. (42 L. D., 315); vacated, 43 L.
D., 66.
-Perry v. Central Pacific Mt.I. Co. (39 L. D., 5);
overruled so far as in conflict, 47 L. D., 304.
Phelps; W. L. (8C. L. 0., 139); overruled, 2 L. D,
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Philips 'Alonso (2 L. D., 321); overruled, 15 L. D.,
424.
Phillips v. Breazeale's Heirs (19 L. D., 573); overruled, 30 L. D., 93.
Pieper, Agnes C. (35 L, D., 459); overruled, 43 L. D.,
374.
Pielkiewicz ei al. v. Richmond (29L. B., 195); overruled, 37 L. D., 149. :
Pikes Peak Lode (10 L. D., 200); overruled so far as
analogous, 20 L. D., 204,
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Sipohen v. Ross (i L. D., 634); modified; 4 Ii. D.,
152.
Smead v. Southern Pacific R. R. Co. (21 L. D., 432);
vacated, 29 L. D., 135.
Snook, Noah A., et al. (41 L. D., 428); overruled,
43 L. D., 364.
Sorli v. Berg (40 L. D., 259); overruled, 42L. D., 557.
South Star Lode (17 L. D., 280); overruled, 20 L. D.,
204; 48 L. D., 523.
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18 L. D., 275.
Southern Pacific R. R. Co. (28 L. D., 281); recalled,
32 L. D., 51.
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33 L. D., 528.
Southern Pacifie R. R. Co. v. Burns (31 L. D., 272);
vacated, 37 L. D., 243.
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LT.D., 32.
Spencer, James (6 L. D., 217); modified, 6 L. D.,
Rankin, John M. (20 L. D., 272); reversed, 21 L. D.,
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State of California (14 L. D2.,253); vacated, 23 L. D.,
Rebel Lode (12 L. D., 663); overruled, 20 L. D., 204;
230.
48 L. D., 523.
State of California (15 L. D., 10); overruled, 23 L. D.,
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L. D., 34.
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*Rogers v. Lukens (6 L. D., 111); overruled, 8 L. D.
State of Colorado (7 L. D., 490); overruled, 9 L. D.,
110. (See 9 L. D2.,360.)
408.
Romero v. Widow of xnox (48 L. D., 32); overState of Florida (17 L. D., 355); reversed, 19 L. D.,
ruled so far as in conflict, 49 L.-D., 244.
76.
Rough Rider and Other Lode Mining Claims (41 State of Louisiana (8 L. D., 126); modified, 9 L. D.,
L. D., 242, 255); vacated, 42 L. D., 584.
157.
State of Louisiana (24 L. D2.,231); vacated, 26 L. D.,
Salsberry, Carroll (17 L. D., 170); overruled, 39 L.
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2., 93.
of Nebraska (18.L. D., 124); overruled, 28
Sangre de Cristo and Maxwell Land Grants (46 L. State
L. D., 358.
D., 301); modified, 48 L. D2., 88.
State of Nebraska v. Dorrington (2 C. L. L., 647);
Santa Fe Pacific R. R. Co. v. Peterson (39 L. 2.,
overruled, 26 L. D2., 123.
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State of New Mexico (46 L. D2., 217); overruled,
Satisfaction Extension Mill Site (14 L. D., 173);
48 L. D ., 98.
see 32 L. D., 128.
(45 L. D2., 551); overruled, 48 L. D2.,98.
Sayles, Henry P. (2 L. D., 88); modified, 6 L. D., State of Utah
Stewart et al. v. Rses et ao. (21 L. D2.,446); overruled,
797.
29 L. D., 401.
Schweitzer v. Hillard (19 L. D., 294); overruled, 26
Stirling, Lillie E. (39 L. D., 346); overruled, 46
L. D., 639.
L. D., 110.
Serrano v. Southern Pacific R. R. Co. (6 C. L. O.,
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380.
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overruled, 14 L. D., 200.
Tate, Sarah J. (10 L. D., 469); overruled, 21 L. D.,
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Taylor e. Yeats et al. (8 L. D., 279); reversed, 10
L. D., 242.
*Teller, John C. (26 L. D.; 484); overruled, 36 L. D.,
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Thorstenson, Even (45 L. D., 96); overruled, 47
L. D., 258.
Tieck v. McNeil (48 L. D., 158): modified, 49 L. D.,
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Toles. v. Northern Pacific Ry. Co. et al. (39 L. D.,
171); overruled, 45 L. D., 93.
Traganza, Mertie C. (40 L. D., 360); overruled, 42
L. D., 612.
Traugh v. Ernst (2 L. D., 212); overruled. 3 L. D., 98.
Tripp v. Dunphy (28 L. D., 14); modified, 40 L. D.,
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Tripp v. Stewart (7 C. L. O., 39): modified, 6 L. D.,
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Union Pacific R. R. Co. (33 L. D., 89); recalled1 33
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United States v. Bush (13 L. D., 529); overruled,
18 L. D., 441.
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Veatch v. Heir of Natter (46 L. D., 496); overruled
so far as in conflict, 49 L. D., 461. (See 49 L. D.,
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tory
151.
lands -.
. -- '----r371
1820, Marsh 6 (3 Stat., 545); Missouri
1i52 1875, February 11 (18 Stat., .315), mining
1828, January 12 (8 Stat., 372), Mexican treaty. 147
claim
. 24
1834, June 30 (4 Stat.,'729), intercourse act,
1878, March 3 (18 Stat., 474), Colorado, sec. 7,
sec. 1, Indian country
150
school land
..
=...
.....
..
341
1835, July 1 (7 Stat:, 470), Caddo treaty
456
.
25
1876, Mays (19 Stat., 52), mineral lands
1836, June 7 (5 Stat., .34), Missouri boundaryl
152 1876, December 28 (19 Stat:, 500); Ware scrip
147
1843, March 1 (5 Stat., 603), confirmation of
1877, January 12 (19 Stat., 221), saline land
503
New Madrid locations-- -150
1877, February 27, (19 Stat., 240, 244), revision
1843, March 3 (5 Stat., 619), sec. 5, settlement.
306
ofstatutes .
.
562
562
1846, August 3 (9 Stat., 51), equitable 6lainm.
1878, June 3 (20 Stat.j 88), free use of timber
1848, February 2 (9 -Stat. 922), Mexican
on mineral lands
.
.
25
treaty ..........
.
148
1878, June 3 (20 Stat., 89), timber and stone
288,
180, September 9 (9 Stat., 446),' oossion of
0- -;
1
297,527
Texas
147
1880, January 22 (21 Stat., 61), mining claim;I
1851, March 3 (9 Stat., 631), Court of Private
assessment work
286,
60,6433
553
Land Claims
See. 13, public lands
551 1880, May 14 (21 Stat., 140), contestants;
I...... ... 273,306
preference right ...........
1853, March 3 (10 Stat., 244), California: sur172
sec. 1, relinquishment ....................
'vey and disposal-of public lands
....
8
553
Sec. 2, contestant .......................
407
1833, March 3 (10 Stat:, 258), equitable claim..
562
1880, June 8 (21 Stat;, 166), insane entryman.
170
18354July 22 (10 Stat.,,308), donation
553
1880, June 18 (21 Stat., 287), see. 2, repsy1835, February-22 (10 Stat., 1165), Chippewa
.
. :..
.
.
..
' 542
ment-9
treaty:.- ...........
392
1856, June 26 (i' Stat., 22), equitable adjudi1881, March 3 (21 Stat., 805), mining claim. 26,525
1882, April 11 (22 Stat., 42), Crow lands:
cation-882
allotment .:
.
379
1858, June 2 (11 Stat.,; 294), private claim,
27
sec. 3, certificate of location
-.
298 1882, April 26 (22 Stat., 49), imning claim . 1t883, March 3 (22 Stat., 487), excepting Ala1860, June 14 (12 Stat., 33), private claim, see.
bama lands from mining laws ...I............
27
5, survey
1552
I Page 588, for "(13 Stat., 365)," in line 35, read "(13 Stat., 356)."
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Page.
1884, May 17 (23 Stat., 24), Alaska' Indian
1894, August 18 (28 Stat., 372, 394), State selecoccupancy ...............
........
.
69
tions ...............
......
6.......
6
Sec. 8, mining laws extended to Alaska..27 1894, December 13 (28 Stat., 594), military
1884, July 4 (23 Stat., 76, 89), Indian matters
393
bounty land warrants .
..................
299
1884, July 5 (23 Stat., 103), abandoned mili:1895, February 26 (28 Stat., 683), Northern
tary reservations
..
. ....
3......... Pacific grant; mineral lands .
540
70
18835,February 28 (23 Stat., 337), Texas &
1895, March 2 (28 Stat., 808), renewal of bonds.
86
Pacific R. R. grant
..
.
173
1895, March 2 (28 Stat., 876, 894, 899), Wichita
* 1885, March 3 (23 Stat., 340), Umatilla lands
479
lands.?
.
..
.
.
31
1887, February 8 (24 Stat., 388), allotments
372
1896, January 4 (29 Stat., 876), Utah.I
.-- 213
1887, February 8 (24 Stat., 391), New Orleans
1896, April 18 (29 Stat., 95), Fort AssiniPacific .
....
486
boine lands .6..........
..
- 540
Sec. 2, settlement claims
.....
490
1896, June 10 (29 Stat., 321, 353, 357i 360), nun1888, May 1 (25 Stat., 113), Gros Venutre, etc.,
....
ing claim .................
lands..
.
.
...
.........- 640
Sec. 8, Fort Belknap lands .
32
Sec. 9, Blackfeet lands .
32
See 3, restoration
.;
..
3.
540
1889, January 14 (25 Stat., 642), Chippewa
32
Sec. 10, San Carlos lands ...
.
......
393,640 1897, January 13 (29 Stat., 484), reservoir site. 577
lands ...
Sec. 6, agricultural lands
.....
. 640 1897, February 11 (29 Stat., 526), oil lands... -33,62
1897, June 4 (30 Stat., 11, 34, 35), forest re1889, March 2 (25 Stat., 854), sec- 1, private
serves; restoration .371
....................
1.............
64
entry ...
1897, Jume 4 (30 Stat., 11, 35, 36), forest reserva244
S,,c. 3, leave of absence .
.
tions; use of timber; restoration of mineral
Sec 4, price .......
................. 174
Sec. 6, additional homestead.
.
246,
lands
I..
.
.. 33,85
273,309,322,1529 1897, June 4 (30 Stat., 11, 36), forest lieu selection .
. .
..
.
255,384,452
1890, July 10 -(26 Stat., 222), Wyoming;
1897, June 7 (30 Stat., 62, 67), Chippewas .
school lands
.
.
236
643
f897, June 7 (30 Stat., 62, 93), sec. 12, Sho1890, August 29 (26 Stat., 369), railroad lands. 182
1890, August 30 (26 Stat, 371, 391), aggregate
shone lands.
..
..
...
371
acreage ...
------------ 300,527
1898, May 14 (30 Stat., 409), Alaska..
Sec. 10, occupancy; possessory right .
280
1890, August 30 (26 Stat., 371, 391), arid land;
.... ....
. .. 190
Sec. 13, mining rights.348
..........
.... 34,85
reservation
1880, August 30 (26 Stat., 371, 391), reservoir
1898, May 18 (30 Stat., 418), offering
.
300
site
.................. :.. ...
28 1698, June 16 (30 Stat., 473), military service. 118
1891, February 28 (26 Stat., 794), Indian allot1898, July 1 (30 Stat., 597, 620), Northern Pa........... ......
142
ment.
E .I
cific adjustment .....
. 391,587
1891, February 28 (26 Stat.,-796), school land;
397
1899, March 2 (30 Stat., 990), right of way.-.
1899, March 2 (30:Stat., 993), sec. 3, railroad
settlement.
:.
307, 315,612,642
1891, March 3 (26 Stat., 854), sec. 16, small
...
.
1....
540
land ....
1900, June 5 (31 Stat., 267), see. 2, second
holding claims.276
homestead. .
:.
310
;
Sec. 17, adverse possession ..... .........
276
Sec. 18, adverseopossession ..
. .
:-270
1900, June 6 (31 Stat., 321), Alaska
....
85
Sec. 15, records of mining claims .........
3
1891, March 3(26 Stat., 1095), see. 7, confirma36
Sec. 26, mining laws..
tion .
461, 462, 493, 545 661
Sec. 2; desert land ...
636
Sec. 27, mission lands ..................
69
Sec. 8, desert land; citizenship, etc
.
.....
113 1900, lime 6 (31 Stat., 672), Fort Hall lands..
Sec. 11, Alaska; town sites.
.
..............
280
36
Sec. 5, mineral lands, etc ...............
Sec. 15, Alaska Indians -----------------594
'Sec. 6, Comanche, etc., lands ..
........
37.
29. 1900, June 6 (31 Stat., 683), settlemerit by unSec. 16, town sites on mineral lands ......
Sec. 17, maximum area ................... 301
married women . ....
374
Reservoir sites .....................
-. 29 1901, Janury 31 (31 Stat., 745), saline land
37,397
Sees. 18-21, right of way .
64,503
397
1892, July 26 (27 Stat., 270), preference right... 407 1901, February 15 (31 Stat., 790), right of way
1892, August 4 (27 Stat., 348), building stone
30, 1901, March 1 (31 Stat., 822, 844), District of
Columbia National Guard
...
502
61,299
1893, February 21 (27 Stat., 470), private
1901, March 1 (31 Stat., 847), soldiers' homesteads .........
... .
118
* claim..
......
..
276
1893, March 3 (27 Stat., 572, 592), State selec1901, March 3 (31 Stat., 1058, 1064), Indianu
lands; condemnation
.....
....
397
tions ....
6
497
1893, November 3 (28 Stat., 6), mining claim
30 1902, March 11 (32 Stat., 63), affidavit, etc.
1902, May 22. (32 Stat., 203), sec. 2, second
1894, July 16 (28 Stat., 107), sea. 6, Utah;
homestead .......
.
.310
school land ...
:
.
. ;
213
1894, July 18 (28 Stat., 114), mining claim.
30 1902, May 27 (32 Stat., 245, 263), Uintah and
Tte lands .....
-........
37
1894, August 13 (28 Stat., 279), bonds ...... 101,199

:
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-Page.
528
1907, March 2 (34 Stat., 1224), Kinkaid Act..
reclamation act-- 137,
1902, June 17 (32 Stat., 3889),
528
Sec. 2, homestead entry ...................
;499,645,671
I D 1907, March 2 (34 Stat., 1228), sec. 2, citizen1902, July 1 (32 Stat., 716), Cherokees, etc.:
431
.........
ship; expatriation ..........
349
................
See. 11, allotment -8------98
349 1907, March 2 (34 Stat., 1230), Rosebud lands.
Sec. 13, Indian homestead ..............
Sec. 14, allotment ........................ 349 1907, March 2 (34 Stat., 1232), Alaska surveys. * 56
1907, March 2 (34 Stat., 1243), Alaska; mining
350
-....
Sec. 18, allotment; alienation .
42,433
.... .
claims ................
Sec. 65, powers of the Secretary of the
1907, March 2 (34 Stat., 1245), unearned fees
349
-;... ..-.....
Interior ...
496
and unofficial moneys ..................
413
1902, July 1 (32 Stat., 728), Imperial Valley
. 496
Sec. 6, commutation .................1903, January 9 (32 Stat., 765), Wind Cave
.1908, March 26 (35 Stat., 48), repayment ... 345,521
8.
. 370
National Park: ............... .....
347,1542
Sec. 2, excess payments .
1903, January 31 (32 Stat., 790), witnesses ... 320
1908, March 28(35 Stat., 52), desert entry 244, 414,598
640
1903, February 9 (32 Stat., 920), town site....
1908, May 5 (35 Stat., 100), Western Power Co. 399
I
1903, February 12 (32 Stat., 825), oil placer
1908, May 20 (35 Stat., 169), drainage, see. 8,
38
.................
claims... ........
643
.................
Chippewa, etc., lands
1903, March 3 (32 Stat., 982, 998), Uncom1908, May 23 (35 Stat., 268), sec. 4, Chippewa,
38
3
pabgre lands; mining claims .......----640
....
I----.:.........
etc.,-lands .........
1904, April21 (33 Stat., 189, 211), Indian reser-,
1908, May 27 (35 Stat., 312), Five Civilized
- 162,169,371
vation; lieu selection -350
9.
I............
Tribes ..
1904, April 23 (33 Stat., 302), Flathead lands. 166,381
353
See. 1, restrictions removed .............
39,166
Sec. 5, classification--1.3538...............
See. 4, taxation ...........
Sec. 6, classification of timber .167
351
Sec. 6, minors .:...........
40,166
..
Sec. 8, disposal .----------.....
8351
See. 9, deceased allottee .......... .
..1
School land ..........................
1908, May 27 (35 Stat., 317, 365), Mount Rai40,166
Sec. 10, mineral lands nier National Park; mining locations pro.
167
Sec. 11, timber lands --------------------56
hibited_...9.8.................
1904, April 27 (33 Stat., 352), Crow Indian
1908, May 29 (31 Stat., 460), Cheyeune River
.
402
..
I---------lands ---131
and Standing Rock lands ..................
40
Sec. 9, price ------------------1908, May 29 (39 Stat., 465), sec. 7, Kinkaid
1904, April 28 (33 Stat., 527), second home286,309529
80.......9....
Act ................264
stead - ....
Sec. 11, Bitter Root Valley; mining laws
322,529
Sec. 2, additional entry43
extended.
286
1904, April 28 (33 Stat., 547), ICinkaid Act...
Sep. 2, additional entry ......... ------ 286,309 1908, May 80 (83 Stat., 954), forest homesteads 12,14
381
1908, May 30 (39 Stat., 998), Fort Peck lands.
.287
Sec. 3, additional entry .-----..-------...
Sec. 7, mining laws extended; school
1904, April 28 (33 Stat., 556), Santa Fe; ex6,381
land ..
change of lands.......................... 410,522
Sec. 8, mining laws extended .6
1904, December 21 (33 Stat., 595), sec. 3,Yaki- i
.
56
Sec. 12, mining laws extended .
40
..
ma lands ..................
1909, February 1S (35 Stat., 619), Mille Lac
sec.
7,
Alaska,
616),
(38
Stat.,
27
1905, January
and Chippewa lands; Court of Claims..... i 393
5995 1909, February 19 (35 Stat., 639), enlarged
schools for Eskimos and Indians ...........
1905, February 1 (33 Stat., 629), transfer of na120,
homestead .
85
--.
tional forests .245,264,274,310,312,324,603,617,622
3871
1905, March 3 (33 Stat., 1016), Shoshone lands.
193
See. 1, enlarged homestead .................
41
Sec. 2, mineral lands, etc .......
3. .22
See. 3, additional
384
l995, March 3 (33 Stat., 1264), forest reserves.
Sec. 7, additional,................ 245,267,309
1906, March 22 (34 Stat., 80), Colville lands. 134,157 l1o9, February 24 (35 Stat., 649), repayment : 43
.
41 1909, February 25 (35 Stat., 690), Shoshone
Sec. 3, mineral lands -.-..
1906, April 26 (34 Stat., 137, 144), sec. 19, Five
44
lands; mining claims.... ...................
850 1909, March 3 (38 Stat., 781), right of way
.. 350
Civilized-Tribes; alienation; taxation
397
3...
373
1906, May 8 (34 Stat., 182), Indian patent-...
1969, March 3 (38 Stat., 781, 796), Flathead
69
1906, May 17 (34 Stat., 197), Alaska allotments.
166
.....
lands .............................
1906, June 11 (34 Stat., 233), forest home167
.........
See. 11, timber lands ............
7,9,13,263,442
steads.. -----------.-95,
844),surfacerights.
3
(39
Stat.,
1909, March
197, 206, 987
397
1906, June 21 (34 Stat., 325, 330), right of way
1906, June21 (34Stat., 325, 336), Coeur d'Alene
1909, March 4 (35 Stat., 1107), penal code.....
Sec.0 169,
42
lands .......................... I............
SOO
ffeer etc-008I
ee ..........................
lt,
-Seeofficer,
501
1906, June 21 (34 Stat., 325, 384), Shoshone
Sec. 113, officer, etc .......................
371 1910, March 23 (36 Stat., 241). bonds .....
101,119
lands; irrigation ..........................
502 1910, March 26 (36 Stat., 265), sec. 4, Cheyenne
1906, June 29 (34 Stat., 622), notary public....,..
131
.......
1907, February 8 (34 Stat., 883), forest homeRiver and Standing Rock lands
397
-steads, Black Hills........................ 12,14
1910, May 6 (36 Stat., 349), right of way .
1907, March 1 (34 Stat., 1019, 1038), Blackfeet
1910, May 11 (36 Stat., 354), Glacier National
56
381
Park; mining claims.......................
lands ..................................
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Page.
1914, June 24 (38 Stat., 387), Ochoso -National
Forest....................
370
.........
44 980
mineral claims ......
-1914, July 17 (35 Stat., 509), phosphate, etc.,
1910, June 7 (36 Stat., 419), Colorado; parks;lands .46......
...........
mineral lands-.......
......
56
177, 157, 197, 223, 211, 223, 249, 288, 419,449,
1910, June 17 (36 Stat., 531), enlarged home493,
564,
582, 557, 609, 610, 662, 671
460, 462,
stead-.. . . . . . ... .. . . .. . . . . 193
178,662,671
1910, June 20 (36 Stat., 517), New Mexico and
Sec. 2, reservation .........
611 *1914, August 1 (36 Stat., 682, 581), Indian irri'Arizona- .......
.........
.. 372
gation projects; reimbursement .....
sec. 0, New Mexico; school land
-..... 161
581 1914, August 3 (36 Stat., 661), Fort Berthold
See. 7, New Mexico; schcol land, etc-...
lands, see. 2, coal deposits .........
365
6
Sec 11, New Mexico; preference right ....612
1914, August 13 (38 Stat., ,686), reclamation...See. 24, Arizona; school land
-.......
6
See. 29, Aricona; preference right-.....
See. 5, operation and maintenance .. .
645
1910, June 22 (36 Stat., 583), agricultural en.
.303,475
Sec.6, payment
tries; coal lands
-.......
95,197,206, 617,667
1914, August 22 (36 Stat., 704), leave of absence 154
1910, June 23 (36 Stat., 592), reclamation
1914, August 25 (38 Stat., 706), oil workingentries-... .. . .. ....
. . . .. ..
672
agreements................
49
1914, September 5(38 Stat., 712), second 1910, June 25 (36, Stat., 847), withdrawals. ----- 44,
309, 321,644
homestead and desert entries .....
94, 95, 206, 232,342,176, 597
1914, September 28 (38 Stat., 2029), Crow
.....
I
_ 233
Sec. 2, mining rights-...
94,492
lands; hom~estead .1...........
1010, June~25 (36 Stat., 846), Alaska; miners'
labor liens-.......56
1910,~ January 11 (38 Stat., 792), former Rose50,98
bud lands; kaolin, etc., lands .........
1910, June 25 (36 Stat., 655), deceased allottees 416
I...51,
73,97
Phospbate locations ......
1911, February. 26 (38 Stat., 950), Kansas: Na1915, February 11 (38 Stat., 607), Fort Assin370
tional Forest-................
ibolne Military Reservation, sec. 4,pay1911, March 2 (36 Stat., 1011), oil locations .... 45,62
Ments ...........
1.........
99
1911, March 13, (36 Stat., 1015, 1063), Indian
1915, Mtarch 3, (38 Stat., 822, 859), Reclamairrigation; liens.--.....
373
*allotment;
g0
tion Service; payment of damages -----1911, March 4 (36 Stat., 1235, 12153),forest reserves; right of way.----397
1915, March 4 (38 Stat., 1162), enIlarged home112
stead......................
1911, March 4 (36 Stat., 1357), niti oual forests;:
1016, May 3 (39 Stat., 1776), Colville lands ..-1341,167
;.........370
Idesert lands .......
1916, May 18 (39 Stat., 123, 139), Flathead
*
1912, April 13 (37 Stat4 .54), Cheyenne River,
and Standing Rock lands..........132
167
7.lands; timberlands ..........
1916, May 18~ (39 Stat., 123, 140, 154,
In1912, June 6 (37 Stat., 123), three year home373
dhan r eser vations; reclamation; liens---...
118, 244,603, 623;
*steeds..............12,
1916, May 18 (39 Stat., 123, 117), Seowage rights 397
1912, Jully 3 (37 Stat., 188), forest homesteads;
19,16,June 3 (39 Stat., 166), National- defense .. 12,14
Black Hill1s;............
501;
act....................
1912, July 25 (37 Stat., 200), Pauline, National
& Cali1916, June 9 (39 Stat., 218),
Forest....
....---.......
370
fornia R. R. lands...
112,56...
1912, July 31 (37 Stat., 241), Michigan;~exof lands:.370---.
. ,.
Sec. 5, preference right.
.......
567
1916, July 3 (39 Stat., 344), enlarged homne1912, Augut 1 (37 Stat., 242)i Alaska; mineral
stead....................
245
lands..,...I..............46,74,453
1916, July 3;(39 Stat., 344), Florida National
1912, August 9 (37 Stat., 265), reclamation;
370
Forest, ... ................
137,604,606
* liens_.~ ................
1916, August 11 (39 Stat., 506), State irriga1912, August 9 (37 Stat.; 267) enlarged home-lion districts.__-1815160,499
stead; settlement........I......306
Sec. 2, assessments.............
159,
1912, Asigust 10 (37 Stat, *269, 257), forest
159
Sec. 5, tax liens-......a------homesteads.............
... 9,111
1916, August
(396 Stat., 519), Shoshone
1912, August 22 (37 Stat., 323), Zun~i Nati onal
lands;
611
and
gas
leases.
------5
Forest..-..................370
46, 1916, AuguSt 2.9(39 'Stat., 671), military service 571
August 24 (37 Stat., 497), withdrawals..
*1912,
1916, September 8 (39 Stat., Sit), Oregon Na93,597
1912, August 24 (37 Stat., 516), Indian'lends;
n tional Frest.370.........
1916, Septembet 8 (39.Stat:, 852), Whitman
reclamnation; liens;.-............372,
373
National Forest.--............
370
1913, February 14 (37 Stat., 673), Standing
131 ,1916, December 29 (39 Stat., 662), stock-raising
Rock lands ..................
homesteads...........
......
123,
1913, Septemnber 30(368Stat., 113), restoration
16,160
246, 264, 266, 307, 303, 310,:313, 405, 441, 601,
620, 622, 639.
1910, December. 1 (58 Stat.-, 231), Seward PeSoec.s, lands enterable....192,194,359, 374, 651
47
ninsula, Alaska; mining elaims........
405
Sec.
2, desiguation......375,
Relief from. assessment work ....
.. 434
Sec. 3, original entry; additional entry;
1914, April 0 (38 Stat., 312), intermarriage....
271
1914, Mfay~ 26 (38 Stat., 383), sec. 2, Cheyefrne'
94, 246,269
area: .1.............
See. 4, additional entry..... 192,246,270,651
132
River and Standing Rock lands .
-...
L..
Page.

1910, June 7 (36 Stat., 459), Alaska; adverse

~156),

~Oregon

~change

~21

~~4,
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1916, December 29 (39 Stat., 862), stockraising homesteads-Continued.
Sec. 5, additional entry ........ 192,247,271,650
Sec. 8, preference rights ............ 247,272, 649
See. 9, mineral lands ............... 51,100,103
Ses.10, stock driveways ................... 376
1917, February 20 (39 Stat., 925), additional
enlarged homesteads .265,310,
648
1917, April 6 (40 Stat., 16531,Crow lands ....
194
1917, July 17 (40 Stat., 243), military service:
relief of mineral claimants
......
...
52
123,
1917, July28 (40 Stat., 248), military service.
128,243, = 222,515,571,619
. 56, 505
1917, October 2 (40 Stat., 297), potash ..
505
Sec. 2, Searles Lake .... I.................
1917, October 5 (40 Stat., 343), relief of mineral
53
..
claimants.
1917, October 6 (40 Stat., 391), affidavits of
571
claimants in military service .............
1917, October 6 (40 Stat., 398, 405), war-risk
insurance; compensation ...................
118
1917, December 20 (40 Stat., 430), leave of ab- I
sence; farm labor .............----242, 571
1918, March 8 (40 Stat., 440, 448). civil rights
571
X
act, see. 501 ........
1918, May 9 (40 Stat., 542), naturalization,
2 431
see. 1, aliens in military service ........
1918, June 27 (40 Stat., 617), vocational re125
habilitation ....... .. ...... .
1918, July 1 (41 Stat., 1367; 1405), Alaska;
reindeer............................... 596
1918, August 31 (40 Stat., 955), selective service
.........
2,568
act, See. 8, soldiers under 21 .....
1918, September 13 (40 Stat.; 960), relinquishnments of soldiers under 21 ................. 3,568
1918, October 25 (40 Stat., 1016), stock-raising
192
.....
homesteads ....................
1919, February 25 (40 Stat., 1153), absence
from homesteads .603
. ..........
1919, February 25 (40 Stat., 1161), military
service, Mexican border and war with Ger4,118,124,129,358, 430, 569, 575
many ..........
1919, February 26 (40 Stat., 1179), Coos Bay
567
wagon-road lands ................ I.........
567
Sec. 3, preference right .............. ...
1919, February 28 (40 Stat., 1213), relief of
....
53, 434
1 mineral olaimants; Alaska.
919, June 30 (41 Stat., 3, 1), Blackfeet lands. 382
1919, June 30 (41 Stat., 3, 31), sec. 26, minerals
on unallotted Indian lands .
56,420,421,425
1..
1919, September 29 (41 Stat., 287), stock192,247
.....
raising homesteads.
1919, September 29 (41 Stat., 288), vocational
rehabilitation.--------..
...... 124,129
1919, October 22 (41 Stat., 293), arid lands;
328,338
Nevada ..............................
1919, November 13 (41 Stat., 354), relief of
54, 434
.
.....
:
claimants
mineral
1919, December 11(41 Stat., 366), repayment. 521,542
S'ec. '2, limitation....... 521,533,542,652,666
1920, February 14 (41 Stat., 407), preference
rights to Carey Act entrymen .-----------7
1920, February 14 (41 Stat., 408, 433), Shoshone
and, Wind River lands; reclamation......
371
1920, February 14 (41 Stat., 434), preference
1,
rights of discharged soldiers, etc ....-....
123,128,157, 273, 430, 560, 640, 649
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1920, February 25 (41 Stat., 437), leasing act.,.
57,
153,1 198, 202,207, 221, 344, 355, 404, 431, 446,
468, 903, 662, 670.
See. 1, qualification of applicants 140,626
Sec. 2, coalleases, etc ......
185,224, 616, 646
Sec. 13, oil and gas permitse------------110,
140, 171, 176, 177, 186, 193, 205, 208, 225, 249,
X 262, 324, 406, 418, 579, 581, 609, 614, 626, 655,
038, 659.
Sec. 14, oil and gas leases .
104, 146, 210,213
Sec. 18, compromise ............
313,634
Sec. 19, prospecting permits, etc.
205,
225, 232, 235, 310,.482, 669
Sec. 20, preference rights
179,
205, 209, 249, 324, 450, 564, 610, 614
See. 22, Alaska .................I......
210
Sec. 23, sodium permits .435,503
Sec. 24, sodium leas .503 es
See. 29, easements,et .
.
581
Sec. 32, regulations.627
Sec. 34, reserved deposits 504
Sec. 37, valid claims ...
.
185,221,356, 504
Sec. 38, fees and commissions 345
1920, February 25 (41 Stat., 452), Flathead
lands ------......
166
1920, May 5 (41 Stat., 1793), Crow lands; payments.
195
1920, June 4 (41 Stat., 751), Crow lands; allotment ..
.. ............
. 373,377
Sec. 16, school land...........
377
1020, June 4 (41 Stat., 7585),Oregon & California R. R. and Coos Bay wagon-road lands 567
1920, June 4 (41 Stat., 759), national defense
act .
... .
501
1920, June,5 (41 Stat., 980), Sierra National
370
.-Forest.
1920, June 10 (41 Stat., 1063), Federal waterpower act, sec. 24, reservations ...... ....
112
1920, December 31 (41 Stat., 1084), relief of
mineral claimants ..............
54,434
1921, January 6 (41 Stat., 1086), Fort Assiniboine lands ........
.- :.-----5
5.....
99
1921, February 27 (41 Stat., 1148), Montezuma
National Forest.370
1921, March 1 (41 Stat., 1193), intermarriage..
271
1921, March 1 (41 Stat., 1202), incapacitated
soldiers .-.---- .---125, 2130 609,620
1921, March 3 (41 Stat., 1225, 1231), minerals
on unallotted Indian lands ...............
421
1921, March 3 (41 Stat., 1225, 1239), New Mexico; exchange of lands
...
. 281
1921, March 3 (41 Stat., 1359), termination of
war ...........................
.
1,618
..
1921, March 4 (41 Stat., 1363), Alaska coal
leases .-198,201
1921, March 4 (41 Stat., 1364), Carson National
Forest ...................................
370
1921, March 4 (41 Stat., 1366), Rainier National
Forest .370
1921, March 4 (41 Stat., 1446), Standing Rock
and Cheyenne River lands .132
1921, August 9 (42 Stat., 147, 153), war-risk insurance; compensation ... ...........
.....
118
1921, August 11 (42 Stat., 159), Fort Buford
reservation ...
........................
195

Page 153 for
1 " September 25, 1920, in line 7, read February
1
25, 19202.'
'Page 125, for "1(41 stat., 1902),"1 in line 8, read "1(41.stat., 1202).'!
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CITED AND CONSTRUED.

Page.
Page.
1922, May 24 (42 Stat., 552, 583), Alaska; edu1921, August 24 (42 Stat., 186), relief of mirscation of natives .----------.......---eral claimants ........
I 55,60,433
595
1922, Tune 15 (42 Stat., 650), New Mexico;
1921, December 20 (42 Stat., 350), Rainier
INational Forest; exchange of lands645
small holding claims.
..
. 275
1922, July 10 (42 Stat., 2281), Crow lands ..1922, January 11 (42 Stat., 356), oil and gas
194
lands; extension of time for drilling
.
110, 1922, August 24 (42 Stat., 829), Santa Fe Pacific; exchange of lands.-------------451
208, 261, 403, 407, 582
1922, September 20 (42 Stat., 857), equitable
1922, January 21 (42 Stat., 358), preference
adjudication...3..
23,562
1......
rights of discharged soldiers, etc
...1
1922, September 21 (42 Stat., 990), military
123, 128, 273, 430, 567, 640
1922, January 27 (42 Stat., 359), change of
'service; widows and minors....
...
357
entries.1---------...---I---..
547 1922, September 22 (42 Stat., 1012), arid lands;
1922, February 2 (42 Stat., 362), Deschutes
Nevada .
.....
328, 341
National Forest .............
370
1...... 1922, September 22 (42 Stat., 1017), forest
1922, February 7 (42 stat., 2262), Tongass
lieu; relief.---383
National Forest' .......................
279
1922, September 22 (42 Stat., 1021), citizenship
1922, March 8 (42 Stat., 415), Alaska coal
of married women .
316, 317
lands.
.
196, 200, 201, 202, 209, 211
1922, December 28 (42 Stat., 1067), credit for
Sec. 2, patent ..............
......
198
service in allied armies.
.
.
429
1922, March 8 (42 Stat., 416), Malheur National
1923j February 14 (42 Stat., 1245), Lincoln
Forest; exchange of lands ......
...... . 448
National Forest; exchange of lands.
.
529
1922, March 20 (42 Stat., 465), national forests; consolidation ..........
: ...........
365
3.....5. 1923, February 23 (42 Stat., 1281), affidavits,
etc ......
..
.
497,585,586
1922, March 31 (42 Stat., 489), reclamation;
1923, February 28 (42 Stat., 1324), Glacier
relief to water users.
302,472
National Park; exchange of lands .
536
1922, April 6 (42 Stat., 491) military service.. . 118,
124, 130, 430
1923, February 28 (42 Stat., 1324), reclamation;
1922, April 7 (42 Stat., 492), incapacitated solrelief to water users ........
.
..
473
diers .
........................
....
135 1923, March 3 (42 Stat., 1437), fencing stock1922, April 25 (42 Stat., 499), Cheyenne Rsver
watering reservoirs .1.
Xm
577;
and Standing Rock lands .
131
1923, March 4 (42 Stat., 1445), National for1922, April 28 (42 Stat., 502), homestead enests; enlarged and stock-raisinghomesteads.
506
tries; exemption .
....
114
1923, March 4 (42 Stat., 1448), Red River oil
1922, May 9 (42 Stat., 507), Colville lands. . - 134
lands .
467, 470, 579, 669
1922, May 15 (42 Stat., 541), State irrigation
districts. ................................
604
See.2, report .........
... 604,605,606
See. 3, reclamation. -----------498
I Page 279, for " February 3, 1922," in line 8, read " February 7, 1922."'

REVISED STATUTES CITED AND CONSTRUED.

Section.
.. ..

...

.. . . ....

452..........

1. . ...

Page.
595

..

2...........

152

.......

595
320

465....................5..
838...............

1782-..
. . . .8..
. .- - . . ... . . . .
01
2238-..
. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
83
2275-...............307,315,645,612,623
2276-..
.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .318, 648
2289 ---180,193,264, 287,309, 333,440,460,552,568,649
2290-..
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
045
2291-........
......
12,120,154,170,602
2293-..
. . . . . .
. .. . . . . . . . . 128
2294-....I............497,085,586,620
2296-..
. . .. . . ....
. . .. . . .. .114,084
2297-..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12
2s 1. .. . . . .. .I . .. . . . .. . ..-.
.
7
2302-..
. . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 218
2304-............119,120,121,123,128,36
2305-...............118,120,
127, 403, 575
23068 ........
... ...
....
198,279,362
2307 ---...........--121,127,279,569
2109 ---...............
123,127,569
2304-2309-.............
.....
119
2318-..
. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15,218
2319-. .
. . . . . . .. . .
. . . . .
15
2320-..
. ... . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .15,591
2321-..
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 116
2322-.................16,58,78,591
2323-..
. .
. . . . . ... . . . . . . . .~ 16,60
2324-..................17,
73, 81,86
2325-................17,72,97,630,633
2326-..............18,72,81,525,630,633

Section,
Page.
2327-..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19
2328-..
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20,58
2329-..
. . . . . . . .. .
. . . . . .
20
2330-..
. .. . . . . ... . .. . . . .. 20,62,63
2331-..
.. . . .. . .. . ..
. . . .20, 03, 508
2352-.. . .. ...
.. . ..
. .. . . .20,78
2333-... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .21,74
2334-..................21,81,86,519
2305-.. . . . . . . . . ..I. . . . . . . . .22,518
2336-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22
2337-.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .22,76
2338-.. . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
22
2839
....... ...
... ....
....
... .. . ...
22
2340-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23
2,341-..
. . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
23
2342-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
2343-.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
23
2344-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 23
2345-.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
24
2346-.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 24
2347-..
. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .213,412
2372-..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 547
2387-..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 280
2448-88..
. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
55
2480-...........
.......
57,323,562
2451-..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .323, 563
2453-..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 323
2 454-..
. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . 323
2456. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 323
2481-..
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 666
2488-..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 666
5498-..
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
502
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-DECISIONS

;

RELITING TO

-iTHEEPUABLIC LA-NiDS
PREFERENCE RIGHTS ACCORDED TO DISCHARGED SOLDIERS,
SAILORS AND MARINES-ACT OF AJAIiRiUAY 21, 1922CIRQU.
LA:. -NO. .678 (47.0L. 1D., 346), SUPERSEDED.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 822.]
DEPARTMENT OF TfE INTERIOR,
GENERA LAND OFFICE;
)

P. C(., May 1,1922.

'WasAington,

REtISTERS AND RECEIVERS, :UNITED FSTATES LAND OFFICES:

F.

-

!"

21, 1922, Public
;House Joint Resolution No. 30,' approved Janu
'Resblution No}. 36, amended joint resolution of' Feruary 14, 1920
(41 Stat. 434), to read as follows:

;

That' hereafter, for. the period of ten years following the, passage of this
Act; 'on the 'openinjg of public: or Indian lands'.to entry,, or the restoration to
entry 'of public lands theretofdrd' with'drawn fromi entry, such- openifng 'or'
: restoration shall, in the order therefor, provide for a period of not less than
ninety fdays :before the 'general .o~pening of ,such lands to, disposal .inF:vwhich
vy
or maerines.who have served in the Arpy o
iofficeerssoldierssailors
ermhahy and- been honor~ably~sepgaratd
lie 4a ~vth
Uite
of te Sttesin
bor 'disehar'ged'therefrom or pl'ac'ed 12 the Re'gnliar Army or Naval Reserve shall
*
have a preferredQ right -of entry: underj the homestead or desert land lads, if
qualified thereunderexceptias against. prior ,existing .valid settlement rights
and as against preference rights conferred by existing laws. or equitable claims
subject.'to allwance1 and confirmation: Provided, That the rights and'beinfits
confdrted by this"Act shall 'not extend to any' person wlho`having been drafted
for service under the provisions Lof the Selective Serviee'Act, shall have refused
to.,render-such service or;to wear the uniform.of such service of-the United
;
I
F
' F
*
States *

SEC. . The war began April 6, 191t7 and for the purposes of
House- Joint Resolution 'No. 30 (Public Resolution No. 36): t&rminated with the- adoption of Public -Resolutionh No. 64 (41 tStat.
1359), approved Mvarch 3, 1921.
F

EFFECT OF AMENDMENT ON
.
; .:
0:
-:
q; ; ::, :;.

)ORDERCS
OF RESTORATION PRIOR TO JANUARY
;,
.
,.
2.1,,,1922..,

SEC. 2. 'Lands that had' become subject to general disposition prior
to January 21, 1922, will not be affected by, the amendment, but 'where
lands have been restored' heretofore and' the period of 63 days' preference right provided by Circular 678 (47 L'. D., 346), had not
expired January 21; the preference 'right for the dfficers, soldiers,
sailors, and 'marines will jbe lheld to' extend for 'the period: of 91 days
from the beginning of theiperiod.
0
8 0 t fs751
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DECISIONS RELATING TO THE PUBLIC LANDS.
DURATION OF .PREEEAENCe

<-<

[VOL.

G-iIIT PERIOD.

SEC. 3. Public or Indian lands opened to entry or restored from
withdrawals or reservations after February 14, 1920, and prior to
February 15, 1930,'are subjectf t6 the-pioiions 6f'the public resolu-

tion. The :time provided therein for filing homestead and desert
land applications by those. en'titIed' Co exercise the privileges conferred thereby will begin and; terminate as -provided hereinafter

unless osherwise directed-inthe order opening or restoringthe lands.-

Where such- peri'od begins,
iprior'to- February 5';, 1'930, it will continue
for the time prescribed- even though such period extends after
February 15, 1930.
PERSONS ENTITLED TO THE BENEFITS OF THE PUBLIC RESOLUTION.

SEC. 4. (a) The words "officers, soldiers, ssailors,. and marines
as employed in the public resolution, are generic terms and embrace
privates, seamen, sailors, nurses, .and all other persons, male or
female, who by enlistment or otherwise were regularly enrolled in the
Army, Navys or. Marine Corps of the United States during the war
with. Germany, and who could not voluntarily terminate such service,
. but does not include civilian employeesmnor. officers, nurses, or mem* bers of other..organizations-not.so,'-enrolled'in the.Army or. Navy.
.Persons entitlekdto.the foregoing prfvileges'will be referred to hereinafter generally as soldiers.
(b) A person now in the active service of the United States Army,
Navy, or Marine Corps is n6t entitled to;the privileges of thepublic
resolution' unless: he can show an h6norable 'discharge or .separation
from a previous service in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps subsequent to April 6, 1917, and- prior to March 3,'1921. Whenever such
person can show' an honorable 'discharge: or separation from' such
service he may avail himself 'of the benefits of the public resolution.
*Persons ho-were honorably discharged or separated from service
in -the:United States Army, Navy,: or Marine Corps after April 6,
1917, and prior' to.March 3, 1921, and'who by reenlistment or otherwise are n'ow engaged in,,such' service, may exercise' the privileges
conferred by the' public 'resolution;. but must,. if they make entry,
comply in fall particulars with the applicable law and regulations.
: (c) An alien soldier who served in the Ilnited States Army, Navy,
or Marine Corps, during the' war with Germany, and wag honorably
discharged, is- given the status of a' declarant. by. the act of\May 9,
1918 (.40. Stat., 542), and. if otherwise Uqualified. may iexercise the
privileges conferred 'by .the public resolution, and may maker an
original homestead entry or desert-land, declar'ation,'but must, before
proving his title under either act, complete his citizenship.
(d) ' A minor 'soldier, if otherwise within the' provisions of the
public resolution, may, under the act: approved August 31, 1918 (40
Stat., 955),nmake.either a homestead or desert-land entry,"and during
:his minority, or until he .reaches the age of 21.years, may verify his
homestead or desert-land applicationbefore'any officer, att any place,.
*authorized, to administer oaths under' the laws of the State within
which. the land applied for- is situated. ; 'Among officersm so recog:nized -may be mentioned notaries :public, and clerks of. courts of
record in this country, and consular and diplomatic officers in foreign
countries. In connection, however, with public-land entries made
by minor soldiers, attention is directed to the restrictive provisions
attaching to such entries by public resolution approved September

049] )
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13, 1918 ('40 Stat., 960)- and departmental instructions thereunder
:of Oct~ober 9, 1918, Circular 622 (46 L. D., 451).
QUALIFICATION OF SOLDIERS.

SEC.:&. The public resolution provides that the privileges thereunder may be exercised only by those. qualified to make a homestead
-entry.or desert-land declaration. A soldier. who at date of applica ..
tion is the owner of more than 160 acres of land in any State'or Territory .of. the United States. can not, make
original homestead
entry... The ownership of. land is no bar to making a desert-land declaration, but the'soldier at the -time of filingsuch declaration-must-be
a resident oif the State in which the land, is situated If the soldier
at the, time his application is, filed is not the owner of: more than 160
acres of land in any State or Territoryj has not made homestead.
entry or desert-land declaration, nor taken by assignment a desertland entry, nor acquired agricultural lands from 'the' Government,:he may make.either an original homestead entry, or desert-land dec' aration, or both, within the limitations fixed by law, if the land applied for is subject to the entrysought. If.he has made a homestead-or desert-land' entry, or has acquired fromthe Government title. ;tos
agricultural' lands, he should, before filing' hisapplication, consult:
Suggestions to Homesteaders, Circular No. 54., and Statutes and
Regulations Governing Entries Under the Desert-Land Laws,. Cir-'
cularN'N 4>74,b~o.th of ,.w,hich may be obtained.by request fromthe
Commissioner of, the General Land Office.
.an

SHOWING REQUIRED TO ENTITLE, THE SOLDIER TO THE PREFERENCEA
iPROVIDED.:

SEC. 6. The soldier must showe his qualifications to make the: entry
sought, and in addition thereto, either as a part of his' application
or by an accompanying statement sworn to before an officer qualified
'to verify homestead or desert-land applications, that.he served in
the United 'States Army, Navy, or Marine Corps 'on or after April
6; ,1917, 'and prior to March 3, 1921; the approximate period of such
service; the unit or units in' which, such service was per formed;
that he was honorably separated or disch-arged from such service
or placed.i in..the:Regular. Army 'or Naval Reserve, and the date
,thereof, and that he did not refuse to perform such service or weair'
the uniform thereof. He should attach to his application a copy
of his honorable discharge. or. separation, or the, order: placing him
in the, Regular Army ;or Naval, Reserve, as the case may be,, certified
as correct by an officer having'and using. a seal; but he will not be
ired to file the original order of discharge or transfer. If he
has lost his discharge, or is otherwise.unabIe to secure a copy thereof
he. must in a verified statement explain fully why such; copy was
not furnished . A minor soldier must show, in addition to the above,
that he was under 21 years of! age .atthedate. of the'execution of. his
applications ..
: - '
- '
.
- '
SOLDIER'S DECLARATORY

X~ ~
!

~

,

STATEMENT

~. - ~

NOT

A'' E

.,i.

EFFECTIVE-ENTRY
.f2

'
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,

MUST BE
;.

.'.'.

-,i:.i.'40'

SEC. 7.
exene
y the public- resolution can not be. sup
pprted by soldier's -declaratory statement under the homestead law,
but must be exercised through-an application to makei.homestead
entry.
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EXECUTION; ANP, 'PRESENTATION OF A-PPLICATIONS. .
SEC. 8. To avail hims'lf of the privileges conferred by the public

resolution, the soldier, unless he be a minor, must, if. not within, go
to the land district in which the land is situated, and he. should personally 'examine the land applied for; He* niust execute 'his' application, whether it be under the Ihomestead or desert-land laws, before
either, the register or' rece'iver of the' lcal'lan'd office, or before' a
United States commissioner, or a judge or clerk of a court of record
in
;the- county- inE which the land -is' iocated, or before one' -of 'such
officers in the land district and nearest or most accessible to he land.
When so executed, the application may'be prese'ted to the land office
in personi, by mail-, or otherwise.' A'minor soldier may execute' his
application in the mariner provided in piargraph. (dlisecti66 4,
hereof. ' '

'

'

SOLDIER, MUST MAKE ENTRY UJjDER THE LA

APPLICABLE.

-DSE;C.9. Where undertheilaw :'or order, of resto'ratio'
issued pursuant to the provisions of'the act if Sepftember 30, 1913S-(38 Stat'..
113)," the' lands are restored.-to' entry o'nly' underAthe provision s'of
eithlerl the homestead law 'or 'the ''desert- land
nby law, applicatis
,solders iiu'st be restricte'd 'to 'the1.applicable hw,'.but where undr
the law 6r"'orde'r of restoration 'eitries .tay be niad' unde'r';either
.or both- of such laws'- 'for lands proper
-Is"
bjedt thereto, a sldi'er
may file an 'applicati6n'under the honiestead law anduone under
the desert-land law, if he does not by such application inclu'de more
Jand. than he may lawfully-acquire ,under the agricultural, laws,, pro-vided he is qualified to male the entry sought, and the lands; em-'
'braced in such applications are laLwfully subject thereto,'but he 'will
inot bepermittedfto file' r.der bothl.acts.fo~r'the same tract.
iPAYMENTS.'

SEC. 10. The6soldier musitmake' the payments'requiired.Tof other
,personis under the law, pursu'ant t'oMwhic
pit
jis fed or
entry is rmade.
h 'i a
is fi
o.
'

cOMPLIANCE 'WIT

LAW AFTER ENTRY.

SEC. '11. The soldier must 1comply with the provisions of the desertland law in the same manner and make the expenditures on. the land
and thee payments required of other' entrymen iunder that law.

Where entry; is 'made under- the thomestead law, the soldier may,
under the'provisions-of the' act approved' February 25, 1919 (40
Stat.- 1i61);, extending the .provisions of section; 2305i Revised Statutes, to. service in the 'United States' -Army, Navy, or Ma~rinec
Corps
,in-connection with the ope'rations on' the Mexicani border', or in the,
war with Germany, receive credit for such servicex, not exceeding two
years, in' proving his claim. H'emust establish' residence' within the
time' and during at least the first 'year of' his entry reside on the land
-and otherwise comply with the law in the manner required of 'other
persons. H'e may, at, ,any, time. after the first year ,of his.entry sub'mit his proof, when he can show that the period of his compliance
with the law after establishing residence' and his military service
-equal 36 months.''In 'applying 'credit for military' service' under the
-.general' or enlarged provisions of'the6,homestead 'law, the 'following
irule'will be observed:
'

"

'

'

.
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A soldier! with 19 months or more military service will be required
to resideron the land at least 7. months' during the first entry year;
with more than 12 and less-than. 19 months he must reside on the
land 7 'months during the first year and such part of the second year
as, added to his excess over 12 months' service, will equal 7 months,
and must cultivate one-sixteenth of 'the area the second year; with
7 and not more than -12 months, he' must reside upon the :land 7'
months during each of the first and second years, and cultivate
one-sixteenth of the area- the second year; with 90 days and less
than 7 months, he must reside upon the land 7 months during each
year for the first and second years, and' such' part of the third
year as, added' to his service, will equal 7. months, and cultivate onethe third' year;
sixteenth of the area the second year and one-eig
and-'with liess than 90 days' service, will receive no credit thereforjin*
lieu of residence' and cultivation. If he delays the submission of
pro'6f beyond the period of residence re~uired, then ultivation necessary-.for the. years elapsing before the submission of proof must be.
shown. WHe umay apply' for and receive a reduction in the area to be
cultivated 'in the 'same manner 'and under the conditions required
of other applicants.. Where .the entry :is. made under the stock-raising provisions of the homestead law, the'above rule with respect
to residence'will: be applicable, but the soldier Pmust make the inm-.
provements .on the land, requiredi of otheri persons under that. law,
and show that he actually used. the land iforv raising stock. and forage:
crops. during the period .that he, was required..to. reside on the land.
He. must show, in any .entry under .the homestead. laws, that-he had
a habitable house on the land at the date of submitting proof.
LANDS AFFECTED BY-THE PUBLIC RESOLUTION.

'

SEC. 12,. The public resolution affects only lands that may be
entered under the 'homestead or' desert land acts, and does not extend
the provisions of either of said laws to areas not. otherwise subject
thereto. 'It. applies in all' cases: where such lands become -subject to
entry, '(a). by'the filing of township. plats of survey or resurvey or
(b) where Indian lands are opened to entry, or' () where public
lands are restored from withdrawals or, reservation or (ed)' where
lands are 'embraced in relinquishments which do not become' effectiVe upon being 'filed ini the proper local land office, 'but upon which
action,-by the 'Commissioner :or Secretary is necessary:before .the
lands..affected are restored to disposition, or (e) where titles are re:covered through actions in the courts.. It does not apply to lands.
that: were' open to entry on the 'date of its approval, no '-to lands
embraced in entries canceled by contests, or by reason of expiration
of .the statutory period, nor to -lands embraced in entries, or- selections
where under the 'law '.such. lands become' subject to entry upon' the
.filing.of. proper relinqpishments thereofi in. the' loca .land office.
Where, however, entriesimade under the provisions "of. the' public
resolution 'are' relinquished before .the expiration' of the preference
right period accorded to soldiers, the, lands affected' thereby 'may-be
entered' only by soldiers during such preference-right 'period.
YOMEETEAD AND DESERT-LAND ENTRIES ALLOWABLE.
CLASSES OF
SEC. 13. The public resolution applies to" all classes".of 'homestead
entries, whether under the 160, 320, or 640 acre provisions' and
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homestead and desert-land entries.whether the entire estate is-sought
orwhether: the .minerals are.:ieserved to the .United States . Asoldier?'',homestead application under the enlarged, the stock-raising,. or other special provisions;of the law, will be governed .by the;
regulations applicable thereto; and if by-.drawing; in case of.:simultaneous applications, or by time of filing such application is accorded priority, it will be .disposed of accordingly.'.
-\;

f

;;

f
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SEC. 14.' The public' resolution will 'not prevent settelment' on'
unsurveyed lands otherwise subject 'thereto pri6r to the'filing of the
todwinship plat: o'f survey, and 'where settlepments ;are 'so, mide .by
ner equired byjlaw,
qualified persons and maintained"tin
the rights secured thereby 'will not be subordinated,'upon 'the rehstora-tin'of 'the lands, to preferences assted under 'the public resolution but, from'the date',of the filing of the township plat'. of survey'
and until the 'preference period provided for soldiers has expired'
settlements on the lands' afeted, will confer nohrihts whatsoever.'
RIGHTS THAT MAY DEFEAT THE SOLDIER'S APPLICATION.

SEC. 15. The rights conferred by'theijublic resolution are 'subject
to. existing. valid 'settlement' rights" and preference' rights under
existing 'laws, or equitabl3'elaing that are subject"to'allowahee and
confirmation. Without I attempting to enumerate all the valid claims'
and existing preference rights that might defeat a soldier's application, the following' may'be'mentioned: ;.
(a) Settlement made by a, qualified person at a time when the land
was lawfully subject thereto; and maintained in the 'manner required
by law to date .of such application..- The soldier may avoid .conflict
with, such settlers' claims by carefully examining the land before
filing his application:.
(b) : The preference .;rights granted under: the provisions of 'the'
act of August- 18, 1894 (28 'Stat., .394),j to the States of Washington,
Idaho, Montana, ,North Dakota, South Dakota,' Wyoming, and to
Utah upon its admission into the Union. and subsequently extended
to.the States6of New Mexico and' Arizona by sections 11 and 29 of the
enabling act of June 20;:1910 (36 Stat., 565, 575):. .Where the States
mentioned'applied. for the survey of public landswiithin, their'respective limitsiand complied with. the. requirements of. said' act,;-the'
preference rights accorded' by said act, if exercised within the 601
days provided, will defeat-a soldier's application.: The period within
which the State must. apply in order to protect its preference 'will'
begin with the.date of the order of' restoration of' lands withdrawn: or
in reservation; and surveyed during the time of withdrawal or reservation,. and from the date of. the filing of the township plat of survey,
where the lands were 'not so withdrawn or reserved.
(c) The preference :right .granted the States. of North Dakota,
South Dakota,' Montana, 'Idaho, 'and Washingtonyby the act ofMarch .3 '1893 (27 Stat., 592) will not. defeat soldiers? applications
during the preference right period extended by the public resolution. Under 'the'"act of' March 3' 1893, the rights therein 'granted
attach only 'when the lands shall have become subject to appropriation under all of the applicable public-land laws, while the preferences,
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granted soldiers ,by the, public resolution are effective. for .a.period
of at least 90 days efre such lands shall become subject.to .appropriation by ,others., Therefore,, the provisions of the. aforesaid act
of, March 3, 1893,3 will not prevent' the ,allownce of applicatons by
soldiers duiring the period hereinafter fixed for filieng suchpreference0:
right applications, but upon the reso,'r'ationof
the
land to entry
generally, the, rights of the seveial States to lands not then appro-,
priated will attach, and foxr thejperiod of,60 :daysthereafter willbe
supeorior to the claims of. all, fothperapplicants, including soldiers.
'(d)The act'of June' 11,: 1906 (34 Stat., 233.,. Lands restored un:fd~er,
the.. provisions,,of the.s~a~id' act of Jujne11,. 1906, are, under the
terms -of' such act,'subject to preference rights as follows:

(1) For a 'period of ,60 .days:b'sett,'rsepriors
,to January 1, 1906,
who. shall, not have, ,abandoned ,such., settl,ement prior to- application;
(2)_For'a lik'eperiod by. persons, if qualified to make, homestead
entry, ,upon, whose applications the lands .were examined and liste,d.
The foregoin g preferencs,are granted in the order named; and the
60-day periodjbegins on.the date the list and. order.of restoration.
reach the local land' office.
(e) Prefe4rece.ri' hts.. extended certain Carey Act entrymen under
the act -approved F'ebruary 14, 1920; (41 Stat., 407) ., The, rights
granted settlers. under. the. provisions of the- act of February. 14, 1920
(41 Stat., 407), are not absolute, but are conditioned upon the recognition of such rights by the Secretary- -of the Interior in, the order
restoring such lands to the public domain. 'Where the order restor-ing Carey Act lands- does not -recognize the preference rights 'of
-

settlers, noriprovide' for the e-e'rcin'sethereof', soldiers' applications'
will be' governed by 'paragraph' (a) ,'section 16-hereof."
ORDER APPIICABLE TO LANDS OPENED OR RESTORED SUBJECT TO TIE PROVISIONS OFr THE- PIUBLIC RESOLUTION.

:SE.: 16. It is ordered and directed that hereafter, and: until February 15, 1930, when any surveyed lands within the provisions of
the public resolution are opened or restored to disposition under the
authority ;of the. Departmexnt,,such lands, unless -otherwise.-provided
in the order. of restoration, shallbecome subject to appropriation
under the- laws, applicable thereto in the following manner, and not.
otherwise:,

:.

-

(a) Lands not affected -by the preference rights conferred by the
aets of August '14$1894C(2$ Stat;, 394),. or June,11;-1906- (34, Stat.,
233), or, February 14, 1920 ,(41, Stat., 407) will be subject, to.entry by,
soldiers under the homestead and, desert-land laws, where' both of said
,lawsg are applicable', or,'under the homestead law' only,, as the case
may be, for a period of 91 days, beginning.with the date of the filing
of. the, township plat;, in- case of survey or 'resurvey, and with the
sixty-third day from and after, the, order of restoration, in all other.
cases,: and thereafter to. disposition under all of the public land laws
applicable thereto. For the period of 20 days prior to. thexrestora-.
tion 'or opening of such lands to soldiers' entry,:and for-a like period
prior to. the date such lands, become subjects to: entry 'generally, soldiers in the first instance, and any qualified' applicanits in the' second,
may execute and file their applications, and all such applications
presented within Such 20-day .periods, together with those .offered,at
9 o'clock a.-i.,. standard time, on the dates such lands become. subject
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to appropriation' under such applications shall be treated as filed
simultaneously.
(a;) Where the-lands are subjeCt to the-preference rights conferred
;by' the; acts of August 18, 'L894`(28 Stat.' 394), or June A1, l906 (34
Stat., 233), and where in the 'order restoring Carey Act lands preference rights of settlers are' recognized' miider 'the', provisions of the
act approved February 14, 1920 (41 Stat., 407); the lands not' approi-

priated under' such dominant preference rights will'become subject
to entry by soldiers under the provisions of both the homestead 'and'
desert-land laws,' or the 'homestead laws only, 'at 9 o'clock a. in.,
standard time, on the first office' day after the terniinatin of such
preference-right- periods; ''and' to 'entry under all' the applicable'
'public-land, laws at 9'o'clock a. n., standard time, on the ninety-first
day from'and after such first office day. 'Soldiers' applications may
be 'filed at any time during such preference-right periods; 'and' will
be held subject to such superior preferencerihts. 'if the 'control-"
Vling preference right be exercised within the time prescribed, applications of soldiers' in conflict therewith will be: rejected. If such
preference rights be not so exercised, the applications by soldiersfiled -during, such preferenc&eright periods; togther with those 'filed
at 9 o'clock a. in., standard timed on the first office day following' the
terimination of such periods, will be treated' as'filed simiultaneousiy.
DISPOSITION OF APPICATIONS.

(

SEC. 17. (a) Applications treated as filed simultaneously will be.
rejected where they conflict with superior claims;- otherwise they'
will be disposed. of inthe manner required by Circular 324,: approved
'
May 22, 1914 (43 L. D., 254).
-(b). 'Soldiers' applications and those of other qualified persons
filed after 9 o'clock a.; in., standard 'time, on .4e6 dates the lands
become subject to such applications, will, be disposed of in the order
-t: orderI;
.i
f
.
S
0 .
fil ed2. RESTORATION OF LANDS TO GENERAL DISPOSITION.

SEc. '18. (a) 'While the special privileges extended by the6publice
resolution may be exercised by,"soldiers of the; war with 5Germany
only; when the' lands' shall have' 'been restdredd 'to disposition ,generally, under the applicable public land laws, soldiers of 'any war'
may proceed' on terms of equality with other qullified persons. Thosewho served for ninety days or moure ithe United States Army; NavyN
or Marine Corps during the 'Civil 'War, 'Spanish-American--War,
or-Philippine Insurrection, 'and were honorably, discharged, imaye
initiate claims 'under the homestead -law' by filing declaratory State-'
ments, either in person or by agent. Those who served in the United
States Army, Navy, or' Marine' 'Corps for 90 days. or more in connectioh with the' operations on' the Mexican' border or' during the"war- with' Germany,' and' were-honorably discharged, may 'file declaratory statements in person, but not by agent.'i The 'soldiers
who make entry after restoration of the land to general' disposition
may .apply such military service in lieu' of residence in proving
claims under the homestead laws, to the extent indicated in section
;
;
-''
11 'hereof.
(b) Where thea lands 'are' affected by the provisions of 'the act
: f'March 3J1893 (27TStat., 592) the applications of soldiers and other'
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persons will be held subject tthe rights of the State for a period
dys from and -including the date of such -general restoration.
d60a
f'
WILLIAM: SPRY,

Coammirssioner.

Approved May -1; 4q22.
:E. C. FINNEY,
First AAsisstant Secretary.:

OMESTEAD ENTRIES WITHIN NATIONAL FORESTS.
REGUiATIONS.

[Circular No. 263.;'
-DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,,:,;
GENERAL LAND .OFFICE,

., Mayi,

Wasington, D2.

1920..

IREGSTERS AND RECEIVERSj
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

: Your. attention' is called to the, act of June 11,:.1906< i(34 Stat. 233),
a copy of which is hereto- attached as Appendix A.T This act authorizes homestead entries for lands within national forests, and you are
instructed thereunder as follows:
:1. Both surveyed and unsurveyed -lands within national forests
which are :chiefly. valuableM for: agriculture and-not needed for public
use may,'fromn time to time, bei examined, classified, and listediiunder
the' supervision fof the Secretary of Agriculture, and lists-thereof will
.be fled by him With the Secretary of the Interior; who. will then decdare the listed' lands subject to settlement afid:entry.
. 2) By an act approved August' 10, 1912 (37.Stat. 269), the Secretary of Agriculture was directed to select, classify, and segregate :all
lands within the bounda'ries of national f6rests that mayi bei oplined
tg entryiunder.the homestead 'laws applicable thereto..; Any person
interested in -.seburing -a .dassification 'or review of.a classification
previously made by the Secretary of Agriculture, should present his
request to the supervisor of-:.the national.forest in which-te land is
located, and should state the reasons which 'he, 'may, have' for- be-lieving 'the land has not been :prToperly classified.
:3. When any:.'and§ have been -declared-subject to- settlement and
entry under;this act,-a list of such lands, together with a copy of the
notice~ qf-restoration' thereof to entry -and authority for publication
of suenotice, .will..be-transmitted, to the register and receiver for the
district within which the lands are located. Upon receipt thereof the
register will designate a newspaper -published within the county in
-

-

: ': :

which the land is situated and transmit to the publishers-thereof the

letter of authority and' copy of notice of, restoration,.said notice to. be
published in the designated- newspaper once each week for four successive-weeks.' Yuq .will also post in your office a copy of said notice,
the same to remain posted- for a period of .60 days immed~iately pre-

cedingi

the date when the. .lands are tQ be subject to .entry.

If no

paper is published within the county, publication should bep made in
-'
.
amnewspaper published nearest the land. 4 -

'-4. -The, cost =of publishing the notice mentioned in theE preceding
paragraph- will not be.: paid by the .receiver, lbut, the publisher's
vouchers therefor, in duplicate, should be forwarded to the DepartI Revision of regulations of Aug. 19, 1913 (42 L. D., 331).
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meant of the Interior;. Washingtonj~D. C. by, the. publisher,r accom panie~d by. a duly ex~ecuted .proof of publication
heeiSte w Il
require the, publisher to promiptly furnish him' with a cop y of the
issue of the, paper in which' such notice first appears, will compareI
the, published notice with that furnished'by' this. office, and'. in case
of discrepancy 'or error cause the publisher to ,corr'ect the .'Printed
notice and. thereafter publish, the; corrected notice. for the, full period
of four weeks.
5. In addition to the publication and posting above provided for,
6
you wiffl,'6h. the6 day ,~the list is fiied'in you ofcmia
pof the
notice by registered letter to- any person known byyut
e claiming a preferred right of entry oayfthe
lands ecie
therein
and also at the same time mail a'7 copy 'of the notice by registered letter to each bf'the persons named afterbeach tract in the-restoration
notice and advise ea'ch' of them of his preferred right to make entry
during the.'. 6-day ~peri .od prior to the date of restoration. Upon
receiving evidence of service of such notice ~or notices' you will foivL
ward same to this office.

''"'to

6.:Ayperson qualified to make:a homestead entry who, prior-t
Janury 1,1906,, occupied and in good faith~ claimed any lands listed
under this act for agricultural purposes, and who has not abandoned
the ~samne, and the person upon whose. application.' such land was
listed, or a' qualified ex-se'rvice:'man of the War with Germany, has,.
each-in 'he order nam ed,. the preferred right', to, enter~the" lands- so
settled upon ~or listed at' any time.-within sixty days prior to' restorution of 'the land, or -in'the xcase of an ex-service man of, the world
'war at any, 'time w~ithin ninehty. days prior 'o. date of restorain
Should an application' 'be filed by -such'-srettler: during the sixtyday' :period -you.-will, upon .his'i showing. by. -affidavit .,the -fact, of
such: settlement: anid' continued occupancy,'- allow the entry. If an
application. is~filed :during' the ..'said period by' the party upon
whose: request ,the lands w'ere listed, or tby an' ox-service man .of~the
World: War, during the ninety~day 1period, you will retain .said 'application' on file' n your office unt'll the ~date 'of' restoration or 'until
an entiy haslb~en made by] a': claimant having the superior preference
-right. If no application 'by a. bona. fide'~settler prior. to~ Januai'y I,
1.906, is filed within the' preference right. pe'riod, you will ~allow. the
'application of the party upon whose request the; lds. were listed.
If 'entry by. a ;person'~claiming a' settler' s preference right is! allowed
other applications ~should be' rejected 'without 'waiting the expiration
,of 'the preferred' period.' Of 'the applicants for 'lis't~ing', only the'one
upon whose, request a' tract is' ilisted' secures "any, .preference', right.
Other 'applicants ffor the' listing'~of 'the same tract.acqulire no right
by 'virtue' of such applications.
'While the preference right 'period of ex-~serlvice: mien' ,of' the war
with' Germany begins~to run 'ninety" days prioi' to the date 'of the
restoration of the land to entry, filings may be presented 'during'-the
twenty days preceding~ such preference "right period'; that i's, from
the~ one hundred' and .tenth day to thelninetieth' day prior to. date 'of
-restoration', and such filings wil be teatedas simultaneously filed
at 9 a. in., on the ninetieth day .prior, 'to date ~of restoration in the
manner 'provided by Circuilar .324, approvedMay ~22,A.9141 (43 'L. D.
254).:
filings' of 'the~successful ex-service applicant may there'The
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after be. allowed only in the, event prior claimants do not exercise.
their preference rightlbefore the date of restoration.;
All applications by others than theiclasses above referre(d to,..which
are filed prior to the date of opening, should be rejectedl forthwith.
;notwithstanding the fact that an.. attempted transfer. .of the 'prefereence right:of entry. may haye been- made,but..applications may be
fil,d. by ,,the' general public within twenty .,days,.prior. to the date: of
restoration, and, all such applications. wiill be .treated as .simultaneously filed at.9 a. in. on.theidate.of.restoration, in accordance

with said ircular.324.-.,.

.

..

.'Theapproved form of notice of restoration reads asfollows:.
RESTORATION TO

ENTRY OF LANDS IN

NATIONA

FOREST.

:,N;
otice~isher~eb ygiven~that the lands. described below, em.bracing.
' acres,
w
ithin the -, : ;
- ,N~ationa1,F~orest ; . ;, , w ill be subject, to.s ettlement,
and entry under thie rrvisionsof the ihomestead laws of the United States
andthe; act of: June '11,1906 (34 Stat.:233), at' the Unfted Stat es lan d!offlce at
, on
, ,by any qualified person, e xcepitliat fo'r'a perigod of 90 das '
prior to said date:the landwil- be subJet. to, a preference right'of ex-service
mn
,of the war with jGermany. Such ex-service men,. in order to avaiL them-i
selves of their preference rights,,mustfle their
on or after (one
Oapplications
hundred afid'tenth'daiy prior torestoration)
but' priorto' (date of restoration)..
All:: such applications filed-on or after (one hundred andtenth day
prio to
restorataion) but priorito (ninetiethdayprior to :restoration) will be.treated
as
simultaneously
filed.
at,
9.
a.
in.
on
,(ninetieth
day
prior to restoration). All
such applications filedon"or after (ninetieth day
prior to restoration.) ,but prior
to '(date
'ofrestoration) willbe treated in the
'orderin which'filed.
Applications may be filed by'the general' publc within 20 days'prior, ' to (date
of, restoration) and
,will
be treated as simultaneously filed at9' a. in. on (date
of restoration).
(Description of lands restored.)'
(Date.):,
!

This form'-should'bemodified to, cverjnotice to bona fide, settlers
prior to January; 1, 1906,. andto' applicants for. listing
under
,
the.
act, of-June11
19066. wherejit appears
thatthe
rights of Cpar-.
ties are, involved.'
.
7.. Thefact
that a, settler prior to January. 1, 19,06Q has already'
exercised
orlost his hom estead
right w ll, not p revent him from
-making
entry
of the lands settled:upon 'ifh,he is otherwise qualified
to 'make entry,
but. he can not obtain
pat1enthunil.
he has,.complied
with all of the 'requiremients.oof the homestead law as. ,to residence
and cultivation and paid $2.50 per. Acre forth e land entered by' him:,.
8. When an, entry embraces unsurveyed lands or irrel
Ira
tional parts of, a subdivision of a surveyed section,, regul-airfabounds survey of 'such lands and fractional parts must be made.
At
some ti'eme beforr the entryman aplpliesto make final, proof.
.
Survey:
will. not be required where the tract . can be described by, legala subdivisionsXor as ,aXquarter r or' A half of a surveyed. quarter-quarter sec-ec
tion oriono
lo rrectangula
d tact, or as aaquarter or half of a surveyed.
quarter-quarter-quarter-section
or rectanaular-lotted tract.
9.' Underthe act of August
10,
1912,(737 :Stat. 287), and. subsequent acts making
a
apprprations for the Department
of Agriculture, authority
given
is
for the making of metes-and-bounds surveys by the, foret officers under the direction of the surveyor general.
(See Circular No. 235 of April 30, 1913.)
10. Application for survey should be made by the entryman to the
district forester of the district in which the land lies,' and upon
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execution of same' and filing of the approved plat in the local lands
office a copy of same will be sent'to the Ontryman for posting upon:
the 'land during the period of publication, and upon receipt of his
plat 'theentryman may 'apply to/submit proof. t;:
: 11. The commutation provisions of the homestead laws do not
apply-.to entries made under this act, but all entrymen must'make
final proof of residence and, cultivation within the time, in the manner and under the notice prescribed'by the'general provisions of the
homestead laws, except that all 'entrymen who are required by the
preceding paragraphs to have their lands, or any portion of them"
surveyed must, within five years from the date of their settlement,
present to the register and receiver their, application to make final
proof of all of the'lands embraced in their entries.'
. Entries made under the said act of JuneI11,41906, are subject-to the
provisions of sections 2291 and 2297. United States Revised Statutes,
as' amended ' .b! the .tiee-year 'homestead, act. .of 'June. 6, 1912 (37
Stat. .123), whether made before or after. June 6, 1912.
*12. In all cases: where a survey of any portion of the lands embraced 'in an entry made under this act' is required, the register will,
in addition to 'pu`blishing and posting the iusual final-proof notices,
k
a. copy of the final proof notice, with a copy- of the field' notes
and the plat. of. such survey attached;, posted in his office during 'the
period of publication;, and' the eentryman must 'keep: a cop y of the
final'-pioof notice Sand a dpy' 'of' thepl at of his survey prominently
posted on the lands platted during the entire -period of publication of
notice of intention to submit final proofi and at the same timelhis final
proof is offered he must file an affidavit showing the date on which
the copies of the notice and plat were posted 'on the land and that
they remained so posted during such period, giving dates.
13. Section 1 of the said act of J ue 11, 1906 having been amended
by the act of May 30, '1'908' (35 'Stat. 554), the. only counties in
southern California in which' entries thereunder can not 'be made
are San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara, to which -contiu
s the act
of June 11, 19066' does nott apply. Entries" made of 'lands' in the
Black Hills National Forest can be made oniy un'der'thc terms and
upon the conditions prescribed'in sections 3 -and 4 'of the act of June
11, 1906, as amended'by the 'act of'Februar'y'8, 1907 (34 Stat. 883),
and the act of July '3, 1912 (3e7 Stat. 188).
14. This act does not authorize any settlements W~ithini' forest reserves except upon lands 'which have be'in.ilisted, and 'thenf only in
the manner mentioned above, and all persons' who attempt to make
any unauthorized settlement within 'such reserves will be considered
trespassers andi treated 'accordingly
"
"15. The' act of June 11, 1906, provides thathnothing shall be done
to impair' in 'any iway the legal rights of any bona fide homiestead .
settler who has or; shall establish residence upon public lands prlor
to their' inclusion' within: a 'forest reserve 'and maintains his 'settlement clainm as required by law.
Very respectfully, '
.
IIA
SPRY,
.: --i :Y r: t-'-'
:';- '
;':. -Comm'ssionert.
9'.'Approved: May2, 1922.
EC. FINNEY,
'First Assistant Secretary-.
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APPENDIX
AN A

~A.

To Provide for, the entry, of iagricultural, lands, within, iorest reserves.'

:Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatii~ves of the ,United State~s
of America in Congreissassemabled,
That the Sqecretar~y o(f Ag~r.iclturemay l~inh~is
i~~~~~~~~n~
I
discretin andhe
ihebyatozdupon
applicationi or 'pile
otherwise,
i: : o::.' to
, ",ex.....:S..00.0......QQ..2.
a.E.'!:--

amine and aseertain as to the, locat:on-:' a

temporar~~
~

fornia, Inyo,

'-Tulae,,Kern,.
San

extent of. lnd

within permanent or

the, follow~incountiesa 'in
th
.ui

bispo.Santa

Barb-ra,

State of, 9aliVnua',

os

*Angeles,, San Ber.narino Oiang,-;tl,
OrA
Rivers1de, And Sani D.ieg; which a:re chiefl
valuabl'e f
orbiagric'ulture,
an whic,
hicis opiuion, mnaynbe occped
agricultural purposes without.

ijur'y to the forest
ie

-seryes,
and which are not needed

f public purposes, and may list and describe the saTme by metes and bounds,
or otherwise, and file the lists and-,descriptions with the Secretary of the

Interior, with the reqest that the said lands beaopened to entry in accordance
with thepn'aerion ofasthe homestead lawi aind'this' Act.
Umponhe..fieing of,, ny such "list.or .escription, the eetars'r Vo th e Inteior
shallodeclare the said lands open to homestead settlement and entry in tracts
notgexceeding
sixtyRicresin, arn.aand not exceeding one mile
vanuablength,S aracthonerhundred,
xreatiion and
of sixty daysfrom
i
thiefing. of the list Iintela
offtice of'thedistrict within which
othe lands are located, duixig which period thied
said list or description shall be prominentfy pci ted in the land omffesand adverrtied fo a period of not liststan fu weescin' one ne w serferal
circulatiorn pwithhed in the, county in which thelands, aresituate
d
at
any's~tler actually' occpig ningo
fihclaimigsclasfoarcultural purposes prior to Janaiy first, nineteen hundred a six
an who shall
,not have'abandoned. the, same,.anid the persoiA
ulfe6o ae
oeta
entry' upon' 'whose application the Ian peroptosdt6e' e'nterx
in
listed,, shall, eachsin the ordernamed,hatea
settlement and
entry: Provided further, That any' enrom dhsirifg toobtainat e tlany
described
metes m
and bounds:,entered by him under the provsons of this
hlad-ve~
Snot:
ab within
ndonby
d tice.
e .' oft the
act
'shall,
heaA date
five sayears
pers 6'on
ofif making
,qua i i dsettlement,
t
a e 'file,
o with
e t the
required
'prof of 'retidence
andb cultivation, a plat and field notes ofnthe
etierd
f , made
by, or: under'the
direction of the nite States suryeyor-genlands
ra
showing accurately the, boundries of such lands, .which ishall be' distinctly
marked by monuments. on, the. ground, and by posting A copyhof such plattogeltherawith a notieor
'theJanuary
t im
e a t, indeplco
fering proof, in a conspicuous
place,6ohon
th land emb
e raced
sh
durin 'he
tereid presrexibed by law for
'thedpublication' of his notice df lntentiOi to offer' proof, and tha aot
d
pitan'd field notes shall 'ilso he-kept posted in th fieof ~the regis 6r' of the
land office for the lands district in Which: such lands r siutd
a like
period: and' further, that 'any agricultural' lands witha fort resv for my
at
the discretion, of the Serearbesuvydbmtsanbodadthto
landds entered
the
provisions
buhder
of this
mutation provisions 'of
the
h
stead ls
bmat settlerspnt final wrf sha
have credit for the period of their a
l residen
u the
lands covered by
their
entries.
SEC. 2. That settlers upon lands chiefl valuable for agriculture within forest
reserves on January first, nineteen hundred and six, who have already exercised
or'lost theit homestead privilege' but are otherwise 'competent to' enter'
p
as
under the homestead laws, are hereby 'granted anadditionae
homestead rlight of
'entry for~the6 purposes 'of 'this act only,'~ and't uch set'tlers mi'st 'otherwise comply With the provisions of the-homesteadlaw, and in, addition, taerto' mustupay
two dollars; and fifty cents~per acre for lands entered under the provisions of
this; section, schpayment
l
to bebmade ate theotime of making final proof on
sfuch lands.
pSec.a3. That all, entries underthil actin the Black 'Hllsr Forest Reserve shall
be subject to the quartz or lode mining laws of the United States, and'the laws
and regulations permitting the location,' appropriation, and'usepof the waters
within the said forest reserves for mining, irrigation, and other purposes; and

4
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no titles acquired to'agricultural lands in said Black Eills Forest Reserve under
this act shall vest in the patentee any riparian rights to any stream or streams
of flowing water within said reserve; and that such limitation of title shall be
expressed In the patents for the lands covered by such entries.
SEC. 4. That no homestead settlements or entries shall be allowed in -that
portion of the Black Hills Forest, Reserve in Lawrence and Pennington counties
in South Dakota except to persons" occupying lands therein prior to January
first, nineteen hundred and six, and the provisions of this act shall apply to the
said'counties In said'feserve only so far as Is necessary- togiV6 and perfect title
of such settlers or occupants to lands chiefly valuable for agriculture therein
occupied' or claime'd-by them- prior to the said date, and all homestead'entries
under this -act in' said counties in said reserve shall be described by metes and
bounds survey. '
-i
- SEc.''5. That nothing herein contiined4 shall- be held to authorize 'any future
settlement on any lands within forest reserves until such lands have been'open
tosettlement as'provided in this act,or to in any'way Impair the legal rights of
'anybona fide homesated settler who has or shallestablish'kisidence upon public
lands prior to their inclusion within a forest reserve.
Approved, June 11, 1906. (34
Stat. 233). ANACT Excepting certain lands in Pennington County, South Dakota, from,the operation
of the provisions of section four of an Act'approved,
eleventh,' nineteen hundred
.and six, entitled'"An: Act to provide for' the:'entry ofJune
agricultural -lands 'within-forest
*reserves."

-

-

.

-

Be it enacted by~ the:Senateaidn Hous of Representativesiof theUnitedStates
- of America in Congress
assembled, That the following-described townships in
the Black'Hills Forest' Reserve, in' Pennington County; South 'Dakota,
- Townships one north,one eat;
two north', one east; one' north, twoeast;to Wit':
two
north,- two east; one south, one east ;,' two south, oneeast;one Aouth, two east;
and two south, two east. BlackHills meridian, are hereby'exceptedifrom the
operation of the provisions ofsection four ofan Act
entitled'"An Act'to provide
for the entry - of agricultural lands within forest' reserves," 'approved June
eleventh, nineteen hundred and six. The lands within the snid to*nships
to
remain subject to all other provisfons of said Act.
Approved, February
f8, 1907(34 Stat. 883).
AN ACT Excepting certainlands in Lawrence andPennington Counties,South Dakota,
from the -operation of the- provisions of section.four of' an Act approved June eleventh.
nineteen
hundred and six; entitled
'"An
Actto provide'for the entry
'of agricultural
lands Withinforests reservese
Be it enacted' by the Senateand Horise of Represehtatpves of iWe
United States
of Ameriea
in 'Congress
assenibled,That the
following-desribedtownships in
the Black Hills
Forest Re&erve,
-South
Dakota,
tb
wit: Township three north
one east,
Rand somuch
of townships
twonorth, one east,and
twonorth, two east,
as are within Lawrence County, andtownship one north, treeeast in PenningtonCounty, Black Hills
meridian,
are hereby exceptedfromthe operation
ofthe
provisions of 'sectionfour of-an Act entitled"An Act to provide for the
entryof'agricultural'Iands within'
'
forest reserves."approved June
eleventh,
nineteen hundred and six. The lands within the
s
aidtownships to remain subject
to all
other 'prvisionsof
said Act.;
Approved, July 3, 1912 (37 Stat. 188).
AN, ACT To amend
an aAct approved June eleventh, nineteen hundred, and six,
entitled
iA
Act, to provide
for.tbe entry of agriculturali
lands within fortet reserves."
-Re it ehacted byathe Senate and,House of Representatives
of the United; State's
off America
in
Congress assembled. That ann Act entitled "An Act to provide for
th entry of- agricultural lands within forest reserves," approved June eleventh,
nineteen- hundred ndd sis
e ameended-by striking out of se tion one
the
followiing words: "Except the, following counties in the State
of California: Inyo,
Tulare, Kern, Ventura. Los Angeles, San Bernardino, , Ornge, Riverside,
and
San Die.go."
A pproved,
May:\ 30,08 1908 (35 Stat. 554).f 0 i -n~~~~?,
,..-. :Sii-g.-.T
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Mdinerial Lanids and Mining Resources.

SEC.. 12318. In all cases landls valuable for' minera&-ls' lans
Shall

1be reserved from sale excp as otherwise expressly

irEC

lw

4Jl
.i

6

neraI
80
. ;, ; a

SE.2319. All valuable mjineral deposits'in ilands' beoM- n
lands open
longing. to,' the United. States, both surveyed and unsur' purcase

to

by

veyed,. are hereby' declared to ~be free' and 'open to' ec- citizens.
ploration' and purchase,; and the lands in 'which they are 10May, 1872,
fouind 'to occuipation 'and !purchase, by citizens of thee1'7'A. 1,.
United
'State,

and those 'wh have declar:ed ''their inten--

tion to, become such-,- under regulations Prescribed, by
law, and' according to' the'EcaLcustoms or rules of miners
in* he several mining districts, so far as the same are ap-

'plicable:'aid no incon Sitent: with the laws of the United

SEC. 2320 Mining claims upon Veins r Iodes of
artZ mlIengt 1
or other Ok
r
in -place,bearinggold, silver, cinna
ead, upon veins or
tin copper, or other- valuable deposits, heretofore located, ode
shall be governed A to -length', long' the veinoir lode by lac; 1872
the: customs,: regulations, and laws in forc .'at' th date of 1.;. 91 2
their location Aed
'a-fter the 'tenth..

day .of ,May," eighte''eri hundred and seventy-two; 'whether
located by ',o'

or More 'persons, may equial;, but Shall' not

exceed, one thousand, fi-ve hunidred feet in 'length'along the
vein or 'ode; butIno location of a mining claim'shall be
mnadel until thediscovery of the vein; or l de within the
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limits of the claim located. No claim shall extend more
than three hundred feet. on each side of the middle of the
vein at the surface, nor shall any claim be limited by any
mining regulation to less than twenty-five feet on each'
Aide of the middle of the vein at the surface, except where;
adverse rights existing on the tenth day of May, eighteen
hundred and seventy-two, render such limitation neces-lines of each, claim shall. be parallel to
sary. The.. end;
each other.

SEc. 2321.-Proof of citizenship, under this, chapter,
afffiof hiilo 'own
of f individual,
ithc'n te csel
con>sist;
1872
.n may152,s.
persons
axi ss~iaton
teref;
, ~ da~t
unincorporated,. of the affidavit of theirauthorized agent,
;made on his own knowledge o'r upon information and belief; and in the case of a corporation organized under the
laws of the United States, or of any State or Territory,
thereof, by the filing-of a certified copy of their charter

Proof of
10 May,
:7 P 9,

ti-

'or certificate of incorporation

Sc., 2322.;-Thb locators of all mining locations heretoLecators's
session and enw fore made oIr which shall hereafter be made, on any mineral vein, lode, or ledge,. situated on the public' domain,'
joynment.
'no adverse claim exists on
2May,
1S72, their heirs and assigns,'whbei
the tenth. day,.of May, eigh.hundred and seven ty-two,
17, p. 91.
so •ong' ias thiev "omply,

.:
*

X

;;.

0

iith

the'laws of the.United

States, and with State, Territorial, and local regulations
not in conflict with the laws of the United States governing their possessory title, shall have the exclusive right
of possession and enjoyment of. all the surface included
within the lines of their locations, and of all veins,' odes,
their entire depth the top, or ap
. id ldes trouut
of which lies inside of such surface lines exteidned down:ward vertically, although. such veins;, lodes, or ledges hiay
so far depart from a perpendicular. in their course dow*ward as to extend outside the vertical side lines of such
surfaceilocations. But theirfright. of ~possession to. such
outside parts of such veins or ledges shall be confined to
such portions thereof as lie between vertical planes drawn
downward .as above, described, through the end line-s of
.their locations, so continued in their own- direction that
such 'planes will intersect; such exterior parts of such
veins or ledges. And nothin gin this section shall authorize the locator or possessor of a vein or lode which
VA-extends-in itsidownwgar. course beyond the vertical lines

! of.
his claim to enter upon the. surface of a claim owned or
.
'possessed, by another.
SEC. 2323', Where. a;tunnel is run for the developmeni
,Owners of
n
s
.'
.tunnels, -rightsofaenoroeor

10

motin s e wh-o
'iOf aeinor lode,'fortutediscoveryers of such tunnel shall have -the right of possession of all
v-.veins or lodes within three thousand feet from .the face qf
such' tunnel on. the line thereof,. not previously -known t6
exist, discovered insIucIh tunnel, to the same-extent asif
discovered from. the surface; and locations on theLline of
-such, tunnel :of veins or lodes not: appearing on- the surface, made by other parties after the.'commencement of

May, 1872,

152,.
17v. 92.

4,
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the tunnel, -and- while the same is being rosecuted with:
reasonable diligence, shall be invalid, but-failure to prosecute the work on the 'tunnel for' six months shall be considered as an abandonment of the right to all undiscov-4
ered veins -on the line of such tunnel. SEC. 2324. :The miners of each mining district may Regulations
make regulations not in fconflict, with the laws of the e by
United States,. or with the laws of the State or.Territory 10 May, 1872,
* : X in which the distriet is situated, governing the? location, c. 152, s. 5, v.
manner of recording, amount of work necessary to hold 17, . 92.
possession . of a mining claim, subject to the following
requirements.: The location, must be. distinctly marked
on the-ground so that its boundaries can be~readily traced.
All records of mining claims hereafter made shall contain the name or names' of the locators, the date of 'the
location, and such a. description .of the claim. or claims
located by reference to some.natural. object or permanent monument as will identify the claim. XOn each claim
located after -the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and'
seventy-two, and until 'a patent has been' issued therefor, not less 'than one hundred 'dollars' worth of labor
shall be performed or improvements made during''each
-year. Onall claims located priortothetenth day'of.May,
eighteen hundred and seventy-two, ten dollars' worth of
labor shall be performed or improvements 'Made by the'
tenth day of June, eighteen' hundred and seventy-four,
and each year thereafter, for each one hundred feet in
length along the vein until. a patent has been issued therefor; but where such claims :are held:. in. common, such
,expenditure may be made upon any one 'claim; and upon
a failure to comply with these conditions the claim or
mine upon which such failure occurred shall be open to
relocation in the same manner as if no- location of the
same had ever been made, provided lthat the original
locators, their heirs, 'assigns, or-. legal representatives,
have not resumed'work upon the -claim after failure'and
before such location. XUpon the failure of any one of
several co-owners- to. contribute his proportion of' theexpenditures required hereby, 'the co-owners who have
performed the labor ior made the improvements 'may, at
the expiration of the year, give such delinquentf co-owner
personal notice iii writing or notice by publication in
the newspaper published nearest the claim for at least
once. a week for ninety days, and if at the expiration of
ninety days after such notice in writing or by publication
such 'delinquent should' fail or refuse to 'contribute his
proportion of the expenditure required by this section his'
interest in the claim shall become the' property of his
co-owners who have made the required Iexpenditures.SEC. 2325. A patent for any land claimed. and located Patents for
for valuable deposits may be obtained in the, following how obtained.
manner: Any person, association, or corporation author- OMay, 1872,
ized to locate a claim under this chapter, having claimed c. 152, s. 6, v.
and located .a piece of land for such purposes who has, 1 7'
*
8751 -22-voL 49 2
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.or have, complied with the terms of this chapter, 'may
file in the proper land office an application for a patent,
under oath, showing such compliance, together 'with a plat
and field -notes of the claim or clai-ms in common made by
or under the direction of theUnited States surveyor-general, showing* accurately the boundaries of the claim or
claims, which shall be distinctly marked by mormiments on
the ground, and shall post a copy of such. plat, together

with a:notice: of such application for a patent, in a conlspicuous place on the landiembraced in such plat previous
to the filing of the application for a patent, and shall file
an t affidavit of ' at- least two persons that such Xnotice has
been duly posted, and shall file a copy of the notice in such
land office, and shall thereupon be entitled to a patent for
the land., in the manner following: The register of the
land office, upon the filing of such application, plat, field
notes, notices, Land affidavits, shall publish a notice that
such application has been made, for the period of sixty
days, in a newspaper to be by himndesignated as published
nearest to such claim; and he shall also post such notice in
his 'office for the same period. EThe claimant at the time
of filing this application,.or at any time thereafter, within
the sixty days of publication, shall file with the register
a certificateof the United States surveyor-general that
five hundred dollars'. worth of labor 'has been expended
or improvements mades upon :the' claim- by himself or
grantors; that the plat is. correct, with such further
description by such reference to natural objects. or permanent monuments as shall identify the claim, and furnish
an accurate description to be incorporated in the patent.
At the, expiration'of the. sixty days 'of publication the
claimant shall -file his affidavit,, showing that the plat and
notice have- been posted in a conspicuous place on the
claim during such period of publication.; If no adverse
claim' shall1 have 'been filed- with
'
the register -and the
receiver of the proper land office at the'expiration of the
sixty'- days. of publication, it shall be; assumed that the
applicant is entitled toLa patent, upon the, payment to the
proper officer of five dollars. per acre, and that no adverse
claim exists; and thereafter no objection from third parties to the issuance of a patent shall be heard, except it
be shown that the applicant.has failed to comply with the
terms of this chapter.
e SEC. 2326.1 Where an adverse, claim is filed during the

Adv ^ r s
Claim, proceedingE on.
10 May, 1872,
15 2,.

E. P?,93.

7,

period of publication, it shall be upon oath of the person
or persons making the same, and shall, show the nature;
and' extent of such. adverse claim, and. all proceedings, except the publication of notice and making and
filing of the affidavit thereof, shall, be stayed until the
controversy shall have been settled or decided by a court
of competent jurisdiction, or the adverse claim waived.
It shall be.the duty of the, adverse claimant, within thirty

V.boundaries,

I See also act June 7, 1910 (36 Stat. L., 459), extending the time in which to file
adverse 'claims and institute adverse sulits with respect to mhreral' applications ill
Alaska.
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days after filing' his claim, to commence proceedings; in a
court of competent jurisdiction, to determine the question
a
-of the. right of possession, ,and prosecute the same with
reasonable diligence to final judgment; and a failure so to
do shall be a waiver of his- adverse claim. After. such
-judgment shall havebeen -rendered,.the party entitled
ot.
:the possession of the claim or .any portion_,thereof,:may,
without giving further- notice,. file a certified copy of the
Judgment-roll with the registter of the land office, together
with the certificate of the surveyor-general that the requisite amount of labor has been expended or improvements
made thereon, and the description required in other cases,
and shall pay to the receiver five dollars per- acre for his
claim, together with, the proper fees, whereupon the whole
proceedings and the judgment-roll shall be certified by the.
register to the Commissioner of the- General Land Office,
and a patent shall issue thereon for the claim, or such portion thereof as the applicant shall appear, from the decision of the court, to rightly possess. If it appears from
d
the decision of the court that. several- parties are entitled
to separate and different portions of the claim, each party
may pay for his portion of the claim, with the proper fees,
and file the certificate and description by the surveyorgeneral, whereupon the register shall certify the proceedings and judgment-roll to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, as in the preceding case, and patents
shall issue to the several parties according to their respective rights. Nothing herein contained shall be construed
to. prevent the alienation of a title conveyed by a-patent
for a mining claim to any person whatever.SEc. 2327. The description of vein or lode claims upon Descrlption
surveyed, lands shall designate the location of the claims or lode clatimn.
-with reference to the lines of the public survey, but need io May, 1872,
not conform, therewith; but where patents have -been or c*15p2' 8, v.shall be issued for claims upon unsurveyed lands, the
dAmend
surveyors-general, in extending the public survey, shall-.r3st at. 545).
adjust the -same- to the boundaries. of said patented claims,
sojas m no case to interfere with or change the true location of such claims as they are officially established upon
the ground. Where patents have issued for- mineral oPtents to
lands, those lands only shall be segregated and shall be official monu.
deemed to be patented which are bounded by the lines-menta.
actually marked,. defined, Rand established upon Athe
groundldby the monuments of the official.survey. upon

which the patent grant is based, and surveyors-general in
executing subsequent patent surveys, whether uponsur. veyed or unsurveyed lands, shall be governed accordingly. The said monuments shall at all times constitute Monumnents
the highest authority as to what land is patented, and in scriptions.
*case of any conflict between the said monuments of such
:
patented claims and the descriptions of said claims in
the patents issued therefor the monuments on the ground
shall govern, and erroneous or inconsistentidescriptions
or callsinthe patent descriptions shall- give way thereto.
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SEC. 2328. Applications for patents for mining 'claims
under former laws- now pending may be prosecited to aI
10 May, 1872, final decision 'in the General Land-Office; but in such
-. 152s. 9, v cases where adverse rights are not afected thereby, pati>'~ '~
ents may issue in pursuance of the provisions of this
chapter; and all .patents for mining claims upon veins
or lodes heretofore issued shall convey! all the rights and
privileges conferred by this chapter where no adverse
P~ening ap-

Isting rights.

rights existed on the'tenth day of May, eighteen hundred

and seventy-two.

Conformity
SEc. 2329. Claims usually called "placers," including
placerc
claims to suri all- forms of deposit, excepting veins' of quartz, or other
veys, limit of. rock in-place, shall be subject to entry and patent; under

of

like circumstances and conditions,.tand' upon similar pros
ceedings, as are provided for vein or lode claims-; but,
where the lands have been previously surveyed by the
United States; the entry in its -exterior limits, shall conform tolthe legal subdivisions of the public lands.
of Subdiviasicon
SEC- 2330. Legal subdivisions -of forty acres may be
tracts;' mazi- subdivided into ten-acre tracts; and two or more persons,
mum of placer
locations.'
or associations of persons, having contiguous claims of
9 July, 1870 any size,'although such claims may be less than ten acres
1c. 235,s. 12 v. each, may make joint entry thereof; but no' location of a
placer claim, made after' the ninth day 'of July, eighteen
hundred and seventy, shall exceed one hundred and sixty
acres for any one person or association. of persons, which'
location shall conform to the' United States surveys; and
nothing in this:section contained shall defeat or impair
e9 Tuly, 1870:
16, p. 217.

any bona fide preemption or homestead claim upon agricultural lands, 'or authorize the sale of the improvements
of any bona fide settler to any purchaser.
fConformity
SEc. 2331. Where placer claims are upon surveyed
claims to sur- lands, and conform to legal subdivisions, no further surveys, limit
tionyof clams: vey or plat shall be required, and all placer-mining claims
MayM
1872, located after the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and'
c. 152, . 10, v. seventy-two, shall conform as near as practicable with the
7 p.t
us 9i
United States 'system of public-landi surveys, and. the
rectangular subdivisions of; such surveys, and no such;
location shall 'include 'more than twenty acres for each
individual claimant; but where placer claims can not be
conformed to legal subdivisions, survey and plat shall
be made as on unsurveyed lands; and where by the segregation of mineral lands' in any" legal 'subdivision a;
quantity' of agricultural land less than forty acres remains, such fractional portion of agricultural land may
be entered by any 'party qualified by 'law, for homestead;
or preemption purposes.
What
eviSEc. 2332. Where such person or association, they and
dence of possession, &c. to their grantors, have 'held and worked their claims for- a
.ight to a pat- period equal to the time prescribed by the statute of liment.
itations
R
for mining claims of the' State or' Territory
j

9 July, 1870,
235P.
S1

where the same may be situated, evidence of such posse'and workingf
oion
the claims for 'such period Shall be
sufficient to establish a right to' a patent thereto under this

Ji
49]
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qchapter, in the absence of any adverse claim; but nothing
in this chapter shall be deemed to impair any lien which.
may have attached in any waywhatever to any mining
:
claim or property thereto attached prior to the issuahce
of a patent.
SC.
2333. Where the same person, association, or cor- forPro
ceedings
patent
for
poration is in possession of a placer claim, and also 'a vein placer claim,
or lode included within' the boundaries thereof? applica-' C.
tion shall be made for a patent for .the'placer claim, with 1OMay,1872,
the statement that it includes such vein or lode, and in 17, P. 947
such case a patent shall issue for the placer claim, subject
to the provisions of this chapter, including such vein or
lode, upon the payment of five dollars per acre for such
vein or lode claim and twenty-five feet of surface on each
side thereof. The remainder of the placer claim or any
placer claim not embracing any vein or lode claim shall
be paid for at the rate of two dollars and fifty cents 'per
acre, together with all costs of proceedings; and where a
vein or lode, such'as is described in section twenty-three
hundred and twenty, is known to exist within the bomnndaries of a placer claim, an application 'for a patent for
such placer claim which does not include an application
for the vein- or lode; claim shall be construed as a conclusive declaration that the claimant of the- placer claim
has no right of possession of the vein or lode claim; but
:
where the existence 'of a vein' or lode in a placer claim is
:not known, a patent for the placer claim shall'convey all
valuablemineralandother'depositswithin'thebound-aiie's

thereof.

-

SEc. 2334. The surveyor-general of the United States eVtYo

may appoint in each: land district containing mineral point surveylands as many competent surveyors as shall apply for or. of mining
appointment to survey mining claims. The expenses of 10May,1872,

the survey of vein or lode claims, and the survey and sub- c.
division of placer claims into -smaller quantities than one1
hundred and. sixty acres, 'together with: the cost of publi- '
cation of notices, shall be paid by the applicants, and they
shall be at liberty to obtain the samie at the; most reasonable rates, and they 'shall also be at liberty to employ any
United States deputy surveyor to make the survey.: The
Commissioner 'of the General Land 'Office shall also' have
power' to 'establish the maximum charges for surveys and
publication of notices under this chapter; 'and, in case of
excessive charges for publication, he may 'designate any
newspaper published in: a land- district where mines 'are
situated for the publication of mining notices in such district, and fix the rates to be charged by such paper; and,
to the end that, the Commissioner may be fully informed
on the subject, each 'applicant shall file:'with the register a
sworn statement. of all charges and 'fees "paid by such
applicant for publication and surveys, together- with all
fees and money. paid the register and the receiver of the
land office, which statement shall be transmitted, with the

152, s.' 12, v.
5

:
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other. papers in the case, to the Commissioner: of the General 'Land Office.
.. 2335. A11 affidavits required to'be made und'er this
Vferfiatis
-d ' chapter may be verified before any officer authorized to
8o&c.f
10 May, 1872, administer oaths within the land district where the claims.
w152,s.13,vmay be situated, and all, testimony and proofs may be
taken before any such officer, and, when duly certified by
the officer taking the same, shall have. the same force and
effect as if taken before the register and receiver of the
V .land office. In cases. of contest as to the mineral or agri*5
cultural character of land, the testimony and proofs may
be taken as herein provided on personal notice of at least
ten days to the opposing party; or if such party can not
be found, then-by publication .of at least once a week for
thirty days in a newspaper, to be designated by the register of the land office as published nearest to the location,
of such land; and the register shall require proof that
such notice has been given.
Where veins
SEC. 2336. Where two or more veins' intersect or cross
-1tersect ~ each other, priority of title shall govern, and such prior
C. 152, s. 14, v. location shall be entitled to all ore or mineral contained
1, p. 96within the space of intersection; but the subsequent location shall have the right of way through the space of
intersection for the purposes of the convenient working
of the mine. And where two or more veins unite, the oldest or prior location shall take the vein below the point of
union, including all the space of intersection..
Patents for
SEC 2337. Where nonmineral land Inot contiguous to
nonmineral
the vein or lode is used or occupied by the proprietor
lands, &c.
.

0 OMay,1872,of

such vein or lode for mining or milling purposes, such

152, .s 15. . nonadjacent

'',

*

surface ground imay be embraced and in-

cluded in an application for a patent for such vein or

lode, and the same may be patented' therewith, subject to
the same preliminary requirementsas to survey and notice
as are applicable to veins or lodes; but no location hereafter. made of such nonadjacent land shall exceed five
acres, And payment for the same must be. made at the
same rate as fixed by this chapter for the superficies of the
lode. The owner of a quartz mill or reduction worka, not
owning a mine in connection therewith; may also receive
a patent for his mill site, as provided in this section.
What c
Sndi EC 2338. As -a condition of sale; in the absence of
tions of sale
may be made necessary legislaition by Congress, the local legislature of
by lrocal legis-any State or Territory may provide
26 J
1866, mines, involving easements, drainage,

rules for working
and other necessary

4 262, s. 5, v. means to their complete development; and those condi14vepstedights tions shall be fully expressed in the patent.
SEC. 2339. Whenever, by priority of possession, rights
to use of water
for .inng &'
right of way to the use of water for mining, agricultural, manufacfor canals.
turing, or other purposes, have vested and accrued, and
26 July, 1866, the -:same are recognized and, acknowledged by the local
c. 262, s. 9, v.

14, p. 253.

customs, laws, and the decisions' of cours the possessors
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aiid owners of 'such vested rights shall :be maintained:andI
protected in the same; and the. right of way for the construction of ditches and canals for the purposes herein
specified is acknowledged and confirmed; but whenever
any person, in the construction of any ditch or canal, injures or damages the possession of anysettler on the public
domain, the party committing such injury or damage
shall be liable to the party injured for such injury' or
damage.
SEC. 2340. All patents granted, or preemption or home- ePtents, presteads allowed, shall be subject to any vested and accruedh o m esea ds
water rights, or rights to ditches and reservoirs used inedbancdt accevd
connection with 'such water rights, as may have been water rights.
Iacquired under or recognized by the preceding section,
9 July, 1870,
2341. Wherever, upon the lands heretofore desig-l

16, p. 218.

andt j.nhe a I
'nated as mineral lands, which have been excluded from no-9v a luwab le
survey and sale, therelhave been homesteads madeby citi- oered o p eit
SEC.

zens of the United States, or, persons who have declared to homesteads.
their intention to become citizens, which homesteads
have
96 July, 1866,
i
, -C.. 262, s. 10, v.
been made, improved, and used for agricultural purposes, 14, p, 253.
and upon which there have been no valuable mines of
gold, silver, cinnabar, or copper discovered, and which are
properly agricultural lands, the settlers. or owners of such
homesteads shall have a right of preemption thereto, and
shall be entitled to purchase the same. at. the price of one
dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, and in quantity not
to exceed one hundred and sixty acres; or they may avail
themselves of the provisions of chapter five of this Title,
relating to " iomesteads."
SEC. 2342. Upon'the survey of the lands described in
MI
e r asetI
ladhow
the preceding section, the Secretary of the Interior may apart as agridesignate and set apart such portions of the same as arecultural lands.
clearly agricultural lands, which lands shall thereafter be 2
6ly
;
subject to preemption and sale as other public lands, and i4, p.'253.
be subject to all the laws and regulations applicable to the

same.,
SEC. 2343. The President is authorized to establish ad- Add i tional
ditional land. districts, and to appoint the necessary offi-a n d dofficets,
th
cers under existing laws, wherever he may deem the same power ofiers
necessary for the publie convenience in executing the pro- Provide.
26 July, 1866,
visions of this chapter.
4 262,
i . A,
- ~~~~~~~~~c.
contained
in this
shall be1
,p. 2 5s'2 .. ,v'.
SEC. 2344.

Nothing'contained in this chapter shall be

Provisions of

t h is

chapter

construed to impair, in any -way, rights or- interests in not to affect
mining property acquired under' existing laws-; 'nor, to certain rights.
affect the provisions of the act entitled " An act granting io May, 1872,
to A., Sutro the right of way and other privileges to aid 17, p.se. 1 '
in the construction of a draining and 'exploring tunnelu 9 July, T870,
to the Comstock lode, in the State of Nevada," approved .PP.'218. '
July twenty-five, eighteen hundred and sixty-six.
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M i n e r a 1 S1cC. 2345.; The provisions ..of the preceding sections of
taisnStates ex: this chapter shall not apply. to the mineral lands situated
in the States of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota,
|cepted.

18 Fgeb~.

which are declared free and open to exploration and purchase, according to legal subdivisions, in like manner as
before the. tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and
seventy-two.
And any bona fide entries of such, lands
within the States named since the:tenth day of May,
eighteen hundred and seventy-two, may be patented without reference to any of the foregoing provisions of this
chapter. Such lands shall be offered for public sale in the
'same manner, at the same minimum -price, and under the
- same rights of preemption as -other public lands.
Gdr
a
n
t
o
SEc. 2346. No act passed at the first session of the
landstoSae f
or corptorations Thirty-eighth Congress, granting lands to States or corinetr1al Ilands.
porations to aid in thy construction of roads or for other
30eTan.,1865: purposes, or to extend the time of grants made prior to
R3es~.No510, vthe >hirtieth day of January, eighteen hundred and sixty=
8 UP-; '; enfive, shall1 be- so construed as to embrace mineral lands,
which .in all cases a're reserved exclusively to the United
States, unless otherwise specially provided in the act or
acts making the grant..
17

P.: 465.

ACTS OF CONGRESS PASSED SUBSEQUENT
TO THE REVISED STATUTES.
AN ACT To amend the act entitled "An act to promote the development.of the mining,resources of the United States," passed May
tenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two.
Cla Ir

lo-

ror ttae

Be it enacted by the Senate andt House of Representah
ntd
o neia
Cnrs

May 10, 18722 tives
exprenditaunre ex- Teds

tended

-to

of the United:States oi Arnza

~at

in Congress assenv-

the provisions of the fifth section of the act
Jan. entitled "An act to promote: the development of the min-

~n-ing resources of the United States," passed May tenth,
5ress a proved eighteen hundred and seventy-two, which requires ex(18 Stat. L, penditures of labor and improvements on claims located
61).
prior to the passage of said act, are hereby so amended
Ac-tof

that the time for the first annual- expenditure on claims

located prior to the passage of said act shall be extended
to the first day of January, eighteen hundred and seventyfive.
AN ACT To amend section two thousand three, hundred and twentyfour of the Revised Statutes, relating to the development of the
mining resources of the United States.

oel y ex. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatuinel .
aosidves of the United States of America in Congress assenmed as
thexpeond-e 712e7 That section two thousand three hundred and

Act of con- twenty-four of the Revised Statutes be, and the same is

eb
roveadhereby amended so that where a person or company has
s875 (18 Stat, or may run a tunnel for the nurpose of developing a lode

L., 315).

Ior lodeso
loeowned by
bysaid person or company, the money so

*to]
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expended in said tunnel shall be taken and considered as
expended on said lode or lodes, whether located prior to
or since the'passage of said act; and. such person or cormpany shall not be required to perform work on the surface
of said lode or lodes in order to hold the same as required
by said act.
AN ACT To exclude the States of Missouri and Kansas from the provisions of the act of Congress entitled "An act to promote the development of the mining resources of the United States," approved
May tenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two.

i

'.

Be it enactedby the Senate and House of Representa- Missouri and
tiwes of the United States of AmneriCa in Congress assemn- ed from the opblded, That within the States of Missouri and Kansas de- e eafwlaws.
posits of coal, iron, lead, or other mineral be, and theyare
: Act of Conhereby, excluded from the operation of the act entitled gress approved
"An act to promote the development of the miningxre- (19
sources of the United States," approved May tenth, eight- 52)
een hundred and seventy-two, and all lands in said States
shall be subject to disposal as agricultural lands...

St'at. L.,

'AN ACT Authorizing the citizens of Colorado, Nevada, and the Territories to fell and remove timber on the public domain for mining
and. domestic purposes.
Be it enacted by, the Senate and House of Represenlta-' Citizens of
ties
-of the United States of America in Congress asse6t- vada, and the
bled, That all citizens of the United States and otherTerr teoiesll

.
*

:

persons, bona fide residents of the State of Colorado, or and remo v e
Nevada,' or either of the Territories of New Mexico, publicmi domain
fo iing and.
Arizona, Utah+ Wyoming,, Dakota, Idaho, or Montana, do
and all other mineral districts of the United States, shall poses.
be, and are hereby, authorized and permitted to fell and
Act of Conremovefor
building, agricultural, mining, or other do- uene9
1878
:mestic purposes, any timber or other troees growing or (20 Stat. L.
being on'.the public lands, said lands being mineral, and
.
not subject to entry under existing laws of the United
States, except for mineral entry, in either of said States,
Territories, or districts of which such-citizens or persons
:imay be at the time bona fide residents, subject to such
rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may
prescribe for the protection of the timber and of: the undergrowth growing upon such lands, and for other pur-V
poses :-Provided The provisions of this act shall not extend to railroad, corporations.
SEC. 2. That
it shall be the duty of the register and the
receiver of any local land office in whose district any
mineral land may be situated to ascertain from time to:
time whether any timber is being cut or used, upon any
such lands, except for the purposes authorized by this act,
within their respective land districts; and, if so, they
shall immediately notify the-Commissioner of the General
Land Office of that fact; and all necessary expenses incurred in making such proper examinations shall be paid
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and allowed such register and receiver in making up their
next quarterly accounts.
SEC. 3. Any person or persons who shall violate the
Lprovisions of this act, or any rules and regulations in
pursuance thereof made by the Secretary of the Interior,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined in any. sum not exceeding five hundred dollars, and to which may be added imprisonment
for any term not exceeding six months.
AN ACT To amend sections twenty-three hundred and twenty-four
and twenty-three hundred and twenty-five of the Revised Statutes of
the United States concerning mineral lands.
Applicati on
for patet may
be made. by al
thorized agent.

enacted by the Senate and House of RepresentaBe itfdSae
mrc

tives of the United States of America in Congress assemm-

bled, That section twenty-.three hundred and twenty-five
of the Revised Statutes of the United States be amended
by adding thereto the following words: "Provided, That
where the claimant for. a patent is not a resident of or
within the land'district wherein the vein, lode, ledge, or
deposit sought to be patented is located, the application
for patent and the affidavits required to be made in this section by the claimant for such patent may be. made by
his, her, or. its authorized agent, where said agent is conversant with the. facts sought to be established by said
00affidavits: Anid provided, That-this section shall. apply to
all applications now pending for patents- to mineral

*

lands."
On unpatentSEC. 2. That section twenty-three hundred and twentyed, claims period commences four of the .Revised Statutes of the United States be
on Jan. 1 Sue
yadiu
flown
o-

ceeding date of amende'd by adding the following words: "Pro ided
location
That the period within which the work required to be
Act of con- done annually on all unpatented mineral 'claims shall
gress approved
Jan. 22, 188o commence on the first day of January succeeding the date
(21 Stat. L., of location of such'claim, and this section shall'apply to
61).
all claims located since the tenth day of May, anno

Domini eighteen hundred and seventy-two."
AN ACT To amend section twenty-three hundred and twenty-six of
the Revised Statutes relating to suits at law affecting the title to

mining claims.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of RepresenrtaIn action
nrotestablistled ves of the United States of America in Congress assemes~ ~
res That
~ ~if, inany
ctioebrotht
In either not
party.
bled,
in any action
brought pursuant to section
Act of Con- twenty-three hundred and twenty-six of the Revised
Mar.
3
(21j

stat.

s81 Statutes, title to the ground in controversy shall not be
L, established by either party, the jury shall so find, and

judgment shall be entered according to the verdict.

In

such. case costs shall not be allowed to either party, and

the claimant shall not proceed in the land office or be
entitled to a patent for the ground in controversy until
he shall have perfected his title.

49]
00

-.
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AN ACT To:amend section twenty-three' hundred and twenty-six.
of the Revised Statutes in regard to mineral lands, and for other.
purposes.
-

:Be it' enacted by tke Senate and House of Representa-

Adverse claim

tires of the United States of America in Congress assemn- by agente

bled, That the adverse claim required by section twenty- Sec.1,actof
three hundred and twenty-six of the Revised Statutesm y'Congress apbe verified by the oath' of any duly -authorized agent or 1882 (22 Stat.
attorney in fact of the adverse claimant cognizant of
L.theL
49).
facts stated; and the adverse claimant, if residing or at,
the time being' beyond the limits of the district wherein
the claim is situated, may make oath to the adverse clairlm
before the clerk of any court of record of the United
States or the State or Territory where the adverse claim-'
ant may then be, or before any notary public of such
State or Territory.
SEC.
2. That
Afiidavit of
beyond
~ applicants for mineral patents, if residing ctienhp
be:beyondthe limits of the district wherein the claim is;.situ- fore who In
ated, may make any oath or affidavit required for proof made.
of citizenship before the clerk. of any court of record, or Congress
See. 2, actapof
before any notary public of any State or Territory.
-proved Apr. 26,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~18
(22 Stat.

7,

AN ACT To exclude the public lands in Alabama from the operation
of the laws relating to mineral lands.

- Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep2-esenta-

Alabama ex-

f romn
tires of the United States of Amer-ica in Congress assem- cepted
the operation
bled, That within the State'of Alabama all public lands, af tshe mineral

whether mineral or otherwise, shall be subject to disposal
only as agricultural lands: Provided, however, That all gress approved
lands which have heretofore been reported'to the General 2r s~t.
ta L.,
Land Office as containing coal and iron shall first be 487)-

offered at public sale: And provided further, That any
bona fide entry under the provisions of the homestead
law of lands within said State heretofore: made may be
patented without reference to an act approved May tenth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-two, entitled "An act to
promote the development of the mining resources of the
United States," in cases where the persons making application for such patents have in all other respects complied with the homestead law relating thereto.
AN ACT Providing a civil government~for Alaska.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Jnited States of America in Congress assembled,*

'

*

*

-SEc. 8That the said district of Alaska is hereby etended
,Mining tolaws
the
created a land Ldistrict, and; a United States land office for d I s I r i c t of
said district is hereby' lo'ated aat Sitka. The commis- Alaska.
sioner provided for by this act to reside 'at Sitka shall be gress
Act approved
of Conex officio register of said land office, and the clerk pro- May 17.: 1884
vided for by this act shall be ex officio receiver of -public (2"' Stat. A.,
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moneys, and the marshal provided. for'by this act shall be
ex offcior sUrveyor-general of said district and the laws of
the United States relating to mining claims, and the
rights incident thereto shall, from and after the passage
of this act, be in full force and effect in said district,
under the administration thereof herein provided for,
subject to such regulations as may be made by the Secretary of the Interior, approved by the President: Pro:vided, That the Indians or other persons in said district,
shall not be disturbed in the possession of, any lands actually in their use or occupation or now claimed byithem,
but the terms under which such persons may acquire title
to such lands is reserved for, future legislation by Congress: And provided further, That parties who have
located mines or mineral privileges therein.under the
laws of the United States applicable to the public domain,
or who have occupied and improved or exercised acts of
ownership over such claims, shall not be disturbed therein, but shall be. allowed to perfect their, title to such
claims by payment as aforesaid: And provided also,
That the land not exceeding six hundred and forty acres
at any station now occupied as missionary stations among
the Indian tribes in said section,. with the improvements
thereon erected by or for such societies, shall be continued in the occupancy of the several religious societies
to which said missionary stations' respectively belong
until action by Congress. But nothing contained in this
*act shall be construed to-put in force in said district the
general- land laws of the United States.
AN ACT Making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
and ninety-one, and for other purposes;

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Anerica.in Congress assem-

bled,.-

*

*

*

No person who shall after the passage
of this
act, enter
pwthassagewt
ocuacton
upon any of the public lands -with a view to occupation.
restri!CtDt
20 aclesd (Rto entry, or settlement under any of the land laws shall be
pealed, see act permitted to acquire title to more than three hundred and
sec 1Cr7).1891, twenty acres in the'aggregate, under all of said laws, but
of
ttryRight
under

the

en-

all
land laws

this limitation shall not operate to curtail the right of any
person who has heretofore made entry or settlement on
caonn
the public lands, or whose occupation, entry or settlement,
is validated by'this act: Provided, That in all patents for

ti°nt

1 _Rpa

right

of

canat
structed.

way

Act of Congress approved
Aug. 30, 1890

lands hereafter taken up under any'of tIie land laws of

(2)

this act west of the one hundredth meridian it 'shall be ex-

: '

Stat.. L.

the United States or on entries or claims validated by

: pressed that-there is reserved J rom the. lands in said patent described a right of way thiereon for ditches or canals
constructed by the authority of the United States. * *

49]
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-AN ACT To repeal the tiznber-culture laws, and for other purposes.

-

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the UnitedStates .of America in Congress assem,bled,
*

i

. -*

-

.

:

*:d

0

A*.

:i

* \i

SEc. 16. That town-site. entries may be made by in- onT6 Ineater
corporated towns and cities on the mineral lands of thelands author:United States, but no title' shall b'e-acquired. by suchiZeLa nd s enL
redunder
towns or cities to any vein of gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or lead, or to any valid mining claim or possession laws not inheld under existing law. When mineral veins are pos- striction tno3r20
sessed within the limits of an incorporated town or city, acres.
Act of Conand such possession is recognized by local authority or gress
approved

by the laws of the United States, the title to town lots Mar. 83 1891
shall be subject to such recognized possession and- the i9 5 ).tat L.

necessary use thereof, and when entry has 'been made or
patent issued 'for such towin: sites to such incorporated'
town or city, the possessor of such mineral vein may enter
and receive patent for such mineral vein, and the surface
ground appertaining thereto: Provided That. no entry
shall be made by such. mineral-vein claimant for surface
ground where the owner or occupier of the:' surface
ground shall have had possession of the same before the
Inception of the title of-the mineral-vein applicant.
SEC. 17. That reservoir sites located or selected and to
be located and selected under the provisions of " An act
making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the
Government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and. eighty-nine, and for other purposes," and amendments thereto, shall be restricted to and
shall contain only so much' land as is actually necessary;
for the construction sand maintenance of reservoirs, exeluding so far as practicable lands occupied by actual
settlers at the date of the location of. saidlreservoirs, and
that the provisions of " An act making. appropriations
for' sundry civil expenses of the' Government for. the
fiscal year ending. June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
ninety-one, and for other purposes," which reads as follows,.viz.: No person who shall' after the passage of this
act enter upon any of -the-public lands with a view to
occupation, entry:, or'settlement: under any of the land
laws shall be permitted to acquire title to more than three
hundred and twenty acres in the aggregate; under all said
laws," shall .be construed to. include in. the maximum
amount of lands the title to which is permitted to .be
acquired .by one person only agricultural lands and not-.
include lands entered or sought to be entered under
mineral land laws.

~~~~~~~
~

* *?

*'

'

.

h

,
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ANKACT To authorize the entry of lands chiefly valuable for building
stone under the placer mining laws.

*Be it enacted by the Senzate aind Bouse 'of Representan try oof
valuable feo tives of the United States of America in Congress assemthe
building,
under stone
te bebled I That any person authorized to enter lands under
placer - mining mining laws of the United States may enter lands.that
. ; -are chiefly valuable for building stonie under the proAsct ofrCvond visions of the law in relation- to placer-mineral claims:
4(ng! 7.7 189 2 Provided,That lands reserved for the benefit 'of the public
348). `schools or donated to any State shall not be subject to
laews,

T X-en'tryunder this act.
AN ACT To amend section numbered twenty-three hundred and
twenty-four of'the Revised Statutes of the United States relating to
mining claims.

Be it enactedC by the Senate and House' of. RepresentaRequirement
of proof ofex
penditure f or tives. of' the United States of America in Congress assemthe year 1893
ex- -bled, That. the provisions of section numbered twentysuspended
cep t as to three hundred and twenty-four. of the- Revised. Statutes
South Dakota'
o

T'

of the United States, which require that on each claim

essaptrovend located after the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and
(28 5tt 1893

).

'

seventy-two, and until patent has been issued therefor,
not less than one hundred dollars' worth of labor shall be
performed or improvements made, during each year, be
suspended for the' year eighteen hundred and ninetythree, so that no mining claim which has been regularly
located .and recorded 'as required by the local laws. and
mining regulations shall be subject to forfeiture for nonperformance: of the annual assessment for the year. eighteen hundred and ninety-three: Provided, That the claim:ant or claimants of any mining location, in order to secure the benefits of -this act shall cause to. be recorded in
the office where the location notice or certificate is filed on
or before- December thirty-first, eighteen hundred and
.ninety-three, a noticel that.he or they, in good faith intend
:to. hold and work said claim: Provided., 'however, That
the provisions of this act shall not apply to, the State '!
South Dakota.
This act shall take efct from and after its passage.
AN ACT To amend section numbered twenty-three hundred and
Jtwenty-four of the Revised Statutes of the United States relating to
mining claims.

enacted by the Senate and House of 'Representathe United States of America in Congress assemnshspenyedar 1e94bed That the provisions of section numbered twentyc ep te a s t o hree hundred aid twenty-four of the Revised' Statutes
South Dak
of the' Jtnited States, which require that on each' claim
n
ude
fMy
h et
e
,Act of, Con
Requirement
Be it
of
of proof of expenditure f o r tives of

gress approved ocae
July 18, 894SeVenty-t

114).

the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and

wo, and until patent has been issued therefor,
not less than one hundred dollars' worth of labor shall be
performed or improvements made during each year, be
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suspended for the year Ieighteen hundred; and ninety:four, so that no mining clali -which has, been regularly
'located and recorded as required by. the. local laws and
mining regulations shall be subject to forfeiture for nonperformance of the annual assessment for the year eighteen hundred and ninety-four: Provided, That the claimant or claimants of any mining location, in order to secure
the benefits of this act, shall cause to be recorded in the
office where the location notice or certificate is filed on or
before December thirty-first,. eighteen hundred and
ninety-four, a notice that he or'they in good faith'intend
to hold and work said claim: Provided, however, That
the provisions of this act shall not apply to the State of
- South Dakota.
SEC. -2. That this act shall take. effect from' and after

its passage.

'

:AN ACT Making appropriations for currentt and contingent expenses
of the Indian 'Department and- fulfilling treaty stipul'ations with
various Indian tribes for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, Heighteen hundred and ninety-six, and for other purposes.I
[WICHITA LANDS, OKLAHOMA.]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assem,

: ebd,

;~~~

*

*.

.

*

The said _Wichita and, afflliated bands of Indians in the Lands ceded.
Indian Territory .hereby cede, convey, transfer, rclinquish, Act of Mar.
forever and absolutely, without any reservation whatever 2,19
8 9 5 (2 8
all their claim, title. and interest of everyv kind and char- 894, 899.
:acter in and to the lands embraced in the following-described tract of country in.the Indian Territory,. to wit:.
Commencing 'at a point in. the' middle of the main
channel of the Washita River, where the ninety-eighth
meridian of" west longitude crosses the, same, thence up
the middle -of the main channel of said river to the Iine
of ninety-eight degrees:- forty minutes west- longitude,
thence on said line of ninety-eight degrees forty minutes
due north to themiddle of the channel of the main Canadian River, thence down the middle of said main Cana/,
dian River to where it crosses the ni¶ety-eighth meridian,
thence due south to the place of. beginning.
:

*

.

-. *
e-S

.

*

.

.

*

.:

*

That the laws relating to the mineral lands of the

M i n e ra I

United. States aire hereby extended over: the lands ceded laws,
.by the foregoing agreement. . .
-
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AN ACT Making appropriations for current and contingent expenses
of the Indian, Department and Fulfilling. treaty stipulations with
various Indian tribes for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, and for other purposes.
D

,

~~*:

:

*- f
[FOnT BELrNAP

T?

-A

INDIAN

*

W

;:f:
*:

RESERVATION,

-

*

:

MONTANA.]

.

sEC.

:Thatf upon the filing in the United States local land
office for the' district in which the. lands surrendered by
article one of the foregoing agreement are situated, of
the approved plat' of survey authorized by .this section,
the lands so surrendered shall be open to occupation, loca-.
tion, and purchase, under the provisions of the mineralland laws only, subject to the several articles of the forePproisos.
going agreemen't: Provided, That said lands shall be sold
No occupancyat ten.dollars per. acre: Aqid provided, further, Thatthe
prior to open-terms of this section shall not be construed to authorize
leg,
the occupancy of said lands for minin'g'purposes prior to
the date of filing said approved plat of survey. * * *
[DlBClFEET INDIAN RESERVATION,

MONTANA.]

Sic. 9.
*

Proviso.

prior to openleg.

*

.

*

*

-;.

That upon the filing in the United States local land
office for the district in-which the lands surrendered by
article one of the foregoing agreement are situated, of
the approved plat of 'survey authorized by- this section,
the lands so surrendered 'shall be opened to occupation,
location, and purchase under the provisions of the min-,
eral-land laws only, subject 'to the several articles of the
foregoing agreement: Provided, That, the terms of this
section shall not be construed to authorize occupancy of
said lands for mining purposes prior to the date of filing

said approved plat of survey.X
[:AN CABLOS INDIAN

RESERVATION,

ARIZONA,]

SEC. 10.
**

,

X

*I

*

-

i.,l

*f

;L

D* fC

That upon the filing in the United StAtes 'local land

office for the district in which. the lands surrendered. by
article one of the foregoing agreement are situated, of

80

prior to open-

the approved plat of survey authorized by this section,
the'lands so surrendered' shall. be opened to occupation,
location, and purchase under the provisions of the mineral-land laws only,.subject to the several articles of the
foregoing agreement: Provided, That the terms of this

section shall not be construed to authorize occupancy of

said lands for mining purposes prior to the date of filing
Preference
to
said approved plat of survey: Provided, however, That
discoverers of-app
"Coal, etc.
any person who in good faith prior to the passage of this

49]
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act
had discovered
iand opened,
located,.a'right
mine of-of pui.coal: Act of Conor -other
mineral, shall
-have a or
preference
gess approved
chase for ninety days from and after .the official filing.-in June 10, I896
the local land' office of 'the approved plat-of survey ;pro-. g53,
vided- for by- this- section.
-AN ACT To authorize the entry.and patenting of lands containing
petroleum- and other mineral oils under the placer mining laws of
I e
- the United Stte.

Beit
6- enacted by the Senate and House of Repgenta- Entry and
tives -of the Thilted States;of Ameneca tn Congress assem- I .. dscgntaln.
bled; That any person authorized to enter lands
erandotherolemln
-the-mining laws of the -Uinited States may enter and ob- eral oils un *tainpatent to lands containiing .petroleum or other min- mininga
eral oils, and- chiefly valuable therefor, under the pro- Act of Convisions of -thle. laws' relating' to placer mineral claimis gress approved

:-.2-.

-

Provided,-Thatf lands containing such petroleumior-other

-Feb.

(29h

-

mineral dils which have heretofore- been :'filed ' upon,526).
claimed, -or im -proved as mineral, but -not yet patented,
ma'y be held and patented'under the provisi'ns of this

:

-00.

- -

1897

ii,

Stat.

I.,

'

-

act the same as if such filing, claim,: or improvement'were
subsequent to-the date of the-passage hereof.

AN ACT Making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the:
Government for the fiscal year -ending June thirtieth eighteen hun-'.
* dred and ninety-eight, and for other purposes.;

.-:

-;

-

All public lands heretofore designated and-reserved by Act of Conthe President of- the United States under the
aprovisioonsed
of the- actapproved March third, eighteen hundred ,and (" 30
St
L
ninety-one, the orders for which shall be- and remain in
'
full force and effect, unsuspended and unrevoked, and'all
.
public landsthatmay hereafter bet set asiae'and reserved
:
as public forest reserves under said act, shall be as far as
practicable
with

the

-

controlled

following

and

administered

in

accordance.

-

provisions:

No public forest reservation shall be established, except. vatia eserto improve and protect the forest Within- the reserrvation, to , be - estabor for the purpose of securing favorable conditions of lishedwater flows, and to furnish a continuous supply of timber
for the, use and- necessities, of citizens of the.- -United
States;- but it is not the purpose or intent-of theselprovisions, or of the 'act providing fIor;
reservations, toauthorize the-inclusion therein oliandsmore- valuable for.
the mineral therein, or foragridulturalpurposes, 'thanl f
forest purposes.

-

-

-

-

-

-

i;0
3a*

-:::

-such,

'* t

0

;0

000-t
*

je;

a--

J
-

&
d

-,!

.

.

The Secretary of the Interior may permi-under regu- Use of tlme r et
'- lations to -be prescribed
himl the use of- timber andhettier
letc. y
-by

:stone found, upon -such reservations, free of charge, ,by

bona fide settlers, miners, residents,: and :prospectors for
minerals, for firewood, :fencing,: buildings, mining, pros8751°-22--oL49------,

-

-

'
-
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and other domestic purposes, ar- may be needed
:by '1uchpersons for such purposes:; :such timber to be used
within the State or Territory, respectively, where such
reservations may be located.
Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting the
Egress and
or ingress of actual settlers residing within the
:
tierswifthinegress
vations, boundaries of such reservations, or from- crossing the
reser
etc.
Pecting,

*

*

*

same to and from their property or. homes; and such

wagon roads and other improvements; may be constructed.
thereon as may be necessary to reach their homes and to
utilize their property under such rules and regulations-as,
may be prescribed by the Secretary:of'-the Interior. Nor
shall anything herein prohibit any person from entering.
uponIIsuch, forest reservations for all proper and lawfulpurposes, including that of prospecting, locating, and developing the mineral resources thereof: ProivideJ, That.
such persons.comply withi therules and egulations covering such'forest reservations.

sUpon the recommendation of the Secretary of the Inwith the approval of.--the
PI
of thesidnt
afterr,six f
rs f.ulse
iasno
c +~
to the
wo papers-of geneiral
itpublished
domain.. days' noticeethereof',
circulation in -the State or Territory wherein any fore-t
reservation is situated, and near the said reservation, any.
public lands embraced within the limits of any forest
:reservation which, aftrdue. examination by personalin-

of.Restoration

mione turaiterior,
ral o
agricul
lands

.public

spection of. a competent person appointed for that pur-

:pose by the Secretary of the Interior, shall be found
better adapted for mining or for iagricultural purposes':
than' for forest usage, may.be restored to the public doAnd any mineral lands in any forest-.reservation

-:main.

which have been or which may be shown to be.such,.and
subject to entry: under the existing mining laws of the
-United States and the rules. -and regulations. applying
thereto., shall continue to be subject to such location and
entry, notwithstanding any provisions'herein contained.
of.
for right
l
-way for railroadsin the district of Alaska, and for other purposes.,
ifii
of:X.
s;. 6:-th:
;
Do::'W
f
N
. :
)X :-t

AN ACT Extending the homestead, laws and providin
::Al,-a--:s
In

right

SEC. 13. That native-born citizens of the Dominion of.
nactizen Canada -shall be accorded in said distrct of Alaska' thde
Domini Same mining rights and privileges accorded to citizens of:

ightsin i In

ort:
of the

United States inIBritish Columbiawand the Northwest
of con- Territory by the laws of the Dominion of Canada or the:';
gress a poved
localt -laws,
laws rules, and regulations; but no greater rights
hs`
:.May
, 8
local
shall be thus accorded than citizens of the Unted States,
2). St -:
or. persons who have declared. their 'intention-to-become
ion

of

Act

Canada. the

taryo :the Interior shall from time to time promulgate
and -enforce rules and regulations to carry this provision:;-;
:into .eoffe...
such,

may

.

in

said

district

of

Al.ka

andtheece

490l
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AN, ACT Making further provisions for a civil government-for Alaska,
land for other :purposes.
:.:;

: y* a;-f

R * f d:0

*

:

aE*

*
!

whatrecord-

SEC. 15. The respective recorders shall, upon the pay-;

ment of the fees for the same prescribed by the AttorneyGeneral, record separately, in large and well-bound separate books, in fairhand:
First. -Deeds, grants, transfers, contracts to sell or convey real estate and mortgages of real estate, releases of
mortgages, powers of attorney, leases which have been
ackfnowledged

or

proved,

mortgages

upon

personal

-on

t

gress approved
si
t
L.ne6190
321, 326, 330).

prop-:

erty;.
: ,.. S

*0

:

*

\

*

:

.

*

:

.*

:

Ninth. Affidavits of annual work done on- mining
claims;
Tenth. Notices of mining location and declaratory
statements;
Eleventh. :Such other writings as are required or permitted: by law to be recorded, including the liens of mechanics, laborers, and others: Provided, Notices ofrloca- Proviso.
tion of mining claims shall be filed for record within-c 0
n i'an g
ninetyt days from the date of the discovery of the claim
described in the notice, and all. instruments shall be recorded in the recording district in which 'the property or ,Where inhe
subject-matter affected by the instrument is situated, and corded.where, the property -or subject-matter is not situated in:
any established recording district the instrument affecting the same shall be recorded in the=office of the clerk
of the division of the court having-supervision over the
recording division in which such property or subject.:
matter is situated.
: *

*

'.*

D
ff*

f of * ed

,

*

Provnided, DMiners'in any organized mining-

Proviso*-

roviso.

-eg

district may make rules and regulations governing theulat earons for
*recording of notices6of location of mining claims, water
o r
etc.
rights, flumes and ditches, mill sites and affidavits,.of.
.-labor, not in confict with this act or the general laws of
the United States; and nothing in. this act shall be. construed so as to prevent the miners in any regularly organized miningzdistrict not within any .recording district
established by the court from electing their own mining.
recorder to act assuch -until a recorder therefor is appointed by the court: Provided further, All records here- Records a t

'tofore regularly made by the United States commissioner ga~iized.'
at Dyea, Skagway, and the recorder at Douglas City, not
-in conflict with any records regularly made with the
United States commissioner at Juneau,- are -hereby legalized. And all' records heretofore imade in good faith in
any regularly organized .mining district are hereby made
public records, and the; same shall be- delivered to:the recorderIfor the recording'-district-including such' mining
district within six moiths from the -passage of this act.

-
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0 SEc. 26. The laws of the United States relting toMining claims, mineral locations,; and rights incident thereto
Provisos,
are hereby extended to the district of Alaska: ProSided,
oGld, etc. Ex-That subject only to such general limitations as may be
Clorations on
bering Sea.
necessary to exempt navigation from artificial obstructions all land and shoal water between low and mean high
tide on the shores, bays, and inlets of Bering Sea, within
the jurisdiction of the United States, shall be. subject to
V exploration an. mmiing for .gold and other preclots
metals by citizens of the United States, or persons who
have legally declared, their intentions to become such,
Mining laws.

-

-minners'regu-

to
with

*,~-not

'ilet

under such reasonable rules and regulations as the miners

.: organizedmimning
in
districts may have heretofore made
or may hereafter make governing the temporary possession
thereof -for exploration and mining purposes until otherConl-b
Fed-dwise provided by law: Provided further, That the rules

and regulations established by- the miners shall not be in
conflict with the mining laws of the United States; and

eral laws. ;

no cexclusive permits shall be- granted by the Secretary of
War authorizing any person or persons, corporation, or
company to excavate or rmine under any of said waters
mXcuvisempferbelow low tide, and if such exclusive permit. has been
vold, etc.
granted it-is hereby revoked and declared null and void;
but citizens of tlhe United States or persons who:have
*:t :::;:
.
legally declared their intention to become such shall have
the right to dredge and mine, for gold or other precious
metals 1in said waters,:below low- tide, subjbct to such
general rules 'and regulations as the Secretary of War
may prescribe for the preservation of order and the protection of the interests of conmmerce.; such rules and regu
. lations shall not, however, deprive miners on the beach
of the right hereby given to dump tailings into or pump
from the sea opposite their claims, except where such
dre-umping would actually obstruct navigation; and the
5
way, etc., not reservation of a roadway sixty feet wide, under the tenth
oapply.
:- :,:
Y30,
I7scinothat
section ofpthe act of May fourteenth, eighteen hundred

zPrtoisio

and ninety-eight, entitled&"An act extending the homestead laws and providing for right of way for railroads

in the district of Alaska, and:for other-purposes,"' shall
not apply to minieral lands.or town sites.
*:

-

0:-

0; 7f

:

:::t

Of .

:ct

::*
AC

*fe

.
-;:-A r

-atf

an

* t::

.

a

:

,

* :
:

:

:

e
*-

0
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Act p C'on- AN ACT 'To ratify an agreeement with the Indians of the Fort Hall
J:ruene6 190d0 Indian Reservation in Idaho; and making appropriations to carry

:n-: :

31 Stat. L.:
676, 680)

\ 62,

(32
1997.)

the same into effect.
:-

--

SEC. 5. That on the completion of the allotments and
the prep'aration of the schedule provided-forin the preced-'
:ing section, and the classification of the lands as provided
for herein, the residue of'said ceded lands shall be opened,
Stat. L., to settlement by the proclamation of the President, and
shall be 'subject to disposal under" the homestead, town
site, stone and timber, and mining laws of the United
States only, exceptingasto price and excepting the sixteenth and thirty-sixth
in each congressional
.

*

-sections
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township, which shall be reserved for common-school urposes and be slibject to the laws of Idaho, etc. *
*
And provided f'urther, That all of said lands within five
miles of the boundary line of the town: of Pocatello shall
:be sold at public auction, payable as aforesaid, under the
direction of the Secretary of the Interior for not less than
ten dollars per acre: And. provided further, That any

See also act

-

4091

mineral lands within said five-mile limit shall be dis- prod

posed -of under the mineral-land laws $:of the United 1904 (33
States, excepting that the pricei of such mineral lands ':155).
;shall be fixed at ten dollars per acre instead of the price
-.fixed by the said mineral-land laws.
[DISPOSITION OF CO-MANCHIE,

KIOWA,

:'
Stat.

AND APACHE LANDS.]

i X
* 0| R 8F
*
*
F
* 4 O Act of ConSEC. 6. That should otnv of said lands allotted to said ress apprio9vped;

Indians or opened to settlement. under this' act contain (83
valuable mineral deposits, stch mineral deposits shall be 680)
open t6 location and entry, under the existing mining
laws of the United States, upon the passage'of this act,
and the mineral laws of the United States are hereby
extended over said lands. ,-*
*
:*

*

e*

.

-:

e

-X

Stat. L.,

R'

AN ACT Extending the mining laws to saline lands.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howse of Representa- Mining laws
to; satives of :the United States of America in Congress asseM- extended
line lands.
*bled, That all unoccupied public lands of the United gress
Act of Conapproved
States containing salt springs, or deposits of salt in any Jan. 31, 1901
form, and chiefly valuable therefor, are hereby declared745) Stat. L
:: to be subject to location and purchaise under the proVisions of the law relating to placer-minlng claims: Provided, That the same person shall not locate-or enter more
than one claim hereunder.

:

*

AN ACT'Making appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of the Indian Department and for fulfilling treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes for the fiscal year ending June
thirtieth, nineteen hundred and three, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
,

*0000

:- t

*::

*a-

-

0

*F

f:

R

*:

-

:* a:;

I

:::

That the Secretary of the Interior, with the consent
thereto of the majority of the ates
Uintah and the White 'River tribes of Ute Indians, to-be
ascertained as soon as practicable by an inspector ,shall
cause to be allotted to each head of a family eighty acres
:of agricultural land' which can be irrigated and forty
acres-:of such land to each other member of said tribes,
;said allotments to be made prior to October first, nine-

Ulintah and

River
Ailotinent of
rib
i

38
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date all the unallotted
be restored to the, publie domain: Provided, That persons entering any of said
main, .
stead land under the homestead law shall pay therefor at the
Hi o i me
rate of one dollar and twenty-five cents.per acre: And
entries.
M i n e r a I provided further, That nothing herein contained shall
impair, the rights of .any mineral lease which has been
leases. ?
approved by the Secretary of the Interior, or any permit
* C;f:;;t
--heretofore issued by direction of the Secretary of the Interior to negotiate with said Indians for a mineral lease;:
1
-but any person or company having so obtained such ap:proved mine'ral lease or such permit to negotiate, with said
*Indians for a mineral lease on said reservation, pending
such time and up to thirty days before said lands arerestored to the public domain as' aforesaid, shall have in
* R F 0. 0lieu of such lease or permit the preferential right to locate
under- the mining laws not to exceed six hundred and
Raven Min- forty acres of contiguous mineral land, except the Raven
ng. company. Mining Company, which may in lieu of its lease locate
mining claims of the character of mineral
hundred islae
Application one
proceeds meto&
of the
mentioned in its lease; and the proceeds of thebesale
rfomsa~les.
applied,
Act of Con- lands so restored to the public domain shall
gSr.ss appr1oe "first, to the reimbursement of the United States for any.
advanced to said Indians to carry into effect the
't
-moneys
2683).
g-* : : foregoing provisions; and the remainder, under the direc-tion of the Secretary of the Interior, shall be used for the
benefit of said Indians.:

UTInallotted teeni hundred and, three, on which
said reservation shall
restored
lands
do-dlands within
,to, public
-Provisos.

.;

E*

0 0

*

:-

.

*

-

.

*.

and providing for
Assess mentAN ACT Defining what shall' constitute claims.
ments on oil mining
for

*

-

assess-

*required
Claims.!

itofenacted by the :Senate and House of iRepresentaof the United States of America in Conqress assemFeb. 12, 1908
(82 Stat. L. tbled That where oil lands are, located under the provisions of title thirtv-two, chapter six, Revised Statutes*
825).
*of the United States, as placer mining claims, the annual
assessment labor upon such claims may be done upon any
one of a group of claims lying contiguous and owned by
the same person or corporation, not exceeding five claims
in all: Provided, That said laborwill tend to the devel-

0BAct con
gress approved tives

opment or to determine the oil-bearing character of such
:contiguous claims.
AN ACT Making appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of the Indian Department and for fulfilling treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes for the fiscal year ending: June
thirtieth, nineteen hundred and.four, and for other purposes.:0

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representativ-t8 of the United States of America in Congress assem.--bled,
Uneompahgre.
Reser-

That in- the lands within the former Uncompahgre In-,
dian Reservation, in' the State of Utah, containing gilson-

-

:

; 49J

3
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''ite,asphaltu, elaterite, or other like'substances, which : i n t n g
*were reserved.-from location and entry by provision in theorn.st
act of Congress -entitled "An act- making appropriations 1,
Y1alid
- for the current and contingent expenses of the .Indian
Department and for 'fulfilling treaty stipulations. with'
"
* various Indian tribes, for the fiscal year-ending June

'thirtieth,`eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, and for
other- purposes," approved J-ue seventh,'eighteen hun- 3o stat., p.
::dred and ninety-sevein, all discoveries and locations of S
any such mineral -lands by qualified persons prior to Jan-,
'-ary' first,- eighteen lhundre'd and&
ninety-one, not previQusly dis covered and located, who recorded notices of::
srilnch' discoveries and locations prior to January 'first,
eighteen: hundred and ninety-one,' either' in the State of
* Colorado, or in the office-of the countyrecorder of Uintah
County, Utahj.shall have all the force and-effect accorded
by law to locations. of miningoclaims upon the public
- domain. 'All 'such locations may hereafter be perfected,

and patents shall, be issued: therefor upon compliance patents to iswith the requirements of the mineral-land laws, provided su

etreloca.,
o

t:hat the -owners. of, such locationsi shall relocate their claims.respective claims and irecord 'the same. in the office of the
county:. recorder of Uintah- County, TUtah, :within0ninety

d ays after the passage of this'.act. f All locations of any, claims lo
such .mineral lands m:nade and 'recorded oni.or subsequent Jea
'1891
to January first, eighteen hundred and .ninety-oie are invalid.
hereby declared to be null and void; and the remainder sale of te:
of the lands heretofore reserved as aforesaid because' ofi ain d e r of'
the mineral ;substances contained in them, in so far as the me
ancl-:

lsame
be within eyen-numbered sections, shall be sold
f0-:: may
and'disposed of in' tracts not. exceeding forty acres, or. a
quarter of a quarter. of a section, in such manner and
$0Xt00::V:?
sluchfuponterms and -with such~ restrictions Ias may be Restrictions.
:g; . prescribed
in -a pro'clamation of the President of. the Act of Can-

-.'U1nited .States issued. ffor :that pUrpOse not'less Ithan one: 9"ss apprio~ve~d

hundred and twenty -days after the passage of this act, (82't3sat.
:and not less. than ninety days before the time of sale or 998).
:disposal,- and the balance of said lIands. and also all the
mineral therein are hereby specifically reserved for future
action of Congress.-;--

L.,

*

AN ACTAFor the survey and allotment of lands now embraced within

the limits of the Flathead Indian Reservation, in the State of Mon- t-ana, and the sale and disposal of all surplus lands. after allotment.

7

SEc. 5. That said commissioners shalllthen proceed to c lassifica-.
:;personally inspect and. classify 'and appraise, by the tion, etc., of
smallest legal subdivisions -of',forty acres each,: all of: the .'
remaining lands .embraced within said reservation. In
making such classification and appraisement said landsL
shall be. divided into the following 'lasses: First, agricultural land' of the frst class; second, agrikultural 'lad '
'of the second jclass;, 'third, timber lands, the'.same'. to be -

I4
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:gfL :?:?y,

lands more valuable for their timber than.for any other

:purpose;; fourth, mineral lands; -and fifth, grazing lands.
Disposal
l anwds.
Q0 0;i

of

SEC. 8. That. when saidt commission0 shall have completed the classification and appraisement of all- of saidf
lands and the same shall haIve been approved by the Sec-

retary of-the Interior,, the land shall 'be disposed of

.underK the

~provisions of the homestead; mineral, and&

Timber ad town-site laws of the United States, except such of said
school. l anid s.'
excepted.
lands as shall'-have'been classified as timber1lands, and

*excepting sections sixteen .-.and- thirty-six of each 'town: ship, which are: hereby granted. to the State of' Aontana
for school purposes.
:
'
*
-.
SEc. 10. That only m'ineral entry may be made on such
of said 'lands, as saidl commission shall designate andclassify as mineralunider the general provisions of the
mining laws of the United States, and mineral entry may
:E-also: be'made on any of said lands' whether designated
-:by:0:.'said; -connission -asmineral lands- or otherwise, such

Mineral land-

:o
entries
-

classification by saidi

comnission 'being only prima 'facie-

evidlence of the mineral:or'nonmineral character 'of the
- 'Piso.$
rr

same: Provided, That-no such mineral locations shall be

; eptefi~onL
gress approved

lermitted $upon any lands allotted in 'severalty- to- an:
Indian.

302).

.AN ACT To ratifyand amend an agrement with the Indians of the;

Crow. Reservation, in Montana, and making appropriations to carry

.thesame into effect.

-

Townnmsite
r
SEC 5
*
*
And pro.vided furtAer, That the price.
lAands.
'
' of said lands shall be four dollars per acre, when entered
Act of Con-udr'tehmsedla'*
*
greiss "approveduAr
homestead- laws.L
Lthe
ands entered
AP:r. 27,' 19 04-under the town-site and mineral land laws shall be paid
852:).
j for in amount andnmanner. as provided--by said laws, but'

in no-event at'a less price than tjhat fixed herein for such
lands, if 'entered under the homestead laws.
** **

AN ACT To authorize the sale and -disposition of 'surplus or;:unallotted lands of the Yakima Indian Reservation, in the State of
- Washington.
* :
:
Appraisal of.

SEc.1 3.. That the :residue .of the lands of said .eserva-

U n1a ilottedansntalteannorsevd
'lands, etc.,
tion-that is, the lands not allotted and1not reserved-

shall be classified under the direction of the Secretary of
the Interior as; 'irrigable laaids, 'grazing
timber
i'ands,. or arid lands, and shall be appraised under their
a::.propriate 'classes by legal subdivisibns, with the excep-b
tion of the m1jineral' ljnds, which need not be appraised,
and the timber on the lands classified, as timber lands
':shall b-e appraise:d separatelv from the land-. The basis
for the appraisal' of 'the timbr shall be 'the amoint of
-lands,:

-49]
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standing, merchantable timber thteron,
ascertained and reported.
t

. 2t; S

;

*

X
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:
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*

-:-:

-

*

Ahich shall be
;

*-

X

-:

n
andsshallbe subject
The lands
to location and, disposal under the mineral-land laws Of

0

f

MI
lands.

WS

ner a I

the United States: Priovided, That lands not classified as. Provisos.
Lands~ not
fineral
may also be located and entered as mineral lands, classified as
subject to approval. by the Secretary of the Interior and mineral lands.
conditionied uponthe payment, within one year from- the
date walhen located, of the, appraised value of the lands
per acre fixed prior tlohe date of such location, but at
'not Iess than the price fixed by existing law for mineral 'Restriction.
lands 'Provded urther, That no such mineral locations Act of ;Conappr~oved
Lii be nermitted
on
s'shall be
on aPermitted
yav lands allotted ~~~~~~~~~a
to Indians in gress.
Dec. 21, 1904
Stat)
L.,
severalty or reserved for any purpose as herein author- 5335
ized.
*

AN 'ACT To ratify and amend an agreement with the Indians residing
on the Shoshone or Wind River Indian Reservation in the. State of
Wyoming and to make :appropriations for carrying the same intoeffect.
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SEC. 2. That the lands ceded to the United States under

Opening of
of under the pro- lands to entry.

tthesaid agreement shall be disposed
visions of the homestead, town-site, coal, ana mineral1
laud0 laws of the 'United States and shall be opened to
-settlement and entry by proclamation of. the Presi- Proclamation.
dent. .
* *
:

.

:

. *

:

:*

- *

*

:*

:-

-*: : * :S.* Lands'entered under the fown-site, coal, and Coal,
Town-site,
and minmineral land laws shall be paid for inamount and man- eral entries.
-ner as provided bvy said laws. Notice of location' of all
mineral entries shalll be filed in the local land office of
the .district in which the lands covered by the location
are situlated, and unless entry and payment shall be made
,within three years fromn the;'date of location all rights.
Act of Con' thatiall' lands, except
'thereunder shall cease; * *
mineral and coal lands, herein ceded remaining undis- Me. ' 7'7oM;
posed of at the expiration of five years from the opening i0%)tt.
:of -said lands, to entry shall be sold to the highest bidder
for cash at not less than one dollar per acre under rules
:and
: regulations'to be prescribed .by 'the Secretary of the
Interior. * * *
AN ACT To authorize the sale and disposition of surplus or unallotted lands of the diminished Colville Indian Reservation, in
thc State of Washington, and for other purposes.
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t ;SEC.
;3. That up'on the completion of said allotments to M I n e r a I
said Indians the residue or surplus lands-that is, lands Act of connot. -allotted or reserved for Indianx school, agency,' or grersaproved
other purposes-of-the said daiinished, Colv'ille Indian
'Reservation shall be classified under the: direction of. the

:
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Secretary of the Interior . as irrigable lands,; grazing
landstimber lands, mineral lands, or arid lands, and
shall be appraised under.their appropriate classes by
legaj subdivisions, with the exception of the lands classed
as mineral lands, which need not be appraised, and which
shall be disposed of underthe generalmi'ning laws of the
United States.
AN ACT Making appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of the Indian Department, for fulfilling treaty stipulations
with various Indian tribes, .and for other purposes, for the fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and seven.
[CoEJa D'ALENE IN4DIAN- LANDS.]:

0a 1 * :;* t0* iProvided further, That the general mining,
IL0- r:Ince
laws of the United States shall extend after the approval
-lands,
Act of Congress aipproved of this, act to any of .said -lands, and mineral entry may
6 be made on any of said lands, but no such mineral selecJune
(e21, `
tion -shall be :permitted upon any lands allotted in sev336):
-.Coal and oileralty to the Indians: Provided further,- That' all thel
on. the said
deposits, re- coal or oil deposits in -or under :the lands
ad
served.

reservation shall -be and :remain -the property of the
under
-United States, antidno patent that may be
the provisions-of- this or any- other act of Congress'shall
.
-convey aly title thereto. *

-

-issued

.

Act

grees-

.o con-AN
approved

-

ACT To amend the, laws governing labor or.improvements upon
mining claims in Alaska.
-

Mar. 2, 1907
,(83 stat. L.,
Be
: 1243).
Alaska.P
Annual im- tives

it enacted by the Senate and House of Bepresenta-;:
of the United $,tates of Amria in Congress assem,provements, b7ed That -durin
during each year and until patent has -beeni
etc0, repqu~ired oan m1 n ±n g issued therefor, at least -one-:hundred dollars' worth of
labor shall be performed or improvements made on, -r
c
: laims,
for the benefit or development of, in accordance with
-

-

existing law, each mining claim in the district of AlaskaFiling

affi- heretofore .or

hereafter located.

And. the locatorq

or.

owneri of such claim or some other person having knowledge of the facts may also make and file with the' said.
recorder of the district in which the claims! shall be situate:::an affidavit showing the performance of iabor -or making
of improvements to the amount of one hundred dollars
i:; :d - :.as- aforesaid and specifying the character and extent of
such work. Such affidavit shall set forth the following:
Contents. -First, the name or number of the mining claims 4and
where situated; second, the number of, days' work done
- and the character. and value of -the improvements placed:
thereon third, the date of the performance of such labor
and of making imnprovements; fourth, at whose instance
s: : 0;)
the' work was dime or the improvements made; fifth,:the
- :actual- amount paid for'work and improvement, -and by_whom aid when the -same.:was not done by the owner.
Prima fade Such aldavit shall be prinia facie evidence of the perperfoidencc Of formance of such work or making of such improvements,
if9
perfornce -f
if Such afdavt be no filed within he iefxdb
work, etc.
davits.

-

-

-but

.

/

.

7
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tbis~aet the burden of proof shall be: upon the claimant to
establish the performance oftsucll annual work andim- ;
provements. And upodn failure of the locator or owner Forfeiturea C
::; 0 of any such claim to comply with the provisions of this
act, as to performance of work and improvements, such
claim shall become forfeited -and open 'to location by
:others as if no location: of -the same had ever been made.
The affidavits required hereby, may be made before'any Officer before
officer'authorized to administer oaths2.and the provisions whomaaffda:
. of:sections fifty-three. hundred and ninety-two and fifty- made.
*
Ri S., 'sees.'
three hundred and ninety-three of the' Revised Statutes 5392, 5393, p.
1045s
affidavits
'Said
are hereby extended to such affidavits.
sliall be filed not later than ninetv days after the close of Time: of fil.
the year in which such work is performed.
SEc. :2. That the recorders for' the:several divisions or Fee.:
districts of .Alaska shall collect the sum of one dollar and
fifty cents as a fee for the filingf recording, and indexing
said annual proofs: of work Cand improvements for each
-claim so recorded.
AN ACT Authorizing a resurvey of certain townships in the State of
Wyoming, and for other purposes.
[BITTER:COT VALLEY, .MONTANA.]

SEC.. 11. That all the provisions of the mining laws of AMining
the United. States are hereby extended and made ap- lands.
plicable to the undisposed-of lands in .the Bitter- Root Act of
Valley, State of Montana, above' the mouth of the Lo Lo May 29,
Fork of the Bitter -Root River, designated iin the act of '67).stat.
June fifth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two: Provided,
That all mining locations and entries heretofore made or

lawS
Con1908

L.,

attempted to be made upon said lands shall'be determined
by the -Department of the Interior as if said -lands had

been subject to mineral location and entry at the time
such locations and entries were made 'or -attempted to be
made: And provided further, That this act shall. not be
;applicable to lands withdrawn for administration sites
for use of the Forest Service.

a

AN ACT For relief of applicants for mineral surveys.
Repayment
Representa:~~~~of
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
deposits for
in
tives of the United States of America in Congress
asseM- mine
r9al 5ur.

N.bed, That the Secretary of- the Treasury be, and he is

e

of

Con-'

hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of the moneys gress approvefd
heretofore or hereafter covered into the Treasury from ( 7 Stat. .90
deposits- made by individuals to cover cost of work per- 645).-.
-S't0

fformed' and tobe performed in the offices of the United-

-'States-surveyors general in connection with the survey of
ithe
mineral lands, any 'excess'in

amount

deposited over

-and above the actual cost of the wor kpperformned, :including all expenses-incident thereto for which the deposits
:were severally made or the whole of -any unused deposit;
and such sums, as the several-cases may be, shall be
.deemed tobe annually and permanently appropriated for

.44
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'that purpose.

t-t;vot.

Such
shall be made to the
person or persons who made the several deposits, or to
his or their legal representatives, after the completion or'
abandonment .of. the work fbr which the deposits' were
7 made, and upon' an account certifiedhby the' surveyor:gen-'
.repayments

eral of the.district in which the mineral land surveyed, or
sought to be surveyed, is situated and approved by the
Commissioner of the General Land Office.
AN ACT Extending thek time for final entry of mineral claims within
the Shoshone or Wind River Reservation in Wyoming.
Time cx Be it enacted by the Senate and,House of.Representaitndednftrmakyti'tes of the United States of A ',erica in Congress~assem5Act

of Con- bled That section two of chapter fourteen hundred 'and

gress approved ffy-w~o
h
Feb. 25, 1909 fifty-two of the statutes of the Fifty-eighth Congress
( 5 Stat5L. (United States Statutes at Large, volume thirty-three,
X) R :
; ;tpart on-e), being "An act to ratif-y and amend an agree-

ment with the Indians residing on' the Shoshone or Wind:
River Indian'Reservation, in the State of Wyoming,,and
to make appropriations to carry the same into effect," be,
and the same is hereby, amended so that all claimants and
locators of mineral lands within the. ceded portion of said
reservation shall have five years from the dlate of location

within which to make entry and payment instead of three
years, as now provided by the said act.
AN ACT Extending the time in which to file-adverse claims and insti-

tute adverse suits against mineral entries in the District of Alaska.

Timre ex- Be it enacted by Ithe 'Senate and House of Representa-ong ad feorf tives of the United.States of A nricdin ongress assemmineral claims, bled, That in the District of Alaska adverse claims auetc., in Alaska.
tendedteTT.,*,.Sttso

''-

""'

.. , seks. thlorized and provided for in sections twenty-three hun2325,427.)
2326, Pp dred and twenty-five and twenty-three hundred
426,
b and
ie
4ct of. con-twenty-six,
gress approved

United States Revised Statutes, may be filed
publication'
days' period
the sixty
during
timei
any
p191at
7,
June.
(86 Stat. L., or within eight
months
theraeafter,and
theofadverse
suits
459)'.
authorized and provided for in section twentv-three hundred and twenty-six, Uniited States Revised Statutes,
may be instituted at any time within sixty days after the
filing of said claims in the local land office.

:

AN ACT To authorize the President of the United States to:make
withdrawals of public lands in certain cases.

f t.aQ . VS Ad :

,

wals of p

ain cases

Temporary
Be it
withdrawalsbydSats
President f o r atves of

enacted by the Senate:'and House of Representa-A
i
'
the United tates / Arneerca in Congress asseftnpower sites, ir- bled That the .President may, at 'any time in his discreaugthorized.; tion, temporarily withdraw from settlement, location,
sale, or entry any of the public lands of. the United
States, including the District of Alaska, and reserve the

same for water-power sites,' irrigation, classification of
lands, or other public purposes to be specified in the

orders of withdrawals,"and such withdrawals or reserva-

;
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tions shall remain in-force until'revoked'by him or by an
act, of Congress.
SEC. 2.1 That all lands withdrawn under the provisions, MI n I D g
of this act shall at all times be open to 'exploration, dis- ued cotn
covery, occupation, and purchase, under the mining laws
of the United States, so far as the same applyVto minerals Exceptions.
other than coal,,oil,'gas, and phosphates: Provided. That Proviso8.

the rights of any person who, at the date'of any order of
Rights
-withdrawal heretofore or hereafter made, is a bona fide bona
or
fide oil of
occupant or claimant of oil or gas bearing lands, and who, gas claimants.
at-such date, is in diligent prosecution of work leading to
discovery of oil or gas, shall not be affected or impaired
by such order, so long as such occ upant or claimant shall
ofos
continue in diligent prosecution of said work: And &ro- Stascl
-vided furtlier That this act shall not be construed as a
asserted
any
of
enlargement
or
abridgment,
recognition,
rights or claims initiated.upon any oil or gas bearing
lands after any -withdrawal of such lands made prior to
the passage' of this act,: And provided further, That-there Homestead,,:
shall be excepted frombthe force and effect of any, with- mentsexcepted.
drawal made under the provisions of this act all lands
-which are, on the date of such withdrawal, embraced in
*any lawf.ul homestead or- desert-land entry theretofore:
:made, or upon which ainy valid settlement has been made
and is at said date being maintained and perfected pur: suant to law; but the terms of this proviso shall not continue to apply to any particular tract of land unless the
entryman or settler' shall ,continue to comply. with the
law under which the, entry or settlement was m-ade: And

provided. further,. That hereafter no forest reservefShallonRnewt

forest

b e created, nor shall any:additions be made to one hereto- reserves.
fore created -within the limits, of the. States of Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, -Montana, Colorado, or Wyoming, R e p o r t of
Congress.
except by act of Congress.
of ConAe-ct approe
SEc. 3 That the Secretary of the Interior shall
of itgress
ginninreport
all such withdrawals to Congress at the beginning of its Sune 25 lSIO
(368)Stat. Lo
. next Eegular session after the. date of the withdrawals.
nex

regul

.84

S

XS

:f

:.

:

;

AN ACT To protect the locators in good faitht of oil and gas lands
who shall have Ieffected .an actual ,discovery of oil or gas on the
public lands of the United States, or their successors' in interest.
'

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa,- Locators
tives of the United States of America in Congress asseiM- lands.,

of

vled, That-in,-no case shall patent be denied to or for anytopbens enodt
lands heretofore located or claimed under the imining solelyfortransdiey
laws of the United States containing petroleum, mineral'
assignment
or.
transfer
any
Iof
because
solely
gas
or
oil,
thereof or of any interest. or interests therein by the,
original locator or locators, or any of them, to .any:
qualified persons or person, .or corporation,. prior to disc eovery of tpoil or.tgasherein, but if such claim is in all
.

i

to permit exploration, locatidn, and purchase:
Sec. 2 amended by act of 'Ang. 24, 1912,only.
containin'g inetaliferous minerals
'lands;

t;.:f0

: 46;
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other respects valid and regular,- patent therefor not
Proviso,

exceedingi one hundred and sixty acres-in'afly one claim

shall'issue to the holder or holders thereof, as in other
gress approved cases: rPovided, hoiwever, That- such lands -were not at
1
Mar.
2, 1 91
(86 Stat.
L., the time of inception of development on or under.:such
1015).
claim withdrawn from mineral entr
-Condition,

AN ACT To modify and amend the mining laws inbtheir application
to the Territory of Alaska, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted, by the Senate. and House of Representa-: :tives of the United States of America in Congress a sseim-:
i -blAssociationb7ed,
That no association placer-mining claim shall hereplacer -mining
Alaska.
A

'Alsaiexesofotacsndn

claims limited. after be-located in Alaska in excess of forty acres, and on
Assess men tevery placer-mining claim hereafter located in Alaska,

:and until a patent has been issued therefor, not less than
one hundred :dollars' worth: of labor shall be . performed
or improvements made during each year, including the
year of location, for each and every twentyi acres or excess fractionthereof.
Location by
SEc. 2. That no person shall hereafter locate any'
-attorneyaplacer-mining claim in. Alaska as. attorney, for another
unless he is duly authorized thereto bj aa power of
;attorney in writing, duly acknowledged and recorded in
required

Restriction.

any recorder's offie inethe' judicial .division where the
location is imade. Any person so authorized may locate
placer-mining claims for not more than two individuals
:or one association under such. power of attorney, but no :
such agent or attorney shall be authorized or permitted
tolocate more than'two placer-mining claims for any one

principal or association during any calendar month, and
no placer-mining c laim shall hereafter ibe located in
Alaska except under the limitations of this act.
Num
ber
of
SEC.
3. That no person shall hereafter'locate, cause or
locations limited.procure to be located, for himself more than two placerPOrvshipo
mining claims in any calendar month: Provided, That
one :orboth ofsuch locations may be included in an
A r : - association claim.
claims. A Iof asECn
n SEC. k. That no placer-mining claim hereafter located
in Alaska
shall be patented which shall contain a greater

area than is fixed by: law; nor which is longer than three

-iat; : fV
.t
t~d: 3:4'::f:--ff:

'

tianes its 'geatjest

::-Sclations. SEC.
Ac

Aug. -1,

(87

r

.5. . That

'width.''

f

.t:-:-

-

:

0::E

R

f::-

any placer-mining claim attempted to be;

dlocated in violation of this act shall be null and void,

1912 and the whole area thereof may be located by any qualified locatort as fif no suchl prior attempt had been made.

withdrawalsAN ACT.To amend section two of an act to authorize the President
i forapecifled -of the United States to make withdrawals of public lands in certain
- Vol. 36, p. cases, approved-June twenty-fifth,. nineteen hundred and ten.

Be it enacted by the Senate add House of Representatives of the United States of Amerca in Congress assemnbled, That section two of thefact of Congress approved&
Act amended by act of Aug. 25 1914 (38 Stat. L., 708), by adding another
:prior to issue of patents.

sectionw

:thereto, permitting agreements with Government for working certain oil or gas landa

49]
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'June twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred and ten* (Thirtysixth Statutes at Large, page eight hundred and fortyseven), be, and the same hereby is, amended to read as
follows:
:
"SEC. 2. That all lands withdrawn under the provi- Mining rights
sions of this act shall. at all times be open to exploration, continued.

.

'discovery,

occupation, and' purchase :under the mining

laws :of thie United States, so far: as the same apply to
nmetalliferous minerals: Provided, That the rights ofany .person who, at:.the date of any order of withdrawal

-

:

Provios. of
bonaflde oil or
ga6 clamants.

heretofore or hereafter imade, is a bona fide occupant or
claimant of oil or gas bearing lands and who,. at such
date, is in the diligent prosecution of work leading to the "
discovery of oiltor gas,- shall not be affected or impaired
by such.order so long as such occupant or claimant shall
continue in diligent prosecution of said work:. Provided s tat l s of
further, That this act shall not be construed as a recogni- prior claims.
tion, abridgment, or enlargement of any asserted rights
or claims initiated upon any oil or gas bearing- lands
after any withdrawal of such lands made prior to June
twenty-fifth,
;:.:.;
-;
nineteen hundred and ten: And provided etc.Hoenreno
me stead
further, That there shall be excepted from the force and affected.
effect of any. withdrawal made: under the provisions. of
this act all lands which :are, on the date of such withdrawal, embraced in any lawful homestead or desert-land
entry theretofore, made, or upon which any valid settlenment has been made and is at said date being maintained
and perfected. pursuant to law; but thieterms of this proViso shall not continue to apply to any particular tract of Creation off
land unless the entryman or settler shall continue to com- forest reserves
ply. with the law under which the' entry or settlement was I v o l. 34, p.
nmade:-And provided further, That hereafter no forest 1271.
reserve shall be created, nor shall any additions be made g Act of Conto one heretofore created, within the limits of the States Aug. 24,' 912
of California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, (37 Stat. L.,
Colorado, or Vyoming, except by act of Congress." * .
AN ACT To amend section twenty-three hundred and twenty-four of
the Revised&Statutes of the United States:relating tojmining claims.

Be it enacted- by the
.

9enate: and House
0 of

Representa-

Alaska.

tives of the Unjited States of America ifn Congress assem- work onsminet
bled, That the provision of section twenty-three hundredingclaimsSew.
and twentv-four of the Revised' Statutes of the United remitted f oir
States, which requires that on each claim located after 9l( :s., sec.
the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and seventty-two, 2324, p.426.)
and until patent has been issued therefor, not less than
$100 worth of labor shall be performed or improvements
'made during each year, be suspended for the year nineteen hundred'and thirteeni as to mining claims situated
S
:. ton
Seward Peninsular, in~the 'district or Territory of
Alaska west of longitude one hundred and fifty-eight
: west and north of latitude sixty-four, so' that no mining
claim .which has(been-regularly located:and recorded as

48
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required by the local laws and mining regulations within
such area so described shall be subject. to forfeiture for
:nonperformance of the annual assessment for the year
- nineteen hundred and thirteen: Provided, That the claim-'
ant or claimants, of anvy mining location in'order to secure the benefits of thisuAbt shaM cause to be recorded in
the office where the locations notice and certificate :is filed.
on or before IDecember thirty-first, nineteen hundred and
thirteen, a notice that he, she, or they in good, faith intend
to to hold or work said claim: And provided further, That

Proviso.

Limited
specified area.,

this amendment shall in no way annul, modifv, or repeal

grapprofon
Ac
said section as to
D3ec.

1,

235).

[Voif

mining

either in the district

193 of Alaska or elsewhere, except those said mining claims
within the area herein particularly
.described.

AN ACT To provide for agricultural entry of lands withdrawn, classified, or reported as containing phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas,

:or asphaltic minerals.

: n try.

*classified
mietallic

Reit enacted by the Senate andouse of RepresentHa-

of

n'snA*

non-jo

i

nmin-ltdSe of the tuizted States of Awnerioa in -Congress.c
asseenzeral lands for bled That lands withdrawn or classified as phosphate,
agriculture etc.

.

nitrate, potash, oil, gas, 'or asphaltic mi~ierals, or -which
are:valuable for those deposits, shall be subject to appropriation, location, selection, entry, or purchase, if other;::
wise available, under the: nonmineral hind laws of the
United States, whenever such location, selection, entry,
- erved~a
-:
e or purchase shall be made with a views of obtainingo or
:serveid.
epassing title with a reservation tothe United States of the
deposits on account of which the lands were withdrawn,
or classified or reported' as valuable, together: with the
Desert en- right to prospect. for, mine, and remove the same; but no
tries.
: desert entrv made under the provisions of this act shall
Provis.
'contain
more than oIe hundred and sixtv acres: Proappincatioin Vided. That all applications to locate, select,- enter, or
purchase under this section shall state that .the same are
:;:
: made in accordance with and subject to the provisions
and reservations of this act.
. Issueof
o n- SEC 2. That uponf satisf actory. pro
of
o ful
compli-'
*ditidnal
Pat-pro
ent.
ance with the provisions of the laws under whiclh the
location, selection, entry, or purchase is made, the locator,
selector, entryman,. or purchaser .shall *be entitled to a
patent to the land located, selected, entered, or purchased,
which patent shall contain a- reservation to the United.'
States of the deposits. on account of which'the Iands so
*R s.-.
patented were withdrawn or classified or reporied .as
valuable, together with the right to prospect -for, mine,
and remove the same, such..deposits-to be
to dis- .S
*: :
.
posal by. the, United States only. as shall be hereafter
Boontianfor expressly directed by law.
Ani person qualified to aepro.specting
quite the reserved deposits may enter upon said 'lands.:
with .a view -of prospecting for the same upon the ap; . :; Dprova~l
by the Secretary of the Interior of a bond-or
undertaking'to be filed withhim as security for the pay* glutr
:;0t

.

.subject

.

N
-- .

1
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ment of all damages to the crops and improvements on t:
'
such"lands by reason of such: prospecting, the measure
*of any -such damage to be fixed'bby agreement of parties
or by a- court of competent -jurisdiction. Any person who Mini ng en .
-ihas acquired from the; United State the- title to or the tiespermitted.
right to mine and remove thet reserved deposits, should'i
the United .States 1dispose' of the mnineral deposits in. lands, may -reenter and occupy so mu1ch ,of the-:Sdrfae
thereof as may be. required: for all purposes reasoniably
:incident to the-mining and removal of the minerals 'ther.
from, and mine and remove such minerals, upon payment
.of damages caused thereby to the ,owner of the land, or
.
upon giving a good. an'd sufficient bond-':or undertaking
:
therefor in an: action instituted in,, any competent court'
to-ascertain and fix said damages: nProvvided, That -noth- Prov so.
ing herein contained shall be held to -deny or abridge -the to Pispro Ve:
right to present and have prompt consideration of ap- mine al classi-

-

plidations to locate, select,

-

enter, or ipurchase;,under thefleatin.

land laws of the United States, lands which-have beeniwithdrawn. or classified as phosphate, -nitrate, potash';'
oil,: gas, or- asphaltidc mineral lands, -Nwith. a view of disproving such dassification _anidc securing patent without- F~o r subsequ en t
ithw
reservation,- nor-shall persons who-have located, selected, drawals.
entered, or .purchased lands subsequently -WithdrawnI or*
. . classified. as .valuable for said -mineral -depbsits, be delbarred from 'the privilege of showing,, at any ;tue be'
fored finalh entry, purchase, or approval of selecition 'or lo--cation, that the lands entered, selected, or located are in.
fact nonmineral in character.

Sdc. 3. That any person who has, in good faith, lo- Conditional
nonminner a!
cated, selected; entered, or pui'chased, or :any -person who pa
ate n tsfor
shall hereafter locate, select, enter, or pfirchase, under uently zwith
the noninineral land laws-of the United States, -any lands drawn, etc.
which are subsequently. withdrawn,, classified,' or re- ; ported as.being -valuableofor'phosp-hate-,. nitrate,- potash, - oil, gas, or- asphaltic minerals, nmay, - upon- application
'
therefor, and making `satisfactory
of compliance.lproof
' -'

-

-.

-b

-

with the laws under which. such 'lands- are

ceive- a -patentjtherefor, which -patent

6claimed,
re--,Rneservatlon

shall contain afor'mining.
reservation ito the -United -Statesd- of '.all deposits- on- account -of which- the lands were, withdrawn, classified;,: or Act of Conrg
gress approved

reported as being valuable;. together with .thd rightuto

prospect for, mine, and remove the same.-

- -

-

y 17, 1914
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AN ACT To amend an Act .entitled ".An Act to, protect the. locators .-in good faith of oil and gas lands who shall have eff#cted an actual
discovery of oil or gas on the public lands of tihc United Statesj -or
their siccessors in interest," approved March second, nineteen hun- dred and eleven.
- ..
-.-:
-:
-- :
Be it enkteW Dy the Senate anid Huse

-

of Represenit&°-O

:-

o
tives of the United States'of America in Congress assern- gas lands. °fo:
tes
of'
mefiqdino~gress-a(Vol.
:36, P.
bled, Thata nact entitled;'A~n act to protet the locAorsjlo1 07amend.
- in good faith of oil and 'gas'lanids
9who, shalihave e&e-cted ed.)
an actual discovery of oil or gas on the--public lands. o1t
-

.
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the United States, or their -successors in interest," ap' proved March :second, nineteen hundred and: eleven, be
amended by adding thereto the following section: Agreenmen~ts

"SEc. 2. That wher.eapplications for patents have been-

sfervwdrkiag deor may hereafter be offered for any oil or gas land in-'
prior to issue eluded in an order of -withdrawal upon,'which oil or gas
f patents,
has heretoJfore 'been .discovered, 'or is being produced, orl:

upon which drilling operations were in actual, progress
on October third, nineteen hundred and ten, and oil or
gas is thereafter discovered thereon, and where there
has bZen no final determination by. the Secretary of the

Interior upon such- applications for patent, said Secretary, in 'his discretion, may enter into agreements, under
such conditions as.he may prescribe with. such appli-:
isposal .cants for patents in possession- of; such- land .or any porDlspesal of tions thereof, relative to the disposition of the oil or gas
poeds there-

produced . therefrom or the proceeds thereof, pending
final determination of the title thereto by the Secretary.
of the Interior., or such other disposition of the same as:
may be authorized by law. Any money -which may ac-:
'crue to the United .States under the provisions of thisi
.Lanasr Ien act from lands within Xthe Naval Petroleum
reserves,
shall be-set. aside for the' needs of the Navy and deposited
receippts
of in the Treasury to the credit of a fund 'to be kdnwvn as'
Act of Con-the Navy Petroleum Fund, which- fundl'shall belapplied
grssapprovedNv
a
onrs
i,1
Aug. 25, 1914to the needs of
as Congress may
itheNavy
from time to
(08j Stat-.L.,timedirect, by appropriation or other-wise."
*urn~der.d t

.Reserves

AN ACT Providing for the purchase-.and disposal of certain lands
containing the minerals kaolin,-kaolinite, fuller's earth, china clay,
and ball clay, in Tripp County, formery .a part of th .aRosebud Indian Reservation in South Dakota.

: wPublitclands. Be it eenacted by the Senate and House of Representa-.
Entries~of the.
si~ unued
7~1
CY
A1
q in'
n Cn
assem.hress Staue,9'of
'lowed for kaO tives
ln, etc., on b7ed' That all lands containing the minerals kaolin, kao-ceded lands of 1. t
RosebudnIdianlinite fuller's-e'arth, china- clay, and ball"clay; in' Tripp
Reservation, 5. County in what was formerlv within the Rosebud Indian
D:uk.
Reservation in South Dakota, as have heretofore been'
opened to settlement. and. entry under actsi of Congress
w'hich did not authorize the disposal"of
A such mineral
lands, shall be open to exploration and, purchase and be:
disposed of under thesgeneral provisions of 'the 'mining
laws of the United States, and the proceedsf arising there-from shall be deposited in the Treasury for the same purpose 'for:which the 'proceeds arising from the disposal of
other lands within the reservation in which such :mineralPr; isos,
tP mov~oi
:bearing lands are located were deposited.: Provided, That
_ton.rea restr.-the same person, association, or corporation shall not lo-,,
pm;I n i-mu

price.

.:

cateor enter more than one claim, not exceedin-g one hundred and sixty acres in 'area, hereunder0:Providedfurther,t
That none of the lands or mineral deposits, the disposal of
which ishlerein provided' for, shall 'be 'disposed of at less'
'
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price than that filed by the applicable miinMingior. coal- gr,,t -of COnlandgslaws, andin no instance at less than their appraised Jan. 11,- 1915
value, to be determined by the Secretary 'of theInterior 3 Stat. LAN ACT Validating, locations of deposits of phosphate rock hereto-,
fore made in good faith under the placer-mining laws of the United
States.-

.

.

. e it enacted by the Seatle and House of Representa- - Public lands.
tives of the-- United States of. America in -Congress assem4 tions for phos:
bled, That where public Jlands::containing -deposits 'of lP"`rOck Valphosphate rock have Iheretofore -been located' in good
faith under the-placer-mining laws of the United&States
'
and upon which assessment work has been annually per-

-

-

formed, such locations shall be valid and may be perfected
under the provisions of said-placer-mining laws, and patents, whether heretdfore- or hereafter-issued thereon, shall!
, give
:: title to and -possession- of- such -deposits Provided, Proviso. on
That;:-this act- shall not apply to any' l6caations. made- sub-res`trPiPcted. t
sequent to the withdrawal of' such lands from location, -.
nor shall it apply to lands included -in an adverse- or con- g Act of C:n
flicti'ng lode locatio(n-unless-such' adverseL or0conflicting a.isis
-

-

location is abandoned.

- -

. .

-

---

-

-

--

t

792).
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-AN :ACT- To provide for stock-raising homesteads, and for, other-. 0- purposes.
-

Be it eiba3ted by the Senate and ouse ofRepresentativesof the -UnitedStatqs ofAm eri-in ongress assembl-ed
: ---.
.

.,

;

. --

,

-

F;: ,,

:f*

AR

-

* ;V ; ; :

a *.

:;

R

-

SEC. 9. Thatnallentries made and-patents issued under Co al an ci
th visions. of this -act-shall be subject to and contain irt eerv s-

-: treservAtin to the lnited States of all the coal and other
thelands so, entered and'patented, toget-her' t 0 Xwith
the "right to, prospect for, mine, and riemove. the

-mineralsdin,

:

same. The-.coal ahnd other mineral deposits in such lands
Disposal unshall be subject to -disposal by the Unitod States in ac- der m in ing

cordance with the -provisions of :the: coal and minerallaws.
land laws in force -at the ttime of such- disposal. - Any Locating and

--

person q ualied to locate and enter the coal or other
mineral deposits, or having the r ght to mine and remove
the same under the
heUnited States, shallhaye
the -right at all-times to enater upon the lands enlered or

prsting
oed -

al-

-

0 -patented,as provided by this act, for the purpose of pros-

pecting for coal'or other mineral therein, provided he shall
not injure,
or destroy- -the_ p:ermaanent improve- :ments of the entryman or patentee,-and shaail be liable to
and shall c ompensate the:eitryman, or patentee:for- all '
-damages to tlhe crops on such lands by:re'ason of such
pro'specting. Any person whohas§ acquiredfrom the'
United States- thecoal or other minieraldeposits in any
'
such land, or the
-todmine and remove the same, may - surface enreenter and occupy -so much of the surface threof as may t
r min~~~~Jj
~~~~~~ing
purposes
be -requdired for- al uroeraoably',
incident to the permitd
ing
oi'a
:'the
f
:col, or oh miralsh'
first,i ' Cndifl9 .
-dtage,

-

-

-right

-
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s::; :securing
:.upon .the: written eonsent" or waiver of the home*0:Q.0 -: stead eentryman or p:Aentee; second, upon, Payment of the
.
::*itS
-damages to-crops
tangible improvements
iorother
to the,
owner thereof, where agreement 'may -be' had as to the
amount thereof; or, third,'ii' lieu of either of the foregoing provisions, upon the 'e'xectition of a 'goodand sufficient
bond or undertaking to the United States for the use and4
benefit of the entryman,'or..owner of the land,' to secure
the payment of such.damages to the crops or tangible.
.,:improvements of the entryman or owner as may be deter:mined and Ifixed: in an .-action brought upon the bond' or,:
undertaking. in a court of comipetent jurisdiction against
the principal and sureties thereon, 'such bond or under-- '
*taking to be in form and in accordance with rules andcf0
regulations prescribed by the Secretary .of the Interior.
and to be filed with. and approved by the, register: and
*:roviSO
-:
:receiver of the local-land office of the district wherein-the.
land is situate, subject .to appeal-to the Commissioner of'
Provisonng the General. Land Office: 'Prb49ided, Tha t all patents:
:
sunbjeo
issued for the coal o other lmineral deposits herein re-'
grazing rights, served shall conitain ap-propriate notations declaring'them
t:c.;: . '
>to be subject. to the provisions of this act with reference
to the- disposition,.occupancy, andluse of the land as per- :
mitted: to afh entryman under.this act.'(Act
December-'
29, 1916, 39 Stat. L.0,862.)
*:;

JOINT RESOLUTION, T6 relieve the.owners of mining claims whoI:have been mustered into the military or naval servicei'of the.United
"'States as officers or enlisted men from performing aissessment work
during the term, of such service.'
-

0 00:.

Resolved by theSenten
andi`Hoqse of Representatives
of the Umnitedb
Sttes 'of'Aierica in Congress asesmbled,,
That the provisions of. section twenty-three. hundred and

:
*tl0':::V~l';

twenty-four'of the Revisedd Statutes of the United States,
Vhiceh
w0-0.t:.require that on each mining claim located after the
::tenth day0 of May, eighteen hiindred and seventy-twvo,,
and, until patent has been issued. therefor, not less'-than
.$00' worth of labor shall be performed or improvements
'made during each year, shall not apply to 'ldalns or parts
of claims owned by officers or enlisted men who have been::
or may, during ,the present .war with Gerimany, be, mustered into the milir 'or naval sevice'..6f' the' United
States to serve during 'their enlistment inl the war with

Germany, so :that no miningh claim or any pare, thereof
0ownied' by suchI' pe''son whi3c'h 'hasbeen reularli- lbcated
and recorded shall be '.subject to f'rfeiture'for nonper-

formance6of the annual assessmients during the period of'

his servic6 or until six months after such owner is'mus-

tered out of the service or until six months after his death
in the service: Provided, That the claimant of any mining
location, in order to obtain the benefits 'of this resolution,.
shall file, or cause to be 'filed. 'a notice iii the office where
the location notice, or certificate is: recorded, lbefore the'
xpiratiou -the
'of
assessment year dluring which' he- is s
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-i000' mustered,
g'iviig. notieo 4of his muster into the servce of
the United :States0and of hiis; desire to hold said mining
claim under this resolution.; :
0:

Approved,' July i7, 1917 (40 Stat., 243).
JOINT RESOLUTION To suspend the requirements- of annual lassessment work on mining claims during the years nineteen hundred
and seventeen and nineteen hundred and eighteen.

Resoloved by the Senate a:ndHouse of Representatives:
theCUnited States of .America in Congress assembled,
That in order that labor -may be most' effectively- used in
raising and producing those things needed in the prosecu-;
: tion of the present war with Germany, -that the provision.
of section twently-three hundred and twenty-four of the
:Revised Statutes of the United States which requires .on.
each mining claim located, and until a patent'has been;
issded therefor, not less than $100 worth of labor to be
performed or improvements to be made during each year,
: ;f;
be, and the same is hereby, suspended during the years
nineteen hundred and seventen and ninteen hundred and
eighteen::i 'Provided, That every claimant of any such
*
mining claim, in order to obtain the benefits of this resolution shall file or cause to be-filed in the office where the
location notice or certificate is recorded on or before December thirty-first, of each of the years nineteen hundred
and :seventeen -and nineteen hundred and eighteen, a,
notice of his desire to hold said mining claim under this
resolution: Provided further, That this resolution shall
not apply to oil placer locations or claims.
This resolution shall not be deemed to amend or rep'eal
the puiblic resolution entitled "Joint resolution to relieve
the owners of mining'claims who have been mustered into
* the military or naval service of the United States' as'
officers or enlisted men from performing assessment work
during the term of such service," approved July. seventeenth, nineteen hundredand seventeen.
: Approved, October 5, 1917 (40 Stat., 343).

*-:: :tof

:
*0X
: 0

JOINT RESOLUTION To suspend the legal requirements of assessment work on mining claims in Alaska for the-years I9I7, i9i8, and
j
g191,
and extending to that Territory the provisions of public resolution numbered ten, Sixty-fifth Congress, approved July 17, 19I7,
and public resolution numbered twelve, Sixty-fifth Congress, approved October 5,? I97, as amended, and for other purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representativei
of the United States in Congress assembled, That the provisions iof public resolution numbered ten, Sixty-fifth
. C ongress,
'
approved July 17, 1917, and the provisions of
public resolution numbered twelve, Sixty-fifth Congress,
approved October, 5, 1917, and amendments thereto, be,
and they are hereby, extended to the Territory of Alaska.
The laws requiring assessment -work to be made upon
mining
claims in the, Territory of Alaska for the years

-

C:5.4::
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1917, 918,s and 1919 are. hereby suspended for such,
period; and no forfeiture or relocation of any .mining,claim or mining location in said' Territory shall be permitted or adjudged for failure -to- do, or have, done the
-annual assessment work: thereon for either of said years;
alid no mining claim or location therein shall be held uto
be forfeited or subject- to relocation for any failure to
have done the annual assessment work thereon where the
owner. or anyone for him complied with the provisions
of public resolution numbered tene; Sixty-fifth Congress,.
approved July 17, 1917, or public resolution numbered
twelve, Sixty-fifth- ongress, approved October 5, 1917,
and amendments thereto.
Approved February 28, 1919 (40 Stat., 1213).
JOINT RESOLUTION To suspend the requirements of annual assessment work on mining claims during the year I9I9.

Be it resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of. America in Congress assemb led, That. the provision of section 2324 of the, Revised
Statutes of the United States, which requires oi~ each
mining claim located andiuntil-a patent has been issueod
therefor, not less 'than $100 worth of labor to be performed, or improvements aggregating such amount to be
nmade; each year, be, and the same is hereby suspended as
to all mining claims innthe United States, including
Alaska, during the calendar year 1919: Provided, That,
every claimant of any such mining claim in order to obtAithe benefits of this resolution shall file or cause to
be filed in the office where the location notice or certificate
is recorded on or before December 31, 1919, a. notice of
his desire to hold said mining claim under this resolution.
Approved, November 13, 1919 (41 Stat., 354).
AN ACT Extending the- time for the doing of annual assessment
work on mining claims for the year 1920 to and including July I,
1921.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the period within which work may be per-

formed-or improvements made for the year n1920, pon
mining claims as required under section 2324 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, is hereby extended
to and including the first day of July, 192'1; so that work::
done or improvements made upon any mining claim -in
.,the United States or Alaska on- or before. July 1, 1921,
shall have the* same effect as -if the same had been performed within the calendar year of 1920 Provided, ThatI
this Act shall :not in any way change or modify the requirements of existing law as to workl to be done or im'provements made. upon mining claims for thelyear 1921i
.-Approved, December 31, 1920 (4I Stat. 1084).

49f
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AN ACT Changing the period for doing annual assessment work on:,
unpatented mineral claims from; the calendar year to the fiscal year
beginning July i each year.

::.X

*Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representat.'ives of tMe' United -States of America in Congress as.
: :semb7edrThat section 2. of:"An Act to amend sectionsX
2324 and 2325 of .the Revised Statutes of the United
: States concerning Mineral lands," approved January 22,
1880, be, and .the same is hereby, amended to read- as
:-:I I
::
- S: :0 1-;14 1
foilow
: : 7 - ::
*flows:
": SEc.' 2. That': tsection 2324 of the 'Revised Statutes of.
the United States be amended. by adding the following
-words: 'Provided,That the period within which the work
: required to be. done annually on all unpatented mineral
claims
l
located, since May 10, 1872, including such claims
in the Territory of Alaska, shall commence at 12 o'clock.
meridian on the 1st day of July succeeding the date of
location of such claim: Provided further, That on all
suchl valid existing claims the annual period ending December 31, 1921, shall -continue. t6o12 o'clock meridian
July 1,1922.'"
Approved, August 24, 1921 ((42 $tat., 186)..
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SPECIAL_ ACTS.
The' act'of March '2, 1907 (34 Stat. L. 1232), section 4, provides
that the surveyor general of Alaska, under the, direction of the Secretary of the Interior, shall- furnish receivers a sufficient quantity of
;numbers to be used in the different classes of official surveys that may
',be made in the iNome and: Fairbanks&landd districts-to meet the requirements thereof, authoriz'esreceivers to -furnish numbers for official surveys and an order directing surveyor to make same, such application ordef' and'the fee required to be paid to the surveyor general shall be transmitted to 'the surveyor general, 'and provides that
all surveys thus made shall be approved by the surveyor general as at
present.
The' act of May 27, 1908' (35 Stat. m3i7, 365), prohibited mining
locations thereafter within the Mount Rainier National Park, but
prior valid existent elaims were not affected.
Sections 7, 8, and 12, of the act of May 30, 1908 (35 Stat.' 558),
provides for the extension of the ~mineral land laws to the classified
isurplus landsbof the Fort Peck Indian Reservation, in the State of
Montana.

The act of May 11,' 1910 (36 Stat. 354), provides for the establishment of the Glacier National Park, in Montana, and reserves
and withdraws from occupancy or disposal under any gf the land
laws of the United States the lands therein, but protects valid exist-'
ing claims and locations.

The act of June 7, 1910 (36 Stat. 459), provides for the granting.
of public lands to certain cities and towns in the State of Colorado
for public park purposes and reserves to the United States the oil,

coal, and other mineral deposits in such lands.

The act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 848), contains provisions for
the establishment and enforcement of miners' labor liens in the Territory of Alaska.

The act of September 30, 1913 (38 Stat.. 113), authorizes the0
President to provide a method for opening public lands restored
from reservations, etc.

o T-he act of August 21, 1916 (39 Stat., 519), authorizes the Secretary
of the Interior to lease for production of oil and gas ceded lands of
the Shoshone or Wind River Indian Reservation in Wyoming. This
act is administered through the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

The act of October 2, 1917 (40 Stat., 297), makes potash deposits
tsubject -to disposition only under prospecting permits and leases
issued by the Secretary of the Interior, except valid claims existent
at date of the act and thereafter duly maintained in compliance with
the laws under which initiated, which claims may be perfected under
such law's. Regulations under said act are contained in a -separate
circular.

Section 26 of the act of June .30, 1919 (41 Stat., 3), authorized the
Secretary of the Interi or to lease for the purpose of mining metallif:
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erous mineral lands in Indian reservations: in certain States.. : This
act is administered through the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
By' the act of -February 25, 1920 (4:1 Stat;, 437), deposits of coal,
phosphate, sodium,, oil,' oil shale,: and gas inll lands .valuable for such
minerals were made. subject to disposition only under prospecting
permits and leases issued by the Secretary of the Interior, except
valid claims existent at date of said -act and thereafter maintained
in compliance with the laws under which initiated, which claims may
.be perfected under . such laws, including discovery. -Regulations
under said act are contained in separate circulars.
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REGULATIONS.
NOTE-u.-In view of the-- repealing provisions of the- potash act of October 2,
.1917 (40 Stat., 297), and the leasing act of February .25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437),
"the following regulations are not applicable to deposbis of potash, oil, oilshale,
gas, phosphate or sodium, except as to valid claims existent at date of such
repeat and thereafter duly maintained pursuant to the law under which loeated.

NATURE AND -EXTENT OF MINING CLAIMS.
1. Mining claims are of two distinct classes: Lode claims and
t
- 0 0;LodeClaims.
R -X R placers.
2. The status of lode claims located or patented previous to the
10th day of May, 1872, is not changed with regard to their extent
along the lode or width of surface; but the claim is enlarged by sec-tions2322 and 2328, by investing the'locator, his heirs or assigns,
with the right to follow, upon the conditions stated therein, all veins,
lodes, or ledges, the top or apex of which lies inside of the surface
lines of his claim.
3. It is to be distinctly understood, however, that the law limits the
possessory right to veins, lodes, or ledges, other than the one named
in the original location, to such as were-not adversely claimed on Miayic
10, 1872, and that where such other vein or ledge was so adversely
claimed at that date -the right- of the party so adversely claiming
is in no way impaired by the provisions of the Revised Statutes.
4. From and after the loth- May,. 1872, any person who is a citizenof the United States, or who has declared his intention to become a
citizen, may locate, record, and hold a mining claim of fifteen hundred linearfeet along the course of any mineral vein or lode subject
to location; or an association of persons, severally dualified as above,
may make joint location of such claim of fifteen hundred feet, but in
no event can a location of a vein or lode made after' the 10th day of
May, 1872, exceed fifteen hundred feet along the course thereof,
whatever may be the number of persons composing the association.
5. With regard to the extent of surface ground adjoining a vein
or lode, and claimnd for the convenient working thereof, the Revised
Statutes provide that the lateral extent of locations of -veins or lodes
made after May lo 187.2, shall in no case exceed three hundred feet
on each side of the middle of the vein at the surface, and that no such
surface rights shall be limited by any mining regulations to less than
twenty-five feet on each side of the middle of the vein at the surface,
except where adverse rights existing on the 10th May, 1872, may render such limitation necessary; the end lines of such claims to be in alL.
cases parallel to each other. Said lateral measurements can not extend beyond three hundred feet on either side of the middle of the
vein at the surface, or such distance as is allowed by local laws. For
example.: 400 feet can not be taken on one side and 200 feet on the
other. If, however, 300 feet on each-side are allowed, and by reason
of prior claims but 100 feet can be taken on one side, the locator will
not be restricted to less than 300 feet on the other side; and when
the locator does not determine by exploration where the middle of
thevein at the surface is, his discovery'shaft must be assumed to
mark such point.
.
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6' By the foregoing- it will-be -perceived thlat-no lode claim located:.
f
after
the 10th May, 1872,;can exceed a'parallelogram fifteen hundred
feet in length by six hundred feet in width,, but whether surface
ground of that width can be-taken depends upon. thealocal regulations
or State or Territorial laws-inal force -in the several mining districts;
and that no such local regulations or State~or Territorial laws shalli
limit a.vein or lode claim to less than fifteen hundred feet alongte
course thereof, whether the. location is made. by one or more persons,
nor can surface rights be limited to less than fifty feet in width unless
adverse claims existingf on 'the 10th day of May, 1872, render .such
lateral limitation necessary.
* 7. Locators can not exercise too much care in defining their locations- at the outset, inasmuch asf the law requires that all records .of
'mining locations made subsequent:to May 10 1872, shall contain the
name or names of the locators, the date of the location, and such a
description of the claim or claims -located, by reference to some natural object or permanent monument, as will identify the claim.
:
* 0 7 0 :8. No lode claim shall be located until after thel discovery of a-vein
or lode within the limits of the:claim, the object of which provision
* : : : iis.evidently to prevent the appropriation of presumed mineral ground
for speculative purposes, to the exclusion of boncta #de prospectors,.
before sufficient work has been done to determine whether a vein or .
lode really exists.
9. The claimant should, therefore, prior to locating his claim, un'less the vein can be traced upon the surface, sink a shaft or run a
tunnel or drift to a sufficient depth therein to discover and develop
-a mineral-bearing vein, lode, or crevice; -should determine, if possible,
the general' course of such vein in either direction from the point of

'
discovery,
by- which direction he' will be governed in marking the
boundaries of his claim on the :surface.: His'location notice should
give the course and distanee as nearly as practicable from the discov- * :ery shaft on the claim to some - permanent, well-known points orr
objects such, for instance, as stone monuments, blazed trees the confluence of streams, point of intersection of well-known gulches,'
ravines, or: roads, prominent buttes, hills, 'etc., which may be in the
* immediate vicinity, and- which will serve to perpetuate and fix the
'
: ;locus of the claim and render it susceptible of identification from the
description thereof given in the record of locations in the district,.
and should be duly recorded.
10. In addition to the foregoing data, the claimant should state the
names of adjoining claims, or, if none adjoin, the relative positions of
the nearest claims; should. drive a post or erect a monument of 'stones
at each corner of his, surface ground, and at the point of discovery or
.discovery shaft should fix a post, stake, or board, upon which should
-'
be designated the name of the lode, the name or names of the locators,
the number of feet claimed, and in which direction from the point of
-discovery, it being essential that the location notice filed for record,
in-addition to the foregoing description, should state whether the
entire claimo:o£fifteen hundred feet is taken on one side of the point
of discovery, .or whether it is partly upon one and partly upon the
other side thereof, and:in the latter case, how many feet are claimed
Upon each sldeof sucll discovery poit.
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11. The location notice must be.filed'for record in: all respects as
required by the State or.:Territorialjlaws'iand local rules andxregulations, if there be any.
12. In order -to hold the' possessorytitle to a mining claim located
prior to .May 10, 1872, the0 law requires-that' ten dollars shall be:
expended annually, in labor or improvements for each:'one hundred
feet in length a]ong the vein or lode. In .order to hold the possessory right to a location made since May 10, 1872 not less than one
hundred dollars' worth of labor must be performed&or improvements
:made thereon annually. Under the provisions of the act of Congress
approved January 22, 1880, the first annual expenditure becomes due
and must be performed during the calendar year succeeding that in
which the location was made. (See change, Act August 24, 1921,
page 41 hereof.) Where a number of contiguous claimsk are held in
;common, the' aggregate expenditure that would be necessary 'to hold
all the claims, may be made upon any one claim. Cornering locations
areheld not to be contiguous..
13. Failure to make the expenditure or perform the labor required
upon a location made before or, since May 10, 1872, will subject a
Claim to relocation, unless the' original locator, his heirs, assigns,:.or.,
legal representatives have resumed work after such failure and before
relocation.
14. Annual expenditure is not required subsequent to entry, the.
date of issuing the patent certificate being the date contemplatednby;
statute..
15. Upon the failure of any one of several coowners to contribute:
his proportion of the required expenditures, the coowvners, who have
performed the labor or made the improvements as required, may,
at the expiration of the year, give such delinquent coowner'personal
notice in writing, or notice by publication in the newspaper published
nearest the claim for at least once a weekl:for ninety days; and if upon
the expiration of ninety days.after such notice in writing, or upon
the expiration of one hundred and'eighty days after the first newspaper pAublication of notice, theA delinquent coowner shall have failed
0.to contribute his proportion to meet such expenditures or improve:ments, his interest in the claim by law passes to his coowners who
have made the expenditures or improvements as aforesaid. Where
a, claimant alleges ownership of :a forfeited interest under the foregoing provision, the sworn statement of the publisher as to the facts
of' publication, giving dates, and a printed copy of, the notice published, should be furnished, and the claimant, must swear that the&
delinquent coowner failed to contribute his proper proportion within
the period fixed by the statute.
TUNNELS.

16. The effect of section 2323, Revised Statutes, is to give the proprietors. of 'a mining tunnel run in good faith the possessory right
to fifteen hundred feet of any blind lodes cut, discovered, or, iiitersected by such tunnel, which were not previously known to exist,
within three thousand feet from the face or point of commencement:
of such tunnel, .and to prohibit other parties, after the 'commencement
of the tunnel, from prospecting for and making locations of lodes on'

;::5
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the line thereof and withinJ said distance of three thousand feet,
: iuless such lodes appear upon the surface or were. previously known
to exist. The term "face," as used in said section, is construed- and'
held to mean the first working face formed in the tunnel, and to
signify the point at which the, tunnel 'actuallyentiers cover; it being
from this point that the three thousand feet are to be counted- upon
which prospecting. is prohibited as aforesaid.:
* 17. To avail themselves of the benefits of, this provision of law,othe
proprietors of -a mining 'tunnel will be required, at the time' they
enter cover as aforesaid,, to give proper notice of their tunnel loca_

*

*
*

;tion by erectingIasubstantial post, board, or monument at.the face or
point .of commencement thereof, upon Which should be posted a good
and sufficient notice, giving the names of the parties or icompany
claiming the tunnel right; the actual or' proposed course or directionl
of the tunnel, the height and width thereof, and the course and-distance from such face or point of -commencement to somne permanent
well-known objects ii the vicinity by which to fix and determine the
locus in manner heretofore set f orth applicable to locations of veins
or lodes, and at the time of , posting such notice they shall, in order
: that-minersori prospectors may be enabled to determine whether or
-notare- within thelines of 'the tunnel, establish the boundary
they
lines thereof,: by* stakes, or: monuents--placed along;such. lines at
proper intervals, to the terminus. of, the three thousand feet from

the face. or point .of commencement' of -the tunnel, and the. lines so
:marked will define and govern a's to specific boundaries within which
prospecting for lodes not previously known to exist is prohibited.1
while work'on. the tunnel s. being. prosecuted with reasonable dili-

gence..

-

18. A ifull' and correcti copy of such notice of location defining the
tunnel clai mustbe 'filed for record with the mining recorder of the.
district, to which 'notice must be attached the sworn statement or,
declaration of the owners, claimants,' or projectors of such tunnel,
setting, forth-thef factsin' the case; stating the -amountS expended by
themselves and their predecessors in' interest in prosecuting work
thereon; the. extent of the work .performed, and that it is tboa fief
their intention to prosecute work : oni the' tunnel so. located and described with 'reasonable diligence Ifor the development of a vein or..f
lode, or for the discovery of mines, or both, as the case may be. .This notice 'of location must be duly recorded, and, with the said sworn
statement attached' kept on the recorder's files forjfuture reference.
Placer Claims.

19 But one discovery of mineral istrequired to support a placer
location, whether it be, of twenty acres by an individual, or of one
hundred and sixty acres tor :less by an association of persons.
The act of August 4, 1892, extends the mineral-land1laws so
W.2':
as to bring lands chiefly valuable for building -stone within the provisions of said law by' authorizing, a placer entry of such lands.
Registers and receivers should make a reference to said act on the
entry papers in the. case"of all placer entries made for 'lands~contaming stone chief valuable for building purposes. Lands .reserved. for
the benefit' of public schools or donated to any State are not sulject
to entry under said act,'

t- . ;.
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21. The act of February 11, 1897, provides for the locationt and:
entry of pnblic lands chiefly valuable for petroleum or other mineral
oils, and entries- of that rnature made prior to the passage of said act
arejto be considered as though made thereunder.
-. 22. Upon the presentation of every--;case within the purvew of
the act of March 2, 191t (36 Stat. L.,1015), the local officers must
advise the chiefs of field'division, in, order. that the latter may make-,
such feld examinations as are advisable or necessary, parti.cularly if
the land involved has been embraced in a withdrawal, as to the time,
when the development work was begun, and be prepared to submit
the results, if possible, before -entry is allowed. Each such case Will
be 'considered and adjudicated upon its record in the regular manner.
Observing that the operation of the act is retrospective only, being:
*confined. to. locations made -pior'to the date thereof, you will, upon
the -presentation of any application for patent 'affected -by the pro-visions of saidact, immediately -communicate,-to the proper chief of
field division due and full information thereof,- to the end that 'he
* ;: -: may -procure to be made such investigations -as-may be necessary to
ascertain the facts concerning thec inception and subsequent prosecution of development operations, the extent and character -of such;X.
works, and any other -facts bearing upon -and affecting -the validity
of the claim, including the continuousness and- diligence with which
- development.proceeded from -the-date -of inception. - - -Report made of the results of stuch examiations- will be submittedto this office, upon- receipt of which the local officers will be- advised
-

as to the action to be taken.,

':- 0-t

-

--

.-

-

-

-

.-

23. By section 2330 authority is given for subdividing forty-acre
legal subdivisions into ten-acre.tracts. These ten-acre tracts should
be 'considered and
with as- legal subdivisions,: and an- applicant
having a placer claim which conforms.to one or more of such ten-acres:
tracts, contiguous
case- of two or more tracts,
nmaymake
entry thereof, after the usual proceedings; without-further survey or -plat. 24. -A ten-acre subdivision may be-described, for instance if
ated in the -extreme northeast of the section ,as the "NE. ~ of the
NE. -4 of the NE. I " of the section,, -or, in like manner, by- appropriate terms, wherever situated;. but, in addition to this description,the notice must -give all the other data required in a minerailapplication,1 by which parties may be- put on. inquiry. as to the land sought'
to.be patented. The proofs submitted with'-applications must showc learly' :the character and extent of the: -improvnents upon the:
-dealt

-

-in

--

-situ-

-

-

-

-

premises.

-

-

-

.

25.- The proof of improvements must! show their value to be not
less: than flve hundreddololars and that they- were made by the appli- cantfor -patent or his grantors. This proof should consist of the
-affidavit of two or more disinterested witnesses. -The annual expenditure to the amount of $100, required by section 2324, Revised Statites,
must be-made upon placer as well as.lode locations.
'.26Applicants for patent to a placer claim, 'who .ar`e also iin posses-sionIof a knownhvein or lode-included:therein,: must state inJtheir
application that the placer inedes suchsvein or-lode. The published
and posted notices must .'also include6 such statement;. If veins- or
lodes lyingwithina
ownediby
ydplacer-location
other parties the,

-
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fact Should be distinct9 stated n the application~ for patent and' in
altenotices. Buat in all, cases, whethier the. lode is claimed or~
excluded, it must besrvy
an marked uon the plat, the field
d
notes .and'plat givin teaaofthe~
lode cadim 'or claims and the'~
area, of the placer seaaey
napplication which 6mits, to claim
_such known vein'or oemsb
construed as a conclusive declaa
tion that the ap~plican ha.n ih
f possession' to the vein orloe
Where there is no konldoreithe
fact must 'appear by the
affdavt of two ormore witess
27. By section 2330 iti ecae that -nolocation of. a placer. Claim
maefer~ July ~9,1870, shall' exceed oehundred and sit ces for.
any one person or association of prons, :whih location shall. conl-.
form to the United States suIrveys.
28. Section .2331 provides that' all placer-mnining claims located
after May'10, 1872, shall' conform! as nearly as practicable with~ the
United s~tats syse
f 'public lan, srysadth
rectangular- sub,divisions of 'suchi surveys, and such locations Ishall not include more
than twenty acres. fo eahidvdual claimant.'
29. 'The' foregoing prvsin of, law, are -construed to mean that
after the 9th day of Juqly, 1870, no location of a lce l iman be
mnade to' exceed one hundred anid sitacsw
termy
be tihe
number of locators associated togehr rwaee
h oa eua
tions of the district may allow; an haa fr
ndafe Ma10'87,
uP loca~ftion cani exceed twenty. acres fo ahidvda
artcpin
therein; thatids,Aalcation .by two persons can not exedforyars
and one by three persons can not exceed sixty acres.
3.The regulation hereinbefore given 'as to the imaner of mark-.
ing locations on the groundand placing the same on record, utb
observed in the case of placer location so far as the 'same ateapia
ble, the law requiring, however, that all placer-Imining claimload
after May 10, 1.872 shall conform as near as'practicable with the
United. States system of ,p ublic land surveys, 'and the, rectangular
subdivisions of such surveys, whether the locations are upon surveyed.
o~r un~surveyed lands.:
'Conformity to' the public land, surveys and the~rectangular sub.
':divisions thereof will not be required'where compliance, with such r6
quirement would necessitate the plaing of the lines thereof upon
other prior located
~
caims orweethe
r hr'ded claim is 'surrount
by. prior.
locations.
Where aplacer location ~by one or twope~rsons can be en'tirely' in,e~ludedA with~in a "square forty-acre'tract, bylthree or four persons,
persons withfiv-three square for~ty-acre tracts,' and by'seven regt
pesos 'within four squareforty-acre tracts such locain
ilb
regarded as wvithin ~th4ereuirem-jents ~where strict 'conformity i'1m
practicable.
Whether a placer location conforms reasonably with the leaI sb
divisons f the public suves is 'a question 'offatobederid
toyvideonc1- e'in thsregrd
1
Caimantsshoud'beri midthti
in each case, and'no loainwllb0
sd optn
ithout aifc
is the policy of the-Govrmnttave allenrs whether ofarcl
'tural or mineral, landsa opc
n reglrifomaesnay'
p6racticable, and that i'wlnopemtorsacinetesr
cton
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which cut. the- public domain into long narrow strips or grossly irregt-'
ular or fantastically shaped tracts. (S3now Flake Fraction-Placeri.
.

3: D:
L.: ., 250.)

:::

BEGULA.TIONS

UNDER

SALINE 'AT

31. *Under the act approved January 31, 1901, extending the mining laws to saline lands, the provisions of the law 1relating to placer-'
mining claims are extended to all States: and the Territory of Alaska,
so as to permit the location and purchase thereunder of all unoccu-:
pied public lands containing salt springs, or deposits of salt in any
form, and chiefly valuable theref or, with the provis, " That the same
\person shall noit locate or enter more than one claim hereupder."
32. Rights obtained by location under the placer-mining laws are
-assignable, and the assigneedmay make the entry in his own name; so,
under this act a person holding as assignee' may make entry in his
own name: Prokided, He has lsot held under this; act, at any time,
either as locator ornentryman, any other lands; his right is exhausted
by having held under this act any particular tract, either as locator
or entryman, either as8 an individual or as ta member of an associa-4
tion. lit follows, therefore, thatno application for patent or entry,made under this act, shall embrace more than, one single location.
33-. In order that the conditions imposed by the proviso, as set forth
in the above paragraph, .may duly appear, the application :for patent
imust contain or be accompanied by a specific, statement under. oath by
each. person whose, name appears therein-'that 'he never has, either as
an individual or as a member of an association, located or entered any
other lands under the provisions of this act. The application for
* patent should also be accompanied by a.showing under oath, fullydisclosing the qualifications as defined by the provso,, of the applieants' 'predecessors in interest.
t;PlROCEDURE TO OBTAIN PATENT TO MINERAL
LANDS.-

;Lode Claims.
34. The. claimiant is required, in the first place, to have at correct
survey of his claim' nade 'under authority of the- surveyor general -of
the State or Territory in which the claim lies, such survey to show'
with accuracy theo exterior surface boundaries of' the claim, which'
boundaries are required to be distinctly marked by monuments on
the ground. 'Four plats and one. copy of the. original field notes in.
each case will be prepared by the surveyor general; one plat and the
original field notes to be retained in the offie of the surveyor general;
one copy of the plat to' be given the claimant. for .posting upon the
Claim; one plat and a 'opy of the field notes to' be. given the claimal5nt
for filing with the proper register, to be finally transmitted by that
officer, with other papers in the case, to this ofe, and one plat to be
sentt 'by the. surveyor general. to the register of the 'proper land district ,' to be retained 'on his files for future reference. 'As there is no
resident'surveyor general for the State.lofArkansas,' applications for.
the survey of mineral claims in said State should be made,-to the Colnmissioner 'of this' office,' who, under t'e'law, is ew ofio the United'
states surveyor general.
'
-
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The surveyor geneal will prepare the original plat on Form 4-75.
All lines clear and shar in black. All letters and figures clear and
*f:. fsharp in.black.'
The original plat, so prepared, will be signed and dated by the sur
veyor general and forwarded to the General Land Office flat or in
tube and unmIounted.
As to plats of survey of' mining claims outside of the Territory of
Alaska, the Commissioner will have three photolithographic copies
made upon- drawing paper, which copies, with the original plat, will
*::.be
forwarded to the surveyor general, the four plats to be filed'and
*
disposed of in -the-same manner as provided in paragraph 34 of the
Mining Regulations, viz: One plat and the original field notes to:be
retained in the office of the surveyor general; one copy of the plat to
0*'f:
be. given the claimant for posting upon the claim; one plat and a;
copy of the field notes to be given the claimant for filing with the
proper register, to be finally transmitted by that officer, :with other
papers in the case, to this office, and one plat -to be sent by the surveyor general to the register of the proper land district, to be retained on his files for future reference.
As to plats of survey of mining claims in the Territory of Alaska,
the Commissioner will have three photolithographic -copies made'
*upon drawing paper, two copies of which, with the. original -plat,
will be forwarded to the surveyor general, the three'-plats to be file&
and disposed'of as follows: One plat and the original field notes to
be retained'in the officelof thesurveyor 'general; one plat andta copy'
*of the field notes to' be given the claimant,4for filing with the:proper'
register, to be finally transmitted by that officer, with other papers il
the case, -to this office, and one plat to be' sent by the surveyor general' tothe register of theproper land districtto be retaineddinhis files for
future reference.' The Commissionerwill mailone photolithographliic -.
copy of the plat, made upon drawing paper, direct to the applicaIit'
for survey, or to his agent or attorney, when the' application is made
.by agent or 'attorney- at his record: address,'tobe used for posting
on the land.
A certain number of photolithographic copies will be furnished
the surveyor general for sale at 'a cost of 25 cents each, and a photolithographic- copy 'printed on tracing paper will be furnished 'the.
surveyor general, from which blue prints may be maxde to be sold at

:

:cpst. . :

:::

: :

:

35. TThe survey and plat 'of mineral claims required to be filed ini
the proper-land office with application for patent must be made sub-'s
sequent to the recording of the location of the claim (if the laws' of
the State :or Territoriy or Ithe' regulations of the mining district require the notice of location to be recorded), and when the original
location is made by survey of a United States mineral surveyor uc-hlocation survey' can- not be substituted for that'. required by the'
statute, as above indicated.
36. The surveyors generalcshould designate all surveyed mineralt'
6claims by a progressive series of numbers, beginning with survey No.
37, irrespective as to-whether they are situated' oni surveyed or unsur-- I
veyed lands. the claimi to be 'so designated at date of issuingt the orderi
S751 -22-VOL 49-5
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therefor, in addition tothe. local designation of -the claim; it' beingrequired iin alltcases that the plat. and 'field notes of the survey of a:
claim must, in additioin' to the reference to permanent objects in the.
neighborhood, describe the'locus of theAclaim with reference to the
lines of public surveys by a line connecting a corner of the claim with.
the nearest public corner of the United States surveys, unless such
claim be on unsurveyed lands at a- distance of more than.two miles
from such public corner, in which latter case -it should be connected
with a United States mineral monument.f :Such connecting line must
not be more than t'wo mies in length, and-should be measured on the
- . ground :direct between the points, or- calculated from actually surveyed traverse lines, if the nature of the country should not permnit
corner is
direct measurement. If a regularly established
*
within two miles of a claim situated on unsurveyed lands, the connection should be made with such corner in preference to a connection
:
with:a United States mineral monument. The connecting line or
traverse line must be surveyed by the mineral surveyor at'the time of his making the particular survey and be made a part thereof.
:37. (a) Promptly upon the approval:of a mineral. survey the sur- '
veyor general will advise both this office and the appropriate local
land office, by letter (Form 4-286), of the date of approval, number
number
of the survey, iiame and area of the claim, name and survey confict,
of each approved mineral survey with which.actually in
name
and address of the applicant f or-survey, and name of:the mineral surveyor who made the survey; and will also' briefly describe
therein the locus of the claim, specifying each legal subdivision or
lands, coveredin wholeor in
portion thereof, when up-on
such claim
' ¢-any
of
part by the survey; but hereafter no segregation
*
upon the official township-survey records will be made until mineral
entry has been made and approved -for patent, unless otherwise '
directed by this office.
*;0
::
(b) Upon application to make agricultural entry of the residue of;
any original lot or legal subdivision of forty acres, reduced by mun* ing claims for which patent applications have been filed and which
residue has been already reallotted in accordance therewith, the local
officers will, accept and approve the-application as usual, if found to
.survey

.surveyed

be regular.

When suchan application is filed for any such 6riginal

l'ot.or subdivision, reduced -in available area by duly asserted mining
claims.but not yet relotted accordingly, the local officers will promptly
advise this office thereof; and will also report and identify any pend-,
ing application for mineral patent affecting -such subdivision.v which
the agricultural applicant, does not desire to contest. 'The surveyor
general will thereupon be advised by this office of such mining claims,

*
*-- :: :

or portions thereof, as are proper to be segregated, and directed to prepare at once, upon the usual drawing-paper township blank, diagram-of 'amended township survey of such original lot or legal forty-acre,
subdivision so made fractional by such mineralosegregation,. deslgnating
m the agricultural, portion by appropriate lot number, beginning
with No. 1 in each section and giving the area of each lot, and will
forthwith transmit one approved copy to the local land office and one.
to this office. In the meantime the local, officers will accept the agricultural appllcation (if no other objection appears), suspend itw-ith
-

reservation of all rights of the applicant if continuously* asserted by
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'him, and upon receiptof amended township diagram willapproveIth&
application, (if then otherwise satisfactory) as of jthe date: of filing;
corrected to describe the tract as6designated in the. amended survey.
(c) The -register and receiver will allow 6no
agricultural, claim for,
any- portion- of an original lot or legal forty-acre subdivision, where
the reduced area is made to appear by-reason of approved surveys of'.
mining claims and for which applications for patent have not been
filed, until there is submitted:by such agricultural :applicant a satis--i;
factory showing that such. surveyed claims are in fact imineralY in:
character:; and applications to. have lands' asserted to be mineral, or
mining locations, segregated by survey, with the view to agricultural appropriation ~of the remainder, will be made to the register and
receiver for, submission to the Commissioner- of the: General Land
Office, for his consideration and direction, and must be. supported by'
the-affidavit of. the-party in interest, duly corroborated by two or
more disinterested persons, or by such otther- or further evidence as
may be required in anyv case,- that the lands, sought to be segregated
: as
ninera are in 'fact mineral in character.; otherwise, in the absence
of satisfactory showing in, any such case, such ' original lot or legal
subdivision will be subject to agricultural appropriation-only. When any such showing shall be found to be satisfactory and the necessary
survey is had, amennded township diagram will be required and-made
as prescribed in the preceding section.

'

-

-

-

*:-3 8.: Thei following particulars'-should'be -observed the survey ofevery mining claim:
(1) The exterior; boundaries ofAthe claim, the number of feet
claimed along the vein, -and, as- nearly- as can be ascertained, the'
direction of the-vein, and the number of feet claimed on the vein in
each direction, from,the point of discovery or,other well-defined place
0on the claim should be represented on the plat of survey and inbthe.
-in

-

-

-

-

field notes.

-

'

-

.-

-

-

(. 2) 'The intersection of the lines- of the survey with the lines of
conflicting prior surveys should -be noted in the field notes) and repre-o
sented upon the plat. : .
(3) Conflicts with unsurveyed claims, -where the- applicant forsurvey does' not. claim -the-areaint conflict, should be shown by actual
survey.
(4) The total area of the claim embraced by the exterior boundaries-should be stated, -and also the area in conflict with each intersecting survey, substantially as follows:
cr.

-

-

-

-

-

ff ::::
0 f.
;::: : :0:
D S t~f:

--

:

-

a

.V:.f

>

:UAcres.-

Total area of claim--_o.
no
Area in conflict with survey No. 302_ -……
…1. 56 :
Area in conflict with survey No. 948…
-… _
--2.-33 Area in conflict with;Mountain Maid .lode mining-claim, lsurveyed --LL 1. 48

-

It does0not follow ihat because mining surveys- are required to ex-hibit all conflicts -wit hprior surveys the areas of conflict -are to be
excluded. The field notes- and- plat are made a part of the applica-:
tion for patent, and care should be taken that the description' does
not inadvertently exclude portions intended to be retained. The ap-.
plication' for'.patent should state the portions to beJexcluded in

express terms.

-

-

--

39. The claimant is then required to post a copy of the plat of such
survey in a conspicuous place upon the claim, together with notice of

I'
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s his.
intention to apply for a patent therefor, which notice will give
the date of. posting, the name .of the, claimiant, the name of the claim,
the nulmber:of the survey, the mining district and county, and the

names of adjoining and conflicting claims as sho~wn by the plat survey. 'Too much care can not be exercised in the prepration -of this .
notice, inasmuch as the data therein are to be repeated in the other,
notices .required by the statute, and upon the accuracy, and completeness of these notices will depend, in a great, measure, 'the regularity
and validity of the proceedings for patent.

(a) The notices of applications for.patent -for lands in Alaska.
are, in many cases, not sufficient to apprise adverse claimants and the
public generally of the .location of the land applied for,- and therefore..do not serve the purpose for -which. such notices are required;
nor can the -location of the land be ascertained from the application*
papers themselves and without obtaining information, from: other
sources. : This is due principally to the large area of unsurveyed land.
in-the district and remoteness from centers.of population of much
of the country. In order to give a more definite description of the,
land appliedlfor the following special instructions with reference to
the Territory of Alaska are issued, which are supplemental to but0 do
not change or modify existing regulations:.

.

. .

(6?) The field notes of survey of all claims Within' theTerritory of:
Alaska, where the survey is not tied to. a corner of the public survey,
shalltcontain: a: description of, the location or mineral' monument to
which, the survey is tied, 'by giving its latitude and. longitude, and
its position with reference to rivers, creeks,. mountains or mountain'
peaks, towns, or other prominent topographical points or natural..
objects or monuments, giving the distances and directions as nearly
accurate as possible, especially with reference to any well known.
trail to .a town or mining ctampl, or to a river- or mountain appearing,,,,
on the map of Alaska,which description shall appear in the field
notes regardless of whether or not the survey be 'tied to an existing

X::
monument, or to a monument established by theIsurveyor when making the survey in accordance with existing regulations with reference'
'to- the establishment of such. monuments. 'The description fof such
.:monument shall appear in a paragraph separate from the description of the courses and distances of the survey.
(c) All notices of applications for patent for lands in the Terri-

tory of Alaska; where the survey on which. the application is based is.
not tied to a corner of the public survey, shall, in addition, to the'

description required to be given by existing regulations, describe the
monument to which the claim is tied by giving its latitude Iand longitude and a reference by approximate course and distance to 'a town;.
mining camp, river, creek, mountain, mountain peak-, or other natu-:
ral object appearing on the map of Alaska, and any other facts
: shown by the. field notes of survey which' shall aid in determining
the exact location of such claim without an, examination of the recor or a reference to other sources. The registers and receivers will.'
exercise discretion in the matter of such descriptions in the published
noties,bearing in mind the object to be attained, 'of so describing the

'land embraced in the claiin as to :enable its location to be ascertained
from the notice of application.

.
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40. After posting6the' said plat and notie, upon the' preies
'claimant '#11 file with the proper register and recei ei: a' copy of such
plat and the flekd notes of survey of- the claim,' accompanied by :t e
affidavit of at least two credible witnesses -that 'such plat and notice
:areposted conspicuously upon the claim ,giving the'date and'place of.
such postings a copy of the 'otice so posted 'to:be attached to andA
'
'form a part f said 'affidavit. ':
41 Atthetime the' foregoing are ified, the claimant must file an
i ft
application for patent, 'under oath, showing that he has the possessory
'right to the claim, in virtue'of a compliance by' himself: (and by his'
grantors, if he claims by purchase) with'the'mining'rules, regula-m
tions, and cuistoms of the mining district,: tate, or Territory in which
lies, and: with 'the mining laws of Congres; such sworn
jthe'claim:
statement to narrate briefly, but'as clearly as possible,- the' facts conMsuch. compliance, the origin of his 'possession and the bagis0 stit uting
:*tof 'his claim'to a. patent. The application should-contaiii a full de-o'
scription of the kind and character of the vein or lode1 and should
state whether ore has-been extracted therefrom, and, if so,in lwhat
-amount and of what value. It should also show the -precise place
the limits of each. of the locations embraced in the application
;within
:
where the vein or-lode has been exposed or discovered and the width
thereof. 'The shiowing in' these regards should contain sufficient data
to enable'representatives 'of the Government to confirm the same by
examination in the field'and also enable the land'department to de-.
termineL whether' a -valuable deposit of mineral astfially elists withiii
the limits of each of the locations embraced in the application.
(a) The register 'and receiver will require each person 'applying toi..
enter or in any manner' acquire title to. any of the lands in- Alaska,
under any law- of the' United S tates, to file- a corroborated 'affldait:
to.-'the effet that none of the lands covered by his applicatidni are
-enibraced in any pending application for an iallotment under the act
iallotment; that no
of May 17, 1906' (.34 Stalt., 197), 'or in any pending
part of said land was at the date of the location of tlie 'land claimed
under the6 niningllaw occupied-or claimed by any Indian,- whose oeccUpancy or claim existed on' the date of the acts granting totnatives of
''Alaska the right to hold land used,':occupied, or claimed by them'
| f(Acts
of' -Co'gressof'May 17, 1884, 23 Stat., 24, and Jun2 6, 1900,
' i31tat., 330) 5and h8adbeen' continueddown to.iand includingrdateof
liocation; that' s.uch land is, in the lolnci fd:e legal possession of the
applicant; and that no part of[ such land is'in the bona /de legal'pd'sA and
by any dian or nativie. (37 L. P., 616,
ed
session'of op
'42. This sworn stateent must be supported by a copy of each location noti'e, certified by' the legal custodian of the record th'ereof, and
also by'an abstract'of title of each claim 'ertified by the legal 'cus-:
todian of the records of transfers, or:'y a 'dulr authiorized abstracter
te that no conveyances affecting, or,
us
of titles. The 'certificmate
purporting to afect, the 'title -to the claim or claims appear'of record
" '
.et
other than 'those forth.
Outside of the Territory of Alaska, the application for patent will
be received and filed' if the :abstracb is brought-down' to a day, reasonably near the date, of the presentation of the' application: d
shows full title in the applicant, who must'as soon as practicable thereinclude
after file a supplemental abstract brought downl so as:.tqIe:
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. ate of the filing of the application.: Publication will not be ordered
d and the localland
-until the showing. as. to title is, thus§cmpleto
'offiers-are satisfied that full -title was in the applicant on the day of
-:
the filing of the-ap lication.
In the Territory of Alaska the',application for patent will- be receive-d and filed and the order for. publication. issued. if the. abstract
;'showing full title in the applicant is brought down to a day reason*. 0 :ably near:the date. of the presentation of the application. A supple*'': mental abstract: of. title brought down so as to include the date of
*30-:0 :Xt0he ffling of the application must be furnished prior to theexpiration
'of tfie 60day period 'ofpublication.
certificate -from an abstracter or abstract company will be. ac--No:
cepteduntil approvalby the Commissioner of the'General.Land Offie
of a favorable report..of the chief of field division, or United, States
* district:attorney whose- division or district embraces the lands: ini
question, 'as to the reliability and: responsibility of such abstracter
or company.
;43. Inthe eent of the mining records in any case having been
*:0 :destroyedd by` fire or- otherwise lost,. affidavit of thefact should bemade, and' secondary .evidence of possessory title will be- received,
M
* S Swhich may consist of the affidavit of the claimant, supported by those
of any other parties cognizant of the facts relative to. his location,
occupancy, possession,- improvements, etc.;- and in such case of lost
records, any- deed, certificates of location or purchase, 6r other evid:enice- w~hich may be in the. claimant'spossession and tendeto estab- Iish his, claim, should be filed.
-44. Before. approving .forpublicationranynotice of an application *
for mineral patent, localo'ffidcers will be particular to see that.it includesino land which is, embraced in a'.prior: or pending application
forpatent 'or entry, or for any land embraced in a railroad.selection,
or for which publication is pendinfgor has been made by any other.
claimants, and if, in their opinion, after- investigation, it should ap-.
pear that notice of a mineral application'should not, for.this or other
reasons, be approved for publication, thay should formall~y. rejct :the nsam-e,.giving the reasons therefor,:,and allow- the applicant 30
days :for, appeal to this office:under the Rules of -Practice..
-Localofficers'-Will give prompta d-appropriate. notice to the. rail- road grantee of- the filing of- every Application fqor mineral, patent -. portion of an odd-numbered section -of surveyed -.
embraceany
-which
lands Withiu the primary, limits of a railroad lana- grant, and ..of
~g
anyportion, of,unsurveyed lands
embrac gsudhapplication
eve ryi
e-s :S~s
-

-

within such'limnits (excepteas to, an@such application which embraces

-

aportion: or. ppotions-of.thoseasertaned. or prospective- odd-numbered sections onlv, within- th. limi"ts of the .grant in.'Montana and-.
Idahoto the Northern Padific.,Railroad Cormpany, -which have been
clasified as. minl under the ,act of F6ebruary 2.6, 1895, without-protest by the 'comnpany within the time limited by the statute or the . .
Mjineral classificatlo. whereof has been approved)..

Should thefrailroad gra teefle piotest and apply forh a

-

arinLg to

determeine the character of the landinvolved in any such application
for mineral patent, proceedings therunder will be had in. the usual
manner

-
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Any application-for mineral patent, however, which embraces lands

-previouslylisted or selected by a railroad company will be disposed.

*

-of. asprovidled by the first section .of this paragraph, and the appli-'
cant aforded. opportunity to protest and 'apply for a hearing or to,
apeal.'
Notice should be given to the. duly authorized representative of 'the,
railroad grantee, in. accordance with the 'Rules of Practice. When
:-the
'.- claims applied for are upon unsurveyed land, the burden of proving thati-they are situate within prospective odd-numbered sections
will rest npon the railroad.
5 :: 0
Evidence-of servie of notice should be filed with the record in each

- ::: - .case.

:

45. Upon the receipt of these papers, if 'no reason appears for
rejecting -the 'application, the register will, at the 'expense oIf the:
claimant' (who must furnish the "agreement of the publisher to hold' :
applicant for patent alone responsible for charges of publication),
publishj a notice 'cf such application' for the period of sixty days in a
newspaper published nearest to the claim, and will post a copy of'
such notice in his office for- the same period. When' the notice is
published in' a weekly- newspaper, nine consecutive 'insertions are
necessary; when in a.'daily newspaper, the notice must appear in each
:issue for sixty-one consecutive issues. In both cases the first day of
issue must be excluded in estimating the period of sixty days.
46. The notices so published and posted must embrace all the data'
given in:the naoticeposted upon the claim.. "In addition to such data
the published notice'must further indicate the locus of the claim by
giving the connecting line, as shown- by the field notes and plat, be-tween a corner of-the claim and a United States mineral monument
or a corner of the public survey, and thence the boundaries of the
claim by courses.and distances.- (See also par. 39 (a), (b), (-).)
' 47. The register shall publish the notice of application for patent
hin a paper of -established character and general circulation, to bed byhim designated asbeing the newspaper published nearest the land.
48.. The claimant 'at the time of filing the application for patent,
or at any time within the sixty days of. publication, is required to file
with the. register a :certificate of the surveyor general. that not less
than five hundred dollars' .worth of labor has been' expended or improvements made, by the applicant or his grantors, upon each location embracedin the application, or if the application embraces sev-eral contiguous locations held in common, that an amount equal to
five' hundred dollars- for eachi location has been so expended upon,
and for the benefit'of, the entire group; thatlthie plat filed -by the:
c--.laimantiscorrect;'that the field.notes of the survey, as filed, furnish such an ac'urate description of the claim as will,.if incorporated
in a patent, serve to identify'-the premises'fully, and that such refer-'
ence is made thereina to natural'objects or permanent monumentsas
will 'perpetuate, and fix the' locus.thereof: P rovided, That as. to all::.
applicationsi for patents made and passed to entry before July' 1
'
1898,' or which are'by protestsb oradverse claims prevented fromi
being passed to: entry before that'i'time, where the. application; embraces several locations held in common,, proof of an expenditure of
five hundred dollars upon the grouptwill be sufficient, and an' expenditure of that amount need not be shown to have' been 'made -upon:.
qor for the benefitof, each location embraced 'in the application.

:
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49. The surveyor general may derive his information upon which
:to base hiscertifcate as to the valueoflabor expended or improve-

ments made from the mineral surveyor who actually makes survey

and examination. of the premises, in so far. as such. matters rest in
the peisonal knowledge of the mineral surveyor. The mineral sur-.
veyor should specify with particularity and, full detail the character
-and extent of such improvements. As to when and -by whomn the
.improvements were made and other essential matters not within such
mineral surveyor's personal knowledge,. recourse may be had by the
surveyor general to corroborated affidavits by persons possessing such
personalt knowledge, or -the best.evidence, in this behalf otherwise
'obtainable. This showing should accompany the report of the' min,
-eral surveyor as to improvements.
50. It will be convenient to have:this certificate indorsed by theq
:surveyor Vgeneral, both upon the plat and. field notes of survey filed by
the claimant as aforesaid.
51. After the sixty days' period of newspaper publication has ex*iti: -: pired, the claimant will furnish from the office of publication a sworn
statement: that the notice. was published- for the statutory period,
giving the first and last day of such publication, and his own affidavit
showing that the plat and notice aforesaid remained conspicuously
*tufu *postedupon the claim, sought to be patented during said 'sixty days'
publication, giving the dates.
52. Upon the filing of this affidavit the.register will, if no adverse
claiim was filed in his office during the period of publication, and no
tO
:other objection appears, permit the claimant to pay for the landfive
vwhich he is entitled aat the rate. of five dollars for each acre 'and
dollars for each fractional part of an acre, 'except as otherwise provided by law, the Vreceiver issuing the usual receipt, therefor. The
claimant will also make a sworn statement of all charges and fees,
paid by him for publication and surveys, together with all fees'and
.money paid the register and' receiver of the land office, after, which
the complete. record will be forwarded to the Commissioner' of the
General Land Office, and a patent issued thereon if found regular.
53. At any time prior to the issuance of patent protest may be filed
against the patenting of the claim. as applied for, upon any ground
tending to show that the applicant has: failed- to comply with the law
din any matter essential to a valid entry under the patent proceedings.
'Such protest can not, however, be -made the Imeans of preserving a
surf aceconflict'lost by failure to adverse or lost by thejjudgment -of
in
*the court in an adverse suit. ; One holding &present joint interest
a~ff:0 5~minerallocation included ini an application for patent who is excluded from the' application, so that his interest.:would not be pro.tected by the issue of patent thereon, may prote.6t against the issuance
of a patent as applied for,, setting forth in such protest the nature
-and extent- of his interest in such location,, and such :: protestant will
be deemed'a party in interest entitled to. appeal., This results from
.the holding that a co-owiter excluded from an application for patent
does not have an " adverse" claim within the meaning of sections
2325 and' 2326 of the Revised~ Statutes.- (SeeTurner v. Sawyer, 150
54. Any-party applying for: patent as trustees must disclose fully
theinature'of the trust and the'name of the cestui gue truat; and 'such

:
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trustee, as well as th beneficiarlies, miist furnish satisfactory proof of'
citizenship; and the names of benefciaries, xaswell as that of the trustee, must be inserted in the finalcertificate of entry.
55. The'annual expenditure of one hundred dollars in labor 'or 1M'provements -on a mining. claim, required by section 2324 of the Revised Statutes, is, with the; exception of -certain: phosphate placer
locations, validated by the act-'of January: 11, 1915 (see regulations
thereunder, dated Mar. 311915-, in Addenda;'p.; 92), solely a, matter
*:$t :between riva lor adverse claimants to the same mineral'land, and
goes only to the right of possession, the determination of' which is'
.
-:
committeed exclusively to the courts.:
56. The failure of an applicant for patent to a mining claim to
prosecute his application'to completion, by filing the necessary proofs
and making payment- for the land, within a reasonable time after the

expiration* of the period of publication of notice of the application,
or after the termination of adverse proceedings in the courts, constitutes a waiver by the applicant of all rights obtained by the, earlier
proceedings upon the application.
to the completion of an application
5-:--'7.
The proceedings necessaryI
for patent to a mining: claim, against which an adverse claim orepro* test has been filed, if taken by the applicant at the first opportunity
afforded theref or under the law and depar'tmental :pratice, will be'as
effective as if- taken at the date when, but for the adverseclaim or:
:: ;protest, the proceedings on the application could have been com$;
00t:0: 00 0
03';0:t0'::
O.0:peted. :,:a;0:Placer
:::
claims.
- /.i 0 0
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58. The proceedings to obtain patents for placer claims, including:.
all forms of!mineral deposits, excepting veins of quartz or other rock
place, aresimilar to the.proceedings prescribed for obtaining patpin
ents for vein or lode claims; but where a placer claim shall be upon
lands, and conforms to legal: subdivisions, no further survey
-surveyed
or plat will be required. VWhere placer claims can not be conformed
0to legal subdivisions, survey and plat shall be made as on unsurveyed
:
lands..
59.. The proceedings for obtaining patents for veins or lodes hav: ingalready been fully given, it willnot be necessary-to repeat them
here, it being thought that careful attention thereto by applicants
and the local officers will. enable them to act understandingly in the
matter, and' make such slight modifications in the: notice, or other'wise, as may be necessary i viewnofthe different nature of the two:
classes6of claims; the price of placer claims being fixed, however, at,
twodollars and fifty cents per acreorfractionalpartofanacre.
60. In placer applications, in addition to the recitals necessary, in
and to both vein or lode- and placer applications, the placer application should contain, in detail, such data as will support the claim
the land applied for is placer ground containing valuable mmthat
'eral deposits not in vein or lode formation and that title; is sought
not to control water courses or to obtain valuable timber but in good
:f5':
faith because of the mineral. therein. ' This statement, of 'course, must
*

':;:

depend upon the character of the, deposit and the natural features :ofl

as'fully as
the ground, but the following: details should be covered
?ut.; .:-: .0
:.t(S-f~:-.-0L
t ':.::h;
eEi S:R.irs
be
must
there
possible:: If the claim 'be for a 'deposit of placer gold,I:X:??
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stated the yield per pan, or cubic yard, asshown by prospecting and
development work, distance.to bedrock, form aion and extent ofthe
deposit,- and all other facts upon which he bases his allegation that
thetclaim is valuable for its deposits of placer gold. If -it-be a building stone or other deposit than gold claimed :under the placer laws,
he: must describe fully the' kind, nature, and extent of the deposit,
.stating the reasons why same is by him regarded-as a valuable mineral claim. He will also' be required.to describe. fully the natural
features of the claim; streams, if Iany, must be fully desribedas to'a
their course, amount of water carried, fall .within the claim; and he
mnust state kind and amount of timber and other vegetation thereon
: 0 :.:
X : :
~;:.ft
;..ft:.and adaptability to mining or other uses.
If the claim be all -placer ground, that fact must 'be: stated in the
application and corroborated.by accompanying-proofs; if, of mixed:
placers and lodes, it should be so set. out, wNith a description of all
- nownlodes situated within the. boundaries of the claim., A specific
declaration, such as is required by section 2333, Revised Statutes,
must be furnished as to each lode intended- to be claimed. '. All other
:known lodes are, by the silence of the. applicant, .excluded by law-0
.fromi all claim by Ihim, of whatsoever nature, possessory or otherwise.
While these data aree xequired as a. part of the mineral surveyor's
:report under paragraph 167, in case of-placers, taken byvspecial sur-,
vey, it is proper that the application. for patent incorporate these
facts under the oath, of the claimant..'
Inasmuch as in case of claims taken by legal subdivisions, no
report. by a mineral surveyor. is required, the claimant, in his application in addition to the data above-required, should- describe in
detail the shafts, cuts, tunnels, or other workingsmclaimed as -improvements, giving their dimensions, value, and the- course andcdistance thereof to the nearest corner of the public surveys.
: As prescribed by paragraph 25,. this statement as to, the.description, and, value of the improvements must. be corroborated by the
affidavits of two disinterested witnesses.
Applica'tions awaiting; entry, whether .published or. not, must be
made to. conform to these regulations, with respect to proof as tothe character:of the land. Entries alreadyv made will be suspended
for such. additional proofs as may -be deemed necessary in each case.
'Local land officers . are. instructed that- if the proofs;submitted in
placer applications under this paragraph "are: not' -satisfactory -as
showing the land as a whole to be placer in- character, or if the claims
jimpinge upon or embrace water' courses or bodies. of water, and thus'
.-.raise a doubt as -to the bonwa 7es of the location and application, or
the character and extent of the..deposit claimed thereunder, to call
for further evidence, or if .deemed necessary, requeso the specific attention of the Chief'-of Field.Service thereto'in connection with' the
:
usual notification to him, under theo circular instructions of April 24,
1907.." and suspend further action on the application until a :report
thereon is received from the 'field. officer.
'Attention is directed to the act of' Congress approved. August. 1,
- :;,;: .
1912 .:(37. -Stat. L., 242).,:entitled "An:.act to modify and amend the
mining laws in' their' application;to the Territory, ofdAlaska, and for
-Rule 7 of this circular, amended Oct. e0- 191S.
49 L. Ii., 96.)'-

(See 42 L, D., 474; see also addenda

-
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R administering this act the -foregoing regulations should. be followed in so far as they are applicable, andthese
aaditional instructions of October 29, 1912, are prescribed.:.
that this act*applies exclusivelv to placer
:-t;-is
:- impoitant:'toInote
:It
mining claims located in Alaska on or after August 1, 1912. It does
not in any manner relate to lode mining elaims, or to placer mining.
claims located prior to said date. ' The terms of -the: act lay. strict
limitations and conditions with respect to placer locations, made upon
or. after said date.
Section 1 of the act provides that no association placer claim shall
be located ;after August:1, 1912, in: excess of 40 acres. This limitation is positive whatever may be the number of persons associated
together or whatever the 1local, district rules or: regulations may
permit.
Said section further: provides that on- every placer mining claim
'located in Alaska after the passage of the act, and until 'patent there-.
for has been issued, not less than $100 worth of labor must be per'formed 'or improvements made during each year, including the year
of location, for each and every 20 acres or excess fraction thereof
included in the claim. This means that the firat annual expenditure
on such a placer mining location must -beaccomplished for and.during:
the calendar year in which the claim is located, instead of during the
calendar year succeeding that in which the location is:made. IMoreover, the amount of annual expenditure is dependent upon the size
of. the claim,' it being required:that at least $100 must be -expended
: :for'each 20 acres, or excess, fraction thereof, embraced in the location.
By section 2 it is provided tha't no person, as attorney or agent for
'another, may locate'any placer mining 'laim unless duly authorized
.'by,a power of attorney properly acknowledged, and recorded in some
recorder's officei within the judicial' .division where the location. ismade. Furthermore, an authorized agent or attorney, can act in
: m'aking Iocations of placer 'mining claims for. only twoindividual
principals or one associate principal'-during any calendar month and
during that' period may not lawfully locate more than two claims for
any one principal either individual or association. No placer claim
can lawfully be located except in compliance with and under the lim-;
;itations of the act.
In order that tfei land department may be fully advised in the
premises, - the following: requirements must be: met with regard 6to
applications for placer mining claims located in Ala'kaeon or after
August .1, 1912
:
(a) Where location is made by agent or attorney the power of'
attorney
bmustbe
in writing.and must be executed and acknowledged
''in.accordance with the'laws of the'oTerritory -of, Alaska or of the
State, Territory, or District in which it shall be exe-uted. It must
be recorded in the proper recorder's office, as prescribed by the act.
.The application for patent must, be.accompanied by a certified copy
of such power of attorney which must show tle recordation thereof;
but it will be ~sufficient if such eertified copy is attached to and made
a part of the abstract of title.
(b) One of the principal purposes of'tthe act is to limit the numberi
of placer mining locations made in Alaska through agents or'attor. neys. -An agtor attorney can not at one:time represent more tha'n
two individuats or one assoAc-dt
under powers of' attorney. A duli
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authorized aagent may mlalke two locations for each of two: individual

principals, -or for :one association principal, during any calendar
'month, biut' hecan make no further locations during 'thatmonth for
those or other principals.
The. application, for patent should' accordinglybre accompanied by
the sworn statement of the agent or attorney' setting forth specifically
-the names of all placer mining claims, together with the date of location and'names of the locators, which were located'or attempted to-be
located by him under powers of attorney during the calendar' month
in which the placer claim applied for was located. :e
(c) By section 3 it is prescribed that no person shall diiectly locate,
or through an agent or attorney cause or procure to be located, for
himself more than two placer mining claims in any' calendar month:
Provided, lhoweVer, That one or both of such locations may be in:I :
eluded in an association claim.
Whenever a person or an associationl'has participated in: the' locating of placer mining claims in Alaska to the extent of two such claims

in any calendar month; such person or such association thereby exhausts the right to make placer location for that month. The appli'cation for patent, therefore, for aplacer mining claim located -in
Alaska on or after August 1, 1912,,must contain or be accompanied
by a specific statement, under oath,' as to each locator: who had:an-::
interest therein, showing -specifically and in detail all placer locations
made by him, or in which he was assboiated, either directly or through
-any agent or attorney, duting the' calendar month in which the claimni
'applied for was located.' If no locations in excess of those permitted
',by 'law were made during such calendar month aa..specific 'statement,
-under oath, to that

effect,

should' be subimitted.

"This showing must

be-made in addition to that hereinabove -requiredof the agent himself.
Section 4 of the act prohibits the patenting of any 'placer mining
claim located in Alaska after the- passage of the act, which contains"
a~greater area than-that fixed by law or' which is longer than 'three
times its greatest width. The\, surveyor general will be careful to
Iobserve the above requirements 'and will not approve any survey of6
a placer location which does not in area and dimiensions'conformito
the provisions of law.
By section 5 of the act it is declared that any placer mining claim
attempted to be located in violation of the provisions and limitations,
of the act shall be null and void and the whole area covered by such
attempted location may 'be located by any qualified person the sameas if no such prior attempted location had been made. Consequentl3,
any attempted placer location not made in conformity with 'the fact
'is a'nullity and the land' covered thereby tisoopen for and subject to
properlocation at'any time.
-It will be observed that the act does not affect the number of claims,',
Jbefbrethe-pasorafter
-lode or placer, 'and if placer whether located
sage of the act, which may be included in a single application proceeding.
MILL SITES.
6'1. Land entered as a mill site must be shown to be nonmineral.
Mill"Isites are'simply auxiliary to the workiing-of, mineral claims and
fmill
as section 2337,. which provides for the p

:
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embraced0 in the chafpter of the Revised'Statutes relating to mineral
lands, they: are therefor'eincluded in this- ircular.
62. To. avail themselves of this provision of law, parties holding
the possessory right to a vein orlode claim, and to a piece of nonmin-1
eral land not contig Uousthereto for' mining or milling' purposes, not
exceeding the quantity allowed- for such purpose by section.2337, or
prior laws, under which. the land was appropriated, the proprietors
vein: or. lode -may file in the proper land office their application
of such
for a patent, under: oath',,' m manner already set forth herein, -which
application, together with the splat and:field notes, -may iincludei
embrace, and describe, in addition to the vein or lode claim, such non-.
contiguous mill site, and after due proceedings as to notice, etc., a
patent will be.issued cnrveying: the sameJasone claim.-.The owner of
a patented lode ;may, by an independent. application, secure a mill.
site if good faith:is manifest in its use or occupation in connection
with thelode' andno adverse claim exists.
lWhere the original survey includes a lode claim-and also a mill
63.
site the lode claim should be described in the plat and field notes as
- " Sur. No. 37, A," anclthe mill site as "Sur. 1N6. 37, B," or whatever,,
-.
.,may be.its appropriate'.numerical designation; the course and distance.
: ' :: from a corner of -the mill site to a- corner of the lode claim to be invaf riably given in suchl plat and field notes, and a copy of the plat and
notice of application for patent must be conspicuously-posted upon
the mill site as well as upon 'the vein or lode claim for the statutory
period of sixty' days. In making the entry no separate receipt qor.
certificate needbbe issued for the mill site, but the whole area of both
lode and mill site will be embraced in one entry, the price being five
dollars for each acre and fractional part of an acre embraced by such
lode and mill-site 'claim.
works is not the
64. In case the owner of a quartz mill orreduction
or claimant of a vein or lode claim the law.permits him to
owner
make application therefor in the same manner prescribed 'herein for
7 Imining claims, and after :due notice'and proceedings, in the' absence*
of a valid adverse ,filing,to enteraid receive a:patent: for: hismill
site at said price per acre.
65. In' every case there must be satisfactory proof that the land
claimed as a mill site is. not mineral in character, which proof may,
where the matter is unquestioned, consist.of the sworn statement of
two or more persons 'capable, from acquaintance with the land, to .
testify understandingly.
*

CITIZENSizIP.
66.The proof necessary, to establish the citizenship of applicants
:
f:or1mining patents 'must be made in the following manner: In case
of an incorporated company, a certified copy of their charter or cer-q.
tificate. of incorporation must be filed. In case of an association of
persons unincorporated, the affidavit of their duly authorized agent,'
made upon his own knowledge. or, upon informationb and belief, setting forth the-residence of each person forming such association, must
be submitted. This, affidavit must be accompanied by a power. of
attorney, from the parties Qforming such association, authorizing, the
person who makes the affidavit 'of citizenship to act for them in the.
their applicationf or patent.. .:,
Matteraof
'

'

0
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67. In'Tcase of an individual' or an association of individuals 'whodo -not appear by their,'dul authorized 'agent, the affidavit of each
applicant, showing whetherhe is a-native or naturalized citizen, when:

and where born, 'and his residence, will be required..
.68.:;In 'case an applicant has declared 'his intention to become a
citizen or has been naturalized, his affidavit must show the date, place,
and the court before which he declared his intention, or 'from whichli
his certificate of- citizenship issued, and present residence.
69.- The affidavit of the claimant as' to his -citizenship may be taken
before the register: or receiver, or any other officer authorized to
administer :.oaths within the land: districts; or, if the claimant is
residing beyond 'the limits of the district, the affidavit may be taken

before the clerk of any court of record or- before any notary public:'
of any State or Territory.

70. If citizenship is established by the testimony of disinterested
persons, such testimony may be taken at any place bef6re any person.
authorized 'to administer oaths,-and whose official character is duly:
verified.

1.
'No-'entry will be allowed until the :register has satisfied himn
self, by-careful examination, that proper proofs have been filed upoll
the points Sindicated in the law and official regulations. Transfers
made subsequent to the filing of the application for .patent will:not
be considered, but entry- will be allowed and patent issued in all cases
in the name of the applicant for patent, the title conveyed by the
.patent, of course, in' each instance inuring to the transfere'e of such
applicant' where a transfer has been made pending the applicationA
for patent.

172. The mineral entries will be given the current serial numbers

according to the provisions of the circular of June 10, 1908, whether
the same are of lode or of placer claims or of mill sites.
73. In sending up the papers in a case the register must not omit
certifying to the fact that the notice was posted. in his office for the
full period of sixty days, such, certificate to 'state distinctly when such
posting' was done and how long continued. The' s6hedule' of papers,

form 4-252f, should accompany the returns with all mineral applica-

tions and entries allowed.

POSSESSORY RIGHT.
74. Theprovisions of section 2332,' RevisedStatutes, wIll greatly
0- - ' f::-f::
-the burden
lessenof proof, more especially in the case 'of old claims
located many years since, the records of which, in many cases, have
been destroyed by 'fire, or lost in other ways during the lapse of time,
but concerning the possess6ry right to which all controversy or litiga- tion has long been settled.:
'75. When an applicant desires' to make his proof of possessory
right in accordance with this provision of law, he will.not be required
to produce evidence of location, copies of conveyances, or abstracts of
title, as in other cases, but will be required to furnish a -duly certified
copy of the statute of limitation of mining claims, for the. State or
:Territory, togethef- with his'sworn statement giving'a:clear and suc:cinct narration of the facts-as to the.origin of-his titlejand likewise as
to the continuation of his possession of the-,ining ground covered by
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his applicationf;the area thereof; the nature and extent -ofbtem
ing'that has been done; thereon; whether there, has~ been any Iopposi* tion to: his'possession, Or litigation with regard to his claimn, and if'
so, when the same ceased; -whether such cessation. was caused by
:compromiseor by judicial decree,.and any additional facts withinthe
* claimant's knowledge havingX a direct bearing :upon his. p64session,
and bona fides which he may desire to-submit in sLipport of his claim.
76. There . should likewise be: filed a 'certificate, under seal of the:
court having jurisdiction of 'mining cases within the judicial district,
embracing the -claim, that no suit or action. of any character Whatever
0,0:involving :the right oQf possession to any portion of the claim 'applied
-foris pending, and that there has been no litigation before said court
affecting the title tof
sais claimor any part thereof for caperiod
aequal
.to the timey fiked by: the statute of limitations for mining claims in
'theState or' Territory as aforesaid other than that'which has'been
finally decided 'in favor of the claimant.
.77. The clainant should support his narrative of facts. relative to
* his possession, occupancy, and improvements bv corroborative testimony of any disinterested person or persons of credibility who may be
cognizant. of the facts in the case and are capable 'of testfying understandinglyiin the premises.
:ADVERSE CLAIMS.
'T78.An adverse claim must be filed with th6 register 6and'receiver
of the land office where the application for patent is filed or with the
~register and .receiver of the district in which the land is situated at
the time of filinj the adverse 'claim..

It must be on the oath of the

'adverse claimant, or it mav be verified by the oath of any duly authorized agent or attorney in fact of the adverse claimant cognizant-of the

-

facts: stated.

:

79. Where an agent or attorney in fact verifies the adverse claim,
he must distinctly swear that he is such agent or attorney, and-ac-':
-company his affidavit by-proof' thereo.'
80. The agent or attorney in fact must make the affidavit in verification of .the adyerse caim within the'land district' wherelthe claim:
is : situated;
81. The adverse claim so filed' must fully set forth the nature and
extent of-the 'interference or conflict-; whether the adverse party.
claims as a purchaser for valuable consideration or as a locator. If
the former,' a certified' copy of the original location, the original conveyance,-a duly ertiified copy thereof, or an, abstract of 'title from the.office of the proper: recorder should be furnished, .or if the transaction
was a merely verbal one 'he will narrate the. circumstances attending
the purckha'se, thedat thereof, and the 'amount' paid, which facts
should be supported by the affidavit'of one or more Witnesses, if any'
..:were:presentiat:the time, and if he. claims as a locator he must file a"
duly certified copy- .'of the location fromn the office of
-the
proper;
.recorder.
82. In order that the " boundaies"and extent" of the claim may
be shown, it will be incumbent upon the adverse claimant to'file a plat'
showing ,his entire claim,,its relative situation or position with the 'one
against which he claims,' and t he extent of. the conflict: Provided,
;owever, That-if ^t~h~e~
papplication for .patent describes the claim by*
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legal subdivisions, the adverse elaimant, if lSo 'claiming by legal
subdivisions, may' describe his adverse claim in -the same Manner
without. further survey or plat. If' the claim is not described by
legal subdivisions, it will generally be more ,satisfactory if: the plat
thereof is made from an actualsurvey by a mineral surveyor,. and its:
correctness officially certified thereon by him.
83.
E
0 Upon the foregoing. being filed within the sixty days', eriod
of publication, the register, or in his absencIe the receiver, will mmediately give notice in writing to the parties that such0adverse claim
*:; :-'has been filed, informing them that the party who filed the adverse
claim will be required within thirty daysfrom the date of 'such filing
: to: commence proceedings in a: court of competent jurisdiction to
*0edd0
determine the question of. right of possession,.and to prosecute the.
same with reasonable diligence to final judgment, and that, should
such :adverse claimant fail-to do so, his adverse claim will be considered waived and the application for patentS be allowed 'to -proceed
upon its merits.
aforesaid, the register or.
84. When an. adverse claim is filed
receiver will indorse uponthe same the precise date of filing, and pre-,
serve a record. of the date of notifications issued thereon; and thereafter all'proceedings on the application for patent will be stayed with
A'the .exception of the completion of the publication and posting of
:notices and plat and the filing of the-necessary proof thereof, until
the controversy shall have been finally adjudicated 'in court or the
adverse, claim waived or'withdrawn.
(a) The act of Congress approved June 7, 1910: (36 Stat. L., 459),
relates to. the filing, of adverseo claims and the institution of suits
thereon,. with-respect to mineral applications in the.Territory of
.
Alaska. In- administering, this act the foregoing regulations should be
:followed :in so far as they' are:applicable, and these additional in-f:
structions are prescribed.
.as

EXTENSION OF TIlE FOR FILING ADVERSE CLAIMS.:

:?~

~~ ~

~ ~~

~~~d
-
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be f:e

Ibi an

time

The act provides that adverse claims may beafiled at any time
during the 60-day period of publication or within- 8 months there-,
after. This provision applies to any application where the 60-day
period of publication ended with, or ends after, June 7, '1910, and.
operates to enlarge.by 8 months additional the time within which
an adverse claim may:heefiled. This provision does. not apply to
any. application under which the. 60-day period, of publication ended.
with, or before, JTune 6, 1910, for, if no adverse claim was seasonably
filed in such case, the'-statutory assumption that none existed has
period, in 'favor of
Ppublication
:arisen, upon the. expiration of the
the applicant.s
EXTENSION OF TINEj WITHIN ,WHICH ADVERSE SUITS
r INSTITUTED.

*f
f0::

MAY BE

Iprovided by the act that adverse suits may be 'insti(b) It is also
tuted at any time within 60 (days after the':filing of adverse claims'
in the local land office. This provision applies to any adverse claim
under which the 30-day period fixed under the former law"for com-f
t June-7-1
'mencing "the 'adverse- suit vas running on, or expired with,
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1910, ad enlarges such time to a' period of. 60 days, and. also to
,any adverse claim:which-is seasonably filed on, or afterJune 7, 1910.:
Such provision has no Operation in a case where, under the former
law, the 30-day period within which to institute suit on an adverse.
claim expired with, .or ended before, June 6, 1910, and the 60-day
publication period also expired on or before June 6, 1910.
Registeis and receivers of United States land offices in Alaska will:
exercise the greatest care in applying the provisions of the act,.and
will allow no mineral entry until after the expiration of the full
period granted for the filing of adverse claims. For example, 'on,
any. application under which the publication period ended with, or
after, June 7, 1910, no entry will in any event be allowed until. after
the expiration of the eight-months period followi
the publicatibn
period.
pro fli
th publicatibn
* 85. VWhere an adverse claim has been filed and suit- thereon comimenced within the statutory period and final judgment rendered
determining the right of possession, it will not be sufficient to file
: with the register, a certificate of the clerk of the court setting forth.
the facts as to such judgment, but the successful party must, beforehe is allowed to.make entry, file a certified copy of the judgment roll,
together with the other evidence required by. section 2326, Revised,'
: Statutes, and a certificate of the clerk of the court: under' the seal of
the court showing, in accord with the record facts of the case, that
the judgment mentioned and described in thejudgment roll aforesaid is a final judgment; that the time for appeal therefrom has, under the law, expired,. and- that no such appeal has been filed, or that
the defeated party has waived his right to appeal., Other evidence
showing such waiver or an abandonment of the litigation may be
filed.
86.,Where such suit-has been dismissed, a certificate of the clerk of
the court to that effect or a certified& copy of the order of dismissal1
will be sufficient.
87. After an adverse claim has been filed and suit commenced, a
relinquishment or. other evidence 'of abandonment of the adversel
claim will not be accepted, but the case must be terminated and
proof thereof furnished as 'required by the last two paragraphs.88. Where an' adverse 'claim has been filedlbut no suit commenced
against the applicant for patent within the statutory period, a certificate to that effect by the clerk of the State court having jurisdie-'
:-' . ion in the 'case, and also by the clerk of the district court :of the'United States for the district in which the claim is situated, will be:
required.
APPOINTMENT OF SURVEYORS: FOR SURVEY OF
::MINING CLAIMS AND CHARGES.
89. Section 2334 provides for the aplpointment of surveyors to survey mining claims, and authorizes the. Commissioner of the. General
'-Land Office to establish :the rates to. be charged for 'surveys .and for:
newspaperpublications in miningy cases. Under this authority of
.law, the following rates havev been established. as the maximum
charges for newspaper publications:
T(1)The
charge for the''publication of notice of application for
patent in a mining case, in all:: districts, exclusive;: Qf Fairbanks,
;;';;;~

0
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Alaska, shall not exceed 'the. legal rates allowed by the laws of the'
State, wherein the notice is published, for :the -publication of legal
:notices, and in no case shall the charge exceed* $T for each 10 lines
of space occupied where publication is had in al daily newspaper,and where a weekly 'newspaper is' used -as a -mediu' 'of publication
$5 shall be the maximum charge for ithe same space.. Such charge
'shall be accepted as full payment for publication in each issue of the
newspaper for the entire period required by law.

For such publications in the Fairbanks and Nome districts the
maximum rate .is fixed at. $10 for each 10 lines of space in a daily
newspaper for the required period, and at $'? for the same space and
time if publication be had in a weekly newspaper.

It is expected that these notices shall not be so abbreviated as to
curtail the description essential to a perfect notice, and the said rates
are established upon the understanding that they are to be in the
usual 'body type used for legal notices.-

(2) For the publication of citations. in contests or hearings, in* volving the character of lands, the charges may not exceed the rates
provided for similar notices by the law of the State, and shall not-.
$8 for 5 publications in a weekly newspaper, or:$10 for publi: :':exceed
;
catioix in a, daily newspaper for 30 days.
90. The surveyors general of' the several districts will, in pursuance of said law, appoint in each land district as many competent
surveyors for the survey of mining, claims as may seek such appointment, it being distinctly understood that all expenses of these noticest
and surveys are to be borne by the. mining claimants and not by the
United States. The statute provides that the claimant shall also be
at liberty to employ any United States mineral surveyor-to make the
survey. Each surveyor appointed to survey, mining claims beforew
entering upon the duties of his office or appointment. shall be required
to enter into a bond of not less than $5,i000 for the faithful perform-0: ~ -ance of his duties.
n91. 'With regard to the platting of the claim and other office work
in the: surveyor general's office, that officer will make an estimate of
-;': :: the cost thereof, which amount the claimant will deposit with any
assistant United : States treasurer or designated .depository in fav.or
of the United States Treasurer, to be passed to the:credit of the fund
created by " deposits, by individuals for surveying public lands," and
file with the surveyor pgeneral duplicate certificates of such deposit
in the usual manner.
:- :0:0:92. The surveyors general will endeavor to appoint surveyors to
survey mining claims so that one or more may be located in'each
mining district'for the greater convenience of miners.
93. The usual oaths: will be required of these surveyors and their
assistants as to the correctness of each survey executed by them.
The duty of the surveyor ceases whenf he has executed the survey
'and returned the field notes and preliminary plat thereof 'with' his
report 'to the surveyor general. He will not be allowed to prepare7
for the mining claimant the papers. in, support of an application forn

patent, or otherwise perform the fduties of an,, attorney before the
land officein;counection with a mining claim,

{:9 l
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The surveyor- general and -local Iand officerg are expected to report
* any infringement of this:regulation to this, office.
.*S 94. Should it appear that excessive or exorbitant charges have been
made by any surveyor or any publisher, prompt action will: be takenu
with the- view of correcting the abuse.

'

FE:ES OF REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS.
59.Thefeespayable tothe register and receiver for filing and acting upon applications for mineral-land patents are five dollars to
each officer, to be paid by the applicant for'-patent at the time of filing, and the like sum of five dollars ispayable to each officer by an: adverse claimant at the timae of filing his adverse claim. (Sec. 2238,
R. S., par. 9.)
-[Paragraphs 96, 97, and 98 are superseded by the general -circular'
instructions of August 9,1918 (46 L. D., 513); prescribing the method
of :keeping records' and accounts relating to the -public lands.]-.
A:-:RINGS- TO DETERMINE CEAACTER OF LAN.DS. 99. The Rulesof tractice in cases.before the-IUnited States-distriet
land offices, 'the General Land Office, *and the Department of -the
Interior will, so far as applicable, govern in all cases and proceedings-'
arising in coitests and hearings to determine the character of lands.
100.Public land retuined by the surveyor- general as mineral shall
bewithheld .from entry as agricultural land until the presumption
arising from such- a return 'shall be overcome by testimony taken in
-the :manner hereinafter described.
* 101.' Hearings to determine the. character of lands :
(1) Lands returned as mineral by the surveyor general.
When such lands are, sought to be entered as .agricultural under
laws which require the submission of final proof after due notice by.:
publication-and posting, the filing-of the proper nomnineral affidavit
- in the absence of : allegations that the land is mineral vill be deemed
sufficient as a preliminary requirement.' Aksatisfactory-slhoing as to'
.'character of land must be made when- final proof is submitted.
In case of applieation 'to enter, locate, or select such.lands as agricultural, under laws in which the submission of final proof after due
publication and posting is not required; .notice thereof must .first be
given by pubilcation for sixty days and posting in the 'local -ofce'
during the same period, and affirmative proof as to the character 'of.
the land submitted. . Iin the 'absence- of -allegations that the land is
- ;mier~al, and upon -compliance with this requirement, the entry, loca-'tion,: or selection will be allowed, -if otherwise regular. (2) Lands returnedi,
as agricultural and allegedto'-be mineral in
'
character.
'
'Where as against the claimed right to. enter such lands as agricultural it is alleged that the same are' nmineral, or. are applied for as
mineral- lands, the'proceedings in this class of cases will be in ithe
nature of a contest, and thie practice' will be governed 'by the rules in.
force incontest cases.
[Paragraphls 102 to' 104, insive, -are suprsededaiby -appropriate
instructions relative to :nonmniera proofs in railroad States and<
'
'forest lieu-selections contained in separate circulars.1
,

--
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105., At hearings to determine the character of: lands. the claimants
and 'witnesses will be thoroughly examined with 'regard to the ~character of thejland'; whether the same has bee~n thoroughly p~rospected,,
* whether or not there exists within the tract or tracts claimed any lode
or vein of quartz or. other rock in place bearing gold, silver; cinna;bar, -lead, tin, or copper, or other valuable deposit which has ever
been claimned,Ilocated; recorded, or-worked; whether such -work is
entirely' abandoned, or whether occasionally resumed; if such lode
does exist, by whom claimed, under what designation, and in -which
subdivision of the land it lies; whether any placer mine or minesi exist
upon the land; if so, what is the. character thereof-whether of the
shallow-surface description, or of the deep cemn',bulead,' or gravel
deposits; to what extent mining'is carried on* whnw~rcnb
obtained, and what the facilities are for; obtaining water for mining
purposes; upon what particular ten-acre subdivisions 'mining has been
done,
and at 'what time ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~the
land was abandoned for.miningpuos,
if abandoned at all. In every case, where practicable, an adequate.
quantity or number of representative samples of the. alleged mineralbearing matter or material should be offered in evidence, with 'proper
identification, to be considered minconnection with the record, with
they 'will be transmitted upon' each, appeal that may be taken
Testimony, may be submitted ats to the geological formation and
development of mineral on-adjoiin
*ojr:'adjacent
lanids landthi
relevancy.
10.The~ testimony should also show the-agricultural capacities of
the land, what kind of crops are raised thereon, the value thereof;
the number of acres; actually cultivated for 'crops of cereals ~or 'vege-1
tables, and within which particular ten-acre subdivision Such crops*~
are raised; also which~ of Ithese; subdivisions embrace 'the' improvements, giving in detail 'the~ extent' and' 'value of the 'improvements,
such as hous~e, barn,! vineyard, orchard, 'fencing, ,etc.', and mining
improvements.
10.The testimony should' be as full and complete as possible;- and'
iadition to the leading points indic-ated aboveweeaatmpis
mnade to prove the min-ieral character' 'df lands 'which have beeh
entered -under the agriculturallaws,'it should sh'ow at what'date',
if at all, valuable deposifs ofminerals wer e first 'kno,w~n to exist onh the.
lands.
108. When the case comes before this ~office, such decision wili~bei
made as the law and facts may justIfy.'I 11cases where a' survey" is,
necessary to set apart the mineral from the agricultural land, the'.
'United' States surveyor general for' the district in 'which, the lands
are 'located will be authorized to prepare special instructions for its
execution, and upon 'approval;-'of such instructios" -by this office,'.
assignment will be ~made' to a IUnited States 'sturvoyor to make the.
survey., The work will be performed without, expense to, the agkicultural claimant or. to the mineral claimant, ~anc. u1pon co6mpletion,
approval, and accePtance. thereof the local land dffice will be sup7..
plied -with an ~authenticated 'copy o~f the' plat of said' segrgto
survy, wich-ill beom the ba sis for the 'disposal of the noniea
lands exhibited thereon. Th oa and office-will, 'iniallcaeb
advised ofthe issuan~ce'of ato
ityfrthe survey' and a~copy'hro
.vill be -furnished for sriceo h mnrlclaimant.'_.
*.which.
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eti[109-and 110, omitted.]X
111. The fact that a certain tract of land is decided upon testis
mony to-be mineral in characder is by no means equivalent to: an
award of the land to a miner. in order to secure a patent for such
land,. he must proceed as in .other cases, in accordance with the foregoing regulations.
B- nk forms for proofs in mineral cases are not furnished by the

General Land Office.
"TERRITORY OF ALASKA.
112. Section 13, act of May 14,1898, according to native-born citizens of Canada "the same mining rights and privileges " in the Territory of Alaska -as are accorded to citizens of the United States in
British Columbia and the Northwest Territory by the laws of the
'Dominion' of Canada, is- not now and never, has been operative, for
the reason that the only mining rights and privileges granted to any
person by. the laws of the 'Dominion of Canada are those of leasing
mineral lands' upon the payment of a stated royalty, and' the mining
laws of the United States make no provision for such leases.:
113. For the sections of the -act of June 6, 1900, making further
provision for a civil government for Alaska, which provide for the
establishment of recording districts and the recording of mining- locations; for the, making of rules and regulations by the miners and for
the legalization- of mining records; for the extension of the mining
laws to the Territory of Xlaska,- and for the exploration and miningo
of tide lands and lands below lowItide; and relating to 'the rights of
Indians and persons conducting schools or missions, see page 21 of
this circular.
XINERAL LANDS WITHIN NATIONAL FORESTS.
114. The act of June 4,; 1897, provides that "any mineral lands in
any forest reservation which have been'or which may be shown to be
such, and subject to entry under the existing mining laws of the
United States- and: the rules and regulations applying thereto, shall
continue to be subject to such location and entry," notwithstanding
the reservation. This makes mineral lands in the forest reserves
subject to location and entry under the general mining laws in the
usual' manner.
The act also provides that " The Secretary of the Interior may
permit, under regulations to be prescribed by him the use of timber
and stone found upon such reservations, free of charge, by bonda fde
settlers, miners, residents, and prospectors for minerals, for firewood,
fencing, building, mining, prospecting, and other domestic' purposes,
as'may be needed by such persons for such purposes; such timber to:
be used within the State or Territory, "respectively, where such' reservations may be located."
Transfer of National

oForests.

Act of February 1, 190, (33 Stat., 628).

The Secretary of the Department of Agriculture shall, from and
after 'the passage of this act, execute or cause to be executed all laws
affecting_'public lands heretofore 'or hereafter reserved under 'the.
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provisions of section twenty-four of the act entitled "An act to repeal
the tinber-culture laws, and for other, purposes," approved March
3, 1891, and acts supplemental to and amendatory. thereof, after such
lands have been so reserved, excepting such laws as affect the surveying, prospecting, locating, appropriating, entering, relinquishing,
reconveying, certifying, or patenting of any of such lands.
(For further information see Use Book-Forest Service.),
SURVEYS OF MINING CLAIMS.
General Provisions.

115. Under section 2334, Revised Statutes, the United States surveyor general " may appoint in each land district containing mineral
-lands as many competent surveyors as shall apply for appointment to
survey mining claims."
116. Persons desiring such appointment should therefore file their
applications with the surveyor general for the district wherein appointment is asked, who will furnish: all information necessary.
.117. All appointments of mineral surveyors must be submitted to
Xthe Commissioner of'the GeneralLandOffice forapproval.
118. The surveyors gefieral have 'authority to suspend or revoke
the appointments of mineral surveyors at any time, for cause, and,
to suspend or revoke the appointments at such times as the- bonds
become subject to renewal under the act of March 2, 1895 (28 Stat.,
808), for reasons appearing sufficient to sustain a refusal to 'appoint
in the first instance. The surveyors, hovwever, will be allowed the
right of appeal from the action of the surveyor general in'the usual
manner. The appeal must be filecd-with the surveyor' general; who
will at once transmit the same, with a full report, to the General
Land Office. (20 L. D., 283).)
119. [Omitted.]
120. Neither the surveyor general nor the Commissioner of. the
'General Land Office has jurisdiction to settle differences relative to
the payment of charges for field work, between mineral surveyorsand claimants. These~ are matters of private contract and' must be
enforced in -the ordindry manner-i. e., in the local .courts. The
'Department has, however, authority to'. investigate charges affecting
the official actions of mineral surveyors, and will, on sufficient cause
shown, suspend or revoke their appointment.
121. The, surveyors general' should appoint as many competent
mineral surveyors as apply for appointment, in order that claimants
may have a choice of surveyors, and be enabled to 'have their work
done on the most advantageous, terms.
'
122. The schedule of charges for office work 'should be as low as is
possible. No additional charges should' be, made for orders -for
amended surveys, unless the necessity therefor is clearly the fault of
the claimant, or considerable additional offioework results therefrom.
123. [Omitted.]
124. Mineral 'surveyors will address all official communications to
the surveyor general.. They will, when a mining claim is the' subject
of correspondence, give the name and survey number. 'In replying
to~letters 'theywill give the subject 'matter and date of the letter.
They will promptly notify the surveyor general'ofiany change in
Post-office address.'
:

An:
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125. Mineral surveyors should keep a complete record of each siire
: veymade
by them and the facts- coming to their knowledge at the,
time, as-well as copies of all their field notes, reports, and official correspondence, in order that such evidence may be readily produced
when called for at any future time. Field notes and'other reports
must be written in a clear and legible hand or typewritten, in- noncopying ink, and upon the proper blanks furnished gratuitously by
the surveyor general's, office upon application therefor. No. interlineations or erasures will be allowed.
126. No return by a mineral surveyor will be recognized as official
unless it. is over his signature as a United States mineral surveyor,
and made-in pursuance of- a special order from the surveyor general's
office. After he has received an order for survey he is required to
make the survey and return correct field notes thereof to the surveyor
general's office without delay.
127. The claimant isq required, in all cases, to make satisfactory
arra'ngements with the surveyor for the payment for his services and.
those of his assistants in making the survey, as the United States will
not be held responsible for the same..
128. A mineral surveyor is precluded from acting, either directly
or indirectly, as attorney in mineral claims. His duty in any particular case ceases when he has executed the survey and-returned the
field notes and preliminary plat, with his report, to the surveyor.
general. He will not be allowed to prepare for the mining claiman t
the papers in support of his application for patent, or otherwise perform the duties of an attorney before the land office in connection
with a mining claim. He is not permitted to combine the duties of
surveyor and notary public in the same case by administering oaths to
the parties in interest. It is preferable that booth preliminary and
final oaths of assistants should be taken befAVfe-.ne officer duly
authorized to administer oaths, other -than the mineral surveyor. In
cases, however, where great delay, expense, or inconvenience would
result from a strict compliance with this rule, the mineral surveyor is
authorized to administer the necessary. oaths -to his assistants, but in
each case where this is done, he will submit to the proper surveyor
general a full written report of the circumstances which required his
stated action; otherwise he must have absolutely nothing to do withthe case, except in his official capacity as surveyor.: He will not
employ chainmen interested therein in any manner.
Method of Survey.

129. The survey made and returned must, in every case, be an
actual survey on the ground in full detail, made by -the mineral surveyor in person after the receipt of the order, and without reference
To any knowledge he may have previously acquired by reason of
having made the location survey or otherwise, and must show theactual facts existing at the time. This precludes him from .calculating the connections to corners of the public survey and location monuments, or any other lines of his survey through prior surveys made
by- others and substituting the same for. connections or lines of the.:
survey returned by him. The term .survey in this paragraph applies
not only to the usual: field work, but also to the exam-inations required:

,
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for the preparation of affidavits of five hundred dollars expenditure,
descriptive reports on placer claims, and all other reports.
130. The survey of at mining claim may consist of several contiguous locations, but such survey must, in conformity with statutory
:requirements, distinguish the several locations, and exhibit the bound-

aries of each. The survey will be given but one nmuber.;
131. The survey must be made in strict conformity with,, or be
embraced within, the linea of the location upon which the order is
based. If the survey and locations are identical, that fact must be
clearly and distinctly stated in the field notes. If not identical, a
bearing and distance must be given from each: established corner- of
survey.to the corresponding corner' of the location, and the location
corner must be fully described, so that it can be identified. The lines
of the location, as. found upon- the ground, must be laid down upon
the preliminary plat in such a manner as to contrast and show their
relation to the lines of survey.
:132. In view of the principle that courses and distances must give
way when inconflict with fixed objects and monuments, the surveyor
will not, under any circumstances, change the corners of the location
for the .purpose of- making them conform to the description in the
record. If the difference from the location be slight, it may be ex-;
;: ; Splained in the field notes'
133. No mining claim located subsequent to May 10, 1872, should
exceed the statutory limit in width on each side of the center of vein
or 1,500 feet in length, and all surveys must close within 50-100 feet
1,000 feet, and the error must not be: such as to make the location
*D
0 :in
0 exceed the statutory limit, and inabsence of other proof the discovery
.point is held to be the center of t he vein on the surface. The course
and length of the vein~should be marked upon the plat.
134. All minerl-. tIrveys must be made with a transit, with -or,
without solar attachment, by which the meridian can be determined :
,
i independently of the magnetic needle, and all courses must be referred to the true meridian. The variation should be noted at: each
corner of the survey. The true course of at least*one line of each
survey must be ascertained by astronomical observations madet at the
time of the survey; the data for determining the same and details
as to how these data were arrived at must be given. Or, in lieu of
the foregoing, the survey must be connected with some line the true
- course of which has been previously established beyond question, and
in a similar manner, 'and, when. such lines exist, it is desirable in all
cases that they should be used as a proof of the accuracy of subsequent work.
135. Corner No. 1. of each location embraced in a survey must be
connected by course and distance with nearest corner of the public
survey or with a United States, location- monument, if the claim lies
within two miles of'such corner or monument. If both are within,
the required distance, the connection must be with the corner of the
public survey.

136. Surveys and connections of mineral claims may be made in
suspended townships in the same manner as though the claims were
: :upon unsurveyed land, except as hereinafter specified, by connecting
At the same time, the
V them withlindependent mineral monuments.
position of any public-land corner which mtay be found in the neighborhood of the claim should be noted, so- that, in case of the release
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of the township -from suspension, the position of :the claim can be
Ashown- on the plat.

137. A mineral survey must not be returned with its connection
made only with a corner of the public _survey, where the survey of
the township within, which it is situated is under suspension, nor
connected with a mineral monument alone, when situated within the
limits. of a township the regularity and correctness of the survey of
which is unquestioned.138. In making an official survey, corner No. 1 of -each location
must be established at the corner nearest the corner of the public
survey or location monument, unless good cause is shown for its being
placed otherwise. If connections are given to both a corner of the
public survey and location monument, corners Nos. 1 should be placed
at the corner nearest the corner of the public survey.
_139. In case a survey is situated in a district where there are no
corners of the public survey and no monuments within the prescribed
limits, a mineral monument must be established, in the location of.
which the greatest care must be exercised to insure permanency as to
site and construction. (See, also, provisions of par. 39b.)
140. The site, when practicable, should be some prominent, point,
visible for a long distance from every direction, and should be iso
chosen that the permanency of the monument will not be endangered
by snow, rock, or landslides, or other natural causes.
141. The monument should consist of a stone not less than 30 inches;
long, 20 inches wide, and 6 inches thick, set halfway in'the ground,
'with a conical mound of stone 4 feet high and 6 feet. base alongside.
The letters U. S. L. M., followed by the consecutive number of the
monument in the district, must be plainly chiseled upon the stone. If
impracticable to obtain a- stone of required dimensions, then a post 8
feet long, 6 inches square, set 3 feet in the ground, scribed as for a.
stone nronument, protected by a well-built conical mound of stone of
not less than 3 feet high and 6 feet base around it, may be used. The
exact point for connection must be indicated on the monument by an
X chiseled thereon; if a post is used, then a tack must be driven into
the post to indicate the point.
142. From .the monument, connections by course and distance -must
be taken to two or three bearing treesor rocks, and to any well-known
'.and permanent objects in the vicinity, such as the confluence of
streams, prominent rocks, buildings, shafts, or mouths of adits.
Bearing trees must be properly scribed B. T. and bearing rocks
chiseled B. R., together with the number of 'the location monument;
the exact point on the tree or stone to which the connection is taken
should be indicated by a cross or other unmistakable mark. Bearings
should also be taken to prominent mountain peaks, and the approximate distarmce and :direction ascertained from the nearest town or
mining camp. A detailed description of the locating monument,
with a topographical map of its location, should be furnished the
office of the surveyor general by the surveyor.
143. Corners may consist ofFirst. A, stone at least 24 inches long set 12 inches in the ground,
with a conical mound of stone 1i feet high, 2 feet:base, alongside.
:Second. A post at least '3 feet long by 4 inches square, set 18
inches in the ground and surrounded by a substantial mound of' stone
or earth.
--
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'Third. A rock in. place.
A stone should always be used for a corner when possible, and
when so used the kind should be stated.
144. All corners must be established in a permanent and workmanlike manner, and the corner and survey number must be neatly
chiseled or scribed on the sides facing the claim. The exact -corner
point must be permanently indicated on-the corner.- When a rock in
place is used, its dimensions above ground must be stated and a cross
chiseled at the exact corner point.
145.. In case the point for the corner be inaccessible or unsuitable a
in
witness corner, which must be marked with the letters W. C. naddition to the corner and survey number, should be established. ' The
witness corner shouldbe located upon-aline of the survey and as near
.as possible to the true corner, with which it must be connected; by
course and distance. The reason why it is impossible or impracticable to establish the true cornerlmust always be'stated in the -field
notes, and in running the next course it should be stated whether the
start is made from the true place for corner or from witness corner.
146. The identity of all corners'should 'be perpetuated by taking
courses, and distances to bearing trees, rocks, and other objects, as
prescribed in the establishment of location monuments, and when no
bearings-are given it-should be -stated that 'no bearings are available.
Permanent objects should be' selected for bearings whenever possible.'
147. If an official mineral survey has been made in the vicinity,
within a reasonable distance, a further-connecting line.should be' run
to some corner thereof,; and in like manner 'all conflicting surveys and
locations should be so connected, and 'the corner with which connection is made in each case described. 'Such connections will be made
and conflicts shown according to the, boundaries of the neighboring
or conflicting claims as each is marked, defined,' and 'actually established upon the ground. The;mineral surveyor will fully antsp'ecifically' state in his return how- and by what visibte' evidences he was
able to identify on the ground the several conflicting surveys and
those which appear according to their returned tie or boundary lines
to conflict, if they were so identified, and report errors or discrepancies found by him in any such surveys.' In the survey of contiguous
claims which 'constitute a consolidated group, where corners are corm-'
mon bearings should be mentioned but once.
148. The mineral surveyor should' note carefully all topographical
features of the claim, taking distances o n his lines to' intersections
with all streams, gulches, ditches, ravines, mountain ridges, roads,
trails, etc., with their widths, courses, and other data that may beX
required to map them- correctly. All municipal or private improver:
ments, such as blocks, streets, and buildings, should be located.
- 149. If, in running the exterior lines of a claim, the survey is found
to conflict With the'survey of another claim, the distances to the points
of intersection, and the courses and distances along 'the line intersected from an established corner of such conflicting claim to such
points of intersection, should be described in the field notes: Provided,
That where a corher of the conflicting survey falls within the claim
being surveyed, such corner should be selected from which-to give the;
bearing, otherwise the corner nearest the intersection should be
taken. The same rule should govern in the survey of claims embrac-'
ing two or more locations the lines of which intersect.-

-
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150. A lode and mill-site claim in one survey will be distinguished
by 'the letters A and B following the number of-the survey. The.corners of the mill site will be mbered independently of those of the
lode. Corner No.. 1 of -the mill site must be Connected' with a corner
f: of the -lode claim as well as with a corner of the p-ublic survey. or
United States location monument.
151. When a placer claim inicludes lodes, or. when several contiguous placer or lode locations are included as, one claim, in one survey,
there 'must be given to the corners of' each location constituting the
same a separate consecutive numerical' designation, beginning with
corner No. 1 in each case.
152. Throughout the description of the survey, after each reference

to the lines or corners of a'location, the name thereof must 'be given,
and- if. unsurveyed, the fact stated. If reference is made to a location
'included'in a prior official survey, the survey number must be given,
followed by the name of the location. 4Corners should be described
once only.. total
153. The total area of each location and also the area in conflict
-with each intersecting survey or claim should be stated. But when
locations embraced: in one survey conflict with each other such'conflicts should only 'be stated in connection with the 'location' from..
which the conflicting area is excluded.
154. It should be stated particularly whether the claim is upon
surveyed or unsurveyed public lands, giving in the former case the
quarter section, township, and range in which it'is located,' and the
'section lines should be indicated by full lines and the quarter-section
lines by dotted lines.:
1:55. The title-page of the field notes must contain the. post-office
address of 'the claimant or his authorized agent.
'156. In the mineral surveyor's report of the value of the improvements all actual expenditures and mining, improvements made by the
claimant or his grantors, having a direct relation to the 'development
of the claim, must be included in the estimate.
157. The expenditures required may benmade from the surface or
in rmnning a tunnel, drifts, or crosscuts for. the development of the
claim.. Expenditures for drill holes for the purpose. of prospecting
and' securing data upon which further development of a group of
lode mining caims held in common may be based. are available t6ward meeting the statutory provision requiring an expenditure' of
five hundred dollars as. a basis for patent as to all of the claims of
the group situated in close proximity to such common improvement.
Improvements of any other character, such as buildings, machinery,
'or roadways, must be excluded from' the estimate, unless' it is 'shown'
clearly that they are- associated-with actual excavations, such as cuts,
tunnels, shafts, etc., are essential to the practical development of
'and actually facilitate the extraction of mineral from the claim.,
158. All mining and other improvements claimed' will be located:
by' courses and distances from corners of the survey, or from points.
:on the center or side lines, specifying with particularity and detail
the dimension4.'and :character, of each,. and the. improvements upon
each location should 'be numbered consecutively, the' point of discovery being always No. 1. Improvements made by a former locator
: Who
has' abandoned' his claim 'can not' b'e'included :in the estimate,
but shoiildbeddescribed 'and .located in the notes and plat.
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159. In case 6f a lode and: mill-site claim in the same survey the
expenditure of 'five hundred dollars must 'be shown upon the.lode'
I -1 I
%:
i
claima. d : :: f
'
160. If the value of the labor and improvements upon a mineral
claim is less than five hundred dollars at the time of survey, the mineral surveyor may file with the surveyor general supplemental proof
showing five hundred dollars expenditure made prior to' the expiration of the period of publications
161. The mineral surveyor will return with his'field notes a preliminary plat on blank sent to him for that purpose, protracted on a scale;
-of two hundred feet to an inch, if practicable. In preparing plats'the
top is north. Copy of the calculations of areas by, double meridian
distances and of alf triangulations or traverse lines must be furnished.
The lines of the claim surveyed should be heavier :than the lines of
conflicting claims.
162. Whenever a survey has been reported in error the surveyor
may, in the discretion of the surveyor generals be required promptly
''to: make a thorough examination upon the premises and ,report the
result, under oath, to the surveyor general's office.' In case he. finds
his survey in error he will report in detail all discrepancies with the
original survey and submit any explanation he may have to offer as
to the cause. If, on the contrary, he should report his survey correct,
the surveyor general will, if necessary, order a joint survey to settle.
tile differences with the surveyor who reported the error. A joint
survey must be made within ten days after the date of'order, unless
satisfactory reasons are submitted, under oath, for a postponement.
The:field work must in every sense of the term be a joint survey, and
not a separate survey, and the observations and measurements taken
with the same instrument and chain, previously tested -and' agreed
upon.
XNothing contained in 'the foregoing paragraph shall be construed
as intending to invest surveyors general with 'jurisdiction to try and
determine purely adverse claims to mining ground, and the procedure
herein prescribed shall fIot be resorted to in any case where' it is,
apparent that the controversy is not one concerning the professional
efficiency of the surveyor, or 'the accuracy of resultsj achieved by the
methods" employed by him in the execution of the surVey,'but relates
substantially to the relative merits of rival claims to the same parcel
of ground.'
163. 'The mineral surveyor found' in error, or, if 'both are in error,
the one who reported the same, will make out the field notes of the
joint survey, which, after being duly signed and sworn to by both
parties, must be transmitted to the surveyor general's office.,
164. Inasmuch as amended surveys are ordered only by special
instructions frominthe General Land Office, and the conditions and
circumstances peculiar to each separate case and the object sought by
the required amendment, alone govern all special matters relative to
the, manner of making such survey and the form and subject matter
to be embraced in the field notes thereof, but few general rules applicable.to all cases can be laid down.
The expense oi amended surveys, including amendment of plat and
field notes, and office work in the surveyor general's office will be

borne by the claimant.

'

'
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r 165. The amended survey must be made in strict conformity with,
or bem'
ebraced within, the lines of the oriainal survey. If the',
amended and original surveys are identical, that -fact must be clearly
and distinctly stated in the -field notes. If not identical, a bearing
and distance must be given from each established corner of the
amended survey to the corresponding corner of the original survey.
The lines of the original survey, as :Pound upon the ground, must be
laid down upon the preliminary plat in such manner as to contrast
and show their relation to:.the lines of the amended survey.
166. The&field notes of the amended survey must be prepared on the
same size and form of blanks as are the field notes of the original:
survey, and the word " amended " must be used before the word "survey" wherever it occurs in the field notes.-

167. Mineral surveyors are required to make full examinations of
all placer claims at the time of survey and file with the field notes a
descriptive report, in-which will -be described-.
: (a) The quality and composition of -the soil, and te kindand
:amount of timber and other vegetation. (b) The lkous and size of streams, andmsuch other matter as may
appear upon the surface- of- the claims..
* (c) The character and extent of all surface and underground workings, whether placer
lode, for mining purposes, locating :and&-::ori

describing them.

.

-

(d) T e proximity of centers of trade or residence.:
(e) The .proximity. of well-known systems of lode deposits or ofindividual lodes. -:
(f) The usesor adaptability of the claim for. placer mining, :and
whether water has been brought upon it in sufficient quantityvto mine
the same, or whether it can be procured for that purpose:
.(g) What, works or :expenditures have been made by the claimant
*or his grantors for the.development of the
and their
hclaim,
situation.
: iand location. with respect to the same as applied for.
(A) The-true situation of. all mines, salt licks, salt springs, and mill,
sites which come to the surveyor's knowledge, or a report by him- that
none exist on thle claim, as the facts may warrant.
(i) -Said report must be made under oath and duly corroborated-by
one or more disinterested persons. .
:
168. The employing of claimants, their-attorneys, or parties 'in
interest, as assistants in makinga surveys of mineral claims will:not be;
-

-

- -

-

.allowed.
--169. The field work must be accurately.and properly performedand
returns made in conformity with the foregoing instructions. Errors
2.in the survey must, be corrected at.the:.surveyor's own expense, and
:if the time required in -the examination of the returns is increased byreason of neglect or carelessness, he will be-required to make an addi-d
tional- deposit for office work. He will- be-4held to a: strict accountability for:the faithful discharge of -his duties,:and will be required. toobserve fully the requirements and regulations in force as to making mineral
M
surveys.. If. found incompetent as a surveyor, careless in thei
discharge of his -duties, or guilty-of. a;:violation of said regulations, `
his appointment will be promptly revokled.
sn
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APPENDIX..

INSTRUCTIONS UNDER ACTS OF JUNE 22 AND 25, 1910, AND
MARCH 3, 1909.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washin.gton, March 6, 19-1.
The

-0
*:

COMXmISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.:

SIR: The act of June 25, 1910 (3f Stat., 847), provides that the
President may, at any time in his discretion, temporarily withdraw
from settlement, location, sale, or entry any of the public lands of
the United States, including Alaska, and reserve the same for waterpower sites, irrigation, classification, or other public purposes, to be
specified in the orders of withdrawal, 'uch withdrawal to remain
in force until revoked by him or by an act -of Congress.
Section 2 of the act t provides that lands so withdrawn shall at
all times be open to-exploration, discovery, occupancy, and purchase
under the mining laws, excepting those relating to coal, oil, gas, andphosphates, there being a further provision, however, to the effect
that the order of withdrawal shall not impair or affect the rights
of-any person who, prior to the date of the withdrawal, is a bona.
-t#de occupant or claimant of oil or gas bearing lands, and who at'
(work leading to the discovery
-such date is'in diligent prosecutiqn of
of oil or gas. No hard or fast rule can be established fixing the
amount of work which must have been done by the occupant proseoutingywork leading -to the discovery of oil- or gas. Each case must
rest upon its own showingt of diligence when application for patent*
is filed.
The chief ofl field. division should be advised of all such applications and should be prepared to submit showing, if possible, beforet'.
the issuance of final certificate of entry..
:~; EThis
tsection contains'further provision to the effect that there
shall be excepted from the force and effect -of any withdrawal all:.
lands which are on the date of withdrawal embraced in any lawful,
homestead;, or desert--land entry theretofore made or upon which. any
valid settlement has. been made, and is at-thattimebeingmaintained
and perfected pursuant to law. Applications to make nonmineral
entries by settlers claiming the benefits of the above-mentioned provisions of.section 2 will b7e referred to the chief of the appropriate
field division for investigation and report before final action is taken
thereon.
Withdrawals provided for under this act include those made for''
the purpose of fclassifying coal- lands, and it seems that after the.
'Sec.i 2 amended. y; act of Aug. 24, 1912, to permit exploration, location, and purchase

Of lands containing metalliferous minerals only.,:
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s were renewed
passage of. this act, the previous coal withdrawalsthereunder.
The act. of March 3, 1909 (35..Stat., 844), -is for the protection of
surface -rights .of nonminera 1 entrymen where the lands were subsequently classified, claimed, or reported as being valuable forcoal,,
eof June 22, 1910, (36 Stat., 583), provides for the allowand the act
ance of certain nonmineral entries for land having been withdrawn
or classified .as coal lands. These acts have separated the surface
from the coal deposits for the purpose of allowance of certain nonmineral entries, and it. is not believed that the act of June- 25, 1910;,
under consideration was intended to repeal said, acts. Therefore,
where applications are presented to make final proof on nonmineral
entries:made, prior to withdrawal, for the purposes of classifying the
coal deposits,: the disposition of such applications should be made'
with especial reference to the provisions of the Iact of March 3, 1909,.
supra, and as to such lands certain nonmineral entries may be allowed,
as provided for by the act of June'22, 1910, supra, notwithstanding
thelr withdrawal under'act of June 25, 1910.
Mineral applications for mining claims perfected upon oil, gas;
or phosphate lands prior to withdrawal,:or for such -claims uponlands chiefly valuable for other minerals, whether perfected before.,

or after withdrawal, or for claims of the latter class within powersite withdrawals, and applications'to-submit finalsproof upon homestead, desert-land, and--settlement claims initiated prior to :a: with-.
'drawal, will be referred to the chief of. field division, with the appro-.
'priate notation of the character of the withdrawal involved in
accordance with the practice under paragraphs 5 et- seq. of the circular of April 24, 1907, sfipra, for field examination and full report
of all facts touching the character of the. land and aftecting the
validity of -the location,- claim, or entry, as the case may' be, includ-.
ing the possibility 'of water-power'development, if fany.:
In the admiistration 'of the act hereunder you will also. be-gov:'erned.by the circular approved January 27, 19ihl relative. to cooperation between the Geological Survey and the'General Land Office.
vadise
It is believed that -the foregoini-willi enable you 'to' properly
'the local office'rs' in all miatter's necessary to 1put this act into operation; and where an application isxreceived- not specifically provided
for herein, you will act upon the samne, afording aggrieved. parties
the usual'rightAof appeal.
'
. A. BALLINGER,
:
Very respectfully,
Secretary.

I MODIFICATION OF -OUTSTANDING ORDERS OF WITHDRAWAL.
-DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR6,
GENERAL LAND- OFFICE,

IasAhingto'n, October 21,912;.
REGISTERS AND

REcEIVERS,

ft
t-:0:
nied Sta-tes L~aiidfOfties.:;- f 0 - ^ 00 is called to the act of:Congress approved
August 24,192 -'(37 Stat. L., 497), amending section 2 of the act of
'Congress approved June25, 1910 (36 Stat 7 '847),
ff0 : : :0f

SIRS: 'toir-.attention
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- .Youwill note that the' provision of the said act of June 25,. 1910,
that all lands -withdrawn under the provisions of that act shall, at
4II times, be open to exploration, discovery, occupation, and purchase
under, the mining laws of the- United States, "so far as the same
to mfinerals obther than Gcoal, oil, gas, and phosphates," is
; : applyf
changed by the amendment, so Eas- to provide that such. lands shall,
at all times, be open to exploration, discovery, occupation, and purchase under the mining laws of the'United States, " sol ar as the same
apply to metalliferou's minerals." By the approval, on August 24,
1912, of the said act, all outstanding orders of withdrawal under the
- act of June 25,. 1910, were modified to conform to the'act approved
June 25, 1910, as amended by the act of August 24, 1912; and, upon
'the; approval of said last-named act, the lands embraced in such orders
of- withdrawal ceased to be and -are not open to exploration, discovery,
occupation, or purchase under the mining laws of the United States,
except for metalliferous minerals.
' These instructions: are in addition and supplementary to instructions of March 6, 1911 (36 L. -D., 544)..
*.;;:0X:0
You will exercise care. in the. enforcemient of this important modi* fication of the withdrawal orders.
Very respectfully,

FRED DIENNETT,

.

Commissioner.

Approved:
SAMUjEL ADAMS,

FirstAssistaitSecretary.
RULE V7,CIRCULAR0 OF APRIL 24, 1907; AMENDED.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, Octo'ber 30, 1913.
AND
REGISTERS
RECEIVERs,
United States Land Ofices.
the circular of April P4, 1907 (35 L. D.,; 681, 682),:
SIRS Rule 'tof
:
. i hereby amendedsoas to read:*1
Wheni copy of 'notice is returned with indorsement not protesting
the validity of the entry, the register and receiver will act upon the
merits: of the proof as submitted.
-.
- 'There'returned notice by chief of field division or other officer protests the validity of the'entry, the register and receiver will forward
all papers to this office without action, except in cases of mineral
applications for patent. - In mineral applications for patent'the proof
should be considered upon its merits, and, if found'regular, certificate
issued, although -a protest' may have been filed ; but the. claimant :should be advised in such-a case'that patent will be withheld by the:
General Land Office pending a report by the chief of field division
aIpon0 the bbond tides of the claim.
-S:

S0000

*: f;::;;0 00::'

- -:

Very respectfully,:

-0;::E S0-:: ; : :;:

Approved:ANDRIEJs

0

TXO:0

JONES,

tA

JONES,

- First.AssistaA
.

:f-N

-:L:

: : : 0 V0 0 -EVEl;0

t Secretay.

:

AY TALLMAN,:

-
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AL IDATEDb PLiCER LOCATIONS ON. PHOSPHATE LANDS-PROOFS

:AND NOTICE
: D
i.:0f: - ::n

OF JANUARY11, 1915 (38 STT. L, 792).

' fT :;.?

2

Wa7skington~, M~ar&A 31, 71915. DD

REGISTERS AND :RECEIVERS,

UnitedStatesLad Offices.
SIRS: Your attention is directed to the act of Congress approved

January 11, 1915 (38 Stat. L., 792), entitled. 5'An act vaidating
locations of deposits of phosphate rock heretofore made in good faith
under the placer-mining laws of the United' States."
The act applies only -to placer-mining locations made' on lands
* containing deposit of phosphate rock. It prescribes that. phosphate,
e in good "faith prior to the passage of the act,
placer locations mad~
'$;
and prior to the; w~ithdrawal of suAch lands froi location, u'poi,.ywhich
assesshnent work has been annually performed shall be valid and may
be perfected under the placer-miining laws, exc''t as to lands included
in an adverse or eonflicting lode location. It authorizes the issuance
of patents for'such locations,
provisions of the mining9where'the
laws ini other respects have been complied with.
I additionto the usual proofs claimants,.'under all pending and
'future applications based on .such validated 'locations, must submitv
'evidence showing that' the assessment work 'has been annually performed up- to and including, the. year preceding that, in which the
entry certificate is issued.: Such proof' may be made .by filing the
original or authenticated copies of the'proofss ofannual labor of
record in the local recording office;' provided such prcnfs are lefinite
and specific.' "Where such evidence isnot 'available, a sufficient corrob-orated affidavit, describing the' nature and giving h' 'appoxi'mate'
cost and reasonable value of the 'work, done each year upon or for the
:benefit of each claim included'in the application for paten, will be
accepted. Similar proof must be furnished4 in support of all pending
cases, where 'the enry' certificates are outstanndingj before such entries
will be approved for patent, all else being regular.
The act' does-int apply-to 'lands included in 'an adverse or conict'ing lode, location,. unless such adverse or. conflicting claim is abanbeen
the application
doned. 'The: usual statutory notice' offmusthave
or will be given in all cases. ' Section 232:;'Revised Statutes, provides
that if no adverse claim' is: filed 'during the' 'sixty days of publication
"it shall be assumed that the applicant is entitled .to apatent- ,'*.' *
and that no adverse clai m 'exists.";
Where proper statutory notice has been given and no adverse.,claim
-or :protests has been,'fled, it will be conclusively assump.ed,'7fopatent
purposes, that no adverse or confli ctig lode location 'exists; andthat
if any such once existed, 'it has beNenoabandoned. 'new no'ti'ce,'i~
f

'
reuar: andsiciit, wflfl:be 'r'ethe-notice',already given'be-found
quire6d in support of' any, pending entry or 4plIcati
:;<
ery respect 0
: :--MAN
Approved:

'

;sine,,

'

Corn

ANDRIEJUS A. JONES,
2-:FirstAsLsi.tantSecretary.
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; NST-RUCTIONS:
:
UNDER, ACT OF JANUARY 11, 1915 (38 STAT. L,,
:792),PROVIDING, FOR, THE PURCHASE'AND DISPOSAL OF ,CERTAINLANDS CONTAINING THE JXINERALS KAOLIN, KAOLINITE,
FULLER'S EARTH, CHINA.
G
CLAY, AND BALL CLAY, IN: TRIPP
COUNTY, FORXERLY A PART OF THE ROSEBUD INDIAN RESER-:
VATION, INSOUTH DAKOTA.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
:GENPRAL LAXD OFFITCA
REGI00TER$
00 :00 0t::S::
00:0 : f-00
XREGrsTV AND REcEIVER,

Washinton, July 1

-

-

191b5.

United: States Land OR-ce,

Gregory, Sou4thADakotms
SiRs: l.'Th act approved Januar.y11,195

('8 Stat. L.,792), pro-:

*vides that all lands containing the minerals kaolin, kaolinite, fuller's:
.earth, china clay, and ball clay, in Tripp:
in what was for.County,

inerly within the Rosbud Indian Reservation in SouthDakota,:as have
heretofor'e been opened to .settlement:. and entry- under acts. of Congress which di-d not authorize the disposal lof such, mineral lands,
shall be'open to. exploration and purchase and' be disposed. of .under
the general provisions -of the mining laws of the. United States, and
the proceeds arising therefrom'shall be deposited in the Treasury for
the same purposefor which the proceeds arising from the disposal of.
other lands within thelireservation- in which such mineral-bearing
lands are locatedweyre deposited.'
2. The territory referred toimn said act is that portion of the former
tRosebud Indi'a'n Reservation in Tripp County,. South Dakota, opened
to settlement and entrgy by the .act of 'March 2,. 1907(34 Stat., 1230.)..
-Nomineral 106ations or entries may.be madein-said area- except for
:lands containing the minerals' described' in said act of January 11:
\au1915
-:
0:::: .
:i
J
r:y: 1,
' . Appliictions for patents. for lands describedin said act of Jan:uary11, 1915, must contain,' in 'addition to the matter-required by
'paragraph 60 of the
:mining regulations, 'approved March 29, 190901
(37 L. D., 769), full- and explicit data. showing clearly -that the lands
sought to .be patented thereunder are of the character contemplated
by sai4 act.
..
o -.
4. By the first proviso to: said actof January11, 1915,'it is-providedd "that the same person, association, or corporation shall not
locate or-enter' more than one claim, not exceeding one hundred and
sixty. acres in area, hereunder."'.
it (a) Under'this clause6 and the' preceding part of. the .'act to- which
it relates, which provides, that the lands containing the- designated
mineral deposits "'shall be open to exploration and purchase and be
disposed of uniderthe gne-ral provisions of the miniing, laws of the
United-States, nolocation or entry oTfa claim uncer said- actof Jan-:
;uary 11,1915, by a single: inatural person or. corporation can exceed
twenty' acres in area- and in the case of.an association, no location -or
entry can exceed twentiy acres for'ea-ch individual-participaing there-'
in;- that is, a location by two persons.-can not exceed 'forty acres, one
.'

by three persons. can not exceed sixty acres, and one by eight persons
can-not exceed one 'hundred sixty acres.
-

-

New regulatiops of August 6, 1915: (44 L. p.7 247), of which these inmsuctlons are a
har-;
t.;;>
\:t
:
A-:
dy; f (0.
::
0
:X

-

:
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W Rights obtainedtby location under themifiing.la.ws are assign-,
i(b)
-so,under
able, and the assignee may make the.,entriy.in'his own name,;
this acta-person, association, or corporation holding as assignee may
make, entry in his, their orits name:: Irovide, .'such person,-association, or'corporation has not-held under sai&-act of- January. 11, 1915,
at-any time, ei~ther as locator or entryman, any otheri lands;' his, their
orright
its isexhaustedby having held under.saidact anyparticular
* tract, either.as locator or entryman, either, as an individual or as a
It follows, thejrefore, that.
ber Of an, association.or'corporation.
memie
no application forpatent orvetry, made under:saidact, shall embrace
more than.one single-location.
(G) In order that the conditions imposed by said first proviso may:

duly appear, the application for patent. must contain or be accom: specific statement, . under oath, by each person whose
-panied by ifa
app~ears the~reinthat he never has, either as an individual-or as.
name
::a'member -of an.assciation or.corporation, located, held, or, entered
any other lands under the provisions of- said act of January11,195..
: : here the application is by an association, or corporation, it must, in
like form,-as above, provided, show that each person forming the
associationTor"holding stock in the corporation is qualified to.make
entry in his. own right and that he is not a- member of. any other
:any other corporation: which has loassociation or a stockholder in
cated a claim orfiled an application for other landsiunder the provisions of 'said act of January 11, 1915.
_5. Said act, of January. 11, 9.15,,contains'.the further proviso '.'that
none of the lands or'mineral deposits,.the disposal of whicis hereinl
- provided for, shall be disposed'.of at' less price.than thatfixed by the
applicable mining or coal-land laws, and in' no instance at less- than
their.appraised, value, to be. determined bythe Secretdary of the
'
Interior." . :
'
'As soon asthe register and receiver shall have filed and acted upon
-the'mineral application for patent, and issued notice of alowance
thereof they' will forward to the chief of 'field division a duplicate of
the sworn statement filed with said application 'for patent;, which
'duplicate. must be furnished' by the mineral applicant, 'and, among
'other: things,' fully and accurately describe the land applied for and
contaiAn: the other data herein prescribed. - -In the' letter transmitting
said duplicate sworn statement the local officers 'wil- a'dvise the chief
'of field division:as to the land for:which-the application for' patent
"has been 4allowed, and the status of such jand as shown by their rec- .
ords. 'Upon-the receipt' of these. papers the: chief -of field :division
will docket' the case and will promptly make, or cause to" be mnade by
:a' competent special agent, a- personal- examination of the land as 'to
which the application for patent has been allowed and-appraise said
'land for the purpose of determining the price at which'the sarfie shall
sod, which, ;however,z must, in no event, be less than-:five dollars
obe
per acre; or. fraction of an acre. "The' schedule of appraisement must
-be- prepared in-duplicate, and fully-deseribe,.by legal subdivisions, each
ten-acre tract, examined and valued; be signed-by the appraiser.and
be approved by' the chief of field division; and; on being so coimpleted.
(which must be' prior to the expiration of: the sixty-day- period of
publication of notice of application for patent), they must 'be at once'
transmitted to the register am4 rceiver,-,who will immediately send,

~
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byt registered mail, one coy of-the schedule o- appralseiiiet to:the
record -address. of the applicant for 'patent.
W:Vhen -the appraisement is completed, the; register-and receiver will
note the- price on their- records, and
the.be sold
eprovi thereafter
- landf : will
-tanuar'
at such price only, under the provisions
of sasaiac
aryl,0t
191, in the absence of instructions-tb the contrary by the Commis*sioner of the Gener'al-Land Office. -If appraisement be not made and
returned-prior to the expirati'on'of-the period of :newspaper publication' and within 30 days thereafter, the applicant may, if duly iqualiwfied, and in the absence of other obj ections, purchase the land applied.
for at the minimum price-viz, five dollars for each acre and- five
X0;;S-~~E=:;f
-.

;f

-

dollarsforeach fractional part of an acre.
6. As to matters not 'covered by these regulations, you, will, in
general, be governed in the administration of said act of January 11,

1915, by the provisions of- the<United States mining laws and, so far;
as applicable, the regulations thereunder of March 29, 1909, and the.:

-

: various amendmentsgthereof.'
::: r:X:
~~

~0 ~

;
.V'eryrespectfully,
d--~
~S:: ~ :R;~ ~

YU ALLMAN,:
T

:-::

ommuissioner'.

Approved:'

'

A.AONES,
.FiistAss'stantiS'eoretary.

E3
XCERPTS FROM INSTRUCTIONS UNDER THE ACT APPROVED
DECEMBER 29, 1916 (39 SSTAT. L, 862),"TO PROVIDE FOR STOCKRAISING' HOMESTEADS, AWD'FOR OTHER- PURPOSES.

DISPOSAL OFbCOAL AND OTEER MINERALD DFRPoSrrS.

'

14. (a) Section. 9 of ithe act provides that all entries made- and
p atents issued under its-provisions shallcontai-n .a-reservation to the
: nited
::
States of all- coal and other minerals in the lands: so entered
and patented, together with- the right, to prospect for, mine, and
remove the same;. also-that the coal and other-mineral deposits.in such
lands shall be subject -to disposal by the United States in, accordance
-with the provisions of the coal and mineral land laws in force:at the
time of such disposal.
.
.
,.
- - Said section 9.also provides -that any person q~ualified to locate and
enter -the coal or otherimineral deposits, or havingthe right to mine
and remove the same under the laws of the United States., shall have
the right at all times to enter' upon the lands entered or patented
under the act, for the purpose of prospecting-for the coal. or others
mineral therein, provided he shall not injure,. damage, or destroy the
permanent improvements of the entryman or patentee and shall be

-

-

-

:0-:

.

-

-

liable to. andshall compensate.'the
-

. ::

-

-

damages to the crops on the land by reason of such prospecting.
: - It is further provided in said .section 9 that any -person:
who hos -

.acguyiedf rom

0

or patentee.'for
-entryman
all

the United States the. coael or other mineral deposits n

-

any suc71 rand or the right to -mine and remove the same, may reenter
anZd occupy somuch of the, surface thereof as may be required for all
purposes-reasonably incidentto .the mining or removal of the coal or

New regulations of April11, 1922 (49 L. D., 15),7of which these instructions are a
:2
, 0 : :
:
,
f;X,S part. 4
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other minerals, first, upon securing thwieconsent or waiver of
the homestead etryan 'or paentee "or, sec
upon payment'of e
damages to crops or otherltangible improvements to the owner thereof
uhnder, agreeentl';or, third i lieu of either of "the",' freo
visions; upoon the,: xecuti d -a,good and sufficienttonof
bond or undertakingAto' the'
ted Statesg for*tli6 nse and befnefit of theentrymarn o ;
9a owner of the land, to securepaymet of such 4amages to the crops or:;:
tangible improvements .of 'the eltryman or owner; as maybe det'r
mined and fixed in an a cti-on brougtupon the bod 'orundr e
in a court of competent Jurisdiction against the principal and sureties
thereoni.' This bondohdthcfori whereof willbe' .found- printed inthe'
appenilx heret, .must be' executed by the 'person6
-woh:ns
h acquired'
from the United States threcoal or'othermineral depo'siits reserved, as

0

difectedin said section 9 as princip'al,, with t¢wocompetent individ al

.;
sureties,:or
'a boiiding company which has complied withRthe requirements of the act of Aug'ust 13, 1894- (28 Stat.,.278), 'as.aamended'by the
act of March 23 1910 .(36 Stat., 241), and'must be in the sum, of not
6'less ta$1,000.. Qualified 'orp'oratebsureties are preferred and may
be. accepted 'as sole surey.
yExcept 'in the 'case of a bondagiven by a
-~qualified' coirporate~ sulret~theremusfbe 'fiedWtherewith' affidavits of
justification by the sureties and a. certificate. by .judge or clerk of a
court of record, a United States'9 districti'attorney, .a United States
commissioner, or a UnThed.St4ates postmaster.as'to the 'identit, signatures',.'and 'financial.competeney of:the' sureti'es. -. Said bond, with ac-s
companying papers, must befiled6
ith the register and receiver of the
local
land office: of the district wherein the'land is situ~ate,J'and there
must also be'filed with such'bond'evidence' f's-erviee of a-,cpy'of the
bond upon the homestead entryman or owner of theland.,.
If at the expiration '61 30
's'aOfter'reeipt
of the" aforesaid copy~-;:
Xof£ the bond by the entryman-or, ownerthe theland .no objections are
made by such 6ntryman or owner of the land and filed with th egister and receiv.er 'against 'the approval of the bond,-by them, they
may,. if all else-be. regular, iapprove said bond. If, however, after
receipt by the homestead entryman or owner of the lands of copyRof
the bond, such homestead' 'entr'yman or owner of the land timely
objects to the approval 'of the bond'by said local offcers, they will
immediately give consideration to said'bond, accompanying papers.
and objectionsfiled as aforesaid to the approval of the'bond, and if.
in consequence of such .consideration, by them, they shall find-and con-'
dlude that the proffered bond ought not to be by them approved.
they-wlll render decision accordingly and give due notice thereof to
the persons proffering the bond, at the same time advising such person'
of his right of appeal to the Commissioner of the 'General Land Office
from their action in disapproving the bond so filed and proffered.
If, however, s'aid local' officers, after 'full and complete examination
and consideration of all the papers filed, are -of the' opinion that the
proffered bond is a good 'and sufficient one and that the objections
interposed as provided herein against the approval thereof by then
do not set forth sufficient reasons tojustify them in -refusing to ap-'
prove said proffered bond, they -will, 'i. writing, duly notify the,
homestead'entryman or owner of the land of their decision in this re'gard and allow such homestead entryman or owner of the land'30 davs
inwnhich to appeal to the Commissioner of the Qeneral4 LandOffce.:
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~appieal' from tlI' adverse decisi~onii f 'the 'register. and receiverbe
- ot timely filed by the'person proering the bond, the local' officers
will indorse uponthe bond "disapproved!" and,, other appropriate
notations, .and-close the case. If, on the other hand, the homestead
en'tryman or,:owner of 'the'jlands fails to timl appea 1 froi th`&dci-Z
sion of the register and receiver: adverse- 'to-the'.contentions of said;
homestead entryman or'owner of the'lands, satid register and receive'
' -ay if 4all'els be regular,'approve the bon .
Mineral applications and coal
statements forand
tdeclaratory
applicationsxto purchase"the coal or other mineral' depdsits in "lands
en tered -or patented under the act, reserved as provi'ded'in the act,
swill, if 'all else beregular, be received and"filed at any time after the
homest'ead entry
' ha beenf received and allowed of record: Prov'ided
That the lands or the coal or other mineral deposits therein are not at
the- time withdi9awn or reserved' from disposition.

.

Mineral. applications and 'coal-declaratory statements, applications'
to purchase, certificates 'and patents issued subject to, the provisions
of this bat'
, for the reserved 'deposits will describe the6coal or- other
minaeral according- to legal subdivisions or by official mineral-survey,
as the case:may be',and paynent
'w ill be made at the price fixed for'
the zwhole 'acreage.
:and appliMineral. applications and coal declaratory
mstatements
cation's under fthe coal-'and mining lws,'foro the reserved' deposits
di'sposable 'under the' act must bear on the face of the same, before
o you' the:
being signed by'the declarant or
resent
folowing notation':
'
Patent shall- contain, appropriate notations declaring same subject to the
provisions of the act of December 29, 1916 (Public, 290), with reference todisposition, occupancy, and use:of the land' as permitted to an entryman under -said
act. -

-

'

'

-Like notation will be made by the register and receiver' onfinal'
certificates issued by them -for the reserved mineral deposits disposable under and 'subject to the provisions; of 'this act.
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\.(Worm
-approved by the Secretary of thebInterior.anuary 18, 1917.)

NoTr-In thci preparatloio execution, approval and acceptance of this bond all ptrties
concerned will be governed by the general regulations of January 8, 1917, entitled R"egulations Governing the Preparation and Execution of Official Bonds," as -far as same are
applicable; by the act of December 29,_1916, authorizing this bond, and by paragraph
14 (a) of the January 27, 1917, "Instructions" under said act.
*0- :- -.

BOND FOR MINERAL -CrLAIMANTS.
Stat. L., 862.)

(Act of Decemnber 29, 19169

KNOW ALL MN BY THESE PRESENTS, That
:: 't: E'.. . :-- :-TT::-: < t '
'
:
(Give full name and address.)
citizen - of the United States, or having declared
::
-'intention to
(My or our.)

become

citizen- of -the United- States,-as principal-, and;

(Give full name and

and

address.)

-

-

as sureties,`are held:and 'firmly bound unto -the'lUnited States'of America,
:for
the use and,.benefit of therhereinafter-mentioned entryman or owner-of .thehereinafter-described land, ;.hereof homestead entry has been made subject to.

the act of Decembe'r'29, 1916 (39 Stat L., 862), in -the sum of
dollars(
lawful money-of the United States,
l,
for the payment o .which, well-and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, our
heirs, executors and administrators, successors and assigns, and each and every- z-

one of us and them, jointly and severally, firmly-by these presents., :
. -Signed with our hands and sealed with our seals this
- day
of-,
9-THE CONDITION OF THIS OBLIGATION -IS SUCH,. That, whereas the above-bounden
ha-

:

-

acquired

from 'the Ut

S

s'

-the

::tdeposits. (together with the right to mine: and remove the .same) situate, lying,
and being withinrthe

of section-'

,

.

township

,

-

range

M,.;

land district,

--

and whereas homestead entry, serial No.
::

- ;

--;

has been made at

-

land office, of the surface of said above-described-

land, under the provisions of said act of December 29, 1916, by :Now, THEREFOR.E, if the above-bounden parties or either of them- or the heirs
of either of them, their executors or administrators, .upondemand,' shall make
good and sufficient recompense, satisfaction and payrment,-unto the said-entryman or owner, his heirs, executors or administrators, or assigns, for all dam-:
ages to the entryman's or owner's crops or :tangible impirovements upon said
-homesteaded land as the said entryman or owner Shall suff&r or sustain- or a:
court of competent jurisdiction may, determine and fix in an aetion brought'on
this' bond or -undertaking, -by .reason of the- above-bounden principal's mining
and removing of the
deposits from said described land,
or occupancy or use of. said surface, as permitted to. said ab'ovebounden pmcipal-

-

-under the provisions 'of 'said act of December 2R, 1916, by

:a. ,then this obligation shall be null and void- otherwise and-in-'
0default
:
and complete compliance
lf-afl with either' or any of said obliga-. :
tions, the same remaininu full force. and effect.s.defaul -

-Signed- and sealed in: the presence of, an-d witnessed by
FuLL NAMEr AND WITNESS.

the

undersigned:

- -

(The principal should sign first.) .

ADDRESS.

:

'I

\

-

1y,[0_
I

- - ____

(Principal.)'

;- (Surety.)
,Surt-),'
(Surety.)

[SEA:

[SEAL.]

--

-

-':::

-

0 i i~d~ 9sEAL]
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APPLICATIONS--FOR LEASES BY OIL 'AND VGAS PROSPECTING PERHITTEES UNDER SECTION 14, ACT OF FEBRUARY 25, 41920.-0
INSTRUCTIONS
[CircularNo. 823.]
DEATMN

THE INTERIOR,
6;;00F

GEN'EEAL LAND) OFFIE

Was ington, 1D. (C., May 5, 1992.
REGISTERS AND ECEIVERS,
-- : UNITED STATES LAND.OFFICES:..

,~~~~~S

In order to expedite and coordinatei the work ,ofthe,.General LanAd
Office and of the Bureau of Mines in acting upon applications- for
leases filed iunder section 14:of the act of February i25, 1920 (41
aoiland gas prospecting permits, you
Stat., 437),: by the holders of
follows:,
as.
are instructed
Leases Fol6o'wi'ng m itA application 1for lease a' a reward:r 0for~ by permittees shall be file din duplicate in theUted.
t0:: discovery
States: land-i office of the' district. in which the land is situated. Thle
register and receiver will immediately transmit the original to the
Commissioner of 'the General Land Office, by special letter, and
the duplicate. to the deputy supervisor of the Bureau of Mines ha,in jurisdiction in the- district.,
Such applications should setout the followig items:
-;t..,.

(10.)
:.(2)
;
(3)
(4)

HI

Serial, number of perit.l
-of.permittee
Name and address
:Name and address, of operator..
Subdivisions on which

,

at,

.

.

....

the..

s
fdisovries
have been made.

Character of dis-t

coveies. Exact date of discovery
.(5)Number andddefinjite location, o tea6ch well brought in,
(6) Complete itemized production statement by calendar inonths from first
'
'discovery to date of application. -4
0A
7. The applicant must- give description of the land for which he desires
lease at''the;,minimumx royalty accorded discoverers.under permits. Helimust.
also at the same 'time apply for, lease oef the, remaining lands .covered by -the:
permit, or waive claim to his preference right to lease -same or such pa'rt.
thereof as.-he does not desire to. lease.. A. permittee under section 13,- and a
permittee under section 19 of the act (for lands not within the -known, geologic structure of a producing oil and gas 'field at the date the permit application was filed) is entitled to lease one-fourth of the land in the permit, or
at least 160 acres, if the permit includes that area, at a flat royalty of: 5
per, cent. 'If a permit under section 191includes areas which were at the date
,the :permit application was filed partly inside and partly outside the known
:geologic structure of a producing oil and gas fheld, the permittee is:entitled
to select one-fourth of the area for lease wholly';outside, or wholly inside, or,partly inside and partly outside the: known structure, provided, however, that.
the royalty on lands. withint the known -structure shall in :no event be less
than 12k per cent, and provided, further, that the permittee is entitled to a;,
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lease at 5 per cent flat royalty upon so much of.the outside area.asN does not
exceed one-fourth of the total area covered by the permit.
A permittee under section 20 of the-act is entitled to lease one-fourth of the'
area of land embraced in his permit or at least :160 acres of said lands, if
there be'.that nufmber of acres within the permit,.at a flat royalty of 5. per
cent, whether the land- covered by the permit, or any part thereof, was within
or without the known structure of a producing oil and gas field at the' date*:the permit application was filed.
8. A statement of 'what interests are to. be held '-under the' lease, together
with (a) the necessary contracts, assignments, etc., for the approval of the
Secretary of 'the Interior,:; (b) proof of citizenship of any assignee or interested party by affidavit of such fact if native born, or, if naturalized, by
certified copy of the certificate of naturalization on the formi provided :for:
use in public land matters unless such copy is. already on file, or, if a corporation, by certified copy of the articles of incorporation, and a showing as-to'
the residence and c:itizenship of its stockholders; (c) a statement: as. to interests .held by the assignee or interested party in leases; and permits in the
geologic structure of. the same producing -oil 'or gas field. If the;ishow-ings
required -undert
(a): and .(b): have. already been made,. areference thereto
may be made -giving the land office district and serial number of the case in
which the showings were made.
..
.
.The permittee,,must exercise his preferential right to the remaining part of the permit at: the time of application- for lease of the one-fourth ;part of the area affected.

menis and Bon'ds.- 1Relinquishments of permits will notbe accepted and' bonds: released -until all requireme'ntsunder
Ithe permits- and the regulations have been, fulfilled. W en. any 'drillig
has,. been done on the property, the, relinquishment should be approved by a representative of the Bureiau of ,Mines or other person
so designated by the Secretary of the Interior..
A bandonment of WVe~ls-TUpon plugging or abandoninga- wel
drilled under a permit or lease,. the easing shall not be draw n from
-thevwell until authority has been obtained.in writing from,,the deputy~l : f:: .; dX ij of-.the Bureau of Mines or other authorized agent of the
supervisor
Department of the Interior.Sale Gontrracts. -Sales contracts sulitted for the approval of
the 'Secretary of the Interior under paragraph. 2 (d) of the lease
Relinqishq

-

must be filed in duplicate with the' deputy.'supervisor of the 1B3ureau

of Mines having jurisdiction in the district in which the leased land'
: is situated. 'The deputy supervisor will 'retain the duplicate .in .his.
files and forward the original, together .with .a copy of hIis report,
o I
ommissioner of theGeneral
Gthe
'Land Office. The, original report of'the deputy supervisor will be transmitted to the Director of
the Bureau of Mines.
If a salesD contract is submitted .to aniy official. of the Interior -Dcpartment other than the 'deputy supervisor without its .havingL been
04 ..
approved
by' the deputy 'or, other authorized official, the contract'.,
b ouid be freturned to the person submitting it with00instructions to

-

-
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;fileit in duplicate at theo officeof the local. deputy supervisor,.:who

will handle it in the regular manner.
i -.0D: 0: ::f0i007 :00:tS

0t4 X-:
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00
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Appoved:
FiarstAssistantSeoretary.

GEORGE W. MYERS AND LILLIE A. MYERS.
-DecidedMay 8, 1922.
OLA
IiMS-RECLrAMATION--WATEE RIGnT-LAKEF DAMAGES-SCVEEY-STAThTES
Diversion by the: United States Reclamation Service of the waters of a: lake,
,thereby depriving 'meadowland of its moisture derived fromr subirrigation,
*'0even though' the land was not contiguous to the meander line of the lake,
constitutes a valid'. claim for damages within the -contemplation of the act
of March 8,1:1915, which authorizes payment of damages; caused byi reason
ot.the operations:of the United' States: in the tsurvey, construction, opera.ion,.or-rmaintenance
t
of irrigation-works.
CLAaIMS-RECoMAnION-WATEr

RIGHT-LAKE-DAMAGES.
Where meadowland is f damaged by'the diversion of the waters of a lake, the
'landowner is'inot entitled to general damages to his 'remaining lands as

,incidental to the damage to the former, if the latter were not-directly bene- ,
-

fitted by those waters prior to their diversion.

CL.MS -S-COUhTS-GALUosa-STA'rU'rIs.
:
A State statute prescribing90the period of time within which action may be
*
initiated in its courts, has no applieation with referenci to a claim asserted
against'.the,'United States pursuant to a Federal statute, where the remedy
is not ,sought in a tribunal of that State.-

FINq'xn, First'LAssistantSeeretary:

-

'

George W. and Lillie A. Myers have appealed' from. the 'decision
of DDecember 20, 1921, by0the, Acting Director of. the Reclamation
Service reversing the0 decision of the 'project manager,Kilamath,
Project, and rejecting their claim- for $5,750 for damages caused by
w orks of theReclamation Service.
The I
f are owners of 310 acrsclainmants
acres of land inSec.6, T.47 N.,,
. B. 6 L M. D M. California, acquired by 'purchase in October, 1912.
.Th~is'
, lanld is situated near Tule or :Rhett Lake, and a bout 50 acres
forernly received moisture by subirrigation from the waters of the
lakie so 'that grass grew naturally: thereon, malking a meadow without
the necessity for surface irrigation.
The water form6erly' stood near the level of the land, and at times
even'overflowed'portions of it. When the land -Was surveyed in 1872,
the -lake was meandered at approximately the contour line: o 4,055
feet elevation. This is one foot below the- nearest approach of 'the

D
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land 'to'the lake._ None of thiesurvey subdivisioiis touch'the said
meander hue. However, it is shown thatthe water of the 'lae
eVery yearrom 1904 to 1911
of thcis
-o 'acte
4 0 tX ' eredpctions
until it is now 15 or' 20 fiet
gradully reced
Ithas
tinclusive.
below the evel of the meadow land. By 1916 it was abouit10 feet
below the level'of 'the meiadw, and the efect of the lack of moistute'
became apparent. It is now so dry that thegrass has ceased to grow.
he evidence fsubmitted ate the hearing '5;i;
'is
;; 't00;
satisfactorily0 0 0 '0;^'0jIt show'n' 'by' thei'e
000;
thatthe
'recession of the waters in the lake 'was mainly caused y
diversion of the fow which formerly supplied the lake.
The project manager-in his decision stated43'aIn
-June, 1909,-the.gates of a dam constructed by the United States at the
outlet of Clear Lake in California, were. closed,' thus holding back much of the
water that naturally 'would flow from -the- lake. 'into Lost River, eventually
reaching Tule Lake.D This had an appreciable: effect- in lowering the level of
Tule Lake.
:;; June,
t0:0: -In
1912, a da~m, across Lost River and_ a ca'nal to divert the wgter
from Lost River into Kilamath 'River -were completed, almost, entirely: diverting
the waters 'that. Would naturally 'reach0Tule, Lake. The escape of the lake
water througb evaporation has so greatly exceeded the small inflow, since
that time, that the:algke'level has been lowered about 17 feet, uncovering a
large area .of the lake bed.

Inreporting- on this case' to the :district counsel prior to renderinig
his 'ddecision, the project, manager statedA. It was generally known that the United States planned to lower the water
~be no damage cas, all
surface of Tule Lake and in order that: there might
riparian rights bordering the lake were purchased except those of Koppock
and Harter.i The rights, purchased by the United States included those pertaining-f to the lots between, the land in question and the lake. Under such
conditions, it seemsto Me :doutful if Myers' has any- legal claim against the
--

"
'
United States. '
It would appear from this-statement that the Government pro-

ceeded on the0theory thatonly persons owning]land.contigousto
lake' w,ould. 'be entitled- to claim damags
ofhe.
the m-andri
resulting from the. diversion of the lake waters. However,, wh
he rendered 1his' decision; the .i ect manager, followed the rule
announced'1 by the, Supreme Court of California in the: case of. Ktz.
i'a. Walkinshaw. (70 Pac., 663) ,,involving the' question of rights.tof
percolating waters, and' 'condluided-that the Government was iable.'-He fixed the idamages ft $1750. iThere- are no values given in the
testimony iAnlthe,' case' from- which the' amount ;stated- cdull have
been arrived at. .The sum allowed by the project' manager seems
to.h~ave
arrived
b~een
at-as'the:result of bis own'observations. How.-did'not
ever, .he'testify in thecase. The claimants -appealed from'i
"3f:-:0i-~thiat
action ion: the-grouhd'tha-t: the amount allowed Xwas in~sufficient..T iAc.ting Directo'r in'thei decision Xfromwich' the peningappealy. -;
2-~-;;-'he
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was taken, held that the, damage suffered. afforded no: ground-for,
a legal claim, the;
ahsque inura
4princpeo&nuh-&
being applied.
It was also held that the claim was barred by- lapse of time under
the California Code of 'Civil Procedureisections 338 and 339, as no"
claim .was made until, June, T, 1920, whereas the cause of action if
any,;arose' *as'early as 1916, when the damage complained -of.was
c:ompleted.
With-reference to the holding that the-claim is barred by the statutes of limitation, it is urged on appeal that if the- California statutes
of limitation have any bearing at allon the case,:it would.be section
343;
which provides that action must be brought within four years
after the cause of action shall have accrued. It is further urged,
however, that the damage to the-meadow,.wells,'and orchards'was not.
completed until 1920, and in fact is not aItogether completed at this
.: 0time,as it still becomes. necessary to dig the wells deeper each year
to reach the water as it gradually recedes.'
Little need' be said- on this feature of thhe case, as it is quite clear
that the statutes of California prescribing periods of time -within
which action may be initiated, on. various accounts in:.the .courts of
that State, can have no application intllis matter, as the remedy is not'
sought in a tribunal governed by those laws.
This claim is 'brought under -the .fifth amendment to the'l
United
Statest Constitution, which provides that private property shall not
-be taken for public use without, just.compensation, and also under.
the act of March 3, 1915 (38 Stat., 859., and subsequent. appropriation 'acts which. au
ize* ' * '* payment of damages caused to the owners of lands or
erty of any kind- by reason of the operations of the United States,
employees, in the survey, construction, operation, or maintenance
-orks, and which may be compromised by agreement between the
the Secretary of the Interior.;i*
* *

private propitsofficers orof irrigation
claimant and,

W-ith reference 'to this provision'in the yeaily'appropriation acts,
:it was stated ininstructions o0f 'May 7,1920 (47 L. D.,392), thatThe only'clIas sof claims which may not be compromised under this provision
is that result ingfrdm an accident growing out of an act' of God, the publici'
enemy, or the act of some person in his proivate capacity.' -This authority will
not, be invoked to compromise -any, claim. which would not: be a legal claim.
:against; a private irrigation concern 'under similar circumstances.

0: .Under
the twell-settled' law. of California, .riparian. rights".are protected against, subsequent' appropriation, and ther Department isg'of ':
opinion that' the mere. fact that the lands in question do Snot' extend
to: the old. :eander line of:the lake would not preclude-the claim- that- '
they were riparian to the lake, 'inasmui
h :as it is shown that'the lake
0-0.;f:;
for
T: 00m.3
ytlnany
:0Xfw~aters:
tyears' next prior to the 'diversion actually touched'
upon and covered ~portions. of. the land. Even thoughthe. ownersm

:
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could not pursue the waters beyond the subdivisidns of the lands
owned, yet so long as the' waters under natural conditions.Jflowedl to
their lands, 'they ' Were ilentitled to -claim the b'enefits unaffected by.,
Furthermore, even' if the lands'
al obstructions or diversion..tificial
ar
were not strictly riparian-to the lake in' the seise that- they were not
actually contiguous to the surface 'flow of the waters, 'it is clear that
they received direct benefit by the subsurface high water plane which.
furnished' moisture to produce natural meadow and. affordedeasy
.access to: an abundant water supply for domestic purposes by the
-sinking of 'shallow wells. It is equally well settled that'such rights
are protected from destruction by diversion, especiall where the
waters7 are carried' away, as in this 'case, for sale or use on non-'
riparian 'lands. Miller V. Bay Cities Water Company (107 Pac.,
0:
;
.115):. ( : 0 N0 ;f
. ;'here waters are appropriated' and diverted from their natural1
watershed or basin and transported to: reclaim nonriparian lands,
or for, 'distant.use, it seems eminently- just that the owners of land
0 ,changed from a, moist to' a.desert condition as a 'direct result of such
appropriation, should be compensatedJ for the damage thus inflicted.
At least, such is the law known as the California doctrine, and that
is the rule applicable in this case. Even in the, ansasE. Colorado
case" (206 U. S., 46), 'which' involved the rights of Kansas, where the
California doctrine obtains, as well as the rights of Colo-rado ,where
the right 'of appropriation is recognized as superior to riparian
claims', known as the -Colorado doctrine, the. Supreme' Court plainly
indicated that aplpropriatons in' Colorado could not wholly monopo-'
lize the waters iof~the Arkansas River,. an interstate stream, so as to
obtain more'than an .equitable portion thereof. In the present case,
the entire flow into the lake has been appropriated and diverted, and
jit was the avowed purpose to dry up the lake;.
It only' remains to arrive at the reasonable damage suffered by
the claimants as the direct result of the appropriation and diversion'
:inquestion. :
They claim $4,750 for damage to: the 50 acres which were formerly
irrigated or subirrigated,'and $1,900 additional for general damage
to. the remaining portion of their holdings as' incidental to the loss
of the meadow..They claim to,-have paid $6,200 for the entire 310 acres in 1912.
The improvements on 'the land are not clearly described but there
was a house and presumably there was:fencing and. other ordinary
improvements incidental to ranch purposes, for which it was used.
Var:ious values were given by the several witnesses as to the meadow
'and th&remaining dry land. G. 'W. Myers, one of the claim; Xland

testified in; one plabce that 0when the land was purchased he
: :ants,
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estimated that'. the meadowland was worth $5,000,. that. is $160oper
acre. The, house seems to be located on that part: of the ranch,
At another place,*however, he said he valued the meadowland as
obetween $4,000 and,$5,000 at the time ;of the purchase,. and -that,it
Aow is worth less than $15 per acre. Another witness estimated the
value of the meadowland. at about,$15 per acre. in its .present condi0tion. If this imeadowland be estimated at $15 per acre-in its _present.
condition, its value would be $T50.. .This, amount deducted .from
_$45000, one of the values placed:upon it by the claimant-witness, in
-its former condition, would leave $3,$50 as the damage to. this area.,
General, damage to the ranch as incidental to the injury to the
meadowland can:-not be recognized, as the remaining lands were not:
directly benefited by the waters .priorjto diversion. Bothwell; et: al.
v. United States (254 U. S., 231).
J Upon consideration of. the entire: record, the Department is of
opinion that the oamount above stated represents the reasonable and,
fair-damage which should be paid the claimants,:andrit is so orcdered. :
The decision appealed from: is accordingly reversed.. . -

OIL AND GAS&PERMITS UNDER SECTION 13, ACT OF FEBRURY
25, 1920-EXTENSION OF TIME,. FOR BEGINNING DRILLING

OPERATIONS.

-

-

INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. S01.]'

-

-

DEPARTMENT OF? THE INTERIOR,.
GENE£RAL.LAND OFFICE,
C-Ja'nuary16, 1922..
Washington, D.(,

.
.
REGISTERS ANMI)RECEIVERS,
UNITD STATES LAND OVEICES:
- By act of: Congress approved January 11, 1922 (Public No. 127),
the Secretary of the Interior was authorized to grant an extension
:of time under oil and. gas permits granted pursuant to the; act of
February'25; 1920 -(41 Stat., 437).
The text of the act is as ffollows::
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
.

States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of thei Interior
imay, if he shall find that any oil or gas permittee has been unable, iwith the
exercise of diligence, to ,begin drilling operations .or .to drill wells: of the depth
and, within the time prescribed by section. 13 of the Act of Congress approyed,
'February 25, 1920 (Forty-first Statutes, page 437), extend the time for begin-:
ning such: drilling or. completing it; to the amount speeified in the Act for such:;
time, not exceeding three years, and upon such conditions as he shall'prescilbe.."
'Reprint as amended March 28, 1922, and May 12, 1922,
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Acc.ordingly a, permittee who-hasg
been tunableo *ith- the eiercise
6of duie diligene to ciiiply with the terms of thg porinit I'&sue Witder
a~ny :section of-the act of Febrtilay,2, l
O,- nay.,if
-the
fats-war;ant, be; gantd .an extensioii o:f tie upot filiiig an .appication
therefor, accompanied by-his ownaffdavit setting forthf What efforts,0
.any,'-he has made.to crmsply with;thhe terms..of his permit&ndth:
f'
reasons for delay in the full compliance therewith, sueh 'shwing toj
be&accompanied by a. corroborating affidavit of. at leastone disinterested person having actual knowledge of the facts. .
fThe affidavit by the aplicant 'must also, show the time when he.
* ,:L proposes to commence or resume -his, operations and any arrangements he has made for complying with the terms of the permit..
In cases where the extension to be granted: will serve to extend, the
life.-of the-permit beyond the period of two years prescribed by the
:act of February, 25, 1920, supra, the permittee must furnish a. prop, ;erly
executed assent 'to the extension by. the sureties; Qon .the bond
*furnished..
The application may be filed in the General Land Office or in the
local land office having jurisdiction over the land. involved, by the
permit. In the latter event the application will be promptly for-'
warded to thisofficeby the local officers.
You will give the widest publicity tothe above regulation that
0 :may be possible without expense to the Unite d States.,
-

WILLIAMK

;;0t?
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:
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f

:;

SPRY,

-

Conmmissionrer.zX

Approved:
-E.

.C.

FINNEY,

FirstAAsistant Secretary.
ROBERT R. BIDDLE.
Decided May
;16, 1922.
PREFERENCE RIGHT-WITHDRAWAL-RESTORATION-MILITARY
SERVICE-OREGOMN
AND CIFORNIA RAILOAD LANDS.
The preference right privilege accorded by Congress to discharged soldiers,
sailors, and marines upon the restoration of withdrawn lands is to be
applied impartially and 'cannot be defeated by the filing of an application
t make entry prior to the restoration, even though the applicant be one
of the preferred' class.

First Assistant Secretary:
Lots'3 and 4, Sec. 1,IT. 17 S., R. 2 E.,'W. M., Roseburg, Oregon,
land district, being a part of the area known as revested Oregon. and
California Railroad grant lands, 'and 'being subject to disposal in
one of the 'particular methods prescribed for the sale of such lands
FINNEY

0-1za;
; 0 -f;000
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-by the act of June 9, 1916 (39 ;Stat., 2i8):,$ were 'on J uly 31, 1916,
t.emporarily withdrawn from all forms of disposal 'in aid of the
:proper execution of that act and 'that withdrawal is still inr effect.
Furthermore, those. lots were on December 12, 1917, included within
an dare now a 'part of Water Power Reserve No.::14.
While the lands were thus doubly withdrawn; Robert R. Biddle
filed his application, Roseburg 01419, for said lots and the adjoining
S. 1:iNW. .-.:, of, that' section which was rejected by: the register and
receiver because of said withdrawals.
:0Biddle later filed an appeal, from that action accompanied by
petitions and showings underwhich he -hoped to secure the restora*tion of lots -3 and 4 to entry under section' 24 of the Federal Water
TPower Act.
'By its decision of January 14,.1922, the General Land Office sustained the action of the register and receiver and directed that 'Biddle
be notified that his application for the restoration of the land from
the power site withdrawal would be forwarded for consideration
of the- power commission. It is also directed in: that decision that
he be 'further notified that the restoration of the lots from the
-power site withdrawal would not relieve, them from the hindering
: effect of the other withdrawal mentioned and also that he would not
gain a *preference right to enter those lots' for the reason that they
must, if relieved.from the power site withdrawal, be restored to
entry in the -manner prescribed for the restoration of such lands
generally.
In his appeal from: that decision Biddle in effect admits that his
application could not properly be allowed at this' tie, but' he contends that it should be suspended'to await the 'final restoration of
the lands because such a suspension is provided for in the act of
March 4, 1915 (38 Stat., 1162).
This Department is informally advised that the restoration of the
lands has been recommended by the Federal Power Commission and
that they will pr6bably be restored under section 24 of the Federal
Power Act within, a short time; but that fact will not justify the
allowance of ~this application as to the lots mentioned,, because those
tracts must, when so restored, be opened"to entry in the manner pro0vided in Circulars Nos. 324 (43 L. D., 245), 729 (47 L. D., 595), and
822 (49 ;L. D., 1), and the pending application can not be allowed
as to them for the reasons disclosed by those circulars; nor does the
fact that the restoration 'was made on a -petition of this applicant
justify any other action than the rejection of the application at this
time, because section 4 of, the instructions (Circular No. .729) directs
that when an- applicant suce as the present one is notified of the
rejection of his application he should also, be ,informed that the
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presentation of: a petition for the restoration, ofe
lanid ".willd not
give the applicant any preference right, or-right to preferentialtreat'
ment. if or when the lands are finally restored:'".:
When thoselots are restored they will be subject-to entry -by for2mer- soldiers or service men only for a period of not less than ninety.
idays, ana after that, if they Then, remain unentered, they. may be
tnteried. by any .;'other person. But Athe regulat ns .provide ihat
within twenty days before lands 'so restored. become subject to'entry;
by soldiers or other service men, such persons as desire 'to may'file
their applications, and in cases where more than one application is
*filed 'for the: same tract they will.. be. treated as having been simultaneously filed, andthe question as to which of them will.be 'finally:
allowed will ;b, determined by a drawing as bet'ween all the applicants
The object of th se.'regulations is., to prevent any soldier from
*gaining an advantageover other soldiers by the~fact.thathis
tappl;cation
mayrbe possibly the first to 'be'filed,n
and.
the reasons heretofore given it must be held that the present app lication was properly rejected.
From what has' been said it will be observed tha the fact that this
applicant may have been: a.former soldier does not give him any 'right
*under his application that would be superior to the right of' other
soldiers.
Tbere is no merit in this applicant's contention that his application should be suspended to await restoration because it was, pre-sented underthe enlarged homestead law which says'that when sucI
applications' arepresented before the designation of the land, they
shall ,be received "and suspended:until it shall have been determined.
by the Secretary 'of the XInterior whether said land is' actually of'
that character "' (the character of land subject to entry under that
act). 'The'1only object and effect 'of that provision was-to give a
superior right of entry, to' the person who first presented his application, to enter 'prior to the designation of the land, and it has no
connection whatever with or influence upon applications in cases
involving questions such as the one here under consideration.
IJt is not contended that there'are equi'ies:0Jn this case'hatwould
warrant this. Department in recognizing Athis claim, to' the land as
' superiordito that of other' former service 'men; but' aside from these;
considerations, it ,must 'be remembered that 'this land isA'Rtill em-:
braced in the. further withdrawal of July 3,1916, mentioned above,
which would necessarily 'have to be revoked before this applicaion
could be ,allowed. 'It is' needless,'howe'
t' how 66,<r
e act
. 'vsabilityor the possibilityTof the revocationof that ivithdrawal.because. this application musty be rejected for the reasons stated, il
87510 -2274O1,49-8
'
' "
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order that all former soldiers may have an equal privile ge of' apply-t
-ing to, enter those lotsi when th'ey are opened, to entry.'
The Decision appealed: from 'must, therefore, be, 'and ishereby,

:i 00 "t -:f0-; :f-0: ::

000t000affirmed.'00-0~S00;U'

:f

HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION MADE APPLICABLE TO ALL HOMESTEAD
ENTRIES BY ACT OF APRIL 28,1922, WHICH AMENDED SECTION
-296, REVISED STATUTES.
[Circular No. 826.]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND FFICE,;
R ass ki-gton, D. C., M ayi19

2.

REGrsTxRS AND RECEIVERS,
-UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

A'teation is -directed to' Publipc Resolution' d., 53,' approved April
:
28, 1922, which providesas follows
That the provisions'of. section 2296 of the United, States-Revised Statutes have
been and are applicable to al en'tries made under the homestead laws andclaws
Esupplemental and amendatory thereof.

:00lSectilon

2296, Revised Statutes, provides:,

0No lands acquired .under the provisions of this chapter shall in any, event
become liable to. the satisfaction ofXany debt coatrated prior to the issuing of

.the patent therefor.

WILLIAIU SPRY,

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

LACY v. WOODBURY.
f ' ;'0
0 X;0

-

Decided M ay20, 1922.

:
b-s EBT LAsD--GiTIZENsnw---RESIDENCE--CONTEST. sactof
1891, specifying
8,
March
the
of
The provision contained in section.
that uno persn 'shall be entitled to mtake'entty of desert land except he be
a residentleitizen of the:State in which the landis situhted,.is not-a conltinuing: requirement,- coextensive with -the Iiffe, of the e.entry, but.merely,
one whichmust exst at the time entry is made.,
-.
;
DESERT LAnn½GunzEnIr1REsrn..c..OoN.ST.N

*

L

of the act
The resident- ,citizenship qualification imposed by section,
0of March 8,1891, is sufficiently met by a desert land entryman, if, at the time
of making'enry, he had-estblished his residencein the Statetin wich t&h
iand is situated andIhis acts indicated a bona fide intent to miake his''futurei
that State, although" he thereafter temporarily imaintained hi-s
- rhomehin
domicile elsewhere.

000:A49]
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.:.-.
Harry If. Lacy''has appea ed from a decisionpof teCommissionerof 'the General Land Office-datedaDeeiberi5,' 1921, Sdsihi tis
contest against the desert-land entry of Belle 'S. Woodbury, 'yeniracing the N
N-,,
Sec. 29,T. 7 S.,
7E G.& S'. B. M, Phoenix,.
Arizo'a, nd-district.- :
The-ntrywas
made on Octohe It, 1918, and onh Maj 2-2;4920 Lacy
iled contest' against 's'ame- a leging -that' entrywoman was hot 'a resi| fent citizen'-of the ,tate ofAizo6a at 'the time she madeg the'try
and that she'has.'never been such citizen and that the enttry...was.i mac
- :'
for speculation and not in go-od faith. 'Answer'was- duly filed 'and-,
b.ystipulation- pral deositionswiere taken before a--esigiatedofficer.
Upon consideration of saie thlocal oicers rendeved a-decision
|0;'
recommen-ding
0 0:
dtismissal 'of the contest;' Their action -was affirmed
by the 'Commissioner in thc "decision from which ths appeal -is
taken.
-No'testimony was introduced4by the'
d
estant to"'sutan'tiate' his
charge'- that the entry was' specuhtive. - The only- i'suet in 'the case
whether or not the'entrywoman became "a resident citizen" 'of the
State of 'Aizona at- the time she' made the desert-landeentryinvoved.
';0000 A0200
8Section
aof the act' of March 3,.189'1 (26;' StatL,-'10950),piovidres 'thait -:000
'5 ' 0
0 0: person
no-;D
0' '00" tshall' be entitled to ' make ent
of desert, land except
he be a resident citizen of the'State or Territory in which the land
'to
be entered is ldcated."
The facts as'to this 'issue-are undisputed.' It appears that entry00 :0 dwoman-is
'the'wi'fe.of Alfred iD: Wo9odbury; that her husbandhas'S
been the store manager. for a clothing house in Kansas City, Missouri, for the 'past fourteen years.' In February, 1918, he went'to
Arizona for' the 'purpose' of inspecting the country and 'making it his
future home if he. became satisfied with the prospects. Conditions
there appearing favorable, he paid' $6000 for relinquishments- to ',
the W. j amid'the SE. j,,-Sec.' 29- T. T S.,IR. 7- E.paying'$2,00O for
the NW. 4, Sec. 29, the land in.'controversy. After spending about
; 'V0;-5
-weeks
0ltwo
'in Arizona he returned to Kansas City. In September,'
accompaniedby his -wife, he returnedot6 Arizona, at which
1918,
time Mrs. 'Woodbury made her entry, giving her post 'office address
in her application as Toltec, Arizona. After'-remaining about a week
in Arizona' they returned t6 Kansas City,> where they have since resided. 'tUpon his' re
' oodbury tendered his resignation to the
clothig company, same to becom 'eIetie the following February.
The'record 'further diselosses that'-soon- after making his entry
;-Woodbury in'stalled an- engine. and, pump on his land, sunk a well
to a depth of 248 feet-and had the same' ased'; that'the well hias a
-capacity of 1 500 'gallons per- miute; that' -during' the'
1918
'

t
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about 40 acres were cleared, leveled and ditched and ithe-same planted
to crop.
,ie
received a patent -to his land in the spring of 1919
and, ate obt..:;
ainngsame he purchased a house, -remodeled same and
'moved it upon. theliand,` builta barn and stoked;tlhe entry ith a
small herd,:placing 40 additional acres under cultivation, and durng
that year planted the80
8acres in cotton, alfalfa, and grain. .uring
-1920,-he -again planted
8s0aidQ,80acres, together -with a porti
of
; .ano~ther.:4.0-acre tract' which he had .cleared. .He values all of his
imp rovements at $10,000, which" seems, a re6asonable .estimate on
account of, their extensive ,character. Soon after making his entry,
Woodbury also purchased a lotithttown of Tolte,- Arrizona, near
the landi, .ntending to builda housethereon in which to residee until
;-;;0:::-;0; ::su~ch.time ~as'h~ec~oiuld aget his. desert ent~ryonA-a wor~kin~g, and ~paying::';f0

:basis. After Mrs. Woodbury. made.hler entry he also caused 20 acres
thereof to be cleared, leveled, ,ditcehedand

placed in cro.p. iAs further
evidence, that Woodbury intended to make Arizona his permnanent
::-home, the;employeda laandscape architect: from:the, agrutural college of that State 'to pplan a scheme for laying out and beautifying
the place.
00;00V'.0Duringf
1918 'Woo dbury registeredfor the draft-in Toltec, Arizona.. lie owns no real estate, in, Kansas City. .He refused to take. a
lease on any house or apartment there. Prior to 1,918 he voted and
"took an active, part
:Ain political . matters in Kansas-City, but since_0'
making his entry he has refused to do so on accunt .of his Arizona
citizenship. He refused to rene-w his contract of employment, with'
the clothing company but at the date o
efthQ
hearing*.'he had not
severed his connection with said company for the reason .that his
employers had been unable to find a suitable man to take his. place',
and they were unwilling to 'allow.him. to resign untilthey could do
so. iHis statement that he'claimed Arizona as. his home and intended'
to remove: there permanently as.'soon as he. could'arrange his. affairs
to that end is corroborated by 00his neighbors. who had often dis-'
cCussed the matter with the Woodburys.
It is argued-;by. contestant. that by. reason of Voodbury's return
to Kansas City after his trips to Arizona. and the continue~dresidence
-.
of himself and wife in. said city since that .time, it is evident that:
they did :not: become! resident citizens of Arizona.Under the facts. disclosed the iDepartmentt can not, accept this
view of the case. It is a. well settled principleqof law thatA no speci:
fled time is required innfixiga
domicile ,and ;the shortest period' of
residence,1if only -for a, day, will be sufficienctwhen coupd -with thel
evidence-of intent-(See 114 Cyc. .837).
Th eacts )on the part -of
W oddburyindicate. a.boda fde intent to make, Arizona his future
- 'home. He. iiitiated his&r~esidence bygoingJto thatState 4nd begin 0
.

J ::;
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is evidenced lby his further
withA the iention, wh.
lingsame,
:
acts in connection with. his'entry, of continuing same as soon.as he;
could arrange his affairs in Kansas City. The requirement in said
act of March 3, 189 1, that' no person shall be, entitled"'to make entry
of ;desert land except he be "a resident citizen of the State or Territory
in which the land to beqntered is lpoated is nt.a con uing
uirement, coextensive with the life of the'etry, but,' only. one. which must
appear at the, time the entry is-made.

In view of the facts disclosed it- is the opinion of the Department

that -th~e intent of W.6 o'dbu`y: `and his wife to make Arizona their
future. home,' coupled 'vith tAeipr-acts' in sippoit ofvsuch intent- was
1 0 00
sufficqieFnt:
to cnstittea residntciizen1of said State-in October,

S1918, 0;the~f time wein thentry 'under attack was ma de, -within the
,meaning an contemplation' .oft said a supra,
ut,
and in'"view 'thereof,'.
for the reasons above' stated, itbecomes-. immaterial -that he was termpporarily residin gin KansasCity atth'timeof theheing. Under
-the general' rule of law that the oi°dll of the husand 'i'sthat of
epartment,is oft thedopiniqn
the wife,. the D.-than'3
p onhat -trwoanwa
qualified to.m ake6the.entry involved,
The (decision appealed friom is0affirmed'.
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*SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' HOXWESTEAD RIGHTS.
INSTRUCTIONS-f-

f ;0 '' ;

f-X?
0 00[Circular
S^

No. 302.]

Reprint of regulations of t6ebruary2,8, 1914 (43 L.D.,138), as r.evisedFebruary
18, 1922,-ihnduding regulations contained in Circular No. 821~,approvedApril'29,1922 (8 L- -D, 650).

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,:-

W,'ashington, D. C. May
0,9
12'D
:. Any. officer,.soldier, seaman, or marine-mhosservedjfor not less
ithani9.0 days in the Army' or Navy of the Uiiited'Statesdunthe
C':ivil Warand who was honorab1lr dishargedand has remained loyal
-adC!;

-*

-

-ff00X0X0

tdo' t~he' Goovernment, and who nmakes'a4homestead'

''

ntry, is

entitled

'- -under
section 305 'of3the Revised -Statutes and the act of3June-6,- 1912
(37 Stat. 123)', to have- the term of-his service in the Army-'or Navy,
not. exceeding, two years, dcted from the three years' residence.
:required under te homestead laws.
imilar provisions are made ini the acts of June 16, 1898 (30 St t.
-473), andMarch f,1901(31`8tatC847), for the benefit of like persons
who-served in the: War with Spalin, or during the -suppression of the
insurrection in the Philippines. .The acitof
1919 (40
1ebruary;25,

-

Stat. 1161)','as amended by act of April 6,1922 '(Public187), makes

similar provisions for the benefit of -like persons who rendered. iili-'
tary service-in connection with' the Mexican border opera-0.:-:: or 'navaltions or during the late war with Germany.
2. A soldier or sailor of the classes above mentioned who makes
entry as such" must begin his residence and cultivation of the land
:i: .t0- by Chimn within six months from the date of filing his declara'entered
tory statement, but if he makes entry without filing a declaratory
statement he must begin his residence within six months-after the date
of the entry. Thereafter he must continue both residence and cultivation for such period as will, when added-to the time of his military
or naval service (under enlistment -or enlistments covering war periods), amount to three-years:;-but if he:was discharged on account.
of wounds or disabilities incurred in the line of duty,- or honorably

*

discharged but subsequently 'awarded compensation by the Govern-

-

ment for :wounds -received- or disabilities incurred :i line of duty in
accordance with the act of October 6, 1917 (40 Stat. 398-405), as
amended by the act of August 9., 1921 '-(42 Stat. 147-153), credit for
the whole terim'of his enlistment may'be allowed. HIowever, no pat'nt will. issue to suchf soldier. or sailor until there -has been residence
by him for at least one year.'
A soldier with 19 months or more military service will be required
to reside on the land at least Z months during the first: entry year;
with more than 12 and less than 19 months, he must reside on the:
land 7 months during the :first year.and such part of the second year
as, added to his excess over 12 months' service, Iwill equal-7 months,'and must, cultivate one-sixteenth- of the. area the second year; with
7 and not more 'than 12 months, he must -reside- upon the land 7

-

/; :A-
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moniths. duiing eachof the first and sfecond years, and cultivate onesixteenth-of the area. the -second year; with 90 days .and less than
, months he must reside upon the land *'T. months during each year
for the, first. -.and second years, and such part of the third year as,
added-to his service, will equal 7 months, and cultivate one-sixteenth
-of the arearth6.second.,year and one-eighth.the third year; and with
Iess than 90 -days' service, -will. receive, no. credit -therefor in lieu of
residencje and.cEtultivation.-.J
he .delays the submission of proof
beyond he: period. 6f.residence 'required, the cultivation necessary for
the years elapsing before the -submission of: -proof must be-shown;
He may apply-for and receive a: reduction in the area to be cultivated,
in The same -manner ani under the conditions required of otherSapplicants. -Where the entry is made under the stock-raising provisions- of
the homnestead-la, the above rule, with 'respect to: residence will be.
1a~ppl-icalde, but the soldier must-make the-improvements onRthe-landrequired of other-persons uhder- that lawI.and show in lieu7!ofP culti. ,ti'h that he ,;ctually used the -land for raising stock and fge
.
crops ,during-t-he period, that Ihe -was. required to reside on thedland.
:He -muist show, in. any entr-y -under thehomestead-lawsthat he hada
habitable house on the land at the date of submittin
'3 No. creditt formilitary service can -be -allowed :wpro
tionproof is sub mitted.
:
-4.
K party-claimingAthe benefit of his military service must file
with the regi ster and- receiver,-wa certified- copy of his certificate of
d.ischarge,. sho-wiig when- he enlistedj when he was -discharged, and !-.stheorganization iin: which-.he served, or the affidavit of -two respect'
able, 'disinterested witnesses, corr.oborative -ofthe
allegations"con:
tained in his affidavit on these points, or.-if neither can e~produred
his ownaffidavitito thateffect.
-- -:
:
.If

-

-

PERIODS OF S:ERVICE FOR-WHICH CEDIT. MAY BE GIVEN IN LIEU
OF RESIDENCE. - :

-. In determininglthe rights of parties under sections 2304-2309 of
the Revised -Statutes-the Civil War is held to have : lasted from- A pril
15, 1861, to Asugust 20 -1866 ; the Spanish War and Philippine Insurrection from April 21, 1898, to July -15,'1903. The operations in
Mexico or along the`borders thereof began May. 9: 1916 and. con:tine-de untilf the beginning of: thewarwith Germany, April 6, 1917,
which was officiallyJ teiminatd'Marchi 31921, by public -resolution
No.,64of.that date.
- seric
ni
a-soldier o salor
- No eredit for military- service.can be given unless a'soldier or-sailor
served '-for -at :least. 90 days. betweeni the dates above mentioned.
Jn cofomputing the periodof, service of a soldier " who has serveddin
-the:: rmyofthe Uhnited States,"' -within the mieaning of that phrase
as used in section 2304 of.the Revised Statutes,- the entrancei of the i
-soldierinto the-, Army-will -be ,onsi ed as~dating from the time, of
voluntary entrance., of privates finethe Army, Navy,--:or-.Marine- Corps;,or appoi'ntment. of-officers§ (including those -appointed. from,
theOfficers'.Training Corps) ; 'in the case of a-person enlisted- in-the
Naval R-eserve, from .the time he was called into,:active service; -in
- the-case of adrafted
a
iman, f4romn thetime he -wasa
mustered into- the
service; in the case -of-:members .of -theFederalized National Guard,
from the time they.-:were mustered.ilnto the- United Stateseservice.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--
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-An entryyman'having enlisted and served 90-days during any one
of the wars above mentioned is entitled under section.'2305 of the
Revised Statutes asi amIended t o credit for* the full ter-m of hish
service under that enlistment, although Vsuch- term did . not expire:
until 'after the war- ceased;
6. A person. who served for- less than '90 days in the' Arm or
Navy of the'nited- States during said wars is n6t'entitled to have
c-redit for miiitary -service on the -requiredperiod of residence upon
-his homestead; alth6ugh he may have been discharged for
bility
incurred in line of duty.
t - - - :
.t -A .:personserving in the-Ar-my or Navy-of the United' States may
makea- homestead entry if some: member- of his family is. residilng
'upon ,the: land applied forj and the applicationb and accompanying
affidavits may -be executed before the officer commanding the branch
of the 'service in -which he is engaged:.
soldier or sailor, is ttno
gequired to: -reside-personally -upon the land, but -may -receive -patent
if his family maintain the necessary ' residence and-cultivation :until
the entry is three years old or until it has been commuted. The sol'
dier's family in, this connection is restricted tb. his wife -ancd minor
-Such

-

-

:5.:

children.:

-.- S

. -i f

--,

,

U,

-8.A soldier is -entitled to, the same credit for military service in
connection with homestead entries under the enlarged homestead-act ::
of February 19i 1909 (35,Stat. 639), and its amendments, and - the
stock-raising act of December[29, 1916 (89 Stat- 862); and its amendnments, as is allowed in: connection with ordinary homIesteadentries,
but-theimproverents required by the stock-raising act mustbe' placed ,
upon the land as prescribed by the-act.
--: 9. The special privileges accorded' soldiers or sailors, as above indicated, are -not subject to sale or transfer,: and can only be: exercised
by'the soldier or sailor, himself ; but the unmarried widow or Iminor
orphan children of a veteran of .the Civil -War,the Spanish-Amierican
War, or the Philippine Insurrection is entitled to the same privileges
under.the homestead laws as -the deceased soldierior sailor if he died
possessed of .a homestead, right. - The adult- child of a soldier has no
special.tprivileges in connection with the homestead laws on account
'ofhis father's military service. - -- - -

-

-

--

HOMIIE§STEAD RIGHTS OF WIDOWS AND MINOR ORPHAN CHILDREN
-aQ
OF DECEASED SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.
. . -

10. (a) If a soldier or sailor makes an entry or, files a declaratory
statement, and dies before perfecting the same, the right-to'p`erfect
the claimf including the right to claim credit for. th& s6ldier7s mili-V
- tary. service, passes to the persons -named in
i291,
section
Revised
Statutes; -that isjto his widow,: or, if there be no' widow, to his 'heirs

or.-devisees.

-

Y In case -of the' death of aeteran of'theCivil War, the Spanish- War, or the Philippine In rection; who would be entitled to a
homestead under the provisions-o f section 2304 of the-- Revised Statutes, butrwho died prior -to the initiation of a claim- therieunder, his
widow, or in case of her death, or remarriage, -his minor: orphan chil-dren,by a guardianr,.Aduly appointed -and'officially.accredited-at-the
Department of he Interior, :may- make-the filing and entry in the
same: manner -that thet soldier`-orsailor -might have done, subject to
-(l

-

-

-
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all the -provisions of the Ihomestead laws ;in respect to settlement and
improvements; and the whole term of- service, or in case of death
-duringthe- term of enlistm~fent, the entire period of enlistment in 'the
military or naval service will, be 'deducted from;the time otherwise
t-required-to perfect the title to the same'extent as might have been
allowed the soldier. '(Sec.2307,ev. Stat.)
W-Vhere a honiestead; entry is. made :under ::sedtion 2307, Revised
Statutes, by. the widow.: or-, minor orphan children of a -deceased
soldier :or sailor of the Civil War, the -Spanish War, or the Philippine Insurrection; complianceewith 'law both as to- residenice 'and
niprovement is required to -be shown to the same extent as would
have- been required of the' soldier or sailor in making entry under
section 2304, Revised Statues, except. that credit will be given upon
: the.three-year period*for the entire termn of the fenlistment, not ex-ceeding -two -years, where the soldier or sailor died during the term
of -his enlistment, provided he served at least ninetydays.
of(c6) In case of widows the prescribed evidence of military -service
of the husband must be furnished, with affidat of widowhood, giving
the date of her husband's 'death.
In case of minor orphan children, in addition to the prescribedi
evidence of military service of the father, proof of death or remar-riage of the mother -must be furnished. -Evidence of death may- be
the testimony of two -witnesses or- -physician's certificate, duly
attested.- Evidence of marriage may be certified copy of marriageL
certificate,- or of record, of samie, or testimony:6of two witnesses to the
marriage ceremony.-

- -

-

-

--

-

'-

-

:i :Minoorphan children must make a joint entry through their duly

-

.

X s fappointed: guardian, who must, file certified copies of. the powers-.of
guardianship, which- must-be transmitted to the- General Land- Officeby the registers and receivers.
- :11. All homiestead applicants who are not native-born citizens of
the United States: must- have .declared their intention to become :citi- zens of this. country, and before submittinig proof must- be
naturalized.. , Aii honorable discharge from the United States Army,
- or an honorable 'discharge from the United States Navy or-Marine
Corps, after five-years' consecutive service in the Navy, or one enlistment: in the United :States Marine Corps, is equivalent- to' a declaration: of intention on the part -of such soldier, sailor, or marine,, and
he may, thejrefore, .-make,.a6homestead entry' without! formially de- c-aring his intention to become a citizen, but must, of- course, per-fect final-naturalization before -submitting proofl.

-

-

:::

--

.

-fully

-

' .-

-

SOLDI.ERS' DECLARATORY STATEMENTS.

-

-

-

-

12. (a) Soldiers' and sailors' declaratory statements may be filed
in the land office for the .district in which the lands desired are located by any person- entitled to the benefit of sections i2304 and 2307,
Revised4-Statutes, as explained above. Veterans of -the.Civil War,
the.-Spanish War, or the Philippine Insurrection may file declaratory ,statements of this .- haracter, either- in person-or through an agent-acting under power of attorney, but the entry: must be made in person
' -and not through an aent-within SIX months-.from the-filing of the
declarator
' idf D~'must
n Malso
L~ be establishedd'within0S'd'fT
:declaratory statement."'
statementand residence
-

- -$

-

-
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'that: timie.' -Veterans' of the-World War may file such decl artory
state-ments in person, but not through agent.e
The party. entitled'to file.a- declarator statement may make entry.
Inperson without filing a declaratory statement if he so desires.~
soldier's declarator statement, if filed in person, must be •ac:companied by the prescribed evidence of military service, andthe
bath oof the-person filing the same, stati~ng his -residence ,an'd ,'postoffce, address, and setting-forth that the claim:-is made for his. excul-,
eteetand
fatia
cusive use an-d benefit .for th pups
tivation,.and not, either directly or indirectly,, for the ueor benefit.
-made A -,homestead
of .any other .erson; that he has not
entry. or filed- a- declaratory statement under. the homestead law -(or
second
if -he has'dofie so, he must show his. qualifcaios o ak
or additional homestead entry-),; that he is not the-proprietor of more-The

.heretofore

*

than
gust

160.

acres

o

30,

1890,'

he.

-land
has

.nny-

in

n

.or'Trioy

State

entered

-not

or

title

acquired-

u

ic

ta
.under~jhe

~:agr1_

cutu-ral- land laws of the UnieStes no~r is he now claiming under
said laws-a quantity of. land which, ith the tracts- applied. for`7wou~ld
make more than 320 acres, or in the -cas~e of claim, under- the e'nae of .a, claim under the
larged homiestead laws, 48
stock-7raising laws,.800, acres.-_
(b). In case of filing a soldier'!s- declaratory statement by agent, thei
and
h name and authority of
ot.must further elr
or other instrument creating~ tie
the date, of. the _power. -of
agenicy, .adding that the name of the agent was inserted therein; be-,
fore its~execution. It should 'also state in terms that the, agent, has
no igh
orintres, irect or indirect, in the ~fili-ng ~of such a declaratvory statemenit.
Th
getmust file (in addition to his power ofatoeyhiow
oath to thie effc that he has no interest, either present or-prospective,
~direct or, indirect, in the claim; that the. same is filed for the sole
-a

-are-orm

-the

-agent

-attorney

-

-

-

-

-----

-

benefit

of

the~

soldier,

and

that

no'

arrangement

has

been

made

where-

by -said agent has been empowered at,-any -future time to sell orrelinquish such claim, either as agent orby filing a;n original relinquishment-of the-claim~ant.
a'soldier~s declaratory statement is filed in per-son, the
affidavitlof the soldier -or. sailor~ must be sworn to before either the
- ntdStates commissioner, ora
reyit or, te-reevr- rbfr
rceko Ae a court of record- in the, county or land district in
in
land sought- is situated. -Where a declaratory statement
whN 1ic-te,
is Ifil ed by an, agent,, the'. agent's affidavit ust be exe~,cuted before one
of.the officrs above -mentioned, but the soldier_'s: affidavitnmayb
executed before any. officer -aving a, seal-andiauthrized to: administer
oaths generally and not necessarily within the, land district in which
the land'dis situated.
~~~Th fe tbe ppi to the register andreivrothladfic
'where ithe~d'ec~laratory s~tatnement is~ filed, is ~$2, except in the Paocific
-it is$3
(d) A -homestead entry under a ~declaratory statement can -not~ be
made through- an ageant,; ad the entry muiit he mde and settleeton- the, lad-cMine0d- within six months after the -filing of
clArat or statement. Residence& cultivation,. a-- im~p~roveTe
-

-

-()Where

-

-

-

-

-Saewhere

-

-de

-

-
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ments must be shown to,-the same extent: as though n6 declaroto
statement had. been filed.- as thg
no declaratory
18. The -filingIof a declaratory statement will not be held to bar
th-e adiission of fi1lings and: entries by others, but: any person makjn; i ntry or claim duringy the pjeriod allwed by law for the entry of
t~h~e soldier.:wjll ido so:Isubject .to his right; and the::soldier's applica4tion,0hn ogered,.within' such time, will, begallowed asa matter of
right,. and ,the intervening, claimant wll be notifie~dand afForded an
.
e
opportUaity to be heard.
14.. As
lid by the requirements of the oath, a. soldier will: be
held
i ,to. have exhaukted his hoinestead ±ight by the filing of hisde.

cla'ratbry statement. it being manifest that the Itght'to file 'is a privi-

lege granted tosol iersin addition to the ordinary privilege only in
.the -matter of giving them. power to hold their claims foi six months
after selection before entry, but' is not a license to abandon: suchselection -with.the.right thereafter to make a regular homestead entry'
in:dependently of such filing. This is', clear from the statutory language;. Section 2304 provides: 4"A settler shall be.allowed six months
after locatingo his'- hbme'itead and'filin~g his declar'atory ..statement in
which tob- nake'entry 'and commence his - settlement and improve.ment" and section 2309 requires hima "in, person" to "mnake his,
ac ual entry, commence s~tt emeht
d.im
0,tproenieton he sanie,
These must
Ta-''.
and thereafter fulfill.all the requiieinents of the 1
.

be done. on the :same lands selected'an ,located

-

by the~ filin -g.;

15. Soldiers and 'sailors ,are cautioned- against. dealing, with the
so.-called soldiers' caimn agenciesor ,persons or companies :wh represenththemselves as alltorized by7'the
.ovrnme nt to mak e ntries or,
filings forsoldiers. TheGlvernment. does not employ
ior
authoorize
particular inividuals -to locate solders or. sailors, or to file declirat
statements
,ory for themj, except under the conditions.. above set forth.
-

RIGHTS OF WORLD-.WAR 'VETERANS.

'

-

-.

'16.:House- joint resolution-No. 30, approved January 21, 1922,
amended joint resolution No. 29 .approved February 14, 1920 (41i
: -S~tat.,434)-by extending the provisions of the last-mentioned resoniion for a period of 10 years'fromni and after February14, .1920, and...
increasedb
the preference 'right-conferred: thereby,- from not 3less than
60 to: -not less han 90 i days fm the beginning -of lthe pr'ference
right period. Saidiresolution as amended is
iapplicable to all openins-ofs:--public odr-Indian lands.to 'entry.or the restoration- to entry
oft- public lands withdraWn. from . etitry~ and confers upoofficers,m
-soldiers,
and marines~in the Army-Navy
-sailors; of the -nted
t-Srtateduing the late- ar
honorably separated- oidis;-charged-.from:
su~chy service- or-placed in the regular -Army- or -Naval,
service, a- preference right.:of-not less than 90W
da-ys from -theedate -of:
_ -;openiing
restoration in which to make ,entry for the land underf
-the homestead or desert-land 1 laws, except -as against- prior.-existingxahid' 'settlemfent rights and, preference -rights conferred byO existing
las or equitable-claims,,sub'kect.to allowance and- confitmation.b: -;17,.Theact of July'28,~:191 (40 .Stat.- 248), protects personsf who
after- .making- entry -or -initiating -claims-- under- the homesed la-,is
by
I'
asettlementapplication, -or entry:and, thereafter enlisted or were,-

-
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mustered into the' military or naval service during the World War*
-- or prior to March 3,:19,:from a forfeiture of their claims by
reason of the failure of the claimant to do any act otherwise required
by law during the period of' his service and credits the timelmnthe
service as equivalent to residence on aiid cultivationofthe homestead"
with a maximum credit of two years in case of discharge for disability incurred in line of duty, regardless of actual, period' of residence', and grants complete exemption from further comnpliance' 'with
law. by the widow, minor orphan children, or legal representatives
''where the claimant died in the. service, and forbids contest against
any homestead entry unless it be alleged and proved that'the absence
from the land was not due to employment in the military or naval
&serviceofethe United States.
18. Under the act of February 25, 1919 (40 Stat. 1161):,as amended
-bysection-'1 of the act' of April'6, 1922 (Public 187), one who was
in thlemilitary or naval: service of the 'United States during the
Mexican border operations (regarded as having begun May 9 1916,'
and -continued until the declaration of war with Germany) ;or the
late war ,and' who: was honorably discharged .after havmg served
at least 90 'daysgduring such period, is entitled to 'a 'deductin from
'te homestead resid'ence requirements (three. years) equal to the*
p-eriod 6service
of
bu't nt 'to exceed two years-tliat is, there 'must.
be shown 'residence on 'the homestead for at least one year'even though
'the military, ornaval service' exceeded two years.' If the soldier or
:sailor afterving served foratleast 90 dayswas ischarged because
of disability incurred in line of duty'or reguflarly discharged; from'
the service but :subsequently awarded, compensation 'by the Govern'ment fortwounds received or disabilities incurred "in lin'e, of duty,- he
may claim -credit for the full 'period of his enlistment, subject to the
trequirement that residence-on the 'homestead for at least one -year
.Tmust be Dshown. In either case the. credit is in lieu':of the cultivation

-

specified by law as well as residene and if the period of service is

such-:that residence for 'but? one year need' be shown, no cultivation
is required to be shown for 'that. year.. A year's residence under the
homestead laws consists of actual. residenrce for at least seven:months.
-.and allowable absence of five months'in not 'more than' two'periods,

notice 'ofjleaving the; homestead' and :returniing .thereto .to be given'

Ato.th 'proper. district land officers. i, 'The final proof must. show ithat

::there isahabitable house on the land.

'

'

.

'

.

109. The act of September 29,1919
i
(41 Stat. 2§88), as amended b
section 2. of the act of April 6, 1922 (Publie187),, grants to ex-service,
0men of the late war who made or may hereafter 'make, entry under j
the home;ead laws or.who :initiate valid homestead claim'b&y settlement or application, and thereafter :enter upon-a course, of train-i
ing under the vocational rehabilitation act. -ro'are. furnished, hospital
treatment' by the 'Government for wounds received* or 'disabilities . :incurred -in lne of; duty,a- leave. of absence from the -homestead for
- :-4h rpose of.taan sueh;course, orto receive hospital treatment by
:eovertnen~t,
:..
and allows:'the time while, so engaged to be credited
^as;. constructive residenbe'upon andd:cultivation of the homestead, sub: ject tojthe. conditibon that, before title by.patent-may be granted the
claitmant shall have resided upon,: improved, -and.'cultivated.:the homestead for a period of at least one year. A person who'is entitled0to
-ffS

d

C

gtR:.....fie:

u4:D;;:::f:.......... ff:t
a:
pe-rsf n

- : thf.::: s 61 1
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the benefits of this act should forward to the local district land' office
notice of his absence from the land and of the fact thathe has been
admitted. to take a course of:vocational training under the act of
'June 27, 1918 :(40 Stat. 617), or that -he is receiving hospital treatment
by -the Government, together with a certificate to that fact by the
proper offlcial.: He should also -filenotice of his return to the land
:so that the local officers may make due notation on their records.
20. -The act of March 1., 1921 (41 Stat. 190(2), authorizes homiesteaders, applicafnts, or entryen who initiated their claims iand thereafter
enlisted prior to November. 11, 1 98, in the United Statesi Army,
Nayy, or. Marine C'ors during the War with, Germany ,and were
honorably discharged or separated becadse of. physical incapacities
due to service,' and for thiat reasonlare unable to return to the land,
to make proof without fu rther. residence, improvements, and oul-:
tivation' at such time and place as may be authorized.
Notice of intention to submit proof under. this act must be given
in the usual, manner byposting andpublication-,- and the proof- shfould
consist of the affidavitqof the homesteader, executed abfore an official
authorized to administer oaths and use an official seal,- showing that.
he is'unable to return 'to the land on account of physical incapacities,
;-due to 'service in :the United States Army, Navy, or, MarineCorps
during the :;War with Glermany, and should describe. the nature antd
extent-of the disability,-which facts should be -corroborated' 'by. the
--

testimony of 'two. witnesses taken in similar manner, one of whom

-must -be -a. pihracticing physician. SSuch affidavit should be accompanied by'acopy of the claimant's discharge fromthe Army,Navy,
or Marine Corps, Iran affidavit showing all the facts' about his service
and discharge.. .
Very respectfully,
. ILLIAIV SPRY,
'

CommOsszoner.

Approved: May 26, 1922.
C;(X
f;.;CE.
C/. FINNEYS
f

0:

'

First Assistant Secretary.

i

/'

:

*'
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REVISED STATUTES.-

S
-.2: Mc In case of ahy -person desirous of availing himself of
eiei
fata
the bbenefits of Lhis>-hapter,~ but who, by rao
do h
.isiuableto
ih'Inte
tts,
the miflitary, or naval service of
ctd ad-office which the _precedpersonal preliminiary 'adts at, thitri
thereof, is
-g sections 'require; and whose 'family,:-or sbe
which
-upon
and
-des-ires--to'-enter,
he
which
lnd
izeidig 'iithe
bona "fide -improvement, and- settlement hve been>mdsc esi
'may make the affidavit requiredb a before the office'r conmmanding
in the-branch'do the service inwhichthe party is engaged; which
es, ats 'if
P
penaltiee-,
affidaVit shall be as binding in law, and
dai en
tknbeforethe regist-er-or leceiver; and upon suhat
fil-

5
witht "the iegkister' by the wife- or other repre-sentative

of the

party,-- the' samie shall become effective from oth-date of suchfiling',
h
providethe aplication -and affidavit are a~ccompaidb
commissions* as -required by law.
SE'. 230;4.1 'Evoryprivate solier a d officer who has serve in
recenta reeio0n fo ionty
the Army of the United Setates durngthe
days and who,.was honorably discharged and has remiainied loyal -to~ovirnmit, ineluding the troops, mustered; intoethservice;f:
th&
ig
comman d
the Uiited 'State by virtue, of the: third section of n acp'
every s.of
thre , eighte hundred and shity-two, a
:F;-inhe-bruaryh
ited
the
the 'Navy-of
in Sanisha
served
who has
andMreine
officer Corps
marine,
waremaeSlylt-:
s0'
duing
thare
asladwowshnrby
S~~~
0-f0000t man,
during the rebellion for ninety days;
States or-in the
-and

"

and who was honorably discharged and has 'remained loyal to, the
:soldier and officer who has served in
Government, and every private
Amy
rthe of the United: States during 'the Spanis wblo, or who has
di thetA
rm drige
served, is serving, or shall have served in, te"sd
forninety day,'
suppression ofSthte binuretion: in the Phoilip
and every seaman,'
and who was or shall be honorably discharged;
ie States
t
marine; and officer who has served in the Na
orw hserved,
the
Spanisr,
or; in the Marine C'orps during
dfuresis serving, or shall have served in the said
adwo
ninety days,
sion of the insurrection in the Philippines for
with the
was or shall be honorably discharged, shallane
provisions of this chapter, as hereinafter modified,'be entitled to
enter: upon and receive patents for: a quantity of public lands not
exceeding one hundred and sixty acres, or one quarter section, to be
Ataken in compact form, according to legal subdivisions, including
the alternate reserved sections of -public lands along the line of any
railroad or other public work not otherwise reserveld or appropriated,
and other lands subject to entry under the homestead laws of the
United 'States; but such homestead settler shall be allowed six months
after: locating. his homestead and filing his declaratory statemnent
1 The provisions of seCtions 2304 and 2305 of the Revised Statutes were extended to.
World War by act of :F'eb. 25, i9i9 (40 DStat. 1161).:
veterans of the X
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"'Within -which -to make his entry ancd commeince his~ settlement and,
improvement. (Aks amended by act Mari.1,i 1901.
SEc. 2305. The 'time ~ihich the homeistead'settler has S'erve'd in the
Army, INavy, or!-Marine.Corps ShA~ll be- deducted from the time hereaccount of woud
tofore required to perfect title 'or if dshreon
received: or disability incurred in. the line of duty, then -the term of
requiredIt
* enlistmet shall bededucted from th iehrtfre,
Maly. have
tieheof
length
'perfect title, without, reference -to the
a
h
aent, Shall issue' to any.home~ed~ete
served;but no
nIt
gtesidd pn,,improved andIcultivae hshmestead for, a, peImroe
riod ofa et one year' after he shall have 'commenced~ hi
settler on- the 'public
n~ents: Proided, -Thatin. evr cs nwiha,
land of the United State's under the homestead JaWs~died while actually -engaged- in the Army-* Nay or. Marine op6fteUie
q 'arStates' as. private ~soldier, 'ohcer, seaman, or mafline~- durig te'
with, Sp'aino r~the Philippine. insurrection, his dW , if. unarid
or -in case of ,her ~death or marriage; thenh-is minor orphan Ichildren
_or 'his ~or their legal representatives, may proceed forth-with to-make,
peeased soldier- and settler,
finalproofupon'the and s heldby te'
and, tat the death of such 'soldier- While so 'engaged in ithe servic6e of
tenited taes shall, in ~the administration of the homestad la-ws,
be construed to 'be-equivailent to aperformance of all requiremfents~ as
to residence, and 'cultivation for the full period of 'five years, and shall
enititle .his widowilf unmarried, 'or in case of. her death or marriage,
then' hs'-minor orphan children or his or their legal representatives,
n eev Goemuent -patent for said
tomake final proofupo
of the6 proper. local
duce tthofiers
land;-and that upon pro r
I and office by the widow, if unmarried, or in case ~of her death or miar-'
riage, thnhsmnr orphan children or his or their legal representa-'
tives, that the applicant for patent is the widowV, if unimarriedrin
case of her death -or marriage,. his orphan children or his or their kegal
representatiVes, 'and 'that such soldier, sailor, or marine, died.-while in'the service of 'the U7nited States as hereinbefore described, the pat ent
for Suich land shall issue. ('As ~amended by act March 1, 1901:1)
'

-

SEC. 2307.. In case of- the death of any person. who wouldbentld
,wthousn he
of
eto
to~a homnestead under ~the provisions
~hundred, and four, his wvidow,.-if unmarried, -or in, case- of.. her: death~
or, marriage, then -his minior 'orphan children, by a guardian duly appointed and officially 'accredited at the Department of the Interior,
shall be entitled to all the benefits e'numerated 'in-this chapter, Subject
to all .the provisions as to 'ettleine'nt and improvement therein-contained;- but if such p'erson. died during. his term of enlistment,th
whole termo~f his. enlistmenit shall b~deducted from~the time heretofore requiired to perfect. theL title.*
.

-

*

*

-

*~~~~~~~~~~~r~

e]

SEC. ,2309. Every soldier,- sailor, mnarine, officer oothe person
coigwithin the prdvisions of sectiob .wo Itho-usand thi'ee hundred
adfu;may, aswllb ail agent as in prsonenter~ upon such
homsted-by filing a declaratoryN, statemient, as in preempt.ion cases;

~pro'visions

of sections. 2304 dand 2805 of the Revised Statufes 'wre exten~dedto~
2The
Ovetransw of 'the World War, by- act of 'Feb~. 25, 19i9 (40 Stat. 1161).
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- but
such claimant in person shall within the time prescribed make his
actual entry, commence settkemnts and improvements on thesame,
and thereafter fulfill theteuirementsof the law.
PRIVILEGES BASED ON
PREFERENCE RIGHTS .,A'N1D
I

~~SERVICE.;

MILITARY

Resolvueddbythe Senate and:HoyseoofI Representatives.of the United
States ofAwmerica in Congress assembled, That a joint resolution entitled. I Joint resolution giving to discharged' soldiers, sailors, and
rn:arine4 a,,preferred -right of hdmestead entry,"-. approved. February
14, i929, be, and the'same is hereby,.iamended to read as follows:That hereafter; for the period, of ten years following the passage of this Act,
on the opening of public or-Indian lands to entry, or the'restoration to entry of
-public lands, theretofore withdrawn. from entry, such opening or restoration
:shall,
in theorder therefor, provide for a period of not less than ninety days
before the general opening of'such lands to disposal in which officers,,soldiers,
sailors or marines who have setved' in the' Army or Navy of the United States
in the war with Germany, and been honorably separated or discharged therefrom
or placed in the Regular Army or Naval Reserve, shall have, a preferred-:right
of entry under the homestead or desert-land laws, if qualified thereunder, except
as against prior existing:valid settlement rights and- as against preference
rights conferred by existing'hiws or equitable claims subject to allowance and
confirmation: 'Proavided,0 That the rights and benefits conferred by this act shall'
not.extend to any person who, having been drafted: for service under the provisions of the -Selective Service Act, shall haye refused to render such service
'
or to" wear the uniform 'of such service of the United States.
':SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to 'make anyand all regulations necessary to carry into full force: and effect theaprovisions

hereof.
Approved, January

21, 1922 (Public,No. 36).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representaties of the
'Unted States of America in Congress assembled, Thathany settler
upon the public lands of the United .States, or any entryman whose
application has'-been allowed, or any person-who haapplication for public lands which thereafter may be.allowed under the
homestead laws, who after such settlement, entry, or application,
'enlists
or is actually engaged in the military f' naval service of the
United States as a private soldier, officer, seaman, marine, national
guardsman,: or member of any'other organizationi for offense 'or
defense:authorized by Congress during"any war in'which the United
States may be: engaged, shall, in thet administration of the honestead
laws, have his' services, therein construed to 'be equivalent to Iall
intents and purposes to residence and cultivation .for the ssame length
of time upon the tract entered or settled: ipen'; and hereafter nc
contest shall be'initiated on-the ground o'fabandonment, nor allegao
tion of abandonment ]sustained against any such'settler,' entryman'
or person unless it shall bet alleged in the preliminary affidavit oraffidavits.of'contest and proved at the hearing in cases hereinafter'
' from the' land was not due -to .his
thati:the alleged
initiated
Eabsence
employment.-in such military or naval service; that if he- shall be
di~schargedon account of'wounds received o disability incutred.in
the line' of duty, then the fterm of 7his enlistment shall be-deducted
from therequiredolength of residence, without reference to .the time

0:49]
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of actual service: Provided, That no patent shall issue to any homestead settler who has not resided upon, improved, and cultivated his
homestead for a period of at least one year.
SEC. 2. That any settler upon the public lands of the United sta:tes,
or any entryman whose.;application has. been allowed, or- any person
who has made application for public'lands which thereafter may be':
'allowed under the homestead laws, who :dies while actually engaged
in the military or naval service of the United States, as- al private
soldier, officer,-. seaman, marine, national guardsman, ortmember 6f
any other organization for offense or defense authorized by. Congress:
during any war in which the United States may.-be engaged, then
his widow, if unmarried, or in case ofd':her death -or marriage, 'his
minor orphan children, or his or their legal representatives,-may pro-ceed forthwith to make-final proof upon such entry or application
thereafter allowed, and' shall be entitled to receive Government patent,
for -such -land;, and that the 'death 'of such soldier 'while so engaged
in the service of the United. States! shall, in the administration of the
homestead laws, be construed to be equivalent to 'a performance of
all requirements as to residence and cultivation upon such homestead.

0Approved, 'July 28, 1917 (40 Stat. 248)..
Be it enacted by the ,Senate and House of Representatives of 0the
United States of Amrerica in Congress assemnbled, That subject to <the
conditions thereinL'expressed, as to length 'of service and honorable'
discharge, the provisions 'of sections twenty-three hundred and four
and twenty-three hundred and five,. Revised Statutes of the Uniteda
States,- shall be applicable in:all cases of military and naval servicee
rendered in connection with the Mexican border operations' or dur-''
ing the war with Germany and its allies as' defined by public-'reso-;
lution'numbered thirty-two, approved August twenty-ninth, nineteen;V
hundred and sixteen. (Thirty-ninth 'Statutes at Large, Ipage six'i
hundred and seventy-one):, and the act approved July twenty-eight,
nineteen hundred- and seventeen (Fortieth Statutes at Large, page
two hundred and forty-eight).'
Approved, February25,1199(40 Stat. 161).
''.
Be it enacted by the Senate and Hou§se of Representatives of the
ConrCes asse'wlbced, 'That every person
who, after discharge from -the military or naval service of the,
United States during the. War against. Germany and its allies, is
furnished any course of vocational, rehabilitation unlder the terms
of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act approved June 27, 1918, upon'.
the ground that he comes within' article 3 of the Act of October 6,
1917 (40 Btat. 398), and who before entering upon such course shall
:have made entry upon or application for public: lands of the United
States under the homestead lawvs, or who has settled or shall hereUnited States of America in

after settle -upon public 'lands, shall be entitled to a leave of absence
from his land f or -the purpose of undergoing training by the Federal
871V-922-vot 49-7-
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Board of Vocational-Education, and-ssuch absence, while actually
engaged in such training shall be counted as constructive residence
Provsded, That no patent shall issued to any homestead settler, who
has not resided upon,- improved, 'and cultivated his homestead&for
-a period of at least one year.
Approved, September 29, 1919 (41 Stat. 288).

-

-Be it enacted by: the Senate and House of Representatives of. the
United States of America in Congress asseinmbed, That any settler
or entryman-.under-the homestead laws of the United States, who,
after settlement; application, or entry andc prior to. November 11,
1918, enlisted or was-iactually engaged in the United States Army,:
Navy, or Marine Corps during the War-with Germany, who has beenii
incapacities due to
honorably discharged and because of-physical
prQof, without,
makemay
land,
I
the
to
to'return
service is unablefurtherdresidence, improvement, or- cultivation, -at such time -and
place as may be authorized bys the Secretary of the Interior, and
: receive patent to. the land. by him so entered or settled :upon:, Pro-vided, That nosuch patent shall issue prior to the survey of the
land.
"Approved, March 1, 1921 (41Stat. 1202).
Be it enacted,by the Senatean- House of.Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the proviStates, as
sions of section 2305,'Revised Statutes of the
amended 'by the. act.. of February 25 1919 (Fortieth- Statutes, page
1161), so. far as applicable -tothose discharged from the military or
-United

naval service because of wounds received or. disability incurred

:'*:: ::.

therein, be, and Ithe same are hereby, extended to those regularly
'discharged from such service and subsequently awarded compensation by the Government for wounds received or disability incurred
in the' line of duty.
SE. 2. That the provisions-of the act, of September 29, 19190
Statutes, page 288), entitled! "An Act -to .authorize
- ' (Forty-first
absence by:homestead. settlers- and. entrymen, and ,for othert.pur-.
poses," be, and they are hereby, extended to those who, after, discharge from the military or naval service of the United States, are
-: 0furnished treatment by the Government for wounds received or disability -incurred in line of dutyApproved, April.6, 1922 (Public No. 187).
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OHEYENNE RIVER AND STANDING :ROCK INDIAN LANDS-EXTENSIONSOF TIME FOR PAYENTS.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No.829.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEROR,.
~~GENBRxI, LND Ornou,

:04::
.:i :00Xt-.
f0-00i.00X f t. 0.f..E00Washingwto, D-C...,.
.REIERS AND gECEIVERS,
Washigton
.
Al-:
BISMARE10k, No:icnDAOXTA,
-

26, MO2.-:0
6 1-939:.

TIMBER -LAKX AND. LEMMON, SOTrH DAKOTA:

-

The act of April25
4 1922 (PubliC198); provides:
"That afy homestead entryman or.purchaser of Government-lands'within
the former Cheyenne River andc StandingRock- Indian Reservations -in -North:
Dakota and South Dakota who-is unable to make payment of purchase money
: due under his entr&roi -'contract
of purchase as required by existing law or
. regulations, on application duly-verified showing that he is unable to make pay-,
:ment. as required, shall be- granted an eextension to the- 1923 annidrsa4 Offthe
date of his entry or- contract of ,purchase upon payment of interest in advanch
at the rate of 5 per centum per annum on the amounts due- from the rmaturity
thereof to tihesaid anniversary; and if at the expiration of the extended period
tthe entryman or purchaser is still :unable to iake the payment he may, upon
the same terms anfd conditions, in the discyetion of the Secretary of the Interior,
be-granted such further extensions of time, not exceeding a period of three yea'rs,
as the facts warrant.";

-

-- -

-f--0 ;

1. Entries and sales affected. The act applies to homestead entries
-made either in-the Cheyenne River. and-Standing Rook Indian Reser-vations, opened under the act of Mav 29, 1908 (35 -Stat., 460), or in
that part of the Standing Rock:Indian'-Reservation opened'under the
act.of February 14; 1913. (37 Stat., 675) , and also to sales made-under
authority-of -the -said act of May 29,-1908, and:Departmental'regula-tionsof February 927, 1920 (7

L. ID., 340).'

-

-

2.0 Mannerofobtainingextensions-of time-for payment.-Inorder:
to. obtain, an extehsion :under the sai'dact of April 25, 1922, jthe oentry-l
-man-, musti filein; y..our offlce a duly corrobo'rated affiddavit setting obut
'that -he. is una-ble. to make :the- required ipayments. No particular
for of -appli(cation-will -be. required, but as'a condition prkededdt-to
the granting of an. extensionl- interest; must be paid on the amount for
-:

which. the extension is sought,- at 'the Fate, of five pert:cent per annum.
U'pon compliane with- the- requirements Xyou- will -allow -thdiapplIcation and report the-allowance toWthis office ior'notation on the r1ecrds'.-

3. Previous-rtguiremeitsin- the- atter ofpayments i eonnctoii.
with -honVestcad. entries0
madea-uner the act of` IMay 929,- 9O
he
saidiact, as amended by the act of -March 2-6, 1910--(36 Stat.; 265' 266),
provides that one-fifth of the purchase price of the land'shall be paid
when entered' and'the balanceT in five equal annual installm6nts, com-

-
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two years froml the date of entry. The act of. April 13, 1912
(37 Stat., 84), as amended 'by the act of May 28, 1914 t;(38 Stat.,
383, 384), provdes foran extension oftimeforthe payment of any
installment upon the payment of interest in advance at the rate of
five per cent. per annum, and that.any paymen't so extended may
annually thereafter :be extended in like manner, provided''that all
payments are completed within a period not exceeding one year after
the lIast payment be~comes due under the act under which made. The
utmost time allowed for completion of payments made under said'
act of May 29, 1908, was seven:-years from the date of entry.
4. Previous requirements in;: connection, with ;homestead entries
made under the act of February 14, ;1913.-The said act 'privides
that' one-fifth ::of the purchase, price shall be paid at the time of
entry and the balance in five equal annual installments, commrencing
two years from the date' of entry. Section 1 of the act of March .4,
1921 (41 Stat., 1446),..authorizes an extension of time for the pay-ment of any installment, upon the payment of interest in, advance at
the rate of five per cent per0 annum, and that any' payment so, ex-6
tended may annually thereafter be extended in 'like manner but'
,that all payments must be completed withi'na period not exceeding
one year from the date the last payment becomes due, under the act
under ,which it was made.: The utmost time allowed for the0 com:pletion of payments on homestead entries made under said act of
February 14, 1913, was'seven years from the date of entry.
5. 'Previousrequirementsin matter of payments in tconnection with
sales.-The only.sales heretofore authorized under the act of May'29,'
1908, above cited,,were authorized by departmental regulations of
February 27, 1920. (47 L. D., 340). The regulations provided that
purchasers might. pay all cash for the lands at the time of 'purchase,
or one-third down and the'balance in two equal annual installments
due one and two years from 'the date of purchase, interest to be paid
on the deferred -installments'atthe rate of five-per cent per annum.,,.
Section 2, of the act of March i4, 1921. (41 Stat., 1446), provides for
an extension of time for the -payment . of any installment upon thei
payment of interest in advance at the-rate of five per cent. per annum,
and that any 'payment so extended may~annually thereafter be' extended in like: manner, provided that all payments are.- completed
within one year after.the last payment becomes due under the regu-.
-- lationis...The utmost 'time alloowedd' for completion of 'payments"on
, these sales:was three years from the date:o'f6fpurchase (48 'L.D., 80).
6. Modiflcation?1'necessitated by the act ofApril e5,j 192.-The
.:said act ofAril 25, 1922, modifies the above requirements in- the
followingrespects:§:
(a). On those entries-on wvhich the -evenyear'period ,for payment
allowed:under the acts cited above ex'pires prior to the 1923 anmlver-m fd
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saries -thereof, an extension of time may be obtained to said anniversary
the filing of an application duly :verified, acompa
ed
0 ;by
payiment of interest in' advance:on the. amounts due :from the
maturity thereof to the 1923 anniversaries, of the dates of the entries,
at the rate of five pe:r cent per annmi. . If, at the expiration of the
extended period the entryman is still unable. to make the requred
payment, further extensions may be obtained from year to' year. in the'
0same* manner, but. no extension will be- granted beyond.a period 'of
three years from the 1923 anniversary of
of the entry.

(b). Under the regulations of February 27, 1920, spra, and sec-Y
:::
tion 2 of the act'of March. 4,1921(41 Stat., 1446), final 'payment on.
;isales made under the.' said regulations must' be Icompleted by. the
.1923 annivzersaries of the jdates of the purchases. Under the presentact of- April 25,41922, if on. said- anniersary the purchaser'Is still
unable to complete the payments,--he may obtain'an extension of time
in the same imanner provided for homestead entrymen, no 'extension'
to be allowed :bey~onda period of three years. from the date on which7.
final payment becomes due under the. said regulations and the,-act of
March4, 1921. '
You are directed to serve notice on each entryman -who' is in default
in the matter of

pay

ts,' either of principal or interest, that if

00:;:0T:::
required
the Csumsf areesnot; paidi 'or0anX extension of Xtime obtaineds 7
therein provided, or as provided in Circulars Nos. 106 and 751 (41
D.,: 12; 48 L:.D., 80),,prior to; October 1,:-4922, ::you wrni freport' his0:;instructions
by
:-::entry
'in irculars': Nos
to' this officecontained
for cancellation.
106 ::0
and f751 where
0: 'ti:::'-0 the'-::

::L.

: --granting
In
0 ;S-

of time forpayments
aextensionsyou will be g'overneda

time
In
- . for
- final payments under the acts under which the entries were
'made and the extenision acts of April 13, .1912, and March 4, 1921,
:have not expired.
WI:I

SPRY,

:ommnsszoner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY:
First Assistant Secretary.
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SOUTH HALF .OF THE
IN
TO ENTRY OF LANDS
, COLVILLE
IDIAN RESERVATION, WASHINGTON.

.DEPARTMENT
ff.:WS000 f0;:00 .. - -- :D; .....

,,-

OF- THE INTERIOR,

GNRAL LANDOFcE
tADOF'FICF,--00
L
0D~y.00,0 S.;; ffau;. T. .lGE7E

.Washangton,- P.0., Mayf 261922.
-REGISTERS AND REOEIVERS,
UNITED, STATES LAND. OFFIES,
AND' WATERVIE WASHINGTON:
-KANIEO

Lands within the south half of the former Colville Indian Reservation were opened to entry. on September 5, 1916, by the. President's
fof
0 0 0proclamation ;:of .May3 , 1916 (39 Stat., 1778), utder- authority
otheramong
adt
That
0the act of March 22, 19ff6 (34 Stat., 80). ..
thiings provides:
"That the -lands remaininggundisposed- of at the expiFation 'of five years(rom thie opeiiing of the said lands to entry shall'be bold to the highest bidder
for cash, at not less than one dollar per acre under rules andlregulations to
;0
b~e-prescri~b~ed. by the Secretar~y of ,the- Interior,. and that any lands remaining
i:nsold, ten,,yeaprs after said lands shall havebeen.,opened to entry may be sold
f:::the:tohighest bidde- for dash without Ydgard to the, above minimun limit of

*:0.:

*

-

price."
0 0 '-00
*. 00

of
s
Under,fthis proviso all s'aid 'and remaining ud
lhdmestead
':1921, was automat-ically 'withdrawn from
. 0
St2e'ptember::4,$
entry on that date for the purpose of sale. The act of Congress- ap:
:o.215), directs-proved Ma 9, 1922 (Public
the period provided by law for the filing of homestead entries up-onthe south half of the Diminished -Colville Indian Reservation in the,
Washington, as provided by the act of Congress approved March 22, and is hereby extended for a period of five years from and after the
~of Septembe4 -1921."
Underlthe 'authority, of said act, all the lands within the south

f. That
lands of
"State of
:1906, be,
4th day

half -of' the. former Colville Indian Reservation; which was withdrawn from entry- on S3eptember 4, 1921L, became subject- to home-stead entry in the following manner:
1. Preference- to et-serrnce men.-Prior to August

8, 1922, the

lands may- be appliedlfor only under the homestead laws and only0
by eX-service men of the war with Germany, who have been honorably discharged or separated from the service or placed in the' Regular, Army0t. Naval Res6rves, .all such applications to be 'treated- as
simultaneouslyfiled.
2. GOenral disposition.-The lands, if any, not disposed of during
said preference right- period,- will bec6me subject to appropriation.
applicablei laws :.including settlement: under the homestead
,:0: :::;underf
laws ind advance of -0entryvby any qualified -persons on August'28.,

;C;::
d--S~ -V:t;::0;:

.- f

t-0V;tV;-0

:0-TIT
:0
.......
:-05
:::-0;::.:u ;0X:4,-~X-::fS:f
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0and;not 'before then, provided that from August 8 '1922, to0
1922,
X~
August 27, 1922, both 'dates inclusive, anyqualified persons maypresent, applications for.the lands under the -homestead laws only,
such :applications to be treated as- simultaneously filed and disposed
of 'before action is taken on. other non-preference right applications.
In the event , conflicts appear bet'ween the iapplications treated as:
simultaneously filed as herein provided; dclrawings will be held tQ determine the .order. in which the*conflicting applications will -be taken:
:
up for consideration.
*You will' matke. the proper notations of these regulations on yourrecords, post' a copy thereof in your office and give as much publicity
* to. the opening as'possible, as a matter of news without expense to the
Governlment, by..forwarding a copy of these regulationsgto the postoffice nearest the land. for posting therein for the infor mation: of the
public, and by transmitting copies of such order or anitem concernnewspapers published nearest the land,.
,the
ing the restoration,. to
being careful not to send such copies or items without calling the
particular attention of .the publishers to the fact that the matter is
sent as news, and that the Government :will, not be responsible for -the
;
,
:cost of any publication~thereof,
0 ;aPromptly, report your 6compliance with the instructions herein
given.
-

WILLIAM SPRY,

Cpm~missiomnr.
Approved:
: . G. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

RECLAMATION HOMESTEAD 'ENTRIES-DESERT LAND ENTRIESSUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS, OF THE RECLAMATION ACTPROOFS BY INCAPACITATED SOLDIERS-ACT OF APRIL, 7, 1922.
INSTRUCTI4ONs.
(Circular~ No. 880.]
DEPARTMENT OF TBHE INTERiOR,-

~GE1j.&
;WastD.

LAND

OEiE

C., MaY 2=9,1922.

RERI5T1lsR AND REOEIVMRS,
UN

STATES LAND

-

-b.cR:

Your attention is called, to the ameudatory ;act of April T, 1922
(Public No. 188), which provides:,
.That the Actapproved March 1, 19o21(Forty First, Statutes, page 1202), be
amended to read. as:o11ows: "That any bona fid e settler, applicant,. or entry-
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iman under the homesteadtlaws of the United States,'or any desert land. entry-.
man whose entry is ssubject to the provisions-o4f the Act of June 17, 1902 (Thirtysecond Statutes, page;3888),; who, after- settlement, application, or entry, and
t; prior to November 11, 1918,' enlisted or: was actually engaged in the United
States Army, Navy or Marine Corps during the war with Germany,-:who has
been, honorably discharged and because of' physical ,ineapacities :due to the
service is unableito return to the land, may make final proof, without further
residence, improvement, cultivation, or reclamation, at such time and place as'
may be authorized by the Secretary of the Interior, and receive patent:to the
land. by him so entered or settled upon, subject to the provisions of the Act or
Acts under.which such settlement or entry was made: Provided,That no such
-patent 'shall issue prior to the conformation of the entry to a single farm unit,
as required by the Act of August 13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth Statutes, page 686)
And, provided further, That this Act shall not be construed to exempt or relieve
such applieant or entryman from payment of any lawful fees, commissions, purchase moneys, watei- charges, or other sums due to the United States, or its suecessors in control of the reclamation project, in Conneetion with such lands."

2. This amendatory act relates to lands in,Federal reclamation

.projects lawfulLy subject tohomestead entry or for which homestead or desert land. entry has been allowed, and the benefits:of this
act 6extend to persons0 who, prior t&-November 11, 1918, and during
the war with Germany, -were actually. engaged in the United States
0Army, Navy., or.Matine Corps,-regardless of the dates of their enlistments, provided they entered the service after making settlement.
tup6nn the :land claimed or after filing an allowable application for
homestead* entry theieof, or after making a homestead or desert:
:land entry for surveyed lands, and. who, having been honorably:
discharged, are unable to .accomplish reclamation of the land on
account of physical disabilities, due to such service, provided, however, that in 'the case of a homestead entry, the -entry be conformed
to a single farm unit.
3. Notice of intention to submit proof must be given in the usual
manner by posting and: publication. The- proof shall consist (a)
of affidavit of claimant (taken before any officer at any place who
is authorized to administer oaths and:who uses an official 'seal),
showing that he is unable to return to the land on account of physical
incapacity due to service in the United States Army, Navy, or
Marine Corps during the war with Germany, and describing the
nature and extent of such. disability; (b) ;of the testimony of two
witnesses taken in similar manner corroborating the statements
:inthat regard, and of these witnesses at least one must be a practicing
physician;' (c) of a certified copy of claimant's dischargemfrom the
Army, Navy, or Marine Corps, or an affidavit showing all the facts.
* regarding his service and discharge, in which latter case the facts
will' be verified so far fas' -possible,from the records 'of the War Department; and (d) claimant's sworn'statement, corroborated by two
persons having 'personal knowledgek of the facts, and whose testi:'In0mony must be taken 'in the county' or land district in which the land
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on the
tsettled settin forth. in detail the date wheni he
is situated,
land (if a hoinestead entry) . and, what acts, he performed thereon
touching the -matter of residence; improvement andi:reclamation up
to the time of his entering the military establishment.
'4.-Where to-a~pplication Tforhomestead entry had been filed prior
to claimant's~ entrance into the service,. and the benefits of f~the act
- are claimed .on account of settleient. before the beginning of his
:service, the proof£ must alsob include the-affidavit 'of the soldier
showing that he had' resided upon the. land in : a habitable house
oftwoj withis entrance into the service,:and the
before
otestimony
'showing the facts as to claimant's compliance with the law
. :'nesses
before entrance into the service; the testimony of these witnesses to
be taken in the usual manner in the county or land district in which
the land is situated.
5.
e Whre
entry for the land has been: allowed and the Afnal proof
appears satisfactory, and also shows payment, of all: reclamation.
moneys which are tdue to the time of subminssion of such final proof,
you will, in th&absence of other objection, issue final certificate, subject to the provisions of the' act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat., 388),
and also subject to lien under the' act of-August- 9, 1912, (37 Stat.,
for the payment of all sums due or to become. due to the United
: :265;),
* States or its successors in control- of .the irrigation project in con-.
nection with such lands and water tight. In cases of claims based
upon.settlement:0 only and where no application :has been filed prior
to claimant's entering the military service, or where application
has been filed .but .entry not yet allowed, or protest is filed,' you
will forward all the papers to the General Land Office for- consideration.
WILLIAM SPRY,
Commissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FirNsN,

First AssistantvSecretary.
AXEL NORDSTROM.
Decided May 81, 1922.
STOC K-RAISING HOMESTEAD-ADDITIONAL ENTRY.

An application for an additional entry under: the stock-raising: homestead
act, which can not be allowed because the lands applied for are more than
twenty miles distant from the original entry, confers no right upon the
applicant to have it treated as an application for -an original entry, if his
only remaining unexhausted homestead right was that of imaking an- additional entry under 'that act.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcISIONC CITED AND DISTIGUISED
Case of Charles Makela :(46 L. D.,. 509.),cited and distinguished.:,

j t :E:
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FirSt Assista~,n~t S~ecreary:

On October. 11, 1916, a patent -was issued to Axel Nordstrom- for
'acres, uinder. the homestea'd laws, on jfinal proof which. showed:
' :320
the ,successful cultivation of various areas, ranging fromI 20 acres in
' 1910to 107Qacres in 1916.
OnNovember 19, 1920, Nordstrom presented his. application, Havre,
045880, to enter certai-n. desc-ribed trjacts in Sec. 12,;T. 37 N., R. 5. E.,
and Sec.: 7,. T.37 N R 6 E M. M., Montana, as additional to, the
land embracedjin his patent, which was rejected by the:General Land
Office in its :decision.of January 24,-.1922, for the :reason that the
land last. applied for was located imore than 20 miles from the .pat.
-.
ented lands.
In his appeal from that action Nordstrom admits .that. the, land
applied for is'not within 20 :.miles. of.the patented lands and states
that.there are no other available-lands near the patented lands that
he could enter under the stock-raising. homestead act.
Nordstromn has -expressed .his, willingness to have this application
considered as an application to make- an. original stock-raising home-7 f.
stead entry, and theq.Co mmissioner inm,.his decision stated that inasmuch, as1 Nordstrom -had exhausted 4all of his homestoead rigts, except his right .to. make an additional entryIunder the stock-raising
homesteadlaw, he.could not invoke the rulingin the case of Charles
Makela (46 L.. D., 509) and being unable to make an additional
entry of this, land under the stock-raising law, his application therefor gave him no rights and must be rejected.
T&hedecision appealed from being correct, is hereby-affirmed.

ACCOUNTS-SUBVOUCHERS-PARAGRAPH 267 (A), CIRCULAR NO.
616, AMENDED.
[Circular No.V832.]
DEPARTMENT OF TiHE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

-Washington,D. 0., June 8,1922.
SIJRVEYORS GENERA.L,
SUPERvISORS AND ASSISTA:NT-

SUPERVISORS OF SURVEYS,
F DIVISIONS,
D:s
CIEFS O
SPECADISBIJRSINGoOFFICERS:

ParagrapDh 267'. (a) of Circular-.No. 616- (46 L.R1D.,513, 575-576),
is hereby amended to read as follows: 267. Subvoutchers-When notrequiitd.-(a) tSubvouchers are not required'for
railroad or steamboat fares, -fares on regular stage lines, sleeping or parlor: car
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fares, taxicab fares (see pars. 233 and 234), nor forseparate meals specifically
namedqwhich were not takeninLconnectionrwith lodging.

~~~~~~~WILLIAM SPRY,
yisinser.
:':onmr

-

Approved:.
E. C. FiNNmx,
First AssistaantSecrelary..
IItHARRISON.
Decided June ,9 1922.
-INDIAN LANDSR-REsERVATION=WITHDaAWAir-RESTORATION.

The -title or ownership of the-United States in lands within: a reservation for
Indian purp6ses, created -by Executive order, not controlled, by any treaty
or act of Congress, is in noWise affected by the withdrawal, and such lands
'may be restored to the public domain by the President at any time within.
his discretion.
DIND

LANDS-OIL AND

LANDs-RESEBVATIOM-MINERA

:
.

GEs LANDSEASE-

STATUTES.

i The general leasing act of February 25, 1920, did not, expressly or by implication, repeal or modify those provisions of the act of February 2&8,.1891,
: *::: which relate to the leasing by allottees of lands within Indian reservations.
*

INDIAN

LANDS-RESERVATION-MINEA

DRAWA

LANDS-OIL

LANDS-WITH-

ANDI GS

E-LSTATUTES.

iThe, provisions. ofthe act of February 284 1891, relating to the leasing by
only to such
- allottees of lands -within Indian reservations, were applicable
reservations as those created by treaty or Congressional action, and prior
Ato the enactment of the act of February 25, 1920, no authority existed for
the leasing of lands: withdrawn from the public domain by Executive order
for the use of the.Indians.
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STATUTES...

, Nothing contained in the terms of the act of February 25, 1920, authorize
that a construction shall, be given to the term "Indian reservations," as
* used in paragraph 2 of the departmental eegulations of March 11, 1920,-so
- asto include *therein lands merely withdrawn by Executive order for
Indian purposes.
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~from the public 'domain by Executive order for the -use.ofthe -Indians,- are lands ¶' owned by the United States," within the purview
0of that term as used in the act of February 25, 1920, and may be included,
-.
within an oil and gas prospecting permit under section 13jthereof.
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Proceeds from the rents and royalties derivedthrough--leases made pursuant.
to the act of Febtuary 25, 1920, of lands within:India@reservations created

should, be deposited in the United States Treasury-and
* by;.; E~xecutiveborder,
907 . 00
held in a special fund to await such disposition-as Congress may see fit toj

*t0;-:;

direct.
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OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PEBMIrI-SuVEY.
The provisions of section 14 of the'leasing act, which must be construed with
reference to the granting of oil and gas prospecting permits undersection
13. of that act, contemplate that the, location *of lands embraced within a
* permit shall, be in general conformity with the system of public land
surveys.

.

FALL, Secretary:

E. M. Harrison has appealed from the decision of the C
nommissioner of the General Land Office, of January 14, 1922, iniwhich, his
;000000;00aiVtapplication
;(030647)- for a p~rospecting permit, under section 13
'of the act of February 25, 1920 -(41 Stat., 437), for a tract of land
';described
b~y metes and bounds in unsurveyed T. 43 s., R..22 E., S.
L. M., Salt Lake City land district, Utah, was rejected. The application was rejected for the' reason that the tract of land included
In the application is'embraced within, lands set apart as a reservation for Indian purposes, by Executive order of May-'17, 1884.
The' decision 'of the Commissioner was doubtless based on the
provisions of paragraph 2 of the departmental regulations 'of March
11, 1920 (47 L. D., 437), which as far as applicable reads:
"Such permits nmdy not include land or deposits in (a) national parks; (b)
forests created under the act of March 1, 1911 (36 Stat., 961), known as the
Appalachian Forest Reserve Act; (c) lands in military or naval reservations;
or (d) Indian reservations."

-

The first section oftheact of February 25, 1920, provides:
"That deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, or gas and lands
containing such deposits owned by the United States, includingAthose: in
national forests, but excluding lands acquired under the act known.as thei
Appalachian Forest Act approved March 1, 1911 (Thirty-sixth Statutes, page
961), and: those in national parks, and in lands withdrawn or, reserved for
military or naval uses or purposes, except as hereinafter provided, shall be'
subject to disposition in :the form and manner provided by, this act. * * * .'

'

It will be observed that the provisions of the law do not expressly
include Indian reservations among the classes of land excepted
from its provisions. The scope and meaning of the exceptiondon-.
tamied in the departmental~regulations in the6 use of the words " Indian reservations" and whether such words include lands such as
involved here is of primary importance.
Indian reservations'may be created and established for use and
foccupancy of tribes Qr bands of Indians by either, the following
methods: (1) byotreaty stipulation; (2); by virtue' of congressional
action; or (3) by Executive order.
There' is a material- difference and distinct line of demarcation
between Indian reservations created by treaty stipulations, or by,
0 t'000 Xvirtue
of tcoX~ngressional action, andthose created by Executiv e order.
0:00.0SX:000-0
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The authority of the Congress of the United States0 over the. tribal
relations of Indians has never been questioned. and at all times reognized by the courts. Up until the: year' 1871 the policy of the Fed:of
by means
eral Government in dealing with :the Indian is
treaty stipulations. In later years the policy has been adopted of''
governingithe Indians by means of acts of Congress. While the
:I'ral obligation has always restedupon Congressito act ingood faith
in performinig the agreements and stipulations either entered into by
* treaty or imposed by-legislative. action, yet the power to abrogate the
* stipulations and 'provisions of either treaty or legislative action has
been uniformly recognized by the c9urts.:
It must be conceded- that stipulations and provisions made incrcating a reservation either 'by treaty or by legislative action, can be
:disregarded only'by the direct action of the Congress of the United
States. No power other than Congress can vacate, annul, or set aside
the order -of establishment of the reservation so created, and provide
for the disposition of the lands included therein.
T:nder the settled doctrine by repeated decisions of the Supreme
Court0of thei United States, .the Indians are not recognized as having
.:- anly title to the lands included in Indian reservations except the .mere
* right of occupancy which Congress. has the :right at any time to
extinguish.
"The right which the Indians held was only that of occupancy. The fee was
in the United Statesx subjectito that right, and could be transferred by them.
whenever they chose. * * * The right of the United States to dispose of the
fee of lands occupied by them has always: been recognized * * * from the,
foundation of the Government." Beecher.v. Wetherby (95 U. S., 517, 525).
;; dSee
Johnson v. McIntosh (8 Wheat., 543); United States v.
0::t-; also
Cook (19 Wall.,,591); Spalding v. Chandler (160 U. S., 394); Lone
53).
: Wolf v. Hitchcock (187 U. 5.,.
Lands included within a reservation for Indian purposes created'
0
for:dis-i
public 7domain
ito
by Executive ordermay. be restored .the,
position under the provisions of the law at any time within the disretionof the President of the United States.
The power to divest the Indian of his right of occupancy of the
lands. within Indian reservations in the first instance s vested with
Congress while in thelatter caseit may be exercisedby the'President.
The power to 'reate includes the. power to take- away and removjthe
. benefits of occupancy of lands included within a -reservation.
The
treaty of June 1, 1868 (15 Stat., 667), included in a reserva-.
tion and set apart for the use and occupation of the Navajo, Tribe of :
Indians, 'a tract of land and in which treaty the United States-'

agrees that no persons except those hereinsoauthorized to do * * *shalli
ever be permitted to pass over, settle, upon, or reside in:, :the territory described f
in this article."

-
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* The Executive-order setting apart a tract of land for Indian pur:'poses and&which is used by' the Navajo Indians
vproided:
"It is hereby ordered'that the following described lands, in the Territories
-of Arizona and Utah be and' the same are withheld from sale and settlement

and set apart as-a reservatibn for Indian purposes."

Reference to these. provisions of the treaty stipulation and the:
language of tie Executive order.' serves to illustrate'; the materials:
differences 6between the two characters of- reservatiodns for Indian
purposes. Ini the one the'Government made a solemn coinpact torecognize certain specific rights of the Indian in the enjoyment of
his -occupancy; in the other the .Government,- speaking. by and
* through .the Chief 'Executive, lmerely withheld., the land from sale
and settlement and set apart as a' reservation for Indian purposes
certain tracts of land.
The land involved is not within the reservation enacted by the
:treaty of 'June 1, 1868 (15 Stat., 667), but is embraced within the
Executive order of May 1T, 1884.'
The distinction as to the different characters of Indian reser-vations is plainly recognized and indicated throughoutfthe6 legislation
of Corngress.
Section 3 of the 'act of February 28, 1891 (26 Stat., 794), provides:
"Thdt where lands are occupied by Indians who have. bought and paid for
the same, and which lands are not needed for farnming or agricultural purposes,
and are not desired. for 'individual allotments, -'the isame may be leased by
authority of the Council speaking for such Indians, for a period not to exceed
five years for grazing or ten years for mining purposes in such quantities andc
upon such terms and conditions as the agent in charge of such reservation 'may
recommend, subject to the approval 'of the Secretary of the Interior."
In construing this provision, the, Assistant Attorney General for
the:Interior Department in an opinion (unpublished) dated January
.1, 1892,'said:
-"The'parties who may lease'lands are Indians who have 'bougt and paid
Congress was legislating with reference to those Indians who:
have under treaty or otherwise become possessors or owners of certain specific
tracts -or bodies of land by purchase or 'exchange or surrender of other property-,
in contradistinction to those.Indians who -areoccupyingreservations created
by.Executive order or legislative enactment.":
.ll owng this opinon it has sine been held and is so prov .ed
'in the departmental regulations of Juner 28, 1916 (unpublished), that
the act of February 28, 1891.(26 Stat., 794), applies to Indian tribal,

for' the same.

-

lands but thaet--lands withdrawn from the public domain by Executive' order1for the use
of the Indians are not subject to lease f
formining purposes."
:~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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lease under the act of February 28, 1891, bythe: Indians formining-purposes for the very evident reason- that the Indians have no;
title thereto, and-'for the'further reason that the right of 'occupancy
by virtue of the Executive order may be6terminated at any time.
order, cou coconvey no title to the
0 The 0President,
lands set apart for 'the' us of the Indians. Mamnifestlyv neither t-heminerals-nor the right to prospect or explore for the same is in any
just sense necessary, to the objectsforf which tfhe reservation was
created.; Th~explorationsbfor minerals beneath-the surface neither
defeats nor*impedes the fulfillment of the purposes which actuated
the creation of the reservation: by Executive order.' The United
.byExecutive

States can not, be held to'have reserved for Indian 'purposes theminerals beneath the surface wh'ih it'had never used for such
Indian purposes. To so 'hold 'would in effect be a subordination on-the part of the Government of' its right to authorize the exploration
and development of its natural resources.
No just object of'the -creation of the reservation- will be made to
00i by 'grantin~g permits to explore the land for minerals beneath
00>
suffer
the surface. 'There are no treaty rights of the' ndians involved,
nor any equities growing out of anyvprevious treaty oragreement

in this case.
Thus at ;the date of the passage of 'the act 'of 'February 25, 1920,

Xgenerally designated the leasing act,'there was in existence special
legislation proviiding for the leasing, for ;ininin purposes, of lands
bought and paid for'by the' Tndians or included withinIndian reservations created by treaty or congressional action.
It is a well settled and uniformly recognized rule of statutory
construction, that a statute, general in its terms, does not repeal by~,

implication the provisions of a former law of special, local, or particlar application unless there is some Ianguage in the general law_
or in the 'course of'legislation upon its subject matter that makes it
clearly manifest that the legislative :body6contemplated and intended' a repeal. Neither is a'gelieral act to be consted as applying to ;cases covered by a prior special act upon the 0a~ne subject.
See, LewTh' Sutherland Statntory Construction, 2d Ed., page 5,26;

United

States . Nix (189 U. 5., 199); 36 Cyc.1151.

in the general leasieg at-indicates any intention'on the part of Congress to either directly or by
aprovisiqs
o February 28,
of th act
or repeal the
-mplicatiohn
'- 891 supra. Undei the application of the rules of statutory construction citedi, it'is clear that the act of February. 25, 1920; did not
repeal or moifyt e provisions of the act 'ofFebruary 28, 1891, and
'that the provisions of the' general leasing act have no application' to
lands in Inilian' reservations§.created by treaty or by congressional
legislation.s Qn th otherhand on Februry 25, 1920, as t lands

the provisions,:cont'ained
000 t00iof None

'
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within reservations created bW
y Executive order foqr Indian' purposes,there existed -no legislation authorizing their lease or disposal for
mining purposes.,,
The status of lands included within Executive order Indian reser-_
*::. vations, was undoubtedly fully understood by Congress. Congress is
presumed to know the existing statutes and the state of the law with.
relation to subjects with which 'it deals. A:,consideration of the leasing act leads to the inevitable conclusion that Congress acted with full
knowledge of the law and facts surrounding the lands owned fby, the
United States.
The passage of, the leasing act of February 25, 1920, was the'enactment into law of a broad and comprehensive plan of general application by which an entire new system respecting the, disposition of lands
and the:deposits of minerals beneath the surfaceeownedaby.the United
: States and valuable for certain specified minera.ls wasadopted.
The purpose of the leasing act was to encourage the development
of the mineral resources of the country under the principle of -'permits
*0.:f-for exploration and the leasing of the lands owned:byvt he United
*States.'
-It will be noted that- under the terms of the act. of February 25,
19260, supra, all lands owned byv the United States were included
within its provisions, except as to certain lands therein specifically
enumerated. Its provisions are not inconsistent with- nor repugnant
to the provisions of the act of February 28, 1891, supra, in which- the.
Indians are, given the right to lease lands bought and paid' for by
them and not owned by the United States.
The lands within reservations created by Executive order, are
without question lands "owned by the United .States." The with* drawal in nowise affects the title or ownership of the United States
* in the land withdrawn. Such lands are not expressly excepted from:
the provisIons of the leasing act, 'which act does make exception of:
:lands acquired under. th e Appalachian Forest. Act, those in national
forests, or lands withdrawnfor :military or naval uses or purposes..
In determining the6 intention of Congress. int'view of the status
ofthe existing law and all, the conditions surrounding these 'lands,
-- .'the maxim, "Eawpresswo unius est excliusio daterius," is applicable.
Congress by having expressly excepted certain classes of withdrawn
and reserved lands, the, plain implication is that' no ifurther excep-.
tion was intended.- The leasing act has been applied-to- lands within'
other forms, of withdrawavl including, those under the reclamation
.act, and the Federal water 'power act. As' to the latter, see the,
opinion of.the Solicitor for the Interior Department, September 30,
1921 (48 L. D., 459).
*'To
hold otherwise would result in defeating the very purpose of
, :the
act of February 25, 1920, for the Indans 'an tnot lease the lands
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as their right to lease is specifically limited to lands bought and paid
for, and if they are not subject to lease under the general provisions
of the leasing act, then there is no Mother form of disposition permissible and. further legislation .for the development of mineral
resources upon this character of lands owned by the United States
would be required. In the view of the Department no such condition was contemplated by Congress in the passage of the leasing act.
For the reasons herein set forth Hit is the opinion of the Department that the term " Indian reservations " as used in the departmental regulations of March 11, 1929, should not be construed to
include lands within Executive order Indian reservations, and it
is the further view of the Department and it is held that the mineral deposits, beneath the surface of such lands, specifically enumergated in thoe.provisions of the act of February 25, 1920, are subject to
lease by the Department under the provisions of that act.
The provisions of the act of February 25, 1920, governing the
method of and providing for final disposition of the profits, if any,
which may accrue from rents and royalties by reason of the discovery of valuable minerals in pursuance of operations conducted under
the terms of the permit to prospect, or lease to extract the minerals
from, or beneath the surface of any of the lands included in such
Indian reservations created by Executive order, has no force or effect
in the determination of the question here involved.
With regard to the final disposition of rentals and royalties which
may accrue, from this or any other permits or leases which may be
granted .by the Department in this or any other Executive order
reservation, it is only necessary to state that there is pending before
the Congress of the United States with the favorable recommendation of the Departmnent of the Interior, 'a resolution proposing to
grant and devote one-third of any such proceeds to the use and benefit of the particular Indians interested; one-third' of such, proceeds
for the use 'and benefit of the reclamation fund of the Government in
aid of reclaiming arid land; and one-third of such proceeds to the
State in which any such- land is situated. In the event that any
rentals or royalties shall accrue to the Government of the United
States for any permits or leases granted by the Department of the
Interior prior to the enactment of legislation providing for the final
disposition of such rents and royalties, the Department of the Interior will, with the consent of the Secretary of the Treasury, order
and direct that such rentals and royalties so accruing be placed in the
Treasury of the United States in a special fund subject to such disposition as shall be finally determined by the Congress of the United:
States.
.

.

0
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The Commissioner also stated in his decision
"It is further noted that the application, although describing the lands by
metes and bounds and courses and distances, does 'not locate the lands by cardinal directions, so as to be readily conformable to legal subdivisions, when
surveyed, as is required by the act prior to the granting of a lease. This objection, however, needs no further consideration at this time, as the lands are
not subject to disposal."

*

The requirement referred to by the Commisioner is that made in
Xsection 14 of the leasing act:
"The area to be selected by the permittee shall be in compact form and, if
surveyed, to be described by the legal subdivisions of the public-land surveys;
if unsurveyed, to be surveyed by the Government at the expense of the applicant for lease in accordance with rules and regulations to be prescribed by the
Secretary of the Interior, and the lands leased shall be conformed to and taken
in accordance with the legal subdivisions of such surveys."

While the law and regulations do not expressly require that the
lands for which section 13 permits are sought shall be located with
east and west and north and south boundary lines, it is evident from
the provisions of section 14, requiring actual conformation before
lease, that the law intended that the lands should be located in general conformity with the system of public land surveys. The applicant will, therefore, be required to amend his application in this
respect.
The-decision of the Commissioner is reversed, the case closed, and
the record returned to the General Land Office for appropriate action.
RALPH E. COLVIN (ON REHEARING).
Decided June 16, 1922.

SCRIP-R1INSTATEMENT-AAuXANSAS-MISSOUDT-STATUTESS.
The provision of the act of December 28, 1876, which directed the issuance
of a certificate .of location to the legal representatives of Samuel Ware,
authorizing them to locate said certificate on "any land in what was
Missouri Territory, subject to sale," contemplated that " Missouri Terri.tory" was to be restricted to the territory as organized into counties, that
is, to the area now embraced within the States of Arkansas and Missouri.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
Ralph E. Colvin hbs filed motion for rehearing in the matter of
his application to locate Ware scrip on the NW. i NW. 1, Seo. 35, T.
33 S., R. 32 W., 6th P. M., Kansas, wherein, on appeal from adverse
action by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, decision was

rendered by the Department under date of March, 31, 1922, rejecting
said application on the ground, as statedthat this land could never have formed a part of even the entire area of the
Missouri Territory, because it is located about 40 miles west of the 100th

49]
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: parallel, west longitude and south of the Arkansas River, and therefore a
part of Mexico during all the time the Mfssouri Territory was in existence,
and did not completely pass to our Government until after the State of Texas,
as Mexico's successor in interest, ceded to the United States her claim to the
area of which it forms a part in 1850 for $10,000,000. See 8 Stat., 372, 374,
and 9 Stat., 446.

The motion specifies a number of errors but summarized the contention is that the region of country above described, west of the
100th parallel and south of the Arkansas River, was part of the
Louisiana Purchase, was later by acts of March 3, 1805 (2 Stat.,
331), and June 4, 1812 (2 Stat., 743), comprised within the territory of Missouri and consequently that the land applied for is subject to scrip location pursuant to the provisions of the acts of Febru* *ary 17, 1815 (3 Stat., 211), and December 28, 1876 (19 Stat., 500).V
The proposition is argued with considerable force, but careful examination shows that it is not well grounded.
The Province of Louisiana first belonged to France, next to Spain,
then to France again, being ceded to the United States by Napoleon
under the treaty of April 30, 1803. It was ceded simply as the
Province of Louisiana, as France had received it from Spain under
the secret treaty of San Ildefonso of October 1, 1800. No boundaries
or limits were mentioned. No dimensions given. The treaty of
San Ildefonso transferred it to France " with the same extent it now
has in the hands of Spain, and that it had when France possessed
it, and such as it should be after the treaties subsequently entered into

between, Spain and' other States."

In this connection Chief Justice

Marshall in the case of Foster v. Neilson (2 Peters, 253, 306), saidThe phrase

*

*

*

that Spain retrocedes Louisiana, with the same extent

that it had when France possessed it, might so readily have been expressed in
plain language that it is difficult to resist the persuasion that the ambiguity
was intentional.
The western boundary of the United States prior to the acquisition of Louisiana was th%Mississippi River. This' had been determined by the treaty with Spain of October 27; 1795 (8 Stat., 138),
whereby the south boundary between the United States and the
Spanish Colonies of East and West Florida was fixed at 31 degrees
-north latitude from the Mississippi River going east. Thelfourth
article of this treaty stipulatedthat the western boundary of the United States which separates them from
the Spanish colony of Louisiana is in the middle of the channel or bed of the
river Mississippi from the northern boundary of the said states to the thirtyfirst degree of latitude north of the equator.
-At this time, it should be observed, Spain' held and was exercising
sovereignty 'over, a vast territory in America, which aside from
Louisiana and the entire Louisiana Purchase, included all that
area south of the 31st parallel of north latitude, now in Alabama,
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Florida and Mississippi; the territory embraced in the Texas annexation of 1845 and the Mexican Cession by the treaty of Guadalupe
Hlidalgo February 2, 1848. So the scope, and extent of the territory
acquired from France was unknown. Its boundaries had never been
fixed or defined and it was largely unexplored wilderness. Congress,
however, by act of October 31, 1803 (2 Stat., 245), authorized the
President to take possession of said territory, and the formal transfer
was made at New Orleans in December, 1803. See Public Domain,
page 100. Thereafter by act of March 26, 1804 (2 Stat., 283), it was
provided:
that all that portion of country ceded by France to the United States, under
the name of Louisiana, which lies south of the Mississippi territory, and of an
east and west line to commence on the Mississippi river, at the thirty-third
degree of north latitude, and to extend west to the western boundary of the
said cession, shall constitute a territory of the United States, under the name
of the territory of Orleans.

'The 12th section provided that-X
the residue of the province of Louisiana, ceded to the United States, shall be
called the District of Louisiana.

By section 1 of the act approved March 3, 1805 (2 Stat., 331), it
was provided:
That all that part of the country ceded by France to the United States,
under the general name of Louisiana, which, by an act of the last session of
Congress, was erected into a separate district, to be called the district of
Louisiana, shall henceforth be known and designated by the. name and title
of the Territory of Louisiana, the government whereof shall be organized and
administered as follows:

Thereafter by act approved June 4, 1812 (2 Stat., 743), Congress
reorganized the territorial government and gave the territory a new
name. calling it Missouri. During this period seriously disturbing:
difficulties had arisen between Spain and the United States in coniection, with the navigation of the Mississippi and respecting national boundaries on the east between Louigiana and the provinces of
East and West Florida; likewise as to the western boundary of the
Louisiana Purchase between that country and the Spanish possessions
known as New Spain, later the Republic of Mexico. See Public
Domain, page 108, and American State Papers, vol. 12, pages 1 to
195. After long negotiations a treaty styled " Treaty of Amity, Settlement and Limits," was concluded February 22, 1819 (8 Stat., 252).
The preamble to this treaty reads as follows:
The United States of America and his Catholic Majesty, desiring to consolidate, on a permanent basis, the friendship and good correspondence which
happily prevails between the two parties, have determined to settle and
terminate all their differences and pretensions,, by a Treaty, which shall
designate, with precision, the limits of their respective bordering territories
in North America.

49]
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By article 2 thereof the provinces of East and West Florida were
ceded to the United States. Article 3 provides:
The boundary line between the two countries, west of the Mississippi, shall
begin on the Gulph of Mexico, at the mouth of the river Sabine, in the sea,
continuing north, along the western bank of that river, to the 32d degree of
latitude; thence, by a line due north, to the degree of latitude where it strikes
the Rio Roxo of Nachitoches, or Red River; then following the course of the
Rio Rbxo westward, to the degree of longitude 100 west from London and 23
from Washington; then, crossing the said Red River, and running thence, by a
line due north, to the river Arkansas; thence, following the course of the
southern bank of the Arkansas, to its source, in latitude 42 north; and thence,
by that parallel of latitude, to the South Sea. The whole being as laid down
in Melish's map of the United States, published at Philadelphia, improved to
the first of January, 1818. But, if the source of the Arkansas river shall be
found to fall north or south of latitude 42 then the line shall run from the
said source due south or north, as the case may be, till it meets the said
parallel of latitude 42, and thence, along the said parallel, to the South Sea:
All the islands in the Sabine, and the said Red and Arkansas rivers, throughout the course thus described, to belong to the United States; but the use of
the waters, and the navigation of the Sabine to. the sea, and of the said rivers
Roxo and Arkansas, throughout the extent of the said boundary, on their
respective banks, shall be common to the respective inhabitants of both nations.
The two high contracting parties agree to cede and renounce all their rights,
claims, and pretensions, to the territories described by the said line; that is to
say: the United States hereby cede to his Catholic Majesty, and renounce forever, all their rights, claims, and pretensions, to the territories lying west
and south of the above-described line; and, in like manner, his Catholic Majesty
cedes to the said United States, all his'rights, claims, and pretensions, to any
territories east and north of the said line; and for himself, his heirs, and suecessors, renounces all claim to the said territories forever.

All the difficulties between the two nations were terminated by
this treaty. The second article is by its terms an article of cession.
The third purports to fix limits, to adjust and define boundaries, but
its provisions are expressly confined to the territories west of the
Mississippi. It did not transfer or cede territory, did not change the
relative rights of the parties. It merely fixed and determined what
had theretofore been vague and undefined. There was a mutual
abandonment and renunciation of claims and pretensions and our
western limits were for the first time clearly marked out and settled.
It is evident, therefore, beyond question that the district of country.
referred to and described in the Department's decision of March 31,
1922,°was not within the limits of the Louisiana Purchase and was
never at any time a part of what was called Missouri Territory.
The motion is accordingly denied.
Another phase of this question remains to be considered inasmuch
as a definite ruling has been requested as to the confines of the
country to which the location of Ware scrip is restricted.
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This question. is not altogether free from difficulty. 'Examination
of the act of February 17, 1815 (3 Stat., 211), in connection with the
act of March 1, 1843 (5 Stiiat., 603), shows very clearly, however, that
it was the intention of Congress at the time of the passage of the
act of 1815 for the relief of the New Madrid sufferers to restrict the
right of location to a like quantity of the public lands, the sale of
which was authorized by law, or to which the Indian title had been
extinguished, within what was then known as 1Missouri Territory.
'It must be borne in mind that at that time all of the vast domain to
the west of the Mississippi and beyond the limits of the organized
counties within the territory of Missouri was treated and looked
upon as Indian country and it was, a prerequisite to the survey and
sale of lands by the Government that the Indian title should have
-been extinguished. All contemporaneous legislation on the subject
makes this abundantly clear. See section 1 of the act of May 18,
1796 (1 Stat., 464); section 1 of the act of February 28, 1806 (2
Stat., 352) ; sections 8 and 9 of the, act of March 3. 1811 (2 Stat.,
662) ; section 1 of the act of April 29,. 1816 (3 Stat., 325); the act of
February 17, 1818 (3 Stat., 406), and section 1 of the act of June 30,
1834 (4 Stat., 729).
The circumstances that prompted the passage of the act of December 28, 1876 (19 Stat., 500), authorizing the issuance of the certificates here in question,' are; stated in the preamble, clearly indicating
that the purpose' of the act directing the Commissioner of the General
Land Office to issue a certificate. of new location was to reinstate in
the representatives of Samuel Ware all the rights that were conferred by the act of February 17, 1815, usupra. and lost under such
circumstances as entitled the beneficiary'to relief by Congress. This
act authorized the location of " 640 acres of any land 'in what was
Missouri Territory, subject to sale."
<'In determining' what lands were subject to sale, in what' was the
Missouri Territory, we must return to the early legislative history
of the region, commencing with the act of March 26, 1804, supra,
which, after creating the Territory of Orleans, later the State of
Louisiana, directed that the residue of the country ceded by France
should be called the District of Louisiana. The executive'power at
that time vested in the Governor of Indiana Territory was'extended
over the district. Practically all settlements were then confined to
a strip along the Mississippi River extending from about the present
Missouri-Arkansas boundary line north to St. Louis.. Section 12 of
this act directed, among other things that the district should bedivided into districts by the Governor, under the direction of the President
as the convenience of the settlements shall require, subject to such alterations

hereafter as experience may prove more convenient.
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The territory did not long remain under that form of government
for on the 3d of March, 1805 (2 Stat., 331), as hereinbefore pointed
out, Congress passed an act by which the name of the District of
Louisiana was changed to that of the Territory of Louisiana and provision was made for its government. Legislative power was tG be
vested in a governor and three territorial judges. By section 5 of
this act it was provided:
That for the more convenient distribution of justice, the prevention of crimes
and injuries, and execution of process criminal and civil, the governor shall
proceed from time to time as circumstances may require, to lay out those parts
of the territory in which the Indian title shall have been extinguished, into
districts, subject to such alteration as may be found necessary; and he shall.
appoint thereto such magistrates and other civil officers as he. may deem
necessary, whose several powers and authorities shall be regulated and defined
by law.

Originally there were five districts or counties in the territory, viz,
St. Louis, St. Charles, St. Genevieve, Cape Girardeau and New
Madrid, all extending westward from the Mississippi.
Sn June 4, 1812, as hereinbefore stated, Congress reorganized the
territorial government. The territory was thenceforth to be known
as Missouri. Its government was made representative and the legislature was required to hold annual sessions in St. Louis. Following
this reorganization-the legislative> assembly under date of August
21, 1813, divided St. Genevieve County and created a new county
called Washington and December 31, 1813, an act was passed establishing counties and county lines. The boundaries of St. Louis, St.
Charles, St. Genevieve, Cape Girardeau, New Madrid and Washington were established and fixed, the organized boundaries extending westward to the western boundary of the Osage .purchase, the
limits on the west having been*gradually extended by treaties with
the Indians. ESee treaty of November 10, 1808, with the Osage Nation
(7 Stat., 107). At the same session the County of Arkansas was
created, including the southern part of the territory to themnorthern
boundary of Orleans or State of Louisiana. On the 23d of January,
1816, Howard County was formed out of the western parts of the
Counties of St. Charles and St. Ljouis and included all country on
both sides of the Missouri from the mouth of the Osage to the mouth
of the Kansas. See subsequent treaty of September 25, 1818 (7 Stat.,
183), with the Osage Nation. Shortly thereafter the Counties of
Jefferson, Franklin, Wayne, Lincoln, Pike, Madison, Montgomery,
and Cooper were established.
By act of March 2, 1819 (3 Stat., 493), Congress established
separate territorial government in the southern part of the Territory of Missouri, to be called Arkansas, embracing approximately
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all that port of Missouri Territory within the county of Arkansas
as established by the legislature.
By act of March 6, 1820 (3 Stat., 545), Congress authorized the
people of the Missouri Territory to form a constitution and State
government and defined the boundaries of the territory to be included
therein.
By act of June 7, 1836. (5 Stat., 34), the western boundary of the
State, north of the mouth of the Kansas River, was extended to the
Missouri River, when the Indian title should be extinguished.
Considering the foregoing in the light of all the surrounding
circumstances, the Department is convinced that the question presented was correctly decided by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office in his decision herein of November 23, 1921, holding in
effect that for legislative purposes, within the meaning of the acts
of February 17, 1815, and December 28,1876, s
aprc,
the Territory
of Missouri was the territory as organized into counties, thus restricting the location of Ware scrip to an area now embraced in the
States of Arkansas and Missouri.

OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES OF GENERAL LAND OFFICE-CIRCULAR OF MAY 12, 1906, AMENDED TO INCLUDE LEASES, PERMITS
OR ANY FORM OF APPLICATION.;
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 836.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE-

Waskington, D. C., Juwne pZ, 1922.

TO

AEL OFFICERS, CI;ERaKS AND EMPLOYEES OF THE GENERAL LAND
OFFICE AT WASHINGTON OR ELSEWHERE:

1. Your attention is called to section 452, Revised Statutes, which
reads as follows:
"The officers, clerks, and employees in the General Land Office are prohibited
from directly or indirectly purchasing or becoming interested in the purchase
of any of the public land; and any person who violates this section shall forthwith be removed from his office."

2. Departmental circular, of September 15, 1890 (11 L. D., 348),
stated that said section applied to all officers, clerks, and employees in
the offices of the surveyors general, the local land offices, and the
General Land Office, or any person wherever located or employedunder the supervision of the General Land Office.
3. Departme'ntal circular of May 12, 1906 (34 L. D., 605), extended
the regulations of September 15, 1890, so as to include the wives of
officers and employees.
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4. The Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of Waskey
V. Hammer (223 U. S., 85, 93), referred with approval to the departmental instructions, and held that:
.

*.

- '0"The term 'purchase' is inclusive of the various modes of securing title to
or rights inathe public lands under the general laws regulating their disposal."

5. Said circulars of February 15, 1890, and May 12, 1906, ares
hereby amended so as to apply to the act of September 25, 1920 (41
Stat., 437), and'all other acts whereby and whereunder any claim
or interest whatsoever in and to the public lands is sought by sale,
entry, selection, location, lease, permit, license or any other form of
application.
WILLIAM1 SPRY,
Commissioner.

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY:
Acting Secretary.

AVY PAGE BENNETT.
Decided Junef 26, 1922.
FINAL PROOF-HOMESTEAD-RESIDENCE-LEAVE
OF ABSENCE-ENTRY-SETTLEMENT-STATIUTES.
Section 2291, Revised Statutes,. as amended by the acts of June 6, 1912, and
August 22, 1914, permits an entryman to make proof at any time when he
can show compliance with the law as to residence and cultivation, provided that either his entry or his settlement has subsisted for three years,
and nothing contained in the language used therein pertaining to leaves
of absence is to be construed as requiring a lapse of three years from the
establishment of residence.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsIoN CITED AND APPLIED.
The case of Robert G. McDougall (43 L. D., 186), cited and applied.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

On December 4, 1918, Avy Page Bennett made homestead entry
Santa Fe 036655 under the general provisions of the homestead law
for the SW. i, Sec. 20, T. 2 N., R. 7 E., N. M. P. M., New Mexico,
under which he, on December 19, 1921, or three years and fifteen days
after the date of his entry made final proof showing that he established residence on the land on'March 11, 1919, and thereafter continuously resided there until the date of his proof.'
This proof shows improvements valued at $1000, and cultivation of.
14 acres during 1919, 12 acres during 1920, and 33 acres during 1921.
By its decision of March 22, 1922, the General Land Office held
that the proof was insufficient and should be rejected in the absence
of a further showing for the reason that residence was not established until March 11, 1919, or less than three years prior to the
date of filing proof.
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This Department :can not concur in the -conclusion thus reached
and believes that this entryman's appeal from that action should
be sustained.
While section 2291, Revised Statutes, as amended by the acts of
June 6, 1912 (37 Stat., 123), and August 22, 1914 (38 Stat., 704),
says that each homestead entryman " shall be entitled to a leave of
absence in one or two-continuous periods not exceeding in the aggregate five months in each year after establishing residence " on the
land entered by him, it is nowhere stated in terms that such an entry-'
man can not make proof at any time when he can show that during
each year for three years he has resided on the land at least seven
months and cultivated the prescribed area.
This entrymIan abundantly and in evident good faith met all the
requirements as to the above residence and cultivation and to hold
that he could not make proof until March 11, 1922, or three years
after he had established his residence, and more than three years
and three months after the date of his entry, would be to deny him
the right given him in the first part of the section cited to make
proof " at the expiration of three years from the date of ' his entry.
If the words of the statute .are to be strictly construed and enforced, this Department has for many years been proceeding
erroneously when it permitted homestead entrymen to make final
pro&2 immediately, or at any time after the date of the entry and before
the expiration of five years by taking " credit for residence as well
as cultivation before the date of the entry, if the land was, during the
period in question, subject to appropriation by' him or included in
an entry against which he hadinitiated a contest resulting afterwards in its cancellation." See Circular No. 414 (44 L. D., 91,
100), and Robert G. McDougall (43 L. D., 186).
' When Congress used the language of amended section 2291, on
-which the Commissioner's decision was evidently based-the provision authorizing leaves of absence-it evidently had in mind only
the granting of leaves of absence and the time when they' should
be taken, and used that language for the purpose of preventing
entrymen from claiming the right to be absent from the land prior
to the time when they established their residence and did not intend
to limit the provision already made in that section which said that
proof could be made " at the expiration of three years from the date
of the entry."
These considerations lead to the conclusion that a homestead entryman is entitled to make proof at any time when he can show that he
hasiresided upon the land for the period and cultivated it to the
extent prescribed by law, provided, however, that either his entry
or his settlement has subsisted for three years.
The decision appealed from is consequently reversed.
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JOHN XULLIGAN.
Decided June 28, 1922.
RECLAMATION- ARID LAND -WATER

'

RIaHT-APPLIcIATION -PAYMENT

-

TRANS.

FEREE-RELINQUISHMENT.
Where one who has entered into a contract to purchase privately owned lands,
title remaining in the vendor, files water-right application- and makes pay-

ments on account of the construction or building charge, and all rights of the
vendee under the contract are reacquired by the vendor, the latter is

entitled to receive credit for such payments and to complete the same upon
showing proper qualifications to acquire and hold, notwithstanding that the
transfer was the result of voluntary action instead of foreclosure pro-

ceeding, provided, however, that if the original vendor is not so qualified
lhe must within two years from reacquisition of the land, dispose of such
excess holding as directed by paragraph 76 of the departmental regulations of May 18, 1916.

First Assistant Secretary:
December 6, 1919, John Mulligan sold under escrow agreement -to
George IR. Allen the NW. 1 and the N. A SW. ;, Sec. 9, T. 9 S., R. 24
W., G. & S. R. M., situated within the Yuma, Arizona, Reclamation
Project.
May 13, 1920, Allen filed water-right application covering the
NW. ,, said section 9, and made payment of all construction charges
for the years 1917, 1918, and 1919, amounting to $384, exclusive of
penalties.
December 7, 1920, Allen released to the said Mulligan all of his
right, title, and interest claimed under the escrow agreement to purchase, and on January 5, 1921, he-gave a quitclaim deed to Mulligan,
relinquishing all rights to the said land under the said agreement.
The question at issue is whether the payments made by Allen on
account of the water right shall be forfeited to the Government or
be credited to Mulligan as requested by the latter. The project
manager held the Allen water-right application for rejection with
forfeiture to the Government of the money paid thereon. By decision of March 25, 1922, the Acting Director of the Reclamation
Service affirnied the action of the project manager. Mulligan has
appealed to the Department.
The action below was predicated upon section 77 of. the general
reclamation circular of May 18, 1916 (45 L. D., 385, 405), which
provides for forfeiture of payment made on aecount of a water righ t
by a contract purchaser of land in case the contract vendor cancels
the contract because of default on the part of the purchaser. It will
be observed that while the contract for delivery of the deed was in
effect canceled, it was accomplished by process of a transfer to the
vendor of- all of the rights of the vendee to the land and waiver of
- all rights under the contract. The case does not appear to come*
Ki.FINNEy,

*

precisely within the terms of that

section.
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Section 76 of the regulations allows a person to hold excess lands
for two years after their acquisition and the right to be' furnished
with water under the reclamation law, where the lands were acquireed
by descent, will, or by foreclosure of any lien. The facts in this case
seem more analogous to the condition stated in section 76, as the
rights of the vendee were reacquired by the vendor, although it was
the result of voluntary action instead of foreclosure proceeding.
Section 78 of the regulations also provides that a successor in
interest of the original contract purchaser will succeed to the benefits of any payments made by the original contract vendee on his
water-right application, where the new purchaser enters into agreement with the original vendor and purchases the rights of the original contract' vendee.
Under the circumstances of the case, it appears appropriate to allow
Mulligan credit for the payments made by>.Allen on the water right
and the privilege of completing'the same upon showing proper qualifications to so acquire and hold, and if not so qualified wiihin two
years from the reacquisition of the land, he should be required to
dispose of such excess holding as provided by section 76 of the regulations. It is so ordered. The decision appealed from is modified
accordingly.
RESTORATION TO ENTRY OF RECLASSIFIED LANDS IN THE
SOUTH HALF OF THE COLVILLE INDIAN' RESERVATION, WASHINGTON.
INSTRUCTIONS.
.[Circular No. 836-.:
DEPARTMENT OFI THE :INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., June 29, 1922S.
REGISTER AND RECEIVER,

UINITED STATES LAND OFFICE,
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON:
February 12, 1920, the Department approved the reclassification
as nonmineral, of certain lands wiithin the south-half of the former
Colville Indian Reservation.
Complaints were made that many tracts classified as mineral were
nonmineral. A reexamination and reclassification seemed desirable,
and same was made in 1920.
On November 23, 1921, the Secretary of the Interior approved the
said reexamination and. reclassification as recommended by this office
by letter of November 5, 1921.
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The said lands are subject to disposal under the act of March 22,
1906 (34 Stat., 80), and the President's proclamation of May 3, 1916
(39 Stat., 1778).
Where mining -claims, are on lands formerly classified as mineral
whether.or not a mineral survey has been made, and is or is not shown
as a segregated survey on the platsJ applications for such land reclassified as nonmineral may not be allowed, as to such portions as
are in fact mineral in character nor as to portions claimed, occupied,
and being worked under the mining luaws for valid-mining claims.
As to applications for patent for claims under the mining laws your
attention is again directedto the instructions of February 1, 1910,
(38 L. D., 409).
Persons qualified to make homestead entry who have performed
military or naval service during the war with Germany and who are
honorably discharged or separated fromithe service or placed in:the
Regular Army or Naval Reserve are by the act of February 14, 1920,
as amended, 'given a preferred right to make homestead entry for
ninety. days prior to the opening of the lands to entry to other
applicants.X
The preference right period provided for by the said law will com:mence at 10 a. in., on August 21, 1922, and will end November 18,
1922.
From August 21, 1922, to November 18, 1922, both dates inclusive,
the lands may be entered only under the homestead laws and only by
ex-service men of the war with Germany who have been honorably
discharged or separated from. the service or placed in the Regular
Army or Naval Reserve; provided that from July 31, 1922, to August
21, 1922, both dates inclusive, applications may be presented by. such
persons under said laws, such applications to be treated as simultaneously filed and disposed of before action is taken on other preference applications.
The lands, if any, not disposed of during such 'period will become
subject to appropriation under any applicable law including settlement under the homestead law in advance of entry by any qualified
person on December 11, 1922, and not before then, provided that
from November 20, 1922, to December 9, 1922,. both dates inclusive,
any qualified person may present applications to be treated as simultaneously filed and disposed of before action is taken on other nonpreference applications.
;In the event 'that conflicts appear between applications treated as
Isimultaneously filed as herein provided, drawings will be held to
determine the order in which the conflicting applications will be
taken up for consideration.
Acknowledge receipt of these regulations giving them all the
publicity possible without expense to the government by furnish-

0
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ing copies thereof for publication as an item of news to the various
newspapers in your district. You will also post'a copy of the same
in your office and transmit a copy to the postmaster nearest the land
for posting in his office.
The list of reexamined and reclassified lands is inclosed herewith.1
WILLIAM SPRY,
Commnissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINmEY
.
First Assistant Secretary.

ROBERT C. RAYBURN.2
Decided May 17, 1922.

DEsEsT LAND-PAYMENT-ACT OF AuGuST 11, 1916.
The provisions of the act of August 11, 1916, do not authorize the taxlevying authorities of a State or county to impose penalties for nonpayment of taxes assessed against unentered public lands subjected to taxation by that act.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary: The appeal of Robert C. Rayburn from a decision of the Cpommissioner of the General Land Office dated January 3, 1922, presents
for; determination the question whether penalties for nonpayment
of taxes assessed against unentered lands are properly collectible
under the act of August 11, 1916 (39 Stat., 506).
On October 15, 1917, Robert C. Rayburn applied at the Phoenix,
Arizona, land office to make: desert-land entry for NW. i, Sec. 27,
T. 3 N., R. 5 E., G. & S. R. M., stating that he expected to irrigate the
land with water obtained from the Paradise-Verde Water Users'
Association.
The map of the Paradise-Verde Irrigation District was approved
by the Department on June 7, 1921, and under date of September
24, 1921, the Commissioner of the General Land Office returned Rayburn's application for allowance, it appearing that the tract applied
for is' within the exterior limits of said district. The local officers
required applicant to furnish a certificate by the proper officers of
said district that he was in good standing and had paid " all proper
assessments' which might be delinquent." The secretary of the irrigation district refused to issue the required certficate until all assessments: and penalties had been paid. Applicant appealed, and by
decision datgd January 3, 1922, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office held, in effect, that the penalties imposed were a proper
'List omitted.
S See decision on petition, page 160.
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charge which must be paid before the application in question could
be allowed.
* The penalties referred to amount to $59.62, and were added to
the taxes assessed for 1918, 1919, and 1920.
Section 1 of the act of August 11, 1916, supra, provides that when
an irrigation district has been created, all public lands within the
districtare hereby made and declared to be subject to all the provisions of the laws
of the State in which such lands shall be situated relating to the organization,
government, and regulation of irrigation districts for the reclamation and
irrigation of arid lands for agricultural purposes, to the same extent and in
the same manner in which the lands of a like character held under private
ownership are or may be subject to said laws.

Section 2 provides that the cost of construction and maintenance
shall be equitably apportioned among lands "held under private
ownership, lands legally covered by unpatented entries, and unentered public lands included in said irrigation district." Further:
That all charges legally assessed shall be a lien upon unentered lands and
upon lands covered by unpatented entries included in said irrigation district;
and said lien upon said land covered by unpatented entries may be enforced
upon said unpatented lands by the sale thereof in the same manner and under
the same proceeding whereby said assessments are enforced against lands
held under private ownership.

Section 5 providesThat no public lands which were unentered at the time any tax or assessment was levied against same by such irrigation district shall be sold for
such taxes or assessments, but such tax or assessment shall be and continue a
lien upon such lands.
It

*

'

*

is clearly indicated by the provisions of the act that

did not intend to permit the tax-levying authorities

Congress

of a State or

county to add any penalties to taxes or assessments levied against
unentered public lavds.

As the act prohibited the sale of such lands

for unpaid taxes or assessments, it

no penalties can be

follows that

properly collected.
The case is remanded, with directions that
gation

district be advised, by

Department is

of opinion that

from applicant,
irrigation

mnay request the

proper

to the end that

county

authorities

the
to

The application of Rayburn should be returned to

the local office for allowance as soon

as the proper

officer of the

all taxes and assessments prop-

erly levied against the land have been paid.

t

the

the penalties sought to be collected

irrigation district has certified that

Remanded.::

the officers of the irricopy hereof, that

Rayburn, are not collectible,

district

remit the same.

service of a
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ROBERT C. RAYBURN, ,(ON PETITION).
Decided August 28, 1922.
DESERT LAND-PAYMENT-ACT oF AUGUST 11, 1916.

The fact that the collection. of penalties, for nonpayment of taxes' assessed
against unentered public lands is not authorized by the act of August 11,
1916, does not warrant the allowance of a desert land entry prior to the
payment of all taxes and assessments properly levied.

FFINNEY, FirstAssistanit Secretary:,

By decision of May 17, 1922 (49 L. D., 158), in the case of Robert
C.. Rayburn (Phoenix 036464), the Department held that the provisions of the act of August 11, 1916 (39 Stat., 506), do not authorize
the tax-levying authorities of a State or county to impose penalties
for nonpayment of taxes assessed against unentered public lands subjected to taxation by that act. Said decision directed that the officers
of the Paradise-Verde Irrigation District be advised, by service of a
copy of the decision, that the' Department is of opinion that the
-penalties sought to be collected from Rayburn in connection with his
application to make desert-land entry for NW.J, Sec. 27, T. 83N.,
R. 5 E., G. & S. R. M., are not collectible, to the end that the irrigation district may request the proper county authorities to remit the
same.
It appears that a copy of the departmental decision was forwarded
to the president of said irrigation district on July 5, 1922, by the
'register of the Phoenix land office, the register's letter containing
the following:'
If denial of statement made by' Robert C. Rayburn is not made within 30
days from delivery of the inclosed decision, the register and receiver of this
office will allow the entry of said Robert C. Rayburn without further notice
and without showing of any payment on the part of the said Rayburn.

The Paradise-Verde Irrigation District has filed a petition for the
exercise of supervisory authority, contending that the departmental
decision and the ruling of the local officers, above referred to, make
it practically impossible for an irrigation district to collect assessments upon Government lands within an irrigation district.
It appears that the treasurer and ex-officio tax collector of the
county in which the land lies demanded that Rayburn pay the
following penalties on the county and State- taxes for the years
named:
1918, $21.60; 1919, $17.89; 1920, $20.13; total, $59.62.
The penalties for each year were made up of clerk fees, interest
on the unpaid taxes, and collection charges.
Rayburn did not object to the payment of the taxes which had
been assessed against the land, but' contended that the act of August
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l11, 1916, suprra, did not warrant the collection of the -penalties
:
sought to. beccollectpdw
epartConsideration of the :petition revdteals no-error in th
5
'setibn
of
:mental decision, which followed the plain: provisioia
of the said act.
* 0000 ::It is apparent that thie officers of the irrigation' distr4ct 'are
alarmed because of the statement made by the register 6f the Phoenix
land office in his letter of July 5, 1922, wherein he annorunced his inthe show',
tention of allowing the application of Rayburn 1'without
,
,ing ,of any payment." ' . .
1directions1were
giventoallow
The ruling of the Department wherein
shall
officer
district
the' application .of iRayburn "when the, irrigation
have certified that, all taxes gai'nst;the said land have' been -paid,"
was apparently not clearly understood..
The departmental decision contemplated' that 'the irrigation dis0 :;tiict would 'request' the' county authorities to'tremit the Penalties,
and that the request would be granted.' Meanwhile, the 'application
of Rayburn 'sh6uld have been suspended, as the allowaiice thereof
to the payment o f all taxes and assessments 'properly levied
tt 0j prior
would not be' warranted.
The petition of the irrigation district is'denied, but the' Commis
sioner of the General Land Office 'will instructithe registert f ttlie :
*

.

accordaance:-with the foregoing.
Phoenix land office i1n1
SANTA -FE PACIFI.C RAILROAD COMPANY.1
Decided Jine 16, 1525.
ApP'ROXMArION-LIE-u

SELECTION-SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY-ACT OF APRIfL 21,

:
: ::::: :
:: :- :;::0 1904. - :
de1904,
21,
April
of
act
the
to
pursuant
A departmental regul ation, issued
claring that the: rules' of approximation obtaining in other classes of entries will be observed:in effecting the exchange of lands under that act,
does not entitle a selector thereunder to' invoke the benefits of the rule as'
a matter of right, inasmuch as the.rule of approximation, being purely an.
'administrative invention of equitable purpose, not founded upon anylaw,
may with impunity be modified, suspended, limited in its operation, or
abrogated :altogether, if the proper 'execution of the laws calls:'for:.such;h::
:action.

SEacrTION-APPRoxImATiON-ACT OFATRIL 21,-1904.
-:A lieu selection of land: approximately twice the area of the tract tendered

Lc

as base does not fulfill the requirement contained inwthe act of April 21,
1904, that the selected and the relinquished lands must beI"as nearly. as
:
practicable equalin area."

1

See decision on motion for, rehearing, page .164.
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the Land Department may: permit the tender of afny hpplicabIe scfl;: orbr
r.ight ,as suppiementaljto an- insufficient base upon which. 'a lie' se ectiodn
.0-,
,. :; ,.;.
0,;'
:;
;. - , ,,- ~t
f
is predicated.
.DEPATMENTAL Dicssion CITED ANO FLLOWED.:
D., 5431, cited and followed.,
Th,case of George E. Lemmon. (36.
'Frxxrr, Fir-st Assistant Secretar:

\

-

-The act of April 21, 1904 (33 Stat.; 189, 211

provides:

'That -d14r priate 2 Indd dyer v*hich an' hidin reservatibn Ms 'been efteid
by Executive order, may b)e exchanged at the discretio 6if the- Secrdtary'bfs'tib
4ntdrior and at the expense of the :owner theraeof and- under such rules 'ha"d
as may be prescribed- byk the Secretary of the Interior, for .vaeant,
-reg:'
ulations
0
otimbered, surveyed public lands of equI::rea and velse ad
-noniner
~Arie'State or territory. [It IOMsutilied.]
si3-:3thated inithe

;
:

- -In its application Roswell 049983 the Santa Fe -Pacific Railroad
Company0invoked the privilege given by that act and offered to ex;-.
change its 22.28 acres described as lot 1, Sec. 33, T. 10 N., R. 4 W.,
N.M
M.- P M.,ew Mexico, for 40 -acres belonging to the United States
. 31 E., N. M.St'
SE. , Sec. 4, rT.24 N,
and .iembraced ain the SW.

It'.

M. and secuire title thereto by making a cash payment of $22.15, oi
2cres it desired in excess
.at;.the; rate .of t$1.25 per, acre f t

* of the area it offered to surrender.e:.
By its dedision of March 9, 1922, the: GeneralLand Office rejected

that application "becahse the area of the selected lands and the area
of the base lands are no t apprbkiifihtely equal ;" and', in its0appeal
from that action the company'contend' that it isdert itlddto have its
* selection approved for the reason thatAthe regulations issued. under
the act mentioned (43 L. D., 56 569). declare in' paragraph 17 that
"the land t'flinquished and the land selected mustt be, as nearly as'
tion obtaining
the
riesof approx
practicable, equal in area, bu
in other classesof. ntries will be observed." (Italics-supplied.)

All the statutes relating to .the -disposal -of nonmineral public
lands; except the. reclamation hoinestead act,' fix specific areas m
. _]M'multiples of 40-acre tracts a's 'the maximum number of acres that
may be-entered by any one person; but, it was found that it was not
:alwayspossible to'permit entries for such maximum amounts Dbecausei
the surveying of the public domain necessarily results in' the formation of many tracts designated as lots which are. irregular in their
areas, and do:not often, either singly or in combination,; aggregate
the 'prescribed maximum enterable areas.
From this it will-be 'seen tliata strict .enfoteement of tlhe statutes
would- of necessity deprive many applicants. oflthe -pilege oHsecuring title to all the lands 'they-were entitled to enter; and it was
o' 'meet that eontingency,. and for the purposeof re-leving that class
of the embarrassmient i'mposed by the statute, as well
ertrymen
nof
-of
the public lands, that
as to expedite and facilitate the disposal
t;00
lau0d
;
D0f-;- dff
tha
t bf 0 pub
f ;V .
,i~d00 l fA eS
' 7' -.:ff.s f: -.to . 4 :i
R

-

'
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the rule of approximation on which the company relies in this case
was devised as a matter of necessity by departmental action.
Under that rule any qualified; person is permitted to include in
his application to enter such a number of tracts, either regular or
irregular in form, or both, as will most closely approximate the total
area the law authorizes him to enter, and, in cases where the area
applied for exceeds the permitted maximum area, he is required to
pay in cash for the area applied for that is in excess of the statutory
.area at the rate of $1.25 per acre, or such larger sum per acre as may
have been fixed by Congress as the sale price of the particular
lands applied for.
From this it will be Iobserved, as was said in the case of George E.
Lemmon (36 L. D., 543, 544), "that the rule permitting the approximation of entries rests on no law and was never, in legal sense,
the right of one seeking to appropriate public lands. It is, as it
has always beoin, an administrative invention, of equitable purpose,"
, and having been prescribed by this Department it may be extended
or limited in its application in any particular case or class of cases
in such manner and at such times as the. equities of applicants may
warrant, or the best interests of the Government may demand; and
- no applicant can be heard to successfully contend that his particular
case should be adjudicated in accordance with the way in which
that rule was construed and applied at the time he filed his application. And being nothing more than a departmental regulation
-it may with impunity be modified, suspended, limited in its operation to particular kinds of entries, or abrogated altogether, if the
proper execution of the laws call for such action. See Instructions,
47 L. D., 205, and George E. Lemmon, supra.
With these considerations in mind we can turn now to the issue
presented by the appeal in this case; and in doing so we find that
that contention can not be sustained, notwithstanding the language
of the regulation on which it is based.
In the first place it must be said that that regulation gave a very
liberal interpretation to the words "lands equal in value and area"
used in the statute, when it said that the land selected and the land
surrendered should be " as nearly as practicable equal in area," and
even if this case be disposed of under that regulation it can not be
said that this base; containing, as it does, only a little more than
one-half the number of acres contained in the selected tract is as
"nearly as practicable" equal to it in area. To so hold would be
tantamount to saying that this company having the right to exchange a large number of tracts under the act mentioned could
possibly so shape its applications as to enable it to secure an area
almost twice as large as the acreage it surrenders by the mere payment of $1.25 per acre for the excess. Such a practice can not be
.
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tolerated because it' would in a measure circumvent the provisions of
the act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat., 854), in which Congress forbade
the further sale of lands at private cash sale.
However, it is not deemed advisable to reject the application in
this case at this time, or at all if the applicant will substitute some
sufficient base for this selection, which may be done by the withdrawal
of the, base here offered and the furnishing of a new base in sufficient'
area, or by supplementing the present base by the offering of a
base of the same kind, or a scrip or right of some other kind in
such an area as will with the present base justify the approval of the
selection.
While it has heretofore been the practice to accept supplemental
bases arising under the same law under which the base already
assigned is claimed, it was held by this Department in its unpublished decision of May 16, 1922, involving- this same company's
kindred application, Las (ruces 014331, that any applicable scrip
or right might be offered as .supplemental to a base offered under
the act under which the selection is claimed.
After giving this matter full Band careful consideration this case
is remanded for furtuer action in accordance with the views .here
expressed and with directions that the applicant be informed that
the application will be finally rejected if it fails to take the action
suggested within thirty days from notice of this, decision.
SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY (ON REHEARING).
Decided September 22, 1922.
APPROXIMATION-LIEU

SELECTION-'-SUPERVISORY

AUTHORITY'-LAND

DEPART-

MENT.

Assumption of authority by the Land Department to extend or limit the
. application of the rule of approximation in each particular case to satisfy
equities or to prevent its abuse, is not a basis for a charge of the exercise
of arbitrary power or disregard of law.'

First Assistant Secretary:.,
Motion for rehearing has been filed in the above entitled case,
wherein the Department by decision rendered June 16, 1922 (49
L. D.,: 161), remanded the case for further action in accordance with,
the views therein expressed, with directions that the application be
finally rejected if the applicant failed to take the action suglgested
within 30 days from notice of decision.,
No new questions of law or fact are' presented, but in view of
certain statements found in the brief of counsel filed in support of
the motion, the record and departmental decisions in connection
with the rule of approximation, have again been reviewed and considered. The question is upon the holding of the Department with
FiNNrY,
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-respect to the rule of approximation, and the brief submitted contains the following language:
The attempted rejection of the -selection by the Department is an attempt
to nullify the effect of an act of Congress; is a direct breach of faith by the
Department; is an arbitrary revocation by the Department of its own rules
without notice, to the prejudice of the one who stands as an innocent purchaser,
relying and entitled to rely on those rules.

The act of April 21, 1904 (33 Stat., 189, 211), provides that
private holdings of land within an Indian reservation may be exchanged at the; discretion of the Secretary of the Interior under
such rules and regulations as may be prescribed, " for vacant, nonmineral, nontimbered surveyed public lands of equal area and value."
The regulations thereunder (43 L. D., 565, 569), prescribe that'
"the land relinquished and the land selected must be as nearly as
practicable equal in area, but the rules of approximation obtaining
in other classes of entries will be observed." It is sought to exchange
an area of 22.28 acres for a tract of 40 acres belonging to the United
States, and the language in the regulations above quoted permitting
the exercise of the rule of approximation, has been seized upon to
charge the Department in said decision as attempting to nullify an
act of Congress, that such action in the premise's is a breach of good
faith, and an arbitrary revocation of its own rules without notice..
This is an assertion without sufficient foundation. Aside from
the language of the act itself, requiring that the exchange shall be
for lands of " equal area and value," and the language of the regulations requiring an "equal area," the Department is unable to
follow the contention and views of counsel with respect to the rule
of approximation " obtaining in other classes of entries."
A number of cases defining the rule of- approximation in other
- classes of entries, can be cited, showing that the Department has
uniformly interpreted and enforced the rule as held in-the &cision
under consideration. See 36 L. D., 305; 36 L. D., 417; 36 L. D.,543;
37 L. D., 28; 39 L. D., 550.
It is agreed that the rule is a reasonable one of long standing,
and while not resting upon any law, it is an administrative invention
for equitable purposes.
Each case, however, must stand or fall on its own merits or lack
of merits. To prevent its abuse, of which the instant case is a fair
example, the Department has uniformly reserved the right to extend
or limit its application in such manner and in such way as the facts
and equities appear to warrant in each case. The charge of arbitrary
action and disregard of the law on the part of the Department, is
not sustained by the facts, and has no basis of justification in so far
as the law applicable to this case is concerned.
The motion for rehearing is denied.
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FLATHEAD TIMBER LANDS.
June 29, 1922.
FLATHEAD LANDS-INDIAN LANDS-MINERAL LANfDS-TIMfBER LANDS.
Lands within the Flathead Indian reservation, Montana, classified as timber
lands pursuant to the act of April 23, 1904, are specifically excepted by
section 8 of that 'act from disposition under the mineral land laws, and
nothing contained in other parts of the act or in any of the acts of Congress subsequently enacted, relating to the disposition of lands within
that reservation, may be interpreted as importing a contrary intention.

BOOTH, Solicitor:

My opinion is requested on the question as to whether lands
classified as timber lands on the Flathead Indian Reservation, Montana, are subject to mineral entry, in view of provisions contained
in the act of April 23, 1904 (33 Stat., 302).: The pertinent provisions are found in sections 8 and 10, which read as follows:
SEc. S. That when said commission shall have completed the classification
and appraisement of all of said lands and the same shall have been approved
by the Secretary of the Interior, the land shall be disposed of under the general
provisions of the homestead, mineral, and town-site laws of the United States,
except such of said lands as shall have been classified as timber lands, and
excepting sections sixteen and thirty-six of each township, which are hereby
granted to the State of Montana for school purposes. * * *
*

.

*

*

*

*
-

SEc. 10. That only mineral entry may be made on such of said lands as said
commission shall designate and classify as mineral under the general provisions of the mining laws of the United States, and mineral entry may also
be made on any of said lands whether designated by said commission as mineral lands or otherwise, such classification by said commission being only
prima facie evidence of the, mineral or nonmineral character of the same:
Provided, That no such mineral locations shall be permitted upon any lands
illotied in severalty to an Indian."

It wall bevnoted that the act in section 8 thereof excepts lands
classified as timber from disposal under the miing laws, while the
language used in section 10, in the absence of any other provisions
respecting timber lands, would seem to authorize mineral entry of
any lands affected by the, act, except lands allotted in severalty to an
Indian. An interpretation of the above provisions of the act of
1904, may be found in sections 6 and 11 of the same act, and also in
the subsequent acts of March 3, 1909 (35 Stat., 781,796), and February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 452). The said act of 1904 after directing
that the Commission in making classification of the lands embraced
in the Flathead Indian Reservation; should divide the same, into the
following classes:
SEC. 5. * * * First, 'agricultural land of the first class; second, agricultural land of the second class; third, timber lands, the same to be lands more
,valuable for their timber than for any other purpose; fourth, mineral lands;
-;*
and, fifth, grazing lands. 's

I
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Further provided as follows:
SEC. 6. That said commission shall in their report of lands of the third class

determine as nearly as possible the amount of standing saw timber on legal
subdivlsions thereof and fix a minimum price for the value thereof. ' * *
Mineral lands shall not be appraised as to value.
SEC. 1L That all of said lands returned and classified by said commission
as timber lands shall be sold and disposed of by the Secretary of the Interior
under sealed bids to the highest bidder for cash or at public auction, as the
Secretary of the Interior may determine, under such rules and regulations as
he may prescribe..

It is provided in section 11 of the act of March 3, 1909, supra:,
SEC. 11. That all merchantable timber on said lands returned and classified

by said commission as timber lands shall be sold and disposed of by the Secretary of the Interior, for cash, under sealed bids or at public auction, as 'the
Secretary of the Interior may determine, and under such regulations as he
may prescribe: Provided, That after the sale and removal of the timber such of

said lands as are valuable for agricultural purposes shall be sold and disposed
of by the Secretary of the Interior in such manner and under such regulations
as he may prescribe.

jThe act of 1909 was on May 18, 1916 (39 Stat., 123, 139), amended
to provide that lands thereunder classified as timber'lands which in
the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior, were suitable for agricultural or horticultural purposes might be opened to homestead
entry upon payment at the time of entry of the full value of the
timber standing thereon.
The act of February 25, 1920, stpra, authorized allotments to be
made on the Flathead Reservation to all unallotted living children
enrolled with the tribe or entitled to enrollment with the provisos:
That such allotments be made from any unallotted or unsold lands within
the original limits of the Flathead Indian Reservation, including the area now

classified and reserved as timber lands
* * and patents issued for allotments hereunder for any lands from which such timber has not been cut and
marketed, shall contain a clause reserving to the United States the right to
cut and market, for the tribal benpfit, as now authorized by law, the merchantable timber on lands so allotted: .Provided further, That when the merchantable timber has been cut from any lands allotted hereunder, the title to
such Uimber as remains on such lands will thereupon pass to the respective
allottees, and the Secretary of the Interior is hereby directed to withhold from
sale or entry all lands unsold and unentered within the said reservation at the
date of the passage of this Act until allotments hereunder have been completed.

The above provisions are in entire accord with the provision in
section 8 of the, act of April 23, 1904, which excepts lands classified
as timber lands from disposal under the mining laws, showing that
it could not have beet contemplated by Congress in section 10 of
said act to subject timber lands to mineral entry, and this for the
reason that provision was subsequently made for the disposal of
such timber lands other' than under the mining laws

i
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In view of the foregoing, my opinion is that the specific provision
in section 8 of the act of April 23, 1904, which excepts timber land
on the Flathead Indian Reservation from mineral entry 'is not
affected by the general provisions contained in section 10 of the
same act, as the latter provisions clearly refer to lands other than
those classified as timber lands and for whose disposal Congress
subsequently provided in strict accordance with the original legislation.
Approved: October 5, 1922.
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
RECLAMATION HOMESTEAD ENTRIES-WHEN TAXABLE.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 838.]

DEPARTMENT OF TIRE INTERIOR,
GENERAIL LAND OFFICE,:

Washington, D. C., July 8, 1920.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

Your attention is, invited to instructions issued under date of
- April416, 1910 (38 L. D., 575), authorizing you to furnish the proper
State authorities lists of entries made for lands in their districts,
apon which final certificates have issued, for purposes of taxation.
If, in compliance with requests from such authorities, you have
also been furnishing a list of reclamation homestead entries upon
which this office has accepted final proof of -residence, cultivation
and improvements as required by the ordinary, provisions of the
homestead law, you will discontinue this practice and, upon the
receipt of such' a request in the future, advise the authorities that
on March 20, 1922, the United States Supreme Court, in the case
of Irwin v. Wright, County Treasurer, et al. (258 U. S., 219), held that
lands in reclamation homestead entries are not subject, to taxation
until final certificate has issued upon the entry.
These instructions are not intended as a modification of. the instructions dated April 16, 1910, but as merely additional thereto
and supplementary thereof.
.WILLIAM SPRY,

Conimissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

wImm~
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ANNA HESS, WIDOW OF WILLIAM J. HESS.
Decided July 10, 1922.
H01,loScEAn-WnDOW;

HEiRs;

DEVISEE-PATENT-SECTION

2291, Rvxisrl

STAT-

UTES.
On the death of a homestead entryman, leaving a widow and heirs, the -right
to perfect his claim and receive title thereto vests under section 2291,
Revised Statutes, in the widow, free from any claim on behalf of the
heirs, and a .State statute relating to inheritance which conflicts therewith, can not be invoked to defeat that right.
HOMESTrEAnD-WDow; HlEIRs'; DEvisEE-INsSANrIT--REsrDENrcE-OsvLTvArTIorPATENT-AcT OF JUNE 8, 1880..
The benefits of the act of June 8, 1880, which provides that a person, who becomes insane after initiating a claim under the homestead laws and before
he has earned a patent, shall be entitled to a patent on proper proof without further residence and cultivation, if he had in good faith complied
with the legal requirements up to the. time he became insane, inure to an
insane wi&ow who succeeds to all of the rights held by her husband at
the time of his :death.
HorESTEAn-WrDow; HEnis; DEVIsEE-IN9ANITY-PATENT-RELINQUI5SHMENT-

WA1ER

-E:

The fact that the widow of a homestead entrymnan, who died before he had
earned patent, vwas insane and confined in an asylum at the time that the
claim was initiated, and thereafter remained in that condition, does not
:deprive her of her exclusive right to perfect. the clain and receive title
thereto, and her guardian has no power to relinquish the entry or in any
way divest her of her interest therein,

First AsSista't SecretarY:
On June 21, 1910, Wlliam: J. Hess, whose wife Anna Hess was
then and now is insane, made homestead entry Helena 04304 for
lots 1 and 2,and S4 NE.4, Sec. 4, T. 21 N., R. 5 W., M. M., Montana,
upon which he established and maintained a residence until his
death on January 29, 1911.
On August 2, 1917, Clarence W. Hess, a son of the entryman, and
his insane wife, made final proof under this entry showing that he,
ch year after
the Sson, had successfully cultivated the land durig
his father's death, in areas ranging from 18 acres in 1911 to 155
acres in 1916, and had myde improvements of the value of $1,500.
The question arose as to whether the patent should issue under
this proof to the widow or to entryman's heirs and the superintendent of the asylum in which the widow has since the date of the entry
been an inmate, acting as her " duly appointed and qualified guardian " filed a waiver of all her interest and right in and to the land
covered by her husband's entry.
By its decision of January 12, 1922, the General Land Office required the son to show cause why final certificate and patent should
FINNEY,
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not be issued to the widow and in response to that requirement he
set up the insanity and confinement of his mother and said thatShe has never been on this land, has never been in the State of Montana,
and was not living with her husband: as his wife, at the time he filed on this
land and has not lived with him at any time since the filing.

It is further contended by the son in his showing and appeal from
the Commissioner's decision, that the patent should issue to the
heirs for the reasons (1) that neither the widow nor the guardian
*ever made any effort to meet the requirements of the law as to residence or cultivation; (2) that under the laws of the State of Montana where the land'is located, his mother had. no interest, either
dower or otherwise in this land-; (3) that the, widow was in effect
civilly dead.
None of these contentions can be sustained. It is needless to inquire into the correctness of the contention that a wife has no interest
in an entry for lands held by. her husband under the laws of the
State of Montana because this case is entirely controlled by the
Federal statute, section 2291, Revised Statutes, under which this
widow succeeded at her husband's death to all the rights held by him
under his entry to the entire exclusion of his children, and she
alone was entitled to make proof and receive patent. Thaddeus M.
Armstrong (18 L. D., 421) ; Steberg v. Hanelt (26 L. D., 436);
Buller v. Gordon Heirs (29 L. D., 325).
The only exception to the rule thati the widow has the exclusive
right to make proof and take title is found in cases where she renounces her right in favor of the heirs. In such cases the heirs
may perfect the entry, make proof and take title in their own names.
-Phillippina Adam et al. (40 L. D., 625)..
But such an exception can not be invoked in this case because
this widow succeeded to all the rights of her husband, among which
was the right to have a patent issued to her without' any effort on
her part at cultivation or residence as soon as the fact of her insanity
was established. The .act of June- 8, 1880 (21 Stat., 166), declares
that when a person becomes insane after initiating a claim under the
homestead laws and before he has earned a patent, patent shall issue
- to him on proper proof without further residence or cultivation by
him or for him if he had in good faith complied with the legal
requirements up to the time he became insane; and there is no reason
why the benefits of that act should not be extended to an insane
*widow who succeeds to all the rights held by her husband at the
time of his death.
It can not be successfully contended that the waiver filed by the
widow's guardian in this case in any way affected or divested her
of any rights under this entry because the guardian of one holding
an interest under a homestead entry has no power to relinquish the
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entry or in any way divest his ward of his or her interest therein.
See Dyche v. Beleele (24 L. .D., 494), as modified by William Duffield
(43 L. D., 56).
The suggestion that this widow has no rights because she was not
living with her husband during the time after he made this entry,
hardly needs an answer, but the fact that she was insane and not
voluntarily absent furnishes an unanswerable reason why that suggestion is unsound. However, even if she had temporarily failed to
live with him through her own election, that fact would not have
prevented her from succeeding to her husband's interest under this
entry. Bucher v. Benham (28 L. D., 53).
From these considerations it will be seen that the Comm issioner's
decision and requirement was entirely correct and his action is hereby
affirmed.
iARTIN JUDGE.
X

X

Decided July 12, 1922.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-RELINQUISEMENT-COMMISSIONEB
OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE-RECORDS.

'Prior to the cancellation by the Commissioner of the General Land Office of
an outstanding oil and gas prospecting permit and notation thereof upon the
records of the local land office, no other person will be permitted to gain any
right to a permit for the same class of deposits by the filing of an application, or by the posting of a notice of intention to apply for such a permit.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED AND FOLLOWED.

Case of California and Oregon Land, Company v. Hulen and Hunnicutt
(46 L. D.I 55), cited and followed.

FiNNmy, First-Assita'ntSecretary.
Martin Judge has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office of April 1, 1922, rejecting his application
,034445 filed September 29, 1921, for a permit under section 13 of the
act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for the reason that the land
involved, all Sec. 14, SW. 1, Sec. 15, N. i, Sec. 22, T. 11 N., R. 23 W.,
S. B. M., Los Angeles land district, California, was included in prospecting permits 032743 granted to the.Seaboard Petroleum Company
December 11, 1920, and March 24, 1921. On August 29,. 1921, the
permittee filed a relinquishment in the local office, but the permits,
were not canceled until May 4, 1922. The Commissioner, citing the
case of California and Oregon. Land Company v. Hulen and Hunnicutt (46 L. D., 55), held that until the relinquishment was accepted
and notation thereof made on the records of the local office the land
was not subject to any form of appropriation.
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Relinquishments of prospecting permits under the leasing act are
not governed by- section 1 of the act of May 14, 1880 '(21 Stat., 140),
which provides:
That when a preemption, homestead, or timber culture claimant shall file

a written relinquishment of his claim in the local land office, the land covered
by such, claim shall be held as open to settlement and entry without further
action of the part of the Commissioner of the General Land Office.

nor has the Department adopted a similar rule of procedure with
respect to them. The practice has been to require the acceptance of
the relinquishment by the' Commissioner of the General Land Office,
the necessity therefor being indicated in the instructions of May 5,
1922, Circulari'No. 823 (49 L. D., 104), 'providing:
Relinquishments of permits will not be accepted and bonds released until all
requirements under the permits and the regulations have been fulfilled. When
any drilling has been done on the property, the relinquishment should be
approved by a representative of the Bureau of Mines or other person so designated by the Secretary of the Interior.

Proper administration requires that where permit applications for
lands included in outstanding permits under the leasing act are filed
the Department should follow the rule expressed in California and
Oregon Land Company v. Hulen and Hunnicutt, supra, thatthe orderly administration

of the land laws forbids any departure by the

Department from the salutary rule that land segregated from the public domain,
whether by patent, reservation, entry, selection, or otherwise, is not subject
to settlement or any other form of appropriation until its restoration to the
public domain is noted upon the records of the local land office.

It is recognized that a permit does not constitute a technical segregation or entry, as those terms are ordinarily used in connection with
the public land laws, as it is not an appropriation with a view to
the, acquisition of title, but that does not prevent the application of
the principle of the general administrative rule, and until an outstanding permit is canceled by the Commissioner and the notation
of the cancellation made in the local office, no other person will be
permitted to gain any right to a permit for the same class of deposits
by the filing of an application therefor, or by the posting of notice
of intention to apply for such a permit.
The decision of the Commnissioner is affirmed, and the record returned to the General Land Office.

I
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GEORGE B. PERKINS.
Decided July 12, 1922.
REPAYMENT-DESERT LAND-RAILROAD GRANT-PAYMENT-)WITHDRAWAL.
Congress intended by the proviso to the forfeiture act of February 28, 1885,
to fix the future price of all lands in the forfeited Texas and Pacific
;Railroad Company grant at $2.50 per acre, and one who thereafter, and
prior to the passage of the general act of March 2, 1889, which fixed the
price of lands within forfeited railroad grants at $1.25 per acre, made
a desert-land entry of lands within the limits of the withdrawal based
--.upon the map filed by the company of its general route, and paid the
double minimum price therefor, did not make payment in excess of lawful
requirements and has no ground for a claim of repayment.
COURT DECISION CITED AND APPLIED.
Case of United States v. Laughlin (249 U. S., 440), cited and applied.
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

The Department has considered the above entitled case upon ap-.
peal from decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
rendered July 19, 1921, denying application for repayment of
moneys alleged to have, been paid in excess: of lawful requirements
upon desert-lafid egtry No. 1277, for entire: section 20, T. 1 N., R. 6 E.,
Tucson land district, Arizona, in cbnnection with which original
desert-land declaration was -filed by Perkins, June 7, 1887, and
initial payment made-April 10, 1888, pt the double minimum rate of
50 cents per acre.
The described, section fell within the limits of the withdrawal
based upon the Texas Pacific Railroad Company's map. of general
route filed September. 2, 1871.' No map of definite locution of the
proposed railroad: was ever filed, .the road was never constructed,
and the grant was forfeited by the act' of February 28, 1885; (23
Stat., 337).,; whichi provided'That all -lands granted to the Texas Pacific Railroad Company under the

act of Congress entitled "An act to .incorporate the Texas Pacific Railroad
Company and to aid in the construction of its road, and for other purposes,."
approved March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-one, and acts amendatory
thereof or supplemental thereto, be, and they are hereby,, declared forfeited,
and the whole of said lands restored to the public domain and made subject.
to disposal under the general laws of the United States, as though said grant
had never been made: Provided, That the price of the lands so forfeited and
restored shall be the same as heretofore fixed for the even sections within said
grant.

Adverse action was taken by the Commissioner upon the ground
28, 1885, supra, fixing the,

that the proviso to the act of February

I Descriptive language as amended in decision on petition rendered August 17, 1922
(unreported).
:
:
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price of the forfeited odd sections at the same price as "heretofore
fixed for the even sections within said grant " was enacted by Congress in the belief, or under the impression, that the existing fixed
price of the even sections at the date of the approval of said forfeiture act was $2.50 per acre; and further that the prevailing lawful
price of the even sections involved remained $2.50 per acre upon
approval of the act of Febrtqary 28, 1885, and until the price thereof
was reduced by section 4 of the act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat., 854),
which providesThat the price of all sections and parts of sections of the public lands
within the limits of the portions of the several grants of lands to aid in the
construction of railroads which have been heretofore and which may hereafter be forfeited, which were by the act making such grants or have since
been increased to the double minimum price, and, also, of all lands within
the limits of any such railroad grant, but not embraced in such grant lying
adjacent to and coterminous with the portions of the line of any such railroad
which shall not be completed at the date of this act, is hereby fixed at one
dollar and twenty-five cents per acre.

had
spra,
The forfeiture clause of the act of February 28, 1885,m
restored the Texas Pacific granted lands (they being the odd numbered sections) "to the public domain

*

*

*

subject to disposal

under the general land laws of the United States as though said
grant had never been made." The proviso related in terms to the
forfeited lIands only but directs " that the price of the lands so forfeited shall be the same as heretofore fixed for the even sections
within said grant." There can be no valid or substantial argument
advanced, however, that Congress did not intend to fix the future
sale price of these lands the same -for the odd as for the even seetions, because, obviously, if the odd sections were thereafter to be
sold at the same price as theretofore fixed for the even sections, ,then
it was intended to continue the price theretofore fixed for the even
sections. But what did Congress mean by "price * * * heretofore fixed for the even sections?" Inasmuch as the road had
not been definitely located by the filing of a map or by construction
of. the line there had been by operation of law no increase in price
of either the odd or even sections within the limits of this grant.
These lands had remained at all times and were at the date of said
act of February 28, 1885, single minimum lands and subject to sale
at $1.25 per acre. In this situation, therefore, Congress must have
meant something other than a direction that said lands should
thereafter be sold at $1.25 per acre. That was their lawful price
under subsisting law. United States v. Laughlin (249 U. S., 440).
Within the knowledge of Congress the price of these lands had
been theretofore fixed by the Land Department at $2.50 per acre
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and, plainly, the legislation in question was based on' this known
fact. Otherwise, the proviso in question is meaningless. It is a
primary rule of statutory construction that a meaning must be given
to the words of legislation consistent with the intention of the lawmaking body and the most rational method to interpret the will of
the legislature is to explore' its intentions. It may be admitted for
the sake of the argument that the Congress as a body believed that
the then double minimum price of these lands had been lawfully
fixed but such admission or such) fact, if it be a fact, has no bearing
whatever on the question of the intention of. Congress in fixing a
future price for the sale thereof, except that it was intended and
directed that the future price should be the same as theretofore fixed
in fact and exacted in practice. Such direction was well within the
powers of Congress whether the intention was to continue a price
theretofore exacted without warrant of law or to fix a price for
future sale at double minimum.
The purpose of the proviso to the act of February 28, 1885, was,
therefore, to fix the price of all lands within the forfeited Texas
Pacific Railroad Company grant, for future sale, at $2.50 per acre.
The entry involved having been made subsequently to the date of the
approval of the forfeiture act and prior to approval of, the act of
March 2, 1889, supra, reducing the price of. the land in question to
$81.25 per acre, the entryman made no payment in excess of lawful
requirements.
The decision appealed from is accordingly affirmed.

GEORGE B. PERKINS.
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of July 12, 1922,
49 L. D., 173, denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney, August
9, 1922.
THOMAS A. LEE ET AL.
Decided July 14, 1922.
O0

AND

GAS

LANDS-PROSPEcTING
1920, SECTION 13:

PEBMIT-APPLcATioN-NoTICE-AcT

OF

FEBRIUARY 25,

Rights t'o an oil and gas prospecting permit do not attach prior to the filing
of an application in the form and manner prescribed by the act of
February 25, 1920, and the departmental regulations issued thereunder,
and the mere posting of a notice of intention to apply for a permit is not
sufficient to defeat the provision of section 13 of the act, which limits its
operation to land that is "not within any known geological structure of
a producing oil or gas field."
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FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
Thomas A. Lee, E. M. Schmuck, Williain J. Reyes, and Carolyn
'M. Kaufman have appealed from so much of a decision of the:
Commissioner of the General Land Office dated July 27, 1921, as
rejected as to S. , Sec. 8, T. 14 N., R. 31 E., M. M., their application for a permit under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat., 437), to prospect for oil and gas upon 2,560 acres in scattered tracts in the Lewistown, Montana, land district.
The application was filed April 23, 1920, and was rejected as' to
the tract described because within the known geologic structure of
the Cat Creek field as defined by the Director of the Geological
Survey on April 2, 1920, and redefined on April 4, 1921.
The appeal, which is in the form of an affidavit, sets forth that
although at the' date of the application no claim of preference right
was made, notice of intention to apply for a prospecting permit had
been posted on the land on March 27, 1920, six days. before the
limits of the structure had been defined.;
By instructions of April 23, 1921 (48 L. D., 98), the Department
held that qualified persons who filed proper applications for oil or
gas prospecting permits can not and should not be deprived of their
rights if, because of delay in action upon the applications so filed,
there intervenes a designation of the lands: as being within the geological structure of a producing oil or gas field occasioned by a discovery of oil or gas subsequently to the filing of the application in

the local land office. - ;
The effect of posting of a notice of intention to apply for a prospecting permit is merely to secure a preference right over others.
A person's right to -a prospecting permit does not attach until he
has done everything required by the act and the regulations thereunder. It was not until after the limits of the Cat Creek field had
been' defined that Lee and. his associates filed their application, and
the fact'that on March 27, 1920, they had declared their intention'
of applying for a prospecting permit can not be made the basis for
a holding that their rights on that date were such as to defeat the
provision of section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, supra, which
limits its application to. land which is "'not within any known
geological structure of a producing oil or gas field."
The rejection of the application as to the 'tract herein described is
affirmed, the case closed, and ;the record returned to the General
Land Office.

4Ul
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7vIUILER AND LUX, INC. v. HOW (ON REHEARING).Decided July 14, 1922.
,OIL AND'GAS

LANDS-PTOSPECTING

PERMIT-SCHoOO

ERVATION-TRANSFEREE-PREFERENCE

LAND-INDEMNITY-RES-

RIGHT.

Where an indemnity school selection was made- for laands not withdrawn or
classified as mineral when selected, but whichwere -afterwards -approved
with a reservation of the oil deposits to the Unlted States, a transferee
is entitled to a preference permit under section 20 of the act of February
25, 1920, if the State bad completed the selection and made the transfer
prior to January 1 1918, notwithstanding that the approval was subsequent to that date.COURT' AND

DEPARTMENzTAL' .DECIsIoNs

COrrii,

DISTINGUISHED,

AND

APPLID

DEPARTMENTAL REGULATIONS AMENDEb.

Case of State'of California, k w. Robinson, Transferee (48 L. D., 384, 387),
cited and distinguished; cases of State of Wyoming et. at. v. United States
(255 U. 5., 489), and IAlexander.Frazer and Carl Harvey (48 L. D., 238),
citedi and applied; .departmental regulations of March 11, 1920, Circular,
No. 672, Appendix (47 L. D?'; 437,' 472), amended.
FINNEY, First Assistan Seqretary:

*

; Jared How has filed- a motion for rehearing ofrdepartmental decision of March 25, 1922; rej~ecting his prospecting permit applica-

tion 09271, under section 13 of the' act of February 25, 1920' (41
Stat., 437), for the"SE. i, Sec. 13, and NE.`+, Sec. 24,'T. 29 S., R. 20
E., M. D.'M., Visalia land district, California,; and holding that
Miller & Lux, Inc.', transferees of the State' of California, are' e'ntitled to a preference right under section 20 of the same act.
Briefly stated the material facts are that 'in 1895 the State of
Californiafiled school' indemnity selections for the tracts described
which were subsequently rejected for failure to publish notice as
required by 'the regulations.. On. September'4,. 1905, and June 2T,
1906, new selections were made, and completed October 14, 19.0a,
'and; September 29, 1907; rspectively. The lands were thereafter
included in temporary petroleum withdrawal of September 27, 1909,
and Petroleum Reserve No.' 2 by Executive order of July 2, 1910,
and after 'proceedings in'accordance with the' regulations under the
act of July 17, 1914 (38. Stat., 509)., and prior to January 1, 1918,
the State consented to the approval of the selections with reservation
of oil and gas to 'tle United States ,under the act of July'17, 1914,
and on January 17, 1918, the selections were approved with such
reservation.' On April 3, 1895, the State issued -its certificates of
purchase for the said lands, showing full payment of the purchase,
price under the State laws, to John Hapgood and S. 'S.Brown, and
the State title by mesne conveyances became vested in Miller & Lux
87516-voL49-22
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Inc., on June..j4 1905, State patetts issued in.the. name of the
original purchasers on September 26, 1918, and March 11, 1918.
In support of the motion it is urged that the case is controlled by
the decisions of the Department in StateWof jOalifornia, Robinson
transferee (48 L. D.,384, 387).
: That case involved. arn. indemnity., school, sfiection filed, and completed:in:1907. The landrwas included in a .petroleum reserve in
19.11, and after a hearing iin 1918j,under. -the regulations ofMarch
20, 1915 (44 L. I;, '32) ,'at which thhe land was found to be-nineral
in' character, the State and 'its itransfereps filed oil waivers under the
provi'sions of 'the act -of July 17, 194, supra, and the' selection was
approved March 3, 1920, with oil reservation. Thereafter a petition
was filed'aslking for 'an unrestricted,title, basingithe'claim. on the.
decision. of the Supreme Court of the IUnited States in the case of
489)... .The
,;tate of Wyoming et!a.. .u United States (2'55 U.
Department denied the>petition, holding that the State was estopped
from: further :claimnto' the oil deposits by its election and waiver, and
that the case was res aditata. It is now contendded that because
in the Robinson case the Department held that the State by filing its
consent, to the reservation of oil to the United States had waived its
,
uinlimited title,. it should be held in this
ighfto thierefter cl im an
case' that by taking similar action it waived its claim to a preference
fighClto a4 prospecti-g permit .under section 20 of the leasing act.
The two cases are wholly dissimilar. In. the Robinson ease' tieState
jif er hiaving 'waived its right -to the oil, anad accepted .titlewith
reser'atio, 'th{'eafter 'claitined title to the .oil dep~osits. In this case
theState iirot.claiming title to the oil deposits ,which it formerly
waiveA 1 is ciaiming a right cr'ate'i'by the leasing act, and conditioned iipoi thle' fact, and a lowabie only in the event that it had
.waived its' claimi to the oil deposits an, taken'title with reservation
thereof .t' the0 Unitd States The Department can not'concur in
:the' contention that by;oin the -very act on which the existence of

.the
the right depends, i. e., waiving titleto

oil deposits, the Sta'te

can be held to have waived the right itself.
It is alsio-;argued that under t~the proviso to section 2.of the act
of July 17, 1914, the United Stattes retains, jurisdiction over a State
0
selection' aflected X~thereby and -that ecjquitable title to the lands does
not vest untilthe' approval.of the selection. Thequestion as to when
equitable title'to.land in a Sitate selection!vests--has been decided by
the Supremje Cbourtin ,theWyoming case, 8upra, and it is not necessary to give further consideration to th at argument.
In the, decision of March. 25, 1922j it was said:
It is weU estab sJhe. tha.the right' to a patentonce vested, is,,,for most
purposes, equivalent to a patent issued, and when in fact issued the patent
.relates back to the time when the right to it became fixed. Applying this
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familiar rule, it must be held that the State was vested with the equitable
title of the land described in the selections long prior to January 1, 1918, and:
that thel formal approval of January 17, 1918, 'related back 1to the date when
- the selections were completed.

This statement must be considered in connection with and limited
to the statement of fact that preceded it, showing that the State and
its 'transferees had elected to;receive certification with reservation
of the oil deposits tto the United States. under the act of July 17,
1914, and that approval was -made with such "a reservation. It was
not intended to hold that the State was entitled to the oil deposits
or to modify or change the holding in the Robinson case. The doctrine of relationship was properly invoked for the.-purpos& of establishing that the State had; an assignabl' right, within the meaning
of section 2(0.of the leasing'act, prior- to January 1,1.918.
Section 20 of the leasing act provides:
In tjhe ease of lands bona fide entered as agricultural and not withdrawn or
classified as mineral at the time of eentry, but not, including lands claimed
under any railroad grant,. the .entryman or patentee,: or assigns, where assignment.was. made.prior to January 1, .1918, if the entry has:been .patented with
the mineral right .reserved, shall be entitled..to a preference right to a: permit
and to a lease, as herein provided, in. case of. discovery; and, within an area
not greater than..a township such entryman and patentees or assigns holding
restricted patents may combine their holdings, not to exceed two thousand five
hundred and sixty.acres, for. the purpose -of making joint application.

In construing this section, in the case of Alexander Fraser and Carl

Harvey (48-L. D., 237, 238), it was said:
The evident purpose of limiting the preference right to assignees who acXquired title prior to January 1, 1918, was to prevent 'speculation in such lands
0by those iwho might desire Sto acquire preference rights through such transact~ions, and it is evident from the lagngage that Congress had in 'mind assignments or sales made after patent or after the right to a patent had' been fully
earned by compliance with law by the original entryman or patentee.,

On page 4O.of Circular No. 672 (47 L. D.,. 437, 470), it is stated:
9. Where a patented entry,: orrone on which final certificate has issued, has
been sold or transferred, the transferee would have the same frights as the
entryman,' provided he acquired the land before January 1, 1918.: * e; *E
In other words to 'entitle an assignee or transferee to a, section 20

preference right it is not necessary that patent had 'actually issued,
or in case of a State selection, that approval had actually been given,
if the' entry or. selection had been perfected so that equitable title had
vested, and an assignment had been,made before January 1, 1918.
The statement contained on page 42 of Circular No. 672 (47 L. D.,
437, 472), that:
To' entitle the grantee of a State to a preference right under section 20 of
the mineral leasing law, the select`on must' have been approved and transferred
by the State prior to January 1, 1918,
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was based "On the law -as it was construed prior to the decision in' the'
atdecision th e ;r
an.or'
tvrl,
incon
word,
Wyoming case, supra, and, inconformity with that
approved.".
"
for
substituted
be
will
"completed"
-The decision of March 2, .1922, is adhered to, and the motion
denied.
SANTA FE-PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
Decided july 25, 1922.
RAILROAD

YGRANT-INRDEMfNITY-LIEU SELECTION-1ENTRY.

:The act of June .22, 1874, as amended by the act of August 29, 1890, authorizing the.exchange of lands 'within railroad grants where entries were
allowed after the rights of a railroad company had attached, was not a.
grant of lands in place, nor an indemnity grant in.the ordinary sense of
that term, but one -more in the nature of a lieu selection, not limited to
odd numbered sections.
SELECTION.
RAILROAD GRANT-COAL LANDS-MINERAL 'LANDS'Lands of the United States,; within the limits of the grant to' the Atlantic
'and Pacific Railroad Company, known 'to be valuable for their deposits
* of iron or coal are not subject to selection under the exchange provisions'
of the act of June 22, 1874, inasmuch as Congress did not contemplate
that the exception 'of iron and coal- contained in the proviso to sectionA 3
'of the granting act 6f'July 27, '1866, should be extended thereto.
ICOAL LANDS-WITHDRAWAL-SELECTION-SEcTION 37, ACT OF FESRUARY 25, 1920.
The leasing act of February 25, 1920, includes within its operation lands not
lawfully appropriated at the date of its passage,'which had previously been
withdrawn, classified as coal lands, and restored subject to sale at a fixed
price, and nothing contained in the act of June 22, 1874, can be construed l
as conferring a right to relief under section 37 of the former act upon a'
selector who made selection of classified coal lands; subsequently to its
enactment.,

COAL LANDSrLEAsfl-SELECTION PREFERENCE RIGHT.
A. selector who, subsequently to the passage of the, act of February 25, 1920,
in good faith made a selection under the act of June 22, 1874, for and
developed unappropriated, classified coal'lands, should be given consideration' both in the 'matter of priorities and equities in connection with the
award of a lease under section 2 of the leasing act.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

The C omuissioner of the General Land Office has submitted for
instructions the question' whether the Santa Fe Pacific'Railroad Comn
pany' is entitled to select 'coal lands under 'the conditions stated inhlis
letter of March 24, 1922, as follows:'
December 1,' 1921, there were filed in the Santa Fe, New Mexico, land office
under the act of June 22, 1874 (18 Stat., 194), as amended by the act of August
29, 1890 (26 Stat., 369), by the Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Company as successor
in interest of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, the following selections.

iI
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Base-Arizona.

Selections--New Mexico.
Sec.

T.,

NE..i NW. i. 32
NW. i NW.
SE.I NW. i. "

16

Subd.

Serial.

043513 .
043512 .....
043511.
043518.-.---

-:.

043514..
043517.

043515- ....
043516.

SE. j SW. 14SW~i1 SW..

B.
1..,IF.

..

SW. I NW,
NE. i SW.i.
NW. jSW.1
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"

,

C

SE. I SW. i..

HH
"
A

E.i
NW
NW. I NW. |
SE. i SE. iJ..
NE' INW. f

.

C1

0

T.-

,TV.
N .

SE. i NE. . 13
NE.iSW. . 27
NE13
al.NE,

i

..
"

:

Sec.

18 40. 00

i
"

In lieu of Subd.

Area.

"

27
13
13

11
13

15
16
15

'R.

Area.

W.

13

'13
13
161
13
15H 13
13
.15
13
15
13
15

40. 00
"

"

As set out in above. all these selections were filed December 1, 1921. The
lands selected were originally withdrawn from all entry as possible coal lands
on July.'26, 1906, and such order was' modified later in 1906 to apply to coal
entry merely. i On August 25, 1915, the land was 4embraced in coal withdrawal
No. 8. By Executive order of February 18, 1918, the SE. I.NW. i, E,1 SW. .
SW. J SW. .iwere classified as coal at $135.00 per acre and the NW. J SW. J,
N. J NW. J, SW. J NW. 4 at $133.00 per acre. The company has. filed
affidavits showing the lands to be nonmineral' other than coal' or iron and the
Geological :Survey in its reports on 'the cases' corroborates such fact. At
the time the applications were filed the State's claim to the tracts 'under its
school land grant by the act of June 20, 1910 (36 Stat., 557)., was not determined but the State's right was finally denied on the ground that such
tracts were mineral' (coal) on January 25, 1922. The lands offered as bases
contain no coal or other minerals so far as the records of this office show
and have been' all patented to individuals. The selected and base' lands are
within' the primary limits of the grant to the railroad and except for the
coal character' of the Selected land, there appears no reason why the selection

should not be allowed.

'

a

Section 3 of the act of July 27, 1866 (14 Stat., 292), granted to the
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, its successors and assigns, the
odd-numbered sections within forty miles on each side of its road
-through the Territories of the United States, where the Government
'had full title, not reserved or otherwise appropriated, and free from
adverse: claim at the time of the location of the road; also in case
of adverse claim, reservation, or disposal prior to that time of any

of said sections or parts of sections,. the company was authorized to
select other land in lieu thereof, in alternate sections, not more than
ten miles beyond the limits of the primary grant.

The section

further provides:
* * *~ Provided further, That all mineral lands be, and the same are
hereby, excluded from the operations of this act; and in lieu thereof a like
quantity' of unoccup~ied and unappropriated agricultural lands in odd-numbered
sections nearest to' the line of the'road, 'and within twenty miles thereof, may
be selected as above provided: And provided further, That the word " minerals'
when it occurs in this act, shall not be held to include iron or coal.

The act oft June 22, -1874. (18 Stat.;, 194), provides in part as
0
::
: - : X 0;.
follows:: If - A; : :
That in the adjustment of all railroad land grants, whether made directly
to any railroad company or to any State for railroad purposes, if any of the'
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lands granted be found in. the possession. of an actual settler whose entry
or filing-has been jallowed under the preemption 'or homestead laws of the
United States subsequent to the-time at which, by the decision of the landoffice, the: right ot said road was declared to have attached to such lands, the
granteesj upon a proper relinquishment of the lands so entered or filed for;
shall be entitled to select an equal quantity. of other lands in lieu thereof. from
any of the public lands not' mineral and within the limits of the grant not
otherwise appropriated at :thet date of selection, to which they 'shall receive
title the same as thoughhorlginally granted. And any such entries or-filings thus
relieved 'from conflict may be perfected into: complete Ititle' as if "such lands:
had not been granted: Provided, That nothing herein contained 'shall in any
manner be so construed as to enlarge or extend any grant to any such railroad or to extend to lands reserved in any land grant made for railroad
puirposps."

The act of. August 29,' 1890 (26 Stat., 369), extended the provisions of the said act of June 22,;1874' to homestead andl preemption
dlaims, after residence and improvement for five years, but -which' for
an cfause havenot been admitted to'record.
. The.particular qu'estion .involyed in this' case is whether lands
:withdrawn by the Government for classification and valuation,' and
thereafter, prior -to the odate of selection, are classified' and valued
as-9 coal lands ait- $133 and $135 per "acre; are, subject to 'selection andl
patent under- said act 'of June 22,' 1874. While the granting. act of
July 27, 1866, supra, expressly provides that the exception of mineral
lands from the place andIindemnity grant "shallnot be held toI
include iron',or coal-," the act of June 22:, 1874, Supra,'provides that
the company' may' select in lieu of the lands surrendered "in equal
*quantity of-.other lands *:* * - upon any of the public lands. not

ineral and-within thenlimt o

e grant

*'

*

' In short, the .

act of June 22, 1874, provides' that" mineral lands shall not be sub-

ject'to selection thereunder and does not; like the act granting lands
to the 'railroad company in place or indemnity: limits, contain 'the
provision' thlat the- 'word " mineral-" when it occurs; in the' act "shall

not be held 'to include iron or coal."
It is, therefore, incumbent upon the' Department to' :ascertain the
intent of Congress in this 'particular, and: to consider not' only the

language but t-hepurpose'Congress had in mind as well as the

eff??ect 'of the language used in the several acts. The granting a~t
designed to encourage. and aid the railroad company in the construction 'and operation of its line, was enacted at a time when coal was
the chief, if not the only, 'fuel used in the operation of railroads.:
Iron in manufactured forrie as eand is useid for ithe:rails; and other
items 'involved .in the.: construction and operation: of a railroad.
Therefore, Congress in, granting to the company specified lands
within defined limits, and excepting minerals therefinom, added another specific exception or clause. to the act, which had. the effect of

183
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granting

-t-oth'e 'railroad- c~o6npany: any odd-'numb'red- ectiohns of

public-lands-'withi itsh primarry or inde nity limits 'containing de"=
posits of iron or coal.
,The act off June 2, 874, -is'not 'agrant oflan'ds in place, nor is it
an indemnity grant in the ordinary sense of th'at-term. It relates to
lands iwhich fpassed to the -railroad :'Compa-ayunder' its grant and
which the eompany.f hadi ' Ight to keep $and hold'ithoreundor.i Th-e
act was Ian equitable -or- Trelief law, idesigned' to pe'rmit the railroad:
companyy at its optio to recognize'tlie equit'able' laim of 'a preemp-

tionlor homnestead'settlrf or ehtryman, Iuishing' its claim to the
lands which had inure'd tbd it under its -gerant,t in avor.o- suchh sett-ler
or entiyman, and to-seleet iR hiiew thereof an q alquantity of'other
public lands not "-mineral "i'and lo'cated"'ahywher "withinuthe lim;its
of the comp;ny's grant.' It -will b-e seen that-the- act is-i- the nature
of" a lieu selection at, hot limited' to-'odd--nnbered -s'ctibons, but
applicable to' any lanids'ofthe chira'ter- described W-ithii' the' ex,
terior'limits.of the 'cotmpany' grant. 'Ihe ba es of -these' heir selec'tions are not mineral, 'coal, or iioh, but agricultural claiat, for at
the date of the passage of thc act of 1874 'preemp'tion and homestead
entries could not' be'*ade upon landsI of-th& United -tates'valuale
for their dep'osits of coal or iron. 'The same is true at 'the, present
time, as a homestead or preemptinentryman can: not acquire title
to public lands' of the United States8no'wn'Ao` be' vaiiable for 6oal
ort iron, lands valuable -for iion not bein1g-subj-ect to entry at- aIl under
'said'laws, and lands cofntaihg-'cal-beinf'subject'to tnty uhder
s to' a reserv tion
said laws only wihen the entryman expressly
of the coal deposits to the United-. States,, ,with: the. right.. of the

-

United States,or its lessees, to

enter upon, mine,.and remove the same.

It, therefore seemnis -toollow clearly thit Congiress.'intended' to
limit these lieui selections, o the same, chaacter 6qf hands or rights
rrgtlaws,
d
ad or preemption
nder. couldd bee- a i uiiuditehmst
which co
.and which. the ompany. recognzed, by the surrender of its.,vested
right. In other words, that the lieu selections'which the i'allroa'd
company was. authoriized to make would be of lands0"not mineral"
f- and;
thlat thi~v,,te, jrym;,,.as "iseld inf tie act of June 22, 1874,, meant that

lan~ds,:cQntaining ;coal _or iron, as well.as lafIdsciontaining other
minerals, could, not, be selected, thereu1nd&r r This ,view iS Supported
by the fact that in the granting act-, in.order to permit 'the railroadl
company-to take -lands, containing coal or iron, the Congress (teemed
it necessary to insert an express proyision to that effect; ,while in the
act of June 22, 1874,- it made the broad eclusion of all minerals,,
and placed in the act noexpress language which would warrant the
conclusion that it intended to permit the railtoad comany, in:making these optional lieu selections, to take public lands valuable for
iron or coal.
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with the
of June 22, 1874,
This construction of tthe act ocomports
policy of Congress wand with the decisions of this Department in
the case of other lieu selections or lieu scrip acts, the effect of which
has uniformly been to-exclude from selection, lands valuable for coal,
other minerals.:
iron,
Thei case under. consideration sharply illustrates the result of a
: 0 contrary
construction. Lands of .a probable value of from;$1.25 'to
$3 per- acre are offered on, December 1, 1921, as' abasis for theS selec-tion of lands' of the United States. included in. a: coal withdrawal
August.25, 1915,- and.classified by.- Executive order of iFebruary. 8,
1918, as containing coal of the value-of from $133 to $135iper'acre.
.1.- can not conceive: that Congress intended that a,.lieuselection,
based upon nonmineral lands, of trivial' value could. be. made for
mineral. lands of, the value of, those here involved. . While JI do :not
.find that. the precise 'question has been determined, by the Secretary.
of the Interior, I find that it has been the uniform policy of.the
General Land Office to:- confine such selections to. lands not known
:to contain coal, iron, or. other minerals,> and that other railroad
companies have acquiesced therein by furnishing .proofs of the: noncoal or iron character of: the land.: This construction, in my opinion, harmonizes ,and is in 'full accord with. the language, purpose,
and effect of the said act of June22, .1874.
:It 4is accordingly held that lands of the United States known to
be valuable for their deposits of coal or iron are not.subiect; to selection under the act of June'22, 1874, supra, as.amended by the act of
August 29, 1890, supra. '

or

.

FALL, Secretary '(ConrringOpinion):

I have concurred in the conclusions arrived at by First Assistant
Secretary Finney, in re' Santa' Fe 043511-043518, inclusive.
In addition to the reasoning' set fo'rth'as the basis' for his conclu'sions, I am impelled to my acquiescence therein, to a very considerable degree, through consideration of matters casually referred to
by him, to-wit:
The application for the location of this scrip was made in 1921.'
Up to the year 1915 no' such application had: been made for' these
lands, insofar as I am aware. In that year' these'laids, 'among
others, were withdrawn by Executive, order both; under Executive
'power and under provisionsof the act' of 1910.
During. the pyeriod that these lands iwere withdrawn their 'status,
had been affected so that' location'of such scrip could'not have been
'made thereupon, 'nor could any other entry have been so' made, ex.cept subject to' the results of the classification and price-fixing for
which purposes the lands had been withdrawn'.'
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In my judgment, this withdrawal and classification of these' lands
had an effect upon the :status thereof, which must be considered in
av decision of the case now before us.
In other. words, prior to the' attempted location of this scrip. before any rights of any kind had been acquired or:claimed in the,
lands by the owners or locators of the scrip, the Government of the
United States had intervened, withdrawing the lands and classifyin. them for sale.
When these lands were restored, they were restored to be sold
at :the valuation thereof and this status undoubtedly remained the
aIctual status of the lands in question until tlhe law itself should
have been changed.
In February, 1920, 'the law was changed, and provision was made
for the acquisition of, such lands by lease properly made under the:
terms of the last act.
Such lease could be made unde section 2 of the act of February
25, 1920.
Under section 37 of the same act, it is provided that deposits' of
coal, phosphates, sodium 'etc., " shall- be: subject to disposition' only
in the form 'and manner provided' in this Act, except as to valid
claims existent at date of passage of this Act, etc."
Now, it is apparent that the claimh in question was not initiated
as to this particular land until after the passage. of the act of
February 25, 1920. It could only be sustained upon ,the] ground
that under the act of, 1874, any lands upon whilh such lieu scrip
might be located thereafter, could Abe charged with a private right
wherever found, which would remove such lands from the' provisions
of the' act of 1920. The' act of 1874 created no such vested right.
Therefore, the claim in question, not having such status as that
provided in section 37 of the act of 1920, that is, 'the status 'of a
valid claim' existent at date' of passage of this Act (1920), 'the
only' method by 'which 'title' could be obtained to the lands in' quesL
tion would seem to be under the provisions of'sectioen 2 et seqt,of the'

'I
latterL act.-f -j'0'-:D':-tf:
I am- inclined to hold that Lthe parties. claimant have proceeded
in good faith insofar as their sincerity? of: purpose is concerned,
ininsisting upon 'their right' to locate this scrip, and I presume that
your records will' show development of 'the land in" question.:
If you find such good faith to exist and' to be borne out by acts of
the claimants, you would, in my judgment, be at librty 'to consider
such 'matter in fixing 'the lease" renta-l upon these premises, and to
' recognize. equitable rights of such-'occupants or claimants."
Of course, this would not 'relieve from the necessity of advertis- I
ing thie proposed lease, but I think' such 'facts, if established,- would
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:justify your notifying t'h ;parties that a filing of lan app6lication for
lease, if made by them iihmediately,' ayvwithin thirty or sixty daya,
being based upon recognition of, some equitable right of theirs, will
be considered both in the matter of priorities and equities in' passing
uponsuch application.'
SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
.Motion forxrehearing, of- departmental decision of July 25j i122,
49 L. D.,, 180, denied by 7First Assistant Secretary Finneyj August
24, 1922.

.

-

.

,

.

-

XUSOLF v. COWGILL.
Decided July 28, 1922.
RELINQUISHMENT-OIL AND GAS LANOS-HRouESTEAD-PUsciAisEB -PBOSPECTIINU
PERMIT-APPLICATION-ACT OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920, SECTION 13.
.Thepurchase'of a relinquishment together with the imprbvem'ents of one who
:.; .had
made an unrestricted.homestead entry does not vest in the purchaser
any rights that will interfere with the allowance of a41 oil and gas prospecting permit under section 1i of, the act of February 25, 1920, pursuant to
an ,application that was pending w hen
the relinquishment was executed.
RELINQUIJSIMEINT-.HoMESTEAD-PuIxcnCASrE-OI1 AND GAs LANDs-PnO sPECTINGe
:P.BMIT-SURFAOE RreTS.
A purchaser of' a relinquishment executed during the pendency of an oil and
gas prospecting permit applicationby 'one' who had mad6e an unrestricted
homestead entry will be allowed to make a surface homestead entry' 'only,
and. then -only upon his consenting to the-use by the.permittee of so much
ipofthe surface of the., land without compensation to the nonmineral entry'man as shall be needed in extracting and removing the mineral deposits.

FINNEY FirstAssistant Secreta:

IAt the Douglas, Wyoming, land office on August' 2, 1921j Jesse:M.
Cowgill applied for-a p rrmit under section 13 of, the act of February
25, 1920-(.41 Stat.,,437), to prospectjfor- oil an'dgas upon all of Sees.
4, 5, 8, and 9, T. 36 N.,LR. 85 W., 6th P. M. At the date of said application the NW. 4, said-Sec. 9j-was embraced -in the homestead entry

of Giles B. Nickerson, made June'28, 1920, without the reservation' of
the oil and,gas content, and the NE.4 and S4, said See. 9, were embraced in said- Nickerson's
entry under the stock-raising
homestead act. Nickerson's entries were. canceled on relinquishment
filed&September 14, 1921, and on4,the same day Walter A. Musolf applied (029880) to make entry: u~nder section 2289, Revised Statutes,-for
the NW.4 and to make an additional entry, ,(029881) ;under the stockraising homestead act for the.NEJj-and -S.. In-view.of the pendency
of Cowgill'sapplication for a: prospecting permit, the local officers
forwarded the applications of Musolf to the General Land Office
-additional
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4ecision' dated March 14, 1922, th6Com mssioner of the General Land
Office' required Musof .to

onsent to the amendment of; his original

application (Tor. NW.j, Sec. 9)' to show that it is made subject to the
p~rovisions and reservations of
'the act of July 17, 1914 (:38 Stat.7 509),
as to oil and gas, and subject to- the right of Cowgill to prospect for
oil and gas and to use so much-of .the surfaee of the land as is necessary in prospecting for, extracting,. and removimg, the oil, and. gas,
-without compensati6n to- the homesteader for such use. Said decision also rejected the application to make additional entry because
the original entry had not been allowed. Musolf 'has apealed contending that as the entries 1of Nickerson .were intact at the date ;of
Cowgill's application ffor a prospecting. permit, and' the improve-.
:ments on the land had been purchased blr hi
he 'had thre superior
tOght tthe.
to
lancd.`'
,
. ,.
,The- fact that thejlandh-had been embiaced" in Nickerson's. entries
'does not affect Cowgill's rights. 'Relinquishments
of --entries .,ru~n
only to the United States, and any payment' byk
M isolf
tq' Nicker,son for his relinquishment, an' the improvements, on the, landi did
not vest in .him ainy rights.
''
' ',,:
In requiring the .consents in connection. 'ith the apPlication- to
make the original entry, the Commissioner- followed the regulations
of,.October 6, 1920,supra'. '..,When ,the application was filed, the local
officers. suspended-it to',await..instructiions unider,,
regulations,
and while the application was so' suspendedMusolf was not qualified
to make an additional entry..
If Musolf executes and ifiles in the local office, the consents required
in ,connection, with, .his application to. make homestead entry for
willecome
nimediae'yah
K.l
. Sec.,
the same
allowable,
hatey
and he
can then' renew -his- application to make an additional entry for the
remainderi of said: Sec.a9, butin connection therewith he must file
the same consent as to the freei. use, of the surface by Cowgill as
he is requiredto
tfile in connection with his applifation to; make: the
original enitry.
The decision appealed fromlis affirmed.

- 'NED
O'CONOR.
.Decided1
JULy28, 1922..

RiGHT OF WAY-BEcLAMATION-DEEDS.-EFFECT OF AcKNOWLEDGMENT-OrEGON.
By the weight of. authority in the United States, one who signs and acknowledges
a deed, though his-name be omitted from the body of the instrument,
makes the deed his own, and beeoxmes bound inthe
6premises conveyed, but
-'even 'if that rule, did not prevail in' the State:of Oregon, anydefect resulting from such omission is cured by,:statute.
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RIGHT OF WAY-RECLAMATION-CANALS AND DITCHES-DAMAGES.

In the: necessary construction, maintenance, and operation- of. canals and
other structures upon a right of way conveyed- to the Government 'forreclamation purposes, the United States.is not liable for the value of loss
0 0 the
of.: land conveyed or' for general damages resulting from the use of
itn
rm hi
ftheIe~mn.
RIGHT OF WVAY-RECLAMATION-CANALS AND DITCHES-REPAYM6ENT.
Lands covered by a canal or other*structures constructed by the Reclamation

Service for: reclamation purposes, and' lands made 'nonirrigable -thereby
are not properly. a part. of an irrigation unit,- and one'who. has paid con~
struction charges thereupon is-entitled to credit or.reimbursement therefor.
COURT AND DEPARTMENTAL DEcISIoNS- CITED AND APPLIED.

: Cases of Sterling v.:Park (129 Ga., 309; 121 Am. St. Rep., 224), and Albert
- W. C. Smith
(47 L. D.,: 158), cited and applied.

First Assistant Secretary: .
This is an appeal by Ned O'Connor from decision' of March 2,
1922, by 'the VAlcting -Director of the Reclamation Service, rejecting
i n part his claim for damages to his land by construction works 'of
;
the'Reclamation Service.
The'tracts involved are lots 2- 3,4, and 5, Sec.8, T. 4i S., R. i1E., W.
M., Oregon. It is claimed that an area of 25.2 -acres has been covered
or made useless for farning purposes by the construction of a Government canal and other 'structures'thereon for reclamation purposes.
The Reclamation Service relies 'upon a grant of right of way over
said tracts executed' April 25, 1913, 'by Eliza A. Whitlatch, and her
husband, W. W. Whitlatch. : The claimantimaintains that this' grant
is without force for the reason that Eliza A. Whitlatch is described
therein: as the -grantor, when: ion fact she was not the owner of the
:'land but held 'merely a 'contract' of purchase and bond for -a deed
from her husband, Who was the'real owner and who' was not described as grantor in the'grant of right of way,'b'ut'simply signed
same with his wife who was not then the owner and who never became
the owner. In support of this contentions a number of authorities are
fa deed'signfed wnd kagknowledged by; a person
cited to the erect tha&
who was not named in the body thereof as grantor is ineffective.''
This appears to be the usual rule in' 'some jurisdictions, but it is:
not without its exceptions even in those jurisdictions where the general rule obtains, and the rule. is not sanctioned in other jurisdictions,
and seems to have been discredited by leading text Writers.
In the case of Sterling v. Park (129 Ga.,;309; 121 Amer. State Reports,, 224), it was explained that the old rule grew, out of the fact
that at common law signing of a deed was not required because
Vpeop~le were at that time so generally uneducated'that they were
unable to. write., It was thereforeessentiali that the grantor be otherwise identified in the; body of the instrument. The, form 'of attestation was "sealed and delivered." 'The crude manner of execution
FINNEY,

'
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of old legal instruments is indicated: by< reference to 'a 'charter of
Edward III of which the- last two lines run, in the English translation, as follows: And in witness that it was sooth, He bit the wax with his foretooth.

* In this t¢onnection, the court in the case above referred to said:
* Thus it will be seen,. from the conditions prevailing at common law, 'the
prime importance of the grantor's name appearing in the body 'ofi the deed'
was to identify the deed as the act of a particular grantor.'' Without signature,
and executed with a seal indented byjthe prick of a pin, or imprint of a tooth
the deed could not disclose the identity of 'the grantor,, except by mention of
'his name in the grant. From the very necessity of the case' grew the rule
that the name of the grantor should appear in connection with apt words
indicating that the deed was his grant.

'.The'followingexcerpt is also taken-from said decision:
As was very pertiniently 'sahid by Woodbury, J., in' Elliott v. Sleeper, 2 N. H.
525, decided as early as 1823: " Here, 'however, a 'deed must by statute be
attested; and since'seals have-ceased to be distinguished by peculiar devices,.
and education has become more generally diffused, signing would seem to be
proper and indispensable. When (313) a deed is signed, the utility, of naming
the grantor in the premises or any part of 'the body of the instrument appears
in a great measure 'superseded; 'for- 'know', says Perkins, section 36, '-that the
-name of the grantbrtis not' put' in the deed to' any other 'intent but to make
certainty by the grantor':; Bacon's Abridgment, "Grant' C. This certainly is
attained whenever 'a person signs, seals, acknowledges and delivers an instrument as his deed, though no mention whatever be made of him in the body of
it; because 'he can perform these, acts for no other possible purpose than to
make the deed his 'own. In' a deed-poll; like that under 'consideration, where
only -the grantor speaks or signs or covenants, there is still less danger of
mistake and uncertainty, concerning the party bound, than in deeds indented."
In agreement with the New Hampshire case are Armstrong v. Stovall, 26 Miss.:
275; Ingoldsby v Juan, 12 Cal. 564; Hrouska v. Janke, 66 Wis. 252, 28 N. W.
166. Text-writers now very generally discard as unsound the proposition that
the grantor; should' be 'named as such 'in' the deed>,' and approve those -cases
which hold that the conveyance-is operative when signed by the grantor, though
his name be omitted; from the body of the instrument: 3 Washburn on Real
Property,' 2120;1 Devlin on Deeds, sec. 204.X

The claimant has -not cited any decision by the Oregon courts to
show what the law is in that State on this subject, but if, under the
rule applicable ini that State, there was. a defect in the grant as
contended, it would appearto be no longer a valid objection in view
of the legislative act of 1919, chapter 302 of the Oregon laws, designed to cure defects in deeds, section 5 of which in part provides:
All deeds or other instruments affecting or purporting to affect the title to
real property, heretofore executed in this state, or in any foreign country, or.
in any state or territory of the United States, which' shall have been signed
by the grantor, shall be effective.. according to the terms,iof such instrument,
without sealing or other execution, acknowledgment-or witnesses thereto whatever and shall ;be subject to record in the deed records of the county in which
'
'
'
said land is situated.
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It:is further urged that even if the said instrument be. considered
a ''valid.grant of right of w~ay; yt the Oovernment is not relieved
of the legal requirement of paying for the value of the land taken
and for all damages resulting from the use of such right of way..: .
O'Connor as present owner of the land under deed from 'Whitlatch
dated November 17, 1919, has asked payment for the area oQf land
taken. or damaged at the rate of $125 per acre, $3,162.5.0; the cost
of two bridges .across the 'canal to' giveshimn access to the river and
the strip 'of land between the canal and the river, $1,000; the cost
of two drain culverts under the canal, $500;: cost of drain ditch paralleling the canal, $500o; general damage to his ranch, $3,500, making a
total.of $8,662.50..
The Reclamation Serviie offered.him abbout $1,800.'for the-loss of
the improvements on the right of way and, 'in addition, offered to bear
the expense, of moving two or three small.buildings and, the fencing
from. the right-.of 'way, and. to construct 'o-ne farm bridge6over the:
'canal. -It seems to be al.veryIliberal offer for the imp'rovements, asi
it allowed $100 an acre for 6'4' acres in alfalfa, grain; garden,'or
corral ;: also $50. an acre for 19.1 acres classifid as' feed yad or
The amount of $200 was allowed also for a pumping plant,
: 'pasture.
in lieu of a second .btidge,'to' provide water for stock. purposes..
'Ini the' appeal, a total of $10,562.50 is clAimed. The value of improvements actually destroyed is placed by the claimant' at $2,000,
Ie' also claims reimbut the- different itemns of loss are not: stated.
bursementlfort$392.50 for water charges heretofore paid on said land,
presumably on that part covered by the, canal or rendered unsuitable 'for use by reason' of the. irrigation structures.e
The orant in question conveyed to the United States allfrights of
way for ditches, canals, flumes,' pipe- inest telephone and telegraph
transmission linmes,- or other dstructures needed for or in connection
with the reclamation project.
The rights of the United States under this grant are similarito its
rights under the reservation provided by the act of August'30, 1890'
(26 Stat., 371, 391):, requiring reservation of rights of way in all paten'ts issued for lands' west of. the 100th meridian-.for ditches pr canals
constructed by' authority of the United States.
In the case of Albert.J . C. Smith (47 L. D., 158), it was held

(syllabus)-:
The. act of AuBgust 30 1890, reserves perpetually to the United States an easement and right of way through and over all lands west of the one hundredth
meridian; thereafter patented under"any of the public-land 'laws; 'and thereunder, lathe necessary construction, maintenance, and operation of any ditches,
canals, or laterals for 'the purpose of irrigation 'and reclamation of. arid lands
the Government' is not liable-for damages resulting to the land; nor can they be
included .iathe computation'-of the actual value.of improvements thereon for.
.
a
which compensation may be made.
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From the de cription of the improvements destroyed or interfered
with, the Department is of .opini'on- that the offer made by the Recla: mation.Service on that account was very liberal, ana no liability for
floss.- of the-land or for 'general daimage to the ranch can be recognized.
The record is obscure as to* the; claim for $392.50 said to have been
pgaid on-water charges...If, as may be supposed, the claimant has
been required to pay construction charges on the land covered by the
canal or other reclamation structures or on lands thereby made- non-

irrigable, such condition would justly entitle him to refund orf credit
for such-:amo~unt, because, such lands could not properly ,e considered as a part of the reclamation unit for which the claimaft should
be charged. It is directed that the Reclamation, Serice make, proper

adjustment of this item;.if necessary under the fagcts and the general
regulations appliEable to such conditions. Exlcept as modifiedin this
respect, the a ti appealed frqln js afirmed.
NED O'coxNou.
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of July 28, 1922
(49,L. 0., 187), denied by FirstLAssistant Secretary Finney, October
-17, 1922.

GARFIELD A. PALTENGHE.
Decided July 28, 1922.
STOCK-iAIsING HO0MEsTEAD:-ADDITIONAL-COMPACTNESS-CONTIGUITY.
Sections 1 and 3 of the stock-raising homestead act are to be construed so as
ito harmonize. with the interpretatfon given to sections 4 and 5. thereof,
as amended by the. act of' September 29, 1919,. and, when so construed, it is
obvious 'that two or more incontiguous tractssof designated land within a
radius of twenty miles may. be included in an original or an additional
entry, but the lands entered must be in a reasonably compact form. ,
DEPARTMENTAL
AMENDED.

DzcisioN

CITED

AND

APPLIED-DEPARTMENTAL.

REGULATIONS

Case. of Fred Mathews f(48 L. D.,, 239), cited and applied; instructions of
* December 141, 1921, Cireular No. 5238.(48 L. D., 485)i, amended.'

FINNEY, First Assitarnt Seeretary:.

An appeal by Garfield A. Palteuihe from a decision. of the Com-r
missioner of the General Land Office questions the correctness of. the
prevailing interpretatin Of. certain provisions of:'the stock-raising

homes'tead act.

-

It *appears,that on 'July 1, 1921,'said, P~altenghe applied at the
Santa Fe- New Mexico, land office to make an original entry-under'
See instructions of Septebef,9

No. 846

(49 L. D., 266)

aen
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the said act of the SE. 1 SW. i-, 5. 4 SE. i, Sec. 6, NE.4iNWih,
Sec. 8, S.' 4 NW. JI, N. 4 SW. ,1 SE. i iSW. it, Sec. 9, NE. j NE. 1,
Sec. 7I,T. 18 N.; R. 23 E., N. M. M. (400' acres). All the land ap
plied for had been theretofore designated as subject to entry under
the said act. The local officers rejected the application because it
described four incontiguous tracts, the applicant being advised that
he might make an original entry for the 200 acres in Sece. 9 and. an
additional entry for not more than one:. of: the other' tracts.' On
appeal, the Commissioner of the General Land Office, by decision
dated March 25, 1922,' affirmed the'action of the local.officers, and,
0 the applicant has appealed to the Department.
Section 1 of the stock-raising homestead act provides for the making of entries "for not exceeding 640 acres of unappropriated unreserved 'public land in reasonably compact form." ;Section 8 ;as
amended by the act of October'25, 1918 (40 Stat., 1016), provides:
That any qualified homestead entryman may make entry under the homestead laws of lands so designated by the Secretary of the Interior, according
to legal subdivisions, in areasinot exceeding six hundred and forty acres, and
in compact form so far as may be subject to the provisions of this Act, and
secure title 'thereto by' compliance 'with; the terms of the homestead laws:
Provided,.That a former homestead entry of land' of the character described
in section two hereof shall not be a bar to the entry of a tract within a
radius of twenty miles from such former entry under the provisions of this
Act, which, together with the former entry, shall not exceed' six- hundred and
forty acres, subject to.the ire~qirements 'of.law '"as' to residence and improvements,'exeept that no residence shall be required on such additional entry if
the entryman owns and is residing on his entry:, Provided further, That the
entryman shall- be required to enter all contiguous areas of the character herein
described open to entry prior to the entry-of any noncontiguous land. * * *

Sections 4 and 5 of the act were amended by the act of September
29, 1919 (41 Stat., 287), and now read as follows:
SEc. 4. That any homestead entryman of lands of the'character' herein described who has not submitted final proof upon his existing 'entry shall have
the right to enter, subject to the provisions of this Act, such amount of lands
designated for entry under: the provisions of this Act, within a radius of
twenty miles from said existing entry, as shall not, together xvith the amount
embraced in his original entry, exceed six hundred and 'forty ~acres, . and.
residence upon the original entry shall be credited on both entries, but improvements must be made on the additional entry equal to $1.25 for each
acre thereof: Provided, That the entrymana shall be required to 'enter al]
contiguous areas of the character herein described open to entry prior to the
entry 'of any noncontiguous land.
SEc. 5. That persons who Shave submitted final proof upon, or received
patent for, lands of the character herein described under the homestead
law,s, and who own and reside upon the land so acquired, may, subject to
the provisions 'of this Act, make additional entry for and: obtain patent to
lands designated for entry under the provisions of this Act, within a radius
of twenty miles from the lands theretofore acquired under the homestead
laws, which, together with the area theretofore acquired: under the home-

I
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stead laws1 ishall not exceed six hundr:e
and foRy a
of
the 'expenditure required Cby this Act on account .of permanent improvements upon the additional entry: Provided, That the entryman shall be required to enter all, contiguous. areassof the character herein described open to
entry prior to the entry of any. noncontiguous land.

- .Under
the. present 'regul'ations, an additional entry under section
5 of the act may embrace two .or more incontiguOus tracts,
whereas original entries are limited to one tract, and additional en-

4hor

-

tries under the first proviso.t6 section 3 may embrace twoincontiguobus tracts if one..of them adjoins the. original entry..
Considering, the 'act as a 'whole, the Department has' become convinced .that its' interpretation" as to' the requirements of 'compact-.
ness .'of entries thereunder is not in harmony with what was intended
.by Congress.'. Such interpretation has been influenced apParently
by the regulations pertaining 'to entries under.' section 2289,. Revised Statutes,, and the ..enlarged homestead acts, Entries under
said section 2289 are limited to "one quarter'section, or a less quand
tity, 'of unappropriated public' lands, to be' located in a' body in
conformity to the legal subdivisions, of the public 'lands." The enlarged ,homestead" acts-February 19, 1909 (35 Sta~t., '639), and
June 17, 1910 (36 Stat.,- 531)-provide in section 1 for original
entries of 320 acres or. less "located, in a reasonably compact body
and not over.one an done-half miles in extreme leno-th." But nowhere in the stock-raising homestead act is thl word "tract" used
except in the-'first 'proviso to section 3; and the second proviso to
said section is so worded as to indicate that Congress did not intend
to limit entries thereunder to one tract.
One who has 'made ainientry. under section' 2289, Revised Statutes,
Xor under one of 'the-enlarged homestead acts, can not make entry
for incontiguous land until he has perfected his original entry or
will have completed the period of residence required within six
months from the date of. his. application to make an additional
entry. But under sections 4 and 5 of the stock-raising homestead
act, one can enter such a quantity of designated land, in two or
more tracts, as will aggregate, with his prior entry or entries,
approximately 640 acres, whether or not final proof has been submitted on his prior entries, the only limitations being that the land
in the' additional entry; mu st be 'within' a radius' of twenty miles
from the' existing entry or'the land theretofore acquired under' the
homestead 'laws, and. that 'all tracts contiguous to the prior entry
or entries must be entered before 'any incontiguous 'tracts.
The interpretation heretofore given to section 1 of the stockraising homestead. act is not. in harmony..with the departmental
construction of section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920i (41 Stat.,
8761°-VoL 49-22-13
-
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437), which'authorizes the granting f p ermits to prospect for oil
and gas upon not to exceed 2,560 acres of lands "in a reasonably
compact f'm"
' '
- ';'0 t
-'- l - 0
In construing said provision, the Department has ,held that incontiguous tracts within a square of Six miles may be included' in a
permit where conditions -are such that, because of prior disposals,
a reasonable area of contiguous land can not be procured. Fred
Mathews (48 L. D., 239).
Under existing regulations, it -is possible for one to secure three
or 'more- incontiguous tracts under the stock-raisin'g homestead act
by making an original entry' for one of the tracts and, an additional
entry for two or more of the tracts.. Such' a proceeding requires- the
.payment of two, filing fees, and is repugnant 'to the rule that one
should be allowed'to.do in a direct 'manner that which he can do in
a circuitous or indirect way. In other words, the provisions .6f sections 1 and 3 of the act should be construed so as to harmonize'with
the interpretation given to sections 4 and 5 as amended'. .As' so construed, two or more incontiguous tracts of designated land within
a radius of' 20 miles may be included in an original entry or an
additional entry under the proviso to. section 3; but the entry, when
made, must be in a' reasonably compact form. The General Land
Office is directed to prepare and submit for departmental consideration a regulation embodying the substance of this decision.'
The decision appealed from is reversed, and the application in
question will be: allowed in the absence' of objection not now appearing.
-

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PAYMENTS-CROW INDIAN LANDS.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 840j]
DEPARTMENTI

OF THE -INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

WVashington, D. C., July 28, 192X.
REGISTER' AND RECEIvER,
BILLINGS, MONTANA:

The President's proclamation issued July 10, 1922, providing for

future extensions of time for payment by purchasers and entrymen
under the President's proclamations of September 28, 1914, (38
Stat., 2029), and April 6, 1917, (40 'Stat., 1653.), of lands in ceded
portions of the Crow Indian 'Reservation, Montana, directs*0 '* * that an extension of time for payment until the 1923 anniversaries
of the dates of the purchases and, entries be allowed to 'all purchasers and
entrymen of lands on the reservation purchased or entered under the said
See instructions of September 9, 1922, Circular No. 846 (49 L. D., 266).

,
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Proclamation of September 28, 1914, or under the said Proclamation of April
6, 1917, upon the.payment to the receiver of the district land .office of interest
at the rate of five per centum per annum on the amounts: extended, from
the maturities thereof to the expiration of the periods ofjthe extensions. The
district land office will promptly notify all purehasers and entrymen entitled
to the extension of the manner in which'!it maybe' obtained. 'Those whose psyments are not in default at the time of the receipt of the, notice will, be allowed
sixty days from the maturities of the unpaid amounts within which, to. make,
payment of the interest. If the interest is not paid within the time stated, or,
if, within such time, the amounts in arrears are not paid in full, without interest,
the purchases or entries for which the amounts are due will be reported by
the district land office to the General Land Office for cancellation.

Pursuant to the said proclamations, the following regulation's are
prescribed::
I. The said proclamation of September 8, 1914, provided that
one-third of :the price of the land must be paid when the' entry or
purchase is made. In the case of a purchase, the balance of the
price must be paid in two equal payments, one year and two'years,
thereafter, and in the case of an entry, in twvo equal payments three
years and four years, thereafter, unless; paid -sooner "-The said
proclamation of April 6, 1917; provides that one-ffth of the pur-.
chase price must be paid on the day following the sale and that
the balance must Ibe paid in four equal, annual, installments in one,
two, three, and 'four years after the date of sale, unless paid sooner.
The President's proclamation of May 5, :1920- (41 Stat., 1793),
allowed an extension of time until the 1921 anniversaries of the
dates of the purchases and, entries made under the provisions of
the two' previous proclamations. The President's proclamation of
August 11, 1921, allowed a further extension of time until the 1922
anniversaries of the dates of such purchases and, entries. Under
the present proclamation an extension of time to the 1923 anniversaries of said purchases and entries may be secured.
2. Within sixty days from receipt of notice to be given by you
immediately, any purchaser. or entryman. whose payments -are in
default at the time of such receipt, must either pay. the amounts
due in full without interest, or he may pay interests on the. amounts
extended from the' maturities thereof - to the 1923 anniversaries.
Any entryman or purchaser whose payments are not in default at
the.time of the receipt of notice must within sixty days 'from the
maturities of the unpaid amounts 'either pay the installment due
in full without interest, or -he may pay interest from the date of the
'maturities thereof to the 1923 anniversaries.. You will promptly
report to this office for cancellation all entries or purchases on which
the interest is not--paid within the time stated, -or on which the
amounts in arrears are not paid in full.without interest.
3 The time for any payment can not be extended to a date. be-,
yond the 1923 anniversary.
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4. Proof mffiay be submitted at any .time before such anniversary,
provided the requirements ,of the law as to payments are complied
with.

5. No special form of application for extension of time to make
payment will be required. The'pa.yment of the required sums will
be sufficient and 'the receiver will note upon receipts and abstracts
the nature and purpose of the payment.
You will forward* copies of these instructions to all purchasers
and entrymen 'who are 'affected hereby, advising them that in order
to secure the benefits of this proclamation they must comply with
its requirements as herein explained.
GEo. R. WICKHAM,
Acting Commissioner.
Approved:
'E. C. FiNNE,:
First Assistant
jSecretary.

AGRICULTURAL ENTRIES ON COAL, OIL, AN]D GAS LANDS IN THE
TERRITORY OF ALASKA.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 842.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND: OFFICE,

T.Wasigton, D. C., JUy V31, 192.2
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
:UNrrED STATES LAND OFFICES IN ALASKA:

The following instructions are issued under the provisions of the
act of March 8, 1922 (42 Stat.,' 415), entitled "An Act to provide
for agricultural entries on coal lands in Alaska ':
1. Scope of' the act,-The act p'rovides' that, upon: the unreserved,
unwithdrawn public lands in the Territory off Alaska, homestead
claims may be initiated by 'actual settlers on public'lands which are
'known' to contain workable coal, oil, or gas deposits, or which may
C
be, in fact, valuable for the coal', oil, or gas contained therein.
Thus, by the class, last-named, provision is made for cases in which
land is not at the date of the initiation'of the claim thereto actually
known to contain workable coal, oil, or 'gas deposits, but in which it
becomes known, during the-interval between the 'initiation of the
: : claim
And its completion, that the land is, in fact, valuable 'for the
coal, oil, or gas contained therein.
It also provides that homestead claims so initiated may be perfected under the appropriate public: land laws' and that, upon satis-
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factory proof of full compliance with these laws, the claimant shall
be entitled to patent -to the lands entered by him, which patent shall
contain a' reservation to; the United States of all the coal, oil, or gas
in the land patented, together with the right to prospect for, mine,
and, remove the same.
The act constitutes, therefore, 'an extension to the Territory of
Alaska "'of the -principles of the surface homestead acts already in
fotrce in the public land States, namely, the acts 'of March 3,. 1909
(35 Stat., 844), June 22, 1910' (36 Stat., 583), and July 17, 1914
(38 Stat., 509).
2. Honvestead 'Appliaations.-Applications: to make homestead
entry for land embraced in a coal, oil, or gas prospecting permit or
lease: should -be suspended and; forwarded to. the: General Land
Office, for consideration and instructions.;
Applications to make homestead entry for lands classified as, or
known to be valuable for coal, oil, or gas must have written, stamped5
:
or printed-upon their; face the following: :
and reser-,
provisions
the
Application made in accordance with and subject to
vations of the act of March 8, 1922 (Public-No. 165).'

Like notations will; be made by registers upon the face of the
notices of "allowance issued on applications filed under this act. If,prior 'to 'the date of" the filing ofI the homestead application, the
land was embraced in a prospecting. permit or: lease, the: notice of
allowance should contain substantially the following:
The records of this office show that (here insert the name of permittee or
lessee) has been granted a prospecting permit (or lease, as the case may be)
affecting the (here insert the description ofland), and has the right, to occupy
so much of the surface thereof as-may be required for all purposes reasonably
incident to prospecting for and the removal of the coal (or drilling for and
the extraction of the oil and gas, as the case may be); 'without liability -to the
homestead entryman for resulting damages to his crops and improvements.

3. Final Certifeates, and Patents.-Final :certificates .issued to
homestead claimants: under this act will .contain the- following
provision, 'which you will cause to :be written 'or' stamped thereon:
Patent will contain provisions, reservationsw conditions and limitations of
the act of March 8; 1922 (Public No. 165).

There will be 'incorporated in patents issued to homestead claimants under this act the following:
Excepting and reserving, however, to the United States all the coal,' oil,
or gas in the lands so patented, and to it or persons authorized by it, the right
to prospect for. mine and remove such deposits froh' the same 'upon compliance with the conditions and subject to the provisions and limitations of the
act of 'March 8, 1922 (Public No: 165). '

4.; Notation of Records.-Upon the acceptance by you of any filing
under this act, you will make appropriate notation on your, records
to show that the filing was made under the provisions of the act.

;
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You willimake a similar notation on the margin of the township plat,
if any, givging'the description of the land in which the deposits have
been reserved.
5. 'Soldiers' Additional flomesteads.-The final proviso t thee act
excludes all the lands in Alaska withdrawn, classified, or valuable
for coal, oil, or gas, from entry or disposition by means of the location of rights under Section 2306, Revised Statutes, commonly known
as soldiers' additional homestead entries.
6. Disposal of AMineral Deposits. Section 2 of the act provides,
that, upon satisfactory proof of full compliance with the provisions
of the laws under which entry was made and with the provisions of
the act itself, the homestead claimant shall be entitled to a patent
*tothe land entered byhhim', whhich 'patent shall contain. a reservation
to the United States of all the coal, oil-, and gas in the land so pat-;
ented, together with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove the
same; and that the coal, oil, and gas deposits so reserved shall be
subject to disposal by the United States in accordance.with the. provisions of the laws applicable to coal, oil, or gas deposits, or coal, oil,
or gas lands in Alaska in force at the time of such disposal. yIt also
provides that any person qualified to acquire' coal, oil, or. gas ' deposits, or the right to mine, and remove the coal, or to drill for, and
remove the oil, or gas, under the laws of the.United States, shall ha-ve
the right at all times to enter upon the lands as provided by this' act7
for the purpose of prospecting for coal, oil, or gas.upon the approval1
by the Secretary of the Interior, of a bond or undertaking to be filed
with him as securitylfor the payment of all the damages to the crops.and improvenents on such lands, by reason of such prospecting; -andthat any person who has acquired from the United States, coal, oil,
or gas deposits in any such land or. the right to mine, drill for, or
remove the same, may reenter and occupy. so much of the surface
thereof as may be required for all purposes reasonably incident to the
mining and removal of the coal, oil, -or gas therefrom,: and mine, and
removel the coal, or drill for, and remove the oil or gas upon payment
of the damages caused thereby to the owner thereof, or upon giving
a good and sufficient bond or undertaking, in' an action instituted in
any competent court to ascertain and fix said damages.
There is no provision under the law for prospecting prior to the
actual issuance of a permit therefore
7. Pe~rmittees' Bonds.-Provision is made by the act of March 4,
1921 (41 Stat., 1363), for coal prospecting permits in Alaska, and by
the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for oil prospecting per-.
mits. In order lawfully to mine, remove or drill for' the coal, oil, or
gas affected by this act, the permittee must file a waiver from, or a
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consent of the homestead claimant, or there must be presented to and
be approved by the Secretary of the Interior, a bond or undertaking
for the payme-nt of all -damages to the crops, and improvements- on
the lands prospected, caused by the prospecting.
'-8. Farb. of Permi~ttee's BRond.-here must befiled with such bond
or
undertaking,
evidence of
service of a copy thereof upon the home'
stea
el
.
tr
,a
..-L.srtt.
stead claimant. The bond~ must be executed by the prospector as
principal with two .competent. individual sureties,._or ~acorporate
surety which has complied with the provisions of the act of August
13, 1894 `(28 Stat., 279), -as amended- by the act of March 23, 1910

(36 Stat., 241), in the sum of $i 000. Except in the

se 'of a bond

given by. a qualified 'corporate surety. there must be filed therewith
affidavits of justification by the sureties and, a, certificate by a judge
or clerk of a court of record, a 'Uiited 'States District Attorney, a
United States Commissioner, or a Postmaster as to the identity, signatures, and financial competency of the sureties'
This bond' or undertaking mmay be filedas aamatter of expedition
at. the: time of the- filing .by the mineral claimant of. his application
for a permit or the~ filing may be, deferred until formal notice 'of
the necessity" therefort shall 'be received from' this office (forms of
bonds which should be utilized are 'appended).'
9. Lessees- Bonds-There is no provision for the presentation to
this office of bonds executed to or for homestead claimants by lessees
or by persons 'who have acquired from-the- United- States coal, oil, or
gas deposits or the right ,to mine, drill for, or remove the same. In
such cases bofds are to be arranged'for in an action instituted in any
.
competent court to ascertain, and fix the damages suffered.
10. Homestead: Claimants' limited Right to make use of 'the Coal
Deposits.-The homestead claimant under this act. may, at any time
prior to the disposal by the United States of the coal deposits on his
claim, make use of them for his domestic; purposes and this may be
done without the filing of any application therefor. This privilege
does not, however 'authorize the mining of. the coal deposits for the
purpose of barter or sale.
11. Suppleementary Ciirculars.-The general regulations and procedure under the various classes of public land filings affected-by this
act, are contained 'and may be referred to in the specific circulars
-L.
SPRY,
relating to those filings. :

- ::

: 0-

(0-

;

:

CWILLIAM

SPRY,

-:-

Commissioner.
: .. Approved :; 2
ALBERT;B.

:

EFALL,
'Secretary.
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[Public No. 165-42 Stat., 415.]
[H' '. 8842.]
entries; on coal lands in Alaska.
for-agricultural
To'
~provide
. ' Act
An
0 'Beitt':enacted by the Senate; and. Hoisee of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That from and after the passageof
this 'Act homestead claims may be initiated by. actual settlers on public lands
of fthke, U~nited States: in Alaska known to contain workable coal, oil, or gas
deposits, or that may be valuable for the coal, oil, or gas contained therein,
and \whih are not otherwise; reserved .or 'withdrawn, whenever such claim
fsh~l~':be' initiated with faXview of obtaining or passing title witha reservation
tb- the United States of the coal, oil, or gas in such lands, 'and of the. right to
prospect.loi, mine, and. remove the same; and any'settler who. has initiated a
homestead-'clai- in good faith on lands containing workable deposits of coal,
oil, or*gas, or that may be valuable for the coal, oil' or gas contained therein,
maIyperfect the same under the provisions of the laws under which the claim
was initiated;, but shall receive the* limited patent provided for in this Act:
Provided, howoever, That should; it be discovered at any time, prior to' the
issuance of a final certificate on any claim initiated for unreserved lands in
Alaska that the lands are coal, oil, or gas in character, 0the patent issued on
such entry shall contain the 'reservation required 'by this Act.
SEC. 2. That upon satisfactory proof of full c6mpliance Iwith the provisions
of the laws under which the entry is made and of this Act the entryman shall
be entitled to a patent to the lands entered by shim, which patent shall contain
a reservation to the-United States of: ail the coal, oil, or gas in the land 'so
patented, together with the right to prospect'for,' mine, and remove the same.
The coal,. oil, or, gas, deposits so reserved shall be subject to disposal by the'
United kStates. in accordance with the provisions of the laws':applicable to
coal, oil,`or gas deposits or coal, oil or gas lands in Alaska in force. at. the time
of such disposal.-< Any person qualified to acquire coal, oil,: or gas deposits, or
the right>to mine. and. remove the coal or to drill for and remove the oil or
gas under the laws of the United States, shall' have the right at all times to
enter upon the lands enteredoir patented,' as provided by the provisions of
this IAct, for, the purpose 'of prospecting' for coal, oil,' or gas: therein, 'upon the
approval by; the- Secretary -of' the. InterIor .of a~bond or undertaking to be filed
With him- as security for the payment of all damages to the crops and improve-ments on such lands by' reason of such prospecting. Any person who. has
acquired from the United States the coal, oil, or gas desposits in any such
land, or the right to mine, drill for, or remove the same, may reenter and
occupy so much of. the surface thereof as may be required ~for all, purposes
reasonably incident 'to the mining and removal of the coal, oil, or gas therefrom, and. mine and remove the coal or drill for and remove the oil or gas upon
paymentof.tthe damages caused thereby tothe owner thereof, or upon giving a
good and. sufficient bond or undertaking in an action instituted in any competent court to ascertaiin and fix said damages:- Provided, That the owner under
such limited patent shall have the right to mine the coal for use on the land
for domestic. purposes at any time prior to the disposal by the' United States
of the coal deposits : Provided farther, That nothing in this Act shall be construed'. asauthorizing the exploration upon or entry of any coal deposits withdrawn from such exploration and purchase: Anud provided further, That nothing-herein contained shall be held or construed to authorizethe entry or disposition, under section 2306, United States Revised Statutes, or" under Acts
amendatory thereof or supplemental thereto, of withdrawn or classified coal,
oil, or gas lands or of lands valuable for coal, oil, or gas.
Approved, March 8, 1922.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
Coal Prospector'sBond.

[Form approved July 31, 1922.]

Under the acts of March 4, 1921 (41 Stat., 1363)' and March 8, 19% (Public
No. 165)'.
of

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That I (or We),

___ …__;___
___, a citizen (or citizens) of the United States, as principal
_of-, _ ___ ___-Ofas surety (or
-__
_
(of principals), and;
sureties) are, held and firmly bound unto the present surface owner or claimant
of the hereinafter described lands, his heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, in the sum of. one thousand dollars ($1,900) lawful money of the United
States, for the payment of which, Swell and truly to be made, we bind ourselves,
our heirs, executors, administrators, and, assigns, and; each and every one of us
and them, jointly and severally, firmly by'these presents.
_-_-___-_
Signed with our hands and sealed with our seals this
192_-.192_
day of _---------THIE CONDITION OF THIS OBLIGATION IS SUCH THAT, Whereas the principal ''(or

;principals) above named upon the following-described land, to wit:.

is (or are) desirous of entering
__
_
-_-_-__

_
_ for the purpose
_
__
land district,
in the--of prospecting for coal thereon under the provisions of the acts of March 4,
1921 (41 Stat.-.1363) and March'8, 1922 (Public No. 165) ; and,
-WHEREAS, the, said land has been disposed of, or is subject to disposition,
with a reservation of the coal therein to the United States with the right to
prospect for, mine and remove the same, pursuant to the said act of March 4,
1921, a
Now, THEREFORE, if the said principal.(or principals), surety (or sureties),
or any of them, or their heirs, executors, administrators, or. assigns, or any of
them, upon demand, shall mate good and sufficient recompense, satisfaction,
and payment unto the lawful surface owner or claimant of said land, his heirs,
executors, administrators, or assigns, for all damages to the crops and improvements on the said land as the said claimant, his heirs, executors, administrators, or. assigns, shall suffer or sustain by reason of the said prospecting 'for
coal, on the said land, then this obligation shall be null and void: -otherwise the
same shall remain in-full force and effect.
Signed. and sealed in the presence
of, and witnessed by, the undersigned:
W itnesses:

Principal
Residence

-------

:

Surety

--- __,
Name - _--_---___--_----------_--__
Residence…~~~~~~~~~~~~~Residence
:
Rsdec
Residence_-------------------------Name….

___

Residence_

_

_
_

_____
_ _

-

Surety

_

Residence

Any erasure, insertion, or mutilation must be certified to as made before
signing.
_--192
Approved and accepted -_-_Secretary of the Interior.
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Oil Prospector's Bond..
[Form approved July 31, 1922.]
Under the acts of February 25, 19200 (41 Stat., 437) and March 8, 1922
I
- (Public
:
No. 165).
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That I (or We),-_____

------

of

__ __
___
… , a citizen (or citizens) of the 'United States, as principal
(or principals), and_
__
"of
_-_---_, as surety (or'
sureties), are held and firmly bound unto the United States, for the use -and
benefit of the United States, and 'of any entryman or owner -of any of the. hareliafter described lands in the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000) lawful money
of the United States, for the payment of which, well and truly to be made, we
bind ourselves, our heirs, administrators, and assigns, and each and every
one of us and them, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents.;
;
Signed with our handstand sealed' with our seals this
__
_ __
I
_192
day of-THE CONDITION OF THE OBLIGATION IS SUCH THAT,,Wfhereas the principal (or
principals) aboye named ______ __
is (or are) desirous of entering
upon the following-described land, to wit:
_ _
' _
-_-__
in the
_____ _land
district,
_
_
_for the purpose
of prospecting for, drilling for and removing the oil and gas thereon -under the,
provisions; of the acts of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), and March 5, 1922
(Public No. 165), on condition that he or they shall (a)' promptly repair, so
far as possible, any damage to the oil strata or deposits' resulting from improper methods of operation,' and (b) reimburse--any entryman or owner of
any portion of the said lands heretofore entered with a reservation
uof the oil
and gas deposits to: the United States made pursuant to the said act of March
8, 1922, for any damage to the crops and improvements of such entryman or
owner resulting from drilling" or other prospecting operations, and,
WHEREAS, the said land has beeit disposed of, or is subject to disposition, with
a reservation of the oil and gas therein to the United States with the right to
prospect for, drill for and remove the same, pursuant to the said act of March
8, 1922,
NOW, THEREFORE, if the said principal (or principals), surety (or sureties)

or their heirs,? executors, administrators, or assigns,. or any of them, shall
promptly and in all respects comply with the said conditions, then the above

obligation shall be void and of no effect; otherwise the same shall remain in
full force-and effect.

Signed and'sealed in the presence of,
and witnessed by, the undersigned:

--------

Principal
---------------Residence

Witnesses:

Name-_____

Surety

_______

Residence
____________
Name…'_ _ _ ____

___
:aResidence-_
-

______

_____

Residence
Surety
-----------------------------Residence

Any erasure, insertion, or mutilation must be certified to as made before signing.
Approved and accepted------------------, 192
Secretary of the Interior.
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CHAMBERS v. HALI,.
Decided August 10, 1922.
StiPEuvIsolny AUTHORITY-LAND

DEPA.RTMENT-HOES5TEAD-EQUITY.

,The Land .Department, in the exercise of its supervisory authority, may
permit the inclusion of less than a legal subdivision of public 'land in a
homestead entry, if the controlling circumstances and the protection of
equities justify it.

COURT

AND DEPARTMEINTAL DECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.

Cases of Williams v. United States (138 U. S., 514), and Ex parte Sands
Nicholson and Schmidt (46 L. D., 169)., cited and applied.
-FINNEY', First Aasistant &cretary:

-On January 29,. 1920, Joseph Chambers filed his application
Phoenix 045072, .under which his homestead entry was allowed on,
January 14, 1921, forthe S.L
4NE. l, E.S S
an SE.1 Sc.'13,
T. 13 S., R. 27 E., G. & S. R. M., Arizona.
Through, an inadvertence his application-was not posted on the.
local office records as to the E. i SW. i, and later Eva E. Hall was
permitted to make homestead entry, 047620, for. that tract and theNWX07. . NW. 4, S. 4.NW.: , and.W. 4'SW4 of that section.;
Without knowing that theX.E. i SW: 4 vwas embraced in Chambers's
entry, and fully believing that it was covered by. her entry, Hall
went upon that tract and erected on the west side thereof a good concrete house 15 by' 30:feet in size, a barn, a chicken'-house, and other
valuable improvements.
After the conflict between the two entries had been discovered
(Chambers.)andHall entered into an amicable agreement under which.::she relinquished the E. i SE. 4 NW. i and E. - E. i SW. I, and herelinquished the W. i E. I SW. 4.I
When this adjustment and these relinquishments; came to the attention of the General Land Office, it, by, its decision of~February
27, 1922, declined to recognize the relinquishments and held' Hall's
entry for cancellation as to the E. i SW. 4 on the ground that her
entry was -as to that tract in fatal conflict with Chambers's prior
entry.
This action was based on the assumption by the Commissioner that
under no circumstances could an entry be permitted to be either made
or relinquished for a tract embracing less than a legal subdivision.
While' the rule thus invoked is one of very general application,
it is largely one of administration, and this Department has heretofore, through the exercise of its supervisory power, recognized exceptions to it when controlling circumstances and the protection of
equities seemed to justify it in doing so. Such is the case'with home-.
stead entries in national forests where entries are allowed for parts
of regularly surveyed rectangular tracts. There is no statute which
specifically authorizes the allowance of such ientries, but the ex-
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ceptions to the general rule were further extended in the case of
Sands, Nicholson, and Schmidt (46 L. D., 169), and in kindred cases
there mentioned, where an action of that kind was necessary to prevent adverse claimants from suffering serious loss of improvements
already .erected fi good faith, such as will result to Hall in'the
present case-if the action of the Commissioner is sustained.
There is no statute which in terms forbids the commendable action
11.undertaken by the parties in this case, and the courts have frequently
Sanctioned departures from established practices in order that the
ends of justice might be met.
In Williams v-. United States (138 U. S., 514, 524), the Supreme
Court, in speaking on this subject, said:
It is obvious, it is common knowledge, that in the administration of such large
and varied, interests as are intrusted to the land department, matters not foreseen, equities not anticipated, and which are'therefore not provided for by ex;
press statute, may sometimes arise, and, therefore, that the Secretary of the Interior is given that- superintending and) supervising power which will enable
him, in the face of these unexpected:contingencies, to do justice.

Under all the circumstances it is believed that a departure from the
usual rule should be made in this case, and the decision complained of
by both the parties on appeal is consequently hereby reversed.
EX PARTE ADA

HERETC2ER
(ON PETITION).

Decided August 10, 1922.
OI

'AND G:s LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-ENLARGED. HOMNSTEAD-PREFErENCZ
RIGHT.

The privilege of being preferred in the award of an oil and gas prospecting
permit accorded by section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920, in favor of
an entryman of lands bona fide entered as agricultural, and not withdrawn
or classified as mineral at the' time of entry, does' not inure to the benefit

of one Xwho had only. a settlement claim tfor surveyed public land at the
date of the withdrawal.
COURT AND DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED, DISTINGUISHED AND APPLIED.

Cases of St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Manitoba Railway Company v. Donohue
(210 U. S.. 21), and Louise E. Johnson (48 L. D., 349), cited and distinguished; case of Cliff L. Roots (42 L. D., 82), cited and applied.

First Assistant 8ecreta-ay
:
-This case is before the Department on a Petition for the exercise'
of the supervisory aauthority of thb'eSecretary in the' matter of the
application 013436 -of Ada Fletcher (formerly Ada Budno), for 'a
*permit" to prospect for oil and gas upon'the SE. j NW. 1, S. i' NE.S
and N. i' SE.' ., Sec. 23, and SW. 4-'NW. i and N. i SW. i, Sec. 24,
T.> 44'N., R. 95 W., 6th 'P. M., Lander land district, Wyoming, said'
application having been filed August 18,' 1921, in the asserted. exerFIiNNI E'
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cise of a preference righfit to a permit undere section .20 o'f the act of
February'25, 1920 (4i 'Stat., 437)',: on the basis of the enlarged homestead entry made f6i
lnd by. Anton Biido,
dsaid the deceased husband of the applicant.
The;land here in question was withdrawn from oil and gas location by] Executive order. of December 11,7 1914, and the application is
in' conflict with the i.large number of. prospecting permit applications
filed inh 1920 under section 13. of the leasing act and of one seasonably filed under section 19 of said act.';
The entry of Anton Budnowas allowed, with a reservation to the
Government of ol andgas. deposlsit April 10, 116, upon an application filed July 22, 1915, over seven 0months after the date ;of with:entry by the said Ada
drawaL'. Final proof. was submitted on the
Fletcher as the. heir of the entryman, July 21, 1921, upon: which final
certificate
ued- January 11,., 1922.'.i At .the final hearing Mrs.
Fletcher test ed that, her husband. was living on the land April 10,
1916, while
r corroborating witnesses testified that the entryman
establ
his residence on the land about April 10, 1916..
The (Commissioner of the General Landi Office: in 'a letter dated
August 24, 1921, and addressed to one Robert Cunningham, which
letter is found in the files relating to' the homestead entry of- Budno,
informally held that inasmuch as the entry was allowed on an application filed after the .petroleum reserve. affecting the land had been
created,' and:was made with a mineral reservation, neither the entryman, if living, nor his. heir would be entitled to a preference right to
a prospecting permit covering said land under section 420 of the act,
on~account of said entry.
* With the petition there are filed affidavits of the. petitioner and
the' two.corroborating final proof witnesses, and. others, wherein it is:
averred that the entryman was actually residing oh the land in the
summer of 1914 and prior, to the withdrawal, and it. is urged. in the
petition that, because of> the settlement upon the land as alleged
prior to the withdrawal, and of the later filing, and, allowance .of
the homestead application., the applicant should be held to be entitled
to a preference right to a permit under the provisions of said section
upon proof of such settlement at a hearing which is prayed for in
the petition.
The said section 20 reads in part as follows:
::In the case.:Of lands bona. flde entered as agricultural, and not withdrawn or
classified as mineral at the time of entry, ' * * the entryman or patentee,
0 * * if the entry has been patented with the mineral right reserved, shall"
be entitled. to a preference' right to a permit and to a lease, as herein provided,
in case of discovery.

While it is conceded on behalf of the Petitioner that the land here
in question- was not technically entered until long after the date of
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the withdrawal, it' is, argued that the' alleged settlement upon the
land in the summer of 1914, and prior to the date of the withdrawal,
constituted a "juridicial ': entry of the land,. which should be recognized by the Department as entitling the applicant to a' preference
right to a permit. under the provisions of said section 20. To support
*thiscontention there is cited in the petition the decision in St. Paul,
Minnneapolis, andManitoba Railway Company v. Donohue (2ibS.,
21), as holding that a valid settlement is in legal contemplation a
homestead entry.. The Department, however, does not so. construe
said decision and is unable to find any' authority for holding that a
settlement constitutes anything more than the initiation of a claim
under the- homestead laws,. conferring upon the settler merely a
right, if seasonably followed'by an application,'to make-a homestead
entry of the land so settled upon, as against some other person.'
gIn the somewhat similar': case of the Heirs of' Cliff L. Roots '(42
L. D., .82), 'it was contended by th&eappellant that inasmuch as the
entry, although' not' actually made after the withdrawal of the land
from coal filing and entry, was initiated and based on a: settlement
which long antedated the withdrawal and was continously maintained until after the entry and final proof, the case should be :adjudicated under the provisions of the act of March 3, '1909 '(35 Stat.,
844), applicable to those persons who had in good faith located,
selected, or entered, under the nonmineral land laws, public lands of
the7United'States which 'were thereafter classified, claimed, or reported as being valuable for coal, and hence, that the act of'June 22,
1910 (36 Stat., 583), relating to those cases where locations, selections, or entries, were made of land thereafter withdrawn or classified as coal lands, or valuable for'coal, was without application, it
being further urged that because the Government had not,'at the time
of final proof,' shown the land to .be chiefly valuable: for- coal, the
appellants were entitled to an unrestricted patent. Answering those
contentions the Department said:-.
The only word used in either act having direct reference to homesteads or
settlement claims, is the word "entered." EHad Congress intended to-recognize
some preceding act upon the part of the claimant, upon which the homestead
was initiated, such as settlement,, it would clearly have indicated the same
by the specific expression "a settlement" or " settled upon." It did so in the
so-called withdrawal act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 847). The Department
does not believe, therefore, that a settlement Witltout entrry prior to the' withdrawal or classification of the land for coal brings the- case within the act of
1909. Accordingly, the case of John W. McClinton, supra, in so far as it conflicts with the views here expressed, is overruled.
e

The Department 'believes that the same principle applies tto cases
such as the one at bar, where the alleged settlement was, prior to
withdrawal made upon surveyed land and not followed by an appli-
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ecation to enter for a period of more than a- year after the alleged settlement and long after the date of the withdrawal'
The petitioner cites'the case of Louise E. Johnson-(48 L. D., 349),
wherein, foowing theX principies aannounced 'in Charles C. Conrad
(39L. .D., 432), and Rippey v. Snowden'.(47 L.bD.-, 21),the Department held- that a perfect and complete application to make an enlarged
homestead, entry, filed prior to the: inclusion of the land in a 'petro-leum witihdrawal, butn t allowed'until after' the~withdrawal, should
Xbe'deemed, for the purposes of said section 20 of the leasing act, to
.have~be~en allowed as o'f the date~of the filing of the application, and
hence, 'would. entitle the ehtrymanjto a preference right to a permit
there'under. -In that case,. however, 'the applicant had, prior to the.
withdrawal, done everything 'that she herself 'could do toward perfecting her entry, which application;' without any fault on the part
of the applicant, was not, actually' allowed until after the withdrawal
because of the delay on the part of the Government incident to the
designation of the land.
Upon careful consideration of the petition, and the: arguments advanced in support thereof, the Department sees no legal or equitable:
warrant.for holding that the petitioner is entitled to a preference
right to a permit for said land under section 20 of the act. 'In the
presence, therefore,-of the prior permit applications, the application
of the'petitioner must be rejected.
REGULATIONS'GOVERNING OIL AND GAS PERMITS AND LEASES
IN ALASKA-ACT OFIFEBRUARY 25, 1920.
[Circular No. 845.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

- ''REGISTERS*
AND RucEI~

'
REdISTEuRS AND. RECEIV7ER,s,0:

Washington,'D. C., August 1., 1922.,
0-i

:

0-0

UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES IN ALASKA:

-

Under the authority of the act of Congress, approved
.February..25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), the following rules'
and regulations, taken from General Land. Office Circular
No..672, entitled "Regulations concerning oil and 'gas
permits and leases e * * authorized by the act of
February 25, 1920," as amended to October 29, 1920. (47
L. D., 437), and as since from time to time amended, have
been adopted to govern the administration of said act in
so far as it applies specially to the Territory of Alaska;
and the same renumbered and with, incidental verbal
modifications are recodified as -follows for the information of those concerned:
.

1. General provisions,under section 13.-Paragraphs 1
'

Pars. I to 9.

to.,9 of Regulations as amended to October 29, 1920, as Circular No'
they' appear .in Circular No. 672 contain general provi-

672.
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:-sions
which 'govern- permits under section '. of the .act.
Alteration' of .paragraph- 7 and-8 to'.meet chanted conditions are indicatecdbelow.
'Par:.7y' a'as
Eotensions oft time.-The provision In-s se-ton 13'of the
'changed "by act
of Jan. 11, 1622 act .providing for extension of the life of permitsgranted
"(Airoujar Nipn
lands in the United States has- been superseded by
an act. approved January. 11, 1922 (42 :Stat., 356),
which provides that the Secretary of the Inter'ior may,
if' he shall find that any' oil oir gas peirmittee ,has been
unable, with the exercise of diligeice; -to begin drilling
operations or to. drill wells of. the depth and within.: the
time prescribed by section 'is. of the act' of .Congress
approved February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437),. extend the
time for beginning such. drilling or completing' it 1to the
amount specified: in the act for such time,, not exceeding
three years, and upon such conditions as he shall prescribe. Extensions .of time may be granted thereunder,
in proper cases, both: in Alaska- and the United States
where applications therefor are filed in accordance with
the Regulations, Circular No. 801, approved January 16,
1922, as amended March 28, .1922, and May 12, 1922 (49
L. D., 110),.
Par. 8(a), CirWhen an application for a lease of the one-fourth part
added June 15,of the area affected by 'a prospecting permit is' submitted,
1921 (48 L. D., supote
152).(48L
supported by the requisite evidence of discovery and,
production of oil or gas, such application, must be'accompanied by further application by the permittee,. or by an

assignee of such permittee, for a lease of the remaining
portion of the area described in the permit; or, in ghe
alternative, arelinquishment of the permit and waiver
of :preference right in respect of such remaining area
must be submitted.
Par. 10, Cir2. Permits in Alaska.-Paragrap'hs 1 to 9, inclusive, of
cular Ne. 672.
said "'Regulations " as they appearp in said ,oCircular. No.
672 will apply to, permits in Alaska, under section 13 of
the act, with some modifications, viz:
Pasr.
(am
) d(a) A person, association, or corporation is authorized
Jan. 15, 1921 to hold five permits at one time in said Territory-only
one permit, hcowever, in any one (1) geologic structure
a nonproducing

(2)
Mar.
28:,
1921 (48 L. D., of

4').

held; 'but, for development purposes

(2)- assignments to-a qualified individual, corporation, or
association 'outside producing oil or gas fields, for not
exceeding five permits, whether contiguous 'or noncontiguous, may be presented for 'the consideration of the
Secretary' of the :Interior and 'his approval if he shall
find the same to be in the public interest; hence subdivision 'c of section 4 of the " Regulations "'contained in
said Circular No. 672 should be modified accordingly in
making application, for permits for lands in Alaska tinder
section 13 of the act.

(b) The preference right treated under section.s of the
"Regulations". (Circular No. 672) extends for a 'period
of six months after the erection of monument and post-'
ing of notice provided, for therein, and the period 'for
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imarkingiof the corners is 'extended to one year after the
grantinf of the permit.
(c) flhe time
iorexploratory work in, Alaska is fouri:.
years, istead- of. two. The various items- necessary in:
this exploratory work are set forth iin the-form :of permit
provided in said " Regulations" (Circular No.:672),Athose
'
applying to :Alaskaw-being included in parentheses (1). P. a r. :0(a),
In cases where
iunsurveyed lands in Alaska are located in added to permit
fieldsgwhere: compliance With paragraph 4(d) of CircuIai in certaimn
672 with reference to public survey corners is not possible
and 'conflicts imay exi'st,theextent of w.vhch ' can -not
then. be determined, permits..are granted -with the followinh additional-conditions:
'7k. This Kpermit is granted upon 'the express condition that the permittee williadjust" any 'conflict 'with. any
prior applicant within' 'six
imonths' from date hereof."
3. Perqmits upon landds -embraeed i:n hnonffirneral. en- Par. 11, Circutries.-Ahe act-. of C6 ngress afproved" March '8, 1922
lar,o.
.:
tended by672
act exof
(42 Stat.,. 4i5), provides: 'for the allowance: of, home- Mar.8,
,
1922
(42 stat., 415).
steads' on lands in Alask'a .v'-aluable 'for coal, 'oil ,or gas,(
with reservations bof such deposits and upon conditions
similar to those'of'theact of Jufy'.17,1914 '(38'Stat., 509),
relating to lands in. the United States, andcthe-provisions
:: ,-parag~rzap~h ':1T
of
of -said Circular -No. 672 will; apply to
:Alaska in cases where entries are patented with a reser'
vation under said
Aact of March 8, 1922'.
-4. .Preference right,'f owner of surfdce.-Nonmineral Par. 12, Circu,
caimants
upon
i.t-1
o'anddsInin.,Alasktaare
AlasaMtnde centitle-d to preference tended by
by'act actI
right permits under section 20 of the 'act- wherever- the Mar- 82a 19225
'mineral deposits Iare .reserved under: the act of March S'
'1922 (42 'Stat., 415), under the conditions indicated in
paragraph 12 and subseotions thereunder of Cireilar No.0
672.
5 :'::.
Relief vmeasures-A'lasketclaim-Conditionsfor re- iarNo.622ircu
lieffUnder section 2 :.
j A. For permit.;-(a). That elaimnant must.have been an
. occupant' or claimant of the land on February25,, 1920,
undert a claim initiated iunder the placer mining. laws by claimanlt or. predecessors. prior to November'3,L 1910-,'the
.

'

209:t

date of the Executive: order withdrawing all public lands

in Alaska containing petroleum deposits, including thoseo
.
in national' forests.'
(b) That claimant-must'have-performed

all acts prior

"to'-Novemrbner 3, 1910, undierj'thethen existing laws :necessary to valid locations except to make:'discovery.'
'(o)- That claimant (1)' prior toNovemnber 3 -1910,-m'ust
ihave-made suibstantial improvements for the-discovery of

oil or gas-on or.for each location,'or
0
(2:)prior to-Februaiy
25, 1920, expended' not less thanK$250 '-for improveens,
Onor for the benefit of'each location..
(d) That; claimantamust :on or- .be'fore 'February 25,
.1921', or wit hin sii 4months after final denial or with-

drawal of application for patent, file a relinquishment
8751o
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to the United States of. all -right, title; and interest in
and to the land. This relinquishmnt must be in -the
form of an unconditional quitclaimrdeed, dilly--executed
-and.
: Dacknowledged, but- not .recorded, and .- wh en fled
will be held for such action as thejfacts and th.law-Vin
:the case. -warrant- and require..
in addition to the - above, th'. conditions otlined in
par
;Section 20 of the Regulations (Circular
, ' :-:
f ~:0:i
.7 00f $-d0.-:: ' 672)Y ate 'applicable- t relief .in-Alaska. _-=- . : :-: :.0:
B;For:
:-. lea.eThe conditions. necessary to obtain a
0lease-under section 22 of the .act are identicalwith those
outlined in the paragraphs relating.to permits in Alaska
together with the following additional conditions:
(a) That claimant or predecessors must haye drilled
-the landto: discovery.
an oilor gaswell on
(b): That clalaimant must pay for one-eighthof the past
ar.: 23, cic-: 'production exclusive of that. used on'the;landfor production purposesor unavoidably lost;. :
jar.

.:
.eotion
6. negzef tha. m67.2aycrantecl:-ndcr

::(a) ,Ai
claimant qualiied.,un-der. the above conditio-ns
relating to permits, .upIh.
iconmyingwith the. conditions
of the act and these regulations,w.ill--be entitled,toprospecting permits- under-the same terns and! conditions as
otheriperrmnits in.laska-,provided forina setion 13
act, substantially inthe---forni- prescribed in section .6- of
--,
"the Regulations I (Circular No. 67,2).
(b)
A 6laimant. qualified under the-, above conditions
relating' to leaseds. is entitled -:to-a..lease. substantially in. :
the form -prescribed ;ih section 17 of -the -Regulations
(Circular No. 672), the rental and -royalty -tobe .fixed
by the Secretary of the- Interior and- specified in.:thei
lease,subject to readjustment:at.the end of each 20-year
period of thelease.
(c) 1A;.claimant undersection .22 of-the act -shall -be*
entitled to not exceeding five permits or..leases in number-and not-exieeding an aggreg'ateof 1,280. acres in each.

of the

r

- . - :

Par. 23j, cireular No. 672--. . :

lar No. 672

-

7. RoyagiceandrerdalronoilandgasleasesinAlaska:

.: The royalties and rentals.payable under.oil and .gas,
leases granted .in Alaska. pursuafit-to sections 14 and -22
of the, act of. February 25,l1920, are hereby determined'
:and prescribed: as follows:
(a) For leases, granted under.section-22.ofthel.act;the-.
royalty. shall be :*-(1) Fl1or the-first five years fromw and
.after the date of-the lease no-:royailty-, except in case of
leases whereon the producing wells yield an average of
100 barrels.. or more per .well pler dy for. the cal~ndar
month, in 'which-' event the royalty shall be 5 pe~r cent of all. oil produced; - (2) for .the second period of five years
from and,.after the. date,-of ,each. lease,~-under section 22
of the act, the royalty upon all-.leases shall be 5 per.cent;..
(39) for the succeeding .10-years the royalty upon all
leases under seetion- 22 of the act shall be 10 per centof0
.alloilproduced

-

,

-,

-

-
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(b):'.'Upon leasestgrantedjiniAlasIka, -underj section 14

of the act, the. permttee who discov,Yers ,oil will be entitled

',

toalleaseooroen-fourtoh ofrthe armea'othe
P
teirm it without
:
p~aymen
t . of
yalty for,th firstf'f years sc
g.'feeding ,the

.ate,
of the lease ,and t6herea ftershall pay
royaltyof ,.
per cqentiponall.:oil.rLduLced.
,:he re)aining-laids -. :,fincluded-.:
,;0f? :--;.- iw~ithiin.-.the farea..6ofW tlhe~dpIrmrit,.h permittbe
,, bllb 4
a
nfq
*iv,, right
tlease' wi'ht
-p'y- 'to '
ment of ioyalty, or'1te first -fie
t,,:dasteof theleaseI excmjpthe'ainr
ye
arisucceeding
'the
M~~eW
~ ptit~
~ te cas-of 16ases _whereon-thie
'a

producing wells yield an averaged of4Q100barrels or-mO~e

Per- well per day for the calendar, morit, .in.jwhichelven
the, roya lt-ses
hall bb6-p- cent; forth,-se6nd.fveiyears, .
the lesse, wXill be reqiuired to pay a royalty of 5 per cent
upon all di pl odiiced, and -for the sueceeding 10 years, a
royalty of
c)per-cent
upon- all oil pro-,d'ced.,
,
(c) No royalty -will be 'charged^ iiY>4any case upon
leases wherein the wells upon the lands average less than
'10 barrels per well per day for the caleai imonth.
(d) No rental upon any oil. or-gas lease in Alaska will
bephagd

drg

the first five 0Yeas succe.ding- thedate

of-the
Lleas~; After te'x~piration 6h
fstfive -year~s
* succeeding the .date of thlel ase" a -reraflof 10 cents per
acre per. annDlum will be charged on, all leases, payable in
*advance ;wProvidd,;Thatthe rentals so paid for any one
year -shall-be- credited upon the royalties acruing 'for
thatjyear..

':
-.

-

.

.

-.-

-

--

- .(e) .The royaties.on gasproduced, if any, will';be fixed.
and determined
each lease.
(a).to<,(c),inclusive, are' - Amendrment
:i i heforegoingrsubsections
(f)
aplicable- to -cases-where but one, perm.it -area in- a single
2,l922
field ,or. structure,:-!& held -by -the. ipermittee. or lessee.A
Where one or more additional permits, not exceeding
five, are secured by assignment, :the rentalsand royalties-on one of the permits shall has. prescribed in6lasses
a,%, caiid
c of thi paragAPh,,a,
ah up~on te remhaining
areas secure
y 'assignment'theIrntts yahd royalties
::-:hallbeas -provided 'in pAragrap
of the sid regula:
tioins approved March11', 1920'-"ame'ided'6ctober 29, 1920, -'
unless modified in a proper case wen su
s'uch a permit or:
-

of---

-

:-

-

lease is

granted or approved.,

-5;:f'
0.8.- Pe-rints f or-deposits reserved q~gtder-tke aect:of i tarli-:-Pa5es i3g iand--:0
8 19221(42f-SStt-,- 415-))-.-Th& provisioft relative' to. re-~62'-N40i L.
served
s
deposits- under the 'act of July- 17, 1914 (38Stat443 7 4-65)
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Mtaro1952i2
ineorporatedsin permits-'Alaska in -properase eC8t
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(42.Stat-,41)5)" for-,"Actof-uly.17;1914: (38
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and.46, Circular-.t
Ptorefren
Leases or isbject
No. 672 (47 L. Con4lpct with Permitts0o
D., 437, 474-82
in Circular No.
- e pocedure inc
476),,extended
with reference, to
L. D '"'"
81
-1i922'(409
g ov,ern entries apnproved Ji
,LO,
,..
pursuant to actfff
of. Mar. 8, 1922 nonmineral entries made with a reservation of the-oil and
are
ill b4 followed where
t entries
e
(42 Stat., 415) gas to the G

-hade pursuantitotheactof March 8,1922('42'Stat:;415).
generalh regulations as' contained
:-'
: :ene
ralThe
10.
bsince
todified or
-insaid Circula'-No. 672f;and as
:amened, are to be regarded, 'in so far as theyxare appropriate and are not modified by a nyrule or:'regulation

herein; asregulations" affecting oil and gas permits and
act o February 25, 1920.'','16 96es in Alaska uner said
-

~~~WTIAM SPRY,

A.-t
pprcved:
'

u'2,
1922.
-,'BFA'L,)
Secr'etary.
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STATE OP UTAH, PLEASANT VALLEY COAL O

AOMXPAYINTER-

VENER v. BRAFFET.
-:b
Deed

JUly 81,1922

SCHOOL LAND-COAT, LANDS-CONTESTANT-UDEN

OF Puoo~rS

A.

v-

lUtah'under
,section 6 of the enabling
act of July 16, 1894, presumptively attached on Janury. 4' 1896,- the date.
of its admission, as to: lands then identiibed by the Government survey,0 and
the.questibn of the vesting of title is subsequntiyput in-issue on Abthe
Y.ground that.the land contains'deposits of coal, the burden of proof is on the
contestant to show thatjthe'land was of known coal character on the
latter date.
;SCHOOL LAND-L IANDSAE
In order to except lands from the school grant ,to the'State of Utah, it must
be shown that at the date the grant presumptively^attached the known con-:
ditions were such as to engender the belief that the land contained coal of
such quality, and quantity. as would render its extraction profitable and
justify expenditures 1to thatr :end-.
the school grant to the. State of
- 0X0 :Where

Sc.HooL

LAND-COAL LANDS-EVIDENCE-UTAH. .

In determining whether or not- a tract of publiceland was known to be valu-.
able for ,its coal -depbsits at: the date of- the admission of, Utah to statehood,
proof 'of its character is not limited to actual discoveries within its boundabut whatever is relevant and -bears in ,any degree -on the question -of
*-'; 0ries,
at that,time, such as adjacent':disclosures, and other
: its known:character
surroundingvor external :conditions, is admissible6,as evdence.
OrAND ARECEIVI-Co0M~IISONER OF THE GEGnq IALD -LAND
- CONTEsT'-REdisr6aL
FICE-HEAF-INTGEVIDENCE.'-

-.

.

Where- a contest is er roneouslydisihissed by the local'officers on' at motionofi
nommissioner
the contestee i 'the groun4 of insufficiency of evideiice, the C
of the General Land Officejis without authority''to dispose of the case-upon
his-reversal thereof, withofit first affording the:.contestee 3an.opportunity to:
'.bmif testimony.

ftial
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'A coal application iledunsder section2347,Revised Statutes, for lands, ete
presmptive title to which has been at all times since statehood and still is
in :te Statelof Utah under its' school land- grant, is 'merely an application
:to contest the right of the State to the lands in.question, and does not confer.
upon, the, applicant. any, right hi-ch, upon' a decision against, the Stae,
can constitutea vali.dclaim .witithe purview of the savingiclause of the
act of F~ebr'uary 25, 1920..
COU1TD DAPA3TTMENTEDEcIsIoNS CD AND FOI;LOWED.Cases of Diamond Coal and Coke Company v. United. States (233 U. .. , 236),
.United States v.,Sweet (245 U.'5., 563), and Don C. Roberts (41 L. D.,
639), eiteand followed.
, 'FINNEYFsrst A Assistant seee tary;

.TheState of' Utah and, the`Peasant Valley .'Coal Company1 have'
fromithedision of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office dated February 28, 191dismissing the. protest against coal
application 022470, :under sio~n,2347, -Revised Statutes, .filed. by
Sec. 8theS
32, T. 12 S., R. 10 E., S. L. M.,
Mark P. Braffet for
Salt Lake Ctyland dtrict..
The plat' of. sue of <ttle township, with the exception of the
by the surveyor: general- on Febuar y
:'SW. , Sec. 31 was approv
.26, 1895, and fipled. in the loal land office May 20, 1895, the land
being returedas agricultural. The SE. J, Sec. 32, was classified
as coal land'at $50' per acre on April 5, 1907, and-reclassified at
t~t ):Q;
$195
0 fr~omi
to $21fr per ~ -May 31, 1911. OnFebruary 4, 1918,
Brafet 'filed his, application to purchase. On July 25, 1918, notice
for pulication issued, copy'of which was forwarded to the State,
and: on August 13, 1918, the State, through its Board of Land
CGommissioners, filed a protest alleging thatthe land was not known..
coal-'land on' January'-4, 1896',the date of the admiission of Utah into
the Union (29 Stat., 876)Pand therefore passed 'to'the'Stateunder.
'section 6 of the enabling act of' July :I, 1894 (28 Stat., 107), for Cthe
C support of its common schools The'Pleasant Valley Coal Company
filed a petition of intervention, alleging that the land was sold by the
':State:at public 'auction ini1902fto oneJ-Laura J. Bird,'to whom cer-' :tificate of- sale issued April 1, 1902, and 'State patent May 14 1902;that Laura J. -Bird on April 9- 1902,; onveyed 'her interest tho the
c'.ompany for a valuable consideration 'and that it-has since been the
:owner 'of and- in possessibn of the land; lt'the land was not knon
- to be coal land: at'the da'te of the addmission of the State that there
were no artificial or naturallexposures of coal thereon: and that at the
':dateof the purchase 'from:Laura, J.Bird there-was-

appealed

a ruling in force in the State ,promulgated by a Commissioner of 'the General Land Offlce, thatlands can not be classedz as coallands unless commercially
yaluable. coalis eposed ineach legal tsubdivision of forty acres proposed for
sale.0Esl ... ','0t:0 . f ;: . ''0 S2 0 ; ....'';;;- 04^;.'R0A :-00y0-f '':t'0::;
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asked that in thee've'nt it should be deterihned th'at
.;s:.::s-Thett'
the land was of known coal character on January 4, 1896, it be given
eemedjita~ble and just in thepremlses.
such relief -as might' e d
ffraffet
filed ana .w.er, to this. pettion, enying that.Laura, J. Bird
ever received: any -consideration for' her: conveyancez and alleging
that the intervener is notr entitled -tb 'any equitable consideration or
the 'enployt of dummy entrymen -y
h
:relief because it had through
and other'fraudulent means and devices acquired' upwards of 20,000
in -conjunction
acres of public coal laiids in- the St'ate '6f'tah,and
own all. of
which'
corporation
,ah
Fuel o'rpora4ion,a'
'with the
'inSUtah
'of2Q#00
'its -sto''k, had acquired additional acreage in excess
and Colorado; that the corporations. :and their Qificers had beenimfocaladicted because of such frauds ~and; Wty suits bug
tion o'f evi(dences' of title'acquired, which-'we4 r partially compromised
tde T'reasury of the' United States
-siimsito
:by'the pay'ment of large
iosi
and the reconveyance of:l'arge" areas~',ha i the APleasant 'valley
'in this
involved
'lands
-the
d-nds
"jacefift't6
Company:had acquired
controversy a'gregating 3,0)0 acres, hroiugh' the- medium of State
selections, with.full knowledge that they were coal lands.
ie'
h thcoalfappliat
'A hearing was hl1d.ibefore theloca
l,`ttimony'was submittedon
'cantf assumed' the b]urd'en of 'proof.' "N

;'f0':-behalf, of "the' State 'and the

tener,'who at' the 6oAclusion of

a motion to dismiss. On
Braet's case on Decemb'er 1, 1919 i
'Februaryy1:8^ l20,the -register and receilver rendere their decision
sustaining the 'motlon, from which Brafet "appealed. The C;om':i0000lmissio'ne'r reversed the local oc ,anders,-0 n d' ismissed 'the prootest
the claim.of the intevener for equitable c~onsideration. Appeal has
,been taken from his decision, briefs filed, andthe case orally argued
before ithe Department,the State b'eing,represe'ntedat the argument
: byan Assistant' Attorney General.
:: has been settled 'by the decision of. the Srupreme Cout in the
caseof'--United States v. Sweet (245 U. ,,,53),.thatjtheUtah hschool
grantdees .not include lands known to:be valuable for coal:at the
that the grant
date; the 'grant takes effect, :and , it, is' ftsettled
:on
the adminssion of the Stat~e, January 4,,-1896,
.became operative
as to,lands already siurveyed..-.;State of lUtah v. 'Allenn et al.'-(27
:the case:;,now. under 'consideration that
L.D.D,.:53)..§It. follows iin
the landpassed to the Slaeunder.tiieschpoLland grant unless itis
show, ithat it was of known coal chairacter onhthat date. InI so' far
:issue, is concernedthere can, be no, question of fraud. No proof
: .as'th~is
; ofany kind was required to, be: submitted .by,.the, State, andlwhether
or nottitle.passed is dependent- solely on the known character of the
..
'
'
. .,
land, at-statehood. .'
'"Presumptively,..howeverthe-.tit-leis'in.th-e;State- (State of Utah, 32
v.
LI. D., 117; Charles L. Ostenfeldt, :41 L. :D.,265; State of t
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Olson, 47 L.D.,.j8),;and while the State has been styled. the prottestant herein, the term. protestant: or contestant is properly applied
. t the coal applicant, and heha'sthe burden of proving that the grant
.
did- not attach.d
The evidence inAthe case shows that there are no exposures or out-,-qcrops of valuable ;'coalon the land, and. it is, therefore, vigorously
contended -.that underk the. rules, regulations, and' decisions as forH promulgated and aplipedlby the Department, it must te held
merly
It isto, have. -been,- -noncoal in:: character. on; thei decisive p.date.X
D.,
L.
1905
-(34
26,
of
October
instructions,
to
-the
urged -that prioir
an actua
t194),exposure -of coal,. either artificial or. natural, on the:,
particular. subdivision. iiolved, was necessary to .establish its coal
character, andothat tihis4 'rule, adhered to iin a long line of decisions,..
became -a rule of 'property and should, be .followed in the determinationh of tights 'Which attached prior to:-its revocation. In support of-,
these contentions nrumerous decisions, reported and unreported, are;
Ha rkins (2. L. D., 721) instions of
I)u gh'i
cited, incingl
r; Henry W. Fuss:(5 L. .D., 167); Wi liam
Q-0ctober 26, -1905n,.
Thompson (8 L.; D., 104).;.William Drew, (8'L. D., 399)-; Rough
id..Rider and

OthCer; Lode Mining Claims. (42 L.:D.- 584); Bertram C.

(43 L. D.;,. 7');';Howe edt at. .x Pak et al. (1990 Fed., 738);
:-N-ole
v. James
785)J;Geinania In Co -(69Fed.,'
rb
reve 'v. Cheesman
et a. -(89. Fed., 811); James et al. ;. Germania Iron Co. (107 Fed.,
:.597). TheCommissioner concluded from the instruetions'of Octo- ber 26- "1905',that the Secretary of the Interio'r did-not 'recognize
: anysuch rule forthe determinationi of coal lands; that'it is apparent
Ifrom the de-cision of the.Suprelne Curt of the tInited States, .the
case of the Diamond Coal and Coke Company V. hUnited States (233
U. S. 236) 'that no such rule existsi 'and' that any 'doubt as to' the
of: the, Department w'as dispelled by the dedisionin the case
att-ite
W
.:
of Ddoni.:b'Roberts (41 -L.D.,639).
In11 the instrutions of 'Ocobier 26, 1905,te Dep'armetdiscussed
it's 'previousdecisions and those of6courts, .finding that'th'ere; was,
nothing in the decisions of the zupreme Court to warrant the-con.struction that evidence- exclusively of the mineral character of lands
traicti controversy is incom-'
adjoining or ksur6uindig'ai'particu
itablish of ,thelatter, and held that in,
the like ,haracter?
petent to
determining whether'a -tract-of public:land conta~',coal deposits,
0isrelevant 'and bears 'in. any degree on the question- is:'
whatever
admissible in evidence; that the 'characteristics 'peculiar, to such. deposits -are to"be'kept in view and that the presence of such deposits
ich
o cdis
v
-may be determined upon authenticate
constitute auecient guide of the geologist 6r coal expert.
: ,Subuse~entlyfthesame.qestion arose. ins theDiamondCoal ,anl
United-,Staes, supra, andtthe detision- af£-th&
- ,Coke_
,Compa ny 'v. Uot
Jl ;-$:
..
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Supreme Court, in harmony with the rule established by theoDepart-

ment, is expressed with such 'clarity and emphasis as to leave no

;$0;.t0;

d - coubt
of 0its meaning. It was a suit by the Government to' set aside
patents granted in 1901 under the soldiers' additional homestead*Jlaw
on the ground that they were procured through fraud, in that- the
lands were k-lnown coal -lands. . The defendants' appealed from- a
decision of-the Circuit CGourt-of Appeals in favor of the Government
. (191 Fed., 786)4 and the. same.- points raised by the -appellants herein
-.were squarely presented to the Supreme Court.in the assignments of
error and briefs the follow I learing
in defenants'
E~;.--00;X;- ;;;;0;;;.0 . .f0 X;.
;- 0-brief: t ..-

e;a:

-.

*, * t;*
if under the uniform construction placed upon the land laws by the.
Land Office, and the rules and-regulations prescribed as to proof, the lands in
Oqustion were,never enterable as coal lands, but -were,on 'the contrary, properly
0 enterable under 0the: homestead laws,0 then it must be i'oonceded that no -fraud:
was practiced upon;,the Land Department. We submit, that a review ,.ofthe
Land Department decisions will show that- the :established .ppractice of that
office; which 'should be regarded as a rule of property, has been to deny entries;
of lands as coal lands or mineral lands unless the same- were shown to contain
within their limits developed afid opened mines or deposits :of, coal bf commer-:
cial value, or other minerals .in quantity sufficient to. justify the developmeht
and exploitation of the lands and to' render it more valuable for mineral tan
jfor other purposes ;and it has
been the uniform practice to require evidence ofthe, existence of eoal or other mineral deposits upon the land- itself. Thefact
that the land was surrounded by land containing coal or other mineral, or that:-::
:it was adjacent~tomineral lodes or coal veins, or even that the land itself contained small .quantities- of mineral or surface croppings of coal undeveloped,
has always been held, insufficient, and where the character of -the land as
:
mineral or eoal lands was not estabiished by sunh proof and evidenee of mineral
value the land has always been held properly enterable under the homestead
and other nonmineral acts.

There followed' refereives to various decisions of the Land Depart:- .ment,
including Dughi v. Harkins (2L. D., '721); 6Commissioners of
Kinks County v. Alexander et al. (5 L. ID., 126); John E. Williams
(11 L. D., 462);'-Frees et al v. State of Colorado'(22 L. D., 510) ; etc.
The answer of the c ourt is unmistakable. It said (pages 238 239,,
248):

-

S:-*:. *7 the decisive issues 'inthe case were, first, whether the lands were
*
known to be valuable for coal when the applications for the entries were made,
and, second, If they were, whether thle coal company was a bona flde purchaser
from the patentee'.
.70 -0':V-,':

*;

''-f

-. *f;

i:

:*'''

'-SDskff:

-* ff-

-*0-ffiffo'~

8. :. To justify, the annulment of a homestead patent as wrongfully covering:mieral land, it must'appear that at the time of the proceedings which resulted in
the patent' the land.was, known to be valuable for, mineral; that Is to say, It
must appear that the known conditions at.the time of those proceedings were
hiainly such as to engender the belief that the land contained mineral deposits
of such qnlit and in such quantity as would render their extraction prfofitable
-,and justify.expenditures to thattend.'I3-f at that time the nd was 'not ths

-
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-:known
to be valuable, for mineral,' subsequent discoveries will not affect the

patent.. *

*;

*

in, the vicibnity, and the geological
*- 0 * 0* iThe outcrop, the disclosures
'formation pointed with convincing force to a workable bed of merchantable
coal extending under the valley and penetrating.these lands.. These conditions
were ,open to common observation,: and- were such as ,would'appeal to. practical
men and be relied upon by them in making investments for coal mining. * * *
There is no fixd rule that lands become.valuable for coal only' through its
:actual 'discovery within their- boundaries. On - he c~nttary, they may, and
often do, become so through adjacent disclosures and- other surrounding 'or;.
external conditionis; and when. the questioni;arises in cases such as this,.any
evidence logically relevant to the issue is admissible, due. regard, being had. to:
i
t etieto wich it mudt relate.
oao oa an Iron- Co, v. United States, 128 'U. S.,
ecaseot807, relied upon by th-ecoal company, is essentially diff rent from this in that
dwas:dealing with a statute excepting ;froml entry7 lands on''
there the Icourt
-which'there were "nmines'--at the time, a matter particularly noticedi in the
:opinion' (p. 828), while here the exception is of "mineral lands" and ".lands

valuable for minerais."

Rev.wStat; sections 2302, 2318.

The'6 apellants contend that thedecision is not applicabl1e,

here for

the reason- that th. case involved the question of fraud, and the rule
:-of jproperty is an 6quitable rule and is not applieddWhere fraud
exists. The argumsent loses sight of the trut-_situation. The decisive
issue as stated by'the court itself was whether the lands were -known.
to be valuable for-oal when the applications were made. The fraud
consisted in procuring known coal lands by ,eans of cfaise representations as to their character. Whether the-representations, ere
false depended upon the known character of the lands. Conceding
for the sake of argument that the rule of the 'Land Department for'
lappethe d6termination of whetheri lands were .coal-iands was .as
lants contend Ithere ;could, have been no fraud for under that, rule
the lands would'not have been recognized as coal lands. It is obviousthat; if a' rule- is of then character entitled to recognition as a rwle
-0: of:aS- court: wo~uld not refuse to apply itI for the reason
-0-:-Eproperty
that acts done in reliance upon it would,' had it not existed, have been
fraudulent. On, the. contrary there would seem tobe &amgreater
reason for its .application in such a case, for' the presumption-is
always against fraud, and the courts. are loath to' impute -it., ihe
principlie, of the rule of .property is. aA.familiar one, and, it has :been
recognized by the Department, .as is -shown inthe cases
't :00 :0 ::;-frequently
cited,,but no case is cited and-none, is found where the Dpartment
has" applied theprincple 'after the Supreme Court of-AtheUnited

States has construed the -law, and applied a contrary. rule. to a 'similar
.case. 'It needs no citation of autlhority .to.establishth-at the 'decisionsi$
s con of. the. publiland 'laws
tof
'he Supreme Court in. .the
its' conis bound .to ffollow
are
final, and that the Land Department
:X':::
::0.p0B0f7'::00f0V:70E0-;:f. f -0r:0.
ufl.-::0i : 0
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structidm - It 'construed the ,aw and applied it in theI-Diamond Coal
and Coke Company case, in- which the decisive- issue was thie -same
as that involved in the case under consideration, namely the known.
: character of .lands on ,dates.long prior.to the claimed change in
'-coal
departmental practiceinm 1905.-The 'eourt said- that we thel question- arises'" in cases such' as
this," any' evidence logicallVre'levant to the issue-'is admissible, etc.
"Athat it.meant by ",inca-es such as. this'?. is answered in the succeed- ing paragraph of the. decisioi, which, has: beemqutgdwher einit:
distinYuishes .cases arising under a statute excepting lands on which
'there swere " ines,"and"cases wher& the exeeption is: of "mineral'.
and "landsvaluable Ior minerals," und-er"sections 2302 and
:- 'lan'ds"
23Lv: of the Revised. Statutes. The exception appicable to the Utah
.schoolgrant is that of i"lands valuable for. minerals,"`; und section
- 2318,- Revised: Statutes (United- States :v. -OSweet, :suip'a), and-the
'language of -the court- has direct applicationi herein.
i~In ithe case of'M~iiret d. 'v. Bi~ted'UStates' '(228 Fed., 431), title:
1190ws
-to lands certified, to theState of tah in19
not coa' lands b'ecause
fhwee
atacke on teeach' subdivisiny and' the Circuit-Court of
-coa was ino epsedon
' Apeals dsposedof :the c6ntentiofn: by citing and following theDia'
'
mond oal and, Coe Company -decision.
-The Dep:artient is of oinion that in'thisi'case' the law as construed
in'DiamDond'Coal and Coke 'Co. v.-United.,States must befollowed;
thhat-in order to except- lands from the grant to the State'it must appear that at the date the- grant presumptively attached -the"ko'wn.
conditions were such as to engender the belief that- the land contained
coal of such'qtuality andhin such'quantity as would render its extrac-_;
tio-ni profitablk aid jus-tify' expenditures to that end; that the charaer"-of the'laands m'ay 'be:_ deduced from evi-dence of adjacent dis'closures
:
and 'othertsurrounding or external conditions and that proof
-of their cha'racter -is not limiteed to actual 'discoveries withn tiheir
- - ,.
- .
---:
2A
oubundaries
'The-' Commissio'n-er reviewed -the testimonyI '-'detail,mak'ng:'e'teinsivd quotations from it, and found'that the lands were kiown to
* be vaiuiablefor .coalsprior to statehood. The testinmony is vpluinous,'
'lunch 'of it'is, not directedot- Itheimain issue,;and itis-difijeult to
totihe conditions as- theyexisted uat
:' -segregate that 'lhich is
prior to'January 4, 18960. Inas uch as. theD'Departmentis 'not,
-z ; ,and
finally' disposingl'of the: case at this time' only a brief statement.of the
-

-00

-tdirected

e'"stablished facts-will be given.

--

The 'land 'in' c-onroversy is located: about two and one-half ms
hortheastL of "Castlete, and about the- same distance north of the
'of the
"'Book Clips; whick' extend'aloni "the' :nhrth,'and at ,bord

-
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Price'River valley fromn the renRiver,,
r'ee
tCastlegate.
o
'We st of
Castlegate.the .same formation continues, the escarpment extending
:--:in-'
a -southerly a4nd westerlyI direction throuigh Emery and Sevier
ffCounties'.
tf ;0X:- -7~The plateau::lying' northi of-the cliffs is cut by Price River.--,
'WillwC-reekd ruins'diagdnally thlofgh section 'froi
the northeast1
to the §southwest corner and enters- the Price Rivei about one-half
mile below Catlegate. The main line -o'ff the ever and Rio Grande
Railroad, passes' Castlegate and 'traverses the-valley.
* The geological formation -dis now designatd' as the Mesaverde of
:the upper Cretaceous period, comp'rising three distinct members theI
lowest a' sandstone of massive character at the':top'of which is 'a
distiiitive white- sandstoine. Over ying it is a second san dstone mem`ber'of frdm 500 to 60A feet in thickn'css, associated with shales and
.coal beds; the 'coals 'occurring 'in the lower portion. Next above' 'is
a heavily 'bedded massive sandstone member. -The C.astlegate floor -sidstonu'c -an- 'betraced
easiW -by outcrop exposures
Ifom
Ctleo".. ate up Price Rive'riand 'Willow Creek Canyons to approxinate-'d
athe
s'ine
6f- Sec.Si3,and then :south aiid east around the esca'ment'to thliMe:ilburn minte, in Sec. 11, TI 1' S.,- 10 E., andbeyond.
TheIupper'sandstone can alsbo'bel traced continuously from the Vi-ciity of Castlegate, up-"Willow C' eek and into Sec. 32, and then on
with theilower sandstone- beyond the 'Milburn mine." The sandstone
:0:X0t' ; .formation
dips- uniformly at -from four and one-half to
-six
dreesto the nth,
and hecoal floor sandstone isestinatedto underlie '
th highestI
portionsof the SE. '13 See. 32 at a depth of not-to exceed Z i
1800 feet.
:The Castlegate No. 1 mine of the 'Utah Fuel Companyf-near Castle-m:
gate, on the:'west side; o'fjPrice River, 'was 'pened in 1889, and'produced from'150,000't1o 205 ,00 tons annually fiol'892 t 1896.'- 4
:seam of covarying 'from 4 to 10 or :12' feet afid termed th& Castlegate seam, ying directly on the sandstone floo'r, was th6 only's&am
mined prior to' aboutl.1911.0 The outcrop' w"asV-fromi4 to 5 feet 'in
thickness. At what is described as the Anderson 'opening in the
o NW.SW.
-NW.-,.Sec.m6,T13S.,'R. 10 BE.,"there is an outcrop'of from
:: : 6- feet"of 'coal',0
to 180 feet above theCastleg
sandstone. ..
'Anll openia was i'a'de into this 'vein prior to 1'89 andthe
W
:
NW., 21and E. :NW. j were sold under the coal land:laws in that
year) At the iKmenilworth mniine. pned'in -about
'in Sec. '1905
16,
T. i3'S., R. 10 -E., 2X iles Rsouth of Sec.' 32, there was an outcrop
offan8 foiot'vein, and also a' lower vein of abot'20'`feettelatter
'lying on. the sandstone floor. Ai''the Aberdee mine] 2' miles'to .
'-he 'outfe'ast,. coa 'was being mined for local use: iPce'
prirrie to '
1896, 'on 'a; vein' 18 to 20 feet thick ,'on the CGastlgt.e'flor,'about 12
'to '15 f4etei exposed on th<' outcrop The ilburA mine, about
-150,

0 0
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3 miles to the southeast, was opened between 1890 and- 1894, and
coal mined for local use on a vein 10 to. 12 feet. There were also
exposures, of a lower vein of 4 or 5 feet. These veins are: both higher
than the 'Castlegate seam. There were outcrops and evidences ,of,
coal burning, in Willow Creek :Canyon, and -along practically the
entire coal horizon0 from- Castlegate to the Milburn mine there were
'unmistakable evidences of burned outcrop, where. coal itself was not
- exposed. The- coal seams described dip in. conformity with, the as-'
sociated sandstones, northward in the direction of the land, involved,.
and. there is no evidence of faulting in. the formation.:Th&e:coal -inl
the Castlegate region is a good grade of bituminous coal, with a
heating efficiency of about. 13,00.0 B. T.. U. I Section 32 is rough,
moulntainous land, with abrupt clifs, contains: only: small areas.ofE
;cultivableland,, and other than its ~coal value, has but a small value
for grazing purposes.

On the basis oftthe geological conditions and .coal exposureso as
:theyf existed in 18%6, the three geologists appearing on.- behalf of the'.
coal
a:applicant,two'of whom had made no examinations:in the vicinity
until long after that 'date, testified that in their opinion, the land was
in 1896- chiefly :valuable: for, coal, a-nd that it -is so situat-ed that .dit
.
would be6 practicable and commercially profitableo'to mine it.
From a careful consideration of the evidence, the Department finds,
facie that.the land, was
-thatthe 0coal.ap'plican t has established pT
tknown coal land on January 4, 1896; that the Commissioner's finding in. this respect was correct; and Xthat the' register .and receiver
erred in sustaining the ,motion to dismiss.
The appellants. assign as error the: failure of .the Commissioner,
upon: reversing the. decision of the local officers,jto remand the case:;
for the_ submission of their testimony. :As has been stated, .atE the
conclusion of.the coal applicant's testimony the appellants movedAto
dismiss, the motioan being equivalent-to the demurrer'to'the evidence
provided by the Rules of Practice (48 L. D.,- 246, .253)'. Rule 40
provides;
If a defendant demurs to the sufflciency 'of the evidence, -the register. and.
receiver will forthwith.-rule..thereon.:If such demurrer is overruled, and the
defendant- elects to 'introduce no' evidence, no further opportity will be
afforded him to submit proofs.

:-The rules do not make provision for a case, where the.,local oers'
sustain the demurrer, and their action is reversed on appeal, but the
Dfep artmient in, a, number of decisions has held that the. Commissioner
tmust- remand',tthe case for'theo submission. df testimony by the defend00-'Dah~lquisv.
:'0|f:::;ant. CX(Dotter,.-(34 L. D., 397):, Bradford, :v. Aleshire .(180 :
'St:,0-:X-'
,L D., 78) ,'JL'i v. Botton (13.' D., 40).. Braffet contends.thatthe
defendants waived theirright, relying on the following proceedings
Aat the hearing. (transcript 'p. 982;:printed record, vol. 3, p. 282):
-

-f
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Register' Thierecord will show.that'on 4December'1st, a motion was made
by the intervener in this case to dismiss. This motion wass argued prol and'con
until Thursday the: 4th. It was then taken under advisement by . the register
and receiver of this' office until Monday, December 8th, at 10.00 o'clock. Fromthe close of- the argument, it is the opinion ' of the, office that
o
what was saidat
iwe take, that is, whether we deny the' motion 'or alow ther
whatever: action
-motion, it-will settle the case, so far as this office is concerned, and that'being
the case, as the receiver has heard very little of the testimony, and would be
compelled to- read most of the testimony over before having, an intelligent
:knowledge of the testimony given,:it is thought advisable on the part of 'this
office to take further time to. consider the case, and the case will: be continued
until the 20th of January, at 10.00o'clock.
I will ask Mr. Senior if he proposes to introduce any more testimony in this

case..
'Mr. Senior: I will say this, that my mind was fully made up that we intended to rest on the decision:iof thexregister.and receiver regarding our motion.

Counsel. for. the intervener ,contends that he was not,'required 'at
:- tthis'junbture to disclose* what course hedwould pursue subsequently
to' the register's
-eply
0to the registers' ruli ng on the, motion:; that his
question was only a respectful way of' saying that 'he declined to
decide ior-to announce.'a decision unotilt ctingency arose-requiringl'such' a decision as to 'what his ~ourse should be in case the motion
to disss were.overruleM. ItIs ,apparen from. te registes stater
.ment
,th,,a~t-he 'u~nderstood that no further testimpny would he sub;
-mitted, and that it. was upon.such an understanding that a decision
on the motion to. dismiss was not rendered forthwth as required by
the Rules of Practice, -and it' is presumed that the;' deision of the
Commissioner w'as based- on -the same theory, 'as the question is not
discussed in his decision. The Statement- of counsel iafforded ample:
justification rthe' constr'uction- placed thereon. Nevertheless .heL
-did not -formally rest the "case and on the :record as'.it stands, the
Department is not inclined to deprive the appelliants- of the oppor'The case will,
tunity to present testimony in defense of their claim.
therefore, be remanded to the; local office for that purpose.
'The 'right of the. coal app icant to completes h-isa licatioii, in
view of the. passage of the act of February 25,: 1920 (41 Stat. 437),
is also. questioned. The 'Commissioner discussed the Ecases- of Charles
uded
L. Ostenfeldt, and the State of Utah v. Olson, supr, and
that neither of; them should -be construed to prevent the dompletion
JofBraffet's application, in the event 'the claim of the State is. rejected. :.Section'37ofithe act of February 25, 1920,:providesf
That the deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oi, oil shale, and gas, herein
subject
referred- to, in lands valuable, for such minerals,,* *, *shall.be
to disposition only: in the. form' and manner provided in this act, except as
to valid claims existent at date of passage of this act and. thereakftermintaifed, in compliance with the.laws.under whIch initiated, 'whicI claims.-may
be.perfected under suchlaws, including discovery.

.
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. Inconstruing this.section, in, its rrelation- to'coal landstbe'-Depart-'
ment in the case of Johni B. TForrester and RobertA Mt:lMagraw (48 IL.
D,-188, 190), held that th6ephtase I"a valid. c aim',
denotes such. a claim or right, -existent prior to. the going into-,operation of
the 'leasing: act, as, if regularly followed up, -would ripen into. acquisition, of
ownershipof the land-involvedq under the provisions. of the former law;

.

-

-

-i:, Such a claim under.:the homestead law, protected against-later changes
therein, would be derived from a .settlemet right or .a: regularly allowediap-plication for entry. No- reason is perceived for denying equal potency'-to the .
f-ilingof an applications for. cash purchase 'of coal land; by a- qualified- applicant, while the former law providingg for-,its purchase xvas stillin Iforce.,
-

:

-To this statment -must 'of necessity be added the proviso that
the land appliedjfor was, -prior to thepassage of -the act of,_February
2, 1920, subject.toentry0undlertihe:coal lanldlaws. The Osteneldt
case involved, a coal application for land in a school section,, a.nd, in
passing on the question of when- the rights2 under the appligation
attached
~
00-000t.0-..-so'as
:0 to) ~determine th-eprice to, be paid, the:0-vernineut,'
the Depment said.(41L D, 26,267):
2
,

-

r
-However, it appearsfrom- the racords of' this Department, that the 'survey
of said section '16 approved ,by the surveyor general Jun.30, 1896, did' not
specifically return the lands here:.involved as coalj-lands, .nor ,-does it, appear
- fromtheevidence before the Department that- any claim' thereto under the
'doal-land laws was at'-that de asserted 'by 'climant
fir
others.'P're'umptively, therefore; the' title-to'said land passed t'tOthe' State of Utah;and'
tlii
' 0pres'umption could be overcome' only. by-'the jsubimission- Eofpta satisfactory
showing to, the contrary.
-Until such showing had been submitted and a findingmade upon the question
involved, no application or -entry could be allowed of record. for the land (32
I
D., 839 and' i17).- :An aplpjication to contest: the claim: or right of the. State
-might bhe"entertained' and the application to -purchase of Ostenfeldt was so
treated', resulting,,after answer and 'denial by the State, in a trial'and the finl
.holding by,'the,3Commissioner, -June 6, "191i,i that the lands did not pass:-to the-:
State of Utah, at date of approval of survey or':at all, because of their known -.
'coal character. From and after this adjudication the lands became subject to
application ,and hatry, under the coal-land laws but at the price then fixed under
lthe regulattionrs of theIDepartment. No rights were obtained by Ostenfeldt when
he tendered'his application -to purchase, December 18,11909, he occupying merely
the status of a-would-be contestant, without-the privilege, sometimes extended
by statute, of a preference. right of entry in. event of- success. E v3ven
-in -.those
instances the successful contestant is only accorded a right to enter -subject to
the conditions -existing at the time the right becomes available. After the rec-S
ordsihad been cleared of the claim of the'State he,if :the firstiqualified'applicant,
-. ,C ;might
enter' the land if subject to disposition,:but at the price,'h nd subject-tO'the
; '0conditions,
0
then fixed.
- -

'LThis 'deision was cited in State 'of U1ahv'). Olso
-disdhssing'

si tilar appication it

assid

pra, where in

(

*;' '
it 'is 'leear 'that right u
Olson's coal application-canhnot arise
0nddr
or attach until. the prima facie claim df; the Stath has- bn eliminated by a
'

., ., ,declsion
;final in:the Land Department,0

-
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Whileo'the' dquestio;n decided in the Ostenfeldt- case, was, ohe ,o.f pay-o
ment, the underlyingp rinciple thereof'jisapplicable.to..and degisive
:-- .X:: ;ffE~of''the
question :here pl~resented.L'<- The: presumptive title to theB.land
Jhas'been at all times -during statehood-l and still is in the State.and
its transferees, andtuntilth.presumnption i . tsid, andthe tit e
novalidaplication of.
j~finally determined'to be in theUited Statesno
any character can-be made t
r, and.noi righfs can be acquired
.

~unde:-,-uer
an pplcatonpfite car,
Xa-aer

filed byBra-fet. -i_
,,applka

=

-b

tion amounts, to notg more, tian an -application to contest the
.right -of te, State, and. itis not a valid claithin, the saving .duse
of.section 37T of the leasingi act. ]4i the eyent, the contest- js dcided
'ave~rsely to theState, unless the transferee of .'tierState-is held.to
havefa.preiferience. right 'thejreto. undier ifs claim .for equitableconsid&eration,6or under any fitume legislaton that may ,beenacted,.the landwill. be

psubject
to. dispositdionunPder the-geoneralprovisions of 'the

-:leasing act, and no --preference -rig

an-a

i'of his application or contest.

?

ue ,,to B

:raffe
t virue,

*In the appeal from the decision of the register and Treceiver the
ht to
cai' app cant -assi'gned:as er orothe exicdiui'ono. evidences
be introduced with respect tothe acuqidit'of coal lands in'Utah by
ompan ,:u , CUtaj
the, Pleasant Valley Coal C any,, ad theI
wh;ich owns all of its stock, ,through the-rmedium,,-of ,-StBates-etios'
in the names of
officials, 0
mployees, etc.
tvarious
'The Commis'-*;07
:~sioner' held;- ~that 'in view of theef-act that the intervener- claimed
equitable consideration such evidence was material and further that
w Whether 'or not it was material was a matter for his consideration;
*-,0 ' that its exclusion 'was erroneous aid;that'the intervener should have
' :-met-.and refuted the charges made by-the opposite side. Rule 38 of the Rules of Žractiee provides:'
ObjectionlWto evidence wnl be duiy noted, but not ud
and: receiver, and such objections will be-ccnsideied by the
e
Officersbeforevwhom testimony is takenwill suimmarlys
is byobviosly irr~e e~ant.-'

by the register
Tommissioner.
tionpwhih;;
i n-IO

'Wh:0ile little, .if-any, of the testimnony offered, 4apDpears .relevant to tlhe main issue, the known character;of the land' in 1896, under the
-' plea-.'for- equitable cofisideration interposed'by the intervener itfor it wa's-not ob -.
eoffiers,'
shouldihave been received by the local
viously irrelevant.

The offer toishow

th-edesp
er
ion o'f, the lands

:
- 'involved in the -Milner case, and the questions to' H. G.,Williams
for conspiracy; we obve re
ct.ment
.rith
tespec
vant and., roperly excluded. ,With these exceptios the
-coal- ap.
plicant- will- be-allo wedto' submit'the excluded' testimony..
Until the q~uestion -of the character of thejlaihd is determined it is
inot necessry for t~he Departmentto6 insder th~ecla mfor equtable
t.
: .coasideration, andi w-il riot',attempt at thi time' to specif w

,
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will form the basis of a determination upon that: claim:, except to.
call attention to the-first proviso--of section, 2 of the leasing act, 'as
folWs:
That the Secretary is hereby authorized, in awarding leases for coal lands
heretofore- improved and occupiedR or claimed vin good faith, to consider and
recognize equitable rights' of such occupants or claimants.

Inconformitywith the vies expressed, Brafret's 0coal application
will -be'formallry rejected, and. he? wilLe
betreated hereafter' as' mere
contestant. The case iwill be remanded'to the
allocal:office
for the
submission of further testimony, and by reason of the fact that.
the contestant can .acquire no .preferred right ,to the coal .deposits
and for the purpose of 'adequatel 'protecting itsinterests the Government: will formally. 0intervene, and be 'represented' by an officer
0of the field service.- jIn the event. that -the contestant does -not' proceed with, the contest-:it w'ill be 'prosecuted by th& Government.'The case is remanded 'for:action as indicated.
STATE OF UTAH, PLEASANT VALLEY COAL 0COIIPANY, INTERVENER v. BRAFFETV1
Mo'ti:n for rehearing 'of, departmental decision of. July 31, 1922,
49L.D., 212,:denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney, October
31, 1922.~
COTNER ET AL-. v. ISGRIG ET ALT.
-

Decided August 10, 1922.

QitL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPEcTING PERMIT-MINING
SEcTION 19, AcT Or. FEBRUAY 25, 1920.,

CLAIM-WITDRAWAL--

'Section 19 of the act of February 25, 1920, does not contemplate that an
- 00 :fapp~licant
-for' a prospecting permit thereunder must have complied) with:
the conditionis imposed by the first proviso to section 2 of the act of June
25, 1910,.but an oil' placer -location is to be 'deemed valid .within the pur-,
view of the former section if;'the claimant thereof had, prior to a petroleum
withdrawal, outstanding at the
0date of the enactment of the leasing act,
in good faith fulfilled- all -of, the requirements under then existing laws
necessary to. valid locations except thosei relating to.
0oftheprosecrtion
.work leading to discovery.
;
OL AND .GAS LANDS-TPROSPECTING PERMrIT-MINING CLAIM-PATENT-SECTION
,19,. ACTr OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920.
It; is:not necessary, that the expenditures relied upon by: a'placer mining
claimant as C basis for an oil and Sgas prospecting permit 'under section 19
of the leasing act if otherwise, sufficient to meet the requirements'-of that

section, should have been 'made, with ;the intention'of -securing a patent
under the mining-laws.
' Petition
ffor exercise of supervisory' authority denied. by First Assistant 'Secretary,
Finney, Deemer 2, I922.,

.S
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OIL AND GAS LANDS-POSPECTING PERMIT-MINING CLAIM-SECTION. 19, ACT
:O. FEBRUARY 25, 1920.
Expenditures relied upon as a -basis for a permit under section- 19 of the
leasing -act, made by a lessee pursuant to an agreement contained in an oil
and gas lease of a group of placer claims, which provides unconditionally
the drilling of other wells being contingent
'well
for the drilling of but one
upon the production of oil in commercial quantities from the well first to
be drilled, can be accredited only to the single claim upon which that well
was proposed to be. drilled, where no other expenditures were made with
X specific reference to any of the remaining claims.

FIxNEY, First Assi'tant Secretary:

'August 24, 1920,,A.. A. Isgrig, on -behalf of himself and Alice
Thompson, Nellie McGannon, C. B. Otteson, B. F. Eyer, T. W.
Dick, J. L.-Baird, I. 13. Welch, C.-L. Thompson, - and,
Reid, -B.A.
the Ohio Oil Company, filed application 012590, under, section 19
of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437),. fot a permit to prosforand gas upon the S. 1 S.-1 , Sec. 1, E. i, Sec. 22, all Sec.
pectoil
i, Sec 24, NW. j, Sec. 25, and N. i, Sec. 26, T. 44 N., MR. 95
23, -W.
"W.,6th P. M., embracing 1,920 acres, Lander land district, Wyoming.
With the exception of the SW. i SE. i, Sec. 22, and the' SW. l
NW. i, Sec. 26,- the area described was,;by Executive order of De-cember 11, 1914, under and pursuant to the act of June 25, 1910 (36
'Stat., 847); and subject to the provisions of the act of July 17, i914
(38 Stat., 509), withdrawn from settlement, location,;sale, or entry,
and reserved for classification and inlaid of legislation, and placed in
Petroleum. Reserve No. 34. The application is based upon twelve asserted oil placer mining
locations, each embracing 160 acres, alleged to have been made from
and including June 24 to, June- 26, 1914, and prior to the abovementioned withdrawal by the said Isgrig, McGannon, and Dick, to-

gether with Frank Ressler, R TA.' Hale, Morris Flavin, William
McGannon, Fred Mudd, Nettie Mudd, and John Otey, the' interests
of the seven locators last named having passed to certain of the aP'plicants, except Baird and the Ohio Oil Company, who claim as

assignees under a lease made 'by the record owners -of the claims to
X
C. L. Thompson.
C
Prior to the filing of said application, and between and including
February 25 and May 18, 1920, prospecting permit applications, under section 13 of the above-mentioned act,- were filed for various
portions of the above-described area by the following named persons:
011749, William C.; Hinterman; 011750, John M. Wallace; 011754,
Victor Cotner 011755, John M. Snyder; 011771, William T. Bivin;
011777, Roxana' Petroleum- Corporation ' 011780, M. L. -Marquard;

011787, Lelia L. Jackson-; 011788, 'Ira Sherard;'011799, Minal -E

Young; 011893,- the -Holdee Oil Company; 011944, Frank S.
8751-22-4-v&4

15

-
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Mitchell'; 011946, Douglas E. Roller; 011965,, M. Katherine Byers;
011988, R. C. Mathews; 011990, E. B. Schwartz; 011991, S. W. Sheley;
011994, I W. Bennett; 611990, R. C. Downie.; 012030;' J. D. Prugh;
012041, Harrison Nesbit; and 012252, L. C. Thomas. Thereafter,
and on October 6, 1920, a similar application, 012893 was filed by
William A.Barham.
Following the filing of, the section 19 application, certain of the
Dection 13 applicants filed protests against the section 19 applicalona, whereupon the Commissioner -of the General Land Office'by
letter of April 6, 1921, ordered a hearing on charges in substance as
follows: (1) that neither Isgrig nor any other person was a bona
.ide occupant or claimant of any of the above described tracts on
October 1, 1919, under the placer mining laws of the; United States;
(2) that neither Isgrig nor any other person for .him nor his predecessor in interest had performed the necessary acts required under
the laws existing prior to the passage of the leasing act to protect
said-locations, and that neither the said Isgrig nor his predecessor. in
interest, had prior to February. 25, 1920, performed- work or operated
on or for the benefit of the lands embraced in the application. for
locations an amount equal to the sum of $250 for each location,, but
that the only work performed upon said claims and locations in
good faith prior to .the act of February 25, 1920,. was the erection
of stakes at the corners of the locations-under the then existing
placer mining laws, and that after the staking .and location of the
claims, the lands included therein were withdrawn from location and
entry, whereupon the locations,.were wholly abandoned;: (3) that
all action taken and work performed by Isgrig in. the. erection of
substantial improvements on said- locations consisted in the erection
of a standard oil wqlj drilling derrick, and that said work was not
performed for the benefit 'of the locations but for the purpose of
bringing them under the relief provisions of the then pending leasing
bill.
Hearing was held on said charges commencing May 23, 1921, the
record of which was forwarded to the.General' Lauid Office without
action by the local officers.
Upon considering the evidence adduced at the; hearing, the Commissioner of the General Land Office by decision of November 26,
.1921, found that the plan for locating the lands, originated with the
applicant, B. A. Dick, who was following, the business of prospecting
and operating oil lands; that itC had been agreed among the locators"
of the lands 'that each should contribute $25: to cover. the cost of
locating the land and that, in addition, each should contribute an
additional sum of $75 toward " validating" the claims; that :after
the payment of $25 by each of the locators toward the location of the
land, Dick proceeded with the location of the land, including with
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the claims here in: question, 19- other claims of 160 acres each, situ-ated in T. 44 N., Ils. 96 and 97 W.; that immediately succeeding
the location of said claims, Dick located in the names of himself and
others certain other claims, 28 in number, embracing::- in ithe aggregate 4,480 acres situated in Ts. 43 and 44, Rs. 95 and 97 W.; that
on -the land in controversy Dick:and an assistant, also one 'of -the
locators,-[marked-the corners of the claims by wooden stakes, and
posted the. notices; that he also had said notices recorded; that while
engaged in that. work, Dick and Otey camped on the land* in question and -at the same time dug a few holes to determine; the contour
of the oil structure for the purpose, of selecting a proper site for a
-well* that that work was not intended 'as; either assessment or validating work, and was, probably obliterated in a short time; :that after
performing this work Dick employed 'two men to watch th'b claims
*and prevent persons from stealing the stakes;; that the period during
which said watchmen were employed is'* not disclosed but that it
was testified that all work on the claims was completed by September
15, 1914, thus making it apparent that they were not employed after
that date; that thereafter Dick; and A.-A. Isgrig, both of whom-it
appears were locators, sought to: interest persons with capital in
drilling the'land but without. success, and that nothing further was
done. prior to the withdrawal of: Decembef 1l, 1914; tthat after the
withdrawal no work was performed on the land until 1920, and that
none of the locators were on the land' except. for two visits made by
Dick to the land in 1915 and 1917; that no expenditures were made
by the locators other than the contribution .of $25 that eachi had'
subscribed toward the'cost of the locations.
The Commissioner further found that on October 27, 1919, C.
C .
Thompson, one of the applicants, acquired the interests of two of the,
locators, in the lands,, and that on or about the same, date transfers
were made .by others of the locators to various persons besides
Thompson; that on November' 15, 1919, Thompson. acquired a lease
to the land -from the holders of the record title, and later transferred an. interest therein to J. L. Baird, one. of the applicants; that

on January 19, 1920, Thompson and Baird executed a lease of the
land to the Ohio Oil Company, one of the applicants, wherein the
company, as party of the second part, agreed to drill and complete
a well ifree of cost to the: parties of the first part, at some -point to be,
selected and designated by the company,X provided that "the comt0 'pany
should not be required to commence said well until "relief,
or a permit, or a lease from: the United. States of America shall
have been obtained with respect to. said land"; that immediately
after the execution .of said lease the Ohio Oil Company began the
construction, on the land of a complete standard drilling rig, a water
System, and roads leading to a public highway; that said work
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was. completed prior to February 25, :1920, at a total. expenditure
.,of $20,841.77, said expenditures- consisting in detail of $4,041.37 for
a rig; $1,828.03 for a water line 'and what is denominated as the
first reservoir ; -$329.98 for, road; work and 0bridges; $5,477; for well
expense
e
and casing; $1,538.62 for camp buildings; $7,000 for drilling
tools, boilers, and engines; that the expenditures for the camp, roads,
reservoir, .water line, and drilling rig were for 'the benefit of the
entire group of claims, and that eliminating the expenditures for
the drilling rig, tools, and casing, which were properly chargeable
only to the claim upon which they Vare located, the amount remaining was sufficient to equal more than $250 for each- claim of the
*0:
f group; that no drilling has ever been done on any of the claims, and
that there has been no discovery of oil thereon.
After: reciting in substance the provisions:of section 19 of the
*:5:0:V
leasing act, so: far as applicable to the -present case, the Commissionver held that the facts disclosed failed to. show that the applicants were 6ona tide occupants or claimants of the land on October
1, 1919, as required by said section. Ie held specifically that no
.: one was in.the occupancy of any portion of theland on that date
and that there was no satisfactoryridence that any of the locators
*.
were then claiming the land. He found that from September 15',
1914, to January 19, 1920, no w6rk whatever was performed on the
land, and that. there was nothing thereon to indicate that any one
was asserting claim thereto, and that the county records were equally
barren of evidence to show the asserting of a claim; that the only
evidence of the'maintenance of a claim to the-land by the locators
is the testimony of three of the locators, Dick, Isgrig, and Hale,
to. the effect that they had no intention of abandoning the claims,
and that Dick and Isgrig also testified that after the withdrawal,
they had attempted to interest persons in drilling the land, but
neither of them could remember the name of any person who had
been so approached; that while the locators had' agreed to con.
tribute $75 each for "validating ' work on the claims, none of them
had been called upon to make any such contribution, and that the
only excuse that Dick gave for the failure to have the.' validating-'
work performed was that the withdrawal of the land: had 'rendered
such work unnecessary; that Hale and Dick testified' that the 'local
tors had not taken into consideration the -cost of drilling the land
themselves as they were:expecting to have the drilling performed on
a' royalty basis by. some possible lessee; that' one: of the locators,
Mrs. Nettie Ferguson, formerly Muddy testified that she and'her
late husband, also a locator, thought that their rights under the
locations had been terminated byWthe withdrawal of the land. and
that, 'on that account, she had sold the rights of herself and her
*
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late husband to C. L. Thompson for $25.- In conclusion the Commissioner said: To constitute one a claimant of land, there must exist something more than
a mental state; which is known only tot-the person himself. There must be
some definite action on his part toward the assertion of his claim.; .In the
present case, there is no evidence, whatsoever, to support the testimony of
Dick, Isgrig and Hale that they were claimants to the land on October 1,
1919, but on the contrary, the circumstances clearly indicate an abandonment
of the claims long prior thereto. It follows, therefore, that the- applicants
under section 19 were not bona fide occupants or claimants on October 1, 1919,
and their application must be rejected.

Appeal from that decision is filed by the protestees, and in connection therewith* a -motion for rehearing, to enable them to show
by additionallevidence that -efforts were made by the locators at various times between the fall of 1914 and October 1, 1919, to lease the
lands in question-for drilling purposes to individuals whose names
are given, or to secure its development by other means. In support
|oft said- motion for rehearing, there are filed the joint affidavit of>
Nellie E. McGannon, Frank Ressler, and R. W. Ha'le, and the separate affidavits of John C. Tanberg, E. F.- Gallagher ,Henry C. Bealor,
-,J. 0. A. Carper, Nat Levi, and A. A. Isgrig. Mrs. McGannon, Ress-.
ler,- and Hale aver that during the month of April, 1915, theymet at
Thermopolis, Wyoming, one J. C. Tanberg, 'and conferred with him
Irelative to leasing certain lands situated on Gebo Dome, and which
had- been located
oliasplacer mining claims in June, 1914, by themselves, Isgrig, Dick, Otey, Fred' and Nellie 'Mudd, William McGannon, and Flavin; that said conference resulted in a lease of said
-lands to -Tanberg, by an instrument dated April 29, 1915, a copy of
which is annexed to the affidavit; that Tanberg was unable to commence the drilling of a well in accordance with the -terms of 'the
lease, and on June 21, 1915, 'conferred with the affiants with- a view
to securing an extension of the time' within which to commence such
drilling operations; that as a result of said- further conference a
supplemental agreement was entered into with Tanberg June' 21,
1915, ia copy -of which is attached.'
The instruments, alleged copies of which are attached to the affi-

'davits, purport to have been -signed by C. W. Ford, attorney' in
fact 'for B. A. Dick, and by John Otey, Fred Mudd, Nettie Mudd,
Nellie McGannon, in her own capacity and as administrator of the-f

.estate of W. H-. McGannon. ' Maurice Flavin, Frank Ressler, -and
'R. W. Hale, all locators of the' claims in question. The affidavit of
John C. Tanberg is corroborative of that of Mrs.' McGannon, Ressler
and Hale, Tanberg averring that he was the' person named as the
party of the second part in the lease and supplemental agreement
referred to in- the said joint affidavit.

i
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A. A. Isgrig avers that he is one of the locators- of the claims
in question and that he endeavored on: several occasions to interest 'parties in the lands covered thereby; that in. the years
1915 and 1916 he sought :to get one. Nat Levi, who was an oil
operator, and producer, then drilling wells on ;what. is known
as the Waugh anticline in the county in which the land is
situated,: to agree to drill a well on Gebo Dome, comprising the :described lands; that Levi did agree to drill the Gebo lands after the
2ompletion. of the fourth well on the Waugh anticline, but became
:financially unable to undertake said work;:. that affiant is acquainted
with one J. 0. A. Carper, who is by profession a mining engineer.;
that in the years 1917, 1918, and 1919, Carper was frequently in
the Big Horn Basin country, Wyoming, engagedd in exploring for
oil and gas; that during said years and on frequent occasions affiant
sought to have him lease the lands on Gebo Dome and agree to
drill a well thereon; that affiant is acquainted with one Henry
Bealor, a geologist and mining engineer; that in the spring of 1917
; affiant was employed by said Bealor while he was making an ex* amination of lands in the vicinity of Gebo Dome, and at that time
affiant informed Bealor of his interest in said lands and endeavored
to interest him in accepting an oil and gas lease for the purpose of
drilling upon said lands;, that affiant is acquainted with one E. F.
Gallagher, who is assistant treasurer of the Mutual Oil Company;
that.. during the year 1917 witness met Gallagher in Greybull,
Montana,- and endeavored to induce him to accept an oil and gas
lease upon lands located by afflant, and his associates upon CGebo
Dome, which are the same lands as those described in the application;
that in the year- 1918 affiant met Gallagher a second time at IThermopolis :and endeavored to: interest him in accepting an oil and gas
lease for said lands; that affiant also endeavored to have Gallagher
negotiate with the people that he represented and who were at that
time engaged in exploring and developing oil lands, for the purpose
of interesting them in drilling said lands.
E. F. Gallagher avers that he is assistant treasurer of the Mutual
Oil 'Company and is acquainted with A. A.:Isgrig; that during the
year 1917 Isgrig came to affiant and stated that he and his, associates had located, under the mining laws, lands generally known as
Gebo Dome; that afflant was familair with said- lands; that. Isgrig
at that time endeavored to induce the affiant to take an oil and gas
lease for said lands, and to agree to drill a well thereon to determine whether or not the lands were. oil bearing; that Isgrig, at that
time, also sought, to get the affiant to negotiate with people with
whom he was acquainted, to see if they would agree to drill a
Xwell on -said lands; that affiant. met, Isgrig again during the year
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* 1918, at.which time ,Isgrig again offered said lands to affiant under
an; oil. and gas. lease.
Henry, C. Bealor avers that he is acquainted with A. A. Isgrig;
7that-in
the spring of 1917 affiant was working Iin;the Big Horn
Basin country, Wyoming, and there. met Isgrig, who talked with
affilant about :certain' oil lands 'known as Gebo Dome, which he
represented had been located by' him and his' associates; that Isgrig
: then offered to lease said lands to. affiant for the purpose of drilling thereon to determine whether or not they were, oil bearing;
that said negotiations took place in the vicinity of Gebo Dome, where
Isgrig was assisting affiant in certain work at that time;
-J. 0.. Carper- avrs" that he is -acquainted with' A. A. Isgrig,
and is familiar withlthe property lkown as Gebo Dome;-that in
March or April, 1917,:'affiant visited that section in company with
:sgr-ig; that Isgrig mentioned Gebo Dome and pointed the same
out as being property' located by himself and others prior to the.
: withdrawal, and offered to 'lease said property to affiant or those
whom the6affiant represented-; that frequently thereafter, and dur* ing the years 1918 and .1919, the affiant was in that section, and at
that time the property was offered to the affiant on several occasions.
- Nat iLevi avers 'that he is acquainted with' B. A. Dick and Art
Isgrig; that afflant had a conversation with Dick and sgrig relative
to drilling Gebo structure for them during'the year 1915; that' in
the same year affiant went to Isgrig and was shown the boundaries:
of 'the land contained in DGebo' structure; that affiant agreed with
Dick and- Isgrig in 1915: to drill said lands as soon as he had finished certain drilling work in' Cottonwood, where afflant then was
engaged in drilling'; that it was the affiant's intention at that time,
to drill.-said lands as agreed but that the' war 'conditions as to
finance made it, impossible for affiant to comply with said agreement, and that he so notified Isgrig in 1916.
As the 'Commissioner correctly finds, three of the locators, Is'grig. Dick, and Hale, the first two being among the section 19
:permit applicants, testified that they had never hhdT any intention
:ofwabandoning 'thelaims.3 Dick' also testified that: from time to
time efforts were made to secure a lease of the land with a view
to drilling and developing it for oil, on a royalty basis, but that
prior to tlhe l1ease of'November 15,919, to Thomson he had been
unsuccessful.
Isgrig testified that he, too, had made efforts at
different times to interest people' in the operation of the land and
to, secure ' a' lessee therefor, but that until the lease to Thomson he
had not succeeded in securing a~ essee. Asked to state the number
of times, from the dates, of the locations: until 191.9 they sought to
secure some one to develop the lands, he said, "At diferent times
; I tried to' interest peopl, who' were in that line; of b'usiness, of

:
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developing oil lands, .and I- talked to al:ooking- for locations bfor.
:
number of different people; I can not recall all of them."
stated,
above
as
claimants,
the
*While it is testified.by several'of
that they had no intention of. abandoning the:claims, mere verbal:
evidence.of lack of intention to' abandon can not be accepted by the
Department as sufficient to establish a continued assertion of' claim
to oil placer ihminiglocations between the .date of :a withdrawal of
the land and October 1, 1919, -with a view to showing the existence
dof the claims as of that date.} Here,'however, .two of the locators
testified at the hearing that they had at various times after the withdrawal sought to interest others in the development of the lands in

question, by lease or otherwise. It is true that the locators who so
testified were unable at the time of ithe hearing'to name the persons
: they had so approached, but the details of the. negotiations to that
end are now tfurtnished in the affidavits hereinabove referred to accompanying the appeal, and the Department is of opinion that under all
the circumstances the allegations contained in said affidavits may be
accepted as true, unless they shall be denied by the protestants and a
In .the absence, therefore, of such
further hearing .applied.for.
denial and application for hearing, the Department will accept:the
same as showing an assertion or claim to the land by the locators on
t
.
October 1, 1919.
X It0 is urged by the protestants that, in any event, in -view of the
*:
provisions of the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 847), popularly
: known as' the Pickett Act, and of the withdrawal thereunder of the
lands here in question by the order of December 11, 1914, the claims
are not appropriate bases for a permit. under section 19 of theb'leasing act, because at the time of the withdrawal and for a period of
0
* 00::;
more than five years thereafter, there had been a total want of diligence
: 0 in the prosecution, of work thereon looking to the discovery
*:
of oil or gas; that the provisions of said section 19 should be read
construed in the light of the first proviso to section 2 of the
:X : and
X Pickett Act, and that if so read and construed, it requires that a
* .f 7:claim, to be available thereunder, must be one upon which there had
* been at all times, from and after the date of the withdrawal covering the land, continuous and diligent prosecution of work looking to'
the discovery of oil or gas; that if such work was not being prosecuItedX upon a claim at the, date of the withdrawal,0 or, if then so
prosecuted,. it was not 'thereafter diligently continued, the -withdrawal attached, thus extinguishing whatever rights the claimant of
the' location may otherwise-have had, and rendering the location
absolutely null and void, for all purposes.
-e: Department is'n6t impressed 'with 'the soundness of that contention. It is true that the said proviso trasection 2 of the Pickett
Act excepts,jfrom the operation of withdrawal made thereunder,
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only- .those lands included- -ii oil and gas locations wanting in discovery upon which, at the date:of: the withdrawal, thee claimant was
engaged in the diligent prosecution of work leading to the discovery
of oil or gas, and only so long as the claimant should continuein.the
diligent prosecution of-such work.; It is also true that a claim to be
entitledto recognition under. section: 19 of the leasing act, must be
:one initiated while the land included therein was not withdrawn
from oil and gas location, and with respect to which the claimant
had "previously performed all acts. under then existing laws necessary to valid locations thereof, except to make' discovery, and upon
-which discovery had not been made prior to the passage of this act."
Notwithstanding, however, the said proviso to the Pickett, Act and
: the employment in section 19 .of the word ",valid" in defining loca-'
tions lacking discovery that were intended to be made available as
bases for permits, thereunder, the: said section, in express terms,
an expenditure of not more than $250 upon or for the bene: requires
E
fit of the location to entitle it to such recognition, and yet provides
in effect thatjthe claim must have -been initiated not later than October 1, 1919, a point of time 147 days prior to- the approval of the
leasing act. The Cost of diligently, prosecuting -work looking to the
i;-H:
' '
:discovery of oil or gasaupon a claim- even- for. that limited period, tonothing of the period covered by withdlawas of vast areas of the
: Ssay
public domain, wherein unperfected oil and gas locations are situ-ated,; would manifestly far exceed the amount. of. expenditure pre.D scribed by the section,0and that - fact.:affords conclusive proof to the
Department that- Congress did not contemplate that, -to entitle a
6'claim to be deemed valid within the meaning of the section, it should
ctherea, diligeit prosecution of work
had 'been
be one upon which
1king to the discovery of oil or gas from the date of- a petroleum
withdrawal. covering the land to the date of. the leasing act. The
Department is of opinion, therefore, that the terms of the first proviso to section 2 of the Pickett Act .have no application to claims
sought to be made the bases for: prospecting permits under section 19
of the leasing act,-but that such locations are entitled to beVdeemed
valid for the purpose of said section if, all other requirements having been fulfilled, the claimants thereof had, prior to. any petroleum
withdrawal covering the land,. and outstanding at the date of the
approval of the leasing act, in good faith performed all acts with
respect thereto necessary to the matter of a: valid location except
discovery work.
It is also urged by the protestants that the expenditures relied
upon by the section 19'applicants are:-not-available as a basis for a
permit- because -made apparently without any reference to the
faction of the requirements of the mining laws, but solely with a view
tocomplying with the terms of the then pending bill ,which having-
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-atthat time passed one -of the Houses of Cniess. shortly- thereafter
became with some slight modifications, the leasing act. The. Department, however, finds nothing in the provisions of said section 19
*that requires or contemplates that such~expenditures. should "have
been made for the purpose of securing' a Ypatent under the mining
laws, section 19 prescribing merely that,., any- person who, having
complied with other terms thereof, and wvho, prior to the passage of
the act, "has performed work or expended on or for the benefit of
such; locations an amount equal in the aggregate of $250 for each
location if application therefor shall be made within six months
from -the passage of this act shall be entitled to prospecting permits
thereon." The Department is of opinion, therefore, that the lastmentioned. contention of the protestant is without force.
While the cost of improvements so made may be accredited toward
the fulfillment of the requirements of said section 19 as to expenditures, and while a large sum of money is. shown to have been expended by the Ohio Oil Company upon the land, said expenditures
appear to have been made in pursuance of an agreement dated January 19, 1920, by and, between C. L. Thompson, the lessee of the claimants, and J. L. Baird, an assignee of an: interest in the lease to
* Thompson, as parties of the first part and the' OhioMOil Company, as
'party of the second part, wherein it is stipulated in part- as follows:.
:

SECOND: the party of the second part hereby agrees' to drill and complete
a well free of any cost and expense to the parties-of the first part at some point
to be selected and designated by the party of the second part upon the above
described lands, provided, however, that the party, of the second part shall .not
be required to commence said well. until relief, or a permit, or a- lease from theUnited States of America shall have been obtained with respect to said lands.
THIRD: in the event that the above-described well, when completed, shall
be, a commercial oil well, the party of the 'second part agrees to diligently
ccontinue the work of developing and operating said lands for oil and gas :purposes as fully and as rapidly as is -consistent with good business management.

The said agreement thus provides unconditionally for the drilling
Iof but one well upon the area included in the claims here in question,
the drilling of other wells. upon the 'property being' contingent upon
the production of oil in commercial quantities from the well to be
first drilled. 'The. company selected a point in the SE. i of Sec. 23
embraced in the claim known''as the McGannon Oil and' Gas Company placer as the site for the sinking of the well proposed to be
first drilled, and in -view of the fact -that the company was not under
unconditional obligation to drill more than that one well', the Department is clearly'of opinion that'the expenditures made by the company can be properly accredited .oly to the single claim upon which
that well was proposed to 'be drilled. No other expienditurest have
been made with specific reference to 'any of the remaining eleven
claims and for this reason it must be held 'that the requirements 'of
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section 19 of the leasing act have not been fulfilled as to them and
to the extent of said claims, the application must, in any event, for
that reason be rejected:
'
The expenditures, however, upon. or for the benefit of the. said
McGannon Oil Company iplacer are clearly sufficient, and unless the
allegations contained in the affidavits accompanying the appeal* shall
be denied and disproven at a hearing to be applied for by the protestant, the application will be allowed tojthe extent of the SE. i,
Sec. 26, embraced in said claim, upon which the drilling rig erected
by the conmpany is situated. As thus imodified, the decision-appealed
from is affirtaed.
COTNER ET A.

v. ISGRIG ET AL..

Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of August 10, 1922,
49 L. D., 224, denied by First Assistant Secretary $Finney, November
4, 1922.

-. B. BRADLEY.

t

Decided August 16, 922.
OnM

AND

GAS

LANDS-MINING

CLAIM-LEASE-ABANDONMENT-OCCUPANT--

ESTOPPEI-SECTION 19, ACT OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920.
The claim of an applicant for a lease under the relief provisions of section 19
of the act of February 25,1920, who asserts in support thereof an inchoate
right under the placer mining laws, but who during a period of several
years prior to October 1, 1919, never having -made a discovery of oil or gas,
stood idly, by and without protest permitted others to acquire apparent
'
title, and deal with it as theirs, and as though he had. no right, must be
treated as an abandoned claim, not entitled to equitable consideration under
that section.
CouRT AND DEPARTMENTAL. IDEcisioNs CITED AND APPLIED.

Cases of Galliber v. Cadwell (145 U. S., 368), Moran v. Horsky (178 U.: S.,
205), and Burke ets at. v. Taylor et at. (47 L. D., 585), cited and applied..
FALL,

Secretary:

J. B. Bradley has appealed from a decision of the General Land
Ofice rejecting his application 026677, IDouglas, Wyoming, series,
for an Xoil and gas lease under section 19 of the act, of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat., .437), embracing all of See. 36, T. 40 N., R. 79 W.,
6th P. M.'
The tract involved was included in Executive
Withdrawal of September 27, 1909, and. was included in Petroleum
Reserve No. 8. of July 1, 1910. OnwApril2, .1920, the land was designated by the Geological Survey as being within the- producing
geological structure of the Sa-lt Creek oil field.
.Petroleum
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In support oft his application for lease filed August 25, 1920,
Bradley alleges that on April 18, 1890 said lands were located under
the placer mining laws- by an association of-eight persons who filed
claims on each of the four quarter sections; that immediately there: after the locators went into possession of said claims and commenced
and continued' to perform work and labor thereon for the protection
of their claims;Athat prior to the withdrawal of September 27, 1909,
.said claimants and their. successors performed each and 'every act
necessary to perfect valid placer mining locations but had -not. drilled
* any commercial or producing well; that in the year 1890 awid in many
subsequent years the locators and claimants by means of excavations
made by them on 'said mining claims had disclosed the actual existence of oil in each of said claims; that on April 18, 1890, and for
many years prior, thereto, the said lands were well known to be
mineral in character and to contain: deposits of petroleum and like.
mineral substahces; that under the act of Congress of July 10, .1890,
providing for the admission of the State of Wyoming into the Union,
sections 16 and 36 of each township in said 'State were granted to
the State for educational.puwrposes, with the provision that mineral
lands were exempted from .said grant; that under the. above-mentioned grant by Congress the State of Wyoming had assumed to own
-and control all 'of said section '36 above described and had attempted
and pretended to lease-the same from time to'time for oiI and gas
- mining purposes; that the Midwest Refining Company and various
subsidiary companies, and persons, now claim to hold said section 36
and to have the right to the oil and gas products thereof under' and by
virtue ,of a pretended lease given thereon by: the State of Wyoming;
that 'said corporations and persons are now holding possession of all
of said lands; and have 'drilled and are 9drilling large numbers of
wells thereon, and have extracted and are extracting and'marketing
large quantities of mineral oil from said land; that no'right, title, or
interest in or to-said section 36 or in or to the oil therein have passed
to the State of Wyoming under 'the above-mentioned: act of Congress,
and that the several corporations and persons now claiming the right
to the oil, as 'aforesaid, have no right, title, or interest in or to the
same;:that the applicant, Bradley, had, acquired all the rights, title,
and interests of the locators and claimants of the several.oil placer
mining claims,' and, is now: and for a long time has- been the soles
owner, and claimant thereof; that commencing in the year 1890 and
'continuing to the -present time this applicant and his predecessors
in interest have expended tin- the aggregate approximately $2,000
upon and for the:'benefit of each of said four placer mining claims.
On October 7, 1920, the State of Wyoming filed a protest against
said application alleging in substance that the land, was not known
to be valuable for mineral'on- July 10' 1890;-that 'it is not' public
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land of the United States, having been -granted to the State of
Wyoming by' the act of July 10; 1890, and that the applicant, J. B.
Bradley, has no interest -in, title- to, or claim to said land and is not
entitled to a lease or permit thereon.
On November 22, 1921 ,the General Land' Office, after an examination of Bradley's application, rejected said application as to the
vwest half of section 36, because, of the failure of the applicant to
show*title to the same and-required as to the application generally
an additional showing, first, as to the work and expenditures on the
claims, second, as to the bonafides of Bradley's claim or-occupancy
of the land on October 1, .1919, and, third, as to the facts which would
warrant the ordering of 'a hearing in an attempt to dispossess the
State and its lessees.
I .Replyingto these requirements, applicant- Bradley filed a supplemental showing which was held by the General Land Office to be insufficient and on February 23, 1922, his .application was rejected
in its entirety.; From this rejection Bradley has appealed; alleging
numerous grounds of error.
As set forth in the decision of the Commissioner, Bradley has
. failed to show that he is the holder of the mining title to the west
half of section'36; and the rejection of the application as to this
tract was in accordance' with the established practice of .the Depart*
ment. . Burke et al. v.. Taylor et al. (47.:L. D.,: 585). There is nothing
in the appeal which challenges the, correctness of this portion of
X
the Commissioner's -decision.
:
The supplemental application of Bradley alleges that from 1890 to
:1910, the annual worki for the benefit of the claims in question consisted of' making' and maintaining -wagon roads and bridges, in'
: : conjunction with other claimants, between- the town -of Casper,
Wyoming, and.the Salt .Creek field, a distance of about 60 miles;
that for this work applicant and. his associates expended about
* $100 per year for each claim; that, commencing in 1889, they also.
excavated. a number of drifts and 'shafts to a depth of from 10 to
15 feet on each claim,. and proved the existence: of oil in said lands.
*It is further alleged that in 1911' or 1912, the present lessees of'
the State of Wyoming and their predecessors in' interest kept all
*mining claimants off said lands and maintained a guard of armed'.
men- whose work it. was to prevent all 'placer mining claimants from
entering upon or doing any work upon said land; that applicant was
told by said parties to keep.-off said land and the reputation of. said
armed .guards caused applicant to remain away from said' land to
avoid trouble.
It is further alleged that. Ipplicant procured the advice. of, attorneys to the. eflect.that after. the withdrawal in 1910 there-was no
need to -perform annualtwork in order tto holdsaid claims, and appli-4L,
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cant i acted largely on this advice; that applicant never had any intention of abandoning said claims and that the lessees of the State
of Wyoming had often tried to procure a conveyance of 'the miningl
:
title from applicant.
* In support of his allegations that the grant to the State did not
pass, applicant alleges: that' he and his associates were.in possession
*0 .) ;ofk all of said land: at the :date of the act of Congress, of July 10,
1890, and that they had performed .all acts requisite to the perfection of valid placer mining claims including the making of 'the disS
c:::
overy on each of the claims; that he can produce much proof tending to show that said land was known to be: oil land long prior, to
: ::;the act of July,10, 1890.
On the basis of this showing Bradley contended that a hearing
should be ordered for the purpose of.determining whether or not
* -: -the title passed to the -State under its grant, and in his appeal he
contends that a hearing should 'have been ordered between himselfand the State before any decision was made as to his rights under
: the
0 present application.
With this' view the Department cani not,-agree.- Even were the
land unquestionably%public land, subject to lease, it would be necessary for the applicant to. show that he: possessed all the qualifications
required of a lessee, under section 19 of the leasing .act. That applicant contends there is a doubt as to the Government's title renders
*
it more, necessary that the applicant should show qualifications entitling him to a lease before putting the State and its lessees to the
expense of a hearing.
Considering the facts, alleged . in this application, is such a case
presented as' entitles the applicant to the relief .sought-a
lease
: under section 19 of the act?
The work which applicant performed on the land during the
twenty years of his asserted possession consisted of the digging of
:* 0 a few 'shallow trenches or holes and assistance in the construction
and repair of the roads .and bridges leading- to the claims-work
*which tended but slightly, if any, toward .the discovery or development of mineral: in this land. That there was a discovery of oil by
this 'applicant sufficient to form the basis of an application for
patent can: not be accepted. It is admitted by him that no producing oil well had been drilled on the land prior to the time the
*;
: lessees of the State took possession. From 1911 to August, 1920,
the land was in possession of the State of Wyoming and its lessees,
and during said period no attempt was made by this applicant to
go upon it or to seek redress in the courts for his alleged ouster, or
'in any other way to assert claim therefor.
During this period 'a large number of' wells' had been: drilled by
the State's lessees and the value' of 'the 'land for oil had been proven.
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As shown0 :by official reports of this Department, thelandat
I
the:
date .of this application contained more 'than thirty producing oil
wells-the first of which was completed in 1912-and the daily pro:
f.duetion therefrom amounted.to several thousand barrels of oil. 'The,
present value of the land. runs into millions ofAdollars, to which
value this applicant neither contributed nor is-in any way-'responsible.'
All of this development; was known to Bradley, -and notwithstanding he now alleges his placer claims were valid in every respect,
he made no attempt whatsoever -to go upon: the land nor- to enforce
his alleged claims. .It further appears that he procured the advice
of attorneys as to his rights to the lands, but nevertheless stood idly
by and permitted, without a word of-protest, the expenditure of
thousands, of dollars -in the work of development. lie nowIasks
that the Department grant him a lease. by which he ;may obtain
possession of wealth which others have produced.,
W;tas it the intention of Congress by section 19 of the leasing act.,
to grant rights to a claimant under such circumstances
Section
19 of the act is one of the relief sections wherein Congress endeavored
to deal equitably with persons who had no rights Iunder the then
existing laws. But there is" no indication in any of :these sections
of an: intention on the part of Congress: to depart from the long
established principles of equity. Section 19 of that act- provides
that a lease or permit shall be granted to any person who on October
1, 1919, was a bona fide occupant or claimant' andiwho met certain
other prescribed conditions. Had this applicant attempted on October 1, 1919, to enforce in court his alleged rights against the Stateand its lessees, .would such rights have been recognized? Clearly
not.
A very similar state of facts obtained in the case of Moran I.V
Horsky (178 U. S., 205, 208), wherein one who had located a mining
claim on land -which was later included within a town site patent,,
had permitted a purchaser of lands from the town site trustee to
occupy said land for a period of fourteen years and then had sought
to set up his claim under the -mining laws. In its decision the court
:
said as follows:
?

Indeed, if the matter of laches can be recognized at all, it is difficult, independently of the question of jurisdiction, to perceive any error in' the- ruling
of the state Supreme Court. One who, having ata inchoate right to property,
abandons it for fourteen years, permits others to acquire apparent. title, and
deal with:- it as theirs, and as though he had no right, does not appeal to the
favorable consideration of a court of equity. We- need only refer to the many
cases decided- in this court and elsewhere, that a neglected right, if neglected
too long, must be. treated-as aan abandoned right which no court will enforce.:
See among others FeUo, v. Patrick, I45 U. - S. 8'17; G6iher v. OCadwll, 145
U . 868, and cases cited in the opinion. There always comes a time when
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the best of rights will, by reason of neglect, pass beyond the Protecting
reach of the hands of equity, and the present case fully illustrates that proposition.

The court then held that the doctrine of laches was properly ap-.
plicable to the facts in that case.
The facts in the above quoted case are distinguished from those
in the present case chiefly'in the length of time during which the
right was neglected, 'but the length of time for. which the' right is'
'neglected is not conclusive.
In the case of Galliher v.iCadwell (1451U. S. 368), involving an
attempt on the part of a homestead claimant whose abandoned
entry had afterwards been entered by and patented to a second home;
steader, to set up a claim to the land after three years, and after
the land' had become very valuable as an addition to the City of
Tacoma, Washington, the court said7(page 371):
"But it is unnecessary to rest Our decision uponi these matters. The laches
of the appellant :is such as to defeat -any rights which she might have: had,
even if these prior questions were determined in her favor; and in this respect it is worthy of notice that there has been in a few years a rapid and
vast change in the value of the property in question. It is now an addition to
the city of Tacoma. The census of 1880 showed that to be a mere, village,
the population being only 1,098. The census of 1890¶ discloses a city, the popu-.
lation 'being 36,006. Of course such. a rapid increase during this decade implies an equally rapid andt enormous increase- in the value of property so
situated as to be an addition to the city. And the question of laches turns.
not simply upon the number of years which have elapsed between the accruing of her rights, whatever they, were, and her assertion of them, but
also upon the nature and evidence of those rights, the changes in value, and,
other circumstances occurring during that lapse of years. The cases are
many in which this defence has been invoked and considered. It is true, that
by reason of their differences of fact no one case becomes an exact precedent
for another, yet a. uniform principle pervades them all. They proceed on the
assumption that the party to Whom laches is imputed has knowledge of his
rights, and an ample opportunity to establish them in the. proper forum;
that by reason of his delay the adverse party has good reason to believe that
the alleged rights are 'worthlessi or~have been abandoned; and. that because
of the Changejin condition or relations during this period of delay, it would
be an injustice to the latter to permit .him to now Assert them."

-

That. Congress did not intend to abrogate the settled principle
set forth in the above decisions is clearlyjindicated in the debates
preceding the enactment of the act of February. 25, 1920, appearing
'in the Congressional Rec~rd 'Of August 25, 1919, at pages, 4274 and
.4275, VoL 58,) Part :5.
This. debate indicates clearly that, ongress had no' intention in
the enactment of its relief legislation, of setting 'aside the principle
of law, above cited and of encouraging litigation that would. have'been unsuccessful under the then existing laws.
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It is clear therefore.,. !that upon the, recognized. -principle announced in the decisions, above ,quoted -and. in many others by: the:
Supreme (Court of the. United- State`s, .the present 'applicant-can not,
in equity and good conscience, be considered a bona fide claimant.
either on October 1, 1919, or at 'the present time, forthe lands
embraced in hisi application.
: . fdecision of .the-.C:ommissioner 'is' therefore affirmed,:. and the
'The
application rejected 'in 'its entirety.
POWERS v. SPECHT.
Decided Auguat 16, 1922.
CONTEST-CONTESTANT- MESTEADABANDONMENT-- VTDENCE.
In acontest against a homestead entry predicated upon a charge of abandonment it is incumbent upon the' contestant, if he would maintain the con-I
test, to show that the absence was not, under eonditions recognized by law,'
inasmuch as such absence does not' constitute abandonment.-'
CONTEST-HOMESTEAD-FARM- LABOR-NOTICE-A33ANDONMENT-EVIDENCE.
While an entryman who: absents himself from his entry to,' perform farm
labor elsewhere subjects himself to a contest on the 'ground of abandonment by his failure to file the notice and written statements required by
the act of 'December 20, 1917, yet he is not precluded, if a contest be
instituted,.from showing in defense thereof that his absence was unider
conditions authorizd by that act:
DEPARTMENTAL DEciSIONS CITED AND APPLIED.
-Cases -of McCraney v. Heirs of Hayes (33 L. D., '21), Phillips v. Gray (41
L. D., 603), and Alice O.' Re9er (43 L.'D., 196), cited and applied.

First Assistant Secret*ary
Fieldon Powers has appealed from thedecision. of the Commissioner of'the General Land; Office dated March 29, 1922, wherein..
the Commissioner dismissed his. contest, against the homestead entry
.of Arthur Specht, embracing the kN.
SeG. 34, T. 4 S., .. 55 W.,
6th P. M., within the Sterling,l
Colorado, land district.
It appears from the record that said township was with drawn for.
resurvey onX September 30; 1915, dand that the:plat. of .resurvey wasd
filed in the local office on June 14, 1918.;:( O nJuly' 20, 1917, Specht
h :
filed notice of taking. leave from his settlement claim, and on Decenber-19, i917, he filed notice, of return.'
On May 245, 1918,1he filed, notice, that he ~wasleavng the land to
entei military service, and .on August 9. i1918,. he filed his homestead:
applicatipn which wasl executed before: the commanding officer fat
Camip Cody, New Mexico. Entry was allowed the same 'date. ;On
October 3, 1919, he filed notice of leave:from September 29, 1919,
and on March 8, 1920, he filed notice of return on the first day of
FINNET,

.,
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that.month. -On April' 25,. 1921, he- filed notice-f ileave beginning: ;
'Aprila 20, for the purpose 'of performing farm' labor.
On:June 27, 1921, Fieldon--Powers filedi application- to contest said
entry, charging-",
That said entryman had wholly failed to establish and maintain a residence
on said land since 'the date of entry; that :he has wholly failed to maintainresidence on said land. for more than. six: months prior to the date hereof- and
for more than six months prior to -April.25, 1921;:thatsaid entryman has
Wholly failed to improve and cultivate said land since date of entry in the
manner required by law; that all 'of said failures exist at the prsent time
:and that none of said failures are due to the entryman being in the Army,
Navy, or Marine Corps of the United States, or on duty in any military
force of the United States.
-

Service' of notice of said charges was made upon entryman, who;
allegingas a defense 'that' he established residence upon
*0
0;::0 f
said Iands 'in 19'17,,and maintained same thereon until he Was inducted
into the lited
States Army, and-that upon his discharge from the
Army,:he engaged in 'farm labor and has been so engaged constantly
.::':;
:
since said discharge, which he claims as constructive:residence upon
the land ;
he has about twenty-five acres Uplowed, va house,: and
one-half mile of fence upon the land. :
A hearing was duly 6rdered' and'hadbefore the local officers.whorendered their decision, recommending cancellation 'of the entry.
Upon 'appeal, their Iaction was reversed' by the ,C;,pmmissioner who
dismissed the contest in the decision from which this appeal isII prosecuted.
It appears: from the. testimony that Specht purchased the' relinhmquislnent of a former homestead entryman in the spring of, 1917,
and established residence on the land in:May,' 1917, and lived there
;000.::or:00;0X~two'
three weeks; that he thereafter returned.to his'brother's
home, about thirty'-five miles' from the homestead, -where; he had
been staying; that' entryman was'a single' man' and IWould .work
elsewhere than on'his claim in order to earn a livelihood but would return thereto -and sleep- thereon' from time to: time. until his induc-'
tion in the-Army in Mav, 1918;-that he' was honorably discharged
from the'Army in August,- 1919,' and, being -without funds, he'eengaged in;farm labor- upon his brother's'place, andby- reason thereof
'ihe contends that he is entitled to the benefitg of the act of Decem-ber 20, 1917 (40 Stat., 430).. During'-this time entrymanadImits'
that he did not reside upon the la'ndbut returned thereto from time
to time in order to superintend the breaking' thereof. ' ''At the date'
of the hearing he' had .from' 'forty to forty-five acres of the land
broken.
Testimony on behalf of contestant is to the' effect that entryman's
residence' upon the 'land prior to'-his induction in the- Army was in,
t:he nature of visits; that he. stated to 'theman who, did his breaking
fileda nswer

'that.
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.:that he did not expect tc reside upon the land and that the house:
:-:
was uninhabitable.. This. testimony is denied by the entryman andii
witnesses in his behalf. Such testimony becomes immaterial to a
disposition of the present case in view,: of, the provisions of the act
of July 28, 1917 (40. Stat., '248), which provides that servicejin. the. Army during the late war -was the legal equfvalent to the establishment and maintenance of residence.
Entryman's'statemient that he thad been engaged 'in farm labor,
return from the,'Ary was not disputed by contestant, but
ff
since
it is contended that entryman is not entitled to the benefits of said
act, supra, in view of the fact that it appears he did not file thenotice and written statements, under oath required by said act, -and:
cancellation':of-the entryisdemandedbyreason thereof.
'
:.
In the unreported case: of Goodrich v. Iloreth, .D-88826, -decided.
by'the Department on June: 11, 1920, 'and cited by the, Commissioner
of the General Land Office in hisdecision herein, a charge of abandonment was made.which entryman defended on the ground that he was
'entitled to thet benefits of said farm labor act, though he0had not:
filed the notice and affidavits required by-.same. In its decision' in said case, the Department held-.

i

it is not seriously disputed by contestant that entryman would have been`
entitled to constructive residence during his absence from the land had he filed
showing-'
the affidavits required by the act of December 20, 191T, supra.M .The
made by entryman:is sufficient lto ,prove jthat, be was actually engaged in farm.
labor, but the contestant demands the,:cancellation of the entry on the ground
that entryman failed tofile the affidavits required by the act quoted above. The
Department is uunwiling, under the circumstances here disclosed, to inflict
such a penalty. Congress doubtless had in mind the protection of entrymen
from contest when it required the filing of the notices and written statements
under oath, and, where, as in this case, a contestant- in effect admits that-the
entryinan was actually engaged in farm labor elsewvhere, the entry will not be
canceled so long as the law is otherwise complied .with.

It is not blieved that Congress intended' to deprive an entryman
0of the benefits of the act merely because, through ignorance or mis:information, he failed to file the notices and affidavits required
thereby, in a case 'where, but for such neglect, he would be entitled
to same. Certainly said act does not provide for cancellation or
forfeiture of the entry because of failure to file such notices; and
affidavits, and a failure to file: same does not assist: a contestant's case
in which abandonment is charged. The .question -of abandonment
is one of fact which must be established by contestant in order to
:maintain. his contest, and absence under conditions recognizeld- by
law. is: not abandonment. The failure of contestee to file such notice
-andaffidavits is 'a matter between himself and the Government;' by7
such failure, an entryman subjects himself to a contest for. abandonme-nt, which otherwise. would not lie, but he can still defend the con-

'
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test by, showing. as a matter of fact that'Ihe was engaged in farm
labor elsewhere than upon his entry -during the time he was alleged
to' have abandoned the land. The contestant acquires no vested.
right to 'the land by his imere application to contest same, and the
filing of a. contest ini which the contestant alleges no claim to the
land but seeks merely i preference right of entry, would not defeat:
the right of a contestee to show, in defense of- an contest charging
abandonment, that' he had been engaged in *farm labor elsewhere
than upon his claim, although he had not filed the notice and afr
davits required by said act (McCraneyv v. Heirs of Hayes, 33 .L. D.,
21)

Such an interpretation of the acti finds support in the uniform
construction and interpretation by the Department of similar statutes. In the case of Alice 0. Reder (43 L.ID., 196-),.in-construing the
provisions of the act of June 6,'1912 (37 Stat., 123), -allowing twelve
months from the making'of an entry within- which t6o establish residence on aceount of climatic reasons, sickness, or other unavoidable
cause, the Department held that failure to*apply- for such extension
- of time would not forfeit the right of 0an entryman to show, in
case of contest, the iexistence of conditions. which might have been
:made the basis for such an application. - Like-ise in its interpretation'of the act of March'28, 1908 (35 Stat.- 52),-,the-Department -has
held that a pending contest against a desert-land entry will not prevent the allowance of an application for extension of time under
: said act, wherebthe application is based upon' facts Which bring the
case within the provisions of said act. See JPhillips v.. Gray (41
* L. ID.,; 603).
* The rule herein announced is in- line with :departmental practice
* and interpretation of the-aact of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat., 854), which
grants leave of absence under certain conditions. See Circular No.
:
541, par. 35 (48 L. D., 389, 402). The decision appealed from is afflrmed.JACOB NORDEN.
Decided Auugst 17, 1922.

-

-

ENLARGED HOMESTEAD-STOcK-RAISING HOMESTEAD-RESIDENCE-ENTRY-_JONTIGUITM.
:
-.
j *An entry under section 7 of the enlarged homestead act, upon -which resi-:
deuce is required, is. an original entry, within the meaning of section 4 of
the stock-raising homestead act, and one holding such an entry is-quali:fied to make an additional entry under the latter section for such an area'
of designated land as, when added to the, area embraced in former entries,
will not exceed; 640 acres; and the factf that two of its subdivisions are

contiguous, to the original entry is immaterial,

-
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PATENT.

The purpose of section'8 of. the stock-raising homestead act was to confer
;upon those who occupy ftheir homesteads a preference right to contiguous
land, regardless of whether patent. had or had not issued, and it becomes
necessary to look to.sections 4 and 5 of-the act to determine the nature of
the occupation required.
STocK-RAIsiNG HOMESTEAD-FINAL PROOF-WORDS AND PHRASES.
- The terms " existing entry,"' and " original entry," as used in section 4 of 'the,
stock-ra-*sing homestead act, mean one' and the same thing, 'that is, an
entry upon which final proof has not been submitted." -'
CONFLICTINGD
DEcIsroN OVEREULED--DEPARTmENTAL REG'ULATION VACATED-DEPARTMENTAL DEcIr§Io
CITED AND EXTENDED.
0Case of Roimero~v. Widow of William T. Knox (48 L. D. 32), ovelzuled so
far as in conflict'; paragraph 2 bof instructions of March 2, 1921' (48 L D.
28), vacated; case of Charles Makela (46 L. D., 509), cited and extended.
FINNEY, PFirst Assistat

Secietacy:.,

kAt the Havre, Montana, land'office on October 20, 1916, Jacob
fmade entry -under section 7 of the enlarged 'homestead act
for (as amended February 14, 1918) SW. - SE'-i SE. 1 SW. -,Sec.
26, NE. 1 NW. : and NW. - NE. A",Sec. 35, T. 27 N., R. 1'UE., M. M.,
stating that he had disposed of the land embraced ii his'original:
entry-N. - NE. 1, SE: 1 iNE. 1' and NE. J SE. -, Sec. 26, said town0Norden
:

ship..

'

On October 24, 1919, Norden 'made an7 additional entry under the

Stock-raising homestead act for SW.

4

NE. I, NW. . SE. 1, Sec. 26,

SW. I NE. 1 and NW.' 1 SE. 1, Sec. 35, said township, and by appli'cation filed -February' 9, 1920; sought to amend the latter entry by
adding thereto 160 acres-NE. 4 SW.
Sec. 26, NW. I NE. I and
E. : NW.. I, Sec. 28, said township.
By decision 'datediJune 24, 1920, the Commissioner of the GeneralI
Land Office, 'after stating that the records of his office showed that.
there is no unapp3opriated land, contiguous to the original entry
other than that which oentryman applied for, held that unless entryman 'could show that at the time he applied to make entry under the
stock-raising homestead act and also on February 9, 1920 (the date
of'his 'application to amend), the owned and resided upon a part of
his original entry, the stock-raising entry would be canceled as to

SW. i NE. i and NW. 4 SE. 1, said Sec. 35, and the application for

amendmqent would be rejected. 'Norden has' appe\aled.
The section 'underwhich the entry of October 20, 1916, was madewas added to the enlarged homestead act by the act of July 3,'1916
(39 'Stat., 344) ,'and reads as follows:
SEC. 7. That any person who has made or shall make homestead entry of
less than' three hundred . and twenty; acres of lands of the character herein
"See instructions of September 9, 1922, Circular No. 846 (49 '. D., 266), amending
Circular No.'523 (48 L. D., 485), which contained instructions of March 2, 1921.
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described, and *who shall have submitted final .proof thereon, shall have 0theile
right to enter public lands subject to the provisions of this Act, not contiguous.
to his first entry, which shall not with the original entry exceed three hundred
and twenty acres: Provided, That the land originally entered and that, covered by the additional entry shall:first have been designated as subject to this
Act as provided by section. one thereof: Provided further, That in* no case
shall patent issue for the land covered by such additional entry until- the person making same shall have actually and,in conformity with the homestead
-laws
resided upon and cultivated the lands so additiQnally entered, and otherwise complied with such laws, except that where the land embraced in the
additional entry is located not exceeding twenty miles from: the land embraced
in the original entry no. residence shall be required on such additional entry if
the entryman is residing on his former entry: And provided further, That: this
section shall notbe construed as affecting.any rights as to location of soldiers'
additional homesteads under .section twenty-three hundrdd and six of the
Revised- Statutes.

The act quoted makes provision for two classes of entries-oneS for
land :within twenty miles of the original entry, which can be perf ected, by residence upon- the original entry' provided entryman is,
still. residing thereon, 'and the other for land more than twentyv miles'
from the 'original entry. The latter class is burdened with alt the
requirements as to residence, cultivation, and improvements of an.

original entry under the enlarged homestead act, and an entry under
said section' made by one' who no longer owns the, land embraced in
his original eitry, although within twenty miles, of the land entered,
belongs to this class.

In Krauss v. IPribble (48 L. D., 118), the Department held that an
entry under section 6 of the act of March 2, 188% (25 Stat., 854), is an,
original entry Within the meaning of section 4' of the stock-raising
homestead act, and that one holding such an' entry was qualified to
make an additional entry under the stock-raising homestead act, and
was entitled to assert a preferential claim to designated land con-.;
tiguou's thereto.

Entries under section 6 of the act of March'2, 1889, supra, are of

the same, class as those entries under section 7 of the enlarged hbmestead act which require residence, cultivation, and the erection of a
habitablehouse-both entries being to all intents'and purposesorigi-'
nal entries.
The case of Charles Makela (46 Li. D., 509) involved an. applica'tion to make a stock-raising additional entry'for land contiguous

to an. entry under sectioI 7.Iof the enlarged homestead act, and the
Department heldjthat the entry could be changed in character to
an original entry under the stock-raising act and ainended to embrace
contiguous land.
In -Rome ro v. Widow of "William' T. Knox (48 L. D., 32) it wasi
held that the terms "former entry" and:"existin'g entry," as used
in the proviso to section 3' and: in sectioon 4. respectively, of 'the
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stock-raising tomestead act, mean anoriginal
or first entry, and -not
merely afprior entry. Said decision further held; as did paragraph 2
of the instructionsLof March 2, 1921 (48 L. D.,.28), that:a'preferred
right under section 8 of the. stock-raising act can not be predicated
.on an Xentryf under fsection-7 fof. thqe .enlarged homestead act; and' that
;:f00. preferred
such
0;0 .;
-right is. limited to, 'lands.econtiguous toooariginal ntries. The latter holdings were based upon the theory that to hold
;:-otherwise would grant a- preferential right to land .adjoining: two
separate bodies.of land.
The stock-raising homestead act makes three provisions for additional -entries-in the provisos to .section 3,. and in. sections 4. and 5.
' The provisos to section 3, as amended by the act of October,25, 1918
t;t(405at4., 1016)., control onlyv in those cases where the entryiana
d : loes
not own and reside.upon his originalt., entry.w Section 4, -as
0 ;amnepded by the. act of. September 29, 1919: (41 -Stat., 287), provides:
* SEc. 4. That anyr homestead entryman' of .lands of the character herein. described who has not' submitted; final proof upon his existing entry'. shall .have
the right to ;enter, subject to the provisions of' this, act, such amount' of lands..
desi'gnated for entry nuder the ptovisions of this: act, within a radius of twenty
miles from said existingf entry, as shall not, together with the amount embraced,
in his original entry, exceed-'six hundred and forty acres, fand re~sidene upon
qthe original entry- shall be credited on both, entries, but improvements must 'be 0
'made on the additional entry, equal to $1.25 for each acre thereof: Provided,
That the entryman shall be required to enter all contiguous areas of the character herein describehdopen to entry prior toI'the entry of any noncontignous'1
land.

Section 5 grants the'right of additional entry to one. who has per-_
fected an entry, whether original or additional, of stock-raising land,:
and who owns and resides on the land so acquired.
. 0In-'
determining' the :right of a person to make an additional entry
'for contiguous' and it is necessary to consider the provisions of sec- :tion 8 in :connection with sections 4 and: 5,' as the preferentiaI:tight
granted by section 8 is coextensive with the' right of additidnal'entry, and if an applicant is entitled to a'right to make entry for contiguous
land, such righ't'is a preferential right.Ii Unless the patentee of a
homestead entry owns and resides on the land so acquired, he can not
assert under section 5 the right to make an entry additional thereto.
Such an,entryman, having made an entry under section 7 of'the enlarged homnestead act' upon which final proof has not been submitted,
and upon-which he must necessarily reside, is qualified to make 'an
additional entry under section d4,; in which .section, it will be'noted,,
the expression 5'existing entry?' is used twice, and "'original entry"
is also used twice. Mature consideration has convinced the Depart:
ment that. these several'-references' mean one and the same thing, viz,
anX entry upon' which final proof has hot been submitted.
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*The obvious purpose of section 08Vwas to -confer upon those who

occupied their homesteads a. preference right to6contiguous land, regardless of whether patent had or had not issued, the language used
being "contiguous to those entered or owned and occupied." We.
must look to sections 4' and. 5 to determine the nature of the occupation required. In section 5 is found the expression ".own and reside."
Hence, the occupation of the. land by those claiming under section 5
*. *' and occupied"
must be by'residence. Theclause "entered
relates to persons claiming'under the provisions of section 4,. and the
occupation- of such lands must also be that 'of 'residence, unless it be
assumed that the statute was intended to impose uponlthose holding'
unperfected entries a condition different from that which-it applied
' to those who had fully complied with the law' and earned patent. It
can not be seriously contended that such was the intent of C(ongress.
The 'right of entry under section 4 being thus limited to those who'
are residing on their 'unperfected entries, it follows that the theory
of the rule announced in Romero v. Widow of William T. Knox and
paragraph' 2 of the;-instructions of March 2, 19k, twas erroneous.
*TheDepartment therefore is of opinion that one holding an entry
under section 7 of the enlarged homestead act upon-which residence is
required is qualified to make an additional entry under section 4 of
the stock-raising homestead act for such'an area of designated land
as when added'to the area embraced in former entries will'not exceed.
(640 acres; that Norden's stock-raising entry is governed by said section 4, and that he.may enlarge it to include approximately 320 acres
of designated land. The fact that two of its subdivisions are contiguous to the original ent'ry is immaterial.
The decisions and instructions referred to, in so far as they conflict with the views herein.expressed, are hereby pverruled.l
The decision appealed frot is; reversed and the case remanded for
further appropriate action. ,

'HERYFORD v. BROWN.
Decided Agust 22, 1922..
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-DESERT LAND-PREFERENCE RIGHT-

-APPLICATION-FEES-RELINQUISHMENT.
:The preference right granted by section 20 of the act of February, 25, 1920,
to one who had bona fide made an agricultural entry of lands not with-:
drawn or classified as -mineral, to'prospect for oil afind gas attaches upon
n
acompanied 'by' the
:'he t ffihin0 of aicompleted :.applicationi for a permit,
required fees,.and such right, is.notthereafter forfeited:by the subsequent
relinquishment of. th6 basic entry prior to the actual issuance of the permit.
See Circular No. 846, approved September 9. 1922 (49 L. D.'266).
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,OIL AND GAS LANDS-POSPECTING0
PEMIT-APPLICATION-ENTRY-RELATION.

The rule that' an application to enter public land subject to'entry,. when
acconmpanied by the requisite .shoqwng and fees, is equivalent to entry,
applies with equal -force to proper applications filed by qualified persons
fori pernnits to prospect for oil and gas on lands subject to exploration
2
under section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920.
DEPARTm:ETAL DEcIsIoNs CITED AND APPLIED.

Cases of Charles C. Conrad (39 L. I}., 432), Rippy v. Snowden (47 L. D.,
321), Louise E. Johnson (48 L. I)., 349), cited and applied.

FINNEY; First Assistant Secretary:
Albert D. Heryford has appealed from the decision of the Camfl
missioner of the General Land Office'dated, June 19, 1922, holding
for rejection his prospecting permit application 09976. under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), filed .October
13, 1921, -for the SW. I, See. 29; T. 15 S., iR. 13 E., M. D. M., Visalia
land district, C:alifornia,because: of conflict with- similar application 09932 filed -September 12,.1921, by M. Brown.
:Heryford made desert-land entry' 0.7692 for said land on November 26, 1918, without reservation.of ,oil and gas,.thejland. being unwithdrawn. On October. 13, 1921, he filed his. prospecting permit
application, 'claiming a preference right under sectio'n 20 of the
leasing act. On October 20, 1921, he filed his consent:to the reservation. of the oil and gas, content of the. land, to the, United States
under the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509), and 'on November
25, 1921, he- relinquished the -entry. .The Commissioner held that
ihe forfeited his preference right, when he; relinquished his entry,,
and that Brown was entitled to a permit by reason of the' priority
of his application.
Section 20 of the leasing act provides-that in case of lands "bona
fide entered as agricultural and not withdraw'n- or-classified" at the
time of entry 't the entryman shall be entitled to a preference right
to a 'permit. It appears' from the record 'that Heryford's' appli; cation was complete 'in all respects when 'filed, that he possessed
the requisite qualifications, and that the prescribed fees ;were paid.
Upon the filing of the oil 'and gas waiver on October 20, 1921,
those deposits became subject to disposal under the leasing act,
:and under the :provisions of section 20 .the. entryman's preferene
right to a permit attached. . Had' his application received immediate
consideration he would 'have been granted a permit, and 'to deny it
now would be to penalize him because of the administrative delay
in action. on his application,, for which 'he is in no way responsible.
'The Department has held in many cases Dthat.' an applicationto
enter, when accompanied. by. the required showing and'payment,
is equivalent to entry, if the land- isJ :subjetq thereto. Charles C.
Conrad :(39: L.D.,.'432); .Rippy
.v.
.Snowden (47L..
:D.,;321)
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Louise E. Johnson (48 L. DI., 349-)-.' Inthe instructions of-April.
23, 1921 (48 L.D. 98), the .principle upon 'which those decisions
was- based was applied to prospecting permit applications :under
the leasing act, and it was' held that qualified persons who' filed
proper applications for oil and gas prbspecting permits can not and
f~t 0XCshould
not be deprived of their rights, if, because of delay in action
0upon; an application so filed,; there intervenes. a designation by -the
Department of the lands, as being within the geological structure
of a producing oil or gas field, occasioned&by the discovery of oil
2.or gas subsequent to the filing of the' application in the local land
office.
The same principle is applicable to preference rights to -permits
under: section 20 'of the-leasing act, and -where 'a completed appli-.
'; f : fis
:cation
filed for deposits subject thereto by one ehtitle' to a
preference right under:. sectibn- 20, and the proper fees paid thereon, the preference.- right to a permit attaches' and is not forfeited
by the subsequent relinquishiment of .the basic entry prior to the
actual issuance of the permit.'
-The decision of the Conmmissioner is reversed, and the application
'-o~bf
Brown will be rejected' to the 'stient of the Iand in conflict.

UNITED STATES 'v. CENTRAL PACIFIC:'RAILWAY COMPANY.
Decided August 30, 1922.
RAILROAb LAND-SELECTION-MINERAL LANDS-SIURVEY.

7:

VA forty-acre tract or a fractional lot, being the smallest regular. subdivision
established by 'the Government survey, constitutes the unit of the public
lands for the purpose of determining'their classification under the agricultural or the mineral land laws.
'RAILROAD. LAND-SELECTION-MINERAL LAND5-SURVRY-EVIDENCE.
'A regular forty-acre subdivision, as established by official survey, must be
treated in land-grant or other public-land claims. as an entirety as to its
mineral or nonmineral classification,' and an admission in an answer to a
charge in a proceeding against a railroad selection, alleging the existence
of mineral, that such:-a tract contains mineral impresses the entire subdivision with thaticharacter.
RAUIROAD
P

LAN4D-SELECTION-MINERAL

LAND5-EVIDENCE-HEARING.

An answer; which by its failure to deny, impliedly admits that a part of a
regular forty-acre tract of public land,- involved in a railroad selection, is
mineral in character, must bo held as an admission that the entire tract
.is mineral, and such conclusion thereafter leaves no issue requiring the
-:submission of evidence at a hearing.to prove that the tract is or-is not'
of that character.,
LAND '

EPARTMENT-COMMIssIONER OF TEHE GENER

LANDDORFICE-PRACTICEB.

: The Department will take cognizance of only the legal sufficiency of the adjudication of. decisions brought before it for review,. and it will not concern:
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itself with the technical perfectlon of,.decisions rendered by the Commissioner of the General Land Office. which do not expressly contain the find-ings involved in. the issues, but: from .the contents of which such findings
are. to be implied.
DEPA TMENTAL DEcIsIO
CGITED AND DiSTINGUISHED.
C;0
ase ;of: Central Pacific Railway Company (46 L.
435), distinguished.

FINNEY, First Assistasnt Secretary:

This. is an appeal by the Central Pacific Railway Company from:
the decision of. the ;Commissioner of the General Land Office,. of
January 26,. 1922, holding for cancellation from, List No. 72, filed
by said railway company. as a claim for.lands falling within its land
grant, W. j SW. 4, Sec. 29, T. 24 N.,.R. 27 E., M. D. M., 'Carson
City, Nevada, land,'district.
Pursuant to instructions of June 3 1918 from the 'General Land:
Office, the.register and receiver preferred a charge that said tracts
are mineral in character: containing valuable de-posits of gold and
silver. The railway company answered denying said charge as to
N. 0 NW. 4 SW. 4. and S.& t 1SW.aS.
41. Hearing was oridered and
held, but at said. hearing, no evidence was offered on :either side
of the issue joined; and on -December 5,. 1920, the local officers
rendered their decision setting forth that the defendant:compan-y
having admitted that a portion of- said- land was' mineral in charac-:
ter, they recommended that 'the title to said land remain in the Government.
On .appeal to the Commissioner, his- decision affirmed that of the,
local officers, holding that the, admission of the railway company
that S. L NW. _ SW. 4, and N. i SW. 4 SW. 4 were mineral in character impressed :such character on the whole of each 'forty, which,
being the smallest legal subdivision,, must be treated as a whole.
From this decision the railway company has appealed to the De'-partment, and in' its brief$ it 'both criticizes 'said-decision. under
appeal as containing no holding that the land involved.is mineral in
character but merely affirming the local Aofficers', decision, and contends that under the; circular of February 26, 1916 (44 L. D., 572),
governing the 'proceedings in contests on charges'reported by.a special agent, it was for .the Government to introduce its testimony to
prove mineral character- of that: part-of the, land pas to which said
charge was ma'de 5 which was not admitted by the railway company s.:

answer to the charge,'to be mineral in character, and that, under the
decision in Central Pacific Railway. Company' (46 L. ID)., 435), the
railway -company was not 'required to introduce its evidence in ad-.
' vance
of such a' showing by the Government -in support'of its charge;
The 'conteintion last stated''is sound in itself (said clause in the
circular of February 26, 1916, :supra, being a 'relaxation, although
lnot arevocation, of the previously' declared'rule that the burden of
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-proof of inonmineralcharacter- of lands' claimed *as granted rests
upon, the claimant)', but its 'applicability to the case in hand depends
upon the size of the unit to which admissions or denials of mineral
character relate[ The unit of thei public lands, so far as concerns
*their classification as falling under one or another of the laws regulating their disposal, e. g., under the general or under the mineral:
lahd laws, is a smallest -regular ssubdivision-, 'forty acres or: a fraec-..
'tional lot as established and nmarked by'
''fficial surveys, either
generally or for the' special determination :of the limits of a 'parcel

embraced' in ground patented or a claim of located mineral ground,
i
area of a regula'r- suband the Idesignation as lots of the remaining
division. Those' smallest regular subdivisions, of forty acres each,
can not be treated, in claims of land-grant areas 'or in any other
proceeding, as partly mineral and-partly nonmineral, any more than
:can the areas embraced in patented tracts or in miner-al locations,
or the- areas of the remainders of a subdivision designated as frac: . ' tional
lots by supplemental surveys. 'Every mineral 'location, lode
or placer,.contains some ground nonmineral in character in and of.
itself,' but that 'ground takes on the:character of the ground assowith
wciated
it in the location and which justifies the location,' and
:it can not be cut out of the located area by'claiming it under land
grant or otherwise. :Similar must be the treatment, under land-grantclaims, of the areas, whether fractional or of forty-acre subdivisions,
that are not embraced within adverse mineral locations. To hold
otherwise, to 'permit the units above defined to be split up into little
pieces for the purpose of land-grant claims, would plunge the publicland administration into great confusion, entangling its official survey work with unofficial'attempts to separate areas failing within the
scope of the land-grant acts from those:'excepted: fromn'their oper'
ation.
' This has so long been 'the, settled rule of the General 'Land Office
in its administration of 'the land la-vs, and the -Depairtment has: so
recently affirmed its approval of that"rule' in United States v. 'Central Pacific Railway Company (unreported-decided March' 14
1922), that it is useless for-the Central Pacific Railway Company:
to persist in the opposite contention, as in many of its :recent appeals.
its answer to the charge in this case, then, implying,' by failure to
deny, an admission of-mineral character of part of each of the fortyacre subdivisions involved in the 'charge, 'admitted the charge as to
the whole of: each of: those :subdivisions, 'and. left no issue for evidence at the hearing to operate upon. The' Government, therefore,
was not under the' necessityto prove, by evidence, mineral'character
of:any part of either6of said forties; nor had the 'railway company
the right to prove, by evidence offered either' before or after the'
Government rested 'its 'case' upon the- admission, noninineral dchar:
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acter:;00of 7any part of either forty, in the face of its own admission
-000
which stamped mineral character upon the. whole of each thereof.
An admission in a pleading, even- though an implied one, bars evidence contradictory an dispenses with evidence confirmatory of it.
The concurring decisions of the register and receiver and of the
0Commissione are both of'them informal in not expressly finding
* the tracts involved to be mineral in character; but each decision
implies in its contents such a finding, since no other could be drawn
from the admission in the record and no other could support the
local officers' recommendation or the Coimmissioner's judgment. The
Department is not concerned with the techpical perfection of decisions brought before it for review, but only with the legal sufficiency
. of their adjudications.
The decision of the Commissioner is affirmed.

UNITED STATES v. CENTRAL PACIFIC RAIILWAY COMPANY.'
Motion-. for rehearing of departmental decision of' August 30,
: 1922, 49 L. D., 250, denied by' First Assistant Secretary Finney,
-November 15, 1922.'WHITTEN ET AL. v. READ..%
Decided August 30O 1922.
:RES

:

JTJDICATA- ENTRYRIGHTS-SURVEY.

PATENT-ADVERSE

CLAIM -ACCRETION

- KPRIAN .

The Department will, apply the doctrine of res adjudicata and refuse to rAopen'
a case in which there has been a final determination by: it that. a patent;.
-:'issued
on an entry in accordance with the official plat of survey existing at
date of entry, conveyed title to adjoining lands added by accretion, where
another subsequently atternpts to set up a claim to a part of the land in-:
volved with the view to defeating the title asserted by purchasers who.

* : 0 000 relied upoh the validity of the patent.
PURCTEASER-PATEMT-ADVERSE

CLAIM-OCCUPArcy-FOREST

tLIEU SELECTION-

AcORETION-RIPARiArN RIGHTS-STmiVEY.

.-:

:A purchaser relying upon a Government patent issued in accordance with the
official plat of survey at' date of entry ands a departmental ruling which held*
that the patent carried' ,title to lands' ,added to the original survey by
accretion,. is such holder: under color of title, although not in- actual oc
cupancy of theland, as to possess equities creating a claim which. affords.
tin obstacle to the' aflowance of a forest lieu selection, if the lands are
indeed public lands.
LAND DEPARTMENT-JURISDICTION-OCCUPANCY-PREFERBNCE

RIGHT.

The Land Department has jurisdiction over the public lands to afford justice-*:
to claimants and to -protect eeqdities and it may award a preference right:
upon a ground: other. than that of physical o-ccupancy, unless the claim -is

asserted under a law requiring settlement,
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-This case involves certain lots in: fractional SeC.' 19, T. 53 S., R.'
42 E., T. -M., in the State of Florida. The plat of that Isection, which
was approved in; 1845, shows that it was composed of two lots containing 79.62 and '85.22 acres, respectively, a total of 164.84 acres.
Biscayne Bay was shown as the eastern boundary. A resurvey was
made, the plat of which was approved February 1, 1875, showing the
said fractional section as composed of lots 1nto 7, inclusive, with
Biscayne Bay as the eastern boundary. Lots 3, 4, 6, and 77of this;
latter plat correspond roughly with lots 'i and 2 of' the earlier plat,
but aggregate 192.58 acres. The seven lots have a combined area of
337.76 acres. Copies 'of these plats are shown in the decision of the
Supreme Court in the case of Gleason v. White' (199 IT. 5., 54).
April 4, 1870, W. H. Gleason'made homestead entry for lots 1 and
2Daccording to the then existing plat approved in 1845. He made
final proof on January 12, 1877, and patent issued June 24, 1878, for
lots I and 2, said section, reciting that it was according to the official
plat of the SGeneral
survey of bthe land returned to the
Land Office
A by the surveyor general and approved in 1845.Januiry 31,; 1884, the State filed swamp-land selection-for lots 3,
* 4, 5, 6; and 7 (survey of 1875), which was finally rejected August 2,
* 1885, as to all except lot 5 because found to be nonswamp in character,' and patent was issued as to lot 5, May 4, 1885. The latter:
f 0 tract was the subject of suit decided in the case of Gleason v. White,.
supra.
June 4, 1884, the State filed its swamp-land selection for lots 1 and
2 (survey of 1875), which was finally rejected April 15, 1887, for thereason thatXThe survey of said section made in 1845 shows that said lots were at that

time covered by the waters of Biscayne Bay, and had no real: existence except
as the bottom of said 'bay.- It is; therefore, held that they were nOt swamp
lands on the 28th day of September, 1850, and were not, therefore, subject to
the operation of the swamp grant of that date.;

January 18, 1890, Edward C. Pent 'applied to make homestead en'try for lot 2, which was rejected by the local officers for conflict
with the Gleason entry and patent. That action was reversed by the
--Commissioner under date .of June011, 1890. The entry was made
and on January 26, 1891, cash certificate was 'issued on his commutation proof for lot 2, containing 40:506acres, the acreage given .for
said lot in the 1875 survey.
February 25, 1891, W. H. H. Gleason claiming said lot 2 as purchaser under the aforesaid patent of W. H. Gleason, appealed from
the action allowing Pent's entry. That case was decided by the Department April 12, 1892 (Gleason v. Pent, 14 L. D.' 375), wherein it
was held that Gleason had title to said lot, and directions were'
'
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given 'for-the cancellation of Pent's entry.sA motion for review-was
denied September '12, 1'892 (15 L. :D., 286). The reasons given, for
that action'will be stated at. a later place in this. decision.
In pursuahce of the said decisions by-the' Department Pent's 'entry
was canceled, and Aitdoes not appear. that any portion 9 f the purchase money has been returned to him.
-Lot 1 of this section of -the survey'of. 1875 was the subject of a de-i
cision by 'the Department March a3, 1894, in the case of Lewis W..
Pierce (18 L. D), 328), wherein! the application of Pierce to enterthe same'was denied on the ground, as held in the-case of Gleason v.;..
Pent, 'that the title to said lot passed' with the Gleason patent.
In 1898 a purchaser under the. Gleason patent commenced a series
of. actions -in the ,circuit court -for -Dade County, Florida, to; recover'
'possession of lot 5 or a part thereof, .and. also other lands including
lot 1 of said section. The circuit court found 'against the plaintiff
as to lot 5 (which, as- above stated, had been patented to the State in
1885);-,, That action was affirmed by 'the' Supreme' Court of-theiState
(39 So-., 1031) and ultimately by the Supreme Court of the United
States (19U. S., 54).intheone case carried up.
'June 19, 1920, Henry .T. Read filed forest.lieu selection under the
: :provisions;of the act of June 4,. 1897 (30,Stat., 11l, 36.), for certain
lands including lots I and 2. of said section according .to thec plat:
of 1875.
September 20, 1920, the State of :Forida through its selecting
agent filed indemnity. school-land selection for said lots 1 -and.2,; and
also a protest against the forest lieu selection on the ground of non.
compliance with the regulations. . . . j
January 4, l921, Francis S. Whitten filed, a protest against the ,said
forest lieu selection as to lots. 1 and 2, alleging 'failure of compliance
with the regulations and also that the protestant was a bona fide purch:aser for value of a portion of the land, title being asserted through:
mesife conveyances under the Gleason, patent..
August .2, 1921, Britton., and Gray, attorneys of, this city, filed .a
petitionq for'-reinstatement of the old swamp-land State' selection,
,which., had been: theretofore rejected, as, above -recited. The State,
of Florida. by its selecting agent protested against reinstatement of
'

-

the said swamp-land seiection, contending that the State: had acquiesced in:.the former adjudication more than 30 years ago rejecting'
thef selection,, and'-that said rejection became res adjiudcdta and
should not be reopened.
'By decision of December 12, 1921, the Commissioner of tlhe General Land' Office denied the application for reinstatement of the old
swamp-land selection and rejected the forest. lieu selection as to these
lots.and the indemnity school-land'selection. That action was predicated on the adjudications "by the 'Department above0 referred to,
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; Xholding' that the title to this land- passed with the Gleason patent,
and on the Supreme Court's decision in the ease of;Gleason v.-White,..
supra, which was, construed as supporting the action of the Department in refusing to -make further disposition of said tracts.
Appeals from, the Commissioner's decision have been filed by
1
: Read and by Britton and Gray, the latter acting in the name of-the;
State of Florida and in the: interest of Charles Deering who claims
the S. -1 of lot 1.' The Department has heard oral argument in the
- case and has: considered the various briefs, motions, and exhibits
composing the record. .
It is understood that Whitten is claiming lot 2: and the N. . of
.
lot 1 by mesne conveyances under the Gleason-patent, 'and: that Deer* ing is claiming the S.A',of lot 1f'under that patent. It does.nottclearly,
appear just what right Veering 'expects to establish with reference*.
to tllsa'id rejected swampi'sel'ectioln which he is asking to have rein:stated.' 'His attorney stated -in oral argument that it was desired to.
:have his title' established beyond question, and he wanted greater
:as'surance than that given by the decisions in respect to the scope of
the Gleason patent. It' appears that Deeriig has :made very valuable
improveiments on the' southern po'rtion of' lot 1, and in view of 'his
equities iReadhas givenhlim a deed tolthe S.- of that lot which would.
1#protect him in case ,the, forest lieu' selection be' allowed.' Therefore,
Read is not claiming adversely to Deering. Whitten also claims
equities as well as legal title, having purchased lot 2' and the N. :
'of lot 1 at the price of $75,000. He also claimts to have spent $35,000
in improvements.
Read does not deny the fact of purchase alleged by Whitten, but
does deny that there weie any improvements on the land when the
forest lieu selection was filed. He' also disputes the claim that the
Gleason patent 'carried title 'to the said. lots 1 and 2 of the survey
of 1875.
The perplexing questions thus presented in conn ectioIn with the
various conflicting: claims' have resulted from 'lack 'of a consistent
attitude by the Department in respect to the added area shown 'by'
the plat of 1875. The lhistory of this case can not be ignored. A
number of 'the issues raisedcan not be adjudicated de niovo.' They
have been decided and must remain at rest,.otherwise title to valuable
roperty acquired in good faith and in reliance upon prior "adjudications would 'be unsettled. The principle of res adjudicatc applies
w vith great force in this controversy, which, stripped to its. essence,
is between Read, the fore'stlieu' se'lector, on the one side, and'Whittewn
on the other. "D eeringwould be protected by the deed already given
him by the forest lieu 'selector even if the selection be allowed. 'The
orin
vVerbiage as amended

the ecisinopon rehearing Octobe .26. 1922,
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swamp-land claini o the State was long ago rejected, finally disposed, of, and the case closed. This feature of the case' does not
require discussion. It should not be reopened. Honey Lake Valley
Company et al. (48 L. D., 192), and cases there cited..
Likewise the -State 'indemnity scho6l selection inay be summarily
eliminated irrespective of -the disposal of the contention between

'

the forest lieu selector and the purchasers under the Gleason. patent.
The prior forest lieu selection until disposed. of .segregate& the land
so that it was not subject to subsequent selection.- Porter iu.-Landrum
(31 IL D., 352), and Youngblood 'v. State of New Meexico, 'on rehearing (46 L. D., 109).. This leaves the conflict between the forest lieu
selector and 'the0 adverse. claimant under thle Gleason patent. It
Ibecomes necessary to consider the nature of the claim' of.--the* purchaser. The following excerpts are taken' from the departmental
decision in the caseG6f'Gldason V. Pent (14 L. 'D., 375, 376) invoing
;lot 2,a portion of this land:
It is, I think, manifest from an inspection of the official copies of said surveys
filed by counsel,- that the enlargement of said section 19, is the result of gradual
'and. imperceptible tidal action, during :the period of almost thirty years that
elapsed between the approval of the survey of1845 and that of 1875. * * *
f
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The public surveys are tho: official description by which the. publie 'lands are
disposed of by the government. 'When, therefore, the patentee made. his
original entry, the then offlcial survey of 1845 was' as 'claimed by counsel, an
"assurance' of the proprietor that a riparian estate was for sale."
Such entry was a segregation and a disposal of the lhnd 'in' accordance with
'that survey, and rights thereby acquired, could not' be impaired :by Ethe subse'quent survey of 1875.
The patent under which the appellant claimsi being based upon such original
entry, took effect as of its 'date and conveyed the riparian estate described

by the first survey..

That riparian owners are entitled'to such accretion as that now under consideration, is too well settled 1for: serious-discussion. In the ease of Jefferis v.:
The Land Cio., .snpra, it was. held that"Where a water. line is the boundary -of a given lot, that line, no matter how
it shifts, remains thd boundary; and a 'deed describing the lot by its number
:conveys the land up to such shifting water line; so that, in the view of accretion, the water line, if named as the boundary, continues to be the- boundary,
:and a. deed of the lot carries all the land up to the water line."
As heretofore stated the patent; through which the. appellant claims, conveyed the -whole of .said ,fractional .section-' as; described in said first survey,
whereby the boundary was shown to be the water .line referred to. ' It follows
under the authority cited, that it must convey the land embraced within such
boundary as extended by. the second survey. -.
I must, accordingly find 'that the appellant W.,. H. Gleason as: owner of
.the patent hereinbefore mentioned,. is entitled to the lot in question, as accretion to thq land described in said patent.
87510. 22-voL 49-17:
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Your decision of June. 11, i890, allowing Pent'siapplication to ,enter-is reversed, and you are accordingly, directed to cancel his cashbentry'for the said
lot 2.

'T hatopiinionwas adheredto in-15L. D.,286.
The case6 of Lewis W.- Pierce (18- L. D., 328),. involved lot 1 of
said Sec. 19. The'respective surveys are reproduced therein, and the
following, is taken from that decisionin the case of W. $H. Gleason V. Pent (14. L. D., 375), it was held, referring
to-the entry now in question: "When, therefore, the-patentee made his original
entry, the then official survey of 1845 was as claimed by counsel an. assurance
of the proprietor that a.riparian estate was for sale.".
In that case the right to umake entry of lot No. 2, under the survey of 1875
was involved, and it was held to have been an accretion since the survey of 1845.
That- case -is decisive of the one here in -question -for, if -lot.No. 2 is an accretion since the survey of 1845, :surely lot No. 1,i must be, as. it lies between. lot
No. 2 and Biscayne Bay, which forms the eastern boundary of this section.
In the appeal under consideration, however, it is -claimed that the land in
question cannot be an accretion, as timber is growing thereon more than one
hundred years old; that there must have been a mistake in thi- original survey,;
and to ascertain the facts a -hearing is desiredi.
-s To admit that there was a mistake in the survey could. not, to: my mind, alter
the case, for it is not claimed that, even if a mistake: had been made, Gleason
was in anywise responsible for it, or that it was made through his connivance.
* 0 ;0: 0He :made entry fifteen years after. the survey of 1845, and his contract with
the government was based upon the recognized plat then on flle. This assured
him a water front. and undoubtedly this fact influenced his selection of the land.
* This being so, no subsequent survey can deprive ihim of his frontage -on the;,
water.
'
- .
'
*f f :
QWhatever view is therefore taken of the matter, your decision must be, and
is.accordingly hereby affirmed.:

It is contended upon behalf of Read that the more recent decision
in the case of Gleason v. White, 6spra, nullifies the aforesaid rulings
of the Department. It is not believed, however, that it has that
effect. ' Said decision involved -lot-5,. not -the land hereiqin question.
That lot had been patented to the State, as above recited. The- court
was confronted with two conflicting patents, and disposed of the case:
according
X
d "
to its views of the equities. In the course of the' decision,

the court said-

,

.

is undoubtedly true that the official surveys of the public lands of the
-Stoneroad
v.-Stoneroad, 158 U. S. 240; Russell
:,v. Maxwell Land Grant Co., 158 -UR.S. 253; United States v. Montana Lumber
and Manufacturing Co., 196 U. S. 573; Whitaker v.' McBride, 197 'U. S. 510.
Here:.we have two conflicting official surveys and plats, and, by mistake: of
'the Land Department; two patents have been issued, which, in a certain aspect
of the surveys and plats, :also- conflict.-- It is-one of those unfortunate mistakes
which 'sometimes occur, and which necessarily throw: confusion and doubt upon
It

-

United Statestare controlling.

::

0

titles. Since it was discovered the Land Department' has wisely refused to
extend .the confusion by further patents under the survey of 1875.

-
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- This clearly commends. the ,action.of the Department in refusing
to make further disposals under theplat of 1875. Therefore, if
any further: disposa 6of that area are to be mad'e, there should be
.'
a new survey.'ounsel for:Read urges 'as a imatter, of great importance that
notation oftt
Supreme Court decision in the case of Gleason
.
White was made on the records of the, General. Land Office,. as inm.
dicating an interpretaAtion that Gleason was restricted to the area
embraced in his original entry and not allowed additional land
:under the. survey of 75. With reference to the notation,. the .Commissioner in transmitting the, record states-',.

.

The most diligent search has. failed' to reveal any. authority for the placing,
of this notation on the tract book, and it is assumed that it was put there by,
some clerk acting on his own initiative and without authority.

Certainly, such n6tation. could not, have the effect of overruling:
the prior departmental decisions as ,to; the effect of the Gleason
* patent, nor could the purport. of :the' court' decision be enlarged
thereby. The notation'could&serve no1other proper purpose than
to merely cal l'attention .to the said decision. But it is said, as
against Whitten, that. he wasbound
u
by notice of the said Supreme
Court decision and the Land., Department records; that he took a
void::deed. and:isnot protected ,on-the groundthat it was acquired
upon advice of counsel; that,-his alleged occupancy, of the land
occurred after date of the: Read- selection, and that he Ihas no sufficient basis for assertion .of equities: as a. bona fide holder under,
color of title.;
:*:dIn:'
answer to this, it may^ be said that the selector must likewise
be held to notice of the iLand Office records, showing the former
* claims; for these tracts and the rejection'of ,same because'of tonflict
with the Gleason fpatent. The 'Department can not: agree that the
filing of, the Read selection is sufficient to prevent the granting of
a preferred right o£fentry toDeeringYand Whitten, as contended,
-- :in'
case it be held that the 'area in question should be disposed of as
public land. In view of the 'rulings of the' Department in respect
*to the scope of the .Gleason.,patent,,the purchasers thereunder are
entitled to. consideration: as" holders under- color of title. -it is such
a claim, at least,
waswould afford an'obstacle to allowance6 of the
'
forest lieu selection a'verse thereto.
00 Theselector undertakes to make a distinction as"between ,Deering
and Whitten in this regard. 'He proposes to protect Deering on the
^ground that.the latter, had -valuable improvements on the S. 4 of
lot 1 when: the selection -was filed.' He
H denies the^right of Whitten
to such protection -because, it iis- alleged, :-the: latter had not at the
time of the selection 'improved the land and was not a settler
thereon.- Itt is not deiied, howethat Whitten haddpurchased

;26000
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the land (lot 2 and N. i lot 1) for $75,000, and had paid in cash
:$25,000 on the purchase price, acting upon etheadvice'of counsel
that the -title was 'good. Undr' thecircumstances stated, it is be- r
fQjA lievedi that both Whitten
faliaJ4
ave such equities. as would
tX
> fi ;t
0entitle themd at least to the 'privilege of protecting their titles, :.if
held'to be defective.
-V
q:1 'i0:
The fact of physical' Occupancy is notimportant except as it may
serve to give notice of a clain..' If actual knowledge be had of
the. fact of an equitable claim, it serves the'.same purpose as actual
physical possession 'of land,'exc'ept as to clai-msunder the public7
settlement laws which are iotiinvolved'in this case.- Mere possession without .right or equity would not call for ;relief. The law is
concerned with the condition and nt with
Aenteach particuIar elem

contributing to the coxidition!. It'is a: n
'i` __pposition to assume:
.that occupancy aflords the only ground for an equitable claim which
Ithe Department may satisfy by award of preferene6 right of entry.
If this be public land, the Departme'nt has jurisdiction over it 'to
d6 justice, and protect equities. But -it-is- believed 'that the question
whether this land was disposed of by the issuance of -the Gleason
patent should not be reopened. That was settled many years ago
by-the three decisions above referred 6o,,and is res #'idjudicata.
C.
G.
L'a (1-0 L. I 652)' ; Hyde*,a,etal. v.War'ren et'
on review (15
L.
415); Mee q. Hughart- et at. (23 L. D., 455); Lacey v. Gron6dorf et:aZ. (38 L. D., 553).; Nelson. Gxunheet al.,-(44 L. D., 486).
Accordingly, the decision appealed from is.affirmed.

'

ID.,1

WHITTEN ET AL. r. READ.
Motion -forrehearing of departmental decision of August 30, 1922
49 L. D., 253, denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney, October
26, 1922.:

-

-

..

PURVIS v.

ITT.

Decided August.3, 1922.
CONTEST-OIL AND GAS LAN)Ds-PROSPECTINo PnaMtR EconS.,
The rule enunciated in. Tieck v. McNeil. :(48 L. D., 158), to the effect that an
oil and gas. prospecting permit is not subject fto contest: by a third party,
did not intend to bar a contest based upon. matters affecting the legality
or validity of the claim not disclosed byfthe. records or known to the. Department
GAs LAiS-NOTICE-HEARING.
:
The provisions contained) in section 13 of the act of February 25,'1920,
requiring an applicant for a prospecting permit thereunder to monument
fsX ; ground and post notice,; being mandatory, a .contest-or protest suffithe
ciently alleging failure to comply thereith should -be received; and ,.if
found proper, affo
basis of an order for.a hearing...,

.CoNmsr-OI;AN¢D

:
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CON: ST-OIL ANDC GAS. LANDS-PRVOSPECTING PERMIT-JUBISDICTION`-COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
Primary jurisdiction 'over protests or contests against oil and gas prospecting
permits is vested in the Commisisioner ,of the' General Land Offlce.
IDEPARTMENTAL DECISION D
,FIE-.
Case of T'eck v. McNeil (48 L. D., 158), modified.

:

FINwEy, First Assistanj Secretary
March 11; 1921, the -Department granted to Albert Witt 'under
section,13 of the act of Febr uary 25,1920 (41 Stat., 437), 'a permit,'
0
026350,
toprospect for oiland gas upon the NpE. NEe'k , S.S i NE. J,
'SE. dNW. I, NE. : S:W. , and SE. 47, Sec. 17,; T 45. N.,- . 63 W.,
:
, Newcastle land.district, Wyoming.'
March 15, 1922,'Witt app-lied for.an extension of time for a period
o f three, years within wahich " to fully com'ply -with the terms of the
permit," alleging that within ninety, days from the&ate of the per:mit he- distinctly markeda
ech, corner,. of the .land embraced in theq
,permitby placing thereat a substantial monjument so that the boundaries of the landzcould be readily traced upon tsheoround, and also
posted, on the land&
at a conspicuous place a notice that said permit
had Ibeen granted,. and. a full description of the lands, embraced.
therein; that he entered into an agreement wi'th one Arthur Cl Sloan:
looking to a.:compliancewith, the requirements Pof the permitwith;
respect0 to the oil, and gas development of the land, and it had been
.impossible since November, 1921, to get machinery upon- or supplies
to the land. Upon considering said requestl the, .Commissioner of
the General Land Office on-.April 19 1922, pursuant. tQ the prov
- 'sionsof the .act of January 11, 19 22.(42 Stat., 356), extended the
-time. for: the commencement 'of: development work upon the-land to
November'30,1922.. ,
:June 21, 1922, John D. Purvis, whose section 13 prospecting permit application covering the land herein above. desc-ibed had.been
:
rejected by the Commissioner's decision of May 5, 1922, for conflict .',,
with the permit of Witt, fileda protest against ,said permit allegin
2

That he has caused the said land to be carefully examined, and that-it is
evident from the appearance of the said land that the said Witt has never at
any time complied with the law requiring same to be properly marked and
4 f: Xlegal
; :each
subdivision thereof staked, and in substantiation of this protegt he
submits herewith the affidavit of ]genjamin H.; Tlineming, Louisi C. Thoeminmg,
and Bernard HowelL

Inithe affidavit referred to in the protest it'wast averred in substance that t
'affiants are familiar with the land coveredIby the
said permit of' Witt; that on :June 5, 1922; each of the affiants went:
upon the' lh' didverycarefully'exam
ied'the'-sane' that ''thereis
no stake of any kind or character upon any legal subdivision of the
'land: or upon 'ano'f the section-'cor'n'ers, and 'no'evidence of any stake

0
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having been placed on the ground at any- time; that there" are no
*7002X holes-where any stakes could have been driven on any' of the corners
of the section, and no stakes lying 'uon the ground that would indi'*:.
cate that the permittee had: ever at':any timeconmpliied with the, law
by staking the land.
By section 13 of the leasing act, it is provided thatapplicant shall,..within ninety days after receiving a permit,
*The
corners, of the tract described in the permit upon the ground
-the
of
each
mark
with substantial mohnuments, so -that 'the boundaries can be readily.traced on
L the ground,' and shall post -in a conspicuous'place upon the 'lands' a notice 'that
such permit has been granted and a description of the lands covered thereby.
;*;*;*:

and all permits under said section are expressly;-made subject to
'compliance with said requirement.
The protest,0 however,2does:no't charge a failure on the part of the
permittee to have complied- with 'the' requirements of the provisions
:'qoted,' but alleges merely vin' substance and effect' that -on June 5,
10922, when the corroborating aff aants respecting the iprotest visited
'the land, which was approximately one year after the ground should
have ,been nmonumented,- no 'stakes were found thereon' or any 'indications that monumennts had everbeen established at 'any of the
corners. 'Inasmuch as the permittee has'alleged under oath that he
made timely compliance withlthe requirements of' the law 'in the
the grou' d and posting notice thereon, and
e
' matters of monumenting
of the 'furthern fact that lthe 'protest contains no positive 'allegation'
that suchlmonuments had not been erected and" notice posted, the
Department is clearly of opinion-that-the protest' affordsno ground,
~for a hearing,' and,.the"sam is for that reason dismissed.
In thus considering the protest,- the Department is not unmindful
of the decision of the. Commissioner of June 30, 1921, in' Tieck 'v.
(48 L.ID., 158), wh@ich received the''approval of the, Depart0 St :0 'McNeil
:. :ment, wherein' itis held',that an oil iand gasprospecting permit is.not
therefor
-nd
that' application
's'ubject to. a :contest by: a third party,
can not be allowed. 'That decision, however, overlooksthe distinction
between~a contest' or protest which 'sets out material allegations of
fact not disclosed by the records or known to 'the' Department and a
'contest or protest' which sets up matters which' are disclosed by the
records, known tI the, Department, or which involves some, matter
not required to be performed by the law or regulations.
It is the general rule fan.d, practice .of the Department to avail itself
of the assistance of citizens in its disposal of:the public lands, where
ithe protestorcontest alleges sufficient eause affecting the legality or,
the De-nownto
validity of.the claim not shown by th erecokds or k
: partment.As stated hereinbefore the molnumentiing of the: ground -embraced
within an approved permit and the posting of notice is a mandatory

49]
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statutory requirement,`and whether that has been-comnplied with4 or
not is ordinarily :not a matter of recordd oractually known to the
Departmaent. Therefore, a duly corroborated -protest or contest suffi0 ciently -alleging failure to -comply with the law in these respects
should be received, and if found proper and sufficient, may form the
-basis of an-:order -for a hearing, at which all parties may beo-heard,.
ahd- the IDepartment secure such information as may en ableit to dispose of the question at issue.
inasmuch as such permits are passed -upon and issued by the Coinimissioner-of the' General Land Office, with -the approval of the De-partment,- protests or contests thereagainst should be received and,
forwarded bjy the register and receiver to' the- Commissionerifor
appropriate consideration and action.
The said decision of Tieck- v. McNeil is, therefore, imodified to

*

^

-

accord-with this view.

-ILTON

-______

L. HINDS (ON, RECONSIDERATION).

-;

-

Decided SeptemZber 5, 1922.
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ABoE3MEsTEAD--ADDITrONL-NAFTIONWA-L
01
* rA:osm
The act of February 20, -1917, extended the right to make an additional entry
under the enlarged homestead acts to one who has obtained title under the
general provisions of the- homestead law to less than one quarter section
of undesignable land, and one who has acquired title to a quarter-section,
certain subdivisions of which are within a national forest and, -therefore,
- undesignable, while the -remainder is- of the character contemplated by the
acts, is entitled to its benefits.
- enlarged homestead
:
DEPAXTMENTAL DEcisIoNs- CITED AND APPnED. Cases of George M. Ingebo (46,L.L D., 431),, and Charles Makela (46 L. D,
509), cited and applied,

FiNNEY,:First Assistant-Secretary:.

By decision of March 9, 1921, thet Department held that, under the
-circumstances- disclosed in the appeal under consideration.-MiltonuL.
-Hinds was qualified'to make an original- entry under the stock-raising
-homestead act for -as much- as 480' acres, provided that the portion'of his original entry which is outside of a national forest. is designated under said act.
Attention,- iving been directed to certain facts not before the Department whenJtheappeal was considered, the record as now made
up has been reexamined.
- It appears that on February 12, 1916, at The Dalles, Oregon, landoffice, said Hinds made entry under section 2289, Revised Statutes,
fo'r'SE. , Sec. 3-,T. 19 S., . -14 E., W. M. The E.-[SW. {, aid
Sec. 30, within "a-' national forest, having been listed under the ac&t
of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat., 233), said entry Was; on4 May 22, 1919,
-

-

'

-

-
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amended to describe, E.0 SW. 1, and W. l SE. j, said Sec. 30. Final
proof was submitted May13,1921,and patent followed.
0On December 29,1919,;Hinds applied to make an additional entry

under the enlarged homestead act for E. I SE. DJ,said Sec. .30, which
' -;0application Xwas- suspend~ed to ~await action on a petition for the designation of the E. J iSW.f . Prior to the date of said application, tto
' wit, toniOctober 2, 1919, Hinds applied to make an additional entry
under the stock-raising homestead act for W. i SW. j, NE. I SW. 1,
-NW.. and NW. { NE. , Sec. 29, 'said township, acc'om-panied, by a
petition for designation. The latter application was rejected as to
all the land applied for except W. i SW. 4, Sec. 29, for conflict with
prior entries, and as to the latter tract because the E. j SW. k, Sec. 30,
being within a national forest,, is not subject to designation under
the stock-raising. homestead act. Hinds. appealed, whereupon the
departmental decision of March 9, 1921, herein above referred to,
was rendered.

'It now appears that on December 13, 1920, Archie ID. Pepin applied
to make entry under' the stock-raising homestead act for W. 0 SW. i,
SE. 1 SW. i, SW. j SE. -I, -Sec. '29, E. I SE. i, Sec. 30, and W. j
NE. I, Sec. 32, said township, as -additional to his' entry under the
enlarged homestead act 'for W. j, Sec. 32,.said township.
r-The SE. 4, said Sec. 30, was designated under the enlarged homestead act on March 6, 1914. All the land' herein described; except
; SW.
SE. -,0 Sec. 30, was designated under the stock-raising homestead act on August 9, 1921, 'efective August25, 1921.
By decision dated April 15, 1922, the Commissioner of the' Gen-'
eral Land Office ,directed that Pepin' be notified that he would be
allowed"thirty days 'from 'notice within which to show that he owned
and resided on the land- embraced .in his original entry on August
25, 1921,: when the designation of the land applied4 for by 'him becamre
effective, failing in which, and in the absence of an appeal, his appli-cation would be rejected as to W. j SW. 4, Sec. 29, and E. j SE. 4,
-Sec. 30, -for 'conflict with the prior applications of Hinds.. Pepin
was duly notified on April 24, 1922, but accordingj to the report of
the local officers, dated June 6, 192$, no action had been taken.
When Hinds applied to amend his original entry by eliminating
80 acres and including 80 'acres within the' limits of a national forest, he should' have been advised that the amendment could, not be
allowed, as lands within a national forest are governed bby the act of
June 11, 1906,' supa, and can not properly be included in an entry
under Section 2289, Revised Statutes. ' Under the showing made, he
should have been- allowed to relinquish the E. 4- SE. 4, and to make
entry' under the act of June 11, 1906, ssupra, and the: act of April
28,1904.. (33
Stat., : '527),
for
the 7;;E. 4-I.5.Wn 4,C the
portion
within'a
- 8
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:
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;national forest. Hadb the proper practice been followed, there would
have arisen no 4question of Hinds's rights under the enlarged homesteadact andthe stock-raising homestead act.
In the case of George M. Ingebo (46 L. D., 431), Ingebo had perfected a homestead, entry for 40 acres in South, Dakota which could:
not be designated under the enlarged homlestead act, and had thereafter made an additionalentry. under section 6 of the act of March
2, 1889, (25 Stat., -854),, for 120 acres in the Lewistown, Montana,
land district; which he perfected, and later applied to make an additional entry under the enlarged homestead act for 40 acres adjoining
the land embraced in said additional entry. -The Department held,
after quoting the 'provisions of the, act of February 20, 1917 (39
;Stat., 925):
Congress unquestionably intended to grant additional rights to those who, like.
Ingebo, had obtained title under the general provisions of the homestead law
to. less than a quarter section of land, and did not intend to debar those whol.
: Chadan additional entry under the act of 1889, suvra, from obtaining
0 i made
'the benefits thereof,- even though such additional entry had been perfected, as
in the case. under consideration. Accordingly, it id held that Ingebo is quali:fied to make entry under the act of February 20, 1917, supra, for such 'an area
'of designated land as when added to the 120 acres embraced in the additional
entry will not exceed 240 acres, the entry being allowed as in the nature of
an amendment of the additional entry.

To the same effect 'was the departmental decision of August 23,1
1922,- unreported, in the case of John Plementos (Pueblo 042734).
The soundness of the decision in the cases cited depends, in the last
analysis, upon the interpretation to be placed upon said act of;Febru-"
ary 20, 1917, which, omitting the proviso, reads as follows:
That any person otherwise qualified who has obtained title; under the homestead laws to less than one quarter section of land may make entry and obtain
title under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for enlarged
homesteads," approved February nineteenth, nineteen hundred and nine, and
ian act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and ten, entitled "An Act to provide for an enlarged homestead," for such: an area of public land as will, when
one-half of such area: is added to the area of the lands to which he has
already obtained title, not exceed one quarter section.

Like many other public-land statutes, this law can not be understood and construed without an understanding of the law of which'i
it is an amendment and the conditions sought to be remedied by such
amendment.
'Prior to the passage of the act of 1917, supra, the following propositions were settled law:
1. The entry under the general provisions of the homestead law
(section 2289, Revised Statutes) of 160 acres or less of land designated or 'designable under the enlarged'homestead act did, not affect
the' right of> additional entry ionferred by the last-named act.
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* 2. The%inclusion in an entry under -section 2289, Revised Statutes,
of any
undesignable land destroyed the right of additional
entry under the enlarged:homestead law.
It-was theepurpose of the act of 1917 to remedy the conditions resulting from. proposition " 2 " :above. It has' never: been ,doubted
since 1917, -that proposition "1." is the law, as it was before that
time.' This construction-of the act of.1917'would be impbssible were
it not held that.said act referred-to the obtaining title to less than
160 acres of undesignable land. As to designatble land; as stated,
there was nothing -to be remedied, and the law of 1917 did not refer
to it. -Such, in essence, was the holding of the Department in the
cases of Ingebo and Plementos.
In the case now before the_ Department, Hinds had entered 80
acres under section 2289, .Revised Statutes, and. in: effeet had later..
made an additional entry for 80Wacres under the act -of June 11, 1906,
-ra,
up
and the act of April 28, 19 04, . upra. The.80 acres in his origi'nal entry having been designated under the enlarged homestead act,
he' was qualifieddto :make an additional entry thereundei.
Being
thus qualified, he could claim the benefits of the rule announced in
the case of Charles Makela (46 L. D., 5095.
However, inasmuch as;all- the land except the .80 acres- acquired
under the act of June 11, 1906, supra, has been designated under the
stock-raising.homestead act, no reason is apparent whyVthe application :to make an additional entry under the stock-raising homestead
:act for the-W. i-SW. I, .Sec. 29,.should not be amended by adding
:thereto the E. -SE. 4, Sec. 30, and allowed, the application of Pepin
having been disposed of to the extent of the conflict. It is so ordered
The departmental decision of March 9,.1921, is modified to agree with
theviews herein expressed and'the case remanded for the action -indi:cated.
.area
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REGULATIONS UNDER THEY STOCK-RAISING' HOMESTEAD -ACTCIRCULAR NO. 523, AMENDED.
[Circular No. 846.]
DEPARTMENT iOF TME INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE;

Washington, D. C;, September 9, 19X.

REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS-,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

By departmental decision of July 28, 1922 (49 L. DI., 191), on -the
appeal of Garfield A. Paltenghe, itfwas; held that- two ormore incontiguous. tracts of designated land within a radius -of 20 miles maye
b
included in an original entry under they stock raising homestead actf

'
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or an'additionalIentry under the provis6 to section 3 thereof, but the
efitry, when -made, must be in a reasonably compact form.
: By decision of August 17, 1922 (49 L. D. 244) , in- the case of Jacob
.Norden, the department held-that'one-holding-an entry under' section
7of the,:enlaed homestead a'ctupon which residence is required is
qualifiedto 'make an' additional ei-try under 'section 4 of":the*;stockraising homestead- act 'for 'such an area of designated landc 'as when
added, to the. area :embraced 'int formoer entries :will not' exceed -640

acres.

-

*: -f;.Pursuant to6.said decisions, paragraphs'4, 5j 6, 8,A9,and'13 of the regulations '(Circular No. 523) under the stock raising homestead
act are hereby amended to readoas'follows, and a new paragraph,
numbered 20, added:
4. (a)' Any person qualified under,'the general laws to make'home-.
stead entry (that is, who has not exercised his right,~ or who is en- ; -:titled to restoration of his right under- general provisions of law),
may make a stock-raising homestead entry, for not exceeding 640'
acres of unappropriated surveyed land, in reasonably compact form,
which has been designated ,by' the Secretary as above indicated. 'No
rights can be .acquired -by an- application for unsurveyed land; but
- -- where a tract oft unsurveyed land&has been designated a settlement
right on not more than 640 :acres may be, established and maintained
if the boundaries are.-plainly marked on, the, ground.
(b) A person- otherwise qualified. who has partially exhausted his
, homestead right, securing title to a, tract of land, is. entitled to make:
an original entry under the stock-raising act for such an.area as wil 1
: not with said tract, make up more than 640 acres; and the distajnce
between the' two tracts involved is immaterial. .To illustrate, if he has a patented entry covering 120 acres he may make original stock.
raising entry for as much as 520 acres; if his patented entry covers'
240 acres of land designated 'under the enlarged homestead' act, he is
still a qualified entryman under tIhat act and is, therefore, entitled to '
enter 'under the, stock-raisiigz act, as 'much as 400. acres;; if he fhas;
entered 160 acres of land not designated under the, enlarged. homestead act, he may file petition for its designation thereunder, and his
:0 :0:; to:right:
dmake~original stock-raising entry will . be contingent on
designation as indicated. If thereis not sufficient land available in
one tract, two or more incontiguous st6ck-raising tracts within ,a
radius':of 20 miles may beentered, .but the rule as to, compactness in
paragraph 5 hereof must be complied with.
(c) A person, who :has perfected, or: hasjpending, an -entry, or
entries initiated since August 30, 1890, under the desert land, timber
-and stone, or p'reemiption. laws-for 320 acres inbthe aggregate is 'dis'qualified from- making'any-kind of entry under this act. If he jmade
entries under said laws for, not more than 160 acres they do not aftect
-
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his right under 'this, acet. If he has entcred under the--desert land,
* timber a~dstone. ~or, preemption laws mor than 6< ce but, app~roximately 40 acres less than ~320 acres, -he is. entitled to, make an
*original or an additional entry under this. act;, but-the tatentered

Thereunder (which, in no case* must exceed approximately 640 acres),
toge'their with the land entered under the otherjlaws mnentioned, ~and
~his prior uncanceled homestead ~entry. or, entrie~s,. if an1y, must not
,aggregate. more than 800 -acres.
In~ other words, ~aperson who is
*quali fled to make an original or an additional homestead entry under
other laws for as mucg as approximaely 4Q acres can enter hereunder such an amount of land: a .-will,~with the' area
entered under the hiomestead laws, not exceed,640 acres, but the total
* of all entries under the agricultural public land.. lawys (i. e., timber
,and stone, desert lAn, preesemption, and homestead) must not exceed
800 acres.
.

.theretofore

COMPACTNESS

OF ENTRY.

5. With -respect to comdpactness, no entry, nor any, claim com-

~prising an origia etyand an':additiona'l entry 'under thi~s act,
shall entirely surround an unappropriated tract of public Iland, nor
shall; -it have~an extreme length of. more than 2.miles if there be
available land of' the character described in: the act the inclusion, of
which in the claim: would rIeduice such length.. An 'additional entry
may not include' an incontiguous tract if: there is vacan unreserved
land of the -pro-per character Iavailable contiguous: to -the original
*tract. If there is, not'sufficient land thus available~ twb or more4 in-.
ontiguous tracts of designateid land within' a radius 'Of 20 miles may
*be entered if in reasonably compact form, but-an applicant wil nOt
bepermitted to include a third'tract, ihis entry while leaving unentered any part of a second, nor afourth while leaving unentered'
any part, of a third, etc. 'In other words, an orig~inal or an additional entry mhay embrace two~or m-ore incontiguous: tracts, but: not
more than one of the ~tracs m jay.hve ad oninitvctladoth
~character contemplated by the ~stock raising-act, and .this tradt must,
be, the one- farthest Iremhoved f4rom the; original entry or the main
tract of the additional entry. The applicant is at* liberty toj file an
corroborated by two witnesses, .to the' effect that* 'land
which should' otherwise be included in his applicationi b ut which 'is,
omitted therefrom is not of the character contemplated by the act,
and all facts upon which that allegation is based Should be fully. set
*forth: therein.
-

**affidavit,

* ..

~~~ADDITIONAL

ENTRIES WITHIN 20 MIIM15.

6. Any person otherwise, qualified who, has~a 7pending or ~perfectIed
homestead entity for less than .640 acres of land, which shall .be desig-:
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nated as stock-raising land, may, under the first 'proviso to section 3
-of the act, as amended, niake an additiona1 entry for a :tract -of
designated land within 'a radius of 20- miles from the tract originally
entered ,and making up therewith an area of not more than 640 acres.
person otherwise qualified who, when .making an original
;: Any
entry under the stock-raising homestead act, is unable to secure the'
maximum' area permitted by reason of adjoinng lands or lands
within a radius of 20 miles from the lands originally entered being
reserved or covered by prior filings or entries may, if the reservation
be vacated, or "if the' intervening filings and entries be canceled -as
the result of relinquishment, contest, or otherwise, be permitted to:
e'nlarge'his original entry, through amendment or by the filing of,
additional entry of designated lands within'a 'radius' of 20 miles'
1from the tract originally entered, making up, with his first entry,
an area of not more than 640 acres.
If he applies for land which is'incontiguous to'the.original entry,
must, furnish: an, afidavit that there is. no unappropriated, u-nt hex
reserved land contiguous thereto' o f the character described in: the.:
act other than that 'or which he .applies; however, this affidavit will
not be necessary if your records: show that there is no other vacant
contiguous land. .- The same limitation as to compactness of form
-will be enforced as with respect fo original entries as specified in
paragraph .5,hereof. It is:'immaterialtwhether a person applying for
*additional entry under -this provision of the law resides upon or owns
the land first entered.
.
j An 'application. for. additional entry not supported by an original
entry or by an application for original entry.allowable in whole or_
in part.at the time of filing will be rejected unless Vthe original appli'cation is for second entry and is accompanied by a second'entry.
':-showing, in whihcase action in the matter will be suspended pend-'
:mg determination of the applicant's second entry qualifications. If
the original second entry application is allowed in whole or in' part,
the. additional, application will be considered,. otherwise it will be
rejected'...
A:: married woman may make' an additional, entry under section 3
of the: stock-raising 'act provided her husband is not holding an un-.
perfected entry requiring residence. In order to -perfect such additional entry',::three: years'-a.&ctual ,residencezthereon, together with
the required improvements and-use of the land for raising stock. and
forage crops. fornot less than three years, must be shown.
One who .makes an' 'original entry (not a stock-raising entry)
and an additional stock-raising entry tat, the same time for land
designat.d under the stock-raising law, will not Tbe granted a reduction in the requirements of cultivation in connection with the origi-
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'nal entry, :but, will bo.held .to strict compliance with the requirements
of the law' under whihlithe. original entry was made.
-Even though a person has two.-pending or perfected homestead
entries, he may inevertheless .make an. additional entry under the.
proviso to fsection 3, provided all the other lands involved lie within
20 miles of the tract first entered. Where- proof has been submitted on- the. original entry, the person 1may make an additional.
entry for land contiguous thereto, or within 20 milesj under section: of the .-act, providedd he still- owns and resides upon the originals
tract. - (See par. 9 as to method of perfecting;title to an entry under
.
..
..
said section.):
A person whose right has.-been restored, by a second entry act is
in the position of never having mad4e a homestead entry.
ADDITIONAL ENTRIES BBEFORElPROOF.

:*
; 000:0

8. (a) Under section 4 of the act any person having a holmesteadentry for land which :shall -have been designated.under this act, upon
:which he has .not submitted' final proof, maynmake entry of. con-'
tiguous designated lands, which, with; the area of his original entry,'
shallInot exceed 640 acres; if there is not sufficient vacant unreserved land:of the proper character adjoining his pending claim unapplied for by any 'other person , he mayimake up the deficiency
by entering one or: more other. tracts 'lying: within a- radius of 20'
miles from said claim,'but the rule' of -compactness specified in paragraph 5 hereof must be complied with.
One holding an entry under section 7 of the enlarged homestead
act upon which residence is required, or an additional entry undersection 6 of the: act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat. 854), may make: an.
additional entry under this section for. such :an area 'of designated
land as when added to the area in 'the former entries will not exceed
640Qacres, regardless of whether-or not the land in the originalf
perfected'entry may be designated under the stock-raising act.'
0 (b)M On submission of proof on the additional entry, claimant
must show 'residence on one of the tracts to the extent ordinarily
required, but will be entitled to credit for residence on the original
tract before or after the6 date of the additional 'entry; .he must also0
show improvements' on' the additional tract or tracts to the value of
$1.25 for each acre' thereof. Proof on the additionai entry may' be
the 'requisite'
-allowance,'when:
submitted within five years' after- its
'residence can be' shown, 'but Atot before submisgion' of proof on' the
original. Proof'on the original -entry-must be submitted under' the
provisions of the law purs a'nt to which it was made, 'and within: its,:.
life, as limited-therebyr; but,.subject to that condition,: one proof may
be submitted on the two'entries jointly.

-S:
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The marri ag of a woman does not disqualifyv her from making. an
additional entry -under this section.; and husband and wife .may make
entries thereunder, additional totlheir respective pending entries, if
an~ election as to residence on' one of the original entries, as provided by the act of April 6, 1914 (38 Stat. 312)', as amended by act
of March 1, 1921 (41Stat. 1193) ,-has beeniaccepted.
ADDITIONAL ENTRIES AFTER PROOF.

9. (0a) nder-,section 5'of' thp act any person who has submitted
final proof :on an' entry under the homestead laws for land desig: Xnated underthis act, who owns*and- resides' upon said land, may enter
lands so' designated contiguous- thereto, which, with 4the area of his
original 'entry, shall not excbed,640acres;' the entry' may be made to
cover land incontiguous to the original claim,' in whole or in part,.
under the same rules set forth, in paragraph-S hereof.
One who perfected an entry,- by residence thereon,under section 7
of the enlarged homestead'act or section 6 of the act of March 2,
1889 (25 Stat. 854), and who owns and resides on the land thus ac-4
'quired,. may make an -additional' entry hereunder' for such an area
of designated land as when added to the area in' the' former entries
-will not: exceed 640 acres, regardless of 'whether:or not- the land in
the, entry first perfected may be designated underjthe fstock-raising
act. However,' the entry last perfected' must' be so' designatedIf the applicant: does inot own' his last entry perfected by: resiis not;
hreside
thereon, he
dence thereon or owns same 'and does not
section.'
this
under
entry
qualified to6'make additional
One who. has made an additional entry- under either section-: 4 or
section 5 of the act is qualified to make an additional entry for such
a quantity of designated land -within:-20 miles of the original entry
as, when added. to the area formerly acquired, will not exceed approximately 640 acres.::
A-'married woman-may make entry under section 5bof the act.
(b) In.order to acquire title to the land it is necessary:.only that
claimant show. the expenditure on the Iadditional tracts of $1.25 per
acre for improvements of -the kind described in. paragraph 7. At
least -half of such expenditures must be made withini three years
after allowance ,of' the entry. Proof may be submitted at any time
...
within five years after the entry is allowed.
Where:satisfactory proof has been submitted. on the original entry,
'the additional entry may be perfected under 'this sectioni: of the act
regardless of the, question [whether it was three-year, five-year, or,
commutation proof.
(c) An additional entry made under the. first proviso to section 3
of the act by one who owns but does not reside on 'his original entry
may-be' amended to&stand nd-be comple;ed 'imder :section 56of' the
'
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act, on, proper application and: showing of facts, in Vthe event bona
fide residence is resumed on the original entry before the intervention of 'an adverse claim.
:RE-ERElNTIAL R:IGHTS FOR: ADJOIING LAND.

13.0(a) Under section 8 of the act any person who, as the holder
of a homestead entry or as patentee thereunder, is entitled to make
additional entry under this act has a preferential right to enter lands
lying contiguous to his original tract and designated.'as subject to
the act,.:said right extending- for a* period of 90 'days after the designation takes effect; .it covers such'contiguous land as thed person is
qualified to enter under section 4 or section*5,of the act. This right
is superior to- the right of entry accorded a ;person who: had filed
application for entry of thp land underthis act accompanied by petition for its designation.. However, before a designation has0 been
made the land is subject to settlement and entry under any other laws
applicable thereto unless there is pending such application and peti-

tion.

;

.

(b) After the designation of land takes effect no application therefor' vill be allowed under this act or under any other law until 90
days shall have elapsed-if theirecords show that it may conflict with
a preferential right 'to be claimed on account of an entry for adjoin-:
ing land.,SOtherwise an application under this act may be allowed
immediately on the taking effect of the designation.
. Where there is conflict between an 'applications for a tract by a
holder of adj oining land, claiming a preferential right, and an applicationby:one asserting no such right, you will allow the former and
reject the latter, subject to the usual right of.appeal.
:wherestherel-is 'conflict between the applications of 'two or more
''persons claiming such preferential right -of entry you will, after the
expiration 'of the 90-da'y0period, notify the various applicants that
they will be allowed 30 days. from receipt of notice. within which to
: :agree among- themselves upon the diision of the tracts -in conflict,
,by subdivisions, and that such division will- -be, made by this office
in.the absence of an' agireement. Unless an amicable, adjustment is
made, you will, pursuant to.this.notice, forward all the papers to
'this office for consideration, making on your schedules the necessary
notations as to the method of transmittal. This office will thereupon
make an equitable division Iof the different subdivisions, among the:
applicants' so as to equalize as- nearly as possible the areas which
the different applicants will have' acquired by adding the tracts thus
allotted to those originally held or owned by them. An appeal will
be allowed from the action of this office.
'(c) Where there is but onae subdivision adjoining the lands of 'two:
or more. entrymen or patentees entitled to exercise preferential right
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of entry and seeking to assert same, said subdivision will be awarded.
to that person who first files application therefor with an assertion
Of such right.
(d)' .A preferential claim -can not be recognized unless, on the
date the designation of- the land in question becomes effective, theland originally entered by the claimant has been designated under
the act or there is pending a .petition' by such claimant for the
designation -of the land originally' entered by him.
(e) A settlement right under any other applicable law, if initiated prior to designation 'or application and petition, will, if
asserted in time, defeat a claim of preference right hereunder.
(f) The preference right of entry accorded to. contestants by
the act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat. 140), is in no way affected by
any of the provisions of this act.'
(9) The fact that a person presents,; with his application for
entry under this act, the relinquishment of a former entry covering the tract, sought confers upon him no preference right for
entry of the land, and such application is subject toI the preferential
right given by section 8 of the stock-raising homestead law.
(h)An applicant for additional entry can not 'assert a prefer-0
ential right as against a claimant whose application was ified before
the date of the original entry of the former.
(i) The preferential right granted by section 8 of this act is
':superior to the preferential right granted to ex-service men of the
war with Germany by Public IResolution No. 36, approved January
21, 1922, which amended joint resolution of February 14, 1920' (41
'Stat. 434).
(j) A person Holding an additional entry 'under section 6 of the
act of March 2, 1889 (25 -Stat. 854), or an additional entry under section 7 of the enlarged homestead act, on which additional entry
claimant is residing, or who owns and resides on land acquired under
sucht entries, is entitled to a preferential right to enter stock-raising
land adjoining such entries regardless of whether or not the land in:
the original entry under the general homestead laws may be designated under the stock-raising act.
20. Where a person made an additional entry under section 60of
the act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat.' 854),, for lands stock raising incharacter, it may be used as a basis for an. additional entry under
the stock-raising act for the difference 'in area betwe0n the area in
the former homestead entries 'and 640.acres, even though the land
in such section 6 entry b e more than 20 rmiles from the land in-the
original entry, but the land in the additional stock-raisingr entry
In adopting this rule on Aug. 29, 1921, the department directed that it was to be effective only. from Sept. i, '122-;':
2
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must be within 20 miles of the land in such section 6 entry, and it is
immaterial as to whether or not the land in the first or original entry
is stock raising. in, character.
A section 7 additional entry under the enlarged homestead act on
which residence is being maintained may likewise be the basis for
an additional-entry under the stock-raising act, regardless of whetheror not the land, in the original entry may be designated under. the.
stock-raising act and: whether or not the land in the, section 7 entryv.
:
-is more than 20 miles from that in the original entry.
WILL:AM SPRY,
Commisgioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

COST OF CERTIFIED COPIES OF RECORDS AND PAPERS.
-[Circular No. 504.]''
Reprint,: as amended, of Circular No. 504, approved September 22,j916 (45
L. D., 485).
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

-Was ington, D. C., September 12, 19932.
1. Under existing laws the following is a schedule 6f fees for the
preparation and.,delivery of certified copies of: records and papers
by the General Land Office. - Circular No. 504 (45 L. D., 485), is
amended to read as follows:
(a) For written copies, 15 cents for each 100 words.
(b) -For photographic copies, 15 cents for each sheet not exceeding 11 by 15
inches; for larger sizes a proportionate cost, not to exceed 40 cents per sheet.
(c) For photolithographic copies of township plats, 50 cents each.
d() For tracings or blue prints, a sum e'ual to the cost of'preparing thesame.
(e) For certifying a copy and affixing thereto the'seal of the officer certifying,
25 cents.

(f) For each certified copy of any printed order or regulation intended for
giatuitous distribution, 25 cents.,

2. The cost of a certified photographic copy of a patent is ordinarily 40 cents and of a typewritten copy 85 cents.
3. A separate certificate and seal must be attached to each certified
copy of a patent, as well as to each certified copy of~a township. plat;
but where.there have been :two or more surveys of a township and a
copy. of each plat of survey is desired, all of such related plats may
be certified under one certificate and seal,

0
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4., A ll fees for certified. copies must be' 'paid in advance. In any
case where,-the amount remitted is insufficient, the remitter will be
promptly advised concerning the deficiency.'
5. Remittances may be effected by nieans
New York exchange,
certified check, cashier's check, or.post-office. money order, ,and. should.
be made payable to the Commissioner of the:General Land Office. s
WILLIAM S nY,
Yo m'missioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY.of
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SMALL HOLDING CLAIMS IN NEW MEXICO-ACT OF JUNE 15, 1922.
INSTRUCTIONS.

:

[Circular No. 849.]
DEPARTIENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Wa-.Ain:
GENERA, i LAND OFFICE,
--ashingtomD. C., September 13,192.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES,
.UANDSUVEYORGENERAL FOR THE STATE OF' NEW MEXICO:

Your'attention is' alled to the act approved by Congress June 15,
1922 (42 Stat., 650)', which provides:
That in township surveys hereafter to be made in the State of New
Mexico, if it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of the deputy surveyord
:making such survey that 'any person has,: through bhimself, his ancestors,
grantors,.-or their lawful successors in title or possession, been in the continuous adverse ,actual bona fide possession, residing thereon as his.home, of
any tract of land or in connection therewith of other-lands, all together not
exceeding one hundred. and tsixty; acres, in such township for twenty years
next preceding: the time of making such survey, the deputy surveyor shall
recognize and -establish the' lines of such 'possessiou and make the subdivision
of. the adjoining lands in. accordance therewith. t Such* possession shall be'
accurately definedE. in: 'the field ,-notes of the survey and delineated on the
township plat, with the boundaries and:,area of the tract as a separate legal
subdivision.' The deputy surveyor shall return 'with his survey the name or
names of all persons so found to 'be in possessionj 'with 'a proper' description
of' tfle tract' in the possessiono'bf each-as sho6*n by the' survey, and the proofs
furnished, to 'him of such-possession .:
Upon receipt of such survey and proofs the 'Commissioner;.of. the General
Land Offlce shall cause careful investigation to be made in such.manner as
:he shall deem necessary for the ascertain ment of the truth in respect of such
claim and occupation, and if:satisfied upon'such investigation that the claimant
comes within the proisions of this section,-'he shall cause patents to be issued
to the parties so found to be. in possession for the' tracts respectively claimed
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by them: Provided,' however, That no person shall 'be entitled to- confirmation
of, or to patentifor, more thanwone hundred, and sixty acres. iajhis own right.
by -virtue of this section.
All claims arising under this act shall be filed with the surveyor general,
of New Mexico within two years next after the passage of this Act, and no
claim not so filed shall be'valid. No tract of such land: shall' be:subject to
A:entry under the land laws off the United' States':

A:n proeided further, That

this act shall not apply to any city lot, town lot, village lot, farm lot, or pasture
lot held under a grant from any corporation or town the claim to which may
fall within the provision of this act.

It will be observed that the >act is practically a rf-enactment of
sections 16 and 18 of the act of March 3, 1891 . (26 Stat., 854), as'
originally passed, restricted in its application to the State of New
Mexico. The words ",residing -thereon as his home," which were
stricken 'out of section 16 ,of- the act- of larch, 3-4 1891,; by the.aa;ct
of February 21, 1893 (27. Stat., 470), are retained in the said act.
This act applies only to townships- surveyed after its passage.
All claims arising under the said act must be filed with the
surveyor general of New Mexico within two years after June 15,
1922, and any claim hot so filed-must be-rejected.
'The act is restricted in its application to natural persons and the'
possession required by the, act, must be maintained during the required period by individuals, and a claim by an individual based,
fff~in
whole or in part, upon possession maintained by his grantor or
predecessor in interest'who' was a corporation'oor :a town, is invalid.
rTo the end that the claims which will arise under the said act
may be efficiently and expeditiously adjudicated, you are directed to
be guided by the folloswing instructions:
1. The surveyor general shalltassign a number to all claims fled
underthe provisions of the said act and require such proof to be'
made in support thereof as he shall deem satisfactory following the
method heretofore adopted in claims' which have arisen ''under sec-''
tions 16, 17, and 18 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 854).
2., After an application for such claims'shall have, been filed and
proof shall have been made before the surveyor general in support thereof,. the. surveyor general 'shall. immediately' forward' to
the register and receiver of the land district rin: "which the claim is
situated' 4copy
a
of the application, so filed and proof made.
3. The deputy surveyor when surveying 'a, township. containing.
such claims, applications forcwhioh'shallthave~been~filed, shall before
such :claims are segregated satisfy himself -that such: claims shall

have, been resided upon as 'homes.

:

"'

4. As soon asa township containing such chim's shallhav ebeen
surveyed and a copy of saidplat. o 'urvey
'f
shall havebeen a.p
proved and filed in' the district-::Iandoffice,. the :register andg, re-.
ceiver0, of such office shall: .ascertain,whether
or not the surveyor-
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copy of the applications~ and proof as reof these instructions .and -in the event'it
not been forwarded the register and rerequest the. surveyorTgeneral to lforward
;..X

5. When .this information shall have been received the: register
and. receiverz shall serve inotice upon-each of such claimants that
90 days from receipt of, notice ,will be allowed'within~which to
:begin the publication of notice of intention to submit final proof,
as hereafter .r6`ired 'and in.,the event the said publication is.not
begun within the-: time, allowed and final* proof: finally submitted
in due acourse the:s'aid claim will. be canceled and finally closed.
.6. The register and receiver shall require each of such claimants
to publish notice of intention to submit final. proof of his occupation and possession under the same terms .and 'restrictions as govern
publication :in homestead cases following the same form with the
necessary alterations as will indicate the nature of the claim' and
0of the' proof to be submitted. , In all cases in which the claims are
situated in sections' that 'have been granted to the State for school'
purposes the claimants, shall, be required to serve notice of intention to submit final proof upon the proper State authorities,'either
"personally or by registered mail,"'and to furnish evidence'of su h
notice at the time of making final proof.
7. In miaking final proof the "'claimant will be requiied to make
affldavit setting, forth .the nameoof the ooriginal settler and. th'e date
.of the I.original settlement.; the names -of all mesne possessors of
such claim. if any, and the qperiods held by Ieach, giving, the exact
dates, and how each .,such possessor acquired possession. of -such.
claim; the date the then' present claimant took possession of such
claim, how he acquired possession thereof; and the -manner,7in
which each such possessor has maintained possession of .such claim.
If documentary evidence-of. title of such claimants .is in.: existences
such documents or duly, authenticated copies thereof, must fbe' produced andjiled with'the proof.. Every material, fact stated in 'the
claimant's affidavit, or necessary:to the validity of his claim, not
: .established by competent, documentary evidence, must. be ,substanti-;
ated byA'the affidavits.of not 'less than two disinterested persons hav-ing a personal 'knowledge of the facts.
8. -When such proof has been made' the register and reeiv-er wilI
examine th'same in each case, 'and if satisfiAed that the provisions
of the said act have be en complied wvith, issue final certificate thereon:

iniduplicate, on the usual form.-with such modifications as 'shall be
-necessary'-to show the act 'under which the claim arose, and transiiit
th-e:0'duplicate to the claimant' and the original, together with all ''the
.:

records in the' case, to 'this office for final action. If, after. consider-
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:ing the said proof the register and receiver should- be of thebopinion
that it does .not meet the requirements 'of 'the said act the register
and receiver; will reject the same allowing;an appeal to Vthis toffice..
- 9. If, after serving the notice required: by paragraph 5 of these
instructions and the expiration of the time allowed, no action having
been taken by such claimants, the register: and receiver will transmit
all the records in such cases, together with; evid'ei6d66f such notice
having been' given, to this office for further action.
10. The proof required 'by these instructions must be made before
the register or the receiver or one of the officers dfthorized to take
proof in homestead cases.
0 Di

X- -

0 --- CXR

:

L: :

0WETTTAM-

S RY,

0Comusmioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY-;
First Assistant Secretary.
SEA-COAST PACKING. COMPANY.
Deoided Sept ember 16, 1922a.
SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL-ToWN
DRANVAL-RESTORATION.

SITE-OCCUPANCY--NATIONAL

FORESTS-WITE-:

The restoration of a tract of public, land eliminated from a national forest
:* i: ; :. for town site purposes does not preclude the making of a soldiers' additional entry therefor by an occupant.whose' right of occupiancy was not
extinguished by the Executive order which established the forest reserve.
-DEPARTMEi4TAL DECISIoN CITED AND APPLIED.

Case of Lewis P. Hunt '(41 L. D., 477), cited and applied.

FINNEY, First Assistant Seciretary:

d

The Sea-Coast Packingy Company, a: corporation organized under.
the laws of the State of Washinigton, has appealed from a decision
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated June 3, 1922,
rejecting its applicationvto make soldiers' additional homestead entryia

forthat certain tract-on the west coast of-Prince' of Wales TIsland,, in the Terri0tory of Alaska, included'in an area about the: village of Craig recently eliminated from the Tongass National Forest, which traet is: now and for Imany years
has been in the use and;exclusive possession ~of the.applicant, held until such
-:recent elimination under:a forest use permit issued by the Forest Supervisor
at Ketchikan. Alaska,' and may
lbe
ore particularly des;cribed by reference
to an- unofficial plat of Fish Egg (now Craig) Townsite, madde 'from a. survey
by E. H.. Hoffman in March, 1911;, and now availablejat the office of the-Forest
Supervisor1- at IKetclikan,'as all thdt portion of the proposed townsite lying between mean. high tide line on the north and west AMain Street on the south, and
Third Street on the east, which last described area hereby sought'covers about
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but not to exceed six and one-half acres, and includes within its limits the
original area of 600 X 300 feet for 'which said Forest Service permit issued
February 4, 1908.

The Coommissionert held that the tract described was not subject to
entry ' under; sections 2306 or 2307, Revised Statutes, citing. the
Proclamation by which it was eliminated from the Tongass National
Forest,
The Proclamation referred to, dated February 8; 1922, recites:
Whereas, it appears that the public good will be promoted by excluding from;
the Tongass National Forest, in Alaska, several tracts of land occupied: for
towusite purposes in order that the public lands therein may be disposed of
under the applicable townsite laws. * * *
Now, therefore, I, Warren G. Harding, President of the United States of
America, by virtue of the power in me vested by the act of Congress, approved
June fourth, eighteen hundred and ninety-seven (30 Stat., 11, at 34 and 36),
entitled "An act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and ninetyeight, and for other purposes," do proclaim that the lands lying with the
following described boundaries are hereby excluded from the Tongass National
Forest.

Craig Townsite.

[Here follows a description by courses and distances of

57.61 acres, more or less.]

The Se'a-Coast Packing Cpmpany,-it appears, is the successor /of
the J. Lin&nberger Company, as to which' the Forest Service advised
this Department under date of June 17, 1914, as follows:
Several years ago the Forest Service, acting under -the. regulations of the
Department [of Agriculture], authorized the J. Lindenberger Company of
Seattle, Washington, to occupy a certain tract of land within the Tongass National Forest at a place now called Craig, Alaska. The company -has constructed a fish cannery and necessary* appurtenant buildings on this tract
--at an expense of fapproximately $300,000.. A similar permit was issued to the
West-Coast Mill Company for a sawmill site. After these companies coomr
menced operations a number of persons congregated near their buildings, and for the purpose of orderly administration the: Forest Supervisor found it
advisable to lay out an adjoining tract in lots and blocks. A number of these
lots are now being occupied under special use permits.
As

*

.*ff?

:*-:

d

:

*

:* i

.. id

:

*

:

The Forest Service would be glad to recommend the elimination of this tract
from the forest but, of course, does not wish to do so unless the real parties
in interest would be fully able to protect themselves against other claimants.

During the fnegotiations with the Department of Agriculture relative to 'the elimination from the forest of "Craig town site," the
Forest Service advised the General Land Office on October 8, 1920,
a .s follows:
The Forest Service has no recommendation to make with respect to the
-wishes, of the Columbia Salmon Company [predecessor of the Sea-Coast Packing Company] of Seattle, Washington, that the tract on which its buildings are
located be not included in the proposed town site at Craig. In view of the
expenditures the company has made for its cannery, it apparently should be
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allowed: to acquire title to the land it is occupying, but the manner in which
such title should be acquired. can best be determined by your office.

In transmitting a copy of the proclamation to the register of the
Juneau land office, by letter of February 15, 1922, the Commissioner
of the General Land Office stated that the tract embraced in the settlem ent at Craig had been eliminated from the forest in order that
it might become subject. to entry under the 'town site, laws..' The
register was directed by letter of March:4, 1922, to note the elimination of the lahd from the forest, and to post a.copy of the proclamation in his office.. The soldiers' additional application here in question was filed April 6, 1922.
On April 5, 1922, there was filed in the office of the surveyor general for Alaska a petition for the survey of the' tract eliminated as
Craig town site, and under date of April' 24, 1922, proposed instructions for the survey were submitted .by the surveyor general. The
instructions were approved by the General Land Office,.on May 6,
"1922. The Department has been informally advised that the survey
in the field was completed in June, 1922.
The proclamation of February 8, 1922, indicated that the purpose
of the elimination from the forest of: the 57.61 acres designated as'
Craig town site was to allow the disposition of the area under the
'town site law applicable to Alaska-section 11 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095), which provides that "lands in Alaska may
be entered for town site purposes, for the several use and benefit of
the occupants of such: town sites,", such entries to be made under the
provisions of section 2387, Revised Statutes, "as near as may. be."
It can not, therefore, be seriously contended that the President intended that the Sea-Coast Packing Company, the occupant of the
land'under consideration, should be deprived of a right, growing out
of such occupancy, to purchase the tract under section 10 of the act of
Ma# 14, 1898 (30 Stat., 409).
In the case, of Lewis P. Hunt
L. D., 477), wherein the provisions of said section 10 were considered, the Department. held that if
the land then under consideration was occupied by Hunt or his predecessors in interest for purposes of trade, manufacture', or other .productilve industry at',the date of the withdrawal of the land for inelusion within the exterior limits of a national 'forest, and there had
been no unnecessary delay in the assertion of 'The claim before the
Land Department, the withdrawal for forestry purposes did not attach, and that Hunt might,' at his optioni, acquire title through a.
soldiers' additional entry rather than by the payment of' $2:50 per
acre, as provided by 'saidsetion 10.
If the right of an occupant of a tract of land is not extinguished by
an Executive forest withdrawal, the rest-oration of a tract from a
forest withdrawal can not be held to have that: elfect, especially
'(41
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where, as here, the restoration is for the benefit of the occupants of
the land.
The records: of :the Land Department containi data which establish beyond controversy the occupancy of the tract applied for by-the
appellant company, and the allowance of its application will be in
harmony with the expressed purpose of the elimination of the tract
from the forest.
The deision appealed from is accordinly reversed, and the. Commissioner of the General Land Office will, before: accepting the recent survey, eliminate from the proposed town site the tract applied
for by the Sea-Coast :Packing Company, and will, in directing the
issuance of final certificate under--the soldiers' additional application,
furnish a technical description of the tract, usig the field notes of
said survey.
EXCHANGE OF LANDS IN SAN JUAN, McKINLEY AND VALENCIA
COUNTIES, NEW MEXICO-ACT OF MARCH 3, 1921.INSTRIJCTIONS.:
[Circular No. 850.]

-DEPARTMIENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

W3ashAigton, D. 0 C8Septenmber 19, 192.
FE, NEWAMEXICO ;- SUPERINTENDENT,
PUEBLO BONITO AGENCY, CROWN POINT, NEW MEXIGO; SSUPERINTENDENT OF THEZUNI •CHOOL, BLACN ROCK, NEW MEXICO:
The following regulations are issued for your guidance under the
act of March 3, 1921 (41 Stat., 1225, 1239), authorizing reconvey;ances and relinquishments of lands, and lieu selections ;therefor, in
San Juan, McKinley, and Valencia Counties-.
The act mentioned contains this provision:
REGISTER AND RECEIVERn, SANTA

"The Secretary of the Interior is. hereby -authorized, in his discretion, under
rules and regulations to be prescribed by him, to accept reconveyances to the
: :Government of privately owned and State school lands, and relinquishments
of valid homestead entries or other filings, including Indian allotment selections, within any township of the public domain in San Juan, McKinley, and
Valencia Counties, New Mexico, and .to permit lieu selections by those surrendering their rights so that the holdings of any claimant within any township wherein such reconveyances or -relinquishments are made may be consolidated and held in solid areas: Provided, that the title or claim: of any person
who refuses to reconvey to the Government shall not be hereby affected."-

As the "exchanges 7 permitted under the act for the purpose of
consolidations. can be made only with the mutual consent -of all per-_.
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sons interested, and be brought to'the point Where approvals may be
had of the Secretary of the Interior, there should be full'preliminary
cooperation as, a preventive of adverse action- and as a means of
aiding prompt and favorable action by the Government. It would,
therefore, be appropriate that you suggest to all prospective applicants that before any applications ar'e'actually filed in the local
land office, they go over the matter, as between themselves,*with the
view, to arriving at some tentative agreement as to what lands they
a wish to relinquish and take in exchange.,
The question of whether the land wanted by each-interest is vacant
public domain or railroad land, whether it is- State 'land or within
Indian allotments patented or selected therefore or whether- leased,
etc., should first be ascertained by such persons as nearly as may be
* possible;- also, some understanding should be. had between all the
:interests indicating their attitude. There oare many small details
connected with, propositions of this character which must necessarily
be worked out first' by the applicants themselves, and that can be
: done promptly and satisfactorily by personal conferences among
themselives, rather than to have applications filed indiscriminately
with the expectation that the field force of this Department will attempt to reconcile .all the differences that will no doubt be found
to exist.
A 0person or corporation, or the State of New Mexico, desiring to
reconvey and select lieu lands should file in duplicate an application
with the local land officers at Santa Fe definitely describing by government surveys the lands wanted: and the lands offered in exchange;
and notice of such application must be given in compliance with the
circular of February 2i, 1908 (36 L. D., 278), with the exception, that
instead of beginning publication within twenty days. of filing of
selection, the'selector will begin such publication. within thirty days
from date of service of noticeby the register and receiver that the
application has been placed of, record.::
*
In all cakes where the applicntion involves land occupied, claimed,
or owned by an Indian, the register and receiver will forward a copy
of the application to the' proper Indian superintendent; and in all
such cases will furnish the superintendent with the serial number of
the application, which :serial number together with the name of thb
land office must be indorsed thereon as a means of identification and
referred to in all correspondence concerning said application. Copies
of applications covering-lands occupied, claimed, or owned by In'dians in$aSan Juan and McKinley Counties will be filed with the
:Indian superintendent at Crown Point; and copies of applications
covering such lands in Valencia County will be filed with the superintendent at Black
I
ock. It will be the duty of these officialsAto

-
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examine the land proposed to be relinquished or reconveyed by all
Indian applicants, and the land proposed to be acquired by 'Indian
applicants, and to submit reports of such examinations involving
lands in their respective jurisdictions, to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs with appropriate recommendation as to the allowance
or disallowance of the application, a copy of which report must be
forwarded'to the register and receiver at Santa Fe..
The register and receiver will forward to the Commissioner of the
General Land Office with their monthly returns all applications filed
in their office for'.exchanges under the -said act of March 3, 1921,
supra, after noting the same on their records in the usual manner.
The application will be noted "suspended" by the register and receiver, and unless disallowed by the Secretary of the Interior, the
lands applied for in exchange will not be subject to-application or
:

filing by any other applicant.

The Commissioner of the General Land Office, acting through the
-field service thereof, will cause to be made such investigations and
examinations of the lands and claims described and set forth in ap-plications for exchange as will enable the Secretari of. the Interior
properly to act in the premises. Applicants should specifically state
in their applications that the same are made pursuant to the authority
contained in the said act of March 3, 1921, and these instructions.
An affidavit showing that the land*asked for in exchange is non-

f

*
*

mineral in character and not adversely claimed should accompany
each application; except that in cases where the land is covered by
an allotment, homestead, or desert entry, a statement may be incorporated in the affidavit to the effect that the claimant to such land has
''-filed an application to relinquish or reconvey the land to the-Uniteed
States under the provisions of the act of March 3, -1921, supra, if such
be the fact. Where applications are submitted involving the reconveyance or relinquishment of lands selected by or- patented to individual Indians, such applications may be considered jointly and
not necessarily as separate applications, provided, in such cases, the
0lands to be acquired'in exchange will consolidate the holdings of such
Indians.
The lands selected must, in conjunction with other property owned
by the party conveying; be in a compact body, as near as may be
possible,- regardless of 'township lines; but no application pill 'beconsidered involving lieu lands in any township wherein the selector
owns no-land, and where the approval of such application will not
effect a consolidation of the holdings of the applicant in such township or townships. Nonmineral, surveyed, unappropriated, and un-reserved land, except as' provided byv the precedindg paragraph, can
Lbe

selected;
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There should also accompany the. application a-warranty deed duly
executed according to the laws of New Mexico by the proponent, conveying to the United States the land to be given in exchange, but-such
deed need not be recorded. An abstract of title-brought down to- show
good title in the proponent, free from all incumbrances,. must also, be
filed., Such abstract of title must be authenticated by the proper State
and Federal officers and show that the land is-free from-all judgment,
: claims, or liens, including-taxes, or such- abstract may be authenticated
by an abstractor or .abstract company: as provided by General Land
OfficeCircular No. 726 of October 13, 1920
- If the:
exchange is authorized the deed will be. returned for recording and
the abstract to be brought down to show such recordation, -whereupon
patent will be issued in the regular order of business.
Where the land relinquished is, covered by an unperfected bona fide
claim for which no certificate for patent. is outstanding, there must
be filed with the selection a certificate by the recorder of deeds or
official custodian of the records of transfers of real estate in the proper
county that no instrument purporting to convey or in any way to
encumber the title to the land or any part thereof is on file. or of
record in his office ; or if any such instrument or instruments be on
file or of record therein, the certificate must show the facts. A selection in lieu of an unperfected claim not covered by patent certificateX
must in all respects conform to the law under which such
claim is held, aand will be subject to the payment of such fees and
commissions as -would be required under the, statutes to. complete the
unperfected claim in lieu- of which- the selection is made.
ifI the land relinquished is - covered by an unperfected claimsuch as a homestead :or. desert entry-for: which certificate :for
patent has not-beeh issued. an& the law under which the claim was
initiated requires 'that land taken thereunder must be in one body,
the same requirements must be observed in-making the lieu selectionirrespective of lands otherwise owned or elaimed.' If the land relinquished is covered by an Indian allotment
e
for which a trust
patent has been issued,. that trust patent should accompany the
application for exchange and on the reverse side of the patent
should be indorsed the relinquishment. of the patentee witnessed bv
two, persons or before a notary public or other official with a, seal.
If the trust patent has been lost or destroyede, or- for any reason can
not be located, the relinquishment and application for exchange may
be combined, including a sworn statement asto the loss of:the;pator reason given why it can:not, be furnished. In cases ofthis
character.-no deed will be necessary, -but the selector must make
affidavit thatv he has not sold, assigned, mortgaged, -r contracted to
sell, assign, or mortgage the, land covered by' the unperfected claim
or relinquished allotment.
-

-

-(unpublished).

-

-

-

-

-

-

-unperfected

t
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A selection .of 'land in lieu of ant unperfected entry under the
settlement laws if credit for residence on the unperfected claim be
*desired, must in addition to other proofs be accompanied by 0the
affidavit of :the selector, 'corroborated -by two witnesses, showing.
when .residence was established on the unperfected claim and' the
duration of such residence. In such a case, unless the selector has::
resided upon, 'cultivated, ;antid improved the relinquished unperfected claim for the full period required. by lawto earn, a .patent
* thereto, he must establish and maintain Ia residence on the land
:improve the: same for the full period0
selected and cultivateand
required by law to earn a patent, less the time spent upon the relinquished unperfected claim.

*

If the relinquished unperfected claim be :not one held' under the.
settlementtlaws, thaffidavit- as to thi residence required by thepreceding paragraph need not be. furnished; but in either case the
selector must make affidavit that he has not sold, assigned, mort* gaged, or contracted to sell .the land covered by the relinquished
:unperfected claim. No: patent shall be issued for any: lieu- land selec0: tion until all parties in interest and involved in the exchange of their
f; holdings: 'with each: other and with the Government shall have cam-

*;o : pleted their selections and thereby and-otherwise in accordance:with

applicable law and the regulations thereunder earned equitable title:
* to the land:involved therein.
The law makes no provision for reimbursing any persons fornim* provements on land' relinquished or reconveyed. J However, when
any applicant receives notice that an exchange applied for has been.
authorized, he' may, if he' so desires, remove any buildings, fencing,:
or other' movable improvements owned or erected by him on the land
relinquished or conveyed; Provided, that such :removal is accomplished within ninety days from receipt by him of said notice. Any
land relinquished to the United&States under these 'regulations,:which
tracts would ordinarily become subject to entry under the public;
' land laws, 'shall be withheld 'from: all' forms of disposal until further
specific action -is taken there'on- to make the said lands 'subject to,
settlement or entry, 'or to any form of' disposal; and until otherwisc
directed the local landffofficers will not allow any entry or application for such lands.
:ILLIAM

SPRY,

Comimissioner.
GRAS. H. BURKE,

Com mirssionesrof Idian Affairs.
Approved:
E C. FIN'NEY7

First Assistant Secretary.
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Decided Septeinber 20, 1922.
ADDITIONAL

HOMESTEAD -STOCK-RAISING

HOMESTEAD-

OCTiPAMCY -KiNKAi

ACT.

One,,who is qualified to make an additional entry under the proviso to section
2 of the so-called Kinkaid Act of April 28, 1904, as amended by the act
-of May 29, 1908, by reason of his ownership and occupation of the land
originally entered, is qualified ton make an original entry under the stockraising homestead act for -such an area of'designated land as, 'when added
to the area originally entered ,will aggregate approximately 640 acres.
HOMESTEAD-STOC:-RAISING

HomEsTEAD-1KINKAID. ACT.

One who made a homestead entry for any, area of land in the territory
:affected

by the: socalled Kinkaid Act

after the date

of the amendatory

act of May 29, 1908, is not qualified to make an original entry under.the
fstock-rtising homestead act.
DEPARTMENTAL -DECISIONi

CITED AND

ISTINGUISHED:

Case of Charles AMakela (46 L. D., 509), cited and distinguished.

First Assistant Secretary:
At the Alliance, Nebraska, land ofice on February 14, 1916, Earl
A. Mann made homestead entry ifor NE. j, Sec. 17, T. 23 N., R. 54
W., 6thbP. M. After patent, under said 'entry -had issued,. Mann,
applied at the Cheyenne, Wyoming,; land office on September' 26,
1921, to make an additional entry under the stock-raising homestead
act for lot 4, SE. {4 SW. ,.S. i. SE. 41,NE. j SE. i, SE. I NE. j, Sec.
7, W. 2 SW. 4, NW. J, Sec. 8, T. 26 N., R., 63 W., 6th P. M. (478.85
FINNEY,

acres).

-

By decision dated May 6, 1922, the Commissioner of the General'
Land; Office rejected the application because the land applied for is
not within a radius of twenty miles of the original entry. Mann has
appealed, and with the appeal :has filed- an application to make an
original entry under the. stock-raising homestead- act for the land
desired. He contends that-he is qualified to enter approximately 480
acres under the -stocklraising homestead act, and cites the unreported
departmental decision of May 22,1920, in the case of Frank Tinkham..
In the case cited, Tinkham had&on October 31 ,1894, perfected ahomestead entry for 160 acres within the area wherein the so-called
Kinkaid Act of April 28, 1904 (33 Stat., 547), is operative, and he
* was allowed to make an original entry under the stock-raising home'stead act for 480 acres in the Dlouglas, Wyoming, land district.,
The Kinkaid Act provides, in section 2 as'amended by. the, act of
May, 29, 190&. (35 Stat., 465, .466467).,'* that- entrymen under the
homestead laws of the United States within the territory described
* in section 1 who own and occupy the lands theretofore entered by
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usto .their homestead entry,.
already

entered,

owned,

and

occupied, exceed in the aggIregate 640 -acres, and residence continued
and improvements, made upon .he original homestead, subsequently
* to~the mnaking of the additional entry, shall be accepted as equivalent:
* to Iactual residence and improvements made ~on the' additional' laud
~so entered._.
The first -proviso to section 3 of the act follows:
That a former' homestead entry shall not be' a bar to the entry under the
provisions of this act of a tract which, together with the 'former entry, shall

not exceed 64 acres.
The: provisions ~of 'said

~section 2. had the effec of mkn

ik

-hamlqualified to ~make, an additionaL'entry for .48.0 acres of land
contiguous to his' originzl homestead, which entry he 'could perfect
by continuing to reside upo andimprove. his original; entry rh
could, under the proviso to section 3, make an ineeietentry'
for 480 aIcres... These, qualificaions (under section 2) were. held
sufficient to entitle 'himo'tothe-rule announced in'the case of Charles
TMakela (46 L~. D,.509):
One qualified'to. make entryv under other homestead laws for approximately'
40. acres is qualified to ~make an original entry, under ~the provisions of ,section'
1of the .tock-raising 'homestead act. ~of December 29, 1916, for such an area
of land designated thereunder as when added to the ar~ea of the. prior perfected'entry or entries' will not'exc-eed 640.acres, even though the latter area
be not designated.

The case of Mann~ presents- an . entirely different, state of f acts.
Whether his entry for 160 acres was~ made under section 2289, Revised 'Statutes,~or under the proviin of the Kinkaid Act is imma-teia.f wa for a
eratwithin the territory- affected by said act
and, unlike .the en'try of Tinkthami, having been made 'dfter itsIapproval, exhausted Ihis rights thereunder, except that, if contiguous
lands: thereafter became' vacant,'he could amiend his entry to embrace
such' lands to' the limit' 'f 640' acres-. Having 'e:~hausted his right
under the Kinkaid Act 'and not' being qualified 'to make an originalor an additional ~~homtestead entry' under other laws for .~as much as
approximatelyV 40 acres; he is not qualified to:make an original 'stodik'raising e ntry, 'and as the landy appliedo'fr'is more than twenIty miles
from hiis perfected entry, he is not 'ualified to' make an' addition'al.
entry -therefor underthe' s tock-raising, homestead act.~
The~decision ~appealed from is affirmed.'
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REGULATIONS TUNDER TIMBER AND STONE LAW.
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.

[Circular No. 851.].
[Revision' of the regulations approved November 30, 1908 (37 L.D., 289), as
revised January 2, 1914 (43 L.D., 37), and reprinted with amendments;
(Circular No. 2S9), March 1, 1916.]0
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND' O(FFICE,

,Washigton,D. 0., September2.,1922.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
'UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

The' regulations under the act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 89), and
amendatory acts, commonly known as the. timber and stone law,
which regulations were revised January 2, 191i4 (43 L. D., 37), and
reprinted with amendments on March 1, 1916, are hereby revised:
and modified, as follows,: :
PROViSIO

PFOR. APP:RAISEXENT.

1. Any land subject to sale under' the foregoing acts may, under,
the direction of the Commissioner of the General 'Land Office, upon
application or otherwise, be appraised by smallest legal subdivisions,
at their reasonable 'value, but -at not less than $2.50 per acre; and
hereafter no' sales shall be made under said acts except as provided
in these regulations.
CHARACTER :OF LANDS SUBJECT TO ENTRY.

2. All unreserved, unappropriated, nonmineral, surveyed public.
lands within the public-land States, which are valuable chiefly for.
the timber or stone thereon and unfit for cultivation at the date of
sale, may be sold under this act at their appraised value, but in no
case at less than $2.50 per acre, in contiguous legal subdivisions upon.
which there is no existing mining claim or the improvements Of any
bona : fide settler claiming under the public land laws. The acte
'specifically prohibits the making of entries thereunder for land containing -valuable deposits of gold, silver, cinnabar,.copper,
or coal,
: :.but entries thereunder may be, allowed under: the: act of Jully' 17,
'1914 (38 Stat., 509),. for land withdrawn or classified as valuable'for
phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or asphaltic minerals, or which
: The principal changes consist of the elimination of the provision relating to the rights
of applicants if the land applied for is not appraised within nine months from the date
of filing of the application, and of inserting a provision to the effect that lands within the
known: geologic structures of producing oil or gas fields, or embraced in applications: for
oil and: gas prospecting. permits, or in permits or leases granted, are not subject to
entry under the timber and stone law until and unless the Seeretary of the Interior
shall determine that the surface of the lands may be disposed of without detriment to
the public interest, For changes made, see paragraphs 2, 8, 14, 23, and 27,.
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are valuable for those, deposits, prvded them applic'aht filies hi consent, witnessed, by two persons-~or. acknowlede beoe an offcerhy
ing an official seal, to have the entryV: stand subject to the~ Pro~visions;
and limitations of said act. Ho-wever, lands within the known
embraced in.
geologic structures: of producing, oil or gas fedor
.applications for oil, and. gasp.prospecting permits, or, in -permits".or
leases granited, are, not subject, to ,entry hereunder! until, and, unless~
the~ Secretary of the Interior, shall, determine, that: the~:surface; of the
*lands may -be disposed; of without detriment ,toll the: public, interest..,
The terms used, in, this paragrah mnay be define substantially as~
.

follows for the purpose of-construing. and a~pplying .this la7w:
.(a) Unreserved and unqpp~ropricatedlands are lands which are not'
*included, within any military, Indian, orooter resraonor-na
national forest, or, in a -withdrawal by the~Government Ifor reclama-.i
-which~are-not covered or embraced in any
*tionfr or othe upoeor
entry,, location, selection,~ or fiig which, withdraws, them from the
puiblic domain.

---

(b) Unoccpied Jandqs are lands belonging oUthe United! Statesupon which here are no irprovemn~vts.belopnging toa.any. pesn wh
has initiated a~ndis, properly maintaining a valid mining or other
n
l~s
bnoe
caim to such lands. !under tepbi-ad
tro§*unused mines, shafts, tunnels, or buildings occupied, by mere.
pi.ssers'not! seeking- title: und er anIa of the-Uie Staesd' no
adis otherwise capable of'
pevent timber and stone entries ift
*being so ~entered.
(c 6Nnminieral lands are such lnsaarnokowtocontain
any subsfahce recognized an~dlclassed by, 'standard: auitboiities''as mineral, in such quanfities .and, of such' cjaiies as W011d, wlith~,reiason'able 'pro4spiects of ~succ elss ina. developnig a paying mine thereon,' induce
prii'uclnc6 -to expend the timenandnmoney
ieaddiiiay
aperson of or
say tosc dvlpment.
(d) Timber, is, defin ed- as trees of, such. k~ind, and qunity-f regardless of size, as may be used in constructing buildings, irrigation
tri rnaiscna,-r
works, railroads, telegrap'h andtle~ephnehues,-i
fences, or in,'timbering s~hafts ~andi. t'unnels or in matnufacturingAu
*does not. include trees ' suitable fdf fuel 6'nly.-for ti MbNr but unfit for cfultivation, ar~e,
~(e)
lands which- 'areimore valuabfe f or timbert than' their- aire
*tionr in the condition in which they 'exist at ~the~ date of th pli ton!
ad -which could belmad e iforeto~ urchse,~aftdthe.efoeiild
of timber.,
valuable for cuilti~vation b~- cuttinig and cilearing tihe
The relative- values~for' timber" or culti'vation muist ~be dete'rmmii 6ed
existing at thi6'date of the appiicatio6n~ to
from conditions of :the
,ncs

.Landsiavcuqb~le~chievy

-for

-

-land

p~urchase. I
8751L-
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---

-cultii'a-

-
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L3.Lands may be entered under the timber and ston6 acts, 'except,
as denied' by special laws ;in all of the. public-land States; but such.
entries.ma, not.be mmade in Alaska.
BY WHOM , ENTRIES MIAY: BE MADE.

4. One timber and'stone entry m'aybe made for not more than 160
acres (a)- by 'anyf person :who is ta citizen 'of the United States, or who
has declared, 'his intention to become- such citizen, if he is not under '
:21-years of age, and has not already exhausted his right by reason of
:a" former. application for an entry of that kind; 'or has not already
acquired- title to or is not claiming' under the homestead or desert
land laws through settlement' or entry made since August 3(, 1890,
_any:other lands which', with the land he applies for, would aggregate
more than 320 acres;-or (b) 'by an associtationof such persons; or' (o)''
by: a corporation each of whose stockholders -is so qualified.
'5. A married woman may' maKe entry if the laws of t.h e State in,
which she applies permit married wvomen to purchase and hold for'l
themselves real estate, but she mustimake tthe ent~ry for her own ben-':
:
.efit'and not in the interest of her hus'band or any other person.
METHOD OF0POBTAINING TITLE.

qualified person may obtain, title under the timber and
Any
.
stboie'law by perforiing.,the following acts: (a) Personally examining ihe land desired (b) presenting an application. and 'sworn.
statement, accompanied by a filing fee of $10; (c), depositing with
the .receiver Qthse, appraised price of the land; () publishiing notice,,
of'his application and proo£f;('ea)naking final proof.
imadnebytije
in
7. Exam'ination of the: land i'must b$
in,
application
of
his
the'date
before
days
30
than
more
person not
order that he may knowingly swea-r to its character and conditon.
.APPLICATION AND SWORN STATEMENT:' DEPOSIT.
8. The ,application and sworn statement (Form 4-522) must. conthe timber, .based.on examination,.
thf
:tain the applicant's..stimat
and his valuation of the land. and the timber.th1ereon, by. separate"
items. It must-be.executed:in duplicatedafter. hav'ing'been read to-or
by the applicant, incthe presene of the officer ,administering the!'
oath, and sworn to. by; himbefore' such officer and. may be either the
register., or the: re.eiyer ofi the: lands district in, which the land is lo-.
cated, a United-States! commissionerajudge or a clerk of!a;court;of
record, in ,the county jorparish in which' 'the land is. situated, orr one
- ofthese officers outside. of that cou,,nty 'orparish,, i.f he is nearer
more accessible to the land than any ,other qualified officer and has;
his office or place of business within the land district. in which the
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land is l'ocated.

Each applicant must, at 'the time 'he presents his
application and sworn statement', deposit with the receiver a filing
fee 'of' $10. The application must be filed' in the'district land officO'
or deposit'ed'in the mails within 10' days after'itsexecution.'
9. Applications by associations or corporations must, in addition to'
the; facts recited in the foregoing. statement, show that each, person :
forming the association or holding stock ,in, hecorporation is quallfied to make entry in his own right and that he is not a 'member of
aRy other' association or a stockholder. ini a'ny other corporation which
has filed anhiapplication or sworn statemenrt for ,under
other lands
the
timber and stone. laws.'
DISPOSITION OF APPLICATION.

10. After.application and 'deposit hiave been filed in proper form,'
as required b:ythese regulations, the-registier and; ieceiver wilV at once
forward one copy' 'of 'the iipplicationl to' the chief of' field- division'
having jurisdictibon of 'the' land' d'escribed, 'who', if lie finds legal' ob-L
jection totheo allowance of thelapp6lication' will' return' it 'o them;,
with report thereon. ::' The register'and receiver -will, if they concur in
an adverse recommendation of'the chief of field; division; dismiss or
deny 'the'application, subject to theap'plicant's right of: appe al- but'
if Ithey. disagree with hiis recommendation' they will' forward the
'
record to the 'Commissioner of the: General Land Office, with their
report"and opinion thereon, for such action'ashe may deemiadvisable.'
If the chief' of' field 'division finds nol su~h legal objection! to lthb'L
application,'he shall cause' tlie lands applied for'to be appraised by an'
officer or%employee of the Government, using Form 4:-5261
APPRAISEMENT: METHOD.

11. The officer or employeedesignated,to make the appraisement
personally visit the lands to be app"riised and thorioughly examine::every legal subdivision, thereof, and, the. timber, thereon, and
appraise, separately tihe several, kinds .of timiber atj.their' stuimpage
value, and theoland. indep ndent of the ti-ber at'its, vlue, atthe,
time' of appraisenmen.t, .but the tota1 appraisement of both land, and:
bimber ,must not.. be less,'thani.$2.5.0 per acre.... He 'must, in,making
his report, consider the; quantity, quality, accessibility, and any other
-elements of the value of 'the land and the timber' thereon. The
appraisement 3 must bemaide
asubdiiisionsbor
by smdles't'legal
the
report must show that the valuation of the land and the estimate of
thetimber apply to each and,'every sub.division appraised.
:must

'APPRAISEMENT: gMANNER: OF! RETURN: APPROVAL.*;

12. The' comipleted appraiseii:entius'tbe maild .ordelivered 'pe-rsonally to the chief of 'field division under whose' supervision it was'

c^nn .
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made, and not to'the, applicant. Each, appraisement upon which an,
entry.is to be allowed must,be 'approved, respectively or conjointly,
as provided in. these' regulations, by the chief of. field, division under
whose supervision it was made, by the registeri and receiver who
allow the entry, or by the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
APPRAISEMENT: DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN APPRAISING
APPROVING OFFICERS: 'HOW DETERMINED.'

AND

13. The chief of fiel.d. division will return to the ,appraiser, with
'his, objections, an..appraisement wIvhich he deems materially low or
high, and the appraiser shall within 20 days from, the receipt thereof.
resubmit the papers, with such modifications or explanations as he
may deem advisable "or proper, 'upon receipt "of which the chief of
field ,diyision will ,either approve the schedule as then:submitted, or
forward tbhe ,papers to the register or receiver with is memora.
dum-of .objection. -The register and receiver will thereupon. consider
th6 case,. If they approve the ,appraisemenjt,-they 'will sign ithe. eer-'
tificate appended: th,ereto and', advise. the chief of, field ,division
thereof. ,,-If-.theregister.,and receiver approve' the, objection of ithe:
chief.of. field, .division,: they: will .so. indicates and jthe-appraisingo-'
if
offleer is an employeepof. the'.Interior. Department, 'under the supervision:,of the chief of$field division, they will return the' papers to'
the chief of field'division, ,.who will,.thereupon order'a new, appraisement .by, a.,different officer.- If,. however, the, register and receiver.
approve the 'objection of the chief ,of: field division, when the apprp,7iser, .is.an
,officer of another bureau-of thisi department or' of an.-.
other department, they' will .forward the recrd of. 'the' case to the:
Commissioner of the General Land Office, who will then determine
the controversy.
'A&pRAISEXENT:

NOTATION AND EFFECT THEREOF.

.14. Wfhen the appraisement is-completed, the register and receiver
will note the price' on'tlheir recor'ds, and(for one yaria'te
'after the
of 'the appraisal the land may be sold'at' such p'rice. After the la pse
'of :oneyeair 'an application under the' ac t'ill'be fefer'ed'to the chief
of field' divisioiv for 'report and re:'ommendatidn' as'to whether the
conditions
then
existing
demand
'a new a.' praisal.
nditions
t
,he
,
.'
. ; ,a!e]
i'
c

'

NOTI.CE OF APPRAISEMENTT: PAY

ENT. ORPROTEST.

'1-. 'Ifdhie appraisement shows the laid, or any 'subivisiou thereof;
to be subject to entry, the registr a'Rd receive"'r will' n'dte it.s iappraised;'
price on-Itheir- records, 'and. will;iimmediately' inform .. the 'applicant
(using Form 4-524) .lhat he, must, within 30 days from service of
n4trce:deposit with the receiver either in lawfulmney, 'in ps-
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office nmoney orders payable to the reAeiver, in ceitified checks drawn
in, favo of the receiver'wich can be'.'cashed without cost to the
G6ve~rrnment or a'si',iovided in parairh 34 herof,' th'e app'raised
'of the land; or'of 'said part,, and the tihiber' therelon, or within
X 'price
said time 'file 'is

protest againstu the a'ppraisement, depositing 'with

'the: receiver a' sum sufficie'nt o defray''the 'exp'enses of a reappraisement (which'sum' notless'jthan $100, must be fixed 'bythe register
and receiver and specified in the, notice to the. applicant), together
with his application for reappraisement at his own expense.
1.. register
If' the 'and-receiver reject the-application as to'^part.or
,alll of the- land,: upon the: ground ;that the appraisement 'shows it' not
'to b isubject to timber and'stone entry, applicant' may within 30
showing.by affidavit, corroborated by at, least two witda- s su
nesses having actual, knowledge of the character of the land,0 setting'
forth facts whichi.tend to disprove' the' apraisement and that it is
chiefly valuable for the timber and stone thereon, and if a prima facieshowing is mad'e thereuponahearingallbe' ordered- to determine
magrementibethe facts, after a. date has'-been fixed for the same by
tiveen the chief , field :division and the ,register, and receiver-. Notice
must be given, byregisteered letter anid the, envel pe ,should, be marked
for return iflnot d'elivered within 30 days. If notice be returned
after being held in the post office for 30 days, such proceedings. will
constitute constructive 'notice for 30 days. After 30 days' notice has
heen had, if no deposit of the price has beten rmade, or protest against

,theappaiseent hasbeen filed ,as ,to .,lands- found subject to, entry,
and ni'o application for. hearing 'or appeal has been filed as to lands
found not subject. to entry, the register and receiver shall close the
'case on their records, all righ unde.r the appiwauion being, termijnated without 'notice.
OBJECTIO:N TO-`APPPRAISEENT :' APPLICATIO1N -FOP
REAPPRAISEMENT.

;

17. Any applicant filing his protest against an appraisement, and
applicatiohn for' reappraisement, must support it by his affidavit,
'
his
corroborated'by two comipetent,' credible, 'and' disinterested "persons,
in which he must set forth'specifically his objections to the appraise:ment. He 'must 'indi'ate his: consent' that the anount deposited by
him' for reappraisement, or such part thereof as is'necessary, may
be expenddd therefor- without any 'claimi o'n his part for'a refund Ior
return'o£f the mone'y thus'expen ded.'
REAPPRAISEXENT.

'

18. Upon the receipt' o f a prote'st' against' ap'praisement and application for reappraisemelnt conforming to the regulations herein, the
register and receiver will transmit such' protest and application to

:

*

\
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the; chief of field; division, who lwill c'ause ;the reappraisement to be
made by some officer other than the oneinaking the original appraisement. The procedure provided herein for appraiseni~ent will 1be followed for reappiaisem ent, iexcept .the iatteri, if diftering from the

fotrmer, must, .to give

be approvec both by the chieptfffect,
of field

djvision kind the register and receiver, or, in case of disagreement
between them, by the Coimrissioner of the GeneralLand Office.
N'OTICE OF APPRAISE

ENT.

. .19.:Whena reaappraisement is finally effected, the register and
*Ireceiver will ;note the roappraised -price on their records, and at on-ce
notify the applicant (using. Form 4-525) that..he must, :within 30
days from- the date of notice, deposit with the receiver -the amount
---fixed .by~suchlreappraisement for the .sale of the land, .or thereafter,:
and without notice, forfeit alli- rights-under his application.
COST.,OFrIvI4ING

REAPPRAISEXENT.

:20. The officer or employee of the United States making the
reappraisement' shall'be paid from the amount deposited 'with the
receiver by;the applicant therefor, the salary, per'diem, and other
expenses to which he would have-b een entitied from the G~vern: ent, in the case of an original appraisement, for his services4for the
time he was engaged in-making and returning the'reappraisemnt.
The receiver will, out of the money deposited by the applicant, pay
such compensation including reasonable expenses for subsistence;
transportation, and necessary ^'assistants; and the oficer'will deduct:
from his 'expense account with' the Government the amount which
hIhas received' from^'I the' receiver for such services. The receiver
will return- to the applicant the amount, if any, remaining on deposit
with him after -paying the expensesof. said reappraisement.
-

FINAL PROOF.

21 ^After the appraisement or :eappraisement and deposit -of
purchase money.Ind. fee have beewn made the register will- fix a time
and place for the offeering of-final proof, and name the officer before
whom it shall be ofEered and post a notice (Form 4:348e) thereof
inAthe land::office and -deliver a copy of the -notice (Form 4-348f)'to
- .the applicant, to be- by hi anda .t his -expense published in the
newspaper of accredited standing and general' circulation published
nearest the land applied for. This notice must be continuously
published in the paper for- 60daysprior to the date named therein;
as the day upon which-final-proof must be ofier. .
-

-

Wh

-

-
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;,TIXE, PLACE, ANDMETAOD, OF. :MAKING, FINAL PROOF.

22. Final proof (using Form 4:-37Oa) should be made at the time
part thereof, evidence
and,
notice,
place mention'ed i'nthe
and'
-.,i, n .i*;e
.- . i.tas a ..,.-q
po..
i 'th
.
an
previous paragraph, should also
y t
of publication, as
be filed. If final proof. is not made, on that day or within 10 days
thereafter, the' applicant 'imay lose his right' to complete entry of the
land.' IUponhsatisfactory 'showing,' however,' explaining"the cause
3 :of
his failure to make the proof as -above required,:'id' in the absence of 'adverse ciai'm', the Commissioner of the General Land
Office may authorize him to readvertise and complete entry under
w
:c
'
:
I 'his previous application.
'lii
6-n'allo
23. If an applicant dies after the filing of
his' heirs. 7will be permitt'ed"to niake pr'oof and pay'tion:
I S 0 hsereunder,
ment but patent will issue to the heirs of.the applicant.FINAL ENTRY.'

24.. After an appraisement or reappraisement has .been approved,
p'ayments made,'and satisfact6rv proof subnmitted ijn any case as
: .the
required by these regulations, the register. and re ceiver will, if no
protest or contest is pending, allo4wa final entry.
.'-GENEiAL

PROVISIONS.

OON.:STS iAND PROTESTS.

may ybe '-fild', fany time before an entry is allowed,
oteet ni
' 0Pr
' :25.
and contest may b 'filedat' any' time before patient issues, by -aiy pers
son who will furnish the register and receiver'with-a corroborated
affidavit alleging 'facts sufficient to cause the 'cancellatioii'df the entry,
and will pay the cost of contest.
i

*

FAliSE SWEARING-ll}DTUlm.

26.- If an applicant swear falsely in his; application. or 'sworn statement, he will be, liable to indictment and, punishment for perjury;
he be guilty of false swearing or iattempted. fraud in connection
if
iana
;with his efforts to obtain title, his application and entry vwill be disallowed and all moneys paid by him will be:forfeited to the Government, and his rights under the timber and stone acts will be ex-;
.
.
. .
'
hausted. .....:: .:
OF -APPLICATION TO 'P'URCIIA5E
* 0.
EFFEOT

'

27. The filing of an application hereunder, for land subject thereto, and to the completion of which the Government interposes no. obstacle, 'exhausts the right of the applicant under. the act.
28. After an application has. been :presented .hereunder no other
person will be permitted to 'file on the land embraced therein under

'29=.6
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-any p1lic-land law: utili such appidationi shlallhave: ben finally.
'disposed of adverse to the applicant.
Lahds appraised 'orreappraised heieiuiei, but not sold. may,
'
t Apon the fina l'disallowance' of: the; 4pplidation' bentered~by 'any.
'4halifiedperson, under the provisions'of the 'timber and-,stonejlawS
.at''its appraised'br- reappraisecd.vaiue, if subj~ectthereto.
not entered under
not appraiied'
30.' Lands aapplied for '
these reeg'ulatns may, when the rights of the applIant are finally
terminated? be disposed of' as thugh' such applieation had not been
fiked."'

'ay be re'aphave not' 'been
hreappraised
~ 31.'Any 0 lands *hicth~
praised' upon the request of- an applicant therefor .under these regauiations who eobmplies 'with' the requirements of section 17 'hereof.
- '32 An appiicaht securing a' reapprisn6iit under these regulations shall'acquire thereby no right or privilege except that of pinchasing the lands at theirreappraised value, if he is qualified, and
if the lands are subject to sale under his application; and he must
shalli 1 0t; in any:
o'otherwise eoiMplj' with the'sev regul tions, b
:-'event,'be entitl6tethe return of any money deposit'ed 1y4hifi Uiid
eijphnded in such'reappraisemeent.'
33. The Coommission`er of :the 'G'ederal Land Office 'miy at any time
direct the reappraisement.. of. .aiy tract or tracts of public lands,
when, in his opinion, the conditions vwarrant such action.
34. Unsatisfied military- bounty land warrants under any act of
Congress and unsatisfied indemnity certificates of location under the
the
.t
act of Congress approved Juiiep 2, 1858, properlv assigned
or part payient
-; atptl f,shlall 'be reeeivable. as cas~h ih paynt
for lands purch~ased Shere~urder at the rate. of $¢1.25'per, acre.'.
: 35.The farms mentioned herein shall be; a part of.0these regulations.
ENTRY, OF. STONE LANDS.

36. The; foregoing regula'tions apply 'to entries of lands -chibfly
-'valuable for stone, and the forms herein prescribed ean be rhodiin such' manner as may be necessary to the making of entries 'of
'2 iflied
'
,
stone lands.
FORMER -REOTiATION5 'REVOKED.''

37. All former regulations, decisions, and practices in conflict
with these regulations are hereby revoked.WILLIAM SPRY,

:

!;;in

'Was
i'0'i'''5

Ji

i''_

i '

"'Commiissioner.

'. 'S8

I
Approved:
E. CJ. -FININ--j
First AX4s~stsnt Secretfary.-t

;

-
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;APPE1DX
A'tsrelating

t6 Timber and Stone Vntries.

AN ACT For the sale of timber lands in the- States of, California . Oregon,
Nevada, and in Washington Territory.

.Be it.,enwac~ted, by, tAe Sen0#ate an~d. ouee olf Representatives of the
United Stttesq of America ir4 Congre s assernbZed, That surveyed
;public lands; ,of the United States within-the States of California,
.Oregon,. and -NNevada,, and in
ashington Territory, ' not included
.within military, Indian, or other reservations of the United States,
.valuable chiefly, for timber,. but,'unfit' for cultivation, and which have
not been offered at public sale, according to law, may be sold, to
,citizens.:of the Uijited' ,States,; or persons. who .have declared their
.i~ntentiqn, t beconme such, in quantities-not. ex66eding: one hundred
and ,sixty.. acres to. .any one iperson. orlassociatioh of. persons, at' the
minimum, price of .two dollars and fifty cents
and lands
4per.'acre;
.valuable icihiefly. for stone,,may.be sold ,on the: same terms as timber
lands: ,Povded,; Tthat nothing herein contained shall defeat.;orimpair ,any, bona. fide claim underi: any: law of the ,,United States,
-orauthorize the sale of any mining,-claim or the improvements, of
anyt bna fide~ settler, .or lands containingi gold,. silver', cinnabar,
,copper, or. coal, ior lands selected-,-by 'the, said States, under. any law
.ofthe Unite.d -States donating. lands&--for internal, improvements,
education, or other purposes: .,And. provided:f trther, That none''of
the right$.conferred by the act'approved July twenty-sixth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-six, ;entitled' ;'',An: act granting .the right of. 'wayl to
ditch . and -canal owners over,. the;public. lands, and. 'for other purposes,"'7shall:be abrogated by this act; and..a~l patents granted shall
be subject, to any vested and accrued' waiter rights, or rights to 'ditches
and. reservoirs used in connection with such water rights, as may have
been acquireduiander; and by. the p rovisionsof said act; and ,such
rigs
shall bd expressly reserved in anypatent issued under this.act.
,Sn'c. 2That any .person desir,ing to avail himself of the provisions
of this act shallfile with the register of the 'proper district, a written
statement in duplicate, one of -which is to be transmitted to the
-Gneral Land
c designating, by, legal subdivisionsthe particuLar
tract of land ,he .desires to purchase, settipg forth, that the, same is
:unfit for cultivation, and valuable chiefly for ,its timber or stone; that,
it is uninihaabited, contains no 'mining or other imnpiojvements, exce~pt for ditch or canal purposes; where any such do exist, save such
as were miade by'or] belonged' to the applicant, nor, as deponent verily
believes, any' valuabledeposit of g'old,- silver, cinnabar ,copper, or
coal; that deponent has made no other application under'this act;,
that he does 'not a'pply to: pu'rchase the same on speculation, but in
good faith to appropriate it to iis own exclusive'use'and benefit and
that he has not, directly or indirectly ,'made'anyr agreement or con-
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tract in any way or manner, withl.A-iy 'person .or persons whatsoever,
by which the title which he, might acquire from the Governmentt of
the United States: should inure, in whole or in part, to the benefit of:
must be; verified by
-hlimsielf- which sfateimie
'aivy
Cperson 'x'ep't
the oath of the applicant before the'regis'ter or the receiver of the
land office "within the:district where the land is situated; and if any
:person itaki'ng such, .oath shall swear falsely inlthe premises; he' shall
b: subject to all the pains an4d penalties of peorjlury; and' shall forfeit
'th'e, money which he'.may have paidlfor said'lands, and al right and
grant or 66onveyanc'e which:'he-may have
title to the. same6; and
*made, except in the hands of bona' fide putchasers, 'shall be 'null"and
void.
;SEC. 3. That .upon the filing of said" statement,'as provided&'in the
'second section of this act, the 'register of the land offiiee shall' post a
notice of such application, embracing -a description 'of the land by
legal subdivisions,' in his office, for a perioa of sixty days,' and' shall
furnish- <the aplplicanta copy 'of the, same for :publication,' at'the
expense of such a~plicant iAn a .newtspaper published nearest the loca- '
tionof the' premises, for- a like period 'of time;0 and after the expirtion Of said, sixty 'days if no adverse claim shall have been filed the,:
.person deilsiring toa;purchase shall furnish to the register of thi land
office satisfactory evidence, first; that said notice of the applieati'on
prepared' by the register as.aforesaid was duly published'in a':news'-:
paper as herein. required 'econdly, that the. land is: of the 'character
contemplated in this act,' 'unoccupied and without' improvements;,
: other' than those excepted', either uiiningor agricultural, 'and that it
tininebair,
appakently contains no valuable deposits of gold 0silveret
: 6pper~.or 'coal;,and upon payment to the proper officeri f' the purchase money of said' land; togethervwith -the fees of the register' and
the receiver, as provided' for in case 'of mining claims in' the 'twelfth
section'of theact approved May tenth,neighteen hundred and'seventy'twVo, ihe applicant may be* permitted;to :entert said tract, and; on'the
transmiission to the General Land Office' of the papers 'and testiniony
inE the case, a patent shall issue thereo'n: 'P'roqided,That any persoui
bwrit- in
having a' valid' claim to any portion of .the land may pbject,
ing, to the issuaince of a' patent to lands so held by him, statiig the
nature of' his: iclaim' thereto';' and 'vdence shall be taken and te
merits: of said objection shall be determined by the'offiers of the land
office, subject to appeal, as in othe Iand cases.. iF!fect sha1 be given
to 'the foregoing provisions of this act by' regulations to bepre:scribed' by the 'Commissioner of the Genieral, Land Office..
SEC. 6. That al'l acts. and parts of. acts inconsiste t, ;withj the pro.
visipns of this act are hereby repealed.
Approved, June 3, 188, (2Q Stat., 89.)
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AN ACT To apthorize the entry of lands chiefly valuable for building stone
- unde'rtie 'placer mining laws.'

ves of the
i.,PBe
enae~ted ~by the:.Senate .and H~ffouqbse, of RePrespentats
ti:; it.
United :States offA merica in Congress assembled,. That any; person
authorized to enter lands under the mining laws of the United States
may enter lands that are 'chiefly valuable for building stone under
of the law in relation to placer mineral claims: Prothe
:0': provisions

vided, That lands reserved for the benefit. of the public-schoqls.. or
donated to any State shall not be suWij~ect to entry under this act.
SEC. 2. That an act entitled "An act for the sale of timber lands
'in the States of California, (Oregon, NWvada, ard Washington Terribe
eig
tory," approved June third, eightebenuhuln'adred andd se
e b& sriking out the:aiwords "Setates
-and
sam~ is 'hereby, aiiended
0 f ;:the'
of (California, Oregon, Nevada, and Washi'ngton 'Terriory, where
'the same occur in 'tie second' 'and third lines of said act, and nsert
:inh lieu thereof the words, 1"public-land States," the 'purpose of this
act beinog to ima]e saud act of June third, eighteen hundred apd
seventy-eight applicable'to all' the 'public-land States.
nothing in this act'sI-'all be construed to repeal section
-SE6. 3. That
timber-culfture laws,
feal
twenty-four of the act entitled "An act to r
and; for other purposes," approved .March third, eighteen hundred

and ninety-one.
Approved August 4, 1'892.

(27 Stat., 348.)

AN ACT To provide for,t'he location and satisfaction of outstanding military
bounty land warrants and certificates of location under section three of the
act approved June-second, eighteen hundred and fifty-eight.

Be it enacted by the.Senate and House o'f :IRpresentatives of the
United States of Amernica in Congress assembled, That in addition to
the benefits now given thereto by law, all unsatisfied military bounty
landwarr'ants 'under'any act' of Congress, and unsatisfiedindemnity
certificates of location under the act of Congress. approved June secand'fifty-eight, whether hereetofore or hereond, eighteen 'iinred'
'after issued,' shall be receivable at the rate of $1.25 per;:acre in payment ior part 'paymeit' for' any lands' entered under the desert-land
eventy-] seven,
law of March third, eighteen'hundred'andeighty-'
entitled "'Anh'acjt 6toprovide for the sale of 'desert Iands in''certain
Statesd and; Territories,"' and the amendments' thereto the timber: ulture law, of March third,eighteen hundred and sevet'y-'thee,
: ntitled "An act to. encourage'the growth':of timber on' the Western
f 0 prairies;" and the imendments; thereto; the 'timkber and' stone' law of
hundred and seeventy-eight, entitled An act for
3une
J' :' fthird;-'eighteen
Ne'Oregon,'
sale: of timber lands in the States 'ofa, California,
: . the
;-n',z
rn;
]
,E:
, t:I
-hs

le

2

,,,re''

j
g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j
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braska '[Nvada], and Washington, Territory," and the amendment
thereto, or for lands which may be sold at public auction,-except such
lands as shall have been purchased from any Indian tribe within ten
yearsi ast 'past.'
S a'(28 4tat.,'94.)
t -AjprovedIe cember '13; 1894.

~AN'ACT To

abolish thi
2A.NA;
C : ;f;

distinction betweern offered and uno'fferfed lads, and for
-c'other 'Ae'- purposes.

Be, it enacted by the Senate ,and Hlouse of epresentatives of, the
Anted States of Aiericci n Cong'ress assembled, That in cases arising
from and after'the passage 'of this act 'the distinction now obtaining
in the statutes betw een offered and uno ered lands shiali no longer1be
made in passing uponi subsisting preemption clajims,in disposing of
'the public lands uinder the ho mestead'lawws, and under the timber and
stone' law of'June third',eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, as ex;tended 'by the cict.of Ausiigut fourth, eighteen hundred and ninetytwo, but in all such' cases hiereafter arising the land'in question shall
'be treated as unoffred, without regard to wvhether it 1iay have
;

actually been at some: time offered or not.
:

Approved, May,18, 1898.

... ,,,.,

*

*

*0

*:*

X*:

;

....

(309 Stat., 418.),

AN ACT 'Making appropriations for sundry civil eqxpenses. of the (Qovernment
for the -iscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen' hundred and ninety-one,
and for,other purposes.

:Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of Amenriea in ongress assernbled .
:

*

*

*

*

*

.

*

.

*

of ,thisact,
ithepassage,
enter upon any
:No person who shall, after
o.f. the public, lands, with, a view-to oecupation,, entry, or settlement.
under .any- of the land laws shall be permitted' to .acquire title to
more than three hundred and twenty. acres,.in the'aggregate, under
all of said laws, but this limitation shall not operate to- curtail: the
right of any person whwo has heretofore, :ade entiry,or settlement on
the public JInds, or, hQse occupation, entry, or ,settleient is:,validated by this act: ,Provided, That in all patents for lands hereafter
taken up under any of,. the land laws, of, the, United, States. or: on
entries.-or claiims-.validated by, this act, west 9 f the one hundredth
meridian, it shall be&expressed, that, there is reserved from the lands
in said patent describeda rightof way thereon for ditches, or caneals
constructed 1bythe aiuthority of the United States.
Approved, August 30, 1890. (26 Stat., 391.)
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AN ,ACPT, To repeal the timbertculture laws, and for other purposes.

Be it encted by the Senate aknd House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assemnbled,
:

*

-

.4s

*

* ::

ft

*- -

-S-*

f

:

* -

17. That reservoir sites located lor selected and to be located
and selected under the provisionls of "' An act making appropriations
SEC.

:for, sundry civil expenses of the Government 'for the fiscal year esnd-s
inlg June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, and for oth'er
purposes," and amendments thereto, shall be restricted to and' shall
contain only so' much land' as' is actually necessary for the construction and -maintenance of reservoirs; excluding so far as practicable.
lands occupieqd'by actual settlers at the date'-of theJlocation of said
reservoirs; and "that'the' provisiong of "An act makingiappropriations for sundry' civil' expenses 'of the], Government for the fiscal
year ending June, thirtieth, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, and
for other purposes," which reads-as follows, viz': "No'-person who
::shall' after the passage of this 'act enter upon'any of the public 'lands
withl a: view to occupation, entry, 'or 'settlement under' any of the
land laws- shall be permitted to acquire title to more than three hunthe aggregate' inder;
ein all said'laws," shall
dred and twenty acres
be construedIt6 'iclude in the makimumrnamount of. lanidsjthe title
6to''
which" is permitted to beiacquired by one' person 'only 'agricultural lands, and not include lands entered or sought to be 'entered
under miineral-land laws.-'
Approved' Mla rch''31891. (26 Stat., 1095.)
The 320-'acre limitation provided by the, abqoveaeats.: of August 30,
1890,,_(26 Stat.,,391),.and ,March 3,, 1891.,(26, Stat., 1095),, appjlies. to
timberand stone e~nntries., (33 L. D., 539, 605.)

LOER YELLOW STONE IRRIGATION DISTRICTS NOS. 1 AND 2.'
Deciaed: Septernber 2i, '942'

RECLAMATION-SETTLERS-WATER RIGHT-PAEN:T A!CT 'OF MARcH 31, 1922STA~U~.
The,,provisioonsof the act'of,.Maarch,31i, 1922, which affords relief to-settlers
on jreclamation- projects ,with, referelice .to, operation ,and, maintenancee
charges, simply relaxes the, requirements' of section 6 of. the act of. August.
j13, 1914,. by. permitting the Secretary 'ogf the e Interlor, :in his ,discretionito
furnish irrigation Water,, during~the time specified therein, to landowners or,
who are in arrears for' more than: one calendar year, and nothingtz
; ,entrymen
,
:contained therein-authorizes. the extension 'of ,time for the' payment. of such:.
charges.l: >, !
o
FINiNTEY't`nSretary

!

i''4''
'

'"s
'ii

.-

"'.'n

Irrigation Districts Nos. 1 and 2, Lower Yellowstone Project, acting through their presidents, have appealed from the action of the.
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Director of the Reclamation Service declining to grant their req est
for extension of time for the payment of ,operation and maintenance
charges.
By an agreement dated December 10, 1920, between.the Secretary
of the Interior and Irrigation Di)strict:,No. 1.and.the Lower.Yellowstone Water.nWsers? Association jit was-provided that the.saidiwater
users' . association ,was released from. its obligations, iunder, a prior.
: contract, and .said irrigation district was, substituted:.as the -cooperatinjg instrumentality .through which reclamation ichaiges were to,
be collected. By section 11 of that contract the district' agreed. to
pay..on, March,41922, and annuallyvthereafter,.its proportionate. part.
of: the cost of operation and.,mai~ntenance of the project for 1921
and also any deficit for 6peration. and maintenance for the calendar
yeiars 1919 and 1920. The payiment of construction charges was to,
beginrMarch,1, 1924.
* ::.A .sinilar, contract was, made with Irrigation, District No. 2, dated
March 9,1921,,except:that one-half ,of the :operation ,and m, aintenance
charges was to be paid on April 1, 1922, and the remaining' one-half':
: on November 15, 1922, and on corresponding dates: thereafter for the
preceding year, and also the deficit in, operation and maintenance:
,
q
,: . ,
.
.m{..
...
s
K,,
e !:
. ., I , !
cbarge~s for the years 1919,a1d,,1920.. The const ction'.charges werQ:
to be paid one-half on, April 1. and November 13,each year,' come
rencing in 1924.
This 'request does not involve the 'defermenit, of construction pay,
ments but relates to the operation and maintenance charges, due in
1922. It is; represented'that the said districts are unable to meet'
these dues because of adverse conditions including low prices for
farm' proiduce, hailstorm: 'and grass.hopperi damages.
'In purkuance' of pieas for rei6f of settlers on6recamationprojects,
Congress passed' the act 'of'March 31, 1922 (42 Stat., 4'89), sectn'41:
of which authorized the Secretary under certain conditions to grant
extensio'n. of time f-or 'pa nt' of construction'chargs:for aperiod
not to exceed one year from December, 31, 1922.

Section 2.offthe act provides as follows:
That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized In his discretion, after

due investigation; to furnish irrigation' water`on' Federal irrigation projects
during; the' irrigation iseason) of 1922 to'ilandowners or entrymen' who: are' in
arrears- for more than one calendar: year in the payment' of any operation! and
maintenance :or construction'charges, notwithstanding the-provisions of'section
6 of the-Act of August '13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth Statutes,: pagei 686):. Provided,
That nothing in this section shall: be construed 'to relieve any beneficiary hereunder from payments due or. penalties. thereon required by. said Act: EProvided
further, That the relief provided by this section shall be extended only 'to a

liandowner or entryman whose land: against which the charges have accrued is
actually being cultivated.
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*t will be observed that no extension: of time for payment of operation' and maintenance. charges is provided for but the. Seeretary. is a'u:
thoriaed ini his discretion to furnish water during the season of 1922',
notwithstanding arrears of. payment xin reclamation charges 'for mores
thanr'one year. This affordedd'relief: from 'the -equirerments of sectionf'
6 of ~the act of August 13, 1914 (38- StaLt, 686), which provided that
no water shall be deliv~ered to the*lands of -any water-right applicant
': 'or-entryman
who shall be. inarrears for mIore than one calendar year
in the-payment .of any reclamation 'charges.'
:Congress.having th-us'fixedttheform of 'relief in such cases, the Department has no authority to provide another and different form: of
relief. '.
'
The action appealed from is accordingly affirmed.
UNITED STATES v. CENTRAL PACIFIC, RAILWAY COMPANY.
; ;0000

000

0

;. t 0 .Deie September< 21, 1922.0

-t

:

000

0t

SELECTION-RAILRbOAD

LAND-.9-MINING. CLAIME-MINERAL L ANDS-SURVEY-EVI.:-,Where, in a proceeding against a. railroad selection alleging the existence of.
* mineral, all the evidence as to tle character of the land relates only to.that
:portion of the tract which is included within the limits of a lode location, the located larea,' if found to be mnineral in character,, should be sepa-rated by segregation;'survek," th' 'remainder'"of the'subdivision lotted, and"
the selection.sustained against the chargejto the extent of the nonmineral
lands outside of the location.
,
WhDENcE.,

RiNN,

',

Firtirst Awistianmt Secretary:"

'

This is an appeal by the Central Pacific Railway Conpanin from
so much of the decision of the Commissioner' of' the General`Land
Ofllce, of February'7,'1922; as holds thatlthe' `NjW. jSE.
E 4S.
S, W;
:,
and SW. : SW%. j; c 13; .T. 34N ,R 3.40E., M. D. M., in thbeElko,
Ne 4 ada', 'land district, are mineral i 'character.'
.0:
23; 1917; said railway company -filed' itst List No.' 4 of'"It
'On'hMarchi
:
lands claimed to be' in Iided in :its' land grant, specifying' therein,'
aniong other tracts; SW ' ,- anddW. j SE. 1,said See 13. OV
n April
-8,1918,' under direction from the Gnetral Land Office, 'adverse 'proceeedig 'were instituted 'against said' 'subdivisions a&nd 'others, upon'
thet charge' that saidtr-acts ar.e 'mfiner'al in character, containing'
valuable, dep6sits of gold, silver, 'copper and 'niolybd'cnum" " Tlhe'
railway, conipany's answer ' the- charge, filed' May, 16, '1918, 'deiid
::::the mineral 'character6of said tracts andr others;'and'upon-the issue
thus joined a hearing was set down to be held before- a notary' public
at'G6olcondaJ Nevada-, on April' 1O'919, but was subsequentlyj awd
journed and held
don June 17, 1919.

3Q4 .
;

=
:

0
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Qn
8, 1921, the register and receiver rendered their joint
;.f~nJanuary,
decision,,in,a letter :of that date to; the Commissioner, by which
after summarizing the. evidence ;as to- the several: tracts rinvolved'they recommended that the railway company's said list be canceled
to the extent ofW. j NSW. I SE. -, E. :I NE. 1 SW. j, SE." SW.. k
and SW. 14 .SW. : ,said Sec. 13, and another tract inVolved, and:thati
the' remainder of thelands in controversy be 'cle'arlisted..........;
:On appeal by the railway company to the-'Commissioner fjrom soq
much of the decision of the local officers.'as was adverse 'to: it,, the
Commissioner's decision, pointed out that the. former decision split

certain .40-acre- tracts, finding 'half mineral anid half nohmineral,.
and pronounced this to be contrary to the departmental instructions of July 3, 1913, in Carson City 01610:,; wherein ,it is said that
in the: case of lode ground and in the absence of a segregation survey, a 40-acre tract, being the least 'legal subdivision, must be treated
d` be u'nd to
as a. 'whol'e,' so that all' of the 'legal subdivisions' should:
be either mineral or nonmineral. The latter decision sustained the:
charge as to NW. I SE. }, E.0'SW. ', and'SW. I SW. 4Ysaid Sec.
13, and held the list for cancellation as to said tracts; but found that;.
the evidence did not sustain, the charge and dismissed the proceed'ingsQas to the balance of the tra-cts involved.
'From 'said Commissioner's' decision the railwaay -company's appeal
is 'taken to 'the Department, alleging ¢r, ror in that the, decision is
not supported by either the' evidence or the law, and in its' holding
that in the absence 'of a segregation survey a :40-acre tract, being'the
least legal subdivision, must be treated as 'a whole.
Upon full reexamination of the evidence, the 'Department concurs9
with the Commissioner's decision in so. far as it is itself,in concur,.
rence with that of the, register' .and receier.
But neither; the. register and receiver's decision nor that, qf the
Commissioner is correct as to the division of a tract where part of
;it is embraced within a lode location.. Wh~ere,. as in-this case, all.thc
evidence xrelative to mineral or nonmineralichlaragcter bears reference

on~ly to so.much-. of. such, tract .as,. isinclude,4 within the, limits.,of'
lode .location,n so that thereo: is. O basis fo r finding those parts.
(ofithetract outside ofjthe located area to be mineral in ,cpharacter
and thus excepted from the railroad la:nd grant,Rand.where the, jevidenceshows that, part of the: tract withinthe located' artea tobge,
mineral' in.. haracter,, a segregation surpvy, separatingi such nonminr.
oral 'area from such mineral andlocated area, andllotting theformer,should be directed, and the railway company's list should be amended; .
and sustained' agai
,nst the chrge to ,the extent of .sSch i'onmineral
lot or lots. . Recent departmenta1 decisions. have sustained and estab-.
-.. .' '
lished this practice. '
;the,
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Theihdecision
modified so as to'
~wsusta
theIt of the Commissioner
E
`W is accordingly
n;S .'
ain .e charge as to SE. j SW. 4 and SW. f SW4, said Sec. 3,
and as to'so much of E. j N. 45W. 4 andof W. 4Ž4W. 4 SE.
'4,

said Sec. 13, as lies within. the limits of lode locations of claims em:: bracng parts~ofsaid tr-actsrespectively; and o as to provide for
an official segtegfrtion survey separating the rem~aining p~arts of said
-NE. 'SW.S 4i Xan'of said;4WT. 4: SE. 4,'seveially, from' the partsai
thereof e~mbraced: within the limits of such :located lode claims, and
designating such reimaining parts as fractional lots, and so'as to. allow
said railway company thereupon to amend its. said list by. substituting such fractional' lots therein- in, place of said NE. I SW. 4 and
-said NW. - SE. 4, and dismissing said charge as against such subsitute tracts and clear.lsting the same.
ALFRED 0. LENDE.
-Decided September 27, 1922.:
.SETTLEMENT-PREFERENCE RIGHT -HOMESTEAD-EXNTr--AcT OF MAY 14, 1880.
:. The preference right of entry accorded to a settler upon. public land was not
conferred by the act of Mlay 14, 1880, but that act merely placed a limitation
: s'to the time within which a: homestead settler must apply to enter the
land in order to protect his right against a later settler.
SETTLiEiNitENILAGED HOMESTEAAD R'ELATION.
The'character of the land governs the area that. maybe embraced in a, settlementfclaim' and, if the land be subsequently designated under the-enlarged
homestead act, .allfrights' thereunder relate ;back:td; the date of the settle::ment.
Sn nmS1-SnooL LANI-ENLAEGED HOnESTFADjs -SUrvay-APmcAnTION.
7
Section 2275, .Revised Statutes; as amended by the act of February 28;,1891,
excepts from, the grant to a State lands in a specified school section em.' braced within a valid settlement claim made prior .to the survey of the
lands in the fiel'd; and a settler upon such unsurveyed -landsubsequently
designated under tbe enlarged homestead act is, upon, the filing of' the
plat of survey, entitled to enter as much as 320 acres, notwithstanding
'that the,'designation was not made until after the application to enter had'
been filed.,

ADEPAXTMENTAL

DECISIoN'S CITED, DISTINGIISHED, AND APPLIED.

Case of: Fannie .Lipscomb (44 L.. D., 414), cited and distinguished; cases of
Northern. Pacific .Railway C opmpany v.: Morton, (43 L. D., 60), Moore v.
.:Northern Pacific .Rnilway Company -eti.al. :;(43 L. D., 173),. and, Ganus, v.
State of Alabama (46 L.UD.6,263), cited and applied.
PrINNEr, First A4ssistantSecretary;.-i:000

:;

X.X.'The
sjrvey

0;

f00

-0

0of that portionhof T'.-35., ]r. 61E., M. M., M
,
which-embraces.section 16, was commenced October 3, 1914, and was
completed fofirteen days later.' The plat' of survey was filed in the
'Miles Citt Land office on September 12,1919 on which date Alfred&0
'

875i.-22--vort49-
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oLende applied to make entry under the enlarged homestead act for
-the S. i, said Sec. 16, filing therewith a petition for the designation
of the land. Settlement in May, 1914 followed by. actual residence
since June,:1914, was also shown. The tractwas designated underV
* the enlarged homestead act on'August 6, 1920, effective September
IO, 1920.: Lende's application was allowed December 28, 1921.
'On October. 18, 1921,the State of Montana filed an indemnity
* school land selection list (Helena 022948) in which the S. i, said
: Sec. 16, was.assigned as base.
.By decision dated March. 18, 1922, the Commissioner of the General Land Office held that Lende's settlement prior to designation
of the land could not embrace more than 160 acres, and the entrynian
was: required to elect which contiguous legal subdivisions aggregating 160 acres, including those on which his improvements are located,
he desired to retain, and relinquish the remainder, or suffer the cancellation of his entry. Entryman has appealed.
The Commissioner appears to have proceeded on the theory that
the right to initiate a claim by settlement oni public lands originated
in the act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), and now exists only under
that act as amended by the act of August 9, 1912 (37 Stat., 267), but
that theory can not. be sustained.
The act of 1880 did no more than place. a limitation on the time
within which a homestead settler must apply to enter the landin
order. to protect his right against -a later settler-a limitation of the
preference right :of the first settler which originated in section 5
of the.act of March 3, 1843 (d Stat., 619). The act of 1912-merely
extended the provisions of the act of 1880 to settlers upon lands
which had been designated under the enlarged homestead act, by pro-7
Viding that such settlers who' had plainly marked the-exterior boundaries of. the lands claimed could defeat later settlers by asserting
:their claims within three months-after it became possible6to make:
atheir claims of record.
In Moore: v. Northern Pacific Railway Company et ah. (43 L. D.,
0 >D
0

13,175), it was said. ;
;:
0f::
;X'
-:;
While a settler may lose his preference over other settlers, by failing to
comply with the requirements of the act of May 14, 1880, supra, his' right to
the land, acquired by settlement thereon, was not created by that act but has
been recognized by this Department and the courts from the beginning of the
Government. Our whole public-land system is based 'upon the fundamental
consideration that the settler: is to be preferred, over, claimants who seek to
assert scrip or other rights to the public domain. Lands settled ,upon, and
claimed under the homestead law do bnot fall within the designatlonof public
lands open to sale or other disposition: under. general laws other than those
relating to settlement. This Department is not robbed of its jurisdiction and
duty to give equitable consideration .to: asserted settlement. claims by thetender of a scrip application for the land by one having no: claim to equitable
cons.deration.
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:' :ifn,'it was held, with numerous citation of authoiities, in Ganus
V. State of Alabama (46 L. D., 263),.that (syllabus)-

The provision in section 3 of the act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), limiting
the time within which a settler must assert his claim to three' months from the
:dateof settlement when on'surveyed land,:was intended solely for the protection
wof the.,rights of settlers as among themselves, and is without application to
conflicting claims of a settleranda State under its school grant.
The only statute bearing upon the question of the respective rights
of the State and Lende is found in section 2275, Revised Statutes, as
'aiamended by the act of February 28,1891 '(26 'Stat., 796), 'exceptinfg
'lands'in sections 16 and 36 from the grant to the State if coveredby
settlements "made before the survey of the landsiin the field."' :This
provision was intended only for the benefit, of an actual, good faith
settler, duly qualified, upon lands of the character contemplated by
the law under which he claims. The question of the'validity of the
!claim, whether as against the Government, the State, or 'other set-

tlers, can only be'determined after it has been placed'of record, and
when the Department' has determined that the, claimant has pro-

Vceeded

in, goode faith, fhat- he is qualified, and -that the land is of
proper character, that determination relates 'back, not to the date of

0 -'hisa~iplicat~ion

to enter, but,'-under a familiar rule, 'to the date of

settlement.
'
e; '
'.' a
i:
In the case of Fannie Lipscomb (44 L. D. 414), cited in the decision appealed from, the claimant had attempted to extend her settlk: .merit
onto lands in section 16 after the s'urvey of the land in the field,
while Lende's settlement.*"as made before the:surveyv and is protected by section 2275, Revised Statutes..
A
The "contention that Lende's settlement could have extended to
'

.'

only one quarter section is in conflict with the decision in Northern
Pacific Railway Company 'v. Morton (43 L. D.) 60), whereI'it was
specifically held that a"-settlemrent entitles' the settler to' make' entry
of the land embraced in his settlement claim to the full area of 320
'acres permitted by the enlarged' homestead act,' for the :reason- that
the right of settlement: is coextensive, with: the right of entry.

; ''-So well recognized is 7the rule that -the right of settlement is coextensive with the right of entry that Congress' deemed- 'it necessary
:to provide in the stock-raising: homestead act of December 29, 1916
-(39 Stat., 862), that no right underthat law-could be acquiredcprior.
to designation by' settlement upon a tract sought as a stock-raising
homestead.
The fact that the 'designation of the land was made after the plat
of survey was filed is immaterial. The actual character of the land
.,governs, and the designation thereof was, in effecta determination
'that a settlement-right thereon, initiated prior to the survey of the

e
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lands in the field, thereafter maintained, and timely asserted, could
embrace as much as..320 acres.
The State is not opposing Lende's contention that his entry should
:be sustained, but conceded the legality of his settlement prior to the
allowance of the entry by selecting other lands in lieu of the entire
:
tract.
For the reasons stated the decision appealed from is reversed..

INSTRUCTIONS RELATING TO QQUALIFICATIONS OF APPLICANTS
TO MAKE ENTRIES UNDER THE: STOCK-RAISING AND OTHER
HOMESTEAD LAWS..
September 28, 1922.
STOoc-RAISING. HOMESTEAD
ACT-STATUTES..:

-

ADDITIONAL- ENLARGED HOMESTEAD

-

KN1IDn

One asserting the right t6 make an original'entry under section.1 of the
stock-raising homestead act because qualified to make an additional entry
under section 2 of the Kinkaid Act by reason of having made an entry in
the so-called Kinkaid territory prior to May 29, 1908; which he still owns
and occupies,'or because qualified 'to make an additional entry under 'sec:tions- 7 of the. enlarged homestead acts or -under section 6' of the act of
March 2, 1889, must show that he is not the proprietor of more than 160
acres of land in the United States, acquired under other than the homestead laws.
AbDITIONAL HEOMESTEAD-SECOND' HOMESTEAD-STATUTES.
The right. to make an additional homestead entry under section 2 oi the act
of June 5, 1900, or under the act of February 20, 1917, or to make a second
homestead entry under section 2 of 'the act of May 22, 1902, is subject to
the qualification that the applicant must show that he is not the proprietor
of more than 160 acres of land in the United States, acquired under, other
than the homestead laws.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION INTERPRETED.

Rule enunciated in case of Charles Makela (46 L. D. 5.09) interpreted.

FIrNNY, -FirstAsdstant Secretary:.
The Department has considered your [Commissioner of the General Land: Office] 'letter of' September 18, 1922, in. which you state
that in: adjudicating cases under the rule announced. inthe case of
Charles Makela (46: L.u D., 5109)'This offlce' has required applicants to show the other qualifications of a homnesteader, including a -showing as to the ownership :of more than 160 acres of'
land in any State or Territory, the opinion being, entertained that If the party
still owned the land embraced in his former perfected entry, or any part
thereof, the land so owned would be counted in determining his qualifications
under the restriction as to ownership in excess of 160 acres.

The rule referred to is stated in the syllabus as follows:

-

:One quallie~d toimake entry under other homestead laws for approximately
40 acres is qualified to make an original entry under the iprovisions of section

00
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i of the stock-raising homestead adt of December ?, 1916, for such an area
of land designated thereunder as when added to the area of the prior pei'fected
entry or entries will not exceed 640: acres, even though the latter area be not
designated.

The right to make an original entry under the foregoing::rule must'
not be confused with the qualifications which must .be possessed by
one who has never exercised his homestead right or whose right has
been restored by the act'of September 5, 1914 (38 Stat., 712). Such
- persons are governed by the provisions of 'section 2289, Revised

:

*StatutesNo.person who is the proprietor of more than 160 acres of land in any State
or Territory shall acquire any right under the homestead law.

The "other homestead laws-" under which one can be qualified to
make an original entry pursuant to the ruling in the Makela case are
* section 6 of the act-of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat.,.854), section 2 of the
so-called Kinkaid Act of .April 28, 1904 (33 Stat., 547),- as amended
by the act of May 29, 1908 (35 Stat., 465), and section 7 of the
;
enlarged homestead acts.
.* ;One claiming the benefits of section 2 of the 'Kinkaid Act need
show only that-he owns and occupies the land. embraced in his prior.
'S
entry, and one who' applies to make an entry under sections 7 of the
enlarged homestead acts is: not required by the provisions thereof to
show other than that 'he hasnmade the prior 'entry referred to,-therein,:
but one who seeks :to make an entry under section 6 of the -act of
March 2s 1889 must show that he is not the proprietor of more than
36
E
160 acres of' land in the IUnited States (Graham' . Hartman,
L. D., 96). However, -the Department has never considered that it
would be justified:, in testing an applicant's qualifications under the
latter act, to 'add to-the area of formerhomesteadientries still owned
: by him the area of any lands he may have acquired under otherV
than the homestead law. Otherwise, it would' be- necessary to hold
that Congress intended the benefits of said' act to extend only 'to:
those who no longer owned the land embraced in their prior entries,
and the act does not so state. In this connection, see Grove v. Bonewits (35 L. D., 167).
The -epartment is therefore of opinion' that the practice yon
have followed, as set 'forth in your letter; is erroneous. The correct
* rule may be stated' as follows:
One Jseeking the-benefits of the rule' announced in the case of
an additional
, because qualified to make :entry
Charles Makela, S
under section 2 of 'the Kinkaid Act by reason of haviong made' an
entry in the so-called K.inka-id territory prior fto May 29, 1908',
which he Still owns and occupies, or -because qualified :to make an
additional entry under 'section 7 of the enlarged: homestead acts or
under section 6 of the act of March 2, 1889, must show that he' is
000 t
';~:,00

:ed
I009;
;-t';f-E:00 '; 00040

:
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not the proprietor-of more Ithan 160 acres of land in' the United
States acqiedunder.other tha the homestead&-law8.
The: foregoing -rule should be applied- to those seeking' the ~bene;
fits of section 2 of the, act of June 5, 1900 (31 Stat., 26,7), section 2
of the act of -May 22, 1902 (-32 Stat., 203), or the act -of 'February
20, 1917: (39 Stat., 925).

ARTHUR W. BENHART.
Decided September 29, 1922.

HOMESTEl-O011, AND GAB LANDS-APPLICATION-ENTRY.
The status of land at the time its designation under the. stock-raising, homestead act becomes effective is the test of the right of an applicant to make
entry thereof under that'act and, if, prior to that time, the land is found
to be within the known geologic structure of a producing oil field, it is-not
-subject to any form of entry.

STOCK-RAISING

FINNEY, FirstAssistant Secretary:

; At the Sundance, Wyoming, land office on May 19, 1919, Arthur
*W. Benhart. applied to makeS entry under the stock-raising homeestead act for E. 1,. Sec. 32, T. 46 N.., R. 63 W, 6th P. M., as addi-.
tional to his entry under the enlarged homestead act,.made that day,.I
for W. ,Sec. 33'j said township. The land was designated on Benhart's petition August 25, .1920,; effective September 17, 1920.
,
On August 25, 1920, the Director of the Geological Survey defined the limits of the geologic. structure of the .Osage.:Oil. Field, and
the N. i, said See. 32, is within the limits thereof..
.
By decision. dated Junpe18, .1921,.the Commissioner of the General
Land Office rejected Benhart's application as to NE. J because within the limits of the. structure of the Osage Oil Field, and the applicant has appealed, contending that his application should have been
allowed when the designation became effective because filed before
the passage of the, oil leasing bill and before the defining of :the
limits of the geologic structure of said oil field.
It now appears that on July 29, 1921, a permit to-.prospectc for
oil. and gas upon the W. I .-NE., 1, said., Sec. 32, was; granted. to C.
Elliott et al. under ,section 19 of , the act of February 25, 1920. (41
Stat., 437).
:
The status of the land at the date&:of thefiling of an application
.under.the stock-raising homestead act for an undesignated :tract is
not the test. of the right of the applicant to make entry thereof.
If, upon the designation's-becoming effective, the'land, is, otherwise
subject to entry, his application will be allowed,-whereupon,.for the
first time, he, is entitled to enter upon and take possession- of the tract.
.
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Prior to the date when the designation of the land- applied for
by enhart' became effective, the NE. I was'found to be within the
known geologic structure of a-, prducing oil- field, and the act of
February 25; 1920, supa -and-the regulations thereunder, rendered
it subject to disposition only as provided therein. In other:.words',
lands can be "appropriated " under -a stock-raising homestead
application, only when an entrkythereunder may be lawfully allowed,
and:this may not be. done in' the face of a statute .and appropriate;
'
regulations providing$:otherwise.
The decision:appealed from must be and is hereby affirmed .
LARSON v. PARRISH AND WOODRING.
1 Deoed October 6, 1922.
HoMESTEAD 0ENTBY-?PCIlATION--E4NTEY-PAYMENT-RELATiON-MBAEIAGE.

A homestead application, .accompanied by the, required payment, filedz by a
single woman, for lands subject to entry, which: has been suspended to
await the determination .of her qualifications, is, to'all intents and pur-.
poses, an entry upon ascertainment that atthe time of filing the applicationi she was qualified- under the, law, and'her marriage subsequently to
such filing does not affect any of her rights under'the application.
-DEPARTxENTAL DECIsIoNs CITED AiD APPLIED.

Cases of Hamilton v. Earris et 0l.,.on review .(18 L. D.,! 45), Rippy-v.
Snowden (47 L. D., 821), and flarrls ,v. Miller (47 L. D., 406), cited 'and
applied.

FINNEY,.FirSt Assistant &cretary:

Sarah Larson has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office dated May. 17, 1921, holding that the
application of Luella C. 'Parrish to make :homestead entry for: SW.
4 SE. J, Sec. :1,T. 4 N., R. 12 E., W. M., Vancouver, Washington,
land district, was properly allowed on August 31,. 1920; that the
application of appellant was properly rejected;. and that the home-.
stead entry of Emory G. Woodring, made when. the entry -of-Parrish was canceled on:relinquishment would remain intact.
By decision of June 4, 1920 '(47 L. D.,-401), the Department held
that the application of Luella C. Parrish, filed on May- 19,. 1917,
should be allowed if she showed'lherselfqualified, and that her right
to enter the land was not affected, by the subsequent application of
Mrs. Larson.
'uella 0C. -Parrish
'l'he' contends, among other things, thatL
0- - appeal
of her marriage
tract
because
for
the
was disqualified to.make-entry
to

one Wonder in

June, .1919.

:'The history' of appellant's applieation is set forth in the decision
of June 4,:1920, sup.: : It having been determined thatthe land was
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subject to entry when the application of Luella C. Parrish was filed,
and she having made the required payment and shown that she, was
qualified at that date, her- subsequent marriage did not affect her
rights under the application.
In Hamilton v. Harrist
eal.,: on reView (18 L D., 45), it was :held
(syllabus).
:An application to make homestead entry, by a single woman duly qualified
under the: homestead law, and. erroneously rejected, may be thereafter allowed
on appeal as of the date of the application, notwithstanding the fact of -the
applicant's subsequent marriage.

It is true that the decision of June 4, 1920, stated: " The question
-whetherLuella C. Parrish is so qualified, is one Tfor
the further consideration of thei Commissioner of the General Land COffice," but
her application disclosed that she was qualified to make the entry
applied for, and her.testimony at the hearing on January .23, 1919>
disclosed that she had made an examination of theland in May,
1917, before purchasing the improvements thereon.
There was, therefore,, 'no further showing- that could have -been
required of ' the applicaht, and her -suspended 'application Was, to
all intents and purposes, an entry (Rippy v. Snow-deii, 41 L. D.,' 321).
See also Harris V. Miller, 47 L D., 406.;
The decision appealed frbm is affirmed.

OSCAR R. LINGO.
Decided October 6,- 1922.
STOcX-RASING

HOMESTEAD6OIL

AND

GAS

LANDs-LEASE-SURFAcE

RIGoTS.

The departmental instructions of October 6, 1920, directing the rejection of all
applications to enter, file uipon or select under nonmineial ldnd laws lands
which have' been or 'shall be designated as- within the known geologic
w
structure' of a producing oil or gas field, extend to lands not so designated,
but which are embraced within a lease granted-undernthe act of Febrnary
25, 1920, until it shall be determined what, portion of the surface will be
needed in carrying out the terms of the lease.
FINNEY, Fi#st Assistant Seeoretam>.'

At the Los Angeles, California, land office on January 28,' 19f8,
Oscar R.Lingo applied to make entry under the stock-oaising homestead act for, S. ± NW. 4, E. NE. NW. 4, NE. j SW.I ,SecT27,
S. 4 NW. 4, W. 4 NW. I NW. I, S4
NEJ
E 4, Sec. 28,-T. 11 N R.' 23
W.,0 S. B. 'M., as additiohal to his homestead entry and additional
entry under the enlarged homestead act~embracing N. ,'Sec. 22,
said township..Because 'the land applied' for is embraced in a lease granited to the
Western Minerals, Company on February 18, 1921, under' section
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'18a of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), the Commissioner
of the General Land Office has submitted the application to the Department.
'It appears 'that all of said Sees. 27 and 28 were withdrawn and
included in Petroleum Reserve No. 2 by Executive order of July 2,
1910; and that said sections were designated under the stock-raising
homestead act on May 15, 1920, effective June 14, 1920.'
When Lingo's 0application was' fild, there were pending before
the Department 'on appeal nine applications for mineral patent by
the Western Minerals Coupany', covering an aggregate area of 2180.
acres situated in said township. -One'of the nine applications was the
Confidence No. 25-" placer oil mining claim, embracing, with other
'lands-, the tract applied for by Lingo.
'The Western Minerals Company having offered under section '18a
of the leasing act to release and relinquish all claims' under its patent
applications in consideration of a lease at the rate of royalty provided
for other leases granted under section 14 of the leasing act, the
President on February 18, 1921, authorized the Department to accept
the- proposed compromise. - A lease for all 'the land claimed by said
company, excepting 320 acres not here involved, was accordingly
granted.
''The instructions of October 6, 1920 (47 L. D., 474) direct 'local,
Iofficers to reject all applications to enter, file upon, or select under the
nonmineral land laws, lands which have beenwor shall be 'designated
by the Department as being' within the known geologic structures
of producing oil or gas fieldspending, consideration by the Department of the agricultural character and
value' of such lands and a; determination as :to whether the surface of the land,
is of agricultural character and value and. may be disposed of without detriment
-to the public interest.,

The land applied for by Lingo has 'not been designated by' the Department as within the geologic structure of',a producing oil or
gas field, but Wa lease, based on a claim initiated many years prior
to, the date of Lingo's application,0 has been granted, which reiquirest
the lessee'

To maintain in a state of production wells equal in number to the number
'of the now existing producing wells on 'the leased land until the oil deposits.
-are exhausted or until the' proven territory has been drilled, and in case such
existing -wells are less than the inumber of 40-acre tracts or lots embraced in:
the lease, to proceed with reasonable diligence within three months of delivery hereof to install on -the leased land a standard or other.efficient'drilling
outfit and equipment. and to commence.drilling at least one :well and to continue -siui 'drilling with'reasonable diligence to production or to a point where
ell 4is demonstrated unsuccessful,' and thereafter to continue 'drilling
wthe
with -reasonable diligence' at least onewell At a time until theulessee shall have
drilled producing wells which, with any producing j wells now on the land.
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equal. in number the number of 40-acre tracts or'lots embraced In the leased'
premises, unless theessssor shall for any reason deemed sufficient consent in
writing to the drilling of a less number of wells.

Said lease reserved to the United States the right to lease, sell, or
otherwise dispose of the surface of the land.in so far, as said surface is not necessary.for the use of the lessee in the extraction and removal of the oil and gas therein.

At. the present staged of the activities: of the oil lesseb it can'not be
determined what portion of the surface will be needed by it in carrying out the, terms of the lease, and the lessee can not be expectedto
xiake.an estimate of its-needs. The Department-is, therefore, of the
:opinion that, the, instructions of October 6, 1920, supra, relative to
entry or selection of lands within the known geologic structure of
:producing oil or gas fields, should .be' extended .to lands which are
embraced in leases'under-the leasing act.
.. The application of Lingo is accordingly rejected.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.;
Decided October 10, 1922.
SCHOOL LAND-INDEMNITY-RESERVATION-SUEVEY-SECRETABY
TERIOR.

OF

TE

IN-

Section 227W, Revised Statutes, as amended, which imposes upon the Secretary
of the Interior, in the.adjustment of the school land grants.of the.several
States, the duty to ascertain by protraction or otherwise, without awaiting
the extension of the public surveys, the number of townships that will be
included. within- an Indian, Imilitary, .or other reservation, in order that
indeninity may be allowed for the specified school sections embraced therein,
: has reference only to lands in :place, and no. authority is conferred -thereby
to determine by protractions alleged losses of school lands within such
reservations occasioned by reason of natural deficiency or loss.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED,.

Case of State of Colorado (48 L. D., 138). cited.

FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary:

:

"The State of New Mexico has' appealed from the decision of the
General Land Office of May 25, 1922, which held for cancellation,
in part, because' of inialid base, its indemnity school land 'list 012722,
,embracing lots 1, 2 and NE. i, Sec. 18,-T. 25 S., iR.10 W. Las Cruces
land district, based -upon part -of the N. j,- Sec. 2, T. :24JN. R. 16 W.
(198.99 acres), and the NE- - SW. j, said Sec. 2, the designated causeof loss being .its inclusion within the Navajo Indian Reservation. '
00 appears
p Itr
from tlherecord' that :it has been-determined by protraction. that upon- the survey of-T. 24.N., R. 16 W., N.- M. P. M.,
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the 'entire: north half of Sec. 2 fthereof (a school section in Neow
M'eiexo) would be wanting.
In the Sschool land indemnity selection- list tendered by, the State,
.198.99. acres in the northhalf of said Sec.-2 was included as b'ase for
indemnity land, and to this extent' the selection list was rejected ias
invalid, and-the State-called uponi-to' substitute other said valid base,.
in lieu thereof, the General. Land' Office holding that. the State's
right of lieu selectiontwas lim'ited to the acreage of the school lands
n :place, whether ascertainedby protraction* or otherwise.l:
.,.In its appeal to the:.Department,. it is claimed .by the State that,

:under. sections 2275 and 2276 of the Rvised :Statutes,. as' amended by
-the.act of February 28, 1891 (26. Stat-., 796.) ,.credit:as base should be
'given for the north half of the section, and in support-ofthis claim
the following languagei fromsection .2275 of the Revised Statutes,
as amended, is cited as. authority:

:.

And other lands of equal acreage are also hercby appropriated and granted,
and may-be selected by said -State or-'Territory, to compensate- deficiencies for
school purposes, where sections sixteen or thIrty-six are -fractional in quantity,
:or where one or both are wanting by reason of the township being fractional,
or any natural eause whatever. And it shall be ,the duty of the -Secretary
t from
- ithe
of In'teri'or, without'awaiting the extension of the public surveys, to ascertain -and determ'ne, by protraction-or otherivise, the number:-of townships that
will be included within such Indian, military, or other reservations, and thereupon. the State or Territory shallUbe entitled-to select'indem'ltyjlands, to the
extent of two sections for, each of said townships, in lieu of secions sixteen and
thirty-six therein; but such selections may not-be made within the boundaries
of said reservations.

* It is also contended, in the brief filed on appeal, that the Depart-.
ment's decision in the case of State of Colorado (48 L. D., 138) sup-ports'the claim madein the present case, -and in this connection the
'
following statement is made:
*The case of State of Colorado (48 L. I, 138), cited by the Commissioner in
support -of his ruling, is clearly authority for the position taken by the State
herein.- It that case th-e State attempted to 'make an indemnity selection on
account of loss- due to fractional condition of an unsurveyed township, but such
was 'not ibithin-:a reservation. The Secretary holds that
unsurveved townshpv
no authority for adjustmentby protractionis conferred upon the Department in
-such .a',case. -'The authority for protractions contained in Section 2275, Revised Statutes, is limited to lands of the classes thereinn spieifed' ,.plainly in
the case under consideration the lands are of the class specified in said Section
2275.

In :theopnion. of the Department, the action of the General Land
Qffice, in declining. t give credit ,as .base for any, art ofr the north
half of section 2 above mentioned, is supported by the law and the
facts. As stated in the case of State of. Coloradp, oupra:The, authority ,for: protractions-contained in Section 2275,1Revised Statutes, islands'of the classestherein specified and in-thse ,instances protraclimited toa
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tions are made not upon the theory that the'school sections are wanting or are
fractional or deficient in area and the right of selection is not -to compensate a
fnatural deficiency or loss, but to select in lieu of lands-lost in place by reason
of being taken or, appropriated by the Government, or' for a loss occasioned by
reasonof a confirmed Mexican or other private.land grant.

: :Section: 22T5 of the Revised Statutes permits, as to lands 'within
reservations, a departure -from .the usual method of ascertaining
what lands fall within the place limits 'of school sections, namely,
ascertainment ." by protraction 'or' otherwise," inst ad o' the usual
,surveys .in the field. In 'the selection of indemnity lands the Seotion provides, merely, that " the State or Territory shall be entitled
to select indemnity, lands to the extent of two sections f6r. each of
said townships in lieu of sections sixteen and thirty-six therein."
In the opinion.of the Department, the language quoted supplies no:
warrant for. a departure from the method or measure of selecting
indemnity lands, obtaining in the Land Department, namely, selec'tion of :"lands of equal acreage"I? to those lost in place.

Such

standard was observed by the General Land Office in this- case.
The circumstances that in the case of -the State of Colorado,
aupra, the lands involved were in a .township not within the, limits
of a0 reservation, while in the instant case the land is within such
limits, is without-significance in determining the question here in-.
volved.'' It might haveX controlling
were the validity:
of survey 'by protraction, or' the acreage disclosed -by such method
.significance

of measurement, challenged.'
:The, decision' appealed from is found 'correct, and is accordingly
affirmed.
CITIZENSHIP OF MARRIED WOMEN

-

INSTRUCTIONS;'[Circular No. 857.]
bDEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,.

VWahington, D. C., October 11,. 1922.3
REoiSrIS

RECEIVERS,UNITED STATES LA
AND

OFFICES:

Your attention' is directed to the act of congress approved September '22, 1922 (42 Stat., -1021), entitle-d "An, Act Relative' to the
naturalization and citizenship of ;married wonien," a copy of whichis' appende'd.
:
Inall.cases of applications for; entry of public land, or proof
in support of such entries,:by. married women otherwise duly qualified to-make such; entry or proof, you will require-a showing of siuch
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facts concerning marital status; andcitizenship as; may'be rendered
necessary by the-p'rotisions of said -act:
The act-makes no change in the existing requirements with respect
to a female-citizen of the United States who, after initiating a
claim to"public land, marries an alien, as set forth in paragraphl2
Circular No. 361 (43 L. D., 44£), and she must show that her husband is entitledhto become a citizen of the United States.:
Office Circular No. 44, of August 17, 1911, is revoked.
WIIAM: SPRY,
Commissioner.

-

;i
: ;
Approvied;
T -,.
E.i C. -FINNEY,=
First Assistant Secretary.

t:;i
.
'

(Public-No. 346-42 Stat., 1021.)
(H. R. 12022.)

An Act Relative to the naturalization and citizenship of married women.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the right of any woman to beL
come a naturalized citizen of the United States shall not be denied or abridged
because of her sexlor because *she is a. married-woman.
Six. 2. That any woman who marries a citizen of the United States, after. the
passage of this Act, or any woman whose husband is naturalized after the
passage of this Act, shall .not become. a citizen of the. United States by reason
of such marriage or, naturalization; but, if eligible to citizenship ;she may be
naturalizea upon full and complete compliance with all requirements of thei
naturalization laws, with the' following exceptions:

(a) No declaration of intention shall be required;
(b) In 1ieuof'the five'-yea period'of residence within the United; States
l:and the one-year period of residence withini the State or Territory where the
:naturalization'court is held, she shall have'res:ded continuously in the United
StatesEHawaii, Alaska, 'or Porto Rico for at least one year immediately preceding th filling of ftfihe petition.
1 SEC. 3. That a woman citizen of the United States shall not cease to be a
citizen-of the United States by reason of her marriage-after the passage of this
Act, unless.she makes a forial renunciation of her. citizenship before a court
having-jurisdiction over naturalization ofaleiens:' Provided, That any woman

citizen who marries an alien ineligible to citizenship- shall cease to be a citizen
of -the United States.l If at the termination of the marital status -she is a.
citizen of the United States she shall retain her citizenship regardless -of her
residence. If during. the continuance of the marital status she resides continuously: for two years in a foreign State of which her husband is a citizen
6or subject,. or for five years continuously outside of the United State's she shall
thereafterhbe ,s'bject to the same presumption as is a naturalized citizen of the
United States ynder the second paragraph of setion- 2 of-the Act entitled "An
Act in reference to the expatriation of citizens and their protection -abroad,"
approvedjMarch. 2, 1907. Nothing herein shall be- construed to repeal- or amend
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the provisions of Revised Statutes 1999 or of section 2 of the ExpatriationAct
of 1907,with reference to expatriation.i
Sc. '4.- That- a woman who, 'before- the passage: of this Act, has lost 'her
United States citizenship by reason of her marriage, to an .alien ,eligible for:
citizenship, may be naturalized as provided by section 2 of this Act: Provided,
That no certificate of arrival shall be required to be. filed with her petition
.if during the continuance of the maritai status she shall have resided within
the United States.; After her naturalization she shall have the same citizen'ship
status as if her marriage had :tfkEen place. after the passage of tthis Act.-'
SaC. 5. That no woman whose husband is not eligible to citizenship shall be
naturalized during the continuance of the marital status.
SEC. 6: That section 1994 of the Revised Statutes and section 4 of the Expatriation Act of 1907 are repealed. Such repeal shall not terminate citizenship
acquired or retained under either of such sections nor restore citizenship lost
under section 4 of the Expatriation Act of 1907.
SEC. 7. That section 3 of the Expatriation Act of 1907 is repealed. Such
repeal. shall not restore citizenship lost under such section nor terminate citizenship resumed under such: section. A woman who has resumed under such
section citizenship lost by marriage shall, upon the 'passage of this Act, havy for
all purposes the same citizenship status as. immediately preceding her: marriage.
Approved, September 22, 1922.

BELL v.STRAIN.
Decided
H:

A: N-WITNESsEs-LAND

October

12, 1922.

DzPARTrMTzwPRAC-c

Section 858, Revised -Statutes,
that in any civil action no
party to or, interested in .the
ihg public-land matters to the

ICEaSrATuvTES.

which :contains among others the provision
witness i shall be' excluded because he is a
issue tried, is applicable to hearings involvsame extent as to actions before the courts.

PrAcTIcE-SnrcPzENA-WITIzEssas--HEAEING---JnrisDicTIoN--LAND

DEPATMENT.

The office of the subpomna, the:.provision for the issuance and service of
which-is made by the act of-January 31, 1903, is to secure the attendance
of witnesses and compel them to testify at hearings involving p~ublic-land
matters, but where a party to the proceedings is present at-such a hearing,
he is under the jurisdiction of the tribunal in charge thereof, and can not
properly refuse to testify, if called upon, notwithstanding that he had not
:jbeen subpmenaed as a witness.
HoM:STEAD E0NTRY-MITAMY SEaVICE-ACT Or Juay 28, 1917.
Only entries initiated prior to military or naval service during tie
are protected by the act of July 28,'1917.
CONTEST-HOMESTEAD

ElNTY-ANA0ONMENT-MNILITAY

of war

SazVxCE-HEAnXNG----

In: a contest against a; homestead entry alleging abandonment, the. presumption arises that the abandonment was not due to military servic , and the
-Department will resort to the records of the War Department- for the purposq of substantiating such presumption, where the:entry was made after
. the military . forces of the United States, mobilized during, the war with
Germanyihad demobilized, the. entrymaniwas present atthe -hearing anid
refused to: testify, and the evidence failed to disclose any military- or naval
service on his part since the date of the entry.

-

S
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First Assistant Seoretary:.
On May 4, 1920,' Arthur W. Strain ;made himestead entry 051733,
Great -Falls land district, Montana, for the SW. 0 SW. -, Sec. 4,
NW. NE. J, N. NW. i, Sec. 9,T. .23 N.,
5 W., M. M., containing 160 acres.
On November 6, 1920, -William E. Bell, filed contest against said
entry allegingF~ix¢,

That said entryman has entirely failed to establish residence on said land

'

within the period of six (6).linonths after the Mfilng and, akllowance of his
entry therefor; that said entryman has not erected or constructed any improvements on said land whatsoever; that there is no dwelling or shack on
,said land and that said entryman has never at any time established residence
thereon nor.re'sided thereon; that enltryman's failure to establishxresidence-on
said land and failure to erect improvements thereon was -not due *to his
.employment in -the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or other organization, connected with the Navy or military services of the United States.
Notice was issued. and served on the entryman who filed motion
to dismiss.on the ground that the contest affidavit was not:.properly
corroborated;Hee also filed: answer deinyingz each 'and every allega-:
tion. The motion to'dismiss was denied and the-case went to hearing.
onwApril 11, 1921, before a notaryv:public at Choteau, Montana, -at
which both parties appeared. with counsel. The register and receiver
,upon consideration of the case by decision of May 28, 1921, found that
the contestant had not proven that the. entryman's absence from the
land was not.due to military or naval service and recommended dismissal of the contest. ':he, contestant filed motion for new trial which
was denied. The contestant appealed. The Commissioner of the' General Land Office upon consideration of thexrecord by decisionof March
11, 1922, held. that- the-motion to :dismiss and -the. motion: for niew
trial were properly denied' and that' the contestant-had not, provenhis .nonmilitary daverment and. accordingly dismissed .the. contest.
The contestant has appealed.
:
The contestants witnesses lived: on lands adjacent to those.of the
entry. here involved.- -They testified that the sentrymnan had 'not
resided on nor improved the land.' - The .contestant' then called the
entryman as; a witness but hiss attorneyv. refused 'to permit' him to
testify because6 he had not been-" subpcenaed.' The contestant also
called a Mr. 'Prescott.who was present' but had not been subpenaed,
who refused :to testify. .The contestant's attorney stated that' he
expected the entryman' and Mr. Prescott'to be present' so' did not ask
for' subpcenas and' that he expected to prove by their testimony. that
the entryman; had not. been in 'military or, naval ser'vice. during 'the
:: .period'of
alleged absence. He then:recalled .Mr. E.' L. Bell; 'who
stated that Ihe.did not know' the entryman normknow his whereabouts
since date of entry, but that from inquiry he had'-been unable to learn
-that the. entryman had been in military :or naval service since date,
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of entry. The contestant then rested his case. The entryman's.
attorney thereupon moved to dismiss the 'contest because of the
:contestant's failure to provethat ther alleged 'defaults. were' not due
to military or naval service.
The act of January 31, 1903 (32 Stat., 790), and the regulations
thereunder- (32 L. D., 132) provide means of securing the attendance
of witnesses and of compelling them to testify at hearings in publicland matters. The contestant did not avail himself of these meann s.
*However, Strain and Prescott were present. at the hearing. The
office of a subpoena is to secure attendance and those in attendance.
are under the jurisdiction of the tribunal and such 'persons being
present and called as witnesses should have taken the' stand. The
entryman can not properly refuse to testify. Section 858, iRevised
Statutes; removes such privileges from parties to suits. See Texas V.
Chiles (21 Wallace-88 U. S.-488). Furthermore, it is not' necessary to employ the circuitous process of summons or subpcona 'to
fcompel a person who is in court to take the stand and testify. :See
United States v., Green: (Fed. Cas., 16256'; 3 Mason -482); -also
U,nited States v. Coolidge' (Fed. Cas., 14858';2 Gall., 264).:
One witness testified that he had made inquiry and had beenY
'unable to learn that the entryman had: been, in military "or naval
service since date of entry. It is difficult to obtain definite information' in any 'community as to whether or -not a' person is' or was in
military or naval service during a certain period of time. :It' is
largely a matter of rumor. However, the testimony submitted. at the
:hearing in this casefcasts a doubt upon any military or naval service
by the' entryman since .date of entry."i The contestant ~in his appeal
'states that the entryman was in military service but; that the termi'nation 'thereof is not known to him. whereas it is known to the Government because it is a public-record' of the War Department. This
Department usually verifies showings of military service filed in
the Department by referring to War Department records.
The act of July '28, 1917 (40 Stat., 248), provides for the protection .'of entries initiated prior to. military: or naval 'service' during
war. The fact that the entry was made in 1920, after the military
-forces. had demobilized, coupled with the 'facts that the entryman
was present at the hekring and that inquiry had failed1 to disclose
any military or naval service since, date of entry leads' to' the conclusion that the" entryman had not been in such service since date
of entry. This conclusion was verified:by referring to War Depart-.ment records.; fIt appears that Arthur W. Strain enlisted at Seattle,
Washington,-' November 26, -1917, and that: pi-iorI to his honorable Q
discharge of December 17, 1918, he was -attached. to the 9thr-Dom;- 0
pany, Central .Officers' Training School,: Camp Hancock, JGeorgia.
No military serviceis'shown since date of entry.

:E-00491-
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'The fact that the entryman failedto establish residence on the land
within six. months of date of entry is established- by the testimony
of the contestant's witnesses. The entryman did not see fit to offer
testimony in defense but chose to rest his case upon, a demurrer . to
the evidence claiming, that the contestant had failed to prove that
the, default-was not due to military or naval service...
* The contest affidavit alleged that the defaults charged were not: idue to .such service. The. entryman denied each and every allegation. The entryman by his c.ontumacy 'at the hearing -refused to' give
any definiteB inffrmation as to. his military service and stood his
,ground without right. It -now appears' that his sworn answer to
the -contest affidavit, was .false'and that. he. had been discharged from
the Army more. than sixteen~inonths prior to the date of entry. The
-' 'entrywvas
'
not, madle prior to military service and is not of the class
'protected by the, act -of July 28, 1917, supra.: Nonmilitary aver-.
:ments are required in all contests~alleging defaults in the nature of
a.b'andonment during war but only those entries initiated prior to
militaryvservice,.are protectedagainst contests charging abandonment
during such service.,
The default has beenl proven. The entryshould be canceled.
The Commissioner's decision is reversed.'

:-ALBERT C. EMERSON, SR.
Decided October 14, 1922.
HomEESTD" ENTRY-ADDITIONAL-SOLDIERS

AND

SAILORS-WIDOW;

HEIRS ;

DEVIS~EE.
The jact of July 28, 1917, did not make an exception to the general rule previously enunciated by the Department to the effect that the right to make
an additional honiestead entry, until :xercised, is 'intangible, and nothing
containied in the 'act 'authorizes a construction that thev widow, heir, or
deisee of a.deceased soldier entryman acquires a right by reason of the
original entry to make an additional- entry of, a tract of. land. for .which
the soldier had not initiatedX any claim.
S::DEPATMENTAL

DECISION CITED AND APPLIED.

Case of Timothy Sullivan, Guardian of Juanita Eisenpeter (46 L. D., 110),
: 000'cited an~d applied. '
;-

FirstAssistant Secretary:.
At the: Boise, Idaho, land:'office on: January 17, 1917, Albert C.
; fEmerson, jr., applied to make a second entry under the act of Sep~
tember 5, 1914' (38, Stat., 712), and the stock-raising homestead act
for 480 acres in Secs. 13 and 24, T. N., RS2E., B. M. A supple'FINNBY,
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:mental application was filed April' 13, 1917, describing- SW. I NE- 1,
NW. f SE. 1, SW. j, Sec. 24, N.: JNW. j, SW. j NW. ',: Sec. 25, said
township, which was allowed April 7, 1921, after the designation of
:the land had becomeeffective.
-According to a report by the Adjutant G1eneral,-War Department,
entryman enlisted June 24, 1918, and was :killed 'in action October
4, 1918;.
* On June 4, 1921, entryman's father, as heir, applied: to make - an
additional entry-:under the enlarged homestead act for SE.
,
-SW. 4, Sec. 25, and E.. SE. , 'Sec. 26, said township. The local
officers rejected the- application, and, on'appeal, their' action was
affirmed by the Commissioner of the 'General Land Office by decision
dated May 2, 1922. The applicant has appealed to tlhe Departmient.
The question whether an' additional entry- could be Xmade by the
,widow, heir, or devisee of a homestead entryrnan
:Vwas discussed" at
l ength in thepdepartmental decision of May 8, 1917, in the case of
Timothy Sullivan, Guardian of:Juanita':Eisenpeter'(46 L. D-, 110),
and the conclusion was reached that the right to -make an additional.
homestead entry, until exercised, is intangible, and that-none'of0 the,
additional entry acts'mentioned-section 6 of the act of 'March 2,.1889 (25 Stat., 854), section 2of the act of April 28,-1904 (33 Stat.,
527), and section 3 of the enlarged homestead act-warrants the con-:
clusion that any right to make an additional entry, based upon the
original of another, passed to or is conferred by law upon the widow,
heir, or devisee.
By circular of August 4, 1917 (46 L. D., 255), the rule announced
in the case'of Timothy Sullivan, supra, was'extended' to applications
. under the stock-raising homestead act.
It is contended by appellant that the act, of July 28, 1917 (40
* Stat., 248), warrants the allowance .of the application. The, Department is unable to find in. said act any provision which can be construed as authorizing an heir of Ia soldier to make an additional
entry for a. tract of landfor v-which the soldier'made no claim.: 'The
debate in the House of Representatives when the bill.was 'pending
there,'quoted in the brief, does not indicate that the Representatives
who took part in the discussion were of. opinion that the pending
measure failed to express . the intention of the committee which
recommended its enactment.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.
.NW.!
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i;0:0 t0: -OF--EQUITAB-LE
-BOARDADIUDICATION-ACT OF" SEPTEMBER 20,
1922, AMENDING SECTIONS 2450, 2451 AND 2456, AND REPEALING
SECTIONS '2453 AND 2454,RVISED STATUTES.
INSTR CTIONS.
-DEPARTMENT OF THE iNTERIOR,
-Wa.hington,D. C., October 17, 1922.
TE- COMMISSIONER OF TAl GENERA

LGN

OFFIcE:

By the act a proved September 20, 1922 (42 Stat., 857) ,sections
2453 and 2454, Revised Statutes, were repealed, and. sections 2450,
'2451; and2456, Revised Statutes, were amended to read asfoll ows:
SEC. 2450.. That the Commissioner of.the General'Land Office is authorized
to decide uponprinciples. of equity and justice, as recognized in courts of equity,
.and in. accordance with -regulationsto be approved . by the Secretary of the
Interi r, . consistently with: such principles, all cases of suspended- entries of
public lands and of suspended preemption land claims,: and to adjudge in what
cases patents shall issue upon the same.* SEC. 2451. That every such adjudication shall-be approved by the Secretary
of the Interior and shall operate only to divest the United States' of the- title
0V 0the
i:: land
to jembraced thereby, wlithout prejudice to the rights of conflicting
claimants.
:
. SEc. 2456. That where patents have been already issued on entries which are
approvedc by :the Secretary of the Interior, the Commissioner of the. General
Land
I
Office, 'upon-the canceling of the outstaiding patent, is authorized to
'
to the person 'who 'made the Sentry, his
issue a new patent, on such approval,
heirs or assigns.

* The'eff'ctl
said act is to elifin atIthe AttorieyGeneral from
nmembershipb'61 the Board of Equitable Adjudication.
Atll 'rules'whlli'cl have heretofore been 'adopted governing'the sub:mission of cases to said Board are hereby. revoked, and theljurisdictionof the Board'is definedas covering the following::
All classes .of entries in connectioii' with which the law has been
subsdtiall§''ihplied with and le-gal notice given, but the n'ecessary
citizenship status not acquired, sufficient probf not submitted,- or full
compliance with law not. effected within the period .authorized by
law, or where the-final proof testimony, .or affidavits :Of the entryman
or claimantaw,'ere executed before ahiofficer duly :authorized .to:administer oathis baut outsidelthe county, or- land district in which the
,land is situated,u . and' special cases deemed proper. by. the Commissioner of thle General Land O~ffce 'for submission to -the Board,. where
,the, erro or:
rinformality iis satisfactorily: explained 'as >being j the
t~f0
r~esult
of ignordnce, mistake, or some obstacle over which, the party
had no control, or any othe.r. sufficient reason not..indicating bad faith,
.of

therebeming np.

wful adverse claim.,.

-
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4$he
T_ formin n which:'claims'approved by you as beinig0 within the
scope of the foregoing0 may be submitted to the- Secretary of the
Interior for approval will be the subject of a conference withl -you
at an early date.
E.G. FINNmY,
First Assistant Seretary.LEO 0. LA FLAME.,
Decided October 20, 1922.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-OIL AND GAS LANDS-FINAL PROOF-lRBEETATION-SUU
FACE RIGHTs-BUiRDEN OF PRooF.
* Where 'land within a homestead entry, upon which final proof has been
* submitted, but suspended -to await the fulfillment of some further re-

quirement, is -discovered' to be within the limits of a produeing oil field
prior "'to the completion of the proof, the entryman, must consent to a
reservation ,o the oil and gas content to the. United- States as prescribed
by the act of 0July 17, 1914, or assume the burden of :showing the non"mineral character of the land.
HOMESTEAD

ExNTsR-Ot

AND

GAS

LANDS-PROSPECTING

PERMIr-REsERvA-

TION-SUJRFACE RIGHTS-PREFERENCE RIGHT.
A permit for the prospecting of land covered by an agricultural entry made
wvithout a reservation of the oil and gas content to the United States, can
* not be granted while the entry subsists without such reservation, -even
though the applicant be the entryman himself claiming under a)preferencet right.
HOMESTEADD ENTRY'-OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PEaMITr-RESEmVATIONI-SURFACE RIGHTs-PREFERENCE RIGHT.
Where a homestead entrvyman is required to consent to a mineral reservation as at condition precedent to the issuance of a patent,: the status of his
qualifications, with respect to his right to be preferred in the award of
a permit to,,prospect :the entered land for oil and gas under section 20
of the act of February 25, 1920, is to be determined as of the date that
he files his' consent.

FirstAssistant Secretary;:November :8, 1917, Leo 0. La Flame made' homestead entry
039020 Miles SCity; 0Montana, series, under the: act of February 19,
1909 (35 Stat.; 639), covering the S. I Si, NE. 4 SW. 4,: NW. 4
SE. S,5W. I NE. 4, SE. I4NW. i, Sec. 8, T. 10 N., R.' 39 E., M. P. M.
On June 16, 1920, he submitted final proof which, was 'suspended for
evidence of 'his citizjnship.
On May 6, 19,21,Walter :B. Dean, jr., sled application 050885'
under section 13 of the: act :of Thbruaryv 25, 1920 '(41. Stat., 437),
for a 'permit to prospect for oil and gas on the same land. :This
application was, rejected by thej General Land Office' on' October 10, 1921, whereupon the applicant appealed to the Department alleging
'FIwEY,
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that the -homestead claimant was notva citizen of the United States§

and that his petitionfor citizenship had been rejected.
The Department in a decision dated March 20, 1922, found'-that in
1917 the homestead claimant: had. filed his declaration of intention
:to become :acitizen; -that in his -final proof he had' stated' that his
naturalization 4papers would be procured in September, 1920 ; and
.that his final proof had been held -without action awaiting proof of
It was also found that the Director of the Geo*: 0;7 his'citizenship.
logical Survey had reported that the land was on Porcupine Dome,
a structure reported to' be producing. oil on June 27, 1921. On the.
,basis of these' facts it was held that since final proof had not then
:been completed the-entryman would be required to consent to a- reservation of.the oil and gas content of the land'to the United -Statesl
under the act of July-17, 1914, or to apply for a hearing at"which
he' would have the: burden' of showing the nonmineral character0 of
Athe: land. He was also required to file an affidavit showing the
status of the naturalization proceedings and if necessary apply fori
an extension of time, within, which to complete his citizenship.
application for prospecting permit was suspended
S
Deansconflicting
pending action under these requirements.

On May 15, 1922, La Flameihaving beein called upon by the' Gen-

eral Land' Office, to comply with the foregoing requirements filed a
copy of his final certificate of naturalization dated May 11, 1922,
and at the: same time applied for an unrestricted patent for his
homestead entry.;
By decision 3-of July '11, 1922, *the Commissioner of the -General
Land- Office denied-the application for unrestricted patent and required La Flame to consent to thle reservation of the oil and, gas content of his land or to show cause: why such reservation should not
be made. The Commissioner also 'held that inasmuch as La Flame'
-was n~ot a citizen of the United States at the 'time of Dean's application for permit, he was not entitled. to .a preference right to 'a pros-:
pecting permit.
From this decision La Flame has appealed urging that. anwunrestricted patent for :his homestead entry be issued or in. lieu' thereof
that he be granted a preference right to a prospecting permit.'
Entryman had not completed his final proof when the land: was
classified as valuable for oil and he is not, therefore, entitled toIan
inrestricted patent. 0However, he will be entitled, upon.filinga'his
u:::ft
consent to the reservation of the oil:and gas to the Government, to a
'preference right to a prospecting permit under section 20 of thetleasing act. - It is settled law that land covered by an agricultral
entry without a reservation of the oil and gas tolthe Government,
can 'not bbe included in a prospecting -permit, even to the. entryman

~
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bllilself!so longas the entry subsists withouit such esservation. Since
the entryim-an's conlselnt :to fmineral
a
reservationimus't lbe given :before
he can exercisea his preference right to a permit his qualifications
mIust be determined as of the date that he filessuch consent (Allee '.
La. Flame, unreported, decided March-31,0 1922)._. This entryman
I tas not yet filed his consent to a mineral. reservation nwor'attempted
to exerciselhis preference right'but as he disnow:a: citizen there ap.-_
-pears to be no reason, why the preference right sholuldnot .be granted
hint,
La. Flame, will, therefore, be required to take either of the- following proceedings: (1)jTo file his consent to a reservation to the Government of the poiland gas content of the land,: andi to exercise hi's
preference rightito~ aprospecting permit;,or.(2),toapply fforahhear:ing at which .he will' have,'the burden -of showing the nonmineral
character of the:.land.., In the event of his failure to take&either
course his, ehtry will be subject to cancellation. ,
* :The decision of the CGommissioner is modifie.d accordingl, and the
: 0cQase
remanded for furtherprocee'dings hereunder.'
HOURS FOR- TRANSACTIOS. OF .OFFICIAL BUSINESS BY UNITED
STATES LAND OFFICES.,
Instri

fton.s,i October 25, 1922.

OFFICERS-REGISTER AND RIECEIVER-JLAND DEPARTMENT.
: The. hours for the transaction of official business byUnited Statesiand offiees
are from 9.00 a. in. to 4.30 p. in., and all such business.should be'transacted
-at the proper local land office and during office hours only.

FiNNry,First AssistantiSecretary:
Your

[General Land] 'office, in

letter 1060916 "A",GRW,

requested instructions in regard to. thefollowingfinquiry sub

has

itted-

by the receiver of the Las:C(rucesland office:

'In :order that this office may follow the. proper proceduire,' will you please
advise whether an, adverse. (clain) against a mineral entry could be acceptedafter the .closing hour of 4.30 o'clock, but before 12 o'clock midnight of the
sixtieth day of. the publication period
::

The local land offices are6required to be kept open for the trans,action of business from 9.00 a. in. to 4.30 p. in. The general circular
of January 25, 1904,1 on page 109, contained the following:
Applications to make entry can not be received by the register or receiver
out of office hours, nor elsewhere than at their office, nor 'can aflidavits or:
f
be' taken by feither of them except- in the regular and public ?disdhftftgie
bpro
of their ordinary duties.
'A compilation of 'circulars 'and 'laws relatig. to'the -public la6nds published in hd'dk
form.
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Oin September 4,--1884, :(Commissioner- AMcFarland,' in instructions
108), addressed to Ispector Hobbs, said'

(3L. D.,

The duties of local officers are to be discharged in their respective offices,

-and during the hours devoted to public business.
7

:0:

*

:

:*

.:*

--

*

.f

;

*

*

0

*:

:

Registers and receivers have no authority to administer oaths and affirmations generallyf nor aire they authorized to do public business privately or in
chambers. Their place of business is the land office, and their business with the'
'public must be 'conducted openly, publicly, and regularly,: and not privately
or in secret or otherwise irregularly.

The practice referred to by you may sometimes be a matter of accommodation,
but it is liable to result in abuses and the securing of preference rights of
entry 'by favored persons over those who present themselves at the land office
in the proper manner and at the proper time.

' :In the case of -Giroux v'. Scheurman (23 L. D., 546), decided on
Decembefr23, 1896',the Department held asz follows (sillabus):
The local officers tare not required to transact business out of offiee hours,
and may therefore properly refuse. to accept and file an adverse claim tendered
out of office hours on' the sixtieth day of publication; but if such claim, so
tendered, is accepted and filed itrmust be regarded'as filed in time.,..

In Lindley on Mines, Third; Edition, page 1801, is found the*following:
By analogy, adverse claims should be delivered to the local officers at their
office,. and during office hours, although
lthe department has -heretofore held
that a delivery to either of the land officers outside of business hours and on a
Sunday, and at a place. other than the land office itself, was sufficient when
the officers:received it and it was acted upon.
Such officers are. not expected to transact business out of office hours, nor.
on Sundays, and a tender to ' them of an adverse claim and their refusal to
accept under' such; circumstances would. not be considered equivalent- to a
filing.

.'rom the foregoing it 'is apparent that all local land office busi-'
ness sheuld be Itransacted at the land office and during office hours:
:only. If applications or adverse claims, or other papers, are received or accepted by the local officers outside of the office or after
office hours, an opportunity Jis:presented for the' exercise of favoritism and&partiality -which might lead to much mischief andt 'afford
grounds for questioning the integrity of .the service;

You [ Commissioner of the General Land Office] are: directed,'
therefore, to 'advise the-.receiver at Las: Cruces, New Mexic6, that
an adverse claim 'against a .imineral application,- presented for fil-'
ing after 4.30 p. m., even upon the sixtieth day of the publication
period,&should notbe received or accepted.
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IRRIGATION, OF ARID LANDS IN: NEVADA-ACTS OF OCTOBER 22,
1919, AND-SEPTEMBER 22, 1922.
REGULATIONIS.:
[Circular No. 666:]

.WaTsington, D. CA., October 25,. 192::.
*0:

. -L

:

GdENERAL LAND OFFICE,

*:- -:
W
xagington, D. C., October 25,1922.:
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES IN NEVADA:
The following instructions, are issued0under. the provisions of
the! act of Congress approved. October 22, 1919 (41 Stat., "293),
entitled-"An act to encourage the reclamation of certain arid lands
in the State'of Nevada, and for other purposes," as amendedaby the
actof September 22, 1922:(42 Stat., 1012).
BENEFICIARIEs

UNDER THE ACT.'

1. 'The act, as the title. indicates, is limited in its operation to
lands in the: State of Nevada and. is designed' -to'encourage the
development and utilization of subterranean waters for irrigation'
purposes. .-It confers upon the 'Secretari. of. the Interior authority
gto.grant permits to citizens. of the United-States, or associations of.
:such citizens, giving the- exclusive right to explore not 'to exceed'
2,560 acres of landtselected by them.
The only qualifications provided in the aict for persons receiv-t'
ing thebbeniefits thereof arie.that the applicant, or each mnember.of
an.association of applicants, shall be a citizen of the United States;
that he shall not be a beneficiary under any- other application or
permit under. this act for land 'situated within- an area of '40 miles
square, and that he 'has not been;a -permittee under; any other per-:
ramit under this act,,which has--been canceled for failure, to comply
with its terms.
'Married women, if their interest is. actual and bona fide, have the.
same privileges as unmarried persons.. .A corporation is not considered as an association of persons, within -the meaning: and purpose of the act.
-:
A0AXpermit: under the act is not :Wassignable, but the interest -of a
deceased permittee. will pass to his legal -representative.
The 40-mile square limitation' is construed to mean an:-area Of
that extent in which the, lands covered: by a p-ermit theretofore
'granted are in the approximate center; to avoidpossible violation of
this provision of the act, applicants for more.than one permit are ad''Revision of the regulations approved Jan uary 12, 1920, Circular' No. 666 (47 L. D.,
310).
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vised not; to include-in their applications for additional permitsi any.*
. lands'within :le ss than:20 miles of any boundary of the lands included
in. any other application or permit in' which the applicant is inter-

'ested.
LANDS SUBJECT TO THE ACT.
t.

0 -..

positi-

f .-< 7f q-SrR d

u

d

2. Lands to -be. designated and made subject to fdisposition under
this act are.those public lands which are unreserved, unappropriated,
nonmineral, nontimbered, and not known to be susceptible.of successful irrigation from any kiown source of water. supply at a
ists will be furnished the registers and receivers .
'reasonable cost.
of the different local land offices from-time to time and they will be.:
advised.of the dates when the 'designations become effective.
APPIrCATION .

3.-Any qualified applicant desiring to explore for water under the
terms. of: this act. should- file with the register- and "receiver of- the ,
:land office: of the districtjin whichjthe land. is situated-, an-applica-..
tion for permit. together with a corroborated affidavit as to' the- character of'the land,. and pay the filing fee. of 1 cent an acre for each
acre:of land involved.: -:
No blank forms will be furnished, but the application and affidavit
may be. combined -substantially as int Form A, printed, at the- end
of these regulations. Same- should be: filed in duplicate: and cover
.
the, following' points:
'(a), Name Iand post office address of the applicantu or each member
of an association of applicants.
(b). itizenskip.-If the applicant or each member of the association of applicants is a native-born, citizen of the United, States, 'the
application and affidavit mustu so state. If a naturalized citizen, the
application should state-the fact, and be aecompanied by a certified
copy (special form for land . cases)- of certificate of naturalization.S
It should' be. noted that, unlike most public-land laws, no rights may
be, initiated.under.this act by-an alien who has only filed a declara. .
intention to .become a citizen.
S S of
f tion
-(c) Speca reqirementsaInaceordance with'the specific require- nents found inlsections.1, 2, and 3 of the 'act, the-application should
include:an.averment that.neither the applicant nor any member of::
an associationhof applicants has filed an application under this act for
lands 'within an area:of-40 miles square1embracitngthe lands in the
present- appliation ;that. no permit heretofore granted to him, or to
Iany:association~of whichlhe was a'member,lhas ever been canceled fornoncompliance withthe .terms and ,conditions of such,:permit; that
the' application is honestly and in good faith made 'for the purpose

of reclamationtand cultivation, and not for the benefit of any other
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persori or corporation, and that. he is.not acting as -agent for anytperson,. corporation, or syndicate, to give them the benefit of the land
applied: for, or anyipart thereof, and that he will faithfully and hon-.
estly endeavor to comply with all the requirements. of the act.
(d). Deseription'io/ land applied for.-If the land is surveyed, it
shouildbe described by legal subdivisions. If the land is unsurveyed,
it should be described with -reference to locality, natural objects, and
permanent monuments -as fully and carefully as possible, with such
detail and' precision 'that the' boundaries and location of the' land
may be readily traeed'and ascertained; if the lahid is 'situated withinf
a reasonable distance' from a known corner of the publicland survey,
the course; and distance shouild be given- from such .Goverment cornerto
adescribed-point on the boundary of the'land applied for;
also, where practicable, the land should be described, as nearly as
can be ascertained, in accordance with the legal subdivisions of the
extension. of the Government survey over the land. In this
regular U
connection, all applicants for unsurveyed lands are urged to :make a
comiplete metesc and bounds survey 'of the land applied for,' with. an
: accurate / tie-line' :by .GcourSe and distance' to; a' Government corner,otherwise, with the large areas that may be embraced in applications
under this act, it will be impossible to prevent conflicts and conse-.
quent 'controversy and litigation. If impracticable to make :such a
survey prior to filing the application, itnmay be 'made later, and the.

&

descriptions, ini': the. application and permit, if granted,. may be.
amended accordingly. Alll corners of unsurveyed 'land: selected
should be marked with substantial post or rock monuments.
All land applied'for must be contiguous and situated in reasonably
compact form; in' the absence of special or'\unusual conditions, an
application. fori land:extending 'more than. 4 miles in any 'one direction will not be considered acceptable.
A- map should accomipany each :application, showing by legal
subdivi'sions the land 'selected, if:surveyed; if the land is unsurveyed,. then it should ,be- shown by legal subdivisions:-as nearly as
possible' in' accordance vwithl the regular extension of the Government survey.
(e). Character of the land.-This showing should'not only. allege
thaththe and applied for is "'unreserved, unappropriated, nonmin->
eral, nontimbered'- public' land Qof the United States in the State, of
:Nelvada,;not, known to be susceptible of suceessful irrigation at' a. rea-.:
sonabl& cost from. any, known source of water supply,"-butshould
also include such a complete statement of -pertinent' specific facts as
will afford -an adequate basis for classification and. desjgnation, such 0
: ' as lay of ithe:land, slope; :(20): whether'timb er,Zsagebrush,- or
:; -(1l)..the
grassland; (3)' kind- of' soil;k(4) altitude; (5) length of growing
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season.; T(6) 3trainfall -and distribution
fthroughthe
thereof
yearx;;
Q()location with respect to any surfacewater:supply, for irrigation;
(8) what is' kown as.to underground water supply on the land or in
0the 'vicinity; :'(9) -whether, land, , will.' mature crops by dry-farming'
methods; together with any additional facts having a direct or in* direct' bearing 6n :the question of wh6her 'the lanc may properly -be
designated, the chances 'of successful- development, and the oodfaith of the applicant.
(f) Corroboratioiq.-l--f,at the time of filing application, the lanld
has'nt been' designated as:-subject to the. act, all that' portion' of Ithe
combined application: and 'affidavit (Form tA.) relative^'to:'the chart 0 a'cter of the land i 'ust 7w' c~r'bboratedby;'two ''disinter<estedIwiesses,
having person' knowledge: of the facts;, substantnlly inthe m'annershown ii Form'-'B'; or' 'by' a separate andlindependeit afidavit contaming- an affirmative stat-ement of the facts; but',if' theS land- is:

already designated at time of filing application,''no corroborating
witnesses are required.

(g)Veriflcation.-The application and corroborating affidavitsif
required, may
and sworn
obe'suscribed
to::;before anyofficer ~authorized to administer.oait,,s and having an official seal.
-ACTION ONAPPLICATION.

.:-4:.
Upon' receipti; of the papers, th register and receiver will carefully -eXamine the- same and :ift found -regular transmit te'hm'to- the
General Land Ooffice for appropriate Faction. n case the' land has
not beenhdesignated, the application will be suspenlded by the' General
Land Office until such time' as it' shall have been designated, 6or u'ntil
it shall have1 been determined that it 's not of-the character contem'
plated by the act.' If'the land shall subsequently :be deiiated' under
the act, 'the applicatioiin will then be approved 'anid: p'ermnit issued, if
no good and 'sufficint reason for disapproval Ybe then apparent;
otherwise'it will' be rejected, subj ect'to'the riNht of appeal. Duringthe term of suspension -the land Swill not be subject' to disposal in'
any'
w ay.
'CONDITIONS :O PERMITS.

' .Permits will be, grantedonly ,upon condition that, active -opera-.
tions be begunfortle
t development Qof undergrounmdwater withinlsix,
months from date of approval and. continued diligently inPgood faith.
until waterha's Xbeen developed in quantity,.sufficient 'for -thelprac-.
.ticble :irriation of not. less than 20 acres, or until thecdate-of expirationof the permit; and if the permittee shall notcontinue such.oppera'-.
tions in .good ,faith. and with, reasonable diligence, or if .he shall
violate lany of the terms of the ,permit, upon presentation of .satis-
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factory proof thereof, the permit will belforthwith canceled and he
will not aagain be granted- a permit under the act. (See, however,
par.r9.)
-PROGRESS REtPORTS.

6. At or near the end of the six months' period, beginning. with
the date of the permit,, and again at the end of the first year of -the
life of the permit, if final -proof of water development and reclamation has not been submitted, the. permittee, or at least one memberV
of anl association of permittees, must file in the proper local land
office a properly executed affidavit, corroborated by at least two disinterested witnesses, having knowledge. of the facts, showing. when
the work.o*f exploration was begun; in what manner and to what
extent it has been prosecuted, and. what results have been obtained.
This affidavit may. be made before any officer authorized.to administer an oath.f:(See, however,par. 9.)
,..

CONDITIONS FOR PATENT.

:

7. (a) Unless granted an-extension of time (see par.-9) the permittee i's allowed two years from the date of his permit in which to'
complete the work of exploration, and whenever he shall within that
time satisfactorily establish that sufficient water has been discovered,
developed, and made permanently available to produce a profitable
-agricultural crop other than native grasses, upon' not less than 20:
acres of the land described in the permit, he will be entitled to patent.:
for one-fourth of the land embraced in the permit. No mere perfunctory or.questionable compliance withthe law will.be accepted.:
The bestKand only conclusive evidence of -a sufficient permanent water
supply to produce a profitable agricultural crop is to produce it;
hence, no patent will be: granted until the full -20 acres have, been
cleared, leveled, ditched, plowed, fenced, and an agricultural crop
actually planted and raised by irrigation, all in accordance with0 good
practice. The wells, pumps, or other works and equipment
00at ffarming
for the development and supplying of water must be of a, permanent
and.dependable 0character, suitable forouse year: after year. A detailed statement of costs of irrigation and production of crops from
such, water supply will b6 required; to this end accurate account
should bekept of such costs. No patent can be granted under-the act
if the cost- of irrigation from the: developed, water supply is practically. prohibitive:;- the act requires a'successful development and:
demonstration -of -the use of subterranean water, as the principal
condition precedent. for patent. ..(b) The land selected for patent shall be in1compact formaccording to legal subdivisions of the public-land surveys, if the land be
sur'veyed. ;If the land be, eur'veyed, the permittee may, at any.,
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time during, the life, of his permit, apply to the United States surveyor general for the, State- of Nevada, for a survey, of the land for
which he intends to' make.application for 'patent.; The surveyorgen-j.
eral will thereupon make an estimate of the 'cost and. call on the
permittee for a deposit -of the amount of the estimate.. If the deposit.made should prove insufficient, an additional depoit will be
called for. If the applicant has not-taken steps to procure, a survey
before submitting final proof, -after final proof has- been submitted
and examined,: if same is found satisfactory. and ,acceptable, and in
the meantime -the public-land system-of surveys has not been ext.ended over the lands in ;question, call will be made on the permittee
to make the-necessary deposit with- the United States surveyor gen-'
eral for-Nevada to ,cover the cost of survey, in which case the issuance:.
.of patent will be suspended until the survey is made .and. accepted.1bWherever practicable, such official survey will. be: an extension of;the- regular system' of township surveyss in which case the selection:-for patent- must be conformed to the legal subdivisions of such

survey.
:-,:(c):-The act provides that all .entries: made and patents issuedun'der its provisions shallRbe subject to- and 'contain a reservation to
the United States'of all the coal and otheryvaluable ,minerals, in the
lands entered and patented, together with the -right to pros5ect for,
:mine, and remove the same.
(d) .0the
O
issuance of patent, the remaining area: within the limitsof .the land ,embraced in~ the permit will thereafter be subject'to
entry and.,,disposal only: under the act of May 20,-1862 (sec.. 2289,
U. S. Rev. Stat.),. entitled "An' act to secure homesteadsto: -actual
settlers on the public domain," and amendments thereto, in areas
- ,not exceeding 160 acres.'

.

'

.

FINAL PROOF.

8. (a) Final proof of the discovery, development, and availability
.of sufficient water to justify. patent, may be 0made by the permittee,
or in case of his death, by his heirs, executors, or administratorsj or
in4casethe permittee is.an association of individuals,:by anymember

of such association at any time after such discovery and development
as. hereinbefore defined, but must be made within two years. after the
date of the: permit; but an additional period,' not to exceed one year,
may, upon proper showing, be allowed within which'-to make the
requiredproof of actual irrigationiand cultivation.
(6) When-. a ipermittee has reclaimed the land' and is ready to,
make final proof, he shouldapply to the register and receiverqfor' a
noticeeof intention to make suchproomf.u This notice must 'contain: a
competdes desprition- of' the land selected' by him-for patent anda give
.pti-
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-the serial'numb~r of'the permit and nameiof the cdlaiinant:

[.

...

It-must

also show when, where, and before' whom the 'proof is-to be mackde.
Four witnesses may. be named in'the notice, two of whom must be
usedtin making proof.' 'Cure shouid be exercised to select as witnessess
-persons who are familiar,.from personal observation, with thelan'd
in question'andiwith '-hat has beeh done by the claimant towardX reclaiming and improving it. ; Care should' also be 'taken to -ascertain
'definitely the names and: addresses of the proposed witnesses, so fhat
: they may correctly appear in the-notice.
"X 0V"This
0(o):notice 'must-be'published one a week for fivet successive
'weeks in a newspaper of established'cliaracter'and' genera circulationi
'published nearest the land, and it m'ust also. be. posted in a conspicuous place in the' localland office for the-s-ame perodof time.' 'The perbut.it is the6duty iofrag4
:mittee must pay the cost' of the ppublication,i.
ters to procure the publication-of'proper. final-proof notice, 'and regis:ters should accordingly' exercise the utmost care in that behalf. The
date fixed'for the tIakin& of the proof must be at least. 30 days after
:the date of first publication. Proof of publication must be madeby'
the affidavit of the publisher of the newspaper orv'by nsonieone authorized to: act for "him. 'The register will certify to' the posting pf

the notice in the local office.

''

'

:(d) 1On 'the day set in'the notie:' (or, in the case'of accident or
unavoidable delay, within' 10 days thereafter)j and at` the placu and
before the officer -designated; the claimant will appear with two iof the
reclaniation of
and make proof of theethe'notice
-witne'sss named in
:thie:land.' Thetestimony of each claimant'should'be taken separately
and apart from 'and not within the hearing of either of'his witnesses,:
and the testimony of each witness should be taken separately and
apart from and not within the hearing of either 'the: aplicant^ or' of
any other witness,.and both the applicant and each:of the witnesses
should be required to state, in and as part of the:final-proof testimony given 'by them,' that. they have given such 'tstimonv without
any actual knowledgel: of any' statement made'in the testimonyof
either of the'others;
may be made before the register and receiver 'of
0(e)
00 0 Final'proof
the land: district in which the land is located, or before a United
States'`commissioner, or a judge or clerk of a court of record in1the
county or lancUdistrict in vhich the-land is'situated.' :The only conditionipermitting the taking of' such evidence outside the pr6per land
district is where the county in which'the land is situated'lies partly
in twowor more land districts., in which case such evidence may be
:taken anywhereS in the:.county. In' case the proof lbe taken outi'de
'the c'ountyvwherein' the-.land lies, then, unless it: ws taken' befort'he
'prop'er register or receiver, the applicant or entrymann'must sho- by0
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his affidavit that the 'qualifiedo-bficer employed was the one :whose,
place of businessin thee land district, is nearest to or most' accessible
from the land in question. -Forms,of final p)roofs will'be furnislhed
:i00
in due time.'
EXTENSIONS OF TIME.

The.4act of September 22, 1922 (42 Stat., 1012), authorizes the
allowance under certain conditions of an extension of' time for a
period not exceeding two years for the beginning,. recommencement,
or comnpletion of the work of water development and the submission
of final proof of reclamation. This does not mean that the extension will be granted as a matter: of course, and applications for extension will not be' granted unless it be .clearly shown: that the,
failure to complete the work of exploration Iand water development
or of reclamation, as the case may be, within the required period was
due to no fault on'the part of the permittee- but to some unavoidable
delay for which he was not responsible and could not have readily

:

foreseen.
* A permittee' who desires to make application for extension of
time should file with the:register and receiver an affidavit setting
forth fully the facts, showing how and why he has been prevented
from beginning or completing the work of water development and
making final proof within the regular period. This affidavit may'.
be subscribed and sworn to before any officer authorized to administer oaths and having an official seal, and must be corroborated by
at least two witnesses who have personal knowledge of the, facts.,
The register and receiver after carefully considering all the facts*
will forward the. application to the General. Land Office with appropriate recommendation.."'
The register and receiver are required to suspend any application
for extension of time if they.consider the affidavits defective in form
or substance and to allow the applicant 30 days to make such amendments therein as may* be deemed necessary to removethe defects
or to* file exceptions to the requirements made, -advising him that
upon his failure to take any' actioni within the time specified appropriate
S
.0: Vrecommendation will be made. After t he ~expiratinof::
-the time thus'egranted the original application and:, the: amended .
affidavits or' exceptions; as the case may be, together with the proper
-:*F
-'report and., recommendations, will be transmitted to the General'
Land Qffice for consideration.e'a:
cONTESTS AND PROTESTS.

10. Contests and protests may be made against applications,. perand final iproofs under 'this act, the same as other entries or:
selections under' the public' land laws and samea will be disposed of
:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
R f X :
E f ::
: E
: 0
L : ;
:f0 i :(
amits,
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in accordance with the. Rules -of Practice' so far as applicable. No
:p6reference right, however, can be gained by .such. contest. or: protest,
but if successful thedentire area embraced in the .permitfivill' revert
to the public domain and the land will be subject-to the applicable.
public-land laws.
GEO. R. WIOKHAm I,

Ac-ting Cofnmzssioner.
Approved:
E. EC. FINNEY.:
First Assistant Secretary.

APPLICATIONI

FOR PERMIT.

(Act of Oct.. 22, 1919-41 Stat. 293.)
United States Land Office._________
Serial Number…________
Receipt Number__.__----APPLICATION AND AFFIDAVIT.

--

_____

_ ____
t ----

(male or -female) of

(Applicant must state whether native bornfor naturalized.

---------------

See 'par.Sb.)

years, do hereby
citizen of the United States, of the age of
(41 iStat.- 293)',
1919
22apply for a permit under the act of October
surface of the
the
beneath
to drill or otherwise explore for water
'_
., State7of
: Vfollowing-described land in the county of-_
Nevada, to wit (see par. 3d):

and in support of this application I do' solenmnly swear that I have
heretofore been granted a permit under this act within' an- area
*-i 00not
offortyvmiles square, in-the approximate center, ofvwhich .the land.
describedJin this application is:located, and have no application for
0 0 such a permit pending, at this time, except Permit No.
*;f0:
nor has any permit, covering lands withinithe
on-=
State; of Nevada, heretofore issued :to me under- this .act, been canceled for failure 'to comply with its provisions.; that this application
*0 : ais honestly. and in good faith' made for the purpose of reclamation';
and cultivation, and not for the benefit of any other-person,- corpora4-:
tion, or syndicate; that it is my intention, to begin active opcrations'
Alooking to the development of the subterranean- waters of the lands
described within six mnonths from the dateof the approvajl of this
*

':,issued
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application and the issuance of a permit, and to conduct such operations in good faithd and with reasonable diligence until water has
been developed in quantity sufficient for the practical irrigation of
not less than twenty acres of said land, or until the date of expiration of -the permit, unless -it shall be sooner satisfactorily demonstrated that the development of subterranean water. for irrigation of.
said land is impracticable; that I will honestly endeavor to comply
with all other requirements of the act under which this application
is filed and with the terms and conditions of the permit if issued;
that the facts herein stated are based on my ,personal kno•'vledge of
the conditions obtaining with respect to the land herein described;and to the best of my knowledge and belief said land is unreserved,
unappropriated, nonmineral, nontimbered public land of the
United States, not known to be susceptible of successful irrigation
at a reasonable cost from any knownh source, of water supply; that
it

is

…___

7 - 7-------------------------

(Here state character of the land and other data! required by par. Se.)

:

:

:

:::

D0;

_

----------

-------------

Subscribed and sworn to before me at my office at,
in
County, within the -:
trict this
day of -19:

0

:

f;

0

0

go

:

---

--

- - -------

_

-

land dis-

--

-

--

-

(Official designation.);

FORM B.
CORROBORATING AFFIDAVIT.
-(Required only in cases where land applied for has not been designated.)
STATE OF

-

----------

°County of

…-

ss:.,

The undersigned citizens: of, State of Nevada, being duly
law each for himself and not one for
he has personally examined the land

tion of -for

-,
County of
sworn under oath according to
the other, deposes and says that
described in the within applica-

a permit under the act of October 22, 1919

:(41 Stat. 243), to explore for subterranean waters on said land:;
that he has read the foregoing application and affidavit and,'knovws
the contents thereof, and. that the same is true to the best., of ,-his
knowledge and -belief.

0

8751

-22-vot
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(41 Stat., 293-5.)
[S. 9.1
AN ACT To. encourage thle reclamation of certain arid lands in the State of Nevada, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and-House of Representatives of the
fUnted States of ALmerica in Congress as.semnbled, That the Secretary
if the Interior is hereby authorized to grant to any citizen of the
United States, or to any association of such citizens, a permit, which
shall give the exclusive right, for a period not exceeding two years.
to drill or otherwise explore for water beneath the surface of not ex-ceeding two thousand five hundred and sixty acres of unreserved,
unappropriated, nonmineral, nontimbered public lands of the United*
States in the State of Nevada, not known to be susceptible of suc-.
cessful irrigation at .a reasonable cost from any known source of
water supply: Provided, however, That not more than one such permit shall be issued to the same citizen or 0the same association of
citizens within an area of forty miles square: And provided further,
That said land shall not'be fenced or otherwise exclusively used by
the permittee except as herein:provided: And provided further, That
said land shall theretofore have been designated by the Secretary of
the Interior as subject to disposal under the provisions of this act.
SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, on
application, or otherwise, to designate the lands subject to disposal
under the provisions of this act: Provided, however, That where any
person or association; qualified to receive a permit under the provisions of this act shall make application for such permit upon land
which has not been designated as subject to disposal under the
provisions of this act (provided said application is accompanied and
supported by properly corroborated affidavit of the applicant, in
duplicate, showing prima facie that the land applied for is of thie:
character contemplated by this act), such application, together with
the regular fees and commissions, shall be received by the register
and receiver of the land district in which said, land is located and
suspended until it shall have been determined by the Secretary of
the Interior whether said land is actually of that character. That
during such suspensioni the land described in the .application shall
not be disposed of; 'and if the land shall be designated utnder this
act, then such application shall 'be allowed; otherwise it shall be
rejected, subject to appeal.
CSc. 3. That any qualified applicant for a permit under~ section 1
of this act shall file with the register or receiver of the land district
in which said land is located the application for such permit and
shall mak e gnd subscribe before the proper officer and file :with said
register or receiver an affidavit that such application is honestly and
.

-
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in good faith made forithe purposeof reclamation and cultivation
and not for the benefit of any; other person or corporation, sald that
the' applicant is not. acting as agent for any person, corporation, or
syndicate in making such application, nor in collusion with any
person, corporation, or syndicate to give themi the benefit of the land
applied for or any part thereof, and that the applicant will faithfully and honestly endeavor to comply with all of the requirements
of this act, and shall pay'.to said register- and receiver a filing fee of
1 cent per acre for each acre of land embraced: in said application,
and such applicant shall then be entitled to receive such permit after
the lands embraced therein-are designated as provided in section 2 of
this, act:
SEC. 4. That such a permit shall be upon condition that the permittee shall begin operations for the' development of underground
:waters within six months from the date of the permit and continue
such operations with reasonable diligence until water has been, discovered in the quantity hereinafter described, or until the date of
the expiration of the permit. Upon the presentation at any time of
proof satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior that any permittee
is not conducting such operations in good faith and with reasonable:
diligence, or has violated any of the terms of the permit, the Secreltary shall forthwith cancel such permit, and such permittee shall'
not 'again be granted a permit under this act.
SEC. 5. That on establishing at any time within two years from
the date of the permit to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the
Interior that underground waters in sufficient quantity to produce
at a profit agricultural' crops other than native grasses upon not less
* than twenty acres of land' has been discovered and developed and
rendered available for such use within ithe limits of the land embraced in any permit the said permittee shall be entitled to a patent
:for one-fourth of the-land embraced in the permit, such area to- be
selected by the permittee in compact form according to the legal subdivisions of the' public land surveys if the land be surveyed, or to be
surveyed at-his expense under rules and regulations established by
the Secretary of the Interior if located on unsurveyed land.,
SEC. 6. That the remaining area within the limits of the land embraced in any such permit shall thereafter be subject: to entry and
disposal only under "An act; to secure homesteads to actual settlers
on the public domain," approved May 20, 1862, and amendments
thereto, known as the ono-hundred-and-sixty-acre homestead act.
SEC. 7.: That the receipts obtained from the sale -of lands under
the provisions of section 6 hereof shall: be paid into, reserved, and
appropriated as a part of the reclamation fund created by the act of
Congress approved June 17, 1902, known as the reclamation act;
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SEc.` 8. That all entries madeVand patents. issued under the pro-

visions of this, act shall be subject to and contain a reservation to the
United States of all the coal and other valuable minerals in the lands
so entered. and'patented. together with the right to prospect for,
mine, and remove the same. The coal and other valuable mineral
deposits in such lands shall be subject to 'disposal by the United
States in accordance with theeprovisions of the coal and mineral land
laws in force at the time of such disposal. Any person qualified to
]ocate and enter the coal or. other mineral deposits, or having the
right to mine and remove the same under the laws of the United
States, shall have the right at all times to enter upon the lands entered or patented, as provided, by this act, for the purpose of prospecting for cokl or other mineral therein, provided he shall not injure, damage, or destroy the permanent improvements of the entryman ;or patentee, and shall be liable to and shall compensate the
entryman or patentee for all damages to the crops on such lands by
reason of such prospecting. *Any person who has acquired, from
the United States the coal or other mineral deposits in any such
land, or the right to mine or remove the same, may reenter and
.occupyso much of the surface thereof as may be required for all
purposes reasonably incident to the mining or removal of the coal or
other minerals, first, upon securing: the written consent or waiver of
the homestead entryman or patentee; second, upon payment of the
damages. to crops or other tangible improvements to the owner
thereof, where agreement may be had as to the amount thereof;' or
third, in lieu of either of the foregoing provisions, upon the execution of a good and sufficient bond. or undertaking :to the United
States for the.use and benefit of the entryman or owner of the land,
to secure the payment of such damages to the crops or tangible improvements of the entryman or owner, as may be determined and
fixed in an action brought upon the-bond or nndertaking in a court
of competent jurisdiction against the principal and sureties thereon,
such bond or undertaking to be in form and in accordance with
rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior and
to be filed with and approved by the register and receiver of the
local land office of the district :wherein the land is situate, subject
to appeal to the Commissioner of the General Land Office: Provided,
That all patents issued for the coal or other mineral deposits herein
reserved shall contain appropriate notations declaring them to be
subject to the provisions of this act with reference to the disposition,
occupancy, and use of the surface of the land.
Sec. 9. That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to pre.scribe the; necessary and proper rules and -regulations and to do any
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; ; all things necessary to carry out and accomplish the purposes of
and

this act.

Approved, October 22, 1919.

[42 Stat., 1012.]
[5. 2983.]
AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of the Interior- to grant extensions of time under
permits for the development of underground waters within the State of Nevada, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted :by the Senate and FHouse of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress: assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior may, if he shall find that any -permittee has been
unable; with the exercise of diligence, to begin or continue operations for the development of underground waters within the time:
* prescribed by sections 4 and 5 of the act of -Congress approved
October :22, 1919 (Forty-first Statutes, page -295), extend the time
for the beginning, recomiencement;, or completion of the said operations described in said sections for such time, not exceeding two
years, and upon such conditions as-he-shall prescribe.
* . Approved,
0
September .22, 1922.

:

STATE OF COLOADO(ON REHEARING).
Decided November 4, 1922.
SCHooor LAND-STRVEY-VESTED RIGHTS-COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAT-LAND
OFFICE-SUxvEYOB GENERAL.
The -question whether or not. the title to designated 'school sections upon
survey thereof vests, in a State, is to be determined as of the date of the
acceptance of -the plat by the Commissioner of-the General Land Office, and
not the date of its approval by the surveyor general.
-

ScnooL

LAND-INDEMNITY-SELECTION-PATENT-ESTOPPEL-.
:The designation by a State of lands within a specific school section as the
basis of its selection of other lands as indemnity, and its failure to oppose
theentry and patenting of the lands so assigned estops it from subsequently
asserting title to the bases lands.
-

COURT IDEciSrON CITED AND APPLIED.'
Case of United States v. -Morrison (240 U. S., 192), cited and applied.

. FFINNEY
irst AssistantSecretary:

;-By the act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat., 474), the undisposed :ofnonmineral lands in all sections-16 and 36 in the State of Colorado -were
granted to that State in aid of its public schools, and it was giventhe

-
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further right to select and take title to lands in other sections in lieu
of such tracts in sections 16 and 36 as had been disposed of or were
mineral in character. The State's title to such of these lands as were
unsurveyed at the date of its admission into the Union did not, however, vest in it until after they had been later surveyed; and not then
until the plat of their survey: had been approved. See F. A. Hyde
and Company (48 L. D., 132.).
The lands now embraced in Sec. 16, T. 4 N., R. 86 W., 6th P. M.,
V ;hereinvolved, were while unsurveyed, embraced in the Ute Indian
Reservation from -November 22, 1875, to August 4, 1882, when they
were eliminated from the reservation and restored to the public
domain.
The plat 'of the survey of that section was approved by the surveyor general on- March 23, 1905, accepted by the Commissioner
of the General Land Office November 1, 1906, and filed in the local
office February 6, 1907; and on July 26, 1906, the section was embraced in a temporary coal-land withdrawal which was made -per0mmanent by the Executive order issued July 7, 1910, under the act of
June 25, i1910 (36 Stat., 847), and it is still so withdrawn.
* All these landsdin question are now embraced in entries and patents made and issued -as follows': va desert-land entry, Glenwood
01206, made by one Sutherlin in 1905, which was later patented; a
homestead entry, 06467.; a desert-land entry, 06505; and an isolated
tract purchase, 09656; were all made by Hans Flaatten, the first two
on July- 16 and&29, 1912, and the other September 29, 1916. A
patent issued under the isolated tract entry in 1917, a final certificate
aunder the homestead entry in 1918, and the present status of Ithe
desert entry of, Flaatten will be referred to later on in this decision
The parts of this section not included in the entries already mentioned are now embraced in the:homestead entry 07273 patented in,
1919, and in pending homestead entries 011157 and 017160 made in
1918 and 1919, respectively, by other persons.
All the legal subdivisions in this section were assigned as bases in
lieu of a like number of tracts embraced in the State of Colorado's
school land indemnity selection list No. 3, serialized as Leadville
01917, filed June 21, 1917, in which the base tracts were represented
as being embraced in "settlements "; and by its decision Xof August
27, 1921, the General Land Office.in effect held that Flaatten's desert
'entry should be canceled and the selection rejected for the reason
that the title to this section vested in the State upon the approval of
the plat'of survey on March 23, 1905, and before anyof 'the entries
-mentioned were applied for or allowed. On Flaatten's appeal from
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that action this Department, by its decision of July 26, 1922, directed
that the State be notified that if it failed'to timely show cause to the
contrary, its -selection would be approved and Flaatten's entry sustained. on the ground that the facts recited in that decision showed
that the base land was so -far mineral in character as to exclude it
from the grant to the State.
* After receiving notice of the decision; the State's representatives
filed an amendment of its selection list by substituting other lands
as bases in place of the lands in the-section 16 here involved, asserted
title to the whole of that section 16, and demanded the immediate
cancellation of all the patents and entries mentioned above. This
.demand was treated by the General. Land Office as a motion for a
rehearing and forwarded to this Department for its consideration
as such.
- This contention:can not be sustained for the reason that this land
was withdrawn on July 26, 1906, before the, title to it could have
vested in the State by the acceptance of the plat by the Commissioner of the General Land Office on November 1, 1906, and the land
was, therefore, assignable as- the bases of indemnity school land
selections at the time it: was so assigned, under the doctrine announced in the kindred case, United States v.'Morrison (240 U. S.,
::192), where it was held that the State of Oregon's title to similar
lands did not Vest in it until the acceptance- of the; plat by the Commissioner.
:
: For the reason given, the motion for rehearing is denied.
Moreover, by its assignment of these tracts as bases of the selections- claimed in its list and by its failure to oppose the -claims of the
several entrymen, the State not only admitted the validity of the entries then existing, but induced the claimants then upon the land to
continue compliance with the requirements of the law, caused the
Land Department to issue patents upon some of said entries, -and induced the later allowance of other entries. This is not only apparent,
from what has already.been stated hereinjbut is shown in communications with the record, in: which the State Land Commissioner,
speaking through its register and engineer, said in effect that it asserted no interest in the land and urged early action looking to the
patenting of Flaatten's'entry, and the approval of the State selection list. See, in this connection, cases of Michael Dermody, on review (Ii L. D., 504); Gregg et al. v. State of Colora-do.'(16 L. D.,
55) ; Rice va. State of California (24 -L. D., :14); Gates 'v: Robertson
(30 L. D., 83), and 0Cyrus (G.Lowry (44 L. D., 348).
-

-

-

--
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JOEN 3. KOTKIN.
Decided Yovember 8, 1922.
PERinT-A&PdI6ATIoNREPAYMENT-OIL
AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING
STATUTES.
An -application for an oil and gas prospecting permit under-the act of -Feb-.
ruary 25, 1920, is a filing of the character contemplated as within the scope
of the provisions of the repayment act of March 26, 1908.
. REPAtMENT-OHL

AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-FEES-STAT UTES.

The. rule, long and consistently adhered to by the Department, that where an

application or filing under the public land laws is held for rejection for
partial conflict, or other reason, except fraud, the applicant-is privileged,
prior to allowance of the claim, to withdraw the application in toto without
prejudicing his right under the act of March 26, 1908, to repayment of all
fees and commissions tendered in connection therewith, is applicable with

equal force and effect to applications for oil prospecting permits under the
act ofFebruary 25, 1920.
REPAYMENT-OIL ANND
GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-FEES-STATuTES.
The act of February 25, 1920, made no provision :for forfeiture of moneys

:paid in connection with prospecting permit applications, nor did it directly
or Indirectly repeal or modify any provisions of the general repayment
statutes then in force and effect.
AccOUNTS-OIL AND GAs LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-FEE5S.

Paragraph 31 of the oil and gas regulations of March 11 1920, promulgated
pursuant to the authority contained in section 38 of the act of February 25,
1-920, was merely intended for the administrative purpose of directing
proper disposition of and accounting for moneys paid in connection with
applications for oil and gas prospecting permits, and in that respect is to.be
deemed as merely supplemental to paragraph 85 of-the general accounting
circular of August 9, 1918.
REPAYMENT-OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PEMIT-F=EES.

The word "earned" as used in paragraph 31 of the oil and gas regulations,
: approved March 11, 1920, is not to be construed as barring the right to
repayment under the general repayment laws, of fees and commissions
paid in connection with applications for oil and gas prospecting permits
under the act of February 25, 1920.'
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED AND APPLIED.

:

Case of H. Stella Samuelson: (46 L. D., 60), cited and 'applied.
FINNEY, Pirest Aoistant Secretary:

John J. Kotkin has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office rendered February 9, 1922, denying his
application for repayment of the fee ($32) paid in connection with
his application for permit to prospect for oil and gas, 'filed October
16, 1920, under the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437).
X
For the purposes of this decision, without setting forth in detail the various legal subdivisions involved, it suffices to state that
the application for permit as originally filed embraced 2563.45 acres.I

i 0
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The application for permit was held for rejection for conflict to
the extent of approximately 1438 acres, which were embraced in
various entries carrying: mineral- rights to which the agric(ultural
claimants had a preferred~right of appropriation under the leasing
act. Further objections were interposed upon the grounds that
Kotkin failed to file certificate of naturalization and that the
application for permit, as originally filed, included lands in excess
of 2560 acres. Thereafter Kotkin tendered a copy of his certificate
:of naturalization, and on November 4, 1920, filed a formal withdrawal of the application for permit in so far as the tracts in con-,
flict were concerned.
- :
Thereafter,prior
to the; allowance, or approval, of the permit
for the lesser area, Kotkin filed in the local land office, November
16, 1921, a formal withdrawal Qf his application for permit in its
entirety, accompanied by the application for repayment here involved.

-

The Department has uniformly held that where an application,
or filing under the public land laws, is held for rejection for partial-conflict, or other reason, except fraud, the applicant may, prior
to allowance of the application, withdraw the application in toto,
without prejudicing his right to repayment:under the act of March
26, 1908 (35 Stat., 48), of all fees and commissions tendered in
connection therewith. Respecting this particular feature of the
case,, no good, and sufficient reason appears that would warrant a
deviation from this principle, long :and consistently followed, notwithstanding that the filing here involved is an application for
permit, as distinguished. from a filing; or application for entry,
under any of the agricultural or other public land laws.
* The- main issue raised by the appeal is Whether fees paid in connection with applications for. permits under the act of February. :5,
1920, supra, are repayable under the general repayment laws in the
event that the claim presented otherwise comes within the provisions
of said laws, or whether as held by the decision belo-w, paragraph 31
'Of the oil and gas regulations, hereinafter referred to, operates as a
bar to the adjudication of the claim under the general repayment
laws.
Section 38 of the act of February 25, -1920, supra,*provides.
That, until-otherwise provided, the Secretary of the Interior shall be author-

* :
:*t

\

i zed to prescribe fees and, commissions to be paid to the registers and receivers
'of thelUnited States land offices on account of zbusiness transacted under the
provisions of this act.

Pursuant to that statute, the Department by regulations approved
March 11, 1920 (47 L. D., 437, 461), prescribed the amount of fees
to be paid in connection with applications for permit and the man-
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ner of disposition thereof, said regulations (Paragraph 31) providing that-V(a) Fdor receiving and acting on each application for a permit, lease, or otherright filed in the district land office in accordance with these regulations, therel shall be paid a fee.of $2 for each 160 acres, or fraction thereof, in such application, but such fee in no case to be less than $10, the same to be paid by the
applicant and considered

as earned when paid, and to be credited in

equal:

parts on the compensation of the register and receiver within the limitationsk

I provided

by law.

1The Commissioner in denying the instant claim construed paragraph 31 of the regulations cited as an absolute bar to any right of
repaymentunder the general repayment statutes, the decision holding in effect that the fees when tendered with an application for permit, were "earned"' by-the local officers for receiving and acting
upon the application,- irrespective of whether the application for
permit was proper for allowance or, without fault on the part of the
applicant, had been rejected, the word "earned" in the regulations,
I, '40(having
been construed to mean "not repayable." The De
e
V' can
not: concur in this 'construction. In the:event that it-were other-:
iv0 -;wise,
the 'Department might designate by regulations that fees or'
other moneys paid, under any of the public land laws were to be considered as "earned" within the meaning of that word as construed
000 0the
E :;0decision
by
below, ;thus nullifying or rendering inoperative the
relief provisions of the general repayiheit statutes.
The repayment act of March 26, 1908 (35 Stat., 48), provides-

'/

That where purchase moneys and commissions paid. under any public :land
law
T
0 have been or shall hereafter be covered into the Treasury of the United
States under any application to make any filing, location; selection, entry, or
proof, such purchase moneys and commissions shall be repaid to the person
who made such application, entry, or proof, or to his legal representatives, in.
all cases where such application, entry, or proof has been or shall hereafter
be rejected, and neither such applicant nor his legal representatives shall have
*been guilty of any fraud or attempted fraud in connection with such application.
SXEC 2. That in all cases where it shall appear to the satisfaction of the Seci

retary of the Interior that any person has heretofore or shall hereafter make
-any payments to the United States under the public land laws in excess of the
amount he was lawfully required to pay under such laws, such excess shall be
repaid to such person or to his legal representatives.

An application for permit is a filing of the character included,
within the- provisions of the act of Match 26, 1908, 8upra. It :follows that the right to the return of the fees paid in connectiontherewith, after they hae -been covered into the Treasury of the United
States, as in the instant case, is governed by the provisions of the*
repayment statute referred" to.

'
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The act iof February 25,' 1920, supra,-made no provision for forfeiture of any or all moneys paid in connection with applications
for.permit filed thereunder, nor did it directly or indirectly repeal* or modify any provisions of the general repayment statutes then- in,
force and effect. Seefion 38 of theS act of February 25, 1920, sitpra,.
:
merely authorized the Secretary: of the Interior, until otherwise
provided, to prescribe the fees and commissions to be paid. to the
registers and receivers. It follows that the Department acted within
* the scope: of its authority in fixing the, amount of the fees to be paid
by applicants, and, for admi iistrative purposes directing by such
regulation the manner in which the receiver of public moneys was tc
account for the same to the Government, whether to be carried by
him in his "Unearned Account," or as "earned" and covered into:
the Treasury of the United States. It is clear thatcif moneys are
"earned" in the technical sense of the regulation cited, and as construed by the Commissioner, no application for repayment could be
.allowed, as such applications deal solely with moneys covered into
the Treasury and, therefore,j"earned " within the meaning of that
regulation.
In this connection it may be stated that paragraph 31 of the regulatioIns cited is in -a measure supplemental to the general accounting
circular prescribing " Methods Iof keeping records and accounts re.
lating to the public lands§" (CSircuar No. 616, 46 L. D., 513, 533),
and relates to moneys disp'osition of which Cdoes not come withinV
the provisions, of paragraph 85 of the general accounting circular
*which latter paragraph specifies the classes of moneys that may be
held by receivers in their "Unearned Accounts," as distinguished.
from.other moneys which, as otherwise directed by said general ac-I
:counting circular (No. 616) were to be treated as "earned" when
received and deposited to the credit of the Treasurer of the United
States.
The Department has on numerous occasions construed 'section 2 of
the act of March 26, 1908, supra, as applicable to repayment of fees.,
In the case. of HI. Stella Samuelson (46 L. D., 60), without referring
to numerous other decisions- -eria:tim,- the Department citingE the
:case of John Ard (45 L. D., 323) held:
-': *. *

* . it was determined by the Departmaent that fees as well as purchase
and commissions were, repayable under the provisions of said act,;where
the tract selected and intended to be entered was not subject to appropriation.
In such- cases the entire paymient must be regarded as in excess of legal requirementsand thus within the terms of'the second section of the act.
*.

-money

It follows that-the application for repayment of fees tendered in
connection with the application for' permit to prospect for oil and
gas should have been considered under the general: repayment act*
of March 26, 1908, supra, and appropriate action taken thereupon
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in acpordance with the facts disclosed by the record and in the light
of the various decisions heretofore rendered construing said act.
The ruling of the Commissioner to the: effect that paragraph 31
of the regulations of March 11, 1920, supra, barred any and all right
to repayment under the general. repayment laws is reversed and
the case remanded for readjudication in accordance -with the views
herein expressed.
TAXABILITY AND ALIENABILITYt OF ALLOTTED CHEROKEE IN-.
DI
LANDS.
Opinion, Novenbber 18, 1922.
INDAN LANDS-CHEROKEE LANDS-ALIENATION-ALLOTMENT.

Restrictions against alienation on -land allotted to Indians are more In the
nature of personal disabilities imposed: on the allottee than covenants
running with the land; a matter of personal privilege which Congress may
enlarge or restrict as and when it sees fit.
INDIAN LANDS-CHERO-K:EE LANDS-AEFNATToN-ALLOTMENT.
In the absence of specific legislation by Congress to the 'contrary, lands
*
alloted in severalty to Indians are Jnontaxablc prior to' the removal of
restrictions against alienation, even- though the statutory period of exemption originally provided for may have expired.
INDIAN LANDS-CHEROKEE LANDS-ALIENATION-ALLOTMENT-VESTED

RIGHTS.

While Congress may lengthen or shorten the period of restrictions against
alienation as and when it may see fit so to do, yet the exemption from
'taxation for the prescribed- period is a definite and fixed property right,
which having once vested in the allottee, Congress can not thereafter
alter or take away.
qINDIAN
LANDS-WIVE CIVILIZED TE.IEs-AISENATIoIP-ALLoTTMENT-INDIAN HOimESTEAD-ACT OF Mn 27, 1908.
While sections 1 and 4 of the act of May 27, 1908, which provided i for -the
allotment of lands to the Five Civilized 'Tribes, removed all restrictions
'from all lands, including homesteads, allotted to intermarried whites,
freedmen and mixed-bloods having- less than one-half Indian blood, and
directed that all lands from which the restrictions shall have been removed should be subject to taxation, yet the homesteads held by the
original allottees are not subject to taxation prior to the expiration of
tihe statutory period of exemption, and by the proviso to section 9 of the
act the restrictions are continued during that period as long as the title
to such lands remains in the hands of the full-blood Indian heirs of such
*allottees.

:

;
-BOOTH, Solicitor:
On the recommendation. of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs8
0 00 have
-you referred to me for consideration a communication in the
nature of a petition and brief from one IR. J. Scott, a Cherokee Indian
residing at* 508kONorth 11th Street, Muscogee, Oklahoma, involving
mainly the question of taxability and alienability of lands allotted

.
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to: members of 'the Cherokee Tribe. The Indian Office requests'
advice as to what action, if any, should be taken in the matter.
The issues here involved turn primarily on several lengthy statutas,
the pertinent provisions of which will shortly be considered as
brieflyy as fpossible; Abut before doing so, it may be well to -first; dispose of one suggestion by Mr. Scott wherein he urges the Secretary.
of the Interior, under section 65 of the act of July 1, 1902 (32 Stat.,;
716, 725), to-issue a restraining order to enjoin and perpetually restrain the State and
County officials of the State of Oklahoma from assessing or collecting any taxes
on any allotted lands either homesteads or the surplus lands, and'to quiet
title to all tax deeds to all land that has been sold for State and County
taxes and against all other encumbrances, made either voluntarily or involuntarily, while the title remained in the original allottee.

* But the section of 'the statute referred to vests no such; authority
'or powvers in the Secretary of this Department. That section reads
simply:
SEC. 65. All things necessary to carry into effect the provisions of this
act; not otherwise herein specifically provided for, shall be done under the
authority and direction of the Secretary of the Interior.

Nor have-such comprehensive powers as those referred to by Mr..
Scott been conferred on the Secretary of the Interior elsewhere in
the act of July 1, 1902, or in any other statute, whether relating to
the Indians or otherwise. 'The relief sought, therefore, if to be
had at all, must come through the courts, but whether with or: without the aid of the Department of Justice rests in thce sound discretion
of the administrative officers in charge.
As to the merits of the issue, the lands belonging to the Cherokee
Tribe have been allotted in severalty, pursuant to an agreement with
these, Indians, as found, in the act of July 1, 1902, supra. Under
it each member received aii allotment of land equal in value to 110
acres of the- average allottable- land of the Cherokee Nation. (Sec.
11.) That act further provides:
SEC. 13. Each, member of said tribe shall, at the time of the selection of
his allotment designate as a homestead out of said allotment land equal in
value to forty acres of the average allottable lands of the Cherokee Nation, as
nearly: as .may be, which shall be inalienable -during the lifetime of the,
allottee, not exceeding twenty-one years from the date of the certificate, of
allotment. Separate certificate shall issue for said homestead. During the
time said homestead. is held by the allottee&the same shall be nontaxable and
shall not be liable for any debt contracted by the owner thereof while so held
by him.
SEC. 14. Lands allotted to citizens shall not in any manner whatever or at
any time be encumbered, taken, or sold to secure or satisfy any debt or obligation, or be alienated by 'the: allottee or his heirs, before the expiration of
five years from the date of the ratification of this Act.

fAtH
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SacP. 15. All lands allotted to the members of said tribe, except such land
as is set aside to each for a homestead as herein provided, shall be alienable
in five years after issuance of patent.

The remainderof each individual allotment, over and above the
homestead, is commonly referred to as surplus, or surplus lands.
By invoking that provision in section, 13, saprac, which directs that
*during the time the homestead is held by the allottee it shall be nontaxable and not liable for any debt contracted. by the allottee and
*the one from section 14 which declares that "lands allotted to citizens
shall not in. any manner or at any time be encumbered, taken or
sold," etc., Mr. Scott now urges that all lands, both homestead and
surplus, are exempt from taxation, alienation or encumbrance.
We are 'not' justified, however, in thus selecting isolated clauses
fromn the act in utter disregard of other clauses of equal 'weight and
'import, so as to thereby reach a conclusion at variance with the plain
intendment of the law. The statuite must be construed as a whole.
(48 U. S., 611, 622), and in the light of its obvious policy (241 U.- S.,
432).. Viewed thus, the intent of the above legislationi becomes plain.
The homestead remains inalienable and nontaxable during the lifetime of the allottee, not exceeding, however, twenty-one years from
the date of allotment. The surplus is likewise inalienable and nontaxable for a period of five years from the date, of patent in each
case. Inalienable, as therein used, of course, prohibits both voluntary and involuntary alienation and hence these lands while re-stricted are not subject to levy, sale or execution for debts, whether
for taxes or -otheiwise. Before even the five-year restricted period
as to the surplus lands expired, however, Congress made further
'provision with respect to the Five Civilized Tribes, and in section 19.
of the act of April 26, 1906 (34 Stat., 187, 144), we find:
" SEc. 19. That no full-blood Indian of the Choctaw, Chickasaw, Cherokee
Creek or Seminole tribes shall have power to alienate, sell, dispose of, or
encumber in any manner any of the lands allotted to him for a period of twentyfive years from and after the passage and approval of this Act, unless such
restriction shall, prior to the expiration of said period, be removed by Act of
Congress; * * * That all lands upon which restrictions are removed shall
be subject to taxation, and the other lands shall be exempt from taxation as
long as the title remains in the original allottee.'' [Italics supplied.]

It will be observed of course that the foregoing applies- only to
full-bloods. The situation remained thus, legislatively, but a coinparatively short time only when the act-of May 27, 1908 (35 Stat.,
'312), came into being,,and from which we read-l
That-'from and after sixty days from the date of this' Act the status of the
lands allotted heretofore or hereafter to allottees of the Five Civilized Tribes
shall,, as regards restrictions on alienation or incumbrance, be as follows: All
lands, including homesteads, of said allottees 'enrolled as intermarried whites,
as freedmen, and as mixed-blood Indians having less than half Indian blood,

D
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including minors' shall be free from all restrictions. All lands,- except homesteads, of said allottees enrolled as mixed-blood Indians having half or more
'than- half and less than three-quarters Indian. blood shall be free from all
:restrictions. All homesteads of said allottees -enrolled as mixed-blood Indians
having half or more than half Indian blood; including minors of such degrees
-of blood, and all allotted lands of enrolled full-bloods, and enrolled mixedbloods of: three-quarters or more Indian. blood, including minors of such
degrees of blood, shall not be subject to alienation, contract to sell, power of
attorney, or any other incumbrance prior to April twenty-sixth, nineteen hundred and thirty-one, except that the Secretaty of the Interior may remove
such restrictions, wholly or in part, under such rules and regulations concerning terms of sale and disposal of the proceeds for the benefit of the respective
Indians as he may prescribe. The Secretary of the Interior shall not be prohibited by this Act from continuing to remove restrictions as heretofore, and
nothing herein shall be construed to impose restrictions removed from land by
or under any law prior to the passage of this Act."

'Two brief provisions found in other sections of the same 'act will
encorApass the legislation germane to the subject matter here:
"SEaC. 6. * * ' Provided, That no restricted lands of living minors shall
be sold or encumbered, except by leases authorized by law, by order of the
court or otherwise.
.
X,

t0

'*

*a

00*:

*

0

* '*
.

SEC. 9. * 8: * That the death of any allottee of the Five Civilized Tribes
shall . operate to remove all restrictions upon the alienation: of said allottee's
land: Provided, That no conveyance of any interest of any full-blood Indian
heir in such land shall be valid unless approved by the court -having jurisdiction
of the settlement of the estate of said deceased allottee."

These later statutes, had since the original agreement with the
Cherokees under which their lands were allotted in severalty, mani festly a cleart intent on the part'of Congress in so far as it rested in
the power of that body so to do, to make alienability and taxability
coexistent factors, and for ax along time the view -prevailed, rather
generally, that these two factors always went hand in hand, that is,
removal of restrictions against alienation also,-removed the exemption from taxation. The latter condition, however, does not always
follow even though Congress may have specifically so directed. See
*Choate v. Trapp (224 U. S., 665; 673), wherein-the Supreme Court
said:

--

-

* "But the exemption [from taxation] and -nonalienability were two separate
and -distinct subjects. One conferred a right and the other imposed a limitation. The defendant's argument also ignores the fact that, in this case, though
the land could be sold after five years it might remain non-taxable for 16
years longer, if the Indian retained title during that length of time. Restrictions -on alienation'were removed by lapse of time. Ue'could sell part after
-one-year, -a part after- three years and all except homestead after five years.
'The period of exemption xvas not co-incident with this five-year limitation. On
:the contrary the privilege of non-taxibility might last for 21 years, thug recog.msizing that the two subjects related to different periods and that neither was
dependent on the other: The right to remove the restriction was in pursuance
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of the power 0under- which Congress could legislate as to the status of the
ward and lengthen or shorten the period of disability. But the provision
that the land should be non-taxable was a property right, which Congress undoubtedly had the power to grant. That right fully vested in the Indians and
- was binding upon Oklahoma."

To the same effect are the decisions by the same court in Gleason
v. Wood and in English v. Richardson (224 U. S., 679, and 680).
These all relate to the Five Civilized Tribes, and the same view has
also been upheld as to lands allotted to Indians of other tribes.. See
Morrow v. United States (243 Fed., 854, 858), wherein it was said,
"There is no question that the Government may, in its dealings with
the Indians, create property rights which, once vested, even it can not
alter." This gives us a clearer understanding of the true situation.
When deduced to its final analysis, it means simply that. restrictions
'against alienation on land allotted to Indians are more in the nature of
personal disabilities imposed on the Indians rather than covenants
running with the land; a matter of personal privilege so to speak;
-one which Congress may enlarge or restrict as and when it sees fit
so to do. Tiger v. Western Investment Company (221 U. S., 286),
and Choate v. Trapp, supra. Confgress can impose restrictions even
after they have once. expired. Brader v. James (246 U. S., 88). But
with these we are not here concerned.
Removal of the restrictions, in itself, does not deprive the Indians
He is not compelled thereby
Vof any right of property in his land.
action of this kind §imply
as
allotment
his
or
alienate
to incumber
him to deal'with his
enables
enlarges his personal privileges and
action he can not be
such
Of
disposed.
feel
may
he
as
property
heard to complain. But wheIn we attempt to couple removal of restrictions with the right of the GState to tax, we may or may not
thereby invade a property right vested in the Indian at the time he
received his allotment. Herein lies the true criterion of the right
of the State to tax. Speaking generally, if the statutory period of
exemption has expired when the restrictions are removed, then the
right to tax arises. If such period has not expired, then the lands
are not taxable while in the hands of the original allottee, and sometimes even in the hands of his heirs. Further, until the restrictions
are removed the lands are not: taxable even though the statutory
period of exemption originally provided for may have expired.
Otherwise, involuntary alienation would soon deprive the Indian of
his 'property in spite of the restrictions.

-

With these things in mihd -we return to the present situation with

respect to the Cherokees, The tribal patents or deeds for the lands
allotted in §everaltv bear varying dates of issue. Without at least
the dates- of these patents in individual 'cases it' is impossible of
course to state definitely just when the statutory period of disability
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as to alienation or taxation begins. -The five year period as tol the
::surplus ofW each allotment has long since expired. .IUpon'removal of
the restrictions, therefore, as to such lands, they then became taxable.
As to homesteads in the hands of 'original allottees, these are still
nontaxable during the twenty-one years from the date: of allotment
even though the restrictions may have since been removed. Whether
the: restrictions have been removed or not depends largely on the degree of Indian blood in each case, and to some: extent also on theo age
of the allottee; that is, whether an adult or a minor. Thus, as to
full-bloods, by section 19 of the act of April 26, 1906, s upra, Congress continued the restrictions on all of their' allotted lands both
homestead and .surplus for twenty-five years from the date of that
01908,
May'27,
subra,
aot; that is, until April 26, 1931. The actof
reiterates this as to full-bloods and also imposes a like restriction as
:to enrolled mixed-bloods of three-quarters or more of Indian blood,
including minors. The proviso to section 6' of the latter act, s' pra,
-carries out this intent with' respect to minors.
Section 1 of -the act of May 27, 1908, supra, removed all restrictions
from' all lands including homesteads allotted to intermarried whites,
freedmen, and mixed-bloods having less than one-half Indian blood,
and section' 4 of the same act directs that all land from which the
restrictions have been removed shall be subject to taxation, yet, from
the doctrine as laid down0'by the ;Suprem.e :Court in the Trapp case
the.6'homesteads while held by the original allottees are notasubect
to taxation until the 'statutory period of exem'ption has 'exired.
Again, while section 9 'of the act of May' 27, 1908, declares that the
death of any iallottee of the Five Civilized Tribes ishall operate to
remove all restrictions against alienation of said- allottee's land, yet
the proviso immediately following that declaration continu-es the
restrictions in the hands of full-blood Indian heirs, thereby rendering such lands exempt from taxation. Parker V. Richards (250 U. S.,
235;'239).:
Manifestly it would be useless 'here to attempt to, point out all
the instances in which lands aIlotted to members of thistribe are
taxable or nontaxable, as the case may be., Such can best be determined from the facts connected with each particular: case as and
when presented. Sufficient general fundamental principles have been
pointed out, however, to enable the law to be applied to each'individual case, thus rendering it comparatively easy to determine whether
the particular lands involved are taxable or not.. If concr:etecases
in Awhich it is believed that the State is: unlawfully taxing:: lands
allotted to these, people are brought to' the. attention of ithe; Indian
8751 m-22-voL'49 23.
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Office, eVen though- the restrictions against alienation have:l been
removed, then that Bureau should. consider the advisability of recommending that the? Department df Justice: aid such allottees in the
protection.of their rights.
. For-his information in connection with this matter, a copy of this
will be forwarded to Mr. Scott at Muskogee-.
1communication
Approved:;.
F. M. -GooWIN-,
-

:.Assistant Secretary.
WLLIAXM C. BRAASC H.
'Decided November 16, 1922.
INDIAN

LANDS

-

LANDS - COAL LANDS - NoaTa DAKOTABERTHOLDR

-Fon

STATUTES.

The lands in that portion ,of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservati-on, North
Dakota, which was opened to disposition by the act of June '1, 1910, are
neither public lands nor ceded Indian lands, but are exclusively owned by
the Indians, and consequently the coal deposits therein would not, except:
-. by virtue of the provisions of section 2 of the act of August 3, b914, have
been- disposable under .the general .coal land laws or the leasing act of
February 25,,1920..
COAL LANDS-INDIAN

LANDS-FoRT.BErTHOLD LANDS-PATENT.---STATUTES.

-

The provision contained in section,. of the act of February 25, 1920, exceptiaig from the operation of the: leasing act valid claims existent at date
* of -passage of :the act, relates only to claims initiated prior to its enactnment, and no authority exists for the patenting of coaljands on equitable
grounds under a claim initiated after the passage of the act.
7 CO
oAL

qLANDS-LEASE-PREFERENCE

RIGHT-ENTRY-SEORETAEY

OF:

THE

IN-

TEEIOE.

Tihe Secretary of the Interior may, upon considerations of equity, accord a
preference tright to lease coal'lands under the act of February 25, 1920,. to
one who was erroneously permitted to make coal entry and in reliance
-,* ;'0-00000;>thereupon in good faith made large expenditures of money, notwithstanding that no claim; was initiated prior to the passage of the act, and the coal
deposits were not'tdisposable under the general coal land laws at th6 tinie
that the entry was allowed.
DEPARTMENTAL DhcIsioN ADHERED TO.
Braaschb (48 L. D.,
iC.
":Previous departmental. decision in- case of William
448), cited and adhered to.

Fnurar, First Assistant.Secretar-jp

-. This:is an appeal by William C. Braasch from the decision of
D:of Mat -18,1922,
the Cominissione'r of the General--Land Office
:wherein, following the depdrftnnthl instructions; of February 16,
1922 (48 L. ID., 448), he canceled the coal-land ;entry 616204 of
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Braasch and 'Clhli'st C. P-range allowed' Jaiuary 14, 1921, upon 4-iP
plication filed Notember 20, 1920, 'for the coal deposits in the NWNE 1, Sec. '30, T. '149 N., R. 87 W., 5th P. U, Minot land ¶district,
North-Dakota; for the reason thati-the said deposits were not disposable under the provisions of the coal-land laws.
The -land, it appears, is in the former' Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation and was'held&in said departmental instructions of February 26, 1922, to be subject to disposition'.only under the -provisions
of'the leasing- act of February 25, 1920' (41 -Stat., 437), by virtue
of thejprovisions'6f section 2 of-the act-of August 3, 1914 (38 Stat.,
681), opening the 'coal' lands :in' said&former reservation to limited
disposition.
It is urged in the appeal that the provisions of the leasing act do
not apply for the reason'that said act, has referenceonlyto'deposits
of coal and certain other minerals and 'lands containing such deposits owned by, the United States, afid the Departmnehnt havin'g
held in the instructions herein above" mentioned 'that said lands
are the property of the Indians and' not the United States, coal deposits 'in such lands are disposable "only under-the 'provisions' of
the coal-land laws. -The same argument- however, m ight be urged
against'the operation of the general coal-land laws to that' land:
for the provisions thereof apply only to vachnt coal lands of' the
United; States. As a, matter of -fact neither the genieral co'al-land.
laws nor the leasing act apply of -their own terms to; lands occupying the status of that here in question and it was only by virtue
of the provisiofns of the act of August 3, 1914, shp
that 'the coal
deposits in said lands'would' be' subject tp disp'osition at all, it being
-provided by sectionr 2 of the fact last citedThat the coal deposits in such lands shall be subject 'to, disposal by, the
United States in' accordance with the provisions of the coal-land laws in forced
at the -time of such: disposal, and the proceeds arising from the disposal of
Isuch coal deposits or from the leasing or working thereof shall be deposited
in the Treasury of the United; States and shall be applied in the same manner
as the proceeds derived from the disposition of the lands embraced in the'
Fort Berthold Indian Reservation. [Italics supplied.]

Attention is directed in the appeal to the provisions of the regulations concerning coal mining leases, permits and licenses, under the
act of-February 25,1920, which regulations were approved April 1,
1920 (47-L. D., .489)', in section -2 of which it is- declared thatthe,
leasing act does not include "ceded or restored Indian lands, the
proceeds f rom the disposition of which are credited to ,the Indians,"

it being contended by the tappellant that the entry was properly
allowed under said regulations.

The land, however, is neither ceded
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nor restored Indian land -but land owned' exclusively by 'the -In-.
dians as held .by the departmental instructions herein above referred
to, to be disposed of under the laws of the United States, applicable
to coal lands in force at the time0 of disposal as prescribed by said
act of 1914. The citation, therefore, from the regulations affords
:
..
no departmental warrant for the allowance of the entry.
appears,
It is further urged on behalf of .the appellant who, it
has,*succeeded to the rights of his coentryman, Prange, with respect to the land that the, entry should be held intact and patented
on equitable grounds, it 'being alleged in connectidn with and in ,support. of that contention that the entrymen in good faith went upon-:
the land and made valuable improvements to the amount of $2,500.
The entrymen's claim to the land, however, so far as anything to the
contrary is shown or asserted,, having been initiated after the passage.
of the leasing act, tsection '37 %whereofprovides, that. deposits of coal
in :lands valuable thereford0" shall be subjject to disposition only in
the, form, and manner provided in this Act, except as to_valid claims
existent at the date of the :passage9of this Act and thereafter maintained in compliance with the laws under which' initiated," it 'is clear
that the IDepartment is without authority of law to pass the entry'
to. patent on equitable grounds having no relation to a claim ini-.
tiated prior to the passage of the act however meritorious the case
B the Department undoubtedly has
imight, otherwise seem to be. But
. jurisdiction upon considerations of equity to accord to one who has
*been erroneously permitted to make coal entry of land to which no
:claim was asserted prior to the passage of the act and who in reliance. upon such entry- which. remained ,unchallenged of record' for a
year or more has in good faith made large expenditures upon 0the
land, a. preference right to: lease the land under the -provisions of

the~leasing act. ,.The claimant, therefore, will be afforded thirty days from the date
hereof within which' to makear showing under oath as to improve:tents placed upon the land by himself and'his coentryman and'to
file the s'ame accompanied by a petitibn for:a leasing unit with respect to the land, as set forth in section 9 of the coal-land leasing
regulations (47 L. D., 489, 492), and if such showing and' petition
be satisfactory and be folloWed by a compliance with the other 'requirements of the act and the regulations thereunder, he "will be
accorded the right as agai st ,any other applicant, all else bering
'regularto lease the land.
The decision of the CDommissioner as thus modified is accordingly
affirmed.:
-
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RIGHTS OFW IDOWS9AND MINOR CHILDREN OF WIDOWS OFDECEASED SOLDIERS AND SAILORS OF THE WAR WITH GERMANY
AND THE MEXICAN BORDER OPERATIONS.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 865.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Vas 1tington&D. C., November 23 , 1922.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS.
UNITED STATES LAND

Omens:

The-act of September 21, 1922 (42 Stat., 990), provides as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and lHousea of Representatives of the United
States of, America in Congress asseubbled, That in the case of the death of any
person who would be entitled' to a, homestead under the provisions of the Act of
Congress approved February 25, 11919 (Fortieth Statutes at Large, page 1161),
entitled "An Act to extend the provisions of the homestead laws -touching
credit for period of enlistment to the soldiers, nurses, and officers of. the Army
and the seamen, marines, nurses, and officers of the Navy and Marine Corps
of the United States, who have served or will have served with the Mexican
border operations or during the war 'between' the United States and Germany
and her allies," his widow, if unmarried and. otherwise qualifiedi may make
entry of public -lands under the provisionss of the homestead-laws of the. United
States and shall be entitled to all the benefits enumerated in said act subject
to the provisions and requirements as to settlement, residence, and improvement therein contained: Provided, That in the event of the death of such homestead entrywoman prior, to perfection of title, leaving only-a :minor .child- or
children, patent shall, issue to said minor child or children upon proof of death;
and of the minority, of the child or children, without further showing-.or, corn,
pliance: with law.

Paragraph 9 of Circular No. 302 (49 L. D., 118, 120.), relative to
soldiers' and sailors' homestead rights, is hereby amended to read--as
follows:

.

.

-

.9. The. special privileges accorded soldiers or sailors, as above indi-:
)3jated, are fnot

~subject

to sale or- transferj and can onlyi be exercised0

by the soldier or sailor himself; but the unmarried widow of a soldier
or sailor of. the Mexican border operations or of the war with- Goermany, or the unmarried widow or minor orphan children of a veteran
of the Civil.War, the Spanish-American War,: or the PhilippinejInsurrection; is entitled to the same Iprivileges, under the homestead
laws, as the deceased soldier or :sailor if he died possessed of a homestead right. The adult child of a'soldier has-no special privileges in
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connection with the homestead laws on account of his father's military service. s
* Paragraph 10 of Circular No. 302 (49 L. D., 118, 120), is- also
amended by the addition of a subsection, 10(d), to read as follows:
10(d). In the case of the- death of any person who-would be en-.
titled to a homestead under the provisions of the act of February :25,
: 19:19
(40 Stat., 1161), because of service in the war with Germany
or during the Mexican border operations, but who died prior to
having initiated a claim thereunder, pursuant.to the provisions of the
act of September 21, 1922 (42 Stat., 990), his widow, if unmarried
and otherwise qualified, may make entry of public- lands under the
provisions of the homestead laws of the IUnited- States and shall be
entitled to all the benefits enumerated in the said act of February
25, 1919, subject to the provisions and requirements as-to settlemnent,
residence, and improvement Icontained in the said act. In such case,
the whole term .of service will be deducted: from the time otherwise
required to perfect title to the same extent as mayv have-been allowed
lthesoldier.
:Where a homestead entry is Tmade under the act of September 21,
:1922, by the* widow of, a deceased soldier or sailor of the war:with
Germany: or the Mexican border operations, compliance with law,
both as to residence and improvements, is required to be shown to the
same :extent as- would have been required of the soldier or sailor in
making enty under the act ofFebruary 25, 1919.
In the case-of such entry, the widow must furnish the prescribed
evidence of military service of the husband, with affidavit of. widowhood, giving the6 date of her husband's death, and that she is still
unmarried.
Where ;thei widow of a deceased soldier or sailor makes entry
;pursuant to 'theS act of September 21, 1922, and dies: prior to perfeccminor patent shall
child or children,:
*tion of title, leaving only a
:issue
- to'the said minor child or children, upon proof of her de'ath
and of-the minority of the 'child or children,. without further showing' of compliance withlthe law., The proof may consist merely of
affidavits .setting 'forth -the facts: and 'duly corroborated. The:-usual
publication' and posting 'of' notice ofjintentiohi to make proof is required in such 'case.
If the widow of 'a deceased''soldier or sailor makes: and perfects
the entry-pursuant to the foregoing, the final certificate' will issue to
:her, by name, as widow of'.the deceased soldier or sailor. If' the
entry' is made 'by the widow and perfected by the minor -orphanr
children as above set forth, the final certificate will issue to such
.

.
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child or, children, by name, as minor orphan chid-or- children, of-(givingzthe nameof.the widow),widow.of:(name ofdecease d soldier
or sailor).
WIxA

SPRY,

-ommissioner.
Approved:
:E.: C. 0FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
KARTIN: ASSIGNIEE OF KING. 1
Decided May 16, 1922.

SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAT-HOMESTEAD ENTRY.
The cancellation of an original homestead entry on the ground of invalidity
does not exhaust the entryman's homestead right, and such an entry' is
not; therefore, a sufficient basis upon which to, predicate a soldiers' additional right under section 2306, Revised Statutes.
SOLDIEns' ADDITIONAL-HOMEsTEAD ENTRY-REs JuTDIcATA.

The Department will apply the doctrine of- res adjudicata to a case involving
a soldiers' additional right, under section 2306,. Revised Statutes, .based
upon a homestead entry which was canceled in accordance with the con-* struction of the law then in force, although by subsequent. departmental
* rulings the entry would have beeniallowed.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED AND FolLowED.
Case of Andrew ]Fergus (219 L. D., 536), cited and followe d.
FIi

*

* 5~0
*-0
:i-:
*

y, First

Assistant

Secretary:

The CUommissioner of the General Land Office has submitted for
consideration the soldiers' additional application of Ethel T. Martin
filed in the local land office at Boise, Idaho, July 28, 1921, for the
:S SE. I, Sec. 15, T. 5 N.., R. 44:E., B. M., based on the assignment.
of the7 alleged additional right of Jonathan :S. King, for 80 acres,
under section2306, Revised Statutes.
This alleged additional right was offered many years ago by Ricard
L. Powell as base f0or80 acres of land applied, for in the Las Gruces, :
New Mexico, land&:district. That application was rejected by the.
General Land Office, and the case came before the Department on,
appeal. By decision (unreported) of January 7, 1901,Athe Department affrmed the action below. The facts in the case and the reason
for, rejection of the claim were set forth in that decision. as follows: ?
On December 22, 1865, David C. Hillis made homestead entry of MN. SW. *
of Sec. 9, T. 25 N., R. 32 W., Springfield land office, Missouri, which entry was
See decision on rehearing, page 361.
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canceled November 7, 1870, for abandonment and said King made homestead
Aentry of the same tract July 12, 1871. By decision of your office' of September
21, 1875, it was held that as Hillis never resided upon or improved said tract his
claim thereto was invalid and upon the cancellation of his entry the land
covered thereby inured to the benefit of the grant to the Atlantic and Pacific
Railroad Company,'made by act of Congress of July 27, 1866 (14 Stat., 292),
which grant became effective December 17, 1866, and within the limits whereof
the said tract was situated; therefore it was: decided the subsequent entry of
Kfing was illegal and it was held for cancellation. King did not appeal from that
decision, though notified thereof and his entry was finally canceled April 19,
1876, and the case closed.
It is stated in your decision of August 16, 1899,Athat the railroad company,
subsequently, in effect relinquished' all claim- to' said tract by applying for repayment of fees and its selection was canceled. Afterwards, one James W.
Cook made homestead entry of the tract and it was patented to him October
21, 1891.
In your said decision it is stated, in substance, that the original entry. of
King' having been canceled because made on land not subject to entry under the.
then rulings 'of the Department, "no rights are recognized as vested because
of such entry, and therefore no additional, right exists, and for this reason said
application (of Powell) is rejected."
This case in its essential features is like that of Andrew Fergus0(29 L. D.,
536), and must be.controlled' by the' ruling therein.
I that case, as, in this, the original entry of the soldier was made of land
In
-which, under. the rulings then in force, it was held was not subject to entry
because- of the railroad grant and o'oappeal was taken from the decision of
cancellation; and it was ruled, the Department citing and affirming your office
decision to that effect, that, the original entry being invalid, the: soldier
"neither gained nor lost any rights " thereunder and, of course, did not, exhaust
:his homestead rights. " The transaction," it was said, "amounted merely to a
nugatory attempt to make an entry, and left Youngblood (the soldier-entrymhan)
in the same position he would have been in had he never attempted to make
the homestead entry."
So in this case, there can be no doubt that if King had, after the cancellation,
of his entry, applied to Thake another he would unquestionably have been permitted. to do' so, notwithstanding that the decision of cancellation may have'
been predicated upon an erroneous theory and would have been reversed upon".
appeal.

The, present application resubmits the: alleged additional right of
King for readjudication in view of the unreported decision-of the

the case of Alanson Barber (D-3Z208) dated May 12;
1919, which involved similar facts respecting the cancellation of the'
original entry.'
It; must be admitted that the decision in the Barber case cah not be
Department in

harmonized with the former decision of January 7, 1901, involving
the claim of King,

upon

which

Powell based

his

application.

Neither is there dispute that under present interpretation of law the:
entry of 'King was improperly canceled because of supposed conflict
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with: the railroad grant. :'But the cancellation of the entry was in
accord with the construction of law then in force. The new rule'was
announced and applied by the Departmen t February 7, 1877,. in the
ecase of Thomas v. Saint Joseph and Denver Cityvt. R. Co. (3 C. L. 0.,
197), wherein it was held that a homestead entry subsisting of record
within .railroad limits when: the granting act beciame effective as to
adjacent unappropriated. lahd, excepted :the' tract embraced in-'such
entry from the operation- of the grant, .and upon. subsequent- cancella-tionr of such entry the land reverted to the United' States' subject to*
disposal under the public land laws, free. from the railroad grant.:
However, the., Commissioner of the General Land Office was further,
specifically directed therein as follows:
;In adjudicating cases that may arise in the future,- you will- be governed by3'
the rule :herein announced, but in no case will it have a retroactive effect. An
adjudication under the rules of youir office, heretofore in force, will be final.

The -application- of the 'doctrine of 'res adjuicata-thus declared as
to prior cancellation of' entries was followed in the Fergus case,,
which held .that' such cancellation for invalidity' restored thei:
;full'-homestead right and left the entryman in the same position as
:supra,

if such entry had never been made'
In the Barber icase, referred to above, the question of validity of
the original entry there involved was considered de novov and a; purported distinction was drawn between'that case and-the Fergus case..
But the essential facts of the two cases are substantially the same-:
because the land involved in the Fergus case ihadf been entered&and,
di:fferent parts: thereof were fully embraced' in; subsisting entries at
the date of the-, definite location of the- railroad.
Upon mature consideration- of the question involved the Depdrtment -adheres to -the ruling made in the Fergus'case and the former
decision inu 'this case. The decision of May 12, 1919, in the case of
Barber is hereby overruled.
The application 'of Martin is, accordingly rejected.
-

.MRTIN,ASSIGNEE OF KING (ON REHEARING).
Decided September 50, 1922;
SOLDIunnS' ADDITIONAL-HOMESTEAD

ENTRY-VESTD

ARIGHTS.

The fact that an original homestead entry'upon which a soldiers' additional
right under section 2806, Revised Statutes, is based, having been canceled
upon an erroneous theoy, would: have been allowed in accordance' with
subsequent rulings&of the Department, will not support the " rule of property:
doctrine " in-favor of- one claiming under an- assignment of such right.
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DEPAnTMENTAL :DECISION CITED AND DISTINGUISHE}-DEPARTMENTAL DECISION
AD}HERED TO.
Case of Charles P. Maginnis (33 L. D., 78), cited'and distinguished, case ofAndrew Fergus (29 L. D., 536), cited and adhered to.

Fiw::Y, First Assistant Secretary::
By- decision of May 16, 1922 (409 L. D., 359) the Department rejected the application of Ethel T. -Martin to enter, under the provisions of section 2306, Revised Statutes, the S j SE. j, .Sec. 15, T. :5
N., R. 44 E., B. M., Idaho, .based on an :assignment of the alleged
additional right:of Jonathan S. King for 80 acres by virtue of his
service in the Army. of the United States: during the Civil War and
as additional to the soldiers' original homestead entry for the N.
SW. 1, Sec. 9, T. 25 N., R. 32 W., made July 12, 1871,-at the.Springfield, Missouri, land office, and canceled April .19,18.76, for conflict
with the grant to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad (Company.
A motion for rehearing has been filed by the applicant. . The question :
of the validity of. the said additional claim arose on a former application and was the subject of. a decision .by the Department January
7, 1901,- wherein.it was held -that no- additional right in the soldier
could be recognized because the original entry was canceled for invalidity.. That decision was predicated on the rule announced inmthe
case of Andrew Fergus (29 L. I)., 536), to the effect. that no additional.,
'right exists where the soldier retains the right to make entry for the
full area. of 160 acres.
The recent decision of May 16, 1922, in this case followed the rule.
thus stated' and which, was. formerly. applied in the prior decision
of. the Deof January 7, 1901. The motion calls. to the:
partment the fact that the claim of Youngblood, which was the. right
involved in theFergus case, was subsequently recognized by the Department on the ground that the original entry was in fact valid and:
was erroneously canceled for alleged conflict with a railroad grant.
The entry was within the primary limits of the railroad grant and
was made after definite location of the road, but at the time* of definite location the land was embraced- in a former entry which served
to prevent the grant from attaching as to that particular tract.
Consequently, when the former entry was canceled the land againbecame subject to entry-without conflict.with the right of the railroad company.. :.The former view was that the grant attached upon
cancellation of the interfering entry. The new .rule was announced
G.L. 0., i97),
: and:
applied by the Department February 7,1877(
wherein it was held that a ho~mestead entry. subsisting of record
within railroad limits when the granting act. became effective as to
adjacent unappropriated land, excepted the tract embraced, in such
entry from the, operation of the grant.
.attention
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In -the former decision in this casejit: was rec`ognized that under
present interpretation of law, the entry of King was improperly. can-:
celed. because of supposed conflict with the railroad grant. But
as the cancellation-was in accord with the construction of law then
in force, and in v-iew of the said decision of 19 01, in respect to4the
validityr of this identical claim of additional right and the published
decision in:the Fergus casethe Department declined to disturb the
former- action.,
It now appears that by an unpublished decision of December 8,
1905, the published, decisions in the Fergus. case wasl in effect overruled, as the identical additional right involved in that case was recognized as valid. TheFerguscaseas published does not :fully disclose
the facts, as it is not recited therein that the land- was embraced in
of the ra lroad. But the
subsisting entries at the time of the loton
essential facts in. that case and in this are substantially the same.
The motion also. cites the unpublished decision of the. Department
dated June 30, 1i02, in .the.case of Dr. Morgan Berry, the' published:
decision of, June 30, 1904 (33 L. D., 78), in the scdse of Charles P.
Maginnis, and unpublisheddecision of May 12, 1919, in the, case of
Alanson Barber,. all of whichl are -characterized as being. contra.ry to
the doctrine announced in the said Fergus case; ,andfapplied in. the
'-early decision of 1901 rejecting the additonal' claim of.King. It. 'is.
urged that-the K1ing cdlaim was purchased on the faith, of these. later'
decisions by the Department in similar,cases which, it is contended:,
have become a rule of property, and that the applicant is entitled to,
protection under that doctrine.
sIt'.is conceded that the principle applied in the unpublished decisions above-referred to would, if applied to, the facts in this. case,
.-result :iacknowledgmentof the claim of' the additional jright con-:
be, conceded, as coontended- thattended for. But it can 3r:
The'-decisions .iin-the Berry case,. supra, followed by that in the Maginnis
case, 33. L. D., 78, s'apia, -were adopted by the Department as the correct construction of the law- and have ~been followed by 'the 'General. Land Office ever
since.

* The brief in. support of the motion demonstrates that the. General
Land'COffice: did not in the Barber case follow what is here. termed
a settled practice long before that decision was rendered, because,`
as stated in the brief, and as shown by the records, the Commissioner
rejected the application in that case on substantially the same reason: ing as was applied by the Department, in this case in its decision of
May 16, 1922, namely, that the entry was properly canceled accordingto. the practice then in force, and the actiontaken became the law
of. the case. Evidently the General Land Office did; not -consider:
.
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that. there was at that time a- well-settled practice thoroughly es'tab-.
lished contrary to its action in the Barber case. Again, a study of
the Maginnis case, supra, will show that the principle applied therein
'is the same as that applied by the-Department in this case, and exeep't
as-to some of the discussion employed, supports the position taken
by the Department in the Fergus case, supra, and in the present case.
,The gist of that decision is that the Department would not be warranted in reversing its action in respect to the cancellation of a portion of the original entry. While in fact the entry was valid as to
the whole 80 acres embraced in it, yet, inasmuch as -the entry had
been-.canceled as to 40 acres, for supposed invalidity, the soldier had
a: right to insist upon the effect of that adjudication and was entitled to an additional entry for 120 acres instead of 80 acres, as had
been held by the General Land Office. It would seem to follow
logically that if the Government is bound by its former adjudication in respect to the cancellation of a former homestead entry, the
entryman by the same token is likewise bound- thereby. O-ne principle at least is well settled, namely, that if no part of an entryman's
homstead right was exhausted by the-making of a former entry, then
he has no right to an additional entry because his full original
right of entry remains unimpaired. Such is the case when- the original entry is canceled for invalidity, and it is not deemed essentially
important that he be expressly and formally advised at the time of
cancellation that his right of entry is restored, for such. is the legal
effect of' the cancellation.
As pointed out in the former decision, the change made in the prac tice in 187'1 was specifically declared not to- be retroactive in effect,
-and former adjudications were to be considered final.s Notwithstanding some unpublished decisions to the contrary, the lDepartment is
convinced of the soundness of the rule stated in thed former 'decisions
in this case, and the doctrine of rule of property invoked by the
applicant can not be; admitted, especially in view of the fact that it
had been expressly decided in this particular case that the claim was
invalid. Therefore, the doctrine of the law of the case would seem
t o be more appropriately applied than the alleged. rule-of property,
here invoked.
:The motion is accordingly denied.

MARTIN, ASSIGNEE OF KING.
Petition for exercise of supervisory authority of departmental decisions-of May 16, 1922, and September30, 1922 (49 L. D., 359, and361), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney, November 25, 1922.
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C ONSOLIDATION :OF -NATIONAL FORESTS-EXCHANGE OF LANDS
AND TIBER-ACT OFXMARCH 20, 1922.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 863.]

,

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE;

Washington, D. C., October 28, 1922.
REGISTERS ANP RECEIVERS,
-

--

UNITED STATEs LAND OFFICES:

1. The act of March'20, 1922 (42 Stat., 465), entitled "An Act To

consolidatee national forest lands,", reads as follows:
That, when the public interests will be benefited thereby, *the Secretary of
the Interior be, and hereby is, aauthorized in his discretionjtoaceept 'on behalf
of' the United'States title to any lands within exterior boundaries of:the
national forestsi which, in the opinion of the Secretary of Agriculture, are
chiefly valuable for national forest purposes, and in exchange therefor may
Tpatent not td exceed an equal value of such national forest land, in the same
State, surveyed and nonmineral in character, or the Secretary of Agriculture
may authorize the grantor to cut and remove an equal value of timber within
the national forests of the same. State; the, values in each case- toJhe deter: mined by the 'Secretary of Agriculture: Provided, That before any such exchange is effected notice of the contemplated exchange reciting the lands
'involved shal' be published once each week for foult successive weeks in some
newspaper .of :general circulation in the county or counties in, which' may be
situated the lands to:be accepted, and -in some like newspaper published in:
any county in which may be. situated any lands or .timber to bie given in such
exchange. Timber given in such exchange shall be cut and removed under the
'0laws andV regulations relating to the national forests, and under the direction
;and supervision and 'in 'accordance with :the requirements of the Secretary-'of
Agriculture. Lands conveyed to the United States:under this`Act shall, upon
acceptance of title,:become parts of.,the national forest within whose exterior
boundaries they arelocated.

2. Initial A pplication to Forest Offlcers.-All preliminary negotiations relating to an exchange under the; act are to-be conducted-with
the local representatives of the Forest Service, and any owner of land
subject to exchange who desires to, take advantage of the sprivileges
conferred by this act must file with the local national forest officers
: ,an
informal. application describing the land to-be conveyed as well asT
that- to' be selected, or, if -ti'mber is. desired "in' exchange, the- land:
on which such timber is located., The land mnust-be specifically de;
scribed according to Goverhnment subdivisi6ns, and nothing less than,,
a legal subdivision may be surrender6d or selected. ' The :selected
landf or 'timber' must 'be6 entirely within :national forest boundaries
: and in the same lState in wvhich the relinquished lands are located.
-.
'The applicant must show by affidavit,: or other evideneesatisfac'tory to the Forest-Service, that he is the owner of the'landjto be con-

.
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veyed, and that the land relinquished and the land or -timber selected
are equal in value.3. App'roval o. the Ecchange.- When a tentative agreement has
been reached between the-'applicant and the- local national forest
officer, the case will be submitted to the district- forester and, if approved by him. to the Forester at Washington, ID. 0.,. for consideration.
If the Forester finds the exchange to be in the public interest and
that an equality of values exists, he will request the -Secretary of.
- Agriculture to advise the Secretary of the Interior' that the acceptance of the certain described lands offered under' theb act and -the
*'granting
: '
in'lieuthereof of other certain described lands, or ofstumpage upon other described lan-ds,meets with the approvfal ofthe Department: of Agriculture; that the base lands are chiefly valuable
;S
for national' forest :purposes, -and that' the value' of the :offered and
selected 'lands is approximately equal.
%
The Secretary.of the- Interior, upon receipt of such letter from the
Secretary of Agriculture,' hnless he has reasons to do otherwise, will
approve: the exchange, dsubject to the submission of .acceptable, title:
to the lands tendered and to fll cance 'by'the
with
waplicant
these regulations, and subject to any protests or other valid objections which may appear.
'
4. Formal.Appieation to Dist2ct Lad 0ffcers.-The GeIeral
.Land Office will notify the district land officers' of the district 'in
which the land or-timber to be selected 'is located' of the approval of
the exchange, and such" district land-officers will in turn notify the
person desiring to make such exchange of the6 approval thereof, and
that. he. is allowed 60 days~from receipt of notice. within, which. to
file his formal. application specificallv describing the' land selected,
or the land -onn which timber selected 'is located, and 'the land: to be
relinquished. The application must be- acompanied by the' necessary affidavits and: fees.
. '"'
'No 'fixed forms of application:: for selection under- this act and
accompanying affidavits as' to
he relinquished and selected lands have
been'-prepared, but-these' instructions should be followed as: neavA:' '

as-possible.

'

:'

.Each application will be given a serial.-number' ainhave the hour
and date of filing- staiped thereon. "You" will note on your -records
against the land, " Selected under act of March 20, 1922, -Public No.
'17 3,by--------(date)'_-'----Serial-No.
'
-pending." '
5f. A~fldasits -Requ~i'ed.The applicant willbe required to show by
affidavit that' he'is,-21 years' of agIe, and otherwise legally capable of
carrying through the transaction; that he 'is the owner of the land relinquished, and that' said land- is'not the basis of another selection xor
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exchange. li-:e must also ffurnish his own affidavitor' theiaffidavit of
:some creditable -person.possessed of 'theS requisite personal iiowledge,
showing that-the -landsel'ected"'is nonmineral in character; that it contains :no 'saltsprings or deposits-of salt in any form sufficient to render
it chiefly valuable therefor; thlat it is not in any manner occupied or
claimed adversely to the selector.
These affidavits _-may be executed before any, officer qualified to
:administer'oaths.
-6.Fe8.-Fees must be paid by the' applicant: at- the time of filing
his application in' the local' land officet at the rate of $1 each to the
register and receiver for' each160 acres or fraction-thereof included
:'in his applicfation.* 7. Publication and Posting.-Within thirty days :from the filing
;of his applicationbto select land or timber -the applicant will begin'
publication of- notice 'thereof, at his own expense, in a newspaper or
newspapers having general circulation: in' the :county'or- counties
in which the land relinquished and the land: or timber selected are.
situated, the newspapers to be designated by the register. 'Such
notice' must be published -once each week for four successive weeks
during which time a. similar notice-of the application must be' postsed:
in the local land offlce anduupon each and every noncontiguous tract
included' in-the application.'- The: notice should idescribe -the" land
or timber applied for -as well as 'the land to be given in exchange
and give the date of filing the application and state 'that the purose
thereof is to allow- all persons' claiming the land selected or having
bona fide. objections 'to such- application -an Iopportunity to -file their
protests with the local -officers 'of the land district in -which the
land selected i's situated;.'
Proof of -publication shall consist of an affidavit 'ofjthe-publisher:
or of the.foreman of other proper employee of the, newspaper' in which' the notice was published, with a copy of the published 'notice.attached. Piroof -of posting upon the land and that such -notices remained' posted during, the: entire period required' must be: made:
by the 'applicant or some credible person having personal:'knowledge'
'of the facts..; The register shall:ceei'-to- the posting in his' offie.
The dates of such -publication and posting must,-i alln cases, be
-.glven.: L
8. Action by District Land Officers.- Should ai protest be- filed .:;all the paperst should' be -transmitted to the Genneral -Land Office for
consideration; zbut -should no .protest be filed: against-the allowanc.
of the selection within thirty-days from-the date of the first publica-,
tion -of notice,d and no- objection appear on your Trecords, 'you will'notify -the'~
selector that he is allowed sixt' ;days from -receipt of
'notice within-which to file the relinquishments or:reconveyance, and
abstract of -title, as, prescribed in paragraphs numbered 9, 10, 'and.11l.
-
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The proof papers; necessary to .complete a .selection should, be filed
at the same time. However, if additional time is necessary to complete the abstract,.the same will be grantedupon a-proper showing.
After the filing of the required. relinquishment, abstract of _title
and other proof, the register will certify the condition of :the record
on the application and will promptly transmit the original application and accompanying papers to this, office by special letter.:
9. Relinquishment or Reonveyance.-The deed or relinquishment
-or reconyeyance of the land tendered as a basis of ' exchange, must be.
executed and acknowledged in.the same manner as a conveyance of
real property is required to be executed and acknowledged by the
Jlaws of the'State in which the land is sitiuated.: The deed should
also be duly recorded.
Where the relinquishment or reconveyance is made, by an indiwvidual it must show whether. the person relinquishingi is married or
single,. and if married the wife-or husband of such person, as the case
:may be, must' join in the execution of the relinquishment or reconveance in such 'a manner as to effectually bar any right of curtesy
or dower,. or any claim whatsoever to the land relinquished, or it must
be fully shown that under the laws of the State in which the relinquished land is situated such wife or husband has no interest whatsoever, present or prospective, which makes her or his joining in the,
.relinquishment or reconveyance necessary.
:Where the relinquishment or- reconveyancee is by a 'corporation, it
should be recited in the instrument -of transfer that it wfas executed
pursuant to an .order or by the direction of the:boardX of. directors
or other governing body,. a copy of which, order or direction should'
accomp'any such instrument of transfer, and should 'bear 'the:im.pression ofthe corporate seal.
10. A bstracts of Title.-Each relinquishment or reconveyance must

-be accompanied by a duly authenticated abstract of title, showing
.that at the time the reconveyance, was recorded the title was in the
party making the&conveyance, and that the land was free from conflicting record claims, tax liabilities,' judgment or mortgage liens,
pending suits ori: other incumbrances.:
The certificate of authentication of the&abstract'must be signed
by the recorder of deeds or other proper official, under his official seal,
and must show that'the title memoranda is a full, true, and complete abstract of all matters of record or on file in his office; including alldconveyances, mortgages,' or other incumhrances, judgments
'against: the various grantors, 'mechanics' liens, lis pendens,' or other,
instruments which -are required by law to' be filed with the recording
officers, affecting in any manner whatsoever the title to the described
land. The authenticity of :thejtax records must be:certified showing
-that all taxes levied or assessed against the land, or thaticouldioperate

.
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thereon as a lien, have been fully paid; or, whether thare is a tax

lien although such tax.is not assessed' due or payabl
that there
are no unredeened tax.§sales.andho tax deeds'outstanding as shown
by the records.of his d'o c.:The absence: of judgment liens or pendIg suits against the various' grantors which might 'a:Mect the title

of the land relinq-uished orreconveyd: must b.e shon by the offiial,
certificate of the clerks of the. 6courts, of record whose$l
judgments,
' undetrt~he flas oaf t-heUnited States or the State hinwhichthe land
is si
f t 6 .i i o' i t
i

is situatedc wouldi be a lien on the landl reconveyed .or
drelinquished.
. if it, is ,prefe'rred thet abstrac':mniay be authenticated.by anl , abStractor
or by ani abstract co pany,'
-'apprved
by'the 'eneralLianL
Office
in accordanc:e with section 42, of the^Mininig Regulations
April

,

oof

11,1922, (49 L.'.

15J 9)

11. A4pplication f&Zde.f
,
timber is' desired in' exchan-ge for
the land to be conv~eyed-to theUnited:States',.proof .thati-noticenhas
been -published and posted;will 'be alltheI evidences necessary to be
filed in regard to the timber, but allfthe6proof required incoiection
'with thejlandoFered.a a bi fonth!eAexchangenmust be filed..
1

A000

;ction

by-$

t

he ~eneral--Land

ce.-The

Eapplication and ac-

companying proof will,0uponreceipt by the General Land Office,'be
: examined at as- earlyi a date -'as practicable and' if ifound' defective,
opportunitywillf be given..paties in interest to,; cure the defects,
00
if possible'. ,If .theselection appears, regular and in- conformity with'
the, law and. these regulations, the selection -will; in the., absence: of
obj ections, if for land only, be. formallya pproved for .patent by letter to the. district, land office, but:, if tinbeor is taken 'in exchange the
Secretary of Agriculture, will, upon .advice of: th'e. Secretary of the
Interior that the regulations have, bee nfully complied -Swith,
issue
proper, permit or certificate for timber.
13. P:'00
acte ::
and uProcednrNotice',oadditionalor furthr requirements, rejeqtions, ,orSotther. adv rse ac'ti'us ofregisters andreeivers,. the Commissioner orrthe: Secretpary, wil be given and the
irigh't

of appeal, review, or rehearing recognized in the manner now

prescribed by "the Rules'ofiPract ice(48 L.D, 246), exept as otherwise' herein provided. A' p'rotest'or''ther o jet'ion againist the selec-t
tion' or'theaplicaioii
-oisee'ct:
mu- be"'fi-ledi'the dist'ict. land ;
office tobebflrwrded to the, General, Landa
cejqi'e d"I ' It,
orwart
ete fld.Ofic fr
onieration
anddisposal.. Applicationo
subsequently to.a
ny con- ,
flicting application
'will' beeto'select
rejected, except where the sub',sequenbtapplication to' enter is supported by 'allegations of prior
:right, in which event it:. will .'be, trainsmitted to the'-General -Land
* Office' with' 'appropriate recommenationd
. iApplica'tions presented

under these regations not in substantial conformity' with the re-

'quirments,, herein maemi,nota 'accopanied by the presied proof,
0 -22--'oL 49-2
8751
'
'
.,''.

5

0
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das bs' of exchaneg'of the land 1selected is' Wot
where land o
-0or
.- situated' Within 'the boundares prescribed by'the- act wll b reJecd;
subJect to appeal or: curingof'the defectwheFei ossible.
icatsl:Appli-n
a A II 7
;o'RejetA
0 : 4. .RighAt
4 : 0Reaerned
cation's to select herJlanJd or timber under thei jrv-isior of 'he' act
will not defeat the rightfof the 'United ?States to withaw or reserve

'he 'proir .prior to the
s asi
;the land~'for such .purposes0 or ucser
filing' ini the- district land office' 'f ah applicatioh com'ple'te in"all
f =
: ;:0:-d$t

15. Otke'r Fo'herUWst' WExcktnes8-thejr' aets .providle' 'for"''exchang~es.

0

of':lands ini nationalhf 'iests.i Special reg,: ltiidns 'gove'rniiig 'hese
,iatsh1ave not been prepared'but-exchanges therepnder-nust' b9'madeunder the foregoing regulations, rnodified, however, to 'meet th limitati-ons, conditions, andprovisions'-of' the acts mentlonied. 'The acts
.: iiVY\fD"Sr eferred: to .are as' fbllowgs' J-anuary 9,! '1903 ':(32 'St-t., 7V65}, ;Febi--.
':td;

ruaryi28,. 1911 (36'Stat., 0960()' March 4, 1911 (36"Stat4'41357;,July
25;, ,192 (37 'StaL_'200) ; 'Julyf 31L, 1912"(2'" Stat., 241)' ; ulgt"2'22,
1912 (37Stiat 323) ;'Jhe 24, 1914 (38'Stat.;'387) ;'July 3,1946(39
Stat., 344)';'Septembar'8,1916(39 Stat., 846) ;'Setembef 8' 1916 (89
Stat.; 852) :June 5,.1920 (41. Stat.<980),; 'Fbruary 27 ', 1921 (41 Stat,
' 148-);, March 41921: (41 Stat.,r1364); Marc '4,- 1921 (41 Stat.,

0;

'

._1366)'; February 2, 1922 (42 'Stat., 362), and other similar'acts.
Ap:prqved
f ;-

:.

a

D;f:.
;t:0f:0:

Cmmis&i6nery,Genercd Land Office.'

--

C. FUNNEY;'0 -00
:30CEfC0--;0EDAwARD-
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. WIND' RIVER .RXSERV-A TION-LREPAYX ENT OF IRRIGATION
CONT'~ CINCSS
,~RIER

PUR.,
THEIE
require
vheInterior
can
of
t
Seggeta#y
er
the
-There'is, no. authorijtywhereudn
the purchasersfot r theirassignees of lands ailot'ted in: se'veralty. to'Indians.
on the Wind River Reservation; Wyoming; to Whho'I patents in fee, ha
pfovious y been 'is'sued:, to &ntribute toward'defraying:, the constuctio
'
costsof the irrigation system' upon thtat reservation.
'
"''
"0
','
''
AND
APPLIED.
COURT DEISIioNS'CrIED
'Southern Pacifie ;
-Burke
S.;'233);'and
(20Q38.of-rancisv.Franacis,
Ca:ses
(234 U.- S..' 669), 'citd andf appied.'
;,.,Ral road;c opa
--

:-

;

INTDIANXX,,
LANDS'.W.INP

,; NRE;SERA0

P'
A5ERATENT'PLMENT-RECLAM

T

-LLTMENT-

O
ATIO'T"'SEC6RETAiT~

6f rsent
i
'You reqest' -my b'okinil- withi reference t tot i
6ming,
Res'ervatio'n,
Wind.Rier
the
on
of
irrigabl6eland
owners

-0
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'

for- rpayrnent: of i riigdtion ~onstruction oosts where the 'land'ino
om
frdin 'formerndiaxi
-volved .
p hasbd direct ,llottees,

'p-atents'in fee had previously be isd.

'

-'

The gist of thisn
matter-&il1'the better, be apprecicte
legislation and other da

after a brjef
.ThWilici
River kReservatiion Dow esttablishe'd;o'rigoinallyt byl--treat dated' uly
3, 1868, with:the Shoshone and' Ban nock;Tribs' (5 Stat., 613).
.re ductiions .-in ,t-he original area were: made,, by, subsequent
-'SS :e~veral
u1nderstanigs and agreemen ts with-thb ;Jndians,! of ino particular
A stilltltater:a g eeimport here (18'Staf-'29;', and 30 Stat.;62,93).
ment, howeyer,qofA ril 21,'94 as'amended and ratified b th at
IofMarch '3, 1905 (3M ,Stt.,-116j, demands.more extendeddiscus-..
sion. . By itsters thIndians -ceded. and- relinquished to- the -United
S-<tates --that conlsiderable parttheir thenD reservation -ly5ing'n~orth,:ft
.Big
Wind Rive`r, etaing the right, however: for
and east of -the
s wh the,
individual Iian's de 'inn-g so'th o to se e, t allot
in, he,
agreed
to
,ct
-as
truste'e
The
United
States
'territory ceded.:
dians and to pay '6ver ofr expend
dis4posal 6fjth'se- lands :'fotin
-bnffit.`0 Article
1IVi of this agrent6
in
the -proceeds: for
-part,' iYg of primiary I'Mo'rta-ce he0, is -reprodued
~~~
.It
agreedu that of
of tthe moneys; derive ro the salbelowfurther
of sai lands

xrecourse to :certaini pertneh

-

-d'~;:

' 0;

-of

-their-

00~~~

-'0

'0

-

ldollars, .or. so much thereof' aismay
the su-m of one hundred and-flfty -houshnd
directIn- of- th&'-ecretdry oUfthe
be necessary; salE befetpended U1fndrte
Interior-for the cdns`ructioii and extension ofk 4n'irrigation 'system wint the
-.difinished
ieser-ation, foxthe irrigation of th -,lands-of saitdlndians.--

SubsequentJ IIdian'iappr-opiation aicts;'. beginning 'with: thtof
June 21, 1906-'(34 Stat.; 325, 384)l;-down .to-and
fiiclusivt'of
-thl'act
of-February
194,1920
;tat.,O 48, 433), -echcarried-an annual
appropriation 'for continuig the consttructin o'f an' irrigtion sei'for th benefit-'of the; Tdians of the Wind
ver R6servatiCneiinF(41

*: .v:\:

bursemie'nt'of-which'vas to be had out of the proceedsfderived fr'r

s

'the sales, of surplus 'tribal' lands- in, accordace 'withthe 'act - df
M0~arch
3, 1905;
s
The aggrega 6 ofthe advancements' so made
-Congress
t.b'y
f
'00-00

is work exceeds, onl miioh doll`rs7

--

Id-

the

d remain as t° the sourde' fromi
mnatter'reisted l'6;4 no droubtn wotlV
-which reimbtursementofthe cosi 'of' thiscork is tbe obtainied., 'TIe
difficulty" in the'situtti 6fi no'w at hand 'arisesthus:
In addition to specific appropriations for sundryirrigatilon-jctjeiets
on - designa'ted India" iheirvations, such as the-;Wiid` R3iver :and
' others' the 'Indi
'prOpi'iatio'n'
acts '>foe
a-lti
'past6 ha
also
annually -arried'a "hi
,'7uni"T arpp o'ri'tionfdir sii ilar work -elseicunar
ip6•i-it
wheie' amo-6g theIdi'ans 'witht'o kreferene to: auyat
00of ~use other than tNo direct:that. no part of the flatter approprition
should: be used on a irrigation sym rre amation prect for

-

-

-|0;
-00;

'"4' 'S'd:04
' : '0.'S
"' ' ,' t0'Va
-' :,0
. ' . t '''

.'l'V0 ;f ' t"f ' ' ; ' . '\ 't'',

,or:0

-

-
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. which a specifc. appropriation is made or for whichpublic funds;are
-availab'le undder, ,ny other. act of ongress. illurative of this see
the act of uAgugus 24, 1912 (387 Stat.,518), Down to 'Augustj1, 114,
these lump sunm approprfations were purely gratuitous; no reimburseinept being required. The at of the latter date (38; Stat., 582583)
. ,:after appropriating some $335,000 for.suchwork among the Indians
contains tthe futher provisins quoted below:

:

That all mnoneys ,expended heretofore or hereaftierunder thisi pro'vision shll
be reimbursable 'where the Indians have a~de4uate funds to repay the Governas the
-:meat,.such reimbursemen~ts to be made under such rules, andidregulations
Secretary of the Initerior: Amay :prescri~be:, hovded .;furth er, That the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby aiithori2ed and drected, to apportion the cost of any

.:

'rrigationrproject constiucted for Indiansh and made reimbursable out df tribal
funds of said' Indians; in accordance ,with'] th beniefits received by each indi'vidual Indianso far' as practicable frm .said irrigation project, said..cost :to be
'apportioned' against' such (each)., individual ,Indian: under such'rui'les, regul ations,. and conditions as'pte Seretary of,
ei
p
r
(Itlc
tixi parenthetical cjta supplied.

Into- the history of the latter legislation. we need not now go other
than to obseivethe manifest intent on.th qpart of Congress6to shift'
the burden of the cost of such, workfrom the, tribl funds to the
: :shoul'ders ,of fthe individual Indians benefited, under such rules and.
',regulations, as thd S&etaryt 0 f th Interiort
p'ig
b 'bObviously the most~
equitablemethod. of.assessing costs- of this character
.is on a,;perjare basis:againstjthe lands: irrigated through0each ret
sspectivesm.
Manifestly ,also there'is §some' conflict]btitween tat
provision inthe.general,

law. relating:to ,sxuch-prlojcs (which requires

.:freimbursement.from the indii dual Indians. benefited) .:and 'those
specificaappropriations for. the Wind River and other dd¢ignated
- -projcts.wherein reimbursemeiti is to. be -ftom tribal funds.: My
predmeessor had oca~sion to consider this very, conflict with reference
'to the Indi~ans of the Wind.Rkiver Ileserv tion .and-in anopinioni (un,published) underdate .of 4May 25, 1920, it was,
held in eftct, that'
this.,reservation, or' project, doestcome within, the purview of the
general, law, 'thus altering the method of reimbursement by shifting
itto the shoulders' oft heindi~vidugi Indiaps

aerieiteby the:'constrpc-;,

ti"'n of such wvorks. 'Witihfout- here questioning -the soundness, of, that
view the issuenow before meewill, be approacheafrom a. somewhat

difflerpt, angle.

,

.

'

.,,

,

The Indians-of the Wind River Reservation' were/ grantedAallot- .
al e ato Ferur
' entss in se'veraty pursuant to the, genef allo
'1887
St., 3,88), and for, the aiotments' so made trust pat ents
, :8,(24
it ,the dla:were issued in accordance with secti
tion' that:

'
.
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The United States does and" Will hold the land thus allotted, for the Perio of
twenty-five years, in Itrustffo r: the sole iuse land benefit of the Indian to whom
::such allotment shall have been made1 or, in case of 'his decease, of his' heirs
according to the laws of the' State or Territory where such land is llocated,
h
0 $l'0:eand
that at'hexpiration of said periodjthe United States:willl co
same bypatient to said Indian or his 'heirs as: aforesaid,: in'fjee, dischdarged*of'
* said truist 'and free of' all c7karge or; iecumbrane4wkhaztsoever.,):0 (Italics sup* plied.)

From 'thime to time, patents in fee siMp1e- have.since bDee ISSUedL to
d'te
apbe of man-"
eser'de
in ivi
lottes i
under the general: :authorityso to Cdo Conaging their own affairsj
8, 1b06
ferred on the Secre'tar oftheInterioir' by. the act of Al
(34 Stat., 182).j These latter patents -recite, no lien specific or otherwise, for repaymeli 'of the irrigation-charges and in. the: absened of
statutoy autority 'forthe.' insertion'- o'f- such at: lien iin patents of
this kind it is nijot';
seen' low' such aetion,' could be had. ' 'See
Francis V. Francis. (203 I. S., 233) and" Burke'v. Southern Pac-ifi
'tRailroad :Coimpany;:(234' U.'. S.,;;669, 670). Legislaate: authority 'is
at hand for the insertion of liens of this kind' in patents for i'rrigable
th acts, 6-<;l
* - f ; ; i ; S0/L;G;
e|v .ion. as o w- ic h
land on a few of our Indian 'reservatiois as to which se thee
facts
of'
March 3,: 1911 (36' Stat., 1058, 1063) August, 24, 1912 (37'`Stat.,
518, 522), May 18,' 1916 (39 Stat., 123,140, 154, 156), and 'Junet4,
1920 (41 Stat., 751, 754), but no such statutory authority is fouAd
'Reservation.
t0with
to.'t'theWiidRiv''er
respe
the
f
bet
i
b
n
In -the' absence f
^'-UnitedlState and 'the 'purchasers of these allotted Indian hnds,'
whiclh-I underst'and.are not, extant, I am 'unable''to- se'how the
purchasers of such'landsj, or their assignees, can be hedliable for
repayment.of the'cost 6of' onstrlcting'the irrition system atWind'
River. Aside from- the acts.-Of Congress specifically relating to this.
the
iof
which, substantially .direct'reimbturse"mettfor
project, all
cost.ofIthis work-° ut of :tribal, funds,. the only'other applic:alie
I1,14 (38'Stat., 582),
'statute' is thatiprovision -in theact of August 1,
'well

which places 'the obligation to repay against. the individual Thdianjs
.benefited,. but not necessarily against the lands allotted t6' such Inldians, by:way of a lien orotherwise. I am of the opinion threfore,
that the purchasers or present owners jof .these lands, other thian the
in'dians themselves can not 'be held accountable for repaynient of a",
SY0yM.
propor
tei ppa'o fthe cost;'ofconstructing the irgion syset
on the reservatop.mrefered to.
Approved:
F. M'. GooDwINI,:'

Assistant Seret

.

.

-'
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-N
ION-TICETAPEAI.
S'rocn-RAISrIG HOfiESTEAD-APPfL
to the vrior
prodeedings
contest
to
partv
a
.become
not
does
'An eatrymian
.allowanceof a contest and, service of notice' thereof upon him; and where.
an appeal is takeni from: an order of dismissal of an application of contest,
required.
entryman. iis, nott,.. Fe;.
upon tthe
appeal
of the ;.-S:D
service of notice
;f
ir,
She en.ty...-.
pea
,).USo
:0S i.,

RCoNT

*;~~~~~e
i:

,?,-

,,

;;

:S'TOcx-RAISINO :, WST

7IC:

When land, is designated as of the charater con
raising 'homestead act upon a' petition' accompanying an appiic'tidn to
;make'entry0 thereof, the:application assumes, in the abseng of an interven-'
lag withdrawal, the status, of; anentry, andtheyrghts of the applicant;
back tothe date of the flihigg of, the appbcation,. despite the. fact
,relate
ithe
time that
that, the act iselif preudes, occupancy of the land prIor to
the desiationbecomes efective.
f

ENT DECISION OyvEDEPARTMENTAL :DECIsIoNS CITED AND APLIED-EPt
r
.
,, X
'IX
|
.
;::
.
. ::L
;: 0 ; -S..IRUED.; 0.'
and Wood-'
Parrish,
arsonv.
406)and
D.;
L.
(47
Gas of Harris v. Miller
ci. v'.Smith (44
ug0 (419 L. D., 11') cited mid aplied30 'case of 'Wrigh t
0 D: "226) 'overruied.

0

0-

FiN 'n,

t
rSe
c''y:

First:Assistatnt

Atfthe Salt Lake City, Utah,- land puce on 4anuary

26, 1917, Mona

theIstok-raising
1
section of
A, . SV, A, Sec
homesteadiac foriW., SW. 1j, Sec. 12, E. . SE. S;.V
to, NE. J, Sec. 15,0andi N. A,,See. 14,',exclusive
S.. :A; XSec.
11,0' S0
{0t::0:"
'000-:ft0of certain' mh~eral, claims, ST,. 3, 5., B. ';3..W.,: S~i ,L<1i i~tfiling t herewiith,
design~ation.- ,Te designation::of, the land. becanie
;
~ on forf
: petiti-.;t
' S i00004i January 031, ^1922,, and-plat of. mineral: segregationi snryey.,
effective.
has been filed6.& Theapplication to make ,entryhai :not bei, allowed.
On-AMarch,16, '1922,:JohnG.G 2Conidas' filed ,anwapplicationito con-'.
test'the-applicationianid on;March 31',1922, filed an am'einded affidavit,
chargli'g -that-

Q,.;IlHeastunappli ed,tomaeentry ued

"-,

.

'

Mona G. 'Heastoh is' a'ih'arried 'woman, and'ow; living '*ith her 'husband,
Arichibald Douglaissr Clark 'in:'the State' of- Oklahoma: 'That she'`mairried:f
said Clark OctOberi15, ;1919, and',c therefore, now is disqua.lifiedto, make home-:
stead entry. That she neverestabllishied'.settlementor'.residence, on, occupied.,
improved (or. caused same to, be ),any part of said land, or otherwise brought
'herself within the purview'of the.act of June 6,,i900d(31 Stat., 683). And her
imarriage, failure to establishsettlement, resi denfe, etc,'4ajid' hdr atsence'from
said land was not due, nor is it now due, to employment in the Unted States
:
'Navy or Ma'rine'Corps, or other military or maritime'organization.
Army,

The local'officers rejected 'the application .to cOnte'st, and later
denied a motion for. rehearing., Contestant appealed, and by decision'dated May, 2, 1922, the Ciommissioner of the General Land Office
affirmed the action of the loal officers. Within the time allowed by

;
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'the Rules of Practice; an appeal'to' the DIepartment "was 'fied, where- :
upon -'itle 'Commissioner required ,a.p-pellant to' show 'that-the'h appl
the t Z
dinsil 'o'f :
'had kbeen'served on,"' the; adv'erse arty"'' ti

his 4
Appeilppe'aiyt,_
id wqrrd to the said rqurientaid.
the
eenrforwarded {othe, Department.
record has b
Appellant's. 1ojection torking, service" of his;, appeal'o" Mrs.
-th&rocdis,
C 'lark fis well taken. She is atpesent not''a' p'arty to'
;:and lwilot beome, a.party' until "and'unless thek application to con:
atest is accepted and she is: served 'with notice thereof.
'I,:t. is .contendeX~d: jthat. applicant's imarriage prior' to the' designation
lerd
h::
,of,the land, no claim nfsettment' -being' i volved, terminat
rights underl her application.' 'It:.isn'oMta'lleged that 'Mrs.iClarkl was
not qualified to make a homestead'entry at the': date 'of' her applicat
taioA. S he tdeposited.th'd necessa'ry fe'e and. comnrissons, 'bat action
0on thepetition fdr 0designation was delayed; diic tth'
ndAesity of
n fordesHer- pplication 'anqd:petitiop
makin~g a-fi~eld invettigatio
ignatf;00
ion 0were
;
filed under'the'pr6viso 6 isedtion 2 of the stodi-raising
,'
,
ihomestead-at, which retads 'a ,fblilows-: "
That, where any 'drson. qualified' t
e
ginal or*'idditidniI entry under
th eprovisionls'of this act 'shal Ymakd appiication to 'enter~any unappropriated,
haaiiot'been designiated'as subjedt to' eniti, Xprovided said
.' 0public'landwhich'
application, is acccompanied and ,,supported by properly corroborated affidavit of

theapplicant,, in duplicate,sowiing
- 30;

prima,;facietthat the: land''applied, for is of i
,

s the~cha~racrcnternpjateditb';y, this atscapplicationl

.,l

,togeither.,withthe

regular Thes and commissil_'o,, sallbreevdiyteegsranrciero
haviei
i4faselctrearid suspbfided until It 'haf
beendhtermine'dr by'the SSecretary of. the Interior whether saidjland'iIs adtfuaily
of 'that charactet.
That during, such: suspension0the land- dscribed in the

the lantd'districtin 'whidh skaid'lain

application shall, not -be,, disposed: .of ;, and 'if the, said land2 shall ebe, desighated
ed,;,otherwise., it shall ,be
:under' this, :ctjhemaprplication. shallbe
rejected, subject to appeal; but no right to occupy such lands shall be acquired
by reason of' said 'application until' iald 'lands have been designated as stock

raising lands.

'-',
'

"1

-,

-Itis true that on' J uay 2; 1921 (47 L- D.,'629) 'the Departtmen
"instructled the' ommlissione ofr theGeheial Ld
(f
to the effe.t

uridr seion 2 dr'sec6tioii
that there can be no appropriatio, e'ithe'i
Bu die
involved
lrthereJ waswhetiar, during the pendency of an
question
appiatio rnandi.petitiobn 'or..designatidh-n>'iithdtrawiafor.,fTrhtetry
purposes
defeated-the application, and the DEpartment held that,
C.'
'under the terms of the proclamation making the withdrawal, the
pen ding stock-raising-appliceation was not excepted" ,'.'
Smi th-(4L. IE-D'.,
226,'228) 1,'citedhby' ppellan,
-4 0 ;:Wright;'
-St:fIn et
8 of the stock-raising law, prior 'to' desigiahbn bf tIe l.

a

'al~v.'

: Theentrywor

naRfirst
p

e application, on April 16;191O,as abomve stated,

showing' her t qualificationsj to-. make

entry.,

A

controversyowh

chccurred i

-
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because of the-:adverse claimnof McManus resulted in long delay before final
'decision .upon ;. the,,merits of the,- case, and.
.a matter. of precaution, the
Department deem'ed it advisable .to reuire Smith'to show her qualifications at
the time' of perfcting entry. Such supPlemeintal affidavit was not to be con'siderd as'the basis of or6 initiation of herrigt but simply to show that her
rights theretofore gained hadnotibeenrlbost'by disqualification toenter. It was
concluded, .as,. above recited, that. her status had not -changed. since. filing her
application, and 'that. her entry shoud. stan.

HoWever, byAdeoision 6of-June `16; 1920 'in: Harris v. Miller (47
L. D., 406), the Department overruled 'certain priorrulingsand held
that if
bona ie. "settler. possesses the- necessary qualiications at
the timnee of initiatio'n of his,homestead .claim, the subsequent ownerland'pior to the date of
ship of: more than 16( acres of ;hisapplica-A
tioni does 'not invalidate fthesettleinent, claim.
In Larson v. Parrish and 'Woodriingjthe Department held'by decision. of' -October 6, 1922 ' (49 L. D. 311) citing, Hamilton v. Harris
;e~t'l., on. review ..(,18 L.. D.,:46) and Rippy v. Sowden (47 L. D.,
321),
that a homestead application, accompanied b-y the required
,',
payment,filed'by a singlewoman, Xforr lans sbjec to entry, and suspended to await the determination of her qualifications, .is, to all
inten ts' andpur oses an'tetupon,
ascertainment that atte time
of filing,the application she was. qualified, under the law, 'and' her
:,: :'.subsequent:: marriage., does not affct. any of her rights' under'the
application.' The doctrine anijounced: in ,said 'decision is applicable
to the case' under consideration. Upon ascertainent hat the lald
applied for was actually of6the chara6t'er cntemplated bythe, stock:';raising ihomestead.&act, thekrights of. applicant related back' to the
dateIof.ther application, and. she became as one who'had; made entry
: on that
date,despitei'the fact that shegained lno right to occupy;'the
land prior 'to the 'date' the designation thereof became 'effective. Her
*appication-could have been defeated, y,b with dwal mde nder
section 10 of the. stock-raising homestead act or under the act of
June 25, 1910'(36.. Stat., 847), but that is a'condititon not here involved. There has been no wlithdrawal, and no reason appears why
the pending aipplication mi,,ay not .b6e ,aillowend.
The,' decision appealed from is, a'a rmed
'

SCHOOL LANIDS_ -,WITHINijTHE CROW INDIAN RESERVATION.
Opinion; December 28,'
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N,
LANDS-no'w LAND5-MO
CHOOL: L
AOENT..
OXINDIAN,
Section 16 of the act~ of June4, 1920,,although' purport6ingt'to be. a grant inw
:-presenti
of certain' landswithin the Crow Indian Reservation to .theState
of ,Montana for 'school purposes, 'is not to, be construed as a- denial of the
: right of
-those1
fdianl
'in certain specifi
c classes' designated 'by th 'acttto
'->.A~i0 yi
such'lands
for allotments.'
i;0t0 l~f00tselect
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LANDS-CR0 OW LANDSAuSCEoOLO
The dodtrine liat congressional ';islation peaining to reiation 'beteen
be construed in,
the'Ihdians andhthird,'parties, including thetto
so freqntly announced by the 'courts that,
se
favor fh Ina
ithas practicalybIecomftea maxim.

LANDS.F
Sonoor LAND-INDEMNI7Y-INDIAN LAD
While a State is not entitled to indemnity under its school land grant because
the lands in place are of an inferior quality, yet where its placielands are
t"hdged in,"tevhn by subsequent acts of the Federal Goiernment, so that
they become practically useless ~for school purposes, the rightof: the'State
to select indemnity, lands elsewhere arises.
ANDI
LANDS'- Cow, 'LADS -WORDS.,
INDIAN
SC'nOoL LAND- INDEMNITY
i'::i
f
'-i
W? ; ; E
0
, ,00
'0 ; ,;0CV:r00iS
';t
U.TES.
P-S;0
:0 0HRASES-STA
.The term "Indemnity"-as' useduin the statutes granting lands to the States ,

forschooj purposes implies, compensation for' losses :actualy, sustained by
select
a ri
,laildsei'esewhere because those in place happeh to be` of infer quality..
:failurje-to rscei-ve designated sections iin place, and no

~~~~~in
,;
Bo~~~rn,Solicitor:,
"of 0allotments in
November 24, 1922, you i-ap'proved at sche
ggmembers of fthe row -Tribe of Thdiansdin Monseveralty toqsomie 858'
tana made pursuant to the act of June 4;' 1920 (41 Stat, 751),'but
excepted 'ftom such: approval -pending further instructions, two
allotmentsiinvolving lands in'certain setions 16 wiin that reservaSonme questiof. having' been raised re-,
t o'tion-"State -school lands.'
i1these1 two' alo ent youhave sindU tequest "my opinion
garding
niafns aM of the State i t
as' t0 the'respect ve rights of then
'

'

,

premises.

'

Whiff;f;
)lelthpairticula

'

,

-

'

'~

'U

.'-

's'chdiie' referredX to '~contains b-0ut ttwo allot-

:ments iin conflict wihthe grant to the State yet. the informationm,
now at hanid discloses'that. there -are son'e 5,000 acr&es of :other land
'dubtless
within the Cro6 'Reservation siilariy situatedland whi
presented here',
appearto subsequent allotment schedues to be'
'will
6h iat er;
that
'is's e'l
for action. uffder thesd frumsaeit
fully.
'some'Aatt
be 6bnsidet:ed
6'
fset+14
i& 61
on
p
The grant to the- State' tus
'
]'June 4, 1920, s8upra whichn reads:. '
That there is hereby granted' to ile State-,of Mana for como ol purterritor' destilbed herein,'or
withinthe
w
:poss sections sixteen, and' thiity
: suchparts of 'said sections 'as' may lbeU nonmineral 'or nontimbered,adfor
swhich the saidState has not heretoforeireceivdedindemnity'lands under existing laws; and in case either of' said sections or parts.,tlher'eofisl los~t tothe .State,

by reasonof ailot;meat orotherwise, the governor of ,said State, wTithe apte
qslc
I of,.t~e,-S'citay 'f heInterior,Iis herebyatoie
bo
thaScrearOofth
proval
h
undccupied unre'served, 'nonmineral, nAirmbeed kI
iniany one township. Tb 'enied ttesshall ,pay'
hot exceedipg 'two.sections
the Indians for the kinds so gtanted'$5 per acre, randsuffict money is'heby
* appropriated out of theTreasubry ofithe United:States not otoherwise apr

*pri-

.

:
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ated-to pay for said schol-1 lainds granted tthsadStePrvdTatthe~
milneral Trights in said school lands'are' heey res~erved for. th~e benefit. of the
Crow Trib of Indians as, here~nh authrzd Prb'vide'd; fu'kh'r, That tlie Cr~ow
Indanhidrehi shall be ipermitted to' atted te, pub lc sehol of sid Sate on
esae qn4'lon-as the children 'Ofw i~te'ctiz
-~
supplied.

Stan~ling alone and 'constr~ie liealythe expression '~is' hereb
praesenii
aga~t
above unhcL bt'cMtiue
'gianted "ass
a~ct if. the. lands
of
Athe
onetakns se~d

te

are then suirveyed, ~~and '-if'-not lsur~veye~d then, upon. approval of. an
9)
With the. latter-situa-,
urve(33L. D. 181; 4- .S.
offiial
eregreatlyconerned, -as I understandAthat.
e ae nt
tio, hwe~r,
tio hav~e
practically all lands- within the diminished Crow* Rese
previously' been ~survey~d:L' Inthe absneosme'ntlig'ran
e eff'ctive as
heSaebc
li ritt
totecontrary,. thrfr,
'part 'o thd' Stat
o~ tha act. Ndafrmatite''aictioii'bon
oft~dae
is necesar i odler "to 'perfect. its' title to its lands in place suchi
as "an acceptance" of, the termns of the act, or afotpmal ~-"selectidn-"
of the 'landsdin 'p~lac~e gra~nted ~toit.. ,,We, turn~,.,therefore, to the. remainig pro~4sios'ofAth same statute and, tQ othr relev~ant circum-~
coi--stances. ;It. may~be' well, however, hero to observe that ider. The'o
pesting ctlauses iof the act, Cphngrqss~fhas seen, to. t ha eithete.
ay
Indians nor; thI ~State. shall, -suffear suibsta~ntia. los by vruof
o~f the -provisions -of that.-statuteO, .for, wheiJlre any lands in., place. are'
the Indians.o
f.altett
lost tote tte,~weh~ yrao
otherwise. tAen. the, iglit to indemnity instajltly. arises, and for- all
lns within their rsvatio ultimaey asigto the State -unde
the :sehool land grant~ the Indians of the ,Crow Tribe,,arc to rei~ve
$5 per.acre,.
Inanopinion dated DecemLber,27, 1921, (48. L.. D., 512), I had,
igrn-,
mad to ~~~ae
h
ccaskiou to discuss someha biel:
of Nontnaii by, the act of Jun 4,' 1920. supra,.but 'the qurestion there,
Weato~ indemnitywhete
tu'rned, mainly, :on'-~ tife raigt.' of, .tbe
~heth~e neniy
n
lands ini place were mnineral ortme
Ieetion"s by the StAte, could b~e ma-de wlthin the dirninished[ Indian
91 (48
ve'br2,
'td
reservation. Inan: earlier; opno
to the
ngth
some
le
.at:
had occasion also to': advert
L.~~.,
479),
the
under,
Tribe
,Crow
f aotestomebrothe'
matte
Jein questiOn. . Wtotrveigete:o
partiuarsatt
'i
on ot'tat
sfiin:.eet
ti
ct'a
those opnosh'
the latter: opinioni prospective afiottees -of:,this tribe under, the ~act
4' i~2O;'or convnient iesi~ntin were, divided ino four'
of'June
aid D;,respdqtlvely,, Furthlr the'shie'ls
'c asses, A
iii-Iclass 4; tat, is*those hO
jie'pttes
herei reerd.t
died unallotted6& after. Decembter31,. 1905, but. prior~to Jun , 90
'''''''

,C

ows
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ftaiin
ClasscB. .consistsgof-thoejiing heaqs ,pf families;as.of.a6 Qer
sucth, t Te.
date, who previouy failedto; rqeive aloetas
iremaining -. lasses:we. need- not againtniention, heieibut with this
pa'rigal. classification1t1$ ihiid it is iwit h a ette~r, u ersadin pf
,. e,,at
wh
.we':
.reatd from sectionS: :''
t~h~e true'intent 1 o~f tha
Secretaryof.th~eInterior'be, and,he-hereby is,. auth'o'ed nd
~f-:4tThat,:the
directediSto :cause. to ,be allo.tted;
* qp
one; hundredadc'sixty .ares to

'

-

'!

':

the heirs ofL every enr~olled membe~ir,, enitldtoalomnth died uallotted]
ft
t; net,
one hund ed
a
e
pasa
and
Ysiay-acres'tdo every allo"tted ember livifig'at the date 'f te paasage
asn not reeaived
bet the head of' ;a famnily'
y an
and has
of 'S~i:0 Act,7v
: sftthis
who'oma
'.tbhen
allotment as such head ofafamily,; and; thereafter 'to.prorate the remaining
unallotted allotable lnds and, allot. them so that every enrolled member living
ent shall rece
of thisAcand
titleda
on, th
ofthe pse
**
.(aic
uped)
inthe aggregate an equalshr

:after D -aeeber1 19

in~~

e~a

ar.,t
*

7

Ia

'c

,

*

The, loregoiug.,pro ision not.onlyihnplieps.a ,priority of, allo ttes
that
te,
asampu themselves,:but rher
i ,nfrs:
al
Provisions.of the. act are to becarried. 014 in a certain lgcl
oer.
s
theciais fortat observation in 48 i., P.',
': 't milueasure
.,In
iurnishes
; $,
. -482, 'herein it -as :said:', i
.

.

.,

' S After
firs't satisfied' the ptio~rrights of" classes .Aan~d1,Bby allobtting
0,0t f -0i-;:
havi~ng
.160

*

acres to; eah-member~ whosqname appears,,iun.those

c asses,

and fulili ng

he schooaind grat to the
'
ajst
other requireme~nts of the a-ctsuchas
Sttreserving' the areds -needed for' 'admfiistratve''rde et.te'un
allotted. allotab6ljands"f .'still undis'posed of are' then to' be pro-rated' airnbfl
the members ;vhsd~e n'ames appear on thd r-e§iainder of the final-*tolifthat s,
classes 6Cand D., (itaiucs. supplied.)~';:, 1.

Beyon dIllofthat'g'l
b
owevev, rests tl 'othepertinint considefa-'
tions. .' Legislationi ariterior to'June 4, 1920 provided for a'lldtents"
e'Indians dl the Grow R-eservationi inotabl y'the
in given areas b 'toh
w
authorized an allent
ac)00 ;t;April
a'oft 11, '1882 '(22 Stat.; 42)',
of '160: acres of agricultural 'or;320 acres 'of gr~azing land to eac h'a4
cof a'family, and ;80'acres't of aiicultur'al or 160 acresof-grazing
land to'each singile'peison; including children "'bUrn 'prior to6 said
allotments-.'' ;tSeera'l successive efforts weremnade to allot the Iiiansof the' Grow Tribe-under this'-and gbseq'uent acts of 'Congress prior
to0JLne 4, 1920.' 'into -the 'h1toi of all-thlis: we' need l'ot now go
other than td dbserv tha-t-theearlier a'llotmentrolls were " closed'"
as of DIceinber' 31', 1905. ': After thiat date, of' 'course, 'children 'born
,00 'nineibe'rs
0: j~f; - tolof' the- 'tribe iwere -'net~f tegardd, as entitled'-to 'at alaiot'
ment.' 'To this ruling-the CroWIYdiahsoected, cintcdi
n bkifl
; tt ithle reservation 'was,'"theirepidperty " -and!his -b'eiig so' that
' thley tshould be,'bpermitted to select iallot' ents for''childiren bro'
alot1-rV
a;,1
'lad'stliftuab
6iirolled msfembrs ofth tribe'-ostaon'longdas anys
'ment purposes. rAemaind 'Withi' theitr esertation. ''; &'cctionS of 'the
lands&wantd In -bhablf of 'such newborh~ children'were, made:aand'
-NV

S X . if

:0;~,

4; '

0'

'

'
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ot'Vithbit, s§ome mi'givings, ower 5 on
localagencdy
the part of the administrative, officers in 'chargee, asit was'not ;then,
filed 0 at0th4

kino~wh- wat additional' legslation, 'if any, 'might be had, anid'it was
ee fputurleadjust-a
u
iight 6om
feared that the selections 'so made0
;S afsfairs'should the'nbeeded: 0legisflation 'not ,be- enacted. That
t.:-'-3
ment of
lissue4, however, has sbince'been put at restby the act. of June 4, 1920,
Wsupra, in which, in 'so far' as class A allottees are.concerned',Con-'
f
ltnehts jtir '
previ 0t
gress as but recognized and cohflrmed'''"l
'ously .se]l6ct0d for these Indians., In truth and, in equity, theriefore,
it'might well be said;. that;. .the Indians on this particular schedule
possess rights antedating the grant to the State..
:W& turn,;? therefore, to still othdr pertinent f actse 'thand; The
State is not hee.'emanding' t' 'lands inplace. 'With respec' to thie,
Crow, as with so man'y of the other Indian reservations withi her
has-waivd all
'All,
the. Statedof Mdntaia, speaking -l'g- borders,
'
.. '.~te~chnicirights she may :'Mave to'o iny'desighauted lands in place and.
selected indemniy ns'elsewhee.e The reaI qpeipn. at issue, there.
mzemo-.,.'::;'0y
n e:S-xtende'i'
right'of the- State so 'to' 'do.
fore, is 'etheg
randum fromn the 'G(eneral Land Office iihder 'date, of 0ctober '28,
1922, regarding this matter presents this angle 'of the 'situation quite
forcibly. Therein -the-case of I-Michael IDermod ' (17 L. ', 26'6) is
to., That case hags beeh'idauly cTxsiderd. There itaswas held,
referred
i
in~ brief, that ,a Statea may not at twi I.waive its right to lans, in
place andr seek indemnity elsewher-a ho~lding, that is' undoubtedly
sound. If :we once recognize a naked-right of election on the part of .
a Statejtotakeeither its lands in place or indemnity elsewhere' 'as
Sthen :the matter would sineplyresolve itself into one,
'i
. tmightohoose,
of inspection ,in,order .-for the State to determine' whether -to retain:
its base lands or..to seek landsof a'betterquality 'elsewhere by way
o~f, "t.indemnity." The latter -term, within itself, negatives* thdeexistence. of any such, right. ' Rather, it, inmplies, compensation for 'osses
actually sastained by failure, to receive any lanIds- inplace. and notua
a right to' selectr lands- elsewvhere, begause: those inplace happen, tobe.
of. an inferior quality. Manifestly 'nq such, -rigght eyeri existed in our:
public land States.

:w

On the' other' hand, a$State'is-not alwaysIto be

6an, this is amply illustrated.
required toiretainiits ba'se lands in plae
Therje:certainl~ands in
-bythedepartmental holding in 28' L.j D,'7.,
place, <had passed .;t.to the .State6,of California under,,the school land,
igrant to it anda:fter official survey of, such lands had been made' in
the, field those ans wereincluded within, a nationalforest. The
its base'lands, and,
srrer
h
'State,,inisisted that it had th
that:contentioni was'denied :(.19,
select indemnity els~ewhere. 'IAt ,fist,
L. P., 585), but,uonreconsid~eration t~he' earlier,'ruling .was, vacated,
"The selec
AsSalthlaterdecisio
n"'(28 L; P., 57, 61),,it wassaid:
and, in
by the
a
Owaiver
operateas
will
'approved,
when
titt0-00
on 0(indemnity),

-.
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State ,of its; right io' the tract usid as. a basis." This ruling was
'pith '$approval.and.uheeld ini principle by'the Supr'me
referred~to
v.
the: case of.State' of Cai
Statesin
Court of t4the,-i
-. W~ater, 0piSand rrigationi Company,- (243 U. ., 415, 421).
|,;
Deseret
'
The true rule, ,thierefore,. seems; to be that while' theState may, not
be heard to' ,omplain bdecause its; lands in place -are .obf ian infrior
evenIby subsequaity, yet where itsbase lands area'", hedgedin
:quenti acts of thie Fe'deral Glovermneintthenh the right .on the part of
ndmnityl:aIndselsewhere arises.
the Sta0te .;toste ia.dselect
'The' situation -with respect' to.other Indian reservatiois;in the'
State of Monitaina fis. 'not without' interest here. By the. act- of April
t,
-23, 190 (33 Stat., 302,), Congress provided for the surveI all
'-classification, appraisement; tc, 'f the lands within the Flathead
Indian. Reservationi.-. Section 8'of that: act contains a rather positive
grant in praeienti-to'thed'Stateiof the lands in sections 16 and 36
-within that 'reservation. .-.TheFlathead-1Jndians, however,4 were, per-mitted.6to and did' select numerous allotmbents in sections -16 an.d36,
thus compelling the Stateto' seek kindemnityt elsewhere.- Thi is
The issue ims'shown in: i38i L.! D., .-34i1;': particularly pag-es '34-34.
mediately there under' coonsideratiion, , however,' was 'the 'mnatter, of
than 7a prior, right of tthse-Tdians
lieu' selections Lby the Ste '
to taket in allotment lands within sections-'16 and' 36 of their resersituation existedyiwith lrespect to vation. Substantially the sa,
LIndiain- Reservation under .the: act of May 30,M908
ohe
t Fort'Peck
ntana'
:-(35 Sta:,'lt558);section' T7of 'which gra'nted-to the t'ate'fMo£
sections1 and'36 'wit'hin that reservation,'with a rightof.4ndemnity:
for any lands lost to' the State' by reason of 'allotment toi
' ;.S ,elsewhere
At` the' timea 'of the passage ,of thiat. 'act
'the tIndians or" otherwise.0
not a'-single acre' within the Fort Peck 'reservaion had: been all;tted
to any of the Indians, of that tribe. ;.The matter of the right. of the' Indians to select in'allotmett lans in seetions 16 and 36 cambefore,
in jthe .for' of instructilos 'to the' allotting' ant
, t~hi'sD'Depawrtm
whereint; after reviewing'the" situation., at some-len'gth'hat.-officer
was direct6d under date of-March1 1910, inLpart, as follows (unr',r
:
- .- 5' '
"
0trep''orted) -.''
00;
Moitana,'by'the provisions' of section':T:of'thbe act Of'May
- .Asthe'Sta-te-'of:30,1908,6%u4rdt, is entitled to selct 0landdin lieuof that lostIt ithin setions
,byreason of allotment-orother, dis16 andw36 in ,the Fort Peck Reservation,
laneds
tion, if they so, desire,may select
r
o
positin, tIdias
in aittllotment Aihiin sEctio'n 16-,and' 3,6.'

035)', pj o'vided' for 'the
,hin the'
"lacrun ' withe
praisemen- an'd disposal, of 'the surpluslands
an xlct
Indian Reservation, Mq~ Antai,whiclh act' alo 'crre
grant of the lands in seeltons' 16 an 3 within tha eseation
rade for
r school purposes. Provision was .alb'
t't the ;Statee
The act 'of.Mairch 1, 1907 '(34.'Sta, '1015,;

survey', allottments to the'Indiansh in ~ive' ares, classiitonj

'
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indemni~tyto.thLe State for- any: lands Iost .by.reasdfi of llotment, 'tothe
Indians, or -otherwise7 . :Prior,
thatlaactl ntono
lands, w in "this'.reservition.had been i-allotted: to these Indians.t
the;
r surveys and
allotments. caled for by the act of Marc1; 1,0had been cor.. pleted,.but before the remaining requirements of th act 'hadbeen
fully adminitered Congress ; by the act of June 30, 1919. (41. Stat'3,. 16),: repealed 'so much ofi thei act''of4190as related-to the' disposal'
"of.the! runaliotted 'lands w.ihin' this' reseirvation and -authorized' the :
Secretary of the..-Interior to 'prorate the remaining unallotted land§
-amon'g the -Indians' of the'"Blackfeet Tribe as shown b~y a. tribal roll
therein' provided for. ' The latter' a .(1919),-'however; expressly
provided- that.. 'nothiing therein. contained slsh:o.
be' con'strued'0to
repeal 'the' school land' grant:to':the 'State of Montana, made by the
act of March' 1, 1907.' That saonh came' before;0thisI
Departmiet
, September,
ii
1920,.by way -of instructions to the register and rceiver' at' Kalisplellj
iotana -(47 L.D 568. etseq). Possibly some
of the- observations madieinthose -instructions 'were somewhat wider
:than 'originally
tended,, or ,atX least they are susceptible. of a constructionbroad&i,
than thesituation athand actuall yjustified.'.,t
any rate.. I amh
..happyhere to observe that since those' instructions.
w . . X,
issned,'
, .ceireon ascer~taining ~thhat practically every 'acre. ;within $ec-tions 16..and 3.,6 in the 'Blackfeet Iudian
had' been allottedto the Indians, the 'State very graaciously,,vaivedany technical
rigAhtjit, might have hsd to' designated 'lands^ in. -placeand select.d
.lieu lands elsewhere. By "Montana- Schol:Ihdemnt Clear; List
No:, 33 "'approv
,February12,:1921, inderifity. lands
ooutsideof
the reservation were approvedto the $tate in lieu of-all school 'lands
within- the Black'feet
reasons 'herein given;
rReservation.
seeno oc'casion to' question.th,-e proprietyof the acti~on. so had inia t
-t
.eservation'

a-S0:.- instance*-

i:

t

V;.
'

'0'

.. S-:.

f.

- A::.0

-.
" :,.

:f:
-';~t

(f

..- '-:Wahen
'w.,e' seeik'ithe -fundamental principle un'delying transactions
of this
it is not harbd to find;.ind
They but illustiate the- failiar
doctrine' -frequently-.announced.
so
by the ,Supreme Court -as" to' now
pra'ctieally 'constitute a;
to'the'refect that legislabion
imaxim pertainingto the Indian's must b.e construed in their favor. The reservation
'.
oflands ifor 'each of the Indian- Tribes .referrxedto-herein.was origi0n all~y 'esteblished :'by treaty -.
'with 'th respecitivei tribes., While' the
raked legal
IthenUnidted'
titk'fti such land's 'did'remain in
p
Sta tes,: yet
-;. 00foW
alluinteheajid 'puoses it was regarded as'the pert 'of the
Indians. This Depanrtnent has ever b entendier*in ts
f;
o
ed
the
.superior riglit,'ofthe' Indians in the,.premises, and' 6
between[ thre Indians ain
n li prmiss; '
epeilya
as
, z0!
7eetherefor,
0ide,
.te.nda~
adth~ir Qme'
gptie's,
includin~g'the' ';States.'
:0-0~i-;
. -de',
zfor the
Woing,
thesipe'ri'r
foweLay:
ythe
-scubjift iatter, when we. cone 'to6 csidrth
r
oqf the
lnai
of third parties, ifncluding the
' iSta'tes,
instat
:-' '
-

'

'

-
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b
D

siONsELATING

recognize the'-stronlge~r;, '.,_
therefoe

unr -mi

TO THE

the Inins

jud
i

twduld hot bie 'difflcult

ijnftlyproper,

o

,kind sUpQYr ted at lea, ,in .riciipl~by
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their, lieu selections of record prior to the, passage of' the Act :ot..March_3,
1905 (Thirty-third Statutesat Lrge, page 1264),o whose lieu selections,
though duly filed, are fnally rejected, 'the Secretary of the Interior,' with the
or
approval of thef Secretary 'of Agricultuire, upon .applimtion of such perso
persons, their heirs or assins,.is authorizdd:'to accept title, to such' of the 'base
ilands ,as are, desirable for :national-forest .purposes,:-,vwhich lands shall thereupon become:parts of the: nearest national foresi, and, in eA
may issue patent for not to exceed anequal value of national-forest land, unoccupied,' surveyed, and nonminenal in characer, 'or the Secrestaryof Agriculture may authorze thegrntor to mit;'nd remove an equal vhlue of timber
within the national forests of the same State. Where-an exchange can not be
agreed upon the &Commissioner.of the General Land Office is hereby authorized
, torelinquish' and qunitclairn to esperrson or, persons, their: heirs or'assigns,
fof: such: person
i
relinquishments
ror
inquis, me
;f;;
.dt:
'ff .title
:: E. tor
all such lands 'which the. re~spectivet
pelsons imay have vested inj lthe United,'States:i Provided, That such'person
thall within five years after the date of
or persons,: their heirs or 'ass8ig`si
thi Aciit,<makeisatisfactory:-prootf ofthe'relinquishment of "such lsnds:to the
United States,-.by submitting to the Commissioner ,of the General Land Officd
an abstract of ititle to suchlands showing relinquishment. of the, same to ,the
States
iUnited which abstract' or abstrdcts shall be -retained in Athe files of the
General Land'e Offce' ''
'
"
"
S0 i '2. That if it; shall 'appear that any of' the lands 'relin uishe d to the
United- 0StatesO,. for' theipurpose stated in ,the preceding section'have been disposed of or appropriated to a .pupblitc use,, other than. the getneral purposes for
which: the forest ,reserve within lthe bounds ofwhichlthey are. situate . was
a
such lands ishalt not be trelinquished- and quitclaimed as',provided'
creited,
therein, unless' the head' of the* department having jurisdiction over he lands
2
shall consent to such relinquishment; 'and if he shall fail to'so cmisent,.or if-any of the lands so relinquished have been otherwise disposed'of by the United.
States, other surveyed, nonmineral; unoccupied, unreserved 'public, lands of

approximately equal area and value may 'be selected and patented in lieu of
ordisposed'of'in the manner and subject to the terms
the 6lands:soapPropriated
and conditions~preestibediby said Act.:ofJune,4,-1897, and theregulations issuied
thereunder: Provided, That applications, to. make, such lieu selections must be
the date of this Act.
sOfficewithin
after
,thr'e'eye
filed in the General 'Land

2. Ihitiad Applicationb to Forest Of&ers.-AllI preliminary negotiations' 'relating' t1oan exchange under section 1: of the 'act are to be
conducted with the local representatives of the Forest Service.

'Any

rsons: who 'in ngoodi: 'faith 'elinquished to, the United
0or . : : ;-person
States'land"'in a national forest as a basis for a lieu selpction under
lieu
the act of' u 4,'897 (30'St'at.,'1,36)',and failed tzo get their
selections of. record prior tothe passage of the repealiffg act. of
,March 3, 1905 (33 Stat.,' 1264),; or' whose selections; though duly
filed, are finally rejected;, or. the heirs i6or' assigns of such :perso,.n or
persons, and who desires to tke,-advantage 'of'the privileges con,felerred' by sectionn 1 of said4,act, must file, with ,the 'local national
an informal npplication describing by Government
forest
:-.:. isubdivisions the land 'thus relinquished to, the United Statis as well.
as theland desired to be selected. If tinmiber is desired in exchange
the: land on which the, timber is' locatedmust ,be. decribd .The
'officert

'

-
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.relinquishment'of less than a legal subdivision will not be accepted,
'nor the selection of less than a legal subdivision approved. The-\
:selected land or timber must- be entirely 3 within' national forest,
boundaries, and where timber is applied for the land on which it is
located must be in the same State as is the relinquished land.
The applicant must also show by affidavit, or other evidence satisfactory to the Forest Service, that, prior to March :3, 1905, he duly
relinquished to the United States lands in a national forest as a basis
for lieu selection under said act of June 4, 1897, and that'he failed
to get his lieu selection of record prior to the passage of said act of
March 3, 1905 ,or that his selection, though duly filed, was finally
rejected.
3. Approval of the Exchanige.-When a tentative'agreement has
been reached between the applicant and the local national forest
officer, the matter will he submitted to the district forester, and if
approved
a
by him will be forwarded to the Forester, Washington,,
LD. C., for consideration.
If the Forester finds that the base lands are desirable for national
forest purposes that the value of the base lands relinquished, and the
selected lands, is equal and that the lands selected are unoccupied,
surveyed, and nonmineral in character, or, the timber selected is
equal in value to the land relinquished; that the selected land or timber is entirely within national forest boundaries, and the lands on
which the timber is located are in the same State as the relinquished
lands, he will so report -to the ;Secretary of Agriqulture and will
irequest that the Secretary of the Interior be advised that the acceptance of the title to the base lands offered under the act and the
granting in lieu thereof of other described lands, or of stumpage
upon other described lands, meets with the approval of the Department of Agriculture.
The Secretary of the Interior, upon receipt of such a letter from
the Secretary of Agriculture, unless he has reasons to do otherwise,
will approve. the:exchange, subject to the submission of acceptable.
title to the base land, and to full compliance by the applicant with
these regulations, and subject to any protests or other valid objections which may appear, and will so advise the Commissioner of th6
General Land.Office.
4. Formal Applcation :to District Land O/fJeers.-The General
Land Offic6 will notify the district land officers of the district in
which the land or timber to be selected is located of the approval of
the exchange, and such district land: officers will in turn notify the
person desiring to make such exchange of the approval, thereof, and.
that he is allowed 60 days from receipt of notice within which to file
his formal application specifically describing the land selected, or the
8751 0-22-voL 49-25
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land on which timber selected is located, and the land to be relinquished. The application must be accompanied by the necessary
affidavits, relinquishments or reconveyances, abstract of title and
* fees.
No fixed forms of application for selection under this act and accompanying affidavits as to the relinquished and selected lands have
been prepared, but these instructions should be followed as nearly as
possible.
The proof papers necessary to complete a selection should be filed
at the same time. However, if additional time is necessary to complete the abstract, the same will be granted upon a proper showing
filed with the application. to select.
5. Affidavits Required.-The applicant will be required to show
by affidavit that he .is 21 years of age, and otherwise legally capable
of carrying through the transaction; that he is the owner of the. land
relinquished, and that said land is not the basis of another selection
or exchange. He must also furnish his own affidavit or the affidavit
of some credible person possessed of the 'requisite personal knowledge, showing that the land selected is nonmineral in character; that
it contains no salt springs or deposits of salt in any form sufficient.
to render it chiefly valuable therefor; that it is not in any manner
occupied or claimed adversely to the selector.
These affidavits may be executed before any officer qualified to administer oaths.
6. Relinquiasinent or Reconveycance.-The original deed of relinquishment or reconveyance of the land tendered as a basis of exchange must have been executed and acknowledged inthe-same manner as a conveyance of real-property is required to be executed and
acknowledged by: the laws of the, State in which the land is situated.
The original deed, duly recorded, should be. tendered or a certified
copy of the deed, as recorded on the county records.
* Where the relinquishment, or reconveyance is made by an in: dividual it must show whether the person relinquishing is married
or single, .and if married, the wife or husband of such person, as the
case may be,: should have joined in the execution of the relinquish-ment or reconveyance in such a manner as to eflectually bar any right
of curtesy or dower, or any claim whatsoever to the land relinquished,
or it must be fully .shown that under the laws of the State in which
the relinquished land is situated such 'wife or husband has no interest
whatsoever, present or prospective,' which makes her or his joining in
the relinquishment or reconveyance necessary.
* Where, the relini'quishment or reconveyance is by a corporation, it
should be recited in the instrument -of transfer that it was executed
purguant to an order or' by thle' direction'of the board of 'directors

t;
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or other governing body, a copy of which order or direction should
accompany such instrument Dof transfer and should bear the impression, of the corporate seal.
7. A bstract of Title.-Each relinquishment or reconveyance must,
be accompani.d by a duly authenticated abstract of title, showing
relinquishment of the base lands to the United States; that at the
time the reconveyance was recorded' the title was in the party making the conveyance; that at the present tim e, title' is in the United
States, and that the land is free from conflicting record claims, tax
liabilities, judgment or mortgage liens, pending suits or other incumbrances.
.The certificate of. authentication of the abstract must be signed by
the recorder of deeds or other proper official, under his official seal,
and must show that the title memoranda is a full, true and complete
abstract of all matters of record or on file in his office, including all
conveyances, mortgages, or other incumbrances, judgments against;
the various grantors, merchanics' liens, lis pendens, or other instruments which are required by law to be filed with the recording
officers, affecting in any manner whatsoever the title to the'described
land. The authenticity of the tax records must. be certified by the
-officers having custody -thereof showing, that all taxes levied 0or assessed against the land, or that could operate thereon as a lien have
'been fullyfpaid, or whether there is aStax lien although such tax is
not assessed, due or payable, that there are no unredeemed tax sales
and no tax deeds outstanding as shown by the records of his office.
The absence of judgment liens or pending suits against the various
grantors which might affect the title' of the land relinquished or reconveyed must be shown by the official certificate of the clerks of the
courts of record, whose judgments, under the laws of the United'
States or the State in which the land is situated, would be a lien on
'the land reconveyed or relinquished. If it is preferred the abstract
may be authenticated by an abstractor or by an abstract' company,
approved by the General Land Office, in accordance with section 42
of the Mining Regulations of April 11, 1922 (49 L. I)., 15, 69).
K8.Applications for timber.-If timber is desired in exchange for
the land conveyed to the United States, proof that notice has been
published and posted will be all the evidence necessary to be filed in
regard to the,' timber, but all the 'proof required in connection with
the land offered as a basis for the exchange- must be filed.
9. Fees.-Fees must be paid 'by the applicant at the time of filing
his application in. the local land office at the rate of $1.00 each to the
register and receiver for each 160 acres or fraction thereof included'
ihis application.
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10. Publica ton andPosting.-Within thirty days from the filing
of his application to select land or timber the applicant will begin
publication of notice thereof, at his own expense, in a newspaper or
newspapers having general circulation in the county or counties in
which theJland or timber selected is situated, the newspapers to be'
designated by the register. Such notice must be published once each
week for four successive weeks during -which time a similar notice
of the application must be posted in the local land office and upon
each and every noncontiguous tract included in the application. The
notice should describe the land or timber applied for as well as thel
land to be given in exchange and give the date of filing the application and state that the purpose thereof is to allow all persons claiming the land selected or having bona fide objections to such application' an opportunity to file their protests with the local officers of the
land district in which the land selected is situated.
Proof of publication shall consist of an affidavit of the publisher
or of the foreman or other proper employee of the newspaper in
which the notice was published, with a copy of the published notice
attached. - Proof of posting upon the land and that such notices
remained posted during the entire period required must be made by
the applicant or some credible person having personal knowledge of
the facts. The register shall certify to the posting; in his office. VThe
dates of such publication and posting must, in all cases, be'given.
11. Action by Distict Land Offlce.-All applications sufficient in
form, accompanied by the required proof, and fees, will be accepted,
and you will note on your records against the land " Selected under
.---------the act of September 22, 1922, Public No. 339, by
pending."; Such applicaSerial No.
(date) C__-------tion will be given a serial nuimber and have the hour and date of
filing stamped thereon.

The register will certify the condition of the record on the application and you will promptly transmit the original application andc
accompanying papers tofthis office by special letter, as soon as evidence of publication and posting is furnished.
12. Action by the General Land Offloe.-The application anddac-companying proof will, upon receipt by the General Land Office, be
examined at as early a date as practicable 'and if found defective,
opportunity will be given the parties in interest to cure the defects.
if possible. If the selection appears regular and in conformity with
the law and these regulations, the selection will, in the absence of
objections, if for land only, be formally, approved for patent by
*letter to the district land office, a copy of such letter to bbe furnished
the Forest Service, but if timber is taken in exchange the Secretary
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of Agriculture will, upon advice of Itthe Secr-etary of the Interior
that the regulations have been fully complied:with, issue proper
permit or certificate for timber.
* 13. Relinguishmentby the Ge'neralLand Offce. -Where the applie
cant and the forest officers can not agree. upon an exchange in accordance with section 1 of said act of September 22, 1922, and where the
lands relinquished have not been disposed of by the United States
or appropriated -to a public use other than the general, purposes for
which the forest reserve within the bounds of which they are situated was created, upon due proof of that fact, to consist of the-letters
of the forest officers and the affidavit of the applicant, accompanied
by the required abstract of title showing relinquishment of the lands
to the -United States, under the said act t'f June 4, 1897,. the; Commissioner of the General Land Office will, inl proper cases, relinquish
and quitclaim to the person or persons, who thus relinquished to the
United States, their heirs or assigns, all title to such lands which the
respective relinquishments of such person or persons may have vested
in the United States. A copy of such relinquishment and quitclaim
and the abstract of title will be filed in: the General Land Office.
Applications for such relinquishments or quitclaims may be filed
in the district land office, for transmission by special letter, or the
applicationsI may be filed direct in the General Land'. Office. Such
applications will not be given a serial number.
14.. Rights of ReseZeation Granted fi Certain Cases.-Where it
appears that an exchange can not be agreed upon, and that the lands
relinquished to the United States under said act of June 4, 1897,
have been' disposed of by the United States or appropriated to a
public- use, other than the general purposes for which. the forest
reserve within the bounds of which- they are situated was created,
such lands will not be relinquished and quitclaimed unless the head
of the Department having jurisdiction over the lands shall consent
thereto.
If such head of Department shall fail',so to consent, or if any of
the lands so relinquished have been otherwise disposed of by- the
United States, the person or persons :so relinquishing their heirs
or assigns, may select other surveyed, nonmineral, unoccupied, unreserved public lands of approximately equal area and value, and the
same shall be patented in lieu of :thealands so -appropriated or disposed of, in the manner and subject to the terms and conditions prescribed by said act of June 4, 1897, and the regulations issued therejunder. The principal circular giving instructions under this act is
that of July 7, 1902 (31 L.D., 372), but this was modified by a large
number of subsequent circulars and decisions. Publication is required by the circular of February 21, 1908 (36i. D., 278)0.
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After the right of selection under section 2 of the act of September'
22, 1922, has been granted, a compliance with the regulations of this
circular, found in paragraphs numbered 4, 5, 6 7, and 10 will probably be sufficient. Before the application can be approved, a-field
examination will be necessary to determine if the values are approxi:mately equal.
15. Statute of Limitations.-Applicants desiring to make lieu
selections under section 1 of said act, or desiring a relinquishment or
quitclaim where an exchange can not be agreed upon, are, under the
proviso to said section 1 allowed five years from and after the date
of the act within which to :make satisfactory proof of the relinquishment of their lands to the United States under said act of June
4, 1897, by submitting to the Commissioner of the General Land
Office an abstract of title showing relinquishment of the same to the
;United States.
-Applications to make lieu selections under section 2 of the act must
be filed in the General Land Office within three years after the date
of the act.
16. Lands to Become Part of. NationaZ Forest.-Where title to
lands is accepted under section 1 of the act, the lands relinquished
shall thereupon become. a part of the nearest: national forest.
17. Right Reserved to Reject Any and A1l Applications.-Applications to select either land or timber under the provisions of the
act will not defeat the right of the United States to withdraw or
reserve the land for such- purposes or uses as may be proper prior
to the filing in the district land office-of an application complete in all.
particulars.
18. Practice and Procedure.-Notice of additional or further requirements, rejections, or other adverse actions of registers and receivers, theG Commissioner .or the Secretary, will be given and the,
right of appeal or rehearing recognized in the manner now prescribed by the Rules of Practice (48 L. D., 246), except as otherwise herein provided. A protest or other objection against the selection or the application to select must be filed in the district land
office. to be forwarded to the General Land Office for consideration
and disposal. Application to enter filed subsequently to -any conflicting application to select will be rejected except where the subsequent application to enter is supported by allegations of prior
right, in which event, it will be transmitted to the General Land
Office with appropriate recommendation. Applications presented
under-these regulations not in substantial conformity with therequirements herein made or not accompanied by the prescribed proof
and fees, or where land offered .as basis of exchange or the land se-,
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lected is not situated within- the boundaries prescribed by the act
will be rejected, subject to appeal or curing of the defect where
possible.D
WnDMI

SPRY,

C6monissioner.
Approved:

E. C. FINNEY,
Acting Secretary of the Interior.
I concur:

HENRY C. WACiAcE,
Secretary of Agriculture.

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.
Decided December SO, 1922.
RAILROAD GRANT-INDIAN LANDS-MnLE LAC LANDS-MINNESOTA-RESERVATION-STATUTES.
The grant of July 2, 1864, to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company operated
to convey the fee to the lands within the former Mille Lac Indian Reservation, Minnesota, that -were- ceded to the United States by the treaty of
March 11, 1863, all of the Indian claims to which were extinguished by the.
act of January 14, 1889.
COURT DECIsIONs CITED AND APPLED--DEPARTL±ENTAL DEcIsIoNs CITED AND
OVERRULED.

Cases of Buttz v. Northern Pacific Railroad (119 U. S., 55) and United States
v. Mille Lac Ohippewas (229 U. S., 498) cited and applied; cases of NorthWalters et at. (13 L. D., 230) and
ern Pacific Railroad Company et at. av.
Warren v. Northern Pacific Railroad Company (22 L. D., 568) overruled so
far as in conflict.

FINNEY, First-AssistantSecretary:
On July 17, 1917, the Northern Pacific Railway Company filed in
the General Land Office an application to have adjusted under the
act of July 1, 1898 (80 Stat., 597, 620), the patented homestead entries
of William Evans and thirteen others for lands in Secs. 7, 17, 19, and
29, T. 43 N., R. 2717., 4th P. M., Minnesota, within the former Mille
Lac Indian Reservation and within the place limits of the grant to
the Northern Pacific Railroad (now Railway) Company by the act
of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 365).
By decision dated August 7, 1922, the Commissioner of the General Land Office denied the application,: citing Northern Pacific R'. CR.
Co. et al. v. Walters et al. (13 L: ID., 230)3 Warren v. Northern Pacific
R. B. Co. (22 L. D., 568), and the unreported departmental decision
of August 4, 1900, canceling the company's primary list I(Taylors
Falls No. 3), filed June 22, 1883 for the lands later embraced in the
Kl
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fourteen entries referred'to in the application to adjust. The' company has appealed.
The treaty of February 22, 1855, proclaimed April 7, 1855 (10
Stat., 1165), in the second clause of Article II, reserved certain
tracts of land"as permanent homes for the Mississippi bands of Chippewa IndiansThe first to embrace the following fractional townships, viz: Forty-two north,
of. range twenty-five west; Eforty-ttwo' inrth, of range twenty-six west; and
forty-two and forty-three north, of range twenty-seven west; and, also, the
three islands in the southern part of Mille Lac.

The tracts reserved in the second clause of the second article of the
treaty of 1855 were the subject of two treaties, the first being made
March 11, 1863, and proclaimed, after amendment by the Senate,
on March 19, 1863 (12 Stat., 1249), and the second made on May 7,,
1864, and proclaimed, after amendment, on March 20, 1865 (13 Stat.,

693).
Article.I of the treaty of 1863 providedThe reservations known as Gull Lake, Mille Lac, Sandy Lake, Rabbit Lake,
Pokagomin Lake, and Rice Lake, as described in the. second, clause of the second
article of the treaty with the Chippewas of the 22d February, 1855, are hereby
ceded to the United States,) excepting one-half section of land, including the
mission buildings at Gull Lake, which is-hereby granted in fee simple to the
Reverend John Johnson, missionary.

* 'Article 2 'of the second treaty provided:
The reservations known -as Gull Lake, Mille Lac, Sandy Lake, Rabbit Lake,
Pokagomin Lake,0 and Rice Lake, as described in the second 'clause of the
second article of the treaty with the Chippewas of the twenty-second of February,.1855, are hereby ceded to the United States, excepting one-half section
of land, including the mission buildings at Gull Lake, which is hereby granted
in fee simple to the Reverend John Johnson, missionary, and one section .of
land, to be located by the Secretary of the Interior, on the southeast side
of Gull Lake, and which is hereby granted in fee simple to the chief Hole-in-theday, and a section to chief Mis-qua-dace, at Sandy Lake, in like manner, and
one section to chief Shaw-vosh-kung, at Mille Lac in like manner.

; In the, second article of both treaties was described the lands in
the -new reservation, the metes. and bounds description in the second
treaty differing slightly from the description of the first treaty.
Articles III, IV, V,' and VI of the treaties, wherein was set forth
what the United States agreed to do in consideration of the cession
made in Article I, differed slightly, while the .remaining articles were
practically identical, except that to Article XIV of the, second treaty

there was added, " and that: this treaty is in lieu of the treaty made
by the:same tribes, approved. March 11, 1863." :
Article XII of both treaties provided:It shall not lbe obligatory upon the 'Indians, parties to this treaty, to remove
from their present reservations, until the United States shall have first complied
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with the stipulations of Articles IV and VI of this treaty, when the United
States shall furnish them with all necessary transportation and subsistence
to their new homes, and subsistence for six months, thereafter: Provided,
That, owing to the heretofore good conduct of the Mille'Lac Indians, they shall
not be compelled to remove so long as they shall not in any way interfere with:
or in any manner molest the persons or property of the whites.

By the act of July 4, 1884 (23 Stat., 76, 89), Congress directed:
That the lands acquired from the. White Oak Point. and Mille Lac bands of
Chippewa Indians on the White Earth reservations in Minnesota, by the treaty,
proclaimed March twentieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, shall not be
patented or disposed of in any manner until further legislation by Congress.-

: The act of January. 14, 1889 (25. Stat., 642), entitled "An act for
the relief and civilization of the Chippewa Indians in the State of
Minnesota," provided, in section 1 for the appointment of a commissioner to negotiate with all the different bands or tribes of Chippewa Indians ,in the State of Minnesota for the complete cession and
relinquishment in writing of all their title and interest in and to all
the reservations of said Indians in the State of Minnesota, except
the White Earth and Red Lake Reservations. Sections 4, 5, and. 6
made provision'for the survey and'disposal of the ceded lands; the
second proviso to section 6 reading as follows:
That nothing in this act shall -be held to authorize the sale or .other
which there 'is a subsisting
disposal under its provision of any tract 'upon
valid, preemption or homestead entry, but any such entry shall be proceeded
with under the regulations and decisions in force at the date of its allowance,
and if found regular and valid, patents shall issue thereon.

-Bythe act of February 15, 1909 (35 Stat., 619), the Court of
'Claims was given jurisdiction to hear and determine a suit or suits
to be brought by and on behalf of the Mille Lac band against the
United States on account of losses sustained by them or the Chippewas of Minnesota by reason of the opening of the Mille Lac Reservation to public settlement under' the general land laws of the
United States. A .suit was begun, and the Court of Claims gave
judgment against the United States in the sum of $827,580.72. (47
Ct. Cl., 415.) . The judgment was rendered on the theory that the,
lands were set apart and reserved for the occupancy and use of the
Mille Lac band by the treaties of February 22, 1855, March 11, 1863,
t relinquished to the United
and May 7,; 1864, and were subse
States pursuant, to the act of January' 14, 1889, s&upra, upon certain,
trusts therein: named, and that in violation of those treaties and that
act they were opened to settlement and disposal under the general
land laws of the United States, and' were disposed of thereunder,
to the great loss and damage of the Mille Lac band. On appeal, the'
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Supreme Court of the United States, (229 U. S., 498), reversed the.
judgment, stating (page 510):
The Court of Claims gave no effect to the proviso to .section 6, and the findings afford no basis for separating the damages rightly recoverable from those
erroneously'Sassessed on account of lands disposed .of under preemption and
homestead entries allowed prior to the act. of 1889.

: Mr. Justice Van Devanter delivered the opinion of the court, .and
referred to the. various treaties as follows:
* By the treaty of 18638, supra, the lands in the six reservations, the one
occupied- by the Mille Lacs being in terms included, were expressly ceded to
the United States. * * *
*:

*

*

*

The treaty of 1864, &upra.superseded that of 1863, and in so far as their
provisions are material here they were identical, so we shall speak only of the
later one. In addition to the creation of the single large reservation, provision
was made for -the payment of large annuities to the Indians in consideration for
the cession of the six original reservations, and it is not questioned that them
annuities were duly paid to all the bands, including the Mille Lacs, nor that
there was a full compliance with Articles IV and VI.
\: ,:*

*

. *
5

.

*

:

:*:

-*

:

*

*

A controversy soon arose over the meaning and effect of the proviso to
Article XII of the treaty of 1864 declaring " that, owing to the heretofore good
- conduct of the Mille Lac Indians, they shall not be compelled to remove (from
the old reservation to the new one) so long as they shall not in any way interfere with or in any manner molest the persons or property of the whites."'
On the part of the executive and administrative officers it was insisted-not,
however, without some differences among themselves-that the proviso did not:
invest the Mille Lacs with any right in the old reservation expressly ceded by
Article I of the treaty, but merely permitted them to remain thereon as a
matter of favor; that one purpose of the cession was to enable the Government
to survey the lands and open them to settlement, and that it was not intended
that the permission to remain should interfere with this. But the Mille Lacs
maintained that the proviso operated to reserve the lands for their occupancy
and use indefinitely, and that the elands could not be opened to settlement
while they remained and conducted themselves properly towards the whites in
that vicinity. The survey was made, the lands were declared open to settlement and entry, and entries in considerable numbers were allowed from time
to time; but the Mille Lacs persisted in. their claim and refused to nmove,
*although repeatedly entreated to do so. * This continued to be the situation
until the act of 1889 was passed by Congress and accepted by the Mille Lacs
and other Chippewas of Minnesota. In the meantime an order was issued by
one Secretary of the Interior suspending the allowance of further entries, as
also further action upon those already allowed, and this order was recalled by
a succeeding Secretary. Congress then passed the act of July 4, 1884, 23 Stat.,
76, 89, c. 180, directing that the lands should not "be patented or disposed
of in any manner until further legislation." The entries allowed up to that
time covered about 55,000 acres, or approximately nine-tenths of the lands, and
some were under investigation upon charges that they were fraudulent. After
the passage of the act of 1884, all further action was suspended awaiting further
legislation.
* **
That legislation came in the act of 1889.

-

*-

*

. *.

*:

X

*

*

:

*

.
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Whatever
might be said of its merits, it is apparent that there was a real
controversy between the Mille Lacs and the Government in respect of the rights
of the former under Article XII of the treaty of 1864, and that the controversy

was still subsisting when the act of 1889 was passed by Congress and assented

to by the Indians. Andwe think it also is apparent that this controversy was
intended to be and was thereby adjusted and composed. A manifest purpose
of the act was to bring about the removal to the White Earth Reservation of
all the scattered bands, residing elsewhere than on the Red Lake lReservation,
the Mille Lacs as well as the others; and this was to be accomplished, not
through the exertion of the plenary power of Congress, but; through negotiations
with and the assent of the Indians. The provision in section 6 for perfecting
subsisting preemption and homestead entries, if found regular and valid,
pointed most persuasively to a purpose to extend the negotiations to the Mille
Lac Reservation. The commission, the Secretary of the Interior, and the
President, in seeking, obtaining, and approving the relinquishment of thatf
reservation, all treated it as within the purview of the act, and the Mille Lacs
did the same. Then, too, Congress recognized. by the act of 1890, shortly
following the approval of the agreement, that the Indians had come to have
an interest in the disposal of the lands in that reservation.
But while the, Government thus waived its earlier position respecting the
status of the reservation and consented to recognize the contention of the
Indians, this was done upon the express condition, stated in the proviso to
section 6. *
*
In other 'words, the controversy wag intended to be. and
was adjusted and composed by concessions on both sides, whereby the lands in the Mille Lac Reservation were put in the same category, and, were to be
disposed -of for- the benefit of the Indians in the same manner, as the lands
in the other reservations relinquished under the act, but subject to the condition
and qualification that all ssubsisting bona fide preemption and homestead
entries should be carried to completion and patent under the regulations and,:
decisions in force at the time of their allowance.
0

0$;

2

*

:-;

V

*.

:

i

*
*

.;

:t

*

*

0

On behalf of the Indians it also is said that the proviso was limited to
X"regular and valid " preemption and homestead entries, and that no entry of
lands within an Indian reservation could come within that limitation. But
this assumes the. existence of the Mille Lac Reservation at the time of the
entries, which was the very matter in dispute. *
*
It meant, as its
terms plainly show, that, entries made in accordance with existing regulations
and decisions could, if bone ftde, be carried to completion -and patent in the
usual way; and the phrase " if found regular and valid " was evidently used
*
with special reference to the charge that some of the entries were fraudulent
* i 0'and with the purpose of eliminating such as were of that character.'
We are accordingly of opinion that the act of 1889, to which the Indians
fully assented, contemplated and authorized the completion, and the issuing
of patents on, all existing preemption and homestead entries in the Mille Lac
tract which in the course of proceedings in the Land Department should be
found to be within the terms of the proviso to section 6, and therefore'that
no-rights of the Indians were infringed in so disposing of lands embracedT
X
in such entries. And we think the evident purpose of the proviso requires that
it be held to include entries of that class theretofore passed to patent, of which
there were some instances during the early period of the controversy.

:

It having been thus determined that the treaty of 1863 actually
ceded to thel United States the lands referred to in the application

;
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to adjust, it follows :that the subsequent grant0 -to the railroad
company operated to convey the fee to the company, subject to the
right of occupancy by the Indians (Buttz 'v. Northern Pacific Railroad, 119 U. S., 55), and it became incumbent on the United States
to extinguish all claims of the Indiansk pursuant to the second section

of the granting actThe United States shall extinguish, as rapidly as may be consistent with
public policy and the welfare of the said Indians, the Indian titles to all
lands falling under the operation of this act, and acquired in the donation to
*; :* the (road) named in this bill.
:

As stated by the Supreme Court in the Buttz case, supra, the
Indians had merely a right of occupancy-a right to use the land
'subject to the dominion and control of the Goverunient-and the
manner, time, and conditions of its extinguishment were matters

0

solely, for the consideration of the Government. The act of 1889
provided a method of extinguishing the claims of the Mlule Lac
band to the. lands within the reservation created by the treaty of
1855 and ceded by the treaty of 1863, but in the meantime the United
States had allowed entries for approximately 55,000: of the little
more than 61,000 acres, among them the entries of Evans and the
thirteen others, embracing lands within the place limits of the grant
to the railroad company. As said entries were made prior to July 1,
:-:1898, the application for adjustment under the- act of that date
must be allowed.
The decision appealed from is reversed, and. the decisions. referred
*to in the second paragraph hereof are overruled in so far as they
conflict with the views herein expressed.a

CONDEINATION OF LANDS ALLOTTED IN SEVERALTY TO,
INDIANS.
:
Opinion, January 2, 1928.
INDIAN LANDs-ALLOTMENT-RIG1T Or WAY-STATUTES.
The act of March 3, 1901, which authorizes condemnation for public purposes pursuant to State or Territorial laws of lands allotted in severalty
to Indians did not, either expressly or by. implication, repeal any prior
act, nor was it repealed by subsequent acts of Congress relating to' the
acquisition of rights of way across Indian lands; that act and the~various
Federal rights of way statutes are to be construed conjointly or, if need
be, independently of each other.

*

INDIAN LANDS-RIGHT OF WAY-WORDS AND PHRASEs.
In the ordinary sense the terms "public purpose;" and "public use" are to be
construed interchangeably.
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INDIAN LANDS--IGHT .O WAY-ALLOTMENWORDS AND P1HRASES.
The term "public purp.ose," as used in the act of March 3, 1901, is to be
construed to mean, any purpose which would bedeemed a public purpose
under the laws of the State or Territory within which the allotted Indian
lands are sought to be condemned.

:Booth, Soliettor:
At the suggestion of the Commissione r of Indian affairs you re:- uest my opinion on several questions involving that provision in the
act of March 3, 1901 (31 Stat., 1058, 1084), which reads:'
That lands allotted in severalty to Indians may be condemned for any pwb.:ic :purpose under the laws of the State or Territory where located in the

same manner as land owned in fee may be condemned, and the money awarded
as damages shall be paid to the allottee. ' (Italics supplied.)

After inviting attention to a number of F ederal statutes relating
0thetoacquisition of public and Indian lands, or rights of way there-.
:ever for various purposes, some of which acts are hereinafter specifically referred to, the Commissioner of Indian'Affairs presents
questions which, for. the time being, may be consolidated thus:
(1) What constitutes a "public purpose" within the meaning of
the act of March 3, 1901, supra;
(2) Did the act of that- date repeal. any of the prior acts relating:
to the acquisition of rights of way across Indian land?
(3) Was the provision in the act mentioned repealed by any subsequent act of Congress under which Indian lands or' rights of way
thereover could'be acquired for designated purposes?
The other statutes referred to, in the main, are:
Act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095, 1101), sections I8 to 21, in0

:clusive.
Act of March 2, 1899: (30 Stat., 990).
.Act'of February 15, 1901 (31 Stat., 790).
'
Act of June 21, 1906 (34 Stat., 325, 330).
Act of March 3, 1909 (35 Stat., 781).
Act of May 6, 1910 (36 Stat., 349).
Act of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat., 1235, 1253-54).
Act of May 18, 1916(39 Stat., 123, 157).
It will not' be necessary here to analyze separately or even discuss
extensively the provisions of each -of these measures; it being sufficient to point out that with the exception of the last~mentioned
act they are all of0 general application in 'that they do not relate
*
to any particular reservation or tribe of Indians. Further, that
':*:0: .under these'statutes and possibly others, title to or a right of way
,over Indian lands, either: tribal or- allotted, may be acquired for
:various purposes, such as for railroads, station grounds, pipe lines,
*
reservoirs, ditches, flumes, telephone, telegraph, power transmission

'
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lines, etc. Applicants under these acts imust conform to certain
requirements soine of which are statutory and others by way of
regulation, as-in all matters of this kind the applications are subject
to approval by the Secretary eof the Interior. Compensation to the
Indians interested-whether individual allottees or the tribe as a
whole-is usually had by way of " damages " assessed prior to final
action. For illustrative purposes as to such matters but without particular regard to the latter point see 14 L. D., 265; 20 L. D., 154;
26 L. D., 381; 27 L. D., 421; 30 L. D., 599; 32 L. D., 178; 33 L. D.,
389 and 563; 35 L.'D., 550;36 L. D., 135; 39 L. D., 44; 40 L. D., 470;
42 L..D., 562; 44 L. D., 511; and 45 L. D., 563. These by no means
constitute even all of the published departmental rulings relating
to such matters but they are ample for our present purposes.
Taking up the specific questions reproduced above, discussing these,
inversely and considering the last two jointly, it may be said that
none of the statutes listed'nor any other act of Congress, in express
terms, repeals that provision in the act of March 3, 1901, .stpra. It
will also be observed that that provision does not, in terms, repeal
any other statute. As repeals by implication are not to be favored
(235 U. S., 422), unless these several statutes are so repugnant to
the provisions of the act of.1901 referred to, or present such: an
irreconcilable conflict therewith that effect can, not be given to
each then it must be held that the provisions of the one act: are not
preealed' by the other. I do not find that the true situation here
impels a repeal'by implication. Hence, these several measures are
to be considered together, or if need be, independently of each other.
This clarifies the matter considerably.
Applicants desiring needed Indian lands, or rights of, way thereover, for various public purposes have frequently found that the
rights .sought could ther more readily be acquired by proper negotiation through this Department rather than through the courts.; Uniformly this Department has seen to it that the interests of the
Indians were fully protected. In some cases the " damages " assessed
by way of compensation to the Indian may have appeared somewhat
excessive, as ordinarily viewed, but the Indian has always received:
the benefit of the doubt. In given instances applicants for such
rights may have realized this and* in some cases even protested
against the. damages levied but in. the end they also realized that
the saving in time, court costs, attorneys' fees, etc., frequently more
than offset the difference in- cost to themselves had they -proceeded
by condemnation through -the courts. The fact remains, however,
that allotted Indian lands can still be condemned for public purposes
where necessary under the provisions of the act of March 3, 1901,
supra., In other words, the remedy resting there. is simply an alter-.
nativeonerather thanaconcurrentoranexclusive-procedure.
Even:
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prior to the act of March 3, 1901, this Department held that a State
could condemn allotted Indian lands for public purposes. See 19
L. D., 24. Again, the provisions of that act came before this Department in 1905 and in an opinion dated May 11, 1905 (unreported) the
then Assistant Attorney General for this Department held that under
the provisions of that act and of certain statutes of the. State of
Utah, lands allotted to. the Indians within the IUintah Reservation
'could be condemned in favor of persons or. corporations desiring to
acquire rights of way jfor canals, ditches etc. In concluding that
opinion it was said:
These quotations from the law of Congress and the laws of the State answer
the inquiry and leave no room for discussion 'or argument. Indian allotments
are subject to be condemned for public purposes under the laws of the State
or Territory where locatbd, before the issue of final patent, to the same extent
as if the allottee held the fee to the land. The use of the land for right of
way for irrigating ditches is declared by the law of Utah to be a public use in
support of which the right of eminent domain may be exercised.

Departmental decisions reported subsequently to the foregoing are
not entirely silent in the matter. Thus, in 35 L. D., 648, it was said
*(syllabus):
A decree of condemnation by a court of competent jurisdiction, in proceedings under. the act of March 3, 1901, which provides for condemnation for public
purposes of lands allotted in severalty to Indians, has the effect to vest title
in fee,and the issuance of -patent to the Indian allottee for the land covered
by. the decree is not necessary.

The ruling had in the latter case is substantially dealt with also
in 42 L. D., 4, as the samen parties in interest and the same subject
matter were involved. ; The fact that the power company there concerned also submitted to and did receive from Congress by the act
of May 5 1908 (35. Stat., 100) ,a confirmation of its title to the lands
so acquired in no way detracts from the; fact that the condemnation
proceedings had in the first instance were perfectly legal, sufficient,
and proper. - The additional legislation by Congress simply "made
assurance doubly sure." When analyzed the last mentioned act
merely released and confirmed unto the power company the interests
of the United States in and to the lands therein described. Those
lands having previously been Indian' " trust allotments," with the
legal title remaining in the United States, doubtless the power company preferred to have 6f record some authenticated extinguishment
of the, latter title also.;
After mature consideration of the entire subject matter I am of the
- opinion that the provisions of the act of March 3, 1901, are still in
effect 'and that allotted Indian lands may still be condemned for
public purposes. This brings us. to a consideration of the question
first presented, as to what constitutes " public purposes."
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No clear-cut general rule concisely defining a- public purpose can
well be given.. Necessarily this must rest to a large extent on the
circumstances surrounding each particular transaction. Under the
right of
domain inherent in every sovereign power, lands
or other private property needed for public purposes can be condemned: (15 Cyc., 557). This right may also be delegated to others
and th-6 legislative body may designate the public purposes to which
such property can be applied (Id., 565-566). State statutes in most
instances outline in part at least the purposes for which private
property niay be condemned, but it would be useless here to attempt
to cite or even classify these numerous statutes. Regard must be had,
of course, to the particular State in mind and the purposes desired
to be accomplished. Again, where statutes sufficiently broad or of
a general nature are lacking usually special enactments are resorted"
to. 0-At times and under given, conditions there may be some technical difference between and sufficient legal authority for. distin'Vguishing a "public purpose"from a "public use" but ordinarily
these two terms are interchangeable. Some text writers even regard
them as synonymous. Thus, in Cyc., Vol. 15; page 581, we find:
.eminent

*
*

If the special benefit to, be derived from the lands sought to be appropriated
is wholly for private persons, the use is a private one, and is not made a
public, use by the fact that the public has a theoretical right to use, it, or that
the public will receive an incidental or prospective benefit therefrom. And on
the other hand if the use is in fact a public one its character is not changed
by the fact that the control of the property sought to be. taken will be vested in
private persons or private corporations who are actuated solely by motives of
private gain, and that the private; purposes will be thereby incidentally served.
So a use is not rendered a private one, by the mere fact that a part or even
the whole of the cost of constructing the improvement is paid by individuals,
although such individuals are the'persons most benefited by the improvement.

While the foregoing employs the terms "private use" and "public
use," yet if we substitute for those terms "private purposes" and
"public purposes" Ithe inevitable conclusion reached f will be the

*S0'

same..
In his presentation of this matter the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs refers to two particular local issues, one in the State of Oklahoma. and the other in Wisconsin. The former refers to powerhouse sitesx and rights of way for electric transmission lines on; and
across lands allotted to Indians of the Kickapoo Tribe, although the
particular areas desired are not described. It is further stated that
the statutes of Oklahoma declare the furnishing of electricity to
be a public purpose and that a grant of the power of eminent domain
has also been had. This being true, I see no reason why condemnation proceedings, pursuant to the act of March 3, 1901, supra, would
not lie as to the lands allotted to' the Kiikapoos.;

tANis.

4D01

With reference6;to the wisconsin-matter 4that involves1

also the
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act of May i.8, 1916. (39 Stat., 123, 157),-. supra, which provides in
part:
With the consent of the 'Indians of the Lac .Court'Oreilles Tribe, to be ohtained in: such manner as the Secretary of the Interior may require, fowage
rights on the unallotted tribal lands, and witha the consent of the allottee or
* of the heirs, of any deceased allottee and under such rules and regulations as
the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe, flowage rights on any allotted Iands'
in the Lac Court Oreilles:Reservatjon, in the State of Wisconsin, may be lease -Z
or granted: for storage-reservoir purposes.

The tribe, as a condition to giving'

its consent to the. granting or leasing of ,owage

rights on tribal lands,: and

any allottee or the fheirs of any deceased allottee, as. a condition to giving his
or their consent to Sthe: leasing or granting of flowage rights .on their respective
allotments, may determine, subject to the. approval of the Secretary of the
'Interior, what: onsideration or rental. shall be received for :such;owager
*:R:tt rights, and :in what manner and for. whaf purposes such consideration or
rental shall be paid or expended; and, the consideration or rental .:shall be.
paid or expended under such rules -and regulations as the Secretary: of the
Interior. may prescribe. (Italics supplied.)

The Wisconsin-Minnesota tight 'and Power Company'. is now
negotiating for the. -purchase -of: allotted ' Indian lands 'within: the'
Lac Court Oreilles Indian 0Reservation
*to the fore* going statute, it being Ainimated that if the, rights desired are not
so acquired the company will be compelled to resort to condemnation
proceedings.under the ~earlier statute of 5March 3,- 1901. It will be
:-. fobserved, of course, -thatthe act of May, 18, .1916, deals with. both
tribal and allotted lands while the act of. 1901 applies only to "lands
allotted in severalty to.Indians." Further, that the act of 1916isA
discretionary to the extent that the lands. mnay be I-eased -or granted.
In other words, with the consent of the parties in interest the. object::
sought to .be accoplished. can, be- attained, if desire, by way- oft.
leases rather.-than an outright purchase or by the morea.arbitrary
method of condemnation.f : Should the Indians here concerned, or any
one. of them, refuse to grant the rights sought across lands allotted
in severalty I would then be loath to. hold- as a, matter of law. that
the -power~company could not resort to the actbof March 3, .1901, and
by condemnation acquire.the landsaneeded to serve a manifest public
purpose. Frankly, I am,,ofthe opinion that such a proceeding-could
:
be had as I do not see wherein theAprovisions of the act of May 18,
1916, operate. as a repeal by way of implication:'or otherwise -of the
provisions of the act of March 3, 1901, stupra.:
kAs to the tribal lands involved, I find no act of Congress subjecting
1ands
of this character to the operation of State statutes relating to
condemnation. Hence, should the La cCourt
Oreille Indians, as a:i
tribe, refuse to consent to the use of tribal' lands -for the purposes
indicated in 'the act0of May 18, 1916, then it would seem that the
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power: company must seek relief: by* way of additional 'legislation
through Congress.0 -This, particular angle of the matter not being
directly in controversy here is .one0 which I deem it unnecessary to'
exhaustively consider.
Approved
F. M. GOODWIN-

- a; -~;.-aAs~sistanwtSe-eretary.\:;t:
fV-:f:0:0f;

;

Et:
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THOMAS D. COONS.
-Decided January 5, 1923.MILITARY SERVICE-HoMEsTEAD IENTRY-FINAL PROOF-SEcTIoN 2305, REvisED
STATUTES.The period of service' for which credit may be. claimed upon the submission
of final' proof under section -2305, -Revised Statutes, by a member of !the
Naval Reserve Force or of the:Federalized National Guard, who was called
into- active service during the -Mexican border operations' or during the
war with, ermany, terminates upon the date of his discharge, and not
upon the date that he was ordered to inactive duty.
.

FINNEY', First tAssistant Secretary:At the Billings, Montana, land office onhJune 23, 1917, Thomas ED.
Coons Vmade a: special homestead entry under the. proclamation' of
September 28, 1914 (38 Stat., 2029), and the act of April 27, 1904 (33
Stat., 352), for all of Sec. 19, T. I N., R. 37.E.,M. M. (639.80 acres),
and on June 16, 1922, submitted final'proof.
By decision dated: September 28, 1922, the Commissioner. o'f the
General 'Land Office held that it would be necessaryvfor entryman
to show that'he hjad'resided on the land for at least four months since
date of- proof.' Entryrman has appealed.
According to the final-proof :testimony, residence -was established
on the land on May 1, 1920,- and was; continuouslyimaintained until
August 1, 1921. 'The use of -the land and the improvements thereon
are satisfactory.
According to a certified copy of entryman's discharge from the
United ,States. Naval Reserve Force, he was enrolled0 January 25i,:
1918, and was honorably discharged& September 30, 1921. A notation
on the margin is to the:effect entryman performed active duty from
:
June,25, 1918, to.February 1, 1919.
In his appeal, entryman contends that :his active duty: began Jan-uary 25,1918, and ended February 1, 1919. The Commissioner held
that he -was entitled to credit for the period of his active service
onlY.
The. regulations of May 26, 1922, Circular No. 302 (49 L. D.,
118), provide (paragraph 5):'
InX computing the period of, service of a soldier "who has served in the Army
of the United States," within the meaning of that phrase as used ino section
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2304 of the -Revised Statutes, the entrance of the6soldier into tha Army will
be considered as dating from the time of voluntary entrance of privatesinto0
the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps, or appointment of officersS(including those
appointed from the Officers' 'Training Corps); in the case of a person enlisted
in the Naval Reserve,'romthe time he was calledinto active service; in the'
case of a drafted man, from the time he was:mustered into the service; in the
case of members f the Federalized National Guard, from' the tie
they were
0

mustered 'into thje United. States userviCe. '' i d : U-" - 0
An entryman having enlisted and served' 90 days during any one of the wars

above: mentioned 'is entitled' under section' 2305' of the: Revised Statutes as
amended to credit. f6o the full term of his service 'under that: enlistment,although such term did not expire until after the war ceased.

Under the.'quoted provisions of the regulations, it is' imaterial
whether entryman's active duty began:"on June 25 or' January 25 '
1918. - Although he-wa-s ordered 'to inactive duty, effective on February 1, 1919, and directed to proceed to his home, he was not 'discharged until September 30, 1921. i'Heis therefore entitled -to claim
credit for two years service.
A member of the Naval Reserve Force or of the Federalized National
Guard who was not. called into lactive 'service during the operations
along the Mexican border or dduring the war with' Germany' can not.
be allowed -any 'credit inD submitting final ' proof on- a 'homestead
entry, but if:he were called into'active service, and 'at least ninetty
days elapsed between the &dat6-heI enteired on i active service: and the
date of his discharge, he ise4ntitled to the credit provided' for by
:section 290', Revised 'Statutes. In: other words, the&date of his
discharge, and not the date he was ordered to inactive duty, marks
the ending of the' 'period for which he is entitled 'to' credit.
The 'final proof being 'acceptable, the decision appealed from is
reversed.
:OIL 1AND GAS PERMITS UNDER SECTION 13, ACT OF FEBRUARY
25, 920-EXTENSION 'OF
0 TIME FOR BEGINNING DRI NG
:OPERATIONS.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 801.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED 'STATES LAND OFFICES:

a.,

aJauary 112 19923.

.:]

By act of Congress approved January 11, 1922 :(42 Stat., 356),
: the Secretaryvof the Interior was authorized to grant an extension
of time under oil and gas permits granted pursuant to the act of
'Amending circular No. 801, approved: Tanuary 16, 1922, as amended to May 12, 1922

448 L 1D.,110).

-

'
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February 25, 1920 (41. Stat., 437)-. :This act applies to the Trritory
of- Alaska.
The text of the act is as follows:.Be jit: enacted ;bi the Senate. and House of ?Representative5 of the nite4,
States of America in Congress assembled, That;the Secretary of, the Interior
-may, if he shall find, that any oil or gas -permittee has, been unable, with the

exercise of diligence, to begin drilling operations or to, drill' wells of the depth
and within the time prescribed 'by sectionf 13 of -the act of Congress -approved
February 25, 1920 (Forty-first. Statutes, page 437), extend the time for beginning such drilling .or. completing it, Ito the amount specified in the act for such
time, not exceeding three years, and upon such conditions as he shall prescribe.,

Accordingly, a permittee,. who has. been unable with the exercise
;of due diligence too comply,with the terims of-the permit:issued under

any section of the act of February 25, 1920, may, if the facts warrant,
be granted an extension of time.:upon filing an :application therefor,
-accompanied -by. his own affidavit setting. forth what efforts, if any,
he has made to comply with fthe terms of. his permit and the reasons
for-delay. in the full compliance therewith, and such:'showing to be
disinterested
s
accompanied by a corroborating 'affidavit of at leastone
facts.
the
of'
knowledge
actual
'person having
b the applicant must also .show the time when he
The affidavitby
:

,proposesto. commence, or resume his operations ancd, any arrange-

ments he has made for complying with the terms of the permit.,
An extension of time.to perform one of the acts required by the
permit necessarily extends for the same period the time for the
Iperformance of all. subsequent requirements, and, as the, bond is
expressly limited by its terms to the-period forwhich the permit was
granted, the permittee. must furnish a prop erly executed- assent by
the surety to the::extension of his bond to cover the life of the'permit
as it will be extended 'if an extension is granted.
The, application may be. filed in the. General; Land, Office or in the
local land' .office .having jurisdiction over: the land involved by the
permit. In the latter event .proper applications will be-promptly
forwarded to :this office by the local officers.' In cases where- appli'cations for extensions, file'd in the local offices, are not in affidavit;
form and duly corroborated 'or are not acc'mpanied by the required
assent by the: sureties on the bondsX the local officers will require the
permittees to remedy these defects withinA15 days from receipt of
notice . and will transmit :the applications with' evidence of service
and a report of action taken at the expiration of the time allowed.. 7
You "will give the widest publicity to the.'above regulations that:0
nmaybe possible without expense to the United States.
WILLIAM sipR,
-onimmssioner..
'
'
Approved:
E. C. FINiNEY
'

First Ae istantSeodreta-ry-
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AY C1PANY v.: TOSIM.

- DeiZedJana
.STOCK-RAISING
HOMESTEAD -APPLICATION
CLAIM-SELECrION-INnEMNxrY
.

13, 1928.
-PREFERENCE

RIGHT

-

ADVESM

-

The proviso to section 2 of the stock-raising7 homestead act confers a prefer-'
ence right 'of entry upon an applicant pursuant to whose accompanying
petition the land applied for is designated' as subject to the provisions of
that act, and the fact that the allowance:of the application is contingent
upon the designation of the land will not permit the initiation of an intervening adverse claim to defeat the right.

FIN-NEY, Frst Assistant Secretary.:
This' is an appeal by the 'Northern Pacific Railway

Company

* 0fromthe decision of the General Land Office of September 13, 1922,
which affirmed the action of the Helena, Montana,+ local- office 'in
acceptingg the. stock-raising homestead, application of Frank A.
Joslin, and rejecting the Csaid company's application :to make; indemnity selection, the land involved being the . f E.I, W,-I NE.9,
-:j NW.,
E.
andW. W 4, Sec. 35, T. 18 N., R. 7 W., Helena, Montana, land district..-' Joslin's application was filed October 9,' 1919,
and was acconipanied by a petition for designation of thenlandunder
* 'the stock-raising act. 'ISaid-land:wa'sso designated on June .13,1922.The rejection of the railway company's selection was upon 'the
'd00-.-4:0:?0':
ground that':under the existingx rulesgoverning
eofe
gover
the disposition
tendered applications, filings. and: selections
43L. D.,,
D(see
254),
following the filing of a plat of survey, joslin's application was, entitled to priority. in the drawing,' which was held oni October 22,
-1919. The railway company appealed,' and the General Land' Office,
in the decision 'above' referred to, sustained the action of the' loal
ofice. A further appeal bri1g the6 case before the blepart'nen,.
'In:its appeal, the railwaycormpany claims that'

its right under the' indemnity selection, regularly proffered in pursuance of the
granting'act, takes precedence over the application-by Joslin for, the reason
that lthe-land was not at the' time6 bf the filing' of' Joslin's-application subject
thereto, -it being. a:condition' precedent: to the- allowance, of such' a homestead, application,-that the-land should have been designated as of the character
subject to entry under said act, andA that this designation, did not occur until
long after the filing of the joslin application..

The proviso to section-2 of the stock-raising homestead act confers
a preference, right of entry upon the person pursuant to whose
.petition land, has4been designated as usubject- to.. the -provisions 0ofI
the act, if ,such person is otherwise qualified to make:entry. 'The right,
is initiated upon the filing of the application to make ,entry. accompanied by petition for designation, subject to be defeated by an
authoritative determiniation 'that the land sought is, not of te character mad enterable underthe act. Such rightf is a present right,, and

4%.0&
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0:-the fact that e-ntry-fruition of the right-is made, continent- upon
an additional factor nowise afectsthis.
* The decision appealed from 4is found cdrrect, fand is accordingly
affirmed.

-

STAHL v. STIFFLER.
:DecidedJanuary16, 1923.PEEMICONTEST-CONTESTAN9T-PREFAND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING
.-ERENCE- RIGHT.The provision contained in section 2'of the act' of May 14, 1880, ad' amended
by the act of July:26, 1892, which grants a ipreference.right of entry to a
successful contestant, has no application- to contests against permits to
prospect for oil and gas issued pursuant to the act of Februaty 25, 1920,;
i:-.nor does' the leasing, act-itself confer any such right as a reward for' the

OILt

*Xf

-procuring of the.cancellation of permits through contest.
OIL -AND
-

,GAS.

LANDS-PROSPECTING
D

PEBMIT-RECORDs-APPLICATION-LPEF-

ERENCE RIGHT.

A permit to prospect for oil 'and' gas issued pursuant to the act of February
25, 1920, 'has, a segregative effect until cadnceled anldnotation- of the cancellation made on, the records of the local land office, and no special or
-preferred right to appropriate the deposits covered'by it can be acquired
under an application which is accompanied by a protest-that ultimately results in its cancellation.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND CONSTRUED.

- ses fof 'Martin :Judge (49 L. D.. 171) and Purvis v. Witt '(49 L. 'D.; 260)'
cited and construed.FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:-

n- January. 16, 1922, prospecting. permit 09443 issued to Matthew.
S-:tuffier~under section 13 of the, act of February 25, 19200 (41 ' Stat.,
437), for'an unsurveyed tract of land described by metesfand.bounds
in T. 41, N., R. 17' W., N.PM . M., Durango land Aistrict, Colorado.
On August 23, 1922, Albert J. Stahl filed permit application 010216
:: under the same sectionfor' said land, and. subSequently he filed
'protests, under oath, alleging that Stuffier had failed to comply with: :
-terms; of. the permit as to monumenting and posting -of notice ,
0 :the
and as to. the installation of drilling machinery and the begin~ning of
drilling operations.'
The Commissioner of the G'eneral Land Office by-his decision of
October 27, 1922, requiredItheprotestant to serve a copy 'of the'
prbtest upon the plermittee,, and the permittee to answer samee, and'
-alsoth6e'application of Stahl for rejection becatse the land apheld
plied for was included in an existing 'permit.' Stahl has appealed..
The protest was served on IStiffler, -who filed -asworn answer
thereto,0 that oni or about July 1, -1922, he 'made an agree-:
t00: f:8 alleging
ment and 'paid 'for thesetting of the -corners and monuments as
required by the -permit and thatX he was advised that'the monuments
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'had been 'sef an'notkces posted :He. requests that:an exteni of
,and:-aes
tha 'he will, if required by' the
tinebe granted him,
iepartment, furnish such further information as shall- be nedessary.
to show due diligence' in his endeavors to' secure the development
of the lands.-.:
In the case of: Martin Judge (49 L., D., 171) the Department laid
down, the general rile' that 'until ani outstanding permit -is canceled

by-the Cbmmiissionenr, andA the&notation of'the c6ancellation mlade in
the local.office,' no other, person w'ilfbe permitted to fgain any right
to a permitifor the same class of depositson the land included .therein
'by: the filing of :an application therefor or by the. posting of notice of
: intent~iohtoapply for a permit. In Prvis v. Witt (49.L. D., 260)y
it was held .that a duly corroborated protest ori0contest against a,
perniit", sufficiently alleging failure-to comply with the law in matters
not showni 'by the records: or known to the Department should be
entertaiped' and considered by 'the C(ommissidner with a view to the
ordering' of a hearing' for the ascertaii'mehtof 'the facts. There
was nothing ini .this'decision which in, any way n'odgied the, rule.
announced in the Judge case, or suggested that a protestant would
gain a prefefthce right to a' permit 'in the event the' protest was
sustained. Section 2 of the act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., '140), as
'amended by 'the act of July'26; 1892 (27 Stat., 27-0) ,'has no applicaLf ::;:jto ;0tion
contests against permits under the leasig act, and the act
itself gives no such preference right.
The fact that a permit `application for depositss covered by an
existingpermita

saccompaniecdby a protestwmhich'ultimiately' results

in its cancellation does 1not give the: application. any special or pLeferred status, or except it from the operation, of the general rule.
00 -0The
permsit has' asegregative effect, the deposits'.covered( by it are
not subj6ct to appropriation tntil it'is canceled and notation thereof
made in 'the locfaloffice; and applications therefor filed priorhto that
time will not be recognized.
The rejection of Stahl's application by the Commissionerwascorrect :and is affirmed.
The act of January 11, 1922 (42 Stat., 356), authorizes the Department to extend the time or compliance with the requirements of Ilaw
under prospecting permits, and 'in view -of the showing made in tile
answer by Stiffier, he will be afforded an opportunityItofile aXformalt
application for extension of time, in accordance with;: the- instructions of' January 16,1922, as amended to2January' 12, 1923, Circular
-No. 801 (49: L.` ;,b110 and 403)'. 0If. such: an applicationh isMfiled the:
C;ommissioner will giveappropriate'consideration thereto, an-dupon
failure to file itthe permit-xdl' be canceled.
The case is -closedi and :the .record returned to the General Land
Office
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-LEADEN ET Ai. v.' SANTA

RAIRROAD SELECTION-LIEU SaEcnON-o
0; , Q 0'00fUTrES.

;

:

t-

vox..

E PACIFIC RAILROAD; COYMAIY (ON,

D6 ded Janur19,
0 ,0

PUBC LANDS

-

t

1928.

-'

LANDS-RELNQ1UISHMENT-STAT,' -

-

'

S - ,
-

;

,

i

0i

A- railroad selection filed pursuant to the act of April 28, 1904, for land. in
lieu of other land relinquished by the selector constitutes a contract which-'-is,
Xin ttheoryC of -law,:X anX immediate obligation the moment that the base'-land is relinquished at the request of the Secretary of the Interior, if the
conditions of the- statute are fmet, the validity of the selection- to be deter-1
mined in accordance with the. conditions existing at the time it was made. - RAILROAD

SELROTIONr-LIZU SELECTIOI-COAL

LANDS-SECEETAfY

OF -THE~ IN-

TERIox-STrATUrES.
*

While the validity of a railroad selection filed under. the act of April 28,
1904, is to be determined as of the date of the filing of the selection,. if the
conditions of the statute are met, yet :the Secretary-. of thet0 Interior, is

authorized, sufficient reasons being made to appear,' to make subsequent
inquiry directed to the ascertainment of whether or not the base and
selected tracts were of known inequality at the date of selection.
RAILROAD SELECTION-IEIu. SELECTION-oAL
tITES.

;

*

LANDS-IELNQTISHMENT-STAT-

A railroad selection filed under the act of April 28, 1904, for lands classified :
as coal lands and appraised at the minimum price at date of selection is
valid if the base lands, relinquished at the request of -the Secretary of the
Interior, were classified and appraised as coal lands at the minimum priee;
prior to date of selection, or, if not so classified and appraised, they were
subsequently ascertained to be of quality at least equal: to coal lands. of
the
: minimum price.
'SELECTION-LIEU SELECTION-ADvERSE Cnanm.
The filing. of-:a railroad Qselection: pursuant to the act of April 28,:1904,: and'
in accordance with departmental regulations, when.accepted by the local
officers, effects a- segregation of the land covered thereby, which, during

RAILROAD

-

*

00

000:pendency,
; ;; 00Sitsprecludes the a

a Subsequent coal

applicant, and a 'protestant against such selection is a- mere: protestant
:without interest; -:'
CoubRT DkcSION- CITED AND APPLIED.

'ase of Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Company v. Fall, decided by the IUnited
000$0States Supreme Court May 29, 22 (259 U.S.97) citedand applied. A
tT .e S--rc: e
0
-FA

*,.

eretary:

-

Th.:.ei .:ab-'.o~ve .entitled :cause comeS before :theV Department, upon
motion for rehearing ifiledby Thomas Leademn,-protestant. :.In determination of the question presented upon the .motion, Whether or not
the protest should -stand finally dismnissed as ordered by preyious
- tdepartmental
:
decision of August 30, 1922, full consideration haseben
given to the arguments
behalf of protestants.Spresented.in

t
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The issues-involved in 'thi's action have beenfthe subject of numer:ous decisions both: by this- Depaxtment and the courts. It is un-.
necessary to a decision of the -pending proceeding to discuss or make
reference to allof the various orders and-decisions heretofore had.-' -.
The record discloses :that on:May 1, 1911, the Santa Fe Pacific
Railroad- Company 1made selection (015272) under the act of Aprif
N. -2SE. i and SW.9, Sec. 28, T.,
.*t00Xt-28, 1904 (33 Stat., 556), for the N.
-NW.I, W-4 SW.
16 N., R.J18 W. (560. acres),in lieuof the ,
and lots 1,2, 3 and 4, Sec. 15, T. 13 N., R. 17. W. (236.68 acres), and
E. .NW. 1, E. J ESVW., 1 and lots 1,2, 3 and 4, Sec. 31, T. 14XN'., IR. 17
-.
(322 acres), a total of 558.68 acres, all within the Santa:Fe land:
* \ district, New Mexico.
The acreage of the selected lands involved herein aggregated. 560
acres and the acreage of the lands offered, as a basis for said selection
'was a total o1f558.68 acres. - Of-this total acreage approximatelyI322
acres of the.base lands, tendered in connection with this selection at
the date thereof had been classifiedby the Department as. coal lands
and appraised'at the minimum price,:of $20 per acre. This portion
:of the base lands, 322 acres, remained in the'same status until August25, 1915, when it was withdrawn for reclassification, and reappraise-.
ment. .I0Under- the attempted' withdrawal of August 25,. 1915, the -said
base lands were reclassified as coal lands and, appraised at the value
.1,

of'$54 per acre.

'

-

By Executiveorder of August 30, 1916, said lands.

-were restored to appropria ion.

*:

:

Of th baseslands tendered in -connectionmwiththis selection 236.689
acres had not at the date the'selection list was filed:been classified as
of the
iDeparment
eoal t~he value thereof fixed dby the
c0 - lands,-an~d
Interior.'
B00
y Executive order, of July 9, 1910, the 236.68 acres of the base
lands fwere withdrawn.- for classification and appraisal. - The -base,lands 'thus embraced ,within the, selection were*withini'. 15 miles of. a
railroad: and no classification or appraisal-thereof having-been made,
:
if
of, would have been subject to sale at the.minmum price
* '-disposed
:offered
for
exThe
lands
thus
$2,0
per
acre.
fixedby law, namely,
change werenot formally classified 'and appraiseduntil 1916, whenthey were returned as coal lands and appraised at $61 per acre. ,The
appraisal: value of -the base la'nds thus made was in excess of the,
:0 :appra~ised value of the selected lands at'the. date the selection list:
was fld
At the date ,of filingi the selection, 'May 1, 1911, as heretofore
held by thei Deiatment's decision of .August 30, 1922, the value of
allof the lands- included in the selection filed had beenfiAxed and determined by the Governmt pursuant to law. The appraised e
o-fthe selected lands included within the selection' list wasthe nmumi price fixed by law, namely, $20per acre.
.i:

,

:
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-.These lands.-were< subject to' appropriation by,. the Santa Fe .Pacific Railroad Company at-th-then existing valuationf in, accordancewith the provisions of the act of Apri1-28~, 1904 (33 Stat., 556). under
the terms of which the exchange was made, which ;act provides.that
the compally-'.
may, when requested byl the Secretary of the Interior so to do, relinquish or
deed as may bet proper-, to -the united Statesany sections of their land grant in New Mexico, any portion of
wh1ich: was and had been occupied by a settler as a homestead -for
not less than -25 'years;,ndj further 'provides the railroad company''shall then be entitled to seiect in lieu thereof, and to have patented other sections of vacant public land of equal quality in said Territory, as may be agreed
upon -with the Secretary of. the -Interior.
The Santa Fe Pacific 'Railroad Company acting under authority of
and in :accordance with the 'provisions of: the Statute, supra,- and at
the' request' of lthe: Secretary of the Interior, relinquished specifiG
tracts of coal lands; which were either at-date of selectio officiallyv
classified or appraised as being of quality equal' to coal land of the
minimumip'rice; 'orif not specificalily classifitd or. appraised at date6
of :selection, subsequently ascertainedjto be of such quality. Leaden's 'status before the Department is tsat of a protestant
ais
autor-,
without interest. It will 'be conceded that the )epartment
ized,, good and 'sufficient'reasons being made to appear, to make in-`
:quiry directed to the ascertainment of whether or-not the base and
n.
seleted 'tracts were of known inequalityi at' the date:-of 6selection
"United 'States, byUnder the decision of 'the Supreme Court of ithe
f 'May 29, 1922, in the case: ofthe' Santa- Fe Pacifid Raili:f 0opinion
road 0Cnompany v. Fall, Secretary of the Interior (259 U. S., 197),
it was held that the facts determ-inative of the equality of ;0the landsa:
to be selected and -surrendered in exchangemust be 'determined according to the conditions existing at thetime when it
(the selection)-was made.

The case'under 'consideration presents the undisputed fact that asa
'selection- was filed there subsisted a classification offi 0
date the
0
ofthe
the' selected 'tracts as coal lands o-f the value of
designating
cially
$20
peracre
and
as
being subject to -appropriation, not only by the'
.'
selection but the public generally at the'
through'
company
railroad'
price.
appraised
then existing
::: fAccepting; Sas valid and subsisting the official classification designating the:selected lands as coal lands, of the value of $20, per acrethe Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Cnompany' availed itself of the oppor-T
tunity to select or' appropriate the land, in 'aceordane'* with the
Tepra.
TheSanta Fe
rights conferred by the act!'of Apri'28, 1904, s
Pacific Company' surrendered specific tracts of land which
00-; f Railroad0
\:~

~~
~

S

:
~~~~~P
:.-reD

ff-fS

~;
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X:
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classified .as equal in quality- within, the officially
Atheneither
.,were
meaning of the .statute, 6r-subsequently ascertained- to be worth not
less than 'the appraised price of the selected tracts existing at_'th:
date of selection. The Gover ment's then existing classificationan4
appraisal was the consideration which prompted the selection.and
represented. the then:known "quality," of the tracts of land at the:
date of selection.
Thlere is no' allegation in the protest of Leaden, or any evidence
exclassification,
'submitted, or on file -in :'the Department, that. said
isting at date of selection and upon which the Santa' Fe Pacific Rail
,was:
road Company-in good-faith was entitledtoorely and proceed
not made by the Department of the Interior upon adequate consid
:eration and- with f ull knowledge of the conditions affecting the land
at the date of such classification and appraisement and in accordance.
with governing statutes.
selection- were sub-'
within
"The jfact that the lands embraced
and that no appliyears
for
price
classified
ject to disposition.at the
-thereof was filed
appropriation:
the
cation fof :fany kind looking to
that under
conclusive,
ifi
not
except for thi§ selection is. persuasive,'
by
upon,-the-land
placed
valuation
the
-conditions
known
the then
ishno
There
one.
adequate
an
the Department thethe Interior was
RailPacific
Fe
Santa
the
that
record
the
in
anywhere,
suggestion
road Company was guilty ,of fraud, concealment,- or misrepresentaor had knowltion in the premises, or-.thait it was in possession
edge of- any facts which -would establish- thetinequality of the lands.'
selected and surrendered at date -of suchselection. It is, therefore,t.
entitled to'judgment if the record discloses that the consideration
offer edwasatthe date of selection an adequate 6ne and thejlands
0fficially designated-in accordance6-withlaw'* to be subject-to appro-;
priation as coal lands at the minimum price.
supraopinion,
its
in
States
United
the
'of
The Supreme 'Court
that
fact
the
itbefore
having
31904,,:
_April28,
of
ad.
the
construing
relin-.
Interior,
the
of
.Secretary
.the
of
request
upon
theicompany,quished tracts which were at date 'f selection either - flicially classi:'fied or'appraised, as, being of quality: equalsto coal lands at -the mini-iril
.pri~ce, 'orsubsequently ascertained to be such, -and that the; mum
company, as -authorized by the statute, then proceeded and did'in:
:fact select lands' classified and appraised at the; minimum :price,.
.
t
held that-

;

"the

-

-of

-; -;40:

The.-moment t.that lands 'were relinquished at the- request of the Secretary-

a contract was ,made, and tihe Government was bound to convey to the company such vacant lands within the ,Territory~ as ,tie company shouldselect
provided only that they were of equal.quality. -In theory of law the obliga-tion. was immediate when the selection was made, if it- compled-with -the.

-
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condition. -It is true; that .the Secretary had to be satisfied upon that point,-'
but his discretion was not arbitrary; it went, only to the quality'of the lands.
If, as Chief Justice Shaw put it, a piepoudre court could have been summoned
and the matter determined forthwith, the Secretary would have been bound
to acton0 the facts as they then appeared and could not have elected to wait
for- better days. 0:At that time, May: 1 1911, the only relevant classification in
the statutes, we believe, was of coal lands within fifteen miles of a railroad,
valued at not less than twenty dollars per acre, and those more than fifteen
miles from one, valued at not less than fifteen dollars per acre. Rev. ;Stats.
2347. The-Departmnent through, the Geological Survey Shad classified further
and had valued' the products in all the lands concerned at not less than twenty
dollars per acre. These were all' the elements for decision when the selection
was made and if ;the Secretary- had been required to proceed: at once as the
statute evidently contemplated that he would, sec. 2,. he would have been bound

-

A

to agree to the company's choice.

As hereinbefore stated there is no evidence in

the record,: or else-

where in the Department, tending to establish the inequality of these

Ilands, except evidential factors such: as the Supreme' Court injits
o pinion,,supra,has held to be incompetent.

The protestant,'Leaden,
although allowed ample time within which so to Ado has failed: to
make' any. showing of evidential' facts' which Would justify the- De' partment, "more than' elevenW years after filing, of .this and other
analogous selections; in proceeding fde 'novo for the purpose. of attempting to.'establish the 'fact 'that the classification 'and jappraisal
of the selected lands by .the :Iepartment .prior .:to the date of selection -and upon'which the selection was based was erroneous.'
Subsequently. tothe filing oflthe:selection by the' Santa Fe Pacific
IRcailroad Company, Kenneth HI. Myers,-Frank B. Mapel, Charles M.

Sabin, and .George A. Keepers filed applications to purchase various
portions of' the' land in' questio -under the coal-land laws' and:on,
or.about'the sam6e.time filed protests directed:against the selection
of the SantalFe Pacific Railroad Comrpany. The: applications' to
0 0. - a t00purchase;
tand :the $'p~r-otests ; against': the' selectIon 'having -been filed
subsequently to the selection by- the. Santa F0e' Pacific Railroad'-Coin-:
pany and subsequently to segregation. of the traets. of land by the
selection' xno rights were acquired. Neither_ the proitests against the
'selectionAnor the apiplications to.purchase, each,'beingjuniorto theJu
rights of- the Santa Fe Pacific 'Railroad- 'Coipany,. set forth any' orsufficient cause: of action for the Department to proceedl thereunder.
These; subsequent appelications to. purchase' are rejected and the
protests dismissed.
The motion for.Jrehearing is denied and the protest of Leaden will,
stan-d dismissed. The jrecord is returned with directions that -full'
force and effect'be giventhe prior decision ofthe 'Department renered'herein August 30, 1922.
.
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STATUSOF
6 DESERT LANDS IN IMPERIMA COUNTY, CALIFORIIIA,
-DURINiG PENDENOY OF RESURVEYS.
Instrutons, January 19,1923.
-DESERT
Vd E LANFD-SURVEY-PREFERENCE
.
FORNIA-STATuTES..'

RIGHT-OCCUPANCY-WITHDRAWAL-CALI-

The act of July 1, 1902, which authorized, the Secretary of the Interior to
resurvey certain lands in San Diego (now Imperial) County, California,
was in effect a legislative declaration that the lands were 'to be deemed
unsurveyed until the approved plats of resurvey were filed in the local land'
,office, and consequently,-in the absence of a withdrawal, theyybecame .subject. to the preference right provision contained in-the proviso'to section it
of the act of March 28, 1908, telating to the occupancy of .nsurveyed desert

*
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COURT DECISION9 CITED AND CoNsTRuD-DEPARTEqNTAL DECIsION OV1RULED.
Case of Cox 'v. Hart,' decided byUnited States Supreme Court December 11
1922 (48 Sup. Ct Rep., 154'U. S., -),
cited and construed; case of
H-ughesv Greathead' (48 L. D., 497)1 overruled.

FINNEYFirst AssistantSecretary :
g . 0 Department
The;
:;
has consid~ered your [Commissioner of the General Land Qific letter '(" F"-M. D.- H.) of January 2, 1923, re-.
questing instructions as to whether, in view of the'decision of-the
Supreme Court 'of the Uniited States in Coxv. Hart, rendere lD
bet 11, 1922, th ueanucd
ee(43 L.tD.,
bcm
-:C..
be2
;
the'ruley:announced i inEHughes v. Greathead.
* 497) should still be followed.
The Supreme Court of: the United States in the decision referred
to heldI that-_:-

to justify the application of the term 7' surveyed" -to a body of public land
something is required beyond the completion of the field work and the consequent iaying out of the boundaries, and that somnething is the filing of the plat
and the approvalt-of the work of the surveyor. If, pending such approval or,
still more, if after disapproval of theS survey, the lands in' contemplation-of
law are unsurveyed, itis difficult:; to -see why: the -same result may--not- follow, when fthe:survey' originally approved and platted is subsequently annufled or
abandoned because the lines and marks established--have become obliterated.

The. court held that the act of July -1, 1902 (32 Stat., 728), directing the resurvey :of thejianid, Was in elkct and intet a legislative
declaration that the lands therein described were, w
the act 'was

plssed 'and Ieor all purposes of settlement and sale, unsurveyed lands.
-

In Hughes v. Greathead, supr~a5 -Hughes claimed 'the:right to make
desert-land entry -for 'a tract of 160 acres in a' township which had
been on July 22, 1911, suspended fonmi all Tforms of: entry or dis.posal,-pending resurvey. Hughes alleged -that his claim-had been
initiated: on February 23, 1912.r The plat-of resurvey was filed March
10, 1913.: The Department held that the land was not tnsurveyed on

-

:1Rule anhouncedin Hart v. Cox (42 I,. D., 592) vacated by court deision in-Cr v.CHart, supra.
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23, 1912,- as: it had: been preViously surveye4dand plat filed,
and that the claim of lghes didn come withinilthe provisions
of the act of March 28,1908 (35 Stat., 52).In making resurveys of land, whether the surveys bea dependent"'
or "independent," prior valid dlims are never jeopardized, and in
making independent. surveys all valid claims, such as "school secti ons I' 'and entries or :selections, are segregated and designated by
numbered tracts.
The Department has uniformly held that publicjland in a township
which has been suspended forl resurvey is subject-to settlement under
the homestead law 4, and in view of the hdlding of the court in the case
cited, the: Dpartment, is of 0_opinion, that' the rule announced in,
Hughes Iv. Greathead, smpra, should no longer be followed.
has .demonstrated :that good administration demands
- .Experi'ence*0:f0
:0.00 that lands in prooess. of resurvey should be reserved -not only from
location, sale, and entry, but from occupation with: a view to making
desert-land entry under the proviso to section 1 of the act of March:
*:
:.':suspro. XYou will, therefore, when it has been
tiX0- 028,1908,.
that 'it is necessary to resurvey a*township in a; State where the
desert-land law iso4perative,0 submit a draft of an Executive order
withdrawing' the public land in thel township* from -all forms of
appropriation except settlement under the homestead law .until the
.determined

*:f S t000

Xplat of resurvey is filed inf the local office.

STATUS OF PROPERTY PURCHASED WITH INDIAN TRUST. FUNDS.
-Opinion; Januarvy- 24,: 1923.:
INDAN LANDW-ALLoTENT -ALIENATioN-MORTGAGE-PAYMENT---TRUST

FUNDS.

The proceeds derived froma sales of lands allotted to Indians with restrictions
against incumbraflce and alienation are impressed 'with a trustf to t-he
same extent as were the lands before'the sale.
INDIAN -LANDS-AIIENATIONUEsENT:

'

AND DIsTriBuTIoN-SEcrETARy

OF

THE

INTERIOR-TBUST FUNDS.
Lands purchased with Indian trust funds continued to he impressedg with
the. trust as originally declared, irrespective of whether the purchased
property was previously restricted or unrestricted, and the Secretary of
the Interior is: clothed with falI authority to determine the descent thereof
to the;same extent ns he is with respect to the original property from the
sale of which -the purchase funds were derived.

:

INDIAN . LANDs'-TiusT

FUNDS-TAXATION.-r

Property purchased with Indian trust funds, even though unrestricted-prior.to purchase, is exemptcfroqm 0taxation until the termination of the trust
;period.,

BOOTHk, Solicitor:
There has- been referred- to me for- consideration- on request of

by the
omrmisionier
000
C(
0the
:s- submitted
:
0
fg. of Indian:Affairs,
.7T A:- Q ai?Du a question
:
,::Cnnisine
g:f

jhe

-
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superintendent of' Pawneeg Indianw Agency, 'Oklahoma, as". to the5
authority. of the Department to, determine the0 descent of property'purchased 'with: trust funds where such 'property:. wastpreviously'
unrestricted or held in fee.
The ssuperintendent also raises 'the 'question as to' whether un-:
'restricted property puchased for- an Indian with funds held in;
trust: for hiin'is asubject to taxation by the' 'State.
"The praetice of thle Dep-artment heretofore has'been to.determine:0
the hei-rs bfdeceased Indians whose' property'is of the character ofthat referred to.. That in itself constitutes decision of the Depart-'
ment as to its authority in the premises.:X One of the recent instances
-inwhich the 'Department assumned jurisdiction, ~to determine, the
heirs was that of Charlie Wilson, deceased' Pawnee Indian, whose.
hproperty consisted in. part of a house and lot in the town of Pawnee,
Oklahoma, purchased'-with funds~to:' the :credit of -decedent, there.
inserted in 'the deed to 'such property a condition tht it should:.;
:.:. :being
not bealienated:or inciumbered without the approval'of the Secre-tary of the Interior.0-This property was unrestricted at the time
:of its purchase for the Indian.'
The power to insert in' deeds',covering property, purchased with .
trust funds. a.condition 'that 'theproperty shall 'not be-alienated or$;
incuinbered without the. approval of the Secretary -of the interior;
.also the authority of the Department "to determine the, descent of
the- purchased propertyf; and as to. whether:or not such )property .is
subject to taxation arer all allied subjects.
It is clearly' within the power of the Secretary of the Interior to
attach-conditions to.sales of Indian allotted lands because such-power'
iss exressly conferred in .acts. authorizing such sales; that is,, they
: are to be made' subjct to his approvaland on such.terms and condi-.'::
tions and under such regulations as he nmayv prescribe.: It-was: held';
6States' v.- Thurston County, Nebraska, et al.
in the case of 'United
(143' Fed., 287) that, the proceeds of sales: of allotted lands' are held
in trust for the samepurposes 'aswere the- lands; that no change- of0
formof property divests it' of the. trust; 'and -that' the substitute
'takes the nature of the 'original and stanids charged with the same
trust. From this situation arose the practice oofinsetting in deeds of
conveyance covering property, purchased for an Indian with trust
fundfs the nonalienation.clause referred to, 'which is merely a con-

tinuiation over the new property of the trust declared for 'th: old or
original property. For sanction of 'this practice see 13 Ops. A. A .G.,
109; Jackson v. Thopon.et aI. (80 Pac., 454);' 'kandBeck 'v. Flour-'
noy Live-Stck, and R6eal-Estate Co. (65 Fed., 30)'
-It-thus;:: being, estabIshe~d that 'lands :purchased with trust funds
continue under, the trust asborigainally declared and that power exists
- toinsert in deeds covering such lands a condition against alienation
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and incumbrance, it follows that: upon the: death of an Indian jfor
whom; the. property is held. in trust his heirs are to be determined by.
the Department the same as in the case of the original property from:
the sale of which the purchase funds are .qderived. Apparentlyno
question is: raised as to the'authority .of the Department toq determine the descent of property purchased -with trust funds derived.-.
from the sale of. lands previously .held in trust or, restricted. Thet
question- submitted has reference to lands that were unrestricted
:,'prior to purchase. The: theory on which the Department and the
:courts have proceededain this matter is that. property purchased
with trust ;funds becomes impressed .with . the trust nature of the..
:purchase§ money.. In this view it can make no difference fwhether
the -purchased lands are restricted or iunrestricted; the authority
to:0determine heirs is coexistent -with the
of the-trust.
-By. the, act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 855), Congress conferred exclusivejurisdiction upon the Secretary of the Interior. to.determine
the heirs of- deceased Indiant allottees, and -this power. extends not
only to property held in trust but, also to property on which restricted fee patents have issued, under legislation providing for "determining the heirs of 'deceased Indian allottees -having, any right,
title,7 or interest, in any trust :or restricted allotment, -under regulations prescribed -by the Secretary of the-Interior."' (United States v.
Bowing aetal,
256 'U. 5., 484.)
..
The question as to -whether lands or property. acquiredwith the.
proceeds of the sales of allotted Indian lands are subject to taxation
by the "State- is one fully settled by both. departmental and -court
decisions 'which: coverd thea purchase on:behalf of Indians of both
restricted and unrestricted lands.' - The general rule was long. since
established by the Supreme Court in:Athe case- of McOulloch v- Mary* land (4 Wheat., 315.,429) that; "'allsubjects over which the sovereign; 0
power of :a -State extends.: are objects of taxation; but those over
which it does not extend, are, upon the. soundest principles, exempt
:from0 taxation." See~aalso cases of Van Brocklin v. State .:of. Ten-':
nessee-' (117 U. S., 151). and United. States;v. Nashville Railway; Company (118.'U.-S,U
120).
'As to the. purchase.of .unrestricted property with .trust funds It
was heldin'Instructionsof January 2, 19,14 (43L.D.,26, 29):
.continuation

.

-

* :'*:$ iThe question is whether,.: ii

the purchased of unrestricted lands,-:

involving. as it'does, lands that are taxable, such lands become impressed with
the trust nature of the purchase money. and are, thereafter, exempt from taxation so long as the trust period; continues.. The .fact that the' property was
once taxable would seem to constitute no valid distinction.: Under the decisions
of the courts, funds derived from the sale of trust lands ftake' the character of.l
the lands and stand charged with the same trust. It iis nt seen why: lands
purchased with trust funds do not equally take the: character of. the fu nds
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Be"And'also stand charged with the same trust. It was said in the case of
National Bank of Commerce v. Anderson, 147 Federal Rep., 87:
"The statute provides that the lands may be sold with the consent of the
Secretary. It thus permits a change in form of the trust property from land to
money. This change may be effected only with the consent of the trustee represented in the person of the Secretary of the Interior. No citation of authority is needed to sustain the general doctrineQ that into whatever form trust
property be converted, it continues to be impressed with the trust.
*:*

*

*

i*

-

:0
*E

.R

*

I

*

"The property being held in trust by the United States for a period which'.
had not yet expired and which period was subject to further extension by the
President, the intention to terminate the trust must be found to be clearly
expressed in order to warrant us in holding that the trust does not follow the
property in its changed 'form.",
There is no question under the authofities that the power of the Government
over trust property continues until the expiration of the trust period regardless
V
of the form of such property, unless an intention -has been' expressed to reli- 4uish such power.
.The same reasons exist against the alienation of unrestricted land purchased
with trust funds without the -consent and approval of .the Secretary of the
Interior as existed in respect to the original allotment, from the sale of which;
such funds are derived. The land so purchased-with trust funds becomes none
the less an 'instrumentality employed by the Government for the benefit of the
Indian than where land held Xa trust is purchased and, hence for the like
reason, should be exempt from taxation. The Indian continues in the incompetent class and is entitled to the same protection -and supervision. All these
conditions are imposed: on the theory that they are for the best interests of
the Indian wards of the Government, among othed things to protect them from
the, improvident: disposition of the lands and funds.

X

There are numerous instances in which the courts have ruled that

unrestricted property purchased with trust funds are not subject to
taxation. Thus in the case of United States v. Nez; Perce County,
Idaho, 'et aZ. (267 Fed., 495),>which
involved the purchase of property in the town of Fort Lapwai, it was held that the property was
not subject to taxation by the State; also in the case of United&States
v. Yakima County et at. (274 Fed., 115 syllabus):
- Where
an Indian allottee of the Yakima tribe In Washington died before the
expiration of the trust period, and his land was sold by the Secretary of the
Interior under Act May '29, 1908,: sectIon 1 (Comp. St. Sec. 4224), ,which au-

thorizes such sale and the use of the proceeds during the trust period for the benefit of the heirs, and the proceeds were invested in other lands, :the conveyances reciting that- they could not be disposed of or incumbered without the
consent of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, such substitute lands during the.
trust period held exempt from taxation.

A similar ruling, was'made by' the United States District Court,
eastern district of Washington 'in ,'the case .of United :States' v.

Yakima County, December 5,' 1922, involving 'the: purchase' of lots in'

the city of Toppenish,-Washington. 'In addition to the cases herein-.
before cited'see-Page et al. 'v. Pierce County et al.' (64 Pa , 801);
8751 0-22-voL 49-27
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United States v. Law (250 Fed., 218); United.'States v. Chehalis>
County et al. (217 Fed., 281); United States '. Pearson et al. (231
Fed., 270); United States 'V.Gray et at. (201 Fed., 291 ); Ward ev.
Love County (253 U. S., 17); Choate v. Trapp (224 U. S., 665); and
Morrow et al. v. United States (243 Fed., 854).
In the case of'Page v.: Pierce County, supra, the court after referring to the case of the The New York Indians (5 Wall., 761),
'said:
00 0: Applying the doctrine announced in the decisions of the Supreme Court
*;
of the United States to the case at bar, it would seem reasonably clearjthat.
the lands inlquestion can not be 'taxed by the State so long as the Government
::has:an interest in them "either legal or equitable," or is even charged with
the performance of some'obligation or duty respecting them.
Referring specifically -to the questions submitted for consideration
it would seem. clear from the foregoing that the Department has
full authority to determine the descent of prope'rty purchased
with Indian 'trust funds, whether the property was previously
restricted or unrestricted; and that until the trust is terminated such
property is exempt from taxation. AsS was said in the Instructions

-(43 L. D., 26, 31)S:

:

Congress has conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior authority to
prescribe regulations and-conditions to govern the sale of Indian allotted lands
as well as the expenditure of the proceeds which implies an exclusion of all
other authority. The lands and proceeds are held by the Government for a
specified period in trust for the Indians, such trust being an agency for the
exercise of a Federal power and therefore outside the province of State au-l
thority.
:Approved:-

F. M.

GOODWIN-,

Assistanvt Secretary.-

BLA ESBLEY v. MtCORD ET AL.
Deefded;JanuarV SO, 1923. ;O

AND

GAS LANDs-PaosPECTrMG PnnMIT-PRuFERENCE RIGHT-NOTICE.

The preference right accorded by section 13 of.the act -of February 25, 1920,
in the, award of an oil and gas prospecting permit to one who has properiy.
monumented and posted notice in accordance, with , the provisions of the
act must be. denied if the terms of the act with respect :thereto are Dnot
strictly complied with.
FiNNEY, First Assistant Secretary:.
F

At the. Buffalo, Wyolming; land office on January 20,; 1922, James
lroy Blakesley applied for a permit under section 13 of the act of
February.25, 1920 (41 Stat., .437),jto prospect for oil and gas upon
Secs.4 and 5, NE Sec.8, and N. and SW. J, See.0, T? 54N., R.
94 W., 6th P. M., alleging- that he had posted a notice on the land
on December 20. 1921.
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' Said application.conflicts as to Sec. 4 with the like application of

Evan 'S. McGord; as to Sec. 5 with theA application of Isaac Newton
Dailly; and as to the;subdivisions in 'Sees. 8 and-9 with the applica* tion, of Lee J. Brawley,. which applications were filed January 23,
1922, each applicant alleging the posting of notice on December'3l,
1921.
By decision dated September 20, 1922, the Commissioner of the
General Land Office 'required Blakesleyvto show cause why his application should .not. be rejected 'for conflict with the :applications of
McCord,-Dally, and Brawley. Blakesley made response, protesting
against the allowance of. the conflicting applications, .and setting
forth that he deposited his application in the mails in. time to have
reached: the local land office in Dthe ordinary -course of theemails two
days sooner thah it actually did, or .29 days after the 'posting off
.notice;; that, Mc(Sord, D:)ally, and Brawley 'posted their notices on
posts-2 by 4 inches in diameter, not over 21 feet. high, and nailed on
a board 1 by 6 inches, and not protected from the weather, and that
within, three days after ithe notices were posted they were blown
away and destroyed.
By decision dated November 3, 1922, the Commissioner held that
Blakesley's showing was not sufficient to defeat the conflicting applications, and his application .was rejected. Blakesley has appealed,
contending, that the regulations as to posting of notice had not been
complied with by McCord, Dally, and Brawley..
- ; \; Section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, supra, provides, inter:
amaa, that if a person desiring a prospecting permitshall cause to be erected upon the land for which a permit is sought a monument not less than four feet high, at some conspicuous place, thereon,~ and shall
post a notice in writing on or near said monument, * * * he shall during
the 'period of thirty days -following such marking and posting, be entitled to a
preference right over others to a permit for the' land so identified.
Paragraph 5 of the~ regulations of March 11, 1920 (47 L. D., 437),
states that a preference right over others to a permit under section
X
13 Of the act~may be obtained by(a) Erecting upon the land desired, subsequent to the approval of the act, a
monument not less than 4 feet high, at some conspicuous place thereon, of such
a size as to be visible to anyone, who may be interested. The monument may
be of iron, stone, or durable wood, not less than 4 inches square or in diameter,

and must be firmly embedded in the ground.
:
:(b) Posting on or near -said monument a notice stating that an application
for permit will be made within 30 days after date of posting said notice, the
notice to give the date and hour of posting, to be .signed by the applicant, iand
give such a general description of the land to be covered by the permit, by
reference to courses and distances from . such monument and other natural
objects and perpmanent monuments, as will reasonably identify the land. The
area, approximately, must also be stated, and the notice must be so protected
as to prevent its destruction by the elements. * *
.
-
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The provisions of section 13 above quoted are so plain. that should.
it be made to appear that the monument erected by one .who seeks a

*preferenceright was less than four feet high, the Department would
be obliged to d-eny the claim -of -preference right.
The record discloses that Blakesley served copies of his protest on
McCord,, Dally, and Brawley, but no response was made thereto,
nor has an answer to Blakesley's. appeal been filed. However, the
Department hesitates to take final action :in the matter without
affording McCord, Daily, and Brawley a further opportunity to be
.heard. Accordingly, the case is remanded, with directions that the
local officers be instructed to notify the conflicting applicants that
they will be allowed fifteen days from:notice within which to deny
Blakesley's allegation that'the notices posted by them did not comply with the provisions: of the section under which the applications
were filed. If one or more of the parties shall avail himself or thernmselves of this privilege, a hearing should be ordered to determine the
facts. If issue is not joined within the time fixed, the application of
the defaulting applicant will stand rejected to the extent that it conflicts with the application of Blakesley.
The decision appealed. from is modified to agree with the views
herein expressed.
Remanded.
MINING CLAIMS WITHIN IIDIAN)

RESERVATIONS.

0Opimon, JuW 7, 1922.1
INDIAw LAxDs - MINiNG CLAIM- P
CLAI--STATUTES.-

ENcE RIGrT -FORTURE -ADVEBsE

While the first proviso to section 26 of the act of June 30, 1919, declares that
all rights under a mining claim within an Indian reservation shall be
forfeited if the preference right accorded thereby. to the locator is not
exercised- within one year from the date of location yet such forfeiture
does not, in the absence of an intervening adverse claim preclude the
locator from relocating the same ground, but in such event his rights under
the act will commence with the .date of the new location, and will be
subject. to compliance with all the terms, conditions, and regulations
governing the original location.

BooTH, &bicito'r:

My opinion is requested as to the validity of n ew locations made
0the locators have:
on ground covered by prior locations to which2
forfeited their rights under that provision in section:26. of the act
of June 30, 1919 (41 Stat., 3, 31), which reads:.'
Provicded, That the locators of all such mining claims, or their heirs, successors,; or assigns, shall have a preference right to apply to the Secretary of

:1See opinions of

July 10, 1922, and January 30, 1923 (49 L. D., 421 and 424).

2
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the Interior for a lease, under the terms and conditions of this section within
one year after the date of the location of any mining elaim,- and any such
.locator who shall fuj to apply for a lease within one year from the date of
location shall forfeit all rights to such mining claim. (Italics supplied.)
Under the foregoing, original locators who failed to apply for a

lease within one year forfeit all rights to the claims located by them.
In the absence of intervening rights, however, no reason is seen why
new locations covering, the same ground may not be accepted from
the Same parties. U
Under such circumstances their rights 'will date
from the new locations rather than from the old, as under the latter:all rights are clearly forfeited, and applicants for leases under the
new locations must conform to all the terms, conditions, and regulations that governed the original locations,'

Approved July 10, 1922.
F. M.' GOODWIN,

Assistant Secretary.

MINING CLAIMS IN THE FORT APACHE INDIAN RESERVATION.
COpiion,

Jaly 10, 1922.1

INDIAN LANDS-FORT APACHE' LANDS-AItZONA-MrINING CIAin-LEAsE

:

Valid discovery of a- mineral deposit, being one of the essential elements of
a mining claim, is also a prerequisite to the granting of a lease based on a
mining claim pursuant to section 26 of the act of June 30, 1919, as.
amended by the act of March 3, 192L, which relates to the leasing of specified
deposits of minerals in unailotted lands within Indian reservations in
certain States that were withheld from disposition,;under. the mining
laws of the United States.
INDIAN LANDS-FORT -APACHrE LANDS-AnIZONA-MINING
NovrIcE-WAivEa-PanrEEaNcE RIGHT.

CLAI-m--LEAsE-

The requirement in section 26 of the act of June 80, 1919, that a copy of thelocation notice must be filed as specified therein within 60. days after
location of a mining claim for mineral deposits in an Indian reservation,
can not be waived, and if the locator fails to comply strictly therewith
he forfeits all right to be 'preferred in the award of a lease thereunder.'.
BOOTH,

CitOT:

S&Zi

On June 22, 1922, my opinion was requested with respect to the
validity of certain conflicting- lode locations for asbestos deposits
within the Fort Apache Indian Reservation, Arizona.-- Applications
for leases for the claims have been filed by E. D. and;,Ernest A.
-Reidhead jointly and by E. E. Swan pursuant to se'ction 26 of the
act of, June 30, 1919 (41 Stat., 3, 31) as amended March 3, 1921
(41Stat.,.1225, 1231). The questions involved relate to priority and
discovery ineonanection with thelocationssought.
1 See

opinions of July 7, 1922, and January 30, 1923 (49 L. :D., 420 and 424).
:
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The first mentioned: statute authorized the. Secretary of the Interior to lease tinder general regulations unallotted lands i within
Indian reservations in Arizona and eight other western States for
the purpose of mining for deposits of gold, silver, copper, and other
metalliferous minerals. The Secretary was to declare what lands
were to be subject to explorationAnd after such declaration mining claims may be located by such citizens in
the same manner as mining claims are located under the mining laws of the
United States: Provided, That the locators of all such mining claims, or their
heirs, successors, or assigns; shall have a preference right to apply. to the
Secretary of the Interior for a lease, under the; terms and conditions of this
section, within one year after the date of the location of any mining claim,
and any such locator who shall-fail to apply for a lease within one year from
the date of location shall forfeit all rights to such mining claim: Provided
further, That duplicate copies of the location notice shall be filed within sixty
days with the superintendent in charge of the reservation on which the mining
claim is located, and that application for a lease under this section may be
filed with such superintendent for transmission through official channels to the
Secretary of the Interior.

The act of March 3, 1921, made .the following amendment:
That owhenever the term " metalliferous" is used in said section 26 of the
above-entitled Act, it shall be.defined and construed by the Secretary of the
Interior to include magnesite, gypsum, limestone, and asbestos.

The regulations of September.16, 1919 (47 L. D., 261, 263)', under
the act of 1919, in part' read:
3. Should valuable metalliferous minerals be found the section contemplates
the location of mining claims in the same manner as mining claims are located
under the mining laws of the United States. Should the locator fail to file a
duplicate copy of the location notice with the officer in charge of the.land
within 60 days or fail within one year thereafter to make application through
fthe officer in charge to the Secretary of the Interior for a lease of the land
he will thereby forfeit all preference right to a lease. Any locator who fails
to comply with the United States mining laws and the regulations of the
General Land Office prescribed thereunder as to' the location of mining claims
will also forfeit all, preference right to a lease.;

i

The regulations contemplate that a discovery of mineral shall be
made as the basis for the location of a mining claim. As: amended
on March 3, 1921 (48 L. D., 263), section 4 of the regulations states
that discovery of ore by prospect drilling or boring methods will be
equivalent to discovery by shaft sinking.
From the papers submitted it appears'that on December 10, 1920,
E. D. 'and Ernest Reidhead located the Ring Cone Nos. 1 and 2 lode
claims-upon an out-croE6ping of asbestos. t:Being advised that asbestos locations would not receive consideration at the hands of the Government, they did not within 60 days after location file with the
superintendent copies of their location notices. When informed of
the amendment of March 3, 1921, they did file copies of their 'locaa
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tion notices on Mar&h29, 1921. Their application for lease of theabove claims was filed on December 9, 1921.
On March 8, 1921, :. E. Swan located the Casey Jones and the Casey
Jones Nos.1 toi9lode claims and on April 11,1921,the Casey Jones 'Nos.
10 to 18 claims. Copies of location notices were filed. with the superintendent on April 20, 1921. Swan's application for lease of the Casey
Jones group of claims was filed at the agency office on March 4, 1922.
The record indicates that the Reidheads and John C. Earl on
April 15, 1921, made locations of the Ring Cone Nos. 1 to 5 claims
and on April 19, 1921, filed location notices with the superintendent
of. the Ring Cone claims Nos. 1 to 3*,% These claims, however, are not
the ones described in the applicAin' for lease. Also on June 1, 1921,
* E. E. Swan, by John Carter, agent, made amended locations of the
Casey Jones and Casey Jones Nos. 1 to 17 claims for correction of
:errors in descriptions. Amended notices were filed with the superintendent on June 2, 1921.:
As the claims involved are all unsurveyed it is not possible to de-'
termine with certainty the area in conflict between the two applications. From rough diagrams submitted by both parties it Iwould.
appear that the original Ring Cone Nos. 1 and 2 claims are in large
part in conflict with the southwestern portion of the Casey Jones
group. A up.~~~~
hearing was had on May
1, 1922, after due ..notice,
with
.
.. ,
respect to conflicting claims. The superintendent in his report states
that from'the evidence the Ring Cone Nos. 1 and 2 claims were located
in'good' faith by the claimants., However, he reports that at that time
under his instructions he could not have accepted filings on asbestos'
claims or recognized locations for asbestos.
The applicants for the Ring Cone claims have asked that' the. requirement wi-threspect to filing of notice within 60 days after location be waived.
The requirement referred to is statutory and not one fixed by regulations. In the fa-ce of the intervening adverse Casey ones claims
the Department would not be justified in- undertakingto. pass over
the plain statutory provisions or in recognizing as valid and 'superior
the Ring Cone claims. It does not appear that the Reidheads tendered or offered for filing their notices within the 60-day period
named 'in the statute. The regulations ('47 L. D., 261, 263), .supra,
declare '-that failure to ;:file notice within the 60-day. period forfeits all preference right to a lease. It must be concluded that the
Reidheads have not shown a proper basis. upon which to rest their
application for a lease of the Ring Cone Nos. I and 2 claims, and that
their application should be denied and disapproved.
This disposition renders it unnecessary to consider'; or discuss 'the
status of an asbestos location made. prior to the approval of the
amendatory. legislation of March 3, 1921.
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The record submitted shows that upon some of the Casey Jones
claims in~ the northern half of the group it is conceded that asbestos
or the serpentine formation carrying it: has not been found and that
there is no minneral in sighi or disclosed. In short, no discovery has
*been made upon certain of the claims. In the southeastern portion
of the group there is a conflict with the Horseshoe Nos. 1 and 2
claims which appear to have been heretofore appyoved for lease.
With the exclusion of the area of these claims from the Casey Jones
group still other claims will probably be without discovery or disclosure of asbestos or other mineral upon claimed ground.
The statute contemplates (1)6ex ploration for the discovery of the
deposits mentioned; (2) locationh 6 mining claims in the same manner as under the mining laws; and (3) the leasing of such claims.
An annual expenditure of not less than $100 in development work
for each mining claim located or leased is also required in addition
to the rents and royalties. Under the general mining laws and regulations a discovery of mineral is essential to the validity of a mining
claim and must take place before annual expenditure is in, order.
Under this leasing act a mining claim in order to afford a basis for
a lease must rest on an adequate- discovery of a mineral deposit. By
the act those unallotted lands theretofore withdrawn from entry
and withheld from disposition under the mining laws were made
subject to lease with respect to the deposits specified. Discovery
stamps the land as mineral in character and as containing one or
-more of the deposits named in the statute. Discovery follows and is a
result of exploration. 'The discoverer's reward consists of his right to
locate- a mining claim and within one year thereafter apply for a lease.
The discovery and disclosure of the mineral deposit is essential.
Those claims of the CaIsey Jones- group which are without Pa discovery can not be properly included in a lease, and as to said locations the application for lease should be denied and disapproved.
Approved:
F. M.' GoODwIN,,

Assistant Secretary.
MINING CLAIIS IN THEE NAVAJ6 INDIAN RESERVATION.
Opinion Jantar S30, 1923.'
INDrAN LANDS-NAVAJO LANDS-MINING CLAIm-LEA SE-OFPCEnRS-WAiVER-APPLiCATION.
Administrative officers, being without authority to alter or amend existing
law or to waive the specific requirement of a statute, can not waive that
requirement in section 26 of the act of June 30, 1919, which provides that
an applicant for a lease based upon a mining claim on Indian lands shall
file application therefor within one year from the date of location.
See opinions of July T, 1922, and July 10, 1922 (49 L. D., 420 and 421)..
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INDIAN LANDS-NAVAJO tANDS-MINING PLMAI-LEnSE-OFvrICERs-SURVEY.
Inasmuch as an official survey of a mining claim located within an Indian
reservation is not required prior to application for a lease based thereon
iunder the act of June 30, 1919, delay:on the part of administrative officers
. in causing a survey to be made, or in furnishing blank forms of lease, can
not be pleaded as a ground for failure on the part of the. applicant to
comply: with the plain requir ments of the:statute.

:
:
:
; :
BooTH, Solicitor: ;Ad:i
XYou request my opinion:regarding the validity of ,a number of
conflicting lode mining claims covering deposits of metalliferous
minerals in certain lands within thatC part of the Navajo Indian
Reservation, Arizona and New Mexico, lying under the immediate
supervision of the San Juan Indian School and Agency.
The claims in question were filed pursuant to section 26 of the
Indian Appropriation Act of June 30, 1919 (41 Stat., 3, 31), and the
regulations promulgated thereunder (47 L. SD., 261) as amended
(48 L. D., 263 and 266). The act referred to-authorizes the Secretary
:of the Interior to declare what unallotted lands within Indian reservations in certain western: States, including Arizona; and New
Mexico, should be open to exploitation for the deposits of gold,
*silver, copper, and other metalliferous mierals, 'and to lease the lands
containing deposits of this kind to citizens of the: United States'
or to any association or corporation organized under the lawss of any
State or Territory, for terms- of twenty years, with certain prefer-:
ential rights of renewal.: After providing 'that mining claimss' 'onsuch-lands may be located in the same manner as mining- claims are
located under the general mining laws of the United States, it was
further provided in said act:
That the locators of all such mining claims, or their heirs, successors, or
assigns, shall -have a preference right to apply to the Secretary Sof the Interior
',for a-lease,'under the -terms and. conditions of this section, within one year
after the date of the location of any mining claim, and any such locator who
shall fall to apply for a lease..within one year from the date of location shallforfeit au rights to such 'mining claim: 'Provided further, That duplicate copies
of the location. notice shall- be filed within sixty days with the superintendent
in charge of the reservation on which the mining claim' Is located, and that'
application for a lease under this section may be filed with such superintendent
for transmission- through official channels to the Secretary of the Interior.'
:(Italics supplied.)

The regulations approved September 16, 1919, as amended March
3, 1921 (47 L. D., 261, and 49 L. D., 263), provide in part:
3. Should valuable metalliferous minerals be found the section contemplatesi
the location of mining claims in the same manner as mining claims are located.
- under the mining laws of. the United States. Should the locator fail to file
a duplicate copy&'of the location notice with the officer in charge of the land
within 60 days or fail within one year thereafter to make application through
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the; officer in charge- to the Secretary of the Interior for a lease of the land
he, will thereby forfeit all preference right to a lease. Any locator who fails
to comply with the United States mining laws and the regulations of the General Land Office prescribed thereunder as to the location of mining claims
will also forfeit all preference.right to a lease.
S

En, .

-

:-

*

*g

*

X

*

:

*

:

*

*:

5.
* * Locations, if upon surveyed land, must be located in conformity
to the legal subdivisions of the survey. If made upon unsurveyed land the
must be marked in the same, manner as lode locations, but shall
9 locations
f
conform as nearly as practicable to what would be public land surveys and the

0

rectangular subdivisions thereof.

6. Before a lease will be granted covering a lode mining claim, or a placer
claim, on unsurveyed land, it will be necessary for the locator, at his expense,
to have the claim surveyed by a Uniteda States deputy mineral surveyor. The.
survey must be made in the form and. manner, required by and under the laws
and regulations governing the survey of claims under the United States mining
laws, application for such survey to- be made to the United States surveyor
general for the: State wherein the claim is located: Provided,-That where a

number of contiguous claims are held in common, -the survey may be made of
the exterior boundaries of the group and the entire group may

be

included in

one lease. Two copies of the plat and two copies of the field notes must be
filed by the-locator with his lease.

It will -be noted that the regulations, of course,; follow the statute
with respect to requiring applicants to serve duplicate( copies of
the notice, of location on the: superintendent or other officer in charge
of the particular reservation " within 60 days!" from the date of location,
-

and to apply for a lease within one year from the date. of such

location. In other words, the requirements in this respect are statutory rather than by way of regulation.
C- The facts at hand in connection with the applications presented
are somewhat involved and in so far as shown by the record are not
as complete as might be desired. It appears therefrom, however,
that during April andMay, 1920, W. F. Hunter, Vernon Dalton,
Biffle M. Morris, and Joseph H. Harris allege location of the claims
known as Canary, North Star,- North Star No. 2, and- Valley View
Nos. 1 to 3 inclusive,'-although the duplicate copies of notice of location filed with the superintendent of the; San Juan School under
date of May 4 and May 31, 1920, covering these claims, are all u nsigned and undated. Further, that by a signed notice dated November 15, 1920, W. F. Hunter, B.- M.-Morris, and Vernon Dalton alleged

location of the North Star No. 4, although the copy of the location
notice in this case was notfiled-with the superintendent, until
Amended location certificates bearing dates: of:
February 12, 1921.
July 24, July 26, and July 27, 1920, covering respectively the Canary,
-

North Star, and North Star No. 2 claims were likewise filed with said
-

superintendent on February 12, 1921. Each of these latter certificates
were also signed by the said Hunter, Morris, and Dalton. No copy
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of -a notice of location or of an amended certificate of location-is found
in the record covering the claims known as North Star No. 3 and
DValley View No. 4.
By three separate 'quitclaim deeds, all dated
January 4, 1921, V. E. Dalton, Biffae M. Morris, and W. F. Hunter
released and quitclaimed unto the Carizo Uranium Company, a corporation organized under the laws of the XState of New. Mexico, all
of theirfright; title, and interest, among other claims, to those particular locations known as Canary, North Star, North Star Nos. 2, 3,
and 4, and Valley View Nos.1. to 4 inclusive. Thereafter the Carizo
Uranium Company appears as the party applicant for a lease covering said claims.
:In a brief filed by said company in support of its application
it is alleged that' during the winter of 1920-1921 considerable assessment work was done by it and by its predecessors on said claims
and the construction of a_wagon -road to the properties begun; that
on March 28, 1921, it applied to one Allison L. Kroeger, United
States mineral surveyor, at Durango, Colorado, to have an official
Survey made of said claims, but that because of the fact that these
Vclaims, or a part of them at least are in the State of Arizona and a
part in New Mexico considerable valuable time was lost in obtaining
proper; instructions and orders -pertaining to, such', surveys tov the;
deputy mineral surveyor from the offices of the two surveyor. generals, one at Phoenix and the.other at Santa Fe" that during the
progress of the field work it became necessary to relocate and, retrace some 17 miles of the boundary line between the two States in
order to: determine the jurisdiction of the respective surveyor gen-:
erals; that the approved field notes covering the mineral claims applied for were' not mailed out of Phoenix, Arizona, to the. fCarizo
Uranium Company at Farmington, New Mexico, until April 13,
1922; that said approved field notes were not received by saidi:conm0pany:until April 18, 1922; that. on April 26, 1922,0 application was
made to the officer- in charge ,of the, San Juan India-nAgency, for.
blank leases to ifill, out in: accordance with the field notes of survey
and the regulations of the Department, but that, that officer 'having
no blanks on. hand, the same hadto be requested from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. at Washington; that ,the desired blanks
were received on May 10, 1922,. and that on May 18, 1922,. application for: lease. was duly filed with the officer in charge of the 'reservation. In urging a consideration of its application on. the merits the
Carizo Uranium. Company further alleges that it has always endeavored' in good faith to -diligently comply with the statute and
the regulations of this- Department relating thereto but that unavoidable delays over which it had no control, especially' ii0connec-

:
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tion with the prosecution of the survey work in the field and in obtaining proper blank forms on which to submit its application, prevented said company from perfecting its application within the
-time required by the statute; that it construed sections Sand 6 of
the regulations above reproduced together, under the assumption
that an official'survey of claims of this character must precede an ap-'
plicat ionfor lease'thereof.
The conflicting or adverse claim appears 'as the Syracuse Lode,
located May 6, 1922; by one George 0. Williams. A copy of the
notice of location covering this claim was duly filed with the superintendent May 8, 1922, and Mr.. Williams has also filed application
for lease under date of August 14, 1922, which was received at the
San Juan Indian School on August 1S-of that year. Reference is
also made in the correspondence submitted to an application by
Mr. Williams covering claims known as the Red Wash Group, consisting of Red. Wash No. 1 and Red Wash No. 2, based on'locations
made in August; 1921, by Nephi Johnson, and by Mr. Johnson-assigned to the said Williams on May 8, 1922. No copies of the original notice of location covering the two claims last. mentioned are
- found with the records submitted here. Fromi an examination of the
sketch plat covering those' claims it does not appear that there is
any conflict on the ground with the claims applied for by the Carizo
Uranium Company. From the descriptive matter relating to the
*Red Wash Group it appears that:
From the monument at- the point of discovery and location, a mineral monument erected for the Carizo Uranium Company on their most south erly group
of claims, sometime in 1920, lies distant about one mite. (Italics supplied.)
When we test the validity of these various claims by'th'e requirements of the statute I am of the'opinion that the following conclusions must be reached:
1. The application for lease by the Carizo Uranium Company, covering the Canary, North Star, North Star Nos. 2, 3, and 4, and Valley
View Nos. 1 to 4 inclusive, must be rejected because such application
was not filed within one year from. the -date of location as required
by the act of June 30, 1919. This is entirely aside from the further
fact that the record at hand does not show any copy of the notice
of location covering-the North Star No. 3 and Valley View No. 4
as having been filed'with the superintendent in charge, and that the
copy of the notice covering North Star No. 4 .was not filed on said
superintendent until after the 60-day period provided by law had:
expired. In itself these would be sufficient reasons for rejecting the
application in so far as the three claims last mentioned are concerned.
Administrative officers being- without power to alter or amend exist-
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requirements of the statute
Sthe in this respect can not be

.

:2. The application by George 0. Williams, covering the Syracuse
lode; claim, comes within the statute and can-be accepted provided
the applicant furnishes copies of the plat of survey, field'notes, bond, .
and other data called for by the regulations.
3. The application of George 0. Williams, covering thKe Red Wash
Group, must be rejetted for the -reason that copies of the notice .of
location covering those claims were not filed with the superintendent
within 60 days from the date of location as required by law.
4. In the absence of adverse intervening rights applicants whose
claims have been.rejected. for failure to comply with the statutes
may initiate proceedings. de nevo for the same lands by filing new
'copies of notice of location and otherwise complying with the law.
This is in accordance with my prior opinion of July 7, 1922 (49
0: L. D., 420).
: ;:0f ;00 00. : 090
0
0t:
0;: 0
Approved:
F. M. GooDwIN,

Assistant Secretary.HOMESTEAD RIGHTS OF CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES WHO
SERVED IN THE ALLIED, ARMIES DURING THE, WORLD WAR.
INSTRtCTIONS.

-

[Circular No. 871.]
DErARTMENT OF TE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

-

-wahingtons, D. (C.,Janudry 31, 1923.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,:
UNmITI STATES LAND OFFICES:,

Public Resolution No. 79, Sixty-seventh Congress; approved Dlecember 28, 1922, provides:
*That the provisions of the- Act of Congress of February 25, 1919, allowing
credit for military service during the warvwith Germany in homestead entriesv
and-of 'Public Resolution Numbered 29, approved February 14, 1920, allowing
a. preferred right of entry for at least sixty days after the date of opening in .connection with lands opened or restored to- entry, be, and the same Iare
hereby, extended, to apply to those citizens of the United States who served with
the allied armies during the World War, and who: were honorably discharged
upon their resumption of citizenship in the United States, provided the service
with the allied armies shall be similar to the service with the Army of the

United

States for which recognition is granted in theAct -and resolution herein

referred to.

':
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Paragraphs 16 anfd 18 of the soldiers' right Circular No. 302 (49
L. D., 118), are therefore hereby amended to read as follows:'16. House'Joint Resolution No. 30, approved January 21, 1922 (42 Stat., 855),
amended Joint Resolution No. 29,' approved February 14, 1920 (41 Stat., 434)', by
extending the provisions of the last-mentioned resolution for a period of 10 years
from and after February: 14, 1920, and increased the preference. right conferred
thereby from not less than 60 to not less than 90 days from the.beginning of
the preference right period. Said .resolution as amended is applicable;to all
Vbopenings of. pubic or Indian Iands to entry or to restoration to entry of public
lands withdrawn from entry, and confers upon officers, soldiers, sailors, and
marines in the Army or Navy :of the United States during the late war, who
were honorably separated or discharged from such service or placed in the
regular Army or Naval service, a preference right of not less than 90 days
from' the date of opening or restoration in which to make entry for the land
iunder the homestead or desert-land laws; except -as against prior existing valid
settlement rights and preference rights conferred by existing laws or equitable
claims subject to allowance* and confirmation:.
Said resolution was further amended by Public Resolution No. 79, approved
December 28, 1922, extending its provisions, to those citizens of the United
'States who served with the allied armies during the World War, and who
were honorably discharged upon the resumption of citizenship in the United
States, provided the service with the allied armies was similar to service with
the Army of the United States for which recognition is granted by said Resolution No. 29, as amended.
is. Under the act of February 25, 1919 (40 Stat., 1161):, as amended by
section: 1 of the act of April 6, 1922 (42 Stat., 491), and by Public Resolution
No. 79, approved December 28, 1922, one who was in the military or naval
service of the United States during the Mexican border operations (regarded
as having begun May 9, 1916, and continued until the declaration of war with
Germany); or the late war, and who was honorably discharged after having
served at least 90 days during such period, or who served for such period
with the allied armies during the World War and was honorably discharged
and resumed citizenship- in: the United States, is entitled to a deduction from
the homestead residence requirements (three years) equal to the period of
service but not to exceed two years-±-that is, there must be shown residence
on the homestead for 'at- least one year even' though the military, or naval
service exceeded two years. If the soldier ,or sailor after having served for
at least 90 days was discharged because of disability incurred'in line of dutyor -regularly discharged- from the service Abut 'subsequently awarded compensation by the Government for wounds received or, disabilities incurred in the
line of duty, he may claim credit for the full period of his enlistment, subject
-to the requirement that residence on the homestead for at least one year must
be shown. In either case the credit is in lieu of the cultivation specified: by
law as well as residenie and if-the- period of service is such that residence
for but one year need be shown, no cultivation is required to. be shown for
that year. -A year's residence under the homestead laws consists of actual
residence for at least seven months and allowable absence of five months 'in
not more than two 'periods, Jnotice of leaving the: homestead,'and returning
thereto to be given to the proper district land officers. The final proof must

show that there is' a habitable house' on the land..
-Those citizens of the United States who, during the existence of
the war with Germany entered. the, military or naval service of- a
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country 'allied with this -country" in the World War and who, by'
taking the oath of allegiance to such foreign country -:prior to
April 6, 1917, expatriated themselves, must, before they may 4avail
'-themselves of:the- benefits of this resolution, resume their. American
citizenship by taking the oath of allegiance to 'thie'United States
.prescribed by .the:naturalization laws and regulations and file
evidence thereof in support of their::claims. Such oath may be taken
before 'any Gcourt of 'the United States or of any State authorized
by law to naturalize aliens or before any consul of the United
States. See act of May 9, 1918 (40 Stat., 542).
A citizen who entered such:service after April'6, 1917, "did not
expatriate himself, as the last proviso to section 2 of the act of
March ,19070 (34 'Stat.,'1228),provides:
"That no American citizen shail be allowed to expatriate himself when this
country is at war."
The service for which credit may be claimed under said resolution
must have continued for a period of at least 90 days during the
World War and the. claimant must show his qualifications to ,make
the: entry sought ini order to exercise the preference right of entry
conferred thereby and in addition thereto as a part of his application
or by an accompanying statement sworn to before an officer qualified
to verify homestead applications must show the date when his serv-

ice began, the country with which he served, the. nature and: length
of such. service, and that he was honorably separatedlor discharged
therefrom giving the date thereof. The original or. certified copy
of the discharge "or order of separation from such military or 'naval
service should be attached to the application to make entry or proof
thereon. If the claimant has lost his discharge or, i otherwise
unable to secure a copy thereof, hemust in: a verified statement
explain fully why. he can not furnish 'the same.
f:

Approved

: ::
;-

:

t<;

:;:

;f;

-; f.

:WILIADX SPRY,
:;Cdommi~ssioner.:: ;:

:E. VC. FiXxNx,
First Assistant Secretary.
OIL AND GAS PROSPECTING PERITS AND LEASES XEMRACING
LANDS IN EXECUTIVE-ORDER INDIAN RESERVATIONS.
INSTRlUcTIONS.
DEPARTMEENT OF TRE INTERIOR,
C., February5, 19933.
.Washington, 9D.

THE CoMMIissIoNR OF TB GENETtAL LAND OFFICE:
Before taking favorable action on applications for permits under::
the 'act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), to prospect uponlands
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--in Executive-order Indian reservations, you will:request the Commis-

sioner of, Indian Affairs to. advise. you whether any reason is known
:to exist why the application should not be granted.
In all permits which involve lands in said reservations the following paragraph should be inserted:
To not permit the use of any part of the land for the manpfacture, sale, gift,
or storage of any. distilled, fermented, or other process intoxicating liquors or
beverages, nor permit the introduction of any intoxicating liquors or beverages
into or upon the premises.

, And in all leases the following paragraph should. be inserted in
that portion which sets forth what the lessee agrees to. do:
-To not permit the use of any'.part of the leased premises for the manufacture, sale, gift, or storage of any' distilled, fermented, or other process intoxicating liquors or beverages, nor permit *the introduction of 'any Intoxicating
liquors or beverages into or upon the leased premises.

E. C. FINNEY,

First Assstant Secretary.
ASSESSMENT WORK UPON PLACER MINING CLAIMS-IN ALASKA.:
Instruotions, February 5, 1923.
MINING CLAIM-IMPROVEMIENTS-FORFEITtE--AIA5A-STATUTES.

The special act'of August 1, 1912, which made the requirements with respect
to annual assessment work up6n placer mining claims In Alaska more
stringent than theretofore, did not abridge .the self-executing forfeiture
penalty- imposed by the act of March 2, 1907,. for 'failure, to perform -the
required assessment work, and the: rule which prevailed under-the latteract.that an owner in default :can not-save'his claim by the resumption of
work prior to a relocation is applicable, regardless of whether the original
location was made after or before August 1, 1912.'
MINING CLAIM-IMPROVEMENTS-ALMSI(A-STATUTEs.

N

-

The general act of August 24, 1921, which amended section 2 of the act of
January 22, 1880, by changing the period for the performance of annual
assessment work from the calendar to the fiscal year, is applicable to placer
mining claims in Alaska, but it did not abrogate the requirements of the
act of August 1, 1912, as to -the annual work that must be performed
during the year of location.

T

'

First Assistant Seretary:.
You [Director of the Bureau of Mines] have referred to the Be-partment a letter from Mr. B. D. Stewart, supervising mining engineer, of Juneau, Alaska, and other papers, relating to the requirements of the statutes pertaining to annual assessment work on placer
claims in the District of Alaska, and have asked whether
X ; X mining'
the opinion of'the Attorney General shouldbe sought.
I do not deem it essential at this time to submit the matter to-te
Department of Justice for an opinion. No concrete-case is presented
FINNEY,
-

-
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and any opinion expressed would be advisory only. In general it
may be said that the question with respect to the due performance of
assessment work is one which involves the right of possession between litigating claimants in the courts having jurisdiction.
In substance the' questions submitted are whether the resumption
of work will protect a placer claim located under the Alaska placer
act of 1912, and whether the act of 1921 changed the. assessment
period for such placer claims.
The act of March 2, 1907 (34 Stat., 1243), amended the laws governing labor or improvements upon mining claims in Alaska and
expressly provided that upon failure of the owner of any claim to
comply with the provisions of the act as to the performance of work
and improvements "such claim shall become forfeited and open to
location by others as if no location of the same had ever been made."
Under that ldgislation the courts have held that an owner in default
can not save his claim by the resumption of work prior to a relocation, the statute being in effect self-executing with respect to the
forfeiture.
The mining laws were further modified and amended in their application to the Territory of Alaska as to placer claims by the act
of August 1, 1912 (37 Stat., 242). That act prescribed that on every
placer claim thereafter located in Alaska not less than $iO0 worth
of labor should be performed or improvements made "during each
year, including the year of location, for each and every twenty acres
or excess fraction thereof."
I have no doubt that the forfeiture provision of the act of 1907
continues and applies to those placer claims located after the act of
August 1, 1912, equally as well to those located prior thereto. There
is nothing in the* later act pointing to the contrary. It simply prescribes more stringent requirements with respect to annual work.
The act of August 24, 1921 (42 Stat., 186), is entitled:
An Act changing the period for doing annual assessment work on iunpatented mineral claims from the calendar year to the fiscal year beginning July
1 each year..

It is in form an 'amendment of section 2 of the act of January 22,
188'0 (21 Stat., 61), and provides:
That the period within which the work required to be done annually on all
unpatented mineral claims located since May 10, 1872, including such claims
in the Territory of Alaska, shall commence at 12 o'clock meridian on the 1st
day of July succeeding the date of location of such claim: Provided further,
That on all such valid existing claims the annual period ending December 81,
1921, shall continue to 12 o'clock meridian July 1, i922.

Certain suspension enactments excusing annual,work upon mining
claims in Alaska have applied to placer' as well as td other claims.
8751°-22-voL 49-28
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See the act of December 1, 1913 (38 Stat., 235); 'joint resolution of
February 28, 1919 (40' Stat., 1213); and joint resolution of November.
13, 1919 (41 Stat., 354). The last two of these covered the years
1917, 1918, and 1919.
The act of December 31, 1920 (41 Stat., 1084), extended the assessment period of 1920 to and including July 1, :1921, so that work
done upon any mining claim in the United States or Alaska on or
before July 1, 1921, was of the same effect as if performed within
the calendar year of 1920. Thereafter the act of 1921, supra, was
passed which changed the assessment period from the calendar. to
H
the fiscal year and specified that the period should commence at 12
o'clock meridian of July 1 succeeding the date of location. It also
extended the assessment period of 1921 to 12 o'clock noon, July 1,
1922.
This was a general act applying to all unpatented claims, including those in Alaska. The purpose and scope of the act is indicated
in its title as quoted above. By considering this act in connection
with the suspension laws and the special placer act of 1912, the. intent
of Congress 'can be clearly discerned and the provisions of each act
given due operation. The act of 1912 was special and detailed in
its requirements. It was designed to correct for the future certain
undesirable conditions existing in the Territory and applied to every
placer claim thereafter located in Alaska. Specifically it required
assessment work during each year, including the year of location.
The calendar year then constituted the assessment year. There was
no purpose or intent to repeal the requirement relating to assessment
work for the year of location.
It is my opinion that upon an Alaska placer claim located during
the year 1920, the requisite annual work completed on or before July
1, 1921, was effective to preserve the claim (act of December 31,
192,0); that upon such a claim located during the year 1921 and
during 1922, prior to noon of July 1, 1922, assessment work completed before 12 o'clock meridian, July 1, 1922, was fully effective,
and that as to Alaska placer claims located thereafter, first annual
work must be performed prior to noon of July 1 succeeding the date
of location (acts of 1912 and 1921). Thi's view of the law accords
with the purpose and spirit of the several acts and gives uniform
and harmonious operation to the different provisions of law.
The language of the act of 1921 to the effect that the 'assessment
period shall commence at 12 o'clock meridian on July 1 succeeding
the date of' location is not applicable in its literal form to Alaska
placers located since the passage of the act, for the reason that the'
special act of 1912 still controls and excepts such claims in that
respect from the general law just as it did from the act of 1880,
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which is now amended by said act of 1921. The special act of 1912
did not undertake to fix or define the assessment period;; that was
determined by the provisions of the act of 1880 as the calendar
year. The main purpose of the act of 1921 was to change the assessment period from the calendar to the fiscal year. The requirements of the special act of 1912 with respect to assessment wotk for
the year of location should not be deemed repealed or superseded by
the later act of 1921.
'Referring to the engineer's inquiries, I would state that in 'my
opinion an Alaska placer claim located pursuant to the act of August
1, 1912, becomes forfeited forf ailure to complete the required assessment work during the assessment period, in accordance with the
provisions of the act of March 2, 1907; that the resumption of work
will not protect or preserve such a location, and that the act of
August 24, 1921; changed the assessment period from the calendar
to the fiscal year beginning at 12 o'clock meridian, July 1, with
respect to Alaska placer claims upon which annual work for the
year of location must still be performed.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO AND HORACE W. FLORA.
Instructions, February 7, 1923.
MINERALLANDs-SALINE LAND-SuRFAcE RIGHTS-RESERVATION.
Entries, selections, or locations can not be allowed for lands valuable for
deposits of chloride of sodium, or salt, inasmuch as there is no provision
of law under which a reservation of such mineral to the United States may
be made.

*

FiSNY, FirstAssistant Secretary:
.
:
0I am in receipt of your [Commissioner of the General Land Office]
letter ("A "-GRW) of January 24, 1923; requesting instructions as
to the proper disposition of an indemnity selection (Santa Fe
045230) filed by the State of New Mexico, which is in conflict as to
two legal subdivisions with a prior application (Santa Fe 042499)
for a permit under section 23 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41
Stat., 437), to prospect for sodium, filed by Horace W. Flora.
The form of sodium which Flora desires to prospect for is apparently chloride of sodium, or salt, and as there is no provision
of :law under which entries, selections or locations can be allowed
for lands valuable for such deposits with a reservation of the mineral to the United States, it follows that the State selection must be
rejected to the extent of its conflict with- Flora's application, which

appears allowable.

.

v

All the papers forwarded with your letter are herewith returned.
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HOBART L. PIERSON ET AL.
Decided January 24,. 1923.
SCHOOL SELECTION-INDEMNITY-WITHDRAWAL-MINErIAL LANDS-OIL AND GAS
LANDS-BTJRDEN OF POAF-PATENT-SURFACE RIGHTS-VESTEb RIGHTS.
A vested right does not attach under an indemnity school selection until
all of the requirements of the law and the authoritative regulations there; under have been fulfilled, and where the land is withdrawn and included
within a petroleum reserve before such fulfillment, the selector must
either agree to accept a restricted patent as provided by the act of July
17, 1914, or assume the burden of proof and show that the land is in fact
nonmineral in character.
:SCHOOL SELECTION-INDEMNITY-RELATION-VESTED RIGHTS-WITHDRAWAL.
Where an indemnity school selection, imperfect when filed, is: perfected at
some subsequent time, the selector can not invoke the doctrine of relation
with the view to creating a complete equitable title as of the date of the
filing of the selection, and thereby defeat the operation of an intervening
withdrawal.
SCnOOL SELECTION-INDEMNITY-REINSTATEMENT-LAcHES-PATENT-SURFACE'
*
RIGHTS-ADVERSE CLAIM-IMPEOVEMENTS.
An indemnity school selection, canceled upon the neglect of the selector to
comply with the law and governing regulations, will not be reinstated on
the ground that at the time of its cancellation the selector was entitled to
receive at least a restricted patent, if, as the result of that neglect, another
was permitted to acquire an adverse claim and make substantial expenditures of time and money in placing valuable improvements upon the land.
COURT DECISIONS CITED AND DISTINGuISHED-DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED
AND APPL1KD.
Cases of Payne v. State of New Mexico (255 U. S., 367), and State of Wyoming v. United States (255 U. S., 489), cited and distinguished; cases of
Honey Lake Valley Company et al. (48 L. D., 192), and State of California,
Robinson, transferee (48 L. D., 384), cited and applied.

First Assistant Secretary:
May 31, 1907, the State of California filed indemnity school land
selection for the NE. i, Sec. 8, T. 29 S., R. 22 E., M. D. M., Visalia
' land district. This land was included in Petroleum Reserve No. 23
FINNEY,

* by Executive order of September 14, 1911. By Commissioner's letter of June 30, 1915, the local officers were directed in accordance
with paragraph 10 (b) of the (unpuhlished) circular of March 2,
1915,'issued under the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509), to advise.
the proper State officials that patent, if issued, will contain reservation to the United States of the oil and gas deposits under said act
unless there is filed in the local office an application for classification of the land as nonmineral) and that in the event said application
for classification is filed, and same is denied, a hearing will be
allowed, if applied for, at which the burden of proof will be upon

the State to show that the land is not valuable for oil and gas.

-D
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November 16, 1915, the application for classification of the land
as nonmineral filed by Hobart L. Pierson, as transferee of the State,
was denied. This decision was affirmed. by the, Department on
March 22, 1916. On July 26, 1916, the Commissioner directed the
local officers to notify the State and transferee that they would be
-allowed 30 days within which to file application to receive patent
with the reservation to the United States of the oil and gas deposits
contained in said land or to apply for a hearing at which the burden;
of proof will be upon the State and transferee to prove the nonmin*; r
eral character of the lalid and that in the event of failure to comply
with such requirements within 30 days or to appeal, the selection
will be canceled without .further notice.
Under date of September 8, 1916, the Commissioner in reply to a
communication from Pierson requesting adjudication of the selection
notified him that there did not appear with the record a certificate
of nonincumbrance of the base land and advised him that before
the selection could be finally adjudicated it would be necessary to
file same. Thereafter, on October 28, 1916, the State filed the required certificate.
* 0 By his letter of June 27, 1917, the Commissioner directed the
local officers to 'proceed with the hearing to determine the character
of the land. Pierson was duly served with notice but failed to
* appear at the hearing and default was entered against him. The
case was ordered closed by the register and Pierson was so advised
on July 20, 1918. The record was transmitted to the Commissioner
who, on March 7,' 1919, canceled the selection because of Pierson's
default, and the case was closed.
*
Thereafter, on March 25, 1919, Lewis 0. Dwight filed homestead
application for said land which was allowed the same day.
' On April 19, 1919, Pierson filed a proposed appeal from said
order of March 7, 1919, canceling the selection. Notice of the
appeal was not served upon the entryman' and it was not filed with
the local officers, and it was not transmitted by the Commissioner to
the Department. On April 29, 1919, the Commissioner reinstated
the selection.
Under date of April 19, 1922, the entryman, Dwight, addressed
a communication to the Commissioner stating that since the allowance of the entry he had constantly resided thereon and had made
* improvements thereupon to the value of $800 and that he desired
to submit final proof which he was entitled to do but before offering such proof he desired to know whether or not his entry would
*
be confirmed on. account of its conflict with the State selection. By
' decision dated May 26, 1922, the Commissioner held that his action
in reinstating the selection by order of April 29, 1919, was erroneous and vacated same, holding the selection for cancellation.
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Pierson has appealed from said decision.. It is contended by him
that his case comes clearly within the rule announced in Payne v.
State of New Mexico (255 U. S., 367); Wyoming v. United 'States
(255 U. S., 489), and related cases, wherein it is held in effectIthat
when such a selection has been duly made and completed in full
conformity with the law and the directions of the Secretary the
equitable title to the tract selected passes to the State and the rights
of the State can not be affected by a; subsequent attempt by the
Executive to reserve the tract, selected. It is contended and asserted that a proper county, recorder's certificate of nonincumbrance
*of the base land was filed in 1907, thereby completing the selection
:before any withdrawal of the selected land but that same was subsequently lost in the General Land Office and the second certificate
filed in 1916 was furnished by appellant immediately after being
notified of such loss.
It is contended that the Commissioner erred in not deciding that
if the selection was not perfect and complete when made-it became
perfected upon the filing of the nonincumbrance certificate in :1916
before the intervention of any adverse rights and by relation as of
the date of the filing of the selection.
In view of the contention and assertion first made, the records and
: files of the General Land Office have been carefully examined and
in order that claimant may labor under no misapprehension. as to
the record facts a resume of same. will be made.,
As stated a county recorder's certificate of nonsale and nonincumbrance of the base land was filed in support of the above selection on October 28, 1916. On that date a certificate dated October
:18, 1916, was received in the General Land Office together with a
letter from the deputy State surveyor general of the State of California of date October 23, 1916. This Visalia list was filed 'in the
local office and was allowed May 31, 1907. As base for the selection therein the State assigned the NW. -1, Sec. 16, T. 32 N., R. 12 W.,
M. D. M. Prior to that time and on April 12, 1906, the State filed
an indemnity school land selection (Visalia 466) assigning said N;W.
Sec. 16, as base, and on August 13, 1906, filed a county recorder's
certificate, dated July 27, 1906, in support of that selection.: The
selection, Visalia: 466, was canceled October 15 1906, reinstated
March 21, 1907, and. on July 15, 1907, it was ordered that the selection stand canceled as of date October 15, 1906. On December 24,
1906, the State filed an indemnity school land selection (Visalia;
522) and assigned as base in support thereof the SE. i, said Sec. 16,
T. 32 N., iR. 12 W. In support of this selection the State on March
:18, 1907, filed a county recorder's certificate dated February 2, 1907,
covering all of said Sec. 16. This selection received departmental
approval June 3, 1917.
.i,
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It is quite possible that appellant in the present case (Visalia
04741) had in mind one or both of the certificates filed in suppori
of the other selections named, which, however, involved separate
and distinct transactions for other selected lands and relate in no.
way to that being considered. Furthermore, county recorder's certificates dated Julyt 27, 1906, and February 2, 1907, can not be considered as proofs in support of a selection filed May 31, 1907, the
purpose of such a certificate being to show that, at the time of filing
the particular selection list, there was not of record in the county
recorder's office any instrument purporting -to .convey, or in any way
incumber the State's title in and to the base land offered by the
*State in exchange with the United States. It will thus be seen
that the State had not done all that was required prior to such
withdrawal under the rules and regulations then in force and the
case accordingly does not come within the purview of the cases
cited by reason-of the contention first advanced. See 35 L. D., 537.
The basis of fact upon which the decisions relied on rests is that*
a claimant must have done all that the law and regulations required
before an equitable title to the land becomes vested in him.
The remaining question to be considered is whether or not by
the filing of the nonincumbrance certificate in 1916 claimant thereby
completed the selection so as to bring his case within the rule relied on.
In determining such question the prior withdrawal and its effect
must be taken into consideration. The regulations issued under said
act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509), and in force when said certificate
was filed in 1916, provided for the issuance of a patent with a reservation or required the claimant to sustain the burden of showing
at a hearing, if one be ordered, that the land is in fact nonmineral.
See 44 L. D., 32.
A hearing was duly ordered in this case and claimant defaulted.
The gase was ordered closed by the register and Pierson was so
advised on July 20, 1918. He took no appeal and the selection was
thereafter on March 7, 1919, duly canceled by the Commissioner
under then existing practice and regulations. The land thereupon
became subject to the homestead application of Dwight. which was
duly allowed. Dwight has since that time lived upon the land, cultivated it, and made valuable improvements on it and is now in
position to submit final proof. In view of such a state of facts, it is
the opinion of the Department that claimant's case does not come
within the doctrine announced in the cases relied on by him by reason
of his failure to comply with the requirements of the Department.
He was required either to accept a restricted patent or to sustain
the burden of showing at the hearing the nonmineral character of
the land or in default thereof to, subject. himself to the penalty of

:
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cancellation. He did neither and his neglect was the immediate
and proximate cause of the allowance of the homestead entry of
Dwight. IHis failure to take any action must be considered and
treated as an abandonment of his claim, and he can not now be
heard to say that he was entitled to at least a restricted patent and
that the selection should not have been summarily canceled. It is
believed that the governing rule is correctly announced in the case
of Honey Lake Valley Company et al. (48 L. D., 192), wherein it
is held (syllabus)

*

The right initiated by the filing of a State indemnity school selection must
be treated as an abandoned right, and not one subject to reinstatement or
amendment, if, after cancellation of the selection for reason of some defect, the
State, through its laches by failure to avail itself of the privilege accorded by
the governing regulations, permitted an adverse claim to intervene, notwithstanding the fact that.by a subsequent opinion of the United: States Supreme
Court in a similar but separate and distinct case, it might have acquired an
equitable right or title under its original selection.

See also case of State of California, Robinson, transferee (48 L. D.,

384). ,
The decision appealed from is affirmed.
LEWIS v. DUNNING.
Decided February 10, 1925.
STOCK-RAISIsNG HOMESTEAD- PREFERENCE
*STATUTES.

RIGHT

-APPLICATION

-

RELATION-

The preference right accorded by section 8 of the stock-raising homestead act
to one asserting through the holding or ownership of contiguous land is
defeated by the preference right granted to a petitioner for the designation
of the land under section 2 of that act, where the former's application to
make original entry, although filed prior to the latter's petition, was not
and could not have been allowed until subsequently thereto.
DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS APPLIED-DEPAETMENTAL DECISION CITED AND
:

DISTINGUISHEED.

-:

Instructions of May 20, 1919 (47 L. D., 150), applied; case of Rippy v. Snowden (47 L. D., 321), cited and distinguished.

FiNNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
Forest N, Dunning has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated June 2, 1922, holding for cancellation his additional entry under the stock-raising homestead act.
It appears that on March 1, 1919, at the Miles City, Montana, land
office,, said Dunning made entry under section 2289, Revised Statutes,
for N. -N. 4, Sec. 10, T. 4 S., R. 45 E., M. M. On the sameday he
applied to make an additional entry under the stock-raising homestead act*for S. 1, Sec. 12, said township.

. f :

,

~

~

~~~~):
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Prior thereto, to wit, on August 20, 1918, Leroy C. Lewis applied
to make entry under the enlarged homestead act for N. i, said Sec. 12,
filing therewith a petition for the designation of the land. The tract
wvas designated under the enlarged homestead act on September 20,
1919, effective November 10, 1919. Lewis's application was allowed
on the latter date.
The N. i N. 4, Sec. 10, and S. , Sec. 12, were designated under the
stock-raising homestead act on June 30, 1920, effective July 30, 1920.
The N. 1, Sec. 12, was designated ulnder the stock-raising homestead
act on March 10, 921, effective March 28, 1921.
Dunning's application to make an additional entry for S. I, Sec.
12, was allowed March 3, 1921. 'The entry was held for cancellation on the ground that Lewis was entitled to a preference right
under section 8 of the stock-raising homestead act to mnake entry
for the tract under his application filed on December 20, 1919.
The stock-raising homestead act provides for two preference rights
of entry (1) under section 2, by the filing of an application-and
petition for designation, and (2) under section 8 through the holding or ownership of contiguous land. Dunning's claim to the tract
-l is under the provisions of section 2, while Lewis is asserting a claim
under section 8. Under date of May 20, 1919 (47 L. D., 150), the
Department considered the two preference rights, and held that* e * it was not the purpose of Congress to permit the right accorded to a
petitioner for the designation of land to be defeated by one who thereafter
!

D0

makes an original homestead entry of adjoining land. To so hold, would be to
invite entries, in advance of designation, over large areas for the purpose of
securing preference rights of additional entry, resulting in a defeat of the
claim under the application for designation. In instances where there is no
application for designation, the statute plainly gives the entryman a preference right, but this is because no other right exists of prior initiation. An
application for designation conforming to the statute creates a right of entry
upon designation of the land, and this is a preferential right in the same sense
as the right given by section 8. In the one case, when the designation Is made
the right relates in point of time to date of the application for designation;
in the other, to the date of the original entry. Under familiar rules of construction, the first in time is first in right.

*d

~While Lewis-s right to make entry for the N. 4, Sec. 12, related
back to the date of the filing of his application therefor-August 20,
1918-nio right to any other land, under that application, attached
until the application was allowed on November 10, -1919, section 4 of*
the stock-raising homestead act-the only section under which Lewis
could apply-limiting the right of additional entry to " any homestead entrynman of lands of the character herein described." In the
ineantime, Dunning had fully complied with the statute relative to
filing an application and petition for designation, and his right to
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make entry was superior to the claim of Lewis. The rule announcud
in Rippy v. Snowden (47 L. D., 321, syllabus).a homestead application filed, for land subject thereto, accompanied by the
required showing and payment, Las the segregative effect of an entry, and
when allowed all rights thereunder relate back to date the application was
filed

is pertinent only -to cases where, upon the face of the records, the
applicant is qualified, and the land subject to the particular entry
sought, and where the failure to have the entry allowed is due
solely to administrative delay. Where, as here, the application was
for undesignated land, necessitating an investigation by the Department and a determination of the character of the land upon a
record to be made up after the date of the application, that rule
does not apply.
The decision appealed from is accordingly reversed.
TASH v. YOCK.
Decided February 10, 1923.
SELECTION-Ocu~rPANcu-NOTIaE-SLAcnrs-AnVnBSn CLArm-CoiOn OF TrTnn:HOMFESTEA ENTRY.
\
A purchaser of as State selection who, after cancellation thereof with due
notice to him, continues in control and possession for a long period 'of
years without manifesting an intention of perfecting the claim into a legal
title is chargeable with lathes and does not acquire a right under a bona
fide claim or color of title superior to another who is permitted to make a
homestead entry and takes possession peaceably and unopposed.
COURT DECISION CITED AND DISTINGUISHED.
Case of Atherton v. Fowler (96 U. S., 513), cited and distinguished.
S

;

0

FINNEY,

*0

*

First Assistant Secretary:.

The contention in this case involves title to a parcel of land,
described as lot 1, Sec. 1, T. 19 S., R. 4 E., M. D. M., containing e37
acres, within the San Francisco land district, California, for which
August Yock made homestead entry 011942, March 4, 1918, under the
act of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat., 233).
The Commissioner of the General Land Office, by decision dated
July 12, 1922, held the entry intact and dismissed contest proceedings
instituted against same by A. M. Tash. The affidavit of contest
-filed March 15, 1920, charged in substance that contestant held from
the State of California certificate of school land indemnity purchase No. 4183, dated March 18, 1903, signed by the surveyor general
of the State of California for the-land in question; that he has never
surrendered said land or abandoned the same, or authorized contestee to enter upon and locate the land; that he expects to acquire
0

i/
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same under and by virtue of the papers and payments made to the
State of California, or by 'any other necessary proceedings.
Considering said affidavit the local officers, by decision of April 29,
1920, dismissed the contest upon the ground that the State selection
under which Tash claimed title had been canceled by the Commissioner's letter of January 8, 1907, after due notice to the State of
California, because the State failed to furnish a certificate of nonincumbrance of the' land 'assigned, and that it was too late to reopen
the case or to appear as an intervener.
Notwithstanding the dismissal of the contest by the local officers,
contestant served copy of the contest affidavit upon contestee, who
* thereupon filed answer alleging that subsequently to the cancellation
of the State's selection,' the land was open, vacant, and unappropriated for at. least ten years when he made entry thereof, and that
he has been living thereon and cultivating same since date of entry.'
Upon appeal, the actipon of the local officers was affirmed by the ComL missioner, and upon further appeal, the decision .of the Commissioner
was reversed by departmental decision dated June 6, 1921,. wherein
it was held that the contest affidavit was sufficient.: The, case was
accordingly remanded and a hearing ordered.
Upon the answer already filed, and pursuant to notice, a hearing
was duly held before the local officers October 26, 1921, when both
parties appeared with counsel and ' submitted testimony. Upon
consideration of the facts, the local officers rendered their joint decision recommending dismissal of the contest. Tash appealed from
said decision, and in the decision from which this appeal is prosecuted the Commissioner affirmed the action of the, local officers.
There is no material conflict as to the facts. It is shown, as
charged in the contest affidavit, that contestant Tash, applicant under
the canceled State selection, applied for the land in controversy in
1901 through the State of California, and that in 1902 there was
issued to him by the State a paid up certificate of purchase for same.
It is admitted that in 1907 he received due notice from the State
surveyor general that the State selection under which said certificate
of purchase was issued had been canceled. It is also, admitted that
until March, 1920, when 'he filed the contest affidavit in the case -now
under consideration, no steps -were taken by him to have his invalid
filing restored, except to consult with several attorneys.
lHe testified that the fence he erected did not define the boundaries
of the land in dispute but was built to include about 100 acres in the
field in addition to this specific tract; that in his application to the:
State he described the land as grazing, when in point of fact 30 acres
can be cultivated; that at the time Yock entered into possession of
same it was possible for him to do so without going over any in;closures or breaking down any fences to establish residence. It is
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shown that Tash used the land from 1901 to 1904, in connection with
other land he owned adjacent thereto for grazing purposes, and to a'
certain extent cultivated the same; that prior to 1901 he claimed the
land by virtue of a possessory right purchased a number of years
previous to that time; that in 1904 he moved to another place he
'owned some 25 miles distant, which -contains about 1,000 acres, where,
he has resided ever since. IHe does; not claim to have resided on the
land in dispute, but does claim adverse possession, and to have farmed
it for many years by inclosing part of it with a fence embracing,;as
stated, about 100 acres.
The records of the General Land Office show that plat of survey was
filed September 26, 1884; that entry of lot 2, S. i NE. i, NE. 1 SE. :,
said section, was made by A. M. Tash May 15, 1888, for which patent
issued February 26, 1891; that lot 1 of said section, the land in question, was selected by the State August 9, 1902, as stated, and the selection canceled by the Commissioner's letter of January 8, 1907, for
failure of the State to furnish a certificate of nonincumbrance 'of the
base land assigned; that the township was made a part of the Monterey forest reserve by proclamation .dated June 25, 1906, and was
again withdrawn for forest purposes by proclamation of January 9,
1908; that said lot was restored under the act of June 11, 1906, and
opened to entry again August 19, 1916, and that' entry thereof was
made by August Yock March 4, 1918.
It is shown that the entryman Yock, a divorced man with two
minor children living with him, upon being informed that the land
was vacant filed upon it and immediately proceeded to' improve and
cultivate thel land, and has lived there continuously since March, 1918.
It is'shown that he built a substantial house 12 by 24 feet, furnished
Same with all necessary housekeeping furniture, and that his total improvements are of the value of about $800; that his entry into possession- of the tract was unopposed, and that it is essentially farming
land, 22 acres having been cultivated the first year of his entry, 26
-acres the second, and all but one acre plowed the third year (1921).
The Department can not agree with the contention urged upon
appeal that long possession, coupled with purchase of a -State selection when the selection was canceled, of which action he received
due notice, would thereby segregate the tract involved from entry
'by'others. For a period of more than ten years, and until long after
the allowance of Yock's entry, Tash failed to take any steps toward,
perfecting title to the land.' By his failure forr so' long a time to
assert any right he is clearly chargeable with laches. The most that
can be said of his claim is that under' the purchase of the State's
selection he had the control and use of the land for a number ofyears, continuing in possession of same, but without bona fide inten-
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tion to perfect the claim into a legal title, although he may have
thought he would eventually acquire title by purchase of: a State inD :demnity selection.
In view of the laches shown, and Yock's entry and improvements,
there is no equity in the contention that he should now be dispossessed, and Tash be, given opportunity to obtain title through the
allowance of a State lieu selection, on the ground of long continued
occupancy. Furthermore, the element of superior. right under a
bona fide claim or color of title as a basis of title, is wanting, and.
the doctrine in Atherton v. Fowler (96 -U. S., 513), does not apply.
The decision appealed from is accordingly affirmed.

:AVURICE 31. ARMSTRONG.
Opinion, February' 18, 1923.

:

OIL AND GAS LANDs-PnoSPECTING PEraiT-LEAsE-AssiGNmENT.,
Where a permittee upon the discovery of oil or gas is awarded a five per
cent lease and a sliding scale lease under the act of February 25, 1920,
the drilling regulations set forth in subdivision (b) of section 2 of the
lease must be complied with as to both tracts, and if the lessee assigns
one of his leases the assignee becomes obligated to the same extent as the
original lessee..
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-LEAsE-ASSIGNMENT.
Where' a permittee upon the.discovery of oil or gas is awarded a five per
cent lease and a sliding scale lease and subsequently assigns one of his
leases, his failure to comply with the drilling regulations under the lease
retained by him does not impair the, rights of the sublessee under the
assigned lease.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PEEMir-LEAsE-ASSIGNMENT.
Where a permit is assigned prior to the discovery 'of oil or gas, the assignee
becomes subrogated to all of the rights of the original permittee, and obligations with respect to drilling under any lease or leases subsequently awarded
are assumed to the same extent as if discovery had been made prior to
the assignment.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-LEASE-ASSIGNMENT.
Where permit rights are assigned to several individuals as to separate tracts
and upon discovery of oil or gas a separate lease is awarded for each
specific tract, the assignees assume separate and distinct undertakings that
obligate them to comply with the drilling requirements with respect to

each tract.,
OIL AND GAS LANDs-LEASE-WAYVER-SECREITAY OF THE INTERIOR.
While the drilling requirements under an oil and gas lease can not be waived,
yet where the enforcement of the obligation to proceed to drilling appears
to the Secretary of the Interior to be inequitable in any particular case,
he may grant a suspension of the requirement
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FINNEY, First Assistanwt Secretary:

I have your [Attorneys for Maurice M. Armstrong] letter of
January 16, 1923, wherein you state that he holds permit 028599,
Cheyenne, Wyoming, series, for the S. j, Sec. 34, S. 1 and NE. i,
Sec. 35, and S. j and NE. j, Sec. 25, T. 25 N., R. 88 W., 6th P. M.
You quote from the lease form issued by the Department and in connection therewith you ask the following questions:
1. If the permittee upon the discovery of gas or oil, takes, in his own.
name, both the 5% lease and the sliding scale lease, are these instruments regarded as separate leases in the sense that the lessee: is obligated, within
three months of the delivery of the leases, to institute and continuously maintain drilling on the land covered by.each lease?
2. (a) If the lessee assigns one of his leases, must he drill on the land
covered by the lease he retains?
(b) Must the assignee drill on the land covered by the assigned lease?
3. (a) If the lessee assigns one of his leases, and thereafter is in default
in drilling on the land covered by the retained. lease, does his default im:pair any right of the assignee of the assigned lease?
(b) If the answer to (a) is yes, how, if at all, can the assignee (or sublessee) protect himself against such impairment?
4. If the permittee assigns his entire permit, and thereafter oil or gas is
discovered on the permitted tract, are the rights of the assignee (a) in the
5% land, and (b) in the sliding scale land, the same as would have been the
rights of the permittee if there had been no assignment?
5.If the permittee assigns to A his permit rights to one-quarter of the land
- (which he designates in the assignment as the 5% land) and assigns to B his
rights to the remainder of the permitted tract, and, upon the discovery of
oil or gas, A and B apply for leases, will it be necessary for both A and B to
covenant separately with the Government for continuous drilling?
6. If the permit rights to the 5% land are assigned to A and the permit
rights to the remainder of the tract are assigned separately to as many persons
as there are 40-acre tracts included therein must each of these persons, within
three months of the issuance of a lease or leases, drill a well?
7. Under what circumstances Will the Department: waive or suspend multiple drilling requirements in the Lost Soldier Field in Wyoming?

Your questions will be considered in their order:
1. Where the permittee upon the discovery of oil or gas takes in
his own name one lease for a part of the area under a 5% royalty
and another lease of the remainder of the area on a sliding scale
royalty, these leases are designated as A and B, respectively, and so
long as they remain in the name of the original permittee they may
for certain purposes be regarded as one obligation; but it is obvious
that the law does not intend that the lessee may, nor will the Department permit him to, confine his drilling to the land upon which
he is paying a 5% royalty, and defer drilling upon the remainder
of the land with respect to which, under the law and regulations,
he is required to pay the higher royalty. Tn such cases the lessee
will also be required to comply with the drilling regulations as to

'
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both'tracts, as provided in paragraph (b), section 2 of the lease, viz:
to not only drill wells to offset.wells on adjoining privately owned
but to also promptly drill wells /on the 'said higher royaltyX
X - :- lands,
lands to offset wells drilled by him on his 5% area. The practice of
the Department in regarding such leases as a single undertaking for
certain purposes is merely for the convenience of the lessee. and the
Department, and is not designed to relieve the lessee of the necessity
of complying with his obligations as to drilling with respect to
either the 5% or the higher royalty portion of the area:
2. (a) If the lessee assigns one of his leases the lessee must nevertheless comply with his obligation taken under the other lease.
(6) The'assignee in takinganassignment becomes obligated in tlie
same manner as the original lessee and he must necessarily comply
with his obligations.
3. ;(a) If the lessee assigns one of his leases and thereafter is in
default in drilling on the land covered by the retained lease, this fact
does not impair the rights of the assignee of the assigned lease which
has been approved by the Department.
4. If the permittee assigns his entire permit to any one person,
company or association of persons, and thereafter oil or gas is discovered on the lands the assignee will have the same rights that the
original permittee would have had if the discovery had been madeby him.
5. If a permittee assign to one person his permit rights with respect
to one-quarter of the area included'in his permit, and intended to
represent 5% land, and assign to another person the remainder of the
permitted tract, it will be necessary, upon the discovery of oil or
*0 .
gas upon the permitted tract, for each of the assignees seeking a
: ' lease, to covenant separately and individually with the Government
for drilling upon the area included in his assignment, as leases
- ' which might be issued to such assignees would represent separate
*and distinct undertakings.
6. Where the permit rights are assigned to specific tracts covered
by a permit to several individuals, each person acquiring a separate
tract, it must necessarily follow that upon discovery -and the issuance
of leases a separate. lease will issue to each individual and each individual will be obligated to the Government as to that particular
tract, hence it'follows that each individual in complying with the'
terms of the lease must proceed to the drilling operations covered
by his lease.
7. There are no particular circumstances that can be advanced to
justify the waiving of the obligation to proceed to drilling in such
instances but where the enforcement of this rule would appear to be
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inequitable upon a showing to this effect the GoveAnment will give
each particular case. its individual attention and if the particular
*facts justify suspension of the requirement, such action will be taken.

MALHEUR NATIONAL FOREST, OREGON-EXCHANGE OF LANDS
AND TIMBER-ACT OF MARCH 8, 1922.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 873.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFIcE,

Washington, D. C., Febrary 17, 1923.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNSD STATES LAND OFFICES IN OREGON:

Your attention is called to an act of Congress, approved March 8,
1922 (42 Stat., 416), entitled "An act authorizing the exchange of.
lands within the exterior boundaries of the Malheur National Forest,
in the State of Oregon, and for other purposes," which is as follows:
That the Secretary of the Interior be,; and hereby is, authorized in his discretion to accept, on behalf of the United States, title to any lands in private
ownership. within the exterior boundaries of the Malheur National Forest
which, in the opinion of the Secretary of Agriculture, are chiefly valuable
for national forest purposes, and, in exchange therefor, may issue patent for
an equal value of national forest land in the State of Oregon; or the Secretary
-of Agriculture may permit the grantor to cut and remove an equal value of
timber from any national forest in the State of Oregon, the values in each
instance to be determined by the Secretary of Agriculture and be acceptable
to the owner as fair compensation. Timber given in such exchanges shall be
cut and removed under the direction and supervision and in accordance with
Lands conveyed to. the
the requirements of the Secretary of Agriculture.
United States under this Act shall, upon acceptance of title, become part of the
Malheur National Forest.

This act is one of a number of acts passed by Congress, providing
for exchanges of lands in national forests. Special regulations gov-.
erning each of such acts have not been prepared, but procedure under
all is intended to be in accordance with the instructions of Circular
No. 863, approved October 28, 1922 (49 L. D., 365), entitled " Consolidation of National Forests," which defined the procedure in
detail and which is sufficiently comprehensive to afford ample guidance in proceeding under any of such acts.
''Therefore, in considering applications for exchanges under this.
act, you are directed to be governed by the instructions given tin
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said Circular No.1 863, with such modifications as may be necessary
and proper to make applicable to this act.
WILLIAN SPrRY,
Commnissioner. ;
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

X

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, ROBINSON, TRANSFEREE.
Decided February 20, 1923.
SELECTION-INDEMITITY-OIL
AND GAS LANDS-WITHDRAWAIL-BURDDEN
:OF
:X
PREOOF.
:
XD .
0
The Government is not required to. establish; the mineral character of land
as of the date of the filing of a State selection, if the selection was in'complete when filed; and the inclusion of the land within a petroleum
reserve prior to its completion casts the burden of proof as to its nonmineral character on the State and its transferee.
COURT DECISIONS DIsTILNGuisHED-DEPARTMENTAL
DECISION CITED AND ADHERED TO.

Cases of Payne v. State of New Mexico, (255 U. S., 367), and State of
Wyoming v. United States (255 U. S., 489), cited and distinguished,; case
of State of California, Robinson, transferee (48 L. D., 384 and 387), cited
and adhered to.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

/

Wilbur S. Robinson, transferee, has appealed from a decision
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated August 18,
1922, denying his application for the recertification,

without the

reservation of the oil and .gas, of the. NE. j, 'Sec. 28, T. 28 5., R.
27 E., M. ID. M., Visalia, California, land district, certified to the
State of California on March 3,'1920, under its indemnity selection
list, filed November 15, 1907.
* When filed, the selection assigned as base the NE. l, Sec. 16, T.
18' S., R. 12 3E., M. D. M., then within the limits of the Monterey
National Forest.
The selected tract having been withdrawn and- included in
Petroleum Reserve No.- 18 by Executive order of January 26, 1911,
the Commissioner of the General Land Office, under date of July 13,
1915, held that if patent issued it would contain the provisions and
reservations of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509), as to oil
and gas, unless the State of California applied for the classification
of the selected land as nonmineral. A petition for the. classification
of the land as 'nonmineral was filed by the State's transferee, which
8
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was denied by the Commissioner of the General Land Office on
November 29, 1915, on the basis of a report by the Director of the
Geological Survey. On appeal, the Department, by decision of
May 12, 1916, affirmed the Commissioner's decision.
The base land having been eliminated from the national forest
by Executive order of September 5, 1916, the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, by decision dated September 29, 1916, held the
selection for cancellation because not supported by valid base. The
transferee appealed, and by decision of January 30, 1917, the Department affirmed the decision below.
On August 17, 1917, the State substituted the NE. i, Sec. 36, T. 37
N., R. 8 E., M. D. M., within the boundaries of the Modoc National
Forest, as base for the selection.
In the meantime, the State's transferee had applied for a hearing
to afford him an opportunity to introduce evidence tending to prove
the nonmineral character of the land. A hearing was had on June
17, 1918, before the local officers, who by a decision of June 28, 1918,
held the'land to be mineral in character, and recommended that the.
patent to be issued under the selection contain the provisions and
reservations of the act of July 17, 1914, supra, as to oil and gas. No
appeal from said decision was filed by, the State or its transferee,
and on November 9, 1918, the Commissioner of the General Land
Office affirmed the decision of the local officers.
On December 4, 1918, there was filed in the local office by the State
surveyor general' on behalf of the State of California and of its
transferee, a waiver of all mineral rights in and to the land,X and a
consent that the selection be approved subject to the provisions and
reservations of the act of July 17, 1914, supra, as to oil and gas.
The petition for the issuance of an unrestricted patent was filed
August 13, 1921. Prior thereto the State's 'transferee had applied
for a permit under section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41
Stat., 437), to prospect for oil and gas upon the land. T-he permit
was granted February 16, 1922.
It appears from the record that the selection was not completed
until February 23, 1916, when there was filed a certificate by the
county recorder that the tract originally assigned as base was not
E

incumbered.
Except as to the requirement that the State substitute new base, all
the questions involved are identical with those discussed by the Department in State of California, Robinson, transferee (48 L. D., 384),
involving a tract of land in the same. township, which decision was
adhered to, on rehearing (48 L. D.,- 387). A second motion for rehearing was denied by decision of January 27, 1923, unreported
TThe transferee was not injured by the requirement of the Department that the State assign new base. While under the decision of
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the Supreme Court of the United States in Payne v. State. of New
Mexico (255'' U. S., 367), the elimination of the base land from the
national forest did not warrant the cancellation of the selection, the
fact that the: selection was incomplete, and: remained so until long
after it had been withdrawn as valuable for oil and gas and included
in a petroleum reserve, demanded that the Department proceed in
accordance with the provisions of the act of July 17, 1914,,suzpra.
Appellant cites the decision of the Supreme Court: of the United
States in:State of Wyoming et aZl. v. United States (255 U. S., 489).
The court there held, in substance, that a vested right attaches under
a State selection as soon as the selector has done everything required
.

:

*

-.

preliminary to the passing of title, and that the character of the
land must be determined, where it becomes an issue, as of the date of
completion of the selection. Inasmuch as the selection was not complete when filed, it was not incumbent on the Government to establish
the mineral character of the land as of November 15,. 1907. Because
of the creation of the petroleum reserve prior to the completion of
the selection, the. burden of proof as to the nonnineral character of
the land fell on the State and its transferee, and they failed- to produce any evidence to overcome the conclusion which was warranted
by the presence of producing oil wells in the township.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.
EXCHANGE OF SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD COXPANY LANDS
IN MOHAVE COUNTY, ARIZONA-ACT OF AUGUST 24, 1922.
INSTRUCTIONS.

XDEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
;Warhington,D. C., February 920, 1923.;
THE COMMISSIONER OF THE GiNERAL LAND OFFICE:

The act of Congress approved August 24, 1922 (42 Stat., 829);
provides:
i
'
That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he: is hereby, authorized and
empowered, in his discretion, to accept a relinquishment from the owners of
the odd-numbered sections of land falling within townships sixteen, sixteen and
one-half, and seventeen north of range thirteen west, Arizona, and permit said
owners to select and receive in exchange therefor patents of an equal area of
vacant surveyed, nonmineral, nontimbered public land of the United States in
the County of Mohave, State of Arizona.
According to the report (No. 722, Sixty-seventh Congress, second
:Session) of the Committee on Public Lands, House of .Representatives, which report was adopted by the Senate Committee: on Public
Lands and Surveys (Report No. 801), the object of the bill was to
'afford relief to those, persons who had settled on'land in the oddnumbered sections of land in the townships described, which land,
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unless mineral in character, inured to the Santa Fe Pacific Railroad
Company (successor to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad' Company)
under its grant by the act of July 27, 1866 (14 Stat., 292), upon the
filing of the map of definite location of the line of road on March
12, 1872.
* Under the discretion vested: in the Secretary of the Interior by
said act, the Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Company will be allowed six
months from the date hereof within which to relinquish to the United
States the lands inuring to it in the townships described. Such
relinquishment should be made in accordance with the regulationsgoverning relinquishments under the exchange provisions of the act
of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11, 36). Upon the acceptance'of the relinquishment, which should be accompanied by. a satisfactory abstract
of title of the relinquished land, the said 'railroad company will
become entitled to select, within ten years from the date hereof, an
equal area of vacant surveyed, nonmineral, nontimbered public land
in Mohave County,. Arizona.
Selections filed under the provisions of the 'act will be governed,
as to posting and publication of notice, by the regulations governing
selections under the act of June 4, 1897, supra. The fees to be paid
will be, at the rate of $2 for each 160 acres or fraction thereof ineluded in the selection.
As selections are perfected you will, if all be found regular, submit
themrto the Department for approval.
E. C... FiNNEy,
FirstAssistant Secretary.
ETOILE P. HATCHER AND W. M.'PALMER ET AL. (ON PETITION).
Decided February 23. 1923.
SuRvEY-LAKE-FRAUn-PUBLic

LANDS-ESTOPPEL.

.

In applying the well. established principle that where substantial.areas of
public lands are omitted byreason of fraud or gross error in the original
survey, the Government is not estopped from surveying the omitted areas
:for disposal under the public land laws, it is impracticable to fix any
general rule; even an arbitrary one, based upon acreage or measure of depth
that may be regarded as the minimum of which cognizance of error will
be taken.
SURVEY-INDIAN
RIGHTS.

LANDS-RESERVATION-LAKE-N~AVIGABLE

WATERS-RIPARIAN

Sovereign rights have never been recognized by: the United States as being
vested in the Indian tribes, and the fact that lands were within an Indian
reservation at, the date of the; admission of a State into the Union does
not prevent the title to the beds' of the navigable 0waters within the
boundaries of the reservation from vesting in the' States by virtue of its
sovereignty.
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SURVEY-LAxE-RIPABIAN

RIGHTS.-ACCRETIONS

AND

RELICTIONS -

WATER

RIGHT-LOUISIANA.

The question as to how far the title of a riparian owner extends is one to be
determined by State law, and in Louisiana while the State has by legislation granted to owners of adjoining lands, accretions, and relictions found
and added imperceptibly on the edge of rivers or running waters, yet thel
State has not, with the exceptions mentioned, resigned to riparian pro-

prietors the rights inuring to it as. a sovereign power.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
October 28, 1922, the Department approved the recommendation
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office for survey of certain islands in Cross Lake, Louisiana, and also certain areas about
the margin of said lake which were omitted from- the original
' survey.
January 27, 1923, petition was filed in behalf of Mrs. Etoile P.
Hatcher and Mrs. W.'.M. Palmer. for the exercise of the supervisory
authority of the Department' to reconsider and, vacate its former
action.
It is represented that Mrs. Hatcher owns lands in Secs. 1 and 12,
T. 17 N., R. 15WW., and- also in the adjoining Sees. 6 and 7, T. 17
N.., R. 14 -W., in. which there is an additional area covered by the

-

order for survey; also that Mrs. Palmer owns lands in

*'-0

-

Sec. 34,

T. 18 N., R. 15 W., to which there is a proposed addition under the
contemplated survey. It is claimed in behalf of these owners of
' surveyed-lands that the alleged unsurveyed areas are not properly
subject to survey as public lands of. the United States when considered 'in the light of the recent decision of the Supreme Court of
the United States rendered January 22, 1923, in the case of the
United States v. Loucks et at. (43 Sup.. 'Ct.:Rep., 236), involving
lands on the border of Ferry Lake in the near vicinity of the lands;:;;here in question.
It is a well established principle that where substantial areas are

omitted by reason of fraud or gross error in the original survey the
Government is not precluded from 'surveying the -omitted areas for
disposal under the public land laws.' The difficulty encountered in
this class of cases is to determine whether the principle is applicable
to the situation involved in' the particular- case considered.
In Security Land & Exploration (Co. v. Burns (193 U. S., 167, 183),
the court used the following language:
As is said in the trial court in this case, there must be some limit to the
length courts will go in search of the water delineated on a plat of survey, with

a meander line shown thereon. If the water were ten miles away, it is certain
that a claim to be bounded thereon would not for one moment he.admitted. 'A
- distance of half a mile, enough to plainly show the gross error of the survey,
together with other facts adverted to herein, are, sufficient to justify a refusal
to apply the general rule that a meander line is not usually one of boundary.
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It seems impracticable to 'stablish any general rule, even an arbitrary one, based upon a certain acreage or measure of depth that
would be regarded as the minimum of which the Government would
take cognizance for purpose of survey and disposal. One of the
added areas in the Loucks decision constituted a compact body of
97.64 acres. -It was in the shape of a crescent about 4000 feet in
length with an extreme width of about 1200 feet. Yet, considering
the topography of the land, cut by ravines, and the difficulties
surrounding the work of the surveyor, the small value of -the land
at time of the original survey, etc, the court held that failure of the
surveyor to follow the shore of the lake more closely was not unreasonable, and that the lake rather: than the old meander 'line was
the' boundary of the land 'originally surveyed, and that the disposal
of the surveyed land by the Government carried title to the socalled omitted area.
The said descision established no new principle' and the most that
can be said of it is that it appears to have applied the established
rule with some liberality to the claimants under patent. A smaller
omitted area was involved in Producers Oil Company v. Hanzen
(238 U. S., 325), wherein' the disPuted area was described' as--1,636.8 feet long and contiguous fast ground, amounting altogether to about
forty acres (87 according to defendants' estimate), upon which 'is much large
growing timber. including cypress, hickory, gum and oak-one oak 4d60 feet
beyond the traverse lines being 14 feet in circumference. This is the land in
dispute.
The court held that title to the omitted area did not pass with the
disposal of the adjacent surveyed lot, but that the meander -line of
the lot was its boundary. Numerous decisions were cited to show
the principle of law applicable, and in that connection it was said
(page 339):
A review and analysis of these cases would be tedious and unprofitable;
thorough acquaintance with the varying and controlling facts is essential to
a fair understanding of them. They unquestionably support the familiar
rule relied on by, counsel for the Oil Company that in general meanders are not
to be treated as boundaries and when the United States conveys a tract of
land by patent referring to an official plat which shows the same bordering
on a navigable river the purchaser takes title up to the water line. But
they no less certainly establish the principle that facts and circumstances may
be examined and if they affirmatively disclose an intention to limit the grant to
actual traverse lines these must be treated as definite boundaries. It does
not necessarily follow from the presence of meanders that a fractional section borders a body of water and that a patent thereto confers riparian rights.

0Reference may also be made to the recent decision by the Supreme
Court dated January 2, 1923, in the Jeems Bayou Fishing and'Hunting Club case '(43 Sup. Ct. Rep., 205). 'That case involved an
omitted area having a depth from a few hundred feet to three-fourths
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It was said

The defendants rely upon:the rule that where lands are patented according
to an official plat of survey, showing meander lines along or near the margin
of a body of water, the plat is to be treated as a part of the conveyance and
the water itself constitutes the boundary. The rule is familiar and has received
the approval of this Court many times. Producers Oil Company v. Hanzen,
238 U. S. 325, 338, and cases cited. But it is not absolute, as this Court has
also frequently decided. It will not be applied where, as here, the facts
conclusively show that no body of water existed or exists at or near the place'
indicated on the plat or where, as here, there never was in fact, an attempt
to survey the land in controversy.

The tracts refered to in this petition are considerably larger than
that involved in the Loucks case. One of the tracts here contains
at least 160 acres and the other perhaps more than 200 acres, and
the report of the examiner who made close inspection. of the ground
,indicates that gross error was made in the original survey in the
purported meander of the lake, and that an aggregate area of about
2,500 acres was omitted from the survey, about the margin of the
lake in the portion reported on: It is mainly upland in character
and has been cultivated and improved for many years.
The Department sees no sufficient reason to vacate its' former

action and the petition is accordingly denied.'
Another petition addressed to. the supervisory power of the
Department has been filed by counsel ;for certain alleged settlers
and applicants for survey, in respect to a different phase of the case.:
By its former action of October 28', 1922, the Department rejected
applications for survey of certain small 'areas on the: margin of the
lake and also the areas applied for in the bed or former bed of the
lake. Some complaint is made with respect to elimination of said
small marginal areas from the, proposed survey, but the argument
is mainly devoted to the contention 'that the bed areas belong to
the United States and not to the State, as was held in the former
decision.

The Department found that Cross .Lake washa navigable body of
water in 1812 when the State of Louisiana was 'admitted into the
Union and that under the well Iknown doctrine the title to the land
forming the bed of the lake passed 'to the State by 'virtue of its
sovereignty. In opposing this view the petition advances the novel
proposition that this vicinity was' Indian territory owned by the

Caddo Indians at the time of the admission of the State and that
the title to. the bed as well, as the shores of the lake was in the
Indians; that they had full sovereign power over the' same, could
:eject other tribes and make grants to individuals, and that all accretions of the streams and lakes in.that region belonged to them;
that said area did not become part of the public domain*until after
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confirmation of the treaty of July 1, 1835, between the United States

and the Caddos (7 Stat., 470).

And following this line of argument

it is suggested that before the date-of the said treaty of cession by
the Indians, the waters of the lake had receded so as to leave bare
some of the former bed, and that this inured to the Indians and was
in turn ceded to the United States,' so that the State's claim of title
by sovereignty, had no chance to attach.
This contention is as untenable in law as it is unsupported by fact.
Its fallacy is apparent when it iS considered that the right of sovereignty over the area in questi-n was acquired by the United States
from France in 1803 by the treaty known as the Louisiana Purchase, and that the Indians in this country have never been recognized as having sovereign rights. Their interest in the soil was
meirelythat of possession. The fee vested in the respective European governments by virtue of discovery and conquest and inured
to the Government of the United States or the separate States.
This subject was very learnedly and exhaustively discussed by Chief
Justice Marshall in the case of Johnson and Graham's Lessee v.
McIntosh (8 Wheat., 543), from which the following excerpts are
taken (pages 573, et seq.)
relations which were to exist between the discoverer and
*Those
e -@
*
the natives, were to be regulated by themselves. The rights thus acquired
.being exclusive, no other power could interpose between them.
In the establishment of these relations, the rights of the originaL inhabitants
were, in no instance, entirely disregarded; but were necessarily, to a considerable extent, impaired. They were admitted to be the rightful occupants of
the soil, with a legal as well as just claim to retain possession of it, and to
use; it according to their own discretion; but their rights to complete sovereignty, as independent nations, were necessarily diminished, and their power to
dispose of the soil at their own will, to whomsoever they pleased, was denied
by the original fundamental principle, that discovery gave exclusive title to
those who made it. While the different nations of Europe respected the right
of the natives, as occupants, they asserted the ultimate dominion to be in
themselves; and claimed and exercised, as a consequence of this ultimate dominion, a power to grant the soil, while yet in possession of the natives. These
grants have been understood by all, to convey a title to the grantees, subject
only to the Indian right of occupancy.
-'The history of America, from its discovery to the present day, proves, we
think, the universal recognition of these principles. Spain did not rest her
title solely on the grant of the Pope. Her discussions' respecting boundary,
with France, with Great Britain, and with the United States, all show that she
placed it on the rights given by discovery. Portugal sustained her claim to
the Brazils by the same title. France also founded her title to the vast
territories she claimed in America, on discovery. However conciliatory her
conduct to the natives may have been, she still asserted her right of dominion
over a great extent of country not actually settled by Frenchmen, and her
exclusive right to acquire and dispose of tlhe soil which remained in the occupation of Indians. Her monarch claimed all Canada and Acadie, as colonies
of France, at a time when the French population was very inconsiderable,
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and the Indians occupied almost the whole country. He also claimed Louisiana,
comprehending the immense territories watered by the Mississippi, and the
rivers which empty into it, by the title of discovery. * * *
*

*

*:

*

*

*

The ceded territory was occupied by numerous and warlike tribes
of Indians; but the exclusive right of the United States to extinguish their
title; and to grant the soil, has never, we believe, been doubted.
0

*
*

*

*

*

*

: *

:

4.

*:

*

power now possessed by the government of the United States
to'grant lands, resided, while we werecolonies, in the crown, or its grantees.
The validity of the titles given by either has never been questioned in our
courts. It has been exercised unifformly over territory in possession of the
Indians. The existence of this power Smust negative the existence of any. right
which may conflict with and control it. An absolute title to lands can not exist,
at'the same time, in different persons, or in different governments. An absolute must be an exclusive title,, or at least a title which excludes all others
not compatible with it. All our institutions recognize the absolute title of the
crown, subject only to the Indian right of occupancy, and recognize the' absolute
title of the crown to extinguish that right. This is incompatible with an absolute and complete title in the Indians.
*

* T * :The

The fact of the navigability of Cross Lake at the time of the admission of the State into the Union, at the time of the said Indian
treaty, and, at the time of the survey of the lands in 1837-38 is
well authenticated. This is one .of a series of lakes, including Ferry
Lake, in western Louisiana near the 'Texas border formed probably,
some time in the eighteenth century, .not later than 1780, as result
of obstruction of the channel of Red River by an accumulation of
drift wood and debris known as the great raft. This was a feature
of much historic and scientific interest. Its results have .been
brought to the attention of the Department in various ways during
the last 25 or 30 years.
in response to aIn 1896 the Department reported to.
Senate resolution (Senate Document 101, 54th Congress, 1st session),
in respect to: lands constituting the beds of Cross Lake, Soda Lake,
Clear Lake, and Ferry Iake, wherein it was said:
.Congress

As to the unsurveyed portion of the lands forming the beds of said lakes
the same is not, under existing regulations and judicial decisions relative to
lands of this class, now regarded as subject to survey and disposal .by the
United States.

Some years ago title to the bed of Ferry Lake was questioned,
and the subject was considered by the Attorney General in his opinion of September 11, 1916, wherein it was found and held that
Ferry Lake was a navigable body of water at the time of the admission of the State and that the State was entitled to the bed of the
lake by virtue of its sovereignty, including the shallow parts not
navigable in fact; that, however, if the shallow portions be regarded
as severable from the navigable channels (which in his judgment
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was not permissible) the former would at least be classed as overflowed lands at the date of the swamp land grant and the State could claim under that grant if its claim under its sovereign rights be
denied.
The examiner reported that the conditions of Cross Lake are quite
similar to those of Ferry Lake, and that Cross Lake was navigable
at the time of the admission of the State into the Union and did not
commence to recede perceptibly until about 1850, and that it had
receded six or eight feet by 1860.4
The early decision in the case of Pollard 'v. Hagan (3 How., 212),
is' the foundation of the doctrine that States upon admission to the
Union become entitled to the soil under the navigable waters within
Thelimits of the State, not; previously granted. Since then that has
been the established rule and has been uniformly followed in similar
eases. This subject was considered at' great length by Justice Grays
in the case of Shively v. Bowlby (152 U.. S., 1), with special reference
to the rights of riparian owners in the soil below high water mark of
navigable waters.; The view was adhered to that such rights were
to be determined by the laws of the respective States, and a review
was made of the law of a number of States on the question showing
lack of uniformity as to the rights recognized in riparian proprietors.
-Some States recognize the right of riparian owners to such lands
beneath adjacent waters, and as was said by Mr. Justice Bradley in
Barney <r. Keokuk (94 U. S., 324):
If they choose to resign to the riparian proprietor rights which properly belong to them in their sovereign capacity, it is not for others to raise objections.

Again, in the case of McGilvra v. Ross (215 U. S., 70), it was held
that each State has full jurisdiction over lands within its borders
including the beds of streams and other waters, subject to the rights
granted by the constitution to the United' States, and that this principle is so well established that it is no longer open to discussion, and
that anyone attempting to raise it does not present a Federal questin.
so as to give jurisdiction to a Federal court.
The attitude of the State of Louisiana in respect to lands which
thus inured to it by virtue of its admission into the Union and which
have since been uncovered by reliction of the waters is sufficiently
shown in' a comparatively recent case (Slattery v. Arkansas Natural'
Gas Company, 70 So., 806), involving lands in the former bed of
Soda (or Sodor) Lake, one of the lakes in this same region and affected by conditions similar to Cross Lake. In that case the Supreine Court of Louisiana held that-while the State had by legislation granted to owners of adjoining lands acretions -and derelictions
formed and added imperceptibly on the edge of rivers or running
waters, yet these provisions have no application to the condition
there considered, and, that the State had not, with the exceptions
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mentioned, resigned to riparian proprietors the rights inuring to it
as a soverign power.
The question as to how far'the title of a riparian owner extends,
being one of State law, is best and-authoritatively determined by
decisions of its highest court. St. Louis v. Rutz (138 U. S., 226);
Packer v.Bird (137 U. S., 661).
In view of the law and the facts in the instant case, the Department must adhere to its prior ruling that the bed of Cross. Lake is
not subject to survey and disposal as public land of the United
States. - In respect to the small marginal areas omitted from the
order for survey;, it can only be said that the Department exercised
its best judgment and discretion in view of the facts shown as to the
tracts reasonably subject to claim by the Government, and no reason
is now apparent for modification of that order.
Accordingly the petition of the applicants for survey is likewise
denied.

-REFUNDING PREPAID RENTALS ON OIL AND GAS LANDS-RULE
4, CIRCULAR NO. 795, MODIFIED.
:

:

0

~~~INSTRUTIONS.

..

.iS

:

.

[Circular No.: 874.1:
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFIcES

Washington, D. C., February94, 1923.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNnrm STATES:S LAND OFFICES:

For the convenience of lessees of oil and gas lands and to avoid
the confusion resulting from the present practice of deducting from
royalty paid in kind such quantity thereof as will equal in value the
cash rental paid in advance, Rule 4 of Circular No.' 795, approved
December 8, 1921 (48 L. D., 340), is hereby modified to read as
follows':
4. If the royalty is to be paid in kind only, the lessee shall deduct from the
first 'accrued royalty product such quantity thereof as will, at the approved
selling -price on the date of deduction, equal in value the cash rental paid for
that'year: Provided, however, That by consent of the lessee the amount of
annual rental. paid in any one year may, in lieu of being refunded -in oil, continue to be held, by the government as a deposit through succeeding years subject to correction if the acreage of the lease shall change or to refund of any
amount due when the lease shall term-inate.
WmIIAM. SPRY,

Approved:
E. C. FINNTEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

Corissioner.
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Decided February 27 1928.:
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-VESTED RIOETS-RAILROAD LAND-SELECTION-INDEMNITY
WITHIDRAWAL-IL0
AND GAS LANDS-FINAL RECEIPT-PATENT-STATUTES.
A withdrawal under the act of June 25, 1910, does not stop the running of the
two-year period fixed by the proviso to section 7 of the act of March 3,
1891, aand a homestead; entry within the limits of such a withdrawal is
confirmed by that act if the institution of adverse proceedings is not comm
nenced within two years from the date of the issuance of the receiver's
receipt upon the final entry.
COURT DEcISIoN CITED AND APPtIED-DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS VACATED.

Case of Stockley ei atl.'..United States (43 Sup. Ct. Rep., 186; - U. S.,C
cited and applied; instructions of April 25, 1914 (43 L. D., 294), vacated.
FINNEY, First Ass-istant Secretary:

At the Billings, Montana, land office on April 29, 1912, Benjamin
F. Kohal made entry under section 2289, Revised Statutes, for
S. i SW. I, Sec. 2, and NW. i NW. 4, Sec. 11, T. 7 S., R. 21 E.,
M. M., Billings, Montana, land district, and. on October 4, 1915
submitted final proof. The receiver's receipt for the final commissions, etc., and the register's final certificate issued the following day.
* By decision dated November 16, 1916, 'the Commissioner of the
General Land Office held the entry for cancellation as to NW. i
NW. i, Sec. 11, because of conflict with a mineral indemnity selection
filed on March 20, 1911, by the Northern Pacific Railway Company.
On appeal, the Department, by decision of March 9, 1917, affirmed
the Commissioner's decision. The selection had been rejected by
the local officers, and the railway. company had appealed, and during
the pendency of the appeal'the entry of Kohal was allowed. Under
date of May 18, 1917, the railway company signified its willingness to
relinquish its claim, 'whereupon, by decision of May 25> 1917, on
motion for rehearing, the Department vacated its decision of March
9, 1917, and directed that the entry be passed to patent in the absence
of further objection.
By decision dated' December 14, 1917; the
of the
General Land Office, after stating that the land had been withdrawn
by Executive order of December 6, 1915, and included in Petroleum
Reserve No.40, MontanaNo. 1, held that entryman was not required
to accept patent for the land with the reservation of the oil and
gas therein unless the Government could establish that at date of
final proof the land was known to be mineral in character. Directions were given that a field investigation be made unless entryman
.consented to accept a patent containing the provisions and reservations of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509).
*Commissioner
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Under date of October 25, 1922, Kohal requested that, an unrestricted patent issue to him, contending that any proceeding against
the entry was barred by :the proviso to section 7- of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stat.,.1095, 1099).. The decision appealed from denied
the request, on the ground that-the land was. included in a petroleum reserve within two years after the issuance of final certificate.
In holding:. that the inclusion of, the land, in a petroleum. reserve
stopped the running of the, two-year period fixed by said proviso,
the Commissioner followed the reasoning.of the rule announced by
the Department in its instructions of April 25, 1914 (43 L. D., 294).
Since the, date, of said instructions, the Supreme Court of the United,
States has held that the, Department's interpretation of said proviso
was erroneous. In Thomas. J. Stockley et al. v. United, States, decided January. 2, 1923 (43 Sup. Ct. Rep., 186), that court held that
as more than two years had elapsed "from thej date of the issuance
of the receiver's receipt. upon the final entry " without the institution
of- proceedings against the entry of Stockley, the question asuto
whether the land. was valuable for oil and gas was -no longer open,
proceedings on that ground. having been foreclosed, along with all
others, after the lapse of the two-year period, citing Lane v. Hoglund
(244 U. S., 174) and Payne v. Newton (25.5 U.. S., 438).
In view of the foregoing, the instructions of April 25, 1914, sltpra,
will no longer be followed.
The decision appealed from is reversed, and an unrestricted.patent
will issue.
UNITED STATES v. HEIRS OF ELIZABETH SUVERY AND ANTON
SCHAFER, TRANSFEREE.
0Decided February27, 1923..
HOMIESTEAD ENTRY
FINAL PROOF - FINAL CERTIFICATE - FINAL RECEI FEES-VESTE D RIGHTS.
The receipt issued by the receiver, for final commissions and testimony fees
upon the submission of. final proof by, a homestead entryman is the
"receiver's receipt upon final entry" within the meaning of that term as
used in the proviso to section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891, and the mere
suspension of the issuance of a final certificate does not operate to stop
the running of the two year period fixed by that act.

COuRT

DECISION

OVERRULED

Case of
cited
135),
496),

CrrED AND APPLIED-DEPARTMENTAL

SO FAR ASS IN

DECISIONS

CITEDR AND

CONFLICT.

U. S.,-),
Stockley et al. v. United States (43 Sup. Ct. Rep., 186;
and applied; case of Cornelius Willis- et ali., on petition (47 L. D.,
overruled; case of Veatch, Heir of Natter, on rehearing (46 L. D.,
overruled so far as in conflict. 1

1 See decision in case of Mattie J. Baird, on petition, 49 L. D., 492, in which a portion
of Veatch, Heir of Natter, on rehearing, 46 L. D., 496, is adhered to..
:
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First Assistanft Secretary:
Anton Schafer,'transferee, has appealed from a decision, of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office 'dated August 28, 1922,
holding'for cancellation the homestead entry of Elizabeth Suvery,
made June 17, 1910, for N. 1 NW. i Sec. 9, T. 16 N., R. 14 E., M. M.,
Lewistowni Montana, land district.
It appears that the' entrywoman died on August 18, 1911. On
July 7,. 1915, her' surviving husband,' Joseph Berger, submitted fiveyear final proof on behalf of the heirs, and on the following day the
receiver issued 'his receipt (No. 1509974) for the final commissions
($3) and 'the testimony fees '($1.50):. Final certificate was withheld at the request of the Chief of Field Division. 'On December 14,
1921, proceedings were'instituted against the entry on five charges
preferred Sby at special agent-(1) that entrywoman was not qualified to make the entry, (2) that 'the entry was made at the instance
and for the use and benefit of Anton Schafer, (3) that the entrywoman had not established residence on the land, (4) that the heirs
of. entrywoman had not cultivated the required area, and (5) that
the heirs of entrywoman 'had not perfected the entry in good faith
but for the use and benefit of Anton Schafer.
An answer was filed by Anton Schafer, in which he denied. the
charges and alleged that the .land had been transferred to him in
good faith.; A hearing was had on March 8, 1922, before the local
officers, who by decision of April 25, 1922, recommended that the
entry be canceled..,
The proceedings were instituted under an interpretation of the
proviso to section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095, 1099),
which the Supreme Court of the United States in Thomas J. Stockley et al. v. United States (43 Sup. Ct. Rep., 186) held is erroneous.
In the case cited, Stockley had submitted final proof on a homestead entry, and the receiver had issued his receipt for the final
commissions and testimony fees. Three years l-ater proceedings
against the entry were instituted on the charge that the -land was
mineral in character, being chiefly valuable for oil and gas, and'that
when Stockley made his final proof he knew or, as an ordinarily
prudent man, should have known this fact. After a hearing, the
register and- receiver decided in favor of Stockley, but the Commissioner of the General Land Office reversed the decision and held the
entry for. cancellation. On appeal, the Department by decision of
July 9, 1915 (44 L. D., 178) held that'unless Stockle' consented to
'accept a patent containing the provisions and reservations of the act
of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509), as to oil and gas, the entry would
be canceled.' A motion for rehearing was denied by departmental
FINNEY,
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decision of August 26, 1915 '(44 L. D., 18.), and on January 2, 1916,
the entry was canceled, Stockley 'having failed to consent to the
acceptance of a restricted patent. Thereafter a suit in equity was
brought by the United States against Stockley et at., by which a:
decree was sought adjudging the United States to be the owner of the
land, enjoining all interference therewith, and requiring the defendants to account for the value of oil and gas extracted by them therefrom. The. case was taken to the Supreme Court of the United
States on appeal from.a decision, of the Circuit Court of Appeals for
the Fifth Circuit (271 Fed., 632).;
The following is quoted from the decision' of the Supreme Court
(43 Sup. Ct. Rep., 186), rendered January 2, 1923:
The defendants contended that. the Commissioner of the General Land Office
and the Secretary of the Interior were without authority to entertain this
contest because prior thereto full equitable title had vested in Stockley and
he had become entitled to a patent by virtue of the provisions of Sec. 7 of the
-Act of March 3, 1891, c. 561, 26 Stat., 1095, 1099. That section, so far as
necessary to be stated, provides:
"That after the lapse of two years from the date of the issuance of the
receiver's receipt upon the final entry of any tract of land under the homestead,
timber-culture, desert-land, or pre-emption laws, or under this act, and when
there shall be no pending contest or protest against the validity of such entry,
the entryman shall be entitled to a patent conveying the land by him entered,
and 'the same shall be issued to him; but this proviso shall not be construed
to require the delay of two years from the date of said entry before the issuing
of a patent therefor."
The court below rejected' defendants' contention, holding that the receipt
issued to Stockley was not a ' receiver's receipt upon the final entry' for the
reason that, in the view of that court, a final entry could not become effective
until the issuance of the certificate of the register. In other words, it was
the opinion of the lower court that in order to constitute a final entry within
the meaning of the statute above quoted, there must be an adjudication upon
the proofs and the issuance of a final certificate, evidencing an approval
thereof.
We think the language of the statute does not justify this conclusion., It:
must be assumed that Congress was familiar with the operations and practice
of the Land Department and knew the difference between a receiver's receipt
and a register's certificate. These papers serve different purposes. One, as
its name imports, acknowledges the receipt of the money paid. The other
certifies to the payment and declares that the claimant on presentation of the
certificate to the Commissioner of the General Land Office shall be entitled
to a patent.
'The evidence shows that prior to the passage of the statute, and thereafter
until 1908, the practice was to issue receipt' and certificate simultaneously upon
'the submission and acceptance of the final proof and payment of the fees and
commissions. In 1908 this practice was changed,' so that the receipt was issued
upon the submission of the final proof and making of payment, while the certificate was issued upon approval of the proof and this might be at any time
after the issuance of the receipt. The receiver and register act independently,
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the former alone being authorized to issue the receipt and the latter to sign
the certificate. The receipt issued to Stockley was after submission of his
proof and payment of all that he was required to pay under the law. No- cer- tificate was ever issued by the register.
It is contended by the Government that the receiver's receipt named in the
statute should be restricted to a receipt issued simultaneously with the register's certificate after approval of final proofs, and that, after the change of
1908 in the practice of the Department, a receipt issued before such approval
does tot come within the meaning of the statute. Such a receipt, it is con<tended, obtains no validity as a ' receiver's receipt upon the final entry' until
after the' proof has in-fact been examined and approved. '
We can not accept this conception of. the law. A change in the practice of
the Land Department manifestly could not have the effect of altering the meaning of an act of Congress. What the act meant upon its passage, it continued
to mean thereafter. The plain provision is that the period of limitation shall
begin to run from the date of the 'issuance of the receiver's receipt upon the
final entry.' There is no ambiguity in this langauge and, therefore, no room
for construction. There is nothing to construe. The sole inquiry is whether
the receipt issued to Stockley falls within the words of the statute. In Chotard
v. Pope, 12 Wheat., 586, 588, this Court defined the term entry as meaning: "That
act by which an individual acquires an inceptive right to a portion of the
unappropriated soil of the country, by filing his claim in the office of an officer
known in the legislation of several States by the epithet of an entry-taker, and
corresponding very much in his functions with the registers of land offices,
under the acts of the United States." It was in this sense that the term 'final
entry ' was used in this statute. Having 0submitted to the proper officials
proof showing full compliance with the law, and having paid all the fees and
commissions lawfully due, Stockley had done everything which the law required
on his part and became entitled to the immediate issuance of the receiver's
receipt, and this receipt was issued and delivered to him. No subsequent receipt was contemplated or required. From the date of the receipt the entry
may be held open for the period of two years,- during which time its validity
may be contested. Thereafter the intryman is entitled to a patent and the
express command of the statute is' that 'the same shall be issued to him.'
Lane v. Hoglund, 244 U. S. 174; Payne v. Newton, 255 U. S. 438.
i- .
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The action of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, therefore, in
directing a contest against Stockley's entry three years after the issuance to
him of the receiver's receipt was unauthorized and void.

Adopting the interpretation given to the act of 1891 by the
Supreme Court, it must Ibe held that the proceedings against the
entry of Suvery were unauthorized and void. The decision appealed
issue in due
from is reversed, and final certificate and patent
course to the heirs of the entrywoman.
The rule announced in Veatch, heir of Natter, on rehearing (46
L. P., 496), so far as in conflict, and -in Cornelius Willis et al., on
rehearing (47 L. D., 135), will no longer be followed.
-will
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--UNITED STATES v., CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILWAY CoIVPxANY.
D ecided March 2,1923.
-PEACTCes-APPEAL--OFFICE1S-CMMISSIONER

.

OF THEE GENERAL

ILAND

MOrnc.

: Rule 51, Rules of Practice, which declares that decisions of the local officers
shall, with certain. stated exceptions, become final -upon failure of any party
to appeal; did not change the long established principie that the: Commissloner of :the General Land Office'is not. precluded, in'the absence of an
.appeal, from reviewing the decisions of those officers and taking 'such action
as the interests of the. Government require; nor\did paragraph.13 of the
instructions of FEebruary 26, 1916, making the:Rules of Practice applicable
to appeals thereunder, inodify the Commissioner's powers and duties in
that respedt.,DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONs CITED AND APP.IED.
Cases of 'Morrison v. McKissick (5 L. D., 245), Southern Pacific Railroad
Company v., Saunders (6 L.: D., 98), and Rice v. Simmons (43 L. D., 343),
cited and applied.

FINNEY, First Assistant Seeretary:

The Central -Pacific-Railway Company has appealed from tlhe
decision of the Commissioner of the.Gdeneral Land Office, dated De8, 1921, holding for cancellation from List No. 83, seria1
: - cember
Sec. 25, T. 17
N.
09884,- filed December 23, 1916, the S. I and S. X
N., IR. 20 '., M. D. M.,, Carson' City land district, Nevada.
On January 29, 1918, adverse proceedings were directedby lthe
0t
Commissioner -under the circular of February 26, 1916 (44 L.D.,
*t'
572), on the 6charge "thadt the land is rnineral in character,'containing valuable deposits of gold and silver." Hearing was held, and on
December 16, 1920, the register and receiver rendered their decision,
and S. ; NE. : -are more valuable for mineral
finding that the- SE.
and recommending that title thereto
purposes,
than for agricultural
remain in the G(overnt, but that the railway company -be allowed
to retain the SW- 0iiand S.- NW.
The company appealed and the Commissioner thereupon rendered.
~as
mineral.
his decision, finding that all of the land involved
'It is 'contended -that the Commissioner erred in reversing the
decision: of the Iregister- and receiver with respeet to the SW. : .and
S. I NW. -J) as the Government had failed- to appeal. from. their
* decision, and under Rule 51 of the Rules:of Practice (48: L. D., 246,
255) when a party fails to appealfr'om the decision of lthe register
*i
and receiver in a contest case- such'decision is final and will not. be
disturbed except; in case of (a3) 'fraud or gross -irregularity, or (b)
disagreement between the local officers. .It is further. pointed. out
::'- that paragraph 14 of the circular of February 26, .1916, pr6vides
that -proceedings thereunder, will be :;go'erned by the Rules. of -,
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Proceedings' instituted, on charges :preferred by Government repre-0
sentatives have long been governed by special instructions. The
7:first instructions in the reported land decisions are those: of May 8,
1884 (2 L. D.,' 807), which make no provision
twith respect to appeals
by the'Government.. The instructions 0of November 4, 1895 (21
L. D., 367, 369)1, provided that-'L"
'all,fC.
a

-r

.iin.d

;

.

,,

:.

Se

- to: th e.4

Special agents are .not required to file appeals from decisions adverse to the
Government nor are they expected to file briefs in any case.

And4 in the later' circulars of February 14, 1906 (34 'L. D., 439,
441), September 30, 1907 (36 L.2D., 112,1i3), and Januar4 19,01911
(39 -L. D., 458, 459) somewhat similar provisions were made,, the:
last mentioned containing this language:.,
:13. Appeals ;or briefs mnust 'Ibe filed under the' rules and' served upon the
special agent in charge of hearing, and when land is inE a I:national forest, upon
the proper District Assistant to the Solicitor, of the Department of Agriculture.
The special agent will ,not file :any appeal or brief unless directed to do so
by this office, or the chief of field division.

The circular of September 4, '191o (44L. I)., 360, 363), with
respect to

proceedings initiated by

Service provides:.

representatives

of the Fo'rest

!.

That the Department of Agriculture, shall not be required to take. formal
appeals from decisions of registers and receivers.
In the revision .of the instructions of January.19, 1911,

qcontained

in the circular of February 26, 1916, 8supra, now in: force,: paragraph
13 was modified to read:Appeals .or: briefs, if filed, must be' in accordance with) the rules but need
not be served upon the chief of field division:or Government representative
in charge of hearing.

.Ai;00
0

*; f;:This
obviously refers to appeals and briefs by the defendants, and
no provision was made with respect to appeals by' representatives of

the Government.;
The long establjshed rule that Government representatives were not

required to appeal, from decisions 'of the local' ofcers was based on
fundamental principles .of "public land law.

The Commissioner:is

charged-by law with the administration of the publiclands,.under the
general direction of the' Secretary of the Interior. He is charged:5
with .the issuance of patents,' with the determination of the characters
of lands, and the question. of whether the provisions of the applicable
laws have, been complied with.y 'Decisions of the local officers ,are
advisory 'only,' and 'even in vprivate 'contest . cases, where, their
decisions are made final in: ;the absence of' appeal, such finality- is
effective only as:to the rights' of the parties as between:.themselves,
and does not affect the rights of the Government, or preclude the
Commissioner, regardless of any appeal, from reviewing the record
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- either as to' the law 'or the facts and taking such action therein as
the interests of the- Government require. Morrison -. McKissick
(5-L. D., 245); Southern Pac. R. R. Co. v. Saunders (6 L. D., 98);
Rice v. Simmons (43 L. D., 343).
It was not the intention in 'the adoption of the instructions of
February 26, 1916,' to depart from the' practice based 'on 'proper
considerations of the Commissioner's' powers and duties. The modi* ficaltions 0iw that circular were nfor the purpsos, as stated in the (iom-;
tmissioner's letter of submission of February 5, 1916of elimnating as far as possible the special agents of this office as prosecutors
in cases of this kind,
and the change in paragraph 13 was to eliminate all suggestion of
the filing of briefs or appeals by the special agents and not Ifor the
purpose of requiring that they be filed.
Rule 51 of practice is not applicable to the' Government in proceedings instituted under the circular of.February 26, 1916, and.
the Commissioner did not err in considering the entire record when
the case came before him.
On the merits of the appeal it is found -that the record sustains
the concurring decisions of the local officers and the Commissioner
as to the mineral character of the SE. I and S. j NE. -, Sec. 25, and
the selection 'will be canceled to that extent. With respect to the
'SW. j and S. , NW' j 'the evidence does not warrant a mineral
classification, and the Department concurs in the finding of the
local officers that those tracts are nonmineral. ' The Commissioner's
decision is reversed as to said lands.
OIL AND GAS PERMITS AND LEASES ON LANDS IN ORLAHOMA
SOUTH OF THE MEDIAL IINE OF RED RIVER.
ISTRucTToNs.
[Circular 'No. 876.]

DEPARTME.;NT or THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

-Washngto, D. C., Mar~ck 7, 19923.'
REGISTER AND: RECEIVER,
GUTHRIE, OICT A1HOM;A:
Your attention is called to the provisions of the act of Congress
approved March 4, 1923. (Public No. 500), entitled:
~" An act to
authorize the Secretary of the Interior to issue to 'certain persons
and certain corporations permits. to explore, or leases of certain
lands that lie south of the medial line of the main channel of Red'
River, in Oklahoma, and for other purposes." ACopy of the.act
is appended.
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The." Regulations Concerning Oil and Gas Permits and Leases,"
as amended to October 29, 1920, Circular No. 672 (47 L. D., 437),
contains the departmental instructions under the act of February.
25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), and they are hereby extended to the act
of March 4, 1923, so far as applicable. 0Attention is called to the
fact. that not more than 160 acres may be' granted by lease or permit to any one person or corporation,. except where two or more
.claims have been assigned to one person or corporation, 'in which
event the assignee is limited to the amount of his assigned interests,
but not to exceed 640 acres. The following supplenentary instructions are issued:
1. The application for an oil and :gas prospecting permit or for a
lease must be filed in the United States land. office at Guthrie, Oklahoma, between the opening hour of March 5, 1923, and the closing
hour of May 3, 1923. The application must be made under oath
and the supporting papers certified or under oath as: far.. as. necessary Iand practicable. :They should specifically include the following, and such additional matter as may be of assistance in es-'
tablishing the right to relief:
A. Application.:
(a) Applicant's name and headquarters address.
('b) Proof of citizenship of applicant, by affidavit of such, fact,
if, native born; or if naturalized, by a certified copy of' the certificate of naturalization, on the form provided for use in public land
matters, unless such a copy is already on ifile'; if a Corporation, by,
certified copy of articles of incoorporation.
(c) Whether the application is for a permit to prospect for oil
and:gas, or is for a lease based on a substantial discovery of oil or
gas.'
(d) Exact description of the land applied for and' the acreage
thereof. If the land is not embraced within the plat of an official
survey, its boundaries must be located by an accurate, instrumental,
metes-and-bounds, closed survey, a point of which must be connected with an established 'corner of the approved public-land survey fronting on. the left bank of Red River, in Oklahoma. A diagram': of ieach river-bed location Will be laid down upon a copy of
the official '"Map of Disposals of Lands Bordering Red River,"
which will be furnished for the purpose.
(e) The' respective interests and the nature and extent: thereof,
of the applicant and all who claim with or through'him..
(j) 'A full statement of the 'facts and a' historical resume: of the
origin and basis of the claim for relief, and of the chain 'of title
under which it is asserted.': It must be specifically shown on what
date the applicant -or Iihis predecessor'in interest initiated the rights

if
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upon which the claim for relief is based and the full circumstances
of such initiation..
(g) A statement of any litigation that the land may be involved
; in, and of all 'adverse, claims being asserted for the land or its production.
(A) Ain itemization and description of all improvements made by
the applicant or his predecessor in interest and, the dates during
:
which
they were made, together with a map or sketch showing their
location.
details of the nature, extent, and date of any discovery of oil or gas must be shown.
(i) Statement of all interests being held :or applied for under this
act by each applicant.
Y(j)
Agreement to permit the inspection or to furnish copies of
all, records having a bearing on the application.
B.: Detailed statement by mohths'of all past production up to.
date of filing the application, giving value of the production'and to;
whlomi'disposed. :
CS An unconditional quitclaim deed to' the United States of the
involved land from the applicants and the claimants o'f record,.
D. Authority'of any representative of an individual or corporation to act.
- XE. A certified stocklist, if the application is made by an association or corporation, showing name and address and number of shares
of
each stockholder, together with a statement as to the citizenship
of the stockholders. The 'stocklist will be retained in the confidential
files.
F. A certified abstract of title brought down to the date ofthe application, which must be filed within thirty days after application.
The application (A) and the supporting papers (B 'to D, inelusive) must be filed in duplicate. Only one copy of the stocklist
and the abstract of title should be filed. A bond for the protection of
the oil strata or deposits against improper methods of drilling and
operation need ,not be filed at time.of making the application.for a
permit or- lease.
2. Applications, so Afar as, possible, should be prepared from the
viewpoint that lease or permit, if issued, will be granted to the claimants of record; if any of these are not brought into the application,
their absence must be explained ,and the fullest evidence presented
that they can not be brought into the application. Protests will be received at any time up- to the issuance of permits or leases, but neither
a ;protest nor. a notice of intention to make application can be used
' as the basis of an application. A full and formal application as mdicated under paragraph A above must be filed within the stated sixtyday period, but the supporting papers may be filed within a reasonable time thereafter if proper reasons 'for the delay are shown..;
.Full

:*
'
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3. Applicants should note that under the terns :of the act the
following conditions are necessary to the issuance of a permit or

lease.:
(a) That the title to the oil and gas is in the-United States.
*:05:
f
:(b)
That the lands lie south of the medial line of the: main channel
of Thed River, Oklahoma.
(c) That the lands were claimed and possessed by the applicant
or his predecessor in interest prior to February 25, 1920.
(d) That such claim and possession 'prior to February 25, 1920,
was in good faith.
: '(e) That expenditures were made upon 'th&e land and with reasonable diligence in an effort to. discover, or to develop oil or gas.
4. The act states " That after the adjudication 'and dispositionof
all applications under this. act any:lands and deposits remaining
: unappropriated and undisposed of shall, after date fixed by order
-:'
' 'of the Secretary of 'the Interior, be disposed of in accordanice with
the provisions of said act of 'February 25,-1920.")- Due notice iu
accordance therewith -will be' given at the proper tine, but until
such notice is" given no application, can fbe received under said act
of February 25, 1920, nor will any rights be acquired by any occupation priorto, the announced. date.
WILLIAM SPRYr
ComrnisSioner.

Approved:.
HUBERT WORK,
'Secretary.
:PUBLIC-NO. 500-67TE- CONG1rESS.
(S. 4197.)

An Act To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to issue to certain persons
and certain corporations permits to explore, or leases of, certain lands that
lie south of the medial line of the main channel of Red River, in Oklahoma,
and for other purposes.

-Be it enacted by the Senate" and House of Representatives of the United
States of -America in Congress. assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior is
hereby authorized to adjust and determine the'eqpitable claims of citizens of
the United States, and domestic corporations to lands and Coil and gas deposits
belonging to the United States and situated south of the medial line of. the
main-channel of Red River, Oklahomai which lands were claimed and possessed
in' good faith by such citizens or corporations, or their predecessors in interest,
prior to February 25, 1920, and upon which lands expenditures were made in
good faith and with reasonable diligence in an effort to discover or develop oil,
or gas, by issuance of permits or leases to those found equitably entitled thereto.
SEC. 2. That applications for permits and leases under this Act shall be made
to 'the Secretary of the Interior, land shall be made within and not after sixtyV
days from and after the date that this Act becomes a law. Leases' and permitsial

0
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under this Act may be granted to' the assignees or successors in, interest of the
originalt locators or the original claimants ,in all cases:where the original
locators: or original, claimants have assigned 0or transferred their rights, but,
when leasesor 'perniits are granted to the assignees or successors inminterest of'.
the original locators' or original claimants the said. leases. and permits shall be
subject to all contracts, not contrary to law or public policy: between the original locators or original claimants -and their successors in interest;
In case of conflicting claimants for permits or leases under this Act, the
Secretary of the Interior is authorized to grant permits or leases to one or more
of them as shallbe deemed.just.
SEC. 3. That not more than one hundred and sixty acres shall be granted by
leases or permits to any onei'person or corporation, except in those cases where
two or more locations or claims have' been assigned to dne person or corporation, and in such cases not more :than; six hundred and forty acres 'shall be
granted by leases or permits to any one person or corporation.
SEC. 4. That, each lessee 'shall be required to pay as royalty: to the United
'States an amount equal-to the value at the time of prdduction .of 12 per matuin
.of all oil and gas produced by him prior to the issuance of 'the lease, except oil
or gas used on the property for production purposes or unavoidably lost; and
X:::
shall berequiredto pay. to the United States a royalty of not less than 12j per
centum of all oil and'gast produced by him after the issuance of the lease,. except

oil and gas used on the property for production purposes or unavoidably fost.'
: Of the proceeds of ithe oil and gas that have been produced or that may hereafter
'be produced;by the receiver of said property appointed by the Supreme Court'
of the United, States,. 121 per centum as royalty, shall be paid to the United
States, and the residue after deducting and paying the expenises of the litigation
incurred by the United States and the expenses of the receivership shall be paid
to' the person or corporation to whom may be granted a lease of the land on
which said oil andgas were produced: Provided,: That the Secretary' of the
Interioris authorized and directed:.totakesuchlegal stepsas mayvbe necessary
and proper to collect from any, person or persons who shall not be awarded. a
permit Nor lease under this Act an. amount equal to the value of' all "oil and gas
produced by ihim or them' from any of said lands prior to the inclusion of said
property in the' receivership, except oil or gas used. on the property for: 'roduction purposes or. unavoidably, lost and. except other reasonable, and proper
allowances for] the expenses .of production: Provided' further, That of the,
amount so collected, 12J per centum shall be reserved to the United States as
: royalty and the balanee after deducting the expense of collection shall be paid
over to the person or persons awarded permits or leases under this Act, as their
interests may appear.:
SEC. 5. That except as: otherwise provided herein the applicable provisions
of the Act of Congress approved February 25, 1920, entitled "An Act to permit
the. mining of coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, tgas, and sodium' on the public
domain," shall apply to the leases and permits granted hereunder, including
the provisions of sections,35 and 36 of. said Act relating to the disposition of
royalties: Provided, That after the adjudication and disposition of all applications under this Act any lands and deposits remaining unappropriated and
:undisposed of shall,: after date fixed by order of the Secretary of the Interior,
be disposed of in accordance with the provisions of 'said Act of February 25,
1920: Provided further, That 'upona the approval ,of this Act the Secretary of
the ,Interiol, is authorized to take over and operate existing wells on any of
such lands pending the final disposition of--applications for leases and-permits,
and to utilize and expend in connection with such administration and operation
so much as may be necessary of moneys heretofore impounded 'from past pro-
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duction or hereafter" produced, and upon final disposition of applications for
and the issuance of leases and permits, after deducting the expenses of administration and operation and payment to the United States of the royalty' herein
providedito pay the: balance remaining to the person-or Vcompany entitled
*thereto: And provided further, That out of the 10- per centum of> moaey hereafter received from royalties and rentals under the provisions of this Act and
paid into the Treasury of the United. States and* credited to miscellaneous
* receipts, as provided by section 85 of the6 saidS Act Of February 25,-1920, the
Secretary of the Interior is authorized to us& and expend such Dpotion as may
be required: to pay the expense of administration and supervision over- leases
and permits and the products thereof.
SEC.06. That nothing in this Act shall be construed to interfere with the
possession: by the Supreme Court of the United States, through: its receiver or
receivers, of any part of the lands described; in section 1 :of this Act, nor to
*
authorize the Secretary of the Interior to dislpose 6of.any of said lands or oil
or gas deposits involved in litigation now pending in the -Supremie Court of the
United States, until the. final disposition of 'said proceeding. t.The- authority
herein granted to the;Secretary of the Interior, to !take over and operate oil
-wells on said lands, shall not become effective until the said: lands shall be;
* by the Supreme. Court of*.the United States, discharged from its possession.
And nothing in this Act shall be'construed to interfere with the jurisdiction,
* . pox~er, and authority of the Supreme Court of the:United States to; adjudicate
claims against its said receiver, to direct the payment of such claims against;
the said receiver as may be 0allowed, by the' said :court, ;to settle the said
*receivers. accounts, ard to continue the receivership until, in due .and'orderly
course, the same may be brought toWan end. The Supreme Court of the United,
* . $: .States is thereby authorized,: upon the' termination of thle 0 said .reeeivership,
:
which the Attorney General is hereby directed to apJly- for 'and secure at the
earliest practicable date, to direct its receiver to pay to the Secretary of the
*Interior. all funds derived from oil and gas -produced from lands; of. the United'
- : f :States that may at that time remain in the hands of the said receiver; and
when said funds, shall be paid to the Secretary of the Interior the same shall
be administered asih this Act provided.
-:
SLnc. 7. That the :Secretary of the Interior is authorized to prescribe the
necessary and proper rules and regulations and to do any and all things necessary to carry out and ;accomfplish the:'purposes of this A
*ctApproved, March 4, 1923.

RECLAMATION PROJECTS-RELIEF TO WATER USERS-EXTENSION ACTS OF MARCH31, 1922, AND FEBRUARY' 28, 1923.
REBGTATIONS.

::DEPARTM:ENT
S
OF THE INTERIOR,
: 0RECLAMATION
: :

SERVICE,

Washington, D. O_,: Mach7, 19•23.
' To ALL

FIELD OFFICERS

1. The relief act of March 31, 1922 (42: Stat., 489),:reads as follows:
Be t' enacted bv the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, Thatiwhere an individual water user
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or individual applicant, for a water 'right under, a Federal~irrigation project
constructed under 'the:. Act of June 17, 1902. (Thirty-second Statutes, page
388), or any Act. amendatory thereof or -upplementary thereto is unable to
-pay any construction charge due and payable in the year 1922 or prior thereto,
'the Secretary of the Interi6r is hereby authorized, in his digcretirn, to extend
the date of payment of any such charge for a period not to exceed one year
-from December 31, 1922:- Provided, That the applicant for. the extension shall
first show to the satisfaction of the Secretary "of the:Interior bya detailed
verified statement of his' assets and liabilities, an 'actual inability .to malke
payment at: the time the application is made and an apparent ability-to' meet
the deferre4 charge when the extension expires;' also in cases there water for
irrigation is available,' that the' applicant is :a landowner 'or, entryman whose,
land against which the charge has accrued is:being actually' cultivated: Provided further, That similar relief ijnwhole or in part may be extended' by the
Secretary of the. Interior to a legally' organized group^-of water users' of 'a:
'project,. upon -presentation of a sufficient number of individual showings:made
in accordance with' the foregoing proviso to satisfy the Secretary of the; In'terior that tsuch extensions is 'neeessary: A'Snd provided further, 'That each
-charge-so extended shall draw interest' at the rate of 6 per centum per ann'um
from its due date in lieu of any penalty that may 'now be provided by law; butin ~caseu'such charge is' not paid at the end of 'such extension period, any
penalty that would have been applicable save for such extension, shall' attach
from the date the charge was originally due the same as if no: extension had
beengranted.
D
Szc.
' -2. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in:his dish
cretion, after due investigation, to furnish irrigation water on. Federal irriga0of
1922 to landowners or entrymen
tion projects during- the'irrigation season
who are in arrears for more than one 'calendar year in the payment of any
nce or consttuction charges, notwithstanding the pro;operation an
visions of section 6. of the Act: of 'August 13; 1914' (Thirty-eighth Statutes, page
686):: Provided, That nothing in this section shall be construed to relieve any
beneficiary hereunder from payments due or penalties thereon required-by said
Act: Provided furtfher, That the relief provided by'this section 'shall be extended
only to' a landowner or entryman whose land against which the charges have
accrued is actually being cultivated.'
:2. Therelief act of February
-),

28, 1923

(Public No. 454, 42 Stat.,

reads as follows:

I: 90it enzacted:by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
Be:
States of Americain Congress assembled, That section; I :of the 'Act entitled:
"An Act to authorize the Secretary of 'the Interior: to extend the time for paym
Ient of charges 'due on" reclamation projects, anid'for other purposes," approved: March 31, 1922, is amended by striking out 'the words, "one year`iwherethey appear in such section- and inserting in lieu thereof the words " two
years.".
SEc. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior 'is authorized, in the manner and
subject to the condition's imposed by such :Act of March 31, 4922, to extend
for a period not exceeding two years from December 31, 1922, the date of'
any payment of any charge the date of payment of which has been extended
under'the provisions of section 1 of such Act. ,
SEC. 3. That every charge; the, date of payment of which is extended -under
the provisions of section 2 of this Act, shall draw interest at the rate of 6
per centum per: annum from the date from' which it was so extended in lieu
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of any penalty that may now be provided by law, but in case such charge is.
not paid atdthe iendof the period for which it is so extended any such penalty
shall attacb from the date the charge was* originally due, as if no extension
had been.granted,
SEc. 4. That section 2 of such Act of INarch 31, 1922, is' amended by striking
out the Words "season of 1922 "' where they appear in such section and by in-'
serting in.lieuthereof the words "seasons of 1922 and 1923.";
SEC. 5. That..where an individual water: user or individual applicant for .a
water right under a Federal irrigation.project constructed or being constructed
under the act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second Statutes at Large, page 388), or
any act: amendatory thereof, or supplementary thereto, is unable Ito pay any
construction or operation and maintenance charge due, excepting operation and
maintenance charges for drainage on the :Boise, 'Idaho, project for:the year
:1922, or prior thereto, the Secretary of: the Interior is hereby authorized in
his discretion to add. such accruedi and unpaid charges to. the construction
*charge of the land of such water user or applicant, and to distribute such accumulated charges equally. over each of the ' subsequent years, beglnning with :
the year 1924,Aat such rate per year as will complete the:payment during the
remaining years of, the. tweenty-year period, of payment of the original construction charge:: Provided, That upon such. adjustment being, made, any pen-:;
alties or interest which may: have accrued in connection with such'unpaid
construction and -operation and maintenance charges: shall be canceled, and in
lieu thereof the, amount so due, and the payment of whichlis:hereby extended,
;shall draw interest at the rate of 6:pet entum per annum, paid annually
from the time said amount became due to date of payment: Provided4 further,
That the applicant for the extension 'shall first show to the satisfaction of the
: Secretary of the Interior .detailed :statement of hisL assets and liabilities and
actual inability, to make payment at the time: of the application and an apparent
proability to meet the deferred eharges in 1924 and subsequent 'years: A
vided further, That in case the principal and interest herein provided for are
not paid in the manner and at the time. provided by, this Act, any penalty now
provided by law shall attach from the date the charge was originally dueR:
And provided further, That similar relief in whole or in part may: be extended
by the Secretary'of the Interior to: alegally organized group' of water users
of a project, upon: presentation of a 'sufficientenumber of idividnal showings
made in, accordance with the .foregoing proviso to satisfy the Seeretary of
the flteriot that such extension is necessary.

3.0 Scope of the Relief La'w.-The two acts will togetier be referred
to as the relief law. 'This law applies' to all Federal irrigation
projects constructed or being. 'constructed under .thd reclamation
law, including the Mesa, dtvision of the.Yuma project in Arizona,
but does not apply. to projects being constructed by the Reclamation
Service for the Bureau of Indian ;5Affairs. It is temporary legislation necessitated by conditions on some. projects, and permits three
classes of relief,' to wit; (a) Extensidn: of time of payment 'of con'struction charges due. in 1922 or prior thereto to any date not beyond.
December 31, 1924:; (b) the furnishinig of irrigation water .during
the season of 1923, notwithstanding a delinquency of more than one
year in the payment of any operation and maintenance or construction.,charges; arid (c) the distributionof accrued operation' and
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maintenance and construction charges- for the year 19220and prior:
thereto,;over the, period covered iby .the remaining construction installments, in those cases where the water usersiare unablej'to pay
such accrued charges on or. before December 31,: 1924. A specific
exception is made as to operation and maintenance-drainage charges
on' the Boise project under public notice 'dated February 15, 1921.
4 General Policy of the United ,States.-The continuance of 'ithe.
present Federal reclamatidn plan is dependent -upon the collection of
water chatges under the liberal terms of the'reclamation law. :: Good.
policy and good 'faith both require that so far' as: possible repayments
: '- to the Government be not unreasonably postponed.' Those water
*;if.uscrs
who have credits and assets making it reasonably possible for
.them to pay all or part of their: obligations due the United States
Will be expected to do so. 'At the same time, this measure will be
applied sympathetically for the benefit of those ,iot now able to pay,
but who are exerting. themselvesto reclaim their lands and to carry
;out their contracts with, the-.United States, and who, withi the relief
*::0-0
T: 0 autshorized by this law.,may.be expected to become successful farmers.
The experience of the Reclamation Service. has demonstrated that
great.individual industry on our, projects is not always' rewarded
with-success, and that even the. hardest of labor and .the closest of
application, will not overcome a defective plan of farming.' Applicants for relief: will therefore be required to:show the plan. of farming they are following and, if ,'the plan is defective, they will be,:
::Vadvise'd to achange it, and the nature of the relief given will' depend
largely upon their cooperation in. this matter. .The law does not
.contemplate the indiscriminate granting of relief, but care will be
used to treat fairly all deserving cases. The question of leniency
will be considered from' a ,practical business standpoint and for: the
best interests both of the Government and of, the: water users.
2Ji.1L3.-Section 6 oflthee.act of August' 13,
5. Delioery of Water
1914 (38 Stat., 68,6),.provides that no water shall be delivered .to,
the lands of any water-right applicant pr entryman, who shall be in
arrears for more than one calendar year in:.the.payment .of any
,of,
rTeclama~;on charges,. and the effect 'of section 4 of the relief acti
:0'February 28,-1923,:is to authorize .the Secretary of .the Interior, in
his discretion, to waive such:inhibition'-for the year 1923. In other
:words, during the season .of 1923, the ,Secretary is authorized in his
discretion, to furnish water to those in. arrears for more than onee
calendar yeat as defined by departmental decision of May 24, 1916
(Reclamation Service Circular Letter 564). 'No extension of time
in: payment is provided for under .this section, and the' penalties for
nonpayment, as recited in 'the reclamation law, continue to' run:until
the sum or sums due are 'paid. .

0
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6.; Short Extension 'of Charge.s_.Jinder sections 1, 2, and 3 of the
relief :act, of February 28, 1923, the. Secretary is authorized, in this
discretion,. and u'nder the' conditions and limitations set forth below,
to'extend the date or dates-of payment of all or a portion of the con-0;
struction charges due in 1922 or prior years.- f Under these sections no,
such charge can be extendedbeyond December 31., 1924, and all such
charges' extended will draw interest at the rate of 6 'per centum per
annum from the time they originally became due and payable..
However, if unpaid at the end: of the extension period, all penalties
provided by the reclamation law will attach from the original due
date or; dates. Under the sections referred to 'in this paragraph, no
extension can be. made of any operation and maintenance charge of
.

any year.,

7.xLong Extension of' Charg'es.-In a case where the relief -de-.
:X
scribed in paragraphs .5 and 6 hereof would'be insufficient, the Secre-'
tary is authorized unders section 5 of the relief act of February 28,
1923, in' his discretion, to distribute the accrued and unpaid charges
for 1922 and prior thereto, both on account of. construction and of
opeiation and maintenance, equally over each of the remaining con-,
0structictA installments.
'This' is, the only section of the relief law
'-; t Sunderf
which operation and maintenance charges may be extended.
Such penalties as' may have accrued upon the charges extended under
this section willbe canceled 'aird all charges 'extended will draw interest at the rate of six Iper, centum pert annum, to be paid annually
'from the original due date to date of' payment. 'It is important that
all applicants for relief under' this Ssection have a clear understanding
of the interest provision, for the reason that while the old penalties
will be' canceled when -the extension is permitted, the delinquent
charges' will continue to draw interbst at six per centum per annum
until all of such delinquency has been paid.' This section also provides that upon failure, to -pay any installment as extended or the
ilnterest thereon, all penalties as provided by the reclamation law will
attach to. such installment 'from'the 'orginal due date. Operation
and maintenance charges for drainage- 'on the Boise project, Idaho,
lunder public notice of February 1is '1921, are eKcluded'from' the' benefits of 'this section.
8. Who Are Qucdifled to Apply for Relief.- The liberal terms of
the' reclamation law are intended to-provide homes for persons who
live by. farming, and only those whose lands are::a6tually being culti-'
vated fare eligible to receive the benefits of thee relief law. This,
however, does not mean that every irrigable acre of each farm must
'b cultivated, but that in a general way' the farm must be under cultivation. ' As a general rule relief will not be granted to nonresidents
of' the vicinity and as to lands held in tenancy. ' An exception to the
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rule as to cultivation is;madejin the case of those lands. in Part I of
the Mesa' division of the Yuma project in Arizona, for which water
is not yet available; the colnstruction charges against the Mesa*-division lands mayvb 'extended but not the -purchase'.price for-the
lands.., A further exception..to the general rules as to residence and
;0cultivation may. also be. (proper. where serious illness or death- in a
family, ior. somee .other good. reason has compelled some relaxing of
:effort ohl the part of the, owner. Each Iapplication which relies uponW
such a claim should be carefully and personally investigated :by. the
project manager and full report made thereon- Thle requirements of
this paragraph apply to allthree classes of relief.,
9. Who Are Entitled to Relief.-The .Secretary is authorized, to
extend charges only 0:upon a. satisfactory showing by .the. applicant
that he is, actually unable to make payment at the time the application
is made: and that there is a reasonable likelihood of his being able to
make payment:'when the extensions. expire. Both elements :must be
present in order to. satisfy, the reqtuire ent of the relief :law. In
other words, 'relief may be' given to an applicant who .shows hesi
unable to now 'pay a past-due charge, only in :the. event- of his being
able to show a reasonable expectation' of paying. the charge at a later
date." :'When the' water.user is much involved by reason of large:t
financial obligations carrying heavy: rates of interest, it will 'be difficult for him: tonimake the necessary showing as to apparent ability
:to pay at a: later' 'date, 'unless theVapplicanlt's 'creditors Will make
some concessions by,''way, 'of extensions of principal and reductions
of interest, at least as to obligations past due. In all such cases' the
, and the
0 fapplicant .should :solicit the cooperation of. his creditorsm
.-_willingness of the creditors to make. such extensions' and reductions
will be considered in determining the ability of the applicant to pay
oncessions made by :acreditor
thea water charges at a later date.
by the creditor. Where
aclkowledged
signed
'and
in
writing,
must be
'that
there
is a reasonable expecshowing
'made
appears
from
.the
:it
or
before December 31,
-0tation that all delinquencies may be met on
will be appropriate.
6
hereof
1924 'the relief£ described in paragraph'
The long-er eitension dscribed in pafagraphl hereof' will be granted
on ly in those cases where'the finiancia, condition of the applicant,
when considered- in cormection with the total amount then due, is
such that he may not reasonably be expected to overcOme his 'delinquency within the shorter period.'
Laffds.-Every effort should be made to
L
10. Holders of Exce
reduce ejeess holdinigs within theS linmit of :time established by the
law for such reduction, and no relief will be given to a
reclamatiodn
person who ,is -holding for an unreasonable time an excess area in
violation of the law.
.

',_j0
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11. Sale of Land Through the ReelamationSe6rviee-Each prroject
manager is authorized to make available the services of' the Reclamation Service,, and the owner may list the land he is willing': to sell,
stating' the price and. terms : at which he i's willing to dispose of it.
When the' price and terms at which the :land is offered for sale are
reasonable, a: formal instrument authorizing the project manager
to sell may be executed by the landowner.' A form' for this purpose will be provided upon requisition by the. project manager.
a12.(:'Procedu~re
f: .
by A~ppZicant.very persoii who desires to obtain
any of the benefits of the relief law must file an application with the
project manager on the form (7-298a) provided for that purpose.
'This 0form has been prepared' for'the purpose of 'assisting the applicant'to present essential facts upon which the Secretary may exercise
the discretion demanded by. the law., A' full and, frank answer to
each question propounded should be made. Each applicant should
state definitely the' nature of the relief desired and the:particular
:paragriaph of these regulations under which it is sought, and where
relief is applied for under paragraph 7 hereof' the applicant should
recite fully the conditions and circumstances that make' payment impossible within the shorter iperiod prescribed. -The application may
be supplemented by 'any:additional' showing, provided same is submitted in, the form of an affidavit. The 'form: (7-298a) may be used
;'by landpurchasers under Part I of the Mesa division of the Yuma
project:in Arizona, questions, not applicable being modified ordeleted. .A supply' of. printed form- of application; will be'.provided
-upon requisition by the. project. manager. Preferably, 'tlle application should be prpsented in-personhat the project office by the'appli-:
cant, and if,, delivered otherwise it: must be with the understanding,
except in an unusual' case, .that: before, action. is; taken, thereon the
applicant will if.necessary' appear, personally to be questioned relative to the statements made in the application.
13. Proceduie by United States.-If necessary, the project manager or some person delegated by him, shall personally: confer with
the applicant as to, the statements set forth iLn'the application, and
in every case shall compilein' theform of a statem, ent allinformation
practically available' to him bearing on the assets 'and liabilities, of
the applicant, the ektent to which he hascultivatedhis farm, his'personal and actual abilityor, inability to pay the jpharges due, and his
probable' ability to pay the same at a later date. The stattement should
show wherelthe applicant is re iding and what, if any,' other business
he may be conducting, and with what success. Each application'with
the statement of the project manager, will be submitted to the board
of directors of the' local ,water' users 'association, or irrigation district, for its investigation, consideration and recommendation.. Folff lowingactionbysuch board, the application will'be forwarided im
!
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mediately: to. the director. (with copy to the chief engineer) with
recommendation' of 'the project manager. In cases where the :director
fully approves the request. of the applicant, his, decision. shall be
-0final; in all-other cases 'the application shall be referred to the Secretary of the Interior' for final decision.:,

1Q4. Re7Zef to Orginized,"roup of -Water Users.-Relief under
paragraphs 6 and 7 hereof may be granted to.a legally organized,
group of water users, such as aniirrigation district or a water users'
having.a contract with the IUnited States, covering the
assoceiation
: :'
group payment of water charges, or desiring to make such contract.
The necessity for such reliefmust appear from individual 'showings
made upon the regular application blank. However, a special application must first be miade by the organized group of 'water users
through the project manager, chief engineer, and director, and each
will'
'casebe'lhandled by itself as differing circumstances warsuch
rant
A. P. DAvis,'s
0;0ti:;
00S::
Director, United States Reckmation Service.
*

.

'Approved:.
HUBERT WORX,

;Seretary of the, Interior.
HENRY J. BEAN.
Deciiea March
REPAYMENT-UMATILLA
I:NQtISHM:ENT.

8, 1J923.

LANDS-PURCHASER--INDIAN IANDS-PAYMENT-1Rn

The special repayment proyision in section 2. of the act of March 3, 1885,
is applicable to reimbursement of full as well as partial payment made
by a purchaser of UUmatilla Indian lands after, failure to obtain title because of Linability to fulfill other requirements of the act, if the, land has
been resold andi the purchase price paid by the subsequent purchaser.
DI ARTMENTAL DECIsION CITED AND HELD NOT IN POINT.
C nseof William F.. Earnhart (44 L. D., 8), cited'and' heldnot to be controll-'

Seteretry:
The act of Marchi2, 1885 (23 Stat., 340), provided for th allotment of lands in severalty to' the Indians residing upon the Umnatilla Reservation and for: the' sale for._thir, ben'efit of the'::esidue
Asistdnt
FINR3Y, 'FistA

:-of their lands not needed for. such allotment.

of said2act made provision'for the sale of such residue.
is therein provided that a purchaser of any of said lands shall be
entitled to purchase 160 facres of untimbered lands and an: additional
tract'of 40'acres of timbered lands; that 'he shall pay one-third' of ,the
purchase price of unti-bered lands at the time of purchase, 'one;Sec2tion
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third in oine year and one-third in two years, with, interest on the de-.
ferred. payments at the. rate of S .per-cenat peri nnum and shall pay
the; full purchase price ofI timbered lands at the time:,of purchase;
that- before a. patent shall issue, for untimbered lands the purchaser
shall make satisfactory proof that he has resided upon the' lands
purchased at least one( year and has reduced at least 25 acres to
cultivation. '
.'
-'
Said section further provided th'atNo patent shall issue until all payiment shallhave been'' made; and' on the
failure of any purchaser to make any-payment when thesame
Secretary of, the Interior, shall cause said land* to be again
.,
or private sale; and if said lands shall sell for more than
thereon, the surplus, after deducting expenses, shall beWpaid

becomes due, the'
offered.at public
the balance due
over to the first

purchaser.

On August 15, 1902, Judge Henry J. Bean made Umatilla. entryfor
lots 5, 6, 7 and 8, Sec. 25, T. 1 N., R. 32 E. (untimbered) and SW.
SW: ' (timbered), Sec. 8, T. 1 S., R. 3W E., W. M., 198.46 acres, La
Grande, Oregon, land district. The lentryman paid for the land in
full, his payments consisting of three installments, August 1, 1902,
August 15, 1903, and August 15, 1904. The entry was canceled on
relinquishment September 21, 1912. It had been held for cancellation by Commissioner's letter of July 6, 1911,' upon the ground that
entryman had not made proof on the entry. In support of the entry
affidavit was filed statingThat after* making said entry and before completing residence of one year
he, was,elected in July, 1904, as County-Judge, of Umatilla County: and:quailfled as such officer; that his duties required him to 'remove to.jthe county seat,
which he did and that at the general election in 1906 he was againelfected as
circuit judge; that he subsequently qualified as same, that in 1910 he resigned

said posion and wTas elected as Justice of the Supreeme Court of the State
of Oregon; that by reason of his official positions it is necessary for him to
reside at the capital of 'the State.

The said decision of the Commissioner was reversed by- departmental decision January 25, 1912, and applicant was allowed. 30 days
from notice within which to take steps looking toward submission
' of proof. By departmental decision of, May 3, 1912, entryman was,
allowed, one. year after the expiration of his official employment
within which to make proof.' On 'September 21, 1912, theentry was
canceled on relinquishment as 'stated.'
On November 12, 1921, Judge Bean filed application for refund :'
of money paid by him in connection with said entry 'and repayment
'is sought under the provisions of said act of. March 3,0.885.
On
May 2', 1922, the Commissioner of the General Land Office denied
repayment, holding thaticlaimant is not entitled thereto under said
section! 2 of said act for the, reason that there was no failure to pay
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any installment of the purchase price and that even though the
land has:been resold and paid for in full the special repayment provision in said section 21 is not operative to afford repayment: where
the full purchase price has been paid and the entry .is relinquished
''in lieu of compliance with the law, citing the case of William F.
Earnhart (44 L. D., 3).
The, Department can not concur in the Commissioner's action.' It
is believed that said act of March 3, 1885, which" by its terms is a
special' repayment statute, does not limit the right of repayment to,
that class of applicants who had made either one or.two of the pay-:
ments provided for under the act and who made'default as to other
warrants
payments but. that. a 'reasonable construction
repayment also to an applicant who' had made payment in full
for the land purchased but who was unable to perfect' his claim, pro-:
vided the land was resold for a sufficient amount to reimburse such
payment. The purpose of the act was to create a fund out of the sale
of Umatilla lands for the benefit of the UImatilla Reservation Indians
at an appraised price per acre. In the instant case claimant paid
: such price and on account of his election to a judicial office he was
prevented from complying with that feature of the act which required one year's residence upon the land, his judicial duties requiring his presence at the place of holding court. : By reason thereof he
was caused to file a relinquishment and thereafter the land in ques
tion was resold to one Kirchoff under Umatilla entry 011184,0 who*
paid $258.09 purchase money. However, Kirchoff only paid $8.65;
interest, whereas Bean paid $9.90 interest. Bean must sustain this
loss of $1.25.
The act of March 3, 1885, does not contain any clause of forfeiture
of the moneys paid by' a purchaser in the event he does not complete
the entry by failure'to reside for one year on the untimbered lands
.purchased, and in a case such as the instant one, where a purchaser
was unable to reside upon the land by reason of matters arising after
such purchase, and after the payment in full of the purchase price, it
is believed that the repayment features of said act would clearly contemplate the return to him of Isuch purchase money, after the land
has been resold and the Indians have: obtained for same the full
appraised purchased price through a subsequent purchaser. Clearly
the Indians are not entitled to be paid twice for the same land, and
*equity, as well as a reasonable construction of said act' demands re*payment in case of payment in full as it does in a case where only
one or two installments of such purchase price had been made and
the land has been resold and fully paid for by a subsequent purchaser.
The decision appealed- from is reversed and. repayment' will be
allowed less the $1.25 hereinbefore mentioned.
.thereof

:
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BIG-4 CONSOLIDATED OIL COMPANY.
Decided March 13, 19:3.
OIL AND GAS LANDn-APPLicATION-LEASE-POssESSiON-RELATION.

The date of.the filing of the application, not the date of the granting of the
lease, determines the time from which the annual rental begins to accrue,
where an oil and gas lease is granted pursuant to the act of February 25,
1920, to an applicant who, from and after the filing of an application
therefor, has had uninterrupted, exclusive possession and use of the
premises.

FINNEY, FirstAssistant Secrettary:

*

On August 24, 1920, application 026609, Douglas series, was made.
by the Wyoming Drilling Trust for an oil and gas lease under
section 19 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437) covering the
N. 1 NW. L Sec. 11,. T. 33 N., R. 83 W., 6th P. M., Wyoming.
' On February 23, 1922, the Secretary approved a recommendation
the
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office that a lease of
The
Company.
Oil
Consolidated
premises be granted to the Big-4
said company executed the lease authorized and tendered $80,
characterizing such sum as payment-of the first year's rental onaccount of said lease.
By decision of January 11, 1923, the Commissioner held that
under the oil and gas regulations the lease commenced and became
-effective as of the date of the filing of the relinquishment and application for relief and that consequently three-years' annual rental,
at the rate of $1.00 per acre, of the land was due. and payable, and
made demand upon the prospective lessee to pay two-years' additional annual rental before recommendation would be made to the
Department that a lease be executed.
The Big-4 Consolidated Oil Company appealed from that decision,
contending that as no lease had yet been granted, therefore no rent
is due until such lease is granted.
I The record shows that the Commissioner found that the appellant
company not the original applicant, its lessee, was invested with
the mining title to the placer location used as a base for the claim
for relief, whereupon said company filed supplemental application,
therein stating that the original application was filed in its behalf
and that the supplemental application was filed as a part of the
original.

It further appears that, at the instance and request of the

appellant company, extensions of time were allowed by the Comrmissioner to cure defects in the abstract of title. ' It is thus apparent
-that the delay in the issuance of the lease has been due to the filing
of a defective application and failure to file with the supplemental
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application the requisite supporting evidence, necessitating indulgences in time in order to supply it.
The record shows that from and after the date of the filing of the
original applications the appellant through its lessee, the Wyoming
Drilling Trust, has had uninterrupted, exclusive possession and use
0 the
of premises, and by virtue of its application for lease has been
free to exercise the rights and privileges and enjoy the benefits that
inure to the lessee by the terms of the lease. The appellants, by
applying for the benefits of section 19 of the leasing act, and relinquishing its title to the placer location covering the land, surrendered
its possessory right by virtue of such application, and its exclusive
occupation. and use of the land thereafter is lawful only upon the
assumption that the appellant company could and would establish
its claim that it is entitled to a lease as of the date of the application..
The applicant for lease must be presumed to contemplate that the
lease applied for will be granted in accordance with the provisions
of the leasing act and regulations thereunder. Section 21 (b) of the
oil and gas regulations, Circular 672 (47 L. D., 437, 454), provides
as follows:
A claimant qualified under the above conditions relating to leases (referring
to paragraph 2-B of the regulations), is entitled to a 20-year lease from the
United States effective from the date of filing application for relief, substan[ParentheticaI
tially in the form prescribed in section 17, hereof, * *
data supplied.]

* Section 2 (c) of the lease, authorized as theeresult of this application, follows the form prescribed in said section 17 of the regulations
and is drawn in conformity with the above cited 'regulations, the
clause applicable (47 L. D., 448) reading as follows:
Royalties and rents: To pay the lessor, in advance, beginning with the
date of the execution of this lease, a rental of $1 per acre per annum during the
continuance hereof, * *

Tihe lease in express terms declares it is entered into "as of August 24, 1920," and by the terms of section 1 thereof the exclusive
right to drill for, mine, extract, remove and dispose of21the oil and
gas deposits, is granted in consideration -of the rents and royalties to
be paid. The Department in harmony with the provisions cited has
established a practice of requiring a lessee upon the granting of a
lease to pay the, royalties due the Govermnent on production, from
and after the date of application for lease, according to the rates
prescribed in such lease. Upon the granting of the lease the right
-to produce and dispose of the oil is, recognized as relating back. to
the date thereof. No reason is perceived why the correlative duty
to pay the rent fixed should not be reckoned from the same date.
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Upon the granting of: the lease the appellant company s entitled,
retrospectively, to the benefits 'of the lease from its date and must be
required therefore to assume its burdens.
The decision of the Commissioner is affirmed, and the record returned for appropriate action hereunder.
BIG-A CONSOLIDATED OIL COMPANY.
Motion for rehearing of: departmental decision of March 13,
1923 (49 L. D., 482), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney,
April 13, 1923.
RULES RELATING TO MEASURE OF DAMAGES TO: BE APPLIED IN
CASES OF TIMBER, COAL, OIL AND OTHER TRESPASSES ON THE
PUBLIC DOMAIN.

:INsTRUCTIoNs.
[Circular No. 881.]
DEPARTMENT OF TH INTERIOR
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Wacshingtoon, D. C., Mlarch 14,.19$23.
CHItEFS OF FiELD DIVISIONS:

I inclose herewith for your information a photographic copy of
the decision of the: Supreme Court of the United States in Sam W.
Mason et at. V. United States, decided January 2, 1923 (43 Sup. Ct.
Rep., 200).
You will observe that the court holds that the measure of damages
for the oil trespass involved is within the controlling scope of State
legislation, and that the court stated:
Here, while the suit is, one in equity, the statute and decisions relied upon
have nothing to do with the general principles of equity or with the federal
equity jurisdiction, but simply establish a, measure of damages applicable
alike to actions at law and suits in equity.

Hereafter the rule of damages to be- applied in cases of timber,
coal, oil and other trespass will, in accordance with said decision,
be the measure of damages prescribed by the laws of the State in
which the trespass is committed.
In view of the foregoing you will, both as to your pending trespass cases and cases that may arise in the future, ascertain the laws
of the State in which the trespass was committed 'as to measure, of.
damages, and make your demands for settlement and your recommendations to this office in accordance, therewith, citing in your reports to this office the book and page of the State statutes and the
decisions on, which your recommendations are based.
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If a trespass is. committed in a State where there is no State law
governing such trespass, the measure of damages will be as follows:
TIMBER.

1. Where the trespass is willful, thefull value of the property at
the time and place of demawd, or of suit brought, with no deduction for labor and expense.
2. In case of an unintentional or mistaken trespass, or an innocent
vendee from such trespasser, the value at the time of conversion, less the amount which the vendor has added to its value.
3. In case of a purchase without notice of wrong from a willful
trespasser, the value at the time of purchase.' Woodenware Co.
v. United States (I06 U. S., 432).
TURTENTIE.

- -;

1. Innocent Trespass. Value of the gum, and injury done to the
trees. United States v. Taylor (35 Fed., 484).
2. Willful Trespass. Valuie of the product manufactured from the
crude turpentine by the settler, or any person into whose possession same may have passed, without credit for labor bestowed
*
on the turpentine by the wrongdoer. Union.Naval Stores Company v. United States (240 U. S., 284).
COAL.

1. Innocent Trespass.- Value of the coal in place, before severance.
United States v. Homestake Mining Co. (117 Fed., 481).
2. Willful Trespass. Full value of the property at time of conversion, without deduction for the labor bestowed or expense incurred in removing and preparing it for market. United States
v. Ute Coal and Coke Co. (158 Fed., 20).
'St''

0J

X

t::

~~ORES.I

'd

Measure of damages is the same as in the case of coal. Benson Mining and Smelting Company v. Alta Mining and Smelting Company (145 U. S., 428) ; Durant Mining Co. v. Percy Consolidated
Mining Co. (93 Fed., 166).
OIL.

1. Innocent Trespass.

Value of oil taken, less amount of expense

;incurred in taking the same.
For prior departmental rulings relating to the measure of damages, in cases of innocent timber trespass, see instructions of March 1, 1883, 1 L 1D., 695, olohn W. Henderson, 40 L. D. 518, Id., 43 L. D., 106, and instructions of June 22, 1915, 44 L. D.,
112.-Ed.
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2. Willful-Trespass. Value of the oil taken without credit or deduction for the expense incurred by the wrongdoers in. getting it.
Mason v. United States (173 Fed., 135).
The cases now pending in this office for action will be adjudicated
in accordance with the above instructions.
WnILLIM SPRY,
ConiMMssioner.
Approved:
E. C. FiNnEx,First Assistant Secretary.

SANDEL ET AL. v. NEW ORLEAIS PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.
Decided March 15, 1923.
RAILROAD GREANT-SETTLEMENT-

TBNsrERm-ENTRY-POSSEssION-ADVERSE

CLAIM-EDSTOPPEL.
The act of February 8, 1887, confirming the assignment to the New Orleans
Pacific Railway Company of the grant made to the New Orleans, Baton
Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company by the act of March 8, 1871, gave
the right of entry to a transferee of an actual settler, occupying land within
the granted limits at the date of the definite location of the road and remaining in possession thereafter, and mere tardiness in asserting his
*
claim does not estop him from seeking title adversely to the railroad company.
,RAILROAD

GRANT-SETTLEMENT-TRANSFEREE-

ENTTRY-ADVERSE

CLAIM-

LACnIES-VIDEvNc
Lack of diligence in securing evidence to show that a settlement claim was
excluded by the act of February 8, 1887, from the confirmation of the
grant to the New Orleans Pacific Railway Company is not sufficient to
defeat the right of the transferee to make entry, if the land was in fact em-?
braced within a valid subsisting claim at the date of the definite location
of the road and continued as such thereafter.
*FINNFY,

First Assistant Secretary:

* The W. j W. I, Sec. 7, T. bSN., R. 8 W., L. M., Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, land district, is within the primary limits of a grant made
to the New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company by the act of March 3, 1871 (16 Stat., 573), and was on March
3, -1885, patented to the New Orleans Pacific Railway Company,
successor in interest to the original grantee, under the act of February; 8, 1887 (24 Stat., 391)., after the line of its road had been definitely located opposite this land on November 17, 1882, and the
controlling question in this case is as to whether one Goins who was
in possession of and living on that tract at the date of the definite
location was qualified to make a homestead entry, and then intended
to acquire the land under the settlement laws of the United States.

I
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Lands occupied by :settlers at the date of definite location were
specifically excepted from the operation of both these grants (New
Orleans Pacific Railway Company, 33 L. D., 324), and, inasmuch
as the act of 1887 gave. the right of entry to the transferees of such
settlers, James F. Sandel on February 23, 1895,- filed his unnumbered application to make a homestead entry for this :land, and
accompanied it by his sworn statement that he had been residing
thereon as 'a settler "through himself and others continuously ever
since the year 1881."
Later, a hearing as between Sandel and the railway company
was held, with both parties: present, at which testimony was taken
in substance as follows:
Sandel swore that the land was first settled on in 1868 or 1869,
and thereafter: continuously resided on by different persons until
1881, when " a man by the name of Goins was living upon:" it withX
his family; that Goins was a native-born citizen of the United States,
about 45 years old, and had never taken advantage of the homestead
laws, and did not. own any other land so far as he 'knew; that there
was-a dwelling house, stable and crib on the land at that tine, and
about 30 acres of it had been fenced and cleared, which Goins cultivated; that Goins continued to live on the land until 1883, when he
sold it to Francis Dowden, who cleared and fenced three acres and
otherwise improved the land, and lived there until 1885, when he
sold his. improvements to him,: Sandel; that he, Sandel,' has since
that year lived on the land, and fenced and cleared six or seven acres.
On cross-examination Sandel testified that he paid Dowden $200.00
for his interest in the land and improvements; that he did not apply
to enter the land at an earlier date for the reason that he was financially unable to do so; that he was only sixteen years old when he
bought the land from Dowden, and was 26 years of age on Septem-'
ber 26, 1896; that he paid his own money for the land; that his
father was completely paralyzed and unable to work, and that he,
-Saildel, was the head and-main support of the family when, and
always after, he and his father, mother, and a crippled brother
moved onto the land in December, 1885.
- ' A. R. Dowden, 57 years of age, testified that he had lived about ad
mile from the land since 1861; that the land was first settled on in
1866 or 1867 by "a Mr. Hinson;: " that "in '1880; a man by the name
'.of 'Brown was living upon this land;" that in 1889-83, Goins, who
was 45 or 50 years old and'the'head of a family, lived there; that
he did not think that Goins had exhausted his homestead rights
or owned other lands; that in 1883, Goins sold his improvements to
:F. M. Dowden, -who lived on and cultivated the land until 1885,
-when he sold it to Sandel, who had lived there ever since and improved and cultivated it,. and that Sandel was "looked upon as the
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head of the family at the 2time, he bought these .improvements, his
father being an invalid, and his mother old and feeble."
On cross-examination Dowden swore that Sandel had an older
brother who was a cripple, and not interested in the purchase of the
* land; that "old man Sandel is paralyzed all over, and confined to
V his bed most of the time."
*
F. M. Dowden was introduced as a witness and testified that he
had heard,;. and fully corroborated the statements of the other two
witnesses, and that he was over twenty-one years of age and not the
- 0Q 7
owner of any other land at the time he occupied and sold this tract
to Sandel.
No testimony was offered on behalf of the railroad company, and
*; 0 it in no way questioned the truth of the statements of Sandel or his
; witnesses.
On this testimony the register and receiver found for Sandel,.
but on the company's appeal from that action it was reversed by the
General Land Office in its decision of May 27, 1901, on its finding
thatthe testimony does not show either satisfactorily or conclusively that Goins,
-who it is claimed resided on the land in controversy in the years 1881 and
1882, which comprises the date when the right of the Company attached to the
lands within the limits of its grant, was lawfully qualified to make a home: stead entry.

No further action was taken in this matter until after the Supreme
Court rendered the, decision hereafter mentioned in 1919, when
Sandel filed his homestead application, Baton Rouge 010032 on
October 27, 1921, for the land " for the heirs of William Fletcher
Sandel and Mary Jane Sandel." That application is accompanied
; by Sandel's affidavit in which he made reference to his age at the
date of his purchase from Dowden; but he did not make any statement: or explanation as to why he presented this application on
behalf 'of the ,heirs of his parents, and not exclusively in his own
behalf. It is possible, however, that he was induced to present it
in that way by a fear that it might possibly be held that he was not
qualified to succeed to the rights of Dowden because he was under
the age of twenty-one years at the time he made the purchase.
That affidavit was corroborated by the: oaths of two witnesses, both
-of .whom stated that Sandel's father died on January 24, 1902, andwas paralyzed some 15 years before his death, unable to attend to his business,
and the present applicant, James F. Sandel, w&as considered as the head of the
family for all business purposes long before the death of the father and before
he himself had reached the age of majority.

By its decision of January 7, 1922, the General Land Office rejected
*that application and denied relief of any kind to Sandel, for the
reason .that he had not shown that Goins was qualified to make a
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homestead.entry at the time he occupied the land, and for the furtherreason that the case had been closed for twenty years.
On August 8; 1922, Sandel filed an informal petition asking that
the case be reopened and given further consideration, and in support
of that action alleged that atthe original hearing of January 29, 1897 he did not know the whereabouts of
Mr. Aaron Goins, and could not get his evidence at that time, but since has

discovered new evidence upon which he bases for reopening of a new hearing,

In further support of his petition, Sandel furnishes the affidavit
of Amos Goins, certified by the notary public "to be to me well
known, and of good repute," who sworeThat during the year 1882, he made some improvements and resided as a
settler on W. i of'W. i, Sec. 7, T 5 N., R. 8 W., La. Mer. That at said time or
prior thereto he had not filed application for any homestead entry, but- sold
said improvements to Mr. F. M. Dowden in the year 1883, relinquishing any, and
all claims I might have had by virtue of improvements thereon. 'He further
says that he did not file application for' homestead entry until the year 1898
and that included NW. i, Sec. 16, T. 4 N., R. 9 W., La. Mer.

The matter is now before this Department for consideration on
Sandel's very informal: appeal from the decision of the Acting
Assistant Commissioner of the General Land Office on October 24,
1922, in which he denied the petition to reopen the case on the
ground that S andel must have known where Goins lived at the date
of the' hearing under his original application' for the reason that
the final proof offered by VGoins under his homestead entry showed
that he -was at that time living on lands located nine miles from the
tract occupied 'by :Sandel, " and Goins appears to have had relatives
in. the neighborhood (where Sandel lived)i there being other entrymen by the same name in the vicinity," as ,is shown by the records
of the General Land Office.
From what has already been said, it will be seen that the unques-'
tioned facts in this case are that this land has been continuously
Ioccupied for more than fifty-five years as a farm home; that :it was
-so occupied for about five years before the grant was made,; and
sixteen years before the rights of the company attached by the definite location of its road; that for nearly forty years about forty
acres have been cleared, fenced and under cultivation, and that for
more than thirty-nine years it has constantly been Sandel's only

:home.
Under these: circumstances, and other facts, disclosed by the record
this Department is unwilling to now finally close its doors against
this applicant by affirming the Acting Assistant. Commissioner's
decision, and this is especially true in view of the fact that a par; ticular
fduty has been specifically imposed on the Secretary of the
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Interior in cases such as this one by the act of February 8, 1887,
supra, on which Sandel's claim is based.
The title secured by the New Orleans Pacific Railway Company
from- the original grantee and patents already issued to it before
:187, were defective and,- it was for the purpose, among others, of
confirming that title, and validating those patents that the act of
.1887 was passed, section 2 of which declares thatall said lands occupied by actual settlers at the date of the definite location
of said road and still remaining in their possession or in possession of their
heirs or assigns shall be held and deemed excepted from said grant and shall
be subject to entry under the public land laws of the United States.

Inasmuch as the patent here involved was issued before the passage
of that act, this case comes within the provisions of section 6, which
reads as follows:
That the patents for the lands conveyed-herein that have already been issued
to said company be, and the same'are hereby confirmed; but the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby fully authorized and instructed to apply the provisions
of the second, third, fourth, and fifth sections .of this act to any of said lands
that have been so patentedIand to protect any and ail settlers on said lands
in all their rights under the said section of this act.

In construing that provision, the United States Supreme Court
declared in the case of United States'et al. va.New Orleans Pacific
Railway Company et al. (248 U. S., 507, 518), thatBy the act of 1887 the United States undertook to invest settlers coming
within the provisions of that act with the title to the lands in their possession,

and also " to protect " them in that right, This meant that they were to receive a clear title. The act 'charged the Secretary of the Interior with the
duty of adopting appropriate measures to that end, and when other means
failed he invoked the aid of the Attorney General, who brought these suits.
Through them the United States seeks to fulfill its obligations under the act
to the settlers, and in this it has the requisite interest or concern.

It is apparent from the record in this case that Sandel is a man
of limited means, and lacking in such education and knowledge as
/ would have enabled him to more efficiently protect his interests, and
'he has not at any time been represented by an attorney rf record.
His delay in presenting his first application to enter was due to his
lack of means necessary for that purpose, and the reason he did not
make further effort until about twenty years after that application
was rejected, is explained by the fact that it was not until 1919 that
the United States Supreme Court declared it was the duty of the
Secretary of the Interior to take steps to protect the interests of
claimants such as he.
But a mere tardiness in asserting his claim did not give the rail.road company a right to say that Sandel is now estopped from seeking title. In the case of Victorian xv. New Orleans Pacific Railway
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Company, on review (10 L. D., 637, 639), the application to enter
was not presented until twenty-three years after settlement was made
a-nd it was there said that*; *-it
is well settled by the decisions of this Department, that the statutory limitations as to the time of filing formal application, are intended for the
protection of the settler against intervening adverse claims, and in cases between the government and the citizen, will not be enforced by the government
when the citizen has acted in good faith. The railroad company being a mere
grantee of the government, a forfeiture on account of laches of a claimant will
not be declared in favor of the railroad, where it would not be claimed by the
government, and the former can not be heard to complain of defaults which the,
latter sees fit to waive. The filing of a homestead application or a pre-emption
declaratory statement within the statutory periods, is not necessary to constitute an " actual settler," according to any definition of those words heretofore
promulgated and certainly is not under the proviso to section two of the act of1887, which accords to "actual. settlers the right thereafter to make formal
entry of the lands settled on.

Nor does the fact that Sandel possibly did not use diligence in his
efforts to secure the testimony of Goins at the original hearing defeat
his rights in this land, if he is otherwise entitled to make the entry,
because if Goins had a valid settlement on the land at the date of the
definite location that tract must at least in so far as Sandel is concerned, "be held and deemed excepted from said grant and shall be
subject to entry under the public land laws of the United States," as,
was declared in section 2 of the act of 1887. See Victorien v. New
Orleans Pacific Railway Company, su7pra, New Orleans Pacific Railway Company v. Elliott (13 L. D., 157), and New Orleans Pacific
XRailway Company (33 L. D., 324).
While it now appears that Goins was, and has been later recognized
by the Land Department as being qualifiedX to make. a homestead
entry at the date of the definite location of the road, Sandel's rights
are dependent upon the further question as to whether Goins went
onto and occupied the tract "with an intention to make entry of the
land at some future time under the provisions of the- settlement laws
of the United States," as was held fin Pennington v. New Orleans
Pacific Railway company (25 L. D., 61, 63). The evidence as to the
:intent with which he took possession of the land consists- only of his
statement in his affidavit that " he resided as a settler" on the tract
-which must, in the absence of other evidence to the contrary, Ibe;
taken as sufficient to meet the requirements of the rule just mentioned.
However, this Department does not feel that it would be justified
to give final directions in this matter at this time for the reason that
notice. of the present application and proceedings does not appear
to have been served on the railroad company, and- for that reason
the action taken below is hereby set aside and the case is remanded
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directions that the register and receiver be instructed -to make

diligent and exhaustive 'efforts to ascertain the names and post-

* 3; office addresses of any and all persons who may' be now claiming
any interest in this land adverse to Sandel, as transferees of the
'9
railroad company, or otherwise, and that after doing so they will
serve copies of this, decision on all such.persons, if any there be,
and also on the company, with notice to them and the company that
if all claims based on the patent to the company are not relinquished
to the Government, or convincing reasons to the contrary are not
shown within thirty days from receipt of such copy and notice, this
Department will give further consideration as to the advisability
of recommending a suit for such relief as Sandel may then appear
to be entitled to.

:VIATTIE J. BAIRD (ON PETITION).
Decided March 19, 1923.
HOMESTEAD

ENTRY-FiNAL PRooF-FINAL

.

RECEIPT-PAYMENT-FEES-VESTED

-

RIGHTS-AcT OF MARCH 3, 1891.
The rule that the period of limitation specified in the proviso to section 7
,of the act of March 3, 1891, begins to run from the date of the issuance
of the "receiver's receipt upon the final entry," is not met by the payment
of the required fees and commissions tendered in connection with the
* submission of final proof where that offiber merely places the moneys in
his unearned account without issuing receipt therefor.

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-FINAL

PROOF-PAYMENT-PATENT--VESTED

RIGHTS.

Where purchase money tendered by a homestead entryman in connection
with his final proof is subsequently returned to him by the, receiver, either,
at the former's request or with his consent, the entryman is not in a
position to demand patent as upon a completed entry.
COURT DECISION CITED AND DISTINGUISHED-DEPARTMENTAL
SO FA VAS IN POINT.

DECISION APPLIED

Case of Stockley et at. v. United States (43 Sup. Ct. Rep., 186; - U. S.,
-), cited and distinguished; case of Veatch, heir of Natter, oh rehearing'
(46 L. D., 496), applied so far as in point.1

FINN-y, FirstAssistant Secretary:
April 22, 1903, Martin Grace made homestead entry embracing
W. WSW. and S. I NW..1 Sec. 17, T. 32 S., R. 2 E., W. M., Roseburg,
1

Oregon, land district, upon whichl commutation proof was submitted
July 30, 1904, before a United States commissioner. The public notice of intention to submit proof did not properly describe the land
and' for that reason new publication was required and a new date,
January28, 1905, was fixed for the taking 'of proof. A certificate
S decision in ease of United, States v. Heirs of Elizabeth Suvery and Anton
see
Schafer, transferee, 49 L.- D., 461, in which a portion of Veatch, heir of Natter, on rehearing, 46 L. : D., 496, is overruled.
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the proof-taking officer states that' on the latter date no one appeared to give adverse testimony andjthat none had been fied with
him.

'*
'

i

*

-
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By letter of March 30, 1906, the register of the KRoseburg office
ttransmitted the6,papers' to the General Land Office stating that the
proof was filed in the office during the incumbency of the former
:register and' receiver and that a special agent had attached thereto;
his. recommendation that final certificate 'be withheld,. and that in
accordance with said recommendation the proof was suspended and
t~ransmitted without. action in regard to correction, of any errors or
omissions which may appear. A memorandum slip with the record
shows that the suspension wIas for the purpose of making an examination in the field by a special agent.
By letter of November 2, 1908, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office held the proof for rejection on the ground that it showed
on its face that the residence was insufficient, because not as much as
*fourteen months of continuous residence was, shown.g The entry was
allowed to remain intact subject to, newt proof when the entryman
could show full compliance -with the requirements'of law as to residence and cultivation. ' That decision 'was declared final on March 5,
1909, and the proof was finally rejected.
August 8, 1910, the entry was canceled for failure to submit satisfactory proof within the statutory period. Shortly after the cancellation of the entry an attorney asked that the case be reopened to
permit the necessary proof to perfect title in the estate of James 'A.
Baird, who, it was alleged, purchased the land on August 2, 1907,
*and who died in the spring of 1906. By letter of September 28, 1910,
the Commissioner of the General Land Office after reciting' the history of the entry declined to reopen the case. That decision was'
declared final by letter of May 23,1911.
February 22, 1919, application was made by Mattie J. Baird,
residuary legatee under the will of James A. Baird, deceased, transferee of Martin( Grace, asking reinstatement of said entry on the
'ground that the entry 'was confirmed under the proviso to section 7
of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095), and it was urged that
inasmuch: as no protest or contest was pending against the entry at
the expiration of two years from final proof 'and payment, the
cancellation of the entry was illegal and void.
Preliminary to action on the said application for reinstatement,
the Commissioner called upon the register and receiver for report
as to the disposition of the purchase money, reference being made
to a notation on the back of the proof papers as follows: "Proof
and purchase money filed August 12, 1904." It was further recited that an examination of the abstracts for the month of August,
1904, in the General Land Office did not show such payment. In
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reply, the register- under date of May 16, 1919, stated that the $200
purchase money paid in commutation of the Grace entry had been
carried in the unearned money account but was returned to the
* entryman December 3, 1907, as shown by the records of that office.
By decision of June 7, 1919, the application for reinstatemeht
was denied on the ground that the entry was not confirmed as no
receiver's receipt was issued Son final, entry, citing Veatch, heir of
* Natter, on rehearing (46 L. D., 496). Upon appeal from that action
the decision below was affirmed by the Department November 19,
1919, wherein it was in part stated:
There was no receipt given in this case on final entry and the mere payment
of moneys in connection with the final proof, which was never accepted, is
wholly inadequate to establish any right in a public land claimant and is not
sufficient to start the running of the statute.
The record in this case shows that entryman did not comply with the law in
respect to residence.' Although on its face the final proof might justify such
a holding ekcept in respect to residence, a later investigation of this entry
oshows that claimant did little, or nothing, with respect to compliance with the
law. : His residence was insufficient and his cultivation did not show good
faith. The land has about two million feet of good timber upon it.
That action became final; but on Januaiy 19, 1923, a similatr application in the form of a petition for the exercise of the supervisory authority of the Department was filed in :behalf of Mattie J.
Baird, asking reconsideration of the case in the light of the recent
:decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of
decided January
Thomas J. Stockley et atl.et'V.. United States,,~~~i
92-v
Jaganei uar 2, 1923
is quoted by
language
certain
which
fr6m
186),
Rep.,
Ct.
(43 Sup.
the petitioner designed to show that it is authority for the claim
that the entry here in question. was confirmed,, and patent' should
issue under the act of 1891, supra, which provides:
That after the lapse of two years from the date of the issuance of the receiver's receipt upon the final entry of any tract of land under the homestead,
timber-culture, desert-land, or pre-emption laws, or under this act, and when
there shall be no pending contest or protest against the validity of such entry,
the entryman shall be entitled to a patent conveying the land by him entered,
and the same shall be issued to him; but this proviso shall not be construed
to require the delay of two years from the date of said entry before the issuing
of a patent therefor.;
In the instant case,, no receipt was issued on final entry and in that
regard it is similar to the case of Veatch, heir of Natter, supra,
wherein the Department said:
Under the practice prevailing at the time Natter's entry was made, moneys
tendered with proofs which were defective, insufficient, or which for sufficient
reasons were suspended, were frequently carried for indefinite -periods as
unearned fees and unofficial moneys and eventually either returned" to the
applicant or applied and' receipt issued, as the facts and circumstances
warrantedi
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In ;the opinion of the Department, neither the letter nor the 'spirit of the
law justifies a ruling that the-mere payment of moneys in connection with a
final proof which was never accepted and which is totally inadequate to establish any right in a public-land claimant is sufficient to start the running of the
statute.

In the Stockley case which is relied, on by the petitioner a receipt had issued. This makes a vital difference between the cases,
which is hot removed nor rendered immaterial by the said decision;
The importance attached to the-issuance of the receiver's receipt is
shown in the very letter of the statute concerning which the court
said:
The plain provision is that the period of limitation shall begin to run from
the date of the " issuance of the receiver's receipt upon the final entry." There
is. no ambiguity in this language and, therefore, no room for construction.
There is nothing to construe. The sole inquiry is whether, the receipt issued
to Stockley falls within the words of the statute. :' * * Having submitted to the proper officials proof showing full compliance with the law, and
having paid all the fees and commissions lawfully due, Stockley had done
everything which the law required on his part and became entitled to the
im'Mediate, issuance of the receiver's receipt, and this receipt was issued and,
delivered to him. No subsequent receipt was contemplated or required. From
the date of the receipt the entry may be held open for the period of two years,
during which time its validity may be contested. Thereafter the entryman is
entitled to a patent and the express command of the statute is that "the same
shall be Iissued to him."
:

*

*:

*

:

:

:*

*

:

We are not at liberty to add to or take from the language of the statute.
When Congress has plainly described the instrument from whose date the
upon the final entry" there is no warstatute beginstto run as the .receipt
rant for construing it to mean only a, receipt issued simultaneously with the
certificate or one issued after the adjudication on the final proof, which might
be-and in this instance was-postponed indefinitely. It was to avoid just
such delays for an unreasonable length of time-that is, for more than two
years-that the statute was enacted.
:**

:

*

:

*

,

*

.*

:*

:

However, Stockley, as already shown, did, in fact, make final entry
and the receiver did, in fact, issue and deliver his receipt thereon. The case,
therefore, falls within the terms of the statute and must be governed] by it,
unless the receipt be held for naught on the ground that it was issued contrary
to the Commissioner's instructions.. But the very object of the statute was to
preclude inquiry upon that-or any other matter, except as provided by the
statute, after the expiration of two years from the date of the receiver's
*

*

*t

receipt.

Nowhere did the court say that the: statute applied where the
receiver's receipt had not issued. The main reliance of the claimant
is on that portion of the decision which quoted with approval from
departmental instructions of June 4, 1914 (43 L. ID., 322). The said
instructions called the attention of field agents to certain departmental decisions- involving the : confirmatory act referred to, The
.
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object was to acquaint them with the purport of the latest rulings
on that much controverted stat te, and it was said inter aliZ:;
These departmental decisions call attention to the fact that. time under thestatute of limitation created by the' proviso to section 7 of the act of March
3, 1891, runs from the date of issuance of the receiver's receipt upon final
entry. There is no doubt that Congress chose the date of the receiver's receipt
rather than of the certificate of the register as controlling, for the reason that
-payment by the claimant marks the end of compliance by him with the. requirements of law. It would: be manifestly unjust to make the right to a
patent dependent upon the administrative action of the register, subjecting
it to such delays as are incident to the conduct of public business and over
which the claimant has no control. Payment, of which the receiver's receipt
'is butrevidence, is, therefore, the material circumstance that starts the running
of the statute, inasmuch as a claimant is and always has been entitled to a
receipt when payment is made.

' There was no intention in the instructions to go beyond the pu

oporX

of the decisions referred to, as shown by the fact that the agents were
instructed to proceed in accordance with the said decisions. None of
the decisions thus mentioned recognized application of the confirma-

;

tory statute where the receiver's receipt had not issued, but that
identical question was involved in the case of Veatch, heir of Natter,
supra, wherein the Department noticed the language of the instructions above quoted and held that it had no application in that case
where the receipt had not issued.
In the instant case not only did the receipt not issue but neither
was the entryman entitled to a receipt under the practice then in
force. His proof was insufficient on its face, and showed that title
had not been earned by performance of the required:'residence. In
this respect also the case is different from the Stockley case.
Furthermore, the purchase money was returned to the entryman
as above cited anrd has not been repaid. So far as shown, no notice
of any adverse claim had been filed in the local land office by the
transferee and, therefore, the land officials were justified in dealing
with the entryman as though no transfer had been made. Presumably the purchase money was returned iin pursuance of instructions
of May 16, 1907 (35 L. D., 568), issued under the act of March' 2,2
1907 (34 Stat., 1245). Section 6 of said instructions in part pro-'
vides:
Moneys already paid on commutation proofs that are now suspended, reported
in the account of unearned fees and unofficial moneys, may be retained in said
account until the suspended proofs are finally accepted or rejected; or, pending,
final action on' such proofs, the purchase money shall, upon application, be
returned to' the depositor, without prejudice to his homestead rights, and the
receiver shall, as soon as practicable, advise all such homesteaders of their
right to have their money returned.
Having thus accepted repayme'it of the purchase money, the entry-

man was no longer in position to' claim patent as upon -a completed
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entry even if he had been theretofore entitled to such claim which in
fact he was not,- as'above' shown.
The points repugnant to the claim for issuance of patent as upon
confirmation may be. summarized as: follows: (1). The entryman's
final, proof did not show compliance with the homestead, law, and
forbthat reason alonhe 'was not entitled .to receivers receipt upon
final entry. (2) 'No receipt was in fact issued. (3) The entryman'
was repaid the. money whici had been deposited, and this countered.
any presumption of rights by virtue of the deposit.
Accordingly, the former action denying reinstatement of the entry
is adhered to and the petition is denied.
0

PROOFS, AFFIDAVITS, OATHS-EXECUTION BEFORE DEPUTY
CLERKS OF COURTS-ACT OF FEBRUARY 23, 1923.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 884.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D.0., March23, 1923.
-REGISTERS AND

RECEIVERS,

JUNITED STATES LAND OFcES:

Section 2294, Revised Statutes, as amended by the act of March
11, 1902 (32 Stat., 63), and the act of March 4i 1904 (33 Stat., 59),
was amended by the act of February 23, 1923 (Public No. 435) ,' by
inserting a provision that where, because of geographic or to'ographic conditions, there is a qualified' offi'eer nearer or .more accessible to the land involved, but outside the county and land district, affidavits, proofs, and oaths may be taken before such officer.
Said section as amended' reads as' follows '
SEc. 2294. That hereafter all proofs, affidavits and oaths of any kind whatsoever required to be made by applicants and entrymen under the homestead,
preemption, timber-culture, desert-land, and timber and stone Acts, may in
addition to those now authorized to take such affidavits, proofs, and oaths be
made before any United States commissioner or commissioner of the courtexercising Federal jurisdiction in the Territory or before the judge or clerk
of any court of record in the county, parish, or land district in which the lands
are situated: Provided- That in cases where because of. geographic or, topo-:
graphic conditions there is a qualified offlicer nearer or more accessible to
lad
ntheinvolved, but outside the county and land district, affidavits, proofs,
and oaths may be taken before such officer: Provided further, That in case
,the affidavits, proofs, and oaths ihereinbefore mentioned. be taken outside of the
county 'or land, district. in which the land is located, the; applicant must -show
by affidavit, satisfactory to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, that
87510 -22-2VoL49--32
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it was taken before the. nearest or most accessible officer, qualified to take
such affidavits, proofs, and oaths; but such showing by affidavit need not, be
made in making final proof if the proof be taken in' the town or city where
the newspaper is published in which the final proof notice is printed. The'
proof, affidavit, and oath, when: so made and duly sibscribed, or which may;
have heretofore been so made and duly subscribed, shall have the same force
and effect as if made before the:register and. receiver when transmitted to
them with the fees and commissions allowed.and required by law. That it
any witness making such proof, or any applicant making such affidavit or oath,
shall knowingly, willfully, or corruptly swear falsely to any material matter
contained in said proofs, affidavits, or oaths, he shall be' deemed guilty of
perjury, and shall be. liable to the. same pains' and penalties as if he had: sworn
falsely before the register. That 'the fees for entries and for final proofs,
'when made before any other officer than the register and receiver shall be as
follows:
For each affidavit,:25.cents.
For each deposition of claimant or witness, when not prepared by the officer, 25 cents.
For each deposition of claimant or witness prepared by the officer, $L.
Any officer demanding or receiving a greater Sum for such service shall
be guilty of misdemeanor and upon conviction, shall be punished for each offense by a fine not exceeding $100.

All oaths, affidavits, and proofs herein referred to may be made
before a duly qualified deputy clerk of court who regularly acts for
the clerk and performs the duties 'of the office in the name of his principal at the county seat. (See Instructions of May 8, 1919, 47 L. ID.,
145.)

-WILLIAM SPRY,
Commissioner.
Approved: :
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretay.PUBLIC LANDS WITHIN STATE;IRRIGATION DISTRICTS-ACT OF
MAY 15, 1922, SECTION 3-CIRCULAR NO. 592, AMIENDED.
INSTRUCTIONS.
.DEPARTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR,

TWas hngton, D.- C., March:26, 1923.
THaE

DIRECTOR' OF THE RECLAMATION SERVICE,

THIE COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE:

Section 3 of the act of May lo1922 (42 Stat., 541), provides, in:
part, as follows:
That upon the execution: of any contract between the United States and
any irrigation distriet pursuant to this Act the public lands included within
such irrigation district, when subject to entry, and entered lands within such

irrigation district, for which no final certificates shall have been issued and
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which may be designated by the Secretary of the Interior in said contract,
shall be subject to all the provisions of the Act entitled "An act to promote the
reclamation of arid lands," approved August- 11, 1916: Provided, That no map
or plan as required by section 3 of the said Act need be filed by the irrigation
district for approval by the Secretary of the Interior.

'This section is construed as an amendment of the act of August
11, 1916 (39 Stat., 506), in that it makes unnecessary the filing of
a map or plan of the district for the approval of the Secretary of
the Interior in those cases where the lands within a district'are to be
reclaimed by the United States Reclamation Service under a contract between-the Secretary of the Interior and the irrigation dis-'
trict entered into under the act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat., 388), and
acts amendatory thereof, and in lieu thereof provides for the designation by the terms of such contract of the public lands included in
such a district where subject to entry and entered lands on which
no final certificates shall have been issued, such designation to make;
the land subject to all the provisions of the act of August 11,'1916;
supra.

*

*

'

.

:

:

Accordingly, it will not be necessary for a district, under such circumstances, to filejformal application for the designation .of the
land, as provided for in the act of August 11, 1916, supra, and the
regulations thereunder approved March 6, 1918, Circular; No. 592'
(46 L. D., 307), but in connection with its negotiations with the Secretary of the Interior for the construction of the irrigation system
it should make request for the designation of the lands under the
act of August 11, 1916, supra, filing a list thereof.
Iii such a case the contract between the Secretary of the Interior
and the irrigation district must contain a description according to
the approved plats of survey of the lands within such district, properly subject to designation under said act 'of August 11, 1916, and the
approval of such a contract by the Secretary, unless otherwise stip-F
ulated, -will have the effect of designating the lands as provided for
in said act, and making them subject to all the provisions thereof.
In practice the Reclamation Service will require the district to
present a list of the land which it desires to have designated under
the act of August 11, 1916 (39 Stat., 506). From this list the Reclamation Service will eliminate tracts which for any reason will not
be irrigated (at least to such an 'extent as. to make the irrigable
iportion more valuable than the whole tract when unreclaimed), by the
system-as constructed or to be constructed.
These lists should then, be referred by the Reclamation Service to
the General Land Office with a view to the elimination of any lands
not subject to entry} (i. e., withdrawn or reserved), whereupon the
remaining tracts will be included 0in the contract between the district
and the.Secretary of the Interior.
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The- Director of the United States Reclamation Service'will 'furnish the CGommissioner of the General Land Office witli two copies:
of all Such approved contracts, together with a blueprint of tthe map
of the district.
From these the Commissioner of the General Land Office will cause
proper notations to be made on the records' of his office and will
also issue the necessary instructions to the local office with a view to
the proper notation of their records and the enforcement of the
provisions of the act* of August 11, 1916', subra (Circular No. 592),
as to the lands designated.
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

: GREN RAY PIERCE.
Opinion, March 27, 1922.
ATToRNEY-CLAIMS--PUBEIC LANDS-SECTIONS 109 AND 113, FEDERAL PENAL
CODE.
The prohibition coftained 'in section 109 of the Federal Penal Code, act of
March 4, 1909, against' the prosecution, of "any 'claim against the United'
States"' has reference to a money demand' and does not include claims
'involving the right and title to public land, but section. 113 thereof is more
.general. and inhibits the :rendering of any service for compensation in
connection with a matter or proceeding before any department wherein the
0United States is a party or is directly or' indirectly interested:
ATTORNEY-OFFICERS-LAND f DEPARTM:ENT-SECTIONS 109 AND 113, FEDERAL
;
PENAL CODE.
* The position e6f captain in the dficers' Reserve Corps is a place of trust
and an office within the purview of sections 109 and 113 of the Federal
Penal. Code, and such officer is, therefore, precluded from practicing for
remuneration before the Interior Department or any of its bureaus.

GooDwIN, Assistant Sec7retary,:
* Reference is made to your [Loren Ray Pierce, Woodstock, Vermont] letter of February 26, 1923, asking forta ruling on the. question

of your'eligibility for admission to practice as an attorneyvbefore
this Department in view of ;the fact that you are a captain in the,

Officers' Reserve Corps, occasionally detailed for active duty- but
usually having an inactive status. *You refer: particularly to section
109'of the Ctimina2 (Code, act' of March 4, 1909 (35 Stat., 1107),
which provides::;X
Whoever, being an officer of the United States, or a person holding any place
of trust or profit, or discharging any official function under, or in connection
'with, any Executive Department of the Government of the United States, or
under the Senate or House of Representatives of the United States, shall act
as an agent or attorney for. prosecuting any claim against the United States,
or in any manner, or by any means, otherwise than in discharge of his proper
official duties, shall aid or assist in the prosecution or support of any such
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claim, or, receive any gratuity, or any share of or interest in-aany claim from
any claimant against the. United States, with intent to aid or assist,, or in
consideration of 'having aided or assisted, in the prosecution of such claim,
shall be fined not more than five thousand 'dollars, or imprisoned not more than
one year, or, both.

Section 113 of the same act provides:
Whoever, being elected or appointed a Senator, Member of or Delegate to
Congress, or a Resident Commissioner, shall, after hi's election or appointment
and either before or after he has qualified, Mand during his continuance in
office, or being the head of a department, or other officer'oor clerk in the employ
of the United States, shall, directly or indirectly, receive, or agree to receive,
any compensation, whatever for any services rendered or to be rendered to any
person, either by himself. or another,: in relation, to any proceeding, contract,
claim, controversy, charge, accusation, arrest, or other matter or thing in which
'the U nited States is a party or directly or indirectly interested, before any
4department,
0
court-martial, bureau, officer, or any civil, military, or naval-commission whatever, shall be fined not more than ten- thousanid [dollars and
imprisoned not 'more than .two: years; and shall, moreover, thereafter be, incapable of holding any office of honor,: trust, 'or profit under the Government ofithe
United States.

The national defense, act of. June. 3, 1916 (39 Stat., 166), as
amended by the act of June 4,:1920 (41 Stat. '759),.provided for the
organization .of : an. Officers' Reserve Corps. . Such officers' are appointed and commissioned by the President, except general officers
who are appointed by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
The commission runs for a period of five years in time of peace but
may he: canceled at any 'time, in-Sthe discretion of the President.
Such officer is entitled to pay and allowance only when on activre duty.
He- is subject to call for active duty at any time and for any period,
to the extent provided-for by appropriations,:but, except in time of
national emergency, no such officer shall be required to perform
actual duty for more than 15 days during any one calendar year
without his consent.
In 29 Op. Atty. Gen., 997', it 'was held that an Army officer retired
from active service, is an officer 'in the 'employ of the Government,
and so within the prohibition of section 1782, Revised Statutes, which
was embodied in section 113 of the Criminal Code. To
6the same
'effect have been decisions by the Court of' Claims. See18 Ct. of 'Cl.,
25, and' 31 Ct. of CL., 35. See also 105 U.' S. 244;
It was also held (28, Op. Atty. Gen., 131), that a commissioner of
deeds for the District of Columbia is an, officer of the United States
within the meaning of sections 109 and 113 of, thei Criminal' Code
and is prohibited from acting as agenit or attorney in the prosecution
of pension claims against the 'United States.
Notaries public appointed 'by the President for the' District of
Columbia are regarded as officers of 'the United States, and in' order
to remove objection to their' recognition as attorneys to practice
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before the Departments legislation was deemed necessary and accordingly Congress passed the act of June 29, 1906 (34 Stat, 622),
for that purpose. A similar provision was contained in the act of
March 1, 1901 (31 Stat., 822, 844), to relieve members of the National
Guard of the District of Columbia from the restrictions of section
5498, Revised Statutes, which was incorporated in section 109 of the
Criminal Code.
Inview of the rulings referred to, this Department is of the opinion tthat the position of captain in the Officers' Reserve Corps is :a
place of trust and an office within the meaning of the sections above
quoted. It will be observed that section .109, supra, relates only to
"any claim against the United States." The activities of this De0include a number of matters not embraced' in 'that term,
partment.
which has been defined as a money demand against the United States.
Sep 33 Land Decisions 137, wherein it was held that the said term
does not include claims involving the right and title to public land.
' However,section a113, supra, is more general and inhibits such
officer from rendering any service for a compensation in connection
'with any matter or proceeding before any- department, etc., wherein
the United States; is a party or directly or indirectly interested. The
inhibition in this section is against receiving compensation 'for the
service specified, and would not apply if the service were performed
gratis.
In view' of the restrictions and limitations thus imposed, it is

apparent that your enrollment as an attorney would confer no practical benefit to you, hence the Department must decline to enroll your
name as' an attorney, onlthe' ground that you hold an office or place
of trust under the Government of tho United States.
LAWS APPLICABLE TO THE DISPOSITION OF LANDS CHIEFLY
VALUABLE FOR SALT OR SALT SPRINGS.
Opinion, March 27, 1923.
SALINE

LAND-MINERA,

.LANDS-LEASE--CALIFORNIA--WORDS

AND:

HPBASES-

STATUTES.

The term "chlorides of sodium," as used in sections 23 and 24 of the act of
February 25, 1920, includes ordinary table salt and salt in solution, and
lands chiefly valuable for their salt springs or deposits of salt, except in
San Bernardino' County, California, *are subject to exploration and lease
under the provisions of. those sections.
SALINE LAND-MINERAL LANDs-CA'LIForNIA-ACT OF FEBRUAty 25, 1920:
a.; .STATUTES..
The placer mining laws which were extended- to saline lands by the act 'of
; January 31, 1901, were repealed in so far, as they related to lands of that
haracter by the general leasing act of February 25, 1920, except as to
San Bernardino County, California, and except as' to valid c laims elsewhere existent at 'the date of the passage of the' latter act.'
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chiefly valuable 'for their salines in San Bernardino County, Califorltni,
and valid claims for saline lands elsewhere that are excepted by section: 37
of the leasing act of February 25, .1920, from, the operation of sections 23
:: : 24 of that act, are still subject 'to disposition under the placer mining
and:
laws as extended by the "act of January 31, 19401.'

: Lands

BOOTH, Solicitor:

My opinion has been: requested as to whether the acquisition of
lands, containing deposits of salt. or. salt springs in southern California is governed by the placer mining laws. or by the leasing act; of
February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437).
I will review as briefly as.may be .warranted in order to give a:
:clear' understanding of, the 'subject. the, Statutes, departmental .regu-lations and decisions pertaining to the. disposition of ;saline lands,
that is, lands containing deposits of, salt-,or salt springs.
In the case of Hall v. Litchfield et al., decided March 2, 1876
(Copp's U. S. Mineral Lands, 321), this Departmient held, following
the authority of Morton v. Nebraska (21 Wall., 660), that it has
-been the, policy of the Government, to reserve salt springs and lands
from sale and that. there was no authority for their disposal, either
as agricultural or mineral lands. Such lands were not disposable
under the mining act of M y 10, 1872 (17 Stat., 91).
On January 12, 1877, an act was ;approved(19 Stat., 221), which
,gave the Secretary, of the Interior authority to sel, saline lands and
salt springs in, those, States. and -Territories. to which Congress had
made grants. of salines. That act was, the only statute that permitted of the disposal of saline lands until thepassage of the act of
January 31, 1901 (31 .Stat., 745).. See Salt Blufi Placer (7,L..D.,
:.549), Southwestern Mining Co. (14 L. D., 597)., and Territory of
New Mexico (31 L. D.,. 389), for a detailed discussion of the subject.
oThe'act of. January .31, 1901,,
Iupra,
extended, the mining laws.Ato
saline lands., The, text of the act. is as follows:
That all unoccupied public lands of the United States containing salt springs,
or deposits of salt in any. form,. and chiefly valuable, therefor, are hereby de.clared to be subject to location and purchase under. the provisions of the law
relating to placer mining claims: Provided, That the same person shall not
locate or enter more than one claim hereunder.''

On February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), the general leasing act was
enacted. Sections 23 and .24 of thlat act authorize exploration for
and leasing of,".cl.hlorides, sulphates,,carbonates, borates,;silicates, or
nitrates of sodium dissolved. in and soluble in water, and accumulated
by concentration,'7 in lands.belongng to the United States, with the
exception of such doeposits in lands in San Bernardino Gounty, California.
C
ai
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Section 37 of the; act of 1920, 8supra, expressly stated that the
deposits of the minerals named therein, including sodium, shall 'be
disposed of: only in the form and manner provided in the act, "ex'cept as to valid 'claims existent at date'6of passage of this 'act, and
'thereafter maintained in compliance' with the laws under which.
initiated, which claims maylbe' perfected under such laws, including
discovery."'
Sefction 34 of 'the 'act of 1920, supra, made the provisions of the
act applicable to" deposits of the minerals- named therein contained
in lands disposed of by the United States with reservations of the
minerals.,
The departmental rules and-regulations governing the disposition
of sodium deposits under*the leasing act :are contained in Circular
No.z 699, approved' May28, 1920 (47 L. D., 529). It is stated in the
introductory part thereof that the regulations are applicable to sodium in any of the forms named in -the act of' 1920. In subdivision
(g) of section 2 of the-lease form special provision is made for the
extraction ofsodium in solutionE.
Attention is ;called to the fact :that neither in the leasing act nor
in the 'egulations' issued -pur'suant thereto 'has. the term 'saline
lands" or "salt" been used, and that it is 'not to be supposed that
the saline act of January 31, i901, supra, was repealed by iiplication. Further, attention is directed to the fact that the regulations
issued under the -general' meining laws still include in 'sections 31, '32,
Xan& 33 thereof,; "Regulations§ under Saline Act" 'and refer to the
extension of the mining laws' to "saline lands " and "lands containing salt springs,' or'deposits' of salt in any form, etc."
- The question 'as .to whether or not 'the leasing ict intended to include ordinary table' salt and salt springs can be answered briefly.
The- act specifically'names the various forms of sodium to. be covered
'by it and includes chlorides. Sodium chloride is merely the chemical
name used for salt, and&it 'includes ordinary'table salt. See Territory- of News Mexico (35 L. D~, 1). Just recently the Department
-issued instructions to 'the (Commissioner of the General Land Office
'with reference- to' the proper disposition of a SState indenmity selec'tion (Santa' Fe 045230) and a prospcting permit application (Santa
Fe 042499), in which it was held inter alia that a permit to prospect
for salt may be granted under th leasing act of 1920.' See Instructions of February 7,' 1923, "State of New Mexico and Horace W.
Flora (49 L.; D., 435)' There is' no doubt in my mind as to the
correctness of that holding. it is -'obvious 'to me that both the' genS; 0 oleasing'
eral act and ~the' sodiur
e ftiations' of May 28, 1920; supra,
include- 'lands containing dep'osits
of
ordinary
salt'
:
S
fX and salt springs.
.;
d

D
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Section 37 of the leasing act and sections 31, 32, and 33 of the new,
mining regulations of April 11, 1922 (49 L. ID., 15, 64), are to be
construed together. Section 37 directed that the mineral deposits
named in the act (including sodium chloride, or salt) shall be disposed of only pursuant to the terms of the act. It therefore repealed
all previous acts relating to the: disposition of those minerals. However, it excepted valid claims existent at the date of the passage of
the act. Consequently such claims containing deposits of salt or,
salt springs would be governed by the placer mining laws and sections 31, 32, and' 33 of*the mining regulations would be applicable
thereto. But they would not be, applicable to other than the excepted class. A note to that effect was attached- to the mining regulations of April 11, 1922 (49 L. D., 15, 58).
.Both the placer mining law governing the.,disposition of saline
lands and also the leasing act which authorizes the leasing- of sodium
deposits contemplated that .the lands must be chiefly valuable for
deposits of that mineral.; That is, the lands must contain commercial
mineral in commercial quantities. If they do not meet, that requirenment, they are not to be considered as mineral lands, and are disposable under the nonmineralland laws. This principle is applicable
to lands containing salt springs that havemno commercial value. See
Pagosa Springs (1 L. D., 562) ; Morrill V. Margaret Mining Co.. (11
L. LID.,563); and Territory of New:Mexico (35 L. D., 1).
The foregoing presentiment of the law answers the qquestions raised
except as tosaline lands in San Bernardino County, Calif rnia.- The'
leasing act of 1920, in so far as it pertains to deposits of sodium (sections 23 and 24), expressly excepts such deposits in that county. At-,
tention has been directed"to the act' of October 2, 1917' (40 Stat.,
297). , an act which authorizes t~he exploration for and disposition of
potassium, excepting, however lands in and adjacent to Searles Lake.'
Searles Lake is -situated in-San Bernardino County.- But the act of
*1917 has no application to'deposits off salt or salt springs. Potassium
chloride is not sodium chloride, or ordinary salt. Therefore, neithe6r
thle, act of 1917, notr the act of 1920, nor any other leasin ' act governs
the leasing of saline lands in that county. It follows then that, lands
in San Bernardino .County, chiefly valuable, for, their deposits .of
common salt, are still to.be disposed of pursuant~to the placer mining
-laws as. extended by the act of January 31, 1901, supra, and that sections 31, 32, and'33 of the mining regulations (49 L. D.,; 15, 64) are
applicable thereto.:
Approved:
.
r--.:: 'E. C.AiNYt:at Se:

:: ::X; :- Fimt Assastat,::Sevray.

: i;:0
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DESIGNATION, UNDER THE, ENLARGED AND STOCK-RAISING
HOMESTEAD ACTS OF ENTERED LANDS WITHINS NATIONAL
FORESTSS-ACT OF MARCHA4, 1923.-;
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 886.1
DEPARTMENT OF THRE INTERIOR,
GENERAL. LAND.OFFICE,..

Washington, D. C., March sO, 192s3.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:;

By act of March 4, 1923 (Public No. 496), provision has been
: made whliereby the Secretary of the Interior may now designate under the enlarged homestead act and: the stock-raising act national.
forest lands embraced in subsistin, or perfected homestead entries
of 160-acres or less so that such forest-homestead entries may be the

basis for additional entries under said acts.

The act reads as fol-'

lows:
That any homestead entryman of one hundred and sixty acres or less of
lands which have been ;or may hereafter` be designated or classified by the:
Secretary of the Interior as. subject to entry under the provisions: of the Enlarged Homestead Act of February 19, 1909, or June 17, 1910, who has not
submitted final proof upon his existing entry, and any homestead entryman
who, has submitted final proof, or received patent, for such an amount of
lands which have been or may hereafter be designated or classified by the
. Secretary of the' Interior as 'of the character described in said Act, :and who
owns -and. resides upon . the ;said homestead entry, where said Glands are
within a national forest, may make.an additional entry for and obtain patent
to such an amount of land, of that same character, not in a national, forest,
and within a radius of twenty miles from said homestead entry, as, when
the area thereof is added to 'the area of the original entry, will, not: exeeed
three 'hundred and twenty acres, 'and' residence upon the original entry shall
be credited on both entries; but cultivation must be made on the additional
entry as required by said ActL- For.the purposes of this Act the-Secretary of
the Interior is authorized to designate as'subject to the Enlarged Homestead
Acts lands embraced, at the time of 'such 'designation, within valid subsisting

.
entries within national forests.
SEC. 2. That any homestead entryman of one hundred and sixty acres or less
of oflands which have been or may hereaftei be designated or classified:by the
Secretary of the Interior as subject: to entry under the provisions of the Stock
Raising Homestead' Act of December 29, 1916, who has not submitted final

proof upon his existing entry, and also any homestead entryman who has
submitted final proof or received patent, for such an amount of lands that are
of the character described as subject to entry under the provisions of the said

Stock Raising Homestead Act, and who owns and resides upon the said home-.
stead entry, where said lands are within 'a' national forest,. may make an
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additional entry for and obtain, patent to, such. an amount of land of that same
character, not in a national forest and within a radius of twenty miles from
said homestead entry, as, when the area thereof is added to the area of the
original entry, will not exceed six hundred and forty acres, and residence upon
the original entry shall be credited on] both entries; but improvements 'must .be
made on' the additional entry equal to $1.25 for each acre thereof. For the
purposes of this Act the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to designate
under the Stock Raising Homestead Act' lands embraced, at the time of such'
designation, within valid subsisting entries within national forests.

2. The. intent and purposea of said act is to permit persons holding existing or perfected homestead entries for lands within national
forests of a character subject to designation which the applicant
owns and on which: he resides, to make additional entries for such a
quantity of land outside of the national forest and within 20 miles
of the original entry as when addecd'to the area of the'original entry
will not exceed 320 acres, if under- s ction 1 thereof, or 640 'acres, if
''
under section 2 'thereof.
3 . The procedure in making and perfecting an. entry under section
1 of this act will be in all respects similar to that explained in paragraphs 43 to 47 inclusive of Circular No. 541, approved January 16,
1922 (48 L. D', 389), covering additional entries under the enlarged
homestead acts, the only difference being that at the time of making
the entry hereunder after proof on an original entry, the applicant
must show ownership of and residence on the land in the original
entry, instead of ownership and occupancy, and an additional entry
hereunder may be made' for land not adjoining that in the original
entry. Residence Ion the original entry may be credited: on -both.. entries but cultivation of the land in the additional entry 'must be As
'
indicated in said paragraph 47. 4. The procedure in making and perfecting an entry under section 2 of this, act will be; governed by the instructions in paragraphs,
8, 9, 11 and 12 of Circular No. 523, ,approved' December -4, 1922.
Residence on the-original entry may be credited on both entries but
stock-raising' improvements' must be placed on the additional entry
equal to'$1.25 per acre.WILIhIAM SPRY,

X:ommissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNMYD,-

First Assistant Secretary.
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CENTERVILLE MINE ANDRMILLING COMPANY.
Decided Februarv 24, 1923.
MINING

CLAIM-ASSIGNMENT-TRANsFEREE.

Mining locations made by individuals ,who are stockholders in a corporation,
embracing lands desired by the: latter, -with an understanding that the
locators would quitclaim to the corporation, which they thereafter did,
must be held to have been made not in the interest. of the individual
locators, but for the sole use and benefit of the corporation and under
such conditions the corporation can not include in a single location an
area exceeding twenty acres.
MINING CLAIM~-PATENT-VALIDITY-EVIDENCE.

Large expenditures upon i mining celaims -made on behalf of a corporation
asserting the right to receive patent therefot, although evidencing a lack
of bad faith, can not serve to. validate locations which are otherwise invalid.
COVRT AND DEPART.MENTAL

DEcrsroNs

CITED AND DIsTINGUISHED.

Cases of Borgwardt et al. v. McKittrick Oil Company (130 Pac., 417), and
McKittrick Oil Company (44 L.. D., 340), cited and distinguished.

FiNJTEY, First Assistant Secretary:
This is an appeal by the Centerville Mine and Milling Company
-from the decision: of the :Commissioner, of the General Land Office
dated September 21, 1921, in which the company's mineral application 010092,' under which mineral entry
allowed December 5,
1919, for the Monazite placer mining claims 'Nos. ,O9, 24, 25, 31, 32,
'and 33, embracing an aggregate (of.1117.697 acres situate in Secs.
17, 20 and.21t.T. 6 N R.1 5 E.,':B. M.,'Boise, Idaho, land district.,
was held 'for rejection on the; ground that the applicant company
in answer to charges had, admitted the, dummy character of the
locations.;:
On December 27, 1920,2adv7ere proceedings were directed against
said application on charges in~'substance' (1) that the location of
seven others was in fact
the above claims by Herbert A. Parkyn
made by. th&e company, a'. corporation, for 'its:sole use sand benefit,
through the use of such names with a purpose and intent to secure
in violation of
osection 2331, Revised Statutes,: a greater area than
might be .lawfully included in a single location by one individual or
corporation; and (2) that Herbert A. Parkyn et al. did not in good
faith locate and file location notices for the several claims with
the intent that title should hbe acquired for their 'separate and
several use and benefit but made location pursuant: to an unlawful agreement, expressed or implied, whereby the location was
made .in the interest and for the use and benefit of the company to
secure to it the control and apparent possessory right to a greater
.Was

.and
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ight be lawfully embraced in a single location by one

individual or corporation.
The company in due time filed its answer verified by Mr.. S. K.
Atkinson, the: manager of the. corporation. That answer, according
to: the, opy which appears in the record, sets up. the incorporation
of the company on July 2, 1907, Herbert A. -Parkyn and six others
being the original directors-; the acquirement of the Day 'and Rossman placer ground nea~r Centerville, Idaho, by the company and the
purchase in 1908., from the Oaks Mining Company of placer claims
and water rights for $25,000. The answer.then proceeds as follows: At; this time, during October and November, 1909, the placer locations involved herein were; made, together with other like locations, covering a combined area of approximately 5,000 acres. The claims purchased from- the
Oaks Mining Company covered a portion of the land so located, but by reason
of the fact that'they were largely 20-acre gulch claims, and more or less irregular in'shape, and did not conform to the subdivisional survey, the Centerville Mine and Milling Company were advised by the officers of the United
States land office at Boise, Idaho, that if it wislies to patent this land underV
the mining laws, the claims would have to be conformed to the survey lines.
Thereupon, the Centerville Mine and Milling Company, having made careful
examination of the mineral deposits in the area in question, and found the
same sufficiently mineralized, decided to relocate the ground according to
legal subdivisions.

Sometime late in 1907, during a visit by J3 H. McFarland, one of the officers
of the company, to these lands, for inspection purposes, the latter had consulted
and retained the legal services of Mr. Maurice M. Myers, an attorney at law,
then located at Idaho City, Idaho. After Mr. Atkinson's arrival in 1908, and
subsequently during his management of the affairs of the Centerville Mine
and Milling Company, he consulted Mr.- Myers in all matters of importance
concerning the business of the company, and relied implicitly on his legal
opinions.

When the necessity arose of relocating the ground covered by the former
Oaks Mining Company's holdings, and of -enlarging thesei holdings by original
locations to put the operations of, the company on a. permanent basis, Mr.
Atkinson consulted Mr. Myers and placed all the material facts before him.
The matter of locating this area in 20-acre tracts, by the company itself, was
carefully considered. XBut the expense of making the locations in 20-acre
tracts, and of doingi $500 worth of work on' each claim~for patent purposes,
was found to be so great that it would have been prohibitive, as they then
saw it. Then the possibility of locating this land by 160-acre association
claims was discussed; and Mr. Myers determined to look into the laws on the
subject and advise whether this could lawfully be 'done. 'Thereafter, and
upon 'examination of the subject, M. Myers advised MT.v Atkinson, in writing,
as follows:
" The procedure we should follow in locating this ground is this. Wee locate
the whole tract or such parts as you desire in 160-acre placer, locations, using
the names of eight of the stockholders. of the company as locators. We can
use the same or different names in each location, but we will take the names
of persons interested in the company, for that will give the locators a real-

Q
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interest in the ground, and we will not be open to the hazard of -using 'dummy'
locators. The company itself, if no other objection offered, could make but
20-acre locations the same as an individual.; that is, so far as we know. The
question whether a corporation has the same right to make a: larger location
than an individual, has never been finally determined, and we will not assume
.. ..... . Then
....
the responsibility of having the matter determined
the work upon the extension of the ditch to cover this ground will apply as the
assessment work on these claims, and here comes in the advantage of making
the 160-acre locations instead of smaller .ones, for the same amount of annual
representation work must be done for the benefit of a 20-acre claim as for the
larger claim. And eventually the work on the ditch will go in as S$500 worth
of work upon each claim before we are entitled to patent therefor."
Acting in reliance upon this opinion,. and believing it to be sound, Mr. Atkinson prepared location notices covering the area in question, using the names
of Herbert A. Parkyn, J. H. McFarland, W. C. Johnson, W. C. Locke, H. W.
fiuttig, S. A. Awsumb, S. K. Atkinson and Stella M. Atkinson, with their
several knowledge and consent. None of these persons had any material interest in the claiins otherwise than as stockholders of the corporation, and
their names were used merely for convenience, for the purpose of locating the
area of land desired to bed located by the company, and with the intention
and understanding that said person would later quitclaim their interests to the company. There was not the slightest thought on the part of arty of these
persons, nor on the part of any of the officers or directors of the company,
that there was anything unlawful in the, methods used. The locations were
made solely in pursuance of and in reliance upon the aforesaid advice of
the company's counsel. None of the facts were concealed, and the location
certificates. weie in due course placed of public record with the county recorder
of Idaho City, by Mr. Atkinson.
* On or .about April 21, 1910, at the request of Mr. Atkinson, the locators conveyed their interests by quitclaim deed to the company, for a nominal consideration, and the deeds were in turn placed immediately of record at Idaho City.
Subsequent amended locations were made to more accurately define the lines,
for patent purposes, and these certificates of l~ocation were also placed of
record.
X

-

t The company also alleges an expenditure of over $138,000 in development, maintenance and protection of the 24 claims included in
this and three other.mineral applications. It claims, a total expenditure of approximately $250,000win connection with all of its locations
in the vicinity. .: It is also asserted that: although location notices,
*deeds and' all other papers used upon 'application were before the
Gieneral Land'Office'in 1910 and -1912, no question as to the bona fides
of the company's locations .or their alleged dummy character was
raised until late in the year 1918. The company prays that. the contest charges be dismissed and the mineral applications passed to patcnt. It appears that after the -answer "was filed, the company's at-.
torney suggested that the facts 'be stipulated as set forth in its state-'
ment and that the matter be submitted for decision without the takThe Gomluissioner concluded that since the ap-.
Xing of testimony.
plicant company had expressed a willingness to have the, case decided
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upon its answer, a stipulation was not necessary and that the matter
might properly be adjudicated upon the answeir filed. The Comnmissioner thereupon decided that the company had admitted the
dummy character of its locations and'the mineral application was
held for rejection subject to appeal.
The company has appealed and contends:that it was error to hold
that the charges were admitted in the answer; to reject the application on the ground of the dummy character of the locations and to
find that there was any fraudulent purpose or intent on the part of
the locators or applicant company. Counsel asserts that'the original
claims of the Oaks Mining Company were mainly
o20-acregulch
aclaims and that the new locations were made for the purpose of conforming to legal subdivisions. It is strenuously argued .that in iview
of the company's good faith and large expenditures, even if it did
'follow erroneous %dvice and was technically at fault, the claims
should not be held bad&or the' application rejected and that broad,
equitable principles should be applied and not harsh teclmical 'rules.
. With reference to the attempted enlargement of a 20-acre placer
claim, the Department has held that such a' claim can not by an
amended or'supplemental location be expanded so as to cover 40
acres or more and that if such be attempted the result will be another
and a new location.' Charles H. Head et al. '(40 L. D., 135). See
also Garden Gulch Bar. Placer (38 L. D.., 28). The, company or the
locators can not rely on original' 20-acre locations ffor'substantial
rights where such,20-acre areas were later included in locations: of
160 acres or similar enlarged claims. ' The later locations nider
such circumstances must be regarded as 'new and independent claims.
This: is true even where the later enlarged location is' made for the
purpose of conforming to the system of public land surveys. Furthermore, the record submitted does not clearly show that any'of
the area embraced in the: present application, was -covered by the
Oaks Mining Company's claims or other original gulch placers.
Consideriftg' the 'statements contained in the company's' answer,
the reasonable conclusion to be drawn therefrom is that the locators
were acting in the interest and for the use and benefit of the c6rporation and not for themselves as individuals.' No locator had any
interest otherwise than- as a'stockholder in the company. It has been
held that a corporation'like an individual can' include in a' single
placer location not more than 20 acres. Igo Bridge Extension' Placer
(38 L. D., 281). ,In the case of the Coalinga IHub Oil Co. (40 L. 1).,
401), the syllabus reads as follows:'
.

* A corporation may not lawfully embrace in a single location under the placer
mining laws more than twenty acres, either in its own name or through individuals acting in its interest and for its benefit.
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That opinion affirmed'the decision below in the course of which
the Comm'issioner had stated as follows:
If the necessary money for drilling the well above referred.'td was advanced
by the claimant company, and if location was made by its stockholders' or others
for its benefit, only twenty acres of the land could properly be located..

Counsel has referred to; the California case of Borgwardt ev.
McKittrick Oil Co(. (130: Pac., 417),: which was cited and followed
by this Department in its decision in the McKittrick case (44 L. D.'
340), and urged that the present case, is quite similar to that. ' The
California court in its decision said:
We see no reason to doubt the validity of the locations of defendant's
predecessors, made in the year 1899. The 16 locators located the claims solely
for their own individual benefit, and not as mere agents for the benefit of some
other: person, or of some corporation in which: they had no interest. .The
defendant corporation, to which it was proposed to transfer the claims, was
to be one in which they were to be the sole stockholfers each to own onesixteenth of the stock. As said in .appellants, brief: "This is no case- of
dummy locators lending their names to any person or any corporation for
the purpose of permitting it to acquire lands. This is a case of 16 men
locating,, in apparent' good faith, lands within the limit of the amount allowed
to them, and adopting a corporate management as an appropriate means of
regulating and handling their joint interests,.:and each retaining, through the
agency of the corporation, the exact interest in the land which he acquired
under his location."

The McKittrick: case before the Department involved a placer
claim adjoining and similar jto the two locations considered by the
court. The claim was located on September 19, 1899. The company
was incorporated November 16, 1899. The claim was, conveyed toi the
company by deed acknowledged December 2, 1899. Charges essen2
tially similar to th6se here involved were preferred against the
claims. This Department held that there was nothing disclosed
,which would, support the charge that the locations were made for the
:benefit of. any person or persons. other than the 16 locators, all of
whom could have joined in the making,of ,a location without affectingy
its validity. It is clearly ,apparent that the McKittrick. locations
were made for the-individual benefit of the 16 associated locators.
The compawnywas afterwards organized and to it the claims were
conveyed and; stock was issued to the locators; There was no pur'pose or attempt .to secure to the corporation illegal, or excessive
claims. The circumstances there disclosed *are essentially different
from those here, involved.
In. the pending case it is expressly conceded that the, locators had
no material interest in the claims except as stockholders of the corpor'ation, that thfeir names were used merely for convenience foro the
purpose of locating land desired: by the company and that the pur-
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pose and understanding was th'at the locators .would quitelaim to the
' company. They did thereafter, upon request execute a quitclaim
deed for the recited consideration of $1. This shows that the locators
did not claim or Ihave6 anyv personali or individual interest inky the:
locations but that they acted solely on behalf and in: the interest
of .the corporation. 'That 'they were stoekholders in the company
doesinot materiallybet'ter their'position. The corpoation could' not
locate nor could thete be'located for it a lawful placer claim exceed:ing 20 acres in area.:;.
-0,
The plea that. the parties acted .under legal advice and without
the slightest: thought that: there was anything: unlawful in' -the
methods pursued, serves to \relieve them from the stigma of 'actual
:bad faith and fraudulent purpose and intent.' The acts performed,
however, and the results sought to be' attained were. unauthorized
and beyond the pale of the law. The'Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
in. the case of Chanslor-Canfield Midway Oil Co. et al~ '. United l:
States (266 Fed., 145), had underconsideration an oil placer claimein
connection with which the names of the. locators were merely used.
The court entertained no doubt that there was 'no willful fraud on
the part of the locators. Yet, it was' plain 'that no- one of them' had
any intent of taking iup andi developing the land. Although guiltless of active, positive fraud, each'was charged with the knowledge
that he had no rights. The location was declared to be wholly
invalid.
The large expenditures claimed on behalf of the company constitute an element for consideration in connection with th'e asserted
absence of any bad faith but such expenditures can not serve to
: bring within the law the location& which are outside of it.' When :>
the numerous oil placer cases are called to imind in which the legality
-of
original locations has ben considered and determined; it is difficult
to perceive lhow.: the Commissioner would have 'been justified in,
deciding this case otherwise'than he did.
The answer filed by the 'company and the briefs submitted include
in addition to the mineral application hereinabove described, three
other' applications, namely, 012299, '0i2513, and' 012519, BIoise se'ries, which embrace the adjacent ground similarly located. In each
of those cases a memorandum decision is rendered.
After attentive and. deliberate consideration of this'cas6, the De-partment is not convinced that the 'Conmmissioner erred in' finding
the locations to be'unlaWful and in holding the application for rejection. Should thi- decision become final the mineral application
will be rejected and the mineral entry babed thereon will be canceled.
The-decision appealed from is; affirmed.
-8751-22-vOL 49-33
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,GRAtAX v.NETZ.
Decided March 2, 192S.
MILITARY SERVICE-HOMESTEAD

-'

ENTRY-RESIDENCE-LEAVE

OF ASENCE-CoN-

TEST-ABANDONMENT.
act of July 28, 1917, snakes military or naval service during time of warT
The
by. one who had previously made a homestead entry equivalent to the
establishment and maintenance..of residence, for the period thereof, and entryman, upon his discharge, lawfully obtains leave of
V where
:; 0 0 0such
absence, an application .to contest on the ground of abandonment will not.
of
be entertained until after the lapse of six months from the expiration
sueh leave.,

; 0

CONqTEST-CONTESTAN#- HEARING-REINSTA:TEMENT-COMMIS SIONER OF, THE,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
IreInstatement and dismissal of a contest by the Commissioner of -the
The
General Land Office, without granting a hearing to the contestant, is not an
act in excess of the authority of that officiall where, acontest having been
entertained, it develops that the charge upon which the contest was based
does not constitute a cause of aetion.

FiNN;Y, FirstAssistant Secretary;.
On. July 30, 1918, Robert. Jackson Metz made homestead entry,
serial 013898, for SW. 4 NW. , NVW. I- SW. , and S.4 SW.:: Sec. 29
disT. 44 N.,IR. 78 W., 6th P. M., in the. Buffalo, Wyoming, land
diswas
He
trict. On October 23, '1918, he enlisted in the Army.
after
and
charged December 18, 1918; enlisted again October 2 1920,
having served during his second term of enlistment in Germany,
was finally discharged.
The. entryman havinsg made application in, the autumn of 1919
for leave of absence and for extension of his time to perform cultiv ation, the G eneral Land Office, October 25, 1919, suspended' his
entry from June 16, 1919, to December 16, 1919.
On June 16, 1920, Metz filed a second application for leave of
absence, in' which he alleged that he had established residence on his
entry June 3, 1919, and continued to reside thereon until January
20, 1920, that he had erected a habitable house and inclosed a number
of acres of the entry with a fence, and had cut 140 posts for further
fencing, and, that said improvements were reasonably worth $1,000I
*,He further alleged in his said application for leave of absence 'that
his brother, residing inColorado, had been disabled'while actually
eengaged-in military service iin France. and by reason thereof was
unable to work his land tocated near Akron, dolorado, and had asked
that said.applicant come and look after his farm and crop. The
leave of absence applied for was granted June' 16, 1920, extending
from June 15 ,1920, to December 15,1920.
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On August 13, 19.20, Elmer J. R, Graham ifiled, application~ to co'n-i
test.Metz's entryin which he alleged thatM-etz. had-~ never at1 any~
time since date of entry established and maintained residence' on. said.
land; that for more. ithanione yealrlast pa~st he had- wholly abandoned:
the same; that said land was devoid of setleent,~ improvements,
and cultiva~tion, except as to a- small 'unoccupied shack thereon; and
th at said entryman's said. defaults, had not been. due to. his employment in mlitary or 'naval service.
It appears from the foregoing* statements that,~ Metz having enlisted in the Army on Octobr 23, 1918, and'-served 'under said enl'-.
listmnent until December.18, 1918, this amounted to 'theeesalishment
of his residence on the entry, and its maintenance during~the period
of his service,' under the act of July 28, 1917 (40 Stat., 248), 'anidthat
on December 18, 1918, he' was therefore,' entitled' to five months'
.leave of absence from that,, date, or untilMa18 1919 Terefore
his entry. Was- not subject to a charge of ~abandonment uni six
months and one'day after' May. 18, 1919;~ but, as ~statedte'nr
was suspended from 'June' 16, 1919,~to December 16, 1199 ~an'va
riot, therefore, subject to''that charge until the expiration . of 'Six
months and a day from the latter date, or 'until Jun~e18, 1920; so that
this chaide~ in Graham's application to' c~ntest'the~ehtiry fled August
13,. 1920,-'wbuld not lie' Metz having on June 15'1920, applied for
and been' gr'anted a second leave of a bsence. Also, it will be seen~
that the charge in said application to': c ontest that, the' entryman hIad'
never established or, maintained resdeneop
h adi
nre;.i
military service 'aigmounted in~law lto the establishment. a~id
maintenance, of residence, as, state.
Thrfore, thel appiaont
contest, stated no. pause for action.
The Commission~er, by his, decision of July, 121, 1922,, herei under.
review made an order recalling and .revoki~g his ~previous'l orderi
of January 24, 1921, which had: finally. canceledi.Metz's entry, and
awardeda~ preference, righj'o 'apply for; said land toi Graham, the.contestant, Which right. he -had exerc~ised by making homestead ~entry
019110 f or ~the lands involved~, on June, 23,.1921. The Commissioner.
G orahnsam
ed a&thereupon dismissed the contest proceedings' of
Grhmagainst, Metz and ,allowed, Graham 30 days~from~notice
within which to show. c auIse why his entry091
wih was'hl
for canicellation, should 'not be. canceled.; and held Metz's .entry
013898 for reinstatement.
Graham has appsealed .to the'Department. from the saidComs
sioner's decision and order; and ~in hi s appalh undrtakes to sho
cause as required-, claiming, among other things,: tha itwaero
in the', Commissioner's decision to grant the relief ordered against~,
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his contest without; giving him a-,haring. !' But in view of -the fact
that the contest 'state no- cause of: action, -the' Coinnissionei's deci-'
sion-reinstating Graham's contest and thereupon dismissing-it without a hearing, wa's entirely'proper; The (Comminssioner's decision is,
therefore, affirmed.
' MURPHY ET AL V. HOWARD COPPER COMPANY.
Decided March 2,1923.::
MINING: CLAMM-PATENT--NO'TIcE--O'FFIERaS'-DISCbETIONARY
X i TION 2325, JREvIssn STATUTES.'

AUTHORITY-'SEC

Section 2325, Revised Statutes, and' the departmental regulations thereunder,
requiring the register,'upon the filing of a. mineral. application, to publish:
n t.
notice,
thereof in. a newspaper to.be by him designated as published nearest
to, the land, confers upon: that officer discretionary authority in making
'the designation, and* an 'abuse of that authority
!imputed
will not be
where
:he, through the exercise of his judgment, designates a newspaper of gen-"
eral circulation which,: although not published geographically nearest the
land, is, by the accessibility, by usually: traveled routes, of its place
of publication, competent to give, the public notice.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsIoNs CITED, DISTINGUISHED AND APPLIED.

Cases of Tough Nut and Other Lode Claims (32 L. D., 359), and Northernf
Pacific Railway Company (32 L. D., 611), cited and distinguished; case:
of Pike's 'Peak and Other Lodes (34 L. D., 281), cited and applied.

FIN1ERY, First Assistant Secretary:
Nellie Murphy and J. S. Johnson have' appealed from the Corninissioner's decision dated September 22 1922, in which their protest
based on the alleged improper publication of notice in the 'matter of
mineral application 047680 by the Howard Copper' Company was'
dismissed for the' reason that there was no abuse of discretion on the
part of the register in' designating'the newspaper, the publication
made being held proper and acceptable. -This action was an affirmance of the conclusions reached by the local officrs after a hearing.
'On -June 10; 1920, the Howard Copper 'ompany filed its mineral
application for 'the Copper Schist Nos;1,-2,
4
5, and 6'lode mining
claims, Survey No. 3645,' situate'd in unsurveyed; S ecs. 80 and 31,
T. 10 .N.,-R. 2 R; G. '& S. IR. 'M, Phoenix, ;Arizona, land district.
On October 6, 1920, mineral entry was allowed;' On January 29,
1921, over three, months later,; Murphy and Johnson 'filed 'a protest
claiming that the Copper Schist No. 2 lode was covered by' their:
prior. and valid claim, the Copper Dyke "location. They filed 'a supplementaL'protest on February 19, 1921; alleging in substance that'
the register's notice of the company's 'application for patent which
was published in a Phoenix paper was not publishedin a newspaper,
nearest to the claim and they alleged that Prescott was nearer to the
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land than Phoenix. April :4, 1921, the (Commissioner held that the
:only ground. for protest was the matter of publication and ordered
a hearing thereon. Upon appeal the Department on November. 18,
1921, affirmed that action. After, due notice a, hearing was had. On
March :10, 1922, thoe local officers found that there :had been- no:: abuse
:of discretion and that republication of notice Ishould not be; required,
the. then register being the successor to the one under whom thei
designation :of the newspaper was made. The company appealed
and the Commissioner's decision here challenged followed.
The record discloses that the notice of the company's mineral ap
plication was published in "Dunbar's Weekly," a: State-wide publication issued. at Phoenix, Arizona, by J.' 0. Dunbar, editor and
proprietorijThis .paper had .a circulation and.-was read in and
Iabout the, mining camp of. the claims .involved,. The Gcompany's
mining locations are situateduon .Turkey Creek in the Black, Canyon
mining district, hbout. two miles west of a place called sBumblebee.
The* nearest, railroad point is Turkey; Creek Station, some seven
miles northwest of theAclaims. Heav; supplies .and rail freight go
to that-point and are hauled over a road to the-claims. Bumblebee
is. on the State highway running betweenS Prescott and Phoenix and
fabout 45 miles from the former and 62. miles from the latter. Some
three miles north of Bumblebee is Turkey Turnoff from which a
.wagonand auto road runs .westward to TurkeyStation about five.
miles distant. The only way. to .reach, the claims by wagon. or
automobile is through Turkey Station. The road distance to .the
mines frorm, Prescott is. 48 miles by way of Blue, Bell Road:.and
through Turkey Turnoff,about 52 . imiles, while the distance from
the mine to Phoenix over the trail and road is about 64 miles and .by
road through 0Turkey. Station and Turkey Turnoff about 76 miles.
It is stated that the direct air-line distance. or geographic distance
is 29 miles to Prescott and, 54. to Phoenix. .The roads to. Prescott
from the claims are in the mountains and are circuitous with considerable grades.. The.-road south .from Bumblebee to Phoenix is
direct and mostly over a flat desert country. -In the mountains,
snows :in winter and heavy rains in the. summer render -the Iroads
impassable at times..Theroadover the desert to Phoenixismnot
:subject to such inconvenience and high water in the streams: delays
travel only a few hours at most. In passing over the road between
Phoenix ~and Prescott; Bumblebee is considered the: half -way .point,
particularly -.with, regard.. to the time required, to make. the trip.
The. testimony shows that the elevation of Phoenix is about 1100
feet, at the claims,. 2400' feet, on the divide going to Prescott, 580.0
feet, and at Prescott4 5350 feet.
The United States mail reaches the, vicinity of the mines by the
branch railroad coming
near IPrescott. The Phoenix news.
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papers ares sent through Prescott: about 137 miles .by train' and'
,thence 'on' to the mining dist ict over the-branch railroad. The tes4Aimony sho*ws that there are: two newspapers' published at Prescott
and that Prescott is' the county seat of Yavapai Coufity in the southern' portion of -which the 'claims are situated. Phoenix is the State
capital, about four times as large as Prescott and is in Maricopa
County to the south.;\'
The- Howard Copper Company, as well, as three other companies
operating claims in that mining district, have their offices at Phoenix.
The claims are readily accessible from Phoenix and groceries and
light supplies for the mines come out from there over the highway.
;The evidence shows that the application for' patent was 'presented
at the local land office by the vice- president and general manager of'
Howard Copper Company. The' clerk in charge ofnmineral applications and the register were present. The official land office map
wva's consulted 'and 'the distances measured approximately by: the
'clerk. ' It was 'concluded that as well as could be ascertained the
X
claims were about equally distant from Prescott and from Phoenix
and by the generally traveled route were more accessible from Phoenix. It was the -opinion of the land office that Dunbar's Weekly had
a greater' circulation and was' read more widely. That paper was,
designated for the publication.' The'weekly had been theretofore
frequently designated for, land office notices. According to the evidence; 2it was read especially by miners and Mining people-by
0 miners

more than by any other class.

-.--

t

;

V-

Section 2325, Revised Statutes, providesjthat the register shall
publish a' notice that application for patent has`:been made,' for 60
'days "in a newspaper to be by him designated as'published nearest
to such'claiim" Paragraph 45 of the mining regulations (49 L. D.,
'15,' 71), specifies that the 'register shall publish notice'in a newspaper
published nearest to the claim. Paragrph 47 of the regulations
reads as follows "The' register shall 'publish the notice of application for patent in a paper of established character 'and' general circulation, to be by him designated as being the newspaper published
nearest the land." Section 2335, Revised: Statuites, 'with respect 'to
'the notice for hearings as to the character of land provides for publication 'in terms essentially similar to those contained in 'section
'02325.
:
f X,
0-:0;
0 s,
X ; e X D .(,
i
The contention -on behalf of the appellants is in substancethat the
'law means' that publication 'must be made in a'papei published
nearest the land by geographic measurements and that no 'discretion
'can be exercised by the 'register except 'whe;e' two or, more papers
are issued in the same town or equidistant froom the land. Counsel
'have b~efen heard in oral argument and exhaustive briefs have been

,
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ffiled. Oin behalfbof the Protestants the questioR has been discussed
trom the historical view point and the&'reported cases; and holdings
ffrom the 'tim''of the adoption of the mining laws of- 1872 to the
present' have-been cited and conimented on'
The. Department is not persuaded that the statute is iron clad and
inflexible; and- leaves to the register Ino room for the exercise of his
discretion and judgment -in designating the medium for publication
of notice. To refer for a moment to another feature of the statute
the same section requires that the applicant shall post a notice in a
*'conspicuous place on the land. He is. not required at. his 'peril, to
post in the most conspicuous place possible.i If, in the exercise Iof
good faith and fair judgment, he posts in a place that is conspicuous
he comes within the statute. Under section 2334, Revised Statutes.
*in case of excessive charges for publication the Commissioner of the
LGeneral Land Office may designate' any newspaper published in the
land 'district for the publication' of' miinignotices and may' fix the
rates to be charged. "In such case a possible: adverse claimant maY-'nt
rely upon a newspaper published in proximity to the land.
In the Instructions of August 11, '909, relating to publication of
-notices generally' (38 L D. 131-132), it is expressly stated that it 'is
not intended that geographic proximity shall be measured on an air
:line, but by the length of the shortest'-and principally traveled thoroughf are between such places and that where a register" acts in a
'reasonable and not manifestly unfair and improper exercise of his
discretion his decision will not be interfered with or disturbed.
- It'is manifest that the language of 'thie statute 'makes'thedesigna- 0
tion by the register essential. It 'is equally clear that in selecting the
paper that official is required to exercise care, judgment, and discretion. Upon the particular circ'umstances and facts connected with
each application and upon the 'available data; he must act, and when
h'as made the'designation andpuIblication has been completed' the
'he
selection' made, presumptively regular and proper, should not be
*lightly set aside.
In' the' case at bar 'there'was no attempt to prove 'the allega-tion of fraud or any improper motive on the part of the register.
The designation was made afrer the map was consulted and the
Nothing 'arbitrary' or capricious was done.
Xsituation considered.
neare, with respect to actual travel
-'Te 'claims were deemed to' beA6
and accessibility, to 'Phoenix than to 'Prescott. This -case is Imuch
like the case of Pike's Peak and' Other Lodes (34 L.D., .281), which
:arose in the same land district' 'and' in which the 'C'nommlssioner's
decision holding against the register's designation was; reversed.
There it was expressly stated- that the Department did not entertain'
the view that geogoaphical or air-line 'measurements should be ap-

-
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plied. It was, held the statute contemplated the :paper nearest, in
point of. practicable .accessibilitynearest by distanice. over the most
: :-,nearly direct. traversible. route. 'The. cases of 'the Tough Nut and
Other Lode Claims (32 L. D., 359), and&Northern Pacific Railway
Company. (32 L. D., 611), were declared not to be, parallel or controlling, and'it was concluded that no abuse of discretion was shown.
The publications as made. was: sustained. In the. Tough Nut case
.

'

-:

publication was in a Prescott paper at least six miles farther.from
the claim than the Jerome papers, and the paper selected was at. all
times owned, and published by the then receiver .of the local land
,office. , The record strongly suggested, so it isi stated in, the Pike's:
"Peak case, that .the fregister's judgment -was influenced by the receiver's ownership. of the ,paper. In the :Northern Pacific case a
notice of hearing was published in a. paper- about 25 miles from the:
land while there were two.papers published about 6 miles away and
another about.l2 miles distant, in 'which thiree latter papers the prior
notice
w ,of;classificationwas
.published.:.; There the publication of
notice was set aside...
:: 0The
Department does. not deem it..essential to enter, upon an extended reviewf or analysis of the numerous. reported: decisions and
:011
:hodns.
:
iAt this late, da . there:~can be no- doubt that: the,Sr ister
acting under the statute must- exercise judgment. and Vdiscretion in
the designatiqni of a newspaper,,for the :publication:i. of the notice.
.1One,,of
the conditions to ,be consideredis: ,.proximity to the claim.
Under the regulations, instructions, and decisions the register is not
concluded by the mere air-line distances but. -in reaching his. determi:nation' should consider, the facts and information available in order
:that the notice mnay be duly effective. :Among other matters, to be
weighed are accessibility, t~he, usually traveled route, the source-of
ordinary supplies,, and other like matters. ,.:Wheh all ,the. facts are
considered. and when in the exercise- of fair judgment a newspaper
has been designated, which is$: of general circulation, and competent
to give the public notice, it can not be said that there has been an:
abuse of discretion.' The evidence, in this case clearly brings it within
the:scope of the above principles..
: 'The plea on'the part of the protestants that their claimed property
right in. the Copper Dyke location will be lost by. reason of the
alleged, improper publication of notice is of little merit. The protest
shows that they were and ;for a number. of years have been nonresidents of the State.:
is not the :remotest-,suggestion contained
in the, record that' publication:of the company's notice. in any other
paper would probably have 'advised them or any agent of theirs of
the pendency of the mineral applications and thereby enabled them
to, have filed an, adverse. claim and instituted, Suit 'in du etime.
,

.,There
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Upon the .record made the local officers and. .the Commissioner
;reached concurring conclusions and held that no abuse of discretion'
,was shown. After examining the evidence and- considering the argu:ments of counsel the Department is convinced that.those conclusions
:should not be disturbed.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.

MURPHY ET AL. v. HOWARD COPPER COMPANY.
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision,. of March 2, 1923
(49 L. D., 516), denled. by First Assistant Secetary Finney, April
24, 1923.

JOHANNES HANRE.
Decided March 19, 1923.
REPAYMENT-HOMESTEAD

ElNTRY-RELINQUISHMENT-ACT

OF MARCH 26, 1908.

An application for repayment under the act of March 26, 1908, of ,moneys
paid upon a homestead 'entryv canceled on relinquishment prior to the:
passage of the act of December 11, 1919, must be denied under section 2
of the latter act if filed more than two years after the 'latter date, regardless of the fact that the land has been reentered by another and patent has
not issued.

:FiNNBY,i
First Assistant Secretary;:
Johannes Hamre has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office: dated September 29, 1922,'wherein
the 'Commissioner denied an application for. repayment under the
act of Mlarch 26; 1908 (35 Stat., 48), of moneys paid upon homestead
entry,, Helena 013128.
:fThe records' show that the entryvwas canceled on relinquish~ment
October 29, 1918, and that application for repayment was filed March
25, 1922.
EThe Commissioner based his adverse action upon -the provisions
of the act of December 11, 1919 (41 Stat., 366), which limits the time
for filing application for repayment under the said act of March 26,
1908, to two years from date of issuance of patent, rejection. of entry,
or passage of said, act of' D'ecember 11, 1919.
Upon this appeal it is contended that' claimanta
is not barred' by
such limitation for the reason that a third party has made entry of
0said

land and patent has not issued to rim. Such contention is with-

*out ,merit and is a forced.construction of said.act as. same clearly
*applies to 'the issuance. of patent to claimant only.
As'held by the Commissioner 'the claim, is clearly barred 'y the
0limitations; of section: 2 of the said act of December 11, 919. 'The
I}
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payment was made' prior to the passage of said act and *in such case
the prdviso to said section 2 requires that a request for the payment

of .such excess'must be filed within two. years afteir the patent: has
issued for the land embraced in such patent or within two years
from the passage of said act as' to excess payments heretofore 0made
prior to the passage of same. It accordingly follows that it was
:necessary for Hamnre to-file his claim on or before December 11921
The decision, appealed from is affirmed.
SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
Decided March 27, 1928.
APrnL 28, 1904-WORDS AND PHRASES.
'By the use of the phrase:" of equal quality " in the act of April 28, 1904, it
was contemplated that there should be an even exchange, and the equality
of the selected and base lands exchanged pursuant to the act must be
determined in accordance with the conditions existing at the time of filing
the selection.
,

SELECTION-ACT OF

SELECTION-COAL LANDS-EVIDENCE-ACT OF

APRIL

28, 1904.

A

coal classification of lands selected under the act of April 28, 1904, and[of the base lands relinquished by the selector, which fixes the price of the
former greatly in excess of that of the latter, although Ione of price, is,
nevertheless, in the absence of other facts indicative of the comparative
quality of the tracts, a difference in quality, unaffected. by, the mere
geographical situation of the respective tracts with reference to a completed' line of railway.;
-RAILROAD. GRANT-(COAL LANDS-SELECTIoN-AcT or APRIL 28, 1904.
The fact that the grant to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, )or its
successors in interest, included the coal in the:granted lands, does not
carry the right in making an exchange of- lands under the act of April 28,
*
1904, to select lands containing coal of greater quantity and superior
quality than that conitained in the base lands, inasmuch as such selection
would be effected upon uneqfual terms..
COURT DECISION CITED AND DisTINGUISrsmED.

Case of' Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Company v. Fall (259 U. S., 197), cited
and distinguished.-

FINNEY, FirstAssistantSecretary;
* This is an app'il by the Sata Fe Pacific Railroad Company
from the decision of the Commissioner 'of the General Land Offlne;
: of September 5, 1922, holding for cancellation said company's selection, serial No. 016102, filed January 3,1912, under'the act of April
28,; 1904' (33 Stat., 556), forfthe relief: of small-holding settlers, of
NSE.i j NW. 4, Sec. 11R T. 31 N., . 24 E., N. M. P. M., in lieu of SW. +
SE. i, Sec. 23, T. 15'N.,'R1. 7. W., N. M. .P.'M., in the Santa Fe, New
Mexico, land district.
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'Said: actof -April .28,: 1904, suprac, provides that :.the Atlantic' and
Pacific Railiroad Company, or. its: successors in interest, after. relin-quishingjto the Unitedl'States, upon the request' of the Secretary. of
,the .Interior, ar.j 'section of its granted lands,: any portion whereof
had been occupied by a settler for 25 years next before' the passage
.:of the act, " EShall then: be 'entitled to select in lieu thereof * * *
other sections of vacant public land :of equaZ quaity * * * as
may be:'agreed upon by the Secretary of thet Interior." F[Italics
supplied.].'
: Said base land and said'selected land had been withdrawn, for coal
classification, from. all entry, by. the Secretary of the Interior, April
2', J1909,Wand 'the base' land was also included in coal-land withdrawal
'No. 1, :New'Mexico, by Executive 'order of July 9, 1910. The selected
land 'was: restored as coal-land, with its -price fixed by- the IUnited
'States Geolokidal 'Survey at $250 per acre, by office letter " " of.
August 27, 1910; and the base land was restore'd as coal-land, classified at $30 per acre, by Executive order of December 30, 1910,' and
office letter " N " of January 18, 1911:;: and each tract held such status
.still on January 3, 1912, when the .selection was filed by the railroad
company.
On October 4, 1916, the selection was held for cancellation by the
Commissioner on the strength of the report of a mhineral inspector
'that the relinquished 'and selected: tracts were not of equal quality,
the, base tract being second-grade grazing-land, 'and the; selected
tract 'first-class~grazing-land, and the coal in the selected tract being
greater in quantity and of 'better quality than that in the relinquished
tract.
' - 'appeal by the. railroad company to the Department, said
Upon
-decision 'was affirmed, January 13, 1917, and upon such affirmance
'the selection in-due 'course was' canceled and '7the case closed. But
on April 14, 1917, the Department directed that' said 'ca-ncellation
:(and eothers specified) 'be revo'ked and' tbe cases held "in statu 'quo"
for the time be-ing, iunless 'valid adverse'rights had attached. This
case was accordingly reinstated, May 8, 1918.' ':
On May 29;' 1922, the United States' Supreme Court held,' in the
two cases of Santa 'e Pacific-Railroad Comp any v. Fall, Secetary
'of' the: Interior'('259 U S.,: 197), arising under this' same 'section,
that the railroad dompanny's selection must be cahneled: or'.approved
.according to tlle facts known at the time' of its filing.
This decision having settled the- 'main question raised in; connection with said' selections; the Commissioner, September 5, 1922, ren:dered the decisions nowiunder review, again holding the selection
for cancellation. The railroad company has appealed to the Department.
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The: court decision, did no more thanahold, as stated, above9 that a
selection under said act must be acted upon by the Secreta,* according to the facts known at the time of the selection-in other words,
that the selection must be approved or canceled as of/the date of the
selection, even though actually approved 'or canceled on a, later
date, and when further information touching the quality: of fthe
lands had come to 'the Secretary's knowledge.
The sentence quoted, in the brief of the appellant on this appeal
from the opinion of Mr. Justice Holmes in giving said decision,
relates only to the facts in the case in, which. the decision was given,
.and does not militate against the general rule laid down., Applying.
'that rule to the facts in the. case here in hand, we note that' more
than a year prior to the 'filing of the selection the selected land had
been classified and. priced' by the (Geological Survey, 'at '$250 per
acre; while one year prior to said selection, the base land hadbeen
classified, by Executive order', at $30, and this difference still obtained, when the 'selection was filed.
This difference was one in price, but that, in the absence of other
facts indicative of :the comparative quality of the tracts, is a differzence in quality. The mere geographical situation of the respectiveK
tracts with preference to a completed railway line becomes ineffective
to rank them as "of equal quality," when they have been ciamined,
classified and priced, and thereby shown to be of such vastly different :qualities.
Neither. does the fact, that the railroad company's:.grant gave it
the.coal in granted lands confer upon it the right, in selecting other
lands, not within the terms of the grant, as in lieu of granted lands
relinquished under the, act of 1904,K supa, to take lands containing
coal if because of its', greater quantity and superior quality those,
lands, including their coal, are not " of equal quality." with the base
lands relinquished.
But were the coal to be. excluded from consideration and only .the
surface regarded, the. examination had shown that the base was
grazing-land of only "second-grade,"7 :while the selected was " firstHere is a difference which, while somewhat
class grazing-land.'
* indefihite, marks the lands. as clearly. not "of equal quality; ". the:
exchange of the tracts .with' the Government would not, by its accepting the selection, be effected .upon. equal'.terms. An even exis what the act; of 1904 aims at in its use of the. phrase "of
:: - ' change
equal quality." Such an. exchange would not 'be secured by the. selection tendered, and, it was therefore properly canceled.
The decision of the Commissioner is, affirnled.
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RANDSBURG' SILVEER MINING COMPANY v. CALIFORNIA-RAND
SILVER, INC.,'ET"AL.'
Decided March '29, 1923.'
MINING CLAIM-ADVERSE CLAIM-PATENT-CONTEST.-LAND

DEPARTMENT.

While a suit is pending between an applicant for a mineral patent and an,
adverse claimant,, the Land Department is precluded by section 2326,
Revised Statutes,' as amended. by the act of- March 3, 1881, from :enter* taining aa contest by a' third party, .:alleging- discovery, against either of
the parties litigant on the ground that iboth'. had failed to comply with
some essential requirement of the'mining'laws.
t: S I~ x~AssistdntSecretar: . 0; \
;
This is-an appeal by the Randsburg Silver Mining 'Company from

Thi

the: decision' of' the 'Commissioner of the. General' Land Office 'of
August 22,1922, declining' to order a' hearing on the protest filed by
said company April 25, 1922, against the application 07040, file
July 15, 1921, 'by the' California-Rand Silver, Inc., a corporation, for
patent to the Uranium Nos. 7 and 10 lode mining claims,--survey No.
6480, situated in section 6, T. 30 S., R. 41 E., M. D. M., Independence
land district, California, and the adverse claim of R. P. Bray -onthe
basis of the conflicting Silver lode mining claim, 'filed September 19,
1921, against saidapplication, during the 'publication period, toni
': hich: adverse suit was seasonably instituted a.nd is still pending.
The protest of the appellant is based on the charge that neither the applicant nor the adverse claimant had-made a discoverywithin 'the
limits of the ground included in the locations above named, and- that
'the appellant had after' the expiration of the. publication period.discovered mineral within said conflict area and had located a portion
of the ground as the Coyote No. 2 lode.' The Commissioner's action;
is predicated on the ground that so long as the adverse suit between
the applicant' and the adverse claimant is -pending the Department
is barred by the 'provisions of section :2326, Revised Statutes, from
taking any\ steps afecting the application, until the controversy between the applicant and the' adverse .claimant- shall have been settled
by the court having jurisdicti6n thereof or the de
claim waived.
The Commissioner's ruling is clearly in'accord with the provisions
of said section 2326, wlieh prescribes that:
Where an adverse claim is filed during the period of 'Publication, * * *
all proceedings, except the publication 'of notice and making and filing of the
affidavit thereof, shall be stayed until the controversy shall have' been settled
or decided by a court of competent jurisdiction, or the.'adverse claim waived.

Moreover;, it':is provided'by the act' of March -3 1881 (21 Stat.,
505): - i 't
n
That 'if, in any -action brought pursuant to section twenty-three hundred and
Xtventy-six of the Revised Statutes, title to the ground in controversy shall not
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be ,estabiished by .either party','the ury shall so find,: and! judgment';.shallbe'
entered according to the verdict. -In such case costs shall not be allowed to
either party,' and the claimant shal not proceed in the land office or be entitled
to a patent for the ground in controversy until he shall have perfected his
title.

Speaking of the act last cited the Supreme Cou
Dodge, 163 U. S. 100167-8, said
'

in Peregp v.

: t . l > .Its. manifest object was to provide for an adjudication in the case supposed,
that neither party was-entitled to the property,'so that the applicant. could not
*
go forward with his 'proceedings. in the land office simply because; the adverse
claimant had failed to make out his case,,if he'had also failed. In other words,
the duty was imposed on the court to enter such judgment or decree as 'would'evidence that the applicant had not established the right'of possession, and was
for that reason not entitled to a patent. The whole proceeding is merely in aid
of the land department, and the Vobjectt of the amendment was, to: secure that-,
aid as much in cases where both parties failed testablish
to
title as where judg:ment was rendered in. favor of either.

C ommlniting

upon the provisions of said act Snyder,
in his work.
on mines :in section 727, says:
The judgment in' an adverse suit should be sufficient upon its face to enable

the party inWhose favor it.i s rendered to take it to'the, land .olce and have
patent issued upon it, and to: that end it should correctly describe the claim to
which the successful party is entitled, including.the
area in conflict. (Beckerv.'
Pugh, 17 Colo. 243,.29'Pac.' Rep. 173; Rosenthall v.Ives, 2 Idaho, 244, 12 Pac.
Rep. 904; R;-S.1U.'S., Sec. 2326.) It should also show the party-to be ientitled'
to the: area in conflict' by'virtue of aprior location of his' claim anda'

substan-

tial compliance with all the requirements of the- federal and state statutes and
local rules. (McGinnis v.. Egbert, 8Colo. 41, 5 Pac. Rep.. 652.) And all: the
facts constituting a valid location, such as the citizenship of the party, the dis-.
covery of minerals; etc., should be expressly found whether. admitted in the:
pleadings ornot.
0 (Rosenthall v. Ives;Su'pria;Jackson v.Roby, 109iT S. 441; 'LeeDoon v. Tesh, 68 Cal43, 3 5Pac Rep;651;: McGinnis
biEghert,
supra.)
Where.
the.case is tried before a jury, the court. shouldgive:the ury explicitinstructions
upon all points essential to entitlethe successful party to recover in the action.
A nere generalverdict in',favor of either party for the possessory right, as
against the other, butnot showing tat he is entitled to recover byvirtue of
prior appropriation
andcompliancce with the
law,isE
notsufficient: (Manning
Strehlow,11 Colo.
451,:184Pac..Rep. 625';; McGinnis v. Egbert, .supra; BurkeV
McDonald,2 Idaho,
646, 33 Pac. Rep.49.) In thelast case the reason of
the'
rule is thus stated: If, therefore, a judgm ent is sufficient which showsonly,as
in. this case,' the title to be in the; successful party as against his opponent, it
might frequently happen that patent would issueto a partywho was an alien,
or who had never discovered a vein, or miother particulars.had failed to comply
with the
law of congress. (See also Thom as v. Chisholm, 13 Cob.,
105, 21 Pac.
Rep. 1019-20; Craigv.
Thompson 10
Colo. 517, 16 Pac., Rep.
:24; McCaigv.
Bryan,.
Colo. 309, 15 Pac. Rep. 413.)E

In view

o,f

the provisions of the act of 1881, and of what is thus
decelared to be the dutyim posed thereby upon courts, it is manifest..
thatpen ding adverse suits the Department would, Jin no event be

,:S
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warranted ini entertaiinng9,a 'cotst against both parties litigant-in
such a proceeding on the charge- that inither would be entitled to a
:
patent
to the area in controversy on the ground that both have failed
to comply with some essential requirement of the mining, laws.
The decision appealed ifrom is accordingly affirmed.
It is suggested, however,,that the appellant might, should he so
desire, and any available means for, so doing be found, bring the-mat--,
ters alleged in his protest directly to the -attention of the court in the
pending adverse suit involving the land in question.

CURTIS C. FELTNERi.
Decided April 6, 1923.
:STOC -RAISING 110MESTEAD-TIMn3EB AND STONE ENTRY.
One who has made an entry for the full area- permitted by. the stock-raising'
:homestead act. is thereafter debarred from making a timber and stone
entry, or any other form of entry under the agricultural land laws. A

-

FiNNEY, First Assistant Secretary:.;

Curtis C. Feltner has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner of the GeneralLand* Office 'dated January 6, 1923, rejecting
his application to purchase- under the so-called timber*and stone law
lot 5, Sec. 3, T. 34 N., R. 108'W., 6th 'P. MAL
(34.74- acres) , Evanston,
Wtoming, land- district.
* The application was:filed June 20,1922, and was reje'ted because
the applicant had on- January 14, 1921, made entry under the stock
raising homestead act for 640 acres--in Secs. 28 and 33, said township.
-The act of August 30y, 1890 (26: Stat., 371, 391), limits the amount
of'land that can be acquired under the agricultural land laws to
320 acres. A't the date of said act, entries under the homestead law
were limited to 160 acre~s and-it was then possible to make a homestead entry for; 160 acres and an entry under the timber and stone
law, the desert-land law, or, the preemption law for' 160 acres.
'When the stock-raising 'homestead act was enacted, the act of
August 30, 1890,' was necessarily' modified, and -it thereafter became
possible for a qualified person who had entered 160 acres under otherX
laws (timber and stone, desert land, or preemption)' tot make a stockraising homestead entry for 640 acres. But one who6, like Feltner,has made an; entry for the full area permitted by the stock-raisingi
-homestead act-can notthereafter'make further entry under any of
the agricultural -land' laws, for the reason that he can not make
f Affidavit that he has not already entered 320 acres. ' '
'The decision appealed from is affirmed.i:

-
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:HOXESTEAD:0 ENTRIES UNDER KINKAID ACT-ADDITIONAL
ENTRIES.
INSTRucTIoNs:.

D-EPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., April 7,:1923.&
RPGISTER, U;ITiED STATES LAND OFFICE,::

:LIN~oLN, NERASKA:^

The Commissionert 'of the 'General: Land ' Office :has forwardeduto-,
the Department your letter ofMarch 7, 1923, in which you refer to
the departmental decision in the case of Earl A. Mann- (49 L. ID.,
286), and request instructions on the matters.'hereinafter discussed.
It is apparent from your inquiries that you have heretofore failed
to take cognizance\of section 2 of the act of March 2, 1907 (34 Stat.,
1224),:the last phrase Iof which (referring ,to the so-called 'Kinkaid i
Act)' reads as follows: "and all homestead entries hereafter made
within the territory described 'in the aforesaid act shall be subject
to alllthe- p'rovisions thereof."'
On April 27, 1907 (35 :L. D., 542)', the Department :approved
instructions under saidiact of. 1907, but the last word of the quoted
phrase was treated as '"hereof," resulting -in a failure, to give proper
effeet to said section 2. , The error was carried into the revised, regu-:
lations of October 2.8,. 1908 (:37 L. 'D., 225), and the revision of June
7, 1910 (39 L. D., 18). It was not until January 19, 1912, that the
Department correctly quoted said section 2, -but in the revised regulations approved that date. (40 L. D., 369) .mnothing. was said as to
the effect thereof. : As a result, local officers in the Kinkaid( territory:
allowed entries for 160 acres or less upon payment of, less fees and
commissions than are provided for by. the Kinkaid Act, and, the
conmmutation of such ,entries was permitted. The General Land Office*
has passed the entries to patent. As such entrymen proceeded under
the departmental interpretation of the act of. 1907, entries already
made for 1y60 acres, or less in the-.Kinkaid territory will, be allowed ,to
proceed to patent. as if section 2 of the act of. 1907 .had not been enacted, but such action will not' be treated as conferring on the entry:'Smen any additional rights under the.Kinkaid Act.,
From and: after the, receipt hereof by you, you will be governed
by the following.:
1. All homestead ,entries ;(.other, than entries under the stockraising homestead act) for lands in the so-called 'Kinkaid territory
will: be governed by the provisions,'of the Kilkaid Act as- amended.
At the time an application is. made, $14. should be collected:as fee a
and commissions, and at the. time of final proof, $4, without regard
to the area embraced in the entry.
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2. Sectidn.7' of the act of May 29, 1908 (35 Stat., 465), amended
section 2 of the Kinkaid Act so as to bringi the right of additional
entry: of contiguous land under said 'act up to the date of the
amendment; hence, an entry made after March 2, 1907, but prior to
May 29,. 1908, for less than 640 acres wouldi be proper basis for
additional entry under said section 2.
3. A person who, since: May 29, 1908, made an :entry for, land
within the territory, of any area, has: exhausted his right under
the lKinkaid Act, except that, if contiguous lands become vacant,
he can amend his unperfected entry to embrace such lands to the'
limit of 640 acres; or, if the entry has been perfected and embraces.
less than 160 acres, he can make an additional entry of contiguous
land under section 2 of the act of April 28, 1904 (33 Stat!, 527),
or he can make an additional entry under section 6 of the act of
March 2,. 1889 (25 'Stat., 854), either' within or outside the Kinkaid
territory. If the additional, entry be made for 'land within the territory, the, fee and .commissions exacted by the Kinkaid. Act must be
collected, and the final, proof must complyv with the provisions of
the Kinkaid Act.
4. A person who has, at any time, entered under the hiomestead
laws less than 640 acres outside the Iinkaid territory mayS make an
t;; ' under
entry the first proviso to section 3, provided he is not the
owner of more than 160 acres of land in the-United States acquired
-underother than the homestead law.'
5. A person who made a homestead entry in the Kinkaid ter'ritory prior to:June 28, :1904, is. entitled to the benefits of the first
proviso to said section 3, .but said proviso can not .be invoked by
a person who has already had the benefit of the Kinkaid Act.

irst-- E. G.. FINNEY ,
FirsiAssistant Secretary.
IXCHANGE OF PRIVATELY OWNED LANDS IN THE LINCOLN NA-:
TIONAL FOREST FOR PUBLIC L4NDS ELSEWHERE IN OTERO
COUNTY, NEW MEXICO.
INSTRUCTIONS.

[Circular No. 888.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND QFFICE,

.
a.,: i gi;,_Z923.'- :
gt:
: , A
9, 1::
MEXICO:
The act of February 14, 1923 (42 .Stat., 1245), entitled* " AnAct
f

0f

-

; 0 0-

: W~~as'igos
O

REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,: '
Ts:
LAS ORUCES AND ROSWELL, NEW

Providing for the acquirement:by the United States of' privately
8751 0 -22-voL 49-34
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owned- lands situated within :certain* townships in the' Lincoln
National Forest, in the State of New Mexico, by ;exchahging therefor lands on 'the public domain also within such State," reads, as
follows:
That whenever, the owner or owners of any privately owned lands, situatedwithin township eighteen south, range eleven east, or townships fifteen,'
sixteen,. seventeen, eighteen,. and nineteen south, range twelve east, New Mexico
principal meridian, within .the county of Otero and State of New Mexico,. and
within the present boundaries of the Lincoln National Forest, shall submit to
the Secretary 'of Agriculture a proposal for the exchange of said lands foir
lands upon the public domain situated ipi the county of Otero and State of Now
Mexieo, and such Secretary shall be' of opinion that the acquirement. of the
same by the United: States for national forest, purposes would be beneficial
thereto, he, is' hereby authorized and empowered to transmit to the Secretary It
the Interior such offer 'so made' to him, together With such recommendations
as he may see proper to make in connection therewith, together.with a de-,
scription of the property: included in'such offer and an estimate of: the com-mercial or other value thereof, intrinsically or otherwise; and if he shall recommend the acquirement -of the same 'by the United StatesS under' the provisions hereof, then, and in such event, the Secretary of the Interior shall be,
and hereby is, Authorized and empowered in his 'discretion to enter into and.
conclude negotiations with such owner or owners thereof and in exchange for
such designated privately' owned lands, and upon donveyance by the owner
or owners thereof .to the United States by a fgood and sufficient 'deed, to cause
to ' be patented to 'such owner or owners suchi acreage. of nonmineral, noni~rrigable.grazing, lands not suitable for agricultural purposes e cept.fer raising'
grass, situated within the said county of .Otero, State of New Mexico, of
equal total value, as nearsas he may be able to determine, to the lands so
conveyed to the United States.
SEc. '2. That- any lands, 'conveyed to the United States under the provisions
of this Act. shall, upon acceptance of 'the conveyance thereof,' become and be'
a part of such Lincoln National Forest.
,.
.SEc. 3.,That before any exchange of lands as above provided is effected,
notice of such exchange proposal, describing the lands involved therein, shall be
published once each week for four consecutive weeks in some newspaper of general. circulation in the county in which such lands so to'be conveyed to the
United States are situated.,

-iYouwill
be governed in yourconsideration of cases involving land
wivhhih your respective districts coming within the purview, of said.
act by the suoisAoid of Circular No. 863 (49 L. D., 365), in re consolidation of national'forests, dated October 28, 1922, so far as may
'be applicable.
It will be observed that the selection may be of "nonmineral, nonirrigable grazing lands not suitable' for agricultural purposes except
for raisingl grass," situated'within said County of Otero, State of
New Mexico, of equal total value as near as he may be able to determine to the lands so conveyed to the United States.
Under authority of the title to the act, the exchange, is to be made
fo&r lands on the public domain. The law requires the Secretary of
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Agriculture to submit -with his recommendation an estimate of the
ominercial or other vajue of the lands dfrered foriexchange. TUpon

receipt of such recommendation and estimate in the. General Land
Office, the* local office will be advised thereof and proceedings, had in
accordance with: said Circular No. 863.: Upon receipt of the formal:
application in this office examination by the Field Servicoe willibe
directed with a view to ascertaining the value of the selected land
and itslworth as compared with the lands relinquished.
--0000$ 00 i:0
0 0t0:;0 ;0;; f 0

:

:WILLIAM SPRY,
tV 0 500Comx'nissionler.:

:

'Approved:
E. C. FIwNEY,
First Assistant Secretry.

STATE OF ARIZONA AND ARIVACA LAND AND CATTLE CoNMPANY
Decided'April 14, 1923..

SCEoOL

LAND-INDEMNITY-SELECTION-MINERAL LANDS-WAIVER-REARINGINTERVENTION.
Where a State,: the real party in interest, waives its right to apply for'a hearing and concedes the contention of the United States that the lands selected
.by it under its school' indemnity grant are not subject to such :selection
because of their' mineral character', a'lessee from the State, between whom
and the United'States there is no privity of interest, is not entitled to,
intervene and demand' a hearing involving the character of the lands.

:

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
The 'Arivaca Land and Cattle Company,'lessee from the State of,
Arizona of lands selected by the State as indemnity under its ,schooJ
:-land grant, has. appealed from the decision of the General Land
Office of May 23, 1922, denying its petition to be accod the status
of' an intervenler and, as sudh afforded opportunity, at a hearing, to,
submit testimony to establish :its, claim that the jlnd involved (the

':: ESW. , N. 1 and SE. 4, Sec. 29, and F. j NE.
E , Sec. 30, T. 2()S.,,
;L 10 F., G. & S. R1.M.) is nonmineral in character.,
It appears. from the record. that the State of Arizona. filed .selection of these lands -on March 12, 1918.: By General Land Office.
letter "FS ", dated December 30, 1921, the 'State was notified that
charges had. been filed against the' validity of the selection on the
ground that the land is mineral in character, Containing valuable
deposits of gold, and -was kno-vn. to be such on or before March 12,
1918, the date the selection was perfected -and when the State's right
would othervise have:vested.
April 1, 1922, John W. Bogan, president of the Arivaca Land and
Cattle Company, as lessee of this and iother land from the State

.
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filed a petition to intervene, denying the mineral character of the*
land, and requesting opportunity to submit testimony: in deniail of
the charge that the land is mineral in character.'
:On April 5, 1922, the State,: by its' Land Commissioner, made reply
as follows to the Government's charges:
Comes now the State of Arizona, by the; State Land Department, and In the
:above entitled causes! and matters,: says:V
That it: disclaims any interest in the matter of the: mineral or; non-mineral
character of the lands involved therein, and that it is willing; to concedR to
the elaimsof the United States of America that said lands were mineral in
character and known to be sbch at the time of the filing by the Sitate of. Its
applications to select same as State Lands.
Dated AprilI:5, 1922, Phoenix, Arizona.

By its decision rendered May 23, i922, it was' held. by the General
Land Office:
Without undertaking to determine whether in; any case a: lessee would Abe
recognized as a proper party in interest, it appears herein that the period of
the lease would expire before the proceedings could reasonably be terminated
if hearing were had,. and the lease was entered into with full knowledge of and
subject to the incomplete 'title of the State. Under these conditions, and the
State, the real party in interest, having waived its right to apply for a hearing, the.said company cannot be recognized as having such- an interest as to
entitle it to a hearing.

The lessee from -the State has appealed to the Department from
the above decision, and in support of said:appeal, as well as appeals
in nin&e other similar cases in which the same, parties are. interested,
a common brief has been filed.
Certain matters appear to the Department determinative of this

case, and in its decision it will accordingly bohflne itself to these.
They are as follows:
:Such; title as the lesse has, it nay, is purely derivative, being
deraigned froin'the lessor, the State of Arizonia. If''t received no
title, it could convey none.
Following daieful 6xamination as to the chlaracter of, the land asmineral or nonimineral, and whether known. to be Mineral at the
time its: rights would have vested, the State's right to the land is
challenged upon grpunds which,' unless disproved, preclude its taking title.':
The 'State, with admitted notice that its title is thus challenged,
land inand ':ithlknowledge that 'in order to odbtain patent the
: vo~lved it must refute the charges so made,&declines to join issue, and
instead formally enters a disclaimer of interest, and announces that
it is willing to concede that the lands were known to be mineral in
Iby
the State of its appplication to
character at the time of the filing
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selket. The Departient is not informed that. the. State .has indieated
-in any way its- desire or, willingness that its name be Reven formally
uised :,by. the petitioner in a hearing regarding the character of the:
-land.

'The lessee from the State leased therefrom at its. (the lessee't)
'
risk.'
Due examination' would have: disclosed that*the State's: claim
had not ripened into':title, and might never do so..
.
' ,:The Land Department has, done nothing, which estops it from
denying, the claim of the lessee, nor was it in any, :way a. party to
the lease;-privity is lacking.
'The Lanid Department is not acting arbitrarily in -this matter.
It has no reason to doubt the mineral character of the land.
:In te opinion of the Department, the decisjnn appealed from is
fimly groundedin the basic principles of the law. It is accordingly
; : -affirmied.
a rin d '
::a--w
: j; 0: :: ' ;
X
,: f.
-.

'

E:RNEST F. STEM:ERIDGE.
Decided April 14, 1923.

-

REIAYMENT-FEES AND COMMISSIONS-ACT OFi DECEMBER 11, 1919.
The proviso to section 1 of the act of December 11, 1919, which prescribed thab
applicationsu
for repayment of purchase moneys:and commissions paid ili
connection with rejected public land entries mnst: be filed within .two years
from Ithe passage r of the act or from the date of rejection,- is applicable to
the various heirs- or distributees of a.-deceased entryman individually, andthe filing of an application by' one heir or distributeoewithin the required
:
tim'e
does s~not stay the running of the statute as against the others.
COMPTROLLER GENERAI'S DECISION CITED AND CONSTRUED..

Decision of .the Comptroller General (2 .C. G. D., 379), cited and construed.:-

FIfNEYF:irst Assistant Secretary:

Ernest F

iSte
dge, as one of: the heirs of Houston A. StemCommissioner of the

-bridge, has appealed'from a decision of the

General'tLand Office dated December 17,. 1922, denying' repayment
of moneys and commissions paid in connection with timber and stone
application, Little Rock 013784.
It appears that the timber and stone application was rejected on
relinquishment on July 19, 1920, and the -application for repayment
was executed August 19, 1922, more than two years.,after such rejee-,
tion, and the Commissioner denied the application by virtiue of a de-'
cision of the Comptroller General, dated December 14, 1922 (2 Comp.'
Gen. De&; 379), construing the provisions of the act of December 11,
1919 (41 Stat., 366).
:
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The record discloses that the' widow of the entryman ifiled application for repayment of her portion of. the amount involved in due:
timeand that her claim was allowed by the Commissioner. It is contended upon this appeal that the filing of an application by one heir
for repayment operates -to save the rights 'of the other, heirs and' to
stop the'running of the statute as to the claim of the 'other heirs.
The proviso to section 1 of said act of 1919, requires:
e
That such person or his legal representatives :shall file a request for the
Prepayment of such purchase moneys and commissions within: two years from
the rejection of such application, entry, or proof, or within two years from the
passage of this act'as to such applications, proofs, or entries, as have been
heretofore rejected.

,

The Comptroller General held in substance that the plain purpose of this proviso was to limit the time within which requests for
repayment of the purchase money and commissions could :be filed;
that under the law the repayment- can be made only upon the re'quest of the person entitled to receive- it, and such request can be
considered only when filed within the time stipulated in the statute;
that, if, upon the death of an entryyman,.the purchase money and
commissions become payable to more than one person as distributees
of his. estate, 'payment is authorized to 'such distributees only' asi filed
a; request therefor within the prescribed time. In accord with such
decision, it miust be held that the filing of kan application by one
heir' within; the: required time does not prevent the running of the
statute with. respect to other heirs who fail to make .application
\vithinhthe time' specified by said act.'
It, however,' appears from the record that 'on February' 13, 1922,
within the prescribed 'time, Stembridge made informal application
for the payment of this money. in-the form of a letter from his attorney to the local officers. Such letter should properly have been considered as an application for repayment, but instead of so considering same the local officers treated it as a request for information. It
is believed that the interests of justice ' demnand that' it should be

treated as a request foriep'ayment, and a's 'such the claim. would 'not
,re barred' by the statute.

'

The decision appealed from is accordingly reversed and the case
remanded for further' appropriate action.
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-REINSTATE1'NT OF :CANCELED ENTRIES-PARAGRAPH1 89 OFr
REGULATIONS OF APRIL :20, 1907, GOVERNING RECOGNITION
OF AGENTS AND ATTORNEYS BEFORE DISTRICT LAND OFFICES,
AMENDED.:
INSTRUCTIONS.

/

[Circular No. 889.1
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, .:
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., April 6 93.19
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFrICES::

Your attention is invited to 15 L. D., 569, in which it was held:
An application for the reinstatement of a canceled entry, 'while, pending,
e
operates to reserve the land covered thereby from -other disposition.

Applications for reinstatement of. canceled entries must be filed
in the proper district land, office, and must be executed by the entry:man, h'isheirs, legal representatives, assigns; or transfereesas the
case may require. If made by other than the entryman, such petition
for reinstatement must fully: set forth' the nature and extent of
petitioner's interest in the .land,. how acquired, and the names and
addresses of any other person or persons who have. or claim an
interest therein. All petitions for reinstatement should set forth all
facts, and state' clearly and concisely upon what grounds reinstate'ment is urged.- Such petition must be sworn. to before some officer
qualified to administer oaths, and' having, an official, seal, or, if
sworn to before an officer who.doesk-not have an official .seal,. his
official acts must be attested by some proper officer..

* Applications for reinstatement of canceled entries executed by
agents and attorneys will not be recognized. Your attention is' called
to the regulations; governing the recognition of agents and attorneys:
before district land' offices, approved April 20, 1907' (35 L. D., 534).
Paragraph :8 thereof :is hereby iamended to read as follows:'every attorniey must, either at the 'time of entering his appearance for a
claimant or contestant, or within ten days thereafter, file written authority
'for such appearance,j signed by said claimant or contestant, 'and setting forth
his or her present post-office address. ' Upon 'a failure to file such, written
authority, it is the duty 'of the register and ireeeiver to no longer recognize
'him as attorney in the case.

application for reinstatement of a canceled entry is
:
Whenever
will
transmit same with the next returns to this office,
filed you
together with report as to' the present status of the land involved.
Thereafter you 'will not permit disposition of the land until the
applicationi for reinstatement is'finalyI adjudicated. All subsequent
applications should be held suspended'unless on, account. of. some

V
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special reason you should deem. it proper to fforward same to this
office to be considered in: qonnection with the pending application
:for reinstatement.: If: a junior application be Ifor'warded, report
should. accompany it, setting forth the reasons for which you deemed
it advisable to transmit same.
Should -an application for reinstatement be filed not conforming
to the foregoing, you will promptly advise the party thereof, calling
his attention to the d'fects and allow fiftech days in which to file a
proper application. At the proper time you will make report settingz
forth what action the applicant' has taken.
WILLIAM SPRY,

A

:;nnsioneir.

A proved:
.E. C. FINNEY,

: ::
:

:

0 ;fFirst Assistant Seocretary.

:

-

--

EXCHANGE OF PUBLIC LANDS IN MONTANA 'FOR PRIVATELY
OWNED LANDS IN THE GLACIER NATIONAL PARK.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 890.1
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

*Washington,D. C., April £3, 1923.
CHIEF OF FIELD DIVISION,
HELENA, MONTANA,
SUPERI-NTENDENT 'OF GLACIER NATIONAL PARK,
BELTON, MONTANA,
REGISTERS, AND RECEIVERS,.
: UNITED
;
STATES LAND OFFICES, MONTANA:

The act of February 28, 1923 (42 Stat., 1324),:entitled: "An Act
To authorize an exchange of lands with owners: of private land hold'
ings within the Glacier National Park,'`'reads as.follows:
That the Secretary of the Interior, for the purpose of eliminating :private
holdings of land within the Glacier National' Park, is hereby empowered, in
his discretion, to obtain for the.United States the complete title to any or all'
of the lands held in private ownership within-the boundaries of said park by
,accepting from the owners of Lsuch privately owned lands complete 'relinquish-,
'ment thereof and by granting and patenting to such owners, in exchange therefor, in each instance, like public land of equal value situate in the State of
AMontAna,. after due notice of the proposed! exchange has been given by publication'for not less than thirty days in the counties where the lands proposed
to be exchanged or taken in exchange are located.:,
SEC. 2. That the value of all patented lands within said, park, including the
timber thereon, offered for exchange, and the, value of other lands of .the
United States elsewhere situate, to be given. in exchange' therefor,. shall be'
ascertained 'in' such manner as the: Secretary of the Interior may direct; and

: li
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the owners of such privately. owned lands
exchange is effective, furnish the Secretary
to. him of title to the patented lands offered
the Government under this' act shall be:
National Park.

537

within .said park shall, before any
of'the Interior evidence satisfactory
in exchange;; and lands conveyed to,
and remain a part of the Glacier

A')lications.-Applications for an exchange under the act must
be filed' in the local land office having jurisdiction over the'land
selected, the application describing the land 'to' be conveyed as well
as the' land selected, according to Governmeint subdivsions. Nothing
less than a legal' subdivision may be surrendered or selected.' The.
selected lanid must be entirely. within the State of Montana. Selections must be made by the owner of 'the land relinquishied or. in. his
name by, a duly 'authorized agent' or attorney in. fact, 'and when

made by an agent or attorney in fact. proof of authority must be
tfurflnish~ed.'The application must be accompanied by* tiehnecessary
relinquishment, abstract'of title, affidavits, and fees, as set forth in
Circular 'No. 863, dated October 28, 1922 (49 L. D., 365), entitled:
:"Coinsolidation of National Forests,";'and, you will" be governed
thereby in actingi on 'the applications, noting on your records that
-the selection is made under the act of February 28, 1923 (Public
No. 453).

A ction by Register 'anIReceiver.-If a selection appears regular
and in conformity with the law and these regulations the selection
will be referred by the register and receiver to'the' chief of field
division for field' examination of both the selected and the 'base lands
to determine -whether or not their value is equal within the. meaning
of this act, with reference to their characteristics as mineral, prairie,
grazing, agricultural,, timber, desert -land or otherwise, as the case
may be, and to submit report with specific recommendation. A~representative of the field division will cooperate with a representative
of the superintendent of the Glacier National Park in the examination and valuation of the base'.lands within the 'Glacier National
Park. Should the report of the-chief of field division be adverse to
the applicant opportunity will be given the party in interest to amend'
his application' to conform with. the recommendation':of the field
division by the register and receiver of the United States land office
in which the application was filed.
Publication of Notice.-If the Chie f

'field division recommends
the approval of the exchange and the selection appears regular and
in. conformity with the law.and these regulations, the register and
receiver will notify'the applicant and require him, within thirty days
from receipt of notice, to begin publication of notice of his applica
tion in accordance with said Circular No.i 863,. and in. due time to
submit proof ,thereof.'
:Prote~sts.Protestswill be disposed of as provided in said Circular
No. 863.

-'
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Action on the Applieation.-Should no objections appear on your
records~ you will certify the condition of the record on the applica-

tion and will promptly transmit the original application and accompanying papers to this office by special letter.
Upon receipt of an application in the General Land Office the
same will be:examined at as early a date as practicable and if found
defective an opportunity will be given the parties in interest to cure
the defects, if possible.' If the selection appears reggular and in conformity with the law and these regulations the selection, with the
record, will, in the absence of objections, be transmitted to the Secretary of the. Interior with appropriate. r
ucommendation.
If the .Secretary decides that the
should be allowed,
the applicant will be required to have his relinquishment recorded
in the manner prescribed by the laws of the State of Montana and
to have the abstract of title extended down to and including the
date the deed of relinquishment or conveyancewas recorded.
If the Secretary be of the opinion thatifurther evidence as to value
and character, of land involved is necessary, he may institute such
inquiry as, he may deemn advisable.
The Secretary of the Interior may, in the eiercise of his discretion' withhold his approval from any application made .under the
provisions of this act althog the applicant may have complied with
the rules. and regulations herein prescribed.
.application

;

WILLIAM SFRY,
;Cornmssioher,;General Land Office.l

Concurring:

'

.

,-

-mNo B. CAMMERER
Directobr Nationcd Park Service
Approved:

:S

X

3. ( FINN]ET,'. :

X

:

*

X

0

0

First Assistant,Secretary.
SUSPENSION OF FINAL. PROOFS: ON, HOMESTEAD, ENTRIES TO
AWA:.:
IT NATURALIZATION OF ENTRYXEN.
INSTRUCTIONS.
-[Circular No. 891.]

:DEPARTENT.OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OrFIcn,

:

'Washington, D. C .,April £3, 1923.
REGISTERS AND REcEIVERs-,

UmTEDn STATESX LAND. OFFICES:

The Commissioner of Naturalization, Department of Labor, has
advised this office that it ftequently happens that homestead entry
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men who have delayed applying for admission to citizenship until tllh
lifetime of their ;entries has almost expired have been able to influence hasty action by the' courts by stating that unless.they secure,
evidence of naturalization their entries will be canceled.
The Naturalization Service, which objects to favorable action on an
application of a' foreign-born for Amnerican citizenship before' the
applicant has been .instructed in. the principles of. our Government,
is desirous of this .office:taking such action as-will assure homestead
entrymen who are acting in Lgood faith that their entries will not be
canceled merely because they' have^ not been admitted to citizenship
prior to the expiration of the statutory life of their entries.
You are therefore instructed as follows:
: 'Where final proof on a homestead entry has hen submitted by a
person who has not received a certificate of natturalizationl, but whoseapplication therefor is-pending-incourt,youiwill,should suchjproof.
be found otherwise satisfactory, advise the claimant that, the prodof
will be suspended to await. actionp on his application for admission to
citizenship.. The claimant should be also advised thatwith a'certified
copy of his certificate of 'naturalization, when issued, should be.filed a
new final affidavit and .an 'affidavit, corroborated: preferably by his
flnal-prpof witnesses,. showing what use he has made of the land since.
the date dfhehe final, proof,, upon receipt of which, if all be found
'§atisfactory,. final certificate will issue.
In the event. an entryman seeks time beyond the'statutory life of
his entry within which to. submit final proof, on the ground that he is
unable :to furnish evidence of his admission to citizenship, you will
require him to tak the proper steps, within thirty days from notice,
l:oking. -to the submission of final proof, under penalty..of cancellation.of.the::ntry and, with such proof toqsubmit a showing.:as to'his
citizenship-status. Should it be made to- appear that an 0application
for admission to citizenship is pending, you will proceed as above
adireQted; if' none, you will advise the party that he should at once
apply for admission and inform you that helhas done so, whereupo a
.the proof, if otherwise satisfactory, will stand suspended for ,such
reasonable time as may be needed to complete the citizenship proceedings, and furnishhthe evidence specified in the preceding.paragraph-.
Final proof so suspended should be 'forwarded with~your regular
returns with a copy of your letter to the claimant.
case
In any
where you' arein doubt as to the propercourse of action,
you will forwiard the papers to this office for. consideration, notifying
the claimant of your action.
WIAM SPRYnr
-0

Commissioner.

Approved:
E.

0. FINNEY,

'First Assistant Secretary.
I

/
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NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.
Deciderd April 23, 1923.
RAIOAD LAND-SELECTION-ForT
RESTORATIONS-STATUTES.

AssINNBOINE

MILITARY

RESERVATION-

The act of April 18, 1896, which restored to the public domain those lands
formerly in: the Fort Aissinniboiqe Military Reservation',' Monthna,: and
made them' subject to disposal' under the laws specifically named therein,
.didnot have the dffect, of reserving the lands from the operation of further
legislation, and they became, 'therefore, upon the passage: of the act of
March 2, 1899, subject to selection. by the Northern Pacific Railway .Company.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsION CITED AND APPLIED.
Case of Northern. Pacific Railwy Company (37 L. D., 408), cited and applied.

FINNEY, Fh'st Assistant Secretary:

from a
dated
Office'
Land.
General
* decision bf 'the Commissioner of the
'2,
Sec.a
1and
lots'
to
'as
October 4, 1922, holding for cancelation
its
district,
land
'Montaina,
Hare,
ML.,
M.
E.,
''.
'15
4, T. 27 N.;
Stat.,.
(30
1899
2,
March
of
act
the
3
of
selection list under section
993), -filedl December 28, 1916.
e The Commissioner held that the tract described Wias opened to
specified classes of entries under the'act of April 18, 1896' (29 Stat.,
95), and that the classes specified'ldid' not include the selection list
" und&#' consideration'
-''The tract 'involved 'was formerly a part of the Fort Assinniboine
Military Reservation, created by Executive orders of March 4, 1880,
and June 16, 1881. 'OnCMay 2, `1888;' the President modified said
reservation and established a post reservation and a hay reservation.
The tract here' involved -was- within the limits 'of the post~ reservation. By Executive order of- October 9, 189L, a portion of' the: post
reservation, including the tract involved, was turned I over 'to this
Departmentifor disposal under the act of July 5, 1884 (23 Stat., 103)';:
By the act of April 18, 1896,qspra, Congress provided:
The Northern; Pacific Railway 'Company. has appealed

That all lands which have been or-'may hereafter be excluded from the
limits of the Fort'Assilnaiboine' Military Reservation in the State of Montana
shall be open'jto :theoperation' of the laws regulating homestead entry,0. except

section twenty-three hundred and one of the Revised 'Statutes, and to entry
under the towsnsite laws and the laws governing the disposal of coal lands,

desert lands;. and mineral lands, and shall not be subject to sale under the provision's of any act relating to the sale of abandoned military reservations:
Proviaed,' That. if the entire reservation' be' abnndned for military purposes
this Act shall not, apply to an area one mile square:embracing the GovernI I
ment buildings atiFort: Assinniboine.

In the case of Northern'tacific Ry. Co. (37 L. D., 408); the Department discussed the act of May 1, 1888 (25 Stat., 133) restorin'g
9'
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lands which were formerly *a part of the reservation established
for- the Gros' Ventre, Piegan, and other Indians; theImaterial part
1898, myra, so far as
of which act is similar to the act of April
the class of entries mentioned is conceerned. TheDeopartment there
held:
It can not be said that the act of 1888 operated to reserve the lands. Ona
.the contrary, the act was passed for the' purpose of releasing the lands from
a state of reservation and restoring them to the public domain. The only existing laws, applicable to said lands Were those mentioned in the act of 1888.
At the. same time, however, the lands became a part of the. unsurveyed public
*domain, and clearly subject to such further legislation as Congress. might see
fit to enact.

*

The act under which the selection was made by the railway company was enacted subsequently to the act of 1896, apra,0 and the
tract involved is properly subject to selection by the railway company
thereunder.
appealed from is thereforereversed.
0 0;
decision
0
The
APPLICATION OF THE ACT OF JUNE 16,p 1880, TO REPAYMENT IN
CASES WHERE DOUBLE MINIMUM EXCESS HAS 13EEN PAID.
Instructions, April 24, 1923.
:RAILROAD GRANiVWIToHDRAwAnL-VESTED RIGHTS.
and attached until the
fixed
not
become
did
to
a
railroad
lands
A grant of
map of definite, location had been filed, and until then the mere filing of a

map of general route, although followed by a withdrawal, did not impress
the odd.sections with a double minimum price.
REPAYMENT-AcTS oF JUNE 16, 1880 AND MARcH 26, 1908-STATUTES.

The act- of March 26, 1908, the purpose, of which was to afford relief in a
class of cases, wherein repayment was not theretofore authorized,' was
merely supplemental to and did not repeal or modify the'act oftJune 16,
REPAYMENT-HOMESTEAD EiNTRY--lAILR'OAD GaANT-WITHDRAWAL.'
Repayment may be properly made -under the last clause of*section 2' of 'the
- act of June 16, 1880, to one who paid double-minimum excess upon an entry
within the limits of a withdrawal, on general route when it is determined
upon the filing of the map of definite location that the lands entered are

not within the railroad grant
REPAYMENT-ACTS oF JUNE 16, 1880

AND DECEMBER 11, 1919-STATUTES.
The limitation tcontained in the proviso to section 2 of the act of December
11, 1919, is applicable to claims for repayment under the last clause of section 2 of the act of June 16, 1880.

FINNEKY, Fir;tAssistant &Seretary;.

I have before me for consideration your [Commissioner of the General Land Office] memorandum of December 29,' 192, in which you

request the view~ sof the Department on the qcuestion as to whether
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or not repaymentmay be made under the provisions of the last clause
of.section 2 of the act of June 16; 1880 (21 Stat;, 287), hereinafter

*

referred to as the act of 1880, in cases where double-minimum excess.
has been paid upon, an entry within the limits of a: withdrawal, on
general route of a'railroad,' map of definite location never having been
filed and~the .railroad never having been constructed.
You call attention to .the fact that if such. claims can properly
be presented under that act, it provides no- limitation as to the time
within which they can be filed, but that if they can ohly be prosecuted
under section 2 of the act of -March'26, 1908 (35 Stat., 48), hereinafter
referred to as the act of. 1908; they would be barred within the limitations provided in the act of December-11, 1919 (41 Stat.., 366), hereinafter referred to as the act of 1919.;
The last clause of section. 2 of the act of 1880' providesIn all cases where parties have paid double-minimum price for land which-as
afterwards been found not to be within the limits of a railroad land grant,,:the
excess of one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre shall in like mafiner be-repaid
to the purchaser thereof, or to his heirs or assigns.
Section 2; of. the act of 1908, as amended by, the 'act of 1919,. prop

videsThat in all cases where it shall appear to the satisfaction of the Secretary
of the Interior that any person has' heretofore or shall hereafter make any payments to the United States under the public land laws in excess of the aamou~nt
.he was lawfully required to pay under such laws, such excess shall be repaid
'to such person or to his legal representatives: Provided, That such person or' his
legal repfesentatives shall file a 'request for the repayment of such excess within
. twoafter thi patdnt has issued for the' land'embraced in such payment, or
;D years
within two years from the passage of this Act' as' to such excess payments as
have heretofore been made,:

its'interretatio'n' 6f the last clause of section 2 of the act of
'' 'In;
1880.it has heretofore;,been uniformly ruled by the Department that
the proper construction of said section:makes the condition at-,the
time of the entry the criterion in determining, whether' repayment
should 'be made under said section, and that, if at such time ,the land
entered was embraced within a' withdrawal. upon the 'map of general
route of a 'railroad, the land wass properly rated as double-minimum
land and repayment 'was hot' warranted, notwithstanding' the fact'
that the portion' of the grant within which the tract is situated was
subsequently forfeited.

'

See Byron Allison (19 L D., 458) ; Luretta

R. Medbury (25 L. ID., 308).; James S. Elliott. (25 tL ID., 309);
William F. Brown (35 L. ID., 177). The Medbury case, supra, was,
carried to the United States Supreme. Court, which upheld the view
U. 5., 492,,
of the Department. See Medbury;,v. United. States (173U.
500). This case, however,, can not be considered as decisive of the
question propounded by you as in it the map of definite location had
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been fled,' and it does not 'appear that the question presented involving repayment underq the act of 1880 of excess paid upon an entry
within the limits of awwithdrawal on map of general route has ever
been decided by said court.
The act of 1908 was merely supplemental to the act of 1880, and
it was not, intended by such act. to' repeal or modify the earlier act.
An 'appropriation is still being made by Congress to provide for
cases arising under such 'earlier act. The object of the act of 1908
was to afford relief Sin a class of: cases wherein repayment -was not
theretofore authorized.' See Joseph Gibson (37 L. D., 338). Probably in view of the departmental interpretation of section 2. of the'
act of 1880, claims -such 'as the one here. in' issue have been presented
under the act of 1908 as excess payments and'have been so- considered
and' dealt with by the Department; However, in view of recent
decisions- of the 'United States, Supreme Court, it. is imy opinion that
the departmental. construction of section 2 of the act of 1880, here-:
tofore prevailing, should no longer' be followed or adhered to., In'
construing the act- of 1908 in connection with the act of July 2, 1864
.(13 Stat.; 365), involving the grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad,
the Supree''Court of the United States 'in the case of United States'
'v.'Laughlin (249'U. S.,, 440), held that the'grant to the railroad was
one in the nature of a " float " which did not become fixed or attached.
to any, particular land until the-.map' of definite location was filed,
and that the filing of a map of' general route, although follo ed by
a withdrawal order, did not take the odd sections out of the public
domain or exempt them from entry under the preemption or homestead laws prior. to the' filng and acceptance of the map. of definite
location.
In applying the' rule 'announced in the Laughlin decision as to
alternate, reserved sections, the Department has allowed 'repayment.

under the act of 1908 as to the excess paid thereon upon the theory
that until the map of definite location was filed, there was no 'grant
and, therefore,' there, could' be no 'altert

eserved 'sections at a

double-minimun price., 'Thodmas Dorman (47 L. DI., 628); Heirs of
Edward B. Baldwin (4t L. D., 258). When section 2 of the act of
1880 is construed in thei light' ofVsaid decision, it is. believed that
claims can properly be presented thereunder for allowance of excess
,paid inScases 'of a. double-minimum charge. made by reason of the
land being within the limits of a withdrawal upon map of general
route. In view of -said decision,;-the6last clause of section 2 of the' act
of 1880 must be considered to mean that when it is determined upon
the filing of the map of definite location that the lands- entered are
not 'within' the railroad 'grant,' repayment is warranted unider that
section of said act" for the excess paid. For' example, if the lands
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:were within the limits of. a withdrawal upon map of general route
when; the entry was made, the railroad might entirely change its
route upon the map of 'definite location Iand it thereupon would be
found that the entry was outside the, grant as. definitely determined
by the map of definite location.: Clearly a claimant in such, a case
would be entitled under the last clause of section 2 of the act of 1880
to a refund of the excess charge. The grant would not :take. effect
until the map 'of definite location was filed and only then could it
be: " found" whether. or .not. the entered. land was within or without
the grant. ' See 'also Nelson v. Northern Pacific Railway company
V
'(188 U. S., 108).
In respect to the question as to whether or not the limitations of
the act of 1919 would apply to such claims, I am of the opinion that:
Unot presented within the time prescribed, by
same' would be barredif
said-act. Claimsi:such' as'the one in your memorandum'have been
held by the Supreme Court of.theJtnited States to.have been'properly filed under the act of 1908. (Laughlin case, supra).
The act of. 1919 specifically :.limited the time within which all
such claims may be'presented. It is immaterial 'that they may have
been presentable under' another act, 'the, limitation of the act of
1919 being obviously' against the- claim and, not merely against the
remedy.
It is not intended by this general discussion to preclude or abridge
the right of appeal in any case.

XNANEYUEL

WALLIN (ONRPETITION).

:Decded April 28, 1928.
YJANUARY 27, 1922.:
HOMIESTEAD ENTRY-CONFIRMATInON-SELECTION-ACT OF
The act of January 27, 1922,; amending section 2372, Revised Statutes, which
authorizes the Secretary ofjthe Interior to change, upon- voluntary relinquishment, an entry confirmed under the proviso to section 7 of the act of
March 3, 1891, but which prior to confirmation had been erroneously disposed of to another, to any tract of uunappropriated, nonmineral surveyed
public land, confers the privilege upon the one in whom the entry .is
confirmed; it does not confer a similar privilege upon the defeated claimant.
or 'TIE INTERIOR..
HoMESTMAD ENTRY-CONFIRMfATION-SECRETARY
The Secretary of the Interior has'no' authority under any, existing law to

grant relief generally 'to persons who have lost lands embraced in entries
erroneously allowed or patented to them by reason of the confirmation of
the titles thereto in others.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

The Department is in receipt of a communication praying or relief on behalf of Emanuel Wallin of Spooner, Minnesota,, under his
patented homestead entry,< Crookston 010750, the patent to which
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the courts have decreed to be null and void on the gground that-the
land was 'embraced in a prior entry, erroneously canceled by- the
General Land Office, that had been confirmed by the proviso to section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891 -(26 Stat., 1095). The request is
being treated in the nature of. a petition for the exercise of the supervisory. authokty of the Secretary of the Interior.
The record' discloses- that in'-1903 Emanuel Wallin and Peter
Exstrom settled upon a tract of public land described as lot 1, Sec.
31, T. 161 N., R. 30 W.,' and lots 3, 4, 7 and 8, Sec. 6; T. 160 N., R.
- 0 W.,th; P.M. (161.88 acres), Crookston, Minnesota, land district
under an agreement 'in writing whereunder Exstrom .was to make
homestead entry and convey a designated portion thereof to Wallin
upon receipt of a patent. 'Exstrom made the entry, submitted commutation proof. August 6, 1906, 'and a, final' receiver's receipt was
issued to him August 17, 1906. Upon learning that the' understanding. entered into with Wallin was illegal because in contravention of
section. 2290, 'Revised' Statutes, Exstrom' repudiated .the agreement
and on August 22, 1906, conveyed the whole tract by warranty deed
to Rose E. Everett for a named consideration of $1,500.
On June 14, 1909, the Government instituted adverse proceedings
against the entry upon the ground that in making same Exstrom was
not' acting for his own exclusiVe benefit, as required by the homestead
laws. As a resut of thecontest the entry was finallyl canceled De-

cember 4,;1911."

'

'

"

a'

.

On; December 4, 1911, the date of 'the' cancellation of the Exstrom
entry, William E.; Rowe and John- E.. Everetti the latter being the
husband of Rose E. Everett, filed homestead applications which together embraced the whole tract. These applications were allowed
by the&register and receiver and became entries of record.AOnFebruary '17, 1912, Wallin filed a contest against the 'Rowe and
Everett entries, contending that. his settlement entitled him to a.
preference 'ight of entry attaching inmmediately- upon 'cancellation'
of 'the Exstrom entry. Wallin prevailed in the contest and the entries were canceled March 28j 1914, on which date the contestant was
allowed -to -enter the' entire. tract. He submitted commutation proof
June 8, 1915, paying $202.35, being at the rate of $1.25 per acre, and'
'fees of $18.3)0, making a total of $220.65. Thereupon final certificate"
was issued August 16, 1915, and patent January 5, 1916.
Rose E.- Everett afterwards brought suit in the State courts with
a view to obtaining validation of the conveyance she received" from
iExstrom in 1906, basing her action on the 'ground that the Land
Department was without jurisdiction to cancel Exstrom's entry
inasmuch as adverse proceedings were not instituted by it within
two years -from' the- date-- of the issuance of the receiver's final
0
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:receipt. The courts sustained-her contention and held that Exstrom's
entry was confirmed by section 7 of' the act of March 3, 1891 -(26 Stat.,
1095)..f Wallin applied to the United States Supreme .:Court -for a:
;writ of certiorari,,but that:court refused to grant it.:
.:As the matter stands nowv the Land Department has issued a
patent to Wallin and theVcourts have decreed that ithe title is in
Rose, E. Everett. On March 12, 1923, the latter served a notice upon
,theaformertovacate .thpremises within.30 days.
According to the showing made on his behalf, Wallin, togeher
with his f amily consisting of . a wife and ten children, has- continuously. resided upon the land. for twenty years--and by: dint, of
hard. wbrk and considerabie expenditure of money he has. developed
the entrvy from a heavilytimbered tract into highly. cultivable fields.

: Nine of his ten children: were born on, the entry. .Aside from the
clearing:of the land, the improvements consist: of a two-story log
:house .18 .by. 26 feet, with an addition 12 by 20- feet, sheeted ,.with
lumber and papered on the inside; a log barn 30 by 60 feet,0plastered,
*withfroof of corrugated~,galvanized iron., For the -past six: or
seven years he has had. from, eight to :ten cows, from four to five
young stock, two horses, some hogs. and chickens., lHe estimates the
value of his improvements to be-at least $6000.
It islfurther represented. that Wallin has been involved in litiga-

tion over the entry before the Land Department and in the courts
for seventeen years and that the costs thereof have amounted. to
approximately $2500; that. he has paid out $301.80in, taxes; that

if the decree of the court: is enforced he will lose practically all of
his ,improvementsz and have, nothing. to show.. for his, faithful
endeavors.
A petition signed by seventy-three residents -of the community
in wv~hich Wallin resides has been submittedj stating that the representations made on behalf- of Wallin are true and urging thatrelief
be granted tq him. The signers are pioneer- settlers and prominent
businessmen.
This appears to be:,a case in which the .-petitioner has acted in
good faith and should be tgiven such equitable 'consideration as it
is within the power of the Department to give. .It is not, however,
within the power of the Secretary of. the Interior to refuse to obey:
the mandates 'of .the courts.. By a decree of court Rose E.Everett becomes vested 'with the title to the property in controversy.
If it: were a fact,:not intended to be imputed to her herein, that' her
conduct in taking advantage by virtue of:a technicality:of the law
of :,her.-legal right to Ioust one who had done everything to enrich
the property which she seeks Ato obtain, .she herself Xhaving: done
nothing to add actual value, thereto, were morally ,unconscionable
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on account -of either the benefit to herself or the injury to others,
yet this Department could not deprive her of her legal right and
compel her to make restitution of the title of the property which::she
has regained. Even if her conduct in taking. home, the spoils of
her. legal victory Iwould be condemned. and pronounced- wrongful
by 'the honest and, fair-minded men. in the ,community in which slhe>
lives, nevertheless, unless, she is willing to relinquish her title,, no
one can lawfully compel her to surrender the rights which the
courts have bestowed upon her..
-:tOnlJanuary :27,' 1922, -Congress passed an. act (42 Stat., 359),
providing for the' adjustment of claims to lands under, circumstances such as those presented 'in' the case "at 'bar,:~herelthe party
who has gained the final advantage is willing to take f'and elsewhere.
Following is'the context of that act:
Ins all cases where a final entry. of public lands has been or may be hereafter canceled, and such entry is held by the Land .Depdrtment or by a'.court
of competent jurisdiction to have been confirmed under the proviso to section 7
of the Act of March 3, 1891 (Twenty-six Statutes, page 1099), if the land has
been disposed of to or appropriated' by a' claimant under the homestead for
desert land laws, or patented to a claimant under other public-land laws, the
Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in his discretion, and under rules to
"be prescribed by him to change the entry and transfer the payment to any
other tract of surveyed public land, nonmineral in character, free. from
lawful claim, and otherwise subject to general disposition: Provided, That the
entryman, his heirs, or assigns shall file a relinquishment of all right, title,
and interest Iin and to the land originally entered: Provided further, That no
right or claim- under the provisions of this paragraph shall be'lassignable or
transferable.

'In the event that Rose E. Everett is willing to relinquish her claim'
to the land now in the' possession of Wallin, she will be permitted
to make a selection of a tract: of surveyed nonmineral public land
,upon. any part of the public domain that is .subject to entry: and
'thereupon a patent will be issued to her. The relinquishment' or
reconveyance, if made, should be 'in such form ash to relieve the
land described in the court 'decree from any cloud of title.
In the :event that Wallin is obliged to yield possession of the6land
now held by him, the Department is powerless' to grant him indemnity for his loss. :The Secretary of the Interior .has no authority
under. any existing law top grant; relief generally to' persons: whom
.the courts have decreed to be-merely trustees under patents issued
-to them by the 'United States, and notwithstanding however much
:the Department may be inclined in meritorious cases to' be 'willing
to permit ousted patentees to select lands elsewhlere: in lieu of the
.lands- lost by them, it can no1t..do s'oinl the absence of Congressiona:
legislation. Section 2372, Revised Statutes,. as amended by the act
of January 27, 1922, supra, has no application to such cases.
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Decided April 30, 1923.
MEXICAN LAND GRANT-PUBLIc LANDS;
Lands within a valid Mexican grant did not become, under the treaty with
Mexico, a part of the public domain of the United States.
SURVEY-MExIcAN%LAND GRANT-BouNDARIES--CONFIRMATION--ACT

OF JUNE 4,

D

i 1860.

An official plat, upon which are shown the boundaries of a; confirmed Mexican
grant, based upon a survey made and approved in accordance with the
provisions of the act of June 4, 1860, amounts to a final determination that
the .situs of the grant is that shown on they plat.
MEXICAN LAND GRANT-HOHmESTEAD

ENTRY-COuRTS-JURISDICTION.

D

A duly asserted Mexican grant segregates the land embraced therein until the
claim' under the grant is extinguished by a court or other tribunal of
competent jurisdiction, and its mere existence prevents the allowance of a
i homestead 'entryi within it, regardless of the question of whether the grant
is valid or invalid.
MEXICAN LAND GRANT-PATENT-SECRETARY OF THAE INTERIOR.
The issuance of a patent under a duly asserted; Mexican grant precludes the
* Secretary of 'the Interior from afterwards ignoring the existence of the
*: patent or inquiring into its validity for the purpose of annulling it by his
own order.
PATENT-VESTED RIGOITS-DESCENT

rAND
DISTELIBUTION-SECTION 2448, REvIsED

STATUTES.

The general principle of law that a deed issued to a deceased person is voidis overcome in the issuance of a patent for public lands by section 2448,
0 able
Revised Statutes, which declares that in such event title shall inure to and
'become vested in the heirs, devisees or assignees of such deceased patentee
if the patent had been issued to the deceased person during!life.
- as
PATENT-LAND DEPARTMENT-COUTBTs-JURIsDICTION.

-

The fexistence of a voidable patent, regular on its face and covering lands
subject to disposal under the law upon which it is predicated, prevents the
Land Department from assuming any jurisdiction over the patented lands
adversely affecting 'the title prior to the annulment of the patent by, a
court of competent jurisdiction.

AB EOTRY-APFLcATION-COURT
MEXICAN LAND GRANTT-HoE5T~
TIONS-SECRETARY OF THE INTERiol.

ESTOEAs-;

Lands within a grant, declared invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction,
do not become'subject to homestead entry, even by one having the preferred
status accorded by: Congress to discharged soldiers, sailors, and marines,
*until a time fixed 'for their opening in an order of restoration issued by the
Secretary of the Interior, and an: application to make entry filed prior to
the prescribed date can not be held suspended to await restoration with a
view to conferring any rights upon the applicant.
*1See

decision on petition, page 561.a;
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RESTORAtIONS -PATENT--HOMEsTEAD- 3ENTRY-MILITARY: StRVICO-PREFERENICUI
RIGHT..
Lands restored to entry upon the annulment of an invalid patent do, not
become subiect to homestead entry generally until, the expiration of the.
preference. right privilege accorded by Congess to discharged soldies, sailors and marines.
PtIBLIC LANDs-ADvERsE CLIi[m-SRTTLERMERNT2~O:MESTEAD ENTRY.
Public lands in the possession of one who is ingood faithiasserting ownership
of :aclaim: or right under color of titlei are not " unappr'opriatedi' public
lands, .and:, are not, therefore, subject to settlement or entryl by- another
under the: homestead laws.
S.
PUBLICG LANDS-STVInvEY-H0ME5TRAD ENTRY-APPLIcATION..,;,
Unsurveyed public lands are not subject to homestead entry, and an application to. make entry can not be filed prior to their official survey and opening
to entry.

Fnnwn, First Assistant Secretary
In 1868 a large body of lands in southern California was patented
by. the United States to Theodocia: Yorba undero a* duly surveyed
Mexican grant known as the Rancho Lomas de Santiago, which wa-'
confirmed in j1856. These. lands are jlocated southeast of and not
very., far from' the city of Los Angeles, 'and portions of them, are
said to have been long occupied and possibly rendered very valuable
through extensive improvements., and intensive cultivationby per-:
sons claiming title under that grant.
Very: recently a large number of. applications to make homestead
entries, about 230 or more, embracing possibly about 30,000 acres of
the lands within that grant, have been presented by person's, many
''of whom were evidently acting in concert.
One of these applications, which is numbered Los Angeles' 035363'
and -embraces the SW. ., Sec. 30, T. 5 S.," . 8 W., S..B..M., was:
presented in his own behalf by one Ben McLendon, who claimssto:
have personally made very extensive inquiries and investigations : at
public offices in Washington, P. 0., and in many other places as to.
the status of the title to these lands.
- It'-also-appears that''MLendon prepared the form of appeal used
by other applicants in appeals hereafter mentioned;, and in a very
earnest oral targument made by him; and in .a brief he filed, in this
case he strongly urged kthat such action be taken as would assure,
him "and all other entrymen similarly situated, the full measure o f.
all legal-d advantages provided :.under the :lawful processes , of -the
Department."
Each:of' these applications was rejected by the register and receiver of;'the United States land office at Los Angeles on the ground
that the tract applied for therein is within and a part of the grant
mentioned above and covered by the outstanding uncanceled patent
to Yorba. ' These rejections were sustainedby the Conuissioner of
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the General Land 'Office in his decision of January 18, 1923, in such
cases as were appealed to him, and 158 of them are now before this
D
Department on identical, or' practically identical appeals, among
which is the appeal 'of McLendon, inow up- for consideration, in
v:which he contends that an entry should be allowed under his application because, as he suggests and charges, in effect: (1) That said.
land is part of an "interstitial space, lying between the legal, confines of two grants made by the, Mexican Government," and is thereforem a part of the public domain of the United States and now
subject to entry; (2) that the grant mentioned was invalid; (3)
* that the official and other acts leading up:to and culninating in the
* confirmation of the grant and' the issuance of the patent to Yorba
fraudulent; (4) that Yorba died'before the patent issued; and
were
w
(5) that the Commissioner erred in not according him opportunity
and time within which to assemble and produce, evidence to substantiate his charges.
A~fterr a very careful examination and full consideration of all
the contentions made in this case, both in the assignment 'of errors
and in argument,; and also Of the facts disclosed by the 'record, and
other pertinent documents on file, this IDepartment is, unable to
sustain any of the contentions made in the appeal, and must, therefore, hold that the register and receiver and the Commissioner were
correct in their conclusions that entries can not be .allowed under'
any of .these 'applications because of any -tone of the following:
reasons:::
(a) 0The tract applied for is embraced by. an unrejected Mexican
land grant under which a claim' was timely presented; (b) the land.
is covered by an outstanding and uncanceled patent which is .in due
form, was'issued for lands to which such patents could:legally0have,
been. issued, contains the :necessary recitals, and is prima facie valid
on its .face; :(c)' the Secretary of the Interior has no power to ignore
or inquire' Jnto and determine the validity of the' grant;. (d.)' the
issuance of the patent took away from and deprived the Land 'Depart:ment of the, power to allow- an' entry, under the application or take
any action lookiug to its allowance; (e) the Secretary of the 'Interior
does not have 'the power to inquire into or determine' the validity' of
the 'patent for the~purpose of annulling or vacating it by his own,
'-order, and he can; not igno re its existence; (f) the land can not be:
: restored to,or become subject to entry until after a court of competent jurisdiction shall have set aside the decree of the district court
confirming the grant, declared the grant invalid, and canceled and
set aside the patent to Yorba; (g) no valid or effective application to'
enter can 'be presented until after the-land has been regularly opened
to entry by an order and under regulations issued by the Secretary
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'in the manner providel by statute; (h) the land, if it were subject
to disposition, must be held to be subject' to entry by former servicemen during the war'with Germany for ninety days after it shall have'
been .opened in the manner provided by law; (i) all applications to:
enter segregated land must be rejected;.(j) an entry should not be
allowed on- McLendon's- application under- the circumstances disclosed by the record, or on any of the kindred applications until :it:
shall have been satisfactorily shown' that the lands are ~not ,in the
possession offsome other person who-- is claiming title .to them through
the Mexican grant or under some-: other color -of title' or! claim ofs:
right; (k) these lands have not been surveyed and subdivided into:.
sections and' parts of sections -and ther6 is no such tract-known or
showni on the plats of the public land surveys as the tract here applied:
for.
The correctness of all these statements is so well known and so fully,
supported by the statutes, the regulations, and numerous adjudications'by both this' Department anid the do uirts as to- justify the affirm; a~nce
of the decision appealedjfrom in this case without further'ex-'
tending, this decision to a greater length,- but in view of the impor-,
tance of the questionsdinvolved, the extent and great, value of. the
-

lands applied 'for, and the earnestness with which the claims of:these -

numerous applicants are being urged, it is thought best to here-)give
full and' extended consideration to 'all'thc" pertinent questions -in-

volved..
0

0

:
first question to be determined -is' as -to whether: this land:
lies outside of or within the grant mentioned. If :it is not withinthat grant,: or anry. other grant,: and merely: forms a part of -a space;six miles Swide lying: between grants, -as- is asserted -by McLendon, the questions as' to the validity of- the -grant and the'- patent are:
immaterial and ha've, no -bearing -whatever 'oin this case; but :the
assertion that the land 'is n'ot within the-fgrant is met
fully
overcome;. by the - plat of' 'survey bon- which: the grant- was 'finally--cofirmed by decree of the United States District Court, before
:the patent'wasissued. --'which : form the southerly anld
: That plat: shows. that -the
southeasterly- boundaries of this grant are the same lines which-form- a part of the northern boundary' of -the Rancho- Sai Joaquin
and a part of ithe northwesterly boundary;of: the Rancho Canadade. 'los Alisos, both .of which are confirmed Mexican grants. - It
' furthermore
-appears from -the .plat of the survey that Ipractically
.all the -township in which the' lands :involved in this .case ,are:located is entirely within and surrounded: by the boundaries of' the
grant here involved, and has never Abeen surveyed into sections or,parts --of sections, but- is-:numbered0 " Tract- 38." It also fappears-The

-and&.

-

-

-lines

-

'
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that the south line of 'that.township.llies half acmile or more north of'.
4 :' south
the boundary line: of. the, grant, leaving a considerable area
outside of that township. and in township 6. south, range0 8 wiest,
in which the lands, applied lfor by some :of the other applicants men-.
tioned&are, locatedl. The; area. mentioned' as lying beween the town-

:

ship line, and the south. line of the grant in question is numbered on
.
'
: . . ,,
'
.
'' Tract 40.?

the plat as

It must fbe held that the approval 'of that plat and the survey on:
w:hich, it was based,; amcuuifts to a:.final- determination of the exact.
situs, ofjthe land. involved, and shows. no interstitial space such as .
:
McLendon contends exists there.
The .plat-,was approvedin." .1868, after: .the' passage. of the act' of.
June 14, 1860-(12 Stat.,' 33), section 5 .of which, as, was stated by,
the Supreme Court in Adam v. Norris (103 U. S., 591)required the survieyor-general, whenever a survey of a confirmed' Mexican grant
had,'been :approved by 'him, to. make: a pub]ication.: 6f the survey for a.
prescribed time, -which should be held, to .be notice to everybody of' ,what it 'in-,
cluded. -Any, one desiring to contest the correctness of this s5urvey could, on
a proper application, have it .removed or filed in the District Court of the
United States, where the objiction:r to it should be heard- and determined,' 'fnd,
if necessary, corrected by a new survey or otherwise. 'The fifth 'section of
the actithen declares that "the;said plat. and sur.iey, .so. finally' determined
by publication, :order, or decree, as the case may be,. shall: have the same
effect and validity in -law as. if a rpatent for the :land so surveyed had been
issued by the United States."

:The court heldlin that'case that patent issued on: a uconfirmed
grant was conclusive as against the United States, and cited with,
approval',the .case of Miller eta..a.. '.Dale etal.: (92 .U. S., 473), in'
which it was held that the approval, of a survey, such as the. one in
the present case, was conclusive as to the location of the land.- See6,
also United States v. Charles Fossatt '(21 How.,"445).
States v. Peralta '(99 Fed., 618),1 it was heldathat a:
: 'United
:In
. deree'fixingthe boundaries of and confirming a Mexican grantwhen unappealed from, and when carried into effect by the issuance of patents

o

.a

by the United States in conformity thereto, became final and conclusive as to
such,-boundaries and the court waEs deprived of further, jurisdiction to modify

:

the same..

Inasmuch as it appears beyond question from 'the plat referred to'
that this land is within, the :grant the, dominant question to be'con-sidered under this application is the same as that presented under
all applications to make entry under the homestead laws, which is.
as to whether the tract applied for is subject to entry under such an,
application. :Looking. to, section 2289,. Revised Statutes, the only
law under, which this application. could have Ubeen presented, to ascertain what lands are subject to 'entry under the homestead laws we
find that Congress declared that only such surveyed tracts as are

:
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" unappropriated 'public lands :' belonging to the United States can,
be so entered.
This grant was surveyed, confirmed, and patented on an application timely presented under and in the manner prescribed by the. act
of March 3, 1851. (9. Stat., 631). That act createdand-provid'ed a
special- tribunal to inquire: into'' and adjudicate *and "'settle "!the
validity: of claims asserted 'under grants 'such as the one here under :
consideration. That. board wa8:known as the Board: of Land Coin.missioners,: and Lthe .act- also .specifically clothed the:iUnited States,
District -and Supreme Courts with power to supervise the acts of
that board through the exercise of their. appellate jurisdiction; and.
it was on an; appeal from that: board that' the United States District
Court entered the Ifinal, decree of 'confirmatibn on which the patent

was issued in this case.

'

.

:

;If these lands were within a, valid grant,0 that fact prevented thein,
undIer the' treaty with Mexico, from .becoming a part of the :public
landsIof .the United States and 'while 'the' act*mentioned .did not in
specific terms say that 'lands withini such grants should. 'be withheld
from disposal under' th6, public land laws,' Congress. recognized the

fact that they were not," unappropriated public lands" belonging to
the Government by declaring in'section 013.of the act that-all lands, the claims to which have been finally rejected by :the commissioners
in manner herein provided, or which shall be: finally, decided to be invalid by';
the District or Supreme Court, and all'-lands the claims to which shall not have
been presented to the said commissioners within two years after theG date: of
this act, shall be deemed, held, and considered as part of the public domain of
the United States.

The act of March 3, 1853 (10 Stat., 244), provided for the sur.veying of the Governmentilands in California, prescribed methods
for their disposall under entries of particular kinds, and to an extent
named the classes of lands for which such entries could be made; but.
in doing' so, Congress expressly sdeclared that no entries of. any kindshould be allowed for any of the lands claimed under .any fQreign
grant .r title.":
While it has no direct bearing on the present case, reference may
well be here made to the later act.of July 22, 1854 (10 Stat., 308),.
as showing the policy and intent of Congress in dealing with. such
grants. That act related to lands outside the State of California,
and directed the surveyor general to "ascertain the origin, nature,
character, and extent of .al. claims to lands under the laws, 'usages
andf customs of Spain and, Mexico," and. thereafter report his find'ings thereon to Congress as the basis .of prospective action by it
looking to the confirmation of " bona flde grants.-" Section 8 of that
act declared that "'until Ifinal action by Congress on such claims,
all lands covered thereby shall b~e reserved from sale or other disposal
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by the Government, and-shallnot beosubject to-the donations granted
*by the provisions of this act,": for the support of public schools and
other purposes.
* The effect of the two acts first mentioned above on the question as
to wvhether or not lands to which claims had been asserted under.
Mexican grants were "public lands" of the United States, was con-;
sidered and determined by the Supreme Court in the case of Newhall
v. Sanger (92 U., S., 761), in which the decision was based on facts
closely akin and in some respects'identical with those in the present
case.
In that case a' grant of odd numbered .sectioiis, of public lZandul
within
w
certain specified limits in the State of California and else-**
where to certain railroad:companies was considered. The ownership.
of the companies attached to all public lands coming within the*
terms of the grant on :the, date on which they filed their maps of
definite location opposite such lands. .The act. making the railroad
grant was silent as to lands within Mexican. land grants and did not.
in terms exclude them from its- operation. f Prior to the filing of the
map of definite location by the company: involved in that case a claim.
was. asserted to a tract in a. certain odd numbered section 'as a part of
a Mexican land grant under the act of 1851, supra; and the question
presented to the court was whether or not existence of that pending
claim at the date of the, filing of the map of :definite location, prevented the ownership of that tract .from passing to the company
as "public land." The claim was later rejected and'the Mexican
grant declared to be invalid, but before that action was taken and
while the claim of the Mexican grant claimant still was pending,
the company filed its map of definite location and the land was' for'mally withdrawn for its benefit by' this Department and: later patented to the railroad company. -The patent thus issued was attacked
on the ground that the pendency of the Mexican claim excepted the'
land from the operation of the grant, and in response to that attack' the company urged that its patent' should be sustained for th'
reason that the grant had been rejected prior to the time it was

patented.
The 'court after making reference to and construing 'the acts of
1851 and 1853, spa, declared that the land did not pass under the
railroad'grant for the reason that it was not-public land 'at the6 date
of the filing of the map of definite location. In defing: the words
"public lands," thle court there stated that they "are habitually used'
in our legislation to- describe such as are subject to sale or other
disposal under the general laws."
:
;In considering the question as to the segregating effect of an.
invalid Mexican grant prior to the final adjudication as to its validity
the court used the following language:
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* ; g It was to be expected that unfounded a'd ftaudulent. claims wouldbe presented for confirmation. There was, in the opinion of Congress, no mode
of separating them from those which Were valid without investigation by' a
competent tribunal and our legislation was so shaped that no title could be
initiated under the laws of the United .States to lands covered by a Spanish or
Mexican claim, until it was barred by lapse of time or rejected.
This is, in our opinion, the true interpretation of the act of 1851.- .Until
recently, it governed the action of the Interior Department upon the advice of
'the law officers of the government (11 Op. Att'y-Gen. 493; 13 id. 388), and
was at' least by implication, sanctioned by this court In Frisbse v. Whitney, 9
Wall. 187. 1NO subsequent legislation conflicts with it. On the contrary the
excepting words in the sixth. section of the act of March 3, 1853 introducing
the land system into California (10 Stat. 246), clearly denote that lands such
as these at the time of their withdrawal were not considered by Congress as in
a condition to be acquired by individuals or granted to corporations. This
;l section
expressly excludes from preemption and sale il' lands claimed under
any foreign grant or title.- It is said that this means, "lawfully" claimedbut there is, no authority, to import a word into a statute in. order to change
its meaning. Congress did not prejudge any claim to be unlawful, but subV
mitted them all for adjudication.

The doctrinetAhus established fully ..supports thee Conclusion that
the mere existence of the grant in this case of itself prevents the
allowance of an entry. under McLendon's' application, regardless of

the question as to whether or not the grant is valid or invalid, and it
will continue, to so segregate the land until its .cohfirnation is' set
aside by some court of competent jurisdiction, and the grant has been

declared to be invalid.

And this would be true even if a patent had

not been issued under the grant..
From this it necessarily follows that McLendon's charge that the
grant was invalid does not present ,an i4s§ae which is justiciable in
this case, and it must, therefore, be disregarded.
Coming now to the charge that the issuance of the patent was

fraudulently procured, and even admitting that the continued existence of the grant does not prevent the allowance of the application, we find that the application was properly rejected .for the entirely sufficient reason that the land is included in Sand completely
segregated by a patent which is- sufficient on its fade, covers lands

subject to such patents, contains ample, recitals, and is prima fazci
valid. The patent, itself, consequently prevents the land from coming within the class of "unappropriated public lands," such. 'as are
enterable under the homestead laws.
McLendon's contention that the patent was without effect because
the patentee named- therein died before the; patent was issued is
entirely without merit. W'hile it is undoubtedly true as a general
proposition of raw that, as.he says, a deed to a-dead man is voidable,
yet the, effect of that rule was: overcome, by section 2443 Revised
:
Statutes, which declares that-.

: -
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Where patents for public landsihave been or may be. issued, in pursuance
of any. law of the TlLnited iStates,.jto a Sperson who had died, or who hereafter
dies, before. the. date;of such patent, the title to the land designated therein
shall inure to and. become vested in the heirs, devisees or assignees of such
deceased patentee as if the patent had issued to the deceased; person, during
life.
.

*

The only theory then on which an entry could be allowed under
the 'present application imust be based on the Supposition hat the
Land 'Department would be justified in either ignoring the existence
of the grant and the? patent' or in suspending the application until
Dafter it had by 'its: own act declared the grant invalid and set 'asid
and vacated the patent.
be
It seems unreasonable to believe that it coulde seriously contended
in any quarter that 'thisiDepartment, a mere subdivision of the executi:ve branch-of: the CGovernment, has the power to inquire into, adjudicate, and vacate and annul a decree of confirmation solemnly entered
in this case-by the United States IDistrict Court after, the facts have
ascertained and adjudicated by the Board of Land Commis-; been
sioners to whoml Congress' comniitted the power to determine the
validity of such grants in the first instance. And this is especially
true since there was no existing law at theo date of this confirmation
any
which clothed any executive branch of the Government with a'
power to inque into or judicially determine the validity 'of, or
tany question affecting Mexican grants or to take any' other 'action
whatever in relation thereto; except the mere- act of surveying-.the
lands embraced within them, and the issuing of patents after the
igrants had been confirmed. Such a Intention is made to appear
more unreasonable' when it is remembered that the courts in considering the effect of. the decrees of confirmation of Mexican claims by
the Board of Land Commissioners and. the district court, 'have' said
that " final decrees, touching the validity' of such claims,' rendered
by'these tribunals, are: conclusive and final' between the claimants
and the United States. Such'-decrees are not open to review in any
court."
This' was said in the syllabus of the case of United States 'V. Ben-:
jamin Flint et al. (4 Sawyer, 42) and other cases.
'In the case of United States V. Throckmorton (98 U. S., 61), a
Mexican 'grant was attacked on .the ground that it had' been fabricated in Mexico, after the transfer of California to the United States';
that the fraud was concealed from thle Government 'officers' and the.
Board of Land Commissioners and that the confirmation was ob-'
tained upon false and perjured testimony. These charges are practically identical with some of the contentions made by McLendon: in
the argument of this case. In affirming the decision of the District
:Court in the Flint case,%supra, and in sustaining the finding of the

19
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Board of Landa Coffmissioners, the SupremnieCourt st'ated, i the
Tihrockiorton.case that* tic* *t the. acts;for: which a court of equity wIlt on account of faud set
aside or annul a judgment or decree, between the same parties, rendered by a
court of competent jurisdiction, have relation- to frauds, extrinsic or collateral,
-to the matter tried by the first court, aad not to a fraud in the matter on which
the decree was rendered.
That the mischief of retrying every case in which' the judgment or decree
rendered on false testimony, 'given by perjured witnesses, or on contracts or
documents whose, genuineness or validity was in issue, and which, are after.
wards ascertained to be forged or fraudulent, would be greater,. by reason of
the endless nature of the strife, than any compensation arising from doing justice in individual cases.
*The case before us comes within this principle. The genuineness and validity
of the concession from the Micheltorena produced by complainant was the single
question pending before the board of commissioners and the District Court for
four years. It was the thing, and the only thing, that was controverted, and it
was essential'to the decree. To overrule the demurrer to this bill would be to
retry, twenty years after the' decision of these tribunals, the very matter which
they tried,., on the ground of fraud: in the document on which the decree was
made.- If we can do this, now, some other court may. be called on twenty years
hence to retry the same matter on another allegation of fraudulent combination
in this suit to defeat the ends of justice; and so the number of suits would, be
without limit and the litigation endless about the single question of, the validity
of this document.

From this' it will be seen that this Department is surely lacking in
authority to make any effective declaration as to the validity of the
grant, and. since Congress has, in effect, stated that such grants segregate the land until they are finally declared invalid, it must be held
that they areonot .public lands of the United States in the sense in
which those words are used in the homestead laws.,
* Furthernmore,.the: theory that this Department has the ppwer to

take any action looking to the disposal of this land under the homestead laws flies into the face of the well known and established dpc-

trine that the existence of even a voidable patent, regular on its face
and covering lands subject to disposal under the laws on, which it is
based' as was the case in this instance, fully takes away and deprives
the Land Department of all jurisdiction to either. ignore the patent
or cancel it, or to assume or exercise any jurisdiction whatever over
the patented lands. which would in any way, adversely affect the .title.

The power to take. such action resides only with the' courts, or, in
other. words, as was said by the Supreme Court in speaking of the
powers of the officers of the Land Department, in United States v.
Schurz (102.U..S., 378, 402).'
'
From the very nature'of the functions performed by these officers and from
the fact that a transfer of the title from :the United States to another owner
follows their favorable action, it must result that at some stage or other of the
proceedings their authority in the matter ceases.
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It is equally clear that this period'is, at the latest, precisely when the last
act in the series' essential to the transfer of title has'been performed. Whenever this takes place, the land has ceased to be the land of the government
or, to speak in technical language, the legal title has passed from the 'government, and the power of these officers to deal with it has' also passed away,

In that case the Secretary of the Interior declined to deliver a
patent which 'wa's thought to have been improvidently and improperiy' issued, and 'the Supreme Court sustainedhthe patentee's
proceeding in mandamus, and compelled the delivery of the; patent
on the theory that the courts alone, and not the Secretary, -had the
power to inquire into' and determine' the question of the patent's
validity or invalidity. $A similar holding was made: in, and. a kin.dred action was taken' by the. United States DistricttCourt in the
case. of LeBoy v. Clayton et al. (2 Sawyer, 493, 502), which is practically: on all fours with the present case. There' the Secretary had
recalled the patent' whichl had been-issued on a Mexican. grant confirmed under' the' act of 1851, 'sup'rac, in 1870, after it had been forwarded, to the surveyor general for delivery, and thereafter he rendered',a decision holding the patent invalid, and the Commissioner
of the General 'Land Office 'wrote across its face '" CANCELED BY
ORDER OF THEASECRETARY."

The court in holding that the' Secretary had' exceeded his jurisdiction and powers, said:
"If there is any ground of mistake, fraud or otherwise, which would justify
the repeal, or-annulling of the patent of 1870, that object must be accomplished
in some direct. proceeding in the proper court, taken for that purpose against
the patent.

The fact that the Land Department is entirely lacking in jurisdiction: over patented 'lands' and ha's no power to take any action
which would in' anyway impeach a granted'title is well illustrated
in the case'of Germania Iron Company V. United States (165 U. S.;
379, 385), in which the Supreme Court of the United' States -considered a case erere a patent had been: inadvertently and untimely
issued to one Thomas Reed during the pendency of 'a mere motion
for a' rehearing filed by Orilie Stram, in' which she did no more than
attack the correctness:of a prior departmental decision holding' that
she had gained no' rights under an application to enter filed by her
for the; land covered 'by the Xpatent before Reed applied to enter' it.
When the pendency of the motion: was discovered by this: Department, after patent had been issued,' the Government 'conceded' that
the: patent had deprived the Land Department of its jurisdiction' to
even finally dispose of the motion, and brought' at suit to have it set
aside for' the sole purpose 'of reinvesting the Secretary 'with power
to consider and dispose of Stradm's motion. In disposinlg of that
case the'cour't said:
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* * z* -that. when through inadvertence and, mistake a patent, has been
wrongfully issuied, by which the jurisdiction of :the land department over
these disputed questions of fact is lost, a court of equity may rightfully interfere and restore such lost jurisdiction, to do which it becomes necessary to
cancel the patent.

These very decisive announceihents by 'the courts have been long
and uniformly followed: in both the publithed and unpublished
decisions of this Department which need not be particularly mentioned 'here. 'They fully recognize and sustain the doctrine that the
Land Department now has 'no power to entertain and adjudicate
such; charges as those made by' McLendoii, and showbbeyond question
*that an entry could not be'allowed sunder'his present application
* The only action' that this Department could possibly.and properly
take in this 'matter at this time would be to recommend'to the Attorney General 'that 'a suit be brought 'on behalf of the-' Governnent to
'have the decree of confirmation set' aside, the grant declared invalid,
and the patdnt annulled.' For that purpose he may order an investigation or a hearing' to a certaih'whether or not the existing facts
'and the available eviIdencewould' warrant such a recommendation.
;
But
inasmuch 'as the' patent in this case was issued more than 55
years ago, the bringing of such a suit in this case? would certainly
be barred at this time if the statute of limitations has not been' tolledby the concealment of culpable fraud; and if, as McLendon suggests, 'the public 'records of 'this Department are the sources from
which evidences of the fraud he alleges are to be obtained, it can
not be said that there has been a concealment from the Government
because the officers by whom~ such a suit must be recommended' must
be presumed to have judicially known of the facts constituting that
fraud for more' than a half -century. Ward's Heirs v. Laborraque
(22 L. D., 229) 'McKeand v. Waring et al.: (35 L. D., 147'); United
States; H.ancock et aZ. (30 Fed., 851). This Department bhas long
declined to recommend pa' suit in such cases. See Rancho Laguna

de Tache (4-L. D., 566).

X

In his argument McLendon strongly urged that this Department
cause the lands in this grant to be resurveyed for the purpose of
showing that they are- outside' of the grant and consequently subject
to his application;, but that request can not be granted because such
a resurvev would be ineffective as against the present claimants, even'
if there is authority for making it.,
Under the provisions of the act of 1860, quoted above, the recognition by the, court of the plat and survey on which the patent issued'
in this case operated of itself to vest title " as if a patent to the land
so surveyed had been issued by the United States," and the passing
of title in that manner deprived the-'Land 'Department of jurisdiction to take any action which would affect that title either. by resurvey or otherwise.
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Aside from that statute stands the long and well-established doctrine that a resu'rvey of land:'covered by a patent can not affect 'the
rights of the patentetent
based. on an original
survey.
The courts do not undertake, to reform surveys (United States v.
Throckmorton, supra), and in' United States. v. Hancock (133 U. S.,
193, 197.), the'court said that where a survey has been made in good:
faith and remains "unchallenged as his has been for over fifteen
years, whatever doubts may exist as to its correctness must be resolved in favor of the title as patented."
Even admitting that a cournt of competent jurisdiction would
X eventually annul the decree of confirmation, declare the grant invalid, and set aside the patent, the rejection of McLendon's application must be sustained, because such action by the court would not
of itself restore the land to entry (Sarah V.. White, 40 L. D., 630; California and Oregon Land Company V. Hulen and Hunnicutt, 46-L. DI.,
5), and the land would not become subject to entry until after the
Secretary of the Interior issued an order for its opening and prescribed the date .and manner in which the application therefor may
be presented to and disposed of by the .register and receiver, as he is
permitted and required to do by. the actvs of September. 30, 1913. (38
:Stat.,.,113); the Joint Resolution of .Febrqary. 14,:1920 (41 Stat.;,
434); and the regulations issued thereunder which may be found in
43 L. D., 310; 46 L. D., .32, 121; and 49 L. :D., 1.
:
Furthermore,. it must be held that', McLendon gained . no rights
under' his application, and that the, application could' not be. suspe ded to await the restorati6n of the land and. be then' allowed on'
the date on which the land might possibly be opened, because Congress declared in the Joint-'Resolution of 1920, supra, that no person
thould be permitted to make .entry of. such lands on that date or for,
aiinety. days thereafter who6had not been':honorably discharged from
the Army or Navy of the United States, after' having'served therein
:as an officer,' soldier, sailor, or, marine, during the war with Germany. And that would be true in this case even if McLendon had
perforlned' the service and received the' discharge mentioned, for the
reason that, as was said in Robert MR. Biddle's case (49 L. D., 411,
syllabus) The preference right privilege accorded by Congress to discharged soldiers,
'sailors, and' marines upon the 'restoration: of withdrawn lands is' to be applied
impartially and can not be defeated by the filing of an application to' make
entry prior to the restoration, even though the applicant be one of the preferred class.

For that reason, if for no other, the rejection of McLendon's application must be sustained.
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But aside from all These considerations and independent of all the
facts mentioned. and even if no other obstruction standjs in. the way
of the. allowance of entries~on these applications, their rrejection must
be sustained in every one of these.cases where it appears that thb land
applied foi'is now in p6§essio'n'of some o'thr per'so Iwho'is ini' ood
faith asserting owniership of: a claim or right under the patent to
Yorba, or dtherwis'ee. -SeeAtheirtoii q'. Fowler (96 U. S.,'I5.3') ; Lyle '.
Patterson (228 U. S., 211); Gunning e~t at. v. Morrison et;a6.(246
U. S., 208); and Matthews v. Drummond
c(48 L. D., 1).
These decisions fully 'sustain the 'practice. long enforced by this
Department under which it has for many years positively-and with
emphasis declared "that it would hot -perint ain' entry to beL madeA by.
one who is seeking to reap where he lias not'sown but attempting to
acquire for-himself the valuable improvements of another, through
such- an entry. .
Furthermore, McLendon's application can not be allowed for the
reason that the land he, has applied, for. has not been surveyed and
subdivided into sections and parts of sections. It is.well settled that.
a homesteader can not present an application .to enter lands until
after they have been surveyed and opened to entry in the manner
prescribed by.the laws and regulations mentioned.above.

:After this very full and careful consideration of all the facts and
aspects of this, case, 'and: in view of the overwhelming, weight, of
authorities, this Department is constrained to hold that.the decisions
below were-correct, and for that reason the decision appealed from is
:0;
hereby affirmed.
BEN MeLENDON- (ON PETITION).
DecidedJune 7, 1923.

l

EQUITABLE ADJUDICATION-SECBETAEY OF THE INTERIOB-COMATSSIONEA OF THE-

:GENERAL LAND

OFFICE-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-FINAL PROOF-PATENT.:

Under -the act of September 20, 1922, whicli am'ended seetion 2,450, Revised
Statutes, the Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner of the General
Land Office constitute a board with authority to give equitable adjudication in cases involving suspended entries for the purpose of determining
whether patents shall issue where a substantial' compliance with the governing law 'is shown by final proofs which- are defective because of some errO1
or-informality' resulting from ignorance, accident or mistake o 'the part of
the entryman.
EQUITABLE AnJUDICATION -

JURISDICTION -'AFPLICATION -Oi.ESTEADENTPRY-

ENTRY.

:A mere p'ending application to make a homestead entry is not: an " entry"9
within
L
!
the purview Cof section 2450, -Revised Statutes, as amended by the
act: of September: 20,:1922, and questions relating to its allowance or reje&t
- 0 do
tionnot come w-itbijl the Jurisdiction of the Board of Equitable Adjudication.
:- .51 0-22-voL 49-36
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ADJUDICATION-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-CONFIRMATION--MEXICAN LAND
GRBANT-ADVERSE CLAIM.
The confirmation by'the Board'of 'Equitable Adjudication of entries Iin con-

EQUITABLE

flict with a duly asserted Mexican grant, the claim under which has never
been extinguished, is prohibited by sections 2451: and 2457, Revised Statutes.
EQUITABLE ADJUDICATION -

HOMESTEAD ENTRY

-JUXISDICTIO

;-LAND DEPART-

MENT.

/ The function, of the Board of Equitable Adjudicdth6n is to give equitable coni
sideration only to those homestead entries which have received as favorable action by the Land Department as the law permits, and it is not
lwithin its jurisdiction to consider, on appeal or otherwise, cases in which
\- -0fad~verse
action amounting to rejection or cancellation has been taken.

!i

COURT fDECISIO.N. CITED AND APPLED.'.

:0

;,

i

:0i

Case of Hawley W. Iller (178 U. S., 476), cited and applied.

FINNEY,
ZFirst Assitant Seecretary:
On : Aprili 30, 1923 (49' L. D., 548), this Department rejected the
homestead application, Los Angeles 035303, presented by Ben McLendon fo tiake homestead entry for a certain unsectionized tract of
lands within the boundaries of fa confirmed and patented Mexican land
grantrforIthe unumerous and very suffidient reasons fully set out in its
decisio'n ofthat date and the'ease is'now up for consideration on McLendon's'petition in which he asks that he be permitted to appeal from
that decision'to the Board of Equitable Adjudication. This petition can not be granted for the reasons 0() that appeals do not lie

from thiedecisionsiof the Secretary of the Interior to the board

men-

tioned, and (2) that boardhas no jurisdiction in cases such as the
present one which involves only the rejection of a mere application
to enter.l

Several acts of Congress (9 Stat., 51; 10 Stat., 258; 1It Stat., 22;
18 Stat., 50; 19 Stat., 244) ,were` carried 'fotwa'rd'and reenacted in
sections 2450 to 2457, inclusive, of the Revised Statutes. Section 2450

as amended by the act of September 20, 1922(42 Stat., 857; 49 L. D.,
323), provides that the Secretary of the.Interior and the Commissioner of the General. Land Office. shall constitute a board and be
'authorized' to give equitable adjudication in cases- involving "sustpended entries'of public lands" (and "' suspended preemption claims "
for=the purpose of determining whether C"patents shall issue upon the
sam ' in instances where
substantial. compliance with the requirements of the law is. shownb'y final proofs which are defective because.
of some error or informality therein which resulted from ignorance,
accident, or mistake on the part'of the 6ntryman.'
The application involved in this case does not come within 'the
provisions of that statute because in the first place it is a mere pending

application to enter and is neither an," entry" nor a preemption
claim, and has not 'been suspended and for the further reason that the

f9il ;:
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application does not~ ombrace "publicland;" as was clearly shown in
the decision complained of.
A mere filing or application such as the one under which McLendon
iclaims does not :become and.can not be said to be. an "entry " until
after it has been approvingly accepted in the proper United States
land office and the register has formally endorsed thereon a certificate
: of the allowance thereof; and even then it would not become such an
entry as is confirinable by the board t6o -which this applicant now
seeks to appeal because the statute refers only to entries under which
: defective final proofs have been offered and final certificates have
been issued after there has been.a substantial compliance with the
S:requirementsi of- the laws under 'which the entries were allowed and
een made; or, in. other
all necessary payments thereunder hav
words, as was said by former Acting Secretary Chandler with the
approval of the Attorney General in the cases of James H. Thylor.
(9 L. D., 230, 231),.'and Elizabeth Richter (25 L. D., 1, 2), the,
province of the Board of Equitable Adjudication "is confined to entries so far complete in themselves,' that, when'the defects on which
they are submitted have been cured by' its action, they pass at once

to patent."
-

'But even if an entry had been allowed in this case and final proof
had, been made and -a final Certificate had issued thereunder and no
other fact stood in the way of its conifimatidn 'the6 Board of' Equita:be Adjudication could not' confirm it because as will be" seen from
'the decision complained of these lands fare 'held- under -the adverse
claims of other persons and section 2451', Revised Statutes& expressly
: clclares that suchconfirmations must be made without prejudice to
the rights of 'conflicting claims,' and 'section 2457 prohibits confirnation in all cases where the rights of any other claimant or preemptor
are -prejudiced, ' or where 'there is an adverse: clain.':This rule has
'been long and strictly enforced as will be seen from McCarthy e.
524).
78
8D.,and' Walker v. Snider (16 IL1.,
Marcy '(1 L.
d:
Again it'is well settled that 'the Board of Equitable&Adjudication
-has no jurisdiction in this 'case, 'either by 'appeal or 'otherwise, for'
the further reason that it was' instituted to give euitable .consideration in' only: those classes o6f cases which hav;e received as favorable
a consideration by the Land Department as-'the law will p rmit,,and
it was not given jurisdiction over cas'es where adverse action amounting to a 'rejection or caneellation'had been taken by 'the Commissioner of-'the Gen'ral Land Office waid the Secretary of the Interior.
This conclusion is fully sustaiped by the Supreme Court in' the case
'of Hawley v. DilIer 1(78 U.;' S., 476, '494), where it'was held, as
stated in the 'syllabus,' that the statutes mentioned above 'must-be
' construed land held to apply only to decisions of :theI land office
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sustainingl irregular entries, and not to decisions rejecting or can
celling such- entries under the general. authority conferred upon the
Land' Department' in 'respect to the public lands."
These cohsiderations' fully' show that the petition mentioned
should be and it is hereby denied.:.:
'

STATE OF WYOMING v. FRYl:AND DOYLE.
DeceidediApril 30, 1923.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-SCHOOL LAND-SELECTION-INDErNITY-PREFERENCE RIGHT.
A State, not being included among the parties enumerated in the enabling
clause of the iact of February 25, 1920, is disqualified to take a per-:
mit under any section of the act; consequently it is not entitled to the
exercise of the preference .right to an oil, and gas permit accorded by see-;
tion 20 of that act, inasmuch as that section contemplated that the right
should be exercised 'onlylby one qualified to take a permit.

First Assistant Secretary:
The State of Wyoming, by :the. Commissioner of Public Lands,

FINNEY,

has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of the General
Land Office rejecting :the 'State's &pplication for permit under
section 20 of the leasing act of Februaqy 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437).
The records disclose the following facts: 'On June 30, 1921, W.l B. Fry and. C. F. Doyle filed an application
at the Douglas land office, Wyoming, for a permit under section 13
of the leasing act. The application included the NW. Ij'SW.l i,
Sec.. 2, T. 34 N., R. 84 W., 6th P. M.0 Permit has heretofore issued
*'0upon ;the remaining available Iands applied .for and the application
stands suspended as to this tract.
The NW. i SW. j,. Sec. 22,was ownedby the State of 'Wyoming
under an indemnity school' selection filed December 15, 1909. This
Atract was included in a petroleum withdrawal by Executive Order
of January 30,: 1911, and on December .6, 1915, the State consented
to the 'reservation of the oil and gas 'to the United 'States under the
act of July 17, '1914 (38 Stat., 509). The selection was completed by
the filing of a certificate of nonincumbrance of the base land on
VMay 8,:1918, and the selection was approved subject to the: foregoing mineral reservation on January 29, 1919.
' Pursuant to directions from the Commissioner of the General
LandOffice in a decision dated&September 11, 1922, the applicants,
Fry and .Doyle, served notice of their application and a warning
to exercise 'any preference right upon the Commissioner of Public
Lands for; the State of Wyoming. On October 25, 1922, that officer
filed an application for a permit under section 20 'of the leasing act
as agentfor the State of Wyoming in respouse to this notice.
l
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By decision of. January 25, 1923, the Commissioner.of, the0General'
Land Office revoked his action o, September 11, 1922, and rejected
the State's application, holding that, the State was not entitled to
aapermit underisection 20-of the leasing act.
The State contends that it is a patentee within the meaning. of
section 20 of ehe act -and that there is nothing in. the section* which
deprives the State of .the preference' right to, a permit accorded
.:therein.' The State proposes, if granted a permit, to develop the
land by operating. agreements with corporations and individuals as
it does in developing granted: lands.
The section of the act on which the appellant relies was: interpreted
by the Department in the case,of .Charles R., Haupt (47 L. D., 588,
589), as follows:':
: :*t
;* * i section; 20 is one or the relief, or remedial sections of the leasing
act, which provide methods for protecting the prior equitable claims of those

to-whom a preference right to prospecting permits and leases is thereby accorded.

Said section 20 was manifestly designed torecognize the equities only of persons
who had gone upon the public domain and made agricultural entries upon the
theory and under the' belief that they would obtain. unrestricted title to their
lands.

The wording and spirit of this section of the act' clearly indicate
that the right conferred in recognition of equities'of nonmineral entrymen is- one of p-referment-a preference right to; a permit over
others wh'o may make application for a permitm-with respect to the,
reserved deposits of oil and gas underlying their land. To'exercise:
,apreference threfole te entryman or patentee must be qualified to
take a permit.
The enacting clause of the leasing act enumerates the parties
the mineral deposits pursuant to said
entitled to acquire interests inh
act in the following language:
- *.'$ * deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, or gas, and lands
be subject
s
containing such deposits owned by the United States * * * shall
to disposition in the form and manner provided by this act to citizens of the
United States or to' an association of. stich persons, or to any corporation organiized under the laws of the united states. or of any State or Territory
thereof, and Jin the case of coal, oil,, oil shale, or gas, to municipalities.
'Congress having expressly named the parties who shall' be eligible
to acquire interests under the act must be presumed to have excluded
all others under the: maxim of construction "Expressi, unius est
ezclusio alterius." A State is not am6ng the enumerated parties and
must therefore be regawrded as disqualified to take a pernmit under
any section of the leasing act.
The Department has uniformly construed section 20 of the leasing
act to confer a preference right only upon parties qualified to take a
'permit.' John, B. Q'Rourke "(48 L. D., 215), and Leo 0. La Flame
(49 L. D., 324)...
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Nor does- it appear: on principle'that a State should' have a preference right to la permit;: assuming that its laws: would enable it to
dev'elop the 'land in accordance with the leasing act. The equitiesi
of a State which made its selection-prior to withdrawal of lands
for oilfor gas, and subsequently. was requiredito consent to a reservation of their deposits-to the United States, are not. comparable to
those of an agricultural entry3nan when the provisions of section 35
of the 16asing act are 'considered,' as Congress, in that section0,con-.
ferred upon the; State al substantial interest in '.the moneys received
from all bonuses, royalties and rentals derived under the act from
la nds or :deposits located within their. boundaries.
'The Department. recognizes, however,; the equities of a purchaser.
from a State under the foregoing conditions; and awards such a.
transferee a preference right. to a permit, if .qualified, whenever
'the selectioni was completed* and transferred prior -.to January 1,;
19i8. ' Mill'er and Lux Inc.i v.l How' "'on rehkiearig (49 L. D., 177)'.
Such a situation is'notfshown by the record in the case now underi

Consideration.

'

The records disclose that the State has never paid the filing
fee prescrsibed by,.the act;
.The, Departmnent is. wit iout authority to issue a permit or lease.
tq a( Stateiundev the act, ofFebruary 5, 1,920,. and finds no, error
inA the action of the ommjssiionerein rei ectingg its, application.,
T,.he decision appealed fromris hereby,. airmred the case closed
and the records. returned to the General; Land Office for fIirther
application of Fry and Doyle.
actionn othe

RESTORATION TO ENTRY OF LANDS WITHIN THE FORMER
OREGON AND, CALIFORNIA RAILROAD AND COOS BAY WAGON
ROAD, GRANTS.,
REGIULATIONS.

[Circular No.892.]

-

DEPARTMENT 'OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

.Washington, D. C., May 9, 1923.
The

SALE,
AND CALIFORNIAX RAILROAD AND
Coos BAY WAGON ROAD GRANT LANDS,

SUPERINTENDENT OF. OPENING AND
OREGON

REGISTERS AND REcEIVERS,
SnUNITED STATES LAND' OFFICES,:

.

OREGQN:
PORTLAND), ROSEBURG, AND ILAKEVIEW.C

:The act approved June .9, 1916 (39 Stat., 218), revested in the
:United States the title to what are known as the Oregon & California,
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Railroad grant lands; r'equired'that such lands, after' examination
in the fi'ed, be clasified as cIs' 1., power-site laIds; class 2,'timberlands; class 3,. agricultural lands; 'povided for the reservatioin, su:b
jectUtd additional legislation, of lands of :class 1; extended preference
riglits jof entry to' ualified persons.-who siiuce Dedember 1,m1913,(resided on lands 'of 'classes 2 and 3, u6der tlie'scditions therdin prescribecd' anmd authorized the restoration of lands '6f elass 3 under the
general provisions 6fT the*homestdad laws' as modified by said:' act.
The lands commonly known as the -Coos. Bay :Wagon Road grant'
situiated in the cou'nties 'of C6os and' Douglas, in the StateofO regon,
have been reconveyed td':the United' States u'nder the'provisions of
the act of February 26, 1919; (40 tSat., 1179),' and -are subjecti to
disposition under th' provisions of said act, section 3 of which
requires that said lan'dis shall be classified and'di'sposed of in the manner provided'by the'aforesaid act of"June'9, 1916 (39 Stat., 28)',

I

and authoirizes;tiiepurch'se by lesseeos from the Southern Oregon Co.
of lands classified 'as agrricultural, not exceeding f'60 acres:to each
person, under terms and conditions therein recited.&' Tlhe act regulating the dispbsition :of lands formerly 'embracd withinthe 'grants
Wagon 'oad
to'othe
Oreagony
0
; 0
1920 (41 Stat., 7158)',exte ds the pireferred
Co., approved J4
right of homestead entry under seetion 5 'of the' act of Junie'9, 1916,
'>and the'preference, right of purchase or' entry under section'3 'of the
act "of February 26, '1919, to lands of class 1, withdrawn as power sites.
House Joint Resolution 30, approved January 21,-1'22 (42 Stat.,358)'
gives' a preference right of himestead entry to officers, soldiers
sailors, and mniarineq of the World War, upon the res'toration to 'ent
of public lands.
Pursuant to the' uthority of said acts, it is 4irected that allsuch
lands of class 3 described in'the attached list~l and all surveyed lands
of any'class, to which a preference right of hmestead entry attached
and is still existent, under the provisions of the said acts of-June'9,
; 0 .1916'(39
Stat., 21),;February 26, 1919 (40 Stat., 1179), 'or June 4,
1920 (41 Stat., 758), whether included 'in such list Por otherwise
situated in the,'Porttland, Rbseburg, and Lakeview, Oreg., land'
districts, 'be restored to entry and settlement. under the general
provisions of the 'homestead laws as modified by said acts; and
subject' to the preference rights conferred upon officers, soldiers
sailors, and marines by H J... R; 30,'approved January 21, I922 (42
Stat.,'358),'in the nmanner hereinafter indicated and. not otherwise.
If the settlers on lands of 'class 2 shiall not avail themselves of the
preferences to which they aie entitled, the lands affected thereby
shall not be otherwise subject to disp'osition hereunder. Jt is further
List omitted.
L
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directed, in conformity: with the acts approved February 26, 1919
(40' Stat., 1179), and June 4, 1920 (41 Stat., T58), that lands classified
as agricultural, or as valuable for power sites, within the limits of
the Coos Bay Wagon Road grant, be subject tO purchase by persons
ho, being citi1zens of the United States, continuously leased such
Qo., for a period of not less than 10
O'flands
from the-Southern Oon
D Dyears
pior to February 26', 1919, Dor whoi under lease from said
company cultivated and placed valuable improvements upon any of
said lands.,
:SECTIONL.EXPILANATION
OF WORDS AND TERMS USIESD HEREIN.To avoid repetition, andifor a full understanding thereof, the following' words and. terms, as hereinafter employed, unless otherwise
indicated by the context, shall be construed to mean:
"General law ": Section 2289, Revised Statutes,' as amended and
(39
as modified
"The b~~y
the act of June 9, 1916
1639Stat.,21)
The proviso ":' The proviso to section'S of the act of June 9,. 1916
(39 Stat., 218), as amended and extended by the acts of February
26, 1919 (40 Stat., 1179), and June 4, 1920 (4i 'Stat., 758), confering preference rights to make homestead entries, under the condihions and limitations therein provided, upon qualified persons who
since December '1, 1913, residedaon revested Oregon & California
Railroad and Coos Bay'. Wgon oad lands.<"H. J. R. 30": House Joint Resolution No. 30, approved January
21, 1922 (42 Stat., 358), giving to dischargedIsoldiers, sailors, and
marines a preferred right of entry.
"Minor soldier ': A person under 21 years of age at the date of
executing his homestead appliIation, who served in the Army,
Navy, or Marine Corps of the United States during the war with
Germany, and -who was honorably discharged or separated from such
service, or was placed in the Regualr Army or Navy Reserve, and
t who
did not refuse to perform sueh service or to wear the uniform
thereof. See eighth section of tthe act 'approved 'August 31i, 1918
(40 Stat., 955); joint resolution, amending said section 8, approved.
September 13, 1918 (40 Stat.; 960)6; departmental regulations under
said section 8, as so amended, of October 9, 1918, Circular' 622 (46
L.D., 451); a'nd' H. J. R. 30.
"Application ":' A homestead application under section; 2289,
Revised Statutes, as amended, modified, and extended by the acts
approved June'9, 1916 (39 Stat., 218), February 26, 1919 (40 Stat.,'
1179), and June 4, 1920 (41 Stat., 758), on the usual form and ac0dcompanied by all payments required; 'whether underithe general
law,) the proviso, H. J. i. 30, or bya minor soldier, there must
be included therein or be attached thereto a sworn statement executed before an officer authorized to administer oaths in such cases,
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setting forth all the facts essential to the allowance bf s'uch applica-.

tion.. .

. .l

.

hi.

''i

; '

'i'

"Declaratory statement": A declaration under oath, accompanied
:by the proper' payments, jby Vaperson entitled to exercise the right,
that he intends to enter the described tract of land under the provisions of the homestead laws. Tnder sections 2304, 2307, and
2309, Revised Statutes, as amended, an officer, soldier, sailor, sea-.
a;man,;or marine, who sered for not less than 90 days in 'the United
1States :Army or Navy during the Civil War, the Spanish-American
Xar, or the Philippine insurrection, and who' was honorably discharged, and if he be dead, his widow if unmarried, and.in case of
her death or remarriage, his minor orphan children, by guardian duly
appointed, may file such a declaratory statement, Neither in peran or
by agent, and: under the provisions 'of the act of February' 25,. 1919
(40 Stat., l), the officers, soldiers, and nurses of the Army, and
sailors, seamen, marines, nurses, and officers of the Navy and Marine
Corps of the United States, who served for more than 90 days in the
Army or Navy in connection with the Mexican border operations, orduring the war with Germany and its allies, may file such declaratory
statements in 'person,
not by, Vagent., Particula r attention is
nit
directed' to the fact that the preference rights conferred by the
provisoband by H. J. R. 30,. can not be, supported by declaratory
statements, but must be protected or exercised through homestead
applications. Such declaratory statements should, therefore, not be
fied until the land becomes subject to disposition under the general
law.
The words "officers, soldiers, sailors, and marines," as employed in
IH. J. R. 30, are generic terms,; and embrace privates,;seamen, nurses,
and all other persons, male or female,. who by enlistment or ptherwise were regularly enrolled in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps, of
the United States, and who could not voluntarily terminate such
service but does not include civilian employees, or officers,. nurses, or
members of other organizations not so enrolled in the Army or Navy.
VIONS

EC.
2.- PAYMENTS REQUIRED WITH ALL CLAssEs VOF APPLICAAD DECLARATORY STATEMENTS.- (a) Applications.-AA fee

of $5, if the' area be less than 81 acres, and $10, if 81 acres or more;.
commissions at the rate of 3 per cent on lands at $2.50 per acre, or a
flat rate of 71 cents per acre, and in addition thereto 50 cents per acre
for the area embraced in the application, as first installment of the
purchase price of the land, must be paid..(b) Deciaratory statements.-There must accompany a declaratory
statement, Which may be filed after the land becomes subject to dispoi sition under the general law, a filing fee of $3 and a sum equivalent to
50 cents per acre for the area included in such statement, and if an
entry is made pursuant to such statement the fee and commisIsions
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required with other applications- must be paid, and 'the'rnoneysQ deposited with the declaratory statement as the first installment of the
'
purchase price will be applied.;
BSES. S3. EXECUTION --WANDS PRESENTATION- OF APPLICATIONS AND
DECLARATORY STATEMENTS.- (a) Any application, except tthat by a
minor soldier, must; be sworn'to by the applicant before the register
or receiver of the United States' land office for'the district in which
the land is situated, or before a' United States commissioner, or' judge,
or clerk, of a court of record'in the county or land district in which the
land is situated, or if, because of geographic or topographic conditions, there is Maqualified officer nearer -or more accessible to the land'
involved, but outside the county anId land ditict, the affidavit may
be taken before' such 'officer.h A'fter an' 'application has been so'
executed it may be presented to th& register or receiver of the proper
land office in person, by mail, or otherwise. No person shall have
pending more than one 'application.
(b)' Declariatory statements filed in person must be executed before
one of the 'fficers and-may 'be filed in the'-manner indicated 'for the
execution and filing of applications.' Where filed by an agent a soldier m'ay execute the: power of attorney before' ,'any officer ;of the
United States having a seal and autliority to administer oaths, but the'
agent's affidavit must be executed before one -6f the foregoing officers.
(c) A minor soldier may execute' his application before any officer
authorized under the laws of the"State of Oregon to administer oaths.;
Anmong those' qualified 'may be mentioned notaries public or clerks of
courts of record in the United States and diplomatic or consular
officers of' the 'United States. In connectioA with 'the applications
of minor soldiers, particular' attenition is' invited to the limitations
and' conditions attaching to'entries' made thereunder by joint iresolution approved September'13, 1918 (40 Stat., 960), and'departinenital
regulations; Circular 622(46 L. D., 451).
SEC. 4. PREFERENCE RIGHTS UNDER- THE PROvISo.-(a) F .ling'
application.-An application for a preference right of homestead
entry under the proviso' for either revested Oregon & California'
Railroad lands or Coos Bay Wagon; Road grant lands must be filed at
the land office in 'which the land is' situated, on or after 9 o'clock a.m
standard time, June 11,' and prior to 4.30 p.' m. standard time, June 30, 1923, and unless" so filed 'all rights under 'the proviso' will be
forfeited.'
(b) Showing required.-The prior exercise' of the homestead right'
by any such applicant will be no 'bar to entry, but with this exception
such person must make the same showing required-of other applicants'
under the general law.' A person entitled to 'a preference right under
the' proviso may enter lands of' any class; but, entries for lands
of class 1 -shall be subject to the-provisions of section'2 of the act of'
'
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June 4, 1920 (41 Stam, 758). The'exercise of the right in any case is
limited to&'the'qu'arter section upon -which such person has resided.
iHe cain not, therefore, embrace in his application lands of more than
one quarter section. if'the quarter section upon wvhich.h6has resided
contains no more than 1,200,000 feet; board measure, of timber he
must enter the entire'quarter;'section. He can not select therefromp
tiereof.
the . desirable subdivisions and leave muentered a y
if such quarte'r section contains' more' than 1,200,000' feet, 'board
measure, of timbers the right is limited to the tract orlottor lots
containing approximately 40 acre§upon which the priiicipal improvenments 'of the settler are situatedj and'he may'enterno more. li must
file with his application td'einter,'and'raike a-part'the'reof, his'swomr
statement showing that since Deceniber 1913, he has resided o the
tract applied'fo'r at leaskt seven 'months i'ni each yea'r, and that he has
edt
eland; and has" devoted some por ion. thereof to aHtX
o
I cultural use;-and he must describe such improvements and iidicate
ssuch; agricultural use and the area so a'ffactbd; and where the entry is
dportion

sought for l'and containing-'more than 1,200,000 feet, board measure.
of timber on the quarter seection he must show that his principal
improvements are situated on the tract or lot or lots containing
approximately 40- acres applied for. 'While a prefe'rence-right settler
-' under thef provison t protect his rihts by an application to6 enter,
and not by filing a declaratory - statement; hle' may, ifi he'i'e
enititled theireto,'and he&has entered the military or nayal service !of
the United Statt,E avail 'himself of the 'app-licable privileges conferred by chapter 420' joint' resolutioi .approved August 29, 1916
248)',
:: (39
Stat.,671),IandI the acts approved July 28, 917 '(40Stat.,
October 6, 1917 (40 Stat., 391), December 20, 1917 (40 Stat., 430),
a'nd March 8, 1918 (40 Stat.,'440).
under the proviso
H
-(c) .Disposition of appication.-Applications'
::
will be examined and acted upon by the -register' and receiver as
soon after theiP receipt ' as may be.' They will be allowed, rejected,
or suspended,' as the facts may warrant. An application meeting
all the requirements herein will be allowed. An application 'aterially defective in substagce, or not accompanied by '-proper payments,
or; for unsutveyed "lands, or'for lands the title to which is covered'
by an outstanding contract, will be rejected. 'An application ac-V
companied by the proper payments and the showing entitling the
person filing it to a preference righlt, 'will be suspended if the landembraced therein has- not been classified, or the' title thereto'is in
dispute, or is in ripocess' of' adjudication'.
(d)' Final proof.--After ent'ry, a preference-right claimant under

the proviso must comply with the law in'the manner required of
other entrynmen, but-he' 'may submit proof at'any time-when he is
able' to show thatihe is entitled to final entry.

:
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SECs. S. PREFERENCE RIGHTS UNDER H.1 ;J; R. 30.-;(a):: Units.-To avoid confusion in the disposition.:of the applications, and, to
provide equal: opportunity, as far as may be,, the. lands of class 3
affected hereby have been arranged: into units of approximately.
160, 120, 80, and 40. acres,. respectively, and all persons, excepting
those asserting preerence rights under the .proviso, shall, prior to
July 2, 1923,., observe such units in filing ,btheirapplications to enter.
'N~o person will be: allowed to. embrace in. his application the lands
in more than one unit, nor leave unentered any portion of the unit
invaded. A:X.
person who, under the law:, must restrict his applicar
tion to less than 160 acres, or .who,, desires too enter a less quantity,
mnjust select a unit conforming in area to his qualifications or desires.
On and after.9 o'clock a. in., standard time,.July 2,,1923, any lands
of class three restored hereunder may be Ientered in the form authorized by the homestead laws, without reference to the units
designated. herein.
:(6) P're~sentatnofapplications.-Any person qualified under the
general law,? and who *is entitled to exercie the.,pref erence. right
conferred by HJ.
FR. 30, may, on and after 9 9'clock a. in., standard;
time, June 11, 1923, execute and present his application to the local
office for the district in which the land applied for is situated. Such
app ication will be subject.to the rights of 'the preferred claimants
under the proviso, and section 11, hereof.,
:(c) Sh~owing reguired.-Any person seeking to avail himself of the
special privileges conferred, by H. J. R. 30, must show, either as a
part of his application, or by an accompanying statement sworn to
before an officer qualified to execute homestead applications hereunder, that he served in the UnitedSt'ates Army, Navy, or Marine
Corps on .and after April 6, 1917, and prior to March 3, 1921. ,He.
must give the approximate period of service, and name the. unit ,or
units in which such s2rvice.was performed, and that on (stating date),
he was honorably separated or discharged from such service, oriplaced
in the Regular Army or Navy Reserve; and, that he did not refuse to
perform such service or to 'wear the uniform thereof. He should
attach to his application a copy of his honorable discharge or separation, or the order placing him in: the Regular Army or Navy
Reserve, as the case many be, certified as correct by an officer with a.
seal, but he will'not be required to file .the original order of discharge
or transfer. If he has lost his discharge or is otherwise unable jto
secure a copy thereof, he, must, in. a verified statement, explain fully
why such copy was not furnished. A.. minor soldier must show, in
addition to the above, that he was under 21 years of ago at the date
of the execution of his. application."
(d) Dispoaitn of applications.-All applications presented hereunder received by the register and, receiver on and after .9 o'clock
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a. mi., standard time, June11;, 1923, and prior to 4.30 p. m., Vstandard
time, June 30, 1923', shall be treated as filed simultaneously, and
where there is no conflict such applicati on, if in proper form and
accompanied by the required payients, will be allowed, on July 2,
1923. If such applications: conflict in whole or in pa'rt, the rights of
the-respective applicants'will be determined by a public drawing,
to: be conducted under the supervision of tbe §uperintendeiit of sale,
at the United States land offices in which the land is situated, beginning at 10 o'clock
Ma
.;,on Ji;July 3, 1923,' a the Portland and'Lake-

view land 'offices, and on July 6, 1923, at the Roseburg land office.
The names of the persons who presented the conflicting applications
Vwill be written on catds, and these cards shall be placed in envelopes
upon which there' are no distinctive orlidentifying marks. The:
envelopes shall be thoroughly and impartially mixed, and after being
mixed shall be drawn one at'a time by' some disinterested person.
As the envelopes are drawn, the' cards shall' be removed- and numbered, beginning with No. 1 and fastened to the application- of 'the
proper persons, which shall be the order in which the applications
shall be acted upon Land disposed of. If an application can not be
allowed for- any part of the: land: applied for, it shall be rejected.
If it may be allowed for a part, but not 'for all the land applied for,
the applicant shall bie 'allowed 30 days from receipt of notice' within
which to notify the register and receiver what disposition to make
thereof; during'such time he may request that his application be
allowed for the land not in conflict, and rejected as to the land in
conflict, or that it be rejected as to all the land applied for; or he
may apply to' have' the' application amended to 'include other lands
;which are subject to 'entry, and to inclusion in his application, provided he is the prior applicant. If an applicant fails to notify the
register and receiver what disposition to make of the. application,
it will be rejected as to all the land' applied' for. Applications presented on and after 9 o'clock' a. m., July 2, 1923, will be received and
:noted inthe order of their filing, and will be acted upon and disposed
of 'in the' usual manner,

after

all such applications presented before'

that date have been acted -upon and disposed of. Applications to
enter (except under the proviso) filed within six months from thiv
date, in conflict with unperfected purchase claims under section 11
hereof, will be, suspended to. await action on such claims.,
(e) Dispositio 'of;, mney.-iMoneys tendered with applications
on or before June 30, 1923, will' be deposited by the receiver of the
local land office to his official credit, and promptly accounted for.
When a homestead application is allowed in whole or in' part, the
sums required as fees, commissions, and purchase money will be
properly applied, and ah moneys in excess 'of theoreqeuired amount
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will ,be returned to the 'applicant.. Moneys tendered with applications.which are rejected in whole will be returned. If
fails. to secure all they: land applied f-or, and amends his application
to embrace other lands, the moneys theretofore tendered will be
applied on account-of the required payment under theDamended
application. nIf it is: not sufficient the applicant will be required
to pay.the deficiency, and if it: is more than sufficient' the excess will
be returned. Moneys. returned to applicants :will be by official check
of thereceiver.-, Moneys tendered withapplications.presented after.
June. 30, will be deposited by the receiver in tlie',usual mainer.
(f) Tormi'nation: of preferenee rightp period under H. J. R. 30.The'91-day preference right.,period authorized by H. J.R.l 30 begins
op July. 2,. the first day. on which applications thereunder may be
allowed, and terminates on September 30, 1923..
SEC.; 6. VAPtICATIONS UNDER1
THE GENERAL LAw.-Beginning
9 o'clock a. im., standard time, October 1, Jlands .of class 3 restored
hereunder will become subject to disposition under the. generallaw.
To the end that the applications and declaratory statements under.
the general law may be disposed of in an orderly manner such applications and declaratory statements may be filed in the office .of the
distri4t4in which the land is. situated,,on and, after 9. o'clock.a.in.,
September 2Q,1923,4ands uch applications and declaratory statements
together with those filed or presented at 9. o'clock a. in., standard time,
October 1, shall'be treated as filed simultaneously and, disposed of
' inth~e Cmanner requiredby section5,()
hereof,d the drawings, if
necessary, hereunder, to be conducted at the several land offices
beginning at 10' o'clock a. in., standard time,, October.,3. ,A~plica-,
tions and declaratory, statemients under' the..general' ,law wiU be
rejected if found to conflict withentries or. applications under
H. J. R..30 filed prior to October .1. When the lands become subject,
to entry under the general law, those entitled to, preference'rights
under the proviso or H. J. R. 30, and who 'failed to avail thensel
of 'such. preference 'rights, may proceed on terms of equalifty with
other qualified persons. Moneys deposited withl declaratory, statements as part of the purchlase priice, will, if -such declaratory state-,
ments are allowed, be retained until such time as entry may be made
thereunder, and if no entry be made within the time prescribed by
law, such moneys will then be returned.
SEC. 7. SETTLEMENT BEFORE ENTRY.-On and.aftaer 9 o'clock a. In.,
standard' time; October 8, 1923, rights to lands ,of class 3 restored
hereunder may be initiated by settlement before entry in the manner
recognized by the general.provisions of the homestead laws.
SEC. 8. COMPLIANCE WITH: LAW AFTER ENTRYLFINAL PROOF.Section 2301, Revised Statutes, does not apply, and no entry made
under the provisions hereof may be commuted. No patent will be:

an-applicant

':
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issued until the entryman can show that he has resided on the land
for three years mi the manner required.by the homestead laws and
has cultivated a sufficient area thereof to demonstrate his good faith.
Such an entryman may, apply military or naval service in lieu of such
residence to the eXtenit authorized by the homestead laws, ,and he
may otherwise enjoy the privileges accorded to other entrymen under
such laws. The act approved February 25, 191.9 (40 Stat.,. 1161),
extends the provisions -of section. 2305M Revised Statutes, touching
credit for military service in lieu of residence under the homestead
law, to all such service rendered in connection with. the. Mexican
border operations or during the war with Germany and its allies.:..
: SEC. 9.. COoNTEsTs.-Entries hereunder, whether allowed under the
proviso, H. J. R. 30, or the; general law, will be subject to contest for
:any reasons affecting their legality in the same manner that has been
or may be provided hereafter for.other, entries under the homestead
laws.
SEC. 10. FINAL PAYMENTS.-When final proof is submitted the
entryinan must pay final commissions.,at the rate of 3 per cent on

lands sold at $2.50 per acre and the last installment of the purchase
price, to wit, $2 per acre for the area included' in the' entry.
SEC. 11.; SALES: -OF AGRICUTURAL AND POWER, Srrm LANDS, Coos
BAY WAGON ROAD GRANT.- (a) Lessee defined..-A lessee within the
meaning of section 3 of theact of February 26, 1919 (40 Stat., 1179,),
and the proviso to section 1 of the. act approved June 4, 1920 (41
Stat., 78),is one who, being a citizen of the United.States, was at the
date of the approval of the act'holding under lease from the Southern
Oregon C6. agricultural or power site lands. Such. lessees are of two
classes- (1) Those who have for 10 years-prior to February 26, 19190,
held continuously the leased lands; aind (2) those who had cultivated.
lands while under lease and placed valuable imprQvements thereon.
(b) Lanids subject to purchase.-The lessee under the, act of February 26, 1919 (40 Stat., '1179), whether claiming under the 10-year
clause or under the provision relating to cultivation and improvem~ents, Can not purchase lands of classes; 1 and 2. He can secure
under such act only lands of class .. The proviso to' section 1 of the
act approved June: 4, 1920 (41 $tat., 758), authorizes a lessee under
the' act of February 26, 1919 (40 Stat., 1179),'to purchase lands of
Class 1 (power site) -where such lan'ds'do not contain 300,000 feet of
timber ont the 40-acre tract; but' lands so purchased are Subject to
section 2 of the aforesaid act of June 4,.'1920 :(41' Stat., 758),. and the
patent issued to the purchaser shall so recite.. The lessee can not,
whether under the act of February 26, 1919 (40 Stat., 1179), or the
act of June 4, 1920,('41 Stat., 758), purchase lands containing '30,000.
feet of timber on a 40-acre tract. While a lessee may not under any
circumstances purchase lands of class 2, he may, if he can make the
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showing required of a settler by paragraph b, section 4 hereof, exercise his rights as such settler to lands of 'any class. Where a lessee
exercises the right of a settlierin strict conformity with paragraph. b,;
section 4 hereof, he will not forfeit his right' to purchase other lands
of classes 1 and 3 in the manner otherwise provided herein.
(G) Area subject to purohase.-The area 'that may be purchased
by a lessee,'whether under the act of February 26, 1919, or June 4,
1920, or both Pacts, is limited to 160 acres. 'Where the lease is held
by two or more perisons, or by a' corporation, the purchase must be
bythe joint owners or by'the corporation. The individual 'members
of the firm or association, and the stockholders of the corporation,
can not make separate purchases. A single right only exists under
the lease, and is linited to 160 acres.
(d): Oontiguity ofi lands.-Where the lease covers more than 160
acres of contiguous 'lands subject to purchase, the lessee must select
contiguous tracts, but he may take incontiguous tracts where necessary to mnake up the full quantityv of 160 acres.
(e): Tracts partially covered by lease.-The rigiht to purchase is,
confined to leased lands, but where the lease covers a part only of a
legal subdivision the lessee will be permitted to purchase if more than
one-half of such subdivision is included in the lease; otherwise the
right of purchase will be denied.
(f) Termination of lease prior to Febi-trwry 26, 1919.-Where a
lease'was terminated prior to February 26, 1919, no right to purchase
exists, even though such lease may have continued .for a period greater
:than 10 years. Where, after the termination of an old lease, 'a new
lease was given, the lessee holding at the date of the approval-of the
act will be recognized, provided he is otherwise within the provisions
thereof.E
required by lessee.-Any lessee must show that he
(g) ShowiI
was a citizen of the United States on February 26, 1919, and that the
land was free from 'adverse settlejent claim within the meaning of'
the second proviso to section 3 of 'the act of February 26, 1919 (40
Stat., 1179). If he claims' tinder the 10-year clause, he must show
that he held the lease for the period mentioned; if under the provision
relating to cultivation and improvements he must by affidavit, corroborated by two witnesses, show all the facts with reference to
cultivation and improvements necessary to establish his claim.
(A) Preference period for lessee.-The lessee will be allowed six
months fromi the date hereof within which to complete his proofs
and make the required payments, but he must on or prior to June 30
file his application, to purchase, with a specific description of the land,
not exceeding 160 acres. Such application must be sworn and sub'scribed to before an officer 'authorized to administer'oaths and using
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a. seal. TIn order to avoid'.confusibn, the lessee' isqurged to file his
eapplcation at the earliest day practicable.f
* (i) Padymn t.The paynts requii-d are'$2.50 per acre, and the
amount of' taxes on the' land paid by the Government under the provisions of the act of Februlary 26- -1919 (40, Stat., 1179); . Upon
request, the register and receiver; United States land office,; Roseu'rg,
will advise the lessee the amount necessary to reimburse tlhe 'Gov;to
*ernment for taxes paid 'on the lands included in his applicationIA
purchase.
WILLIAM SPRY,
Approved: May 2, 1923.:HUBERT WORK-,
;:
:?

:N:
:

;n:Sec retary'. :-:

::

::-0i\

;

:--S:
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PERMITS FOR FENCING STOCK-WATERING RESERVOIRS.'

INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 893.]

DEPARTMENT OiF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFIC,.

.Washington, D. C., May 3, 1923.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

The :act o f Congress approved March 3, 1923 (42 Stat., '1437),
amends section 1 of the act of January 13, 1897 (29 Stat., 484),
"An Act providing for 'the location and purchase of public lands
for reservoir sites" by inserting at' the end thereof, the following
new sentence: The Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion, under such rules, regulations,
and conditions as he may prescribe, upon application by such person, company,
or corporation, may grant permission to fence such reservoirs in, order, to
protect live' stock, to conserve water,- and to preserve its quality and-conditions: Provided, That such reservior shall .be open to, the free use of any
person desiring to water animals of any 'kind; but any .fence erected under
the authority hereof shall be immediately removed 'on the :order of.the Secretary.

This act applies.only to stock-watering reservoirs which have been
or mnay hereafter be constructed, and due proof of construction filed
in the General Land-Office.
Any person, ',company, ' or' corporation, desiring to- secure the
5 benefits of this act should file in the local land office an application,
under oath, duly corroborated by' at least two disinterested witnesses,'
setting fbrth such facts as iwould shbw that it, .iS; neeessary to, fence
such reservoir in order, to,: protect the live stock, to conserve water
.8751e_22voL
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danid
to preserve its0cuality and condition. There shoijid beifled'
with such applicationi, and :as : a part thereof, a plat sho wingthe
land:!embraced in the reservoir as near as may be, the location If the*
proposed fence with respect to such reservoir, together with all gates
or other :openings, and roadways leading, to lthe same. In n'o instance, will an 'application be considered unless said plat shows theJlocation of at' least two gates. Said gates shall be.oso constructed
and maintained that they may be, at All times, readily opened and
closed byX any person desiring to water animalsv of any kind and
such gates shall beso' placed as to be readily accessible from the road.
or roads. nearest the reservoir, which roads shall be the: ones usually
9traveled and,'where there are no such roads whereby to govern:_the
location of such gates, they shall be so situated -as to make the reser:-voir readily available from the adjacent public or other range;
and that there'shall be posted onwthe gates, and elsewhere if neccessary, ja notice-i stating that the reservoir is for stock watering- purposes, located on public lands and that same. is open to the free
use of any person desiring to'water*aiaimals of any kind.
Upon the filing of such an application, it should be considered
by the local office as an additional paper in the case and transmitted
to this office by special letter under serial number of the reservoir
declaratory statement for such action as may be deemed proper.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Approved:.
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretaqy.
ROBERT D. HAWLEY (ON PETITION).
Decidesd May :5, 1923.
OIL AND GAS LAZND.-OxLAHOmA-ACT OF MARCH 4, 1923-STATUTES.
The status of the oil and gas bearing lands south of the medial line of Red
River in Oklahoma, being sub judice, the act of February 25, 1920, does not
of its own force apply to that area, and inasmuch as Congress has enacted
special legislation relating thereto. contained in the .act of March 4, 19283,
:*s t he provisions of the former act become applicable upon the termination of
:
that status only as prescribed by the latter act.
AND GAS: LANDDs-PROSPECTING PERMIT-OKLAHOMA-SECRETARY OF THE[
INTERIOR-ACT OF MARCH 4, 1923.
.The-act of March 4, 1923, expressly withheld the authority of the Secretary
of the Interior to dispose of the oil and gas contents in the lands south of
the medial line of .Red .River in. Oklahoma until their sub judice. status
should be terminated and, until a date thereafter fixed by that official as

o(kL

prescribed by the act an application for a prospecting permit filed by one
not basing his:~ claim
upon equities
recognized
by
the
act must
be denied.
~~~~~~~~rd
..
i
by
th
mus be , denied

:
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CoUBT DECISIONS CrIE6n AND AJrmEIsD.
Cases of Newhall v. Sanger (92 U. S., 761) Quinn v. Chapman, (l11 IT., S.
445), and State.of Oklahoma:v. State of Texas, -Jnited States, intervener
(258 U. S., 574 and 2596U. S., 565), cited and applied.

FIwNNY, FirstAssistant Secrety:

.:

Robert D. .Hawley has filed, a p'etition for.reconsideration, of theS
rejection of~hisi application, for a .permit I under. sectioh! 13 of the
Aleasing act of Feb'ruary' 25, 1920 ..(41 Stat..43 7), by the Commissioner of the> General Land Office on March 17, 1923, which reiection received idepartmental approval.
The record discloses that the application which was rejected was
:filed in the United: Sta-tes land. office at Guthrie, 6klaholra, on 'January :15, 1923, and amended on January 29, 1923,' t9 include an. additional tract, NThe;land applied fo~ris unsurveyed, andldescribedl.by
metes and bounds as lying' south; of the imedial line of, Red River
in Oklahoma, in what would ;be, if lthe existing 'public land squrveyys
'were extended, townships 7 and;8,south, range 6 west, I. M.
The decision of March .17, 1923,"rejected. this 'application for the
reason that the Supreme Court, on May 1, :1922, in, the. case. of the
State of Oklahloma' 'v.' State 'of. Texas, United States, intervener (258
'U. S., 574), and by decree..of said court of June ;51922;(259 U.: S.,
565), held that the mining laws Iof the United. States, and other land
laws do not apply to lands south of the medialt line of Red; River;
:andapointed-out that:.Congress, 4bythe act' of' March:4, 1923.-(42 Stat,,
1448), provided for the disposition of the' oil and, gas' deposits- of
the lands south of the medial liiie'.of the river, in
£)klahoma,.':
The petitioner submits fthat -the decision of the Supreme Court
holding that lands: south of. thei medial 'line'.\.of.'Red River are6 not
subject to disposition under :any: of' the; public land laws: of the
United States was not essential to the disposition of the case before
it and should not be binding upon the Department, in passing upon
applications for prospecting. permits under the 'leasing. act of February 25,1920,.and that the provisions of the act .of March 4, 1923,
supra, extending the provisions' ofthe leasing'act of- February 2.5,
1920, supra; to lands' 'remaining unappropriated relates 'only to
lands claimed prior to February 25, 1920, which shall not be leased
pursuant to the provisions of th later act.
-:'
The Department can not concur in such a limited construction
of the decision ofr the court nor of the act- of.Marcch 4, 1923, s3pra..
The holding by the court that the lands south of..the medial'line
of Red River never were subject to disposal under any of the public
land laws must have been made in'addition to the reasons expressed
by the 'court, 'with'the fact in mind that the status of tb is land was
sub judice, and that until that question was finally determined, the
land would not be subject to any form of appropriation under the
:public land laws.': Newhall ;. Sanger&(92 U.S., '764)., Quinn v.

:
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Chapman (111 U. S.,445). A final:decreeas to the land in question
has not been rendered.
The contention that the act of March 4, 1923, sypra, is to be construeed as authorizing'' the disposal .under the act of February '25,
:t~ ;(41
1920 Stat., 437), of the lands- 'whi'ch were claimed prior to
February 25,; 1'920

and upon 'which 6expendituies were made, which

:should remain undisposed of, is an admission that thw 'said act) of
;February:25,A1920,- does not apply6to such-landdso:
of its-own: force.
' lad 'it'-been tlle intent of Congress tiat such act did apply generally
to the landI in the south half of -te river, noosuch provision would
have been, necessary as the lands remaining- would, upon the denial
of all equitable -claims, have 'at onc"ebeene sulbjecitto its.provisions."'
Congress recognized the .st-atus .of, tlie Ilands: south- of the. media l
line of the river: as Sub' udice and in se6tion 6 of the act of March'4,
';:;
1923', directed th'at the' Land Department shou]rd not interfere with.
-the jurisdiction of lthe Supreme Court.: There 'is: : nothing in the
said act to. restrict its operations' to 'the portionX of the river: bed,
-known as' .the ".ReceivershipO. Area:'" nor was-. the suit before the
:cQl~-rt- limited to .that zone i .
:The , request for the reinstatement of theo petitioner's'application
and its. suspension until after May 3, 1923, is a"- request for a
. :
privilegedstatus
which must be denied' iTI view of the provision in
the .act of' March '4; 19'23; that. lands. remainiing shall be -subject: to
appropriation under the act of February 25; .1'20), supra, after a
-,date'to-:beset by the Secretary.

-

-.

The petition is,-accordingly, denied.'STATE OF NEW MEXICO v. WEED.

-

.

De'cided May 5, j923.

On,
I

PERMIT- -SEtTSN1XL0-NVW Mi:xrco.
Noncompliance by a perilttee with the terms of an oil and gas prospecting
permit: does not make the lands embraced therein "unreserved, unappropriated" public' lahds4:withii the 'meaning of those terms' as :they
are used- in section- 11 of the act :of- June 20, 191 0,: which specified the
character of landsa:thatf may:.be selected under that act by the State of
New-Mexico.
OI* AND GAS LANDS--PROSPECTING PERMIT-S.LEc.noN--Ec(-RDs-Anvns
CLAIM--SURFACE. RIGITS.
A State selection for lands embraced within an oil and gas prospecting permit can not be allowediprior to, the cancellation of'the permit and' nota'tion of its cancellation upon the records of the local land office, except upon
the consent of the selactor to take subjeet .to the provisions and reservations of the: act of. July. 17; 1914, and- to the 'right of the~ permittee to
the use the he, surface in accordance with the provisions of section 29
of the act of Pebruary 25, 1920.
:
DEPARTMENTAL DECISmou CITED AND APPIIPD.
3 0 0 of
Case
fMartin. Judge :t(49 fL. D., 171), cited and applied.

AND

GAS LANrS-PBOS1'ECTING

:

-
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The C'ommissioner of the GeneraldLand Office hastr'ansmitted an'
' . appeal
by the Commissi;onerof Public Lands forthe State of New
:' Mexico,
on behalf of 'that State;f rom a decision by the register
t Las Clruces,.f New
1
and 'reeiver of the tnited Staies land office
Mexico,:dated January 16, 1922 .
The decision appealed from denied the State's selection, filed
in the Las Cruces. land Office on January 14, 1.922, as to the NE. j
NE. J, NW. 4.SE. , SE. SW., Sec. 20, T.' 24 S., R., 12 E., which
are' embraced in: a prospecting permit granted to F. W. Weed
0 undeir sectio->n: 13: of thelleasing act of'February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.,
437), on Februadr 19, 1921, unless consent be filed by the State to;
take the land subjectito the right' of the- permittee or a- lessee, where,
: rightsare, based upon this prior permit, to use 'so much of the
surface of the land as is necessary to the Spropebting 'for, extractingSDaid' removing' of the oil and gas deposits, without compensation for such use, in accordance with section 29 of the leasing
act, supra.
The State's selection was niade under section 7 of the act.of June
Yte and
Santa:Fe
20, 1910 (36 Stat.9O557, 562), for the benefit of
Grant Counties' railroad' bond"'fund.
The 'appellant' bases its appeal onh two. points.:first, that Weed:
has forfeited'his' periAit by noncompliance with its terms second,
that the lands coveted by the permit were unoccupied, nonineral
public lands : of the United States at' the' time of its selection, and
that upon'the' selection its rights became vested. TiP appeal,whicht
is lnder'oath, is accouiijanie'd' by:a' corrobora tinig affidavit as' theth
rondevelopment of the lhnd by ;the' permittee.'
' :The'question of 'the' nonmineral character of lands embracd in a
prospecting permit was passed upon by the Department i the case
-f William R. Brennani (48' L. P., 108), which held that such- land,
although not within a desighated oil or gas 'struicture, is nevertheless to .be treated as valuable foi' oil and gas; and a subseun entry'
can not be allowefd huiless with a'reservation of the oil and gas to the
'United States 'and with a waiver of compensation under section 29
Instructions to this
.
of tthe leasing'act Of Febiuaryu25,'1920,
et;hcwere issued'in' departtal lett1i0'P' locaI landlofficers, of
October 6, 1920, and in r'eglatins ofMarch 11, 1920(47' L. P.,
437, 474).
The appellant apparently'relies uponx the nondevelopment of the
land by the permittee to make it "unappropriated, unreserved"
public lands within the meaning of section '11 of the act of Junem20,
i9O1, sutpra, under. which it claims.
The segregative effect 'of an iuncanceled, permit was' fully passedupon in the recent case of Martin Judge (49 L. D., 171) fin which
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the Department adopted the rule expressetd in', alifornia and.OregonV
dH
Hnnicutt (46 L. D,.,,5, that-'
aid, Cpompanv.Juln
the orderly administration of the land laws forbids any departure by the Departmenut from the salutary rule that land, segregated from the public domain,
Udwhether by patent, reservation, entry, selection, or otherwise, 'is not subject
to settl'ement or any other form of appropriation ,until its.restoration'to the
"public domain is noted upon the records of the local land offi 'ce.

While the Martin Judge decisioni, supra, related to applications.
for jpermitsi to proispect_ for oil andc gas upon lands in' a subsistingV
permit, the Department9is of the opinion iha 'liti slame rule must
apply to entries or selections..under the nonmineral laws where the
deposits
-othe
entryman or selector is unwilling to waive all claims t
:described in the subsisting permit and to accept so iuch of the sur-.
face as is not' necessary.for the.successful prospectmingfor and re-,
moval of theseideposits.

:In soholding the )Departmentdoes not mean to permit. the undue
segregation of lands, not essentially mineral, from disposition 'under.
the.:nonmineral land laws, by permittees whlo have defaulte-d in the
drilling requirements of,their permit and wvill, as stated in the case
v. Wit~t (49 L. D., 260) ,avail itself of the. assistance of
of
:; 0;Piirvis.
citizens in its disposal of the public lands, where the protest- or con-,
test alleges sufficient cause affecting the-legality or.validity of the
claim, no

shwn by the records or known to-the Department, and

will in proper cases cancel the outstanding permit.,. In cases where
the lands are not withdrawn or classified, as mineral the protestant.
ay-make his entry without a mineral: reservation after
t
0 f .:: :0 'or':contest'ant
the cancellation of the outstanding permit,, butJ.o. preference right.
of entry is acquired by such 'successful contest or protest.,
The Department, therefore, finds that the, only error committed by
the register and receiver was in not requiring the. State to elect to
take the land subject to the provisions and reservations of the act
of July 17i, 1914 (38 Stat.,, 5Q9)., Oand toaifford the. permittee an opt p~ortunity; :to show cause, against the allowance, as directed in departmental letter of instructions.of October, 6, 1920,_suPra..
It appears thiat the permit, issued to F..W. Weed has now subsisted
fo"r more than two years and that no, showing has been made indicat-.
ing compliance with its drilling requirements and he will be called
0 upon
fto show. such compliance or diligence sufficient to, warrant. an
: ez~teisio'i of time under the act of January 11, 1922 (42 'Stat., 356),
within, fifteem days from notice, o'n penalty of cancellation of his
.
;
permit.
The, State will bet.hallowed, .thrty'days fromnotice within, which
to elect to take the land subject to the provisions and reservations of
th~e. ac~t' of .July 17, 191,,4,: .(38§Staf., 509), and subject, to the, right of

-th

a .. . ,.,i
i.
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the 'permittee or lessee to use'.so much of the, surface as is necessaryv
accorda2nce9,with sction 20 of the leasing act, as dikected in the'*
m: in
will,'in suchcase, be Xperdecision appealed* fromn. The'permittees
mitted to'-show. cause iwhy the selection should ndt be allowed under'
the foregoing conditionis. upii failure of ,the State-to file the-consent herein required the shiection -will be canceled as to the lands in
the subsisting permits. In event Iof the' cancellation of the; perminit

and the restoration of the lands ,on the records of the 'local office6thle
State may fmake :,a new selection witlhout any reservations in the ab-

sence of intervening claims.

'

'

.i

'appealed from is modified as herein directed, and'
'
| The:decision
the records returned 'to the General Land' Office.
'

SCOTT K. SNIVELY

PETITION).
G(ON

Decided Mayi 5, 12S 3.

i:

SuRVEYF-SuIRVEYOR' GENEAIL-PUBaLCc LANDS .-SECTION 2896, REVISED STATUTES.
Section .2396, Revised! Statutes, contemplated that ':in tile 'disposal' of public
lands the official surveys:are to govern, and that each section or sectional.
subdivision, the contents whereof have been returned by the surveyor gen'
eral, shall be held as containing the exact quantity expressed in the return.:
SIURVEY-RESURVEY-PUBLIC:

LANDS-REPAYMENT.

Where the evidences of a Government survey are. sufflcient for identffieation
of the boundaries, differences in the medsurements ad 'areas of public lands.
from those sliown in the returns':of the; official survey alleged by' an, owner.
asserting a claim for repayment pnthe ground of.shortage does not .afford
.
a basis for resurvey.

FirstAssistant Secretary:
;By decision of May 10, 1922, the Commissioner of the General Land.'
Office rejected the application of Scott K. Snively for resurvey of
Sec. '12, T. 57 N., R. 85 W., Wyoming, as a basis for,.repayment. of
certain alleged excess' moneys paid in connection-with the coal entry
01'74, Buffalo series, foi 'the SE. . Sec. 12, made by; HughE. SEnively,
October 5, 1908, and coal entry 0788, Buffalo series, for the S. i NE. 1,
SE. I NW. 1, and NE,. : SW. , said4 section4 by Jennie K Snively,
February 3, 1909." 0 The case' has come before the Department on
petition' by Scott' K. Snively requesting reversal ,of the action of the&
Geheral'Land Office..
It appears' tliat these entries embraced 160 acres each' acording. to'
the official plat of survey, and. payment was made at the rate of' $30
per acre.: It is alleged that there: is a shortage of- approximately '10
acres. i each of"tle tracts composihg the eastern half of the section,
of aboutQ60 acres in these. two entries. The-:
: mn atotal shortageeaking'
petitioner herein'claim s-the' lands asassignee. of 'the said entrymen.
FINNEY,
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This same matter was considered by this Department ;and Ithe.
* :f request for resurvey was denied under date: of March. 12, 1919.
: a'Q;:j:lIn the disposal of public lands the official surveys govern.. Section,
23965 Revised Statutes, in part provides that all, the corners marked
in. the sfurveys, returned by the surveyor general, shall be 'established
as the . proper corners of sections, or subdivisions of :sections which
they were intended' to' designate; that the: boundary lines, actually
run and marked in the surveys returned by the surveyor general, shall
be established:as the .proper boundary lines of the, sections, )or sub-

divisions, for which they. were intended, and the length of such lines
as returned, shall fbe held and considered as the true length thereof ;
that each section or subdivision of section, the contents whereof Shave.
been returned by the surveyor general, shall be held and considered
as containing the exact quantity expressed in such return.

These provisionis recognize the fact taught by experience that meas-K
urements of lands can not be performed, with precise accuracy, and
that the work of no two surveyors would exactly agree. While the
alleged shortagein the instant case presents a discrepanicy of unusual
proportion, yet the very purpose of. the declarations of law above
mentioned, was to obviate inquiry and contention in respect to "urvey
inaccuracies..

: The evidences of the Government survey in this case appear to be
sufficient' forq identification of the boundaries, and therefore, no
proper case for resurvey is presented. In denying the former application for resurvey the Department- stated in part as follows:
It is to be presumed thfat Congress in -enacting the law above quoted; and
this Department in its interpretation, had in mind that 'the stability of surveys
and the title to lands described by, reference thereto should be unassailable by
parties finding differences in measurements and areas from, those returned. In

the present case, the evidences of survey are now found with sufficient certainty,

to permit the grantees of these lands to determine the boundaries thereof and. to
deduce therefrom the deficiency in area. It. must therefoie be heildthat these

evidence- were;: at least as good when entries were made, as they are now
'and: there can be no proper complaint that the grantees. werenot chargeable with
the knowledge that the deficiencies then existed.
Recognition of right to resurvey and repayment in this case: would
establish awmost far-reaching precedent ibecause it Would afford a,
basis for a, similar claim by anyone who had purchased .Govfrnment
land and found the area short of that indicated by the plat of survey. ;-And yet the Government would have no sort of basis for
claim to further payment in those cases, of patented lands where
there was an excess:of acreage over that paid for in harmony with
the survey returns at the time of idisposal.; Doubtless the wise pur:
pose -of the law was to forstall and, preclude vexatious disputes as to..
the actual area of lands disposed of according to the survey returns,
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If .such transactions were not; made final, :contro.versies would be
constantly .arising concerning patented lands and resurveys and' readjudications would be interminable. '
' ;,The petition is accordifigly denied.

PROOFS, AYFIDAVITS AND] OATHS-ACT OF FEBRUARY 23, 1923.'
INSTRTfONS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,.
.GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

-Wahington,D. C., May 7, 1923.
1REGISTER AND RECEIVER,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA:

I am in receipt of your letter of April 27, 1923, requesting an interpretation of section 2294, Revised Statutes, as amended by the act
of :February 23, 1923 (42 Stat.,-1281).
Before its amendment, this section required that proofs, affidavits
and oaths be made before one of the officers named therein in the
county in which the land is located unless 'made before such an officer,
outside the county but within the land district, nearer to or more
accessible from the land involved.' The proviso authorizing the use
of a nearer or. more, accessible officer,-though outside the county,
reads in part as:follows.:
-

Thati case-the affidavits,iproofs, and oaths, hereinbefore mentioned be
taken out of the county in which the land is located, the .applicant must. show
:by affidavit, satisfactory to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, that
it, was taken before the nearest-or most accessible officer qualified to take said
affidavits, proofs and oaths in the land dtstricts in which the lands applied
for are located. * * * [Italics supplied.]'

As amended by t~he act of. February 23, 1923, that partof the'
section

~re~ids:

That in case the affidavits, proofs and oaths hereinbefore mentioned be.
taken outside of the county or land district in which the land is located, the
applicant must show' by affidavit, satisfactory to the Commissioner of the
General Land Offlce, that it was taken before the nearest or most' accessible
officer -qualified.to: take such affidavits,. proofs, and oaths * * '* [Italics
supplied.]

The italicized words in theiamendment are added 'thereby, and the
italicized words in the proviso as it was before the amendment have'
been eliminated.
: See Circular No. 894, page 586.
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' The7 effect-f f the change, in its relation to the firstlproviso, added
by the amending act, is -to permit tlhe proofs, affidavits and oaths- to
be executed before a qualified officer within the 'boundaries of either
the county or the' land district, or.outside both the county and land
district upon a Iproper showing that the officer so acting was, because of topographic or geographic conditions, inearer or more
accessiblejo, the land.
It follows that in a State comprising a single land district, such
affidavits, proofs and oaths may benmade before any such qualified
officer in the State.
WILLIAM'SPRY,

Commissioner.
Approved:
E. C.. FINNEY,
-

FirstAssistant Secretary.

EXECUTION OF PROOFS, AFFIDAVITS AND OATHS-SUPPLEMENTA 0INSTRUCTIONS-ACT
:
OF FEBRUARY 23, 1923.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 894.]

.

DEPARTMENT 'OF TRE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LA.ND

(OFFICE

Washington, D. C., May 8, 1993.;D
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

By office letter of May 7, 1923 (49 L. U.o,585),to the register and
receiver at Phoenix, Arizona, approved by the First Assistant Secretary of the Interior, it was held, that the proofs,: affidavits, and
oaths mentioned in section 2294, Revised' Statutes, as amended by the
act of February 23, 1923 (42 Stat., 1281), may be executed before a
qualified officer within the boundaries of either the county or land
district in which the land1is located, without any. showing as to. the'

nearness or accessibility of such officer, or outside both the county,
and land district upon a showinga.o:by affidavit, -satisfactory to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, that the officer so acting
was, because: of topographic or geographic 'conditions, nearer :or
:more accessible to the land. Reference is -had to Circular No. 884,
dated March 23, 1923 (49 L. V., 497).
:Y:ou will begoverned accordingly.-

-WILLIAM SPRY,

.Commissioner.

N'
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QUINN v. NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY, COMPANY.X
Instructions, May 10,1023.
RAILROAD GRANT,-LIEU

SEECTION-SURFACE

:

RIGHTS-ACT or Jut

.1, 189I.

The act of July 1, 1898, authorizing the adjustment rof disputes arising out,
of conflicting claims of settlers and the NorthernuPacific Railway ICopany to lands within the latter's grant, warrants

by

the making of selections

the company under the' actsiprovi'ding for surface entries.

DEPARTMENTA:L DEcISIONs .CITED
Cases of Northern

AND DISTNGUISE.

Pacific Railway

Company'(45 L.

D., 155, and

48 L,. D.,

573), cited and distinguished.
FINNEYk,'First Assistant Secretary:

I have given' careful consideration to your [Commisioner of the
General Land Office] letter of March 10, 1923, in which it: is re-'
quested that you be advised whether- the Northern Pacific Railway
Company 1i.: entitled to 'a surfade pateht:u,
tAder the act of i.Matrh

3, 1909 (35-Stat., 844), to the land involved in the above -entitled
case, selected by it under the act of July 1,'1898 (30 Stat., 597,
620), and subsequently embraced in a coal land withdrawal.
JIt is suggested by the papers accompanying your request for in-_
structions that the opinion obtains in your bureau that in holdinig that
the company is entitled, under its selection,' to a patent for the tract
in controversy with a reservation to the
tes
ecoal
deposit, the Department, in. its decision of October 17, 1922, unreported, has overlooked the rule laid down in Northern Pacific Railway Company '(45 L. 'I., 155), and Northern Pacific Railway C(ompany (48 L. D.; 573).''
In the case first cited, it was held that the act of March 3, 1909,
:sup~r, in no wise amen'dedor, modified the act of July 2, 1864 (13
Stat., 365)h, and the joint resolution of<M-ay 31, 1870 (16 Stat., 378),
making the grant to the':Nbrthern Pacific Railroad Company:; and,'.
specifically., that the grant was not' abridged by the act of 1909.
:'In the second case cited, the Department held that the act of July
17, 1914 (38 'Stat., 509)., did not amend or modify the grant to the
company; specifically, that the grant was not menlarged by the act of
1914.;
These two cases thus lay down the rule that -the scope and extent
of .a 'railroad grant are; to be detefmined by the terms of'the' act
making the 'grant; and that the rights of the company thereunder'
; are'nbt diminished or enlarged by-an act, general in its terms, which,
neither expressly nor'by any-proper implication,'evidelices a purpose
to affect a priorF special law under' which 'vast rights have accrued.
'Inq the case of' uinn v.0Northern Pacific lRailway Company, the
Department, in 'it§ said decision'of October 17, 1922, passed upon
a selection tundber'th-e act; ofJuly1,' 1'898, supr&, as to which the acts
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making::the railroad graiit were pettient' in a historical sense only,
as the source of the, company's title or. claim of right to land relin* quished by it under the:direction of the Secretary of the Interior.
The act of :July 1, 1898, 'as to selections, made whether by the 'com:'
pany or by settlers, is clearly one of thei many laws enacted by'CCo'n* 0 gress to remedy hardship or to' advance' some public interest, reaIl or
supposed, 'by granting what are' popularly denom inated lieu:or sCrip
rights. Each of these acts has been interpreted and administered
in the light of its own provisions, and :there is nothing in the act, of
*F 0July
1, 1898, supra that induces the-belief that selections filed
under its terms are essentially different from selections.under other
lieu acts that have been 'held to be within the purview of the acts
providing' for surface' entries.
UNITED'STATES. v. CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY (ON:
REHEARING).
Decided May 12 1923.
:

MI4NING CLAIM

-RAILROAD

RANT. -ADVESE

-

CLAIM- EVIDENCE-

BuRDEN. OF

PROOF..

Proof in a proper proceeding of the inclusion within the limits of, a lode min-,
:ng clainm, made 'in'good faith and based upon a sufficient discovery, of an
-area-oiprising part of an odd-numffbered section within the primary limits
;of a railroad grant, 'establishes prima faeze or presumptively the min'eral'
charalcter of .such area, and unldss that presumption: be overcome by satisfactory evidenee that the area in conflict is not, mineral in character it must
be held to be excepted from the operation of the grant.,

FINNEY First Assistant Secretary,:..
i Thisdis a.motion for rehearing filedby the Central Pacific Railway
Company challenging the correctness of the departmental decision
:of February 23,'1923, in the above-entitled 'case to the extent that: it.
holds that so much of lot 6, Sec; 15, T. 31 N., R. 43 E., Elko land district, Nevada, included in the: company's list No. 9, serial 03802, as
is. embraced in the Gold Flake and Seal lode. mining claims is! min'eral in character and for that reason excepted from the grant to the':
company made by the acts of July 1, 1862 (12 Stat., 489), 'and July
2, 1864 (13 Stat., 365).
:;;The said lot 6 is within the primary limits of the company's grant
and the list covering the same was filed in the local office October' 30,
1919. May 19, 1920, the (Commissioner of the General Land Office'
directed the institution of proceedings against the list on the charge:
that' that lot together with other subdivisions embraced in the' list,
was mineral in character.: From. the evidence- adduced at. the hearing had on said charge the Commissioner by decision of August 15,
1922, foun'd said lot to be mineral in character in its entirety and for
'
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that reason held the list for rejection as to that subdivision. On appeal from that action the Department in the decision here complained
of after making a; finding favorable to the company as to the greater
portion of lot 6, said :

*

::-

But said lot 0 is partly 'covered' by a 'few hundred feet of the northerly parts
of two other claims, the Gold Flake and ;the Seal, whose' length lies 'mostly inV
Sec. .22 on the south, where their' discovery points are, and from which samples
were taken, the assays whereof, according to the testimony of the. Government
witnesses, show the values that stamp the areas of said claims as mineral in
character. No evidence of any' weight'
i showed mineralization of the ends of
said Claims lying within the boundaries of said lot 6. But the location of said
claims ;having been: made pirior in time to the railway'company's'selketion'of
: 0 said lots, as granted nonmineral land, the entire area of the claims, if any part
of them is mineral in character, must be classified as mineral ground. 'Their
location amounts to a segregation of their entire area as acquirable under thei
mining laws and not enterable under the Laws relative to the disposition of nonmineral 'public lands, or selectable under grants of such lands. The: area of
such claims, from the time of their location, became no longer open to selection
;:
under
a grant of nonmineral lahds, -provided such area; an indivisible unit,. was
found on an issue to be, as to any part thereof,, of a character, to, which thegrant did not apply. This principle isthat-governing a case in which the
Department has given precedence to6a mineral location over a later homestead
'settlement, in' conflict with an end of the former, although the conflict area wAs
not shown to be by itself mineral in'character.,

It is urged in the motion! that' the' decision complained of over: looked the fact that the said lot'6 is within the pflnaryilimitsr'of the
grant opposite the portion of the line of road which was definitely
located on April'26, 1868, 'and,'being 'free from; any valid claim or
right 'then' existing. inured' t6' the company. under its grant unless
mineral in character. It is further urged that the Department in
said decision erred (1) 'in holding and finding that, because the
Gold Flake and Seal lode mining claims had been located prior to the0
company's selection of said lot 6 as granted nonmineral land, So much
of said claims as extend into that 'subdivision must be'classified as
mineral, even though the evidence' was insufficient to esttablishsethe
characterV of lot 6I;0 (2); in holding that, because parts of a
~: 0 0 : mineral
located lode mining claim are found to; be mineral in character, a
mineral character must necessarily be impressed upon certain' other
parts thereof in; conflict. with ai railroad: grant, 'as to which the evldence was insufficient to establish their mineral character; (3) in holding 'that the company's grant did not applyv0and attach to that portion of lot 6 .included~ within the limits of the Gold Flake and Seal:
lode mining claims as the same were extended into lot 6;; (4); in not
holding and finding that the company's right to all of lot 6, attached
a ;0of the date of. the grant,and that' the entire lot must pass to the
X ; - company
under its grant except as to -such parts thereof 'as may be
of lot
to
be
miineral
(5) in' adjudicating
any part .z,
found
!;~~~m ,.i'ca
: .: in character,
;','i
.j0:ti:
an
of
lott
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6' to be mineral in character afer finding and holding, that' the
evidence is insufficient to establish themineral character of said lot.
'Upon a reconsideration of the, case the Department is of opinion
that the decision complained of went too fatr in holding as it did
in effect that the mere fact that a part of an odd-numbered' section
lying' w'ithin'the 'primary limits of a railroad grant and also included
within the exterior lines of a lode mining claim located between the
date of the6definite location of the'line of road.and the date of the
listing of the' tract by the 'railroad company, based upon a, discovery made outside the conflict .area,.operates conclusively to .except
the conflict area from the' grant, irrespective of'its character with
respect to materials. Northern Pacific Railroad Co. 'v. Allen et al.
(2T L. 'AD., 286)'.
The' true rule is, as hnas been held by the, Departmeent,. that proof,
in aproper proceeding of the inclusion' within the limits of .a lode
mining claim, made in good faith,.. and. based upon a sufficient dis-covery;, of ant area comprising part of an odd-numbered section
within'the primary limits of a railroad grant, Which' area, if mineral
0 Fin
character, :twould be 'subject to appropriation. under the mining
laws of the United States,. establishes Primda facie or presumptively ;:
the mineral character of such area, and that unless that presumption
be overcome by satisfactory evidence that the conflict area is not
mineral in character, it must.be held to be excepted from the operation of the grant.
Supporting this rule is 'the decision of the Department in Sweeney
vNorthern Pacific Railroad Co. (209L. D., 394), which case' involvedI the character of land included in seven lode mining.claims
located,.it appears, in an odd-numbere dsection within, the primary
liinits of the grant to the defendant company, 'wherein. the Departrient, on page.395, said:: :*; * The record shows, however, that these locations were made in conformity with the United States Statutes and the local rules and regulations
of the district. This being so, it must be presumed that the land is mineral- in
character, for the reason that a discovery of mineral is required before a
claim: can be legally located, and the' presumption of the Department is that
with in the making 'of 'said
all the -requirements of the law were compliedv
(Northern Pacific, Railroad Company v. Marshall, 17 L. D., 545%;
locations.
State of Washington, v. McBride, 18 _L D.,' 199.) . The burden of proof was
therefore upon the railroad company to. show that the land was not mineral
in character, and it having failed to do this, the application, so far as the
mineral character of the land is concerned,.should have been received.

In Walker v. Southern Pacific Railroad Company (24 L. D., 172),
which' involvdd two lode mining claims in, conflict: with an indemnity
selection by the company in 1885, the _Department, on page 174, sid:
* * * 80 Although the best evidence of Walker's alleged, location of said
mining claims-duly certified copies of the location notices-was not filed, the
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testimony is iample rto show that such locations existed, that of the. Green
Mountain* having been :made. in 1891, and,.of the Lucky Boy, in 1892. No
objection was made to the admission of this testimony.
* The presumption. then was, at the date of the hearing, that these locations
had been made conformably- to law) and that the land was mineral in char'acter.
c
This'was a rebuttable presumption, but until overthrown by competent
and sufficient evidence it. fixed the burden of proof upon the defendants
(Sweeney v. Northern Pacific KR. . Co., 20 L. D., 394).

It is true that the two cases last cited were 'overruled by the d6cision in Magruder v. Oregon&. California Railroad Company. (28
L. D., 174), in so far as they were based upon the theory that a certificate of location of a minning claim un land returned 'by the,
'surveyor as agricultural is sufficient evidence that 'the land is mineral in character to cast. the burden of proving the contrary upon
one, who asserts its agricultural character, but the overruling decision Win no wise 'disturbed - the' other proposition therein stated,
namely, that a valid discovery; within the limnitslof a mining location
gives rise to the presnmption that the entire area within the limits
of the 'claim is mineral in character and that that presumption would
prevail in the absence, of evidence sufficient to establish the contrary.
In Star Gold Mining Company (47 L. D., 38)., thec Department,
Zon page 42, said:
'
. '
The statute, Sec. 2320, R. S., contemplates that a claimant will locate not
exceeding 1,500Wfeet along the 'discovery vein or lode. It is to his interest to so
locate. I In connection with a mining location,' there arises a Lpresumption,
:essentially one of fact 'that the, located vein extends- throughout 'the length
of the claim. The claimant is ;not only'entitled' to the discovered vein'but to
all other veins, lodes, and) ledges apexing within the free ground included in
the surface location. Sec. 2322, R. S. Even where it 'may be demonstrated
that the discovery vein deviates materially from a central course through
the claim, the location as' originally staked and marked in good faith will
stand. ' E
'
The same principles apply with respect to'the. land involved in the
motion under consideration. Each of the two herein above named
claims in conflict'with the grant' was~found by the Department to
have been based upon. a legal discovery of mineral and to'hav~
been
laid longitudinally along a vein or~ lode' whose cpurse at points
where it is exposed outside the conflict but within the limits of the
claim, was in the'direction of 'the conflict area, the prnma facie mineral character of such claim being thus established.
The evidence adduced on behalf of the railroad company falls
far short of rebutting the presumption arising from the facts foud

by the Department.
There is no suggestion in the case that either of' the claims was
not laid along the -discovery- vein, or that there; was any, fault or
other
disturbance
or
break
or tter,:e
is
:w change in formations
fom
i,ht that would
wold
bra
or
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:'inate the vein at any point to the south of the north end of the
claim, or otherwise preclude its extension throughout .the entire
length of the claim. 'It must, therefore, be held that'the entire area
in question is shbwh. by the record to be mineralI in 5haracrer, and
that for that reason is exceptedjfrom the operation of the, grant':to
the company.
The decision complained' of,' as thus modified, is adhered to, and
the motion denied.
1EASING OF LANDS WITHIN RESERVATIONS CREATED FOR THE
BENEFIT OF THE NATIVES OF ALASKA.
0 Oiion, Mdy' 18, 1923.0
ALAsKcA-ScHOOL LANDS-RESERVATION-INDIAN LAND5-,STATUS OF NATIVES.
By article III of the treaty of March 30, 1867, under which the Territory
of Alaska was ceded. to. the United ;States,, and by. subsequent acts providing for their education and support, Congress has recognized the
natives of Alaska as wards of the Federal Government, thus giving them
a status similar to that of thez:American Indians within the territorial
limits of the United States.
ALASKA-SCHOOL LANDS-RESERVATION-SECRETARY OF THE INTEslor-LEASESuPEBVISORY AUTHORITY.
While there is no ,specific ,statute relating to the subject,. yet. the inherent
power conferred . upon. the Secretary of -the Interior, by section 441,
- Revised Statutes, to; supervise, the: public business relating to.,the Indians,
*includes2, the supervision over .reservations in the Territory of Alaska
created in the interest of.;the natives and the. authority to lease&lands
therein for, their benefit.
EDWARDS, Solicitorr::

By the Executive order of February 27, 1915, the Presit.
"withdrew from disposal, and set apart for the use of the Bueau

of Education ":25,000 acres,

'

including both land and water, kur-

the villageof Tyonek near the north end of Cook Ii
: rounding

in Alaska.
The primary objedt of this reservation was to enable your'Depart-.
ment' through the Bureau of Education to maintain a school and
otherwise care' for, support and advance the interests of the aboriginal natives who are ptactically thei only inhabitants of0'the,
village mentioned, and who- support themselves mainly through
hunting, trapping, and fishing. In view of :the fact that these
:natives live in an isolated locality and are remote from any place
where they can readily and advantageously dispose of their fish,
the officers of the 'Bureau of Education have concluded that it would
be both wise and helpful to induce the installation and maintenance
of a salmon cannery at or near the vilage.

k
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There can be no doubt but that such a plant would be very beneficial to the natives because it would not,.only furnish them employment in and about the. cannery itself but would encourage them to
more extensively engage in fishing since the superintendent in charge
,,of the schools for. the Eskimos, Aleuts, and other aboriginal, people,
all of'whom I shall hereafter refer to as natives, has reported in; a
telegram addressed to the; B3ireau of Education that a "small cannery on the reserve means eight to twelve thousand dollars to. village.
Without it sale of salmon will net them two or three thousand dollars" only.,
In furtherance of this helpful object, the superintendent has entered into negotiations with Joseph. A. Magill " for the erection of a
cannery and for fishing privilegeswithin the reserve for the period.
of five years," and by his letter- of April 4, 1923, addressed to this
Department, the Commissioner of Education asks. Information is desired from the Department asto whether or not the Commissioner of Education is authorized to issue to Mr. Magill a permit to operate a
cannery and to fish within said reserve, conditioned on the execution of a lease
between Ar. Joseph A. Magill and the Tyonek Native Store.

In response to your request for: my opinion on the question thus
presented, I have the honor to: inform you that in my judgment you
are authorized by: law to enter into such a lease, either through the
Commissioner of Education or otherwise; but. that the, lease should
not be made by. the. native store.
In view of the fact that this question has not heretofore, in so far
,as I am informed, been. submitted for, consideration, I deem it advis::able, to look into the principleWs on which this opinion, is based at some
'len h.
;
.; .Xfj.0: ;
,
,
While there is: no statute which, in express terms authorizes ,the
granting of such lease, I am of opinion 'that the power to grant them.
exists as an incident to, and a necessary aid in the execution of other
powers and.the, performance of other duties.which have been; directly
conferred by statute.
,
The fundamental consideration underlying this question is the
that .these natives are, in a very large sense at least, dependent
' .fact
'subjects of our Government and in a state of tutelage; or in; other
words, they are wards of the Government and under its guardianship
and care. The relations existing between them and the Government
,are very similar and in many. respects identical with those which
have long existed' between the Government and the aboriginal peoples
residing within the territorial limits of the' UnitedStates to whom I
shall hereafter refer as American Indians.
Article III of .the treaty under which Alaska was ceded to the
U-nited States (15, Stat., 539), conferred citizenship on all the din8751 -22-voL 49-38
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habitants of the ceded territory "with the exception of the uncivilized tribes " therein, and declared that they-"will be subject to such
laws and regulations as the United States may, from time to time,
adopt in regard to the aboriginal tribes of that country."
In the beginning,, and for a long time after the cession of. this
Territory Congress took no particular notice of these natives; has
never undertaken to hamper their individual movements; confine
them to a locality or reservation, or -to place them under 'the immediate control of, its officers, as has been the case with the American:
Indians; and no special provision was made for their support and'
education until comparatively recently. And in they earlier days it
was repeatedly held by the- courts and the Attorney General that
these natives did not bear the same relation to. our Government, inmany respects, that was borne by; the American Indians. (16 Ops.
Atty. Gen., 141; 18. id., 139); United States v. Ferueta Sevelof '(2
Sawyer U. S., 311).; Hugh Waters v. James B. Campbell (4 Sawyer
U. S., 121); John Brady et al. (19 L. ID., 323).
With the exception of the .act of March 3, 1891- (26 Stat.', 1095,
1101), which set apart the Annette Islands as' a reservation for the
use of the Metlakahtlans, a band'6f British Columbian niatives' who
immigrated into Alaska `in a' body, and also except' the authorization
given to~the''Secr~etary of the Inter-ior to make reservations for land-ing places- for -the'anoes and boats oqf the' natives, Congress has not
created or directly authorized the creation of reservations of any
other char cter for them.
Later, how ever, Congress- began to directly recognize these natives
as being, 'to 'a very considerabl 'extent at least, 'under' our Govern-'
ment's guardianship and enacted laws which protected them in the
possession. of the lands they occupied'; made pr6vision for the'allot'uent' of; lands to them in severalty "similar to those' made to' the
American Indians; gave thein special hunting, fishing and other
particular privileges to enable them to support themselve~s, and sup'.
plied them with reindeer and instructions as to their propagation.
Congress has also. supplied funds to give these natives 'medical and
'hospital treatment "and finally made and is still making extensive
appropriations to defray the expenses of -both their education and
-:
their support.
Not only has Cngress in this mamner- treated these natives as
'-being wards of the Government but they have, been repeatedly so.
recognized by the courts. See Alaska Pacific .Fisheries v. United
States (248 U. S., 78); United States v., Berrigan et al. (2 Alaska
Reports, 442); United States v. Cadzow et al. (5 id., 125), and the
'unpublished decision of the District Court of Alaska,' Division No.
1, in the case of Territory of Alaska v. Annette Islands Packing
Company et al., rendered June 15, 1922.
'
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From this it will be seen that these natives are now unquestionably considered-'ands treated as :being under the guardianship and
protection of the Federal Government, at least to such an extent'
as to bring them within the spirit, if not within the exact letter,
of te
laws relative to American Indians; and this conclusion is
supported by the fact that in creating the territorial government of
Alaska and vesting-that territory with the powers of legislation and
control: over its internal 'affairs,. including public: schools, Congress
expressly .excluded fromn that legislation- and control the schools
maintained for the natives and declared that such schools should
continue to remain under the control of the Secretary of the Interior.
t Turning now: to a closer consideration of-the question before 'me,
and looking to the extent of the powers of the executive branches
of the G oernment, wefind ample justification in the following facts
and statutes for my opinion that the lease here in question- may be
executed under, your supervision.
Section 465,. Revised Statutes, declares that the President may
prescribe such: regulations as he may think 'fit for' carrying ,into
effect the various provisions of any act relating to 'Indian affairs."
S'ction 441, Revised Statutes, in defining" the, powers and jurisdiction of the Secretary of the. Interior says that he,;' is charged' with
'supervision of pubie 'biisiiness'"relatin'g to the followihig subjects,:
Third'.The Indians0
January 27, 1905 (3,

*

*

by, section 7 of. the act of
619), Congress declared. that" the

*;"and

stat:,' 616,

education of the Eskimos and Indians in the District of Alaska shall
-remain under the 'direction Vand control' of ,the' Secretary of'the
Interio'r;*" that- schools for them "sha iL.be pr'ovided by anual ap propriation" made by Congress, and that these natives i":shall have
the same right ;to be admitted to a4y,.Indian boarding,scqbooi as
:the Indian children in the. States ,and 'Territories' of: the United
States have.
In later acts, Congress went further and 'made and is stillmakiing
:appropriations "-to enable the Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion and under, his direction, ,to provide for the' education: and
support of the .Eskimos, Aleuts, Indians, and other natives" of
Alaska. (See 42 Stat.,. 552, 583 and similar, former acts.) ,And it is
also well worthy of note in this connectionj that, the Bureau of Edueation is charged with the 'immediate duty of executing the laws,
relating :to the education tandi support of these natives, under the
supervision of 'the Secretary of the Interior, as will' appear from the
fact that the appropriation' just mentioned for their education and
support is included with other 'itemns in the funds appropriated and
set apart by Congress for the support of -the activities of that Bureau;
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*and furthermore that the act of July 1; 1918 (41 Stat., 1367, 1406),
Lspecifically authorized the Commissioner of Education to sell male
reindeer and invest the' proceeds in the purchase of female reindeer
for distribution by him among the natives who had not been supplied

with those animals.

-'

* The objects for which this reservation was created were, therefore,
largely the same as those which induced the creation of the Annette
Islands Reservation, suppra, concerning' which Mr. Justice Van Devanter said in Alaska Pacific Fisheries v. United States, supra, "the
purpose of creating the reservation was to encourage, assist and protect the Indians in their efforts to train themselves to 'habits of industry, become self-sustaining and advance to the ways of 'civilized
life."

In 1874 Attorney General Brewster in considering this question of
reservations stated thatThe regulation of the relation of the Government with these tribes is a great
*public interest, and their settlement upon reservations has been considered a
matter of great importance. Indeed it has been the settled policy of the Govern.,nent for many years. * * * may well be regarded as a measure inthe pub-:
lie interest and as for a public. use., Congress has in numerous acts of legislation
recognized it as such. (1T Ops. Atty. Gen., Z58, 260.)

In Grisar. V. McDowell' (6,Wall., 363, 381), the Supreme Court
recognized the' fact that the President had, in; the absence of an express statute, the incidental Power to create reservations where the
lands reserved were needed for the carrying out of some jpublic duty
imposed by statute, and saidFrom an early period in the history of the government it has been the practice of the President. to order, from time to time, as the exigencies of the public
service required, parcels of land belonging to the United States to be reserved
from sale and set apart for public uses.
And both the Attorney General and 'the courts have' recognized the

fact that that power extends to the creation of Indian reservations as
well as reservations for other public purposes. See Alaska Pacific
Fisheries v. United States, .supra; United States v. Leathers (Fed.
Cas. No.' 15581) ,and 17 Ops. Atty. Gen., 258.
The making of this reservation was, therefore,' justified by the
law and the facts relating' to the needs of the public service, and
having been created: for th' 'well 'known and generally recognized
purpose of segregating these natives from otherwise contaminating
and hurtful influences, and to enable the Bureau of Education 'to
aid. them in advancing towards-'civilized life and completeselfsupport'by instructifg and encouraging therm to engage in usefuil
pursuits,. this Bureau may use or permit 'the reserved land to be
used' in 'any reasonable manner and for any reasonable purpose
which will 'advance theinterests of the natives, provided it does

I
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not undertake to make such a disposition of them 'as will eventually:embarrass the Government's title. For that reason'the Vproposed.
lease may be entered into.
This conclusion--is in harmony with and has the support of the
decision of the highest court. of Alaska in the case of the Territory
of Alaska v. Annette Islands Packing Company, supra.
That case involved the question as to the power of the Secretary
of the :Interior tog grant a lease on Annette Islands :similar to the
one here involved, and the court held that he :" had power, as the
authorized agent *of the Indians residing on the Annette Islands
Reservation, as well, as under his: general authority, to enter into
'lease."
:-It will be observed from the language quoted from: the letter
of the. Commissioner of .'Education that he has in mind a lease
"between Mr. J. A. Magill and the Tyonek native store," in which
. all the: adult males of the: Tyonek native. families are said, to be
shareholders.
In,
~imy opinion, the lease.. should be made. by, you or by some
officer of the -Bureau of. Education at .your designation subject to
the :.subsequent: approva~l.f the XSecretary of the. Interior, and not
by the native store, and the proceeds of the lease. should be disposed
of for:the benefit of the Indians.
Approved:;
E. C..FINXEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

TEMPORARY WITHDRAWALS PENDING RESURVEYS TO. PREVENT
HOMESTEAD, SETTLEMENTS-INSTRUCTIONS OF JANUARY 19,
1923 (49 L. D.,413), MODIFIED.
:
INSTRUCTIONS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

;Washtington, D. C.,

ay, 19 1923.

The COMMISSIONER OF TYnE GENERAL LAND OFFICE:

I am returning herewith a proposed Ex:ecutive order submitted
with your letter of May 3, 1923, providing for temporary withdrawal
of certain townships under .the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat.,
847),'as amended'by the act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat., 497).
:It is stated that the townships mentioned have been examined:
relative to the necessity for a resurvey and that it is found that
the majority of the;original corners are lost and there is an overlap extending through three of the townships. 0Also that the original
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plats are utterly defective in representing areas and conditions as
they'really exist.
The proposed order -is drawn in accordance with instructions
of January 19, 1923 (49 L. D., 413), which directed that' when it has
been determined that it is necessary to resurvey a township in a
State where the desert-land law is operative, the land should be
withdrawn by Executive order from all forms of appropriation except
settlement under the homestead law until the plat of resurvey. has
been. filed in the local land office.
That order was designed to obviate the effect of the' Supreme
Court decision in the case of: Cox v. Hart rendered December 11, 1922
(43 Sup. Ct. Rep., 154; 260 U. S., -), which held that lands in'town-'
ships suspended for resurvey havethe status of unsurveyed .lands
and 'that -desert-land claims may be initiated thereon under the act
of March 28, 1908 (35 Stat., 52),.
To allow the initiation of such claims during the process of resurvey would seriously embarrass the Land Department in the equitable adjustment of existing claims, and therefore it was deemed
necessary to withdraw the land from appropriation until the resurveys were' completed.' An exception- was made, however, in case of
'
homestead settlement.'
Further consideration of the said instructions-has convinced the
Department that no exceptions should be made; but-that 'in such
cases the land should be withdrawn from homestead settlement as
well as all other forms of appropriation. The same reasons which
make it necessary to prevent the initiation of desert-land claims
apply in respect to; homestead settlements. Experience in adjudica'tion of' conflicts 0'arlisin-g'.under resurveys has shodwn the evil effects
of allowing settlers to further confuse the situation by making settlement in townships where the existing claimants are in controversy
and doubt respecting the lines of their holdings. Such settlements
become a source of embarrassment in making equitable adjustments
by way of amendment of existing entries or conformation to the lines
of the resurvey. No new claim should be allowed to be initiated
until the lines have been definitely reestablished.
The said former instructions are modified to agree herewith
and you are directed to formulate the withdrawal order accordingly.
In this connection it may be added that it is the desire of the
Department that lands be not withheld from appropriation longer
than necessary to accomplish the object of the withdrawal, 'and that
withdrawals for the purpose of resurvey be not made long in advance'
of the commencement of the contemplated resurvey.
E. C. FINNEY,
Firet Assistan;t Secretary.
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FORT ASSINNIBOINE ABANDONED> MILITARY RESERVATIONEXTENSION OF TIME TO MAKE PAYMENTS-ACT OF JANUARY

6, 1921.
INSTRIUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 899.1

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

WashingtAon, D.

-

May 3, 1923.
M.,

REGIsTER AND RECEIVER

*;

HAYRE, MONTANA:
It has been brought to the attention of this office that notices 'are'
being sent out. by you to all holders of Fort Assinniboine Abandoned
0'Militaryv Reservation lands, in which they are ;notified to make pay::ment within thirty days or appeal to this office, or in the event they
fail to make payment 'or'appeal, then'their entries'will be held for
cancellation.
The above reservation was. opened to homestead entry in 1916;
0: 0 ' the
under
provisions of the act of February 11 1915 (38 Stat., .807)
section 4 of 'whichreads as follows:
That entrymen upon said lands shall, in addition to the regular land office
fees, pay the sum of $1.25 per acre for said land, such'payments to be made as
:Dfoaows: Twenty-Ste*centsper acre at time of making entry and 25 cents per
acre each and every year thereafter until the full sum of*$125 per acre shall
have been paid Provided, That for 'a period' of 2six months subsequent to' the
date on which the lands are opened to settlement fentrymen upon said lands
shall, in addition to'the regular land office fees, pay the sum, of $2.50 per acre
-for said land, such: payments to be made as follows: Fifty cents per acre at
the time of making 'entry, and 50 cents per, acre each'and every year 'thereafter until the' full sum.of $2.50 per acre} shall have been paid. In case any
entryman fails to make. annual payments, or any "of them when due, all rightin
and to the lands covered by his entry shall cease; and any payments theretofore made shall be forfeited. and the entry canceled, and the land shall be 1again
subject' to entry under the provisions of the homestead Jaw at the price fixed
therefor by the former 'entry;' but in all cases'- the full amount of the purchase money must :be paid on or before the offer of final proof.
When the time for payment of the purchase price under this act
arrived it was found that the financial condition of the holders was
such that they were unable :to meet the payments on their lands when
they became due. In order to relieve' the situation the act of January 6, 1921 (41 Stat., 1086), was passed, which provided that any
persons who entered under the act of February 11,1915, could obtain
an extension of time for one year from the anniversary of the date of
the entry last preceding the passage of the act, within which topay
all of the installment then due, or any part of the preceding install
'

:1
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ment where: payment has not been made, by paying interest at the
rate of five-per centum per annum on the sums to be extended from
'the maturity of the unpaid installments to the expiration of the
period of extension.
The proviso to said act provides that in the event of any installment becoming due within one year' from the passage of this act,
and for which an extension of time for payment has not been otherwise authorized, the time for paying such installment may- also be
extended for a further period of one year, by paying interest thereon
at the rate of five per centum per annum.
The second proviso to said act empowers the Secretary of the
Intbrior in. his discretion to. extend. the payment for a further period
of one year.
' The communications received in .this office state that a great hardship will' result to the holders if no extension of time is. authorized
by this office, as they.are unable to. borrow money from any source to
meet the payments due, which condition is ascribed to the successive
droughts during the past six years. . This -present.state of financial
distress and failure of crops. is similar to the conditions which prevailed when the time for payment. under the act of February 11, 1Q15,
arrived, and which prompted the passage of the act of January 6,
1921.
Under the present law. the time is fixed for the payment for these
lands, and. in the. -absence of further legislation this office is without
: authorityv to grant an extension of time in which to make payment,
but it is beliived'b'y this obdd that Congress having once come to the
relief of these ihomesteaders by granting an.i extension 'of time, the
' people should be given another opportunity to again present a4petition to Congress for. a further. extension of time, in which to make
With this belief in mind; this office, therefore, directs that
R; : payment.:
-when the timel for payment has arrived on any homestead entry
within the Fort Assinniboine Abandoned Military Reservation, and
when payment-has.not been made after due notice to the entryman,
you will not report the entry for cancellation to this office but instead, you will notify the entryman that he will be permitted within
thirty days from receipt of notice to file an affidavit in your office,.
corroborated by the affidavits of two other persons, stating the reason why he is unable to make payment, and when he expects he will
be able to do so.
The affidavits will then be transmitted. by, you to this office for
consideration and if the affidavits furnished justify a suspension of
the entry, the entry may be suspended for such period as may be,
found necessary, not exceeding one year, to enable the entrymain to
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make payment. However, in no case, will'the entryyman be excused
from subrnittinig filnal proof on his entry within the statutory 'period
because of his failure-to complete final payment.
WILLIAM SPRY,:
Comrmissioner.:

:Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

:

HIGHSAW v. HEIRS OF McCOY.
Decided May 18, 1925.
CONTEsT-APFIDAVIT-HOMESTEAD ENTRy-WIDOW;
AND DIsTinuTIoN-WWOaS ADTAND
PHRASES.:

HEIRs;: DEVISEE--DESCENT:

Section 2291, Revised. Statutes, prescribes a course of descent of an entryman's homestead rights in which his widow, if. there be one, isl given a
separate status by being accorded preferment over all other persons upon
whom the laws iight cast descent; therefore, an affidavit of contest charg: :ing"that the heirs, -if any, are unknown," is fatally defective,' in that the
term " heirs " as used in the statute does not include "widow."
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsIoN CITED AND APPLIED.

Case of Moody v. Myers..(45.L.). , 446) cited and applied.

FINNEY, FirstAssistant Secretary:
This is an appeal by Kelsey R. Highsaw from the decision of the
: General Land O:ffice of October' 11, 1922, in the above-entitled ,case,,
which decision held the contest affidavit of said. ighsaw defective,
and required the filing of an amended affidavit as a condition to,
allowing the-contest to' proceed.
The land involved is the N. -, SW.
T
, SW. 4 SE. 4, N. 4 SE. 4,
Sec. 25, and NE. 4 NE.: 4, sec. 26, T. 14: N., :R 2. E., B.H. M.,
. Bellefourche, South Dakota, land district, entry being allowed under
the stock-raising homestead law, on June 24, 1918, following application and petition for designation filed by John R. McCoy on January 17, 1917. In his, application, 'McCoy stated that he was
unmarried.
Highsaw's contest affidavit (omitting parts not here material)
reads as follows:
That said entryman 'never established or maintained residence on said land
from the date of entry to. the date of his death, which occurred about three
years ago ;,that the entryman's heirs, if any, are unknown; that since the death
of the said entryman no one has resided upon, improved or cultivated the
said land or made any use thereof, but that the same has beenuwholly abandoned from the date of entry to the present time.
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The General Land Office, in the decision here appealed from, overruled the action of the local officers and held the. contest: for dismissal upon the following, stated grounds-:
The homestead law provides that in case of the death of an entryman, final
proof may be submitted by his widow, or in case of her death, by entryman's
heirs or devisees. If the deceased entryman left a widow surviving him, she
should be made the party defendant and the contest should be addressed to her
alone.
The contest affidavit being defective as shown above, the case is remanded.

The contest affidavit is silent asto whether or not the entryman
was survived by a widow, or what eflorts, if any, were put forth to
,:ascertain this, . or whether a Iwidow is now living. The absence of
heirs is stated, but this does not necessarily negative the existence
of a widow, and, under the homestead law, this omission is a matter
,of the utmost importance, 'since the statute- (see section 2291, Revised
Statutes) prescribes a course of descent of the entryan's homestead
rights in which his widow, if there be one,jis mentioned apart from
status by being accorded preferment
"heirs,"; and given 'a
over; all other persons upon whom the law might cast the descent.
In the case .of Moody a. Myers (45 L. D., 446), Moody filed :contest affidavit reading as follows:That said entryman, James J. Myers, died on December 31, 1915, and at the
.separate

time of his death left no heirs at law surviving him or no heir at law and
for that reason the entry lapsed at his death and the land is now unoccupied,
unappropriated public land of the United States subject to homestead entry.

' The Department held that Moody' must make the charge of- his
contest affidavit more. definite :and certain; that "he should be re'quired to amplify his charge so as to clearly and definitely aver that
there is no6surviving widow, heir, or devisee;" and directed that
should he fail to-do this, his application to .co'ntest be dismissed.
The General Land Office,. in the instant case, was. correct in holdingIHighsaw's affidavit of ''contest; insufficient, and its. decision is ac'.cordingly affirmed.
CHARLES S. GREEN.
Decided May 22, 1923.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-RESIDENCE-LAND DEPARTMENT-ACT OF FEniEtAXY

25, 1919.

The provision contained in the act of February 25, 1919 reducing, for climatic
conditions, the minimum residence of a homestead entryman to five months
in each year for a period of five years, is mandatory and does not confer
upon the Land Department authority to accept less than the length of resi.
dence specified in the act.
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Frwtv, FiFrst-Assistantecretary:
This* is an appeal'by Charles S.;Green from a decision of the Commission-er of the General Land Office dated October 24, 1922, rejecting the final proof submitted March 10, 1922, in support of homestead
entry 010352, made October 4, 1918, under the enlarged homestead act
for the N. i, Sec. 34,. T. 35A S., R. 32, E., W. M., within the Burns,
Oregon, land district.
The facts are stated in the decision appealed from and need not'
here be repeated. It appears that the, day before the. decision complained of was rendered there was received at the General Land Office
a duly certified copy of Green's certificate of naturalization. There
appears to be no doubt that Greeni would have been entitled to credit
for residence on the land prior to the date of the present entry, had, it
been sufficient' to satisfy the law. The question, in the case is thus
narrowed down to this: Is a residence of four months and five days
each year for five years on a homestead sufficient to fulfill the requ
ments of the homestead law'
affected by the act of February .25,
1919 (40 Stat., 1153)?,
In the appeal there are several specifications of error, but only one
requires consideration, viz:
01.In holding that the decision, 42 L. D., 143, which did allows absence. from
entries on account of climatic conditions does not apply in-this case.

Prior to the enactment of the three-year act (June 6, 1912, 37 Stat.,
123),- the homestead law was not construied'specifically to require actual residence uupon the land for- a defined period'eachTyear. ' But
the three-year act- contemplates. and requires themaintenaxrce 'by
entrymen of actual residence upon the land entered for at least seven
months a year for three years.
It was clearly by reason of hardships that became apparent-under
the, application of the three-year act that the act of February '25,
1919, subpra, was passed It must be assumed, however, that Congress
was fully cognizant of the conditions in cases where extreme leniency.
had been shown and what 'was needed for those who could not comply
with the three-year act. Nevertheless, in the act of February 25, 1919,
it is specifically provided that not Zess than j'ie months' residence
shall- be in each year. There is: nothing left to the discretionary
X power of the Department.
'If four months and five days in place of five months could be acceptedmin this case, why not four months in another case, then three
and a half, and so on? There is no authority for accepting this proof,
and the decision appealed from is affirmed.
.

.

.i
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RELEASE OF LIENS FOR WATER CHARGES UNDER FEDERAL IRRIGATION PROJECTS-ACT:OF MAY 15, 1922-APPROVED FORMS.
INSTRUCTIONS.'

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
RECLAMATION SERVICE,

Washington, D. C., 'May 29, 1923.
THE HONORABLE
TEHE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR:

To secure payment to*the United States of water charges under'
Federal irrigation projects, the act of August 9, 1912 (37' Stat., 265),
::reserves a lien in patents' and water-right certificates. The act of
May 15, 1922'(42 Stat., 541), provides for a release of this lien in
cases where the lands involved have, been brought within an irrigation. district, and the district and the United States have made a contract providing for payment of water charges by the district through
taxation.
The second proviso to section 2of the act of May 15, 1922, reads as

follows
That before any lien is released under this act the Secretary of the Interior
shal filea written report finding that the contracting irrigation district is
legally organized -under thej laws of the State in which its lands areslocated,
wvith full power to enter into the contract .bandto'ollect by- assessment and
levy against"the lands ofthe distrietthe amount of thecontractoblgation.

.or your consideration there is inclosed. a form of Report on Status'
of Irrigation .District, intended to meet the requirements of the proviso above quoted..z.
The first proviso to section 2 of the act of May 15, 1922, reads asfollows:
That no such lien so Treserved to the United States In' any patent or water-'
right certificate shall be released until the owner of the land covered by the
lien shall consent in writing to the assessment, levy, and collection by such
irrigation district of. taxes against said land for the payment to the United
States of the contract obligation.;

For 'your consideration there is inclosed afform of Consent by
Owner that Lands Mayi be Taxed under Irrigation District, intended
to meet the. requirements of the first proviso to said section 2.
As to the release by the. United States of -liens under water-right
applications,, and as to the Government's assent to the release by
water. users' associations of liens under, stock-subscription: contracts, the most practical way to handle such. cases is by blanket in-,
struments executed by the Secretary. But as to the release of liens
reserved by the act of August 9, 1912, individual instruments seem
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to be required; by the act of May 15, 1922. These will b3 I'arge in
numbers, and. it 'is therefore suggested that authority to execute same
should be delegated.
For your consideration there is inclosed a form of Release of Lien,
intended to be used for the release of liens reserved by the act of
August 9, 1912, and to be executed by the Director of the Reclamation
Service.
It is recommended:
1. That the Department approve as to form the following:
(a) Report on Status of Irrigation District;
.(b) Consent by Qwner that Lands may be Taxed under Irrigation
District; and:
-(c). Release of Lien.
2. That Ias to lands respecting which the Secretary has made the
report referred to in 1: (a) and the owner has executed and delivered
the consent 'referred to in 1 (b), the Director of the Reclamation
Service be authorized to execute and deliver the release referred to

in

(c).
F. E. WEYMOUTH,

Acting Director.
Approved June 1, 1923,
HUBERT WORK,
VSecretoryi.
,

:

:
Form approved by
Department of the Interior,
June 1, 1923.

:DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIO,

-

RECLAMATION. SERVICE.

IrriXation Project.
RBEPORTON STATUS OF IRRIGATION DISTRICT.
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 2 of the Act of: Congress approved
May 15,1922 (42 Stat., 5411,: I hereby find and report that the i
Irrigation
District is legally organized under the laws of the State of
, in which
its lands are located, with full power to enter into the contract, dated
192-, between the United States and said district, and to collect by assessment
-and levy against the lands of the district the amount of the contract obligation.
Made, and filed in the records of the Department of the Interior, at Washington, D. a, this day of
, 192-.
Secretary of the Interior.
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Form approved by

Department of the Interior,
June 1, 1923.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
RECLAMATION SERVICE.
IrrigationProject.
CONSENT BY OWNER THAT LANDS MAY BE TAXED UNDEE IRRIGATION DISTRICT.

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 2 of the Act of Congress approved May
15, 1922 (42 Stat., 541) the undersigned hereby consent- to the assessment,
levy, and collection by the
Irrigation District of taxes against lands of
the undersigned,' for the payment to the United States of the obligation in favor
of the Government arising under the contract dated
192-,.between the
United States and said district, which lands are described as follows: (Describe lands).

Dated at

,

this

-

day of

192-.

(Acknowledgment under State law.)

Form approved by
Department of the Interior,
June 1, 1923.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

RECLAMATION SERVICE.
IrrigationProject.
RELEASE OF LIEN.

Whereas, the following-described lands lie within the above-named project
and within the:
Irrigation District, to-wit: (Describe lands) ; and
,Whereas, under contract, dated
192-, between the United States and
said district, the latter has obligated itself to pay to the United States the water
charges under said project against said lands; and'
Whereas, the owner of the lands, by instrument dated
- 192-, has
consented to the taxation of same by 'the district for' the purpose of paying
said charges;

Now,' therefore, pursuant to the provisions of Sectioh 2 of the act of May 15,
1922 (42 Stat., 541), and under authority confier-ed upon the Director of the
iReclamation Service by the Secretary of the Interior, June 1, 1928, the lien
reserved to the United States under the act of August 9, 1912 (37 Stat., 265)
in thef (patent or water-right certificate) 'relating to said lands, dated'
and recorded in book
of deeds at page
oflthe records of the county
recorder of
County, is hereby released.
Dated at Washington, D. C., this day of
192-.
Director, Reclamation Service.
(Acknowledgment under State law.)
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WILLIAM D. McAMIS.
Decided June 8, 1923.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-PATENT-SURVEY-PLAT.
It is immaterial whether tracts included in a homestead entry are described
in a patent according to the legal subdivisions as shown uppn the' plat
of record at the time the entry was made, or as lots according to a plat
of a subsequent dependent resurvey made for. the purpose of reestablishing the location of the mofuments of the original survey, but it is preferable that they be described in accordance with the latter0 inasmuch as
;f~they are the latest designations and bring to attention the correct data.
HOMESTEAD ENTBY-P-ATENT-SURVEY-PLAT---EVIDENGE.
The: conformation of a patent issued for homesteaded lands to a plat of
a dependent resurvey made for the purpose of reestablishing the location
- of the
monuments of the original survey, upon which the acreag9 is
shown to be less than that described upon the plat of record at the time
the entry was made, is not a ground for reformation of the patent, inas'much as' the acreage described in a patent is a question of fact and must
yield when the boundaries of the tract have been determined by competent

,

survey.

Courn

AND DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND APPLED.

Cases of Gazzam, v. Phillips (20. How., 372); Southern Pacific Railroad
Company v.[ BrIms (31 L.. D., 272), and McKittrick Oil Company v.
' Southern Pacific Railroad (Company (37 L. D., 243), cited and applied.
FINNEY, First Asisstant Secretary,:
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S. i SW. 1, said Sec. 15, containing' 160 acres, and on May 12, 1913,
he made additional enlarged homestead entry 09300 for the SW. i
NW. 1, NW. i SW. 1, said Sec. 15, containing 80 acres. On September 29, 1913, McAmis submitted final proof on the combined
entry. Final certificate issued October 3, 1913.
On July 15, 1913, the township was suspended because of a pending
resurvey and remained suspended until December 'IS, 1915. The
-township plat approved July 28, 1883, showed McAmis's entries to
contain 240 acres'. The resurvey disclosed that that was error and
that they contained only 229.41 acres. The ressurvey was not a new
survey to, supersede the old survey. It was a dependent resurvey.
-Its purpose was to reestablish the location of the monuments of the
original survey.
i McAmis contends that he had earned title and had performed all
the requirements of the homestead 'law and regulations prior to the
suspension -for resurvey and-that his patent should be issued in
accordance with the plat then in force.
He. might have performed all the requirements of the law and
regulations except the showing of compliance. However, the ques*tionis not material.. Patent was issued in accordance with the, plat
'of 1883, but the resurvey disclosed that certain tracts did not contain
40 acres each as' had been shown by the plat.: The boundaries of said
tracts remained the same. On resurvey those tracts were designated
as, lots: and notation made as to the correct area.
It isnot material whether the tracts be designated: as lots or by
legal subdivisions as applied for.; The, boundaries and the areas
remain' the same. It is preferred, that they be designated as lots
because they are the latest designations and bring to attention the
correct data relative thereto. ' The statement of the acreage of a tract
is a question of, fact and must yield when the boundaries of the tract
have been determined by competent survey. See Southern Pacific
R.. R. Co. v.Bruns~(31 L. D., 272) ;0McKittrick Oil Co. v. Southern
Pacific R. R. Co. (37 L. D., 243). See also Gazzam v. Phillips
(20 How., 372).
The Commissioner's decision is affirmed.
.

ARSENE I. XARTIN.
Decided June 8, 1923.
QOI1AND GAS LANDS--MINERAL LANDS-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-SulrFACE RIGHTSVESTED RIGHTS-PATENT-FEES

AND COMMISSIONS.

The Government has the right to classify entered lands as prospectively
valuable for minerals at any time prior to the vesting of an equitable right
"to a patent for both the surface and the minera1 deposits therein, and such'

:
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a vested right is, not acquired .until Athe entryman has Idone, everything
required by law toward earning title, including payment of fees and com-

missions.

FINNEY, First Assistant S~etretary:
This is an appeal by Arsene J. Martin from the, decision of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated March 21, 1923,
which required him to consent to the amendment of his homestead
entry for the E. , Sec. 25, T. 33 N., R. 3 W., M. M., Great Falls,
fMontana, land district, so' as to reserve the oil and'gas deposits to,
the United States.
Appellant made his entry under .the enlarged homestead law on
April 24, 1916; He. served in the war with Gernany and on January
'24, 1921, filed final proof affidavits pursuant tohe provisions of the
act of March 1, 1921 (41 Stat., 1202).
Proof was suspended on March 21, 1923,'because the fees and
coImmissions prescribed were not paid and because of pending applications for permits under section 13 of the, leasing act of February
25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437) filed on June 8, 1922, by May ,E. Dillabaugh
and Anna- B. Grau. On March 28, 1923, appellant paid the required
-fees and commissions.
The Commissioner proceeded in accordance with section 12(c) of
departmental regulations, approved March 11, 1920 (47 L. D., 437),
and required appellant, to consent to a reservation of the, oil and gas
deposits. in the land in 'view of its'classification by the Director of
the Geological Survey,, in. reports dated March 9 and '10, 1923, -as
having prospective valuefor oil andgas.
* E Appellant's claim is that he,'made final 'proof on January 23, 1923,
and that as the lands had 'not been classified at that time 'by the
Geological Survey; the burden is upon the Government to establish
that said lands were known to be mineral in character 'on that date'.
'A-vested equitable right to a patent for both the surface and
-mineral deposits in'public land is not acquired until an entryvman has
done everything required by' law toward earning title. Such a vested
equitable interest is necessary to deprive the Government of its right
to' classify entered lands as prospectively valuable for minerals.
Payment of. fees and commissions is a necessary act toward earning title and, as disclosed by the record, the lands had been reported
as having prospective oil and gas value prior to payment by appellant.
It is noted that appellant filed consent to the amendment of his
entry to make it subject to .the provisions and reservations of the act
of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509), shortly before filing his appeal. His
'entry will be amended to make it subject to the provisions of said act
'
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as to oil, and gas and he will be allowed 15 days from notice within
which to exercise his preference right to a permit.
The. Commissioner's decision is affirmed, the case closed and the
records returned to the General Land Office.

SCHNEIDER v. FORSTER.
Decided June 8, 19283.

GAS LANDS-WITHDRAWAI-PROSPECTING PERMIT-HOMESTEAD ENTRYSURFACE RIGHTS-PREFERENCE RIGHT.
One who makes a surface entry under the, act of :July 17, 1914, for lands
* embraced at time of entry within a petroleum withdrawal is not entitled
to a preference right to an oil and gas prospecting permit under section 20
of the act. of February 25, 1920.

OITL AND

HO&ESTEAD

ENTB MoRTGAGE-MONTANA-ASSIGNMENT-PUXGHASER-OIL:

AND

GAS LANDS.
Under the laws of the State of Montana a mortgage is, merely a lien. upon the
property mortgaged, and a mortgagee who purchases at foreclosure gsale a
homestead covered by his mortgage is not, prior to such purchase, entitled
to claim as an assignee within the purview of section '20 of the act of
February 25, 1920.

FINNEY, First As82stant Secretary:
On April'21, 1923, the. Commissioner of the General 'Land Office
denied the claim Xof'William G. Schneider to i preference right to ia
permit under section 20 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920. (41
V 41 Sec. 7, T. 32 1N., R. 34 E., M. M., GlasStat., 437), for the S. , NE.
and held for rejection his application
district,
land
Montana,
gow,
for such permit. Schneider has appealed from this decision.
The records disclose 'that Schneider's application for permit, which
was filed on January 18, 1923, conflicted with an application under
section 13 of the leasing act filed by J. H. Forster, on August 9, 1922.
Schneider claims a preference right to a permit as the owner of
surface rights in the land. He acquired title by a sheriff's deed of
foreclosure made February 5, 1923, as purchaser at a sheriff's sale
held on February 4,1922, of lands mortgaged to him by a homestead
entryman, Walter C. Hoyer.
Hoyer filed his homestead application and entry was allowed on
April 4, 1917. At that time the lands were withdrawn for oil and gas
by Executive order of January 9,1917, and his application was made
in accordance with and subject to the provisions and reservations of
;
the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509).
secunder
right
One of the conditions precedent to a-preference
for
made
been
have
must
tion 20 of the leasing act is that the entry
entry."
of
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;The: enti'yman, therefore, acquired no preference right to a permit,
*:

and consequently, appellant could not secure one as an assignee.
: Appellant
0
did .not,iacquire any title, legal or equitable, until purchase at the sheriff sale,f on February 4, 1922, by virtue of the laws
of the State of Montana, which provide that a mortgage is a mere
lien upon the property mortgaged. He did not, therefore, take by
assignment prior to January 1, 1918, as is prescribed in section 20.
of the leasing act, San~d for this additional reason did not have a preference right to a permit as against Forster, a prior applicant.
:
The- Commissioner's decision is affirmed and the case closed.

ELIZABETH 3. LAURENCE

..

Decdided Juine 11, 1928.

S

ScHOOL ILAND-RECLAMATION-WITIDRAWAL-RESTOEATTON5VESTED RIGHTSARIZONA.
A. reclamation withdrawal existent at- the date of the grant made to the
-State of Arizona by section 24 of the act of June 20, 1910, of certain
designated 'sections -of' public' lands for school 'putposes, ' does not defeat
the operation of the 'grant, as to 'lands 'subsequently restored from:' the
'withdrawal, but the #ight of the State. attaches to surveyed lands' within
.the specified isdections immediately upon their restoration from the ,withdrawal,,if the State, has not selected indemnity therefor.
ScL3:00LTDE
.-;.DEsERTIANDI-REc
ATIOA-WOTWTDH1YAWLE5T 9 RATIOiT: ~~A
srzoNA-VESTED RtIGHTS.
The right of the State of Arizona which attaches to surveyed school lands
immediately upon' their restoration from a reclamation withdrawal,'can
not be defeated by: the initiatibn 'of a desert-land claim subsequently to
the date of the restoration.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISiON. CITED AND APPLIED.

Case of State of Washington v. Lynam (45 L. D., 593), cited and applied.

-FINNEY, First Assistanit Secretary:.

Elizabeth J. .Laurence has appealed from 'the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated December 12, 1922,;rejecting her desert-land application, filed December 17, 1921, for the
S. , Sec. 2, T. 10 S., R.'123 W., G., and S. -R. M., within the Phoenix,
Arizona, land district.
The township was surveyed in 1874. It was withdrawn for reclamation purposes on July 2, 1902, and a portion thereof, includingsection 2, was restored from the withdrawal on October 22, 1915, the
land restored being: opened to settlement on January. 3, 1916, and
to entry on February 2,1916.
*
The' Commissioner held that although the land involved Adid not
pass to the State of Arizona at the time of the passage of the act of
-.June 20, 1910 (36 Stat., 557), on account of the withdrawal, the land
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did pass to the State upon the restoration from tlhe withdrawvl,'as.
no indemnity had been asked for under: the acts making ssuch provisions. In support .of the decision 'the case of*Stite of Washington '.
Lynam (45 L. D., 593), and the unreported' case.of Lester L.. Sidwell, decided.-by the Department;:May W20, 1922 (Phoenix 049851,
A-2845), are cited.

In 'the appeal counsel for the applicant presents the arguments
that the grant to the State of .Ariiona was' oiie', piseeti, aid'since
it could not take effect on accounti of ,the withdrawal the State had
the right to select indemnity land; that section 24 of the act' of June
20, 1910, granted sections-2, 16, 32, and 36 to the State, and where
the same had been sold, reserved or otherwise appropriated or reserved gave the State theright 'to'indemnifyditself by selecting other
lands; that said act did 'not grant the iState the right to elect whether
to indemnify itself by selecting other lands 'or to await the possible
future restoration of the land from 'the then existing reservation or
other appropriation, except in the case of inclusion in *a national
forest. It is contended that the case'of State' of Washington' v.
'Lynar, supwa is no authority on the, question involved, because, that
was, a case of a school section in place within a national, forest,. and
that the unreported case cited is no authority because it was based on
the reported case which was no authority on the point. Counsel further calls attention to specific instances where portions of sections 2
and 32 were embraced in entries on June-20, 1910, but on subsequently
becoming vacant' were not held to pass to the State of Arizona.' From
this lie aigues trhat there is no authority for.holdingLthat the Stated
:could await the. restoration from a reclamation withdrawal. and then
.
take school land in 'place.
The first part of section 24 of the.act'.of June 20, 1910, reads 'as
-follows:
',

.

/

That in addition to sections sixteen and thirty-six, heretofore reserved for
the Territory of Arizona, sections.two-and thirty-two in every township ir. said
proposed Statenot otherwise appropriated 'at the date of the passage of this
Act are hereby granted to the said State fori the support :of common schools;
and where sections two, :sixteen, thirty-two, and thirty-six, or any parts thereof,
are mineral, or have been sold, reserved,'or otherwise appropriated or reserved
by: or under the authority of any Act of Congress, or are wanting or fractional
in quantity, or where settlement thereon with a view to preemption or homestead, or.improvement thereof with a view to desert-land entry has been made
:heretofore or hereafter, and before the survey thereof in the field, the provisions
of sections twenty-two hundred and seventy-five and twenty-two hundred and
seventy-six of.the Revised Statutes, and Acts:aamendatory thereof or supplementary thereto, are hereby made applicable thereto ,and to the selection of lands
in lieu thereof to the same extent as if sections two and thirty-two, as well as
'
'
sections sixteen and thirty-six, were mentioned therein.

Section 2275 of the Revised Statutes, as amended by the act 'of
February 28, 1891 (26 Stat., 796), reads in part as follows:

; t; - 0 : 0
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. VWhere settlements with a view' to preemption or homestead- bve been, or
shall hereafter be made, before the survey of- the lands in the field, which are
found to have been made on sections sixteen or thirty-six, those sections .shall
bet.subject .to the claims of such settlers; and if such sections,:-or either of
hiem, have bee'n'or shall be granted, reserved, or pledged for the use of schools
or colleges in the State or Territory in which they lie, other lands of equal
acreage are hereby" appropriated and granted, and may be selected by said
State or Territory, in lieu of such as may be thus taken by preemption or homestead settlers. .And
other lands of equal acreage are also hereby appropriated
and granted, and may be selected by said State or Territory where sections
sixteen or thirty-six are mineral, land, or are included within any Indian,
military, or other reservation, or are otherwise disposed of by the Uinited States:Provided, Where any State is 'entitled to; said sectious sixteen and thirty-six,
or where said sections are reserved to any Territory, notwithstanding the
same may be mineral land or embraced within at military, Indian, or other
reservation, the selection of such lands in lieu thereof by sdid State or Territory shall beta waiver of its right to said sections. *
*
Provided, however, That nothing herein conltained shall prevent. any State or Territory from
awaiting the extinguishment of any such militry, Indian, or 'other ' reservation and, the restoration of the lands 'therein embraced to the public domain
and then taking the sections sixteen and thirty-six in. place therein; but nothing
in this proviso shall be construed as, conferring any right not now existing.

It, is obvious that the acts:of Congress so fully and clearly answer
the contentions of counsel for the applicant. that no further discussion is necessary. The decision appealed from is affirmed.

JOH-NSON v. BATTEN.
Decided June 15, 1923.
OnI,

AND GAS LANDS-PosPECTING PERMITI-PaEFEfEiTCE RIGTIT-HoME3sTEAI
EpnTRY-AnIEN--CITIzEsNP--SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR-STATUTES.-

An alien who has declared his intention of becoming a citizen of the. United
States, being eligible to make a homestead entry, was -not .excepted by
section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920, from the class of entrymen to
which the award of the preference. right to an oil and gas prospecting
permit was accorded: by: that section, and the Secretary 6f :the Interior
may, in pursuance of the general power conferred upon him by section .32
of ithat act, hold.the preference right privilege of~ an alien entryman in
abeyance to await action upon his final-citizenship papers;
D EPATMENTADL DECiSoNs CITED, CONSTmTJED AND APPLID.
;Case of State of Wyomingiv. Fry and Doyle (49 L. D., 564);,: cited and construed,' Case of Charles R. EHaupt (47 L. D., 588; 48 L. D., 355), cited and
: applied.
FINNEY, First Assstant 8e 6 retary:

This is an appeal by Thomas Johnson from the decision of the
Commissioner of the General. Land Office,\; dated April. 12, 1923,
rejecting his application for a permit under section 20 of the leasing
act of February 25, 1920 :(41 Stat., 437), to prospect for oil and gas
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Sec. 11, E. I NEI, NE. .j SE.. {, Sec. 14, T. 29 N.,
upon E. L SE.
R. 2 W., M. M., Great Falls, Montana, land district.
The land described is embraced in an original homestead. 'entry
made by. Johnson on May 27, 1916, and an additional homestead
entry made on August 11A 1917. The land was not withdrawn, classiflied, or reported as valuable for oil or gas until March .25, 1922,
when such a report was made by Eugene P. Patten, who filed an
application for a prospecting permit, pursuant to section;13 of the
leasing act.
* Upon 'receipt of a report from the Director of. the Geological Survey that the geologic conditions existing under the land were such
that.opportunity. for prospecting should not be denied, the C(ommissioner called upon appellant to file consent to a reservation of the
oil and gas deposits to the United States or to show cause why such
consent should not be required and to exercise his preference. right
to a permit by filing application therefor.
.Appellant has not procured his final citizenship papers. and on
May. 27,1922, he was granted until April 1, 1924, wjthin which to
perfect final proof on his entries by filing evidence of his naturalization. It appears -that his petition for :naturalization -filed in the
district court on August 29,41921, was dismissed for the reason that
appellant was not a resident of the county-0 in which he made his
declaration, and that he filed a new declaration of intention to
become a citizen on March 14, .1922.
On November 29, 1922, appellant filed his consent to a reservation
of the oil and gas deposits .to the United, States and his application
for a permit, in the exercise :of the preference right referred to by
the Commissioner.. The application was rejected because appellant
is not a citizen of the United States, as prescribed by the leasing act,
and this appeal was filed.
Appellant asks that his application be suspended untilt he.can jbecome naturalized, or, in the. alteriiative,. that .he be given an opportunity to prove, -at a hearing, that the lands are not -prospectively
valuable for oil or- gas.:
Congress in enacting the leasing' act limited' its benefits to 'citizens
of the United States, and in granting a preference right to a permit in section 20 of said act, merely conferred a preference and did:
not enlarge the classes enumerated as qualifed''to hold]'pospecting
permits. State of Wyoming v. Fry and Doylea(49 L. D., 564). It
is clear, therefore, that appellant may not now receive a prospecting
permit.
In section 20 of the leasing` act Congress recognized the equities
of persons who in= good faith, hadf made agricultural entries upon
.J,
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the public domain- under a belief that they would ultimately receive
title to both the surface and mineral deposits of the land entered,
and were subsequently required to consent to a reservation of the oil
and gas deposits to the United States. Charles R. Haupt (47 L. D.,
588; :48-L. D., 355).
Congress must be presumed to know existing laws, and to have
A.known,at the passage of the leasing act, that entries might legally
be made by aliens who had declared their' intentions to become citizens of the: United States, and that such entries had been made
under the precise conditions stated in section 20 of said act as precedent to the preference right conferred therein, and nothing appears
-indicating an intent to deny them the benefit of it.
The. act is silent as to when the preference right shall be exercised. Determination of that question was left to the, Department
under the general power given in section 32 of said act to prescribe
rules and regulations and to do all acts necessary and proper to carry
out and accomplish the purposes of the act.
The Department feels bound, in view of the apparent intent and
purpose of section 20, to permit aliens who have made entries under
! :-the
conditions prescribed in said section to make application for prospecting permits in the exercise of the preference conferred therein
-and to suspend action on such applications until final citizenship
papers are acquired. To hold otherwise would penalize bona fide
entrymen for delay incident to the administration of the naturalization. laws, and would deny them, in effect, the equal protection of
the law.
An applicant for a permit under section 13 of the leasing act for
lands entered by an alien under the conditions prescribed in section
20 of the act, acquires no right superior to that of such entryman,
and if said' entryman elects, after due notice, to file application; for.
a permit claiming a preference under said section 20 of the act, action
upon both applications will be suspended as to such lands until the
:entryman'
acquires his. fi'alf citizenship. papers. or his entry is canceled because'of his failure in that'respect.Final action upon permit applications by Johnson and Patten will
be suspended until October 1, 1924, unless Johnson becomes naturalized prior thereto.:
V
The Commissioner's decision is modified to conform to the view
herein expressed and the records returned to the General Land, Office
for''the' action herein directed.

:
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-WILLIAM P. FINLEY.
Decided June 21, 19238.
COAL LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-POWER SITES-WIT:HDRAWAL.
A permit to prospect for coal under section 2 of the act of February 25, 1920,
upon lands within a power site withdrawal, may be granted subject to
such conditions as will adequately protect the power interests in the lands,
where the feasibility of their 'development for' power purposes has not
been determined and such development, if any, is likely- to be postponed for
* many years.
FINNEY, FirstAssistant Secretary:

This is an appeal by William' P. Finley from the'deeision of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office of May 18, 1921, rejecting
*to the extent of 'the S. A SW. 14, SW. i SE. 1, Sec. 4, lot 11, S. i
SE. 4, 'Sec. 5, 'lots 9, 19, Sec. 6, N. -4 NE. 4, Sec. 7, NW.' 4 NW. V,
Sec. 8, T. 5 N., R.'92 W., and lot 7, W. 4. SE: 4, NE! S4W. 4,'Sec. 31,
T. 6 N., R. 92 W., Colorado, his Glenwood Springs application 019858,i
filed under section 2 of the act'of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437),
for a permit to 'prospect for'coal upon 'said lands-fr the 'ireasonthat
they- are included' within Power Site' Withdra'wal No. 121, created
by Executive order of July 2,110, and, therefore,- not subject to
disposition under said act.
In' connection with' the appeal the, applicant declared his willingness to take A permit 'under such conditions as would safeguard the
0Governments intrests. i n case the lands hereinabove described or
any portion thereof should 'be'needed for 'use in power development.
Pending consideration of the appeal the Department by letter of
May 24, 1923;, requested a report from the Federal Power Commission as to the advisability of issuing a coal 'permit covering said
lands subject to condition's such as those suggested by the appellant.
'a
In response the said
mmission reportedthatThe lands described in your letter are located in the upper part of the
Juniper Reservoir Site on' Yampa River. This reservoir site has a possible
value as a storage reservoir for both water power and irrigation. In so far
as I am aware the feasibility of the reservoir site has not been fully determined
,and 'in 'any event the 'resrvoir is unlikely to be developed for many years.
In the meantime it would appear appropriate that any coal resources underlying the reservoir site should be prospected and developed, and that a prospecting permit may be issued subject to such conditions as will adequately
protect the power interests in the lands.

In view of
'reason why. a

the report of the 'Comrission the Department sees no
permit covering said land may not be' issued all else
being regular, under conditions analogous to those incorporated in
paragraph 10, as amended by the instructions of' August 7, 1922 (48
L. D., 628), of permits issued under the oil leasing provisions of the
act of 1920. It is, therefore, so ordered and the decision appealed
from is modified to accord herewith.
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GOSHORN v. ROUNDS.
Decided June 21, 1923.
CONTEST-HOMESTEAD

ENTRY-ABANDONMENT-fILITAXY

SERVICE.

An, affidavit of contest 'against a homestead entry charging abandonment is
insufficient

if it fails to negative the fact that
the entryman is in the
military service of the United States pursuant to an enlistment antedating
March 3, 1921, and where it is shown that the homesteader is in such
: service, no authority exists for making a. distinction that
the entryman's
service is "voluntary."
CONTEST-HOMEST]&AD
A

ENTRY-RESIDENCE-MThITARY

contest- against *a homestead

entry on the

SERvICE.

ground of failure timely

to
establish residence is prematurely initiated and should. be dismissed where
the statutoryperiod of, the entry has not expired and it is shown that
the
entryman is. in the military service of the United States pursuant to an

enlistment antedating March 3, 1921.

FINNEY, FirstAssistant Secretary:.
George J. Goshorn has appealed from a decision of the: Commisof the General Land Office dated November 4, 1922, dismissing

sioner

his contest against the homestead. entry

.of Cyrus J.- Rounds;

The. entry. involved was. made on May 8, 1917,'under the act of

February 19, 1909 (35 Stat., 639),.and subject to the provisions and
reservations of the act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat., 583), :forlots 1,2,
'3, 4, 6,4-8, 9,9and'10, Sec. 1,
&,,
R. 47 E., M. M. containing
313.20 acres, within
uary

in

ithe

3, 1922, Goshorn

Miles

City,

filed. application

Montana,

land

district.

to. contest

the

QOn Jan-

entry,

harging

substance that, the entryman had abandoned the land forda period

of more than. six. months: from March: 3,

1921; that hex had, never,
resided on .the land, as much as Seveni months in; any one year; and
that
he could not within the lifetime of the entry make the neces-

sarye seven months" residence,
of

military. service.

giving 'him full credit -for; two years

Moreeparticularly

the

h arges

were made-

That the said entryman' filed on -the' aid land on May58, 1917, and thereafter
enlisted in the U. S. Army and during, the recent World War and so long
as
said entryman was not voluntarily absent from the said entry. he was entitled
F

to constructive residence but since March 3, 1921, voluntarily remained in the
U. S. Army and has neither lived on the said entry nor has any member of his
family ever resided thereon or cultivated any portion thereof at all.
That the said absence: from and since March 3, 1921, was not due to service
by the said entryrnan

in

the

World War or any other war in

.. 5.

Army, Navy or Marine Corps during the
which the United States was engaged but is

due to the voluntary service of the said entryman in

the U.

S. Army

during

times of peace.

.The local, officers allowed the contest and issued notice for persona.
service:.
due time the entryman answered showing that he was
in the Army and asking that Ithe contest be dismissed. The request
S

,In
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for dismissal was denied and hearing was ordered. At the appointed
.time the contestant was present with witnesses, submitted affidavits
in support of the charges made, and filed a motion that a default
be entered. : This motion was sustained by the register and receiver
'and they forwarded the record to the General I and Office with recommendation that the entry be canceled.
Upon taking up the case'for consideration the Commissioner ascertained from the War Department, by a,'report dated September 13,
1922, that the entryman had been in the Army, since August 31,- 1917,
and that on July 1, 1920, he was appointed Captain in the Regular
Army, which commission he held at the time of the report. 'T.he
Commissioner then reversed the decision of the local officers
dismissed the ' contest, holding that the' same was prematurely
brought because 'there yet remained four months of. the statutory
period of the entry in which the entryman might establish residence
on the land and apply for a suspension of action to enable him to
fulfill the-requirements of law. ' This conclusion:was based upon his
-(Commissioner) letter to the entryman dated February 21, 1922, and
having the approval .of the Department, in which it was, stated that
if the commissionias Captain antedated March 3, 1921, and if he, on
or before May 8, 1922, terminated his, military service and established actual bona fide residence on the land, an application to suspend action on. the. entry to enable'him' to fulfill the requirements
of the law would be considered, and-that otherwise the entry would
be canceled upon the expiration of its statutory. life.
The Commissioner further directed that if his-decision should become: final the ,entryman should 'be required to show cause why his
entry :should not be canceled because of the expiration of the stat..
utory period.
On the appeal, which is in the, form of a corroborated affidavit, the
contestant allegestthat the entryman has never established residence
on the: land. or placed any improvements thereon..- He contends that
as it was shown by the affidavits submitted oni May .17, 1922,- at the
hearing,: that the entryman had not at that time established residence
should have' ordered cancellation of
:Eon the land the~
entry.
.the
The application to contest should not have been allowed. ' In para.graph (c), of Circular No. 750, approved April. 16, 1921 (48. L.. ID.,
78), under the act approved. March 3, 1921 (41 Stat., 1359), treating
the warias having ended, it is provided:
.and

.

!(Commissioner

$ * Notwithstanding the present legislation, an affidavit of contest on
the ground of abandonment must negative the fact that the homesteader is in
-military service pursuant to an enlistment antedating March 3,-1921; also the
fact that any part of the entryman's alleged absence fromn the land before' that
*
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date was due to employment in bthe Army,: Navy, or Marine Corps for other organization described in the act of July 28, 1917.

The contestant, in his application to contest, in so many words admits that the entryman is in the Army under- an enlistment antedating March 3, 1921, but seeks to qualify by alleging that the entry-;
man's service is

"-voluntary."

There :is, however, no authority for

making such distinction aind the. contest allegations were not, sufficient.
The decision''appealed from is affirmed.,
In the-record there islfound a letter from the register to the Commissioner dated September 6, 1922, making inquiry relative to this
* ~case and calling attention to the fact that the additional homestead
entry of Rounds had been canceled under another contest by said

Goshorn.
It appears that on May 26, 1922, Goshorn filed application to contest additional stock-raising homestead entry 038694 of Rounds made
February 14,'1921, for lots 11, 14, 15, 16, and SW. j, said Sec.-'1, on
the following charges:'
Cyrus J. Rounds has never established residence on original entry No.
on which this additional is based, nor upon his additional entry, and
*; : 038691
that" his' absence was not due to service in the '. S. Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, :nor any 'branchi thereof, under 'any enlistment antedating March 3,
1921, but to voluntary reenlistment in the Army of the 'United States in time
of. peace.

This contest was allowed and notice thereof was served on 'the
entryman on June 8, 1922. '-He did not answer and thereafter a
hearing was held under Circular No. 815,4approved March 22, 1922
(48 L. D., 594). The local officers transmitted the record by letter
dated August 16, '1922, recommending cancellation, and on August
30, 1922, the Commissioner canceled said additional entry and closed
the case, although the contest against the original entry was then
pending in the' General Land Office.
It -does not appear that the Commissioner gave any' consideration
to; the register's letter of September 6, 1922. It is shown that on
'Decemlber4 4; 1922. Goshorn made additional stock-raising' homestead entry 052317 for-the land that was embraced in the additional
entry of Rounds.

'

'

obvious that Goshorn's contest against the additional entry
was wholly: void 'and that the cancellation was unwarranted. 'That
must Xbe reinstated and the additional 'entry of Goshorn must
- '~entry
If the original entry ofRounds' shall be canceled beXbe' canceled.
cause of the expiration of its statutory'life that' will not cause 'cani ;It'is

collation of his 'additional entry.
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JOSEPH L. MALEY.
Decaided Junie 21, 1923.
APPLICATION-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-FINAL PROOF-MILITARY SERVICE-SOLDIEBS
AND SAILORS-ACT OF MAecu 1, 1921.
The act of March 1,: 1921, which' amended section 2294, Revsed' Statutes,:
by permitting incapacitated discharged soldiers, -sailors and marines of
the United States who served during the war with Germany to submit
proofs upon homestead entries initiated by them prior to November, 11,
1918, outside of the land district orcounty in which the lands are located,
did not contemplate making any relaxation :of the previously existing
law with reference to the execution of initial applications to make'entry.

FirstAssistant Secretary:
:
On October 26, 1922, Joseph L&. Maley, residing at.~iiluth, Minnesota, filed petition in the local office at Glasgow, Montana, praying
that a rule -be made allowing him to execute, at his present place
: :'of
residnce, his application to make entry under the stock-raising
law -as additional to his patented ertry (Glasgow .048172), upon
which final proof was submitted October 25, 1921, under the act of.
March 1, 1921 .(41' Stat., 1202; 48 L. D., 54), basing his petition
upon the grounid that he is an incapacitated ex-soldier..
..The Commissioner of the General Land Office, by decision dated
November 29,. 1922, denied the. petition upon the ground that there
is no authority for the execution of an application:outside of the
land district, or county, in which the land* is situate, from'-which
E
action Maley has.appealed to the Department.
: Appellant bases his request to. be allowed to execute such application to, make additional .entry upon the ground that .at: different
.:times he has been, a patieRt in, the United States .Veterans', Hos-pital
X Minneapolis, Minnesota, having. undergone several major, surgical
at
operations since making final proof, and because of disabilityjarising
therefrom, is 'still unable to return to his homestead in Montana.
It is urged in his behalf that the land he intends to apply for. is
subject .to entry, and the. request for the rule to execute the application at Duluth, Minnesota, is
to prevent its a'ppropriation. by
another; that the landI , patented is not sufficient to enable one to,
make 'a living at either farming. or stock-raising, and that an adlditional entry to make out a full section is therefore necessary;: that
having offered acceptable evidence, of in apacity as an ex-soldier
under the act of March 1, 1921 supra, ,at the time final proof was
submitted ipon: his, original. entry, lie should, now be .permitted: to
execute such application for additional entry outside of theGlasgowd
land district, because of such incapacity.
Section 2294 of the Revised Statutes provides as ,follows,
FINNEY,

.made

That hereafter all proofs, affidavits, and oaths of any kind whatsoever required to be made by applicants and entrymen under the homestead, preemp-
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ti;on. 'timber-culture, ,desert-land, and timber and, sto'ne Acts' ma-, in'addition to
such affidavits, proofs, afnd oaths, be made before

those. now authoriz~ed to-take

ahiy iUnited States commissioner or commissioner of, the. court exercising, Federal jurisdiction in the Territory.or before the judge or clerk of any court of
record in the county, parish, or land district in which the lands are situated:
Provided, That Di case the affidavits, proofs, and oaths hereinbefore mentioned
be taken out of the county in which the land is located the applicant mustshow by: affi~davit, satisfactory to the Commissioner of the General Land Offlce,
that it was taken before the nearest or. most accessible officer qualified to take
said affidavits, proofsj and oaths in the land districts in which the lands
applied for are- located;'

*

*

*

'

-

The, final proof executed outside of the land district by appellant
under the ,act of March ., '1921 ,8sura, is within the.:,provisions of
that act, but,' as stated by the Commissioner, there is: nothing *in the
act, either express or implied, which would excuse an incapacitated
exs-oldier from complying'wvith thelaw in the matter of executing an
application to enter public lands. -By the provisions 'of' said'. act of
March 1, 1921,' Congress saw. proper to relax, the rule: with respect to
incapacitated. ex-soldiers. and. permit -the execution of final proofs
outsde
the'lan
o
disrictin wic
cto
Coutside of the:land districtin.which the. land is located. But because,.
Congress did this, it,would not justify the 1Department in holding
that therul'may be: relaxed with respect .tothe execution-of applications. -The: very. fact that an act of Congress was thought necessary; to permit incapacitated ex-soldiers toexecute final proofs elsewhere than: in the land district or. county where the landiis located
is persuasive of the view that Congress considered said, section 2294
of the Revised Statutes' mandatory in its operation, and that the
'Land Department was without authority to relax its requirements in
that respect.
The reasons, for relaxation of, the rule with respect to the exepution of final proofs in. aid 'of incapacitated ex-soldiers, would not:'
justify, relaxation ofthe rule as to~ the ex'eution
ioftdniial
applications. In tle matter of final proofsthe public landf claimant, as
required by the homestead laws, must show. expenditure of time,
labor, and nmoney inimproving and cultivating.the land, and the
fruit of his labor should not be denied him because of r technical
ldefects,-Ahence, the right of equitable adjudication in the considera'tion of final proofs. But as to initial applications, (Congress evi-,
dently didmnot include relaxation of the rule in that particular in
the act of March 1,. 192, supra, for the reason that it would not fbe
'

c'
conducive to orderly administration, in that it would -permit segrega-:
tion of the public .land upon a showing of physical disability by any

'qualified applicant residing in, any section of the country,, which
would necessarily result in much confusion in Xthe administration of
t :public land
I 'thelaws.
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The Department; is therefore of the opinion that it is without
authority to allow the rule prayed for,: and the decision appealed
from is accordingly affirmed.
HBEIRS OF EMMA C. WHITE.
Decided June 21, 19238.
HOMESTFAD ENTRY-RESIDE1IlCE---LACHES-CONTEST-WIDOW; HEris; DEVISEE
Laches in establishing residence upon a homestead entry within six months
from date of entry may be cured by the establishment of residence prior,
to knowledge of a contest, and, where upon the6death of an entryman
those succeeding to the entry show that-the entryman was not in default
at the date of his death, the fact that there had been .a previous default
as0to maintenance of residence is not ground.for cancellation.

FINNEY, First Assistant: Seoretary:

This is an appeal by the heirs'of, Emma C. White fromi a: decision'
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office'holding for cancellation her original and additional homestead entries;
I t appears 'that* on May 23, 19,16, at the Douglas,'Wyoming, land
6ffice, Miss 'White' made entry 'under 'the enlarged'homesfead act for
lot 7, SE. i SW. 1, ISec.A6, 'lots 1, 2,3, 4; NER I NW. ', Sec. 7, and lot.
1, Sec. 18, T. 31 N., R. '4 W.,' 6th P. M., and on January 2, 1917,
applied to make an additional 'entry under the stock-raising homei, Sec'C.. 6, said townstead act 'for`N. . SW.' '4s NW. i and'W.
ship, which' application' was allowed on Aiugust 26, 1919.
The death tof entrywoman 6ccurred in November, '1918. 'Final
proof on the combined entries was submitted by the heirs on December 28, 1920, and final eertificate issued Febiuary 1, 192'1.' On 'April
10, .1922, the Commissioner' of' the General Land Office directed proceedings against, the entries on the charge 'that the entrywoman-"did
not establish and maintain a residence on the land." 'A' hearing wSa4S
had- before the local officers, who recommended that the proceedings
be dismissed. IBy' decision dated 'October 5, 1922, the 'Cbommissionerof the General Land Office refused to adoopt the recommendation of
the local officers, and held the entries' for cancellation, finding fromn
the evidence submitted that the entrywoman had not resided on the
land as required by law from the time' of establishing residence in
July, 19i6, until her death. An 'appeal on behalf of the heirs has
been filed.
As stated by the (Commissioner, the facts are not disputed. Entrywoman established residence on' the land on July 3 or 4. 1916,.
and continued to reside-thereon'until September, excepting' for two
or three weeks during the haying season, when she was at her father's
place. In September, 1916, she began teaching school, and continued
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to do so until June 8, 1918. She spent the summer vacation- of 191T.
-on the land. : During the school terms she spent Friday and Saturday nights on the land. Residence was maintained on the land during the summer of 1918, except during -the haying season of about
two or three weeks, and on September 20, 1918,, she entered the employ of a bank at Douglas, Wyoming, 'and remained in its employ
until November 9, 1918, when she. was stricken with. influenza, from
:
which she died. . During the -period of this employment she livedin Douglas>but'spent the week-ends on the land.; During- 1918, 30
acres- were broken and sowed to grass seed. The remainder of the
land was used'for grazing purposes.
X The Commissioner. held, in effect, that the final proof submitted by'D
the heirs was unacceptable because o'f the 'second proviso' to section
2291, Revised Statutes, as amended by' the act- of 'June 6, 1912 (3T
Stat., 123), which reads as follows:
l: ' when the person making entry dies'before the offer of final proof, those
That
succeeding to- the entry must show, that the entryman had complied with the
law- in, all respects to. the date of' his death and that they' have since complied
with the law in all respects as would have. been., required of the entryman had
he lived, excepting thatnthey are relieved from any, requirement of residence

Prior to June 8, 1918, when entrywoman ceased teaching school
and resumed residence on the land, her residence -had not been such.
as could be accepted to sustain final proof, being for less than seven
:months each year. But having resumed residence on the, land in ,
June, 1918, and having, maintainedd. practically continuous, residence
until September 20,'1918, she was entitled to be absent thereafter for
five months. She died less than two months after leaving the land;
hence it must be -held that formore than five months prior to her
death she had complied with the law. E
The Department from an early' date- has uniformly held that an
entryman who. had failed to establish residence on .the land within
six months from the date of entry could cure his laches by establishing residence prior to knowledge of a contest against the. entry.
Since the enactment of the so-called three-year homestead law on
June' 6, 1912, the Land Department has on numerous occasions re: iterated said rule. In view of the rule thus established,,the proviso
heretofore quoted must be held to. mean that those succeeding to the
entry must show that the entryman was not in default at the date of
his, death, and that they have since complied with the: law, except.
that they are relieved from any. requirement of: residence upon the
land.
It clearly appearing that Miss White was not in default at the
date of her death, having cured her; laches in June, 1918, the final
proof is acceptable.'

:
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The: decisionaY appealed from; is reversed, land the: entries will be
approved for. patenting.

:IBLPIHREY ET AL.` v.:COIL.
:Decided:June23,1923
PiBLIC
P
LNS-S

ETTLEE1NTIE fTRY-CUPA:NCY

.
:

:

Only unoccupied and-unnimproved lands of the lUnited States areisubject to
settlement :and entry under the homestead laws, and that principle ihold§
true;even when the possession -of the prior occupant was' wrongful: as
against the United States.
COuTB

AIND DEPARTMENTAL DEcisroONs CITED 'AND APPLIED.

Cases of Atherton v. Fowler (96 U. S., 513), ,Harveyv.-Holles (160 Fed., 531),
and Aztec Land and Cattle Company v. Tomlinson (35 ,L. D.? 161), cited
and applied.

First Assistant Secretary:
E
OOn* November. 19, 1921,. Frank.' C. Coil made. homestead entry
012540, Spokane, Washington, tland district, for lot '6- Seac 14, T.
: 39 N., R.,:3 E.; W. M., containing .40 of an acre.
;On
0 January
'
23, 1922, John P. Ilelphrey, Abe Frei, and Arthur .
Hadley filed contest against the entry, alleging that it was not made
in good faith for a hom'e; that the, land is unfit for homestead purposes, and that'it is used*jy the contestants for' trade and business,
and 'has; been' so used for 20 years. Notice thereof was served on
the entryman' and answer filed. A hearing was' held June 13, 1922,
before' a designated officer at IRepublic, Washington, 'at which. all
parties ere present' with counsel.
'
The record was ceirtified 'to the register and 'receiver Who upon
consideration thereof by: decision of August 11, 1922, held that the
land was public land subject to' homestead entry at date of entry,
and that it is suitable for agricultural use such as raising hogs and
chickens, and 'recommended the dismissal of the co'ntest. The' contestants 'appealed.
The Commissioner of'the General Land Office found that the land
is not adaptable to agricultural use, and that it has been 'used for
urban purposes' and that the contestants had equitable rights therein,
tandby decision of January 13,' 1922, reversed the decision of the
register and receiver and held the entry for cancellation. The entryman has appealed.
.
The land in conflict is a strip of land about 590 feet long, with.ia
0 it
maximum
'width of about 60 feet, lying between the Kettle River and
the west boundary of the town site of Curlew, Washington. The
official plat of survey does not show, the land to be'part. of the town
site but the town' site plat shows the lots thereof as' extending
FINNEY,
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througl. the land to.the, river's edge.. ,.The-sewe rs of thetown extend
through it to the river.
The contestants and the entryinan all have valuable improvements
wholly or partly on the land, consisting of 'a, store, warehouse, . barn,
and hotel EIt is clearly .shown by. the evidence that, the land has been
used for*'town site, trade, ,and ,business, for at least20 years. The
: Depatment 'in the case of Aztec Land and Cattle Co pany,'. Tomlinson (5. L. D., 161.), held that (slabus)the land department, has. jurisdiction to :determine the equitable as. well asr the
legal riglhts, of parties claiming interests in public lands, and it is the, duty tof
that department to recognize equities such as are recognized by: the courts.
Lands actually appropriated to urban uses are not subject to homestead entry.

The; .entryrnan' contends that, the contestants are and have been
un~lawful users and .trespassers pon public land and have no standing

in equity..:
It has,been a we*llestablished principle of law ever since the United
States Sup eme Court rendered its decision ,in Atherton v. Fowler
(96 U. S., 513), that only unoccupied and unimproved:lands of the
United States are. subject to settlement and entry under, the homestead laws, and that principle holds true even when the possession of
the: prior occupant was
rongful as against the. United States.
.Harvey 'v. ,Xolles (160 Fed.,, 531).;,:
The land here involved Fwas not subject to homestead entry.- The
,entry wasproperly Lhey
d- for cancellation.
The Commissioner's decision is affirmed.

MARTIN WOLFE.
Decided June 23, 1923.
'OLAND

GAsI LANDs-PhosrEcTiNG

Wons
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AND .PHAsEs.
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INTERIOR-

.

The: word "'authorized"'as used ,in section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920,
is to be construed'asclothing the Secretary of the Interior with discres
tionary auth~ority in the granting of oil and gas permits under that section.
STATUTORY

CONSTRUCTION.

.

.

'

'

'

Congress is pregumed to know existing laws and, unless a clear intent to
abrogate them appears in a statute, it must be construed in harmony with
OIL AND GAS LANDiS-PROSPEC TINa

.PEEMIT5-RECLAMArION-WIrRrd.-w

PuBLIc LANDs-SEcBETARY OFP TIE INtERIOR.

The Secretary' of. the 'Interior 1has discretionary authority under section 13
(of the act of February 25, 1920, to deny an application for an, oil ,and ,gas
prospecmting permit embracing lands within a r~eclamation withdrawal,
which, though owned by the nited,'States, have been dedicated to purposes
8751*-22-voL 49-40
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authorized by law, if the permit may not be granted except at the risk of
serious impairment or perhaps complete loss of their use for the purpose to
which dedicated.

FINwEy, Fir8t Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal by Martin Wolfe from the decision- of the Com-missioner of` the General Land Office, dated March 22, 1923, which
'rejected his application for a permit under section 13 of the leasing
act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), to prospect for oil and gas
upon INW. i, NE.J NE. i, W. A NE. I, Sec. 35; NW. i, N. i- SW. ;,
E. i NE. i, NE.i SE. 1, S. J SE. i, Sec. 34; NE. 4, S. NW. 4, S. i,
Sec. 33; NW. 4, S. I NE. 4, S. 4, Sec. 32, all Sec. 31, T. 32 N.,iR. 32
E., M. M., in the Glasgow, Montana, land district.
This application was t rejected by the Commissioner upon the
recommendation of the Director of the Reclamation Service, who
reported that the land was below or within one quarter mile of the
flow' line of the constructed Nelson reservoir, and that prospecting
operations would constitute a menace to the water supply of the Milk
River Project.

It is urged by appellant that' the lands involved are "lands owned
by the United States"? within the meaning of section 1 of the leasing
act, and that the Department is without authority to reject his application although it did, in fact, constitute such a menace. Affidavits
are submitted purporting to establish that prospecting operations
may be so conducted as to constitute no menace to the water supply
of the project.
Appellant's argument is confined to the question of the authority
of the Department to exclude lands withdrawn for reclamation purposes from the operations of the leasing act. No such general action
has been taken by the Department. On the. contrary permits have
been issued for lands within reclamation withdrawals.
The question here involved is whether the Department has authority to deny an application for a permit to conduct prospecting
operations upon lands which., though owned by the United States,
have been so dedicated to other. purposes, authorized by law, as to
render them unavailable for prospecting for oil and gas except at
the risk of serious impairment or perhaps the complete loss of their
use for the -purpose,to which they have been dedicated.
Section 13 of the leasing act provides a means whereby prospecting
operations may be carried on upon improved areas of the public
domain. In the first clause of that section of the act discretionary
power is vested in the Department in the following words.'
That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, under such necessary and
proper rules and regulations as he may prescribe, to grant to any applicant
qualified under this act a prospecting permit * *

-
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aThisuthority is conferred in addition to general authority given
in section 32 of the leasing act, "to prescribe necessary and proper
rules and regulations*and to do any and all things-necessary to carry
aout and accomplish the purposes of this act."
iIn conferring specific authority in section'13 of the act in addition
to the general authority in section 32, Congress must have intended
,thereby to confer special discretionary power. Otherwise the specific
grant is superfluous.
It is to bei observed that in section 13 of the act the Secrietary is
".authorized" to grant permits. In its ordinary meaning "authorized " is permissive in character, not imperative, and has only been
-held to be mandatory in the construction of public statutes when a
certain condition exists. This condition can be well expressed in
the language of the lord chancellor in Blackwell's case, 1 Vern. 152,
as quoted in Vol. II of Lewis' Sutherland Statutory Construction,
p. 1146. In construing permissive words of almost identical meaning
with "authority," it was said,:
The words "it shall be lawful" confer a faculty or power. But there may
be something in the nature of the thing empowered to be done, something in
the object, for which it is to be done, something in the conditions under which
it is to be. done, ,something in the title of the person or persons for whose
benefit the power, is to be exercised, which may couple the power witha Sduty,
and make it the ,duty of the person, in whom the power is reposed to exercise
that power when called upon to do so.

The conditions stated above have existed in the leading cases
wherein the word "authorized " has been held to have a mandatory
import, and in all other cases the word has been construed to retain
its ordinary permissive character..
'Consideration, of the s'cope of section 13 of the act makes it at
once apparent that a special power to regulate is necessary to an
orderly administration of the public land laws, and that discretionary power to' grant or deny; a license 'to prospect. was intended to be

conferred: upon the Department.:

00

section of the; act authorizes the granting of licenses to qualified parties-to prospect for oil and gas upon the public domain
* wherever the lands are not known to contain oil and gas deposits in
commercial quantities.
There is excepted from the general operations of the act in- section
one, lands within the Appalachian Forest'Reserve, lands withdrawn
for naval, or military purposes and lands in national parks. E.Such
exceptions limit the issuance of prospecting permits, under section
13, as well as under the other sectionsof said act, but they do not
constitute the absolute limit.
Congress is presumed to know the existing laws and unless a clear
intent t.t abrogate, themi appIears in the statute, it must be construed
eThat

*
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*in harmony with them in accordance .with the -ancient maxim 'of the
law interpretareet concordare Ieges legIibus est optimums iinterpretandi
modus. There are :many instances, not included in the :four classes
excepted in section 1, where lands "owned by the'eUnited States"
'been withdrawn 'for special purposes which would be utterly
useless if prospecting operations were commenced therein.: Reservoirs for the supply of water toc the residents' of' the District: of
Columbia cover lands',of the United States, not reserved or withdrawn for any of the, purposes excepted in the leasing act.% Likewise there are bird reserves, fisheries withdrawals, and numerous
other withdrawals for special purposes, none of which come within
the excepted provisions of. the leasing fact, and none of the laws
under .which they. were: withdrawn. contain! any express power to
ex'clude prospecting; operations.'
.
.
The purpose of conferring in section' 13 df the act special authority
to prescribe the rules and regulations under wvhich prospecting permits might be granted, and to deny.:applicatipns for permits, is
apparent when it is considered that all. of the remaining sections of
the apt, which authorize prosp cting operations confer such.right in
connection witheor in lieu of rights acquired under preexisting laws.
The necessity for the authority to determine when and upon what
conditions permits could be issued upon the broad class of lands
designated as "owned by the United States "leaves no doubt a's to
the intent of Congress in conferring such authority in section 13 of

7•ave
A

.

the act.

The right to regulate is, to a degree, admitted by appellant,' who
*has expressed a -willingness to furnish a bond in the sum of*$5,000,
which sum is the amount generally required in cases where lands are
withdrawn for reclamation purposes and are within ani irrigable
area, but not within the flow line of a reservoir..
The showing made in support of appellant's claim that prospecting'
operations would 'not constitute a definite menace refers to, saving of
oil or gas, or salt water but ignores the possibility ''of the striking
of gas with such pressure as would render the control 'referred to
impossible. ' While such occurrences are not the rule the Department
feels charged with a' duty.dto eny':prospecting permits for lands
within the Nelson reservoir upon which it has expended> $700,060,
'and 'which is the source of irrigation' for 19,000 acres of land which
would be seriously injured by any contamination of the water supply.
Until drilling elsewhere in the vicinity has established the Probable
character of the oil and gas' deposits, if any,' which might 'underlie
the land athe he dangers to the project can be accurately determined,
it is not deemed proper to authorize drilling operations therein.
In denying a'ppellant's' application the Department is not depriving him of any vested right; nor is it'exeludiiig'him from the benefits
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of the leasing act. His aplplicatioii is for' a license, a thing which,
; :fro~m
its verynature, may be denied by ther owner, or trusteebof the
land to which the special use shall-relate, and the authority, and,
indeed, the' duity, to deny such license in f""necessary and proper"
cases' was' specifically conferred upoh' the Department in section 13
leasing act.
;0 t of'the
The :decision of the Commissioner'is 'therefore affirmed and the
case closed.
LANGWITH v. NEVADA MINING COMPANY.
LEMAIRE v. NEVADA MINING COMPANY.
Decided June
MINING CLAim-ADvIsE

t27,1923.

CLAim-DILIGENCE-APPLIcATION--LACHES-PATENT.

Where a senior locator of a lode rniing claim, through lack of diligence or
vigilance,: or from any other cause, 'fails timely:to file an adverse claim
against an application for patent made by a conflicting junior locator,
:the former will not be perinitted to urge as a valid objection to the-issuance
of-a patent to the latter that-the only'discovery on the claim' is that made
by the senior locator.
'
'
'
'
MINING CLAIM-EVIDENCE.
values
of samples taken
show
the
mineral
purporting
to
Assay certificates,
from a iode mining claim,'when not supported by the testimony of the
assayer or properly connected with' the samples, are to be treated merely
as hearsay evidence and entitled to but slight consideration in the determination of questions relating to discovery.
COTURT AND DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsIoNS CITED AND AIPTIED.-

:

Caseo'f Lavagnino~v. Uhlig (198&U. S., '443), Wight v. Dubois (21 Fedf,
693), American. Consolidated Minfng and 'Milling Company v. DeWitt (26
L. 'D., 580), :and MutuaL Mining and Milling Company. 'v. Currency Company (27 L. D., 191), cited and applied.
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:--

On Mayv20 and .21, 1920, the Nevada' Mining Company filed applications for patent, Elko series 03982, 03983, and' 03984, for the
'October, -M.ay Day,, Dart, rand January lode mining claims, respectively, Isituate in 'Secs. 15, 16, 21, 22, T. '31 N., R. 43 E., M. D. M.,
Nevada. 'Final certificates issued November 29, 1920.
On 'August 26, 1920, Joseph A. Lan h filed an adverse claim
against application 03982 and an adverse claim agaist application
03983, and on the same day and date Henry R. Lemaire filed an
adverse claim against application 03983 and an adverse claim against
application 03984.
These claims were rejected by the local officers 'because they" were
not filed within the statutory period of publication, and upon prosecution of several successive appeals the action of the local office was.
affirmed by the Department. The adverse claims, however, were

0
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recognized as stating sufficient groundrs of protest to institute
on the several charges therein contained, to the, effect that
c
I eedings
no valuable discovery of mineral had been made upon :the claims.
Thereupon the protestants, above named, filed corroborated protests!
against the applications embracing the October, May Day, and, Dart
lodes. These protests were consolidated by stipulations, and hearing
was' held thereon before the local officers, who, after consideration
;
of the testimony adduced, recommended the dismissal of the protests.
This action was affirmed by the Commissioner of the General Land
* Office, and the case now comes before the Department on appeal.
Twenty-two specifications of error have been assigned, a number
of such specifications being the same in substance. It- is' unnecessary
to consider them in detail as they for the most part are based on a
:
conception of law, as shown by the evidence adduced and the argn:ments and: authority cited in the briefs, that questions involving 'the
sufficiency of the compliance by the applicants with the mining laws
of the State of Nevada, and* other questions that might have been
properly raised in *an.adverse suit, under. sections 2325 and 2326,
-:
Revised, Statutes, could be injected. into, and determined in,- protest
proceedings.
Section 2325 provides:.
.pro-

-*

'0

l ' ** * At the expiration of the sixty days of publication the claimant
shall file his affidavit showing that the pint and. notice have been posted in a
conspicuous place on the claim during such 'period of publication. If no adverse claim shall have been filed with the register and the receiver of the
proper land office at the expiration of the sixty days of publication, it shall be
assumed that the applicant is entitled to a patent, upon the payment to the
proper officer of five dollars per acre, and that no adverse claim' exists; :and
thereafter no objection from third partie's to the issuance of a patent shall be
beard, except it be shown that the applicant has failed to comply with the

terms of this chapter.

The nature 'of the right conferred. by this section is set o1ut in the
case of Wight v. Dubois (21 Fed., 693), cited and applied in 22 L. D.,
624. The court said in the first cited case thatI think all that it covers is the' right to anybody to come in and enter his'
protest or objection; in other words, to say to the officers of the government
that the applicant 'has not complied with the terms 'of the 'statute, and to
insist that there shall be, an examination by such officers to see if the terms
have in fact been complied with.' He does not appear as a party asserting his
own rights; but if we may, so to speak, parallel these proceedings withthose
'in a court, such an objectors appears as an acmiCus curiae,-a friend of the
court,-to suggest that there has been error, and that the proceedings be
stayed until further examination can be had.

The decisions of the' Department have been in accord with the
views above expressed.: In Mutual Mining and Milling Co. 'v. Currency Co. (27 L. D., 191) it was held that '(syllabus)-

I)PC!810XSi RELATM TO THt: PtTtLfO, tA"9.
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A. charge. that the discovery on4 which a mineral application rests is upon
ground covered by a prior valid subsisting location raises an. issue that must
be settled in the courts, under the proper statutory adverse proceeding, and. on
failure to so present such charge it can not be entertained by way- of protest
against the issuance of patent.

Paragraph 53 of the mining regulations (49 L. D.,0 15,' 72) prescribes the grounds for such protests as follows:
At any time prior to the issuance of patent protest may be filed against the
patenting of the claim as applied for, upon any ground tending to show that
the applicant has failed to comply with the law in any matter-essential to
a valid entry under the patent proceedings.: Such protest can not, fhowever,
be made the means of preserving a surface conflict lost by failure to. adverse
or lost by the judgment of the court in an adverse suit.

Applying the law and regulations above set forth to the several
protests under consideration the only essential matters tending to
show that the mineral applicants had failed to comply with the law
are as follows:
1l That the claimants made no discovery of valuable mineral in
the rock in' place on the several claims involved.
2. That the development -work done on the Marion lode, and
claimed to have been done for the common benefit of the claims in:
question and other claims, did not tend to develop the claims in
question.-The record does not disclose a serious attempt to sustain the second
allegation. 'On the contrary, the protestee established by a, preponderane'e; of evidence that such work did redound to the benefit
of the claims here in 'dispute;.
:It remains then to consider the testimony in support and denial
of the first allegation''as above formulated.
The record shows that the claims protested' conflict with certain
lode. mining~ locations claimed by' one or more of the protestants.
The protestants admit that within the conflicting areas, that is,
within the bounds of the October, May Day, and Dart lodes, a suf-.
ficient discoveryr of mineral had been made before, the applications;
were filed; but contend that these discoveries were made by the protestants on their own location and that they constitute the only
valid discoveries within the bounds of the claims protested. Certain
of the witnesses for the protestants also testified that they had examined the rock -and material in the so-called discovery cuts of the
protestee. and that there was not there disclosed any ledge, lode, or
vein of mineral-bearing rock in place, and the indications of mineral
therein were not such:'as to justify further prospecting or development. --Samples' vwere taken by Mr. Jones, who qualified as a mineralogist: and geologist, and analyzed under his observation, and no
showing of mineral of value appears on the assay certificates that

£:3;2'-
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he verifed.' The: protestant's' -witnesses;'however, testified that i:hey.
observed iron stAins im'the' rock in these c'ts,' atiributing Pudc'h stain's to 'surface weather-ing ,of the'iron content. in the shale and as not. indicative of or connected with valuable mineral deposits on the land.
Witness Chagnon for the protestant .deposed to knowledge of mineral
showings elsewhere on the IDart and May.;Day claims outside the
area in conflict.
The; protestee's witnesses testified to the 'presence of these: iron
stains in the so-called discovery shafts and insisted 'that such' stains.
were in fractures .or fissures in the shale, and certain of its experts.
who-'deposed-to considerable; experience in-'examining and develop-'
fing near by'mining gigound, attributed this oxidaton to 'the action
of ascending. mineralized waters through the, fractures: in the rock;
that similar indications, particularly 'on the Marion claim, had:bydevelopment work been 'shown *to$be connected .with valuable :'de-:
posits at depth, and for that reason these seams, though thin,,oc-'curring in a character of shale resistant to fracture, were of suffleient
significance to justify following withJthe:e ectation ;of'develop-'
ing valuable .depbsits of gold, silver,;and' copper in n underying
lime formation or on the-.contact. of the lime and a ,conglomerate
formation.
o Witness' Hogle, a witness who deposed to having been in chargeq
of the, protestee's business and -work stated in eflect that it had been
disclosed by the workings on' the Marion claim, where' some. $40,000
'to
$50,000 worth of ore was mined, that the deppoIsits pinched downj
when they struck the shale, and the' same knife-blade appearances
were exhibited in; the fissures. there in the shale -as appeared. in -the
cuts in the shale on the claims in question, and for that reason' -he:
had' ordered the shafts sunk on such surface indications.
Protestee's; witnesses were also of the opinion '0thatthese, showings,
of iron stain were mineralized. Assay certificates were introduced,
claimed to show the results, of assays of samples taken froimn these:
seams, showing slight values in gold, silvyer, and copper. These docu-,
ments, however,, are entitled , to, slight consideration as they were not.
supported by the assayer's testimony or properly connected with the,
samples and are merely hearsay. ;Witness H~ogle also testified that
at the time the applications in:question were filed he was cognizant
of the discoveries on each o,f the-'claims' made 1by the protestants.
After a review, of the mass of conflicting testimony' in this- case it
can not be stated with confidence that a ledge, lode, or, vein of min-.
eral in place was disclosed in. any of the discovery. cuts. made by the'
protestee. The Department,- however, is of the opinion that the.
protestants failed, to establish by a preponderance of evidence that a
discovery of mineral was not made by the protestee in such cuts on,
:'each of saidclaims.Butaside from this inquiry it is not disputed
'
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that a; valuable discovery has been made within the limits of each

elalimdiniquestion, of which applicants were fully cognizant at the'
- tiethe patents were applied for. The Department, therefore, can
-nots agree with0the :contention made in: the protestants' brief that
such applicants can iiot avail themselves, under the conditions' showni
in this. case, of such discoveries. In the case of Lavagnino v. Ublig
(198 U. S., 443, 455) the court,'after quoting section 2326, United
States Revised Statutes, said:i
This section plainly r6cognkes that one who, pursuant to other provisions
of the Revised Statutes, has initiated a right to a mining claim, has recorded
his location notice and performed the' other acts made necessary to entitle
to a patent, and who makes application for the patent, publishing the statutory
notice, will be entitled to a patent for the land embraced in the location notice,
:unless adverse right& are set up in the mode provided in the section. Thus
cearly providing that' if 'there be 'a senior locator possessed of paramount
rights in the iniflera lIands for which a patent is sought, he may abandon
such' rights and'cause them in effect to enure to the benefit of the applicant
for' a 'patent by'failure to adverse, or, after adversing by failure to prosecute
such advre.
-'i

The case of American Consolidated Mining and Milling CO. 'v.
DeWitt (26 L.;D., 580, 581) developed facts similar to those in this
case. That case stated-:
March' 27; :1895, the Ametican Consolidated Mining and Milling Company
: filed:
a 'protest alleging 'that the 'Maryland is :not a valid mining location,
ini that thed'discovery therein was on the Orbit lode claim, a prior and subsisting
locationl and not upon unappropriated public land; that the Orbit vein is the
only one' discovered within the limits of' the Maryland; that a large part of
the improvements and labor upon the Marfyland claim were placed there by
lessees of the Protestant under a lease of the Orbit, and were not placed
there. by the applicant for the Maryland patent nor by his grantors; and that
a large part of the' Maryland is within the Orbit, which is the property of
the' protestant under a: prior location.
so *.

,

* -*
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Whether the ground which includes the Maryland discovery is a part of the
Maryland, or a part of. the Orbit, and.whether the Maryland is the superior
:claim to the: ground. in conflict, are questions which were open to determina:tion byadverse proceedings 'in the local court and which are now determined
adversely to protestant's contention, by reason. of its failure to adverse 'the
Maryland application '(Section 2325, E. S.).

It see'ms well established from the decision 'cited that where a
senior mining locator through want of diligence or vigilance, or from
any 'other ceauseas fails' to 'timely file his adverse claim against an
application for patent made by a conflicting junior- locator, he
can'not'urfge as'a valid objection to the issuance of such patent that

theo only'di'scovries on the claims 'applied for are those made by

such sdnior locator.
'Protestants also asign; as error the refusal by the local offce
to grant a new trial, 'which action was affirmed on appeal. The
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tion and other papers pertaining to this objection, have been
examined, and the Department is of the opinion that no sufficient
showing was made that evidence had been newly discovered material
to the issue. 'In consonance with the views above expressed- the
decision of the Commissioner must be and is hereby alffrmed.
rn

HEIms OF iAxER. v. CENTRAL WYOMING OIL AND DEVELOPMENT
ZOMTANY ET AL. (ON PETITION).
Decyided June,e29, 1M~.
DEPAcRTMEN'-JusRISDMOoN.
AND GAs LA.NDs-LEASE--PAYMENTI--LAqD
Neither the leasing act of February 25, 1920, the departmental regulations

OIL

issued thereunder, nor the terms of leases granted pursuant, thereto, confer
upon or reserve to the Land Department, after the delivery and acceptance
of an oil and ~gas lease, any, jurisdiction to determine what disposition
shall, he made of proceeds derived from oil and gas. development operations
on leased lands and remaining in the hands of lessees after the payment
of the royalty due the United States.,
OML AND GAS LA-ND5-LEAsE-PAYMENT-COOUTS-JUITSDIlifO N.
The provision contained in section 31' of the act of February 25, 1920, to
the effect that an 'oil and gas lease may provide frthe resort to appro* priate ~methods for the settlement. of disputes or for remedies for breach of
specific conditions thereof, has particular, reference to~issues arising
between the lessor and- the lessee, hut disputed questions relating to, the
disposition of proceeds accruing from drilling operations and, remaining
after the payment of* royalties. to. the United Statesi, come exclusively
*within
the jurisdiction of the co urts.

FINNET,iFirst Assistant Secretar-y:
This is apetition filedby Mgary J.,BakerGertrudeBaker Phillips,
and E. J. Baker, jr., claiming as the heirs of:E. J. Baker, deceased,
* praying that the Department change and correct, or cause to be
changed, and corrected,, certain alleged "assignments of~ lease and
*declarations 'of interests " so that the~same will " declare the interest
of and set over to the heirs~of E. J. Baker, deceased,"' as of August 1:9,
1920, a 11 per cent royalty of all oil or, gas remaining after, first.
*deducting royalties payable to the Uinited States under certain leases
granted by the Departmient pursuant to the: provisions of section 18
*of the act of Februay 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), cverin the NW. J,
Sec. 24, T. 40 N., R. 79 W., 6th ~P. M., Douglas land district,
Wyoming.
The said leases embracing the above-described area. aremnumbered
026272-a and 026272--b, and were, granted in January, 1921, to re-~
spectively the Central W'~yoming Oil & Development Corapany, for
the W. J, said quarter, section, and the 'Wyoming Associated Oil Corporation for the E. thereof, as of August 19, 1920, the date of the
*
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filing of the application'therefor. The lease application seems to,
have been based primarily, if not exclusively,: upon two asserted oil
placer mining locations,;one alleged to have been made in 1907, by
E. Percy Palmer and seven others, and the other prior .to February
9, 1910, by William G. Henshaw and seven other persons, although
the application'recited the ownership by the lease applicants of a conflicting claim which is denominated the Shail, located January 8,
1887, by Jack (Martin) Ashcraft, E. J. Baker, and six other persons.
The petition here under consideration was filed in the Department
June 4, 1923, and alleges that title to an undivided one-eighth interest
in the said Shail oil placer mining claim has ever since the date of
its location been outstanding of record in the said E.-J. Baker, now
deceased,. and his heirs, the petitioners; that on the basis of the as-'
serted ownership :by Emile Richardson of the interest of E. J.
Baker in said claim Richardson was, with the approval of the Department, assigned by the lessees a royalty of 1: per cent of all oil:
and gas produced from saidl land land remaining after the deduction
of royalties due and payable to. the U1nited States under the leases;
that Richardson has never had title to the said undivided one-eighth
interest of Baker in the. Shail oil placer mining claim, but that the
same remained continuously in Baker from the'date of the location
to the time of Bakers death, and'since Baker's death has at al times
been in the petitioners; that therefore the petitioners and not Richardson are entitled to receive the said Ij per cent royalty now being
paid to iRichardson under the said. assignments. The petition seeks
to have the assignments to Richardson, or the leases, so modified as
* to require the said 1j' per cent royalty paid to the petitioners as the
sole and exclusive owners of the Baker interest in the Shail claim,
such payments to be based upon: production of oil and gas upon the
land from and after August 19, 1920, the date the said leases became
effective.
The petition as hereinbefore shown was not filed until more than
two years: after the granting of 'the leases embracing the area in
question. The Department' finds nothing in the leasing act, the
regulations issued thereunder, or the terms of leases' granted pur-.
*suant thereto that. confers upon or reserves to the Department, after
the'delivery and acceptance of an oil and gas lease, any jurisdiction
to"'determine what disposition shall be made of proceeds derived
from oil and gas development operations on leased lands and
remaining in the hands of lessees after the' payment of the royalty
due the lUnited States, or to exercise any control whatsoever over such
remaining proceeds. That the leasing'act did not contemplate the
exercise of such jurisdiction: by the 'Department: is plainly indicated:
by the terms of section 31 of the act, which provides for the forfeiture and cancellation of leases thereunder for failure on the part:
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of lessors to comply with the provisions of the act or the general
regulations promulgated under the act ;and in force at the date i@':
,the lease only by an " appropriate proceeding in the District Court'
of the United States for the district in which the property, or some
part thereof, is-located." 'It is true that the said section also 'declares
that the lease may provide for the resort'to appropriate methods
for the settlement of disputes or for. remedies for breach of specific
conditions thereof. But aside from the fact that this provision
would seem to have referred solely' to issues that might arise between
the lessor and the lessee, there is nothing in the terms of leases.
granted under the act that permits the Department to determine and
adjudge what disposition should be made of proceeds accruing from
drilling operations and remaining after the payment of royalties to
the United States. It is clear, therefore, that whatever remedies the
petitioners are entitled to under' the facts recited in the' petition'
must be sought in the courts and not in the Land Department which
clearly has no jurisdiction over such controversies.
The petition is accordingly dismissed.
LUMAIT TRINSFEREE OF OSBONR-.
DecidedJune 29, 192$.

DESERT LAND-ADJuSTMENT TO SUJRVEY-REGISTER AND RECEIVER.
Where a desert-land entry has been allowed for unsurveyed lands: with
descriptions in terms of a future survey, failure of the claimant, upon the
filing of the plat of survey in the local United States land office, to adjust
his claim to the survey should not he, held a ground for cancellation of the
entry, but;' upon default in making such 'adjustment, the local officersmwill
make the adjustment themselves.

FINNEY,

FirstAssistant Secretary:

On August 14, 1901, Robert L. Osborn made a desert-land entry for
unsurveyed lot 1, Sec. 19, T. 39 N., 1R. 10.8 W., and surveyed NW. i
NE. 3, S. 1 NE. i, 'Sec. 13, T. 39 N., R. 109 W., 6th P. M., within the.
Lander, Wyoming, land district. Final, proof was submitted August
14, 1905. By letters dated February 16, 1907, and August 5, 1907,
the Commissioner of the General Land Office directed that the
entryman be required to furnish certain data relative to. his. water
right and as to the area of the entry. On October 7, 1907, the, entryman filed a relinquishment as to the NW. i NE. I, said Sec. 13.
All the land involved was withdrawn for forestry purposes on,

January 29, 1903, and is still so withdrawn.
A plat of survey of part of T. 39 N., R. 108 W., including Sec. 19,,
was filed in the local office on July 14, 1915. From this it appears that
lot 1 contains 36.07 acres and is contiguous to the S. i NE. i, said
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Sec. 13. By letter dated March 4, 1918, the Commissioner directed
that the, entryman be required to furnish an affidavit 'explaining fwhyQ
he did not submit fiial proof within four years from the date of
entry. It was stated that 30 days from notice would be allowed for
the filing of such affidavit, or to appeal, and that in default of any
action within the time allowed the entry, would be canceled without
further notice. The local officers were also instructed torequire the entryman to make application to adjust his 'entry to the plat of
survey, proceeding in accordance with paragraph 32 of circular No. 474, and in

due time report.
-On May 21, 1918, the local office transmitted evidence of service of
said decision and reported that no action had been taken. ItXappears
that a registered letter was receipted for by Robert D. Murphy as
agent for Robert L. Osborn, on March .18, 1918. By letter dated
December 26, 1918, the Commissioner canceled the entry and closed
the case.
I On February 7,' 1922, Abner Luman, as transferee of the entryman,
filed an application for reinstatement of the entry' as to lot 1, Sec. 19,
T. 39 N., R 108 W., and S. T NE.A, Sec. 13, T. 39 N., R. 109 W. Illis
application is in the form of an affidavit in which he alleges that Osborn: transferred his rightsjshortly after making final proof, to John
W. Hay, who in turn made, a conveyance to the affiant; that Osborh
has left that .part of the State and, his present address is unknown;
and that the affiant did- not until recently know of any requirement
made' or of the cancellation of the entry.
By a decision dated 'April 19, 1922, the' Commissioner held that the.
requirement as to the showing regarding time of submitting final
proof was erroneous; that the entrymnan could not be required to adjust to surveyed land, and that the cancellation as to the S. i NEE 4,
Sec. 13, was therefore erroneous; that the cancellation was proper as
to lot 1, Sec. 19.. The entry was reinstated as to the S. A NE. i, Sec.'
13, but reinstatement was 'denied as to lot 1, Sec. 19, it being stated
that 'the cancellation was proper and' that a forest withdrawal had
intervened. It was also directed that Luman be. required'to file record evidence of conveyance. to him. On May 13, 1922, Luman filed
an appeal to the Department from the Commissioner's decision.
On October 12, 1922, Luman filed an application, addressed to
the 'Commissioner, for reinstatement of the entry as to the relinquished tract in' addition to lot 1, Sec. 19. He stated, among other
things, that Qsborn had disappeared and could not be found; that
he,' Luman, did' not believe that Osborn ever received notice of the
Commissioner's decision of March' 4, 1918; and that the person who
receipted for the registered letter to Osborn had no authority to
do so.
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On November 28, 1922, Luman filed'an abstract of title to lot 1,

Sec. 19, T. 39' N., R. 108: W., and S. I NE. J,, Sec. 13, T. 39 N., R.
109 W., from which it appears that Osborn conveyed said lands to
John W.' Hay on May'17, 1909, and that ray conveyed the same
lands to Abner Luman 'on November 13, 1922,' by quit-claim deed.
The Commissioner transmitted all the papers to the Department on
appeal January 27, 1923. '
It was not shown that Osborn received any notice of the decision
holding the entry for cancellation, nor was it shown. that*Murphy
.had any authority to receipt for the registered letter to Osborn.
Under the circumstances, it is held that the entry was not properly
canceled as to any part.
It appears, that the final proof has been found 'complete and satisfactory and that the full purchase price has been paid. The entry;
will accordingly be reinstated as to lot 1, Sec. 19, also, and final certificate will be issued.
The application for reinstatement as to the relinquished tract is
not regularly before the Department, but in passing. it 'may be noted
that Luman has not shown any interest whatsoever therein. Osborn
did not make any transfer of that tract to Hay, and the latter
did not convey the same to Luman. That application is consequently
.rejected.
It may be well at this point to call attention to an unwarranted
practice of the General Land Office. In cases of 'this, nature desertland entries should not be canceled for failure to adjust. , The regulations under the desert-land laws do not so provide. In the circular
of November 3, 1909, relating to Applications and Selections For
and Filings and LocationsIUpon Unsurveyed Lands. (38 L.SD., 287),
rule 3 reads as follows:
.

The address of the claimant must be given, and it shall be the 'duty of the
register and receiver, upon the filing of the township plat in their Office,- to
notify him thereof, by registered letter, at such address, and to require the
adjustment :of the claim to the public survey within thirty days. In default
of action by the party notified the register and rec.iver will promptly adjust
thy claim and report their action to the. General Land Office.

Where desert-land entries have been allowed for unsurveyed lands
with descriptions'in terms of future surveys the same procedure, as
above -pointed out should be followed when the plats of. survey are
filed. If the descriptions are by metes and bounds, with reference
to monuments, a different procedure may be necessary, and' in such
case the entryman, or other party in interest' as shown of record, may
be required to adjust under penalty of forfeiture.
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BENEDICT v. CASTILLO.
Decided June 30, 1923.
CONTEST-CONTESTANT-HO1MESTEAD

EqTmY-AI~E~N-CXTIZENSmp-EV-hENCr-

BURDEN OF PROOF.
A contest against a homestead entry, based upon the charge that the entry-

man was disqualified to make the entry because he was an alien, must be
dismissed unless the contestant, upon whom is cast the burden of proof,
substantiates the charge by convincing evidence.

FiNNEY, First Assistawt Secretary:
Esther Benedict has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office dated, January 23, 1923, dismissing her
contest against the additional entry under the stock-raising homestead act made by Luis Castillo on March 2, 1922, for SE. i and E. i
SW. :, Sec. 25, T. 23 S., R. 14 E., G. & S. R. M., Arizona.
The contest was initiated April 21, 1922, on the charge that entrymanis not a citizen of the United States, nor has he declared his intention of
becoming a citizen, of the United States, and is therefore ineligible to acquire
-title to public lands of the United States.

Testimony was submitted before a designated officer at Nogales,
Arizona, commencing on June 29, 1922, and on July 21, 1922, before
the local officers, who by decision of August 21, 1922, recommended
that the contest be dismissed.
* The burden of proof was on contestant to substantiate her charge
by convincing evidence. She failed to produce any evidence which
-would warrant the cancellation of- the entry. The fact that entryman was baptized by a priest at Imuris, Sonora, Mexico, does not
establish that he was born in Mexico. Moreover, a satisfactory explanation was made by entryman's godfather as to the reasons for
the baptism occurring outside the church parish where he was born.
Entryman had been told by his parents that he was born in
Arizona, and' during the World War he registered under the selective service law as an American citizen. Being a married man with
three children, he *was7 given a deferred classification and .was not
called 'for service.
In her appeal, contestant contends that the Commissioner should
have found that she was residing on the land at the date on which
,Castillo applied to make the entry in question, and that the land was
therefore not subject to entry.
--Testimony was introduced to the effect that John A. Benedict and.,
his family, of which contestant is a member, had resided on the land
since June 17, 1920. Inasmuch as Castillo's application to make the
entry in question was filed January 17, 1919, the rights of said Bene-
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diet as a settler on the land were junior to those of the applicant,
and any right which the former might have acquired through such
settlement terminated upon the designation of the land and the
allowance of the entry in question. All testimony relative to said
Benedict's occupation of the land should have been excluded, the
only question involved being the citizenship- of entryman,
The Commissioner correctly summarized the evidence. His decision- is affirmed.
CHIPPEWA AGRICULTURAL LANDS, MINNESOTA.
INSTRUCTIONS.
a Circular No. 898.]:

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOiGENERA IANI

OFFICE,

-

Washington, D. C., Ju'ne 20, 1923:.
REGISTERS ANND RECEIVERS,

CASS LAKE, CROOEsTON, AND DuLVE, MINNESOTA:

I inclose herewith a schedule [schedule initted] showing by land
districts certain'; Chippewa lands, comprising 9,402.72 acres in the
former Chippewa of the Mississippi, Winnibigoshish, Leech Lake.
Deer Creek, Pigeon River, Bois Fort, Red Lake, and White Earth
Reservations ceded under the act of January 14, 1889 '(25 Stat., 642)',
which lands are to be disposed of to homestead entrymen and settlers
in accordance with the provisions of section 6 of the act of January
14, 1889 (25 Stat., 642)'; section 4 of the act 'of May M23,
1908' (35
Stat., 268), as construed by Rule 5 of the regulations adopted May
17, 1910 (38 L. D., 594), by these regulations,' and0 as; modified by
Public Resolution No. 29 of February 14, 1920, as amended by
Public Resolution No. 36, 'approved January 21, 1922 (see. ircular
No. 822, 49 L. D., 1); and to town site entrymen under the laws applicable thereto as provided in the act of February 9,' 1903 (32 Stat.,
820), as follows:
2. Preference right of ex-servioe men-SThe land shall'be 'subjlet
to entry only under the homestead laws, by ex-service men of the
war with' Germany, except as modified bv the provisions of paragraphs 3 and 5, under the terms and conditions of said pullic resolutions and the regulations issued thereunder as set' forth in said.Circular No. 822 for a period of 91 days,-beginnijig with themninety-fi'rst'
day from the date hereof. They will be allowed" to' file theiriapplications during the period of; 20 days prior to the' date fixed for opening the lands, and such' applications' should be accompanied by: 'an
:affidavit showing Whether or not there is a settleron-'the land.
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f . settleis.'-Section 4' of the act of Miay 23, 1908
-(35Stat., '268), provides that all 'lands in any of- the, 'Win-nibigoshish, Cass Lake, Chippewa of the Missis'sippi, or:'Leech
Lake Indiana Reservations not included in the 'national 'forest
created hy'.; said.' act, 'theretofore 'lassifed
or designated Cas
agricultura
'lands,I are; declared to ibe. open to homestead
settlement, and on May 17, 1910 (38 L. D., 594), a rule No. 5 was
adopted relative to the opening of the lands in said reservations
from 'which. the timber has. been- removed., Pursuant 'to. at request
from the Indian Office notice that any " cut-over " lands in said reservations described in the accompanying schedule are subject to settlenent 'has not, been given, by the' superintendent of logging, as provided in said regulations. :The Indian Office proceeded to allot the
unopehed ci1ut-over~Chippewa lands or lands 1ready to' be opened.
-It was found,' however, that several tracts 'were covered by settlers,
"and the Indian, Office thereupon waived the righlt to allot these lands
to Indians in favor of the white settlers.
Reports reaching the General Land Office indicate settlement on
the 'following tract&s described in the sdhedule' by the parties men-'
tioned, viz':. Lots. 6, 7, sec. -.23, T. 147 N., R.'25 W., John IH. Kevlin,
'of Mack, Minn;;'NE. i sec. 35,'T. 147 N., R. '31 W., Rikhard Roller;
NE. 1 NE. 1 S. i SW. i, S.' SE. I sec. 10, S. "- NE.
N,
NWV.
,
N. SW. -, N. CSE. , N.j SE. SE. j, sec.' ix T. 1460X, R. 31
.W., said'to be settled on by Ed. Larson, Albin Carlson,' Joe Johnson,
and men'by name of Perrault and Rogholt;-ES '1 SW.*I0sec.41, T. 148
N.,'R. 26 W., Henry C. 'Heite; lot 6, see. 14, N. i NE. 4 sec. 23,'T.
147 N., R. 31 W. 'The reports received suggest' that other lands than
those described are covered by settlements.
There is no authority for any "such settlement, except' on the
Minnibigoshish, Cass Lake,Chippewa of the' Missi sippi, and Leech
Lake Reservations. -All the lands in' the Cass Lake district are in'
these reservations, except the land in T. 62 N., RB. '25 W.,: which 'is
in the Deer Creek 'Reservation. No fright of settlement of the lands
in the former Pigeon River, Deer Creek, White Earth, Red Laker
and Bois Fort Reservations is given by law, and no such rights will
be recognized as existing prior to the date fiied in these regulations.
This- applies' to all the lands in the Crookston and Duluth, districts,
as well 'as to T. 62 N., R. 25 W., in the Cass Lake district;
Settlers on the Winnibigoshish, (Cass.Lake, Chippewa of-the Mississippi, and Leeoh Lake Reservations described in' the schedule, who
settled 'on the land prior'to April 1, l923,:will be allowed to make
their 'entries within 'the '91-day period allowed ex-soldiers ofi the
World WVar with Germ'any. Similarly; with 'such ex-soldiers, fora
'
period of 20 days; prior to the opening of such' lands to soldiers' eitry,
'4
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they will be allowed to execute and file their applications, and thereafter you will proceed in accordance with Rule No. 16, said Circular
No. 822.
All applications by settlers'must be accompanied by the affidavit
of the applicant,, duly corroborated setting forth the date of settlenment and what improvements have been made on the land. If settlement prior to April 1, 1923, is not shown, you will reject the application.
4. General p-Pub c.-After the 91-day period fixed in. paragraphs
numbered 2 and 3, during which;ex-service men and settlers are en: titled.to make entry, any of said lands remaining unentered will be
subject to appropriation under applicable laws by the general public,
in accordance with said Circular No. 822. Subsequent to March 31,
1923, and prior to the date of restoration to general disposition as
herein provided, no' rights may be acquired to: said lands by settlement in advance of entry: or otherwise except strictly in accordance
herewith.
5;I.XLandvs alredy entered.-The following tracts,, described in the
; schedule, were inadvertently allowed to be entered, and the entries
:will not be disturbed, viz: SW. -,SW. i see. 17, T. 145 N., R. 25 W.,
entered by; SarahE. Kichey, October 25, 1921, Cass Lake H. E.
012308, in accordance with an office letter stating that the land was
vacant and subject to entry; NW. i NW. j see. 16, T. 156 N., R. 41
W.,: entered by: Ludovic M. Larson, February 16, 1910,. Crookston
1.HE. 05086, on which final certificate issued May 24, 1913, and the
same was suspended by the Department April 29, 1916, pending the
opening of the land; NE. 'NE. l see. 23,: T. 147 N., R. 31 .W., entered by Emma J. Brockway, widow of A.. G. l3rockway deceased,
:H. E.: 011543, Cass Lake, F. C. dated April 23, 1923.
6. Homestead uvalifioation.-Homestead applicants for ChippewIa
lands must possess the necessary qualifications required in the case
of ordinary homestead. entries. Second and additional entries will
be allowed under the laws and instructions governing such entries for
public lands.
7. Payments.Each settler is required, by' the act of January 14,.
1889, to pay for the lands settled upon the sum of $1.25 for each
acre, such payment to be made in five'equal annual installments.
The usual fee and commissions must be paid at the time of original
entry land when -the commutation or final payment and proof are.
made. , You will not collect any payment for lands in excess of 160
:acres embraced in an .entry when the original entry is allowed, as the
payment for such excess area will be included in the whole amount
-required to 'be paid in installments. (See instructions of August 17,
1901, 31 L. D., 72, and September 6, 1901, 31 L.. D., 106.)
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Under section-8 of the act of May 20, 1908 (35 Stat.,f169), entrymen, for lands in the former Red Lake Reservation will be required
to pay a drainage charge of 3 cents per acre. , In all entries made for
the lands you will note on the application and receipt the following:
'"Subject'to act of May 20,1908." (,See 36 L. D., 4AM).
The right of commutation under section 2301, Revised Statutes, is
extended to ceded Chippewa lands by the act of March 3, 1905 (33.
Stat., 1005), and fin case of commutation you will require the entry,man to pay the final homestead commissions in addition to the purchase price of the land, $1.25 per acre. (See 33 LI.D., M51.)
a
8. Right to construct dams.-The disposal of the following-tracts
is subject to the right of the United: States to construct and maintain
dams for the purpose of creating reservoirs in aid of navigation, as.
provided in the act of June 7, 1897 (30 Stat., 62, 67), viz: Lot 3, sec. 9,
SE. 4 NE. ; lot4, sec. 10, T. 146 N., R. 26 W., S. J S. JiSE. SE.4
sec. 31, T. 142 N., R. 27 W., S. i NW.d4NE. i sec. 28, T.)142 N., :R.
28 W.,; lot 9, sec. 6, T., 147 N., R. 28 W.; lot 6, sec. 31,. T. 148 N., R.
28 W.; lot 1, sec. 28, NE. i SE. i sec. 29, SW. i SE. i 'sec. 34, T. 144
N., R. 31 W., SW. 4 SE. Pa sec. 30, T. 146 N., R. 31 W.; lots 5, 6,
sec. 14, lot'S, sec. 15, NE. i NW. 4, SE. 4 NE. I, NE. 4 SE. i, S. 4
NW. i NE. 4 sec. 22, N-. , NE. 4 sec. 23, SW. 4 SE. 4, SE. i4 NW. 4,
SW. 4 NE. I sec. 26, NE. 4 NE. i, SW. 4 SW. 4 sec. 27, T. 147 N.,
R. 31 W.
9. Canadian bloundary.-Lot 1, sec. 27, T. :164 N., R. 36WW., will
be disposed of subject to the President's proclamation of May 3, 1912
(37 Stat., 1741), reserving 60 feet on the Canadian boundary and
setting the same apart as a public reservation.
10. Lands erroneousry sold: for drainage.-The following tracts
are reported to have been sold by the -State' authorities under the
act of May 20, 1908; (35 Stat., 169), viz: Lots 6, 8, sec. 13; lots 5, 6,
tsec. 14; lot 5, sec. 15, T. 147 N., R. 31 W., S. 4 NE. I, NE. I SE. 4 sec.
'23,SW. 4 NW. 4, NW..4 SW. i, NW. i SE. Jisec. 24, T. 157E., R. 33
W.; lots 3, 5, sec. 6, lots 2, 3, SE. NW.
- 4, E. i SW. 4, NE. i SE. i
sec. 7, S. i SW. 4sec. 8, N. 4 NE. 4, N. J NW. I sec. 17, T. 159 N.,
R. 34 W.; lots 1, 2, SW. 4 NE. 4, NE. i SW. i sec. 1, T. 159 N., R.
35 W., SE. 4 SW. i sec. 24, NW. id NE. i, N. 4 NW. i sec. 25, T. 160-

*
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The sale of these lands prior to the date of opening to entry is not
recognized by this office. Section 1 of 0the act of May 20, 1908
(above cited), provides in part as follows:
f
That all-lands in' theieState of Minnesota, when subject toq entry, and all
entered lands for which no final certificates have, issued, are hereby made Hand
declared to be subject to all of' the provisions of the laws of said State relating
to the drainage of swamp or overflowed lands for agricultural purposes * * '*~
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The
lands above'described 'have' neverpreviously ;been subject tO ;
f entry, and, therefore, were not subject.to sale' under thelaw cited.C
11. -otices for publication ,as required by said section 6 of the act;
of January'14,'1889, have been forwarded to the newspapers in which
they are to be published. 'You will post- a 1copy of said notice in your
office.
: ; ;- fVA;;:
;
0f t ?
; :C- W m M SF-RY,:X 0 ;f00:
, f::0 0 ; ;: ;-:
$: - :-:
:.
Commi;ssioner.
Approved June 20, 1923.
:.: C. FINWEY,
: First Assistant Secretary.
STATE1 OF IDAHO v.' DTLLEY.
Decided July 5, 1923.
SEEMENT-SCHOOL 0ASWD-SELECTioN-IND]i1WNITHD1A
:::'RESTORATIONS.
A settlement upon public lands, withdrawn at date of settlement, is valid
against everyone except the United States, and, where one :ettles, prior to
survey, upon withdrawn lands embraced within a.school section, the right
of such settler to make entry upon appr'oval-of the survey and.yacation of
the withdrawal is paramount to the right of the State under its school land
grant.
DEPARMHENTAL DECISIONS JITEDi AN APPLIED.-Cfases of MDnnis et of.' it Cottet' (15 t. D., 583), and K'inman fv..Applby'
(32 L.; D., 190), cited and;applied.

Assistant Setretary:
:
At the Bdise, Idaho, land office on October 25, 1920, GebrgeV
W
Dilley applied'to maake a homestead entry ffor lot 9, Sec. 26; lot 3,
Sec. 35, and' lot 9, Sec. 36,'T. 2'N., B. 4 W.", -B. M.' (21.26 acres),
filing therewith a'showing as to -his right to make a
a'second'entry
dunder the act of Septelber. 5, 1914 -(38 'Stat., 712). By decisiont
',dated May '4, 1921, the Commissioner 'of the General LanadMffice
returned the application f1or allowance, and it was allowddMay 9,
GOODWINi

1921.
Commutationt proo'f was 'submitted Juneo 24, 192; bhut final certificate was'withheld because the State Board of Land''Commissioners of the 'State of Idaho had filed a protest against the issuance
of a final'certificate as' to lot 9,, Sec. 36.
By decision dated November' 4, 12, the Commissioner of the
'General' Land Office held' the entry for cancellation as to lot' 9, Sec.
026; and lot 9, 'Sec. 36, because the E. , S6c.'26, and'W."i, Sec. 36,l
;said
tV township, were on Deco
22, 1903, included in a withdratl
, .uder
the second form of withdrawal auhorized by the act of June
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17, 1902 (32 Stat., 388),in coninection 'with what'was then known as
the Bloise.Valky Pro. ' ntryman'has appealed.
By orderd
June 11,
Intered
1923, the withdrawal of lot 9, Sec. 26,
and lot.9,.Se.36 wasvacated.v.;
'The land embraced in-I)illey's entrT is' an island in thel Snake
River;, ' anid it was surveyed,' on 'Dilley's request,' on November 18,
1919, as lot 9, Sec. '26 (1152' ades),Jiot' 3,; Sec. 35 (5.38 acres) and
lot 9, Sec. 36 (4.36 acres).'
14lUnder the provisions of seetion- of the reclamationi act as amended
by the act of August 13, 1914 (38 Stat., 686) , only lot 3, Sec. 3S5, was
subject to' settlement on February 15, 1919, when IDilley established
residence on-the island. Residence was thereafter continuously main-

tained.

;

f UAlthough

settlement on a portion of the island was .prohibited by
the act under which the withdrawal was made, the settlement was
valid as to everybody except 'the United States. (McInnis: et al. V.
Cotter, 15 L. D., 583; Kinman 'v. Appleby, 32 L. D., 190.) The withdrawal having been vacated, and Dilley having settled on the land
prior to*its survey in the field, his right to make entry; for the 4.36
acres in the school section can*not be'; denied. The protest of the
State is therefore dismissed; its remedy is the selection of indemnity
under sections 2275 and 2276, Revised Statutes, as amended by. the
act''of Februaryv28,.1891(..26 Stat., 796). - The decision appealed from is reversed, and the commutation proof
accepted..
EXCHANGE OF 4FIVATELYOw
ITDI
LANDS WITHIN THE RAINIER
NATIONAL FORESTf FOR- GOVERN-ENTi LANS WITBIN OTHER;
-NTIONAL FORESTSJ(fN THE1STATE.OF WASHINGTON.
INsTRcTON's.'
[Oircular No. 900.]

DBPARTMENT OF THE -INT7MOR,

:GENERAL' LAND OFFICE,

-asAington- D.C., Juyi1,19t3.
dRECEIVERS,
:UNED STATEs LAND OFFICES

REGISTERS AND

State of WVashington:'
'Theact of'Deceer 20, 1921 (42 Stat., 350), entitled

-n"

ct'u-thoriz-ing

7

lands
achanges'of
within the Rainier Na-

tional Forest, in the State of Washington," reads as follows:
'That the Secretary of. the Interior be, and ,he. is, hereby,, authorized in his
discretion to accept on behalf of the United States title to any lands not in

t
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Government ownership within the Rainier National Forest if, in the opinion of
the Secretary of Agriculture, such lands are chiefly valuable for national-forest
purposes,.and in exchange therefor may issue patent for not to exceed an equal
value of Governrment land within any National Forest within the State of Washington, or. the Secretary of Agriculture may permit the' grantor to: cut and
remove .an equal value .of national-forest timber in any ;national forest in'lthe
State of Washington, the values in each instance to be determined by the Sec.
retary of Agriculture and to be acceptable to the owner as fair compensation.
Timber given in such exchanges shall be cut and removed under the direction
and supervision and in accordance with the requirements of the Secretary of
Agriculture. Lands conveyed 'to the United States under this act shall, upon
acceptance of title, become parts of the Rainier National Forest.

.You will be governed in your consideration of cases involving lands
within your :respective districts coming within the'purview of said

act by the provisions of Circular No. 863; in re consolidation 'of'
national forests dated October 28,1922 (49 L.ID., 365), so far as may
be applicable.
GEORGE IR. WicHiirx,

Acting 0Ommi~s~ner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEr,
First Assistant Secretary.
COAL PROSPECTING PERMITS WITHIN RECLA[ATION -PROIECTS.
INSTRUCTIONS.
DEPARTMENT OF MEE INTERIOR,

:Washington,0D. 0C., July 12, 1923.
THE COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE:.
I have considered your letter of June '16 1923 in the case above indicated (N-Montrose 015957), requesting instructions as to' the
action to be taken for, the protection of lands and the improvements
thereon embraced within a reclamation project, where application

has been made for a permit to prospect land within such project for
coal under section 2 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437),

and the Commissioner of the Bureau of Reclamation has' advised that
injuryImay be caused to "the lands, improvementswaterworks, and'
water supply within such project in the course of prospecting and;
incidental mining operations under such permit and recommends
that special stipulations and a special bond be required of the applicant to protect the interests 'of the 'United States and the propertya
of those claiming under it.:.
xIn reply you are advised that in this case, and others exhibiting
similar conditions to those above stated, where the Comaissiioner'of

Pro
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the Bureau of Reclamation makes like recommendations, 'you will
incorporate' into the proposed prospecting permit, if otherwise subjett to allowance, the following additional requirements.
:
6. To use all reasonable precautions to prevent the flow of polluted waters to the injury or destruction of 'lands, improvements,
Reclamareclamation works, or water*supply within the
tion Project; to reimburse the 'United States, its successors or assigns, for all damage to the reclamation works and water supply
'that may be caused by the permittee by reason of the use of the:
land within said project for coal prospecting -and. mining operations; to carry out, -at the expense of the permittee, all reasonable
orders of the Secretary of the Interior relative to the preventionofinjury or destruction by the permittee'-of the lands, improvements,
reclamation works, or water supply within said project.
7. -To furnish and maintain, during the period of :this permit, a
bond with qualified corporate* surety, in the sum of $2,000, conditioned against' the failure of the permittee to reimburse Ithe United
States, its successors or assigns, in damages, for any and all loss or
- injury resulting from the failure by the permittee to comply with the
requirements of paragraph,6 hereof.
The bond in such cases should be in the form prescribed for oil
and gas permits (Form 692d),'except where the words oil and gas'
occur therein the'word'"coal" should. be substituted.
These regulations do not' obviate the necessity of furnishing an
additional bond 'to reimburse' entryman for damage to crops and
improvements, :where such bonds may be properly required, and; the
regulations now followed in such cases shall continue in force f

ROY AX=L:.
Deaided Jul 12, 19M5.
ADDITIONAL ENTRY-ENLALGEP HOMEsTEAD-APPuoismATIoN-ACT OF FEBSUARY
20, 191t7
UInder the act of February 20, 1917, which provides that one qualified to make
an additional entry under the preexisting laws may double the quantity in
entering land of the character subject to entry under te: enlarged homnestead act, one is not precluded from making an additional entry of a tract
of land because one-half of its area, together with the area previously
entered exceeds 160 acres, if the excess is but slight; the rule of approximation is not applicable to such case.
STATUTES-ENTRY-WORDY A" PHitAsEs.
In the statutes relating to entries of public lands the expressions "not more,
than 160 acres," "one-quater section," and "not to exceed one-quarter

section," are to be' construed to mean approximately 160 acres.
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:
Roy Axtell has appealeAd from ai decision of the Coommissioner. of,
the General Land :Office datedi. January 23, 1.923, which is as followg:
FrNNEY, First Assistannt Seoreta.ry:

Reference is had to your (register 'and receiver, Glasgow, YMontana) letter of''
May 22,192, relative to the right of the' above named party to. make entry,
under the act of February 20, 1917, of the NE.. i SW. J, Sec.. 17, T. 23 N..
Pi. 39' E., M M., containing 40 acres, which has not yet been designated under,
the enlarged homestead act.
The records show 'that patent issued to Axtell on September 17,-1920, under,
section 2291, Revised Statutes, for lot 1, NE. J -NE. j, Sec. 20, lot 3, Sec. 21,
T. 23 N., R.N39'E., 143.52.acres.
The rule of approximation as applied to public land entries is merely a rule
of administrative expediency and is not a matter of right. The right of entry
accorded by the act of February 20, 1917, is for:
" - ';Such
an area of public land 'as will, when- one-half of such area is added to
the area of the lands to which he has already obtained title, not exceed one-quarter section," and one who has made entry for*143.52 acres is not entitled
to invoke the rule of approximation to take an additional entry under the said
act for 40 acres and. so acquire an aggregate of 183.52 acres.
It is the opinion of this office that inasmuch' as Axtell has acquired title to
143.52-acres and is not therefore entitled to enter approximately 40 acres under
the 160-acre homestead law, he. is not qualified to make an' entry for any''area
under the act of February 20, 1917. Therefore, application'.059531 for such
additional entry now pending: in your office, is hereby rejected subject to the
applicant's right of appeal * *
'

It is clear that -had there, been' a. subdivision containing ,20 acres
adjoining Axtell's, original entry he could haye included such tract
inhis,application originally or he could have entered the same subseqpiently.
The rule of Approximation does not, appear, to be involved in.-this
case. The act of February 20, 1917 (39 Stat., 925), very plainly provides that one qualified to make an additional homestead entry under
the old laws may' double the quantity in entering land of the character subject to entry under the enlarged homestead act. .A~xtell
:can not be said to apply for a totall of 183.52 acres under the old act,
but for 163.52. The Department has so repeatedly' held that where.
the statutes contain expressions such as "'not more than 160 acres,'
lone
quarter section, or "not to exceed one quarter section," these
must b~e, construed to mean approximately 160 acres, that; no, citations. are necessary.
JIn the :present case Axtell would be held to have- entered 163.52
acres, according 'to 'the old 'law, shouild he be allowed to m ak e enty
as now applied for. He would be required to pay for an excess of
3.52 acres.
The Pepartment is of the opinion thpat Axtell is entitled to, make
entry in:,acecordance with his 'application, provided the land shall be
designated as subject to ,entry under. the enlarged. homestead act.
The decision appealed from is therefore reversed.
'
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JIRA TOWNSEND ET AL..
X.;

-

: ;

IDecided Jly.V12, 1923.

STOcO-RAISING. HOMiESTEsiADDITIONAT-APPLiCATION-PREFERENCE

RIGHT.,

A suspended-applicationnto make a, stock-raising homestead entry for lands,
not subject ;to entry at. the time of filing, but which becomes allowable
prior:,to the placingE of. record of an original entry by another, confers a:
right upon the, applicant to enter the: lands applied for superior to the
preference right to makeS an additional stock-raisingentry for: adjoining
lands accorded by section 8 of the act of December 29, 1916.

FINNEY, First Ass;stant Secretary:
On June 18, 1920, Ira Townsend filed application 021937 to make
an. original stock-raising homestead entry of the SE. i, Sec. 11, lots
I 2, 7, 8,.9,-Sec.. 14,.:lots 3, 4, 5, 6,9, 10, 1l, 12, Sec. 13, T. :9 S.,
IR. 4 W., M. M., containing 621.47 acres, within the Helena, Montana,
.1,

,:-

land
district.

H.e also filed a petition for designation~of the land

under said 'act.,
.Plat of suxvey of-Secs. 13 and 14, said township, was filed, in the*
:.
local office. on June 29, 1920,.in accordance with the. provisions of the.
public resolution of February 14, 1920 (41 Stat., 434). The land in
Secs. 13 and 14 became open to general entry on September 1, 1920.
Sec. 11 was surveyedin 1872.
:Qn September 14, 92, Andrew Husband made homestead entry
022052, under section 2289, Revised Statutes, for lots 1, 2, 7, 8, Spc..
13J said township; and.onr September 24, 1920, hei-filed application
022198 to make an additional stock-raising homestead entry for lots6, 9, 10, and 11, said Sec. 13, together with petition for designation.
Designation of all the land involved-became effective June .27, 1921.
Townsend's application was allowed:on October 18, 1921, and at the
:same time Husband's application was rejected for conflict. Husband
appealed upon the groundsi-that the; records of the local land, office
did not show that the lands had. been designated as subject to entry
under the, stock-raising homestead law; that Townsend's application should have been rejected because it was 'filed andt suspended'
nearly 1three months before the general .opening, there being no
showing that he was a veteran of the World War; that the applica:t
tion of Husband, which was regularly and properly filed, was consequently entitled to precedence; that Husband settled . on the land.
:embraced in, his original entry before the plat of survey was filed
anid~ presented~ his application to make original: entry on July 14,
1920; tthat 'his application; was allowed on Septenmber 14, 1920, by*
reasbn of his allegaotions of seilement; and that upon the allowance
-of the original endry, "his' rights thereunder, wthirh would includehis right to exercise a preference' right of entry for adjoining land
.::under'section f8'of` the act of Decem-ber 29,1916 (39 Stat., 862),
;

f
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related back to the time! of his settlement, and for that reason his
application should be held as superior to that of Townsend."'
By decision dated October 18, 1922, the Commi ssioner of the General Land Office affirmed the action of the local officers.

;

He states:

Husband had no rights under which to claim any preference right until the
14th of September,. 1920. It appears that Townsend's application was already
filed. In order for Husband to have any preference right he must have had a
homestead 'entry of record when Townsend filed his application.
At the time Townsend filed his application the land was not subject'to entry
by him as he does not show he was entitled to preference right under Public
Resolution No. 29, but his application was not rejected, it having been allowed
to remain suspended until it became allowable, and as it became allowable
(township plat having been filed June 29, 1920), before Husband filed his add!-'
tional homestead application it is thought to be inequitable under the instruetions contained in 47 L. D., 150, to thereafter accord Husjband preference right
to the land in conflict under section 8 of the stock-raising act.

a

Townsend's attorney filed timely notice of appeal from the Commissioner's decision and subsequently he has stated in writing that he
does not intend to file any brief on appeal, but wishes the case to be
considered on the brief filed with the appeal from the -action of the
local officers.

The Department is thoroughly in accord with the views expressed
by the Commissioner. Husband had no preference right. While it%
was irregular, to receive and suspend Townsend's application as was
do~e, Husband is not in a position to complain. It is entirely a matter between the Government and Townsend and in the absence of any

valid intervening*right the irregularity does not call for cancellation

of the entry.

The decision appealed from is affirmed.

'XoCLANE v. SCOTT.
Dedcde4July 20, 1.92t.
STOCK-RAISING HoES'TEAD-ADDITIONAL--AMENDM

r.

,

One who .has, made an additional entry under section 5 of the stock-raising
L homestead act is not qualified either to make a further additional entry
under that act or to enlarge the additional entry by amendment, if he does
not own and reside upon his original entry.

FINNE,
-

0;

First Assistant ecretavy:

;

; fThis 0is' an appeal which presents for determination the question
whether one holding an entry under section 5 of the stock-raising
homestead act can enlarge the' entry by amendment at a time when,'
he no longer owns and resides on the original entry.,
At the Roswell, New Mexico, land'office on October 16, 1922, Lillie

McClung Scott was allowed to make entry under the stock-raising

0
493.

0
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homestead act for lot 4, Sec. 74 lots 3 and 4, Sec. 18, T. 9 S., R. 11 E.,
N. M. M. (158.32 acres), as additional to her perfected entry under
the enlarged; homestead, act for N. i, Sec. 18, T. 8 S., R. 11 E.,
N. M. M. (258.88 acres). On January 8, 1923, Mrs.- Scott applied to
amend the additional entry by adding thereto lots 3 and 4 and S. i
INW. i, Sec. 3, T. 9 S., R. 10 E., N. M. M., setting forth in a supple.
mental affidavit executed February 26, 1923, that when she applied
to make the additional entry she owned and resided on her original
entry, and that she still owns one subdivision of the original entry
.(lot 1,ISec. 18, T. 8 S., R-11 E., N. M. M.).
On January 11, 1923, George W. McClane applied to make entry
under section' 1of the stock-raising homestead actl'for E. i and E. At
SW. j, Sec. 34, T. 8 S., Pt. 10 E., and lots 3' and'4 and' S. {NW.
X, Sec.' 3, T. 9S., R. 10 E., N. M. M.' (559.60 acres). ' The local
officers advised McClane that his application was suspended to await
action on Mrs. Scott's prior application to amend. McClane appealed, contending that Mrs. Scott's application to amend should be
rejected because she no longer owned and resided on her original
entry. By decision dated March 31, 1923, the Commissioner of the

General Land Office held that the application to amend was allowable. MoClane has appealed to the Department.
McClane has shown by certified copies of tie various papers that
by warranty deed executed March 4, 1920, and recorded the same day,
Mis. Scott transferred 'to 0. Z. Finley the land embraced; in her'
original entry; that on September 11, 1922, said Finley transferred
the tract,' with other' land, by warranty deed to Lois H. Fuller, who
by quit-claim" deed executed February 23, 1923, transferred lot 1,
Sec. 18,' T. 8 5., R. 11 E., N. M. M., to Mrs. Scott.''
It thus appears that when Mrs. Scott filed her application to
amend she no longer owned and resided on her original entry, but
subsequently acquired 'one subdivision thereof.
The Department has held (48' L. D., 38) that the making of an
'additional entry under either section 4 or section' 5 of the stockraising' homestead act does not necessarily exhaust one's rights
under said sections, but that further additional entries may be made'
for 'such a 'quantity of designated'land within twenty miles of the
original, entry as, 'when added to the area formerly acquired, will not
exceed' approximately 640 acres.
'Mrs. Scott was not' limited to an- application to amend. Had she
been' qualified, she- could. have applied to make a, further additional
entry under section 5 'for the tract, involved. But she was not
qualified toD make such' an' 'entry, and can. not be allowed' to secure
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by amendment what she could not secureS -thiough a further additional entry.

The application. to amend is therefore rejected,. thei decision ap-'
pealed from being reversed.
. EMMA R. HUME) ET' AL.
Decided. Julyj 24,

1923..

HE[Rs; DEVISEE-ACT oF DECEufBERj 11, 1919.
An application for the repayment of moneys: paid in excess of lawful, re-,
quirement filed by one of the: heirs of a deceasedi entryman on behalf of
all of the heirs, prior to the. expiration of the two-year limitation contained in the act, of December 11, 1919, iS sufficient to stop the,:running of
the statute as to the share of~each heir, and the subsequent filing of separate applications on behalf of the heirs individually after the expiration
of the two-year period will hot- be deemed a cau'se for zits denial.

REPAYMENT-WIDOW;

FIINEY, First Assistanit SeoretaryS:
28, 1921, Grant E. Hunt, one of the heirs of Doctor.
0 -November
F. Hunt, applied for repayment of-the amount paid in excess-.of law-ful :requirement on Xpreemption entry No. 638, now 012547, Spokane,:
Washlington, for the N., SE. and SE. ' SE. 1, Sec. 22, T. 17 N., R..
44 E., W. M., made by Doctor F. HuntiAugust 17, 181, payment
being made'at the rate of $,2.50 per acr6e whereas th laweful. price
:
was.$1.25 per acre.
.

In connection with the said' application for repayment the names.
aand addresses -of all of the heirs were. furnished.. Preliminary toi
a action- on the 'ase the General Land Office forwarded, application
blanks to all of the heirs named for formal application byveach of
them, and in October, 1922, the heirs filed -separate applications.
Upon consideration of tthe case the Commissioner of theiGeneral_
Land Office by decision of.May 22, 1923, required- certain:additional.
evidence by Grant E. Hunt, for completionpof-the record -with view
to allowance of his proportionate share of the excess payment. This
requirement, appears to have been complied with. In the same -decision it was held that-the applications by -the other heirs~jnamely,.
Emma R. Hume, Syria A.'Hunt, Frank M..Hunt, Thomas J., Hunt,
and Lucy J.,Hill ,were barredvby the act of: December 11,, 19190(41,
:Stat.,1 366), as.they. had, not filed within two years from the, date. of
the act as required thereby. For. this reason said applications were
rejected and appeal from that action has brought the case. before the,
,
.
:
D
Department for consideration.
In support of the-,appeals affidavits havebeen furnished-by.each
and all of the said heirs to the effect that the first application filed '
by Grant E. Hunt, was made for all of the heirs and. at their re-

--

-
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quest, and that -the- supplemental-Aapplications were. executed:-as a
"'result. of the action fof the General Land Office in transmitting: blanks
for formal:applications to-'complete' the record.' It' is therefore con'tenled: that the application filed
one of ;by
the heirs: for all of them-'
'prior- to:the expiration. thethe two-year period of limitation' was suf: ficient to stop the running of the statute as to the share of each one.
The- Department is fully .convinced' of the correctness of 'this con-tentionl. There can be no Teasqnable .doubt that the first application:'
was'-for the benefit of all the heirs. -The 'application was for the
'whole amount of the excess; and the several heirs entitled to share: in
it s'distribution were named. These facts, supplemented by the affi
davits 'of each of the other five 'heirs that the application was'made
in their behalf and at'their request; will support the contention that:
'the claimn as a whole, eo mnprised of the shares of the respective heirs,
-was-filed within proper time.
Accordingly the 'action complained of is-vacated and the case remanded'for further appropriate action.
-

LINDGREN v. SEIUEL.
Decided; July 24, 1923.
HOMESTEAD ENTEY-OCCTNCY-COLOR

o

ITLE.

The fact that an occupant ofpublic land is not qualified to

ihake a home'stead entry is not sufficient to modify the rule that land in 'the actual
possession and occupancy-of one under color of title or claim of rightdis
not subject to entry by another.

COURT' AND DEPARTTENTAL- DECISIONS ,OITED 'AND' APPLIED.
-Cases oftAthdrton v. Powler '(96,U. S., 513), Lyle v. Patterson (228 IU. S.,
211), Krueger v. United States (246 1U. S., ;69), Denee v. Ankeny (246"
U. S., 208);, Jones v. Arthur (28 L. D., 235), and Burtis v. State of Kansas&
et al. (34 L. D. 304), cited and applied.

FI:NmYr
.On

First Assistant Secretary:

March

30, 1917, at the'Sterling,

Bunting. made homestead
R.

42 W., 6th P.

the contest

M.

Colorado, land office, Geerge

entry for NI.

j

SE. 4', tSec. 7, T. -2 S.,

The entry was' canceled November17, 1921, pn

of Irving

O..
. Shuel, whq

never resided on the land.

charged that

Bunting:;ad

On December 1, 1921, said Shuel filed a

waiver of his preference right''under the contest, and on the same,
day Flora Shuel, formerly Swartwood, .applied

to amend her addi-

tional entry under the stock-raising homestead act, made November
i0,

1921, for SE'."I

'NE. '4,' Sec. 18, said township,; to: embrace

NE. 4d SE. "4, 'said 'Sec. T.

By decision dated 'April 22,

the

1922, the

Commissioner of the General Land Office held that the application
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to amend. would be, allowed :provided the subdivision were, later
designated under the stock-raising homestead act. The designation
of the subdivision became effective on' September 5, 1922.:
;In the meantime, a protest against the' allowance of the.applica:tion to amend was filed by H. E. Lindgren. Later, a corroborated
affidavit:by Lindgren was filed, setting forth that~ he had resided
on the NE. i SE. said Sec. 7, for-the last four years; that in April,
1918, he purchased the Byrd. Ranch, consisting.of about 1,520 acres,
: which, surrounds the subdivision in controversy; that the improve*::
ments of said'ranch. are located, on the NE. j SE. ', Sec. 7;.!that
he did not know until about eight months after the purchase :of the
* ::;: ranch that the improvements were loc'ated on said subdivision;
time of buying .the ranch he was informed there was a
0' 0:that
' ' the
0 ;:. tat
vacant 40-acre subdivision;,; that the contract of sale provided. he
was to receive the' relinquishment of the subdivision, and, that at the
:date of the sale of the ranch Bunting: wasserving in the United
States Army. The improvements. on the subdivision, are said to
consist of a house,0 chicken sheds, cow sheds, corn crib, and granary,
:'all the buildings being of a substantial character..
By decision dated November 8, 1922, the Commissioner of the
General 'Land Office required Mrs. Shuel to show cause why her
amended Sentry; should 'not be canceled as to NE. : SE. ', Sec. 7.
..
:An appeal to the Department has been filed..
is not disland
the
occupying
The claim of Lindgren that he was
by Mrs. Shuel, who :contends that the protestant, not. being
0
:puted
qualified to make a. homestead entry, is not entitled to' any. relief
.,

whatsoever.

It is well settled that land in the actual possession and occupancy
of 'one under color of 'title or claim of right is not subject.to entry by
Kv.
Kansas (34
anothe'r. Jones iV. Arthur. (28 L. D.,. 235), Burtis
L. D., 304), therton '. Fowler (96 U. S., .513), Lyle V., Patterson
(228 U. S., 211), Krueger v. United States (246 U. S., 69.), Denee v.
'
'.
Ankeny (2460'. S., 208)..
'fact that Lindgren is not qualified to 'make a homestead entry
T': Ihe
is immaterial. He must be accorded an opportunity to acquire the
tract under some other appropriate' law.
The 'dAcision appealed from is affirmed.

LINDGREN v. SH'UEL
Motion for.,rehearing 'of departmental decision of July 24, 1923

6D.,653), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney, Septem-.
(49 L.
:
.
ber 10, 1923.
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Deoided July 24, 1923.
:OI

AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTNG PERT-AvRSE

AMENDM{ENFT.

,Df4S

f0

CLAIM-NOTIcE-R

CORDS--

X--

Where an application for a permit undersection 13 of the act of February 25,
1920, is filed in good faith for lands shown by the records of the local land'
office to be -free from conflicting claims, such application constitutes a'bar to
the amendment of subsisting permit applications, although based upon location notices posted upon the land, if there was no apparent error in those
applications when filed.
OIL AND

GAS LANDS-PnOSPECTING

PERMIT-NOTICsE-ADVESE

CLAIM-AMEND-

MMET-PEEFERENCE RIGHT.

A location notice, posted as prescribed by section 13 of the act-of February
25, 1920, has a segregative effect for a period of thirty days only, and 'when
an application for a permit is filed the application becomes the notice to all
applicants that the l.and described therein is adversely claimed and can not
* be amended after the- expiration of the thirty-day period to conform to the description posted, in the presence of' a bona Miee 'intervening

claim.

OII. AD GAS LANDS-P

PECTING PFEMIj-PEa=ncE

RIGHT-NOTICE.

Neither -the act of February 25, 1920, nor the departmental regulations issued

*

pursuant thereto make distinction between surveyed and unsurveyed lands
as to preferenee rights 'initiated under section 13 of the act by the posting
of location notices,- except that greater particularity is required in the descriptions of lands of the latter class.

DEPARTMENT.&L DECIsION CITED AND APPLIED.

Case of Spindle Top Oil Association v.: Downing et al. (48 L.%D., 555), cited
and applied.

FIiWiY, First Ass'stant Secreta7y:

T-is is an appeal by Frederick A. Wagner from the decision of
the Commissioner of the General Land O'fice, dated February 2,
1923, which 'rejected his application for a permit under section 13
of the leasing act of February '25, 1920; (41 Stat., 437), for; certain
lands in the Salt Lake City, Utah, land district to the extent of its
conficts with applications for permits .under said; act, filed by
-R. Clare Coffin and I. C. Bretschneider.
The records show the following facts:
,Onf June 7, 1922, IR. Clare Coffin led an application for permit
under section 13 of the leasing act for unsurveyed'land in'southeastern Utah described as follows:
From a point of beginning which is rock monument S. 45° W. 10 feet from
this monument, thence j mile west, thence i mile north, thence 14 miles west,
thence 4 mile north, thence j mile'east, thence 1 mile north, thence 1 mile
east, thence , mil north, thence 1 mile east, thence 2 miles south, thence j
'mile west, thence j mile south, thence 4, mile west to the point' of beginning.;

If the public land survey were protracted from the southwest corner ;of
Twp, 40 S, IL 28 EL;, and each township and section in said protracted survey
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were integral, the lands herein' described wbuld include the following legal
subdivisions: The SW. 4, the S. 4 NW. i of Sec. 2, S. 4 and S. I N. 4 of Sec.
3, SE. i NE. L, NE. j SE. I and S. 4 SE. 4-and S. 'SW. '14of Sec. -4 SE. i
SE. of Sec. 5, E. 4 NE. 4, E. 4 SE. i, SW. i SE. 4, SE. I SW. i of Sec. 8, all
of Sec. 9, all of Sec. 10, W. 4 of Sec. 11, N. 4 NW. 4, Sec14,NE. 4, N. 4 SE. 4,,
N. 4 NW i, Sec. 15, N. 4 N. i, Sec. 16, N. i NE. 4, NE. 4 NW. 4, Sec. i7, all in
township 41 S., R. 12 E. of the S.. L. M.
The above description by legal subdivision is only approximate and for the
convenience of the Register of the Land Office.

The point of beginning lies 21.90-'miles west andl4.99 miles north, of'a mile
Utah-Arizona 215M ."
'post on the Utah-Arizona boundary- line marked "U
The applicant Coffin averred posting of 'notice of intention to

applylfor-a permit on May 1:4,1922, and flIed- a copy of this0 notice.
The notice contained a description of the lands by' metes and bounds
identical with that given as the first paragraph- of the description:
in his application which is quoted herein but did not show the location
of said land with referefice to the public land surveys.
Coffin
C922, furnished an amended statetoein of the
On June 4,
:0-.5 uapproximate legal subdivisions, describing, tem as "The SW.. ,
4, Sec. 2, the S. NE. 4, SE4., 5. -, SW. 4,. Sec. 3, 5. 4
S.4 NW.
SE. 4, Sec. 4,- E.-4, S. 4 SW. 4,Sec. 9, all of Sec. 10,W. 4, '$ec. 11,
N. 4 NW4,Sec. 14,-NE. i, N. 4:SE. 4, N.-4 NW. 4, Sec. 15 -N. 4-N.: ,
.,

'

Sec. 16, T.-41 'S., R. 12 E., of the S.RL. M."

-

,

On June 9,1922, H. C. Brets6chneider filed an"iapplioationfor 'pros-.
pecting permit on lands described in his application as foilows
From a point of beginning which is a rock monument N. 65° E. 15 feet from

this monument, thence 4 mile south, thence 4 mile west, thence 1 mile south,
thence 14 miles west, thence 4 mile north, thence 4 mile west, thence 14' mires
north, thence 2 miles ieast, thence 4 south, thencer4 east to thed point of beembracing

ginning,

more

2480 acres

or

less.;

If the public land survey were protracted from the southwest corner, of

Twp.

40

R.; 23

S.,

E., and

each

and

township

said

section

protractedrsur-

vey were integrai, the lands herein described: wouid include the following legal
subdivisions:

.

--

" ,

The SW. 4 SE.; , SW. 4, S. A NW. 4, of Sec. 15,S5. ,- S. 4 N. 4 of Sec. 16,
SE. 4, S. 4 NE. 4, Sec. 17, NE.,4, N. 4 SE. 4 of Sec. 20, all-of Sec 21, W.A
and NW. 4 NE. i of Sec. 22, N. 4 NW. of Sec. 27, N. 4 N. 4, Sec. 28, Twp 41'
S., R. 12 E., of the S. L. M.

The location of. the poiht of, beginning ,was shown by the description in the surety bond filed ;with the application to- be021.90

miles west and 14.99 miles north of a mile post on the Utah-Arizona
boundary line marked -"-Utah-Arizona," indicating' that the, sae
location monument was used- by Coffin and lBretschneider.
intention'
noticeof
a
of
The applicant Bretschneider filed a copy
-

to apply for a- permit which he stated was posted on the land

17, 1922.

-

n May

The description of the :land given in this notice "was'_-Vy
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metes and bounds and. was identical. with that; given in the first
paragraph herein quoted from his- application.
On July 27, 1922, Frederick .AWagner, the appellant,; filed an
application forda: prospecting permiti under section 13 ofi the leasing
act in which he described the land desired as follows:
Sec. 2, E. J, Sec. 11; E.' ; SW. i; S. J
W. 4; W I SE. i1 ,Sec. 1; E..'
, NW. 1,.Sec.714; SE. I SE. , See. 15; EM+NE. ,: SW..i NE. i; SE. j,'Sec. 22,
and allSec. 23, T. 41 S., R. 12 B., S. L. Mer.,, containing an area, of 2560 acres.
That said tract is as compact as may be because it is the only available land
subject to. application, there being, no available lands either on the east, west,

or Psouth, because of prior appropriations.
That a metes and bounds description of said 'lands is as foilows, viz:
+ Beginning at the NE. cor. of the tract. (whichis located 301 miles west of the

SW. cor. of Township 40 S., R. 18 E., S. L. Mer.) and running thence W. 1:
mile; S. 21 miles; W. i, Mnile; S. J mile; W. i mile; S. i mile; E. 11 miles; N. 3
miles; E. i mile; N. i mile; W. f mile; N. i mile to the place of beginning,
being unsurveyed lands.

At this time the records of the local land office indicated no conlict, as. to the approximate legal subdivisions claimed by the three
.- fapplica~n~ts.i. However, on November 16,:1922, resident counsel for
Coffin andBretschneider filed applications ti. amend the, descriptions
of the land.desired, to embrace the lan dlocatedin. thie field and de7
scribed in the notices posted on the monument erected on the land.
In.these applications it was stated that.a

error was. made in

determining the distance from the location monument erected in the
field to. the 215th mile post on the U:tah-Arizona boundary, which
mile post, 'is the, point on the, public land. Survey to which their descriptions are tied.. The .amended descriptions state that the M onument. lies 20.938 miles west and 14.557,miles.northlof said mile post.
The changed description made the probable legal subdivisions
covered by Coffin's application the5. 4S5W. F, Sec. 1,, S._ SE. 4, Sec.
- 2;:
5. 4,NE. 4,,, SE. l, Sec. 10, S., 1 NW. 1, SW. 4, E. 4, Sec. 11, W. :
Sec. 12,. JW. 4, N. 4 SW. 4, Sec. 13, E. '4, NW. i, N. 4 SW..4, Sec. 14,
NE. I, 5. 4 NW. 4,1 N-', 5. ,ISec. 15, N. 4 NE.,, See. 23, T. 41 S., R
12 E., S. L. M., thus confiicting.'with-Wagner's application as to the
Sec. 2, E.'r, Sec. 11, E. 4,S.4 NE. ,
S., SW. , Sec. 1, S. iSE.:,
Sec. 14,.and N..4INE..l, Sec. 23.
Ny. SW. 4 :,'
Under the amended description Bretschneider's, application covers
,Sec.16,. E. .,
-the 5. A SW. 1, Sec. 14, S. A5. 4, Sec. 15, S. A SE..,
Sec. 21, all Sec. 22,iW.4, SW. 4 NE. 4, NW. ' SE. 4, Sec. 23, NW. 4,
N. A SW. 1, Sec. 26, N. 4, N. S5. J, Sec. 27, and N. i NE. 4, Sec.28,
T. 41 S., IR.. 12 E., S. L.; M., and, conflictsv,with the application by
' SE. S JE.Sec. 15,W,E..NE1
SWagner.asto the. S..4SW.4, Sec.214,
SWi%,. 4.NE. 4, SE. 4,: Sec. 22, SW. i NE., 4,,i.NW. SE. 4, W9. KitSec. ;23.
:.

751 0 ,22--
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The Commissioner in his decision of February 2, 1923, rejected
:Wagner's application as to- the land shown to be claimed by ,Coffin
and Bretschneider under their amended descriptions.
The appellant does not claim that the location notices were not
posted upon the monument as alleged by Coffin and Bretschneider
nor does he' deny that the said monument is in fact located at the
point claimed by them. His claim is that the notices of location
alleged by the adverse claimants are invalid because posted by a third
person who is not'shown to have had'antecedent authority to post
such notices and that his application filed while the records of the
local land office did not reveal any adverse claim to the land now
sought by them, is a bar to the amendment of their applications to
include said land.
Appellant's application was not filed until more than thirty days
after the location notices were posted and after applications were
filed by Coffin and Bretschneider, and the question whether there was
sufficient antecedent authority for the posting of such notices. need
not now be considered as the only effect of such notice is to entitle the
locators to preference rights to permits for a period of thirty days.
It is urged by the applicants Coffin and Bretschneider that as the
lands are unsurveyed the rule with respect to their location and
description differs from that governing surveyed land.
There is no distinction made by section 13 of the leasing act, as
regards preference rights initiated by posting of notice of intention
to apply for permits, between surveyed and unsurveyed land, nor
does the Department perceive any. The act and the regulations by
the Department require greater care in describing unsurveyed land,
'recognizing the increased possibility for the initiation of adverse
claims through error.
The question herein presented is whether applicants who posted
notices describing the land with sufficient definiteness- to enable persons'reading the notices to determine the boundaries of the land
desired and within thirty days after posting filed applications describing lands other than those described in the location notices, may
amend their applications to embrace the land described in 'their
notices although part of the land is covered by an application filed'
subsequently to their filings, by an applicant who did not post a
location notice.
The Department must hold that such amendment oan not be
allowed.
A location notice has a segregative effect as against other applicants for a permit for a period of thirty days only, and unless application for 'a permit is filed by the locator within that period the
right isiextinguished. When an application for 'permit is filed, said
application then becomes the notice to all claimants that the land is
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adversely claimed. The location notice is then valuable only as indieating what was intended to be described in the applicatio'n and 'can
not vest any preferencein the locator, where, through his own fault,
,he has caused lands other; than those;, described in said notice to be
segregated on the records of the local land office by filing an applicationi containing; an erroneous description.
0 0 'the
0 Incase -now before fust thereX was no apparent error in the
descriptions given ,by Coflin and Bretschneider. The approximate
legal subdivisions, while not essential, and furnished, as stated, for
the'convenience of the local officers, were such legal subdivisions as
would have been segregated by those officers under the metes and
: ounds description given in their applications. There was nothing
of record to charge appellant with notice that these prior applicants
were claiming land which he applied for.
Nor can it well be said: that, having elected to make application
without examining the land, he made such application subject to-the
claims of any person who had posted notice of intention to apply
for a permit covering the lands which he found to be open and unappropriated upon the records of the land office. Such a rule would.
extend the effect of a location noticebeyond the thirty-day limit
prescribed- by the statute and there is nothing in the leasing act which
requires an applicant under section :13 of said act to go upon or
examine the land desired to be*prospected before making application
for a permit (Spindle Top Oil Association V. Downing et al., 48
L. D., 555).
The Department finds that the rule must be that wherever an
application for permit under section 13 of the leasing act is filed in
good faith for lands shown by the records of the local land office to
be free from conflicting claims such application constitutes'a bar to
the amendment of subsisting applications, although based upon
notices ,posted upon the land,'where there was no apparent error in,
: said applications at the time they were filed.
The decision of: the Commissioner is reversed, the case closed and
* the records returned to. the General Land Office..
Li: '

L_EL
XY.

Decided July 25, 1923.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-SURFACE RIGHTS-PAENT-0rL
VATION-PRAWCTICE--RES JUJDICATA.

*

AND HGAs TAN-Ds-R1sERsE

Where a restricted patent\ was issued upon a homestead entry under the act
:of July 17,1914, reserving the oil and gas contents in accordance with the
departmental practice then obtaining, and the action is long, acquiesced
:in by the patentee, the matter is res adjudicata, andra petition to reopen
: the case will' not' be entertained, though' a different practice than that
originally in force prevails.
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-Om AND GAS. LANDs
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-SURFACE, RIGHs-PATENr--TF
VATIONr-PRACTICE"-COURTS-P""EEFEBENCE. RIGHTS.

[vo,.

RESR_-

Decisionsof; the United States Supreme Court- declaring erroneous established practices of the Land Departmgent in disposingof public lands with
reservations of' oL and gas will noti be gitenf retroactive effect in other
in wh'ich fiunal adjudicatitons have been made ' and acquiesced in by
- cases
'the parties adversely affected fand 'especially where C ongress has recog,
- nized',their equities by graj>ting them preference rights to permits or
leases.
EsToirEL-OinrrcaEs.-CouRTs.
The rule of estoppelby adjudication ,is,.applicable to, the administratiop of'
the laws of the United States by its executive officers to the same extent
as it is to the final determination of controversies in the courts.
DEcIsiowS Crrsa
CouRT DECSIoN CITED AND DISTINGUISnxo-DxiisTMENT
AND ArPPLmD.Case of Stockley v. United Staftes (260 U.'C: 5,32), cited and distingdished';
cases of -Mee v.- Eughart et a:l (23 L. D'., 455),. and State ofr California,
Robinson, transfered (48 Li D., 384) cited and applied.,

FINwy; FirAt Aski.tant Secretary:
Lillie MAKelly patentee of the NW.

4,

Sec. 20,'T. 28 S., R. 27 E.,
M. D M., Visalia, Qalifornia land district, as Iheiri of Margaret A.'
Pulliam, who made' homiestead entry of sid land on Decenlber 18,
1909, has appealed'from the decision of the Commissioner of-the
General Land Office dated October 13, 11922, which denied' her' application for the reiss'uance of patent'-without a reservation of t'e' 'oil
and gas deposits to the United States, on the ground that' the, lands
were known to be mineral at the date of final proof.
The land 'was unwithdrawn' for oil or gas when homestead entry
was made but .was included in 'Petroleum Reserve No. '18, by Execu-i
tive order of January 26, 1911.' Final proof was submitted and the
receiver's receipt*upon final entry issued July 25, 1913. No action
was taken until October' 11, 1915, when the Commissioner rendered
a decision adiiising the entrywoman that the pateht, if issued, would'
contain a reservation of the oil-ahd gas deposits to the Uiiited'States
unless application was made for a classification of-the 'land as:-non4v;
mineral. The entrywoman had dledjfpr-ior to this' decision, Iand setr
Wce was not properly made upon appellant until January 17, 1916.
No action was taken and restricted patent issued to her on August
11, 1916.
On April 30, 1921, the 'patentee applied to surrender the restricted
patent and requested th'eissuance of an unrestricted;;patent in lieu
thereof. This application was denied by the CCo&mmissioner on
October 1,J 121, 'but the appeliant was allowed to applyjfor a' hearing at. Which she would assumie the h'uren' of provig that the
lands were not known to be ^valuable for oil and gas a't the date of
final proof. This action was taken. for the reason that no election

l:
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to accept: a: restricted -patent had been required as was held necessary
in the case of George W. Ozbun (45. L. D., 77).
Af hearingo was had and. in 'the-. decision from which this. appeal
was -filed the Commissioner reversed the decision of the local officers
that .theolands were' not, known to be mineral in character at the date
of completed final proof,. and cited the ruling 'of the Iepartment
in- the'.:case of. Colum1busC. 'Mabry (48. L. D.,' 280), .that lands which
:have beeniwithdrawn: 'as mineral are presumptively mineral' in char.ater,!and v'hen shown to: be such at a later date; knowledge of that
fact'-'must be held .to-relate bakd `at least:as far as -the date of their
classification' as such:
It 'appe'ars', however,' that :action adverse to the entry was Xnot
initiated by the Commissioner:uvntil'ni, e than two yearsiafter. issu-

ance -of'the receiver's receipt upon -final entry, and the appellant
claims that inquiry as to the'ineral'cl-iaracter of the land is prechided by virtue of section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat.,
1095). "The decision of the' Supreme Court of the United States in
the cas of Thomas' J. Stockley -et . va.'lUnited.,States, decided January 2, 192
'(260'U.
S., 532)1 is cited as controlling.
In' thee Stockley case land in Louisiana was 'entered by Stockley
under the6shom estead law on
O November 13,-il905.:- On December: 15,
1908, this land, among other tradts' 'was withdrawn from all forms
of -appropriationI 'by ani order 'of the' )President. The withdrawal
order was expressly made6"subject to existing valid claims." 'Stockley -oplic d' with, 'the provisions of 'the homestead law, and on
January '16k 1909,:file'd"final pro'of, paidl'the- required fees and commissions 'and 6btaihied the :receiver's receipt. therefor. Final certifitcate did not issue. I'On March 17,' 1910, 'he leased the land to an
.:oi1-company:-which later discovered oil. 'On February 17, '1912,
contest was; ordered:by the Commissioner on a chargebthat the land
was known 'to be mineral in character at the date of completed proof.
The Department affirmed :he decision of "-theICommissioner iholding
'that'the lands! were f known- minera 1 character as charged, and
allowed'Sto&6ley to' ee'ct to' 'accept patent with a reservation of the
oil "and'gas to 'the United' States (44 L. D., '178, -180)'. 'Stockley Sdeclined and hs'entry was canceled. Suit 'Was 'brought by the 'United
Statesi to quitet;title, to-enjoin' all interferelnce' with the land and-for
an accouiiting fdr 'all oil and gas removed fromlthe land.' -Stockley
claimu& 'a vested right to an" unrestricted patent under section '7 .of
the act of'M'aich' 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 109'5), which was recognized by
'the' 'ourt in its''decision of January 2,-1-923.
A: fu'ndamential distinction 'is to be -observed in considering the
'facts In: the two' cases. "In the Stockley case' there Jwas no acquiescence, by the eitrman, :in'the finding of the Department that-the

!
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lands were valuable for oil and gas, and patent was not issued. Inii
;the case now under consideration the heir of the entrywoman re-'
ceived due notice of the charge by the Department that the lands

X

were mineral in character and acquiesced in the charge by her failure to respond and her subsequent acceptance of the patent with, a
reservation of the oil and -gas to the;United States. Five years later
she petitioned for the issuance to her of an unrestricted patent on
the ground that she was not accorded the privilege of electing to
accept a limited patent-held to be essential tothe administration of
the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509), in the Ozbun case. Prior to
this request the Director of the Geological Survey, in July, 1920,
included said land within the boundaries of the known geologic
structure of the producing Kern River oil field, as defined pursuant
to the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), which authorized the leasing of such- reserved deposits.,.i
The procedure followed by, the Commissioner in advising the
entrywoman that restricted patent would issue, in default of cause
shown to the contrary, was in accordance with the regulations then
existing, and having' become final by virtue of the patent issued and
accepted the matter was res adjudicata.at the time .of appellant's
petition for an unrestricted patent and the. action of the Commissioner in ordering a hearing'was erroneous.
The rule of estoppel by adjudication is fundamental in the law,
and is recognized as, essential to the orderly administration of the
laws of the United States by its executive officers as well as to the
final determination of controversies in the courts (23 Cyc.,, 122).
It has been applied by the Department throughout the aadministration of the public land laws. Higgins V. Wells (3 L. D., 21), Mary
C. Stephenson (11 L. D., 232), State of Kansas (5 L., D., 243), Gammon v. Weaver- (26 L. D., 383),.Lacey v. Grondorf et al., (38 L. D.,
553). The Department has held that a decision made in accordance
with the practice prevailing at,the time it was rendered, if accepted
by the parties affected as final, will not be reopened for the reason
that the practice then prevailing has, subsequently been held erroneous by the Supreme Court. Mee V. Hughart et al. (23 L. D., 455),
Stateo.of California, Robinson, transferee (48 L. D., 384). In the
case of Mee v. Hughart et al., supra, the situation was similar to that
under' consideration, except, that the claimant had not acquiesced
in the holding of the Department for'the long period. whic4h elapsed'
before appellant,iKelly, applied for an unrestricted patent.,
The leasing act of February 25, 1920, provided for the disposal
of: reserved deposits of oil and gas, and accorded to entrynen, who
made their entries prior to the withdrawal of said land and were
subseqiuently required to accept title to thesurface only, preference
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rights to prospecting permits and leases for the reserved deposits
in the lands entered.
The. Department, in the interest of orderly administration of
claims properly presented and diligently prosecuted,. pursuant to the
public land laws, must decline to give the Stockley decision, and
other decisions affecting established. practices of the Department,
retroactive effect where final action has been taken-and title has
passed from the Government by patent, certification, or approval
prior to the date of said decisions,' and particularly where, as in this
case, five years have elapsed without protest or objection on the part
of the patentee, and Congress has, by the leasing law, recognized
the equities of said patentee by giving her a preference right to a
permit or a lease.
A ny other rule would work endless confusion in the administration
of the public land laws, prejudice the rights of diligent claimants,
and, reward the laches of a claimant who neglected to make timely
claim of Departmental error.
The decision of the Commissioner is modified, to conform to the
views herein expressed and the case is closed.

ROANTIIE TRUST CO(EPAN.Y.
Decided July 81, 1928.

MEXICAN GRANT-SURVEY-BoUNDAkIES.
It is not appropriate to consider after a lapse of many years whether the
survey of the boundaries of a Mexican grant was accompanied with the
nicest discrimination, or the highest wisdom,, and such survey will not
be disturbed on account of inaccuracies where 'it accomplished the purpose
of establishing the boundaries with approximate and reasonable accuracy.
SWAMP LAND-SUavEY-CALFORNrA.:
The fact that an area of land in the State of California, returned by the
surveyor as swamp, included a small area of high land, is not sufficient to
necessitate a subdivisional survey thereof in order to confer title upon the
State, -if the area as, a whole, characterized as swamp, is in fact land of
that class.
CCOURT DECISION CITED AND APPLrD.
Case of United States v. Vallejo (68 U. S., 6583), cited and applied.

FINNEY, 'First Assistant Secretac:ry:

January 31, 1861, patent was issued on the Tulucay Rancho in
California for 8,865.58 acres, based on plat of survey approved September 3, 1859. The said rancho was claimed under a Mexican grant
which was confirmed by the board of private land claims and the
district court. The plat of survey- shows the west boundary of the
grant in T. 5 N., R. 4 W., M. D. M., to follow the meander of the
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:bordering Napa River with'the' exception'of courses one 'to five,
which in part follow the edge of the lowland or marsh, 'called' tide
marsh. 'This 'narsh is 'elarly ddlineated on the plat as an 'area lying
between the Tulucay'Rancho: and' theNapa 'River. On the'township
plat -of' survey,' approved' 'December 7, 1863, the marsh area above
minentioned, is shown as :given 'on 'the Survey of' the- T uluay Rancho
;ad is included in the' area of swamp and overflowed lands.;'
'It appears thint'htI e State' of California sold' the 'said tide marsh or
;
iswamp
lands,' and 'the 'vendee applied'fora'a: patent under the swamppland grant. By dfecision'-of Feb'ruary 1', 1921, the G eneral Land
'Office held that the Stateappeared to 'be entitled to thelands heither
as tide' lands' under its right of soverety or as sw'ap lands under
the swamp-land grant. It was concluded that the description of the
lands by the survey was that of tide' lands rather than' 'swamp lands.
The case came 'before the Departme't on petition by the claimants
under the State tran'sfer, and by letter-of November I10, 1921, to the
General Land Office it was directed that steps be taken to 'determine
'the true character of the. lands, either by he'aring'before'the surveyor
general or by field examination. Following 'that' order'- a" heafring
was had before the surveyor generaljand as a result of the testimony
submitted the surveyor general-concluded that the area generally was
not tide lands but' more properly to 'be'considered as swamp lands;
that an area of about 62 acres of high dry land exists between the
river and the Tulucay Rancho survey, which in his opinion was vested
in the owners of the adjacent rancho.
By instructions of November 11, 1922, the G'eneral Land Office held
that the survey of the Tulucay Rancho should, not be disturbed and
directed' subdivisional survey of -the said marsh area outside the!stBrVey 'of the Tulucay 'Rancho.; -The Mercantile: Trust Company has
appealed from the latter action by the. General Land Office, and objection' is-made to the order for subdivisional survey of the area designated as marsh. It is contended' that the high 'land belongs' to the
Tulucay Rancho,, and that the west line of the grant should be resurveyed and the line between the low and the high land clearly established. It appears that this company claims to own the greater part
of the said 62 acres of high land as a portionSof the adjacent rancho,
and that it also claims all of the swamp lands by transfer from the
State.
The evidence atlthe hearing shows that' the surveyor, in 'running
the west line of 'the Tulucay, grant, did not follow 'with exact precis'eness the edge of 'the marsh, but that he crossed both marsh and
dry! land, perhaps to avoid frequent 'change of course necessary' to
follow minutely the' very: edge of 'the marsh at all points. In fact
ael'ose reading of the' calls'of the originaltsurvey'discloses that he
'
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did not report having followed the edge of the marsh' at all places
on the courses in question. He calls for the edge of the marshon
-course one, but from station two to five he gives merely courses and

ldis~t'ces,'andiAt the end of course five'he reached

to end of marsh'

on left Tbank of Napa River." From that point he proceeded up
the left bank of the river. It is shown that about 132 acres of marsh-i
land in three separate tracts were included in the survey of the grant
and that about 62 acres of dry land were included in the area marked
tide marsh and referred to on the plat as included in the area of
swamp and overflowed lands.
A iomplete. description of the said Mexican :grant, is not found in
the available records, butfrom the recitals in the patent, which;has
:,been examined, it jappears that the confirmation was, not for definite
andi-precise boundaries, but called for an area of two square leagues
within the. boundaries called for in the said grant. Since this sur-,
rvey ,and patent have stood for about 60 years, it is too late to reopen
the title by process. of resurvey.: If this survey were reopened on
the theory contended for that the grant was intended Lto. follow, the
precise edge of the marsh, the same prin iple would require elimination of the 132 acres of marsh from the grant and would produce
quite irregular lines and change the area of the grant. The survey
accomplished the purpose obf division- f the high land from the low
land with approximate and reasonable accuracy, and, as stated by
Justice Miller in United States v. Vallejo (68 U. S., 658), in this
class of cases a large discretion must necessarily be left to the sur-veyor, and' it is not' appropriate to consider whether the survey
was accompanied w'th tiw nicest discrimination, or the highest
wisdom.
.d
.
The only further question is as to the necessity for a subdivisional
survey, to determine whether there would be 'a subdivision of high
land which would not.pass to the State under the swamp gr-ant., As
above mentioned, the 'township plat of 1863 adopted the Tulucay
grant survey as showing the, segregation of the high land from the
low land, or 96ocalled tide marsh, and this area was included in the.
area of swamp land returned. No sufficient reason is now seen -to
':
;
t
se 'a ! ,.
-'
. ,t
S,
disturb that segrtion, and the characterization of that area may
E befairly interpretedas a description of swaanp land, especially as

the recent'inquiry shows, with the minor exception mentioned' that
it is of that character. ,At 16lea
survey returned it as land
:'Iinuring to the State,. whether tide or swamp, according to precise
terminolog r, and it. was sold' by the State as swamp land.
I view' of this coiidition'the Department is of opinion that patent
should issue to the State. for the area west of the Tulucayi grant
survey, courses one to five, and' Cwest of Sec. 35, shown on the township plat as tide marsh'or swamp land.
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Section 2488, Revised Statutes, in part provides:
shall be: the duty of the Commissioner of the General Land Offlice, to certify
over to.Xthe State of California as swamp and over-flowed lands, all the lands
represented as such upon, the approved township surveys and piats, whether
made before or after the 23d day of July, 1866, under the authority of the

'United States.
;

en

*

*v\

*

*

*

:$:

*

In segregating large bodies of land, notoriously and obviously swamp and
overflowed, it shall not be necessary to subdivide the same, but to run the exterior lines of such body of land.

Even if a subdivisional survey were made it appears that at least
some of the subdivisions thus formulated, embracing portions of
high land, would pass to the State under. the rule stated in section
2481, Revised Statutes, that a legal subdivision, the greater part
of which is wet and unfit for cultivation, shall be classed as swamp
land. But inasmuch as the plat of 1863, as above interpreted, represents the area in question as swamp land, the State should be given
evidence of title to the -whole area, and no subdivisional survey is
deemed necessary for that

purpose.

As thus modified the decision appealed from is affirmed.

EDWARD B. XVIIER'
Decided July 81, 1928.

V

REPAYMENT-STATUTES-ACT OF DECEMBER 11, 1919.
A departmental construction, afterwards set aside because erroneous, which
held that a certain class of claims was not subject to the repayment law,
does not stay the running of the two year limitation prescribed for the
presentation of repayment claims under the act of December 11, 1919.

I iNN,

First Assistant Secretary:

Edward B.

Miller has appealed from the decision of the Commis-

sioner of the General Land Office, dated April 19, 1923, denying repayment of the fee paid in connection with his application for oil
and gas prospecting permit, Visalia 08747, Cafifornia.
The records disclose that
Commissioner's letter "N,"

the application was finally -rejected by
October 12, 1920, and the claim for re-

payment was filed on March 28, 1923, more than two years after the
For that reason the Commissioner correjection of said application.

Xrectly
1919

held that

repayment is

barred by the act of December 11,

(41'Stat., 366).

Claimant urges that

at the time his application was rejected, under

the rulings of the Commissioner then in

force, he could not recover

the moneys involved and therefore did not file application therefor
within the two-year period from such rejection provided for in

said
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act of December 11, 1919, yet such ruling was later set aside by the
I)epartmentiand repayment allowed in similar cases, and that the
limitation should not begin to run against his claim until such later
ruling was' put in, force.
Suchh contention can not be sustained as the law is positive in its
terms. It 'was claimant's duty to ifile his request* for repayment
within the time provided by said act regardless of the departmental
construction thereof and the excuses advanced for his failure to do
so present no valid reason for the allowance of his claim.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.

CILElA E. NOTZ.
Decided July 31, 1923.
2

COAL LANDS -PxEiEPTiON-ACT Or JUnE 22, 1910.

The act of June 22, 1910, entitled " An Act To provide for agricultural entries
on coal lands," although not specifically includIng preemption entries among
;the classes of entries allowable under the act, contemplated that the. allowance of that class of entries should be permitted.
DEPARTMENTAL

DEcIsIoNs

CITED AND APPLIED.

Cases of Bililik Izhi v. Phelps (46 L. D., 283), and Martha Head et

at.

L .(48D., 567), cited and applied.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:By its decision of May 18, 1923, the General Land Office held
Clemma E. Motz's preemption entry, Montrose 014263, on- which a
final certificate was issued; for'cancellation on the ground that the
land entered had beenkclassified as coal land and entries of that kind
do not come within the' character of entries which are permitted
on such lands by the act of June 22,-1910 (36 Stat., 583).
-No appeal was taken from that action, probably for the reason that
the Commissioner in closing his decision made the following statement:
If no action is taken. by the entryman during th6 time allowed him (for
appeal), Ifinal action will not be immediately taken against this entry, but the
case will be transmitted to the Department for consideration as to the advisability of recommending to Congress that the entryman be permitted to acquire
title to the lands under the entry, subject to the provisions and reservations
,
of the act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat., 583).

Subsequent to the date of that decision the enttyman filed a state-

*

ment in which he said among other things:
That this affiant needs said lands for grazing purposes and hereby waives all
right to the coal under said lands subject to the provisions and reservations of
the act of June 22, 1910.

6W
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The case is now before this Department; on the Commissioner's
report for " consideration as to the advisability of recommending to
Congress that legislation be. enacted". for the purpose of bringing
entries of this class within the provisions of the act of June 22, 1910.
While it is true that the act inentioned in terms authorizes-the
appropriation of classified 'coal lands 'under the homestead. laws,. the
desert-land laws, and certain classes of selections and does not
specifically include preemption entries, it is believed that entries of
this latter class come within the spirit of that. act and may be allowed
under it.:
Preemption entries evidently come within the purpose and intent,
that Congress had in enacting that law, which is entitled " An Act To
provide for agricultural entries on coal lands," and there is nothing?
in the act or elsewhere to justify the conclusion that Congress
intended to exclude preemption entries.;
In the case of Bililik Izhi v. Phelps (46 L. D., 283), this Department announced the doctrine that the act of 1910,should not be given
a: narrow construction. and limited to the particular methods of
acquiring title there specified, for it was held in that decision that
an Indian allotment, which is not rmenti6ned in the act, came within
its provisions, and the correctness of that holding has been' steadily
recognized since that decision was rendered.'. 4_ spealiing of- that
decision this Department said. in allotment circular of March 24,
1921, that:
It was (there) held further that, inasmuch as section 4 of the general allotment law of February 8, 1887, supra, is in its essential elements a settlement
law partaking much of the nature of the homestead right and' intended to afford
Indian settlers upon public lands the same privileges- of entry as'white'settlers,
an allotment of coal lands within a national, forest was allowable and cam'e
within the purview of the act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat., 583) ,-which authorizes
agricultural entries and surface patents for such lands.

T hat doctrine was further -recognized by the Department in its

allotment instructions of Janluary 24, 1922 (48 L. D.,. 525),. and also
in Martha Head et al. (48 L. D., 567).
The reasoning which supports the recognition of an Indian allotment as coming within, the act of 1910 applies with e4ual, if not
greater force to the preemption entry and in the opinion of this Department justifies- the issuance, of a patent in the present ecase if
there are no other controlling reasons to tle contrary.
For these reasons the Commissioner's decision is hereby'set 'aside,
and the:case is remanded for further and appropriate action along
the lines here indicated.-
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REDW RIVER SYNDICATE (ON PETITION).
Decided July 31,. 1923.

OIL AND GAS LANDS-EQTUITY-OKLAHOMA-ACT OF MARCH 4, 1923.
The act of iMarch'4, 1923, providing for the disposition of oil and gas deposits
in lands 'of! the blUnited States.south of, the medial line of :Red River. in
Oklahoma. did not contemplate the recognition of any equities asserted
under, the leasing tact:of February 25, 1920, but only those persons who
were claiming and possessing lands in that area, in good faith, under
color of some legal right, and had made bona fide expenditures in develop:ment of the lands for, oil and -gas with reasonable diligence prior to February 25, 1920, are entitled: to equitable consideration.
COUnTv HAND; DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED, AND APPLIED.
Oases. of' State of; Oklahoma v. State of. 'Texas, United States, intervener
. (258. U. S., 574), and Robert D. Hawley, on petition (49 L. D., 578),- cited
and applied.

First Assistant Secretary:
There'has been filed by the Red River Syndicate, as agent for the
Texas-Strike Claim, a petition for the- exercise of supervisory authority in the 'matter of an application' by said syndicate, as agent,
fdria-lea'se of 6certain lands in the south half of' the bed of Red iver
in the Guthrie, Oklahoma, land district, filed pursuant to the ad't -of
March 4, 1923 (42 Stat., 1448).
'The petition is for the'recognition of an application made by the
principal for a permit, pursuant to section 19 of the leasing act of
February 25,- 1920 (41 Stat., *437),in determining the equities of said
petitioner under the' later act. The application under the general
leasing act was finally rejected on March 6, 1923, with departmental
approval,' in view of the holding of the Supreme Court in the case of
State of jOklahoma v. State of Texas, United States, intervener, in
its decision of May 1, 1922 (258 U.. S.,- 574), that the public land laws
'of the United States did' not apply to the lands in the bed of Red
REiv'er in Oklahoma, and pointed out that Congress had provided for
the disposition of the oil and' gas deposits iin'lands south of the medial
line 'of the river in the act of March 4, 1923, sTpra.
'It is' urged in support of this petition that the act of March 4, 1923;
did- not provide a new' method of disposing of 'the reserved deposits
in the' south half of Red River but was intended to hold in abeyance
valid applications initiated-under the'prior act until the determination of the 'equities of''certain claimants who were in possession of
certain of the lands prior to the passage of the leasing act. ,
It is further urged 'that appellants, although having, had' possession' of the 'land'for a time,'prior tothe passage of the' leasing act,
having elected to recognize the United States as owner of the lands
FWN-wE,

-
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.and made an uncontested application for a permit under the leasing
act, are to be regarded as having superior equities over all other
parties who claimed title *either from the State of Oklahoma or
Texas.
The application of the leasing act of February 25, 1920, .tpra,q to
lands south of the medial line of Red River'was considered by the
Department in the case of Robert D. Ha wley, on petition (49 L. D.,
578). In that case Hawley appealed from the rejection of his application for a -permit pursuant to section 13 of the leasing act, claiming, as does the petitioner herein, that the leasing act., of February
25, 1920, applied to the lands in the south half of Red River, and
that applications filed prior to the act of Marchr4, 1923, should be
suspended only and, after adjudication of the equitable claims provided for in said act, should be permitted to proceed to permit or
lease.
In denying Hawley's claim it was pointed out that the status of
the lands in the bed of Red River was Sub judice at the passage of the
leasing act, and that they continue to occupy such status. TUnder
those conditions valid applications could .not be initiated until the.
control of the area -passed from: the jurisdiction of the court to the
Department.. The Supreme Court doubtless considered this fact
when it stated in its decision on May 1,, 1922, that neither the mining
lawsJnor, indeed, any of the public-land laws, applied to the lands in
the bed of Red River. In section 6 of the act of March 4, 1923, Con-.
gress directed that the Land Department should not interfere with
the jurisdiction of the 'Supreme Court, thus indicating that the provisions of the act of February 225, 1920, .are to be applied to these
lands only in so far as this later. act provided that they should.'
It is also apparent from the provisions of the act of March 4, 1923,
that only those 'persons who were claiming and possessing lands in
the south half of the river bed, in good faith, (which means under
color of some legal right), and had made bo'na deexpenditures in
development of said lands with reasonable diligence, pjnioTr to February 2.5, -1920, may receive equitable consideration in the aWarding
of permits or leases pursuant to said act... No claims based upon possession or applications filed after that date can vest any rights in the,
claimants, and valid applications pursuant to the leasingact can only.
be made, as provided in- the act of March 4,,1923, after a date. to be
set by the Secretary after the Supreme Court has surrendered its
jurisdiction.
the General
The petition, is denied and the records returned
by virtue,.
to
exist
shown
equities
of
the,
consideration
for
Office
Land
of possession and development prior to February 25, 1920..
.to
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TERRELL.

Decided July 31, 1928.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-SURFACE RIGHTS-VESTED RIGHTS-PATENT--OIL AND GAS
LANDS-WITHDRAWAL-FEES.:
A homestead entryman does not acquire a complete equitable title in entered
lands until he has done everything required by law toward earning title,
including payment of lawful fees and commissions, and if, at any time
prior thereto, the lands are included within a petroleum withdrawal, he
must, unless he proves that the lands are in fact nonmineral, consent .to
take a restricted patent as provided by the act of July 17, 1914, or suffer
cancellation of. his entry.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-SURFACE RIGHTS-VESTED RIGHTS-PATENT-OTL
LANDS-WIT1INEWAL-BARDEN OF PxOOF.

AND; GA S

Where a homestead entry has been included within a petroleum withdrawal
prior, to the vesting of complete equitable title, the entryman, in order to
establish his right to an unrestricted patent, must, if his application for reclassification be denied, assume the burden of proof and show that the
lands Dare in fact nonmineral in character, and the determination of thlat
fact must -be made as of the date upon which the entryman performed the
last 'act required of him by law toward earning title.
COURT AND DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.

Cases of Irwin v. Wright et aI. (258 U. S., 219), State of Wyoming et al.
v. United States (255 U.: S., 489), and Cleveland Johnson (48 L. D., 18),
cited and applied.

FINxwY, FirstAssistant

Secretary:

At the Glasgow, Montana, land office on June 25, 1903, Jacob
Terrell made homestead entry for SW. i NW. i, W. iJ SW. : and
SE. i SW. 1, Sec. 15, T. 32 N., R. 34 E., M. M. (160 acres), subject
to the provisions of the reclamation act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat.,
388). Final proof of compliance with the ordinary provisions of
the homestead law was submitted August 22, 1908, which proof was
accepted by the Commissioner of the General Land Office on January 18, 1909. By dlepartmental order of October 18, 1919, the land
-was released from the reclamation withdrawal, and, the final comnmissions being paid on May 10, 1922, final certificate issued that: day.
By Executive~order of January 9, 1917, the land was included
in Petroleum Reserve No. 53. Because thereof, the Commissioner
of the General Land Office, by decision dated February 17, 1923,
required entryman to file his consent to take patent containing the
provisions and reservations of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat.,
509), as to oil and'gas, or to file an application for the reclassification of the land as nonmineral, together with a showing of the facts
upon which is founded the knowledge or belief that the tract was
not known to be valuable for petroleum or gas on October 18, 1919,
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the date on which the land was restored from the reclamation withdrawal. Said decision further held that in the event an application
for reclassification was filed and denied, a hearing would be held,
Ibe
upon the 'entr,if desired, at which the burden of proof would
man to show that the land was not known to be valuable for petroleum or gas on October' 18, 1919.: Nkn appgal -to the Department 'has
been filed.
It is contended by counsel that the mineral character' of the land
should be determined as of the date entryman submittedcsatisfactory,
final proof, and that when the reclamation withdrawal was revoked
the rights of the entryman were the same as though a withdrawal
had never been made.
/
It can not. be seriously contended that, upon the revocation of
the reclamation withdrawal, nothing further was required' of entryman, for final certificate could not properly' issue until the final"commissions were paid. It was not until May 10, 1922, that the final
proof, was completed by the payment of 'the final commissions, and
prior to that date, while the entryman; could assign all or a portion
of the land, under the provisions of the'act of June 23,. 1910 (36
Stat., 592), -he had no title, either legal or equitable. (Irwin v. Wright
et ia., 258 U. S., 219).
The release of the land from the reclamation withdrawal relieved
the entryman from making the 'further showing required by the'
reclamation act, and made it possible for him to immediately complete the final proof by paying the final commissions. Upon such
payment being made, entryman secured ani'equitable title to the land.
Prior thereto, the land had been included in a petroleum reserve,
and under paragraph 11:of the regulations of March 20, 1915,,(44
L. D., 32, 37), the- entryman must, take patent with a, reservation
or sustain the burden of showing at a hearing, if one be ordered, that
the land was not believed or known to be valuable for oil'or gas
on May 10, 1922. (Cleveland Johnson, 48 L.ID., 18; State of Wyo7
ming et al. v. United States, 255iU. S., 489.)
Modified to agree with the foregoing, the decision appealed from
is affirmed.E
'
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agricultural lands, Minnesota. (Circular
.. 640
No. 898)- .....

Circulars and Instructions.
See Table of, pages XX and XXI.

Citizenship.
See Contest, 13; Desert Land, 2; Final Proof,
2; MineralLands, 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 37, 40;
Reclamation, 1.

1. Instructions of October 11, 1922, citizenship of married women. (Circular No. 857). 316
2. Instructions of January 31, 1921, homestead rights of citizens of.the United States
who served in the allied armies duringuthe
429
.World War. (Circular No. 871).

Claims.

1. Diversion by the United States Reclamation Service of the waters of a lake, thereby
depriving meadowland ofits moisture derived
from subirrigation, even though the land was
Attorney.
not contiguous to the meander line of the
lake, constitutes a valid claim for damages
See Claiefns, 4.
within the contemplation of the act of March
1. Instructions of April 16, 1923, reinstate3, 1915, which authorizes payment of damages
ment of canceled entries; recognition of agents
caused by reason of the operations of the
and attorneys; paragraph 5, regulations of
April20, 1907, amended. (Circular No. 989) 5315 'United States in the survey, construction,
operation, or maintenance of irrigation works. 106
Bonds.
2.'Where meadowland is damaged by the
and
Gas
Oil
7;
See Coal Lands, 1; Homestead,
diversion of the waters of a lake, the landLands, 1, 17.
owner is not entitleS to general damages to
his remaining lands as incidental to the
Boundaries.
damage to the former, if the latter were not
See Survey, 2, 5, 7.
directly benefited by those waters prior to
103
their diversion
Burden of Proof.
3. A State statute prescribing the period
See Contest, 13; Homestead, 12, 33; Mining
be
initiated
of time within which action may
Claim, 6; School Land, 1, 10..
in its courts, has no application with reference
1. The Government is not required to esto a claim asserted against the United States
tablish the mineral character of land as ofthe
pursuant to a Federal statute, where the
date of the filing of a State selection, if the
remedy is not sought in a tribunal of that
selection was incomplete when filed; and the
---------.
-'.
. ........
State
inclusion of the land within a petroleum re4. The prohibition contained in section 109
serve prior to its completion casts the burden
- ofthe Federal Penaloode, ast of Maroh 4, 1901,
of proof as to its nonmineral character on the
against the prosecution of "any claim against
449
State and its transferee.
the United States" has reference to a money
California.
demand and does notinclude olaimsinvolving
the right and title to public land, but seation
-See Claims, 1, 2; Desert Land, 5; Homestead,
113 thereof is more general and inhibits the
1; Saline Land, 2, 3, 4; Survey, 6, 7; Swamp
'
rendering of any service for compensation in
Land, L:
See Hemestead, 27; Minings Claion, 3; Oil and
Gas Lands, 5, 6, 7, 8.
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connection with a matter or proceeding before
any department wherein the UniJted States is
a party or is directly or indirectly interested. 500

Coal Lands.:
See Romestoadd, 7; Indian Lands, 15; Railroad Grant, 2, 6;'Selection, 2, 3, 4, 9; School
Land, 1, 2, 3, 4; Timber Trespass, 1.
1. Instructions of July 12, 1923, coal pros646
pecting permits in reclamation projects2. The leasing act of February 25, 1920, includes within its operation lands not lawfully
appropriated at the date of its passage, which
had previously been withdrawn, classified
as coal lands, and restored subject to sale at
a fixed price, and nothing contained in the
act of' une 22, 1874, can be construed as conferring a right to relief under section 37 of the
former act upon a selector who made selection
of classified coal lands, subsequently to its
enactment ..-....-180 .
3. A selector who, subsequently to the passage of the act of February 25,1920, in good faith
made aselection under the act of June 22, 1874,
for and developed unappropriated, classified
coallands, should be given consideration both
in the matter of priorities and equities in connection with the award ofa lease under section
......
180
2 of the leasing act-....
4 The provision contained in section 37 of
the act of February 25, 1920, exdbpting from
the operation of the leasing act valid claims existent at date of passage of the act, relates only
to claims initiated prior to its enactment, and
no authority exists for the patenting of coal
lands on equitable grounds under a claim
354
initiated after the passage of the act -.'5. The Secretary'of the Interior may, upon
considerations of equity, accord a preference right to lease coal lands under the act
of February 25, 1920, to one-who was errone-.
ously permitted to make coal entry and in
reliance thereupon in good faith made large
expenditures of money, notwithstanding that
no claim was initiated prior to the passage of
the act,'and the coal deposits were not disposable under the general coal land laws at the
354
time that the entry was allowed6 A permit to prospect for coal under section 2 of the act of February 25, 1920, upon
lands within a power site withdrawal, may be
granted subject to such conditions as will'
adequately protect the power interests in the
lands, where the feasibility of their development for power purposes has not been determined and such development, if any, is likely
to be postponed for many years ............. 616
Z7 The act of June 22, 1910, entitled "An
Act To provide for agricultural entries on
coal lands," although not specifically including preemption entries among the classes of
entries allowabld under the act, contemplated
that the allowance of that class of* entries
667
should be permitted

Colville Lands.

:

See Homestead, 4, 5; Indian Lands, 2,3.

Page.

Commissioner of the General Land
Office.
See Contest, 1, 6, 9; -Equitable adjudication,
1, 2; Land Department, 1, 3; Oil and Gas
Lands, 11.

Commutation.
See Homestead, 1.

Compactness.
See Homestead, 53.

Confirmation.
See gbssitable Adjudication, 4; Homestead,
17, 18, 19, 29; Railroad Grant, 5; Survey, 2.

Contest.
See Desert Land, 1, 2; Homestead, 28; MiMitary Service, 3; ]&sning Claim, 5; Oil and Gas
Lands, 12; Oregon and California Railroad
Lands, 1; Reclamation, 1; School Land, 4; Selection, 6; Timber and Stone, 1.
' 1. Where a contest is erroneously dismissed
by the local officers on a- motion of the contestee on the ground of insufficiency of evidence, the Commissioner of the General Land
Office is ivithout authority to dispose of the
case upon his reversal thereof, without first
affrding the contestee an opportunity to
....
'
212
submit testimony. - 2. In a contest against a homestead entry
predicated upon a charge of abandonment it
is incumbent upon the contestant, if he would
maintain the contest, to show that the absence was not under conditions recognized by
law, inasmuch as such absence does not constitute abandonment- -241
3 While an entryman who absents himself frodi his entry to perform farm labor elsewhere subjects himnself to a contest on the
ground of abandonment by his failure to file;
the notice and written statements required by
the act'of December 20, 1917,'yet he is not
precluded, if a contest be instituted, from
showing in, defense thereof that his absence
was under conditions authorized by that act. - 241
4. The rule enunciated in Tieck v. McNeil
(48 L. DU.158), to the effect that an oil and
gas prospecting permit is not subject to contest by a third party, did not intend to bar
a contest based upon matters affecting the legality or validity of the claim not disclosed
by the records or known to the department. - 260
5. The provisions contained in section 13 of
'thact of February 25, 1920, requiring an applicant for a prospecting permit thereunder to
monument the ground and post notice, being
mandatory, a contest or protest sufficiently
alleging failure to comply therewith should
be received and, if found proper, affords a
:
260
basis of an order for a hearing. 6. Primary jurisdiction over protests or contests against oil and gas prospecting per- <;
mits is vested in the Commissioner of the
261
General Land Office.
7. In a contest against a homestead entry
alleging abandonment, the presumption
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arises that the abandonment was not due to
military service, and the Department will
resort to the records of the War Department
for the purpose of substantiating such presumption, where the entry was made after
the military forces of the United States,
mobilized during the war with Germany,
- had demobilized, the entryman was present
at the hearing and refused to testify, and the
evidence failed to disclose any military or
naval service on his part since the date of the
................................. 318
entry .
8. An entryman does not become a party
to contest proceedings prior to the allowance
of a contest and service of notice thereof upon
him, and where an appeal is taken from an
order of dismissal of an application of contest, service of notice of the appeal upon the
374
8
......
entryman is not required .............
9. Thereinstatementanddismissalofacontest by the Conmnissioner ofthe General Land
Office, without granting a hearing to the contestant, is not an act in excess of the authority
of that o ficial where, a contest having been
entertained, it develops that the charge upon
- which the contest' was based does not con- 514
stitnte a cause of action ---10. Section 2231, Revised Statutes, prescribes a course of descent of an entryman's
homestead rights in which his widow, if there
be one, is given a separate status by being accorded preferment over all other persons upon
whom the law might cast descent; therefore,
an affidavit of contest charging "that the
heirs, if any, are unknown," is fatally defective, in that the term "heirs" as used in
601
the statute does not include "widow .-.11. A contest against a homestead entry on
the ground of failure timely to establish residence is prematurely initiated and should be
dismissed where the statutory period of the
entry has not expired and it is shown that
the entryman is in the military service of the
United States pursuant to an enlistment ante617
.....
dating March 3, 1921........
12. An affidavit of contest against a homestead entry charging abandonment is insufficient if it fails to negative the fact that the
entryman is in the military service of the
United States pursuant to an enlistment ante-D
dating March 3, 1921, and where it is shown
that the homesteader is in such service, no
authority exists for making a distinction that
the entryman's service is "voluntary"..-.....617
13. A contest against a homestead entry,
based upon the charge that the entryman was
disqualified to make the entry because he was
an alien, must be dismissed unless the contestant, upon whom is cast the burden of
proof, substantiates the charge by convincing
639
- evidence .........

Contestant.

-

See Contest, 8,;9,13; Oil and Gas, Lands, 13;
-'
Schol Lamnd,

rage.
Contiguityr.

-

See Homestead, 42, 53, 54.

Coos Bay Wagon Road Grant.
.1. Regulations of May 2, 1923, restoration ot
lands in the former Oregon and California and
CoosBayWagonRoadgrants. I(CircularNo.
892)......................................... 565

Courts.
See Claims, 3; Estoppel, 1; Homestead, 31;
Indian Lands, 18; Oil and Gas Lands, 39;,
Patent,3; Private Claim, 1.

Crow Lands.
See Homestead, 6; Indian Lands, 4, 17, 18;,

School Land, 8, 9.

Cultivation.
See Homestead, 36.

Damages.
See Claims, 1, 2; Right of Way, 2; Timber
Trespass, 1.

Deeds.
See Patent, 2; Right of Way, 1.

Descent and Distribution.
See Contest, 10; Indian Lands, 22; Patent,2.

Desert Land.
See Homestead, 44; Military Service, 1; Oil
and Gas Lands, 33; Preference Right, 1; Repayment, 1; School Land, 15; Withdrawal, 1.
1. The provision contained in section 8 of
the act of March 8, 1891, specifying that no
person shall be. entitled to make entry of
desert land except he be a resident citizen of
the State in which the land is situated, is not
a continuing requirement, coextensive with,
the life of the entry, but merely one which
must exist at the time entry is made .-.. .. 114
2. The resident citizenship qualification
imposed by section 8-of the act of March 3,
1891, is sufficiently met by a desert land entryman, if, at the time of making entry, lie had
established his residence in the State in which
the land is situated and his acts indicated a
hona fide intent to make his future home in
that State, although he thereafter temporarily
114id........
maintained his domicile elsewhere3. The provisions of the act of August 11,
1916, do not authorize the tax-levying authorities of a State or county to impose penalties
for nonpayment of taxes assessed against unentered public lands subjected to taxation
158
.
by that act ......4. The fact that the collection of penalties
for nonpayment of taxes assessed against unentered public lands is not authorized by the
act of August 1I, 1916, does not warrant the
allowance of a desert land entry prior to the
payment of alltaxes and assessments properly
levied...................................... 160
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5. The act of nuly1, 1902, which authorized
the Secretary of the Interior to resurvey
certain lands in San Diego (now Imperial)
County, California, was in effect a legislative
declaration that the lands were to be deemed
-msurveyed until-the approved plats of resurvey were filed in the local land office, and
consequently, in the absence of a withdrawal,
they- became subject to the preference right
provision contained in the proviso to section 1
of the act of March 28, 1908, relating to the
occupancy of unsurveyed desert land
-,,,.,,
413
6S Where a desert-land entry has been allowed for unsurveyed lands with descriptions
in terms of a future survey, failure of the
Claimant, upon the filing of the plat of survey.
in the local United States land office, to adjust his claim to the survey should not be held
a ground for cancellation of the entry, but,
upon default in making such adjustment, the
local officers will snake the adjustment themselves-.....'gi..
,,,,,,,.....
636
Diligence.
See Mining Claien, 7; Oifand GasLands, 43.

Entry.
See DesertLand; Homestead; Timber and
Stone; Coal Lands, 5, 7; Equitable Adjudication, 1, 3; Final Proo, 5; Fort Assinnibeine
Lands;l,; Homestead, 10, 42, 57, 59; Military
Service 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 34; Preferencee
Right, 1; Railroad Grant, 1, 5; Reinstatement,
1; Be JTsdicata, 1;: Saline Land, 1; Settlemeant, 1, 4; Statutes, 2.

Equitable Adjudication.
1. Instructions of October 17, 1922, Board
L
of Equitable Adjudication, act of September
20, 1922-..
,.,323 .,
-2. Under the act of September 20, 1922,
which amended section 2450, Revised StatutestheSecretaryof the Interior andthe Commissioner of the General Land Office constitute a board with authority to give equitable adjudication in cases involving
esuspended entries f or the purpose of determining
whether patents shall issue where 'a sub*stantial compliance with the governing law
is shown by final proofs which are defective
because of some error or informality resulting
from ignorance, accident or mistake on the
part of the entryman
.1 .,,,-10 ........
561
3. A mere pending application to make a
homestead entry is not an "entry" within
the purview of section 2450, Revised Statutes,
as amended by the act of September 20,1922
and questions relating to its allowance or rejection do not come within the jurisdiction of
the Board of Equitable Adjudication ,,,,,, 561
4. The confirmation by the Board of Equitable Adjudication of entriesin conflictwith-a
duly asserted Mexican grant, the claim under
which has never been extinguished, is prohibited by sections 2451 and 2457, Revised
562
................... , , .,......
Statutes-52.

Page.
5. The function of the Board of Equitable
Adjudication-is to give equitable consideration only to those hospestead entries which
have received as faverable action by the Land
Department as the law permits, and it is not
within its jurisdiction to consider, on appeal
or otherwise, cases in which adverse action
amounting to rejection or cancellation has
been taken ......
562
30.....

Equity.
See Coal Lands, 4, 5; Oil and Gas Lands, 43;
Suspervisory Authority, 1.

Estoppel.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 32; Railroad Grant,
4; School Land, 7; Sarvey, 1.
1. The rule of estoppel by adjudication is
applicable to the administration of the laws
of the United States by its executive officers
to the same extent as it is to the final determination of controversies in the courts .... ,,... 660

Evidence.
See Burden of Proof, 1; Contest, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
13; Homestead, 25; Mining Claim, 4, 6; Railroad Grant, 5; Railroad Land, 3, 4; Reclamation, 1; School Land, 2, 3; Selection, 1, 7, 9.
* 1. Assay certificates, purporting to show
the mineral values of samples taken from alode mining claim, when not supported by
the testimony of the assayer or properly connected with the samples, are to be treated
merely as hearsay evidence and entitled to
but slight consideration in the determination
of questions relating to discovery ............. 629

Exemption.
See Homestead, 2; Indian Lands, 12, 13, 14.

Farm Labor.
See Contest, 3.

Fees.
See Forest Lieu Selection, 1; Homestead, 8,
10, 17, 26, 32, 44; Mineral Lands, 1; National
Forests, 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 33; Railroad
Land, 1; Repayment, 3, 4, 5, S.

Fencing.
See Stock- Watering Reservoirs, L.

Final Proof.
See Appliedtion, 1; Equitable Adjudication,
1, 2; Homestead, 12, 16, 44,:45, 46, 51, 55; Military Service, 2, 4; -New Mexico, 1; Oregon and
California Lands, 1; Reclamation, 1; Soldiers
and Sailors, 1; Timber and Stone, 1.
1. Instructions of March 23, 1923, execution
of proofs, affidavits, and oaths before deputy
clerks of courts, act of February 23, 1923,
(Circular No. 884)- ..
,,,.
,,,,..
497
2. Instructions of April 23, 1923, suspension
of final proofs on homestead entries to await
naturalization of entrymen. (Circular No.
891) ;....,..
............
I.
538
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3. Instructions of May 7, 1923, proofs, affidavits, and oaths, act of February 23, 1923... 585
4. Instructions of May 8, 1923, proofs, affldavits, and oaths; supplementalinstructions:
act of February 23,1923. (Circular No. 894).. 586
5. Section 2291, Revised Statutes, as amended by the acts of June 6, 1912, and August 22,
1914, permits an entryman to make proof at
any time when he can show-compliance with
the law as to residence and cultivation, provided that either his entry or his settlement
has subsisted for three years, and nothing
contained in the language used therein pertaining to leaves of absence is to be construed
as requiring a lapse of three years from the153
establishment of residence ...............

Page.

Homestead.

Generally.
See Application, 1; Chippewa Lends, 1; Citiceniship, 2; Contest, 2, 3, 7, 10, 11, 12; Equitable
Adjudication, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Final Proof, 2, 5;
Fort Assinniboine Lands, 1; Military Service,,
1, 2, 3, 4; New Mecfeo, 2; Oil and Gas Lands,
36, 37; Prejerence Right, 1; Priesate Claim, 1, 2;
Public Lands, 2; Reinstatement, 1; Relinquishsent, 1, 2; Repayment, 7, 10; sSelection, 6;
Settlement, 1, 2, 3; Supereisery Autherity, 1.
1. Regulations of May 2, 1922, homestead
entries within national forests. (Circular
99------No. 263, revised) .----------..........
2. Instructions of May 19, 1922, homestead
exemption, act of April 28, 1922. (Circular
114
.........
..
No. 826) .
Five Civilized Tribes.
3. Instructiens of May 26, 1922, Cheyenne
14.
Lands,
Insdian
See
River and Standing Rock Indian lands:
.... 131
payments. (Circular No. 829) ......
Flathead Lands.
4. Instructions of May 26, 1922, restoration
See Indian Lands, 10.
to entry of lands in the south half of the ColForest Lieu Selection.
ville Indian Reservation ..................... 134
See Purchaser, 1.
5. Instructions of June 29, 1922, restoration
1. Instructions of December 30, 1922, forest
to entry of reclassified lands in the south half
of the Colville Indian Reservation. (Cirlieu selections; act of September 22, 1922.
383
.
(Circular No. 86).
cular No. 836k) ............................... 156
6. Instructions of July 28, 1922, extension
Forfeiture.
of time for payments; Crow Indian lands.
See Indian Lanids, 24: Miining Claim, 1.
.196
.
(Circular No. 840) ..........
7. Instructions of July 31, 1922; agriculFort Apache Lands.
tural entries on coal, oil, and gas lands,
See Indian Lands, 26.
. 196
Alaska. (CircularNo. 842) ........
Fort Assinniboine Lands.
8. Instructions of April 7, 1923, homestead
enadditional
Act;
entries under Kinkaid
See Selection, 10.
. 528
-.
tries .8..
1: Instructions of-May 3, 1923, Fort Assini9. One who made a homestead entry for.
boine Abandoned Military Reservation: exanyarea oflandintheterritoryaffectedbythe
tension of time to make payments; act of
so-called Klinkaid Act after the date of the
599
January 6, 1921. (Circular No. 899) .........
eamendatory act of May 29, 1908, is not qualiFort Berthold Lands.
fied to make an original entry under the stockSee Coal Lande,'4; Indian Lands, 15.
286
raising homestead act .............. I.....
16. A homestead application, accompanied
Fraud.
by the required payment, filed by a single
See Repayment, 3: Survey, 1,
woman, for lands subject'to entry, which has
Hearing.
been suspended to await the determination
of her qualifications, is, to ail intents and purSee Contest, 1, 5, 7, 9; Mineral Lands, 1;
poses, an entry upon ascertainment that at
Raiiroad Land, 4; School Land, 13.
the time of filing the application she was
1. Section 858, Revised Statutes, which
qualified under the law, and her marriage
contains among others the provision that in
subsequently to such filing does not affect
any civil action no witness shall be excluded
311
any of her rights under the application.
because he is a party to or interested in the
11. Only entries initiated prior to military
issue tried, is applicable to hearings involvor naval service during time of war are proing public-land matters to the same extent
318
tected by the act of July 28, 1917 ......
318
as to actions before the courts ........
12. Where land within a homestead entry
2. The office of the subpoena, the provision
upon which final proof has been submitted,
for the issuance and service of which is made
but suspended to await the fulfillihent of some
by the act of January 31, 1903, is to secure the
further requirement, is discovered to be withattendance of witnesses and compel them to
in the limits of a producing oil field prior to
testify at hearings involving public-land
the completion of the proof, the entryman
matters, but where a party to the proceedmust consent to a reservation of the oil and
ings is present at such a hearing, he is under
gas content to the UnitedStatesas prescribed
the jurisdiction of the tribunal in charge
by the act of July 17, 1914, or assume the
thereof, and can not properly refuse to testify,
burden of showing the nonniineral character
if called upon, notwithstanding that he had
324
3t8
318.... of the land ..............
not been subpoenaed as a witness ......
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13. A permit for the prospecting of land
covered by an agricultural entry made without a reservation of the oil and gas content to
the United States, can not be granted while
the entry subsists without such reservation,
- even though the applicant be-the entryman
himself claiming under a preference right.... 324
14. Where a homestead entryman is required to consent to a mineral reservation as
a condition precedent- to the issuance of a
patent, the- status of his qualifications with
respect to his right to be preferred in the
awartiof a permit to prospect the entered land
for oil and gas under section 20 of the act of
-February25, 1920, is to be determined as of the
.............. 324
date that he files his consent
15. A withdrawal under the act of June 25,
1910, does not stop the running of the two-year
period hixed by the proviso to section 7 of the
act of March 3, 1891, and a homestead entry
within the limits of such a withdrawal is
confirmed by that act if the institution of
adverse proceedings is not commenced within
two years from the date of the issuance of the
receiver's receipt upon the final entry .- - 460
16. The receipt issued by the recever for
final commissions and, testimony fees upon
the-submission of final proof by a homestead'
entryman is the "receiver's receipt upon final
entry" within the meaning of that term as
used in the proviso to section 7 of the act of
March 3, 1891, and the mere suspension of the
issuance of a final certificate does not operate
to stop the running of the two-year period
461
.
fixed by that act.-...17. The rule that the period- of limitation
specified in the proviso to section 7 of the act
of March 3, -1691, begins to run from the date
of the issuance of the "receiver's receipt upon
the final entry," is not met by the payment of
the required fees and com issions tendered in
connection with the submission of final proof
where that officer merely places the moneys
in his unearned account without issuing
492
..
receipt therefor ........
18. Where purchase money tendered by a
his
with
connection
homestead entryman in
final proof is subsequently returned to him by
the receiver, either at the former's request or
with his consent, the entryman is not in a
position to demand patent as upon- a com=
492
.
pleted entry .
1 19. The act of January 27, 1922, amending
section 2372, Revised Statutes, which authorices the Secretary of the Interior to change,
upon voluntary relinquishment, an entry
confirmed under the proviso to section 7 of the
act of March 3, 1891, but which prior to confirmation had been erroneously disposed of to
another, to any tract of unappropriated, nonmineral surveyed public land, confers the
privilege upon the one in whom the entry is
confirmed; it does not confer a similar privi544
- lege upon the defeated claimant ............
20. The Secretary of the Interior has no authority under any existing law to grant relief
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generally to persons who have lost lands embraced -in- entries erroneously allowed or
patented to them by reason of the confirma514
4....
tion of the titles thereto in others .......
21. Unsur-veyedpubliclandsarenotsubject
to homestead entry, and an application to
make entry can not he filed prior to their
- . 549
official survey and opening to entry
22. Lands restored to entry upon the annulment of an invalid patent do not become subject to homestead entry generally until the
expiration of the preference right privilege
accorded by Congress to discharged soldiers,
......................... 549
sailors, and marines
23. The provision c6intained in the act of
February 25, 1919, reducing, for climatic conditions, the minimum residence of a homestead entryman to five months in each year
for a period of five years, is mandatory and
does not confer upon the Laud Department
authority to accept less than the length of
. 602
residence specified in the act .....
24. It is immaterial -whether tracts included
in a homestead entry are described in a patent
according to the legal subdivisions as shown
upon the plat of record at the time the entry
was made, or as lots according to a plat of a
subsequent dependent resurvey made for the
purpose, of reestablishing the location of the
monuments of the original survey, but it is
preferable that they be described in accordance with the latter-inasinuch as they are the
latest designations and brin to attention the
.................... 607
correct data
21. The conformation of a patent issued for
homesteaded lands to a plat of a dependent
resurvey made for the purpose of reestablishing the location of the monuments of the
original survey, upon which the acreage is
shown to be less than that described upon theC
plat of record at the time the entry was made,
is not a ground for reformation of the patent,
inasmuch as the acreage described in a patent
is a question of fact and must yield when the
boundaries of the tract have been determined
607
by competent survey .......................
26. The Government has the right to classify
entered lands as-prospectively valuable for
minerals at any time prior to the vesting of an
equitable right to a patent for both the surface
and the mineral deposits therein, and suth
a vested right is not acquired until the entry-:
man has done everything required. by law
toward earning title, including payment of
608
fees and comnsasions...27; Underthe-laws of the State of Montana
a mortgage is merely a lien upon the property
mortgaged; and a mortgagee who purchasese
at foreclosure sale a homestead covered by
his mortgage is not, prior to such purchase,
entitled to claim as an assignee within the
purview of section 20 of the act of February
.: 610
I........
...
25, 1920
28. Laches in establishing residence upon
a homestead entry within six months from
date of entry may be cured by the establish-
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ment of residence prior to knowledge of a contest, and, where upon the death oran entryman those succeeding to the entry show that
the entryman was not in default at the date
of hist death, the fact that there had been a
previous default as to maintenance of resi622
8....
denceis not ground for cancellation.X 29. Thefact thatanoccupantofpnblilaud
is not qualified to make a homestead entry is
not sufficioutto modify the rule that land in
the actual possession and occupancy of one
under color of title or claim of right is not
subject to entry by another ................... 653
30. Where a restricted patent was issued
upon a homestead entry under the act of July
17, 1914, reserving the oil and gas contents in
-accordance with the departmental practice
then obtaining, and the action is long acquiesced in by the patentee, the matter is res
adjudicate, and a petition to reopen the case
will not be entertained, though a different
practice than that originally in force pre659
.........................
vails.......
31. Decisions of the United States Supreme
pracCourt declaring erroneous established
tices of the Land Department in disposing of
public lands with reservations of oil and gas
will not be given retroactive effect in other
cases in which final adjudications have been
made and acquiesced in by the parties adversely affected and especially where Congress
has recognized their equities-by granting
them preference rights to permits or leases. . 660
32. A homestead entryman does not acquire
a complete equitable title in entered lands
until he has done everything required by
law toward earning title, including payment
of lawful fees and commissions, and if, at any
time prior thereto, the lands are included
within, a petroleum withdrawal he must,
unless he proves that the lands are in fact
nonmineral consent to take .a restricted.
patent as provided-by the act of July 17, 191i,
671
0
or suffer cancellation of hisentry .- .......
33. Where a homestead entry has been ineluded within a petroleum withdrawal prior
to the vesting of complete equitable title, the
entryman, in order to establish his right to,
an unrestricted patent, must, if his application for reclassification be denied, assume the
burden of proof and show that the lands are
in fact nonmineral in character, and the de.
termination of that fact must be made as of the
date upon which the entryman performed the
last act required of him bylaw toward earning
671
titleWidow; Heirs; Devisee.
: See Coatest, 10; Homestead, 28, 40; RepayTsent, 8, 12.
34. Instructions of November 23, 1922,
rights of widows and minor children of widows of deceasedesoldiers and sailors of the war
with Germany and the Mexican border operations. (Circular No. 865) ................... 357
35. On the death of a homestead entrysnan,
leaving awidow and heirs the right to perfect
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-his claim and receive title thereto vests under

section 2291, Revised Statutes, in the widow,
free frosm any claim on behalf of the heirs; and.
a State statute relating to inheritance which
conflicts therewith can not be -invoked to
defeat that right ............................. 169
36. The benefits of the act of.June 8, 1880,
which provides that a person who becomes
insane after initiating a claim under the homestead laws and before be has earned a patent
shall be entitled to a patent on proper proof
without further residence and cultivation,
if he had in good faith complied withthelegal
requirements up to the time he became insane, inure to an insane widow who succeeds
to all of the rights held by her husband at the
... 169
........
time'of his death.
37. The fact that the widow of a homestead
entryman, who -died before he had earned
patent, was insane and confined in an asylum
at the time that the claim was initiated, and
thereafter remained in that condition, does
not deprive her of her exclusive right to perfect the claim and receive title thereto, and
her guardian has no power to relinquish the
entry or in any way divest her of her interest
169
therein
'Additional.
See .Elsmestead, 8, 43, 51, 52, 53, 56, 63, 64.
38. One who is qualified to make an additional entry under the proviso to section 2 of
the so-called Kinkaid Act of April 28, 1904, as
amended by the act of May 29, 1908, by reason
of his ownership and occupation of the land
originally entered, is qualified to make an
original entry under the stock-raising homestead act for such an area of designated land
as, when added to the area originally entered,
286
will aggregate approximately 640 acres39. The right to make an additional homestead entry under section 2 of the act- of June
5, 1900, or under the act of February 20, 1917, orto make a second homestead entry under
section 2 of the act of May 22, 1902, is subject
to the qualification that the applicant must
show that he isnot the proprietor of -more than
160acres of landin the United States, acquired
under other than the homestead laws ........ 308
40. The act of July 28, 1917, did not make
an exception to the general rule previously
enunciated by the Department to the effect
that the right to make an additional home- stead entry, until exercised, is intangible, and
nothing contained in the act authorizes a construction that-the widow, heir, or devisee ofa
deceased soldier entryman acquires a right
by reason: of the original entry to make an
additional entry of a tract .of land for which
the soldier had not initiated any claim .......- 321
41. Under the act of February 20,- 1917,
which provides that one qualified to make an
additional entry under the preexisting laws
may double the quantity in entering land of
the character subject to entry under the enlarged homestead act, one=is not precluded
from making an additional entry of a tract of
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land because one-half of its area together with
the area previously entered exceeds 160 acres,
if the excess is but slight; the rule of approximation is not applicable to such case ....... 647

-Enlarged.
i

j

See Homestead, 41, 56;. National Forests, 3;
Oil and Gas Lands, 31; Settlement, 2, 3.
42. An entry under section 7 of the enlarged
homestead act, upon which residence is required, is an origindl entry within the meaning of section 4 of the stock-raising homestead
act, and one holding such an entry is qualified
to make.an additional entry under the latter
section for such an area of designated land as,
when added to the area embraced in former
entries, will not exceed 640 acres; and the fact
that two of its subdivisions are contiguous to
the original entry is immaterial
244
43. The act of February 20, 1917, extended
the right to make an additional entry under
the enlarged homestead acts to one who has
obtained title under the general provisions of
the homestead law to less than one quarter
section of undesigtiable land, and one who
has acquired title to a quarter section, certain
subdivisions of which are within a national
forest and, therefore, undesignable, while the
remainder is of the character contemplated by
the enlarged homestead acts, is entitled to its
....
-263
benefits ...............................
Indian.
See Indian Lands, 14.
Reclamation.
44. Instructions of May 29,1922, reclamation
homesteads; desert land entries; proofs by
incapacitated soldiers; act of April 7, 1922.
(Circular No. 830)--.
.. 135
45 Instructions of July 8, 1922, reclamation
homestead entries; when taxable. (Circular
No. 838) ..................................... 168

-

Second.
See Homestead, 39.

'

Soldiers.
See fnomsstead, 34, 40.
46. Instructions of May 26, 1922, relating to
soldiers' and sailors' homestead rights. (Cir- 1
118
cular No. 302, revised) .....................

-

*:

:

Soldiers Additional.,
See Homestead, 7.
47. The restoration of a tract of public land
eliminated from a national forest for town site
purposes does not preclude the making of a
soldiers' additional entry therefor by an occupant whose right of occupancy was not
extinguished by the Executive order which
established the forest reserve .2..
. 278
48. The cancellation of an original homestead entry on the ground of invalidity does
notexhaust the entryman's homestead right,
and such an entry is not, therefore, a sutficient
basis upon which to predicate a soldiers' additional right under section 2306, Revised:
359
Statutes.
-
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49. The Department will apply the doctrine
of res adjudicatato a case involving a soldier's
additional right under section 2306, Revised
Statutes, based upon a- homestead entry
which was canceled in accordance with the
construction ofthe law then in force; although
by subsequent departmental rulings the
entry would have been allowed.1I ............. 359
50. The fact that an original homestead
entry upon which a soldier's additional right
under sectiton 2306, Revised Statutes, is based,
having been canceled upon an erroneous
theory, would have been allowed in accordance with subsequent rulings of the Department, will not support the "rule of property
doctrine" in favor of one claiming under an
361
1I...
assignment of such right ................
Stoek-Raising.
See Contest, 8; Homestead, 9, 38, 42; Mineral
Lands, 1; National Forests, 3I
51. Regulations of September 9, 1922,
stock-raising homesteads; Circular No. 523,
amended. (Circular No. 846)
.
269
52. An application for an additional entry
under the stock-raising homestead act, which
can not be allowed because the lands applied
for are more than twenty miles distant from
the original entry, confers no right upon the
applicant to have it treated as an application
for an original entry, if his only remaning
unexhausted homestead right was that of
making an additional entry under that act.. 137
53:- Sections 1 and 13of the stock-raising
home3tead act are to be construed so as to
harmonize with the interpretation given to
sections 4 and 5 thereof, as amended by the
act of September 29, 1919, and, when so construed, it is obvious that two or more incon-:
tiguous tracts of designated land within a
radius of twenty miles may be included in an
original or an additional entry, but the lands
entered must beinareasonablycompactform- 191
54. The purpose of section 8 of the stoclraising homestead, act was to confer ponpe
those who occupy their homesteads a preference right to contiguous land, regardless of:whether patent had or had not issued, and it
becomes necessary to look to sections 4 and 5
of the act to determine the nature of the occupation required .i.
.
245
55. The terms "existing entry," and 'original entry," as used in section 4 of the stockraising homestead act, mean one and the
same thing; that is, an entry upon which
final proof has not-been submitted .
240
56. One asserting the right to make an original entry under section 1 of the stock-raising I
homesteadactbecausequalifiedtomakean additional entry under section 2 of the Kinkaid
Act by reason of having made an entry
in the so-called Kinkaid territory prior to
May 29, 1908, which he still owns and occopies, or because qualified to make an additional entry under seetions 7 of the enlarged
homestead acts or under section 6 of the act
of March 2, 1889, must show that he is not the
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proprietor of more than 160 acres of land in
the United States, acquired under other than the homestead laws ................. ...... 308
57. The status of land at the time its designation under the stock-raising homestead
act becomes effective is the test of the right
of an applicant to make entry thereof under;
that act and, if, prior to that time, the land
is found to be within the known geologic
structure of a producing oil field, it is not
subject to any form of entry ..................
310
58. The departmental instructions of October 6, 1920, directing the rejection of all applications to enter, file upon, or select under
*sonmineral land laws, lands which have been
or shall be designated as within the known
geologic structure of a producing oil or gas
field, extend to lands not so designated. but
which are embraced within a lease granted
under the act of February 25, 1920, until it
shall be determined what portion of the surface will be needed in carrying out the terms
of the lease .-.......
........
. 312
59. When land, is designated as, of the
character contemplated by the stock-raising
homestead act upon a petition accompanying
an application to make entry thereof, the ap
plication assumes, in the absence of an intervening withdrawal, the status of an entry
and the rights of the applicant relate back to
the date of the filing of the application, despite
the fact that the act itself precludes occupancy of the land prior to the time that the
designation becomes effective ....-.....374
60. The proviso to section 2 of the stockraising homestead act confers a preference
right of entry upon an applicant pursuant
to whose accompanying petition the land
applied for is designated as subject to the
provisions of that act, and the fact that the.
allowance of the application is contingent
upon the designation of the land will not permit the initiation of an intervening adverse
claim to defeat the right ................... 405
61. The preference right accorded by section 8 of the stock-raising homestead act to
one asserting through the holding or ownership of contiguous land is defeated by the
preference right granted to a petitioner for
the designation of the land under section 2 of that act, where the former's application to
make original entry, although filed prior to
the lattet's petition, was not and could not
have been allowed until subsequently thereto ..-440
......-..-.
62. One who has made an entry for the full
area permitted by the stock-raising home'
stead act is thereafter debarred from making a
timber and stone entry, or any other form of
entry under the agricultural land laws.
527
63. A suspended application to make a
stock-raising homestead entry for lands not
subject to entry at the time of filing, but
which becomes allowable prior to the placing
of record of an original entry by another,
confers a right upon the' applicant to'enter

Page.
the lands applied for superior to the preference
right to make an additional stock-raising
entry for adjoining lands accorded by sec649
tion 8 of the act of December 29, 1916 ....
64. One who has made an additional entry
under section II of the stock-raising home -stead act is not qualified either to make a
further additional entry under that act or
to enlarge the additional entry by amendment, if he does not own' and reside upon his
original entry................................ 650

-Idaho.
See Military Sereice, 1; Preference Right, 1.

Improvements.
See oemestead, 34; Mineral Lands, 1; Mining Claim, 1, 2, 4; New, .Mexfcoe 2; jSchoolLand, 12.

Indemnity.
See Burden of Proof, 1; Homestead, 15, 60;
Oil and Gas Lands, 30, 35; Railread Grant,1;
School Land, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13; Selection,
7; Settlement, 5.

Indian Lands.
See Alaska, 1; Ceal Lands, 4; Mineral
Lands, 1; Naeigable Waters, 1; New Merico,
2; Oil and Gas Lands, 2, 4; Raitlroad Grant, 3;
Repayment, 6; School Land, 5, 8, 9.
1. Instructions of May 26, 1922, Cheyenne
River and Standing Rock Indian lands; payments. (Circular No. 829) -.
131
2. Instructions of Mlay 26, 1922, restoration
to entry of lands in the south half of the Colville Indian Reservation
134
3. Instructionsuof June 29, 2922, restoration
to entry of reclassified lands in the south half
of the Colville Indian Reservation. (Circular
No. 836)6.
......
...
156
4. Instructions of July 28, 1922, extension
of time for payments; Crow Indian lands.
194
(Circular No. 840) 5. The title or ownership of the' United
States in lands within a reservation for Indian
purposes, created by Executive order, not
controlled by any treaty or act of Congress,
is in no wise affected by the withdrawal, and
-Ssuch lands may hberestored to the public
domain by the President at any time within
his discretion .....
..
.
.. 139
.6. The general leasing act of February 25,
1920, did not, expressly or by implication,
repeal or modify those provisions of the act;
of February 28, 1891, which relate to the leasing by allottees of lands within Indian reservations ..
. 139
7. The provisions of the act of February 28,
1891, relating to the leasing by atlotties of
lands within Indian reservations, were applicable only to such reservations as those created by treaty or Congressional action, and
prior to the enactment of the act of February
25, 1920, no authority existed for the leasing
of lands withdrawn from the public domain
by Executive order for the use of the Indians. 139
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8. Nothing contained in the terms of the act
of February 25, 1920, authorizes that a construction shall be given to the term "Indian
reservations," as used in paragraph 2 of the
departmental regulations of March 11, 1920,
so as to include therein lands merely withdrawn by Executive order for Indian pur139
. , , , , ,,,..
,,,.
poses .......9. Lands, withdrawn from the public domain by Executive order for the use of the
Indians, are lands "owned by the United
States," within the purview of that term as
used in the act of February 25, 1920, and may
be included within an oil and gas prospecting
- 139
permit under section 13 thereof.-.
10. Lands withi4 the. Flathead Indian
Reservation, Montana, classified as timber
lands pursuant to the act of April 23, 1904,
are specifically exiepted'by section 8 of that
act from disposition under the mineraL land
laws, and nothing contained in other parts of
the act or in any of the acts of Congress subsequently enacted, relating to the disposition
of lands within that reservation, may be interpreted as importing a pontrary intention. . 166
11. Restrictions against alienation on land
*allotted to Indians are more in the-nature of
personal disabilities imposed on the salottee
'than covenants running with the land; a
matter of personal privilege which Congress
may enlarge or restrict as and when it sees fit. 348
12. In the absence of specific legislation by
Congress to the contrary, lands allotted in
severalty to Indians are nontaxable prior to
the removal of restrictions against alienation,
even though the statutory period of exemp-:
tion originally provided for may have ex348
.
.
.-............
pired
13. WhileCongressmaylerigthenorshorten
the period of .restrictions against alienationas and when it may see fit so to do, yet the.
exemption from taxation for the prescribed
period is a definite and fixed property right,
which having once vested in the allottee Congress can not thereafter alter or take away.-.- 348
14. While sections 1 and 4 of the act of May
27, 1908, which provided for the allotment of
lands to the Five Civilized Tribes, removed
allrestrictions frbm alllands, includinghomesteads, allotted to intermarried whites, freedmen, and mixed bloods having less than one
half Indian blood, and directed that all lands
from which the restrictions shall have been
removed should be subject to taxation, yet
the homesteads held by the original allottees
are not subj ect to taxation prior to the expiration of the statutory period of exemption, and
by the proviso to section 9 of the act the restrict
tions are continued during that period as long
as the title to such lands remains in the hands
of the ful-blood Indian heirs of such allottees: 348
15. The lands in that portion of the Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation, North Dakota,
which was opened; to disposition by the act
of June 1, 1910, are neither public lands nor.
cededIndianlands, butareexclusivelyowned,
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by the Indians, and consequently the coal
deposits therein would not, except by virtue
of the provisions of section 2 of the act of,
August 3, l9t4, have been disposable under
the general coal land laws or the leasing act of
.... 354
February 25, 1920-........
16. There is no authority whereunder the
Secretary of the Interior can require the purchasers, or their assignees, oflands allotted in
severalty to -Indians on the Wind River Reservation, Wyoming, to whom patents in fee
had previously been issued, to contribute
toward defraying the construction costs of the.370
irrigation system upon that reservation: ..
17, Section 16 of the act of June 4, 1920, although purporting to be a grant in praeseii
of certain lands within the Crow Indian Reservation to the State of Montana for school purposes, is not to be construed as a denial of the
right of those Indians in certain specific classes
designated by the act to select such lands for
376
allotments ............................
18. The doctrine that congressional lIgislation pertaining to relations between the In-,
dians and third parties, including the States
is to be construed in favor of the Indians has
been so frequently announced by the courts
that it has practically become a maxim- ... 377
19. The act of March 3, 1901, which authorizes condemnation for public purposes pursuant to State or Territorial laws of lands allotted in severalty to Indians did not, either expressly or by implication, repeal any prior
act, nor was it repealed by subsequent acts of
Congress relating to the acquisition of rights
qf way across Indian lands: that act and the
various Federal rights of way statutes are to
be construed conjointly or, if need be, inde-,
396
pendently of each other
20. The term "public purpose," as used in
is
to
be
construed
to
the act of March 3, 1901,
mean any purpose which would be deemed a
public purpose under the laws of the State or
Territory, within which the allotted Indian
397
lands are sought to be condemned
21. The proceeds derived from sales of lands
allotted to. Indians with restrictions against
incumbrance and alienation are impressed
with a trust to the same extent as were the
414
lands before the sale 22. Lands, purchased with Indian trust
funds continue to be impressed with the trust
as originally declared, irrespective of whether
the purchased property was previously restricted or unrestricted, and the Secretary ofthe Interior is clothed with full authority to
determine the descent thereof to the same
extent as he is with respect to the original
property from the sale of which the purchase
414
funds were derived ------------.23. Property purchased with Indian trust
funds, even though nurestricted prior to purchase, is exempt from taxation until the ter414
mination of the trust period
24. While the first proviso to-section 26 of
the act, of June 30, 1919, declares that all rights
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I Laches.
under a mining claim within an Indian reservation shall; be forfeited if the preference
See Homestead, 28; Mining Claim, 7; Railright accorded thereby to the locator is not
road Grant, 5; School Land, 12; Selection, 6.
exercised within one year from the date of
location, yet such forfeiture does not, in the
Lake.
- absence of an intervening adverse claim, preSee Claims, 1, 2; Navigable Waters, 1;.-Surelude the locator from relocating, the. same
Vey, l.
ground, but in such event his rights under
the act will commence with the date of the
Land Department.
new location, and will be subject to compliSee Approximation, 2; Desert Land, 6; Egoci-ance with all the terms, conditions, and regutable Adjudication, 5; Hearing,1, 2; Homestead,
lations governing the original location ....... 420
23; Lies Selection, 2; Oil and -Gas Lands, 22;
25. Valid discovery of a mineral deposit,
1.
othsrity,
Ming Claim, 5; Suspervisorg A
being one of the essential elements of a mining
1. The Department will take cognizance of
claim, is also a prerequisite to the granting of
only the legal sufficiency of the: adjudication
a lease based on a mining claim pursuant to
of decisions brought before it forreview, and it
section 26 of the act of June 30, 1919, as amendwill not concern itself with the technical pered by the act of March 3, 1921, which relates
fection of decisions rendered by the Commis- to the leasing of specified deposits of minerals
sioner of the General Land Office which do
in urallotted lands within Indian reservanot expressly contain the findings involved
tions in certain States that were withheld
in the issues, but from the contents of which
from disposition under the mining laws of the
-. -- 250
such findings are to be implied .........421
United States .......... ........
2. The Land. Department has jurisdiction
26. The requirement in section 26 of the act
over the public lands to afford justice to claimof June 30, 1919, that a copy of the location
ants and to protect equities and it may award
notice must be filed as specified therein within
a preference right upon a ground other than
to days after location of a mining claim for
that of physical occupancy, unless the claim
mineral deposits in an Indian reservation, '
is asserted under a law requiring settlement. - 253
can not be waived, and if the locator fails to
3. Rule 51,- Rules of Practice, which decomply strictly therewith he forfeits all right
clares that decisions of the local officers shall,
to be preferred in the award of a lease therewith certain stated exceptions, become final
... .....
......... 421
under ... ....
upon failure of any party to appeal, did not
27. Administrative officers, being withouti
change the long-established principle that the
authority to alter or amend existing law or to
Commissioner of the General Land Office is
waive the specific requirement of a statute,
not precluded, in the absence of an appeal,
can not waive that requirement in section 26
from reviewing the decisions of those officers
of the act of June 30, 191 9. which provides that
and taking such action as the interests of the
an applicant for a lease based upon a mining
Government require; nor did paragraph 13 of
claim on Indian lands shall file application
the instructions of February 26, 1916, making
therefor within one year from the date of
the Rules of Practice applicable to appeals
421
location
location --....
... i.......... ....... .-2
thereunder, modify-the Commissioner's pow28. Inasmuch as an official-survey of a min.....
465
ers and duties in that respect ...........ing claim located within an IMdian reserva4. Section 2325, Revised Statutes, and the
tion is not required prior to application for a
departmental regulations thereunder, requirlease based thereon under the act of June 30,
ing the register, upon the filing of a-mineral
1919, delay on the part of administrative offiapplication, to publish notice thereof in a
cers in causing a survey to be made, or in
newspaper to be by him designated as pubfurnishing blank forms of lease, can not be:
' lished nearest to the land, coefers upon that
pleaded as a ground for failure on the part of
officer discretionary authority in making the
rhe applicant to comply with the plain redesignation, and an abuse of that authbrity
425
- quirementsoof the statute ..
will not be imputed where he, through the Insanity.;
exercise of his judgment, designates a news-See Homestead, 36, 37.
paper of- general circulation which, although
not published geographically nearest the land,
Instructions and Cireulars.
-- is, by the accessibility, by usually traveled.
See Table of, pages XX and XXI.
routes, ofits place of publication, competent Intervention.
51
.
. ......
to give the public notice-.
See School Land, 13.

Jurisdiction.
See Contest, 6; E1gaitableAdjadication, 3, 5;
Hearing, 2; Land Department, 2; Oil.aid:Gas
*Lands,22, 39; Patent, 3; Private Claim, 1.

Hinkaid Act.See Homestead, 8, 9, 38, 56.

Lease.

d

i

See Coal Lands; Oil and Gas Lands; Alaska,.
2; Coal Lands; 3, 5; indian Lands, 6, 7, 251263
27; Officers, 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8,'9, 10, 22, 32, 19; Oregon and California
Railroad- Lands, 1; Saline Land, 2; School
Land, 13.

a.
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Lieu Selection.
See Approximation, 1, 2; Purchaser, I;
RailroadGrant, 1, 8; Selection, 2, 3, 4, 5.
1. A lieu selection of land approximately
twice the area of the tract tendered as base
does not fulfill the requirement contained in
the act of April 21, 1904, that the selected and
the relinquished lands must be "as nearly as
practicable equal in area ................
161
2. The Land Department may permit thetender of any applicable scrip or right as supplemental to an insufficient base upon which
a lieu selection is predicated ................. 162

Marriage.
See, Citizenship, 1; Hosnestead, 10, 34; Reclamation, 1.

Military Service.
See Application, 1; Chippewa Lands, 1I
Citizenship, 2; Contest, 7, 11, 12; Homestead,'
4, 5, 11, 22, 34, 44, 46, 51; Indian Lands, 2, 3;
Oregon and California Railroad Lasnds, 1;
Preference Riught,2; Soldiers anid Sailors, 1.0
1. Instructions of Mayv1, 1922, preference
o
rights accorded to discharged soldiers, sailors,
and marines, act of January 21, 1922; Circular No. 678,f aSiprseded. (Oircular No.
822)-.........
...
2r. The period of service for which credit
may be claimed upon the submission of final
proof under section 21s09,Revised Statutes,
by a member of the Naval Reserve Force or
of the Federaliced National Guard, who was
called into active service during the -Mexican
border operations or- durin g the war with Germany, terminates upon the date ofhis daischarge, and not upon the date that he was
ordered to inactive duty ..- -..---- ... 402
3, Thi aet of July 28, 1917, makes military
or naval service during tume of war by one
who had previdusly made a homestead entry
equivalent to the establishment and maintenance ofresidence for the period thereof, andu
-where
such entryman, upon his discharge,
lawfully obtaisis leave of absence, an application to contest on the ground of abandonment will not be entertained until after the
lapse of six months from the expiration of
such leave.--- '--------514
4. The act of March 1,1921, which amended
section 2294, Revised Statutes, by permitting
incapacitated diochargedsoldiers, sailors, and
marines of the United States who served during the war with Germany to submit
proofs upon homestead entries isitiated by
them prior to November 11, 1918, outside of
the land district or county in which the lands
are located, did not contemplate making any
relaxation of the previously existing la s
with reference- to the execution of initial apphcations to make entry ............
620

Mill Site.

Page.

Mille Lae, Lands.

I

See IMineral Lands, 1.

See Railroad Grant, 3.;

Mineral Lands.
See Homestead, 26; Indian Lands, 6, 7, 10;
Railroad Grant,:'2; Railroad Land, 2, 3, 4;i
Saline Land, 1, 2, 3, 4; School Land, 10, 13;
Selection, 1.
1. General mining circular of. April 11,
1922. (Circular No. 430) ................ .... 15

Mining Claim.
See Evidence, l; Indian Lands, 24, 25, 26 27,
28; Mineral Lands, 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 27,
28, 29, 32; Selection, 1.
1. The special act of August 1, 1912, which
made the requiresnents with respect to annual assessment work upon placer mining
claims in Alaska more stringent than theretofore, did not abridge the self-executing
forfeiture penaltyimposed by the act of March
2, 1907, for failure to perform the required
assessment work, and the rule which prerailed under the latter act that an owner in
default can not save his claim by the resiumption of work prior to a relocation is applicable,
regardless of whether the original location
was made after or before August 1, 1912 -432
2. The general act of August 24, 1921, which
amended section 2- of the act of January 22,
1880, by changing the period for the per-'
formance of annual assessment work from
the calendar to the fiscal year, is applicable
to placer minfng claims in Alaska, but it did
not abrogate the requirements of the act of
August 1, 1912, as to the annual work that
must be performed during the year of location-432......
. Miming locations made by individuals
who are stockholders in a corporation, embracing lands desired by the latter, with an
understanding that the locators would quitclaim to the corporation, which they thereafter did, must be, held to have been made
not in the interest of the individual locators,
but for the-sole use and benefit of thecocr-poration and under such conditions- the corporation can not include in a single location
an area exceeding twenty acres .....
.. 508
0 4. Large expenditures upon mining claims
made on behalf of a corporation asserting the
right to receive patent therefor, although
evidencing a lack of bad faith, can not serve
to validate locations which are otherwise
invalid-538...
.1.....1i
inva~~~~~d..:..................
508
5. While a suit is pending betweefi an ap- plicant for a mineral patent and an adverse
claimant, the Land Department is precluded
by section2326, Revised Statutes, as amended
by the act of March 3, 1881, from entertaining
a contest by a third party, alleging discovery,
against either of the parties litigant on the
ground that both had failed to comply withX
some essential requiroment of the mining
laws .-. ; . .....
52
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6. Proof In a proper proceeding of the inclusion within the limits of a lode mining
claim, made in good faith and based upon a
sufficient discovery, of an area comprising
part of an odd-numbered section -within the
primary limits of a railroad grant, establishes
prima facie or presumptively the mineral
character of such area, and unless that presumption be overcome by satisfactory evidence that the' area minconflict is not mineral
in character it must be held to be excepted
588
from the operation of the grant ....-...
7. Where a senior locator of a lode mining
claim, through lack of diligence or vigilance,
or from any other cause, fails timely to file an
adverse claim against an application for'
patent made by a conflicting junior locator,
the former will not be permitted to urge as avalid objection to the issuance of a patent to
the latter that the only discovery on the claim
is that made by the-senior locator .......- ... 629

Minnesota.
See Chippewa-Lands, l; Railroad Grant, 3.
*

Minor.
See Homestead, 34.-

Missouri.
See Scrip, 1.

Montana.
See Homestead 6,627; -IndianLanude,4,17,18;
Military Service, 1; Preference Right, 1; selectfin, 10.
1. Instructions of April 23, 1923, exchange
of public lands in Montana for privately
owned lands in the Glacier National Park.
.................. 536
(Circular No. 890) ..........

Mortgage.
See Homestead, 27; Indian Lands, 21.

National Forests.
See Forest-Lieu Selection, 1; Homestead, 1,
- 43 47; Mineral Lands, 1.

Page.

Navajo Lands.
See Indian Lands, 27, 28.

,0 I
See Military Service.

Naval Service.

Navigable Waters.
1. Sovereign rights have never been recognized by the United States as being vested in
the Indian tribes; and the fact that lands were
within an Indian reservation at the date of
the admission of a State into the Union does
not prevent the title to the beds of the navigable waters within the boundaries of the
reservation from vesting in the State by virtue of its sovereignty ......................... 452

Nebraska.
See Rinkaid Act.

Nevada.
See Reclamation, 1.

New Mexico.
See .Military Service, 1; National Forests, 4;
Oil and Gas Lands, 14; Preference Right, 1.
1. Instructions of September 13, 1922, small
holding claims in New Mexico, act of June 15,
:-275
----......
1922. (Circular No. 849) ........
2. Instructions of September 19,"1922, exchange of lands in San Juan, McKinley, and
Valencia Counties, New Mexico, act of March
.
281
3,1921. (Circular No. 850) ...':;.

North Dakota.
See Indian Lands, 15; Military Sercie, 1;.
Preference Right, 1.

Notice.

-

-

See Contest, 5, 8; Forest Lfieu Selection, 1;
Hoemestead, 1, 3, 4, 6, 44, 46; Indian Lands, 1,
2, 4, 26; Land Department, 4; Mineral Lands,
1; Montana, 1; National Forests, 1; New ierico, l; Oil and Gas Lands, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25;
Selection, 6; Soldiers and Sailers, 1; Timber and
,Steone, 1.-

-

1. Instructions of October 28, 1922, consolidation of national forests; exchange of lands
and timber; act of March 20, 1922. (Circular
Occupancy.
3
No. 863) ...............................
See Desert Land, 5; Hassicitead, 29,38,47,54)*2. Instructions of February 17, 1923, Mal59; Land Department, 2; New fMexico,1; Oil
hear National Forest,: Oregon; exchange of
and Gas Lands, 32; Purchaser, 1; Selection, 6;:
lands and timber; act of March 8,1922. (CirSettlement, 4.
cular No. 873) ...............-................ 448
3. Instructions of March 30, 1923, designaOfficers.
tion under; the enlarged and stork-raising
homestead acts of national forest lands, act of
See Contest, 1; Estoppel, 1; Final Proof, 1, 3,
March 4,1923. (Circular No. 886)
506
1.......... 4; indian Lands, 27, 28; Land Department, 3, 4.
1. Instructions of June 21, 1922, officers and 4. Instructions of April 9, 1923, exchange of
employees of General Land Office; circular of
privately owned lands in Lincoln National
Forest for public lands elsewhere in Otero
May 12, 1906, amended. (Circular No. 836).. 152
2. The, hours for the transaction of official1
County, New Mexico. (Circular No. 888).... 529
5. Instructions of JIuly 11, 1923, exchange of
business by United States land offices. arefrom 9.00 a. m. to 4.30 p. in., and all such bhsiprivately owned lands in Rainier National
ness should be transacted at the proper local
Forest for public lands elsewhere in State of
land office and during office hours only ...... 326
Washington. (Circular No. 900) ............. 645

INDEX.
Page.
3. The position of captain in-the Officers'
Reserve Corps is a place of trust and an office
within the purview of sections 109and 113 of
the Federal Penal Code, and such officer is,
therefore, precluded froe practicing for remuneration before the Interior Department
or any of its bureaus .............
.
500

Oil and Gas Lands.
Leasing Act of February 25, 1920.-Generally.
See Burden Of Proof, 1; Contest, 4, 5, 6;
Homestead, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 28, 27, 30, 31, 32,
33, 57, i8; Indian Lands, 6, 7, 8, 9; Officers, 1;
*Repayment, 2, 3, 4, 5; Relinquishment, 1, 2;
School Land, 10, 11, 12; Selections, 7; Timber
Trespass, 1.
:
t. Instructions of May 5, 1922, relating to,
applications for leases by oil and gas prospecting permitees under section 14, act of February 25,1921. (Circular No.821) 104
2. Instructions of February 5, 1923, oil and
gas permits and leases for lands in Executive
orderIndianreservations3..
.
411
3. Instructions of February 24, 1923, refunding prepaid rentals on oil and gaslands; rule 4,
-cireclar No. 795, modified: (Circular No. 874) 459
4. Proceeds from the rents and royalties derived through leases made pursuant to the act
of February 25, 192D, of lands within Indian
reservations created' by Executive order,
should be deposited in the United States.:
Treasury and held in a special fund to await
such disposition as Congress may see fit todirest:
....
189
9.:
5. Where a permitted upon the discovery of
oil or gas is awarded a five per cent lease and a
sliding scale lease under the act of February
25, 1921, the drilling regulations set forth in
subdivision (b) of section 2 of the lease must
be complied with as to both tracts, and if the
lessee assigns oneof hisleases the assignee becomes obligated to the same extent as the
original lessee ........
-.... .......... 445
06. Where a permittee upon the discovery of
oil or gas is awarded a five per cent lease and a
sliding ssale lease and subsequently assigns
one of hisleases, his failure to comply with the
drilling regulations under the lease retained
by him does not impair the rights of the-sublessee under the assigned lease.
.-..- .
445
7. Where a permit is assigned prior to the
discovery of oil or gas, the,assignee becomes
subrogated to all of the rights of the original
permittee, and obligations with respect to
drillingunder anylease orleases subsequently
awarded are assumed to the same extent as if
discovery had been made prior to the assignment :............ ....... . . 445
8. Where permit rights are assigned to severalindividuals as to separate tracts and upon
discovery of oil or gas a separatelease is awarded for each specific tract, the assignees assume
separate and distinct undertakings that obligate them to comply with the driLing require*mentswithrespecttoeaohtract............ 445
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9. While the drilling requirements under an
oil andgas lease can not be waived, yet where
the enforcement of the obligation to proceed to
drilling appears to the Secretary of the Interior
to be inequitable in any particular case, he,
may grant a suspension of therequirement.... r445
10. The date of the filing of the application,
not the date of the granting of the lease, determines the time from, which the annual
rental begins to accrue, where an oil and gas
lease is granted pursuant to the act of February 25, 1920, to an applicant who, from and
after the filing of an application therefor, has
had uninterrupted, exclusive possession andi
useofthepremises ...
.................
482
Prospeeting Permits.
See Homestead, 13, 14; Oil and fas Lands,
5,6, 7, 8 35, 36,37, 42.
11. Prior to the cancellation by the Commissioner of the General Land Office of an outstanding; oil and gas prospecting permit and
notation thereof upon the records of the local

*
tt.P

land office, no other person will be permitted

to gain any right to a permit for the same class
of deposits by the filing of an application, or
by the posting of a notice of intention to apply
forsuchapermit ......
....
I.- ..
171
12. The provision contained in section 2 of the act of Stay 14, 1880, as amended by theactt
of July 21, 1892, which grants a preference
right of entry to a successful contestant, hag
no application to contests against permits to
prospect for oil and gas issued pursuant to the
/
act of February 25, 1923, nor does the leasing
act itself confer any such right as a reward for
the procuring of the cancellation of permits
through contest.......
.........
4........
406
13 A permit to prospect for oil and gas issued pursuant to the act of February 25, 1920,
has a segregative effect until canceled and no-

tation of the cancellation made on the records
of the local land offlce, and no special or preferred right to appropriate the deposits covered by it can be acquired under an application which is accompanied by a protest that
ultimately results in its cancellation ......... 406
14. Noneompliance by a permittee with the
terms clan oil and gas prospecting permit does
not make the lands embraced therein "unreserved, unappropriated" public lands within
the meaning of those terms as they are used in
section 11 of the act of June 20, 1910, which
specified the character of lands that may be
selected under that act by the State of New
Mexico ......
580
Alaska.

15. Regulations of August 12,- 1922, oil and
gas permits and leases in Alaska. (Circular
No. 845) .......
207
Section 131Permits.
16. Instructions of January 16, 1922, relatmg to oil and gas permits under sectima 13,
act of February 25, 1920; extension of time for
beginning drilling. (Circular No. 801, ret vised) ....................
............. 110
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17. Instructions of January 12, 1923, oil and
gas permits under section 13, act of February
25, 1920; extension of time for beginning drill-'
403
ing. (Circular No. 801, amended) .-......
18. Rights to an oil and 'gas prospecting
permit do not attach prior to the filing of an
application in the form and manner prescribed by the act of February 25, 1920, and
the departnmental regulations issued thereunder, and the mere posting of a notice of
intentionto apply for apermitisnotsufficient
to defeat the provision of section 13 of the act,
whichlimits its operation to land thatis "not
within any known geological structure of a
.. 175
....
producing oil or gas field
19. The preference right accorded by section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, in the
award of an oil and gas prospecting permit to
one whl has properly monumented and
posted notice in accordance with the provisions of heact must be denied if the terms of
the act/with respect thereto are not strictly
418 I
..
compled with --------- I.:
20. The word "authorized" as used in
sectiolo 13 of the act of 'February 25, 1920,
is to,be construed as clothing the Secretary of
the/Interior with discretionary authority- in
the granting of oil and gas permits under that
625
section ...-...
21. The Secretary of the Interior -has discretionary authorityunder section 13 of the
act of February 25, 1920, to deny an' application for an oil and gas prospecting permit embracing lands within a reclamation withdrawal, which, though owned by the United
States, have been dedicated to purposes
authorized by law, if the permit may not be
granted except at the risk of serious impairment or perhaps complete loss of theirfuse for
625
the purpose to which dedicated.
22. Neither the leasing act of February 25,
1920, the departmental regulations issued
thereunder, nor the terms of leases granted
pursuant thereto, confer upon or reserve to'
the Land Department, after the delivery and
acceptance of an oil and gas lease, any jurisdiction to deternmie what disposition shall
be made of proceeds derived from oil and gas
development operations on leased lands and
remaining in the hands of lessees after the
payment of the royalty due the United
6...1
634
States ..........
23. Where an application for a permit under
section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, is
filed in good faith for lands shown by the
records of the local land office to he free from
conflicting claims, such application constitutes a bar to the amendment of subsisting
permit applications,- although based upon
location notices posted upon the land, if
there was no apparent error in those applica-655
....................
tions when fi ed24. A lotation notice, posted as prescribed
by section 13 of the act dfFebruary 25, 1920,
has a segregative effect for a period of thirty
days only, and when an application for a

Page.
permit is filed the application becomes the
notice to all applicants that the land described therein is adversely claimed and can
not be amended after the expiration of the
thirty-day period to conform to the description posted, in. the presence of a bona fide,
.... 655
intervening claim .......
25. Neither the act of February 25, 1920,
nor the departmental regulations issued
pursuant thereto make distinction between
surveyed and unsurveyed lands as to preference rights initiated under section 13 of
the act by the posting of location notices,
except that greater particularity is required
Dinthe descriptions of lands of the latter class.- 655
Section 14 Permits and Leases.
26. The provisions of section 14 of the leasing act, which must be construed with reference to the granting of oil and gas prospecting
permits under section 13 of that act, contemplate that the location of lands embraced
within a permit shall be in general conformity
with the system of public land surveys.... 140
Section 19 Permits.
27. Section 19 of the act of February 25,
1920, does not contemplate that an applicant
for a prospecting permit thereunder must
have complied with the conditions imposed
by the first proviso to section 2 of the act of:
June 25, 1910, but an oil placer location is to
be deemed valid within the purview of the
-former section if the claimant thereof had,
prior to a petroleum withdrawal, outstanding
at the date of the enactment of th-e leasing act,'
in good faith fulfilled all of the requirements
under then existing laws necessary to valid
locations except those relating to the prose224
cution of work leading to discovery-.
28. It is notnecessarythat the expenditures
relied uponby a placer mining claimant as a
basis for an oil and gas prospecting permit
under section 19 of the leasing act, if otherwise
sufficient to meet the requirements of that
section, should have been made withy the intention of securing a patent under the mining
.. 224
...........
laws .-..............
29. Expenditures relied upon as a basis fora
act,
permit under section 19 of the leasing
made by a lessee pursuant , to an agreement
contained in an oil and gas lease of a group of
placer claims, which provides unconditionally
for the drilling of but one well, the drilling of
other wells being contingent upon the production of oil in commercial quantities from the
well first to be drilled, can be accredited only
to the single claim upon which that well was
proposed to be drilled, where no other expenditures were made with specific reference to
225
any of the remaining claims .................Preference Riligt to Permits and Leases.-'
Sections 18, 19, and 20.
See Homesesad, 27.
30; Where an indemnity school selection
was made for lands not withdrawn or classified as mineral when selected, but which were
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afterwards approved with a reservation of the
oil deposits to the United States, a transferee
is entitled to a preference permit under section
20 of the act of February 25, 1920, if the State
had completed the selection and made the
transfer prior to January 1, 1918, notwithstanding that the approval was subsequent
to that date.......................... 177
31. The privilege of being preferred in the
award of an oil and gas prospecting permit
accorded by section 20 of the act of February
25, 1920, in favor of an entryman of lands bona
ftde entered as agricultural, and not withdrawn or classified as mineral at the time of
entry, does not inure to the benefit of one who
had only a settlement claim for surveyed public land at the date of the withdrawal
-,,,, 204
32. The claim ofan applicant for a lease under the relief provisions of section 19 of the act
of February 25, 1920, who asserts in support
thereof an inchoate right under the placer
mining laws, but who during a period of several years prior to October 1, 1919, never having made a discovery of oil or gas, stood idly
by. and, without protest permitted others to
acquire apparent title, and deal with it as
theirs, and as though he hadtno right, must be
treated as an abandoned claim, not entitled to
equitable consideration under that section. - 235
33. The preference right granted by section
20 of the act of February 25, 1920, to one who
had botn fide made an agricultural entry of
lands not withdrawn or classified as mineral,
to prospect for oil and gas attaches upon the
filing of a completed application for a permit,
accompanied by the required fees, and such
right is not thereafter forfeited by the subsequent relinquishment of the basic entry prior
to the actual-issuanee of the permit
-,,,,,,,,.248
34. The rule that an application to enter
public land subject to entry, when accompanied by the requisite showing and fees, is
equivalent to entry, applies with equal force
to proper applications filed by qualified persons for permits to prospect for oil and gas on
lands subject to exploration under section 20
of the act of February 25, 1920 ,,,,.,,,,,,,249
35. A State; not being included among the
parties enumerated in the enabling clause of
the act of February 25, 1920, is disqualified to
take a permit under any section of the act;
consequently it is not entitled to the exercise
ofthe preference right to an oil and gas permit
accordkd by section 20 of that act, inasmuch as
that section contemplated that the right
should be exercised only by one qualified to
take a permit., ........... ,,.,
.
5.64
36. One who makes a surface' entry under
the act of July 17, 1914, for lands embraced at
time of entry within a petroleum withdrawal
is not entitled to a preference right to an oil
and gas prospecting permit under section 20
ofthe act of February. 25, 1920 ............... 610
37. An alien who has declared his intention
oflbecoming a citizen of the United States, being eligible to make a homestead entry, was!

Page.
not excepted by section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920, from the class of entrymen to
which the award of the preferoncs'right to an
oil and gas prospecting permit was accorded
by that section, and the Secretary of the Interior may, in pursuance of the general power
conferred upon him by section 32 of that act,
hold the preference right privilege of an alien
entryman in abeyance to await action upon
his final citizenship papers ................... 613
Easements.-Sectioa 29.
3S. A State selection for lands embaced
within an oil and gas prospecting permit can
not be allowed prior to the cancellation of the
permit and notation of its cancellation upon
the records of the local land office, except
upon the consent of the selector to take subject to the provisions and reservations of the
act of July 17, 1914, and to the right of the
permittee to the use of the surface in accordance with the provisions of section 29 of the
act of February 25, 1920-....-T.................. 580
Forfelture.-Section 31.
'
X
39. Theprovision contained in section 31 of
the act of February 25, 1920, to the effect that
an oilandgasleasemayprovidefortheresort
to appropriate methods for the settlement of
disputes or for remedies for breach of specific
conditions thereof, has particular reference to
issues arising between the lessor and the
lessee, but disputed questionsrelating to the
disposition of proceeds accruing from drilling
operations and remaining after the payment
of royalties to the United States, come exclu-,
sively within the jurisdiction ofthe courts... .0634
Regulations.-Seetlon 02.
See Oil and Ges Lands, 37.
Oklahoma.-Act of March 4, 1928.
40. Instructions of March 7,1923, oil and gas
permits and leases on lands in Oklahoma
south of the medial line of Red River, aet of:
March 4, 1923 (Circular No. 876) ...,-. . 467
41. The status of the oil and gas bearing
lands south of the medial line of Red River
in Oklahoma, being sub judice, the act of Februasy 25,1920, does not of its own force apply
to that area, and inasmuch as Congress has enactedspecial legislation relating thereto contained in the act of March 4, 1923, the provisions of the former act become applicable
upon the termination of that status ontly as
prescribed by the latter act . I.........
-..578
42. Theact ofMarch 4,1923, expresslywithheld the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to dispose of the oil and gas contentsin
thelands south ofthe medialline of Red River
in Oklahoma until their sub jsdssice status
should be terminated and, until a date thereafter fixed by that official as prescribed by the
act, an application for a prospecting permit
filed-by one not basing his claim upon equgi'
ties recognized by the act must be denied

-,.

43. The act of March 4, 1923, providing for
the disposition of oil and gas deposits in lands
of the United States south of the medial line

8751°-22-voL. 49-44
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of Red River in Oklahoma did not contemplate the recognition of any equities asserted
under the leasing act of February 25, 1920, but
only those persons who were claiming and
possessing lands in that area, in good faith,
under color of so no legal right, and had made
bona fide expenditures in development of the
lands for oil and gas with reasonable diligence
prior to February 25, 1920, are entitled to equi..... 669
table consideration.. .

IPhosphate,

See Oil and Gas Lands, 40, 41, 42, 43.

Plat.
See Surveye,Homestead, 24, 25.

Possession.

See New Mexico, 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 10;
Railroad-Grant,4;'Settlement, 4.

Power Sites.:

Practice.
See Hearing, 1, 2; Homesfead, 30, 31; Laute
Department, 1, 3.

Oregon.D
Pee National Forests,2.

Ranlroad

California

See Preference Right, 2.
1. Regulations of May 2, 1923, restoration of
lands in the former Oregon and California and
Coos Bay Wagon Road grants. (Circular
566
No.892).

Patent.
See Coal Lands, 4; -REqsitable Adjudication, 2;
Homestefad, 2, 7,15,18, 22, 24, 265,23, 0, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, Ii, 37, 54; Land Departmnent, 4; Mineral Lands, 1; Mining Claim, 4, 5, 7; Oil and
Gas Lands, 28; Purchaser, 1; Reclamation, 1;
Res JTudicata, 1; School Land, 7, 10,12.
1. The issuance of a patent under a duly
asserted Mexican grant precludes the Secretary of the Interior from afterwards ignoring
the existence of the patent or inquiring into
-it'svalidity for the purpose of annulling it by7
548
.1.
his own order...
2. The general principle of law that a deed
issued to a deceased person is voidable is overcome in the issuance of a patent for public
landsbysection 2448, Revised Statutes, which
declares that in such event title shall inure to;
and become vested in the heirs, devisees or
assignees of such deceased patentee as if the
patent had been issued to the deceased person
during life ..

See Mineral Lands, 1. '

See Coal Lands, 6.

Ollahoma.

Oregon and
Laands.

Etc., Lands.

...

.

.

.

548

3. The existence of a voidable patent, regular on its face and covering lands subject to
disposal under the law upon which it is predicated, prevents the Land Department from
assuming any jurisdiction over the patented
lands adversely affecting the title prior to the
annulment of the patent by a court of compe548
.
.
tent jurisdiction

Payment.
See Chippewa Lands, 1; Desert Land, 3, 4;
Fort Assinniboine Lands, 1; Homestead, 3, 6,
10, 17, 18; Indian Lands, I, 4, 16, 21; Oil and
Gas Lands, 4, 22, 39: Oregon and California
Railroad Lands, 1; Reclamation, 2, 4, 5, 6; Repayment, 1, 6.

Permits.-

See Coal Lands; Oil and Gas Lands; Officers,
1 ;Peclamation, 1; Slack- Watering Reservoirs, 1. .

A

Preemption.

See Coal Lands, 7.

Preference Right.
See Chippewa Lands, 1; Citizenship, 2; Coal
Lands, 3, 5; Contest, 10; Desert Land, 5; Rme-:
stead, 4; 5, 13, 14, 22, 31, 34, 46, 51, 54; 60, 61, 63,
Indian Lands, 2,3, 24, 28; Land Department, 2;
Oil and Gas Lands, 12, 13, 19, 24, 25, 30, 31, 33,
35; 36, 17; Oregon and California Bailroad
Lands, 1; Settlement, 1; Soldiers and Sailors;1.
1. Instructious of May 1, 1922, preference
rights accorded to discharged soldiers, sailors,
and marines, act of January 21, 1922; Circular
1
No. 678, superseded (Circulatr No. 822)...
2 The'preference right privilege accorded'
by Congress to discharged soldiers, sailors,
and marines upon the 'restoration of withdrawn lands is to be applied impartially and
can snot be defeated by the filing of an application to make entry prior to-the restoration,'
even though the applicant be one of the proI
i.
................
....
erred ass ...

Private Claim.
See Eguitable A djudication, 4; Patent, 1, 2, 3;
Public Lands, 1; Survey, 2.
1. A duly asserted Mexican grant segregates'
the land embraced therein until the claim
under the grant is extinguished by ascourt or
other tribunal of competent jurisdiction, and
its muere existence prevents the aUlowance ofa homestead entry within it, regardless of the
question of whether the grant is valid or in548
valid
2. Lands within a grant, declared invalid
by a court of competent jurisdiction, do not
become subject to homestead entry, even
by one having the preferred status accorded
by Congress to dicharged soldiers, sailors,
and marines, until a time ficed for theft
opening in an order 'f 'estoratin issued by'
the Secretary of the Interior, and or applica-'.
tion to make entry Sled prior to the prescribed date can not be held suspended to
await restoration with a view to conferring
548
........
any rights upon the applicant ..

Prospecting Permits.
See Coal Lands; Oil and Gas Lands.

INDEX.
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Public Lands.

-

See Claims, 4; Military. Service,, 1; Oil and

Gas Lends, 21; PreferenceBight, 1; Settlemenat,
4; Susrvey, 1, 4, 5.
1. Lands within a valid Mexican grant did
not become, under the treaty with Mexico, a
part of the -public domain of the United
States-.................................... 548
2. Public lands in the possession of one
who is in good faith asserting ownership of a
claim or right under ,color of title are not
"unappropriated" public lands, and are not,
therefore, subject to settlement- or 'entry by
another under the homestead laws .......... 549

Purchaser.

-See Heomsestead, 6, 27; Indian Landsj 4, 16;
lelinguishlment, 1, 2; Bepayment, 6; ,Selectfen,
6. :
A1. A purchaser relying upon a Government.
patent issued in accordance with the official
plat of survey at date of entry and a departmental ruling which held that: the patent
carried title to lands added- to the original
survey by accretion, is such holder undercolor of title, although not in actual ocen-,
pancy of the land, as to possess equities creating a claim which affords an obstacle to the
allowance of a forest lieu selection, if the lands
253
are indeed public lands .....................

:
See Mining Claim, 6; Bepayment, 1, 10.
1. The act of June 22, 1874, as amended bythe act of August 29, 1890, authorizing the ex-,
change of lands within railroad grants where
entries were allowed after the rights: of, a
railroad company had attached, was not a
grant of iands in place, nor an ihdermnitygrant in the ordinary sense of that term, but
one more in the nature of a lieu selection, not
limited to odd numbered setions ........... 180
2.-Lands of the United States, within the
imnits of the grant to the Atlantic and Pacific
Railroad Company, known to be valuable for
their deposits of iron or coal are not subject
to selection under the eichauge provisions
of the act of June 22, 1874, inasmuch is Congress did not contemplate that the exception
of iron and coal containied in the proviso to
D
section 3 of the granting act of July 27, 1866,
180
.
sh'ould be extended thereto .......
3. The grant of July 2, 1864, to the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company operated- to convey the fee to the lands within the former'
Mile Lac Indian Reservation, Minnesota,
that were ceded to thse United States by the
treaty of March 11, 1863, all of the Indian
claims to which were extinguished by the
................ 391
act of January 14, 889
4. The act of February 8, 1887, confirming
the assignment to the New Orleans Pacifice
Railway Company ofIthe grant made to the
New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg
Railroad Company by the act of March 3,
1871, gave the right of entry to a transferee of

Railroad Grant.

691
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dn sctu g~ir, occupying land within the
granted limits at the date of the definite;
locatioh of the road and remaining in possession thereafter, and mere tardiness in assert-'
ing his claim does not estop him from seeking
ttle adversely to the railroad company- .... 486
5. Lack of diligence in securing evidence to
show that a settlement claim was excluded
by the act of February 8, 1887, from the confirmation of the grant to the New Orleans
Pacific Railway Company is not sufficient to
d6feat the right of the transferee to make
entry, if the land was in fabct embraced within
' a valid subsisting claim at the date of .the
definite location of the road and continued as
486
such thereaiftr.- ........
6. The fact that the grant to the A ntic
and Pacific Raiload Company, or its .successors in interest, included the coal in the
granted lands, does not *carry the right in
makin an exchange of lands under the act
of April 28, 1904, to select lands containing
coal of greater quantity and superior quality
thasithat contained in the base lands, inasmuch as such selection would be effected
upon unequalterms ......................... 522
7. grant oflands to a railroad did not be-:
come fixed and attached until the map of
definite location had been filed, and until
then the mere filing of a smap of general
route, although followed by a withdrawal,
did not impress the odd sections with a .......
.... 541
double mmm price .8. The act of Jul 1, 1898, auithoricing the
adjustment o6 disputes arising out.of con,
fdicting claims of settlers and the Ncrthern
Pacfip ,Railway Company to lands within
the latter's grant, warrants the making of
selections by the company under the acts
587
provisdng for surface entries.

Railroad Land.,
-See HoRmestead, 15; Selection, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10.
1. Instructions of February 20, 1923,- exchange of Santa Fe Paecific Railroad lands in
Mohave County, Arizona, act of August 24,
. ... . .
451
1922-.. ..
....
.....
2. A forty-acre tract or a fractional lot, being the smallest regular .subdivision established by the Government survey, constitutes
the unit of the public lands for the purpose
of determining their classification under the
agricultural or the mineral. land laws -....
,250
3. A regular forty-acre subdivision, as established by official survey, must be treated
in land-grant or other public-land claims as
an entirety as to its mineral or nonmineral
classification, andj an admission in an answer
to a-charge in a proceeding against a railroad
selection, alleging the existence of mineral,
that such a tract contains mineral impresses
the entire subdivision with that character. 250
4. An answer, which by its failure to deny,
impliedly admits that a part of a regular
forty-acre tract of public land, involved in arairoad selection, is mineral in character,
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must be held as an admission that the entire
tract is mineral, and such conclusion thereafter leaves no issue requiring the submission
of evidence at a hearing to prove that the
250
tract is or is not of that character ............
Reclamation.
See Claims, 1, 2; Coal Lands, 1; Homestead,
44, 45; Indian Lands, 16; Oil and Gas Lands,
21;hRight of Way, 1, 2, 3; School Land, 14i 15.
1. Regulations of October 25, 1922, irrigation of arid lands in Nevada, acts of October
22, 1915, and September 22, 1922. (Circular
2
No. 666, revised) ........ .................
2. Regulations of March 7, 1923, reclamation
projects; relief to water users; -acts of March
472
31, 2922, and-February 28, 1923-....... ..
3 Instruetions of March 26, 1923, public
lands in State irrigation districts, act of May
15, 1922, section 3; Circular No. 592, amended. 498
4 Instructions of May 29, 1923, release of?
liens for water charges under Federal irrigation projects, act of May 15,1922 ............. 604
5. Where one who has entered into a contract to purchase; privately owned lands,
title remaining in the vendor, files water-right
application and makes payments on account
of the construction or building charge, and
all rights of the vendee under the contract'
are reacquired by the vendor, the latter is
entitled to receive credit for such payments
and to complete the same upon showingj
proper qualifications to acquire and hold, notwithstanding that the transfer was the result
of voluntary action instead of foreclosure proceeding, provided, however, that if the:
original vendor is not so qualified he must
within two years from reacquisition of the
land, dispose of such excess holding as directed by paragraph 76 of the departmental
regulations of May 18, 1916 ................... 155
6. The provision of the act of March 31,
1922, which affords relief to settlers on recla'mation projects with reference to operation
and maintenance charges, simply relaxes the
requirements of section 6 of the act of August
13, 1914; by permitting the Secretary of the
Interior, in his discretion, to furnish irrigation water, during the time specified therein,
to landowners or entrymen who are in arrears:
for more than one calendar year, and nothing
contained therein-authorizes the extension
of time for the payment of such charges... 301

Records.
See Contest, 4, 7; Homestead, 45; Oifand Gas
Lands, 11, 13, 23, 38.
1 Instructions of September 12, 1922, cost
of certified copies of records. (Circular No.
274
504, revised) .......

Register and Receiver.
See Lamd Department; Contest, 1; Desert
Land, 6.

I

Page.

Reinstatement.
See Contest, 9; School Land, 12; Scrip; 1.
1. Instructions of April 16, 1923, reinstatement of canceled entries; recognition of
agents and attorneys; paragraph 8, regula-.
tions of April 20, 1907, amended. (Circular
53
.
No 889) ...... I.5...I..

Relation.
See Homestead, 10, 59, 61: Oil and Gas Lands,
10, 34; School Land, 11; Settlement, 2.

Relinquishment.

d

See Forest Lieu Selection, 1;f Homestead, 37;
Mining Claim,. 3; Montana, 1; National
Forests, 1; New Mexico, 2; Oil and Gas Landi,
11, 33; Railroad Land, 1; Reclamation,8; Repayment, 6, 7; Selection, 2,'4.
1. The purchase of a relinquishment together
with the improvements of one who had made
an unrestricted homestead entry does not
vest in the purchaser any rights that will
interfere with the allowance of an oil and gas
prospecting permit under section 13 of the act
of February 25, 1202, pursuant to an application that was pending when the relinquish186
ment was executed ....................
2. A purchaser of a relinquishment executed
during the pendency of en oil and gas prospeeting permit application by one who had
made an unrestricted homestead entry will
be allowed to make a surface homestead entry
only, and then only upon his consenting to
the use by the permittea of so much of the
surface of the land without compensation to
the nomnineral-entryman as shall be needed
in extracting and removing the mineral de186
:...
posits..

Repayment.
See Bight of way, 3; Survey, 5.
1. Congress intended by the proviso to the
forfeiture act of February 28, 1865, to fix the
future price of all lands in the forfeited Texas
and Pacific Railroad Company grant at 82.50
per acre, and one who thereafter, and prior to
the passage of the general act of March 2, 1889,
which fixed the price of lands within forfeited
railroad grants at $1.25 per lacre, smade a
desert-land entry of lands within the limits of
the withdrawal based upon! the map filed by
the company of its general route, and paid the
double minimum price therefore did not make
payment in excess of lawful requirements and
has no ground for a claim of repayment .-. 173
2. An application for an oil and gas prospecting permit under the act of February 25,
1920, is a filing of the character contemplated
as within the scope of the provisions of the re344
payment act of March 26, 19085
3. The rule, long and consistently adhered
to by the Department, that where an application or filing under the public land laws is
held for rejection for partial conflict, or other

INDEX.
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reason, except fraud, the applicant is privileged, prior to allowance of the claim, to withdraw the application in tote without prejudicing his right under the act of March 26,
1908, to repayment of all feEs and commissions
tendered in connection therewith, is applicable with equal force and effect to applications
for oil prospecting permits under the act of
February 25, 1920-

...

344
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11. The limitation contained in the proviso
to section 2 of the act of December 11, 1919, is
applicable to claims for repayment under the
last clause of'section 2 of the act of June 16,
1880. .. .. . .. .......
............-... 541
12. An application for the repayment of
moneys paid in excess of lawful requirement
filed by one of the heirs of a deceased entryman on behalf of all of the heirs prior to the
expiration of the two-year limitation contained in the act of December 11, 1919, is
sufficient to stop the running of the statute as
to the share of each heir, and the subsequent
filing of separate applications on behalf of the
heirs individually after the expiration of the
two-year period will not be deemed a cause
for its denial
...
-..
652
13. A departmental construction, afterwards set aside because erroneous, which held
that a certain class of claims was not subject
- to the repayment law, does not stay the rnmning of the two-year limitation prescribed for
the presentation of repayment claims-under
the act of December 11, 1919 ................. 666

4. The act of February 25, 1920, made no
provision for forfeiture of moneys paid in connection with prospecting permit applications,
nor did it directly or indirectly repeal or modify any provisions of the general repayment
statutes then in force and effect -.344
5. The word "earned" as used in paragraph 31 of the oil and gas regulations, approved March 11, 1920, is not to be construed
as barring the right to repayment under the
general repayment laws, of fees and commissions paid in connection with applications for
oil and gas prospecting permits under the act
of February 25, 1920
344
6. The special repayment provision in section 2 of the act of March 3, 1885, is applicable
Reservation.
toreimbursement of full as well as partial pay- ment made by a purchaser of Umatilla Indian
See A laska, 2; Homestead, 12, 13, 14, 30, 31;
lands after failure to obtain title because of
Indian Lands, 5, 6, 7, 8; Navigable Waters, 1;
inability to fulfill other requirements of the
Oil and Gas Lands, 2, 4, 30; Railroad Grant, 3;
act, if the land has been resold and the purSaline Land, 1; School Lasnd, 5; Selection, 10.
chase price paid by the subsequent purchaser. 479
7. An application for repayment under the
Reservoir Lands.
act of March 26, 1908, of moneys paid upon a
See Stock- Watering Reservoir, 1.
homestead entry canceled en relinquishment
prior to the passage of the act of December 11,
Residence.
1919, must be denied under section 2 of the
See Contest, 11; Desert Land, 1, 2; Finsl
latter act if filed more than two years after the
Prosf, 5; Homestead, 23, 28, 34, 36, 42, 46;
latter date, regardless of the fact that the land
Military Service, 3; Soldiers and Sailors, 1.
has been reentered by another and patent has
not issued .................. ........
... 521
Res Judicata.
8. The proviso to section 1 of the act of
See Estoppel, 1; Homestead, 30, 31, 49, 50.
December 11, 1919, which prescribed that
1. The Department will apply the doctrine
applications for repayment of purchase
moneys and commissions paid in connection
ofres adjudicate and refuse to reopen a case in
which there has been a final determination by
with rejected public land entries must be filed
itbthat a patent, issued on an entry in accordwithin two years from the passage of the act
ance with the official plat of survey existing
or from the date of rejection, is applicable -to
at date of entry, conveyed title to adjoining
the varions heirs or distributees of a deceased
lands added by accretion, where another subseentryman individually, and the filing of an
quently attempts to set up a claim to a part
application by one heir or distributee within
of the land involved with the view to defeatthe required time does not stay the running of
ing the title asserted by purchasers who relied
the statute as against the others ...
. 533
upon the validity of the patent .............
253
9. The act of March 26, 1908, the purpose of
which was to afford relief in a class of cases
Restorations.
wherein repayment was not theretofore
authorized, was merely supplemental to and
See Homestead, 1, 3, 4, 5, 47; Indian Lands,
did not repeal or modify the act of. June 16,
1, 2, 3, 5; Military Sereice, 1; Oregon and
1880
-...
1.
541
California Railroad Lands, 1; Preference
20. Repayment may be properly made
Right, 1, 2; Privete Claim, 2; School Land,.
under the last clause of section 2 of the act of
14,15; Selection, 10; Settlement, 5.
June 16, 1880, to one who paid double-mini1. Lands restored to entry upon the annulmum Oxcess upon an entry within the limits of
ment of an invalid patent do not become
a withdrawal on general route when it is desubject to homestead entry generally until
termined upon the filing of themap of definite
the expiration of the preference right privilocation that the lands entered are not within
lege accorded by Congress to discharged
the raiiroad grant ............!
541 I soldiers, sailors, and marines ....... ........ 549
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4. Lands chiefly valuable for their salines in'
San Bernardino County, California, and valid claims for saline lands elsewhere that are excepted by section 37 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920, from the operation of sections
*23 and 24 of that act, are still subject to disposition under the placer mnilng'laws as ex503
tended by the act of January 31, 1901 .......

Revised 'Statutes.
See Taele sf, page XXXI..

Right of Way.
See Indian Lands, 19, 20.
1 By the weight of authority in the United
States, one who signs and acknowledges a
deed, though his name be omitted from the
body of the instrument, makes the deed his
own, and becomes bound in the premises conveyed, but even if that rule did not prevail
in the State of Oregon, any defect resulting
from such omission is cured by statute ...... 187
2. In the necessary construction, maintenance, and operation of canals and other
structures upon a right of way conveyed tothe
Government -for reclamation purposes, the
United States is not liable for the value of loss
of the land conveyed or for general damages
resulting from the use of the easement ....... 188
3. Lands covered by a canal or other structures constructed by the Reclamation Service
forreclamationpurposes, and lands made nonirrigable thereby are not properly a part of an
irrigation unit, and one who has paid construction charges thereupon is entitled to
188
credit or reimbursement therefor ..........

School Land.
See A laska, 1, 2; Indian Lands, 17, is; New
Mfe~xico,2;.Oil and Gas Lands, 30, 35: Settle-

Riparian Rights.
See Narogable Waters, 1; Purchaser, 1; les
Judicata, 1.
1. The question as to how far the title of a
riparian owner extends is one to be determined by State law, and in Louisiana while
the State has by legislation granted to owners
of adjoining lands, accretions, and relictions
found and added imperceptibly on the edge
of rivers or rinning waters, yet the State has
not, with the exceptions mentioned, resigned
to riparian proprietors the rights inuring toit
. 453
asa sovereign power ...............

Saline Land.
See Mineral Lands, 1.
1. Entries, selections, or locations can not
be allowed for lands valuable for deposits of
chloride of sodium, or salt, inasmuch as there
is no provision of law under which a reservation of such mineral to the United States may
..... 435
be made ... ...............
2. The term "chlorides of sodium" as used
in sections 23 and 24 of the act of February 25,
1920, includes ordinary table salt and salt in
solution, and lands chiefly valuable for their
salt springs or deposits of salt, except in San
Bernardino County, California, are subject to
exploration and lease under the provisions
. 502
......................
of those sections ..
3. The placer mining laws which were extended to saline lands by the act of January:
31, 1901, were repealed in so far as they related
to lands of that-character by the general leasing act of February 25, 1920, except as to SanBernardisno County, California, and except as
to valid claims elsewhere existent at the date
502
of the passage of the latter act ............

i

ment, 8, 1.
1. Where the school grant to the State of.
Utah under section 6-of the enabling act of
July 16, 1894, presumptively attached on January 4, 1896, the date of its admission, as to
lands then identified by the Government
survey, and the question of the vesting of title
is subsequently put in issue on the ground
that the land contains deposits of coal, the
burden of proof is on the contestant to show
that the land was of known coal character on
.. 2
-21............
the latter date ........
2. In order to except lands from the school
grant to the State of Utah, it must be shown
that at the date the grant presumptively attached the known conditions were such as to.
engender the belief that the land contained
coal of such quality and quantity as would
render its extraction profitable and justify
212
expenditures to that end-' .. . ..
3. In determining whether or not a tract of
public land was known to be valuable for its
coal deposits at the date of the admission of
Utah to statehood, proof of its character is not
liuited to actual discoveries within its
boundaries, but whatever is relevant and
bears in any degree on the question of its
known character at that time, -such as adjacent disclosures and other surrounding or external conditions, is admissible as evidence.. 212
4. A coal application filed under section
2347, Revised Statutes, "for lands, the presumptive title to which has been at all times
since statehood and still is in the State of Utah
under its school land grant, is merely an application to contest the right of the State to
the lands in question, and does not confer
upon the applicant any right which, upon a
decision against the State, can constitute a
valid claim within the purview of the saving
213
clause of the act of February 25, 1920
5i Siction2275, Revised Statutes, as amended, which imposes upon the Secretary of the
Interior, in the adjustment of the school land
grants of the several States, the duty to ascertain by protraction or otherwise, without
awaiting the extension of the public surveys,
thenumber of townships that willbeincludel
within an Indian, military, 'or other reservation, in order that indemnity may be allowed
for the specified school sections embraced
thereinhas reference oonly to lands in place,
and no authority is conferred thereby to determine by protractionsallegedlosses ofschool
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lands within such reservations occasioned byreason of natural defioienoy or loss .
... 314
6. The question whether or not-the title to
designatedschool sectionsupon surveythereof
vests in a Statej is to be determined as of the-i date of the acceptance of the plat by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and not
the date of its approval by the surveyor- generalH.
...E .
341
7. Thedesignation by a State of landswithin a specific school section as the basis of its selection of other lands as indemnity, and its:
failure to oppose the entry and patenting of
the lands so assigned estops it fromisubsesquently asserting title to'the baselands341
S. While a State is not entitled to indemnity under its school land grant because the I
lands in place are of an inferior. quality, yet
where its place lands are "hedged in," even
by subsequent acts of the Federal Government, so that-they become practically useless
for school purposes, the right of the State to
select indemnity lands elsewhere
-a-ise 377
9. The term "indemnity" as used in the".f
statutes grantinglands to the States for school
purposes implies compensation for losses
actually sustained by failure to receive designated sections in place, and not a right to;
select lands elsewhere because those in place
happen to be of-inferior quality-1.
377
10. A vested right does not attach undes an
indemnity school selection until all of the
requirements of the law and the authoritative
regulations thereunder have been fulfilled,
and where theland is withdrawn andincluded
within a petroleum reserve before such fulfillment, the selector must either agree to accept
a restricted patent as provided by the act of
July 17, 1914, or assume ithe burden of proof
and show that the land is in fact nonmineral
in character ....
-... -436
-..
11. Where an indemnity school selection,
imperfect when filed, is perfected at some subsequent time, the selector can not invoke the
doctrine of relation with the view to creating
a complete equitable title as of the date of the
filing of the selection, and thereby defeat the
operation of an intervening withdrawal ....
436
12. An indem ity school selection, canceled
upon the neglect of the selector to comply
with the law and governing regulations, will not be reinstated on the ground that at-the
time of its cancellation the selector was entitled to receive at least a restricted patent, if,
as the result of that neglect, another was permitted to acquire an adverse claim and make
substantial expenditures of timne and -money
in placing valuable imprivemnents upon the
land....-:
....
.. 436
13. Wherea State, therealpartyininterest,
waives its right to apply for a hearing and
'coneedes the contention of the United States
that the lands selected by it under its school
indemnity grant are not subject to such selectionbecause of their mineralcharacter,alessee
from the State, between whom and the United:
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States there is no privity of interest, is not
I entitled to intervene and demand a hearing
involving the character of the lands-...
-- 531
V 14. A reclamation withdrawal existent at
the date of the grant made to the State of
Arizona by section 24 of the act of June 20,
1910, of,certain designated sections of publio
lands for school purposes, does not defeat the
operation of the, grant, as to lands subsequently restoredfrom the withdrawal, but the
right of the State attaches to surveyed lands
within the -specified sections immediately
upon their restoration from-the withdrawal,
if the -State has not; selected indemnity
therefor:..................
.
611
15. The right of the State of Arizona which
attaches toi surveyed school lands imnme-diataly upon their restoration from a reclamation withdrawal, can not be defeated by the'initiation of a desert-land claim subsequently
to the date of the restoration. .O.n..............
61L
Scrip.-

See: Lies Selection, 2.
1. The provision of the act of December 28,
1876, which directed the issuance of a certificate of location to the legal representatives of
Samuel Ware, authorizing themrto locate said
certificate on "any land-in what was Missouri
Territory, subject to sale," contemplated that.X
93Missouri Territory" was to be restricted to
the territory as organized into counties, that
is,-to thearea now embraced within the States
of Arkansas and Missouri .........
. ; ........ 146,

Secretary of the Interior.
See Land Departieent; Alaska, 2; Coal
Lands, 5; Equitable Adjusdication, 1, 2; Homestead, 20; Indian Lands, 16, 22; Oil and Gas
Lands, 9, 20:' 21, 37, 42; Patent, 1; Private
Clain, 2; School Land, 5; Selection, 3.

Selection.

- See Ceallaeds,2,3; ForestLieu selection,1,
Homestead, 15, 19,,60; Montana, 1; Xational
Forests, 1, 2, 4, 5; yew Mexico, 2; Oil and GasLeands, 14, 35, 38; Bailroad Grant, 1, 6; Railroad Land, 1, 2, 3, 4; Saline Land, I; Schoole
Land, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13; Settlement, 5.
1. Where, in a proceeding against a railroad
selection alleging the existence of mineral,
all the evidence as to the character of the land
relates only to that portion of the tract which
is included within the limits of a lode location,
the located area, if found to be mineral in
character, should be separated by segregation
survey; the remainder of the subdivision
lotted, and the selection sustained against
the charge to the extent of the noniineral
lands outside of the location ................. 303:
2. A railroad selection filed pursuant to
the act of April 28, 1904, for land in lieu of
other land relinquished by the selector constitutes a contract which is, in theory of law,
an immediate obligation the moment that the6
base land is relinquished at the request of the,
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Secretary of the Interior, if the conditions of
the statute are met, the validity of the select
tion to be determined 'in accordance with the
conditions existing at the time it was made - 408
3. While the validity of a railroad selection
filed under the act of April 28, 1904, is to be
determined as of the date of the filing of theselection, if the conditions of the statute are
met, yet the Secretary of the Interior is
authorized, sufficient reasons being made to
-appear, to make subsequent inquiry directed
to the ascertainment of whether or not the
base and selected tracts were of1 known in408
equality at the date of selection ..........
4. A railroad selection filed under the act

of April 28, 1904, for lands classified as coal
lands and appraised at the minimum pricel
-at date of selection is valid if the base lands,
relinquished at the request of the Secretary
*ofthe Interior, were classified and appraised
as coal lands at the minimumnpriee prior to
date of selection, or, if not so classified and
-appraised, they were subsequently ascertained to be of quality at least equal to coal
lands Sf the minimum price

..-............
-

Settlement.

408

5. The filing of a railroad selection pursuant to the act of April 28, 1904, and in accordance with departmental regulations,
when accepted by the local officers, effects a
segregation of the land covered thereby,
which, during its pendency, precludes theacquisition of rights by a subsequent coal
-applicant, and a protestant against such aelection is a mere protestant without interest.. 408
6. A purchaser of a State selection who,
-after cancellation thereof with due notice to
-him, continues in control and possession for
*along period of years without manifesting
-anintention of perfecting the claim into a
legal title is chargeable with laches and does
inot acquire a right under a bena fide claim or
color of title superior to another who is permitted to make a homestead entry and takes
possession peaceably and unopposed-... 442
7. The Government is not required to establish the mineral character of land as of the:
-date of the filing of a State selection, if the

selection was incomplete when filed: and the
inclusion of the land within a petroleum
-eserve prior to its completion casts the burden of proof as to its nonmineral character
449
....
,on the State and its transferee-..-...
8. By the use of the phrase "of equal
-quality" in the act of April 28, 1904, it was
contemplated that there should be an even
,exchange, and the equality of the selected and
base lands exchanged pursuant to the act
must be determined in accordance with the
conditions existing at the time of filing the
522
-1
....
selection
9. A coal classification of lands selected on-der the act of April 28, 1904, and of the base
which
-lands relinquished -by the selector,
-fixes the price of the former greatly in excess
-of that of the latter, although one of price, is,

,nevertheless, in the absence of other facts

Page.
indicative of the comparative quality of the
tracts, a difference in quality, unaffected by
the mere geographical situation of the respective tracts with reference to a completed
line of railway .............................. 522
10. Theact of April 18,1896, whichrestored
to the public domain those lands formerly in
the Fort Assinniboine Military Reservation,
Montana, and made them subject to disposal
under the laws specifically named therein,
did not have the effect of reserving the lands
from the operation of further legislation, and
they became, therefore, upon the passage of
the act of March 2, 1899, subject to selection
by the Northern Pacific Railway Company. 540

See Final Proof, 5; Hosnestead, 1, 34, 44;
Military Service, 1; Oregon and CaliforniaRailroad Lands, 1; Preferensce Right, 1; Public
Lands, 2; Railroad Grant, 4, 5; Withdrawal, 1.
I. Thepreferencerightofentryaccordedtoea
settler upon public land was not conferred by
the act of May 14, 1880, but that act merely
placed a limitation as to the time within
which a homestead settler must apply to enter
the land in order to protect his right against a
305
.......
later settler ............-........
2. The character ofthe land governs the area
that may be embraced in a settlement claim
and, if the land be subsequently designated
under the enlarged homestead act, all rights
thereunder relate back to the date of the set305
-.
tlement ...-.. 3. Section 2275, Revised Statutes, as
amended by the act of February 28, 1891, excepts from the grant to a State lands in a specified school section embraced within a valid settlement claim made prior to the survey of the
lands in the field; and a settler upon such unsurveyed land subsequently designated under
the enlarged homestead act is, upon the filing
of the plat of survey, entitled to enter as much
as 320 acres, notwithstanding that the designation was not made until after the applica305
tion to enter had been fied
4. Only unoccupied and unimproved lands
of the United States are subject to settlement
and entry under the homestead laws, and that
principle holds true even when the possession
of the prior occupant was wrongful as against
..
...........-24
the United States
S. A settlement upon public lands, withdrawn at date of settlement, is valid against
everyone except the Usted States, and,
where one settles, prior to survey, upon withdrawn lands embraced within a school section, the right of such settler to make entry
upon approval of the survey and vacation of
the withdrawal is paramount to the right of
44
the State under its school land grant

Settlers.
See Chippewa Lands, 1; Homestead, 1, 7;
Reclasnation :5.
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Sodium.
See Saline Land.

Soldiers and Sailors.
See Homestead; Military Service; Application, 1; Homestead, 34, 44, 47, 48, 49, 50; Military Service, 1, 4; Preference Rightj 1.
1. Instructions, of May 26, 1922, relating to
soldiers' and sailors' homestead rights. (Circalar No. 302, revised) ...............M....... 118

Soldiers' Additional.
See Homestead, 47, 48, 49, 50.

South Dakota.
See Military Service, 1; Preference Right, l.

Standing Rock Lands.
See Homestead, 3; Indian Lands, 1.

Statutes.
See Acts of Congress and Revised Statutes
cited and construed, pages XXV-XXXI; applicatton, 1, Claims, 1, 3, 4; Coal lands, 4, 7;
Contest, 10; Desert Land, 5; Final Proof, 5;
Hearing, 1: Homestead, 11, 15, 16, 17, 19,
23, 39, 41, 43, 56, '60, 61; Indian Lands, 6, 7,
8, 9, 15, 17; 18, 19, 24, 26; Land Department, 4;
Military Service, 2, 4, Mining Claim, 1, 2; Oil
and Gas Lands, 37, 41, 42, 43; Railroad Grant,
3, 6, 8; Reclamation, 6; Bepayment, 2, 3, 4, 6,
0, 10, 11, 12, 13; Saline Land, 2, 3, 4; School
Land, 5; Scrip, 1; Selection, 2, 3, 4, 8, 10; Settlement, 1, 3; Survey, 4.
:
1. Congress o presumed to know existing
laws and, unless a clear intent to abrogate
them appears in a statute, it must be construed in harinony with them ............ 625
2. In the statutes relating to entries of publie lands the expressions "not more than 160
acres," "one-quarter section," and "not to
exceed one-quarter section," are to be construed to meon approximately 160 acres...
647

Stock-Raising Homesteads.
See Homestead, 51-64.

Stock-Waterlng Reservoirs.
1. Instructions of May 3, 1923, permits for
fencing stock-watering reservoirs. (Circular
No. 893)... ' .........
577

Supervisory Authority.,
See Alaska, 2; Approximation, 1, 2; Oil and
Gas Lands, 9, 21, 37.
1. The Land Department in the exercise
of its supervisory authority, may permit the
inclusion of less than a legal subdivision of
public land in a homestead entry, if the controlling circumstances and the protection of
equities justify it ...........
203

Surface Rights.
See Homestead, 12,13,14, 30, 31, 32, 33, 58; Oil
andGasLands,36,38;RailroadGrant,8; Relinquishment,2;SalineLand, 1;SchoolLand, 10,12.

Survey.
See Claims, 1; Desert Land. 5, 6; Homestead,
1. 21, 24, 25; Indian Lands, 28; Mineral
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Lands; 1; Navigable Waters, ; New Mexico,
1; Oil and Gas Lands, 26; Purchaser, 1; ailroad Land, 2,3; Res Judicata, 1; Restorations,
1; School Land, 1, 5, 6; Selection, 1; Settlement, 3, 5; Withdrawal, 1
1. In applying the well established principle
that where substantial areas of public lands
are omitted by reason of fraud or gross error
in the original survey, the Government is not
estopped from surveying the omitted areas
for disposal under the public land laws, it is
impracticable to fix any general rule, even an
arbitrary one, based upon acreage or measure
of depth that may be regarded as the rminimum of which cognicance of error will be
taken ..............-..........
452
2. An official plat, upon which are shown
the boundaries of a confirmed Mexican grant,
based upon a survey made and approved in
accordance with the provisions of the act of
June 4, 1860, amounts to a final determination
that the situsof the grant is that shown on the
plat ..........
548
3. Unsurveyed public lands are not subject to homestead entry, and an application
to make entry can not be filed prior to their
official survey and opening to entry
.....
549
4. Section 2396, Revised Statutes, contemplated that in the disposal of public lands
the official surveys are to govern and that each
section or sectional subdivision, the contents
whereof have been returned by the surveyor
general, shall be held as containing the exact
quantity expressed in the return
588
5. Where the evidences of a Government
survey are sufficient for identification o the
boundaries, differences in: the measurements
and areas of public lands from those shown
in the returns of the official survey alleged by
an owner asserting a claim for repayment on
the ground of shortage does not afford a basis
for resurvey
583
6. It is not appropriate to consider after a
lapse of many years whether the survey of
the boundaries of a Mexican grant was accompanied with the nicest discrimination or the
highest wisdom, and such survey will not be
disturbed on account of inaccuracies where
it accomplished the purpose of establishing
the boundaries with approximate and reasonable accuracy ...............-........ ....... 663
7. The fact that an area of land in the State
of California returned by the surveyor as
swamp included a small area of high land
is not sufficient to necessitate a subdivisional
survey in order to confer title upon the State,
ifthe area as a whole,.characterized as swamp,
is in fact land of that class
............. 663

Swamp Land.
1. The fact that an area of land in the State
of California returned by the surveyor as
swamp included a small area of high land is
not sufficient to necessitate a subdivisional
survey thereof in order to confer titleupon the
State, if the area as a whole,) characterized as'
swamp, is in fact land of that class ....
668
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Witnesses.'.

Timber and Stone.;

Page.

See Hearing, 1, 2; Homestead, 44; Beclamation, 1.

See Homestead, 62.
1. Regulations of September 20, 1922, under
the timber and stone law; revision. (Cir-:
288
........
cular No. 851) .

Words and Phrases.

'Timber Lands.'
See Indian Lands, 10; National Forests, 1, 2;
Timber and Stone, 1.

Timber Trespass.
1. Instructions of March 14, 1923, yrulesE
relating to measure of damages in timber;
coal, oil, and other trespasses '(Circular
484
3
.........................
No; 881) ....

Town Site.
See Homestead, 47.

Transferee.
See Minilsg Claim, 3; Oil and -Gas Lands,
30; Railroad Grant, 4, 5; Reclamation, 5.

Trust Funds.
See Indian'Lands, 21, 22, 23.

'Umatilla Lands.
See Repayment, 6.

lJnsurveyed Lands.
See SUrvey.

Vested Rights.
See Homestead, 15, 16, 17, 18, 26, 32, 33,.50;
Indian Lands, 13; Patent, 2; Iailroad Grant,
7; School Land, 6,10, 11, 14,15.

Waiver.
See Homestead, 37; Indian Lands 25, 27;
School Land, 13.

Washington.
See Homestead, 4,5; IndianLands, 2,3; Mili
tary Service, 1; National Forests, 5; Preference
'Right, 1.

Water Right.
See Claims, 1, 2; Reclamation, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Widow; Heirs; Devisee.
See Descentand Distribution; Homestead; Contest, 10; Homestead, 34, 35, 36, 37.

Wind River Lands.
See IndianLands, 16.

Withdrawal.
See Burden of Proof, 1; Coal Lands,: 2, 6;
Desert Land, 5; Homestead, 15, 32, 33, 47, 59;a
Indian Lands, 5, 7, 9; Mineral Lands, 1; Oil
end Gas Lands, 2, 21, 27, 36; Preference Right,
2; Railroad Grant, 7; Repayment, 1, 10; School'
Land, 10, 1114, 15; Selection, 7; Settlement, 5.
1. Instructions of May 19, 1923, temporary
withdrawals pending resurveys to prevont
homestead settlements; instructions of Jandary 19,1923, modified ....................... I597
0

1 'The term "heirs" as used in section 2291,
Rtevised' Statutes, does not include "widow,"
See Contest, 10.
2. The terms "existing entry" and' "original entry," as used in section 4sf the stockraising' homsetead act, mean one and the
same thing; that is, an entry upon which
See
final proof has not been submitted
?: f 1
7 0 0
Homestead, 55.
3. Nothing contained in the terms of the
act of February 25, 1920, authorizes'that a
construction shall be given to the term.
"Indian reservations," as used in the departIso as to
mental regulations of March 11, 1920,
include therein lands merely withdrawn by
Executive order for Indian purposes. See
d
IndianLands, 8.
4. Lands withdrawn from the zpublic
domain by Executive order for the use of the
Indians are lands "owned by the United
States," within the purview of that term as
used in the act of February 25,c920i, and may
be included within an oil and gas prospecting
permit under section 13 thereof. See Indian
Lands, 9.
5. The word "authorized" as used in section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, is to'
be construed as clothing the Secretary of the
Interior with discretionary authority in the
granting of oil and gas permits under that
section. See Oil and Gas Lands, 20.
6. The term "chlorides of sodium" as used
in sections 23 and 24 of the act of February 25,
1920, includes ordinary table salt and'salt in
solution. SeeSalineLand, 2.
7. The term "indemnity" as used in the
statutes grantinglands to the States for school
purposes implies compensation for losses
actually sustained by failure to receive designated sections in place, and not a right to
select lands elsewhere because those in place
happen to be of inferior quality. See School
Land, 9.
8. Bytheuseofthephrase"'of equalquality" in the act of April 28,1904, it was con-'
templated that there should be an even exchange, and the equality of the selected and
base lands exchanged pursuant to the act
must be determined in 'accordance with the
conditions existing at the time of filing the
selection. SeeSelection, 8.
9. In the statutes relating to entries of
public lands 'the expressions "not more than
160 acres," "one-quarter section," and "not
'to exceed one-quarter section", are to be construed to mean approximately 160 acres. See
Statutes, 2.

Wyoming.::
See Indian Lands, 16; Military Service, 2;
Preference Right, 1.

